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1003

Error while initializing ActiveTransfer database connection.The original error
message was: {0}

2001

Invalid or unsupported RDBMS vendor: {0}.

2002

The database connection pool associated with ActiveTransfer should allow at least
2 connections. Your ActiveTrasnfer pool is currently configured with a maximum
of {0} connections. Aborting TN startup. Please increase your ActiveTransfer
database pool maximum and restart the server.

2003

There was an error while reading the dbops.sql file. The original error message
was: {0}

2004

There was an error while reading the dblimits.cnf file. The original error message
was: {0}

2005

A connection was returned to the connection pool with autoCommit = false. This
may indicate some changes to the database were not committed properly. The
changes will be rolled back. Stack trace {0}
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2006

ActiveTransfer database pool is not configured. Please configure a database pool
for functional alias "ActiveTransfer".

2007

There was an error while connecting to ActiveTrasnfer connection pool.The original
error message was: {0}

2008

ActiveTransfer database pool is not configured properly. Make sure that a valid
database pool is assigned for functional alias "ActiveTransfer".

2009

Error while reading the database configuration. The exception message is : {0}

2011

ActiveTransfer could not retrieve data from your database. Go to the JDBC Pools
page in the Integration Server Administrator and make sure your database URL,
user name, and password are set correctly. Also make sure you created the
ActiveTrasnfer database tables as described in the Product Installation Guide.

3001

A scheduled action with this name already exists.

3004

Unable to save scheduled archive service "{0}".

3009

Interval value for fixed interval scheduled event cannot be empty.

3010

Interval value is not valid.

3011

Interval must be greater than zero.

3012

The scheduled {0} is invalid. Format must be YYYY/MM/DD.

3013

The scheduled {0} is invalid. Format must be hh:mm:ss.
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3020

The scheduled delivery date/time is in the past.

3021

If an end time is supplied, an end date must also be supplied.

3022

End date/time is in the past.

3023

End date/time is before start date/time.

3024

Could not construct a valid timestamp from this schedule. Dates must be in
YYYY/MM/DD format and times must be in hh:mm:ss format.

3025

Delivery schedule dates must be in the format "YYYY/MM/DD" and times must be
in the format "hh:mm:ss".

3031

A post process event with this name already exists.

3032E

The action name "{0}" repeats for multiple actions in this event. Retry with unique
action names.

Explanation

Each action defined in an ActiveTransfer event must have a unique name.

Action

Specify a unique name for each action in an ActiveTransfer event.

3033

The action name cannot be null.

3034E

Scheduled event "{0}" does not exist. Retry with an existing scheduled event.

Explanation

The scheduleName parameter provided for the wm.mft.schedule:executeEvent service
is not a valid scheduled event in ActiveTransfer.

Action

Ensure that the scheduled event name specified by the scheduleName parameter is
defined in ActiveTransfer.

4003E

Update of asset failed.

Explanation

ActiveTransfer Server could not update the asset.

Action

Check the ActiveTransfer error logs for details.
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4005E

Insertion of asset failed.

Explanation

ActiveTransfer could not insert the asset on the target server.

Action

Check the ActiveTransfer error logs for details.

4006E

The export file name cannot be null.

Explanation

The exportData service could not execute because no export file was specified.

Action

In the exportFileName parameter, specify the path and name of the XML file in which
to save the exported assets.

4007E

The import file name cannot be null.

Explanation

The importData service could not execute because no import file was specified.

Action

In the importDataFileName parameter, specify the path and name of the XML file
containing the assets to import.

4008E

The import file {0} does not exist.

Explanation

The specified file containing the assets to import does not exist.

Action

In the importDataFileName parameter, specify a valid path and name of the XML file
containing the assets to import.

4009E

The import file {0} cannot be read.

Explanation

ActiveTransfer Server could not read the specified import file.

Action

In the importDataFileName parameter, specify a file name that ActiveTransfer Server
can access.

4010E

Specify values for input parameter {0} or set input parameter all to true.

Explanation

The "all" input parameter for the importData service is set to "false," but no assets are
specified to import.

Action

Either set the "all" input parameter to "true" or specify the assets to import in the
"importData" parameter.

4011E

The value of input parameter assetType of {0}[{1}] is null. Specify a value for the
asset type.

Explanation

ActiveTransfer Server could not import the asset for the indicated importData
document because no asset type was specified.

Action

Specify a value in the assetType variable for each asset type you want to import.
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4012E

No assets to import.

Explanation

The export file is blank or the assets selected for import are not in the export file.

4013E

The version information in the import file cannot be null.

Explanation

The version information in the import file is null. ActiveTransfer supports import of
assets into ActiveTransfer 9.5 or later. The server could not find version information
in the file the importData service is attempting to import.

4014E

The version information provided in the file for Import operation is {0}, only the
data exported from version {1} can be imported.

Explanation

ActiveTransfer supports the export of assets from version 9.5 or later. This export file
was created from an earlier version of ActiveTransfer

4015E

A reference is not available on the target server. Reference details- type:{0}, name:{1},
and ID:{2}.

Explanation

A reference to a server instance is not available on the target server.

4016

assetType element not found in XML.

7001

A server with the same protocol and 'host + port' combination already exists.

7002

A server tunnel with the same name already exists.

7003

Error while updating the server. Check the logs.

7004

A proxy instance with the same host and port combination already exists.

7005

A proxy instance with the same name already exists.

8001

An invalid template has been specified for the user. Template ID:{0}
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8002

A user template with the same name already exists.

8003

A user with the specified id does not exist. User ID:{0}

8004

The user does not have an associated template. User ID:{0}

8005

The user ''{0}'' already exists.

8006

No default user template is defined in ActiveTransfer. Please create a default user
template before creating a user.

8007

Default template cannot be deleted.

8101

A virtual folder with the same name already exists.
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INMBAE0001

Login failed. The reason could be an incorrect username and/or password, or a
database access error.

Explanation

The system could not log you on. An error occurred during authentication.

Action

Specify correct user name (possibly including domain name) and password. Note
that letters in passwords must be typed using the correct case. You may also want to
check whether the CentraSite server is started.

INMBAE0002

Please enter an appropriate value.

Explanation

Please enter an appropriate value.

Action

Please enter an appropriate value.

INMBAE0003

Cannot uninstall plug-in with id {0}, is required e.g. by plug-in with id {1}.

Explanation

The plug-in you wish to uninstall cannot be uninstalled because another plug-in
depends on it.

Action

Check whether to uninstall the dependent plug-in as well.

INMBAE0005

Failed to delete {0}.

Explanation

The given file or directory could not be deleted.

Action

Check whether in use by another program.
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INMBAE0006

Unable to load JAAS Configuration. The jaas.config file may have syntax errors.

Explanation

JAAS Configuration seems to be invalid and hence cannot be loaded. The jaas.config
file may have syntax errors

Action

Ensure the syntax correctness of jaas.config file. Fix any additional issues as pointed
out in the error message

INMBAE0009

Subject does not supply credentials. The subject instance is {0}.

Explanation

Authenticated subject does not have credentials after authentication.

Action

This is most probably due to a CentraSite security misconfiguration.

INMBAE0010

Connection handler {0} failed to establish connection.

Explanation

Connection handler {0} failed to establish connection.

Action

Check logs.

INMBAE0011

Plug-in {0} has been disabled.

Explanation

Plug-in {0} has been disabled.

Action

Check logs for reason.

INMBAE0012

Database access error. Can't connect to server CentraSite.

Explanation

CentraSite Server is not running.

Action

Start CentraSite Server.

INMBAW0004

Forced uninstall of plug-in with id {0} will cause disabling of dependent plug-in
with id {1}.

Explanation

When the plug-in is uninstalled, the dependent plug-in will no longer be usable.

Action

The dependent plug-in will be re-enabled when the required plug-in is available
again.
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JmxServiceConnectError – Designer was unable to physicaly connect to the server over JMX on port {0}.
Verify the Server view's JMX port configuration matches the port configuration for the server. Verify
the server is started and listening for socket connections on this port.
Explanation

Application Platform uses a JMX service to communicate with a server at design time.

Action

Verify the Server view's JMX port configuration matches the port configuration for
the server. Verify the server is started and listening for socket connections on this
port.

JmxServiceNoInstanceError – Designer is connected to the server over JMX as required; however, the
App Platform remote service is unavailable. Verify the 'Application Platform Support' component is
installed for this server.
Explanation

Application Platform is using a JMX service to communicate with the server on port
{0}. It connected to the server; however, the service is not available.

Action

The 'Application Platform Support' component must be installed for each server.
Verify this component was installed; otherwise, please contact Global Support. Please
provide the Designer and server logs.

JmxServiceServerError – An error occurred while executing an Application Platform Designer remote
JMX service on the server.
Explanation

Application Platform is using a JMX service to communicate with the server. An
exception occurred on the server while executing a task.

Action

Determine the source of this server-side error and contact Global Support if unable
to resolve the issue.
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PLDBBCE0000

Unable to establish a JMX connection to the {0} server over port {1}. Cause: {2}

Explanation

Designer failed to establish a JMX to the remote development server.

Action

Verify that the server is started and that the installed PLS bundle deploy service
bundle is active.

PLDBBCE0001

Unable to access the bundle publisher service.

Explanation

The Dependency Manager was unable to access the publisher service when the remote
server was started. The dependency manager needs the publisher service in order to
obtain the list of deployed bundles in the server's OSGi container.

Action

Restart Designer and verify that the PLD bundle deploy client bundle is active.

PLDBBCE0002

Unable to access the Dependency Manager service.

Explanation

The Dependency Manager service is contributed to the OSGi service registry but it is
not registered to it.

Action

Restart Designer and verify that the PLD bundle builder core bundle is active.

PLDBBUE0000

An error occurred while resolving the list of libraries in the Application Platform
common classpath container for project: {0}. Cause: {1}

Explanation

The list of libraries that are automatically created by Application Platform for the
project cannot be resolved. One or more libraries, provided by Application Platform,
must be present for projects with Application Platform project facets.

Action

Remove the Application Platform core project facet from the project and add it again.
Verify that the Application Platform bundles exist in the target installation path under
'common/runtime/bundles/pls-core/eclipse/plugins' and
'common/runtime/bundles/applatform/eclipse/plugins'. If these directories do not
exist, verify that all of the Application Platform components were selected during
installation.

PLDBBUE0001

An error occurred while initializing the Application Platform classpath container
for project {0}. Cause: {1}

Explanation

Designer could not initialize the classpath container for the existing project during
the workspace initialization. The error is isolated to the initializer of this container.

Action

Remove the Application Platform core project facet from the project and add it again.
Verify that the Application Platform bundles exist in the target installation path under
'common/runtime/bundles/pls-core/eclipse/plugins' and
'common/runtime/bundles/applatform/eclipse/plugins'. If these directories do not
exist, verify that all of the Application Platform components were selected during
installation.
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PLDBMGE0000

An exception occurred while reloading the Bundle Manager view. Cause: {0}

Explanation

Designer could not reload the Bundle Manager view. Reloading the Bundle Manager
view involves the following sources: a selected project, a connected server, and a
configured set of directories.

Action

Determine the source where the error occurred (directory, project or server).

PLDBMGE0001

An exception was produced while accessing the Dependency Manager Service.

Explanation

Designer could not access the Dependency Manager Service. The Dependency Manager
Service is an OSGi service. Aplication Platform uses this service for verifying bundles
and their relationships to other bundles.

Action

Restart Designer and try again. If the error persists, contact Software AG Global
Support.

PLDBMGE0002

An exception was produced while accessing the Bundle Manager Service.

Explanation

Designer could not access the Bundle Manager Service. The Bundle Manager Service
is an OSGi service used by the Application Platform Bundle Manager View.

Action

Restart Designer and try again. If the error persists, contact Software AG Global
Support.

PLDBMGE0003

An error occurred while restoring the Bundle Manager to its default settings. Cause:
{0}

Explanation

An error occurred while resetting the Bundle Manager to its default values. The
configuration settings of the Bundle Manager are stored by the Eclipse preferences
API.

Action

Check the details of the exception and try to resolve the problem.

PLDBMGE0005

Error opening Bundle Manager configuration settings dialog. Cause: {0}

Explanation

The Bundle Manager configuration settings dialog failed to open. The configuration
settings dialog contains configuration settings that impact the Bundle Manager view.

Action

Restart Designer and try again. Try to access the Bundle Manager configuration
settings dialog from the Windows/Preferences/SoftwareAG/Bundle Manager menu
path.

PLDBMGE0006

Invalid number format for the App Platform server configuration key: {0}. Value:
{1}

Explanation

The server configuration property received an invalid value. A numeric value is
required for the App Platform server configuration key.

Action

Verify that the server configuration value is non-null and that it is numeric.
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PLDBMGE0007

Bundle Manager encountered an error while publishing bundle {0} into the server's
repository. Cause: {1}

Explanation

The Bundle Manager could not publish the selected bundle to the server's bundle
repository. The bundle must be published to the repository before it can be installed
to the server's OSGi container. For this purpose, the bundle is first copied to a staging
directory. Designer transfers the bundle to this directory by using a JMX interface via
the port number, configured in the WST server

Action

Review the contents of the staging directory under the server's installation directory,
for example: profiles/IS_default/workspace/temp/app-platform/deployer/bundles/.
Verify that the configuration of the WST server is correct and that the server is started
and it is listening on the JMX port.

PLDBMGE0008

Bundle Manager encountered an error while installing bundle {0} to the server's
OSGi container. Cause: {1}

Explanation

The Bundle Manager failed to install the bundle to the server's OSGi container.

Action

Verify that the bundle was copied from the staging directory to the repository directory
under the installation directory, for example:
profiles/IS_default/workspace/app-platform/deployer/bundles/. If required bundles
or imported packages are missing, review the OSGi dependencies to ensure that all
required dependencies are met.

PLDBMGE0009

Bundle Manager encountered an error while unpublishing the bundle {0} from the
server's repository. Cause: {1}

Explanation

The Bundle Manager failed to unpublish the bundle from the server's repository. The
bundle can be unpublished from the server's repository after it is uninstalled from
the OSGi container.

Action

Verify that the bundle was successfully removed from the repository directory under
the installation folder, for example:
profiles/IS_default/workspace/app-platform/deployer/bundles/. If the bundle is still
in the directory, delete it manually by removing the file from this directory and
restarting the server.

PLDBMGE0010

Bundle Manager encountered an error while removing bundle {0} from the server's
OSGi container. Cause: {1}

Explanation

The Bundle Manager failed to uninstall the bundle from the server's OSGi container.
The bundle must be uninstalled from the OSGi container before it can be unpublished
from the p2 repository.

Action

Verify that the bundle was successfully removed from the repository directory under
the installation folder, for example:
profiles/IS_default/workspace/app-platform/deployer/bundles/. If the bundle is still
in the directory, delete it manually by removing the file from this directory and
restarting the server.
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PLDBMGE0011

The Bundle Manager encountered an unexpected error while executing the update
server task. Cause: {0}

Explanation

The Bundle Manager failed to update the server. The Bundle Manager runs an update
server task when a server is started or bundle changes are committed.

Action

Review the contents of the staging directory under the server's installation directory.
Verify that the configuration of the WST server is correct and that the server is started
and it is listening on the JMX port. If you have uninstalled bundles from the server,
verify that they bundle were successfully removed from the repository directory
under the installation folder. If one or more bundles are still in the directory, delete
it manually by removing the file from this directory and restarting the server.

PLDBMGE0012

An Application Platform server must be configured and started for this operation.

Explanation

This Application Platform operation in Designer requires access to a server instance.
A server configuration must be created and successfully started.

Action

From the Servers view create an Application Platform server and start it.

PLDBMGE0015

Error creating wrapper bundle. Cause: {0}

Explanation

An unexpected error occurred while creating a wrapper bundle for the set of jars.

Action

Verify that the jar files and the bundle manifest are valid. If they are valid and the
error persists, contact Software AG Global Support.

PLDBMGE0017

An error occurred while creating a wrapper bundle. Cause: {0}

Explanation

The Bundle Manager view failed to create a wrapper bundle for the given plain jar(s).

Action

Verify that the jars to be included in the wrapper jar are valid Java archives. Review
the generated OSGi manifest entry in the jar (META-INF/MANIFEST.MF) and verify
that the target directory, where the bundle is to be created, exists and has appropriate
file permissions for the current user.

PLDBMGE0019

Error removing wrapper bundle. Cause: {0}

Explanation

An unexpected error occurred while removing one or more wrapper bundles.

Action

Verify that the associated jar files exist and that they are not opened in another
application.

PLDBMGE0021

File {0} was not installed on the server. The file is not a bundle.

Explanation

The file you attempted for publishing to the server is not an OSGi bundle. Designer
can only publish OSGi bundlers to the product server.

Action

Review the file contents and publish only OSGi bundles to the server.
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PLDBMGE0022

Unable to validate project {0}'s bundle file before attempting to publish or
unpublish.

Explanation

The file could not be validated by Designer. Designer needs a valid project archive
file with OSGi bundle headers before it can perform publisher-related operations
against a server.

Action

Rebuild the project to ensure its contents are up to date.

PLDBMGI0020

The server must be started before bundles can be removed. The server is used to
confirm they the bundles are not installed.

Explanation

You cannot remove bundles when the server is started. Published bundles cannot be
removed, so the server must first confirm that the selected bundles for removal are
not installed.

Action

Start the Application Platform server in Designer and select unpublished bundles for
removal.

PLDBMGW0014

Clear the text filter to ensure that all bundles or jars are included in this action.

Explanation

The filter cannot be cleared programmatically before the selected task is runned
because the task is running on the same UI thread.

Action

Clear the text box and repeat the operation.

PLDCDGE0000

Unknown data type from DataKey annotation for field {0}; type: {1}

Explanation

The DataKey annotation is incorrect. The DataKey annotation identifies an element
to be used in IS service signature. These signatures support only a limited set of data
types. The data type of the field identified here is not supported.

Action

Update the DataKey annotation to use a supported data type.

PLDCDGE0001

Unable to create POJO wrappers for IS node: {0}

Explanation

The node is not recognized by the IS server as a defined service or a shared doctype
or specification reference.

Action

Make sure that the selected node is valid on the selected IS server.

PLDCDGE0002

Unexpected Integration Server node-type {0} for node {1}, expecting {2}

Explanation

An unexpected node-type was found in the Integration Server node that was retrieved.
This may be caused by an incorrect node name.

Action

Correct the Integration Server node name.
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PLDCDGE0003

Unable to retrieve Integration Server {0} description for node {1}; caught: {2}

Explanation

Retrieving the service or record details for the given Integration Server node was
unsuccessful. This error may result from improper configuration either in the IS server
identification, or in the IS service.

Action

Check the error logs for more details about this error.

PLDCDGE0004

Unexpected signature node type: {0}; field is {1}, generating bean: {2}.{3}

Explanation

The field-type used when generating a Java source for the IS service signature was
not recognized. This may occur because of an unsupported IS serice configuration.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

PLDCDGE0005

Cannot use a connection that is null or disconnected: {0}

Explanation

Failed to connect to Integration Server. Application Platform attempted to generate
a code for an IS service but the connection is not working.

Action

Verify that the connection to Integration Server is working. If the error persists with
a working connection, contact Software AG Global Support.

PLDCDGE0006

Unable to retrieve Integration Server {0} description for package {1}; caught: {2}

Explanation

Retrieving the details for the given Integration Server package was unsuccessful. This
error may result from improper configuration either in the IS server identification, or
in the IS package.

Action

Check the error logs for more details about this error.

PLDCFTE0000

An error occurred while creating Application Platform project facets in the project
template. Cause: {0}

Explanation

The creation of Application Platform project facets failed. Designer uses a template
of Eclipse project facets when creating a service project. The Application Platform
server uses these facets to determine if it can publish a project's module.

Action

Verify that all of the Application Platform components were installed in Designer.

PLDCFTE0001

An error occurred in the Application Platform service project wizard while creating
a project. Cause: {0}

Explanation

The Application Platform service project wizard failed to create a project. The service
project wizard creates a Designer project and performs tasks for each of the selected
project facets.

Action

Review the error and verify that the project facet selections are valid.
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PLDCSPE0001

An error occurred while unpublishing a project resource from the server, configured
for Application Platform.

Explanation

An unexpected error occurred while unpublishing a project resource to the configured
server.

Action

Verify that the project is still deployed on the server, that the server configuration is
complete, and that the server can be started successfully.

PLDCSPE0003

An error occurred while publishing a project resource to the Application Platform
server.

Explanation

An unexpected error occurred while publishing a project resource to the configured
server.

Action

Verify that the project contents are valid, that the server configuration is complete,
and that the server can be started successfully.

PLDCSPE0004

Designer was unable to confirm the server's status during startup/shutdown. Details:
{0}

Explanation

The configured Application Plaform server uses a polling ping approach to confirm
if the remote server was successfully started or stopped. An error occurred during
the ping operation and the status of the server could not be confirmed.

Action

If you are running the server via its native shell scripts, stop the server. Then try to
restart the server in Designer.

PLDCSPE0005

An exception was encountered while trying to synchronize the Application Platform
server {0}'s run status in the Servers view. Cause: {1}

Explanation

Designer was unable to synchronize the status of the Application Platform server.
The Servers view for Application Platform has a configuration setting, which is used
to control how Designer synchronizes its status against the server.

Action

Verify that the configuration parameters are correct. If the server properties section
does not show any properties, delete the server configuration and recreate it.

PLDCSPE0006

An error occurred while refreshing the Bundle Manager during the server status
update to {1}. Cause: {2}

Explanation

Designer failed to refresh the Bundle Manager when the server was started or stopped.

Action

Restart Designer. If the error persists, contact Software AG Global Support.
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PLDCSPE0009

An error occured while updating the Application Platform server run status {0}.
Cause: {1}

Explanation

The Server's view for the Application Platform includes an entry for each configured
server. Designer has received a WST server event, but an error has occurred while
Designer attempted to update a server's run state.

Action

Review the server configuration in the Servers view and verify that the required server
data is present. If the data is incorrect or some server properties are not displayed,
delete the server configuration and recreate it.

PLDCSPE0010

Error getting a URL for server {0} for verifying the run status of Integration Server.
Cause: {1}

Explanation

Designer was unable to obtain a URL for the server. The URL is needed in order to
perform a ping operation against the server and to determine its current status.

Action

Verify that the server configuration properties are correct and try again.

PLDCSPE0011

Unable to create Application Platform custom module.

Explanation

Application Platform was unable to create a custom module. Application Platform
uses a custom module in order to differentiate its server from other servers, like
Tomcat, for example. The custom module is needed for adding all application projects
containing the Application Platform project facets to the server. This is a critical
component required for publishing bundles to the server.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

PLDCSPE0012

An unexpected error occured while validating a project facet for module {0}. Cause:
{1}

Explanation

Designer could not validate a project facet for the module. Designer projects use facets
in order to define capabilities, supported by the servers that host the projects. This
ensures that no attempts for publishing a project to a server that does not support
that project can be made.

Action

Review the error details and verify that the correct project facets are added to the
project.

PLDCSPE0013

An error occurred while adding server {0} to the lifecycle listener. Cause: {1}

Explanation

Designer failed to add the server to the lifecycle listener. A collection of listeners is
maintained for servers that are added or removed from Designer. The listeners contain
all the information that is needed for performing server actions, like publishing or
unpublishing project bundles.

Action

Restart Designer.
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PLDCSPE0014

An error occurred while synchronizing WST Servers View configuration updates.
Cause: {0}

Explanation

Application Platform uses the Eclipse WST subsystem server configuration data. An
exception occurred while updating Application Platform plugins.

Action

Restart Designer.

PLDCSPE0015

Missing credentials for server connection to the following url: {0}

Explanation

No credentials have been provided to verify the server status.

Action

Verify that the server connection has appropriate credentials.

PLDCSPW0000

An attempt was made to publish or unpublish a project module to a server that is
not started.

Explanation

An error occurred while publishing or unpublishing the project module because the
server is not started. You can only publish or unpublish Application Server projects
to a server, which is started.

Action

Verify that the server is started and repeat the action.

PLDCSPW0002

No project modules were specified for the Application Platform publish operation.

Explanation

The Application Platform publisher received a publish request but no project modules
were included in the request.

Action

Confirm that there is at least one project added to the Application Platform server
configuration and try to publish again.

PLDCSPW0008

You must stop and restart the server after you change and save the server settings.

Explanation

You must restart the server after you change the server settings. Many of the server
settings you can configure in Designer update server configurations, such as port
numbers.

Action

Restart the server, and then restart the configured server in Designer.

PLDCUIE0001

An unexpected error occurred while configuring an Application Platform runtime
environment.

Explanation

The Application Platform runtime configuration failed. The runtime preference page
is used to define the runtime instance used for Application Platform server and project
configurations.

Action

Go to the Window/Preferences/Server/Runtime Environments preference panel and
create a runtime instance for the Application Platform server. If no server entry is
displayed, confirm that all the required Application Platform components were
installed.
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PLDCUIE0002

Unable to verify preference setting {0} from the imported preferences file. Cause:
{1}

Explanation

Application Platform verifies all directory path preference settings during the import
step. An error occurred while verifying one of the preference settings.

Action

Update the preference setting manually.

PLDCUIE0003

{0} preference setting's directory path does not exist. ({1})

Explanation

While importing Designer preferences, Application Platform encountered a preference
setting that contains a non-existent directory path.

Action

Update the imported preference setting with a valid directory path.

PLDCUII0000

No Application Platform runtime instance configuration was found.

Explanation

Designer could not find an Application Platform runtime instance configuration. The
Application Platforrm server and projects require a runtime configuration.

Action

Create a runtime instance in the 'Runtime Environments' preference page in Designer.

PLDISPE0000

No Integration Server connections with valid URLs are defined in
'Window/Preferences/SoftwareAG/Integration Servers' for this Designer instance.

Explanation

The Application Platform server was not able to start because there are no valid
Integration Server connections defined.

Action

Configure a valid connection to a local Integration Server via the configuration panel.
You can find the configuration panel in Window/Preferences/Software AG/Integration
Servers.

PLDISPE0007

An error occurred while retrieving the list of Integration Server connections. Details:
{0}

Explanation

Designer failed to retrieve the list of Integration Server connections. Designer maintains
the list of connections in Window/Preferences/SoftwareAG/Integration Servers view.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

PLDISPE0008

No server connections are accessible in
Window/Preferences/SoftwareAG/Integration Servers.

Explanation

The Application Platform server configuration must have a Designer Integration
Server connection defined for the same host and port. No servers were returned from
the server connection manager.

Action

Verify that at least one server connection is defined in the preference view.
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PLDISWE0000

An error occurred while executing a task in the IS service wizard.

Explanation

An error occurred while using the IS service wizard for creating POJO bean wrappers
for Integration Server services.

Action

Restart Designer and try again.

PLDISWE0001

The IS service wizard encountered an error while generating POJO classes for IS
service: {0}

Explanation

Application Platform was unable to produce Java POJO service wrappers for the
selected IS service(s).

Action

Verify that the IS service is properly defined and retry the code generation step.

PLDISWE0002

An Application Platform IS facet is not installed on this project.

Explanation

The project is not configured to use the custom Application Platform facet for
Integration Server extensions.

Action

Enable the Application Platform IS facet on the project's properties page.

PLDISWI0003

IS services from IS product packages are not supported. Do not use this in a
production setting.

Explanation

The checkbox for selecting all IS services is provided only for demonstration purposes.

Action

Create new services to be used with the Application Platform.

PLDNAVE0000

{0} model class is missing its identifier.

Explanation

Every graph node in the Visual Navigator must have a unique identifier, which is
provided by the model node provider implementation.

Action

Check if the class type is produced by a custom model node provider implementation
and try to resolve the problem.

PLDNAVE0002

Exception creating model node for object type {0}. Details: {1}

Explanation

An error occurred while creating the model content for a graph node.

Action

Check if this is a custom implementation and try to resolve the problem.

PLDNAVE0003

A class type is required when creating a category for a model object. Category name:
{0}

Explanation

You must provide a class type for all categories that you create for model node
providers.

Action

Check if this is a custom implementation and try to resolve the problem.
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PLDNAVE0004

Exception creating list of package fragments from {0}. Details: {1}

Explanation

An error occurred while the Visual Navigator was rendering a graph for the class
dimension.

Action

Verify that there are no compilation errors in your projects and try again.

PLDNAVE0005

Exception loading method {0}'s references. Details: {1}

Explanation

The Method dimension in the navigator view could not find a reference to the method
in Designer when rendering the graph view.

Action

Check the details of the exception and try to resolve the problem.

PLDNAVE0006

Exception creating model nodes for class type {0} from native object {1}. Details: {2}

Explanation

The Visual Navigator uses the currently selected object as input when it switches
from one dimension to another. An error occurred while extracting the model from
this input for the next dimension graph.

Action

Check the details of the exception and try to resolve the problem.

PLDNAVE0007

Exception loading projects {0}'s references. Details: {1}

Explanation

The Project dimension in the navigator view could not find a reference to the project
in Designer when rendering the graph view.

Action

Check the details of the exception and try to resolve the problem.

PLDNAVE0008

Exception loading resource {0}'s references. Details: {1}

Explanation

The Resource dimension in the navigator view could not find a reference to the
resource in Designer when rendering the graph view.

Action

Check the details of the exception and try to resolve the problem.

PLDNAVE0010

Error executing model node providers for dimension {0} in the navigator view.
Details: {1}

Explanation

The Visual Navigator encountered an error while building the object model for its
graph view.

Action

Check the details of the exception and try to resolve the problem.
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PLDNAVE0013

Universe with id {0} does not exist.

Explanation

You can register universes containing unique IDs through the Visual Navigator API.
However, the specified ID does not match any registered universe.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

PLDNAVE0014

Model node classname is required when creating an instance key.

Explanation

Every graph node, created in the Visual Navigator must have a unique ID, which
includes the model node class name.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

PLDNAVW0009

Unable to load annotation provider {0} for the navigator view. Details: {1}

Explanation

The Visual Navigator failed to load the annotation provider, which is required for
extending the content added to the graph view.

Action

Check the details of the exception and try to resolve the problem.

PLDUTLE0000

An error occurred while updating Application Platform {0} project classpath. Cause:
{1}

Explanation

The project classpath failed to updated. The project classpath is updated when
Application Platform project facets are installed or removed.

Action

Manually update the project classpath in Designer.

PLDUTLE0001

Unable to resolve OSGi service: {0}

Explanation

Designer could not resolve the OSGi service. This suggests that the OSGi service
interface has no implementations in the service registry. A possible reason is that the
bundle contributing an implementation did not activate as expected or is missing
from the container.

Action

Restart Designer and retry.

PLDWSE0000

An error occurred while adding Application Platform classpath containers to the
{0} project. Cause: {1}

Explanation

Adding Application Platform classpath containers failed with an error. When
Application Platform project facets are added to a project, additional classpath
containers are also added to the project. This error can be caused by a corrupt Java
project.

Action

Delete the Java project and create it again. While creating the project, make sure that
you do not delete project contents.
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PLDWSE0001

An invalid number format was found for Application Platform server configuration
key: {0}. Value: {1}

Explanation

The Application Platform server configuration key has an invalid number format. A
numeric value is required.

Action

Verify that the server configuration value is non-null and numeric.

PLDWSE0002

An attempt was made to register an Application Platform WST server instance with
no server name.

Explanation

A registration attempt was made for an Application Platform WST server instance
with no server name. A server name is required.

Action

Verify that the server configuration has a server name and restart the server instance.

PLDWSE0003

An error occurred while removing Application Platform classpath containers from
the {0} project. Cause: {1}

Explanation

Removing Application Platform classpath containers from the project faield with an
error. When Application Platform project facets are removed from a project, additional
classpath containers are also removed from the project. This error can be caused by
a corrupt Java project.

Action

Delete the Java project and create it again. While creating the project, make sure that
you do not delete project contents.

ProfilesPageContentProvider_0 – Cannot resolve the server profiles from the base directory: {0}.
Explanation

An error occured while resolving the server profiles using the base installation
directory.

Action

Check if the ECLIPSE_HOME classpath variable for Designer points to the correct
location. The default location is SAG_INSTALL_DIR/Designer/eclipse.
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PLSAPPE0000

Need instance of MethodMetadataImpl, can not use type: {0}

Explanation

Not all implementations of the metadata interfaces can be used for service invocation.

Action

Change your service configuration to use an acceptable implementation.

PLSAPPE0001

OsgiService.validate failed because it cannot work with null metadata.

Explanation

The OSGi service object was not properly initialized because of null metadata.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

PLSAPPE0002

OsgiService.initializeService failed with exception: type({0}), msg({1})

Explanation

The OSGi service was not properly initalized.

Action

Check the error logs for more details about this error.

PLSAPPE0003

OsgiService.baseInvoke found a non-null svc object for {0} from an unexpected
class loader; expected {1}, found {2}

Explanation

The OSGi service invocation used a service class from an unknown, unexpected class
loader. This has caused an OSGi container or a bundle configuration problem.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

PLSAPPE0004

OsgiService.baseInvoke: unable to get service object for {0} from registry

Explanation

Integration Server is expected to register an OSGi service to expose Integration Server
artifacts in Application Platform. The OSGi service could not be found.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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PLSAPPE0005

Error initializing App Platform generated service binding {0}. Details: {1}

Explanation

Integration Server (IS) calls Application Platform services that are exposed to IS by
using a generated IS service.

Action

Unpublish the Application Platform service project and republish it again.

PLSBDSE0000

Bundle deployment changes could not be initiated.

Explanation

The Software AG Common Platform OSGi service, responsible for installing a bundle
into the container, is missing.

Action

Restart the server and try again.

PLSBDSE0001

The required OSGi deployment service is missing.

Explanation

The Software AG Common Platform OSGi service, responsible for installing a bundle
into the container, is missing.

Action

Restart the server and try again.

PLSBDSE0006

{0} failed due to error: {1}

Explanation

The install/uninstall operation failed because of the indicated error. The project bundle
operation did not complete successfully and had to be retried after fixing the error.

Action

Review the error logs for more details about this error.

PLSBDSE0007

Bundle installed, but failed to activate due to error: {0}

Explanation

The project bundle was successfully installed in the runtime but its activation failed
due to the specified error.

Action

Verify that all required libraries, with which the project has dependencies, are installed
and available in the runtime.

PLSBDSE0008

Installation failed! Bundle not present in installed bundles list

Explanation

A bundle deploy call failed to install the specified bundle in the runtime. A possible
cause is that the bundle deploy call was made to a runtime that does not contain the
bundle jar file in the staging directory.

Action

If both runtime instance you are using and the server runtime configured in Designer
are local, verify that they are the same.
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PLSBDSE0009

An exception was raised while uninstalling bundle {0}. Cause: {1}

Explanation

The server encountered a fatal error while attempting to uninstall the referenced
bundle.

Action

Check the error logs for more details about this error.

PLSBDSE0010

An exception was raised while installing bundle {0}. Cause: {1}

Explanation

The server encountered a fatal error while attempting to install the referenced bundle.

Action

Check the error logs for more details about this error.

PLSBDSE0011

The bundle was not installed. The server was unable to copy {0} bundle into the
bundle repository.

Explanation

The bundle installation failed because the bundle could not be copied to the bundle
repository.

Action

Perform a clean build and republish the bundle, if it is a project bundle. Inspect the
server's bundle repository directory and the staging directories to determine condition
of the bundle jar.

PLSBDSE0014

An error occurred while transferring chunk {0} of bundle {1} from source {2}. Cause:
{3}

Explanation

The server encountered an exception while processing a chunk of resource transferred
from Designer.

Action

Check the error logs for more details about this error.

PLSBDSE0017

No test bundle with symbolic name: ''{0}'' and version: ''{1}'' is installed in the
runtime! Unable to run test method: ''{2}'' in class: ''{3}''

Explanation

The bundle containing the JUnit App Platform Integration tests with the specified
bundle symbolic name and version failed to install in the runtime.

Action

Deploy the project containing the integration tests to the running runtime instance
before running the JUnit test through Designer.

PLSBRME0000

The repository manager operation was not performed due to missing bundle key.

Explanation

The repository manager operation failed because of a missing bundle key. Designer
operations for publishing and unpublishing bundles from the server require a bundle
key object.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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PLSBRME0001

Could not determine the location of the bundle repository from the location of the
configured server.

Explanation

Obtaining the bundle repository directory path failed. This directory contains project
bundles and other bundles that are installed by the Bundle Publisher on the server's
OSGi container. The bundle repository location is determined by the value, defined
for the 'osgi.instance.area' configuration of the OSGi container running on the server.

Action

Verify that the server's config.ini file has a valid value for 'osgi.instance.area'.

PLSBRME0002

Could not determine the server's OSGi instance area.

Explanation

The 'osgi.instance.area' key, which is the value of the server's OSGi instance area could
not be determined. The key is part of the required data included in the server's
config.ini file. The problem may be caused by a corrupted config.ini file.

Action

Review the contents of the config. ini file.

PLSBRME0004

Could not determine the bundle repository staging location from the location of
the configured server.

Explanation

Obtaining the bundle repository staging directory path failed. This is the directory
path on the server where project bundles and other bundles, installed by the Bundle
Publisher, are located when they are initially transferred to the server. This initial
transfer is made prior to installing the bundles to OSGi container. The bundle
repository location is determined by the value, defined for the 'osgi.instance.area'
configuration of the OSGi container running in the server.

Action

Verify that the server's config.ini file has a valid value for 'osgi.instance.area'.

PLSBRME0007

Unable to create directory path. {0}

Explanation

The specified directory path could not be created.

Action

Verify that the specified path is valid on the file system and that there are no processes
that are using it or that have locked it. Retry the operation afterwards.

PLSBRME0008

An attempt was made to install or uninstall a bundle before the bundle has been
transferred to the server's staging directory. {0}

Explanation

Installing or uninstalling the bundle failed because the fundle is not transferred to
the server. Bundles must first be transferred to the server before they can be installed
or removed from its OSGi container.

Action

Retry the operation and verify that the bundle is transferred to the staging directory
under the server profile's workspace.
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PLSBRME0009

An error occurred while refreshing the Application Platform project bundles in
the bundle repository. {0}

Explanation

Refreshing the Application Platform project bundles failed with an error. When you
refresh the repository manager, the repository directory path is retrieved prior to
registering the jars located there.

Action

Check the error logs for more details about this error.

PLSBRME0010

Unable to refresh bundle file {0} in the bundle repository. {1}

Explanation

Refreshing the bundle file in the bundle repository failed with an error. When you
refresh the repository manager, it checks the OSGi manifest for each jar file in the
directory. In this way the repository manager prepares for registering each bundle
prior to installation.

Action

Check the error logs for more details about this error and try to determine if the jar
file is corrupt.

PLSBRME0011

Bundle {0}, which is transferred from Designer, does not match manifest {1} for this
jar {2}.

Explanation

The transferred bundle does not match the manifest for this jar. When Designer
publishes bundles to the server, the bundle's name and version are included with the
transfer request and they must match the name and version, declared in the jar file's
OSGi manifest file.

Action

Perform a clean project build and repeat the operation.

PLSBRME0012

Attempt to uninstall a bundle that is missing from the bundle repository manager.
{0}

Explanation

The Application Platform bundle repository manager maintains a map of all the
bundles provisioned into the server. A bundle with this symbolic name and version
was not found. This may have occurred because of changing the version of the project
bundle without unpublishing the project bundle first.

Action

Unpublish the project bundle with the prior version and then update the project with
the new version.

PLSBRME0013

Attempt to uninstall a bundle missing from the bundle repository manager. {0}.
(Note, another bundle version ({1}) is provisioned in the server.)

Explanation

The Application Platform bundle repository manager maintains a map of all the
bundles provisioned into the server. A bundle with this symbolic name and version
was not found. This may have occurred because of changing the version of the project
bundle without unpublishing the project bundle first.

Action

Unpublish the project bundle with the prior version and then update the project with
the new version.
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PLSCOME0001

Unable to resolve the required OSGi service: {0}

Explanation

A service implementation for the required OSGi service was not found in the OSGi
registry.

Action

Check the error logs for more details about this error.

PLSCOME0002

Data corruption was found on chunk {0} of bundle {1} during transfer from Designer
to the server.

Explanation

The hash computed by the server did not match the value computed by the sender.
This may be caused by a faulty network or a modification from an intermediary.

Action

Verify that there are no network issues on proxy servers and so on.

PLSCOME0003

Unable to delete this file: {0}

Explanation

Your attempt to remove the file has failed according to your operating system.

Action

Verify that the file permissions are appropriate for the user that is running the server.

PLSCOME0004

Unable to create this file: {0}

Explanation

Your attempt to create the file has failed according to your operating system.

Action

Verify that the file permissions are appropriate for the user that is running the server.

PLSCOME0005

Unable to create this directory path: {0}

Explanation

Your attempt to create the directory path has failed according to your operating
system.

Action

Verify that the file permissions are appropriate for the user that is running the server.

PLSCOME0006

An illegal sequence was detected during a file transfer.

Explanation

A chunk of a file resource that was transferred to the server had an unexpected
sequence number.

Action

Repeat the failed operation.

PLSCOME0007

Unable to read a non-existent file. {0}

Explanation

An attempt was made to transfer a non-existent resource to the server.

Action

Verify that the expected files exist and repeat the operation.
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PLSCOME0008

The server does not have any of the expected message digest algorithms. {0}. At
least one of these is required.

Explanation

No message digest algorithms were found on the server. Application Platform needs
a message digest to verify the integrity of data transferred from Designer to the server.

Action

Update Application Platform to include one of the digest algorithms.

PLSCOME0009

File {0} is not a valid zip archive or it does not contain a manifest file.

Explanation

The file is invalid. A Java archive file with manifest is expected.

Action

Review the file contents and update as necessary.

PLSCOME0010

File {0} is not a valid bundle.

Explanation

The file is invalid. An OSGi bundle with a valid manifest, containing the required
OSGi headers, is expected.

Action

Review the file contents and update as necessary.

PLSCOME0011

Connect operation timed out: {0}

Explanation

A socket timeout error occurred when trying to connect to the JMX endpoint.

Action

Verify that target server is running and that the JMX port matches the server-side
configuration.

PLSGWIE0000

GatewayServiceImpl cannot work with NULL method metadata

Explanation

The code, which calls GatewayServiceImpl, fails with an error. GatewayServiceImpl
has no metadata and parameter details, which are required for identifying the service
and invoking its method.

Action

Make sure that the code does not call the method, unless the required metadata is
available.

PLSGWIE0001

GatewayServiceImpl.delegateInvoke: unable to extract parameter values from IData
for service ({0}.{1}); caught: ({2}), msg({3})

Explanation

The conversion of IData contents to Java method parameters failed. This may be
caused by a mismatch between expected parameter types (as specified in metadata)
and actual pipeline values (as presented during runtime). Check the exception message
for more information about the cause.

Action

Compare the actual parameter values with the expected types, specified in the
metadata.
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PLSGWIE0002

GatewayServiceImpl.delegateInvoke: unable to invoke targeted service ({0}.{1});
caught: ({2}), msg({3})

Explanation

The invocation of the indicated method failed. This may be caused by a mismatch
between expected parameter types (as specified in metdata) and actual pipeline values
(as presented during runtime). Another possible cause is that the expected service is
not registered with OSGi. Check the exception message for more information about
the cause.

Action

Verify that the expected OSGi service is registered. Compare the actual parameter
values with the expected types, specified in the metadata.

PLSGWIE0003

GatewayServiceImpl.delegateInvoke: unable to extract IData from the object
returned by ({0}.{1}); caught: ({2}), msg({3})

Explanation

The conversion of Java object to IData failed. This may be caused by a mismatch
between expected parameter types (as specified in metadata) and actual pipeline
values (as presented during runtime). Check the exception message for more
information about the cause.

Action

Compare the actual parameter values with the expected types, specified in the
metadata.

PLSGWIE0004

Unable to convert class name string ({0}) to class object using loader from {1}; caught
type({2}), msg({3})

Explanation

The named class from the metadata could not be loaded. This may be caused by a
dependency issue.

Action

Make sure that the bundle that is hosting the targeted service can access the class.

PLSGWIE0005

Unable to find method {0}({1}) on class {2}; caught type({3}), msg({4})

Explanation

The method, expecting the indicated parameter types list, could not be found on the
indicated class. This may be caused by a mismatch between expected parameter types
(as specified in metadata) and available method signatures. Check the exception
message for more information about the cause.

Action

Verify that the metadata is consistent with the targeted class.

PLSGWIE0012

Unable to invoke method ({0}), a problem occurred with the conversion of input
pipeline: {1}

Explanation

The Application Platform gateway service encountered a problem converting the
Integration Server pipeline to Java method parameters.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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PLSGWIE0013

Cannot invoke method {0}.{1}, no OSGi service is registered for {1}

Explanation

The OSGi service was not found. GatewayService requires registration of the OSGi
service.

Action

Verify that the indicated service is exposed by an active Application Platform bundle.

PLSGWIE0014

Failed attempt to execute App Platform service {0} due to missing required metadata.

Explanation

App Platform service implementations published to the Integration Server must
contain additional metadata in a META-INF/gatewayMetadata.xml file. This
information is needed to assist with the transformation to and from the Integration
Server's data model.

Action

Review the server logs for any errors. Inspect the project bundle and verify its metadata
file is present, and redeploy if necessary.

PLSGWIE0015

Failed attempt to execute App Platform service {0}'s method {1}. The method
signature does not match the signature expected by the Integration Server's
generated service binding.

Explanation

When Integration Server services execute service bindings of App Platform OSGi
services, the IO signatures must match the OSGi service implementation.

Action

Republish the App Platform service project and verify the generated IS service bindings
are updated.

PLSGWIW0006

IData2Pojo.createCollectionValue: unable to convert collection object type: {0}

Explanation

The Application Platform gateway failed to convert the indicated collection type from
IData to Java type.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

PLSGWIW0007

IData2Pojo.valueFromDataArray: unable to convert collection property type: {0}

Explanation

The Application Platform gateway failed to convert the indicated property type from
IData to Java type.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

PLSGWIW0008

IData2Pojo.constructList(): expected element {0} to be IData but found {1} instead.

Explanation

An unexpected data type was found in an IData parameter array.

Action

Verify that the calling code uses appropriate data types.
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PLSGWIW0009

IData2Pojo.constructList(): expected pipeline to hold an array but found {0} instead.

Explanation

An unexpected data type was found in an IData parameter array.

Action

Verify that the calling code uses appropriate data types.

PLSGWIW0010

IData2Pojo.constructCollection(): unexpected collection type: {0}

Explanation

Application Platform encountered an unexpected collection data type while converting
from IData to Java object.

Action

Verify that the calling code uses appropriate data types.

PLSGWIW0011

Pojo2IData.collectionToData: unexpected collection data type: {0}

Explanation

The Application Platform conversion from Java object to IData encountered an
unexpected collection data type.

Action

Verify that the calling code uses appropriate data types.

PLSOBEE0000

Unable to invoke service {0} after trying with {1} principal names.

Explanation

None of the principal names associated with the current session were allowed to
invoke the designated service.

Action

Check the log for previous entries that show failed invocation attempts by each
principal. Make sure that you use a valid Integration Server user ID for the IS service
invocation.

PLSOBEE0002

An exception was caught while attempting to identify the Subject for the current
session; attempting to invoke authorization service {0}; caught: {1}

Explanation

Attempting to identify the Subject for the current session failed with an exception.
This exception may be caused by a problem with the Authorization Service in Software
AG Common Platform.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

PLSOBEE0003

Cannot introspect a NULL service for IS package {0}, metadata: {1}.

Explanation

An attempt was made to construct a PipelineGenerator around a null OSGi Service
object. This could indicate a problem with the Application Platform project preparation.

Action

Check the package name and metadata details in order to identify the targeted service.
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PLSOBEE0004

Cannot introspect a NULL class for IS package {0}, service: {1}, methods: {2}.

Explanation

An attempt was made to construct a PipelineGenerator around a null Class object.
This could indicate a problem with the Application Platform project preparation.

Action

Check the package name and metadata details in order to identify the targeted class.

PLSOBEE0005

Unable to parse source details string {0}; caught this: type ({1}), msg({2})

Explanation

An error was encountered while attempting to parse an XML string into source details
objects.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

PLSOBEE0006

Unable to read contents from bundle URL {0}; caught this: type ({1}), msg({2})

Explanation

An error was encountered while attempting to extract the contents of a file.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

PLSOBEE0007

A failure occurred during JAX-B unmarshalling from URL {0}; caught this: type
({1}), msg({2})

Explanation

An error was encountered while attempting to convert the contents of a file.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

PLSOBEE0008

Unable to load class {0} from bundle {1}; caught this: type ({2}), msg({3})

Explanation

The OSGi bundle was expected to contain the identified class.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

PLSOBEE0009

Unable to create IS services representing method {0} from the {1} class, in IS package
{2}; caught this: type ({3}), msg({4})

Explanation

Creating IS services representing the method failed. The problem may originated in
the IS service creation or in the preparation of the IS pipeline used for service creation.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

PLSOBEE0010

A mismatch was found between source details and source annotation; class ({0})
has annotation, but source details have no element: {1}

Explanation

The source details and source annotation do not match because the annotation service
does not have an entry in the source details. This could indicate a problem in the
Application Platform project preparation.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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PLSOBEE0011

Improper initialization using IS Service({0}), authz service ({1}), user({2}), cannot
use null IS Service reference.

Explanation

The initialization failed because the Metadata Extender did not find one or more
elements. The element may be unavailable only for a short period.

Action

Try a subsequent invocation.

PLSOBEE0012

Unable to initalize Bundle Tracker for Application Platform extender; caught this:
type ({0}), msg({1})

Explanation

This is an internal bundle initialization error. The bundle tracker that monitors user
bundles for IS service metadata files could not be initialized correctly due to the
specified error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

PLSOBEE0013

PackageInstaller cannot write IS package zip into replicate directory ({0}); caught:
type({1}), msg({2})

Explanation

The PackageInstaller failed to put the package Zip file into the IS installation. This
can be caused by the permission configuration on the file system.

Action

Verify that the directory permissions on the file system allow this operation.

PLSOBEE0014

An attempt to extract the file ({0}) from the Jar file failed; caught: type({1}), msg({2})

Explanation

The IS package Zip file could not be extracted from the Application Platform extender
bundle.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

PLSOBEE0015

PackageInstaller cannot obtain a reference to Bundle Context after waiting {0} {1};
caught: type({2}), msg({3})

Explanation

A problem was encountered while waiting for the extender bundle context.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

PLSOBEE0016

An attempt to invoke the IS service ({0}) failed; caught: type({1}), msg({2})

Explanation

The Application Platform Package Installer failed to invoke the IS service(s), which
are required for installation.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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PLSOBEE0017

IS Service({0}) returned NULL IData

Explanation

The Application Platform Package Installer received a null result from the IS service.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

PLSOBEE0018

Improper initialization using IS Service({0}), authz service ({1}), user({2}), cannot
use null authorization service reference.

Explanation

The Metadata Extender could not find one or more expected elements. The elements
may be unavailable only for a short period.

Action

Try a subsequent invocation.

PLSOBEE0019

Improper initialization using IS Service({0}), authz service ({1}), user({2}), cannot
use null/empty user ID.

Explanation

The Metadata Extender could not find one or more expected elements. The elements
may be unavailable only for a short period.

Action

Try a subsequent invocation.

PLSOBEE0020

Unable to load class for service: {0}, from bundle BSN/ID: {1}/{2}, IS package: {3}

Explanation

An interface named for exposure as an IS service could not be found. This means that
the .class file for the interface could not be found.

Action

Verify that the fully qualified path to the interface is present in the classpath and that
it is spelled correctly.

PLSOBEE0022

Unable to load {0} bundle with state: {1}. Details: {2}

Explanation

Application Platform was unable to access the bundle because of its state.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

PLSOBEE0023

Unable to remove IS services representing method {0} from the {1} class, in IS
package {2}; caught this: type ({3}), msg({4})

Explanation

Failed to remove the IS services that represent the method. The problem may originate
in the IS service creation, or in the preparation of the IS pipeline used for service
creation.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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PLSOBEE0024

Unable to create Integration Server client bindings for annotated OSGi service(s)
in bundle {0}.

Explanation

The generated project bundle is missing its OSGi manifest headers.

Action

Verify the project bundle's META-INF/MANIFEST.MF file is valid for the App Platform
project bundle.

PLSOBEE0025

The project bundle containing service class {0} is missing its gatewayMetadata.xml
file.

Explanation

A special metadata file is created and inserted in a project bundle if the bundle contains
App Platform services when it's published into the server runtime container. This file
is missing or corrupted.

Action

Review the Integration Server's OSGi server logs for errors. If the bundle is created
using the Asset Build Environment (ABE) product, please review the configuration
settings and inspect ABE logs for errors.

PLSOBEE0026

The project bundle containing service class {0} is missing its Integration Server
package annotation.

Explanation

App Platform service implementations which are exposed to the Integration Server,
must include the @ExposeToIS class annotation with packageName attribute set to a
valid Integration Server package.

Action

Verify the source file is properly annotated and the package name is defined in the
gatewayMetadata.xml file included in the deployed project bundle.

PLSOBEE0027

Metadata mismatch for App Platform service class {0}'s {1} method. The number of
parameters detected in the class ({2}) does not match the number defined in the
gatewayMetadata.xml file ({3}).

Explanation

The project bundle's META-INF/gatewayMetadata.xml file's metatadata does not
match the method signature of the currently deployed service.

Action

Rebuild and deploy the project bundle.

PLSOBEE0028

Exception while introspecting App Platform service class {0}. Details: {1}

Explanation

When an App Platform service contains complex request or response messages, Java
Bean Introspection is used to analyize the class types in order to produce the necessary
metadata to marshal the data to and from the Integration Server.

Action

Review the class and ensure it is a proper Java Bean.
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PLSOBEE0029

Illegal use of App Platform services with a recursive data model. Affected class:
{0}.

Explanation

App Platform service implementations with recursive object models are not supported.

Action

App Platform service implementations with recursive object models are not supported.

PLSOBEI0001

An exception was caught while invoking IS service {0} with user {1}: {2}

Explanation

The designated service could not be invoked.

Action

Check the exception message for more information about the cause of the failure.
Attempt the same invocation with the service invoker using different user IDs. If one
attempt succeeds, the failures may be ignored.

PLSOBEW0021

Cannot change user ID to null/empty value, keeping previous value {0}

Explanation

The default user ID was dynamically updated with an inappropriate value.

Action

Provide a non-empty value string.

PLSSECE0000

Unauthorized! Method {0} execution not allowed

Explanation

The specified method cannot be invoked by the currently logged user. The method
has the @DenyAll annotation specified directly on it, or inherited from the type level.

Action

Change the method access security level by removing @DenyAll annotation and
specifying the users that are allowed by using the @RolesAllowed annotation.

PLSSECE0001

Unauthorized! Methods in type {0} cannot be invoked!

Explanation

The methods in the specified class cannot be invoked because the @DenyAll annotation
is invoked on them.

Action

Remove the @DenyAll annotation from the class level. Optionally, also specify
explicitly the user roles that are allowed.

PLSSECE0002

Unauthorized! User not in allowed roles to execute this method

Explanation

The user that is currently logged in does not belong to the list of allowed roles to
execute this method.

Action

Login as a user with a role that belongs to the list of allowed roles to execute the
method and call the method again.
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PLSSECE0003

No valid authenticated subject found! An authenticated user is required when
invoking this method.

Explanation

In order to access this service method, you must be logged in with a user tat has a
valid account for the connected runtime.

Action

Ensure that the logged in user accound has access rights to invoke the methods in the
service.

PLSSECE0005

Error injecting SecurityContext instance in field {0}! Reason: {1}

Explanation

An error occurred while injecting an instance of the SecurityContext class into the
field with the same type in the POJO service.

Action

Review the error log for more details about this error.

PLSSECW0004

No security annotations found for @Secure annotated service type!

Explanation

The service class with @Secure annotation does not contain any expected security
annotations. Unless runtime authorization checks are performed, invocations will be
allowed for all service methods.

Action

Ensure that correct authorization checks are performed for the methods in this service.

PLSSISE0000

Error creating filter {0} IS_Transport login realm delegate may not be initialized
properly! Reason: {1}

Explanation

An error occurred while initializing the OSGi filter in order to obtain the IS_Transport
Login Realm service.

Action

Review error logs for more information about this error.

PLSUPGC0006

Unexpected error while verifying product source directory: {0}. Cause: {1}

Explanation

The migration utility encountered an unexpected error.

Action

Confirm that the source directory path contains a product installation.

PLSUPGE0002

App Platform server migration did not complete successfully. Cause: {0}

Explanation

An error occurred while executing the server migration steps.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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PLSUPGE0003

Unable to determine App Platform product version for source installation using
this product property file. {0}

Explanation

The migration utility requires a product source version in order to determine the
required migration tasks.

Action

Provide the product version by using the migration utility ''-srcVersion'' parameter.

PLSUPGE0005

No servers are installed in this directory. {0}

Explanation

To be rendered as a valid path, the specified directory must contain a 'profiles'
directory, which contains one or more servers.

Action

Select another directory path that contains server profiles.

PLSUPGE0007

Please ensure the current working directory contains the App Platform
migrate.sh|bat script.

Explanation

The migration utility locates required components by using relative paths, which are
offset from the current working directory.

Action

Update the working to a directory that contains the required Application batch script.

PLSUPGE0008

The product properties file does not exist. {0}

Explanation

Application Platform uses the product properties file in order to automatically detect
the product version during migration.

Action

Ensure that the directory path is correct and it contains the product properties file.

PLSUPGE0009

Unable to locate version string in product properties file.

Explanation

The Application Platform migration script uses the product property file to detect the
version, installed in the specified directory.

Action

Verify that the directory path is correct.

PLSUPGE0011

Overinstall is not supported. The source and destination paths must be different.

Explanation

The migration script can be run only in for side-by-side upgrade.

Action

Ensure that the source and the destination directories are different.

PLSUPGE0012

Error resolving canonical path for directory: {0}. Cause: {1}

Explanation

Application Platform uses relative paths to locate key directories. An error occurred
while resolving a path to its canonical form. For example, this can happen when the
parent path references have been removed ( /../ ).

Action

Verify that the directory path exists.
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PLSUPGE0021

Error copying project file ''{0}'' to destination directory: {1}. Cause: {2}

Explanation

An error occurred while migrating the file to the destination directory.

Action

Copy the file manually.

PLSUPGI0022

{0} files NOT migrated due to errors.

Explanation

An error occurred while migrating some the files.

Action

Review the migration log in the installation directory's 'install/logs' folder to determine
which project files were affected. Copy the required files manually.

PLSUPGI0029

Project bundle files

PLSUPGI0030

{0} existing project bundles copied to destination (files from the destination were
copied to the archive directory before overwriting).

Explanation

The target installation contained project bundle file(s), and these files were replaced
with the migrated ones. Copies of these files may be found in the archive directory
under the common/migrate/ directory.

Action

No action necessary.

PLSUPGW0010

Unable to detect product version for the specified directory. Cause: {0}

Explanation

Application Platform was unable to determine the version of the installation path that
was provided. This may have happened because the 'install/products' directory was
deleted.

Action

Enter the version manually.

PLSUPGW0017

These instances are missing in the destination installation. {0}

Explanation

The source installation contains server instances that do not exist in the target
installation. These servers will not be migrated for Application Platform.

Action

If required, create the missing server instances. Otherwise, proceed with the migration.

PLSUPGW0019

Project file ''{0}'' overwritten in destination directory: {1}

Explanation

The migration utility detected that a project file already exists in the destination
directory. The contents are not overwritten.

Action

If you require to replace the old file with the new one, review the new file and copy
it manually. This will overwrite the old file in the destination directory.
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PLSUPGW0028

Unable to archive existing files. Cause: {0}

Explanation

If possible, the migration utility saves existing files before overwriting with migrated
versions.

Action

No action is required. The migration will progress normally. However, the original
files will not be retained.

PLSUPGW0031

No zip entries detected in project file ''{0}''.

Explanation

This suggests the project file was either an empty archive or its contents could not be
migrated.

Action

Verify the file is a valid zip archive and copy it manually to the destination directory
if necessary.

PLSUPGW0032

Bundle {0} is missing its manifest.

Explanation

OSGi bundles require manifests in the META-INF/MANIFEST directory of the archive.
The migration tool will skip this bundle.

Action

No action required.

PLSUPGW0033

Project bundle {0} contains a package {1} with import version range {2} that must
be upgraded manually.

Explanation

The migration utility has detected a customer project bundle which has a dependency
to a different version of the App Platform SDK.

Action

Please update the source project to use this new SDK version.

PLSWRPE0002

Unable to invoke service {0} after trying up to {1} principal names; caught: {2}

Explanation

Invoking the service failed. This can be caused by a credentials issue, in which none
of the principals associated with the current session was allowed to invoke the
designated service. Another possible cause is a problem with the input parameters.

Action

Check the error logs for more details about this error. If the problem is caused by an
authentication or authorization error, then search the log for more details about which
prinicpal names were successful or not. Verify that you are using a valid Integration
Server user ID.

PLSWRPE0003

An exception was caught while marshalling input object to IData for service {0}:
{1}

Explanation

The conversion of input bean to IData for the designated service failed with an
exception.

Action

Check the exception message for more information about this error.
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PLSWRPE0004

An exception was caught while unmarshalling IData to output object for service
{0}: {1}

Explanation

The conversion of IData to output bean for the designated service failed with an
exception.

Action

Check the exception message for more information about this error.

PLSWRPE0005

Input argument to ServiceWrapper.invoke() needs 'InputData' annotation.

Explanation

The invoke method requires specific type characteristics.

Action

Use a different input type, or add the required annotation.

PLSWRPE0006

Return type for ServiceWrapper.invoke() needs 'OutputData' annotation

Explanation

The invoke method requires specific output type characteristics.

Action

Use a different return type, or add the required annotation.

PLSWRPE0007

Unable to fill data for key {0} with parameter ({1}), dim>1 not yet supported

Explanation

This is a temporary shortcoming in the implementation.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

PLSWRPE0008

Unable to fill object {0} for key ({1}), dim>1 not yet supported

Explanation

This is a temporary shortcoming in the implementation.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

PLSWRPE0010

An exception was caught while attempting to identify the Subject for the current
session in order to invoke IS service {0}; current user is identified by {1}, exception:
{2}

Explanation

Identifying the Subject for the current session failed with an exception. This can
indicate a problem with the Authorization Service in the Software AG Common
Platform.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

PLSWRPE0012

ServiceWrapper cannot work with NULL return type.

Explanation

An attempt was made for ServiceWrapper to work with a NULL return type. This
can be caused by a problem with the Authorization Service source code generation.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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PLSWRPI0009

An exception was caught while invoking IS Service ({0}) with user ({1}): {2}

Explanation

Invoking the designated service failed with an exception. Check the exception message
for more information about the cause of failure.

Action

Attempt the same invocation with the service invoker using different user IDs. If one
attempt succeeds, the failures may be ignored.
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AbstractMainPage_projectOutdatedError – The project is outdated. Please upgrade to the current version.
Explanation

The version of the rule project to be exported is outdated.

Action

Right-click the rule project in the Rules Explorer view and select Upgrade project.

AbstractMainPage_serverVersionOutdated – The server version is outdated. Please upgrade the server
to the current version.
Explanation

The version of the rules environment on the server is older than the version of the
rule project to be exported.

Action

Upgrade the server.

ActionSelectionWizardPage_InputOrOutputDataModelIsMissing – The selected action is invalid,
because one of its data models is missing.
Explanation

An action can have multiple data models. The data model files are referenced in the
xml of the action. If one or more of the data models are missing, this error occurs.
Action data models are not shown in the Rules Explorer view.

Action

Clean all projects in Software AG Designer. If that did not help and the data models
are not shown in the Navigator view, the action might be corrupted. Try to create an
action that uses the same type of data models. If this should fail, please contact your
system administrator.

EditorProjectToNewComposite_ErrorDescription – Could not open the editor:
Explanation

There is an asset in the specified rule project that has a version newer than the version
of the installed Rules Development plugin.

Action

Update the Rules Development plugin of Software AG Designer.
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EditorProjectToNewComposite_ErrorMessage – The rule project "{0}" was created with a newer version
of Software AG Designer ({1}). Please upgrade the Rules Development feature.
Explanation

There is an asset in the specified rule project that has a version newer than the verison
of the installed Rules Development plugin.

Action

Update the Rules Development plugin of Software AG Designer.

EditorUpgradeComposite_ErrorMessage – The rule project "{0}" is outdated.
Explanation

The rule project "{0}" is outdated. It needs to be updated first.

Action

Right-click the rule project in the Rules Explorer view and select "Update".

EditorUtility_file_must_not_be_null – File must not be null
Explanation

An error occurred while opening the editor for the file.

Action

Try to refresh your rule project. See error log for additional information.

EditorUtility_no_active_WorkbenchPage – No active workbench page
Explanation

No active workbench could be obtained for opening the file.

Action

Try to restart Software AG Designer. See log for additional errors.

EditorUtility_no_editorInput – Could not get an editor input for the given element
Explanation

No editor input could be created for the file.

Action

Check, if the file is corrupt. See log for detailed information about the error.

EventModelSourceSelectionPage_FileNotFoundError – There is no file at the specified location.
Explanation

In the textbox on page two of the New Event Model wizard, the given location for
the schema file is invalid.

Action

Use the browse button on the same page to search for an existing schema file, or enter
a valid location for a schema file.

EventModelSourceSelectionPage_File_Not_Parsed – Error while importing Event Type. File could not
be parsed.
Explanation

Problem while trying to parse an NSRecord from the chosen XSD.

Action

Make sure the chosen file is an event type (payload), or select a different file.
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EventModelSourceSelectionPage_Stream_Null – Error while retrieving contents of Event Type.
Explanation

NSRecords could not be created from the given schema file.

Action

Make sure the selected schema file is a valid event type (payload), or select a different
file.

ExportWizard_ExportFailedMessage – Export failed
Explanation

Export failed.

Action

Please consult the log file for further information.

ExportWizard_ExportFailedReason – Could not export project. Make sure you have selected the right
server and that it is configured correctly. See documentation, the Eclipse Error Log and check the IS
Server log for more detailed information about the error.
Explanation

The rule project could not be exported.

Action

Make sure that you have selected the right server and that it is configured correctly.
For more information, consult the product documentation and the Eclipse Error Log.

ISExporter_ServerNotFound – Couldn't find server: "{0}"
Explanation

The specified Integration Server could not be found.

Action

In Software AG Designer preferences, check if the selected Integration Server is
available and configured properly.

MWS_InternalError An internal server error occurred. To resolve the problem please check the My
webMethods Server log.
Explanation

This happens when an error in Rule Management Console occurs.

Action

Check the Eclipse and MWS log for more information.

MainIsExportPage_pingServiceNotExisting – Unable to contact the Rule engine server.
Explanation

An error occured while invoking the ping service on the Integration Server.

Action

Try again. Check the versions of Software AG Designer and the Integration Server.
Check connection.

MainMwsImportPage_ProjectToNewErrorMessage – The remote rule project "{0}" was created with a
newer version of Software AG Designer ({1}). Please upgrade the Rules Development feature.
Explanation

Cannot import a rule project that was created with a newer version of the Rules
Development feature.

Action

Upgrade the Software AG Designer plugins.
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MainMwsImportPage_WillUpgradeImportedProjectInfo – Outdated rule projects will be automatically
upgraded to the current version of the Rules Development feature.
Explanation

The rule project in the My webMethods Server repository is outdated. It will be
updated in a temporary location before it is copied into the workspace.

Action

n/a

MetaphorCorrectionProcessor_error_quickassist_message – An error occurred while computing quick
assists. Check log for details.
Explanation

An error occurred while computing quick assists.

Action

Check log for details.

MetaphorCorrectionProcessor_error_quickfix_message – An error occurred while computing quick
fixes. Check log for details.
Explanation

An error occurred while computing quick fixes.

Action

Check log for details.

MetaphorCorrectionProcessor_error_status – Exception while processing quick fixes or quick assists
Explanation

An error occurred while computing quick fixes or quick assists.

Action

Check log for details.

MetaphorSuppressWarningsProposal_Error_Msg – An exception occurred while applying the quick fix
Explanation

An error occurred while applying the quick fix.

Action

Please see the dialog and/or error log for additional information on the error.

NewEventModelWizard_ErrorCreatingEventModel – Error creating event model
Explanation

An error occurred while importing the event type .xsd-file. NSRecord (event model)
files may have not been created.

Action

Try again, or try another schema file. Refer to the logged exception.

ParameterSelectionComposite_SelectAtLeastOne_Error – Select at least one data model for a parameter.
Explanation

No data model is selected as an input or output parameter.

Action

On the current wizard page, select a data model and move it to the right to make it
available as parameter.
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Resources_OutOfSyncResources_Msg – Some resources are out of synch
Explanation

One or more resources are out of synch with the file system. They need to be refreshed
inside Software AG Designer.

Action

Please refresh your rule project.

Resources_OutOfSync_Msg – Resource ''{0}'' is out of synch with the file system
Explanation

One or more resources are out of synch with the file system. They need to be refreshed
inside Software AG Designer.

Action

Please refresh your rule project.

RuleFile_ErrorParsingDTXMLForProcessingMode – Error parsing decision table XML for
ProcessingModeType.
Explanation

An error occurred while parsing one of the selected files.

Action

Try to deselect the files and retry your selection.

RuleLocalLaunchRunner_ErrorUndeploying_Msg – An error occurred while undeploying the rule
project [%s].
Explanation

The execution of the launch was terminated abnormally, and an attempt was made
to clean up the rule project. The attempt failed.

Action

Start Software AG Designer with -clean option. If the problem persists, send the details
of this exception to your technical support.

WOKDELE0016

Unable to invoke REST call to get Business Rules dashboard

WOKDELI0013

Close

WOKDELI0014

Click to view/edit decision entity

WOKDELI0015

View/Hide

WOKDTDE0003

Unable to retrieve Business Rules decision entity from REST service.
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WOKDTDE0004

Selected decision entity not found.

WOKDTDE0005

Rule project name not found

WOKDTDE0006

Rule decision entity name not found

WOKDTDI0000

Decision Table

WOKDTDI0001

More...

WOKDTDI0002

No Data Available

WOKDTDI0007

In Effect

WOKDTDI0008

ALWAYS

WOKDTDI0009

Inferential

WOKDTDI0010

Sequential First

WOKDTDI0011

Sequential All

WOKDTDI0012

OTHERWISE

WOKDTDI0013

Loading...

WOKDTSE0007

Unable to retrieve Business Rules decision entity from REST service.
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WOKDTSI0000

Info

WOKDTSI0001

Processing Mode:

WOKDTSI0002

Description:

WOKMRIE0011

Operation not supported

Explanation

The operation attempted to be executed is not supported

WOKMRIE0012

{0} is required

Explanation

If configuration is enabled, {0} is required

WOKMRIE0016

The URL ''{0}'' is invalid

Explanation

The URL resulting from the entered values is invalid.

WOKMRII0006

The Integration Server is online.

Explanation

The Integration Server is online.

WOKMRII0009

Business verification

Explanation

Business verification REST server configuration

Action

Configure here the one single REST server for doing business verification

WOKMRII0010

Master Integration Server

Explanation

Connection Master Integration Server (wM Business Rules)

WOKMRII0013

The configuration is valid.

Explanation

The configuration is valid.

WOKMRII0014

Data provider

Explanation

Data provider REST service configuration

Action

Configure here the one single REST service for the Data provider
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WOKMRII0015

Principal types

Explanation

Principal types configuration

Action

Here you can configure the principal types that should be visible in the PrincipalPicker

WOKMRIW0000

An internal error occured

Explanation

Integration Server URL is not accessible: {0}

Action

Please check specified host and port and make sure Integration Server is running.

WOKMRIW0001

Integration Server credentials are missing.

Explanation

Username and password are needed for authentication.

Action

Please provide values for username and password.

WOKMRIW0002

Integration Server password is missing.

Explanation

The password is needed for authentication.

Action

Please provide a password for the Integration Server.

WOKMRIW0003

Integration Server host and/or port are missing.

Explanation

A valid hostname and port are needed to access Integration Server.

Action

Please provide host and port to access Integration Server.

WOKMRIW0005

The server specified is not an Integration Server

Explanation

A server has been contacted with the information provided. However it does not seem
to be an Integration Server.

Action

Please check whether the server specified is an Integration Server. If this is the case
this warning can be ignored.

WOKMRIW0008

Authentication failed.

Explanation

Authentication failed with the credentials provided. Please check username and
password.

Action

Please check username and password.
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E_assertionNotFound30000 – Signifies that a particular publisher assertion (consisting of two businessKey
values, and a keyed reference with three components) cannot be identified in a save or delete operation.
Explanation

The specified publisher assertion does not exist in the registry.

Action

Please make sure the publisher assertion exists before deleting or updating it.

E_authTokenRequired10120AUTH – The authentication token value is missing in the authInfo argument
of the UDDI request.
Explanation

The authInfo element is not present in the UDDI request. CentraSite requires the
authInfo element to be present in the request with a valid authToken.

Action

Please make sure that authInfo is present in UDDI request.

E_authTokenRequired10120DEF – Signifies that an invalid authentication token was passed to an API
call that requires authentication.
Explanation

The authentication token passed is not valid.

Action

Please fetch the authentication token using get_authToken API and use it in the API.

E_authTokenRequired10120INVAUTH – The authentication token value {0} passed in the authInfo
argument of the UDDI request is not valid.
Explanation

The authentication token passed is not valid.

Action

Please fetch the authentication token again using get_authToken API and use it in
the API.
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E_fatalError10500

{0}

Explanation

Fatal error occurred while processing the request.

Action

Please retry and make sure the UDDI request is valid.

E_fatalError10500APPDOWN – UDDI application not properly initialized. Please try restarting the
CentraSite server.
Explanation

UDDI application received UDDI API calls before the UDDI web application initialized
properly.

Action

Restart the CentraSite server.

E_fatalError10500CUSTOWN – Custody and Ownership Transfer API calls are not supported when
security policy is Deactivated
Explanation

CentraSite needs a security policy to be activated for processing the Custody and
Ownership Transfer API.

Action

Please activate a security policy.

E_fatalError10500INFOSEL – Attribute infoSelection is not present in request.
Explanation

The get_registeredInfo API requires the infoSelection attribute. If it is not present in
the request then this error will occur.

Action

Please make sure the infoSelection attribute is present in the get_registeredInfo request.

E_fatalError10500INVFINDGET – Invalid find_xx or get_xx api specified in the subscriptionFilter
Explanation

The subscriptionFilter does not contain the valid UDDI v3 subscription filter.

Action

Please make sure the subscription filter in the save_subscription request is valid.

E_fatalError10500KREFNATB – KeyedReference does not contain required attribute.
Explanation

The KeyedReference should contain the keyValue attribute.

Action

Please make sure the keyedReference in the request has attribute keyValue.

E_fatalError10500MISCFAT – Saving subscription failed due to internal registry error.
Explanation

Internal registry error.

Action

Please retry the request.
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E_fatalError10500MSE – Search limit exceeded, maximum allowed is {0}. Contact node operator to
increase the search limit.
Explanation

Maximum search limit reached.

Action

Please reduce the number of search keys in the inquiry request or increase the search
limit via the System Management Hub.

E_fatalError10500PERF – Performance metrics with key {0} cannot be saved. Please make sure Performance
Log is enabled in SMH.
Explanation

The user is trying to save performance metrics, but the performance log is disabled
in SMH. Performance metrics will be saved only if the performance log is enabled in
SMH.

Action

Please make sure the performance log is enabled in SMH.

E_fatalError10500SUBKEXP – The subscription with subscriptionKey {0} has expired. Please renew this
subscription.
Explanation

The subscription has expired as the specified expiration date has been reached.

Action

Please renew the subscription by saving it with a new expiration date.

E_invalidCombination40500QUA – The combination of Qualifiers is not allowed
Explanation

Invalid find qualifier combinations were found in the request.

Action

Please make sure the combination of find qualifiers present in the inquiry request is
valid. The invalid combinations are: andAllKeys, orAllKeys and orLikeKeys are
mutually exclusive; sortByNameAsc and sortByNameDesc are mutually exclusive;
sortByDateAsc and sortByDateDesc are mutually exclusive; combineCategoryBags,
serviceSubset and bindingSubset are mutually exclusive; exactMatch and
approximateMatch are mutually exclusive; exactMatch and caseInsensitiveMatch are
mutually exclusive; binarySort and UTS-10 are mutually exclusive, as are all collation
algorithm tModels with each other; diacriticSensitiveMatch and
diacriticInsensitiveMatch are mutually exclusive; exactMatch and
diacriticInsensitiveMatch are mutually exclusive; caseSensitiveSort and
caseInsensitiveSort are mutually exclusive; caseSensitiveMatch and
caseInsensitiveMatch are mutually exclusive.

E_invalidCompletionStatus30100 – {0} is not a valid completion status.
Explanation

An invalid value was passed for completion status argument. Valid completion status
are status:complete, status:fromKey_incomplete, status:toKey_incomplete and
status:both_incomplete.

Action

Please provide a proper completion status.
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E_invalidKeyPassed10210 – No matching key found in the registry for {0}.
Explanation

CentraSite does not contain any UDDI entity with the key specified in the UDDI
request.

Action

Please make sure the key specified in the request is valid.

E_invalidKeyPassed10210BEBEK – Could not find the business entity corresponding to the business
key.
Explanation

CentraSite does not contain any business entity with the key specified in the UDDI
request.

Action

Please make sure the business key specified in the request is valid.

E_invalidKeyPassed10210BEBK – Could not find the business service corresponding to the binding key
{0}.
Explanation

CentraSite does not contain a business service corresponding to the service key
specified in the binding template.

Action

Please make sure the service key specified in the request is valid.

E_invalidKeyPassed10210BEMAT – No businessEntity in the UDDI registry matched the key {0}.
Explanation

CentraSite does not contain any business entity with the key specified in the UDDI
request.

Action

Please make sure the business key specified in the request is valid.

E_invalidKeyPassed10210BKBE – Tried to get a businessEntity with key {0}, but key did not match with
any existing businessEntities.
Explanation

CentraSite does not contain any business entity with the business key specified in the
UDDI request.

Action

Please make sure the business entity with the specified business key exists in
CentraSite.

E_invalidKeyPassed10210BKINV – BusinessKey invalid.
Explanation

The BusinessKey specified in the request is invalid.

Action

Please make sure the specified businessKey is valid.
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E_invalidKeyPassed10210BKMAT – No bindingTemplate in the UDDI registry matched the key {0}.
Explanation

CentraSite does not contain a binding template with the key specified in the UDDI
request.

Action

Please make sure the binding key specified in the request is valid.

E_invalidKeyPassed10210BSMAT – No businessService in the UDDI registry matched the key {0}.
Explanation

CentraSite does not contain a business service with the key specified in the UDDI
request.

Action

Please make sure the service key specified in the request is valid.

E_invalidKeyPassed10210BSNE – A businessService with key {0} does not exist.
Explanation

CentraSite does not contain a business service with the key specified in the UDDI
request.

Action

Please make sure the service key specified in the request is valid.

E_invalidKeyPassed10210BSNF – Could not find the businessService corresponding to the service key
{0}
Explanation

CentraSite does not contain a business service corresponding to the service key
specified in the binding template.

Action

Please make sure the service key specified in the request is valid.

E_invalidKeyPassed10210BT – The bindingKey of the bindingTemplate to save does not match any
existing bindingTemplate in the UDDI registry.
Explanation

CentraSite does not contain a binding template with the key specified in the UDDI
request.

Action

Please make sure the binding key specified in the request is valid.

E_invalidKeyPassed10210BTNF – Could not find the binding Template corresponding to the binding
key {0}
Explanation

CentraSite does not contain a binding template with the key specified in the UDDI
request.

Action

Please make sure the binding key specified in the request is valid.
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E_invalidKeyPassed10210BTSK – The bindingTemplate to save does not contain a serviceKey.
Explanation

The binding template to be saved does not contain the service key required for this
binding template. The service key has to be specified when saving a binding template.

Action

Please specify a valid service key in the UDDI request.

E_invalidKeyPassed10210CAT – Invalid tModelKey in categoryBag.
Explanation

The category bag should contain keyedReference/KeyedReferenceGroups with valid
values for tModelKey and KeyValue.

Action

Please specify valid values for tModelKey/KeyValue in the category bag.

E_invalidKeyPassed10210DBE – Tried to delete a businessEntity with key {0}, but key did not match
with any existing businessEntities.
Explanation

CentraSite does not contain any business entity with the business key specified in the
delete request.

Action

Please make sure the business key specified in the request is valid.

E_invalidKeyPassed10210DEF – Signifies that the uuid_key value passed did not match with any known
key values.
Explanation

CentraSite does not contain any UDDI entity with the key specified in the UDDI
request.

Action

Please make sure the key specified in the request is valid.

E_invalidKeyPassed10210DELSUB – Tried to delete a subscription with key {0}, but key did not match
with any existing subscriptions.
Explanation

CentraSite does not contain any subscription with the key specified in the delete
request.

Action

Please make sure the key specified in the request is valid.

E_invalidKeyPassed10210EMTTMBAG – Tmodel bag is empty
Explanation

TModelBag cannot be empty, but the UDDI request contains an empty tModelBag.

Action

Please make sure tModelBag contains the required values.
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E_invalidKeyPassed10210FRMK – No businessEntity in the UDDI registry matched the fromKey {0}
Explanation

The fromKey specified in the add_publisherAssertion request is either invalid, or no
business entity matched the fromKey.

Action

Please make sure the fromKey specified in the request is valid.

E_invalidKeyPassed10210HIDTM – Tried to delete a tModel with key {0} which is not hidden.
Explanation

Hidden Tmodels cannot be deleted.

Action

Hidden tModels cannot be deleted. Please update the tModel and delete it.

E_invalidKeyPassed10210IBAG – Invalid tModelKey in identifierBag.
Explanation

The identifier bag should contain keyedReference/KeyedReferenceGroups with valid
values for tModelKey and KeyValue.

Action

Please specify valid values for tModelKey/KeyValue in the identifier bag.

E_invalidKeyPassed10210INVKEY – The Key {0} is invalid.
Explanation

The specified key is not valid.

Action

Please make sure the key is valid according to the UDDI standard.

E_invalidKeyPassed10210INVTMK – Invalid tModelKey {0}.
Explanation

CentraSite does not contain a TModel with the key specified in the UDDI request.

Action

Please specify a valid tModelKey in the UDDI request.

E_invalidKeyPassed10210KBAGK – key {0} passed in the key bag does not match any businessEntity
or tModel.
Explanation

CentraSite does not contain a business entity or tModel with the key specified in key
bag of the discard_transferToken request.

Action

Please specify a valid business key or tModel key in the key bag.

E_invalidKeyPassed10210KREF – KeyedReference should be passed !
Explanation

The publisher assertion should contain a keyedReference and it is missing in the UDDI
request.

Action

Please specify a KeyedReference for the publisher assertion.
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E_invalidKeyPassed10210MITS – Multiple instances of the same {0} {1} were passed.
Explanation

Keys should be unique for all UDDI entities. The UDDI request contains an existing
UDDI entity key.

Action

Please provide a unique key for the UDDI entity.

E_invalidKeyPassed10210MREF – The tModelKey cannot have multiple references to be deleted.
Explanation

Multiple references of a tModelKey were specified in the UDDI request.

Action

Please make sure that a single reference exists for a single tModelKey in the request.

E_invalidKeyPassed10210NBE – Tried to update a businessEntity with key {0}, but no businessEntity
in the UDDI registry matched the key.
Explanation

CentraSite does not contain any business entity with the business key specified in the
save request.

Action

Please make sure the business key specified in the request is valid.

E_invalidKeyPassed10210NULTM – Tried to delete a tModel with key, but the key did not match with
any existing tModel or it is null.
Explanation

CentraSite does not contain any TModel with the key specified in the delete request.

Action

Please make sure the key specified in the request is valid.

E_invalidKeyPassed10210OPINFMAT – No OperationalInfo in the UDDI registry matched the key {0}.
Explanation

The operational info cannot be found for the given key.

Action

Please make sure the key specified in the request is valid.

E_invalidKeyPassed10210PAINV – The Publisher Assigned Key {0} is not a valid key.
Explanation

The key provided for the UDDI entity by the publisher is not valid.

Action

Please specify the key according to the UDDI standard

E_invalidKeyPassed10210PANAL – The Publisher Assigned Key is not allowed.
Explanation

The user is not allowed to assign keys for the UDDI entity (CentraSite object).

Action

Save the UDDI entity without assigning a key to it.
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E_invalidKeyPassed10210SUBMAT – No subscription in the UDDI registry matched the key {0}.
Explanation

CentraSite does not contain any subscription with the key specified in the delete
request.

Action

Please make sure the key specified in the request is valid.

E_invalidKeyPassed10210SUBNE – The subscription having subscriptionKey as {0} does not exist.
Explanation

CentraSite does not contain any subscription with the key specified in the delete
request.

Action

Please make sure the key specified in the request is valid.

E_invalidKeyPassed10210TMIBK – Invalid tModelKey in tModelInstanceInfo for BindingKey {0}.
Explanation

The specified binding template does not contain a valid tModelKey in
tModelInstanceInfo.

Action

Please make sure the tModelKey specified in tModelInstanceInfo of the binding
template is valid.

E_invalidKeyPassed10210TMKN – TModelvalue should not be null !
Explanation

The key value of KeyedReference does not contain a valid value.

Action

Please specify a valid key value for the KeyedReference.

E_invalidKeyPassed10210TMKNF – No matching tmodelkey was found. Please check that the tModelKey
is of relationship type.
Explanation

CentraSite does not contain a tModel with the key specified in the UDDI request.

Action

The tModelKey of the keyedReference in the publisher assertion must be the key of
the uddi-org:relationships tModel.

E_invalidKeyPassed10210TMKREF – tModelKey not specified in one of the keyedReferenceGroup.
Explanation

The tModel key has to be specified for all KeyedReferenceGroups.

Action

Please specify a valid tModel key for all KeyedReferenceGroups.

E_invalidKeyPassed10210TMMAT – No tModel in the UDDI registry matched the key {0}.
Explanation

CentraSite does not contain a tModel with the key specified in the UDDI request.

Action

Please specify a valid tModel key in the UDDI request.
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E_invalidKeyPassed10210TMNF – The specified tModelkey {0} cannot be found.
Explanation

CentraSite does not contain a TModel with the key specified in the UDDI request.

Action

Please specify a valid tModelKey in the UDDI request.

E_invalidKeyPassed10210TOK – No businessEntity in the UDDI registry matched the toKey {0}
Explanation

The toKey specified in the add_publisherAssertion request is either invalid or no
business entity matched the toKey.

Action

Please make sure the toKey specified in the request is valid.

E_invalidKeyPassed10210USUBK – Tried to update a subscription with key {0}, but no subscription in
the UDDI registry matched the key.
Explanation

CentraSite does not contain any subscription with the key specified in the delete
request.

Action

Please make sure the key specified in the request is valid.

E_invalidKeyPassed10210UTM – Tried to update a TModel with key {0}, but no TModel in the UDDI
registry matched the key.
Explanation

CentraSite does not contain a TModel with the key specified in the UDDI request.

Action

Please specify a valid tModelKey in the UDDI request.

E_invalidProjection20230 – No businessService with service key {0} exists in the UDDI registry.
Explanation

CentraSite does not contain a business service with the key specified in the UDDI
request.

Action

Please make sure the service key specified in the request is valid.

E_invalidTime40030 Invalid time period specified or the date/time pair is invalid.
Explanation

The date/time provided in the UDDI request is not valid.

Action

Please provide the date/time in the format specified in UDDI specification.

E_invalidValue20200EXPAFTDAT – The specified expiresAfter date value is incorrect
Explanation

The specified expiresAfter value for the subscription is not in the proper format.

Action

Please provide expiresAfter in the proper format.
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E_invalidValue20200EXPAFTVAL – expiresAfter has a value older than the current date/time.
Explanation

The expiresAfter element of the subscription denotes when the subscription will
expire. However, the value specified in the expiresAfter element is older than the
current time.

Action

Please provide a newer date/time value than the current time for the expiresAfter
attribute.

E_invalidValue20200INV – {0} is not a valid value
Explanation

The specified attribute does not contain a valid value in the UDDI request.

Action

Please provide a valid value.

E_invalidValue20200INVVAL – Invalid Value: {0}
Explanation

The key value of the relationship KeyedReference is invalid.

Action

Please provide a valid key value.

E_invalidValue20200KNAMNUL – keyName and keyValue should be specified for {0} keyedReference
Explanation

In UDDI, the keyedReference with tModelKey
“uddi:uddi.org:categorization:general_keywords or
uuid:A035A07C-F362-44dd-8F95-E2B134BF43B4” has different behavior. Unchecked
value sets can be specified using this KeyedReference. Since this is unchecked, the
value sets keyName and KeyValue are mandatory.

Action

Please provide a value for KeyName and the KeyValue attribute of the
uddi-org:general_keywords KeyedReference.

E_invalidValue20200KVALINV – The attribute keyValue {0} for keyedReference {1} failed validation.
Explanation

Validation failed for the KeyedReference as it does not contain a proper key value.

Action

Please provide valid key value.

E_invalidValue20200KVALNUL – The attribute keyValue should not be null for a keyedReference.
Explanation

KeyValue is a mandatory attribute and it should contain a valid value.

Action

Please provide a value for the KeyValue attribute of KeyedReference.
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E_invalidValue20200MAXENT – maxEntities has a negative value.
Explanation

The maxEntities attribute of the subscription should contain a positive number.

Action

Please provide a positive value for the maxEntities attribute.

E_invalidValue20200NOVAL – For asynchronous subscription, both the bindingKey and
notificationInterval values should be specified
Explanation

To identify whether a subscription is asynchronous or synchronous, the elements
bindingKey and notificationInterval are used. Element bindingKey is used to identify
to which web service/email address the notification has to be sent. Element
notificationInterval is used to identify how often the notification has to be sent. Both
elements are required for asynchronous subscription.

Action

Please provide values for the bindingKey and notificationInterval attributes for
asynchronous subscription.

E_invalidValue20200NTFINT – {0} is not a valid value for notification interval.
Explanation

The notificationInterval attribute has to be specified in xsd:duration format.

Action

Please provide notificationInterval attribute in xsd:duration format.

E_tokenAlreadyExists40070 – Token Generated for key {0} has expired or the token is already occupied
for the specified entities.
Explanation

CentraSite already generated a transfer token for the specified entities.

Action

Please re-generate the token or use the existing token for the specified entities.

E_transferNotAllowed40600DEF – Transfer Not Allowed!!
Explanation

CentraSite does not allow this transfer. The specified transfer token is not present in
CentraSite. It might be discarded.

Action

Transfer of the entities are not allowed

E_transferNotAllowed40600DNE – TransferToken does not exist.
Explanation

The specified transfer token does not exist in CentraSite. It might be invalid or
discarded.

Action

Please generate new transfer token.
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E_transferNotAllowed40600INV – Transfer not allowed. Custody (Operator) or ownership are not same.
Explanation

CentraSite does not allow the entities to be transferred if the owners or operator are
not the same.

Action

Operator and ownership must be the same to transfer entities.

E_transferNotAllowed40600TCBE – Transfer the custody of this businessEntity {0} to the node {1} on
which it is modified.
Explanation

CentraSite does not support transferring the node businessEntity.

Action

The transfer is not allowed for this business entity.

E_transferNotAllowed40600TCBS – Transfer the custody of this businessService {0} to the node {1} on
which it is modified.
Explanation

The node of the businessService does not match the CentraSite node businessEntity.

Action

Transfer is not allowed for this businessService.

E_transferNotAllowed40600TCBT – Transfer the custody of this bindingTemplate {0} to the node {1} on
which it is modified.
Explanation

The node of the bindingTemplate does not match the CentraSite node businessEntity.

Action

Transfer is not allowed for this bindingTemplate.

E_transferNotAllowed40600TCTM – Transfer the custody of this tModel {0} to the node {1} on which it
is modified.
Explanation

The node of the tModel does not match the CentraSite node businessEntity.

Action

Transfer is not allowed for this tModel.

E_transferNotAllowed40600TTNEX – This TransferToken does not exist.
Explanation

CentraSite does not contain the specified transfer token.

Action

Please fetch a new transfer token.

E_unknownUser10150ID – User ID {0} and password pair passed in a get_authToken API is unknown
to the UDDI node or is not valid.
Explanation

A user ID in the get_authToken request is mandatory, but the userId element in the
get_authTokenRequest request is null.

Action

Please provide a valid user ID and password in the get_authToken request.
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E_unknownUser10150PASS – User ID and password {0} pair passed in a get_authToken API is unknown
to the UDDI node or is not valid.
Explanation

The cred element in the get_authToken request is mandatory, but the cred element
in the get_authTokenRequest request is null.

Action

Please provide a valid user ID and password in the get_authToken request.

E_unrecognizedVersion10040 – Namespace {0} is unsupported by the node being queried.
Explanation

The request is not a valid UDDI request or the request cannot be processed by
CentraSite.

Action

Please provide a valid UDDI request as defined in the UDDI specification.

E_unsupported10050 Feature {0} is not supported.
Explanation

The request is not a valid UDDI request or the request cannot be processed by
CentraSite.

Action

Please provide a valid UDDI request as defined in the UDDI specification.

E_unsupported10050AUTH – authInfo element present in get_assertionStatusReport element is required.
Explanation

Authorization is required to process the get_assertionStatusReport call.

Action

Please provide an authInfo element with a proper authToken in the
get_assertionStatusReport call. Please fetch the authToken using a get_authToken
call.

E_unsupported10050INVFINDGET – Invalid find_xx or get_xx api specified in the subscriptionFilter
or some part of the subscription to be saved is invalid.
Explanation

The subscription filter for the subscription is not valid.

Action

Please provide the subscription filter for the subscription according to the UDDI
specification.

E_unsupported10050INVFQ – {0} is not a valid find qualifier value in version {1}.
Explanation

The provided find qualifier is not valid. The valid qualifiers can be found in UDDI
specification.

Action

Please provide find qualifiers compliant with the UDDI specification.
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E_unsupported10050NINV – The notification interval specified is less than {0}. Please increase the
notification interval.
Explanation

UDDI configuration parameter UDDIMinimalNotificationInterval specified the
minimal notification interval that the UDDI engine can handle. If the given value is
less than the UDDIMinimalNotification interval then this error will occur.

Action

Please increase the notification interval

E_unsupported10050QUA – This Qualifier is not allowed with FindBinding Inquiry API.
Explanation

The find qualifiers binarySort, bindingSubset, caseInsensitiveSort, caseSensitiveSort,
combineCategoryBags, sortByNameAsc, sortByNameDesc, serviceSubset and
suppressProjectedServices are not supported in the find_binding call.

Action

Please specify find qualifiers other than binarySort, bindingSubset, caseInsensitiveSort,
caseSensitiveSort, combineCategoryBags, sortByNameAsc, sortByNameDesc,
serviceSubset and suppressProjectedServices for the find_binding call.

E_unsupported10050QUARELB – This Qualifier is not allowed with FindRelatedBusinesses Inquiry
API.
Explanation

The find qualifiers andAllKeys, bindingSubset, combineCategoryBags, orAllKeys,
orLikeKeys, serviceSubset and suppressProjectedServices are not supported in the
find_relatedBusinesses call.

Action

Please specify find qualifiers other than andAllKeys, bindingSubset,
combineCategoryBags, orAllKeys, orLikeKeys, serviceSubset and
suppressProjectedServices for the find_relatedBusinesses call.

E_unsupported10050QUARSER – This Qualifier is not allowed with FindService Inquiry API.
Explanation

The serviceSubset find qualifier is not supported in the find_service call.

Action

Please remove the serviceSubset find qualifier from the find_service request.

E_unsupported10050QUARTM – This Qualifier is not allowed with FindTModel Inquiry API.
Explanation

The find qualifiers bindingSubset, combineCategoryBags, serviceSubset and
suppressProjectedServices are not supported in the find_tModel call.

Action

Please specify find qualifiers other than bindingSubset, combineCategoryBags,
serviceSubset and suppressProjectedServices for the find_tModel call.
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E_unvalidatable20220UNVALID – The referenced tModel has been marked unvalidatable.
Explanation

CentraSite does not allow an unvalidatable KeyedReference to be present in the UDDI
request.

Action

The specified tModel cannot be used in the keyedReference.

E_userMismatch10140 – Signifies that an attempt was made to use the publishing API to change data
that is controlled by another party.
Explanation

An access violation exception occurred as the user tried to modify a UDDI entity
owner by another user.

Action

Please make sure proper permissions are assigned to the user to update the entity.

E_userMismatch10140DELSUBUSR – Tried to delete a subscription that is controlled by another
individual.
Explanation

An access violation exception occurred as the user tried to delete the subscription
owned by another user.

Action

Please provide the authToken of the user who owns the subscription.

E_userMismatch10140DIFSUB – The owner of the subscription is different.
Explanation

The subscription is not owned by the specified user.

Action

Please provide the authToken of the user who owns the subscription.

E_userMismatch10140FRMTOK – USER-MISMATCH for publisherAssertion fromKey {0} and toKey
{1}.
Explanation

The user should own the business specified in fromKey or toKey.

Action

Please provide the business key owned by the user either in fromKey or in toKey.

E_userMismatch10140PBE – You are not authorized to publish a businessEntity.
Explanation

The user does not have permission to create a business in CentraSite.

Action

Please make sure the user has permission to create a business in CentraSite.

E_userMismatch10140TT – You are not authorized to get the TransferToken for the key {0} which is
owned by another publisher.
Explanation

The transfer token for an entity can be fetched by the user who owns the entity.
Transfer token for the entities which the user does not own cannot be fetched.

Action

Please provide the key of the owned UDDI entity.
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E_userMismatch10140UEK – Tried to update the {0} {1} that is controlled by another individual.
Explanation

The user does not own or does not have permission to update the UDDI entity.

Action

Make sure the user has permission to update the UDDI entity, or make sure the user
owns the UDDI entity.

E_userMismatch10140USUBUSR – Tried to update the subscription with key {0}, that is controlled by
another individual.
Explanation

The subscription is not owned by the specified user.

Action

Please provide the authToken of the user who owns the subscription.

E_valueNotAllowed20210NODE – This checked category system is only permitted to be used by the
node itself.
Explanation

The node business cannot be updated by the user.

Action

The node business cannot be updated by the user.

INMAFE0001

The registry object must not be null.

Explanation

The constructor CSAppFixedRegistryObject() is trying to create a new instance so the
registry object passed can't be null.

Action

Pass valid registry object.

INMAFE0002

A fixed registry object's name cannot be changed.

Explanation

This is a fixed Registry Object. It's name must not be changed.

Action

Don't change a fixed registry object's name.

INMAFE0003

Different object with duplicate key already registered: {0}

Explanation

Two different objects that have the same keys are being registered.

Action

Check for any reasons why the duplicate keys exist or change one of the object's keys.

INMAFE0004

Different association type with duplicate name already registered {0}

Explanation

Two different associations that have the same names are being registered.

Action

Change one of the association's names.
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INMAFE0005

Different object type with duplicate name already registered {0}

Explanation

Object types have to have unique names.

Action

Change the object type name to a unique one.

INMAFE0006

Different child list already registered for parent path: {0}

Explanation

for this path there is already a defined child list.

Action

Create another parent path to add the new child list.

INMAFE0007

Unknown taxonomy: {0}

Explanation

The desired taxonomy does not exist.

Action

Use an existing Taxonomy.

INMAFE0008

Multiple taxonomies named {0} found.

Explanation

Taxonomies must have unique names.

Action

Find a way to make the used taxonomies have a unique name.

INMAFE0010

Different object with duplicate name already registered: {0}

Explanation

The objects are classification schemes, their names must be unique.

Action

Find a way to change the object names to unique ones.

INMAFE0011

No such concept: {0}

Explanation

This Concept does not exist in the database.

Action

Create such a Concept or change to an existing one.

INMAFE0012

No such classification scheme: {0}

Explanation

This classification scheme does not exist in the database.

Action

Create a new one or change to an existing classification scheme.

INMAFE0013

No such association type: {0}

Explanation

This association type does not exist in the database.

Action

Create a new one or change to an existing association type.
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INMAFE0014

No such object type: {0}

Explanation

This object type does not exist in the database.

Action

Create a new one or change to an exisitng object type.

INMAFE0015

Child list not available for parent {0}, did you set the cache strategy 'childs'?

Explanation

The cache strategy "childs" needs to be set in order to access child concepts.

Action

Set the cache strategy 'childs'.

INMAFE0017

Child list not available for taxonomy {0}, did you set the cache strategy 'childs'?

Explanation

The cache strategy "childs" needs to be set in order to access child concepts.

Action

Set the cache strategy 'childs'.

INMAFE0018

Child list not available for parent concept {0}, did you set the cache strategy 'childs'?

Explanation

The cache strategy "childs" needs to be set in order to access child concepts.

Action

Set the cache strategy childs.

INMAFE0019

No object with key {0} is known by the pool.

Explanation

No fixed RegistryObject was found in the bean pool.

Action

The fixed registry object must be added to the bean pool.

INMAFE0021

Invalid element {0}, expected either of {1}

Explanation

The specified element is not contained in the list of expected elements.

Action

Use or change the element to one of the expected types.

INMAFE0023

Missing attribute: {0}

Explanation

The searched attribute is mandatory and must be provided.

Action

Provide the missing attribute or change it so it is not mandatory any more.

INMAFE0024

Empty attribute: {0}

Explanation

The attribute is empty.

Action

Provide data for the attribute.
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INMAFE0025

Duplicate objectType name: {0}

Explanation

Object Types must have unique names.

Action

Provide a unique name for the object type, delete or rename the existing one.

INMAFE0026

Duplicate associationType name: {0}

Explanation

The assoiation type name must be unique.

Action

Provide a unique association type name, delete or rename the exisitng one.

INMAFE0027

Duplicate taxonomy name: {0}

Explanation

Taxonomy name must be unique.

Action

Provide unique name for the Taxonomy, rename or delete the existing one.

INMAFE0028

Invalid value for {0}

Explanation

The specified value is invalid.

Action

Provide valid value.

INMAFE0029

Invalid element {0}, expected {1}

Explanation

The specified element does not match the expected element.

Action

The element must be changed accordingly to the expected item.

INMAFE0031

Duplicate concept value for taxonomy {0}

Explanation

Taxonomy must have a unique concept value.

Action

Provide a unique concept value for the taxonomy.

INMAFE0032

Duplicate concept value for concept {0}

Explanation

Concept must have a unique concept value.

Action

Provide a unique concept value for the concept.

INMAFE0033

Invalid argument: {0}

Explanation

The specified argument is invalid.

Action

Provide a valid argument.
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INMAFE0034

The class {0} has no annotation of type {1} or has an empty 'implementation' attribute.

Explanation

The given class does not have the expected annotation, or the annotation's
"implementation" attribute is empty.

Action

Provide an annotation of the given type or fill in the 'implementation' attribute.

INMAFE0037

The object type's qualified name must not be null.

Explanation

One of the arguments has a null value.

Action

Provide arguments with a valid value.

INMAFE0038

A classification's scheme must not be null.

Explanation

The classification has a null value.

Action

Provide a valid value for classification.

INMAFE0039

A classification's value must not be null.

Explanation

The classification has a null value.

Action

Provide a valid value for classification.

INMAFE0040

The object type's qualified name must not be null.

Explanation

The object type's qualified name has null value.

Action

Provide a valid value for object type's qualified name.

INMAFE0041

The classification schemes must not be null.

Explanation

The classification schemes have a null value.

Action

Provida a valid value for the classification schemes.

INMAFE0042

This object is unmodifiable.

Explanation

The object cannot be modified.

Action

Do not try to modify the object.

INMAFE0043

Unknown property {0}

Explanation

The property has unknown value.

Action

Provide a valid value for the property.
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INMAFE0044

The IOC annotation of the field {0} has no ID or an empty ID.

Explanation

Some annotation has an empty ID or no ID.

Action

Provide a valid ID for the annotation.

INMAFE0045

The object to initialize must not be null.

Explanation

The initializer has a null value.

Action

Provide a valid value for the initializer.

INMAFE0046

The document must not be null.

Explanation

The document is null.

Action

Provide a valid value for the document.

INMAFE0047

The QName {0} is invalid, because it contains no terminating '}' character.

Explanation

The value argument has no enclosing '}' character.

Action

Make sure the value argument has an enclosing '}' character.

INMAFE0049

Expected {0} element, got {1}

Explanation

The element is different than expected.

Action

Make sure the element type is as expected.

INMAFE0051

Missing attribute for {0}

Explanation

The attribute has a null value.

Action

Provide a valid value for the attribute.

INMAFE0052

Invalid attribute {0} for element {1}

Explanation

The attribute has an invalid value.

Action

Provide a valid value for the attribute.

INMAFE0054

The attribute {0} for element {1} is using an invalid prefix: {2}

Explanation

Some of the attributes have an invalid prefix.

Action

Make sure the attribute has a valid prefix.
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INMAFE0056

Missing attribute: {0}

Explanation

Attribute is missing.

Action

Provide attribute.

INMAFE0057

Empty attribute: {0}

Explanation

Attribute is missing.

Action

Provide attribute.

INMAFE0058

The class {0} doesn't implement {1}

Explanation

Wrong class provided.

Action

Provide a valid class.

INMAFE0116

Missing @RegistryObject annotation on persistent class {0}

Explanation

The processed class has no @RegistryObject annotation. As long as there is no such
annotation the persistent class cannot be considered a RegistryBean and cannot be
processed.

Action

Add a @RegistryObject annotation to the persistent class interface or use different
RegistryBean.

INMAFE0119

The given registry bean is managed by another pool: {0}

Explanation

A registry bean instance can be managed by one bean pool only. For example it is not
allowed to read a bean with one bean pool instance and update it with another.

Action

Check for multiple beanPool instances managing your registry beans. For a single
thread, make one bean pool instance to handle the registry beans.

INMAFE0121

The given registry bean is not managed by the pool: {0}

Explanation

The registry bean is being used by a bean pool it does not belong to.

Action

Find and use the bean pool instance that this registry bean belongs to. For exmaple
if a registry bean is read or created by one bean pool instance, this is the instance it
belongs to and it cannot be managed by another one.

INMAFE0123

Missing information for attribute with name {0} of type {1}

Explanation

This attribute should have an attribute description but it does not. For example,
attribute description is required for @Relationship , @DateAttribute and other
attributes.

Action

When using @Relationship, @DateAttribute etc. an attributeName property must be
specified, which corresponds to the name of an existing AttributeDescription. Either
create new attribute description, or change the name of the attributeName property
to an existing one.
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INMAFE0128

The RegistryObject must be an association, but is a {0}

Explanation

The RegistryObject to be processed must be a javax.xml.registry.infomodel.Association.
The method is trying to create a RegistryBean instance from a
javax.xml.registry.infomodel.Association instance.

Action

Check the mapping of theRegistryBean that is being created for any inconsistencies.

INMAFE0129

AssociationTarget property of {0} is null. Association target cannot be null.

Explanation

While creating a javax.xml.registry.infomodel.Association instance from a registry
bean Association instance. The target of the association must be present in order to
create a javax.xml.registry.infomodel.Association.

Action

Set target for the association.

INMAFE0130

Unable to determine object type. Missing RegistryObject annotation for class {0}.

Explanation

Either the processed registry bean is not a registry bean at all, or it is missing its
RegistryObject annotation. Without it the registry bean cannot be created and it is not
considered a registry bean.

Action

Either use a different registry bean that has a RegistryObject annotation, or add the
annotation in the used registry bean interface.

INMAFE0131

Missing concept with key {0}.

Explanation

The key that is specified is either wrong or does not belong to a concept instance.

Action

Use a different object type key for this annotation.

INMAFE0132

Missing concept with name {0}

Explanation

The name that is specified is either wrong or does not belong to a concept instance.

Action

Use a different object type name for this annotation.

INMAFE0133

The RegistryObject must be a classification.

Explanation

The registry object to be processed must be a
javax.xml.registry.infomodel.Classification instance.

Action

Use a registry object that is an instance of javax.xml.registry.infomodel.Classification.
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INMAFE0134

ClassificationConcept property of {0} is null. The concept for internal classification
cannot be null.

Explanation

The classification's concept property is not specified.

Action

Specify a concept for this classification.

INMAFE0135

Missing {0} annotation. {1} must be classified instance.

Explanation

The ClassifiedInstances annotation is missing. It must be present in order to create a
ClassifiedInstances property.

Action

Add the ClassifiedInstances annotation to the registry bean.

INMAFE0136

{0} is not specified as ClassifiedInstance

Explanation

None of the bean interfaces is a classified instance in the ClassifiedInstances
annotation's instances.

Action

Specify a bean interface as ClassifiedInstance.

INMAFE0137

Cannot find the required classification on {0}

Explanation

There is no corresponding classification for the given registry object.

Action

Provide the classification.

INMAFE0138

BeanInfo {0} for {1} must be instance of {2}

Explanation

The BeanInfo instance is not of type BackedBeanInfo.

Action

Make the BeanInfo an instance of BackedBeanInfo.

INMAFE0139

No setter found for property {0} in class {1}

Explanation

The name of the setter is different and a corresponding setter cannot be found in the
jaxr representation of this registry bean.

Action

Change the name of the setter in the registry bean interface.

INMAFE0140

Missing type information for {0}

Explanation

The BeanType for this jaxr registry object cannot be found in the registry object model.
It is not supported by CSAF.

Action

Add BeanType for the required jaxr registry object type in the registry object model.
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INMAFE0141

Getter returns unexpected value type: {0} . Expected: Collection. For property: {1}
in class: {2}

Explanation

The value returned by the getter method does not match the return type specified in
the bean interface.

Action

Change the return type to collection or change the annotation used for this property.

INMAFE0142

No instance of SlotHandler registered for the type {0}

Explanation

None of the existing slot handlers handles the given property type.

Action

Add a slot handler or change the property type.

INMAFE0143

Expected RegistryObject of type javax.xml.registry.infomodel.User or
javax.xml.registry.infomodel.Organization {0}

Explanation

The javax.xml.registry.infomodel.TelephoneNumbers support type can only be found
in a javax.xml.registry.infomodel.User or javax.xml.registry.infomodel.Organization
instance.

Action

Use a javax.xml.registry.infomodel.User or javax.xml.registry.infomodel.Organization
instance for operations with javax.xml.registry.infomodel.TelephoneNumbers.

INMAFE0144

A Collection is expected {0}

Explanation

TelephoneNumbers is always a collection. Single property is not allowed.

Action

Use a collection of TelephoneNumbers.

INMAFE0145

Expected RegistryObject of type User or Organization RegistryBeans {0}

Explanation

The CSAF support type TelephoneNumbers can only be found in a User or
Organization RegistryBean instance.

Action

Use a User or Organization RegistryBean instance for operations with CSAF
TelephoneNumbers.

INMAFE0146

Beans to restore must be of BackedBeanInfo instance

Explanation

Only BackedBeanInfo instances can provide access to the underlying RegistryObject.

Action

Use BackedBeanInfo to provide access to the RegistryObject that is standing behind
the RegistryBean.
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INMAFE0147

Invalid bean mode

Explanation

The bean mode of a configuration can be BACKED or SIMPLE (has been deprecated).
Any other bean mode set to the configuration will result in this exception.

Action

Set the bean mode of the configuration to BACKED. The BACKED constant is located
under com.softwareag.centrasite.appl.framework.persistence.BeanMode.java.

INMAFE0148

The object to be read must be a RegistryObject instance: {0}

Explanation

The object to be read must be an instance of
javax.xml.registry.infomodel.RegistryObject but is not.

Action

Read a different object that is of javax.xml.registry.infomodel.RegistryObject instance.

INMAFE0149

Unsupported value type passed: {0}

Explanation

The value type passed is not supported by this method and cannot be processed.

Action

Change the value Type or change the method you are using to process this value. For
example, the toJaxrValue() method expects one of the support types defined in CSAF
(EmailAddress, TelephoneNumbers etc.) and processes it to a JAXR support type ,
while the toBeanValue method does the opposite.

INMAFE0150

Missing type information for {0}

Explanation

No BeanType found in the registry object model for the given registry object. It is not
supported by CSAF.

Action

Create a BeanType and add it to the registry object model for the given registry object
type.

INMAFE0151

The BulkResponse collection must currently be java.util.List {0}

Explanation

The result method of the Search class always has to return a java.util.List object.

Action

Change the Search's BulkResponse collection to java.util.List.

INMAFE0152

Missing type information for {0}

Explanation

No BeanType found in the registry object model for the given registry object. It is not
supported by CSAF.

Action

Create a BeanType and add it to the registry object model for the given registry object
type.
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INMAFE0153

Property is null, this kind of predicate is not allowed

Explanation

A predicate has bean created for a property that does not exist.

Action

Check the search criteria for wrong property names.

INMAFE0154

The given class: {0} is not supported

Explanation

No BeanType found for the given class in the registry object model.

Action

Add BeanType in the registry object model for the desired class.

INMAFE0159

Invalid attribute name. Attribute name must not contain a space or special characters.

Explanation

Creating a slot attribute with spaces or special characters in it's name is not allowed.

Action

Use camel case (example: SlotAttribute) or '_' (example: Slot_Attribute) in the name
instead of space, or change the name in a different way that it does not contain spaces.

INMAFE0160

Invalid slot attribute data type.

Explanation

The data type passed when creating slot attribute is not supported.

Action

Change the data type to one that is supported. Constants with supported data types
can be found in AttributeDescription class.

INMAFE0161

Unknown Error

Explanation

The error that has been thrown has unknown reasons.

Action

Contact your software supplier.

INMAFE0162

The parent concept must not be null.

Explanation

The Concept must have a parent.

Action

Add parent to the concept.

INMAFE0163

Invalid namespace prefix: {0}

Explanation

The namespace prefix is invalid.

Action

Change the namespace to a valid one.

INMAFE0164

Don't know how to handle skipped entity: {0}

Explanation

The Parser has encountered a skipped entity. CSAF does not support skipped entities.

Action

Exclude the skipped entities from the entity list.
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INMAFE0165

Expected empty stack.

Explanation

The Parser has reached the end of the file, and its stack should be empty.

Action

Check the file for any inconsistencies or errors.

INMAFE0166

No getter for property {0} found in class {1}

Explanation

In order to access a RegistryBean property it must have a getter method.

Action

Provide a getter method for this RegistryBean property. In some cases the getter
methods are not provided for a purpose. These RegistryBeans should be documented.

INMAFE0167

The method {0} in class {1} must be public, and neither static, nor abstract.

Explanation

There is a restriction that must be followed.

Action

Change the method to public and remove any static or abstract modifiers.

INMAFE0168

Failed to parse getter name: {0}

Explanation

A getter method follows a rule when created. It must begin with either get or is. Any
other case will result in this exception.

Action

Rename the getter method so it follows the described rule.

INMAFE0169

The setter {0} in class {1} has return type {2} , not void.

Explanation

A setter method must have a void return type.

Action

Change the setter return type to void.

INMAFE0170

The method {0} in class {1} must be public, and not static.

Explanation

There is a restriction to this method, namely it must be public and not static.

Action

Follow the restriction.

INMAFE0171

Failed to parse method name: {0}

Explanation

The method must start with either get, set, has or is. This is necessary in order to be
recognized by the parser so a property name can be extracted.

Action

Change the method name accordingly.
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INMAFE0172

Illegal access to default constructor of class {0} : {1}

Explanation

Nested exception is thrown here. The constructor has to be called with an empty
expression list, or check {1} for more information.

Action

Change the constructor accordingly.

INMAFE0173

Failed to instantiate class {0} : {1}

Explanation

Nested exception is thrown here. More details are found in {1}

Action

Handle according to the nested exception message.

INMAFE0174

Illegal access to default constructor of class {0} : {1}

Explanation

Nested exception is thrown here. The constructor has to be called with an empty
expression list, or check {1} for more information.

Action

Change the constructor accordingly.

INMAFE0175

Failed to instantiate class {0} : {1}

Explanation

Nested exception is thrown here. More details are found in {1}

Action

Handle according to the nested exception message.

INMAFE0176

Failed to invoke constructor of class {0} : {1}

Explanation

Nested Exception. See {1} for more information.

Action

Handle the case according to information in {1}.

INMAFE0177

No field named {0} found in class {1} or any of its superclasses.

Explanation

The desired field is not present in the class, nor in any of the superclasses.

Action

Provide the missing field, or change the field name being searched.

INMAFE0178

Illegal access to field {0} in class {1} : {2}

Explanation

Nested Exception thrown, see {2} for more details.

Action

Handle according to the information in {2}.

INMAFE0179

Failed to load the class named {0}.

Explanation

The class with the given name was not found.

Action

Provide the missing class.
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INMAFE0180

Invalid property specification: {0}

Explanation

The property has opening bracket [ but no closing bracket ].

Action

Provide the closing bracket ] .

INMAFE0181

Invalid property specification: {0}

Explanation

The property was not specified correctly.

Action

Make sure that the property follows all rules.

INMAFE0182

No list was returned for property specification {0}

Explanation

This property is expected to return a list.

Action

Check the property for any inconsistencies.

INMAFE0183

No add method found for property {0} in class {1}

Explanation

The property must correspond to an add method, but it doesn't.

Action

Provide an add method, change the property or check the property for inconsistencies.

INMAFE0184

No remove method found for property {0} in class {1}

Explanation

The property must correspond to a remove method, but it doesn't.

Action

Provide a remove method, change the property or check the property for
inconsistencies.

INMAFE0185

A fixed registry object's description cannot be changed.

Explanation

This registry object description cannot be changed.

Action

Don't attempt to change a fixed registry object's description.

INMAFE0186

The interface {0} doesn't have its implementation attribute set in the {1} annotation.

Explanation

Each interface bean needs to specify its implementation class.

Action

Please use correct value for the annotation attribute.

INMAFE0187

The key must not be null.

Explanation

Each key must have a non-null id value.

Action

Provide non-empty, unique key value.
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INMAFE0188

The concept key must point to a Concept: {0}

Explanation

Classifications can only ne based on concepts.

Action

Make sure that the Classification's concept key is actually pointing to a Concept
registry object.

INMAFE0189

The registry object type key must point to a Concept from the ObjectType taxonomy:
{0}

Explanation

The required object needs to be a child of the "ObjectType" taxonomy.

Action

Make sure that object type key points to a Concept from the ObjectType taxonomy
(Classification Scheme).

INMAFE0190

The association type key must point to a Concept from the AssociationType
taxonomy: {0}

Explanation

The required object needs to be a child of the "AssociationType" taxonomy.

Action

Make sure that association type key points to a Concept from the AssociationType
taxonomy (Classification Scheme).

INMAFE0191

The property is null.

Explanation

The getMapper() method requires a non-null property argument.

Action

Make sure the property is available.

INMAFE0192

No property mapper found for Property {0}

Explanation

The property mapper for the desired property does not exist.

Action

Make sure that a suitable property mapper is available for this property.

INMAFE0193

Wrong value type passed. Expected
Collection<com.softwareag.centrasite.appl.framework.beans.standard.TelephoneNumber>

Explanation

The method requires an argument of type "Collection".

Action

Make sure the correct value type is used.

INMAFE0194

Cannot parse string to long(timestamp) {0}

Explanation

The given value does not match the syntax rules for long numeric values.

Action

Expected long numeric value.
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INMAFE0195

Cannot parse date string {0}

Explanation

The given value does not match the syntax rules for dates.

Action

Make sure the string is in the proper date format.

INMAFE0196

Unsupported value passed: {0}. String value expected: either {namespace}localPart
or localPart only.

Explanation

The method expects a vlue of type "String".

Action

Please provide the correct value.

INMAFE0197

Unsupported value type {0}

Explanation

The KeyPredicate value type must be one of "String", "Key", or "RegistryBean".

Action

Please provide a valid value.

INMAFE0198

Unable to create predicate for : {0}. Check the passed sequence and try again.

Explanation

The values specified for the predicate cannot be properly converted to a query criterion.

Action

Please provide a valid predicate.

INMAFE0199

The given object is not a RegistryObject.

Explanation

The method requires a RegistryObject parameter.

Action

Please provide the correct object.

INMAFE0200

Given object is not Classification: {0}

Explanation

The method requires a Classification object.

Action

Please provide a valid Classification object.

INMAFE0201

Unsupported collection. Should be java.util.List or java.util.Set.

Explanation

The method requires a parameter of type List or Set.

Action

Please provide a collection of valid type.

INMAFE0202

Only attributes of type Slot can be indexed.

Explanation

Index definitions are only possible for Slot attributes.

Action

Use an attribute of valid type.
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INMAFE0203

Value and forward label must not be null.

Explanation

When creating a new association type it is mandatory to specify a value and a forward
label.

Action

Correct the application program.

INMAFE0204

Object type to be generated not found: {0}

Explanation

The object type name specified when calling the RegistryBeanGenerator does not
exist.

Action

Specify an existing type name.

INMAFE0205

Invalid object ({0}) passed to delete operation

Explanation

The delete operation only accepts RegistryBean instances. In particular, NULL pointers
are rejected.

Action

Call the delete operation with correct RegistryBean instances.

INMAPE0001

The user {0} does not have the view permission; contact the asset owner or
administrator for help.

Explanation

If the current user has no permission to view this object, then this error will be thrown.

Action

The user needs to be provided proper permission to view this object.

INMBUE0002

Invalid URI {0}.

Explanation

You have entered an invalid URI.

Action

Enter a valid URI.

INMBUE0003

Invalid phone number.

Explanation

You have entered an invalid phone number.

Action

Enter a valid phone number.

INMBUE0004

Search scope is empty.

Explanation

You have not entered a valid search scope in the recipe.

Action

Enter a valid search scope.
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INMBUE0007

Saved search token is not valid.

Explanation

You have entered an invalid saved search token in the URL.

Action

Enter a valid saved search token.

INMBUE0009

Failed to initialize the Unwatch action on selected assets.

Explanation

Could not initialize the Unwatch action on selected assets; possibly because one or
more of the selected assets are not already watched.

Action

Choose the assets that are already watched.

INMBUE0011

Enter a valid IP address

Explanation

Enter a valid IP address

Action

Enter a valid IP address

INMBUE0012

Duplicate values for {0}

Explanation

A user was selected as an administrator, but this user has already been selected.

Action

Avoid selecting a user as administrator that has already been chosen.

INMBUE0013

Invalid URL

Explanation

You have entered an invalid URL.

Action

Enter a valid URL.

INMBUE0014

Enter a valid Administrator

Explanation

You have entered an invalid administrator name.

Action

Enter a valid administrator name.

INMBUE0015

Group name is empty

Explanation

You have not entered a group name while creating a local group.

Action

Enter a group name.

INMBUE0016

Invalid URI.

Explanation

You have entered an invalid URI.

Action

Enter a valid URI.
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INMBUE0017

Invalid numeric value in attribute.

Explanation

You have entered an invalid numeric value for this attribute.

Action

Enter a valid numeric value.

INMBUE0018

Invalid attribute value.

Explanation

You have entered an invalid attribute value for the chosen type.

Action

Enter a valid value for the chosen type.

INMBUE0019

Required attribute value is empty.

Explanation

You have entered a blank value for the required attribute.

Action

Enter a value for the required attribute.

INMBUE0020

Enter a valid string value for the attribute.

Explanation

You have entered an invalid value for this string attribute.

Action

Enter a valid string value.

INMBUE0021

Enter a valid IP address.

Explanation

You have entered an invalid IP address.

Action

Enter a valid IP address.

INMBUE0022

Enter a valid email address.

Explanation

You have entered an invalid email address. You must enter a valid email address (e.g.
example@example).

Action

Enter a valid email address (e.g. example@example).

INMBUE0023

Invalid category name.

Explanation

You have entered an invalid category name for this classification attribute.

Action

Enter a valid category name for the defined taxonomy.

INMBUE0024

Refresh interval is empty.

Explanation

Number. Required. An input denoting the time interval for refreshing a portlet
automatically is not specified.

Action

Enter a value (in seconds) for refresh interval.
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INMBUE0025

Required attribute value is empty.

Explanation

You have entered a blank value for the required attribute.

Action

Enter a value for the required attribute.

INMBUE0026

Invalid search condition.

Explanation

An invalid search condition has occurred. A search condition consists of one or more
predicates, each joined by a keyword (ALL or ANY). A predicate can be a comparison
predicate, such as an Equals predicate, NotEquals predicate, StartsWith predicate, or
a Contains predicate. This error occurs when none of the above search conditions are
met.

Action

Correct the search condition.

INMBUE0028

Invalid combination of x and y axes; at least one of the axes must have a numeric
attribute for the graph to render properly.

Explanation

One of the attribute in the x or y axis should have a numeric value.

Action

Choose a numeric attribute in one of the two axes.

INMBUE0029

Invalid search for charts; you must choose at least one numeric attribute.

Explanation

The chosen search does not have a numeric attribute to plot the chart. To plot a chart
you must have a combination of non-numeric attribute and numeric attribute.

Action

Choose a search with at least one numeric attribute.

INMBUE0030

Organization name is empty

Explanation

The organization name field is empty, but the organization name must be provided
when creating an organization.

Action

Enter the organization name.

INMBUE0031

Role name is empty

Explanation

The role name field is empty, but the role name must be provided when creating a
role.

Action

Enter a role name.
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INMBUE0032

Enter a valid consumer application name.

Explanation

The consumer application name specified is either invalid or empty.

Action

Enter a valid consumer application name.

INMBUE0035

Base URL should not be empty.

Explanation

The Base URL is empty.

Action

Enter the Base URL.

INMBUE0036

Add at least one method to the resource.

Explanation

A resource should have at least one HTTP method to perform a certain operation.
This error occurs when an attempt is made to add a resource in the API without
specifying at least one method.

Action

Add at least one HTTP method for the resource.

INMBUE0037

Parameter name must not be empty.

Explanation

The parameter name is empty.

Action

Enter the parameter name.

INMBUE0038

Method name must not be empty.

Explanation

The method name is empty.

Action

Enter the method name.

INMBUE0039

Resource name must not be empty.

Explanation

The resource name is empty.

Action

Enter the resource name.

INMBUE0040

Resource path must not be empty.

Explanation

The resource path is empty.

Action

Enter the resource path.

INMBUE0041

Default value should be a value in the possible values list.

Explanation

The default value does not match with any of the values in the list of possible values.

Action

Enter a value from the list of possible values.
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INMBUE0042

The resource already exists.

Explanation

An attempt was made to add a resource with the same name as an existing resource
in the same service.

Action

Enter a new resource name that is not already in use in the service.

INMBUE0043

Resource with path already exists in this API.

Explanation

An attempt was made to add a resource with the same path as an existing resource
in the same API.

Action

Enter a new resource path which is not already in use in the API.

INMBUE0044

Parameter already exists for this parameter type.

Explanation

An attempt was made to add a parameter with the same name as an existing parameter
for the given parameter type.

Action

Enter a new parameter name that is not already available for the parameter type.

INMBUE0045

Select at least one resource to virtualize.

Explanation

An attempt was made to virtualize a REST service without selecting the resource.

Action

Select at least one resource to virtualize the REST service.

INMBUE0046

Request message cannot be empty.

Explanation

You have not entered a request message when adding sample request and response
to the REST service.

Action

Enter the sample request message.

INMBUE0051

API Portal Name field cannot be empty.

Explanation

You have not entered the name of API Portal when registering API Portal in CentraSite.

Action

Enter the API Portal name.

INMBUE0052

API Portal Alias field cannot be empty.

Explanation

You have not entered the name of API Portal alias when registering API Portal in
CentraSite.

Action

Enter the API Portal alias name.
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INMBUE0053

Deployment Endpoint field cannot be empty.

Explanation

You have not entered the deployment endpoint address when registering API Portal
in CentraSite.

Action

Enter a valid deployment endpoint.

INMBUE0054

CentraSite Alias field cannot be empty.

Explanation

You have not entered the name of CentraSite alias when registering API Portal in
CentraSite.

Action

Enter the CentraSite alias name.

INMBUE0055

Consumer Onboarding Organization field cannot be empty.

Explanation

You have not entered the name of the consumer onboarding organization when
registering API Portal in CentraSite.

Action

Enter the consumer onboarding organization name.

INMBUE0056

The base URL already exists.

Explanation

An attempt was made to add a base URL with the same value as an existing base URL
in the same service.

Action

Enter a new base URL value that is not already in use in the service.

INMBUE0058

Select at least one API Portal to publish.

Explanation

An attempt was made to publish the API without selecting at least one API Portal.

Action

Select at least one API Portal to publish the API.

INMBUE0059

Username field cannot be empty.

Explanation

You have not entered the CentraSite username when registering API Portal in
CentraSite.

Action

Enter a valid CentraSite username.

INMBUE0060

Password field cannot be empty.

Explanation

You have not entered the CentraSite password when registering API Portal in
CentraSite.

Action

Enter a valid CentraSite password.
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INMBUE0062

Gateway URL is not valid. Specify a valid URL, and try again.

Explanation

The gateway URL is not valid, or not in the correct format.

Action

Specify a valid gateway URL, and try again.

INMBUE0063

Invalid value

Explanation

Value entered is not valid.

Action

Enter a valid value and try again.

INMBUE0065

Maximum payload size cannot take the value "0".

Explanation

You have specifed the value "0" for the maximum payload size parameter.

Action

Specify "-1" for unlimited size or an integer value greater than "0" for the maximum
payload size, and try again.

INMBUE0066

Select at least one request content type.

Explanation

A request content type is required if you have added either a schema or an example
content for request.

Action

Add at least one content type for request.

INMBUE0067

Select at least one response content type.

Explanation

A respons content type is required if you have added either a schema or an example
content for response.

Action

Add at least one content type for response.

INMBUE0068

The request(s) of this method do not consume the content type(s) {0}.

Explanation

There is a mismatch between the method's request Content-Types and the
Content-Type set for the request.

Action

Provide the correct method content type that matches the request content type.

INMBUE0069

The response(s) of this method do not consume the content type(s) {0}.

Explanation

There is a mismatch between the method's response Content-Types and the
Content-Type set for the Response.

Action

Provide the correct method content type that matches the response content type.
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INMBUE0074

The error status code is not valid.

Explanation

You have entered an incorrect error status code.

Action

Enter an error status code between 400 to 500.

INMBUE0076

Message Subject field cannot be empty.

Explanation

You have not entered the subject line of the email which is used for the consumer
notifications.

Action

Enter the subject line of the email in the Message Subject field.

INMBUE0077

Message Body field cannot be empty.

Explanation

You have not entered the message content of the email which is used for the consumer
notifications.

Action

Enter the message content of the email in the Message Body field.

INMBUE0078

Required alias '${sys:dyn-Endpoint}' is missing in the Route Through field.

Explanation

You have not specified the alias '${sys:dyn-Endpoint}' in the Route Through field.

Action

Make sure the alias '${sys:dyn-Endpoint}' is specified in the Route Through field.

INMBUE0079

Taxonomy name cannot be empty.

Explanation

You have not provided a name for the taxonomy.

Action

Provide a name for the taxonomy.

INMBUE0080

Asset type name cannot be empty.

Explanation

You have not provided a name for the asset type.

Action

Provide a name for the asset type.

INMBUE0081

Invalid profile name.

Explanation

The entered value for profile name is not valid.

Action

Enter a valid profile name.

INMBUE0082

Invalid attribute name.

Explanation

The entered value for attribute name is not valid.

Action

Enter a valid attribute name.
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INMBUI0005

No document(s) available.

Explanation

Documents are not available to download.

Action

No action required.

INMBUI0006

Selected item(s) not applicable for Export

Explanation

The selected item(s) are not applicable for export.

Action

No action required.

INMBUI0008

No target found for deployment.

Explanation

No target found was for deployment

Action

Register a target for deployment before initiating the Publish action.

INMBUI0010

Error while instantiating the activity {0}.

Explanation

Could not instantiate the activity {0}. The failure is likely to be cause by incorrect
configuration.

Action

Verify that the activity has been configured correctly.

INMBUI0027

Unable to view the profile information.

Explanation

You do not have sufficient access right to view the profile information.

Action

Verify that you have the appropriate access rights. Contact your administrator and
request access if necessary and then try again.

INMBUI0033

Enter the base URL for API requests.

Explanation

Base URL is mandatory for making requests to the API.

Action

Enter the base URL for API requests.

INMBUI0034

Enter a namespace.

Explanation

A namespace should be specified for the API.

Action

Enter a valid namespace.

INMBUI0057

Select a sandbox for base URL.

Explanation

No sandbox has been selected for the base URL. A base URL is classified with a
sandbox environment such as a Development, Production or Test to indicate the
usage.

Action

Select a sandbox for the base URL.
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INMBUI0075

Enter the Endpoint Prefix for the API.

Explanation

Endpoint Prefix is optional for Virtual API.

Action

Enter the Endpoint Prefix for the API.

INMBUW0001

Invalid search query.

Explanation

You have entered an invalid search query, possibly because the query is not available
in the CentraSite repository.

Action

The search query {0} is not available. Configure your portlet with a valid search query.

INMBUW0047

Specified value is a duplicate value. Specify a valid unique value.

Explanation

An alias value is already defined for this target.

Action

Specify a valid unique value.

INMBUW0048

A value is already specified for the target. Select a different gateway.

Explanation

This is an alias value already defined for this target.

Action

Select a different gateway.

INMBUW0049

Provide an alias value.

Explanation

You have to provide an alias value.

Action

No action required.

INMBUW0050

Specify a value for this target, else delete the row.

Explanation

You must specify a value for this target.

Action

Specify target specific alias value or else delete the entire row.

INMBUW0061

To add multiple resources, you must manually reconfigure the Route to endpoint
field. To reconfigure the Route to endpoint, append the resource path tokenizer
${sys:resource_path} with the base URL of the native API in the format
<base-url>/${sys:resource_path}. For more information about handling multiple
resources, see the documentation Run-Time Goveranance with CentraSite.

Explanation

To add multiple resources, you must manually reconfigure the Route to endpoint
field. To reconfigure the Route to endpoint, append the resource path tokenizer
${sys:resource_path} with the base URL of the native API in the format
<base-url>/${sys:resource_path}. For more information about handling multiple
resources, see the documentation Run-Time Goveranance with CentraSite.

Action

To add multiple resources, you must manually reconfigure the Route to endpoint
field. To reconfigure the Route to endpoint, append the resource path tokenizer
${sys:resource_path} with the base URL of the native API in the format
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<base-url>/${sys:resource_path}. For more information about handling multiple
resources, see the documentation Run-Time Goveranance with CentraSite.

INMBU_ERR_EMPTY_ERROR_TEMPLATE – Select an error template in the Use as Default option.
Explanation

You have not specified an error template to use as the default in the Use as Default
option.

Action

Configure a default error template for the error condition and try again.

INMBU_ERR_SAME_TYPE_MULTIPLE_SELECTION – Multiple error templates are not permitted for
same content type.
Explanation

You have selected more than one error template for the same content type.

Action

Remove duplicate error templates with same content type and try again.

INMBU_LBL_API_UNPUBLISH_WARNING – If you unpublish an API from API Portal, the API keys
associated with the API will be lost.

INMBU_LBL_USER_BEEPER_PHONE – Beeper

INMBU_LBL_USER_DOMAIN_NAME – Display Name

INMBXE0003

Enter a valid username or passsword.

Explanation

You have entered an invalid username or password. To log in to CentraSite, you must
enter a valid username and password.

Action

Enter a valid username or password.

INMBXE0004

Enter your username (full email address).

Explanation

You have entered an invalid username. To log in to CentraSite, you must enter your
email address as username.

Action

Enter a valid username.

INMBXE0005

Enter a valid email address (e.g. example@example)

Explanation

You have entered a wrong or blank email address. You must enter a valid email
address (e.g. example@example).

Action

Enter a valid email address (e.g. example@example).
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INMBXE0009

Enter your password.

Explanation

To request an account in CentraSite, you must enter a password.

Action

Enter a valid password.

INMBXE0010

Enter your first name. Example: John.

Explanation

To request an account in CentraSite, you must enter your first name.

Action

Enter your first name.

INMBXE0011

Enter your last name. Example: Smith.

Explanation

To request an account in CentraSite, you must enter your last name.

Action

Enter your last name.

INMBXE0012

Enter a reason for requesting access to CentraSite.

Explanation

To register an account in CentraSite, you must provide a valid reason for requesting
the account to CentraSite.

Action

Enter a valid reason for requesting access to CentraSite.

INMBXE0016

Password does not match

Explanation

The password for Confirm Password does not match the given password.

Action

Confirm the given password by entering the same password again.

INMBXE0017

Access is denied.

Explanation

Could not log in to the CentraSite Business UI as a guest user, probably because the
guest access is disabled.

Action

Verify the centrasite.xml file. Make sure that the property element "Guest visiblity"
is set to "true". For more information about the usage of "Guest visiblity" property,
see the CentraSite Administrator's Guide. If the property is already set to "true" and
the error persists, contact your administrator.

INMBXI0001

CentraSite gives your organization a single place to store, find and reuse service
and process assets. That speeds up development. Automatic policy enforcement
helps you ensure new services and processes perform consistently and to the quality
standards you've set.

Explanation

This message provides an introduction to CentraSite in the login page.

Action

Get an overview of the product.
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INMBXI0002

Log in to Your Account

Explanation

Enter the user account credentials to log in to CentraSite.

Action

Log in to CentraSite.

INMBXI0006

Create Your Account

Explanation

Request for an account in CentraSite.

Action

Enter the user credentials and create an account in CentraSite.

INMBXI0008

Thank you for your registration in CentraSite.

Explanation

Thank you for your registration. We will contact you soon and inform you of the next
steps. In the meantime you may visit CentraSite as a guest.

Action

Log in to CentraSite as a guest.

INMBXI0013

You will be contacted by a CentraSite administrator.

Explanation

The CentraSite administrator will process your registration request and contact you
shortly.

Action

The CentraSite Administrator will process your request and contact you shortly.

INMBXI0014

Access CentraSite as a guest.

Explanation

You may access CentraSite as a guest.

Action

Access CentraSite as a guest.

INMBXW0015

JavaScript is not enabled in your web browser.

Explanation

If JavaScript is already installed but the application does not work, you may need to
enable JavaScript in your web browser.

Action

Enable the JavaScript in your web browser.

INMBX_LBL_ERROR_PAGE – Enable your CentraSite license
Explanation

Members of the CentraSite Community Edition (CE) are not allowed to use the
CentraSite Business UI. This is because the Community Edition is a free-of-charge
version of CentraSite that does not include a CentraSite license. In order to use the
CentraSite Business UI, you must have the CentraSite license installed.

Action

Install the CentraSite license. For further information contact your software supplier.
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INMBX_LBL_IE8_COMPATIBILITY_TEXT – CentraSite Business UI is not designed to run in
compatibility mode. Disable the compatibility mode to render the Business UI.
Explanation

CentraSite Business UI is not designed to run in compatibility mode.

Action

Disable the compatibility mode to render the Business UI.

INMBX_LIC_ACCESS_ERROR – Error accessing license information. Check the error log for more
information.
Explanation

Error encountered while accessing the CentraSite license information.

Action

If this error persists, contact your administrator.

INMCBE0009

You do not have sufficient access rights to modify this object.

Explanation

You do not have sufficient access rights to modify this object.

Action

Verify that you have the appropriate access rights. Contact your administrator and
request access if necessary and then try again.

INMCBE0012

Invalid password specified.

Explanation

You have specified an invalid password.

Action

Correct password and try again.

INMCBE0013

HTTP response {0} received while updating password.

Explanation

While updating the password, the user received an http error with the given error
code.

Action

Analyse the reason for this error based on the http error code.

INMCBE0014

Error occurred when reading configuration file at {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred when reading the user-specific configuration file at the given
location.

Action

Refer to the stack trace - you may need to delete the given file from the repository.

INMCBE0015

You have entered no file or folder name.

Explanation

You have entered no file or folder name.

Action

Enter a name.
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INMCBE0016

The name you have entered is invalid. Web Folder names cannot include any of
the following characters: :*?<>|\/"

Explanation

The name you have entered is invalid. Web folder names cannot include any of the
following characters: :*?<>|\/"

Action

Specify another name.

INMCBE0017

The name you have entered exceeds the maximum allowed name length.

Explanation

The name you have entered exceeds the maximum allowed name length.

Action

Specify a shorter name.

INMCBE0018

No report definition is linked to given report object

Explanation

The report must have an external link referencing the report definition created via
BIRT.

Action

Repeat the import of the report either via the "Import Report" command in the user
interface or via the "Export to CentraSite" command in the BIRT plugin of Eclipse.

INMCBE0020

Failed to obtain value of parameter {0}

Explanation

Could not determine value for the parameter with given name.

Action

Contact your software supplier.

INMCBE0021

The domain of the specified user is invalid.

Explanation

The domain of the specified user is invalid. For non-windows platforms, only the
domain LOCAL or LDAP is allowed.

Action

Enter a valid domain. For non-Windows platforms, only the domain LOCAL or LDAP
is allowed.

INMCBE0022

Object no longer available

Explanation

The selected object does not exist, possibly because it has been implicitly discarded
before or an import has failed.

Action

Check recent activities.

INMCBE0024

The passwords you typed do not match.

Explanation

The passwords you typed do not match.

Action

Enter the new password in both text boxes.
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INMCBE0027

The specified user does not exist.

Explanation

The specified user is not present in CentraSite.

Action

Specify a valid user.

INMCBE0029

Error occurred when initializing CentraSite Control - disabling plug-in.

Explanation

An error occurred when initializing CentraSite Control.

Action

Check details of error message for further information.

INMCBE0030

Invalid change of data type for existing data.

Explanation

An attempt is being made to change the data type of a property that already has data
present that is not of the type specified.

Action

Select a data type that matches the existing data.

INMCBE0032

Asset name must not be empty.

Explanation

No name is specified for the asset.

Action

Enter a valid asset name.

INMCBE0033

Asset type not valid.

Explanation

The selected asset type is not valid for this operation.

Action

Select a valid asset type.

INMCBE0035

The associated object of type Associated with could not be deleted

Explanation

User does not have permission to delete the associated object

Action

Grant delete permission to the user for the associated object

INMCBE0036

The associated object of type WS-Policy attachment could not be deleted

Explanation

The user does not have permission to delete the WS-Policy associated with the virtual
service.

Action

Verify that you have the appropriate access rights. Contact your administrator and
request access if necessary and then try again.
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INMCBE0037

The associated object of type External Link could not be deleted

Explanation

The user does not have permission to delete associated external links.

Action

Verify that you have the appropriate access rights. Contact your administrator and
request access if necessary and then try again.

INMCBE0038

Asset with name {0} already exists of type {1}

Explanation

There is a duplicate asset name.

Action

Enter another name for the asset.

INMCBI0001

New ExternalLink has been copied to the internal clipboard. It can be added to
arbitrary registry objects now.

Explanation

The newly created ExternalLink object has been copied to the internal clipboard. It
can be used to add the ExternalLink to any registry object via the tab "External Links".

Action

No action required.

INMCBW0002

Resource cannot be deleted as it is the target of one or more ExternalLink objects.

Explanation

You cannot delete this resource as it is referenced by one or more external links.

Action

You may run the impact analysis in order to determine the registry objects that have
an external link referencing this resource.

INMCBW0003

Folder cannot be deleted as it is the target of one or more ExternalLink objects.

Explanation

You cannot delete this folder as it is referenced by one or more External Links.

Action

You may run the impact analysis in order to determine the registry objects that have
an external link depending on this folder.

INMCBW0004

Resource cannot be renamed as it is the target of one or more ExternalLink objects.

Explanation

You cannot rename this resource as it is referenced by one or more registry objects.

Action

You may run the impact analysis in order to determine the registry objects that have
an external link depending on this resource.

INMCBW0007

No report is linked to type {0}.

Explanation

No report has been associated to the type via the 'Link Reports' command.

Action

You can associate a report via the command 'Link Reports' for the respective type.
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INMCBW0010

No operation is defined for type {0}.

Explanation

The definition of the respective type does not contain any operations.

Action

You can add operations via the 'Modify Type' command for the respective type.

INMCBW0011

You are connected as a read-only user. This will lead to limited functionality being
available.

Explanation

A read-only user does not have privileges to modify registry objects.

Action

Log in as another user if you want to modify registry objects.

INMCBW0019

No items have been exported

Explanation

No items have been exported - this may happen if items selected for export are
embedded into other objects and thus cannot be exported without their parent objects.

Action

Select the parent object for export.

INMCBW0031

File cannot be deleted as it is the target of one or more Favorite objects of My
CentraSite.

Explanation

You cannot delete this file as it is referenced by one or more External Links in My
CentraSite.

Action

You may run the impact analysis in order to determine the Favorite Object in My
CentraSite that has an external link referencing this resource.

INMCCE0001

Command {0} is not supported by CentraSite command line tool

Explanation

The specified command cannot be executed by the CentraSite command line tool. It
is not in the list of supported commands.

Action

Please check the usage of CentraSiteCommand and make sure you specify the
command which is listed in the usage.

INMCCE0002

Exception while fetching email properties

Explanation

CentraSiteCommand is not able to fetch the email properties from CentraSite.

Action

Please make sure all the parameters are valid and re-execute the command.

INMCCE0003

Exception while storing email properties

Explanation

CentraSiteCommand is not able to store the email properties into CentraSite.

Action

Please make sure all the parameters are valid and re-execute the command.
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INMCCE0006

Parsing failed! Please make sure configuration file syntax and path are correct.

Explanation

Parsing the CentraSiteCommand option and/or configFile failed.

Action

Please make sure the CentraSiteCommand options are specified properly and configFile
exists in the specified location.

INMCCE0007

Parsing failed! Please make sure configuration file syntax and path are correct.

Explanation

This error can occur because of two reasons. 1) The syntax of the configuration file is
not valid. 2) The specified configuration file path is incorrect.

Action

Please refer to the documentation for information on creating a valid configuration
file.

INMCCE0008

Failed to execute command {0}

Explanation

Error occurred while executing the command.

Action

Please check the error message for details.

INMCCE0009

Internal error occurred

Explanation

This error may occur because of problems in the system execution.

Action

Please contact the administrator.

INMCCE0010

{0} is an invalid log unit, possible values are {1}

Explanation

The provided log unit is invalid. This can occur when the user specifies a log unit
other than the supported ones.

Action

Please refer to the error message for the possible values.

INMCCE0011

{0} is invalid log unit value, possible values are {1}

Explanation

The provided log unit value is invalid. This can occur when the user specifies a log
unit value other than the supported ones.

Action

Please refer to the error message for the possible values.

INMCCE0012

Purger unavailable for {0}

Explanation

No purger was found for the given log unit. This error can occur if an appropriate
purger is not found/available for the given log unit.

Action

Please ensure the correct log units are provided in the configuration file.
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INMCCE0013

Purging stopped for {0} as there is no write permission for export location {1}

Explanation

This error will occur when the user does not have the required write permission for
the export location.

Action

Please provide required permissions before purging.

INMCCE0014

Insufficient disk space in {0}. Required space {1}. Available space {2}.

Explanation

The specified export location does not contain enough space for the exported logs.
Please refer to the error message for the available and required space.

Action

Please choose a different export location.

INMCCE0015

Purging Failed. Following error occurred {0}.

Explanation

Purging failed for the log unit mentioned in the error message. Some failures may
happen because of network time out and similar problems.

Action

Please try again later or contact the administrator for assistance.

INMCCE0016

Unable to archive the export directory {0}

Explanation

The archiving of the exported logs failed. This may happen because of files being
accessed by an other application.

Action

Please close the other application and try again.

INMCCE0017

Unable to create the export directory {0}

Explanation

This error can occur when the user does not have the required write permission for
the export location or the export location is invalid.

Action

Please provide required permissions before purging or make sure the export location
is valid.

INMCCE0018

Command {0} is not supported by CentraSite command line tool

Explanation

The displayed command is invalid. This can occur when the user specifies a command
other than the supported ones. For example, to purge logs, you should specify
-command purge_logs.

Action

Please refer to the documentation for the list of supported commands and their usage.
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INMCCE0019

castUri option is mandatory for the command {1}

Explanation

The castUri option is required for the specified commands.

Action

Please specify the cast URI in the -castUri option.

INMCCE0020

CentraSite Application Server Object (CAST) already registered in CentraSite with
the specified castUri {0}

Explanation

The CAST will be identified using the host present in castUri option, and CentraSite
already contains a CAST registered with the specified host.

Action

Specify a different value in the castUri option or de-register the existing CAST and
register it again. A CAST can be de-registered using the deregister_cast command.

INMCCE0021

{0} and {1} both present in configuration for log unit {2}

Explanation

The tags Until and OlderThan are both present in the configuration file.

Action

Please use only one of the given tags in the configuration file. For more information,
please refer to the Administration guide.

INMCCE0022

Unable to obtain policy query manager. Cause: {0}

Explanation

It was not possible to obtain the policy query manager.

Action

Verify your installation or contact the administrator.

INMCCE0023

Exception occurred during restore operation. Cause: {0}.

Explanation

An exception occurred during the restore operation.

Action

Please check the exception message for more details.

INMCCE0024

Archive seal error. Invalid start/end date entries in the archive seal properties for
the Archive file {0} located in {1}.

Explanation

An archive seal error occurred. There are invalid start/end date entries in the archive
seal properties.

Action

Please verify the seal properties file for correctness.

INMCCE0025

Error creating archive seal file. Cause {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while creating the archive seal file.

Action

Please check the error message for more details.
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INMCCE0026

Command option {0} missing

Explanation

The specified command requires a command option.

Action

See the usage information for the correct command syntax.

INMCCE0028

Domain {0} not found

Explanation

The domain to be processed does not exist.

Action

Correct the specified domain name.

INMCCE0029

Domain {0} already exist

Explanation

A domain entry with the specified name is already present.

Action

Correct the specified domain name.

INMCCE0030

Error processing configuration file: {0}

Explanation

The configuration file does not contain a valid domain entry.

Action

Correct the domain entry in the configuration file.

INMCCE0031

Error deleting domain entry: {0}

Explanation

The specified domain entry could not be deleted.

Action

Contact your support center.

INMCCE0039

{0} is not a LDAP domain

Explanation

The validate command is only supported for LDAP domains.

Action

Specify an LDAP domain for validating an authentication configuration.

INMCCE0040

LDAP basic configuration validation error

Explanation

The basic LDAP configuration is invalid.

Action

Check the basic settings for the specified domain.

INMCCE0041

LDAP user login validation error

Explanation

The user could not log on with supplied user name and password.

Action

Check if the user name and password were specified correctly. Check the settings for
the specified domain.
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INMCCE0042

LDAP user properties validation error

Explanation

The user properties configuration is invalid.

Action

Check the user properties settings for the specified domain.

INMCCE0043

LDAP group resolution validation error

Explanation

The group resolution configuration is invalid.

Action

Check the group resolution settings for the specified domain.

INMCCE0046

CS Admin user {0} not created

Explanation

An error occurred while attempting to create a user with the CentraSite Administrator
role.

Action

See the additional information provided to find the reason.

INMCCE0047

CS Admin user {0} ({1}) not created

Explanation

An error occurred while attempting to create a user with the CentraSite Administrator
role.

Action

See the additional information provided to find the reason.

INMCCE0053

{0} No Users found!

Explanation

Searched users are not found

Action

user has to retry the search

INMCCE0054

{0} No group properties found!

Explanation

The group properties entered for the configuration are not correct.

Action

Correct the group properties.

INMCCE0055

Can't get group properties. {0}

Explanation

{0} --> error message from the LDAP

Action

re-configuration needs to be done

INMCCE0056

cannot read user property {0}

Explanation

{0} --> user property configured

Action

Re-configure the user properities
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INMCCE0058

cannot read user property {0}

Explanation

{0} --> user property

Action

Re-configure the property

INMCCE0059

{0} No user properties found!

Explanation

{0} --> status warning message

Action

Re-configure the user properties

INMCCE0060

Cannot contact the server. {0}

Explanation

An attempt to connect to the server failed with the error message {0}.

Action

Re-configure the server properties.

INMCCE0066

Unable to connect to socket!

Explanation

There was a problem while connecting to the socket.

Action

Re-configure the connection.

INMCCE0067

The old file is not deleted

Explanation

An SSX trace file already exists and should be deleted.

Action

The SSX trace file needs to be deleted manually.

INMCCE0068

Unable to listen to port

Explanation

It was not possible to connect to the given port.

Action

Re-configure the port.

INMCCE0088

Cannot write to log4j.

Explanation

A message could not be written to the log4j log file.

Action

Check your log4j configuration.

INMCCE0089

Cannot write in the {0}

Explanation

A message could not be written to the SSX trace file {0}.

Action

Chekc your trace file configuration.
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INMCCE0090

cannot connect to database - possibly password wrong?

Explanation

An error was detected while trying to connect to the database.

Action

Check that you entered the correct pasword.

INMCCE0091

Database 'CentraSite' not running

Explanation

The database 'CentraSite' is not running.

Action

Start the CentraSite database.

INMCCE0092

{0} User authentication for "{0}" failed!

Explanation

{0} --> State error {1} --> user name

Action

Re-enter the user authentication

INMCCE0093

The user repository cannot be created with parameters: {0}

Explanation

The user repository cannot be created with the given parameters.

Action

Re-configure the repository.

INMCCE0094

{0} open SSXRepository - {1}

Explanation

The SSX repository is not connected. The state error is {0} and the error message is
{1}.

Action

Re-configure the connection to the repository.

INMCCE0096

Can't get users {0}

Explanation

The user mapping does not match any entry on the LDAP server.

Action

Provide a user mapping that matches an entry in LDAP.

INMCCE0100

Can't get member of group {0}

Explanation

An incorrect group ID was specified.

Action

Provide a correct group ID.

INMCCE0103

Can't get groups for user {0}

Explanation

No groups were found for the given user.

Action

Provide a proper group resolution.
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INMCCE0105

db 'CentraSite' not running

Explanation

The database "CentraSite" is not currently active.

Action

Restart the "CentraSite" database.

INMCCE0111

Failed to obtain the user {0} folder from CentraSite

Explanation

Could not obtain the folder for the user with given name. The username is used to
store a search definition in CentraSite.

Action

Make sure the user is registered in CentraSite.

INMCCE0112

Search definition {0} already exists in CentraSite

Explanation

An attempt was made to overwrite the existing report search definition.

Action

Make sure that you publish a new module or pass the argument -overwrite
option_value.

INMCCE0113

File {0} not found

Explanation

The file {0} was not found in the folder.

Action

Check the availability of the file in the specified path.

INMCCE0114

Retrieving the namespace from {0} failed because the namespace is null.

Explanation

Cannot retrieve the namespace in the search definition since the namespace is null.

Action

Make sure a valid namespace is declared in the search definition.

INMCCE0115

Namespace does not match with the module

Explanation

The specified namespace does not match with the new module and search definition.

Action

Make sure that the namespace matches with the new module and search definition.

INMCCE0116

Error loading the module

Explanation

Failed to load the new module into CentraSite.

Action

Make sure the module format is correct.

INMCCE0117

The namespace {0} is already used by a module in CentraSite

Explanation

The specified namespace {0} was already used by a module. The module namespace
should be unique in CentraSite.

Action

Difine a new module namespace or use -overwrite TRUE to overwrite the existing
module with this new namespace.
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INMCCE0118

The user you specified does not exist

Explanation

The user you specified is not a known user.

Action

Specify the name of a known user.

INMCCE0119

The number of Arguments for the command SetAsymmetricBindingConfigurations
is not sufficient

Explanation

The number of Arguments for the command SetAsymmetricBindingConfigurations
is not sufficient

Action

Please provide proper number of Arguments

INMCCE0120

Additional arguments provided to the Command
SetAsymmetricBindingConfiguration

Explanation

Additional arguments provided to the Command SetAsymmetricBindingConfiguration

Action

Please delete the unwanted arguments

INMCCE0121

Required parameters missing

Explanation

Alleat one of the parameters among
InitiatorTokenInclusion,RecipientTokenInclusion,AlgorithmSuite and Layout required
for the command.

Action

Please Add one of InitiatorTokenInclusion,RecipientTokenInclusion,AlgorithmSuite
or Layout

INMCCE0122

Invalid values provided for InitiatorTokenInclusion

Explanation

InitiatorTokenInclusion value can only be one among
Always,AlwaysToRecipient,AlwaysToInitiator,Once,Never

Action

Please provide one value among
Always,AlwaysToRecipient,AlwaysToInitiator,Once,Never

INMCCE0123

Invalid values provided for RecipientTokenInclusion

Explanation

RecipientTokenInclusion value can be one among
AlwaysToRecipient,Always,AlwaysToInitiator,Once,Never

Action

Please provide one among AlwaysToRecipient,Always,AlwaysToInitiator,Once,Never
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INMCCE0124

Invalid values provided for AlgorithmSuite

Explanation

Invalid values provided for AlgorithmSuite

Action

Please provide a valid value

INMCCE0125

Invalid value provided for Layout

Explanation

Layout can have one value among Strict,Lax,LaxTsFirst,LaxTsLast

Action

Please provide one value among Strict,Lax,LaxTsFirst,LaxTsLast

INMCCE0126

Exception writing the values to the repository .Reason : {0}

Explanation

{0}

Action

{0}

INMCCE0127

Exception while reading from the repository .Reason : {0}

Explanation

{0}

Action

{0}

INMCCE0129

The target for federation cannot be configured in the file at {0}

Explanation

While trying to configure a target for federation, the file at location {0} will be modified
to include the configuration. This error occurs if the "multicast" element cannot be
found in the file.

Action

Check to ensure that the "multicast" element is available after "from" in the file {0}.

INMCCE0130

The mandatory parameter(s), {0} is/are not specified for the command

Explanation

The command requires some parameters for proper execution and they are not
specified. Without these mandatory parameters, the execution cannot proceed.

Action

Provide the parameters needed for the command execution. If you don't know the
command format, just provide the command name alone to get the usage for the
command.

INMCCE0131

The provided configFile {0} is not configured with the {1} element.

Explanation

While parsing the XML configFile, {0}, the parser cannot obtain the {1} element which
is needed for the command execution.

Action

Check the configFile {0} to see if the {1} element is configured. If it is not, provide the
necessary details.
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INMCCE0132

The given federation id {0} does not have any target associated with it.

Explanation

The provided ID {0} is not configured to have a federation target.

Action

Use show_uddi_federation to determine the list of configured federation targets and
identifiers.

INMCCE0139

An Internal Error occurred

Explanation

An Internal Error occurred

Action

An Internal Error occurred

INMCCE0140

Invalid Credentials

Explanation

Invalid Credentials provided

Action

Please provide valid credentials

INMCCE0141E

Provide details for any one of the following parameters: api, accessToken, apiPortal

Explanation

An error occurred while sending the access tokens using the send AccessTokens
command because the details for more than one of the parameters was provided.

Action

Provide details for any one of the parameters.

INMCCE0142

Invalid Virtual Service name

Explanation

The specified virtual service name is invalid.

Action

Enter a valid virtual service name.

INMCCE0144

Invalid Target name

Explanation

The target is not created or is invalid for virtual services to be deployed, undeployed
or redeployed.

Action

Please provide a valid target name.

INMCCE0152

Command execution failed. Parameter value cannot be null or empty.

Explanation

A command parameter value was not entered.

Action

Before you execute a command, make sure that you set a value for every parameter
in the command.
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INMCCE0153

Command execution failed. Description of the path already exists.

Explanation

Description of the command path already exists.

Action

Before you execute a command, make sure that you set a valid command path.

INMCCE0154

Command execution failed. Combination of the path already exists.

Explanation

Combination of the command path already exists.

Action

Before you execute a command, make sure that you set a valid command combination.

INMCCE0155

Command execution failed. The name for command token is not valid.

Explanation

You have entered an invalid name for the command token.

Action

Enter a valid name for the command token.

INMCCE0156

Command execution failed. The input for command token is not valid.

Explanation

You have entered invalid input for the command token.

Action

Enter a valid input for the command token.

INMCCE0157

Command execution failed. Path already exists for the tokens: {0}

Explanation

The path already exists for the command tokens: {0}.

Action

Before you execute a command, make sure that you set a valid path for the tokens.

INMCCE0158

Command execution failed. Parameter value cannot be null or empty.

Explanation

A command parameter value was not entered.

Action

Before you execute a command, make sure that you set a value for every parameter
in the command.

INMCCE0159

Command execution failed. Token or parameter value cannot be null or empty.

Explanation

A command token or parameter value was not entered.

Action

Before you execute a command, make sure that you set a value for every token and
parameter in the command.

INMCCE0160

Command execution failed. Combination of the command tokens {} already exists.

Explanation

An attempt was made to specify the same token that is already present in the
command.

Action

Before you execute a command, make sure that you set a valid token in the command.
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INMCCE0161

Parameter {0} should not empty.

Explanation

The '{0}' parameter is mandatory.

Action

Enter a value for the {0} parameter.

INMCCE0162

Check the length of the command help.

Explanation

The command help text you have entered does not meet the minimum requirement
of {0} characters.

Action

Correct the help text appropriately.

INMCCE0163

Command execution failed. Unable to join null or empty strings, or a single string.

Explanation

The combination of a null and empty string, or a null and single string is not valid.

Action

Before you execute a command, make sure that you set valid combination of strings
in the command.

INMCCE0164

Configuration property {0} cannot be empty.

Explanation

The configuration property '{0}' was not specified.

Action

Specify the property {0}.

INMCCE0165

Command execution failed. Invalid value {0} for configuration parameter {1}.

Explanation

The value {0} for configuration parameter {1} is not valid.

Action

Before you execute a command, make sure that you set a valid value for parameter
{1} in the command.

INMCCE0166

Invalid input file.

Explanation

The specified input file is invalid, possibly because there are one or more elements
which are not allowed for this command.

Action

Specify a valid input file and try again. If the problem persists, contact your
administrator.

INMCCE0170

The default domain {0} cannot be deleted.

Explanation

The specified domain entry is the domain displayed by default and cannot be deleted.

Action

To delete the default domain first designate a different domain as the default domain.
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INMCCE0171

The "set Log" command failed due to incorrect data.

Explanation

This is an internal error probably because the "set Log" command expects starting
element {0} instead of {1}.

Action

Verify the config.xml contents. Make sure the configuration has starting element as
<LogSettings>. For more information about the usage of "set Log" command, see the
CentraSite Administrator's Guide. Contact your administrator if the problem persists.

INMCCE0172

The "set Log" command failed due to incorrect data.

Explanation

This is an internal error probably because the specified "set Log" command expects
child element {0} instead of {1}.

Action

Verify the config.xml contents. Make sure the configuration has child element as
<LogUnit>. For more information about the usage of "set Log" command, see the
CentraSite Administrator's Guide. Contact your administrator if the problem persists.

INMCCE0173

The "set Log" command failed due to incorrect data.

Explanation

This is an internal error probably because the "set Log" command expects a <LogUnit>
element {0} instead of {1}.

Action

Verify the config.xml contents. Make sure the configuration contain <LogUnit> element
with attribute <name>. For more information about the usage of "set Log" command,
see the CentraSite Administrator's Guide. Contact your administrator if the problem
persists.

INMCCE0174

Upload failed! The file {0} has an invalid extension.

Explanation

An attempt was made to upload the specified file {0} with extension other than .xml.

Action

Upload a valid XML file.

INMCCE0175

Failed to obtain the Organization folder of the user {0} from CentraSite.

Explanation

Could not fetch the Organization folder of the specified user {0}, possibly because the
user has been deleted from the CentraSite registry.

Action

Make sure the specified user exists in the CentraSite registry. If the user exists and
the error persists, contact your administrator.

INMCCE0178

The set gateway command failed. {0}

Explanation

The gateway command has failed to create a new gateway or update the specified
gateway. You might not have the necessary permissions to create/update a gateway
in CentraSite or CentraSite might be down.

Action

Ensure that you have the necessary permissions in CentraSite and that CentraSite is
up and running. Also, provide all the mandatory parameters when you run the
command to create/update a gateway.
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INMCCE0180

Gateway deletion failed. {0}

Explanation

The gateway command has failed to delete the specified gateway. You might not have
the necessary permissions to delete a gateway in CentraSite or CentraSite might be
down.

Action

Ensure that you have the necessary permissions in CentraSite and that CentraSite is
up and running. Also, ensure that you have provided the correct gateway name or
ID.

INMCCE0181

The list gateways command failed. {0}

Explanation

Check the CentraSite logs for the reason for the failure.

Action

Run the command again after you have identified and fixed the issue(s). Ensure that
all the parameters are correct and valid before you run the command. If the issue
persists, contact Software AG support.

INMCCE0183

Unable to find a gateway in CentraSite with the name or key "{0}".

Explanation

You have provided a gateway name or key that does not exist in CentraSite. The delete
gateway command failed to delete the specified gateway.

Action

Ensure that the gateway name or ID that you specify is correct and exists in CentraSite.

INMCCE0184

Unable to find an organization in CentraSite with the specified name or key "{0}".

Explanation

You have provided an organization name or key that does not exist in CentraSite.
The set gateway command failed to create a new gateway.

Action

Ensure that the organization name or key that you specify is correct and exists in
CentraSite.

INMCCE0185

Unable to find a sandbox in CentraSite with the specified name or key "{0}".

Explanation

You have provided a name or key of a sandbox category that does not exist in
CentraSite. The set gateway command failed to create a new gateway.

Action

Ensure that the sandbox category with the specified name or key exists in CentraSite.

INMCCE0186

Report with that name doesn't exist or name is not unique.

Explanation

Either the name is misspelled or multiple reports with that name exist.

Action

Check the report name and provide a valid report name.
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INMCCE0187

Sharing of report failed.

Explanation

Sharing of report failed possibly due to an internal error.

Action

Contact your local support.

INMCCE0189E

Error occurred while publishing API Key {0} to API Portal {1}.

Explanation

An error occurred while trying to publish API Key {0} to API Portal {1}.

Action

Ensure that the API Portal server is up and running. If the problem persists, contact
your administrator.

INMCCE0191E

Error occurred while publishing OAuth token {0} to API Portal {1}.

Explanation

An error occurred while trying to publish OAuth token {0} to API Portal {1}.

Action

Ensure that the API Portal server is up and running. If the problem persists, contact
your administrator.

INMCCE0197

"{0}" is not a valid value for "{1}".

Explanation

You have provided a value which is not part of the specified list.

Action

Ensure that the provided value is part of the specified list.

INMCCE0198

Report with name "{0}" was not found.

Explanation

You have provided a report name that does not exists in CentraSite.

Action

Ensure that the report name that you specified is correct and exists in CentraSite.

INMCCE0199

More than one reports with the name "{0}" found.

Explanation

You have provided a report name which is not unique in CentraSite.

Action

If the report name is not unique in CentraSite specify the report id.

INMCCE0200

Unable to add a new Report to CentraSite.

Explanation

An error occurred during the "add report" operation.

Action

A new report could not be created. For more information check the
CentraSiteCommand log.
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INMCCE0201

Unable to delete the report with the id "{0}".

Explanation

An error occurred during the "delete report" operation.

Action

Ensure that the report id is correct and exists in CentraSite. For more information
check the CentraSiteCommand log.

INMCCE0202

Unable to access the specified Report Template file.

Explanation

You have provided a path to a report template file which does not exist.

Action

Ensure that the specified report template file exists.

INMCCE0203

Unable to update the report with id "{0}".

Explanation

An error occurred during the "update report" operation.

Action

Ensure that the report id is correct and exists in CentraSite. For more information
please check the CentraSiteCommand log.

INMCCE0204

Scheduled report with name "{0}" was not found.

Explanation

You have provided a scheduled report name that does not exist in CentraSite.

Action

Ensure that the scheduled report name that you specified is correct and exists in
CentraSite.

INMCCE0205

More than one scheduled report with the name "{0}" found.

Explanation

You have provided a scheduled report name which is not unique in CentraSite.

Action

If the scheduled report name is not unique in CentraSite the scheduled report id has
to be specified.

INMCCE0206

Unable to add a new scheduled report to CentraSite.

Explanation

An error occurred during the "add scheduled report" operation.

Action

A new scheduled report could not be created. For more information check the
CentraSiteCommand log.

INMCCE0207

Unable to delete the scheduled report with the id "{0}"

Explanation

An error occurred during the "delete scheduled report" operation.

Action

Ensure that the scheduled report id is correct and exists in CentraSite. For more
information please check the CentraSiteCommand log.
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INMCCE0208

Unable to trigger the execution of the scheduled report with the id "{0}".

Explanation

An error occurred during the "trigger scheduled report" operation.

Action

Ensure that the scheduled report id is correct and exists in CentraSite. For more
information check the CentraSiteCommand log.

INMCCE0209

Unable to update the scheduled report with the id "{0}".

Explanation

An error occurred during the "update scheduled report" operation.

Action

Ensure that the scheduled report id is correct and exists in CentraSite. For more
information check the CentraSiteCommand log.

INMCCE0210

The property "{0}" is mandatory.

Explanation

You have provided a configuration file where the property is missing.

Action

Ensure that the property is set in the configuration file.

INMCCE0211

Unable to download the report template for the report id "{0}".

Explanation

An error occurred during the "download report template" operation.

Action

Ensure that the report id is correct and exists in CentraSite. For more information
check the CentraSiteCommand log.

INMCCE0215

File {0} already exists.

Explanation

The specified file already exists.

Action

Provide the correct file name.

INMCCE0217

User level scope is not allowed.

Explanation

You have provided the scope as user level.

Action

Change the scope either to global or org.

INMCCE0218

Provide details for any one of the following parameters: scope, targetUser

Explanation

An error occurred while copying the saved search because details for more than one
of the parameters was provided.

Action

Provide details for any one of the parameters.
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INMCCE0219

Cannot find saved search with name {0}.

Explanation

Cannot find saved search with name {0} while performing copy saved search operation.

Action

Make sure the saved search with name {0} is present.

INMCCE0220

Specify a value for scope or targetUser.

Explanation

You have not provided a value for both scope and targetUser.

Action

Enter a valid value for scope or targetUser.

INMCCE0222

Insufficient privilege for user "{0}" to execute copy search command.

Explanation

To execute copy search the user should be either an CentraSite Administrator or an
Organization Administrator.

Action

Please make sure you have sufficient privileges.

INMCCE0224

Insufficient privilege for user "{0}" to execute add search command in organization
scope.

Explanation

To execute add search in organization scope the user should be either an CentraSite
Administrator or an Organization Administrator.

Action

Please make sure you have sufficient privileges.

INMCCE0225

LDAP server {0} is not known.

Explanation

The specified LDAP server {0} is not known, probably because the IP address or the
host name of the LDAP server could not be determined.

Action

Enter a valid IP address, or the fully qualified host name of the LDAP server.

INMCCE0226

LDAP server {0} is not reachable.

Explanation

The specified LDAP server {0} is not reachable.

Action

Make sure that the LDAP server is reachable.

INMCCE0227

Authentication failed {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while trying to access the LDAP server, possibly because of invalid
credentials.

Action

Make sure the credentials for accessing the LDAP server are valid.
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INMCCE0231

The temporary configuration file name {0} already exists.

Explanation

The name you are giving the temporary configuration file already exists for another
file in CentraSite.

Action

Enter a configuration file name that does not already exist in CentraSite.

INMCCE0234

Invalid object class.

Explanation

The specified object class for users or groups does not exist in the LDAP server.

Action

Make sure the specified object class name exists in the LDAP server.

INMCCE0235

Invalid root DN.

Explanation

The specified root DN (distinguished name) for user or group searches does not exist
in the LDAP server.

Action

Make sure the specified root DN exists in the LDAP server.

INMCCE0238

Invalid attribute name.

Explanation

The specified attribute name does not exist in the LDAP server.

Action

Make sure the specified attribute name exists in the LDAP server.

INMCCE0259

Dynamic configuration property files of domain {0} are not unique.

Explanation

The dynamic configuration property files of the specified domain {0} are not unique.
The dynamic configuration files include the property files for the domain, and the
property files for the alias declaration.

Action

Remove either the property files for the domain, or the property files for the alias
declaration.

INMCCE0260

The Truststore Type and Truststore URL fields or the Keystore Type and Keystore
URL fields cannot be empty.

Explanation

You have not entered values for the required Truststore Type and Truststore URL
fields, or the Keystore Type and Keystore URL fields, when using LDAP over SSL
(LDAPS).

Action

Enter valid values for either the Truststore Type and Truststore URL fields, or the
Keystore Type and Keystore URL fields.
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INMCCE0261

Malformed URL.

Explanation

Either no legal protocol could be found in the URL string or the URL string could not
be parsed.

Action

Enter a valid URL.

INMCCE0262

URL is not accessible.

Explanation

An exception occurred when trying to connect to the specified URL.

Action

Check that the URL is correct.

INMCCE0266

Target user {0} does not exist in the CentraSite registry.

Explanation

Could not find the specified target user {0}, possibly because the user has been deleted
from the CentraSite registry.

Action

Make sure the specified target user exists in the CentraSite registry. If the target user
exists and the error persists, contact your administrator. If the target user does not
exist, enter a valid CentraSite username.

INMCCE0267

Incorrect date format {0}.

Explanation

The specified date format is incorrect.

Action

Specify a valid date in the format yyyy-mm-dd.

INMCCE0268

The access key or token does not match the authentication option.

Explanation

The specified access key or token does not match the given authentication option.

Action

Specify the correct access key or token configured in the authentication option.

INMCCE0269

Incorrect value for year {0}.

Explanation

The specified value for year is incorrect.

Action

Specify a valid value for year in the format 'yyyy'.

INMCCE0270

Incorrect value for month {0}.

Explanation

The specified value for month is incorrect.

Action

Specify a valid value for month in the format 'mm'.
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INMCCE0271

Incorrect value for date {0}.

Explanation

The specified value for date is incorrect.

Action

Specify a valid value for date in the format 'dd'.

INMCCE0272

Failed to purge access token {0}.

Explanation

Could not purge the specified access token using the CentraSite Command "purge
accesstokens", possibly because of insufficient permissions or CentraSite database
server is down.

Action

Make sure the CentraSite database server is up and running, and you have sufficient
permissions to purge access tokens.

INMCCE0273

The specified key is not available in DB.

Explanation

The specified key is not available in DB .

Action

The specified key is not available in DB.

INMCCE0274

Type with the given name does not exist or is not unique in the CentraSite registry.

Explanation

Type with the given name does not exist or multiple type with the same name exist
in the CentraSite registry.

Action

Provide a valid type name.

INMCCE0276

{0} is the current logged in user.

Explanation

An attempt was made to delete the logged in user.

Action

Ensure that the selected user for deletion is not the current logged in user.

INMCCE0277

{0} is the primary contact of {1}.

Explanation

The logged in user tried to delete the primary contact of an organization.

Action

Ensure that the selected user for deletion is not the primary contact of an organization.

INMCCE0278

{0} is the CentraSite Administrator.

Explanation

The logged in user tried to delete the user who is the CentraSite Administrator.

Action

Ensure that the selected user for deletion is not the CentraSite Administrator.
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INMCCE0279

At least one {0} should be present.

Explanation

This is possible because there is only one user with the CentraSite Administrator or
Organization Administrator role, and an attempt is made to delete this user.

Action

Make sure there is at least one CentraSite Administrator or Organization Administrator
user at any time.

INMCCE0280

User {0} has pending approvals and cannot be deleted.

Explanation

The user selected for deletion has one or more pending approvals.

Action

Approve or reject the pending approvals for the selected user.

INMCCE0281

Provide details for any one of these parameters: forceDelete, targetUser

Explanation

An error occurred while deleting organization because details for more than one of
these parameters were provided: forceDelete, targetUser.

Action

Provide details for any one of these parameters.

INMCCE0282

Could not delete the organization that has deployed service(s).

Explanation

Could not delete the organization, possibly because there is at least one service with
key {0} deployed to a gateway.

Action

Undeploy the services before deleting the organization.

INMCCE0284

Insufficient permissions for user "{0}" to execute delete search command in
organization scope.

Explanation

To execute delete search in organization scope the user should be either an CentraSite
Administrator or an Organization Administrator.

Action

Make sure you have sufficient permissions to execute delete search command in
organization scope.

INMCCE0285

Insufficient permissions for user "{0}" to execute delete search command in global
scope.

Explanation

To execute delete search in global scope the user should be an CentraSite
Administrator.

Action

Make sure you have sufficient permissions to execute delete search command in global
scope.
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INMCCE0286

The list Action Categories command failed: {0}

Explanation

Check the CentraSite logs for the reason for the failure.

Action

Run the command again after you have identified and fixed the issue(s). Ensure that
all the parameters are correct and valid before you run the command. If the issue
persists, contact Software AG support.

INMCCE0287

Action category with the given name {0} already exists.

Explanation

Action category with the given name {0} already exists.

Action

Specify an unique ID (uuid) to rename the action category.

INMCCE0289

Invalid ID(uuid) {0}.

Explanation

Action category with the given ID(uuid) {0} does not exist.

Action

Provide valid UDDI key for the action category.

INMCCE0292

Action category named {0} is updated successfully, but could not update the category
type.

Explanation

N/A

Action

N/A

INMCCE0293

The add Action Category command failed: {0}

Explanation

Check the CentraSite logs for the reason for the failure.

Action

run the command again after you have identified and fixed the issue(s). Ensure that
all the parameters are correct and valid before you run the command. If the issue
persists, contact Software AG support.

INMCCE0294

The delete Action Category command failed: {0}

Explanation

Check the CentraSite logs for the reason for the failure.

Action

run the command again after you have identified and fixed the issue(s). Ensure that
all the parameters are correct and valid before you run the command. If the issue
persists, contact Software AG support.

INMCCE0295

Action category deletion failed. The category includes at least one active policy
action. \nPolicy Action details: {0}

Explanation

Check the CentraSite logs for the reason for the failure.

Action

run the command again after you have identified and fixed the issue(s). Ensure that
all the parameters are correct and valid before you run the command. If the issue
persists, contact Software AG support.
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INMCCE0297

The list Action Categories command failed: {0}

Explanation

Check the CentraSite logs for the reason for the failure.

Action

Run the command again after you have identified and fixed the issue(s). Ensure that
all the parameters are correct and valid before you run the command. If the issue
persists, contact Software AG support.

INMCCE0303

The add action template command failed. {0}

Explanation

Could not execute the add action template command.

Action

Check the CentraSite logs for the reason for the failure. Run the command again after
you have identified and fixed the issue(s). Ensure that all the parameters are correct
and valid before you run the command. If the issue persists, contact Software AG
support.

INMCCE0313

The delete Action Category command failed: {0}

Explanation

Check the CentraSite logs for the reason for the failure.

Action

Run the command again after you have identified and fixed the issue(s). Ensure that
all the parameters are correct and valid before you run the command. If the issue
persists, contact Software AG support.

INMCCE0314

The update action template command failed. {0}

Explanation

Could not execute the update action template command.

Action

Check the CentraSite logs for the reason for the failure. Run the command again after
you have identified and fixed the issue(s). Ensure that all the parameters are correct
and valid before you run the command. If the issue persists, contact Software AG
support.

INMCCE0315

The download Action Template command failed: {0}

Explanation

Check the CentraSite logs for the reason for the failure.

Action

Run the command again after you have identified and fixed the issue(s). Ensure that
all the parameters are correct and valid before you run the command. If the issue
persists, contact Software AG support.

INMCCE0317

The get action template command failed. {0}

Explanation

Could not execute the get action template command.

Action

Check the CentraSite logs for the reason for the failure. Run the command again after
you have identified and fixed the issue(s). Ensure that all the parameters are correct
and valid before you run the command. If the issue persists, contact Software AG
support.
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INMCCE0319

File path does not exist.

Explanation

Destination Directory does not exist.

Action

Create Directory and execute the command again

INMCCE0321

The setup Custom Action command failed: {0}

Explanation

Check the CentraSite logs for the reason for the failure.

Action

Run the command again after you have identified and fixed the issue(s). Ensure that
all the parameters are correct and valid before you run the command. If the issue
persists, contact Software AG support.

INMCCE0322

The sync Ldap group command failed: {0}

Explanation

Check the CentraSite logs for the reason for the failure.

Action

Run the command again after you have identified and fixed the issue(s). Ensure that
all the parameters are correct and valid before you run the command. If the issue
persists, contact Software AG support.

INMCCI0027

Domain {0} not found

Explanation

The domain to be processed does not exist.

Action

Correct the specified domain name.

INMCCI0032

Domain {0} successfully added

Explanation

The domain entry of the authentication configuration was created.

Action

No action required.

INMCCI0033

Domain {0} successfully removed

Explanation

The domain entry of the authentication configuration was removed.

Action

No action required.

INMCCI0034

Validating LDAP domain {0}

Explanation

The validate command has started.

Action

No action required.
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INMCCI0035

The LDAP server configuration has been successfully validated.

Explanation

The specified LDAP server configuration is valid.

Action

No action required.

INMCCI0036

LDAP user login validated successfully

Explanation

The user could log on with supplied user name and password.

Action

No action required.

INMCCI0037

LDAP user properties validated successfully

Explanation

The user properties configuration is valid.

Action

No action required.

INMCCI0038

LDAP group resolution validated successfully

Explanation

The group resolution settings are valid.

Action

No action required.

INMCCI0044

Creating CS Admin user {0} for domain {1}

Explanation

The processing for creating a user with the CentraSite Administrator role has started.

Action

No action required.

INMCCI0045

CS Admin user {0} created

Explanation

A user with the CentraSite Administrator role has been successfully created.

Action

No action required.

INMCCI0048

Do you want to see the LDAP search trace? {0}:

Explanation

This prompt asks you whether or not you want to see the LDAP search results.

Action

Type Y (for yes) or N (for no) as appropriate, then press Enter. The default is N.

INMCCI0049

User elements found: {0}. Do you want to see them?

Explanation

The LDAP search found the given number of users.

Action

Type Y to see the results, otherwise N.
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INMCCI0050

Do you want to see all the users? (Y/N) [N]:

Explanation

This prompt asks you whether or not to display all of the users.

Action

Type Y (for yes) or N (for no) as appropriate, then press Enter. The default is N.

INMCCI0051

User with filter: {0}

Explanation

User search filter

Action

search filter needs to be entered

INMCCI0052

{0} The following group was found:

Explanation

{0} --> ok

Action

No action

INMCCI0057

Can't get user properties. {0}

Explanation

{0} --> error message

Action

re-configure the user properties

INMCCI0061

{0} User authenticated successfully

Explanation

The user authentication was successful. The returned status is {0}.

Action

No action required.

INMCCI0062

Trying to ping the server now...

Explanation

An attempt is being made to connect to the server.

Action

No action required.

INMCCI0063

Is the connection to the server protected with SSL? (Y/N) [N]:

Explanation

This prompt asks you whether or not the LDAP connection to the server is protected
with SSL.

Action

Type Y (for yes) or N (for no) as appropriate, then press Enter. The default is N.

INMCCI0064

Do you want use LDAP Technical User? (Y/N) [N]:

Explanation

The prompt asks whether or not you wish to use the LDAP Technical User.

Action

Type Y (for yes) or N (for no) as required. The default is N.
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INMCCI0065

Provide the LDAP Technical User credentials file:

Explanation

The credentials file of the the LDAP Technical User needs to be given as input.

Action

Specify the credentials file.

INMCCI0069

Direct binding using the constructed DN was successful.

Explanation

A direct binding using the constructed DN was successful.

Action

No action required.

INMCCI0070

Do you want use LDAP Technical User Key file?

Explanation

User key file needs to be given or not

Action

File path will be given as input

INMCCI0071

Trying to connect to LDAP at: {0}:{1}

Explanation

An attempt is being made to connect to LDAP at host {0} and port {1}.

Action

No action required.

INMCCI0072

To test the connection, please provide the credentials of a valid LDAP user.

Explanation

To test the connection, the credentials of a valid LDAP user are required.

Action

Provide the credentials of a valid LDAP user.

INMCCI0074

Do you want to save the configuration to CentraSite? (Y/N) [N]:

Explanation

The prompt asks you whether or not to save the modified configuration to CentraSite.

Action

Reply Y (for yes) or N (for no). The default value is N.

INMCCI0075

To store the connection, please provide the credentials of a user with role "CentraSite
Administrator".

Explanation

The connection can only be stored by a user with the role "CentraSite Administrator".

Action

Provide the credentials of a user with the role "CentraSite Administrator".

INMCCI0076

Repeat configuration step {0}, Continue, or End? (R/C/E) [C]:

Explanation

You can either repeat the given configuration step, continue to the next step, or end
the processing.

Action

Type R, C or E to select the required option. The default is C.
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INMCCI0077

Repeat configuration step {0} or End? (R/E) [R]:

Explanation

You can repeat the given configuration step or end the processing.

Action

Type R or E to select the required option. The default is R.

INMCCI0078

Check {0} - Validating LDAP server configuration. Please wait...

Explanation

This message is displayed when validating the LDAP server configuration settings.

Action

No action required.

INMCCI0079

Check 2: LDAP User >> PLEASE WAIT...

Explanation

This message is shown when the configuration of the LDAP user is being checked.

Action

No action required.

INMCCI0080

Check 3: LDAP User Authentication >> PLEASE WAIT...

Explanation

This message is shown when the configuration of the LDAP user authentication is
being checked.

Action

No action required.

INMCCI0081

Check 3: LDAP User Properties >> PLEASE WAIT...

Explanation

This message is shown when the configuration of the LDAP user properties is being
checked.

Action

No action required.

INMCCI0082

Check 4: LDAP User Search >> PLEASE WAIT...

Explanation

This message is shown when the configuration of the LDAP user search is being
checked.

Action

No action required.

INMCCI0083

Check 5: LDAP Group >> PLEASE WAIT...

Explanation

This message is shown when the configuration of the LDAP group is being checked.

Action

No action required.
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INMCCI0084

Check 6: LDAP Group Mapping >> PLEASE WAIT...

Explanation

This message is shown when the configuration of the LDAP group mapping is being
checked.

Action

No action required.

INMCCI0085

Check 7: LDAP Group Search >> PLEASE WAIT...

Explanation

This message is shown when the configuration of the LDAP group search is being
checked.

Action

No action required.

INMCCI0086

Check 8: LDAP Group Resolution Host >> PLEASE WAIT...

Explanation

This message is shown when the configuration of the LDAP group resolution host is
being checked.

Action

No action required.

INMCCI0087

Check 9: Displaying and saving configuration in CentraSite >> PLEASE WAIT...

Explanation

This message is shown when the checked LDAP configuration is being saved in
CentraSite.

Action

No action required.

INMCCI0095

Do you want to see the complete trace? {0} :

Explanation

The prompt asks you whether or not you want to see the complete trace.

Action

Type Y (yes) or N (no) as required. The default is N.

INMCCI0097

Group elements found: {0} . Do you want to see them?

Explanation

This is a confirmation message indicating that group elements have been found.

Action

Reply Yes if you want to see the group elements.

INMCCI0098

Do you want to see all groups? {0} :

Explanation

This prompt asks you if you want to see all groups.

Action

Reply Yes if you want to see the groups.
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INMCCI0099

Groups with filter: {0}

Explanation

This is a confirmation message indicating that groups have been found with the filter.

Action

No action required.

INMCCI0101

Groups for user found: {0} Do you want to see them?

Explanation

Groups were found for the given user.

Action

Reply Yes if you want to see the groups that were found.

INMCCI0107

Do you want to use the LDAP Technical User {0}:

Explanation

This prompt asks you whether you want to use the LDAP Technical User (LDAP
Principal) to access the LDAP user repository. If you reply Y, all authentication requests
sent to the LDAP server will be made using this user. If you reply N, the client has to
send its own credentials to LDAP to access a user record.

Action

Type Y (for yes) or N (for no) as appropriate, then press Enter. The default is N.

INMCCI0108

Provide the LDAP Technical User credentials file.

Explanation

This prompt asks you to provide the LDAP Technical User credentials file.

Action

Provide the LDAP Technical User credentials file.

INMCCI0109

Provide the LDAP Technical User Key file

Explanation

This prompt asks you to provide the LDAP Technical User Key file.

Action

Provide the LDAP Technical User key file.

INMCCI0110

Trying to connect to LDAP at: {0}

Explanation

An attempt is being made to connect to the LDAP Server with the given host name
and port.

Action

No action required.

INMCCI0133

The target identified by "{0}" has been removed from the configured federation
targets.

Explanation

The target identified by "{0}" has been removed from the configured federation targets
during the execution of the command.

Action

No action required.
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INMCCI0134

A target is already associated with the given federation id "{0}".

Explanation

The provided federation identifier already has a target associated with it.

Action

To obtain more details about the target associated with ID "{0}", execute the command
show_uddi_federation.

INMCCI0135

Do you want to update/overwrite the target at {0} ? {1} :

Explanation

While running the add_uddi_federation command with the ID {0}, it may be already
configured with another target. Then you should choose whether you want to update
the target or not.

Action

Enter either y (Yes) to update/overwrite the target, or n (No) to do no modification.
The default is y (Yes).

INMCCI0136

Not overwriting the current configuration. Please provide another federation
identifier

Explanation

While executing the add_uddi_federation command, if an already existing identifier
is provided, and you choose not to overwrite the target, then this message is displayed.

Action

You can provide a new identifier which does not already exist. To obtain the list of
configured federation identifiers, execute the command show_uddi_federation.

INMCCI0137

Overwriting/updating the target identified by "{0}"

Explanation

While executing the command add_uddi_federation, if the provided federation
identifier already exists, and you choose to overwrite/update the target, then you get
this message.

Action

No action required.

INMCCI0138

A target has been added/updated with the federation identifier {0}

Explanation

This message is displayed if a target for federation has been successfully configured
with the provided federation ID.

Action

No action required.

INMCCI0143

Number of targets configured for federation : {0}

Explanation

This message displays the number of targets configured for federation. {0} - Number
of targets

Action

No action required.
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INMCCI0145

Deployment succeeded

Explanation

The deployment succeeded.

Action

No action required.

INMCCI0147

There are no Consumer Applications to deploy.

Explanation

There are no consumer applications created in CentraSite to deploy.

Action

Create consumer applications in CentraSite to deploy to Mediator.

INMCCI0148

The XML configuration of the Federation target "{0}":

Explanation

The XML configuration of the federation target identified by {0} will be displayed in
the console.

Action

No action required.

INMCCI0149

The XML configuration of the Federation target "{0}" has been written to file "{1}"

Explanation

This message informs that the XML configuration of the federation target identified
by {0} has been written to the file located at {1}.

Action

No action required.

INMCCI0150

The XML log configuration can be seen below:

Explanation

The XML log configuration will be displayed to the console.

Action

No action required.

INMCCI0151

The XML log configuration has been written to the file "{0}"

Explanation

This message informs that the XML log configuration has been written to the file
located at {0}.

Action

No action required.

INMCCI0176

Domain {0} not found in jaas.config

Explanation

The domain to be processed does not exist in jaas.config

Action

Correct the specified domain name.
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INMCCI0228

Do you really want to save the configuration {0}

Explanation

When the end of the command is reached, the user is asked if the created LDAP
configuration should be added to the current jaas.config file.

Action

Reply Y (for yes) or N (for no). There is no default value.

INMCCI0229

The configuration has been saved successfully.

Explanation

The LDAP configuration has been added successfully to the current jaas.config file.

Action

No action required.

INMCCI0232

Check {0} - Validating LDAP user configuration. Please wait...

Explanation

This message is displayed when validating the LDAP user configuration settings.

Action

No action required.

INMCCI0233

The LDAP user configuration has been successfully validated.

Explanation

The specified LDAP user configuration is valid.

Action

No action required.

INMCCI0236

Check {0} - Validating LDAP user mapping configuration. Please wait...

Explanation

This message is displayed when validating the LDAP user mapping configuration
settings.

Action

No action required.

INMCCI0237

The LDAP user mapping configuration has been successfully validated.

Explanation

The specified LDAP user mapping configuration is valid.

Action

No action required.

INMCCI0239

The following attributes have been retrieved for the LDAP user {0}:

Explanation

Displays a list of mapped user attributes for the LDAP user {0}.

Action

No action required.

INMCCI0240

No attributes could be retrieved for user {0}.

Explanation

Could not retrieve attributes for the specified LDAP user {0}, possibly because all of
the attributes are empty.

Action

No action required.
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INMCCI0241

No users were found matching search criteria {0}.

Explanation

Could not find any users matching the specified search criteria {0}.

Action

No action required.

INMCCI0242

The following users match the search criteria {0}:

Explanation

Displays a list of LDAP users matching the search criteria {0}.

Action

No action required.

INMCCI0243

The following users match the search criteria {0}. The following list only displays
the first ten users matching the specified search criteria:

Explanation

Displays the first ten users matching the search criteria {0}.

Action

No action required.

INMCCI0244

No attributes could be retrieved for group {0}.

Explanation

Could not retrieve attributes for the specified LDAP group {0}, possibly because all
of the attributes are empty.

Action

No action required.

INMCCI0245

No groups were found matching search criteria {0}.

Explanation

Could not find any groups matching the specified search criteria {0}.

Action

No action required.

INMCCI0246

The following groups match the search criteria {0}:

Explanation

Displays a list of LDAP groups matching the search criteria {0}.

Action

No action required.

INMCCI0247

The following groups match the search criteria {0}. The following list only displays
the first ten groups matching the specified search criteria:

Explanation

Displays the first ten groups matching the search criteria {0}.

Action

No action required.
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INMCCI0248

The LDAP group mapping configuration has been successfully validated.

Explanation

The specified LDAP group mapping configuration is valid.

Action

No action required.

INMCCI0249

Check {0} - Validating LDAP group mapping configuration. Please wait...

Explanation

This message is displayed when validating the LDAP group mapping configuration
settings.

Action

No action required.

INMCCI0250

The following attributes have been retrieved for the LDAP group {0}:

Explanation

Displays a list of mapped group attributes for the LDAP group {0}.

Action

No action required.

INMCCI0251

Check {0} - Validating LDAP group configuration. Please wait...

Explanation

This message is displayed when validating the LDAP group configuration settings.

Action

No action required.

INMCCI0252

The specified LDAP group could not be found.

Explanation

Could not find the specified LDAP group in the LDAP server.

Action

No action required.

INMCCI0253

The LDAP group configuration has been successfully validated.

Explanation

The specified LDAP group configuration is valid.

Action

No action required.

INMCCI0254

Check {0} - Validating LDAP group resolution configuration. Please wait...

Explanation

This message is displayed when validating the LDAP group resolution configuration
settings.

Action

No action required.

INMCCI0255

User {0} belongs to the following groups:

Explanation

Displays a list of LDAP groups to which the user with name {0} belongs to.

Action

No action required.
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INMCCI0256

The LDAP group resolution configuration has been successfully validated.

Explanation

The specified LDAP group resolution configuration is valid.

Action

No action required.

INMCCI0257

User {0} belongs to the following groups:

Explanation

Displays the first ten LDAP groups to which the user with name {0} belongs to.

Action

No action required.

INMCCI0258

No groups were found to which the user {0} belongs to.

Explanation

Could not find any groups to which the specified user with name {0} belongs to.

Action

No action required.

INMCCI0263

Test user has successfully logged in.

Explanation

Test user has successfully logged in.

Action

No action required.

INMCCI0265

Search for user was successful.

INMCCI0288

Action category named {0} is created successfully.

Explanation

N/A

Action

N/A

INMCCI0290

Action category named {0} is updated successfully.

Explanation

N/A

Action

N/A

INMCCI0291

No changes available

Explanation

N/A

Action

N/A
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INMCCI0296

Action category named {0} is deleted successfully.

Explanation

NA

Action

NA

INMCCI0298

Action template named {0} is created successfully.

Explanation

N/A

Action

N/A

INMCCI0310

Action template named {0} is updated successfully.

Explanation

N/A

Action

N/A

INMCCI0312

Action template named {0} is deleted successfully.

Explanation

NA

Action

NA

INMCCI0316

Action template named {0} is downloaded successfully to {1}.

Explanation

NA

Action

NA

INMCCI0318

Action template named {0} is downloaded successfully to {1}.

Explanation

NA

Action

NA

INMCCI0320

Custom policy action setup successful at {0}.

Explanation

NA

Action

NA

INMCCI0323

Group {0} synchronized successfully.

Explanation

N/A

Action

N/A
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INMCCI0324

Members of the group {0} are already registered in CentraSite.

Explanation

NA

Action

NA

INMCCW0004

Default Organization is not present in CentraSite. Hence UDDI configurations
cannot be saved.

Explanation

UDDI Configurations for CentraSite will be stored in "Default Organization".
CentraSiteCommand is not able to find the "Default Organization" in CentraSite and
hence cannot store the UDDI configurations.

Action

Make sure the user provided to execute the command has permission to update the
"Default Organization".

INMCCW0005

No CentraSite Application Server Tier (CAST) found in CentraSite with specified
cast URI {0}. Please specify fully qualified host name in -casturi option.

Explanation

UDDI configurations for a CAST will be stored in an Application Server object. The
object will have the host and port details. This object is required to store the local
configurations for the CAST. CentraSiteCommand is not able to find the
ApplicationServer object with the host specified in the cast URI option.

Action

Please make sure the value specified for the option cast URI is valid. Please specify
the host as a fully qualified domain name in the cast URI option.

INMCCW0104

unknown host

Explanation

The host name provided is not the name of a known host.

Action

Provide a proper host name.

INMCCW0128

An error occurred while trying to close a resource - {0}

Explanation

Occasionally an error might be encountered while trying to close open connections,
streams, etc., This is just a warning that an error was encountered and can be ignored.

Action

Make sure that the resource in question is not opened and/or modified by another
program/application.

INMCCW0146

Deployment failed

Explanation

The deployment failed.

Action

Check related messages to find the reason why the deployment failed.
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INMCCW0168

Missing <LogSetting> attribute for <LogUnit> {0}.

Explanation

The <LogSetting> attribute used to configure <LogUnit> {0} is missing.

Action

The <LogSetting> attribute is specified as an attribute name when configuring log
unit in the config.xml file. For more information about log settings, see the CentraSite
Administrator's Guide.

INMCCW0169

The <LogUnit> {0} has a null value for the <LogSetting> attribute.

Explanation

Required <LogSetting> attribute value is missing.

Action

The <LogSetting> value is specified as an attribute value when configuring log unit
in the config.xml file. For more information about log settings, see the CentraSite
Administrator's Guide.

INMCCW0230

Configuration was not saved on user request!

Explanation

The configuration was not saved, possibly because the user chose to reject it.

Action

No action required.

INMCCW0264

Test User was not found.

Explanation

Could not find the specified test user.

Action

No action required.

INMCCW0275

You cannot deactivate the user(s). Reason

Explanation

The user cannot be deactivated for the following reason(s):

Action

Check for the above reasons and then try again.

INMCCW0299

Implementation-File parameter cannot be empty. Enter the name of a Java
implementation file for policy action.

Explanation

N/A

Action

N/A

INMCCW0300

Action category named {0} does not exist.

Explanation

N/A

Action

N/A
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INMCCW0301

Template-File parameter cannot be empty. Enter the name of an output file to
download the action template.

Explanation

N/A

Action

N/A

INMCCW0302

Action template named {0} already exists.

Explanation

N/A

Action

N/A

INMCCW0304

Action must be associated at least to one object type.

Explanation

N/A

Action

N/A

INMCCW0305

Event type should have at least one value.

Explanation

N/A

Action

N/A

INMCCW0306

Parameter name cannot be empty.

Explanation

N/A

Action

N/A

INMCCW0307

Parameter type cannot be empty.

Explanation

N/A

Action

N/A

INMCCW0308

Policy action template with the given name {0} does not exist.

Explanation

NA

Action

NA

INMCCW0309

Implementation file of predefined action templates cannot be modified.

Explanation

NA

Action

NA
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INMCCW0311

One or more required parameters in the action template configuration are missing.

Explanation

NA

Action

NA

INMCCW0325

Group with the given name {0} does not exist in {1}.

Explanation

NA

Action

NA

INMCCW0326

The specified object group {0} has wrong type.

Explanation

NA

Action

NA

INMCLE0005

CentraSite cannot delete the gateway. {0}

Explanation

An error occured while deleting a gateway in CentraSite.

Action

Contact your system administrator with the stack trace information in the CentraSite
log.

INMCLE0013

Caught an exception while retrieving the configurator instance.

Explanation

This is an internal error. It is probably because of an invalid data in the configuration
file.

Action

Verify that the data in configuration file are valid.

INMCLE0014

System is unable to retrieve value for {0}.

Explanation

This is an internal error. It is probably because of an invalid data in the configuration
file.

Action

Verify that the data in configuration file are valid.

INMCLE0015

Invalid path {0}.

Explanation

You have entered an invalid path.

Action

Enter a valid path.
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INMCLE0017

Failed to check whether or not property of {0} is read-only.

Explanation

Could not check whether or not the property of the given path {0} is read-only. The
cause is not immediately known.

Action

Check the stack trace for detailed information.

INMCLE0018

Caught an exception while retrieving the configuration file of type {0}.

Explanation

This is an internal error. It is probably because of an invalid data in the configuration
file.

Action

Verify that the data in configuration file are valid.

INMCLE0019

Caught an exception while trying to save the configuration file of type {0}.

Explanation

This is an internal error. It is probably because of an invalid data in the configuration
file.

Action

Verify that the data in configuration file are valid.

INMCLE0020

Failed to remove {0}.

Explanation

This is an internal error. The cause is not immediately known.

Action

Check the stack trace for detailed information.

INMCLE0021

Caught an exception while trying to get the configuration file URL for type {0}.

Explanation

Could not get configuration file URL for type {0}, possibly because of an invalid data
in the configuration file.

Action

Verify that the data in configuration file are valid.

INMCLE0022

Path or property value is empty.

Explanation

You have entered an empty path or property value.

Action

Enter a valid path or property value.

INMCLE0023

Failed to set configuration(s) for the path(s), {0}

Explanation

Unable to set configuration(s) for the path(s). This is probably because of the following
reasons: 1) configuration file is modified 2) failed to save the configuration file.

Action

Check to make sure that the configuration in a higher level is not already protected.
Else, check the stack trace for detailed information.
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INMCLE0024

Failed to setProtectAll.

Explanation

Unable to set ProtectAll configuration. The cause is not immediately known.

Action

Check the stack trace for detailed information.

INMCLE0025

Failed to getAllItems.

Explanation

Unable to get one or more configuration items. The cause is not immediately known.

Action

Check the stack trace for detailed information.

INMCLE0026

Unable to construct ActivityMenuItem for id {0}.

Explanation

Could not construct ActivityMenuItem for the given id {0}, possibly because the XPath
of the ActivityMenuItem is invalid.

Action

Verify that the XPath of the ActivityMenuItem is valid.

INMCLE0027

Unable to construct activity for id {0}.

Explanation

Could not construct activity for the given id {0}, possibly because the XPath of the
activity is invalid.

Action

Verify that the XPath of the activity is valid.

INMCLE0028

Unable to construct ActivityMenuItem for activity {0}.

Explanation

Check for the above possible reasons. If the problem persists, contact the CentraSite
administrator.

Action

Check to make sure that the XPath of the ActivityMenuItem and Activity is correct
and the corresponding Activity could be created.

INMCLE0029

Failed to instantiate class {0}.

Explanation

Could not instantiate the implementation class {0}, possibly because the class does
not follow a valid syntax.

Action

Verify that the implementation class follows a valid syntax. Refer to the documentation
reference for Activity Implementation class.

INMCLE0030

Unable to find activity entry for id {0}.

Explanation

Could not find an activity entry for the given id {0}, possibly because the id is invalid.

Action

Verify that the given activity id is correct.
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INMCLE0031

Unable to construct an ActivityMenu using activities.

Explanation

Could not construct an ActivityMenu using the given activities. It is probably because,
the activities do not exist.

Action

Verify that the activities exist. If the problem persists, contact the CentraSite
administrator.

INMCLE0033

Failed to remove ActivityMenuItems.

Explanation

Could not remove the ActivityMenuItems from given configuration file. It is possibly
because of the following reasons: 1) XPath to remove the ActivityMenuItem is invalid.
2) ActivityMenuItem does not exist.

Action

Check for the above possible reasons. If the problem persists, contact the CentraSite
administrator.

INMCLE0034

Failed to save ActivityMenuItems.

Explanation

Could not save the ActivityMenuItems from given configuration file. It is possibly
because of the following reasons: 1) XPath to save the ActivityMenuItem is invalid.
2) ActivityMenuItem does not exist.

Action

Check for the above possible reasons. If the problem persists, contact the CentraSite
administrator.

INMCLE0035

User has not passed the CentraSite connection object. For a valid diagnostics
configuration, CentraSite connection object is mandatory.

Explanation

User has not passed the CentraSite connection object, which is mandatory for a valid
diagnostics configuration.

Action

Enter a valid CentraSite connection object.

INMCLE0036

Email address is empty,

Explanation

You have not entered the email address for diagnostics configuration. An email address
is mandatory to send the diagnostic information.

Action

Enter a valid email address.

INMCLE0037

Email subject and template are empty.

Explanation

You have not entered the email subject and template for diagnostics configuration.
An email template is mandatory to send the diagnostic information. Refer to the
CentraSite online documentation’s section “Message Handling and Diagnostics”.

Action

Enter the email subject and a valid template.
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INMCLE0038

Failed to get all activities.

Explanation

Could not get all the activities, possibly because the activity classes are not set in the
classpath.

Action

Verify that the activity classes are set in the classpath. If the problem persists, contact
the CentraSite administrator.

INMCLE0039

Failed to remove activity for given id {0}.

Explanation

Could not remove the activity for given id {0}, possibly because the activity id is
invalid.

Action

Verify that the given activity id is valid.

INMCLE0040

Failed to show one or more activity menu items that are associated with activity
menu.

Explanation

Could not display one or more activity menu items, possibly because the menu items
are not associated with the activity menu.

Action

Verify that all the activity menu items are associated with activity menu.

INMCLE0041

Failed to populate diagnostic context.

Explanation

Could not populate the diagnostic context object, possibly because the CentraSite
Connection object is incorrect.

Action

Verify that the CentraSite Connection object is correct.

INMCLE0042

Invalid CentraSite connection URL {0}.

Explanation

You have entered an invalid CentraSite Connection URL.

Action

Enter a valid CentraSite Connection URL.

INMCLE0043

User has not passed CLLException object. For a valid diagnostics configuration,
CLLException object is mandatory.

Explanation

User has not passed the CLLException object which is mandatory for the diagnostics
configuration.

Action

Enter a valid CLLException object.
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INMCLE0044

Unable to fetch email template from repository {0}.

Explanation

Could not fetch the email template from given repository {0}, possibly because of the
following reasons: 1) email template does not exists 2) repository URL is invalid.

Action

Check for the above possible reasons. If the problem persists, contact the CentraSite
administrator.

INMCLE0045

Error loading implementation class for ActivityManager.

Explanation

An unexpected error occurred while trying to load the implementation class for given
ActivityManager. The cause is not immediately known.

Action

Check the stack trace for detailed information.

INMCLE0046

Error loading diagnosticHandler implementation class.

Explanation

An unexpected error occurred while trying to load the diagnosticHandler
implementation class. The cause is not immediately known.

Action

Check the stack trace for detailed information.

INMCLE0048

Failed to instantiate class {0}.

Explanation

Could not instantiate the given class {0}, possibly because of the following reasons:
1) class file does not exist 2) classpath is incorrect.

Action

Check for the above possible reasons. If the problem persists, contact the CentraSite
administrator.

INMCLE0049

Failed to initialize {0}.

Explanation

Could not initialize the given component {0}.

Action

If the problem persists, contact the CentraSite administrator.

INMCLE0050

Failed to get CentraSite registry object property {0}.

Explanation

Could not get the CentraSite registry object property. The cause is not immediately
known.

Action

If the problem persists, contact the CentraSite administrator.

INMCLE0051

Failed to set registry object property {0}.

Explanation

Could not set the CentraSite registry object property. The cause is not immediately
known.

Action

If the problem persists, contact the CentraSite administrator.
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INMCLE0052

Failed to save CentraSite object {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while trying to save CentraSite model object.
Possible reasons: {1}

Action

If the problem persists, contact the CentraSite administrator.

INMCLE0053

Failed to delete CentraSite object {0}.

Explanation

Could not delete the CentraSite object. The cause is not immediately known.

Action

If the problem persists, contact the CentraSite administrator.

INMCLE0054

Failed to get CentraSite object for id {0}.

Explanation

Could not get CentraSite object for the given id {0}, possibly because the object id is
invalid.

Action

Verify that the object id is valid.

INMCLE0055

Failed to create CentraSite object {0}.

Explanation

You cannot create the CentraSite object {0}, possibly because of the following reasons:
1) insufficient privileges to create the object 2) object type is invalid.

Action

Check for the above possible reasons and execute again. If the problem persists, contact
the CentraSite administrator.

INMCLE0056

Failed to delete CentraSite object.

Explanation

You cannot delete the CentraSite object {0}, possibly because you do not have the
required permission to delete the object.

Action

Verify that you have the required permission to delete the CentraSite object. Contact
your administrator and request permission if necessary and try again.

INMCLE0057

Unable to get list of CentraSite objects: {0}.

Explanation

You cannot retrieve the following list of CentraSite objects: {0}. It is possibly because
you do not have the required permission to retrieve the objects.

Action

Verify that you have the required permission to retrieve the given objects. Contact
your administrator and request permission if necessary and try again.
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INMCLE0058

Unable to save list of CentraSite objects: {0}

Explanation

You cannot save the following list of CentraSite objects: {0}. It is possibly because you
do not have the required permission to save the objects.{0}

Action

Verify that you have the required permission to save the given objects. Contact your
administrator and request permission if necessary and try again.

INMCLE0059

Unable to delete list of CentraSite objects:

Explanation

You cannot delete the following list of CentraSite objects: {0}. It is possibly because
you do not have the required permission to delete the objects.

Action

Verify that you have the required permission to delete the given objects. Contact your
administrator and request permission if necessary and try again.

INMCLE0060

Caught an unexpected exception while converting concept to CentraSiteObjectType.

Explanation

This is an unexpected exception. The cause is not immediately known.

Action

If the problem persists, contact the CentraSite administrator.

INMCLE0061

Failed to populate ObjectType for given name {0}.

Explanation

Could not populate the ObjectType for display name {0}, possibly because the given
display name is incorrect.

Action

Verify that the display name is correct.

INMCLE0062

Error retrieving the list of gateways.

Explanation

CentraSite could not retrieve the list of existing gateways because of an error during
gateway name validations.

Action

Contact your CentraSite Administrator.

INMCLE0063

Unsupported attribute {0} for object type {1}.

Explanation

This is an internal error. Cannot find the attribute {0} of the specified object type {1}.

Action

Check to make sure that the attribute {0} is present in the object type {1}.

INMCLE0064

Failed to fetch attributes for {0}.

Explanation

Could not fetch attributes for {0}, possibly because the object type {1} is invalid.

Action

Verify that the object type {1} is valid.
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INMCLE0065

Unable to obtain value for attribute {0}.

Explanation

Could not obtain the value for attribute {0}. The cause is not immediately known.

Action

Verify integrity of the object and try later.

INMCLE0066

Unsupported method for attribute {0} of object type {1}.

Explanation

This method is not applicable for attribute {0} of object type {1}.

Action

Do not use this method for attribute {0} of object type {1}.

INMCLE0067

Error while initializing CentraSiteConnector {0}.

Explanation

Could not initialize the CentraSiteConnector {0}. It is probably because of the following
reasons: 1) invalid class as CentraSite Connection Factory 2) invalid system property
(com.softwareag.centrasite.common.connection.impl) for initializing.

Action

Check for the above possible reasons and execute again. If the problem persists, contact
the CentraSite administrator.

INMCLE0068

Failed to create an ActivityMenuItem for id {0}.

Explanation

Could not create the ActivityMenuItem for above id, possibly because of the invalid
configurations.

Action

Verify that the activity id and class name are configured properly.

INMCLE0069

Error when closing connection {0}.

Explanation

Error occurred when trying to close the underlying connection.

Action

Initialize before opening a connection.

INMCLE0070

Failed to log in {0}.

Explanation

Could not log in {0}, possibly because the login credentials are invalid.

Action

Enter valid login credentials.

INMCLE0071

Cannot instantiate CentraSiteConnector class {0}.

Explanation

Could not instantiate the CentraSiteConnector implementation class, possibly because
the implementation class in invalid.

Action

Check to make sure that the CentraSiteConnector class is valid.
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INMCLE0072

Error loading email template {0} {1}.

Explanation

Error when loading the admin and/or user email templates, possibly because the
email template path is invalid.

Action

Verify that the email template path is valid.

INMCLE0073

Email address is empty.

Explanation

You have not entered an email address.

Action

Enter a valid email address.

INMCLE0074

Invalid attribute {0} {1}.

Explanation

The attribute {1} is not a valid {0} attribute.

Action

Check to make sure that the {1} attribute is valid.

INMCLE0075

Usage of {0} operation in object {1} is not supported.

Explanation

This operation is not supported on the given object {1}.

Action

Refer to the usage document for further information on the supported APIs.

INMCLE0076

Unable to obtain relationship details of attribute {0} to object type {1}.

Explanation

Could not obtain the relationship details of attribute {0} associated to the above object
type {1}.

Action

Make sure that the attribute {0} is a valid relationship attribute for the object type {1}.

INMCLE0077

Failed to execute query {0}.

Explanation

Could not execute the query {0}, possibly because the query syntax is incorrect.

Action

Correct the query syntax.

INMCLE0078

Failed to execute query {0}.

Explanation

Could not execute the query {0}, possibly because the query syntax is incorrect.

Action

Correct the query syntax.

INMCLE0079

Failed to get objectTypeValue from given ObjectType.

Explanation

Could not get the objectTypeValue from ObjectType, possibly because the given
ObjectType is invalid.

Action

Check to make sure that the given ObjectType is valid.
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INMCLE0080

Failed to construct search query.

Explanation

Could not construct the search query. The cause is not immediately known.

Action

If the problem persists, contact the CentraSite administrator.

INMCLE0081

Caught an exception while getting iterator from CSOSearchResult.

Explanation

This is an unexpected exception. The cause is not immediately known.

Action

If the problem persists, contact the CentraSite administrator.

INMCLE0082

Failed to get search result count.

Explanation

Could not get the number of results displayed on the Search Results page. The cause
is not immediately known.

Action

If the problem persists, contact the CentraSite administrator.

INMCLE0083

Unable to fetch next object for id {0}.

Explanation

An unexpected exception occurred while trying to fetch the next object for above id.

Action

If the problem persists, contact the CentraSite administrator.

INMCLE0084

The configuration file is invalid; attribute {0} is mandatory for multi-valued
elements.

Explanation

The required attribute for multi-valued elements is not specified in the XML
configuration file.

Action

Before you save the configuration file, check to make sure that all the required
attributes are specified.

INMCLE0085

The configuration file is invalid; attribute {0} is mandatory for multi-valued
elements.

Explanation

The required attribute for multi-valued elements is not specified in the XML
configuration file.

Action

Before you save the configuration file, check to make sure that all the required
attributes are specified.

INMCLE0086

Failed to fetch common attribute {0}.

Explanation

Could not fetch the common attribute {0}, possibly because the attribute does not
exist.

Action

Verify that the common attribute {0} is valid.
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INMCLE0087

Caught an exception while trying to set value for attribute {0}.

Explanation

Could not set a value for attribute {0}. It is probably because of the following reasons:
1) attribute does not exist 2) attribute is read-only.

Action

Check for the above possible reasons and execute again. If the problem persists, contact
the CentraSite administrator.

INMCLE0088

Failed to retrieve attribute {0}.

Explanation

Could not retrieve attribute {0}, possibly because the attribute does not exist.

Action

Verify that the attribute is valid.

INMCLE0089

{0} based search has null or empty value.

Explanation

Could not execute {0} based search, possibly because of a null or empty value in the
search criteria.

Action

Check to make sure that the search criteria is valid.

INMCLE0090

Data type {0} in search criteria is invalid.

Explanation

The specified data type {0} in search criteria is not supported.

Action

Specify a valid data type. Refer to the CentraSite online documentation’s section
“Attribute Data Types” for a list of the supported data types.

INMCLE0091

The number of values provided in the search criteria does not match with the
mandatory number allowed for the operator {0}.

Explanation

Every operator will support only the specified number of values. This error occurs
when the number of values entered is less than or greater than the specified number.

Action

Refer to the CentraSite online documentation’s section “Searching the CentraSite
Catalog”.

INMCLE0092

Failed to serialize search {0}.

Explanation

Could not serialize the above search, possibly because of invalid parameters in the
search criteria.

Action

Check to make sure that the mandatory parameters are specified in search criteria.
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INMCLE0093

Failed to create folder in WebDav.

Explanation

Could not create folder in the WebDav, possibly because you do not have the necessary
permission to create a folder or intermediate folder in WebDav.

Action

Verify that you have the required permission to create a folder or intermediate folder
in WebDav.

INMCLE0094

Failed to retrieve file from given URI {0}.

Explanation

Could not retrieve file from the above URI. This is probably because of the following
reasons: 1) file does not exist 2) insufficient permissions to read the file.

Action

Check for the above possible reasons and execute again. If the problem persists, contact
your service provider.

INMCLE0095

Search cannot be executed with given URI {0}.

Explanation

Could not execute a search with URI {0}, possibly because the given URI is invalid.

Action

Verify that the specified URI is valid. If the problem persists, contact the CentraSite
administrator.

INMCLE0096

Failed to parse persisted search output {0}.

Explanation

Could not parse the search output, possibly because of an invalid XML syntax.

Action

Verify that the XML syntax is correct.

INMCLE0097

Failed to convert input {0} to bytes.

Explanation

Could not convert the given input {0} to bytes. The cause is not immediately known.

Action

If the problem persists, contact the CentraSite administrator.

INMCLE0098

Failed to read output.

Explanation

Failed to read the output, possibly because the input or output stream is closed.

Action

Make sure that the input or output stream is open.

INMCLE0099

Failed to initialize parser.

Explanation

Error: could not initialize parser. The cause is not immediately known.

Action

If the problem persists, contact the CentraSite administrator.
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INMCLE0100

Failed to get search data stored in folder {0}.

Explanation

Could not get search data files that were stored in the above folder, possibly because
you do not have insufficient permission to access the files.

Action

Verify that you have required permissions to access the data files.

INMCLE0101

Cannot instantiate class{0}.

Explanation

Could not instantiate the above class, possibly because the class is incorrect.

Action

Check to make sure that the implementation class is correct and follows a specified
syntax. Refer to the documentation reference for Action Implementation class.

INMCLE0102

Failed to load actions from system configurations.

Explanation

Could not load specific actions from the system configuration file because of the
following reasons: 1) class name for action is incorrect 2) action is not configured.

Action

Check to make sure that the class name for actions is correct and is configured in your
system.xml file.

INMCLE0103

Unable to retrieve actions for null parameter.

Explanation

Internal error. It is possibly because you are trying to pass parameter with null value.

Action

Check if the parameter contains a null value.

INMCLE0104

Failed to get configurator {0}

Explanation

Could not get the above configurator, possibly because you do not have the required
permissions.

Action

Verify that you have the required permission to get configurator. Contact your
administrator and request permission if necessary and try again.

INMCLE0105

Failed to get owner from connection.

Explanation

Could not get the owner from connection, possibly because you do not have the
required permissions.

Action

Verify that you have the required permission to get owner from connection. Contact
your administrator and request permission if necessary and try again.
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INMCLE0106

Login failed.

Explanation

Failed to login to CentraSite. It is possibly because of the following reasons: 1) incorrect
CentraSite URL 2) invalid authentication credentials.

Action

Check for the above possible reasons and execute again. If the problem persists, contact
the CentraSite administrator.

INMCLE0107

{0} object is null.

Explanation

Error: given object is null.

Action

Check to make sure that the given object is not null.

INMCLE0108

Failed to get an instance of component {0}.

Explanation

Could not get an instance of the above component. The cause is not immediately
known.

Action

If the problem persists, contact the CentraSite administrator.

INMCLE0111

Failed to remove file {0} from WebDaV.

Explanation

Could not create a folder in WebDav. It is probably because of the following reasons:
1) file does not exist in WebDav 2) insufficient permission to remove a file from
WebDav.

Action

Check for the above possible reasons and execute again. If the problem persists, contact
the CentraSite administrator.

INMCLE0112

Failed to create a file in {0}.

Explanation

Could not create a file in {0}, possibly because the parent directory does not exist in
the given location.

Action

Verify that parent directory exists in the given location.

INMCLE0113

Could not instantiate AccessControlElement.

Explanation

Unable to instantiate the AccessControlElement. The cause is not immediately known.

Action

If the problem persists, contact the CentraSite administrator.

INMCLE0114

Failed to find resource exists for given URL {0}.

Explanation

Could not find the file for given URL. It is probably because the file does not exist in
the given URL.

Action

Check to make sure that the file exists in given URL.
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INMCLE0115

Failed to purge older versions of CentraSite object.

Explanation

Could not purge older versions of the CentraSite object. The cause is not immediately
known.

Action

If the problem persists, contact the CentraSite administrator.

INMCLE0116

Unable to version CentraSite object.

Explanation

Could not create a new version of the CentraSite object. The cause is not immediately
known.

Action

If the problem persists, contact the CentraSite administrator.

INMCLE0117

Unable to obtain base type for {0}.

Explanation

Could not obtain the base type for {0}. The cause is not immediately known.

Action

Check the stack trace for detailed information.

INMCLE0118

Failed to retrieve profiles for {0}.

Explanation

Could not retrieve profiles for {0} because of the following reasons: 1) failure in
retrieving profiles from type 2) insufficient permission for accessing the profiles.

Action

Check for the above possible reasons and execute again. If the problem persists, contact
the CentraSite administrator.

INMCLE0119

Failed to retrieve information for profile {0}.

Explanation

Could not retrieve the information for profile. The cause is not immediately known.

Action

Check the stack trace for detailed information.

INMCLE0120

Failed to choose assets for {0}.

Explanation

Could not choose the assets for executing above action, possibly because the action
is not in the 'initial' state.

Action

Verify that the action is in 'initial' state.

INMCLE0122

Failed to retrieve immediate allowed states.

Explanation

This is an unexpected exception. It is probably because the current lifecycle state does
not have at least one immediate state.

Action

Check to make sure that the current lifecycle state has at least one immediate state.
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INMCLE0123

Failed to retrieve immediate preferred state

Explanation

This is an unexpected exception. It is probably because the current lifecycle state does
not have at least one immediate state.

Action

Check to make sure that the current lifecycle state has at least one immediate state.

INMCLE0124

Failed to retrieve current state.

Explanation

This is an unexpected exception. It is probably because the object is not associated
with any of the lifecycle model.

Action

Check to make sure that the object type is associated with at least one lifecycle model.

INMCLE0125

Failed to retrieve pending state.

Explanation

This is an unexpected exception. The cause is not immediately known.

Action

Check the stack trace for detailed information. If the problem persists, contact your
system administrator.

INMCLE0126

Failed to identify if state of object is pending or not.

Explanation

Could not identify if state of the object is in pending or not. The cause is not
immediately known.

Action

Check the stack trace for detailed information. If the problem persists, contact your
system administrator.

INMCLE0127

Failed to get lifecycle model assigned types.

Explanation

Could not get the lifecycle model assigned types. The cause is not immediately known.

Action

Check the stack trace for detailed information. If the problem persists, contact your
system administrator.

INMCLE0128

Failed to identify initial state of lifecycle model.

Explanation

Could not identify initial state of the lifecycle model. The cause is not immediately
known.

Action

Check the stack trace for detailed information. If the problem persists, contact your
system administrator.
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INMCLE0129

Failed to get applicable states of lifecycle model.

Explanation

Could not get applicable states of the lifecycle model. The cause is not immediately
known.

Action

Check the stack trace for detailed information. If the problem persists, contact your
system administrator.

INMCLE0130

Failed to identify if given lifecycle model is global or not.

Explanation

Could not identify if the given lifecycle model belongs to the global category. The
cause is not immediately known.

Action

Check the stack trace for detailed information. If the problem persists, contact your
system administrator.

INMCLE0131

Mandatory parameters to identify applicable lifecycle models are empty.

Explanation

An attempt is made to pass one or more of the mandatory parameters
(CentraSiteObjectType or Organization) empty.

Action

Enter valid value for the mandatory parameters.

INMCLE0132

Mandatory parameters to identify applicable lifecycle models are empty.

Explanation

An attempt is made to pass one or more of the mandatory parameters (Keyword,
CentraSiteObjectType or Organization) empty.

Action

Enter valid value for the mandatory parameters.

INMCLE0133

setParameter value for a CSOSearch is empty.

Explanation

An attempt is made to pass an empty list of values for the setParameter of CSOSearch.

Action

Enter a valid list of values for the CSOSearch.

INMCLE0134

Invalid authentication credentials.

Explanation

You have entered invalid authentication credentials.

Action

Enter valid authentication credentials.

INMCLE0135

Folder {0} does not exist.

Explanation

The specified folder does not exist in WebDav.

Action

Create the folder in WebDav and try again.
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INMCLE0136

Choose the CentraSite Object(s) to perform this action.

Explanation

You have not chosen the CentraSite Object(s) for performing this action.

Action

Choose the CentraSite Object(s) to perform this action.

INMCLE0137

Failed to perform {0} on multiple CentraSite objects.

Explanation

You cannot perform {0} on multiple CentraSite objects at a time.

Action

Ensure you choose only one CentraSite object for performing {0}.

INMCLE0138

Failed to check if {0} is applicable or not.

Explanation

This is an unexpected exception. The cause is not immediately known.

Action

Check the stack trace for detailed information.

INMCLE0139

Failed to perform {0} on specified CentraSite object(s).

Explanation

Could not perform {0} on the specified CentraSite object(s) due to one or more of the
following reasons: (1) inufficient permission (2) CentraSite object is in 'Pending' state
(3) CentraSite object is locked for editing by another user.

Action

Check for the above possible reasons and execute again. Else, contact the CentraSite
administrator.

INMCLE0140

Failed to verify if current user has Edit permission on {0}.

Explanation

This is an unexpected exception. The cause is not immediately known.

Action

Check the stack trace for detailed information.

INMCLE0141

You are trying to modify an outdated asset.

Explanation

You are trying to modify an asset which is outdated.

Action

Before you start to edit an asset, refresh the details page.

INMCLE0142

Failed to verify if user has Move permission on CentraSite object.

Explanation

This is an unexpected exception. The cause is not immediately known.

Action

Check the stack trace for detailed information.
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INMCLE0143

Failed to cancel {0}.

Explanation

This is an unexpected exception. The cause is not immediately known.

Action

Check the stack trace for detailed information.

INMCLE0144

Error loading saved search with name {0}.

Explanation

This is an unexpected exception. The cause is not immediately known.

Action

If the problem persists, contact our technical support.

INMCLE0145

{0} is required for CSOSearch.

Explanation

Mandatory property {0} for executing a CSOSearch is missing.

Action

Check to make sure that the mandatory property is specified.

INMCLE0146

Mismatch of attribute {0} specified in {1} with {2}.

Explanation

The attribute in {1} does not match with the given {2}.

Action

Remove the faulty {1} and execute again.

INMCLE0147

Caught an exception while getting profile id for {0}.

Explanation

Could not retrieve the profile id for {0}. The cause is not immediately known.

Action

Check the stack trace for detailed information.

INMCLE0148

{0} with name {1} used in {2} does not exist.

Explanation

{0} with name {1} used in {2} does not exist.

Action

Contact the CentraSite administrator.

INMCLE0149

Object {0} is null.

Explanation

Could not get the object {0}.

Action

The object should be initialized before executing this operation.

INMCLE0150

Caught an exception while trying to fetch pending approval requests.

Explanation

Could not fetch pending approval requests for the logged in user. The cause is not
immediately known.

Action

Check the stack trace for detailed information.
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INMCLE0151

Caught an exception while trying to verify if the logged in user has CentraSite
Administrator role.

Explanation

Could not verify if the logged in user has CentraSite Administrator role. The cause
is not immediately known.

Action

Check the stack trace for detailed information.

INMCLE0152

Wrong usage of {0} method.

Explanation

Wrong usage of {0} method. This method is allowed only in the following scenarios:
(1) if the action is in {1} state (2) before triggering the finishAllSteps() execution.

Action

Make sure that the method is used in one of the above scenarios. If the problem
persists, contact the CentraSite administrator.

INMCLE0153

{0} execution without comments is invalid.

Explanation

{0} execution without comments is invalid. The approver has not specified his/her
comments for {0}.

Action

Enter the comments for {0} using {1} API.

INMCLE0154

Failed to execute {0}.

Explanation

Could not execute {0}. The cause is not immediately known.

Action

Check the stack trace for detailed information.

INMCLE0155

Failed to execute {0}

Explanation

Could not execute {0} due to one or more of the following reasons: (1) {0} is not allowed
at the time of execution (2) assets for {0} are in 'Completed' state (3) for a Revert action,
the you should have the CentraSite administrator role (4) you do not have a pending
approval flow to proceed with {0}.

Action

Check for the above possible reasons and execute again. Else, contact the CentraSite
administrator.

INMCLE0157

Invalid state transition from {0} by invoking {1} operation.

Explanation

The state transition from {0} by invoking the {1} operation is not valid.

Action

See the Action Java API documentation for more details.
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INMCLE0158

One or more assets you have selected is not the most recent version of the asset.

Explanation

One or more selected assets is not the most recent version of the asset.The New Version
action does not apply to assets with intermediate version.

Action

Check to make sure that the selected assets for versioning are in their most recent
version.

INMCLE0159

Failed to create new version assets.

Explanation

Error occured when trying to create new version assets. The cause is not immediately
known.

Action

Check the stack trace for detailed information.

INMCLE0160

Caught an exception while invoking {0} operation.

Explanation

An unexpected exception occurred while trying to execute the {0} operation.

Action

Check the stack trace for detailed information.

INMCLE0161

Could not exclude a CentraSite object in {0} state from export. The object should
be in "Export Preview" state.

Explanation

CentraSite object in a state other than "Export Preview" cannot be excluded from
export. The CentraSite object in "Export Preview" state will only have the option to
preview and modify the export list.

Action

Verify that the CentraSite object is in "Export Preview" state. Read the usage
instructions of Export action before use.

INMCLE0162

Could not obtain export archive of a CentraSite object in {0} state. The object should
be in "Completed" state.

Explanation

You cannot obtain an export archive of the CentraSite object, if the object is in a state
other than "Completed".

Action

Verify that the CentraSite object is in "Completed" state. Read the usage instructions
of Export action before use.

INMCLE0163

Failed to execute Consume action.

Explanation

Could not execute a Consume action, possibly because of one or more of the following
reasons: 1) username is invalid 2) password is invalid 3) connection URL is incorrect.

Action

Check for the above possible reasons and execute again. Else, contact the CentraSite
administrator.
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INMCLE0164

An action in {0} state will not have Export List viewable. The action should be in
"Export Preview" state.

Explanation

You cannot view an export list if the action is in a state other than "Export Preview".

Action

Verify that the action is in "Export Preview" state. Read the usage instructions of
Export action before use.

INMCLE0165

Failed to execute Consume action.

Explanation

{0} execution can fail due to one or more of the following reasons: (1) consumers are
not selected (2) consumer requests are not registered.

Action

Check for the above possible reasons and execute again. Else, contact the CentraSite
administrator.

INMCLE0166

CentraSiteObject type list is empty.

Explanation

You have not entered a CentraSiteObject type list.

Action

Enter a valid CentraSiteObject type list.

INMCLE0167

Invalid object {1} for object type {2}.

Explanation

The specified CentraSite object {1} does not belong to CentraSiteObject type {2}.

Action

Enter a valid CentraSite object of type {2}.

INMCLE0168

Caught an exception while trying to convert CentraSite objects.

Explanation

This is an unexpected exception. This is probably because an attempt is made to
convert RegistryObjects to CentraSiteObjects, and vice versa.

Action

Check the stack trace for detailed information.

INMCLE0169

Invalid value set for {0}. Expected value : {1} Current value : {2}.

Explanation

The specified values for search condition does not match with the expected value.

Action

See the CentraSite online documentation’s section “Searching the CentraSite Catalog”
for details.

INMCLE0170

Failed to verify if user {0} is watching asset {0}.

Explanation

Could not verify if the user {0} is watching the given asset. The cause is not immediately
known.

Action

Check the stack trace for detailed information.
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INMCLE0171

Invalid operator set for {0}. Current operator: {1}. Supported operators for {2} type
are {3}.

Explanation

The specified operator for search does not match with the attribute's applicable
operators.

Action

See the CentraSite online documentation’s section “Searching the CentraSite Catalog”
for details.

INMCLE0172

Failed to get existing lists.

Explanation

This is an unexpected exception. The cause is not immediately known.

Action

Check the stack trace for detailed information.

INMCLE0173

List {0} does not exist.

Explanation

An attempt is made to pass the list {0} that is not available for the current user.

Action

Check to make sure that the list you pass for setExistingList(..) is available for the
current user.

INMCLE0174

Wrong usage of Add to List action API.

Explanation

Incorrect usage of the Add to List action API. This problem occurs, when the '{0}'
method is triggered with action in a state other than 'Show Available Lists'.

Action

Before you execute the {0} method, verify that the Add to List action is in 'Show
Available Lists' state.

INMCLE0175

List to add selected assets is not set.

Explanation

List to add the selected set of assets is not set. Use the {0} method to set this list.

Action

Make sure that you use the {0} method to set the list to add selected assets.

INMCLE0176

Failed to execute {0}.

Explanation

{0} execution can fail for a number of reasons: (1) action is not allowed (2) action is
not applicable at the time of execution (3) action is in 'Completed' state.

Action

Check for the above possible reasons and execute again. Else, contact the CentraSite
administrator.
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INMCLE0177

Failed to create a new list {0}.

Explanation

This is an unexpected exception. The cause is not immediately known.

Action

Check the stack trace for detailed information.

INMCLE0178

Failed to add selected assets to the list.

Explanation

This is an unexpected exception. The cause is not immediately known.

Action

Check the stack trace for detailed information.

INMCLE0179

Choose a document to attach to asset.

Explanation

The document to attach to the asset is not specified.

Action

Call the setDocument method before invoking the execute method in Attach Document
action.

INMCLE0180

Failed to create {0}

Explanation

Failed to create resources or asset. The cause is not immediately known.

Action

If the problem persists, contact the CentraSite administrator.

INMCLE0182

Data of type {0} is ignored.

Explanation

Data of the above type defined for a CSOParameter is not supported.

Action

Use the supported data types for CSOParameter. See the CentraSite online
documentation’s section “Searching the CentraSite Catalog” for details.

INMCLE0183

Current CSOSearch has unresolved parameters: {0}.

Explanation

Current CSOSearch holds parameters that have a null value.

Action

Enter values for the unresolved parameters.

INMCLE0184

Number of parameters defined in CSOSearch differs from parameters defined for
the XQuery module.

Explanation

Number of Parameters defined in the XQuery: {0} Number of Parameters defined in
the CSOSearch: {1}.

Action

Validate your CSOSearch against the XQuery module.
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INMCLE0185

Missing parameters

Explanation

The XQuery module used by the current CSOSearch requires {0} parameters.

Action

Validate the CSOSearch definition against the XQuery module that is being used.

INMCLE0186

Cannot find Xquery module {1} in namespace {0}.

Explanation

Could not find or load the XQuery module($0}:{1}) used by CSOSearch.

Action

Load the module / correct the CSOSearch definition.

INMCLE0187

No CentraSite object is available for Export action.

Explanation

You have not chosen the CentraSite objects for Export action.

Action

Choose the CentraSite objects for Export action.

INMCLE0188

Configuration base directory is not set.

Explanation

The configuration base directory specified by the path
"com.softwareag.centrasite.api.configuration.basedir" is not set.

Action

Set the configuration base directory correctly. See the CentraSite online documentation
for more details.

INMCLE0189

Type {0} not valid for Attach Document action.

Explanation

Could not perform the Attach Document action on selected type {0}.

Action

Enter a valid file. If the problem persists, contact the CentraSite administrator.

INMCLE0190

Failed to attach given document.

Explanation

Could not attach the given document, possibly because the document is invalid.

Action

Enter a valid document.

INMCLE0191

CentraSite object {0} does not belong to any of the given types {1}.

Explanation

The specified CentraSite object {0} does not belong to any of the given types {1}. Only
objects that belong to the given types {1} are applicable for the Consume action.

Action

Choose a CentraSite object that belongs to one of the types {1}.
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INMCLE0192

Could not choose consumer object in current state {0}.

Explanation

You cannot choose a consumer object in the current state {0}. The object should be in
state {1}.

Action

Make sure that the consumer is in state {1}. Read the usage instructions of Consume
action before use.

INMCLE0193

List of consumers is empty.

Explanation

An attempt is made to add an empty list of consumers for the Consume action.

Action

Choose a valid list of consumers. Read the usage instructions of Consume action
before use.

INMCLE0194

Error: Timeout - The Document Processor Thread timed out waiting for the required
inputs.

Explanation

You have not entered the required inputs within the time that the Document Processor
was prepared to wait.

Action

Enter the required inputs as soon as prompted.

INMCLE0195

Failed to process missing resources, {0}.

Explanation

Could not process because the following resources are missing: {0}.

Action

Check to make sure that the required resources are specified.

INMCLE0196

Failed to initialize AttachDocumentProcessorThread.

Explanation

This is an internal error. The cause is not immediately known.

Action

Check to make sure that the mandatory inputs are specified.

INMCLE0198

Failed to attach given document(s), Reason : {0}.

Explanation

An exception occurred while trying to attach the document(s). This is probably because
of the following reasons: 1) document is invalid 2) network failure.

Action

Check for the above possible reasons and execute again. If the problem persists, contact
the CentraSite administrator.

INMCLE0199

Failed to get applicable reports for object {0}.

Explanation

An unexpected exception occurred while trying to get applicable reports for {0}. The
cause is not immediately known.

Action

Check the stack trace for detailed information.
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INMCLE0200

Wrong usage of the View Report action API {0}.

Explanation

Incorrect usage of the View Report action API. This problem occurs, when the '{0}'
method is triggered with action in a state other than '{1}'.

Action

Before you execute the '{0}' method, verify that the action is in '{1}' state.

INMCLE0201

Could not get selected report.

Explanation

Failed to get the selected report, possibly because the report is not implicitly set for
retrieval.

Action

Use the 'setSelectedReport(..)' to set a report for this action.

INMCLE0202

Could not generate the selected report {0}.

Explanation

An unexpected exception occurred while trying to generate the selected report {0}.
The cause is not immediately known.

Action

Check the log file for detailed information.

INMCLE0203

Failed to execute {0}.

Explanation

You do not have permission to perform this action.

Action

Before executing {0} make sure that you have the 'Use the Reports UI' permission.
Contact your CentraSite administrator and if necessary request access and then try
again.

INMCLE0204

Failed to close Centrasite ResourceAccessManager.

Explanation

Caught an exception while trying to close the ResourceAccessManager. This is a
system error.

Action

Check the stack trace for detailed information. If the problem persists, contact the
CentraSite administrator.

INMCLE0205

CentraSite cannot create a gateway because the gateway already exists. Gateway
type: {0}, gateway name: {1}. Specify another name for the gateway.

Explanation

You are trying to create a gateway in CentraSite with an existing name and gateway
type.

Action

Provide another name for the gateway and try the "set gateway" command again.
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INMCLE0206

Failed to export {0}.

Explanation

Could not export the asset (s). This is probably because of the following reasons: 1)
mandatory input is missing 2) prerequisite not satisfied.

Action

Check for the above possible reasons. If the problem persists, contact the CentraSite
administrator.

INMCLE0207

Exception in Export Processor Thread

Explanation

Export Processor Thread caught an unhandled exception. The cause is not immediately
known.

Action

Check the stack trace for detailed information.

INMCLE0208

Specify mandatory {0}s for performing operation {1}.

Explanation

To perform this operation you should set the mandatory inputs.

Action

Check to make sure that the mandatory inputs are specified.

INMCLE0209

List to remove the selected assets is not set.

Explanation

The list to remove the selected assets is not set. Use the {0} method to set this list.

Action

Make sure that you use the {0} method to set the list to remove the selected assets.

INMCLE0210

Caught an unexpected exception when setting notification options for user {0}.

Explanation

This exception is unexpected. The cause is not immediately known.

Action

Check the stack trace for detailed information.

INMCLE0211

Invalid file; specify a valid path to external file {0}.

Explanation

You have entered an invalid file path.

Action

Enter a valid file path.

INMCLE0212

Exception occurred when setting the specified email addresses for user {0}.

Explanation

This exception is unexpected. The cause is not immediately known.

Action

Check the stack trace for detailed information.
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INMCLE0213

Exception occurred when adding the specified telephone number for user {0}.

Explanation

This exception is unexpected. The cause is not immediately known.

Action

Check the stack trace for detailed information.

INMCLE0214

Exception occurred when setting the specified name for user {0}.

Explanation

An unexpected exception occurred when trying to set one of the specified name (First
Name, Middle Name or Last Name) for the user {0}.

Action

Check the stack trace for detailed information.

INMCLE0215

Parameter passed for {0} is null.

Explanation

An attempt is made to specify the mandatory parameter {0} with a null value.

Action

Check to make sure that the {0} has a valid value.

INMCLE0216

Exception occurred when trying to store the given profile picture in WEBDAV for
user {0}.

Explanation

This exception is unexpected. The cause is not immediately known.

Action

Check the stack trace for detailed information. If the problem persists, contact the
CentraSite administrator.

INMCLE0217

Exception occurred when trying to check for pending consumer registrations for
user {0}.

Explanation

This exception is unexpected. The cause is not immediately known.

Action

Check the stack trace for detailed information. If the problem persists, contact the
CentraSite administrator.

INMCLE0218

Exception occurred when trying to get Approval Request Reason for {0}.

Explanation

This exception is unexpected. The cause is not immediately known.

Action

Check the stack trace for detailed information. If the problem persists, contact the
CentraSite administrator.

INMCLE0219

Exception occurred when trying to get Approval Workflow Name for {0}.

Explanation

This exception is unexpected. The cause is not immediately known.

Action

Check the stack trace for detailed information. If the problem persists, contact the
CentraSite administrator.
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INMCLE0220

{0} is triggered for consumer registration approval / rejection process; accessing {1}
is invalid.

Explanation

The {0} is triggered for consumer registration approval / rejection; accessing {1} is not
valid.

Action

Accessing the {1} method for this kind of {0} is not valid. Ensure that you do not call
this method here.

INMCLE0221

Could not create/update a gateway because the gateway type is not specified. Specify
the gateway type and try again.

Explanation

The gateway type attribute is required to identify a gateway along with the gateway
name. You have not specified the gateway type for the "set gateway" command in
CentraSite.

Action

Specify the gateway type along with the name and other mandatory parameters, and
try the "set gateway" command again.

INMCLE0222

Exception occurred when trying to get Consumer Registration Requestor for {0}.

Explanation

This exception is unexpected. The cause is not immediately known.

Action

Check the stack trace for detailed information. If the problem persists, contact the
CentraSite administrator.

INMCLE0223

Exception occurred when trying to get profile picture for user {0}.

Explanation

This exception is unexpected. The cause is not immediately known.

Action

Check the stack trace for detailed information. If the problem persists, contact the
CentraSite administrator.

INMCLE0224

Exception occurred when getting the notification options for user {0}.

Explanation

This exception is unexpected. The cause is not immediately known.

Action

Check the stack trace for detailed information. If the problem persists, contact the
CentraSite administrator.

INMCLE0225

Error loading predefined notification concepts

Explanation

This exception is unexpected. The cause is not immediately known.

Action

Check the stack trace for detailed information. If the problem persists, contact the
CentraSite administrator.
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INMCLE0226

Invalid phone type {0}.

Explanation

You have entered an invalid phone type. The phone type should match one of the
predefined types.

Action

Refer to CLL API documentation for details on predefined phone types.

INMCLE0228

Invalid name {0}.

Explanation

You have entered an invalid name.

Action

Enter a valid name without special characters.

INMCLE0229

CentraSite could not create the gateway. You might not have permission to create
a Mediator gateway.

Explanation

User is not authorized to create a Mediator gateway in CentraSite.

Action

Contact your CentraSite administrator.

INMCLE0230

Failed to create {0} for given URI {1}.

Explanation

Failed to create a {0} for the given URI {1}, possibly because the Save operation is
applicable only for WebDav resources.

Action

Save is applicable only for WebDaV resources.

INMCLE0231

Failed to get content type for given URI {0}.

Explanation

Failed to get content type for given URI {0}, possibly because the content type could
not find the external URI.

Action

Failed to get content type for given URI {0}, possibly because the content type could
not find the external URI.

INMCLE0232

Unable to fetch folders from external URL {0}.

Explanation

Could not get folders from an external URL, because this operation is only supported
for a WebDaV URL.

Action

Enter a valid WebDav URL.

INMCLE0233

Unable to fetch files from external URL {0}.

Explanation

Could not fetch files from an external URL, because this operation is only supported
for a WebDav URL.

Action

Enter a valid a WebDav URL.
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INMCLE0234

Failed to read XQuery from file {0}.

Explanation

Could not read the XQuery from file, possibly because the file does not exist.

Action

Enter a valid file path.

INMCLE0235

Parameter passed to the method {0} is null.

Explanation

The parameter passed to the method {0} is null.

Action

Pass a valid parameter to the method {0}.

INMCLE0236

Invalid values for keyword condition

Explanation

Keyword condition takes only one string value as input. The value should be put in
the collection and then set to keyword condition.

Action

Check to make sure that valid values are set as input to the keyword condition.

INMCLE0237

Failed to get TransformedContent {0}.

Explanation

Failed to get the TransformedContent, possibly because of a connection failure.

Action

Check the network connection. If the problem persists, contact CentraSite
administrator.

INMCLE0240

{0} cannot be reset.

Explanation

An attempt is made to reset the {0} that already has a value specified and that is
read-only.

Action

{0} is read-only.

INMCLE0241

Exception occured while trying to get the webdav location of computed profile
template.

Explanation

An unexpected exception occurred while trying to get the webdav location of computed
profile template, possibly because the template does not exist.

Action

Check to make sure that the uploaded archive contains the computed profile template.

INMCLE0242

Exception occured while loading the implementation class of computed profile.

Explanation

An unexpected exception occurred while loading the implementation class of
computed profile, possibly because the class does not exist.

Action

Check to make sure that the uploaded archive contains the implementation class.
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INMCLE0243

Database access is denied.

Explanation

Access to the database is denied.

Action

Login again.

INMCLE0244

Exception while trying to retrieve the computed profile data.

Explanation

This is an unexpected exception. The cause is not immediately known.

Action

Make sure that the getProfileDataAsJson() implementation is correct.

INMCLE0245

Exception while trying to compute the profile data.

Explanation

This is an unexpected exception. The cause is not immediately known.

Action

Make sure that the computeProfileData implementation is correct.

INMCLE0246

Required input is missing.

Explanation

The required input is missing.

Action

Enter a valid input.

INMCLE0247

Error loading profile data.

Explanation

An unexpected error occurred while trying to load the profile data, possibly because
of the following reasons: {0}.

Action

Check for the above possible reasons. If the problem persists, contact the CentraSite
administrator.

INMCLE0248

Search cannot be saved.

Explanation

The current search contains validation errors.

Action

Correct the validation errors and try again.

INMCLE0249

Error establishing a database connection.

Explanation

Unable to connect the database, possibly because the database server is down.

Action

Start the database server.

INMCLE0250

Failed to convert the given duration {0} to date.

Explanation

Exception occurred while trying to convert the given duration to date; possibly because
the duration string is invalid.

Action

Enter a valid duration.
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INMCLE0251

Failed to covert the given string {0} to date.

Explanation

Exception occurred while trying to convert the given string to date; possibly because
the string is invalid.

Action

Check to make sure that the string is valid and it supports the date format like "E
MMM dd HH:mm:ss Z yyyy".

INMCLE0252

Failed to create a new {0}.

Explanation

The {0} could not be created; possibly because the inputs were invalid.

Action

Make sure the inputs are valid.

INMCLE0253

Failed to save an asset with the given permissions.

Explanation

Failed to save an asset with the given permissions; possibly because the asset is
unlocked.

Action

Make sure the asset is locked and available for editing.

INMCLE0254

Exception fetching the asset's instace-level and profile-level permissions.

Explanation

This exception is unexpected. The cause is not immediately known.

Action

Contact your system administrator if the problem persists.

INMCLE0255

Display Interval {0} is invalid.

Explanation

Specify the time interval how frequently you want to collect metrics for the service.
The expected format is 3m 2d 6h; where m indicates the month, d indicates the day
and h indicates the hour.

Action

Check to make sure that the time interval is specified in exactly the above format.

INMCLE0256

Exception {0} occurred while trying to fetch the list of targets.

Explanation

This exception is unexpected. The cause is not immediately known.

Action

Check the exception stack trace information.

INMCLE0257

Target {0} is not active.

Explanation

The target {0} is not active. The cause is not immediately known.

Action

Check the stack trace information for details.
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INMCLE0258

Failed to deploy the asset {0} on target {1}.

Explanation

Could not deploy the asset {0} on given target {1}. Possible reason: {2}

Action

Check the stack trace information for details.

INMCLE0259

Unable to fetch policy with UUID '{0}'.

Explanation

Could not fetch policies with the given UUID '{0}'; possibly because of the following
reasons: 1. A policy with a UUID '{0}' does not exist. 2. Logged in user does not have
the required permission on policy.

Action

Ensure that at least one policy exists with the given UUID and the logged in user has
the required permissions on the policy.

INMCLE0260

Unable to fetch policies with name pattern '{0}'.

Explanation

Could not fetch policies with the given name pattern '{0}'; possibly because of the
following reasons: 1. A policy with a name pattern '{0}' does not exist. 2. Logged in
user does not have the required permission on policy.

Action

Ensure that at least one policy exists with the given name pattern and the logged in
user has the required permissions on the policy.

INMCLE0261

The policy action template is invalid.

Explanation

Invalid action template; possibly because one or more vital parameters are null or not
available.

Action

Enter valid parameters for the action template.

INMCLE0262

Unable to fetch policy actions with UUID '{0}'.

Explanation

Could not fetch policy actions with the given UUID '{0}'; possibly because of the
following reasons: 1. A policy action with a UUID '{0}' does not exist. 2. Logged in
user does not have the required permission on action.

Action

Ensure that at least one policy action exists with the given UUID and the logged in
user has the required permissions on the action.

INMCLE0263

Unable to fetch policy actions with name pattern '{0}'.

Explanation

Could not fetch policy actions with the given name pattern '{0}'; possibly because of
the following reasons: 1. A policy action with a name pattern '{0}' does not exist. 2.
Logged in user does not have the required permission on policy action.

Action

Ensure that at least one policy action exists with the given name pattern and the logged
in user has the required permissions on the policy action.
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INMCLE0264

Unable to fetch {0}.

Explanation

Could not fetch the {0}. The cause is not immediately known.

Action

Check the exception stack trace information.

INMCLE0266

Failed to identify the consumers for the asset {0}.

Explanation

Could not identify the consumers for the given asset {0}

Action

This is an internal error. If the problem persists, contact the system administrator.

INMCLE0267

Failed to identify the targets to which the asset {0} is deployed.

Explanation

Exception occurred when populating the targets to which the asset {0} is deployed.

Action

This is an internal error. If the problem persists, consult the system administrator.

INMCLE0268

Failed to identify the events for the given search filter.

Explanation

Exception occurred when populating events for the given search filter.

Action

This is an internal error. If the problem persists, consult the system administrator.

INMCLE0269

Failed to revoke profile permissions.

Explanation

Caught an exception when trying to revoke the profile permissions.

Action

This is an internal error. If the problem persists, consult the system administrator.

INMCLE0270

Failed to set profile permissions.

Explanation

Caught an exception when trying to set the profile permissions.

Action

This is an internal error. If the problem persists, consult the system administrator.

INMCLE0271

INMCLE0272

Error obtaining the classifications for object {0}.

Explanation

Caught an unexpected exception occurred while trying to obtain the classifications
of object {0} and which prevented the application from proceeding further.

Action

Check the stack trace information for details.
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INMCLE0273

Missing attribute in virtualization.

Explanation

Mandatory attribute (Virtual Alias or Endpoint) is missing. Virtual Alias and Endpoint
attributes are mandatory for virtualizing an API.

Action

Set the Virtual Alias and Endpoint attributes.

INMCLE0274

Invalid Display Interval {0}.

Explanation

The display interval specified is invalid.

Action

Specify a valid interval (ex. 1m 1d 1h) and try again.

INMCLE0275

Failed to configure the API Key.

Explanation

Could not configure the API Key for the given asset; possibly because of missing
parameters.

Action

Check to make sure all the required parameters are set.

INMCLE0276

Failed to load approval groups from the CentraSite registry.

Explanation

One or more approval groups could not be loaded from the CentraSite registry.

Action

Make sure that an approval group exists and try again.

INMCLE0277

Error checking permissions or validity over objects.

Explanation

Could not check permissions or validity over the specified objects.

Action

Verify the user and asset type are valid in the CentraSite registry.

INMCLE0278

Failed to check if the current user has Manage Organizations permission.

Explanation

This is an unexpected exception. The cause is not immediately known.

Action

Check the stack trace for detailed information.

INMCLE0279

Unable to delete/remove the selected {0} {1}

Explanation

You cannot delete the {0} {1}, because you do not have the required permission to
delete/remove the {0}.

Action

Verify that you have the required permission to delete/remove the {0}. Contact your
administrator, request permission if necessary and try again.
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INMCLE0280

Unable to delete the selected user {0}.

Explanation

{1}. A user cannot be deleted if the user owns/modifies object(s), or if the user has any
pending actions or if the user is the sole administrator for an organization. Also, if
the user modified some object, and the corresponding audit trail entry is still present,
deletion is rejected.{0} - The user that was attempted to be deleted.

Action

Delete all of the objects owned by the user, complete all pending actions, ensure
another user is appointed as administrator for the corresponding organization and
after all modification audit trail entries are purged (if any), user deletion will be
allowed.

INMCLE0281

Unable to delete the selected group {0}

Explanation

{1}. You cannot delete the selected group either because you do not have the required
permission or the group is associated with another object which creates a dependency
to the group.

Action

Verify that you have the required permission to delete the user. Ensure that the group
does not have any associations to other objects and try deleting the associations (if
any) before attempting to delete the group again.

INMCLE0282

Unable to delete the selected role {0}

Explanation

{1}. You cannot delete the selected role either because you do not have the required
permission, or the role is a pre-defined system role which cannot be deleted, or the
role is associated with another object which is dependent on it.

Action

Verify that you have the required permission to delete the role. Ensure that you are
not attempting to delete a pre-defined role.

INMCLE0283

Unable to delete the selected Child Organization

Explanation

{0}. You cannot delete the selected Child Organization either because you do not have
the required permission, or the organization has policies which are active, or other
objects are associated with the organization.

Action

Verify that you have the required permission to delete the Child Organization. Ensure
that organization dependencies are resolved before attempting to delete again.

INMCLE0284

Unable to delete/modify the selected group {0}

Explanation

You cannot modify the users of/delete pre-defined groups of CentraSite such as "Users"
and "Members". Since the group {0} is a pre-defined object, the deletion/modification
of the group has been rejected.

Action

Ensure that the group that you are trying to delete/modify is not a pre-defined object.
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INMCLE0285

Unable to delete the selected role {0}

Explanation

You cannot delete the OrganizationAdministrator role of an organization. This is
because this role indicates the Administrator(s) of an organization.

Action

Ensure that the role you are trying to delete is not that of the
OrganizationAdministrator.

INMCLE0286

Caught an Exception while creating the VSProcessingStepsAdapter instance

Explanation

This is an internal error. It is probably because of an invalid connection.

Action

Verify that the user session is valid.

INMCLE0287

Invalid Native service.

Explanation

This is an internal error. It is probably because the native service Registry Object is
null.

Action

Verify that the native service is valid.

INMCLE0288

Unable to virtualize the native service

Explanation

This is an internal error. It is probably because of an invalid MessageFlow.

Action

Verify that the MessageFlow is valid.

INMCLE0289

Cannot Construct MessageFlow from VirtualService.

Explanation

This is an internal error. It is probably because of an invalid VirtualService.

Action

Verify that the VirtualService is valid.

INMCLE0290

Invalid Virtual service.

Explanation

This is an internal error. It is probably because the virtual service Registry Object is
null.

Action

Verify that the virtual service is valid.

INMCLE0291

Falied to edit the VirtualService .

Explanation

Cannot edit the VirtualService. It is probably because of an invalid MessageFlow.

Action

Verify the MessageFlow for the virtual service.
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INMCLE0292

Caught an Exception while creating Default StraightThrough routing for the Virtual
Service

Explanation

This is an internal error. It is probably because of an invalid route-to.

Action

Verify the endpoints for the virtualization

INMCLE0293

Caught an Exception while creating Default Routing Endpoints for the Virtual
Service.

Explanation

This is an internal error. It is probably because of an invalid route-to.

Action

Verify the endpoint properties for the virtualization.

INMCLE0294

Cannot build Processing steps with Empty MessageFlow.

Explanation

This is an internal error. It is because the MessageFlow is empty.

Action

Verify the MessageFlow for the virtual service.

INMCLE0295

Caught an Exception while building Processing steps for the VirtualService.

Explanation

This is an internal error. It is probably because of an invalid MessageFlow.

Action

Verify that the MessageFlow is valid.

INMCLE0296

Cannot add the PolicyActionInstance with templateId {0} to Routing Step

Explanation

This probably occurs because the PolicyActionInstance does not belong to the routing
step.

Action

Verify that the PolicyActionInstance is valid.

INMCLE0297

Cannot add empty Default StraightThrough routing and empty Default Routing
Endpoints for a Virtual Service.

Explanation

Default routing and endpoint properties are mandatory for a virtual service and
cannot be deleted.

Action

Verify that the default routing and endpoint properties are not deleted.

INMCLE0298

Cannot add the PolicyActionInstance with templateId {0} to Enforce Step.

Explanation

This probably occurs because the policy action instance does not belong to the enforce
step.

Action

Verify that the policy action instance is valid.
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INMCLE0299

Virtualization is not supported for type {0}

Explanation

The asset passed to the virtualization action is not supported for virtualization.

Action

Verify that the asset is suitable for virtualization.

INMCLE0300

Unable to delete the selected asset.

Explanation

{0}. You cannot delete the selected asset either because you do not have the required
permission or the asset has dependencies/associations with other objects (Example:
pending approval of assets).

Action

Verify that you have the required permission to delete the asset. Also delete all
dependencies with the asset and then attempt the deletion again.

INMCLE0301

Unable to remove the selected role(s) for the user {0}

Explanation

{1} Removal of role(s) for the user may have failed if you are trying to delete role(s)
inherited through group membership, or if there are dependencies/associations
between the objects.

Action

Ensure that all dependencies are resolved, and do not attempt to delete roles inherited
through group memberships.

INMCLE0302

Unable to remove the selected role(s) for the group {0}

Explanation

{1}. Removal of role(s) from the group may have failed if a role has
dependencies/associations and hence the role removal for the group may fail.

Action

Ensure that the roles do not have any dependencies and then try again.

INMCLE0303

Unable to remove the group membership {0} for the user

Explanation

{1}. You may not be able to remove a user's group membership if the user has
dependencies/associations with the group (example: due to an approval policy). In
such cases, membership removal for a user will be rejected.

Action

Ensure that all dependencies are resolved between the user and the group, then try
again.

INMCLE0304

Unable to retrieve {0} of a {1}

Explanation

{2}. The retrieval may have failed because you do not have required permission, or
due to database access error.

Action

Verify that you have required permissions and also ensure that the database is running,
then try again.
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INMCLE0305

Failed to instantiate class {0}

Explanation

Could not instantiate the given class {0}, possibly because of the following reasons:
1) class file does not exist 2) classpath is incorrect.

Action

Check for the above possible reasons. If the problem persists, contact the CentraSite
administrator.

INMCLE0306

Failed to check User {0} has Role {1}

Explanation

An exception occurred while checking the role {1} for the user {0}.

Action

This is an internal error. Please contact the system administrator.

INMCLE0307

Invalid Super User

Explanation

The given super user configuration in CentraSite web.xml is invalid.

Action

Please provide a valid super user ID for the
com.softwareag.centrasite.service.privilege.user.id Init-Param property under
CentraSite web.xml.

INMCLE0308

Invalid Super User Role

Explanation

The super user configured under CentraSite web.xml does not have the required role
to perform the privileged service.

Action

Please assign the CentraSite Administrator role for the super user or provide a user
ID that has the CentraSite Administrator role.

INMCLE0309

Invalid Calling User Role

Explanation

The calling user does not have the appropriate role to execute a privileged service.

Action

Please assign an appropriate role to the user in order to perform the privileged service.

INMCLE0310

API Key settings cannot be updated or deleted

Explanation

A policy related to API Key settings is in the pending state, hence the settings cannot
be updated.

Action

Ask the approvers to process the pending approval request pertaining to this asset.

INMCLE0311

Cannot find a category for the policy.

Explanation

This is an internal error. The category type cannot be found.

Action

Please verify the message flow.
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INMCLE0312

Caught an Exception while retrieving Default StraightThrough routing endpoint
for the Virtual Service

Explanation

This is an internal error. It is probably because of an invalid route-to.

Action

Verify the endpoints for the virtualization

INMCLE0313

Caught an Exception while creating Default HTTP Authentication for the Virtual
Service.

Explanation

This is an internal error. It is probably because of an invalid policy instance.

Action

Verify the policy instance.

INMCLE0314

Unable to create/edit the selected {0}.

Explanation

You cannot create the {0} {1}, because you do not have the required permission to
create/edit the {0}.

Action

Verify that you have the required permission to create/edit the {0}. Contact your
administrator, request permission if necessary and try again.

INMCLE0315

Unable to modify the selected group {0}

Explanation

Since the group you are trying to modify is associated with an external repository,
you will not be able to modify the external group.

Action

Ensure that the group that you are trying to modify is not an external group.

INMCLE0316

Unable to remove the selected role

Explanation

The logged in user and the user for whom roles are attempted to be removed are the
same. This is not allowed.

Action

Please make sure that you are not trying to remove roles assigned to you. It can only
be done by the CentraSite Administrator or your Organization Administrator.

INMCLE0317

Failed to find the alias which exists with the given name {0}

Explanation

An exception occurred while trying to find the asset which already exists with the
given name {0}.

Action

Please make sure the given asset name does not have any special characters.
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INMCLE0319

Email address already registered in CentraSite

Explanation

This email address is already registered to a user in CentraSite.

Action

Enter a different email address.

INMCLE0320

Please wait while we process your registration.

Explanation

User registration with the given email address is being processed by the administrator.

Action

Please wait while we process your registration.

INMCLE0321

Configure parameters for the New Account Registration policy

Explanation

The parameters required for the New Account Registration Policy are missing.

Action

Configure parameters (such as, Approver Group, Approval Mode) for the New
Account Registration policy.

INMCLE0322

Failed to publish the asset

Explanation

Unable to publish the asset; possibly because of an incorrect attribute.

Action

Check to make sure that the specified input parameters are correct.

INMCLE0323

Failed to get the publish progress

Explanation

An exception occurred while getting the publish progress information.

Action

Please make sure that the request end point, request and header parameters are correct.

INMCLE0324

Failed to get the publish failed targets

Explanation

An exception occurred while getting the deployment failed targets information.

Action

Please make sure that the request end point, request and header parameters are correct

INMCLE0325

Failed to cancel publish operation

Explanation

An exception occurred while canceling the publish operation.

Action

Please make sure that the request end point, request and header parameters are correct.

INMCLE0326

Privileged user credentials are not configured.

Explanation

The expected privileged user credentials are not configured in {0}.

Action

Check to make sure that the privilege user credentials are configured in {0}.
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INMCLE0327

Required roles to perform the publish are missing

Explanation

One or more roles that are required to perform the publish are missing.

Action

Please contact the administrator to add roles required to perform the publish.

INMCLE0328

Aliases or Targets input is empty

Explanation

The publish request does not contains aliases or tagets information.

Action

Please make the you have provided the aliases and targets required to perform the
publish operation.

INMCLE0329

You do not have sufficient permissions to execute {0}.

Explanation

You do not have sufficient permissions to execute {0}.

Action

Verify that you have the "Manage Organizations" permission. Contact your
administrator and request permission if necessary and then try again.

INMCLE0330

Unauthorized: Access is denied.

Explanation

Access to the service is denied possibly because of insufficient permissions.

Action

Check to make sure that you have the required permissions for accessing the service.

INMCLE0331

Forbidden: Access is denied.

Explanation

Request is forbidden at the moment; possibly because the API key is pending for a
renewal request.

Action

Kindly retry after sometime.

INMCLE0332

Required policies to execute the API key renewal and/or revocation are not found.

Explanation

Could not process the renewal and/or revocation requests for the API key; possibly
because the requried policies are not found.

Action

Check to make sure that the API key settings are configured for renewal and/or
reovcation. If the problem persists, contact your system administrator.

INMCLE0333

The Message Flow stage {0} that includes the action {1} must include at least one of
the following dependent actions: Require Signing, Require Encryption, Require
SLL, Require WSS X.509 Token.

Explanation

This action {1} depends on the following actions: Require Signing, Require Encryption,
Require SLL, Require WSS X.509 Token.

Action

Choose at least one of the dependent actions for {1}.
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INMCLE0339

The Message Flow stage {0} that includes the action {1} must also include {2} of the
following dependent action(s): {3}.

Explanation

This action {1} mandate that at least one of the dependent actions {3} be included in
the message flow.

Action

Choose at least one of the dependent actions for {1}.

INMCLE0340

Required field is missing

Explanation

Required field {0} for the policy action {1} cannot be empty.

Action

Enter a value for the required field {0}.

INMCLE0341

No action is defined for policy.

Explanation

The Message Flow area in the indicated policy does not contain any actions.

Action

Add one or more actions to the Message Flow area in the indicated policy.

INMCLE0342

Value set of Message Flow is null.

Explanation

Value returned by Message Flow is null.

Action

Set a value for the Message Flow.

INMCLE0343

{0} attribute not valid.

Explanation

The specified attribute {0} is not a valid policy constraint.

Action

Specify a valid attribute.

INMCLE0344

One or more dependent actions or action parameters are not configured.

Explanation

There are no dependent actions or action parameters configured for the Message
Flow.

Action

Configure the dependent actions and action parameters in the Message Flow area.

INMCLE0345

Failed to change lifecycle state of {0}.

Explanation

Could not change lifecycle state of this {0}, possibly because it has been implicitly
locked by the server for an ongoing modification.

Action

Please try after some time.
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INMCLE0346

Failed to change lifecycle state of {0}.

Explanation

Could not change lifecycle of this {0}, possibly because you do not have the required
permissions.

Action

Check to make sure that you have the required permissions to change state of this{0}.

INMCLE0347

Failed to delete {0}.

Explanation

Could not delete this {0}, possibly because you do not have the required permissions.

Action

Check to make sure that you have the required permissions to delete this {0}.

INMCLE0348

Failed to delete {0}.

Explanation

Could not delete this {0}, possibly because it has been implicitly locked by the server
for an ongoing modification.

Action

Please try after some time.

INMCLE0349Error CentraSite could not create the runtime alias. {0}
Explanation

Error while creating a runtime alias in CentraSite.

Action

Check if a runtime alias with the same name already exists and if the parameters
specified for the runtime alias are correct.

INMCLE0350Error CentraSite failed to publish the runtime alias to targets. {0}
Explanation

Error while publishing runtime alias from CentraSite to target(s).

Action

Check the log file for more information.

INMCLE0351

{0} action failed because the required objects {1} are not set.

Explanation

Action {0} requires that the objects be set before it can execute.

Action

Ensure that the required objects {1} are set accordingly for the action.

INMCLE0352

You must select valid objects for publishing/unpublishing to/from API Portals.

Explanation

One or more of the selected registry objects cannot be published/unpublished to/from
the specified API Portals. This is possibly because, one or more of the selected objects
does not belong to the asset type "Service" or its variants.

Action

Make sure that the objects selected for publishing/unpublishing are of the asset type
"Service" or any of its variants.
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INMCLE0353

{0} ERROR: Could not publish/unpublish APIs to API Portals.

Explanation

An error {0} occurred while trying to publish/unpublish APIs to/from API Portals,
possibly because one or more of the API Portal servers were unavailable.

Action

Make sure the API Portal servers are up and running. If the problem persists, contact
your administrator.

INMCLE0354

Category {0} does not belong to the taxonomy "Sandbox".

Explanation

An attempt was made to classify an endpoint with the taxonomy "Sandbox", but the
specified category {0} does not exist in the taxonomy "Sandbox".

Action

Make sure the category exists in the taxonomy "Sandbox".

INMCLE0355

Failed to publish asset {0} to target.

Explanation

Could not publish the specified asset {0} to the target, possibly because the specified
asset is under the control of a lifecycle model (LCM), and is in a non-deployable state.

Action

Make sure you switch the asset to an active, ready-to-deploy state, before trying to
publish asset to the target.

INMCLE0356Error Error while deploying runtime aliases. {0}
Explanation

CentraSite could not deploy runtime aliases.

Action

Check the stack trace information in the log file for more information.

INMCLE0357Error Error while undeploying runtime aliases. {0}
Explanation

CentraSite cannot undeploy runtime aliases.

Action

Check the stack trace information in the log file for more information.

INMCLE0358

Could not get information from API Portal {0}, because of invalid user credentials.

Explanation

An error occurred while getting an information from the specified API Portal {0},
possibly because of invalid username and/or password.

Action

Enter a valid username and/or password, and then try again.

INMCLE0359

Could not get information from API Portal {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while getting an information from the specified API Portal {0}.
There could be multiple reasons why this might have occurred: (1) API Portal server
is down or inaccessible (2) invalid user credentials (3) application error on the
CentraSite or API Portal server.

Action

Make sure the API Portal server is up and running, and the user credentials are correct.
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INMCLE0360

The API is published successfully but cannot be associated with API Portal.

Explanation

The API was successfully published to the API Portal server, but could not be
associated with it. This could be caused by an application error.

Action

Make sure the API Portal server is up and running. If the problem persists, contact
your administrator.

INMCLE0361

The API is unpublished successfully, but existing association with API Portal
cannot be revoked.

Explanation

The API was successfully unpublished from the API Portal server, but its existing
association with API Portal could not be revoked. This could be caused by an
application error.

Action

Make sure the API Portal server is up and running. If the problem persists, contact
your administrator.

INMCLE0362

Could not find API id {0} in the CentraSite registry.

Explanation

An attempt was made to publish or unpublish the specified API which is not found
in the CentraSite registry.

Action

Verify the API id is correct. If the API id is correct and the error persists, contact your
administrator.

INMCLE0363

Could not find API Portal id {0} in the CentraSite registry.

Explanation

An attempt was made to publish or unpublish an API to the specified API Portal
which is not found in the CentraSite registry.

Action

Verify the API Portal id is correct. If the API Portal id is correct and the error persists,
contact your administrator.

INMCLE0364

Could not find status id {0} of the publish/unpublish action in the CentraSite
registry.

Explanation

The publish or unpublish status could not be determined. The identifier used to get
the status of the action is no longer valid, possibly because the action has already been
completed.

Action

Verify the status id is correct. If the status id is correct and the error persists, contact
your administrator.
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INMCLE0365

Database access error. Could not connect to the CentraSite Registry Repository.

Explanation

The CentraSite Registry Repository is unavailable.

Action

Restart the Software AG CentraSite Registry Repository and Software AG Runtime.
If the problem persists, contact your administrator.

INMCLE0366

One or more of the selected resources have HTTP methods that are not supported
for virtualization.

Explanation

Resources with GET, POST, PUT, PATCH and DELETE methods are only allowed
for virtualization. The following resource(s) have been found to have unsupported
HTTP methods: {0}

Action

Select the resources that have supported HTTP methods.

INMCLE0367

Could not set attribute {0} of the REST/XML service.

Explanation

{1}: An error occurred while trying to set the attribute {0} of the REST/XML service.
There could be multiple reasons why this might have occurred: (1) insufficient
permissions (2) transaction timeouts (3) trying to modify an outdated service (4)
invalid value for the attribute.

Action

Ensure that you have sufficient permissions to modify the service. If the underlying
error is a transaction timeout or an outdated service, try setting the attribute again.

INMCLE0368

Could not save the web service "{0}".

Explanation

{1}: An error occurred while trying to save the specified REST/XML service {0}. There
could be multiple reasons why this might have occurred: (1) insufficient permissions
(2) transaction timeouts (3) trying to modify an outdated service (4) invalid property
values for the service (5) a policy denies the save.

Action

Ensure that you have sufficient permissions to modify and save the service. Check
for enabled policies denying the save. If the underlying error is a transaction timeout
or an outdated service, try saving the service again.

INMCLE0369

Failed to virtualize web service.

Explanation

Could not virtualize the web service, possibly because the specified service doesn't
reference any WSDL:binding element.

Action

Make sure that the WSDL contains a binding element.
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INMCLE0370

Failed to register CentraSite in the following API Portals: {0}

Explanation

An error occurred while registering CentraSite in the indicated API Portals {0}. There
could be multiple reasons why this might have occurred: (1) API Portal server is down
or inaccessible (2) invalid user credentials (3) application error on the API Portal
server.

Action

Make sure the API Portal server is up and running, and the user credentials are correct.

INMCLE0371

Failed to delete the API {0}.

Explanation

The selected API {0} cannot be deleted, because it is published to one or more API
Portals.

Action

To delete the selected API first unpublish it from all the API Portals and then try
again.

INMCLE0373

Trying to access a resource {0} in API Portal {1} is forbidden.

Explanation

A HTTP 403 error occurred while trying to access the resource {0} in API Portal {1} ,
possibly because you do not have sufficient access rights to access the specified
resource in API Portal.

Action

Verify that you have the appropriate access rights. Contact your administrator and
request access if necessary and then try again.

INMCLE0374

Resource {0} is not found in API Portal {1}.

Explanation

A HTTP 404 error occurred while trying to access the resource {0} in API Portal {1}.
There could be multiple reasons why this might have occurred: (1) API Portal server
is down or inaccessible (2) invalid resource endpoint.

Action

Make sure the API Portal server is up and running, and the resource endpoint is
correct. If the problem persists, contact your administrator.

INMCLE0375

Technical error encountered in API Portal {0}.

Explanation

This exception is unexpected. The cause is not immediately known.

Action

Contact your system administrator with exception stack trace information present in
the error log.

INMCLE0376

An error occurred while creating a gateway in CentraSite.

Explanation

One or more gateway configuration parameters are null.

Action

Specify the mandatory gateway parameters, and try again.
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INMCLE0377

An error occurred while creating a gateway in CentraSite. {0}

Explanation

An error occurred while creating a gateway in CentraSite. Check the CentraSite logs
for details.

Action

Fix the error(s) and retry the "set gateway" command. If the issue persists, contact
Software AG support with the log information.

INMCLE0379

Unable to find a gateway in CentraSite with the ID, "{0}".

Explanation

A gateway with the specified identifier does not exist in CentraSite.

Action

Specify a valid gateway ID, and try again.

INMCLE0380

CentraSite cannot retrieve the gateway details because the mandatory attribute,
gateway ID is not available.

Explanation

Gateway ID for the gateway is not available in CentraSite.

Action

Check if the gateway ID set in CentraSite is valid.

INMCLE0381

CentraSite could not delete the gateway because the gateway ID is not specified.

Explanation

The mandatory gateway ID parameter is not specified for the "remove gateway"
command in CentraSite.

Action

Specify the gateway ID parameter and try and command again.

INMCLE0382

CentraSite could not create/update a gateway because a mandatory attribute for
the command is not specified. Attribute not specified: {0}, gateway: {1}

Explanation

A mandatory attribute is not specified for the set gateway command in CentraSite.

Action

Specify the mandatory parameter and try the "set gateway" command again.

INMCLE0383

Error in synchronizing consumers with Mediator gateway.

Explanation

An error occurred while synchronizing consumers with the Mediator gateway. There
could be multiple reasons why this might have occurred: (1) Mediator is down or
inaccessible. (2) At least one consumer application is not available for synchronizing.

Action

Make sure that Mediator is up and running, and at least one consumer application is
available for synchronizing with the gateway.
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INMCLE0384

You do not have permission in CentraSite to publish/unpublish the API Portal, {0}.

Explanation

To perform publish/unpublish operation on an API Portal, you must have either API
Portal Administrator role or the modify permission on the selected API Portal(s).

Action

Contact the CentraSite administrator to add roles/permissions required to perform
the publish or unpublish APIs.

INMCLE0385

Error publishing CentraSite communication details to Mediator.

Explanation

CentraSite cannot publish communication details to Mediator. Possible reasons could
be: (1) Mediator is down or inaccessible (2) invalid user credentials or (3) Error in
Mediator when you publish information from CentraSite to Mediator.

Action

Check Mediator and CentraSite log files and take corrective actions.

INMCLE0386

Could not publish CentraSite Communication Details to Mediator.

Explanation

An error occurred while trying to publish CentraSite Communication Details to
Mediator. There could be multiple reasons why this might have occurred: (1)
Integration Server on which Mediator is running is down or inaccessible (2) invalid
user credentials (3) application error on the CentraSite server or Integration Server.

Action

Make sure the Integration Server is up and running, and the user credentials are
correct. If the problem persists, contact your administrator.

INMCLE0387

Could not deploy 'CentraSite Communication Details' to Mediator due to HTTP
connection failure.

Explanation

Failure of HTTP connection between CentraSite and Mediator.

Action

Check if the Mediator credentials and endpoint URL specified are valid and try again.

INMCLE0388

Mediator endpoint URL format is not correct. Format:
<PROTOCOL>://<HOSTNAME>:<PORT>or <PROTOCOL>://<HOSTNAME>

Explanation

The Mediator endpoint URL should be specified in one of the following formats:(1)
<PROTOCOL>://<HOSTNAME>:<PORT>(2) <PROTOCOL>://<HOSTNAME>

Action

Enter the Mediator endpoint URL in the correct format and try again.

INMCLE0389

Could not unpublish instances of API Portal.

Explanation

An error occurred while unpublishing the selected instances of API Portal. There
could be multiple reasons why this might have occurred: (1) API Portal server was
down or inaccessible (2) instances of API Portal was successfully unpublished, but
its existing association with published APIs and access tokens could not be revoked,
possibly because of an application error.

Action

Make sure the API Portal server is up and running. Try unpublishing the selected
instances of API Portal using the "Force Unpublish" action. If the problem persists,
contact your administrator.
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INMCLE0390

Path parameters can only be defined at the Resource level.

Explanation

Path parameters can be defined at the Resource level; but cannot be defined at the
API level or Method level.

Action

Specify a path parameter at the Resource level.

INMCLE0391

Error while publishing/un-publishing to/from the gateways selected.

Explanation

You do not have permission to publish/un-publish to/from one or more of the selected
gateways.

Action

Check if you have permission to publish/un-publish to/from the selected targets, and
try again.

INMCLE0392

Download Documents action failed.

Explanation

An attempt was made to execute the Download Documents action without selecting
an asset of the type Service.

Action

Select an asset of the type Service to execute this action.

INMCLE0393

No document(s) to download.

Explanation

Service doesn’t have any documents to download.

Action

Ensure there is at least one document to download. Service owner has to first upload
documents which can be downloaded later.

INMCLE0394

Organization field cannot be empty.

Explanation

You have not entered the name of the submitting organization when creating an asset
in CentraSite.

Action

Enter the organization name.

INMCLE0395

Failed to create an asset because the required specification file is invalid.

Explanation

Could not create an asset, possibly because the given {0} specification file is invalid.

Action

Upload a valid {0} specification file. If the problem persists, contact your administrator.

INMCLE0396

Unable to initialize and load {0} importer implementation.

Explanation

{1}: An error occurred while initializing the {0} importer implementation. There could
be multiple reasons why this might have occurred: (1) incorrec importer
implementation class is incorrect (2) importer implementation class could not be
identified (3) importer implementation class failed to instantiate.

Action

Make sure that the importer implementation and specifications are correct. For more
information about importer specifications, see the document Working with REST-based
APIs. Contact your administrator if the problem persists.
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INMCLE0397

Failed to create an asset of type {0} from the specification type {1}.

Explanation

In CentraSite, certain asset types require a particular type of specification file for
creating asset instances of that type. An asset could not be created if the given type
of specification file is not supported for that asset type.

Action

For a list of the asset types and their supported specification files, see the document
Working with REST-based APIs. Contact your administrator if the problem persists.

INMCLE0398

Could not create or modify {1} asset from the {0} specification file.

Explanation

{2}: An error occurred while trying to import the specification file. There could be
multiple reasons why this might have occurred: (1) specification file is invalid (2) data
type or specification type is not supported in CentraSite (3) an internal error in saving
the asset.

Action

Make sure the specification file is valid. For information on the mappings between
the specification file and asset in CentraSite, see the document Working with
REST-based APIs. Contact your administrator if the problem persists.

INMCLE0399

Error occurred while importing the archive file: {0}

Explanation

An error occurred while importing the archive file.

Action

Check the stack trace for the cause of the failure and if required, contact your system
administrator.

INMCLE0400

{0} ERROR: Could not unpublish APIs from API Portals.

Explanation

An error {0} occurred while trying to unpublish APIs from API Portals, possibly
because one or more of the API Portal servers were unavailable.

Action

Make sure the API(s) are already published and API Portal servers are up and running.
If the problem persists, contact your administrator.

INMCLE0401

Could not generate access token for API Portal.

Explanation

An attempt was made to request access token through an API Portal, but the specified
API Portal UUID {0} does not exist in the CentraSite registry.

Action

Make sure the API Portal UUID exists in the CentraSite registry.

INMCLE0402

Could not generate access token for API Portal user, possibly because the user does
not have an E-mail address.

Explanation

A request for the access token triggered by an API Portal user could not processed,
possibly because the specified user does not have an E-mail address.

Action

Enter a valid E-mail address.
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INMCLE0403

CentraSite cannot update the gateway. {0}

Explanation

An error occured while updating a gateway in CentraSite.

Action

Contact your system administrator with exception stack trace information in the
CentraSite log.

INMCLE0407

Failed to undeploy the asset {0} on target {1}.

Explanation

Could not undeploy the asset {0} on given target {1}. Possible reason: {2}

Action

Check the stack trace information for details.

INMCLE0409

Could not find user with email address {0}

Explanation

No user with the specified email address was found.

Action

Correct the parameter value of ‘__consumerEmailAddress’ in the configuration file
and try again.

INMCLE0410

Could not find CentraSite object with id {0}

Explanation

A CentraSite object with the specified id was not found.

Action

Correct the CentraSite object id and try again.

INMCLE0411

User is not a CentraSite Administrator.

Explanation

The user does not have necessary permission to perform the service.

Action

Log in with a CentraSite Administrator role.

INMCLE0412

Value for parameter '{0}' is missing.

Explanation

The value for the mandatory parameter {0} is missing.

Action

Provide a value for the mandatory parameter {0}.

INMCLE0413

Failed to remove consumer/s {0} from asset/s {1}. Possible reason for failure: {2}

Explanation

You may encounter an error while trying to remove a consumer from an asset. It could
be due to one of the following reasons: (1) Insufficient permissions (2) The consumer
is not properly associated (3) The consumed asset is in Pending state (4) Internal error
occurred while removing the consumer.

Action

Ensure that you have modify permission on the asset whose consumer or consumed
assets you are trying to remove. If it is an internal error, please retry the operation
after sometime.
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INMCLE0414

API does not have a valid end point.

Explanation

The API to be published to API Portal does not have a valid end point.

Action

Ensure that the API has valid endpoint. If there is an endpoint available, ensure that
the endpoint is categorized with the category which is chosen during the API publish.
For example, if the API endpoint is categorized as “production” endpoint and the
publisher chooses to publish only “Test” endpoint, then technically API has no
endpoint to publish.

INMCLE0415

Failed to get applicable usecases for object {0}.

Explanation

An unexpected exception occurred while trying to get applicable usecases for {0}. The
cause is not immediately known.

Action

Check the stack trace for detailed information.

INMCLE0416

Wrong usage of the Impact Analysis action API {0}.

Explanation

Incorrect usage of the Impact Analysis action API. This problem occurs, when the '{0}'
method is triggered with action in a state other than '{1}'.

Action

Before you execute the '{0}' method, verify that the action is in '{1}' state.

INMCLE0417

Could not retrieve the selected usecase.

Explanation

Failed to retrieve the selected usecase, possibly because the report is not implicitly
set for retrieval.

Action

Use the 'setSelectedUseCase(..)' to set a report for this action.

INMCLE0418

Failed to execute {0}.

Explanation

You do not have necessary permission to perform this action.

Action

Before executing {0} make sure that you have the permission. Contact your CentraSite
administrator and if necessary request access and then try again.

INMCLE0419

CentraSite could not create/update the gateway because a gateway with the gateway
name specified in the command already exixts.

Explanation

A gateway already exists with the gateway name given in the command.

Action

Modify the gateway name and try the "set gateway" command again.
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INMCLE0420

Could not retrieve the parameters of the selected report {0}.

Explanation

An unexpected exception occurred while trying to retrieve the parameters of the
selected report {0}. The cause is not immediately known.

Action

Check the log file for detailed information.

INMCLE0421

Error while fetching action for template-id {0} from enforce-actions.

Explanation

Invalid Template Id found while fetching action for template-id {0} from
enforce-actions.

Action

Contact your CentraSite Administrator.

INMCLE0422

Cannot register consumers since there are no consumable types defined for {0} type.

Explanation

You cannot register consumers for this asset since the asset type {0} does not have
any consumable types defined for it. Asset instances of the defined consumable types
can only be registered as consumers.

Action

Ensure that the type {0} has consumable types defined for it. Refer to the documentation
to define consumable types for an asset type.

INMCLE0423

Could not save a scheduled report.

Explanation

An unexpected exception occurred while trying to save a scheduled report. The cause
is not immediately known.

Action

Check the log file for detailed information.

INMCLE0424

Invalid parameter name {0}.

Explanation

You have entered an invalid parameter name.

Action

Provide a valid parameter name without special characters and try again.

INMCLE0425

Invalid parameter type {0}.

Explanation

You have entered an invalid parameter type.

Action

Provide a valid parameter type and try again.

INMCLE0426

Failed to delete the asset {0}.

Explanation

The selected asset {0} cannot be deleted because it is consumed by one or more assets.

Action

Make sure you unconsume all consumers from the asset, before trying to delete it.
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INMCLE0428

Exception occurred while searching for Gateways.

Explanation

An exception occurred while searching for Gateways.

Action

Contact your System Administrator.

INMCLE0429

Failure in performing resource synchronization for virtual alias {0} during
virtualization.

Explanation

An error occurred while performing resource synchronization for the virtual alias {0}.
This may be due to improper resource selection during synchronization or an invalid
message flow.

Action

Verify the resources that you have selected for synchronization with the native service
and verify the message flow for the virtual service.

INMCLE0430

Error while fetching saved search {0}.xml

Explanation

An error occurred because the specified saved search resource cannot be found.

Action

Make sure the specified saved search is available.

INMCLE0431

Invalid Consumer Certificate {0}.

Explanation

The attached consumer certificate is invalid.

Action

Attach a valid consumer certificate and try again.

INMCLE0432

Failed to create an OData service due to unsupported version {0} of OData.

Explanation

Could not create OData service in the CentraSite registry. This is because the specified
OData version {0} is not supported in CentraSite.

Action

For a list of supported OData versions, see the CentraSite documentation.

INMCLE0433

Failed to publish CentraSite details to the following Mediators: {0}

Explanation

An error occurred while publishing CentraSite details in the indicated Mediators {0}.
There could be multiple reasons why this might have occurred: (1) Mediator server
is down or inaccessible (2) invalid user credentials (3) application error on the Mediator
server.

Action

Make sure the Mediator server is up and running, and the user credentials are correct.
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INMCLE0434

Failed to execute {0}.

Explanation

Could not execute {0}. This is possibly because you do not have the sufficient
permissions to execute {0}.

Action

Verify that you have the sufficient permissions. Contact your administrator and
request permission if necessary and then try again.

INMCLE0435

Failed to create an OData service due to unexpected metadata at {0}.

Explanation

The metadata of the specified OData service has unexpected content. One or more of
the required elements are missing.

Action

Check the metadata of the given OData service.

INMCLE0436

An error occurred while executing an extension enabled for the CentraSite Business
UI.\nError Message: {0}

Explanation

A detailed explanation of the error thrown by the extension can be found here.
Explanation: {1}

Action

Possible action steps to take: {2} \nIf the information provided by this error message
is insufficient, please refer to the logs or contact your Administrator.

INMCLE0437

Failed to check the permissions of the current user.

Explanation

This is an unexpected exception. The cause is not immediately known.

Action

Check the stack trace for detailed information.

INMCLE0438

Error publishing CentraSite communication details to Mediator.

Explanation

CentraSite cannot publish communication details to Mediator version older than 9.8.

Action

Configure a supported version of Mediator.

INMCLE0439

Could not remove API Key configuration because one or more API Key consumers
are associated to the virtual service.

Explanation

All API Key consumers associated to the virtual service must be deleted before
revoking the API Key option in API Consumption Settings.

Action

Delete all associations between the virtual service and API Key consumers and try
again.
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INMCLE0440

Could not remove OAuth configuration because one or more OAuth consumers
are associated to the virtual service.

Explanation

All OAuth consumers associated to the virtual service must be deleted before revoking
the OAuth option in API Consumption Settings.

Action

Delete all associations between the virtual service and OAuth consumers and try
again.

INMCLE0441

Failed to initialize an action class.

Explanation

Could not initialize the action class. Check the CentraSite logs for the action class
name and for more details.

Action

Check to make sure that the implementation class is correct and follows a specified
syntax. Refer to the documentation reference for Action Implementation class.

INMCLE0445

Could not publish CentraSite communication details to {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while trying to publish the CentraSite communication details to
{0}. There could be multiple reasons why this might have occurred: (1) {0} is down or
inaccessible (2) invalid user credentials (3) application error in {0}.

Action

Make sure {0} is up and running, user credentials are correct, and then try again.

INMCLE0446

Failed to publish CentraSite communication details to {0}.

Explanation

Could not publish the CentraSite communication details to {0}, possibly because of a
HTTP connection failure between CentraSite and {0}.

Action

Make sure the endpoint URL is valid, user credentials are correct, and then try again.

INMCLE0447

{0} endpoint URL is invalid.

Explanation

The specified {0} endpoint URL is invalid, possibly because it does not comply to the
following formats:(1) <PROTOCOL>://<HOSTNAME>:<PORT>(2)
<PROTOCOL>://<HOSTNAME>

Action

Enter a valid {0} endpoint URL and try again.

INMCLE0448

Failed to publish CentraSite communication details to {0}.

Explanation

Could not publish the CentraSite communication details to {0}, possibly because the
SNMP configuration is not accessible.

Action

Please contact your administrator.
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INMCLE0449

Failed to register CentraSite in {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while registering CentraSite in {0}, possibly because {0} is already
registered with another instance of CentraSite.

Action

Deregister the existing CentraSite instance from {0}, and then register CentraSite again.

INMCLE0450

Failed to deregister CentraSite from {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while deregistering CentraSite from {0}. There could be multiple
reasons why this might have occurred: (1) {0} is down or inaccessible (2) invalid user
credentials (3) application error in {0}.

Action

Make sure {0} is up and running, user credentials are correct, and then try again.

INMCLE0451

Failed to load SNMP configuration file.

Explanation

Could not load the SNMP configuration file, possibly because the configuration file
is missing or the file path is incorrect.

Action

Please contact your administrator.

INMCLE0452

Failed to parse SNMP configuration file.

Explanation

Could not parse the SNMP configuration file, possibly because the configuration file
structure is not as expected.

Action

Please contact your administrator.

INMCLE0453

Could not update the publish or unpublish status of API Gateway asset.

Explanation

An error occurred while trying to update the publish or unpublish status of API
Gateway asset.

Action

Please contact your administrator.

INMCLE0454

Could not update the publish or unpublish status of API Gateway asset.

Explanation

An error occurred while trying to update the publish or unpublish status of API
Gateway asset, possibly because the update gateway status call does not have a valid
value for the gateway ID.

Action

Please contact your administrator.
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INMCLE0455

Could not update the publish or unpublish status of API Gateway asset.

Explanation

An error occurred while trying to update the publish or unpublish status of API
Gateway asset, possibly because the update gateway status call does not have a valid
value for the status parameter.

Action

Please contact your administrator.

INMCLE0457

Asset type with the namespace URI {0} already exists.

Explanation

An asset type with the given namespace URI {0} already exists.

Action

Change the name of the asset type and try it again.

INMCLE0458

Failed to add a new asset type.

Explanation

Could not add the new asset type.

Action

Check the stack trace information in the log file for more information.

INMCLE0459

Failed to get the relationship types.

Explanation

Could not fetch the relationship types.

Action

Check the stack trace information in the log file for more information.

INMCLE0460

Failed to get the association types.

Explanation

Could not fetch the association types.

Action

Check the stack trace information in the log file for more information.

INMCLE0461

Failed to get the object types.

Explanation

Could not fetch the object types.

Action

Check the stack trace information in the log file for more information.

INMCLE0462

Failed to get the consumable types.

Explanation

Could not fetch the consumable types.

Action

Check the stack trace information in the log file for more information.

INMCLE0463

Failed to set the consumable types.

Explanation

Could not set the consumable types.

Action

Check the stack trace information in the log file for more information.
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INMCLE0464

Unable to get the option {0} for asset type {1}.

Explanation

Could not fetch the option {0} for asset type {1}.

Action

Check the stack trace information in the log file for more information.

INMCLE0465

Unable to update option {0} for asset type {1}.

Explanation

Could not update the option {0} for asset type {1}.

Action

Check the stack trace information in the log file for more information.

INMCLE0466

Failed to add attribute {0} to asset type {1}.

Explanation

Could not add the attribute {0} to asset type {1}.

Action

Check the stack trace information in the log file for more information.

INMCLE0467

Failed to modify attribute {0} of asset type {1}.

Explanation

Could not modify the attribute {0} of asset type {1}.

Action

Check the stack trace information in the log file for more information.

INMCLE0468

Failed to delete attribute {0} from asset type {1}.

Explanation

Could not delete the attribute {0} from asset type {1}.

Action

Check the stack trace information in the log file for more information.

INMCLE0469

Failed to set the profile sequence for asset type {0}.

Explanation

Could not set the profile sequence for asset type {0}.

Action

Check the stack trace information in the log file for more information.

INMCLE0470

Failed to get the profiles of asset type {0}.

Explanation

Could not fetch the profiles of asset type {0}.

Action

Check the stack trace information in the log file for more information.

INMCLE0471

Failed to add profile {0} to asset type {1}.

Explanation

Could not add the profile {0} to asset type {1}.

Action

Check the stack trace information in the log file for more information.
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INMCLE0472

Failed to modify profile {0} of asset type {1}.

Explanation

Could not modify the profile {0} of asset type {1}.

Action

Check the stack trace information in the log file for more information.

INMCLE0473

Failed to delete profile {0} from asset type {1}.

Explanation

Could not delete the profile {0} from asset type {1}.

Action

Check the stack trace information in the log file for more information.

INMCLE0474

Failed to create a template for computed attribute or profile {0}.

Explanation

Could not create a template for computed attribute or profile {0}.

Action

Check the stack trace information in the log file for more information.

INMCLE0475

Failed to update the template for computed attribute or profile {0}.

Explanation

Could not update the template for computed attribute or profile {0}.

Action

Check the stack trace information in the log file for more information.

INMCLE0476

Failed to save asset type {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while trying to save the asset type {0}.

Action

Check the stack trace information in the log file for more information.

INMCLI0001

Parsing failed. Make sure the configuration file syntax (or) path is correct.

Explanation

This is probably because of the following reasons: 1) syntax of the configuration file
is invalid 2) specified configuration file path is incorrect.

Action

Check for the above possible reasons and execute again. Refer to the CentraSite
documentation for creating a valid configuration file.

INMCLI0002

Internal error.

Explanation

An unexpected error occurred due to failure in the system execution.

Action

Contact the CentraSite administrator.

INMCLI0003

Error while executing command ${0}.

Explanation

Unexpected error occurred while executing the command.

Action

Check the error message for details.
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INMCLI0004

${0} is an invalid log unit; possible values are ${1}.

Explanation

The specified log unit is not supported. Possible values are ${1}.

Action

Refer to the error message for a list of possible values.

INMCLI0006

Purger is unavailable for ${0}.

Explanation

Purger is not available for the specified log unit.

Action

Check to make sure that the log units specified in the XML configuration file are valid.
Else, contact the CentraSite administrator.

INMCLI0007

Purging stopped for ${0} as there is no write permission for export location ${1}.

Explanation

Purging stopped for the log unit, possibly because you do not have the explicit
permission to write to the export location.

Action

Verify if the user has required permissions for purging to the export location.

INMCLI0008

Insufficient disk space in ${0}. Required space ${1}. Available space ${2}.

Explanation

The specified export location does not contain enough space for the exported logs.
Refer to error message for the available space and required space.

Action

Choose a different export location.

INMCLI0009

Purging Failed. Following error occurred ${0}.

Explanation

Purging failed for the log unit due to a network connection timeout.

Action

Try again later or contact CentraSite administrator.

INMCLI0010

Unable to archive export directory ${0}.

Explanation

An unexpected exception occurred while trying to archive the exported logs. This is
probably because the files may be accessed by another application.

Action

Close the application and retry the operation.

INMCLI0011

Unable to create export directory ${0}.

Explanation

An unexpected exception occurred while trying to create the export directory. This
is probably because of the following reasons: 1) you do not have the explicit permission
to write to the export location 2) export location is invalid.

Action

Check for the above possible reasons and execute again. If the problem persists,
conctact the CentraSite administrator.
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INMCLI0012

Command ${0} is invalid.

Explanation

The specified command is not supported. For example, to purge logs you must specify
-command purge_logs.

Action

Refer to CentraSite documentation for a list of the supported commands and their
usage.

INMCLI0016

Attribute {0} does not exist for specified path {1}.

Explanation

The given attribute does not exist for the specified path.

Action

Verify that the attribute and path values are configured properly.

INMCLI0121

Error: Invalid session.

Explanation

CentraSite session has expired (or) already closed.

Action

Close your browser and log in again.

INMCLI0156

Parameters for New Version action can only be set in "Show Params" state. Current
state of action is {0}.

Explanation

Parameters for versioning an asset can only be set in "Show Params" state. Current
state of the action is {0}.

Action

Refer to the CSOAction related java document.

INMCLI0181

Current search criteria is invalid.

Explanation

The current search criteria is invalid. Validate the search criteria before you run.

Action

Check to make sure that the current search criteria is valid.

INMCLI0239

No list available to perform {0}.

Explanation

List is not available to perform {0}.

Action

Make sure that at least one of the selected items is added to the logged in user’s list
already.

INMCLI0265

Failed to create the custom activity {0}.

Explanation

The custom activity syntax in the configuration file was invalid.

Action

Check the activity syntax in the configuration file.
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INMCLI0334

This action cannot be added to the Message Flow more than {0} time(s).

Explanation

You cannot include this action more than the allowed number of time(s) in the Message
Flow.

Action

Do not include this action more than the allowed number of time(s) in the Message
Flow.

INMCLI0335

This action cannot co-exist with {0}.

Explanation

This action cannot co-exist with the existing {0} in the Message Flow. This is possibly
because, the two actions are mutually exclusive.

Action

Check to make sure that there are no mutually exclusive actions in the Message Flow.

INMCLI0336

{0} of the dependent actions {1} should be configured in the Message Flow.

Explanation

This action mandates that at least one of the dependent actions {1} be included in the
Message Flow.

Action

Choose at least one of the dependent actions for {1}.

INMCLI0337

This action cannot be added to the Message Flow more than once.

Explanation

You cannot include this action more than once in the Message Flow.

Action

Do not include this action more than once in the Message Flow.

INMCLI0338

This action is not applicable to the {0} Message Flow stage.

Explanation

You cannot include this action in the {0} Message Flow stage.

Action

Ensure that you include the action in the applicable Message Flow stage.

INMCLI0442

Provide a valid IP address range.

Explanation

You cannot specify only one IP address for a type.

Action

Ensure you have provided both the From and To IP address values.

INMCLW0032

Activity {0} is not applicable for given user.

Explanation

Activity {0} is not applicable for the given user.

Action

Assign the activity to given user.
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INMCLW0047

Failed to synchronize configurator items with other configurators.

Explanation

Could not synchronize or update the configurator item changes with other
configurators.

Action

Reset the configurator items. If the problem persists, contact the CentraSite
administrator.

INMCLW0109

Failed to retrieve guest locale. Instead, returns the default locale {0}.

Explanation

An unexpected exception occurred while trying to retrieve the locale for logged in
user. The cause is not immediately known.

Action

If the problem persists, contact the CentraSite adminsitrator.

INMCLW0110

Exception occurred when closing connection.

Explanation

An unexpected exception occurred when trying to close the underlying connection.

Action

Initialize before opening a connection.

INMCLW0197

Duplicate search condition.

Explanation

An attempt is made to specify a duplicate condition in the search recipe.

Action

Remove the duplicate condition from search recipe.

INMCLW0227

Search name '{0}' already exists.

Explanation

The same name is not allowed for two different searches. This error occurs when an
attempt is made to save a search with a name that already exists.

Action

Enter a different search name.

INMCLW0238

Enable at least one notification option in User Preferences.

Explanation

At least one notification options in the User Preferences page should be selected to
allow the current user to receive notifications through email and/or Inbox.

Action

Enable at least one notification option in the User Preferences page before subscribing
to an asset.

INMCLW0318

Action {0} is not applicable for the message flow step {1}.

Explanation

The chosen action {0} is not applicable for the message flow step {1}.

Action

Choose a valid action for the message flow.
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INMCLW0456

The service published to API Gateway could not be activated in API Gateway.

Explanation

The service published to API Gateway could not be activated in API Gateway. Reason:
{0}

Action

Check for reasons and solve the problem in API Gateway.

INMCL_COMMON_ATTR_PENDING_APPROVALS – Pending Approvals

INMCL_COMMON_ATTR_PENDING_APPROVALS_DEC – Pending approvals for the asset

INMCL_USECASE_ASSETDEPENDENCY – Asset Dependency
Explanation

Displays the list of assets which the selected asset is depending upon.

INMCL_USECASE_ASSETUSAGE – Asset Usage
Explanation

Displays the list of assets which make use of the selected asset.

INMCL_USECASE_ASSET_VERSIONING_AND_CONSUMERS – Asset Versioning And Consumers
Explanation

Displays the different versions of the selected asset and the consumers for each of the
versions.

INMCL_USECASE_DEPLOYMNENT – Deployment Overview
Explanation

Displays the list of gateways to which the selected asset is deployed.

INMCL_USECASE_ORG Organization Structure
Explanation

Displays the list of organizations and their related objects.

INMCL_USECASE_RUNTIMELANDSCAPEVIEW – Runtime Landscape View
Explanation

Displays the list of gateways and the assets deployed to them.

INMCL_USER_ATTR_AVATAR_URL_DESC – The WebDAV URL of the Avatar for the User
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INMCL_USER_ATTR_AVATAR_URL_NAME – Avatar URL Location

INMCL_USER_ATTR_EMAIL_DESC – The email address for the user

INMCL_USER_ATTR_EMAIL_NAME – Email Address

INMCL_USER_ATTR_FIRSTNAME_DESC – The details of the user's first name

INMCL_USER_ATTR_FIRSTNAME_NAME – First Name

INMCL_USER_ATTR_LASTNAME_DESC – The details of the user's last name

INMCL_USER_ATTR_LASTNAME_NAME – Last Name

INMCL_USER_ATTR_PHONE_DESC – The user's telephone number details

INMCL_USER_ATTR_PHONE_NAME – Telephone Number

INMCSE0006

Select a taxonomy to delete

Explanation

Attempting to execute the delete action without selecting a taxonomy.

Action

Select a taxonomy to be deleted.

INMCSE0007

Select JPG, GIF or PNG image format

Explanation

Adding files other than JPG, GIF or PNG formats into a taxonomy or concept object.

Action

Add only files with JPG, GIF or PNG formats into a taxonomy or concept object.

INMCSE0008

The given URL is not a proper WebDAV URL.

Explanation

Wrong WebDAV URL or resource added into the taxonomy.

Action

Enter a correct WebDAV URL or resource.
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INMCSE0011

Select at least one user

Explanation

At least one user should be selected.

Action

Select at least one user.

INMCSE0012

Select at least one permission

Explanation

At least one permission should be selected.

Action

Select at least one permission.

INMCSE0013

Select an organization to delete

Explanation

An attempt was made to delete an organization without selecting an organization
object.

Action

Select an organization object to delete.

INMCSE0014

Select the property to delete

Explanation

An attempt was made to delete a property without selecting a property.

Action

Select the property to delete.

INMCSE0015

Select at least one administrator

Explanation

At least one administrator should be selected.

Action

Select at least one administrator.

INMCSE0018

Organization {0} already exists

Explanation

The same name is not allowed for two different organizations. This error occurs when
an attempt is made to create an organization with a name that already exists.

Action

Enter a different organization name.

INMCSE0019

Select a user to delete

Explanation

An attempt was made to delete a user without selecting the user object.

Action

Select the user object to delete.

INMCSE0020

Enter a valid user

Explanation

A valid user is required.

Action

Enter a valid user.
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INMCSE0033

Enter the mandatory fields

Explanation

Some mandatory fields were not entered.

Action

Enter the mandatory fields.

INMCSE0038

Enter a valid user

Explanation

A valid user has not been entered.

Action

Enter a valid user.

INMCSE0042

Select permission to remove

Explanation

At least one permission should be selected.

Action

Select at least one permission.

INMCSE0044

E-mail address is not valid

Explanation

An invalid E-mail address has been specified.

Action

Enter a valid E-mail address.

INMCSE0045

Check the length of the contact input

Explanation

The length of the contact input exceeds the limit.

Action

Check the length of the contact input.

INMCSE0046

Enter valid contact input

Explanation

A wrong value was entered in the contact input.

Action

Enter valid contact input.

INMCSE0047

First name should not be empty

Explanation

An empty first name was entered.

Action

Enter a value for the first name.

INMCSE0051

A request with status 'Pending' can’t be deleted.

Explanation

It is not possible to perform an unregister if a selected request has 'InProgress' as its
status.

Action

Ensure that none of the selected requests has the status 'InProgress'.
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INMCSE0052

Enter valid IP values

Explanation

Valid IP values are required.

Action

Enter valid IP values.

INMCSE0062

{0} is the current logged in user

Explanation

An attempt was made to delete the logged in user.

Action

Ensure that selected user is not the current logged in user.

INMCSE0063

{0} is the primary contact of {1}

Explanation

The logged in user tried to delete the primary contact of an organization.

Action

Ensure that the selected user-{0} is not the primary contact of an organization-{1}.

INMCSE0064

{0} is the CentraSite Administrator

Explanation

The logged in user tried to delete the user who is the CentraSite Administrator.

Action

Ensure that the selected user to delete is not the CentraSite Administrator.

INMCSE0068

Group {0} already exists in this organization

Explanation

An attempt was made to create a group with the same name as an existing group in
the same organization.

Action

Use a new group name which is not already in use in the organization.

INMCSE0074

At least one {0} should be present

Explanation

When there is only one user with the role CentraSite Administrator or Organization
Administrator, and if that user is deleted, this error will be thrown.

Action

There should be at least one CentraSite Administrator or Organization Administrator
user. Make sure that another user with the same role is available in CentraSite.

INMCSE0075

Database access error. Can't connect to server CentraSite.

Explanation

The CentraSite Server is not running.

Action

Start the CentraSite Server.
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INMCSE0076

There are no results matching your search criteria

Explanation

No results were found that match the search criteria.

Action

No action required.

INMCSE0077

The WSDL file is unreachable. Make sure the input information is correct.

Explanation

The URL for the given WSDL is wrong.

Action

Verify the URL given for this WSDL file.

INMCSE0084

{0} has child organization(s) and cannot be deleted.

Explanation

An organization cannot be deleted if there is at least one child organization associated
to it.

Action

Make sure that the parent organization is not associated with any child organization,
and then the parent organization can be deleted.

INMCSE0085

Select an attribute to move

Explanation

If a user tries to re-order the attribute without selecting anything, this error will be
thrown. For this the user has to first select any attribute and then do the re-ordering.

Action

Select an attribute to move.

INMCSE0086

Reordering multiple attributes is not allowed

Explanation

While assigning attributes to the profile, a user can re-order the attributes. If the user
tries to re-order multiple attributes simultaneously, this error will be thrown.

Action

Ensure that you do not select multiple attributes for reordering.

INMCSE0087

HTTP Methods cannot be empty

Explanation

HTTP methods for an XML / REST service cannot be empty during import.

Action

Please select any one of the HTTP methods for the XML / REST service.

INMCSE0090

User {0} not found in external user store

Explanation

The sychronization of users can be done only with users who belong to the current
default external user store.

Action

Deselect the users who do not belong to the default external user store.
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INMCSE0091

Users not found in external user store

Explanation

The sychronization of users can be done only with users who belong to the current
default external user store.

Action

Deselect the users who do not belong to the default external user store.

INMCSE0092

No endpoint defined

Explanation

For the namespace to be defined, declare the endpoint of the service.

Action

Provide the endpoint information for the service before giving the namespace.

INMCSE0093

Only CentraSite Administrator can change the ownership

Explanation

Only a CentraSite Administrator can change the ownership or the organization.

Action

If you want to change the ownership or the organization, ensure that you are a
CentraSite Administrator.

INMCSI0071

It is not allowed to add multiple associations if Relationship attribute is not
multi-value

Explanation

For any single value relationship attribute, multiple value is not possible.

Action

Verify the given value for the single value relationship attribute.

INMCSW0053

Define the primary contact

Explanation

A primary contact is required when creating the organization.

Action

Define the primary contact.

INMCSW0060

{0} cannot be deleted

Explanation

You can only delete an organization if you have the necessary permissions.

Action

Ensure that you have the necessary permissions to delete an organization.

INMCSW0061

Default organization cannot be deleted

Explanation

The default organization cannot be deleted by any user.

Action

It is not possible to delete the default organization.
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INMEUE0001

A connection with the same name already exists.

Explanation

A CentraSite connection name should be unique.

Action

Enter another connection name.

INMEUE0002

Could not connect to host.

Explanation

The specified host could not be connected. But the connection can be saved in the
workspace.

Action

Enter a reachable host name.

INMEUE0003

Could not resolve host address.

Explanation

The specified host could not be reached. But the connection can be saved in the
workspace.

Action

Enter a reachable host name.

INMEUE0004

Log on failed. Make sure your user name and password are correct.

Explanation

A logon failed due to invalid credentials.

Action

Make sure your user name and password are correct.

INMEUE0005

Connection Name should not be empty

Explanation

The required name for the connection is missing.

Action

Enter a name for the connection.

INMEUE0006

An error has occurred. See error log for more details.

Explanation

An internal error has been occurred. Refer to the log files for more details.

Action

Refer to the log files for more details.

INMEUE0007

Cannot connect to server. Verify the specified connection information!\nMaybe
the application server or the registry is currently not available.

Explanation

Maybe the application server or the registry is currently not available.

Action

Check whether the application server and CentraSite are available and accessible.
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INMEUE0008

Cannot initialize predicate editors.

Explanation

Due to non-compliance with the Eclipse UI, the UI rendering failed.

Action

Check your implementation and make sure it handles the predicate properly.

INMEUE0009

No editor found for predicate class {0}

Explanation

No editors are associated with the predicate.

Action

Check whether the implementation of IPredicateEditor is associated in your plugin
description.

INMEUE0010

Profile already exists

Explanation

The specified profile already exists with the asset type.

Action

Create another profile if required.

INMEUE0011

Attribute already exists

Explanation

An attribute with the same name already exists.

Action

Enter another name for the attribute if required.

INMEUE0012

You cannot modify this predicate. Delete it and create a new one instead.

Explanation

Predefined profiles are not modifiable.

Action

Delete it and/or create a new one instead.

INMEUE0013

Could not save. Correct the input errors first!

Explanation

The input value is not compatible with the selected type.

Action

Enter an input value that is compatible with the selected type.

INMEUE0014

The object cannot be deleted because it still has incoming associations.

Explanation

An object with incoming/outgoing association cannot be deleted.

Action

If you want to delete this object, first delete the associations.

INMEUE0015

{0} cannot be renamed as it is the target of one or more ExternalLink objects.

Explanation

If this object is the target of any ExternalLink object, the name cannot be modified.

Action

No action required.
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INMEUE0016

{0} cannot be deleted as it is the target of one or more ExternalLink objects.

Explanation

If this object is the target of any ExternalLink object, the object cannot be deleted.

Action

No action required.

INMEUI0001

You do not have the required authority.

Explanation

The permission required to do this operation has not been granted.

Action

Contact the CentraSite administrator to get sufficient permission to do this operation
if required.

INMFEE0011

Error occurred while trying to publish UDDI object(s) : {0}

Explanation

While trying to publish UDDI object(s), if the program encounters any errors, it
displays this message. {0} - The Disposition Report Fault Message exception.

Action

Ensure that the object in question is valid and any dependency required by the object
is already federated to the target registry. For example, key generators specific to the
source registry might not be recognized by the target.

INMFEE0012

Cannot find the taxonomy object : {0}, {1}

Explanation

The taxonomy processor is looking for the taxonomy object in the target registry and
cannot find it. {0} - Object name {1} - Object key

Action

This error occurs very rarely. So make sure that a connection to the target registry
can be obtained and re-execute the program.

INMFEE0013

Concept publish failed

Explanation

If you are using the taxonomy processor, then it will attempt to publish concepts and
classification schemes to the target regsistry. If not all the concepts can be published,
then this error occurs.

Action

Make sure that the concepts have valid values and try to re-execute the program.

INMFEE0014

The TModel for the key {0} is not available in the federated data.

Explanation

This message is displayed by the taxonomy processor. While trying to federate the
data, if a particular TModel is identified as a taxonomy, then it looks for the TModel
in the federated data. If the data is not available, then this error occurs. {0} - TModel
key

Action

Provide the TModel name for federation in the configuration file and re-execute the
program.
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INMFEE0018

The given default Business Entity name "{0}" is not available in the target registry.

Explanation

In the configuration file, you will provide a default business entity name for the target,
so that services can be associated with this business. If this business entity name does
not have any businesses in the target registry, then this error occurs. {0} Business
entity name.

Action

Provide the right business entity name after ensuring that it exists in the target registry.

INMFEE0022

The {0} registry details are not configured properly

Explanation

The federation takes the data specification from the provided configuration file. If the
{0} registry details are not configured in the configuration file, you will get this error.
{0} source / target.

Action

Make sure the {0} registry details are provided with the proper syntax in the
configuration file. To get more details, please refer to the product documentation.

INMFEE0023

The provided configFile is not configured properly.

Explanation

The configuration file provided does not have the required elements
eventTypeStoreLoc and nervAssetsLoc. These elements should be present in the
configFile.

Action

Ensure that these two elements are provided in the configuration XML file. Also
ensure that you provide a valid path.

INMFEE0026

Cannot obtain OSGi instance for federation process.

Explanation

The OSGi instance is required to emit events across the event bus for federation. It
could be that the OSGi container initialization is aborted.

Action

Restart your default OSGi container. Wait until the OSGI container is initialized before
you begin the federation process.

INMFEI0001

No data available for federation. Terminating program execution.

Explanation

The configuration file specifies the data that has to be inquired from the source registry.
If the result of the inquiry does not have any data, then the federation cannot proceed
and the program will terminate.

Action

Make sure that the configuration file specifies the correct data that is needed for
federation.
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INMFEI0002

Results of inquiring the source registry :

Explanation

CentraSite is currently inquiring the source registry and will display the results of
the inquiry.

Action

No action required.

INMFEI0003

Obtained number of {0} : {1}

Explanation

This message displays the number of business objects obtained from inquiring the
source registry {0} - Business(es) {1} - Number

Action

No action required.

INMFEI0004

Timestamp based update will be performed

Explanation

The federated objects will be compared with the modification timestamp and the
update will be performed based on that.

Action

No action required.

INMFEI0005

Timestamp based update will not be performed

Explanation

The federated objects will be published, irrespective of whether the object to be
published is the same or modified.

Action

No action required.

INMFEI0006

Key generator processor : Modifying the keys to belong to the domain {0}

Explanation

The UDDI keys of the federated objects will go through the key generator processor
which will modify the UDDI keys such that they belong to the provided domain
{DomainKey} {0} - Domain Key

Action

No action required.

INMFEI0007

The federated data is received as the following event :

Explanation

The Federation framework enables event emission. So the data is federated as events.
This message informs that the emitted event is received for publishing to the target
registry.

Action

No action required.
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INMFEI0008

Time taken for publishing the data : {0} seconds

Explanation

The time taken for publishing the UDDI objects to the target registry is displayed by
this message {0} - Time taken.

Action

No action required.

INMFEI0009

The given UDDI object(s) were federated to this target registry.

Explanation

The federation operation has completed and the required UDDI objects were published
to this target registry.

Action

No action required.

INMFEI0010

Trying to update/publish {0} : {1}, {2}

Explanation

This message is displayed when an attempt is made to publish a UDDI object. The
object can be identified by the object name and the UDDI key which will be displayed
in the message. {0} Business / Service / TModel {1} Name of the UDDI object {2} UDDI
key.

Action

No action required.

INMFEI0015

Taxonomy processor : Categories (Concepts) and Taxonomies (Classification
Schemes) were identified and published to the target registry

Explanation

The taxonomies and categories were identified from the provided data and published
to the target registry.

Action

No action required.

INMFEI0016

No {0} were found with the provided UDDIv3 Inquiry API parameters

Explanation

The UDDI object to be inquired should be specified in the configuration file for
federation. It is provided as UDDI v3 Inquiry API calls, find_business, find_service,
find_tModel. If no UDDI object could be inquired with the provided Inquiry API,
then this message is displayed. {0} - Business(es) / Service(s) / TModel(s).

Action

Make sure that the Inquiry API adheres to the UDDI standards and that the inquiry
parameters can inquire the data from the registry.

INMFEI0017

UDDI registry configured for {0} with the following properties: user {1}, {2}
Authentication.

Explanation

This message is displayed if a connection could be established to the UDDI registry
with the provided details. {0} - host {1} - user {2} - AuthToken, Basic

Action

No action required.
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INMFEI0019

The above mentioned {0} is published to the target registry

Explanation

The UDDI object identified by the given name and the UDDI key has been
updated/published in the target registry. {0} Business / Service / TModel.

Action

No action required.

INMFEI0020

Not updating {0} : {1}, {2} in the target registry

Explanation

While the program was performing timestamp based updates in the target registry,
the UDDI object identified by the given name and the UDDI key was not
updated/published in the target registry because it is already available in the target.
{0} - Business, Service, TModel {1} - Name of the UDDI object {2} - UDDI key.

Action

No action required.

INMFEI0021

Number of {0} received for publishing : {1} , number published : {2}

Explanation

This message displays the number of {0} that were published to the target registry.
{0} - Business(es) / Service(s) / TModel(s) {1} - Number of objects received {2} - Number
published.

Action

No action required.

INMFEI0024

The federated data has reached the target : {0}

Explanation

There can be multiple targets configured for federation. This message displays the
details of the target which has received the federated data through the federation ID
{0}.

Action

No action required.

INMFEW0025

An error occurred while trying to close a resource - {0}

Explanation

Occasionally an error might be encountered while trying to close open connections,
streams, etc. This is just a warning that an error was encountered and can be ignored.

Action

Make sure that the resource in question is not opened and/or modified by another
program/application.

INMIEE0001

The call to the registry layer of CentraSite has failed.

Explanation

During export and import, access to the registry layer of CentraSite is required. The
call to the registry layer of CentraSite has failed.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INMIEE0002

The archive file {0} could not be opened.

Explanation

The archive file is used to store the registry objects for export and import. The access
to this archive file has failed.

Action

Please make sure that the archive file name is correct and you have sufficient access
rights to access this file.

INMIEE0003

The archive file {0} could not be closed.

Explanation

The archive file is used to store the registry objects for export and import. The closing
of this archive file has failed.

Action

Please make sure that the archive file has not been removed meanwhile.

INMIEE0005

The object with name {0}, type {1} and key {2} references another object in the context
{3}. The referenced object has the key {4}, but it does not exist in the registry.

Explanation

Referenced object cannot be resolved, neither from the import set nor by existing
objects.

Action

Add the referenced object.

INMIEE0006

The registry object cannot be imported, because it is older than the existing registry
object.

Explanation

The import of the registry object has been rejected, because the timestamp of the
existing registry object is newer than the timestamp of the import registry object. You
can set the replace option of the import operation to overwrite the existing registry
object with an older import object.

Action

You can set the replace option of the import operation to overwrite the existing registry
object with an older import object.

INMIEE0007

The import object refers to the invalid object "{0}" and thus cannot be imported
either.

Explanation

The import object refers to the specified invalid object, and thus cannot be imported
either.

Action

Check why the referenced object is invalid by analyzing its error message.

INMIEE0013

The object cannot be imported because the embedded object {0} which is embedded
in the existing object does not exist and is referenced by object {1}.

Explanation

The existing object contains an embedded object which is not defined in the object to
be imported. This embedded object is referenced by another object either directly or
through one of its embedded objects.

Action

Please add the missing object and try importing the object.
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INMIEE0014

The external link with URI {0} could not be found.

Explanation

Specified resource could not be found. It may have been previously deleted.

Action

No action required.

INMIEE0016

The user has no read/write privilege to access/modify already existing registry
objects

Explanation

The user wants to access or write an object for which the user has no privileges.

Action

The action must be performed by a more privileged user.

INMIEE0017

The user has no write privilege to modify existing registry objects

Explanation

The user wants to modify an object for which the user has no modify privileges.

Action

The action must be performed by a more privileged user.

INMIEE0018

The database with the URL {0} cannot be accessed.

Explanation

A connection to the database cannot be established.

Action

Check whether the URL is correct.

INMIEE0019

The connection to database {0} cannot be closed.

Explanation

The database connection has been lost and cannot be closed.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INMIEE0021

The registry object could not be deleted.

Explanation

The registry object should have been deleted after the export, but the deletion has
failed.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INMIEE0022

The lifecycle stage URL of the registry object does not match the URL of the import
registry, which is {0}

Explanation

The registry object carries information about valid target registries. This information
is called the lifecycle stages of the particular lifecycle state of this registry object. This
registry object thus can only be imported into matching target registries.

Action

The registry object can be imported into matching target registries only.
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INMIEE0025

The import of a user registry object has failed, because a user with identical name
and key {0} already exists.

Explanation

The user registry object already exists.

Action

No action required.

INMIEE0026

The import of a group registry object has failed, because a group with identical
name and key {0} already exists.

Explanation

The group registry object already exists.

Action

No action required.

INMIEE0027

The import operation has failed, because the update of the security information
has failed, object "{0}" ({1}).

Explanation

The update of the security information has failed.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INMIEE0028

The import archive does not have the expected compatibility level of {0}.

Explanation

The import archive must contain a file named MANIFEST.TXT which contains the
compatibility level of the import archive. The compatibility level of the import archive
must be the same as the compatibility level of the CentraSite version used.

Action

Use the same CentraSite version for exporting and importing.

INMIEE0030

The provided import organization key {0} does not exist in the registry.

Explanation

The lookup of this key in the registry was not successful.

Action

Please provide a valid import organization key.

INMIEE0031

The provided import organization key {0} does not refer to an organization.

Explanation

The provided key exists in the registry, but the referred object is not an organization
object.

Action

Please provide a valid import organization key.

INMIEE0032

The setting of the import organization {0} has failed.

Explanation

During import, the setting of the import organization has failed.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INMIEE0034

The deletion of the repository resource {0} has failed.

Explanation

The option delete after export has been set and the deletion of a repository resource
has failed.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INMIEE0035

The query to find all external links with the external URI {0} has failed.

Explanation

The option delete after export has been set and the query to find all external links
with the same URI has failed.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INMIEE0036

The collection of the registry objects of the policy {0} has failed.

Explanation

The delete after export option is active and the policy is to be deleted after export.
The collection of the registry objects belonging to the policy has failed.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INMIEE0040

The import of a role registry object has failed, because a role with identical name
and key {0} already exists.

Explanation

Role objects cannot be replaced.

Action

Re-establish the organization's roles.

INMIEE0041

The import of a permission registry object has failed, because a permission with
identical name and key {0} already exists.

Explanation

Permission objects cannot be replaced.

Action

Re-establish the organization's permission.

INMIEE0044

The user has no privilege to create/update an asset type ({0})

Explanation

The user has not enough permission to create or update an asset type.

Action

Check the roles of the user.

INMIEE0046

The import of the organization with key {0} has failed, because the organization
has not been exported with the option to include users, groups, roles and
permissions.

Explanation

You can only import an organization together with its users, groups, roles and
permissions. However, if the organization already exists, then it is possible to just
import an organization without its users, groups, roles and permissions.

Action

Export the organization with the option to include users, groups, roles and permissions.
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INMIEE0048

Creating/updating of asset type "{0}" failed with internal error: {1}

Explanation

An asset type cannot be imported or updated because of an internal registry problem.

Action

View the internal error reason and the stack trace in the log.

INMIEE0049

Replacement of asset type "{0}" failed due to layout mismatch

Explanation

The asset type cannot be replaced because the layout of the importing type is
incompatible with the exisiting one.

Action

View the stack trace for the details.

INMIEE0050

The asset type "{0}" references another object with key {1}, but it does not exist in
the registry.

Explanation

A reference from the asset type to be imported is not in the registry. This is usually a
referenced asset type and must be present. Due to internal reasons the import cannot
continue.

Action

Check that the referenced object (asset type) is present in the target registry.

INMIEE0055

Asset to be imported does not fit to Asset type definition with attribute mismatch,
attribute: {0}

Explanation

The asset does not match the asset type. Possibly the asset has an attribute which is
not defined for the given asset type.

Action

Check the asset type for missing attributes. Import the asset type which matches the
asset.

INMIEE0057

Selective import not supported with old export archives

Explanation

No selective import is possible, only importing the whole archive is supported.

Action

Do not select particular keys.

INMIEE0061

User {0} not found

Explanation

The requested user name was not found in the registry.

Action

Use a valid user name.

INMIEE0063

The document cannot be imported, because the associated asset type will be rejected

Explanation

The schema file of an asset type cannot be imported because the asset type itself will
be rejected for another reason.

Action

Analyze the existing asset type.
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INMIEE0064

Replacement of asset type {0} failed due to layout mismatch, reason: {1}

Explanation

The given asset type cannot be replaced because it would change or remove used
information, e.g. attributes.

Action

Check the attributes of the existing asset type. There are assets with attributes which
would be removed by the import.

INMIEE0066

The document cannot be imported, because its parent was rejected

Explanation

The repository document will not be imported because its parent object (e.g. an
ExternalLink object) was rejected.

Action

Check why the parent object was rejected.

INMIEE0067

The object cannot be replaced, because it would lose its attribute {0}, which is
referenced within registry by: {1}

Explanation

The given object cannot be replaced, because the object that is already present has an
attribute which would disappear as a result of the replacement. This attribute is
referenced by others, therefore the attribute must be kept.

Action

Check the existing object and its references.

INMIEE0068

No privilege to update object

Explanation

The user has no privilege to update an object, present in the archive, to the registry.
This could happen when updating asset types or taxonomies.

Action

Check if you can import the archive as a user with more privileges.

INMIEE0072

Cannot update asset type because of version mismatch ("{0}" / "{1}")

Explanation

The asset type to be imported has a lower version number than the one in the registry.
The type is incompatible to the registry and therefore a replacement would destroy
relevant information.

Action

The asset type from a previous version cannot be imported.

INMIEE0074

Insufficient permissions to access CentraSite's webdav for user {0} at resource {1}.

Explanation

The user {0} tries to access the CentraSite webdav resource without insufficient
permissions.

Action

Make sure the user has insufficient permissions to access the CentraSite webdav
resource.
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INMIEE0075

Invalid credentials for promotion user {0}.

Explanation

The promotion user defined in the asset promotion policy does not have the sufficient
permissions to access the target CentraSite.

Action

Make sure the user has insufficient permissions to access the target CentraSite.

INMIEI0010

The registry object is not imported, because it has the same timestamp as the existing
object.

Explanation

The object to be imported already exists with the same timestamp.

Action

No action required.

INMIEI0011

The imported registry object has replaced the existing object.

Explanation

The registry object to be imported already exists and has been replaced.

Action

No action required.

INMIEI0012

The imported registry object has been created.

Explanation

The registry object to be imported has been created.

Action

No action required.

INMIEI0020

The registry object with key {0} was deleted after it has been exported.

Explanation

The option delete after export has been set and the registry object has been deleted
after the export.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INMIEI0023

The document cannot be imported, because it is older than the existing document.

Explanation

The import of the document has been rejected, because the timestamp of the existing
document is newer than the timestamp of the import document. You can set the
replace option of the import operation to overwrite the existing document with an
older import document.

Action

You can set the replace option of the import operation to overwrite the existing
document with an older import document.

INMIEI0024

The document was not imported, because it has the same timestamp as the existing
document.

Explanation

The import document and the existing document have the same timestamp. No import
is necessary.

Action

No action required.
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INMIEI0033

The repository resource was deleted after it has been exported.

Explanation

The option delete after export has been set and the registry object has been deleted
after the export.

Action

No action required.

INMIEI0039

Referenced object not in export set: {0} --> {1}

Explanation

The target object is not in the export set.

Action

Before importing, the referenced (target) objects must be present in the registry.

INMIEI0065

INMIEI0069

The document cannot be imported because it is already present

Explanation

The document, which contains executable code, is not imported because it is already
present.

Action

No action required.

INMIEI0070

The registry object is not imported, because it is already present

Explanation

The object cannot be replaced because the root object was not imported.

Action

No action required.

INMIEW0008

Embedded objects cannot be exported.

Explanation

Embedded objects like Classification, AuditableEvent, ExternalIdentifier,
ServiceBinding, SpecificationLink and Association cannot be exported.

Action

Deselect object from list of objects to be exported.

INMIEW0009

Export of selected object does not find any objects to be exported.

Explanation

Export of selected object does not find any objects to be exported.

Action

Remove object from list of objects to be exported.

INMIEW0029

The referenced registry object with key {0} is not part of the export archive.

Explanation

A referenced object is not selected for export. Therefore there might be problems at
import.

Action

Check your associated objects and decide whether to add them to the export.
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INMIEW0037

Delete of registy objects failed, reason: {0}

Explanation

The deletion of one or more registry objects has failed during the export with delete
option. The export archive however is complete.

Action

See the reason for the rejection within the message.

INMIEW0038

The referenced registry object with key {0} is not part of the export archive. It is
referenced from object: "{1}"

Explanation

A referenced object is not selected for export. Therefore there might be problems later
when you try to import the archive.

Action

Check your associated objects and decide whether to add them to the export.

INMIEW0042

Delete after export of object "{0}" is not supported

Explanation

It is currently not supported to delete specified object with the delete-after-export
function.

Action

Delete the object manually.

INMIEW0043

User "{0}" could not be deleted from organization

Explanation

The user cannot be deleted from an organization after import because this user is
already in use.

Action

Clean up the user manually with the imported organization.

INMIEW0047

Object {0} modified due to unreferenced association

Explanation

The association to an unreferenced target object was removed from the object.

Action

Check the object and repair it if necessary.

INMIEW0051

Unprivileged reference to key: {0}

Explanation

An exported object has a reference to an object that the user has no privilege to access.
This means for import that the referenced object must be present and the importing
user must have privileges to access this object.

Action

Keep this situation in mind for a later import.

INMIEW0052

One ore more asset types may be corrupted, key: {0}

Explanation

Due to resolving an access violation situation, it may happen that asset types may be
corrupted.

Action

Import the archive as CentraSite Administrator.
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INMIEW0053

{0} association to object "{1}" removed

Explanation

The association to the given object has been removed during import because the target
object is not present.

Action

Re-establish the removed association if possible.

INMIEW0054

Classification "{0}" removed because of unreferenced category

Explanation

The classification has been removed from the object because its concept is not present
in the registry.

Action

Re-establish the classification if possible.

INMIEW0058

External link reference removed from object "{0}"

Explanation

An external link reference which does not exist for the object has been removed.

Action

Check if the external link can be re-inserted manually.

INMIEW0059

Lifecycle state removed because of missing model

Explanation

The object has a lifecycle state at import, however the associated lifecycle model is
not present in the target registry.

Action

Import the lifecycle model first.

INMIEW0060

User object cannot be imported because of a missing name, key: {0}

Explanation

The import processing detected an invalid user element and ignored the import.

Action

Verify the user entry in the archive.

INMIEW0062

contains unprivileged reference

Explanation

The object given contains a reference to an object which cannot be exported because
the user has no privilege of that object. Only the reference gets exported. At import,
this reference is checked and possibly removed from the object if the referenced object
is not present.

Action

Check if a more privileged user should export the object.

INMIEW0071

ServiceBinding "{0}" removed because of unreferenced specificationObject

Explanation

A service binding points to a specification object, which is not present in the archive
or registry. Therefore the service binding gets removed from the service.

Action

Check the service and its specification objects.
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INMIEW0073

Asset type is replaced with a lower version number.

Explanation

An older version of the asset type has been replaced in the registry.

Action

Consider that some values are changed in the type, for example, attributes no longer
there.

INMIME0001

ObjectType {0} does not exist.

Explanation

The required object type does not exist in CentraSite.

Action

Make sure the required object type is available in CentraSite and create an instance
of it.

INMIME0002

Asset {0} not found.

Explanation

A required asset is not available in CentraSite.

Action

Create the required asset.

INMIME0003

Error while executing JAXR operation.

Explanation

An internal JAXR operation failed.

Action

Retry your request.

INMIME0004

XPDL file {0} not found.

Explanation

An XPDL file does not exist in the location specified.

Action

Make sure the given XPDL file is in the specified location.

INMIME0005

Error while parsing the XPDL file.

Explanation

The XPDL file does not match the XPDL format.

Action

Make sure the given XPDL format is valid.

INMIME0006

Error while connecting to CentraSite.

Explanation

It is not possible to establish a connection to the CentraSite database.

Action

Make sure the CentraSite database URL and CentraSite user credentials are valid.

INMIME0007

Given XPDL File not supported.

Explanation

The given XPDL file is not supported by CentraSite. CentraSite supports only XPDL
2.x.

Action

Make sure the given XPDL version is 2.x.
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INMIME0008

Specified process {0} is not available

Explanation

There is no process with the specified asset ID

Action

Check the asset ID provided in the request

INMIME0009

Required id is missing in Pool

Explanation

While parsing the XPDL file, a pool element has been found but the attribute "id" is
missing.

Action

Please make sure the specified XPDL file is valid.

INMIME0010

From reference is missing in Transition

Explanation

While parsing the XPDL, a transition element has been found but the "from reference"
is missing in the transition element.

Action

Please make sure the "from reference" element contains a proper value.

INMIME0011

To reference is missing in Transition

Explanation

While parsing the XPDL, a transition element has been found but the "to reference"
is missing in the transition element.

Action

Please make sure the "to reference" element contains a proper value.

INMIME0012

Id is missing in Transition

Explanation

While parsing the XPDL, a transition element has been found but the "id" is missing
in the transition element.

Action

Please make sure "id" is present in the transition element and contains a proper value.

INMIME0013

Id is missing in lane element

Explanation

While parsing the XPDL, a lane element has been found but the "id" is missing in the
transition element.

Action

Please make sure the "id" is present in the lane element and contains a proper value.

INMIME0014

Id is missing in activity element

Explanation

While parsing the XPDL, a lane element has been found but the "id" is missing in the
activity element.

Action

Please make sure "id" is present in the activity element and contains a proper value.
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INMJRE0001

Database access error: {0}

Explanation

An error occurred while accessing the database. The corresponding stack trace contains
a "caused by" message with the reason of the failure.

Action

Please contact your software supplier if you can't analyze the reason of the database
access error.

INMJRE0002

Expected {0} objects

Explanation

Certain operations that accept a collection of input objects (such as for example
LifeCycleManager.saveOrganizations()) expect certain object types ("Organization"
in this example). The affected operation can be found in the stack trace.

Action

Correct the client program.

INMJRE0003

Invalid property name ''{0}''

Explanation

The name of a property must be a valid NCName as in XML schema, e.g. it must not
contain colon or whitespace.

Action

Correct the name.

INMJRE0004

Invalid object in {0} parameter

Explanation

Certain operations that accept a collection of input objects expect certain object types.
The affected operation can be found in the stack trace.

Action

Correct the client program.

INMJRE0005

Mutually exclusive find qualifiers: {0}, {1}

Explanation

The listed find qualifiers are mutually exclusive with respect to the performed
operation.

Action

Correct the client program.

INMJRE0006

Found multiple matches

Explanation

The performed query method is supposed to return zero or one result object, however
the database contains multiple matches.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INMJRE0007

The javax.xml.registry.queryManagerURL property is not set

Explanation

Before creating a new Connection, the javax.xml.registry.queryManagerURL property
has to be set to a non-null value.

Action

Correct the client program.

INMJRE0008

The credentials parameter must not be null

Explanation

The setCredentials() method was called with a null value for the credentials parameter.

Action

Correct the client program.

INMJRE0009

Re-connect failed

Explanation

An error occurred while recreating the database connection according to the given
credentials. The stack trace contains a "caused by" message with the reason of the
failure.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INMJRE0010

Invalid credentials: expected PasswordAuthentication

Explanation

The credentials have to be passed as an instance of java.net.PasswordAuthentication.

Action

Correct the client program.

INMJRE0011

User name is not unique: {0}, only readonly access granted

Explanation

For each user, there should be only one user object in the database. For the given user
however, several objects with the same name were found. When the user tries to log
in he is granted readonly access.

Action

Log in using a different user (probably an administrator) and delete or rename the
duplicate user objects.

INMJRE0012

The declarative query manager is not supported by this implementation

Explanation

The declarative query manager is not supported by this implementation.

Action

See the documentation for the available query functionality.

INMJRE0013

Invalid interface name parameter: {0}

Explanation

The method LifeCycleManager.createObject() was called with an illegal interface
name.

Action

Correct the client program.
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INMJRE0014

Invalid XML response when saving documents

Explanation

This is an internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INMJRE0015

The object to be undeprecated ({0}) is not in deprecated state

Explanation

Only deprecated objects may be undeprecated.

Action

Select only deprecated objects for undeprecation.

INMJRE0016

Illegal object type: {0}

Explanation

A delete operation was called with an illegal object type.

Action

Correct the client program.

INMJRE0017

Internal error: object with key "{0}" lost from cache

Explanation

This internal error indicates an inconsistency in the object cache.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INMJRE0018

Invalid null value in {0} parameter

Explanation

The method QueryManager.getRegistryObjects() was called with a null value.

Action

Correct the client program.

INMJRE0019

The object identified by the ConnectionFactory property {0}="{1}" is not a
classification scheme

Explanation

The default postal scheme was not specified correctly.

Action

Specify a correct default postal scheme.

INMJRE0020

This implementation does not support makeRegistrySpecificRequest()

Explanation

This implementation does not support makeRegistrySpecificRequest().

Action

See the documentation for the available query functionality.

INMJRE0021

Invalid schema name ''{0}'', please consult the documentation for correct syntax

Explanation

The schema name of a type must be a valid NCName as in XML schema, e.g. it must
not contain colon or whitespace.

Action

Correct the name.
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INMJRE0022

An association cannot have itself as source object

Explanation

An association cannot have itself as source object.

Action

Specify a correct association.

INMJRE0023

An association cannot have itself as target object

Explanation

An association cannot have itself as target object.

Action

Specify a correct association.

INMJRE0024

Association type must not be null

Explanation

When creating a new association the association type must not be null.

Action

Specify a correct association.

INMJRE0025

The object to be deleted is not of type {0}

Explanation

The delete operation specified that only objects of a particular type should be deleted,
however at least one of the given keys points to a different object.

Action

Specify only keys of the requested type.

INMJRE0026

An auditable event object cannot be deleted

Explanation

It is not allowed to delete an auditable event.

Action

Correct the client program.

INMJRE0027

Concept must have a classification scheme ancestor

Explanation

The concept used for an internal classification has to belong to a classification scheme.

Action

Supply a correct concept for an internal classification.

INMJRE0028

{0} parameter must not be null

Explanation

The function shown on the call stack must not be called with a null value.

Action

Correct the client program.

INMJRE0029

Concept must not have a parent

Explanation

If a ClassificationScheme is created from a concept, then this concept must not have
a parent.

Action

Supply a correct concept.
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INMJRE0030

Invalid value type: {0}

Explanation

ClassificationScheme.setValueType() was called with an invalid value type.

Action

Supply a valid value type.

INMJRE0031

The classification scheme to be deleted still has children

Explanation

A classification scheme cannot be deleted if it has child concepts.

Action

Delete the child concepts before deleting the classification scheme.

INMJRE0032

Parent not allowed for concept

Explanation

The parent of a concept has to be a classification scheme or another concept.

Action

Supply a valid parent.

INMJRE0034

The concept to be deleted still has children

Explanation

A concept cannot be deleted if it has child concepts.

Action

Delete the child concepts before deleting the concept.

INMJRE0035

Invalid value for {0} ({1})

Explanation

An internal error occurred during the XML serialization of Java objects.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INMJRE0036

Invalid string value for {0} ({1})

Explanation

An internal error occurred while deserializing an XML document to a Java object.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INMJRE0037

The external link to be deleted still has linked objects

Explanation

An external link cannot be deleted if it has linked objects.

Action

Remove the external link from its linked objects before deleting it.

INMJRE0039

Cannot add a non-KeyRef to a KeyRefList

Explanation

Internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INMJRE0040

toArray failed with attached JAXRException while resolving an object reference

Explanation

An exception occurred while copying a collection to an array. See the "caused by"
message in the stack trace for the cause of the problem.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INMJRE0041

RegistryObjectIterator failed with attached JAXRException while resolving an
object reference

Explanation

An exception occurred while iterating a query result. See the "caused by" message of
the stack trace for the cause of the problem.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INMJRE0042

Invalid locale

Explanation

An internal error occurred while deserializing an XML document to a Java object.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INMJRE0043

The organization to be deleted still has child organizations

Explanation

An organization cannot be deleted if it has child organizations.

Action

Delete the child organizations before deleting the organization.

INMJRE0044

The organization to be deleted still has services

Explanation

An organization cannot be deleted if it has child services.

Action

Remove the services before deleting the organization.

INMJRE0045

The organization to be deleted still has users

Explanation

An organization cannot be deleted if it has users.

Action

Remove the users before deleting the organization.

INMJRE0046

Invalid stability value: {0}

Explanation

The setStability() method was called with an invalid stability value.

Action

Supply a valid stability value.
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INMJRE0047

This registry provider does not support client supplied keys

Explanation

This registry provider does not support client supplied keys.

Action

Do not call the setKey() method.

INMJRE0048

Internal error: duplicate key in object cache "{0}"

Explanation

This internal error indicates an inconsistency in the object cache.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INMJRE0049

Cannot modify object type classification

Explanation

An instance of a user-defined type cannot be assigned another object type classification.

Action

Correct the client program.

INMJRE0050

Duplicate object type classification

Explanation

An instance of a user-defined type can only be classified with one concept from the
"ObjectType" classification scheme.

Action

Correct the client program.

INMJRE0051

Cannot remove object type classification

Explanation

For instances of user-defined types it is not allowed to remove the classification that
represents the object type.

Action

Correct the client program.

INMJRE0052

This object ({0}) is deprecated and must not be referenced

Explanation

A deprecated object must not be referenced in any way by another object.

Action

Do not create references to deprecated objects.

INMJRE0053

An object to be deleted has not been previously saved

Explanation

Only objects that have been previously saved can be deleted.

Action

Correct the client program.

INMJRE0054

The "{0}" object to be deleted ({1}) is the target of the "{2}" association "{3}". The
source of the association is the {4} object "{5}" with key "{6}".

Explanation

An object cannot be deleted if it is still the target of an association.

Action

Delete the association before deleting the object.
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INMJRE0055

The registry package to be deleted still has members

Explanation

A registry package cannot be deleted if it has member objects.

Action

Remove the member objects from the package before deleting it.

INMJRE0056

Cannot modify the name of a slot after it was added to a registry object

Explanation

The name of a slot cannot be changed after the slot was added to a registry object.

Action

Correct the client program.

INMJRE0057

Invalid namespace ''{0}'' of type

Explanation

The namespace of a type must be a valid URI.

Action

Correct the namespace.

INMJRE0058

Invalid XML stream

Explanation

An internal error occurred while deserializing an XML document to a Java object.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INMJRE0059

XML parsing error

Explanation

An internal error occurred while deserializing an XML document to a Java object.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INMJRE0060

STAX configuration error

Explanation

An internal error occurred while deserializing an XML document to a Java object.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INMJRE0061

Invalid URL value

Explanation

An internal error occurred while deserializing an XML document to a Java object.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INMJRE0062

Invalid boolean value for attribute {0}

Explanation

An internal error occurred while deserializing an XML document to a Java object.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INMJRE0063

Incomplete object ({0} is missing or does not have a value)

Explanation

The indicated required part of an object was missing when an object was to be saved.

Action

Correct the client program.

INMJRE0064

Cannot add an existing association to another object

Explanation

It is not possible to add the same association object to several separate registry objects.

Action

Create a new association object.

INMJRE0065

Cannot add an existing classification to another object

Explanation

It is not possible to add the same classification object to several separate registry
objects.

Action

Create a new classification object.

INMJRE0066

Cannot add an existing external identifier to another object

Explanation

It is not possible to add the same external identifier object to several separate registry
objects.

Action

Create a new external identifier object.

INMJRE0067

Unexpected owner type

Explanation

This is an internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INMJRE0068

Cannot delete the pre-defined object with key "{0}"

Explanation

The CentraSite Registry/Repository database is installed with some pre-defined JAXR
objects that are required for CentraSite operation. These objects must not be deleted.

Action

Do not delete pre-defined objects.

INMJRE0069

Incomplete principal

Explanation

A CentraSitePrincipal has to be either an href representing a user or a group, or an
"all" indicator, or an "authenticated" indicator, or an "unauthenticated" indicator.
None of these were set.

Action

Create a correct CentraSitePrincipal object.
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INMJRE0070

Cannot set instance based security for objects of type {0}

Explanation

Instance based security cannot be set for the following object types: AuditableEvent,
Association, Classification, ExternalIdentifier, ServiceBinding and SpecificationLink.

Action

Do not try to set instance based security for these object types.

INMJRE0071

Failed with attached JAXRException

Explanation

Comparison of two key references failed. See the "caused by" message in the stack
trace for the cause of the failure.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INMJRE0072

A ServiceBinding cannot have both a TargetBinding and an AccessURI

Explanation

For a ServiceBinding object, TargetBinding and AccessURI are mutually exclusive.

Action

Choose either TargetBinding or AccessURI.

INMJRE0073

Expected empty XML element {0}, but found content "{1}"

Explanation

An internal error occurred while deserializing instance based security information to
a Java object.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INMJRE0074

Trying to use a closed connection (created by {0} at "{1}", closed at "{2}")

Explanation

A previously closed connection must not be used any more.

Action

Open a new connection.

INMJRE0075

A concept object must not have a HasParent association

Explanation

In order to allow for a proper mapping between JAXR and UDDI, a concept object
must not have a HasParent association.

Action

Do not create HasParent associations for concept objects.

INMJRE0076

Internal error: object type concept not found

Explanation

Internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INMJRE0077

The operation "{0}" can only be called for objects of type "{1}"

Explanation

Each operation belongs to one object type, and it can only be executed on objects of
that type.

Action

Call the operation only for objects of the correct type.

INMJRE0078

Internal error: method should not be called

Explanation

Internal error.

Action

Do not call this method.

INMJRE0079

Invalid status value: {0}

Explanation

An invalid status value was specified.

Action

See the JAXR javadoc for correct status values.

INMJRE0080

The status of the deprecated object ({0}) cannot be modified

Explanation

The status of a deprecated object cannot be modified.

Action

Undeprecate the object before modifying its status.

INMJRE0082

A concept ({0}) in the ObjectType classification scheme is to be saved without an
external link to an XML schema file

Explanation

Concepts in the ObjectType classification scheme represent JAXR object types. These
concepts have to have an external link to an XML schema file (XSD).

Action

Supply an XSD file for this concept.

INMJRE0087

Invalid value ''{0}'' of property ''{1}''

Explanation

The given value does not match the declared datatype of the property.

Action

Correct the value.

INMJRE0088

The concept to be deleted ({0}) is used by a classification ({1}). The classification
belongs to the {2} object with key "{3}".

Explanation

A concept must not be deleted if it is used by a classification.

Action

Remove the classification before deleting the concept.
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INMJRE0089

Trying to add a concept with the already existing value "{0}" under the parent object
with key "{1}".

Explanation

Concepts under the same parent object must have unique values.

Action

Choose a different value for the new concept.

INMJRE0090

Invalid slot name: "{0}"

Explanation

In the CentraSite JAXR implementation a JAXR slot name has to have the format
{uri}localname, where the {uri} part is optional. The localname has to be a valid
NCName according to the XML specification. Basically this means it may start with
a letter or an '_' character, followed by letters, digits, or the characters '_', '.', '-'. In
particular, the localname must not contain any whitespace characters.

Action

Supply a valid slot name.

INMJRE0091

Invalid concept used as association type: "{0}"

Explanation

Only concepts from the classification scheme "AssociationType" may be used as
association types.

Action

Choose a valid concept.

INMJRE0092

Commit or rollback not allowed if connection does not have client controlled
transactions

Explanation

Only JAXR connections that were created with
com.centrasite.jaxr.ClientTransaction=yes support commit and rollback operations.

Action

Correct the JAXR client program.

INMJRE0093

The value "{0}" of slot "{1}" is not a valid "{2}".

Explanation

The given value does not conform to the datatype as specified in the type definition.

Action

Specify a valid value.

INMJRE0094

Trying to modify the value of the ObjectType concept "{0}".

Explanation

It is not allowed to modify the value of a concept in the classification scheme
ObjectType.

Action

Correct the client program.
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INMJRE0095

Invalid concept value: {0}

Explanation

As described in the JAXR standard, a concept value has to be a valid NCName.

Action

Provide a valid concept value.

INMJRE0096

Trying to use an internal classification scheme ({0}) for an external classification.

Explanation

An external classification requires an external classification scheme.

Action

Supply a correct classification scheme.

INMJRE0097

Trying to save object "{0}" which is marked to be modified without lock.

Explanation

Objects which are marked to be modified without lock cannot be saved.

Action

Correct the client program.

INMJRE0098

Trying to modify an outdated object ("{0}")

Explanation

The application tried to modify a registry object which has been modified by someone
else in the meantime.

Action

Make sure to modify only the latest version of a registry object.

INMJRE0099

Repository access error.

Explanation

An error occurred accessing the repository.

Action

Ensure the repository is available. Check there are no resource issues (e.g. lack of disk
space).

INMJRE0100

Lock not available for object "{0}"

Explanation

The requested lock could not be granted.

Action

Wait until the lock is available.

INMJRE0103

Cannot handle a collection of values with a simple ParameterInstance

Explanation

A simple non-array ParameterInstance is associated with a single value.

Action

Use a single value.

INMJRE0104

ParameterType mismatch: requested {0}, present {1}

Explanation

The value(s) of a ParameterInstance have to correspond to the type of the respective
ParameterTemplate.

Action

Read / set values according to the ParameterType.
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INMJRE0105

The readonly property "{0}" must not be modified.

Explanation

Readonly properties can only be added to new objects. Existing property values must
not be changed.

Action

Do not modify readonly properties. Do not add readonly properties to existing objects.

INMJRE0106

Login rejected, user "{0}" not registered

Explanation

Each user has to be registered before being used for login.

Action

Register the user.

INMJRE0107

The "login user" option must not be modified for existing users.

Explanation

The "login user" option can only be assigned to new users.

Action

Do not modify an existing user's "login user" option.

INMJRE0108

For an existing user with "login user" option, the name must not be changed.

Explanation

A user with "login user" option has to keep his name.

Action

Do not modify the name of a user with "login user" option.

INMJRE0109

Invalid URI specified for principal: {0}.

Explanation

The URI specified for the principal is not valid. It must be an absolute URI or one
with an absolute path. The scheme of "ino:" is not a valid scheme.

Action

Ensure that the URI is valid.

INMJRE0110

"post insert" policy event failed for RegistryObject ("{0}")

Explanation

The enclosed exception explains the reason of the failure.

Action

Analyze the enclosed exception.

INMJRE0111

"post update" policy event failed for RegistryObject ("{0}")

Explanation

The enclosed exception explains the reason of the failure.

Action

Analyze the enclosed exception.

INMJRE0112

"post delete" policy event failed for RegistryObject ("{0}")

Explanation

The enclosed exception explains the reason of the failure.

Action

Analyze the enclosed exception.
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INMJRE0113

Please set the mandatory parameter {0} before activating the policy

Explanation

The policy activation verifies whether all mandatory paramters are set. 0 - Name of
the mandatory parameter which was not set.

Action

Please set all the mandatory parameters before activating the policy

INMJRE0114

Action {0} does not match the scope of the policy {1}

Explanation

The selected action does not match the scope of the policy 0 - Name of the action 1 Name of the policy.

Action

Please ensure that the selected action matches the scope of the policy.

INMJRE0115

The name of the default organization must not be changed.

Explanation

The name of the default organization must not be changed.

Action

None

INMJRE0117

Name not specified for user with "login user" option

Explanation

A user without a name cannot have the "login user" option.

Action

Specify a user name.

INMJRE0119

Enumeration not allowed for data type {0}

Explanation

Enumerations are not allowed for data types InternationalString and
InternationalRichText.

Action

Do not specify the enumeration option for these data types.

INMJRE0120

Internal error: missing ExternalLink to schema document

Explanation

This is an internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INMJRE0121

Internal error: target of {0} external link does not exist.

Explanation

This is an internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INMJRE0122

Duplicate type name {0}

Explanation

Each object type is identified by a name consisting of a namespace and a schema
name. This name has to be unique.

Action

Provide a unique type name.

INMJRE0123

Trying to remove the primary contact from organization {0} ({1}).

Explanation

Each organization has to have a primary contact. It is not allowed to remove the
primary contact.

Action

Do not remove the primary contact from an organization.

INMJRE0124

Cannot delete an ObjectType concept ({0})

Explanation

The taxonomy "ObjectType" contains concepts that represent object types. It is not
allowed to delete these concepts.

Action

Do not delete ObjectType concepts.

INMJRE0125

The user "{0}" ({1}) is the owner of, or modified the "{2}" object "{3}" ({4})

Explanation

A user who still owns an object cannot be deleted. Also, if the user modified some
object, and the corresponding audit trail entry is still present, deletion is rejected.
However, the audit trail can be purged, and after all modification audit trail entries
are purged, user deletion will be allowed.

Action

Delete all of the user's objects before deleting the user.

INMJRE0126

Attempt to modify a readonly privilege

Explanation

Readonly privileges must not be modified.

Action

Do not modify a readonly privilege.

INMJRE0127

Unsupported data type '{0}'

Explanation

The requested datatype is not supported.

Action

This is an internal error. Please contact your software supplier.

INMJRE0128

Illegal usage of deny ACE

Explanation

An ACE with deny can only be used with principal ALL and privilege ALL.

Action

Correct the ACE.
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INMJRE0129

Not a valid revision object

Explanation

The object specified is not a object from the revision part.

Action

Check objects for the revision restore.

INMJRE0130

Expected revision object not present

Explanation

Unexpectedly a revision object could not be located. Obviously there is no version
present of the actual object.

Action

Contact your software supplier because there is a structural problem with the revision
part.

INMJRE0131

Revision object must not be modified ("{0}")

Explanation

Revision object must not be modified, these objects are readonly.

Action

Check your objects.

INMJRE0132

Invalid revision object encountered ("{0}")

Explanation

Invalid revision object encountered. The keys must be the same but are different.

Action

Check registry objects.

INMJRE0133

The "{0}" to be deleted ({1}) is an intermediate version object

Explanation

The object to be deleted is a target of a version association and must not be explicitly
deleted.

Action

To delete objects of old versions use the purge() methods of the VersionManager
interface.

INMJRE0134

Login rejected, user "{0}" not active

Explanation

Deactivated users cannot log in.

Action

Activate the user.

INMJRE0135

Association type "{0}" already used in this asset type

Explanation

There can be only one association of type "Implements" per asset type. You attempted
to create such an attribute, but one exists already.

Action

Use a different association type.
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INMJRE0136

Uploaded computed profile zip does't contain computed implementation

Explanation

the zip does not the class which implements the interfaces like {0}

Action

Make sure the computed profile implementation bundled in zip

INMJRE0138

User "{0}" is still the primary contact of organization "{1}"

Explanation

A user cannot be deleted if this user is still the primary contact of an organization.

Action

Do not delete primary contact users.

INMJRE0139

Taxonomy "{0}" still used to classify object "{1}"

Explanation

An external taxonomy cannot be deleted as long as it is referenced by classifications.

Action

Remove the classifications before deleting the taxonomy.

INMJRE0140

The association type to be deleted ({0}) is used by an association ({1}). The association
belongs to the {2} object "{3}".

Explanation

An association type cannot be deleted if there are still associations of that type.

Action

Delete all associations of that type before deleting the association type.

INMJRE0141

Untyped RegistryEntry "{0}" must not be saved

Explanation

Java RegistryEntry objects are used to represent instances of user-defined types. In
order to make a RegistryEntry an instance of a type, it has to be classified with the
corresponding type concept.

Action

Save only typed RegistryEntries.

INMJRE0142

must not replace existing type concept

Explanation

This is an internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INMJRE0143

duplicate target type "{0}"

Explanation

For a RelationShip attribute the same target type was specified twice.

Action

Specify each target type only once.
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INMJRE0144

invalid maxOccurs value "{0}"

Explanation

Allowed values for maxOccurs are "1" and "unbounded".

Action

Specify a valid value.

INMJRE0145

invalid minOccurs value "{0}"

Explanation

Allowed values for minOccurs are "0" and "1".

Action

Specify a valid value.

INMJRE0146

Missing taxonomy for classification attribute "{0}"

Explanation

Each classification attribute needs a taxonomy.

Action

Specify a taxonomy.

INMJRE0147

For the classification attribute "{0}", the default value "{1}" does not belong to the
taxonomy "{2}".

Explanation

The default value needs to belong to the taxonomy.

Action

Select a concept from the taxonomy as the default value.

INMJRE0148

Missing association type for relationship attribute "{0}"

Explanation

Each relationship attribute needs an association type.

Action

Specify an association type.

INMJRE0149

duplicate attribute name "{0}"

Explanation

Attribute names have to be unique within classification, relationship, and file attributes.

Action

Choose a unique attribute name.

INMJRE0150

trying to access a deleted type

Explanation

After a type was deleted, the corresponding Java instance must no longer be used.

Action

Correct the client program.

INMJRE0151

must not rename existing type's schema name

Explanation

The schema name uniquely identifies a type, it must not be modified.

Action

Do not rename an existing schema name.
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INMJRE0152

Cannot save object due to missing lifecycle state. The object "{0}" is classified with
lifecycle state "{1}" which does not exist.

Explanation

A call to saveObjects fails, when a saved object contains a lifecycle state classification
which does not exist. This can occur after importing objects, when the lifecycle model
data has not been imported beforehand.

Action

Make sure that any referenced lifecycle models are available in the registry before
importing objects that refer to them.

INMJRE0153

Invalid attribute "{0}" applied to object of type "{1}"

Explanation

A setAttributeValue() or getAttributeValue() operation was issued against a registry
object whose type does not contain the specified attribute.

Action

Correct the application.

INMJRE0154

Conflicting aggregation settings

Explanation

A relationship attribute can be aggregating, or reversely aggregating, but not both.

Action

Choose a correct aggregation setting.

INMJRE0155

"{0}" is not a virtual type

Explanation

The given type concept is not a virtual type.

Action

Please supply a virtual type.

INMJRE0156

The delete operation failed due to a hidden association.

Explanation

The object to be deleted is still the target of an association. However, the user that
tries to delete the object does not have view permissions on the association and its
source object. Probably a CentraSite administrator with full permissions is required
to perform the delete operation.

Action

Please contact your CentraSite administrator.

INMJRE0158

The locale {0} is not contained in the set of restricted locales.

Explanation

The set of restricted locales defines which locales may be used when creating a value
for an InternationalString.

Action

Choose a different locale.
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INMJRE0159

Invalid or missing default locale

Explanation

When defining the set of restricted locales, exactly one locale needs to be marked as
the default locale.

Action

Specify a proper default locale.

INMJRE0160

The "{0}" package to be deleted ({1}) still has members, e.g. the {2} object "{3}" with
key "{4}".

Explanation

A registry package cannot be deleted if it still has members.

Action

Delete the members before deleting the registry package.

INMJRE0161

no value provided for required attribute {0} of {1} "{2}"

Explanation

The attribute is defined with the "required" option, but the attribute value was not
supplied when storing the object.

Action

Provide a value for the attribute.

INMJRE0162

too many values provided for single-value attribute {0} of {1} "{2}"

Explanation

For single-value attributes, at most one value may be provided.

Action

Provide a correct attribute value.

INMJRE0163

Internal error: cannot construct a RegistryObject from {0}.

Explanation

This is an internal error.

Action

Contact your software provider.

INMJRE0164

Internal error: missing object id for {0}

Explanation

This is an internal error.

Action

Contact your software provider.

INMJRE0165

Cannot modify attribute {0} of type {1} to be required, because it does not exist in
the object with key "{2}"

Explanation

While updating a type description, an attribute was modified to be a required attribute.
This modification however can only be done when the attribute is already present in
all existing objects of the type (which is trivially true if there are no existing objects),
or it has been equipped at the same time with a default value.

Action

Define a default value for the attribute, or refrain from setting the attribute to
"required", then retry the modification only after the attribute has been added to all
existing objects of the given type.
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INMJRE0166

Failed to check that the given profile is a computed profile

Explanation

While parsing the uploaded zip file, an unexpected exception occurred.

Action

Please make sure the uploaded zip file is not corrupted.

INMJRE0167

Uploaded computed profile implementation zip file does not contain profile
implementation class, which implements the interface like {0}

Explanation

The uploaded computed profile implementation zip file does not contain the class
that implements the interface like {0}.

Action

Please make sure the zip file contains the computed profile implementation.

INMJRE0168

Default value should be given for all required attributes when the types have
instances. Please provide the default value for the required attribute "{0}".

Explanation

When updating an asset type which already has instances, all the required attributes
of that type should be provided with default values.

Action

Ensure that all the required attributes of the edited asset type have default values.

INMJRE0169

The predefined attribute cannot be deleted

Explanation

You cannot delete the predefined attributes.

Action

You cannot delete the predefined attribute.

INMJUE0001

Check your access rights and the proxy settings

Explanation

The accessing user does not have sufficient privileges for the target object.

Action

Do the action as a more privileged user.

INMJUE0005

No privilege to access target object from object: {0}

Explanation

The accessing user does not have sufficient privileges for the target object.

Action

Do the action with a more privileged user.

INMJUE0006

Uploaded computed profile implementation zip does't contain profile
implementation class, which implements the interface like {0}

Explanation

The uploaded computed profile implementation zip file does not contain the class
that implements the interface like the one shown.

Action

Make sure the zip file contains the computed profile implementation.
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INMJUE0007

Failed to check that a given profile is a computed profile

Explanation

While parsing the uploaded zip file an unexpected exception occurred.

Action

Make sure that the uploaded zip file is not corrupted.

INMJUW0002

The associated object of type "External Link" could not be deleted

Explanation

This can happen while deleting virtual services.

Action

No action required.

INMJUW0003

The associated object of type "WS-Policy attachment" could not be deleted

Explanation

This can happen when deleting virtual services.

Action

No action required.

INMJUW0004

The associated object of type "Associated with" could not be deleted

Explanation

This can happen when deleting virtual services.

Action

No action required.

INMLFE0001

Provider not set for {0}

Explanation

The LCM factory could not be initialized since the property for the provider class is
not set appropriately.

Action

Please check the javadoc of the LCM API to set the appropriate property.

INMLFE0002

Provider {0} not found

Explanation

The LCM provider class could not be loaded.

Action

Please check that the name of provider class is appropriately set and is available for
class loading.

INMLFE0003

Provider {0} could not be instantiated

Explanation

An exception occurred while trying to load the provider class.

Action

Please check that the name of provider class is appropriately set and is available for
class loading
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INMLFE0004

No initial state defined

Explanation

There should be an initial state defined for any lifecycle model.

Action

Please make sure that there is an initial state defined for the lifecycle model.

INMLFE0005

The state(s) {0} are unreachable

Explanation

It should be possible to traverse to each state within a lifecycle model from the initial
state 0 - name(s) of the state(s) unreachable from the initial state.

Action

Please make sure that each state is reachable from the initial state in the lifecycle
model.

INMLFE0006

A lifecycle model should have at least one end state

Explanation

Any lifecycle model should have at least one state that does not have a next state.

Action

Please make sure that the lifecycle model has at least one end state.

INMLFE0007

The given object type {0} cannot be LCM enabled

Explanation

Only asset types, policies and lifecycle models can be LCM enabled 0 - name of the
invalid object type

Action

Please make sure that an appropriate object type that can be LCM enabled is used.

INMLFE0008

The state {0} cannot be set as an initial state. The state is currently not present in
the lifecycle model.

Explanation

Only states which are already part of the lifecycle model can be set as an initial state.

Action

Please make sure that you add the state to the lifecycle model before setting it as the
initial state.

INMLFE0009

The state {0} cannot be set as a preferred next state. The state is currently not a next
state.

Explanation

Only states which are part of the next states can be set as preferred next state 0 - name
of the invalid preferred next state.

Action

Please ensure that the state is part of the next states before setting it as the preferred
next state.
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INMLFE0010

Each lifecycle model should belong to an organization

Explanation

Each LCM should belong to one organization.

Action

Please assign an organization to which the lifecycle model belongs.

INMLFE0011

It is only possible to define a lifecycle model for lifecycle models in CentraSite
Active SOA version

Explanation

A lifecycle model for lifecycle models can only be defined in the CentraSite Active
SOA edition.

Action

No action required.

INMLFE0012

{0] is not a type in CentraSiteRegistryTypes taxonomy

Explanation

The concept used for the registry type should belong to the predefined
CentraSiteRegistryTypes taxonomy 0 - key of the invalid concept.

Action

Please use a concept that belongs to the predefined CentraSiteRegistryTypes taxonomy.

INMLFE0014

A type with the given name {0} was not found

Explanation

No object type was found with the given name 0 - name of the given object type.

Action

Please specify a valid type name.

INMLFE0015

No active lifecycle model for the given registry object found

Explanation

The given registry object is not associated with any active lifecycle model.

Action

No action required.

INMLFE0016

The given state {0} is not a valid follow up state of {1} for the given registry object
{2}

Explanation

The current state of the registry object does not have a state transition to the specified
target state. 0 - specified target state 1 - current state of the registry object 2 - name of
the registry object.

Action

Please ensure that there is a valid state transition from the current state of the registry
object to the specified target state.

INMLFE0017

The given registry object is never in a work flow to change its state

Explanation

The given registry object cannot be approved or rejected since it was never in a work
flow to change its state.

Action

No action required.
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INMLFE0018

For each object type, only one lifecycle model can be active per organization

Explanation

For any object type and organization, there can be at most one active LCM.

Action

Please make sure that there are no active LCMs associated with the given object type
and organization, before trying to activate this LCM.

INMLFE0019

A promotion node can be set only on the final states of the lifecycle model

Explanation

Promotion nodes be only be set for final states of a lifecycle model.

Action

Please make sure that promotion nodes are set only for final states.

INMLFE0020

The registry object is in a workflow to change its state

Explanation

Next states cannot be determined for a registry object with a pending state change.

Action

No action required.

INMLFE0021

The given registry object is not a user or a role or a group that could be used to
restrict transitions to the state

Explanation

The registry object used to restrict transitions to the state should be either a user or
group or role. No other type of registry object can be used.

Action

Please make sure that the registry object used to restrict transitions to the state is either
a user or a group or a role.

INMLFE0022

The current user is not allowed to perform the state transition

Explanation

The current user does not have the necessary permissions to perform the requested
state transition.

Action

Please make sure that the current user has the necessary permissions to perform the
requested state transition.

INMLFE0024

Failed to set the initial state for the registry object {0}

Explanation

The registry object could not be set to the initial state of the life cycle model since there
is an approval work flow.

Action

Please make sure that there are no approval work flows triggered for the initial state
of the LCM.
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INMLFE0026

The lifecycle model is deleted!

Explanation

Deleted lifecycle models cannot be reused.

Action

Please use an existing lifecycle model and do not refer to deleted lifecycle models.

INMLFE0027

The lifecycle model is not associated with any types

Explanation

Each lifecycle model should be associated with at least one object type.

Action

Please choose at least one object type which will be associated with the lifecycle model.

INMLFE0028

Internal error: User {0}/{1} does not belong to any organization

Explanation

The logged in user does not belong to any organization 0 - Name of the user 1 - Key
of the user.

Action

Please make sure that the logged in user belongs to some organization.

INMLFE0029

Internal error: please specify the organization for which the lifecycle model has to
be found

Explanation

A lifecycle model can be found only in the context of an organization for which the
registry object is to be created.

Action

Please specify the organization for which the lifecycle model has to be found.

INMLFE0030

{0} lifecycle model cannot be modified

Explanation

A lifecycle model which is active or in a state after active cannot be modified.

Action

Please ensure that the lifecycle model is in a state before active so that it can be
modified.

INMLFE0031

The lifecycle model cannot be deleted!

Explanation

The lifecycle model could not be deleted because of an internal exception.

Action

Please look at the exception for more details.

INMLFE0032

The model cannot be set to state {0}

Explanation

The lifecycle model could not be set to the given state since it is not a valid transition
from the current state of the model 0 - name of the invalid state.

Action

Please make sure that the model is set to a state that is a valid transition from its
current state.
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INMLFE0033

Transition from any state to initial state is not allowed

Explanation

Transition from any state to initial state is not allowed.

Action

Transition from any state to initial state is not allowed.

INMLFE0034

The lifecycle model cannot be activated since the older version of this model could
not be superseded

Explanation

The lifecycle model which is a newer version of some other model could not be
activated since the older version model could not be marked as superseded.

Action

Please ensure that the older version model can be marked as superseded before
activating the newer lifecycle model.

INMLFE0035

An active lifecycle model cannot be deleted

Explanation

An attempt was made to delete an active lifecycle model.

Action

An active lifecycle model cannot be deleted.

INMLFE0036

State transition can only be made between states which belong to the same lifecycle
model

Explanation

There are state transitions which have been made between states which belong to
different lifecycle models.

Action

Please ensure that the state transitions are not made between states of two different
lifecycle models.

INMLFE0037

Lifecycle Model for Lifecycles cannot be deleted

Explanation

The predefined lifecycle model for lifecycles cannot be deleted.

Action

No action required.

INMLFE0038

Policy Lifecyle cannot be deleted

Explanation

The predefined lifecycle model for policies cannot be deleted.

Action

No action required.

INMLFE0041

Intermediate versions of a Lifecycle cannot be deleted using 'Delete' option

Explanation

There are two options to delete a lifecycle and its version objects, namely 'Delete' and
'Purge'. The 'Delete' option can be used only for the latest version of the lifecycle.

Action

Deletion will not be allowed.
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INMLYE0002

Lifecycle Model Name should not be empty

Explanation

The model name is mandatory.

Action

Enter the model name.

INMLYE0003

Stage Name should not be empty

Explanation

The stage name is mandatory.

Action

Enter the stage name.

INMLYE0005

Only one row can be moved down

Explanation

For the order of the lifecycle state, only one row can be moved up or down.

Action

While moving down any lifecycle state, please ensure that only one state is selected.

INMLYE0007

Only one row can be moved up

Explanation

To order the LC State, only one row can be moved up.

Action

Lifecycle state order.

INMLYE0008

Lifecycle model(s) should be selected for saving report

Explanation

Saving a report should have one LCM object.

Action

Saving a report should have one LCM object.

INMLYE0009

Two state names cannot have the same name

Explanation

There is a duplicate state name.

Action

Choose a unique state name.

INMPEE0003

Namespace {0} does not match any of the possible namespaces {1}

Explanation

Service namespace is validated against the set of possible namespaces as specified by
the policy. 0 - Namespace of the service 1 - Allowed namespaces from policy.

Action

Please ensure that the namespace of the service matches at least one of the allowed
namespaces.

INMPEE0009

Policy {0} cannot be deactivated since an approval triggered by the policy for {1} {2}
is in progress

Explanation

Since there is an approval which is in progress, this policy cannot be deactivated. 0 Name of the policy 1 - Type of the object which is pending 2 - Name of the object
which is pending.

Action

Please complete the approval flow for the specific object and then deactivate the
policy.
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INMPEE0013

Organization {0} should have Administrator

Explanation

Every organization should have an administrator assigned 0 - Name of the organization

Action

Please ensure that the organization has an administrator assigned to it.

INMPEE0016

{0} {1} must be classified by taxonomy {2}

Explanation

The given registry object is validated to be classified by the given taxonomy. 0 - Type
name of the object 1 - Registry Object name 2 - Taxonomy node name.

Action

Please ensure that the registry object is classified by the given taxonomy.

INMPEE0021

Policy without any actions cannot be executed

Explanation

A policy without any actions cannot be executed.

Action

Please assign some actions to this policy.

INMPEE0030

Service WSDL size {0} does not conform with the specified size {1}

Explanation

The service WSDL size does not match the size specified by the policy. 0 - WSDL size
of the service 1 - WSDL size specified in the policy.

Action

Please ensure that the WSDL size of the service conforms with the specified size.

INMPEE0031

{0} name {1} does not conform with the pattern {2}

Explanation

The registry object name does not match the specified pattern. 0 - Type of the registry
object 1 - Name of the registry object 2 - Name pattern specified in the policy.

Action

Please ensure that the name of registry object conforms to the specified pattern.

INMPEE0039

Service Binding Type(s) {0} are missing in the WSDL. The mandatory bindings
specified in the policy are {1}

Explanation

The binding types of the service are validated against the specified bindings. 0 Violating binding types of the service 1 - Binding types specified by the policy.

Action

Please ensure that the service binding types conform to the specified binding types.

INMPEE0043

User does not have the permission to create {0}

Explanation

The user does not have the required permission to create an object of the given type.
{0} refers to the object type for which the user is creating an instance.

Action

Please assign the necessary permissions to the user before trying to create an object
of the type.
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INMPEE0045

Namespace cannot be empty for {0} {1}

Explanation

The namespace of the applied object is empty. {0} - type of the applied object {1} name of the applied object.

Action

Please ensure that the namespace is provided for the object.

INMPEE0046

Description is empty for {0} {1}

Explanation

The description of the registry object is empty. 0 - Type of the registry object 1 - Name
of the registry object.

Action

Please make sure that the registry object has a non-empty and valid description.

INMPEE0047

Name is empty for {0}

Explanation

The name of the registry object is empty 0. - Type of the registry object.

Action

Please make sure that the registry object has a non-empty and valid name.

INMPEE0048

Policy {0} cannot be activated since there is a newer active version of this policy

Explanation

Since there is a newer version of this policy which is active, the policy cannot be
activated.

Action

Please use the newest active version of the policy for enforcement.

INMPEE0049

Policy {0} cannot be activated since the older version of the policy could not be
superseded

Explanation

The policy which is a newer version of some other policy could not be activated since
the older version could not be marked as superseded.

Action

Please ensure that the older version policy can be marked as superseded before
activating the newer policy.

INMPEE0052

{0} description {1} does not conform with the pattern {2}

Explanation

The registry object description does not conform to the pattern specified in the policy.
0 - Type of the registry object 1 - Description of the registry object 2 - Description
pattern specified in the policy.

Action

Please ensure that the description of the registry object conforms to the specified
pattern.
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INMPEE0057

{0} {1} does not belong to an LCM state

Explanation

The registry object does not belong to an LCM state. 0 - Type name of the object 1 Name of the object.

Action

Please ensure that the registry object is set to an appropriate LCM state.

INMPEE0059

{0} {1} belongs to state {2} which does not conform to the allowed states {3}

Explanation

The LCM state of the registry object is validated against the allowed states specified
in the policy. 0 - Type name of the registry object 1 - Name of the registry object 2 Current state name of the registry object 3 - Allowed states specified in the policy.

Action

Please ensure that the registry object is set to an appropriate LCM state.

INMPEE0064

{0} {1} does not have a value set for attribute {2}

Explanation

The registry object does not have a value set of the specified attribute. 0 - Type of the
registry object 1 - Name of the registry object 2 - Attribute name specified in the policy.

Action

Please ensure that the object has a value set for the specific attribute.

INMPEE0066

{0} {1} has value {2} set for attribute {3} which does not conform to the allowed values
{4}

Explanation

The registry object has a value set of the specified attribute which does not conform
to the allowed values. 0 - Type of the registry object 1 - Name of the registry object 2
- Attribute value of the registry object 3 - Attribute name specified in the policy 4 Allowed attribute values specified in the policy.

Action

Please ensure that the object has an appropriate value set for the specific attribute.

INMPEE0069

Policy {0} cannot be activated as some mandatory action parameters are not set

Explanation

The policy has some mandatory parameters which are not set, so the policy cannot
be activated. 0 - Name of the policy.

Action

Please ensure that all mandatory parameters of the policy are set before activation.

INMPEE0071

Priority for a policy should be between {0} and {1}

Explanation

The priority for a policy should be within the specified limits.

Action

Please enter a priority within the specified limits.
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INMPEE0072

Policy action rule {0} is invalid

Explanation

The action.properties file is not accessible for this policy action rule. 0- name of the
policy action.

Action

Please enter the correct rule file for the policy action.

INMPEE0073

{0} is not a valid Groovy script

Explanation

The action file is not a valid Groovy script. 0 – name of the Groovy script.

Action

Please upload a valid Groovy script.

INMPEE0074

Result message not set for Groovy action {0}

Explanation

The Groovy script did not set the result object. 0 – name of the Groovy action.

Action

Set the result inside the Groovy action.

INMPEE0087

Active user {0} cannot be deleted.

Explanation

Only deactivated users can be deleted in CentraSite. {0} specifies the user name.

Action

Deactivate the user before deletion.

INMPEE0089

Organization level permission for {0} is not created yet for organization {1}

Explanation

Firstly we have to create an organization before creating any registry object for an
organization. This is because organization level permissions of that organization are
used in instance level permission for those registry objects. 0 – name of the registry
object 1 – name of the organization.

Action

Create the organization first.

INMPEE0091

User cannot update the role {0} with permissions that he does not have

Explanation

A user can assign permissions that he has to a role. If a user tries to update a role with
a permission that he does not have, then this error will be thrown. 0 – name of the
role.

Action

Please ensure that the user has the permissions that he is assigning to a role.

INMPEE0092

{0} cannot be deleted

Explanation

The default organization cannot be deleted.

Action

Do not try to delete the default organization.
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INMPEE0094

Policy {0} cannot be activated since an active older version of the policy has a
pending approval

Explanation

Since there is an older version of this policy which is active and has a pending
approval, this newer policy version cannot be activated. 0 – name of the policy.

Action

Please ensure that any approval triggered by the older active version of this policy
gets completed before activating the newer version.

INMPEE0102

Organization Primary Contact has to be an active user

Explanation

A deactivated user cannot become the primary contact of an organization.

Action

Please assign an active user as the primary contact of an organization.

INMPEE0104

User cannot assign the role {0} to a user/group that he cannot manage

Explanation

If a user with "Manage Users" permission in one organization tries to assign a role
from another organization or a system level role to his own organization's user, then
this error message will be thrown.

Action

The user needs to have the "Manage Users" permission of the role's organization (if
it is an organization level role) or the user should have the "Manage System-wide
Roles" permission if it is a system level role. Only then can the user assign that role
to a user.

INMPEE0105

User cannot create the Role {0} with permissions that the user does not have

Explanation

A user can update the role only with the permissions that he possesses. If a user with
Organization level "Manage Users" permission or "Manage System-wide Roles"
permission tries to update a role then this user can assign only the permission that
he/she already has, otherwise this error message will be thrown.

Action

Please ensure that the user has the permissions that he/she is assigning to a role.

INMPEE0106

Action class {0} not found in {1}

Explanation

The action class mentioned in the properties file should be present in the action rule
archive. 0 – name of the executable class, 1 – name of the action rule archive.

Action

The action class mentioned in the properties file is not present in the action rule
archive. Please make sure the class mentioned in the property file is present in the
archive.
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INMPEE0110

WS-I actions should not be combined with other actions in a single policy

Explanation

A policy containing WS-I actions cannot contain any actions other than WS-I policy
actions

Action

Make sure WS-I actions are not combined with other actions in a single policy.

INMPEE0111

Dependent actions {0} for {1} is not included

Explanation

Dependent actions of a WS-I action are not included. 0 – name of the missing
dependent WS-I action, 1 - name of the included WS-I action.

Action

Dependent actions of a WS-I action should be included in a policy.

INMPEE0113

There are no lifecycle states associated with the {0} event for the policy {1} and hence
this policy cannot be activated

Explanation

The pre/post state change policy does not have any lifecycle states associated with it
and hence the policy will not be executed for any state transition. Hence this policy
cannot be activated. 0 - Pre/Post State Change event, 1 - Name of the policy.

Action

Please ensure that the policy is associated with the appropriate lifecycle states for the
pre/post state change events

INMPEE0114

Lifecycle state {0} from {1} does not match the scope of the policy {2}

Explanation

The lifecycle state associated with the policy does not correspond to the object types
specified in the scope of the policy. 0 - Name of the lifecycle state associated with this
policy, 1 - Name of the lifecycle model to which this state belongs, 2 - Name of the
policy.

Action

Please ensure that the lifecycle states associated to the policy belong to a lifecycle
model whose object type conform to the object types specified in the policy scope

INMPEE0115

Consumer Registration Request {0} is not associated with any asset

Explanation

A consumer registration request object must be associated with an asset. 0 – Name of
the consumer registration request.

Action

Associate the consumer registration request object with an asset using an association
with the association type "relatedTo". The source object of the association is the
consumer registration request. The target object of the association is the asset.

INMPEE0118

{0} {1} is pending on state change. So it cannot be modified or deleted.

Explanation

The object has a pending state change. So this object cannot be modified or deleted.
0 - Type of the object 1 - Name of the object.

Action

If you want to modify or delete the object, release the object from the pending state.
If there are pending approvals, get them completed.
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INMPEE0120

Attribute {0} is read only and hence cannot be set for {1} {2}

Explanation

Since the attribute is read only, the given attribute value cannot be set for the registry
object. 0 - Name of the read only attribute, 1 - Type of the registry object, 2 - Name of
the registry object.

Action

Please ensure that the chosen attribute is not a read only attribute.

INMPEE0129

Initial State {0} cannot be used to define policy on Pre-State Change event

Explanation

Pre-state change policies cannot be defined on initial states of any lifecycle model. 0
- Name of the initial state associated with the policy.

Action

Please use a lifecycle state other than the initial state to define the pre-state change
policy.

INMPEE0136

Policy action {0} is used, so it cannot be edited or deleted

Explanation

If the policy action is used by any other policy, the policy action can't be edited or
deleted.

Action

Before editing or deleting any policy action, the user has to verify whether any policy
is using this action or not.

INMPEE0142

{0} {1} has a pending approval and hence cannot be moved

Explanation

The registry object has an approval in pending state. So it cannot be moved to a new
owner and/or organization. 0 - Type of the registry object 1 - Name of the registry
object.

Action

Please complete the pending approval for the registry object before moving it.

INMPEE0143

{0} {1} has a pending consumer registration request and hence cannot be moved

Explanation

The registry object has a pending consumer registration, so it cannot be moved to a
new owner and/or organization. 0 - Type of the registry object 1 - Name of the registry
object.

Action

Please complete the consumer registration request for the registry object before moving
it.

INMPEE0144

{0} {1} is an internal object of CentraSite and hence cannot be moved

Explanation

Internal objects of CentraSite cannot be moved.

Action

Internal objects of CentraSite cannot be moved.
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INMPEE0145

{0} {1} cannot be moved to inactive or internal users of CentraSite

Explanation

Ownership of the registry object cannot be transferred to inactive or internal users of
CentraSite. 0 - Type of the registry object 1 - Name of the registry object.

Action

Please ensure that the new owner for the registry object is an active and non-internal
user of CentraSite.

INMPEE0146

The mandatory attribute {0} does not have value for this object

Explanation

An attribute should have a value for a registry object if it is marked as required.

Action

Provide appropriate value(s).

INMPEE0148

Only user with CentraSite Administrator role can do the change ownership action

Explanation

Only a user with the CentraSite Administrator role can do the change ownership
action.

Action

Please make sure that you log in as a user who has CentraSite Administrator role to
perform the ownership change.

INMPEE0149

Only user with CentraSite Administrator role can do the change organization action

Explanation

Only a user with the CentraSite Administrator role can do the change organization
action for assets.

Action

Please make sure that you log in as a user who has the CentraSite Administrator role
to perform the organization change.

INMPEE0150

Internal users cannot be moved across organizations.

Explanation

If the user is trying to move any of the predefined or internal users from one
organization to another organization, this error message will be displayed.

Action

Remove the predefined/internal users from the list for moving users across
organizations.

INMPEE0151

Owner for the object {0} of type {1} is not present in CentraSite

Explanation

The owner for the object is not present in CentraSite. {0} - Name of the object {1} Type of the object.

Action

The owner should not be allowed to be removed from CentraSite while owning some
objects. So, identify how the owner was removed from CentraSite with this object
dependency and report a bug.
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INMPEE0153

View permission on {0} {1} is not available for {2} {3}

Explanation

The view permission on the registry object is not available for the specific user or
group. 0 - Type of the registry object for which the profile permissions are being set
1 - Name of the registry object 2 - User or Group 3 - Name of the user or group.

Action

Please set the view permission on the registry object for the specific user or group
before setting the profile permissions.

INMPEE0154

Modify permission on {0} {1} is not available for {2} {3}

Explanation

The modify permission on the registry object is not available for the specific user or
group. 0 - Type of the registry object for which the profile permissions are being set
1 - Name of the registry object 2 - User or Group 3 - Name of the user or group.

Action

Please set the modify permission on the registry object for the specific user or group
before setting the profile permissions.

INMPEE0156

The new owner {0} does not have create asset permission in organization {1}

Explanation

An attempt was made to move an asset to a user who does not have "create assets"
permission in the asset's organization.

Action

Assign the Asset Provider role or any custom role which contains the "create assets"
permission in the asset' organization to the target user.

INMPEE0167

The RejectHandler policy prohibited the operation for {0} {1}

Explanation

Operations like "move", "delete", etc. are only allowed for specific object types.

Action

Correct the application program.

INMPEE0175

Virtual Service {0} cannot be deleted because it has been deployed to the target.

Explanation

This error message is thrown when you are attempting to delete the virtual service
which is deployed to a target.

Action

Undeploy the virtual service before attempting to delete.

INMPEE0176

Target information not available for the deployment operation.

Explanation

A target is mandatory for deployment operations of Virtual Service/Virtual XML
service/Virtual REST service/Consumer Application/Aliases.

Action

Trigger deployment from the deployment profile.
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INMPEE0180

IS Service Interface {0} should have at least one associated IS Service Object, hence
the corresponding REST service is not created.

Explanation

The IS Service Interface object should have at least one associated IS Service Object.

Action

Make sure at least one IS Service Object (HTTP methods get, put, post and delete) is
associated to the IS Service Interface and also make sure the name of the IS Service
Object should contain the following strings (get, put, post and delete) appropriate to
the method definition.

INMPEE0181

REST Service {0} should have at least one native endpoint, hence the corresponding
REST service is not created.

Explanation

The REST service published from the webMethods product suite should have at least
one native endpoint.

Action

Make sure the port attribute (IS Server object) has a value defined.

INMPEE0184

Cannot remove the existing life cycle state from the object {0}

Explanation

It is not possible to remove the existing life cycle state from the given object

Action

No action required.

INMPEE0185

{0} {1} must be classified by at least one of {2}

Explanation

The given registry object is validated to be classified by the given taxonomy or
category. 0 - Type name of the object 1 - Registry Object name 2 - Taxonomy node
name or category node name.

Action

Please ensure that the registry object is classified by the given taxonomy or category.

INMPEE0190

Unable to delete the exported archive file

Explanation

The intermediate archive file created for asset promotion could not be deleted.

Action

No action required.

INMPEE0204

The mandatory attribute {0}, of {1} "{2}" does not have a value

Explanation

The mandatory attribute {0} of {2} created from type {1} does not have a value. Attribute
{0} has been marked "required" in the definition of type {2} and hence should have a
value.

Action

Provide a value for the attribute {0} or provide a default value for the attribute in the
definition of type {2}.
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INMPEE0206

The validation pattern "{0}" is invalid for policy "{1} at {2}". Repair the regular
expression pattern.

Explanation

The validation policy action of the specified policy contains an invalid/unsupported
regular expression pattern.

Action

Specify a syntactically correct regular expression for the policy action.

INMPEE0210

Key Generator Policy is not enabled for the API {0}

Explanation

The Key Generator Policy for the given API is not generated.

Action

Contact the API provider.

INMPEE0211

Onboarding Organization {0} with Administrator User {1} has failed

Explanation

Onboarding the given organization with the given administrator user of that
organization has failed.

Action

Contact the CentraSite administrator.

INMPEE0212

Onboarding User {0} in Organization {1} has failed

Explanation

Onboarding of the given user has failed in the given organization.

Action

Contact the organization administrator.

INMPEE0218

API key revocation failed.

Explanation

The specified API key could not be revoked. This problem can occur because the
requestor does not have the required permisison to revoke API key.

Action

Only a user with Administrator or Asset Provider role can revoke API keys.

INMPEE0225Error CentraSite cannot delete the alias because it is already deployed to the target. Alias:
{0}
Explanation

You are trying to delete an alias which is already deployed to a target.

Action

You must undeploy an alias before you delete it.

INMPEE0226

The user {0} of the API Portal cannot be deleted.

Explanation

You do not have sufficient access rights to delete the specified user {0} of API Portal,
who has onboarded in the CentraSite registry. To delete the specified user, you must
belong to the CentraSite Administrator role.

Action

Verify that you have the appropriate access rights. Contact your administrator and
request access if necessary and then try again.
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INMPEE0227

Could not send key revocation notice to the user configured in the API consumption
settings.

Explanation

An email notification for the key revocation status could not be sent to the user
configured in the API consumption settings, possibly because the user specified has
been deleted from the CentraSite registry.

Action

Verify that the specified user exists in the CentraSite registry. If the user exists and
the error persists, contact your administrator. If the user does not exist, remove the
user from the API consumption settings.

INMPEE0228

API Portal user {0} was off-boarded.

Explanation

The API Portal user {0} has been off-boarded prior to the key generation/renewal
operation.

Action

Onboard the API Portal user and try again.

INMPEE0229

Key revocation policy must be enabled for the API.

Explanation

The key revocation policy required for revoking an API's key has not been enabled
for the API.

Action

Contact the API provider.

INMPEE0230

Failed to delete the API {0}.

Explanation

Could not delete the specified API {0} from CentraSite registry, possibly because the
specified API is published to one or more API Portals.

Action

Make sure you unpublish the API from all of the API Portals, before trying to delete
it.

INMPEE0231

Failed to create object {0} in organization {1}.

Explanation

Could not create the object {0} in the organization {1}, possibly because of insufficient
permissions.

Action

Ensure that you have sufficient permissions to create the object in the selected
organization.

INMPEE0234

The asset {0} cannot be deleted, because it is consumed by one or more assets.

Explanation

The asset {0} cannot be deleted, because it is consumed by one or more assets.

Action

Make sure you unconsume all consumers from the asset, before trying to delete it.
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INMPEE0236

The WSDL does not have any service element for {0}.

Explanation

The WSDL cannot be validated if there are no service elements in it.

Action

If the service {0} is a Virtual type, the service element will be available only after it is
deployed to a Mediator gateway.

INMPEI0002

Namespace {0} matches one of the possible namespaces {1}

Explanation

The service namespace validated against the set of possible namespaces as specified
by the policy. 0 - Namespace of the service 1 - Allowed namespaces from policy.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0004

User {0} does not have the role specified in the policy

Explanation

Since the user does not have the role specified in the policy, the role group policy is
not applicable for the user 0 - Name of the user.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0005

Attribute {0} is not applicable for {1} {2}

Explanation

The specified attribute is not applicable for the given object. 0 - Name of the attribute
1 - Type of the object 2 - Name of the object.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0006

Policy {0} was successfully validated for activation

Explanation

The policy was successfully validated for activation. 0 - Name of the policy.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0007

LC Model {0} was successfully validated for activation

Explanation

The lifecycle was successfully validated for activation. 0 - Name of the lifecycle model.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0008

Policy {0} was successfully validated for deactivation

Explanation

The policy was successfully validated for deactivation. 0 - Name of the policy.

Action

No action required.
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INMPEI0010

Permissions assigned successfully for {0} {1}

Explanation

Default permissions were assigned successfully for the given registry object. 0 - Type
of the object 1 - Name of the object.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0012

User {0} was assigned to organization groups successfully

Explanation

The user was assigned to organization groups successfully. 0 - Name of the user.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0014

Organization {0} has Administrator

Explanation

The given organization has an administrator assigned to it. 0 - Name of the
organization.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0015

{0} {1} is classified by taxonomy {2}

Explanation

The given registry object is validated to be classified by the given taxonomy. 0 - Type
name of the object 1 - Registry object name 2 - Taxonomy node name.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0017

Default Roles, Permissions and Groups created successfully for Organization {0}

Explanation

Default roles, permissions and groups were created successfully for the given
organization. 0 - Name of the organization.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0018

Default Roles, Permissions and Groups deleted successfully for Organization {0}

Explanation

Default roles, permissions and groups were deleted successfully for the given
organization. 0 - Name of the organization.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0019

Adding {0} privilege for {1} {2} on {3} {4}

Explanation

The chosen privilege on the given registry object was successfully added for the
particular user/group. 0 - View/Modify 1 - User/Group 2 - Name of the user/group 3
- Type of the registry object 4 - Name of the registry object.

Action

No action required.
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INMPEI0022

Default roles, groups, permissions and SDL for organization {0} created successfully

Explanation

Default roles, groups, permissions and SDL were created successfully for the given
organization. 0 - Name of the organization.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0023

Default roles, groups, permissions for organization {0} removed successfully

Explanation

Default roles, permissions and groups were removed successfully for the given
organization. 0 - Name of the organization.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0024

User creation policy for User {0} was successful

Explanation

The user was successfully added to the default groups of the organization to which
the user belongs. 0 - Name of the user.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0025

Request Approval Flow {0} for {1} created successfully

Explanation

Request approval flow with the specified name was created successfully for the object.
0 - Approval Flow Name 1 - Name of the object for which approval is triggered.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0026

Default instance level permissions for Asset {0} were assigned successfully

Explanation

Default instance level permissions were successfully assigned for the given asset. 0 Name of the asset.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0027

Email with subject {0} successfully sent to {1}

Explanation

An email with the given subject was successfully sent to the recipients. 0 - Subject of
the sent email 1 - email address of the recipient(s).

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0029

Service WSDL size {0} conforms with the specified size {1}

Explanation

The service WSDL size validated against the size specified by the policy. 0 - WSDL
size of the service 1 - WSDL size specified in the policy.

Action

No action required.
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INMPEI0032

{0} name {1} conforms with the pattern {2}

Explanation

The registry object name matches the specified pattern. 0 - Type of the registry object
1 - Name of the registry object 2 - Name pattern specified in the policy.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0033

Default instance level permissions for Group {0} were assigned successfully

Explanation

Default instance level permissions were successfully assigned for the given group. 0
- Name of the group.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0034

Default instance level permissions for Lifecycle Model {0} were assigned successfully

Explanation

Default instance level permissions were successfully assigned for the given lifecycle
model. 0 - Name of the lifecycle model.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0035

Default instance level permissions for Policy {0} were assigned successfully

Explanation

Default instance level permissions were successfully assigned for the given policy. 0
- Name of the policy.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0036

Default instance level permissions for Report Template {0} were assigned
successfully

Explanation

Default instance level permissions were successfully assigned for the given report
template. 0 - Name of the report template.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0037

Default instance level permissions for Role {0} were assigned successfully

Explanation

Default instance level permissions were successfully assigned for the given role. 0 Name of the role.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0038

Default instance level permissions for Taxonomy {0} were assigned successfully

Explanation

Default instance level permissions were successfully assigned for the given taxonomy.
0 - Name of the taxonomy.

Action

No action required.
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INMPEI0040

Service Binding Type(s) conform with the specified bindings {0}

Explanation

The binding types of the service validated against the specified bindings. 0 - Binding
types specified by the policy.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0041

Default instance level permissions for User {0} were assigned successfully

Explanation

Default instance level permissions were successfully assigned for the given user 0 Name of the User

Action

No action required

INMPEI0042

Default instance level permissions for Policy Action {0} were assigned successfully

Explanation

Default instance level permissions were successfully assigned for the given policy
action. 0 - Name of the policy action.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0050

{0} {1} successfully classified by specified taxonomies {2}

Explanation

The given registry object has been classified with the specified taxonomy nodes. 0 Type name of the registry object 1 - Name of the registry object 2 - Name(s) of the
taxonomy nodes.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0051

{0} {1} successfully unclassified from specified taxonomies {2}

Explanation

The given registry object has been unclassified from the specified taxonomies. 0 Type name of the registry object 1 - Name of the registry object 2 - Name(s) of the
taxonomies.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0053

{0} description {1} conforms with the pattern {2}

Explanation

The registry object description validated with the specified pattern. 0 - Type of the
registry object 1 - Description of the registry object 2 - Description pattern specified
in the policy.

Action

No action required.
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INMPEI0054

{0} {1} was triggered to change to initial state {2}

Explanation

The registry object has been triggered to change to initial state of the corresponding
lifecycle model. 0 - Type name of the object 1 - Name of the registry object 2 - Name
of the initial state of the corresponding lifecycle model.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0055

Object type of {0} - {1} is not LCM-enabled

Explanation

The type of the registry object is not lifecycle-enabled. 0 - Name of the object 1 - Type
name of the object.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0056

{0} {1} was triggered to change activation to {2}

Explanation

The registry object has been triggered to change activation to Active/Inactive. 0 - Type
name of the object 1 - Name of the object 2 - Change activation to Active/Inactive.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0058

{0} {1} belongs to state {2} which conforms to the allowed states {3}

Explanation

The lifecycle state of the registry object is validated against the allowed states specified
in the policy. 0 - Type name of the registry object 1 - Name of the registry object 2 Current state name of the registry object 3 - Allowed states specified in the policy.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0060

State change to {0} is not applicable for {1} {2}

Explanation

The state change to the specified state is not applicable for the given object. 0 - Change
to state name specified in the policy 1 - Type of the registry object 2 - Name of the
registry object.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0061

State change to {0} is initiated for {1} {2}

Explanation

The state change to the specified state has been initiated for the given object. 0 - Change
to state name specified in the policy 1 - Type of the registry object 2 - Name of the
registry object.

Action

No action required.
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INMPEI0062

{0} {1} cannot be applied role groups policy

Explanation

Role groups policy can be applied only to user objects. 0 - Type of the registry object
1 - Name of the registry object.

Action

No action required

INMPEI0063

User {0} was added or removed from group {1}

Explanation

The given user was added or removed from the specified group. 0 - Name of the user
1 - Name of the group where the user was added or removed.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0065

{0} {1} has value {2} set for attribute {3} which conforms to the allowed values {4}

Explanation

For the specified attribute of the given registry object, a value has been set which
conforms to the allowed values. 0 - Type of the registry object 1 - Name of the registry
object 2 - Attribute value of the registry object 3 - Attribute name specified in the
policy 4 - Allowed attribute values specified in the policy.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0067

Attribute {2} of {0} {1} was set to value {3}

Explanation

The specified attribute of the registry object was set to the specified value. 0 - Type
of the registry object 1 - Name of the registry object 2 - Attribute name specified in
the policy 3 - Attribute value specified in the policy.

Action

No action required

INMPEI0068

LC Model {0}'s enabled object type instances were initiated into initial state {1}

Explanation

The instances of the object types which are LCM enabled by the given LC Model have
been triggered to change to the initial state of the LC Model. 0 - Name of the LC Model
1 - Name of the initial state of the LC Model.

Action

No action required

INMPEI0076

Default instance level permissions for Target {0} were assigned successfully

Explanation

Default instance level permissions were successfully assigned for the given target. 0
- Name of the target

Action

No action required.
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INMPEI0077

Default instance level permissions for Lifecycle State {0} were assigned successfully

Explanation

Default instance level permissions were successfully assigned for the given lifecycle
state. 0 - Name of the lifecycle state.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0078

Default instance level permissions for Asset Type {0} were assigned successfully

Explanation

Default instance level permissions were successfully assigned for the given asset type.
0 - Name of the asset type.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0079

Default instance level permissions for Taxonomy {0} were assigned successfully

Explanation

Default instance level permissions were successfully assigned for the given taxonomy.
0 - Name of the taxonomy.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0080

Default instance level permissions for Event Type {0} were assigned successfully

Explanation

Default instance level permissions were successfully assigned for the given event
type. 0 - Name of the event type

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0081

Default instance level permissions for Profile {0} were assigned successfully

Explanation

Default instance level permissions were successfully assigned for the given profile.
0 - Name of the profile

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0082

Default instance level permissions for UDDI Subscription {0} were assigned
successfully

Explanation

Default instance level permissions were successfully assigned for the given UDDI
subscription. 0 - Name of the UDDI subscription

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0083

Default instance level permissions for Federation {0} were assigned successfully

Explanation

Default instance level permissions were successfully assigned for the given federation.
0 - Name of the federation.

Action

No action required.
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INMPEI0084

Default instance level permissions for Concept {0} were assigned successfully

Explanation

Default instance level permissions were successfully assigned for the given concept.
0 - Name of the concept.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0085

Taxonomy {0} instance level permissions were assigned successfully to its child
objects

Explanation

The instance level permissions of the taxonomy were successfully assigned to its
children concepts. 0 - Name of the taxonomy.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0086

Policy {0} instance level permissions were assigned successfully to its child objects

Explanation

Policy has child objects like Policy Condition and Policy Parameter. When we assign
the instance level permission to a Policy, the permission should be assigned also to
its child objects. The message states that this action was performed successfully.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0088

User {0} is not active

Explanation

The user is not active and hence can be deleted. 0 - Name of the user.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0095

Pending state transition was terminated by CSA

Explanation

The CentraSite administrator has terminated the pending state transition on the
registry object.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0103

Organization Primary Contact is an active user

Explanation

The primary contact of the organization is an active user and hence the validation for
updating the organization is successful.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0119

Default instance level permissions for ConsumerRegistrationRequest {0} were
assigned successfully

Explanation

Default instance level permissions for the consumer registration request were assigned
successfully. 0 – Name of the consumer registration request.

Action

No action required.
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INMPEI0134

Default instance level permissions for ExternalLink {0} were assigned successfully

Explanation

Default instance level permissions were successfully assigned for the given external
link. 0 - Name of the external link.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0135

Default instance level permissions for ExtrinsicObject {0} were assigned successfully

Explanation

Default instance level permissions were successfully assigned for the given extrinsic
object. 0 - Name of the extrinsic object.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0137

Collector was successfully executed for {0} {1}

Explanation

The collector policy was executed successfully for the given object. 0 - Type of the
object 1 - Name of the object.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0138

Default delete handler was successfully executed for {0} {1}

Explanation

The default delete handler policy was executed successfully for the given object. 0 Type of the object 1 - Name of the object.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0140

WSDL regeneration skipped for Service {0} since the service is not a VirtualService,
VirtualXMLService or VirtualRESTService

Explanation

WSDL regeneration can be performed only for a virtual service, virtual XML service
or virtual REST service.

Action

Make sure the asset is a virtual service, virtual XML service or virtual REST service.

INMPEI0141

{0} {1} moved successfully

Explanation

The registry object has been moved successfully to the new owner and/or organization.
0 - Type of the registry object 1 - Name of the registry object.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0147

Registry Object {0} has been validated successfully against its mandatory attributes
of type Classification, File and Relationship

Explanation

All the mandatory classification, file and relationship attributes for the given registry
object have been populated. 0 - Name of the registry object.

Action

No action required.
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INMPEI0155

Profile permissions for {0} {1} were assigned successfully

Explanation

The profile level permissions for the given registry object were successfully assigned.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0158

Organization export handler was successfully executed for {0}

Explanation

The organization export handler was executed successfully for the given organization.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0159

Taxonomy/Concept export handler was successfully executed for {0} {1}

Explanation

The Taxonomy/Concept export handler was executed successfully for the given object.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0160

Default export handler was successfully executed for {0} {1}

Explanation

The default export handler policy was executed successfully for the given object. 0 Type of the object 1 - Name of the object.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0161

Asset type export handler was successfully executed for {0} {1}

Explanation

The asset type export handler policy was executed successfully for the given object.
0 - Type of the object 1 - Name of the object.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0164

Metrics does not contain serviceKey hence will not be saved in Runtime Metrics
Collection

Explanation

Metrics must be saved against a service. But the user is trying to save a metrics object
without classifying it with a proper service key. This metrics will be discarded.

Action

Please classify the metrics objects with the classificationScheme
“uddi:centrasite.com:management:service.key”. The value of the classification must
be the key of the service to which the metrics belongs.

INMPEI0168

The required permissions are already available for {0} {1}

Explanation

The permissions to be set by the policy are already available in the registry object. 0
- Type of the registry object 1 - Name of the registry object.

Action

No action required.
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INMPEI0169

Request Approval Flow {0} for {1} was automatically approved

Explanation

The approval flow for the registry object was automatically approved since the
triggering user is part of the approver group.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0170

CentraSite does not contain an object of type {0} and with name {1}

Explanation

The policy executed successfully, since CentraSite does not contain an object of the
specified type and with specified name.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0171

CentraSite already contains an object of type {0} and with name {1}

Explanation

This policy enforces uniqueness in names of the object. As the user tried to create an
object using a name which already exists in CentraSite, this policy failed.

Action

Please use a different name

INMPEI0173

Notified Webservice endpoint {0} hosted in application server {1} successfully.

Explanation

A Webservice request has been published to the endpoint successfully.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0174

Failed to notify Webservice endpoint {0} hosted in application server {1}: Error
Message {2}

Explanation

The Webservice request could not be published to the specified endpoint.

Action

Provide a valid webservice endpoint which can accept the SOAP message configured
in the notify policy.

INMPEI0177

{0} {1} has kept the current LCM state

Explanation

The LCM state has been retained during the import.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0178

Successfully deleted the rest service of IS Service Interface '{0}'

Explanation

Rest service deletion has completed successfully while retracting the IS Service Interface
from the Designer.

Action

No action required.
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INMPEI0179

Failed to delete the rest service '{0}' ({1}) used by IS Service Interface '{2}'

Explanation

The deletion of the Rest Service failed while retracting the IS Service Interface from
the Designer.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0182

IS Service Interface {0} object has been transformed successfully into REST service
{1}.

Explanation

The IS Service Interface object has been transformed successfully into a REST service
in CentraSite.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0183

The given object {0} does not contain the state

Explanation

The given object 0 does not contain the state.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0186

Target Group not applicable for the operation

Explanation

The target group is not applicable for the operation.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0187

Target Group created for the Target

Explanation

The target group was created for the target.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0188

Target Group not created for the Target

Explanation

The target group was not created for the target.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0189

{0} {1} promoted successfully

Explanation

The registry object has been promoted successfully to the specified target stage. 0 Type of the registry object 1 - Name of the registry object.

Action

No action required.
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INMPEI0191

Not updating Consumer WSDL for VirtualService {0} as it does not contain WSDL
or Consumer WSDL is already contains the proper WSDL file.

Explanation

The Consumer WSDL attribute will not get updated if the Virtual Service does not
have WSDL associated with it. Also the attribute will get updated if it contains the
proper value in it.

Action

No Action Required, as this policy get triggered when WSDL is attached to the Virtual
Service

INMPEI0193

Consumer WSDL attribute is populated with proper WSDL

Explanation

Policy Action successfully executed by populated the Consumer WSDL attribute with
proper WSDL

Action

No action required

INMPEI0194

Not updating Consumer WSDL for {0} since it is not a Service

Explanation

Consumer WSDL attribute is applicable only for Virtual Service and hence it can't be
updated for other objects

Action

Please make sure applicable object for "Consumer WSDL Generator" policy is set only
to Virtual Service

INMPEI0201

,

Explanation

This is a user display name separator.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0202

{0} {1} {2}

Explanation

This is a user display name.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0203

Ownership of {0} {1} was changed successfully to user {2}

Explanation

The ownership of the given asset was changed successfully to the specified user. 0 Type of the object; 1 - Name of the object; 2 - New owner of the object.

Action

No action required.
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INMPEI0205

{0} of type {1} has been validated for all mandatory Slot, Classification, File and
Relationship attribute types.

Explanation

The "required" attributes of the registry object {0} of type {1} have been identified and
all such "required" attributes have been provided with values.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0207

The API Key is deployed successfully to target {0}

Explanation

The specified API key was successfully deployed to the specified target.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0208

A new API Key is generated.

Explanation

A new API key has been generated.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0209

Onboarded user {0} proceeds with consume API request for {1}

Explanation

The onboarding of the user was successful, and the consume API request for the API
has been triggered.

Action

User registration completion information will be sent as an email.

INMPEI0213

Onboarding User {0} in Organization {1} is successful

Explanation

Onboarding of the user in API Management solution was successful.

Action

The Consume API request will be generated automatically for the onboarded user.

INMPEI0214

Onboarding Organization {0} with Administrator User {1} is successful

Explanation

Onboarding of the given Organization with the given User in API Management
solution was successful.

Action

The Consume API request will be generated automatically for the the onboarded
administrator user.

INMPEI0215

Congratulations from API management team

Explanation

Email subject for successful onboarding of user.

Action

No action.
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INMPEI0216

API key deleted successfully from target {0}.

Explanation

The API key is deleted successfully from the target {0}.

Action

None. Informational only.

INMPEI0220

WSDL regeneration skipped for virtual service {0} as WSDL related objects are not
modified.

Explanation

WSDL regeneration is needed only if JAXR binding is updated, else WSDL update
not required. CentraSite updates it only if it really required.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0221

API key has been renewed successfully.

Explanation

API key has been renewed successfully.

Action

No action required

INMPEI0232

OAuth2 Client is revoked successfully.

Explanation

The OAuth2 Client was revoked successfully.

Action

No action required.

INMPEI0235

Swagger2.0 file is generated successfully for the API {0}.

INMPEW0028

WSDL URL is empty for {0}

Explanation

The service WSDL URL is empty. 0 - Name of the service.

Action

Please ensure that the service has a WSDL URL.

INMPEW0172

Could not send notification to application server as it is not configured with
APG_SERVICE_ENDPOINT

Explanation

The notification will be send only if the application server is configured with
APG_SERVICE_ENDPOINT in the object specific property.

Action

Configure a valid webservice endpoint to the application server which is associated
to the registry object.
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INMPEW0192

Consumer WSDL attribute is not found Virtual Service type

Explanation

This policy action will update the Consumer WSDL attribute with WSDL which may
contain WS Policy in it. So this policy action requires Consumer WSDL attribute

Action

Please make sure Consumer WSDL file attribute exists for Service type

INMPEW0217

Failed to delete API key from target {0} .

Explanation

The specified API key could not be deleted from the target {0}. This problem can occur
because the requestor does not have the required permisison to delete API key.

Action

Only a user with Administrator role can delete API key from targets.

INMPEW0219

You can revoke an access token only once.

Explanation

The access token is revoked twice.

Action

Revoke an access token only once.

INMPEW0233

Failed to revoke OAuth2 Client from Mediator.

Explanation

Could not revoke the OAuth2 Client from the specified Mediator. There could be
multiple reasons why this might have occurred: (1) Integration Server on which
Mediator is running is down or inaccessible (2) invalid user credentials (3) application
error on the Integration Server.

Action

Make sure the Integration Server on which Mediator is up and running, and the user
credentials are correct.

INMPUE0003

Action category and action template types are mismatched

Explanation

For a design time/ change time category, the action template type should be
programmatic. If the action template type does not match the design time/ change
time category, this causes an error.

Action

Ensure that the action category and action template types are matched.

INMPUE0006

Action template name already exists

Explanation

An action template name should be unique across the system, otherwise this will
create confusion for the user. So this error occurs if a user tries to create an action
template with a name that is already in use.

Action

Use a different action template name.
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INMPUE0015

WS-I actions cannot be combined with other actions

Explanation

While creating a policy, WS-I actions should not be combined with other actions. If
a user tries to do so, this problem will happen.

Action

WS-I actions cannot be combined with other actions.

INMPUE0020

Reordering multiple actions is not allowed

Explanation

While assigning actions to the policy, a user can re-order the actions. If the user tries
to re-order multiple actions at a time, this error will be thrown.

Action

Reordering multiple actions is not allowed.

INMPUE0028

Select an action to move

Explanation

If a user tries to re-order the actions without selecting anything, this error will be
thrown. For this the user has to first select any action and then do the re-ordering.

Action

Select an action to move.

INMPUE0029

Action category with name {0} already available

Explanation

Action category names are unique across the system. If a user tries to create an action
category with a name that exists already, this error will be thrown.

Action

Enter a valid action category name.

INMPUE0030

Provide the URL of ZIP file

Explanation

When creating an action template with the selected rule type of Java, the user has to
provide a valid zip file, otherwise this error will be thrown.

Action

Enter the URL of the ZIP file.

INMPUE0032

Set Profile Permission action cannot be applied to multiple object types

Explanation

If the policy applies to multiple object types, then the set profile permission action
cannot be applied

Action

Change the object types or create a new policy with a single object type

INMPUE0033

Provide the correct Attribute Values

Explanation

The attribute value provided is incorrect for the chosen type.

Action

Provide the correct attribute value for the chosen type.
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INMPUE0034

You must specify a value for Attribute Name

Explanation

The required value forthe duration attribute name is missing.

Action

Supply a correct value for the duration attribute name.

INMRAE0001

Cannot obtain {0} from closed Resource Access Manager.

Explanation

The Resource Access Manager is closed and thus not yet initialized.

Action

Make sure that the Resource Access Manager is opened before using it.

INMRAE0002

No configuration set.

Explanation

No configuration info set was found.

Action

Please provide a configuration info set. Refer to the Resource Access javadoc for
additional information.

INMRAE0003

No valid credentials found.

Explanation

No valid credentials were found.

Action

Please provide valid credentials.

INMRAE0004

Found {0} while expecting instance of XmlServerRoleManager.

Explanation

Failed authentication against CentraSite server or absence of XmlServerLoginModule
from security configuration.

Action

Check logs and security configuration.

INMRAE0005

SagRoleManagementPrincipal instance not available for the authenticated subject.

Explanation

The SagRoleManagementPrincipal security artefact is missing.

Action

Check the security configuration.

INMRAE0006

Authenticated Subject cannot be null.

Explanation

After successful authentication, the Subject instance was not found.

Action

Contact your software supplier.

INMRAE0007

No representation of the Group to be associated in external user repository.

Explanation

The external group, to be associated with a local group, is no longer present in the
external repository.

Action

External user repositories are managed outside of CentraSite.
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INMRAE0008

Error during System level permission copy.

Explanation

Error during System level permission copy.

Action

Contact your software supplier.

INMRAE0009

An organization must be set.

Explanation

A permission has to belong to an organization.

Action

Assign an organization to the permission instance.

INMRAE0010

Organization level permission needs to have a corresponding system level
permission.

Explanation

An organization level permission needs to have a corresponding system level
permission.

Action

Assign the system level permission to the organization level permission instance.

INMRAE0011

A Role needs to belong to an Organization.

Explanation

A role needs to belong to an organization.

Action

Assign an organization to the role instance.

INMRAE0012

The user does not have a working Organization set.

Explanation

The user does not have a working organization set.

Action

Set the working organization of the user.

INMRAE0013

Roles can be assigned only to registered users.

Explanation

Roles can be assigned only to registered users associated with an external user
repository.

Action

Register a user instance to CentraSite.

INMRAE0014

Unsupported collection type.

Explanation

The passed collection is of an unsupported type.

Action

The collection expected is a list-backed one.
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INMRAE0015

Got {0} while expecting {1}

Explanation

Passed in Registry Object instance is not of group type.

Action

Make sure that passed in Registry Object instance is of group type.

INMRAE0016

Cannot obtain external user repository type.

Explanation

Cannot retrieve the currently effective external user repository type.

Action

Check the security configuration.

INMRAE0017

Unsupported external user repository type {0}.

Explanation

The currently effective external user repository type is unknown.

Action

Check the security configuration.

INMRAE0018

Currently effective external user repository type {0} does not support custom
predicate.

Explanation

Currently effective external user repository type does not support custom predicate.

Action

Use predicates instead.

INMRAE0019

Currently effective external user repository type {0} does not support predicates.

Explanation

Currently effective external user repository type does not support predicates.

Action

Use custom predicate instead.

INMRAE0020

SagUserPrincipal instance not available for the authenticated subject.

Explanation

The SagUserPrincipal security artefact is missing. It is possible that authentication
against the external user repository is not performed, for example internal user
accounts such as the Guest user account.

Action

Check the security configuration.

INMRAE0021

PersonName must be added

Explanation

A user instance must have PersonName.

Action

When creating a User object, the first name, middle name and last name of the user
object need to be provided.
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INMSOE0001

HTTP Routing Protocol not enabled

Explanation

During configuration of routing protocol, if any of the routing types are
StraightThrough/LoadBalance/ContentBased/ContextBased routing, then the transport
of the routing should be HTTP enabled.

Action

Enable the HTTP transport for routing protocol.

INMSOE0002

JMS Routing Protocol not enabled

Explanation

During configuration of the routing protocol, if the routing type is JMS routing, then
the transport of the routing should be JMS enabled.

Action

Enable the JMS transport for routing protocol.

INMSOE0007

TargetType definition file missing

Explanation

The input JAR file provided does not contain the relevant TargetType definition XML.

Action

Add the relevant TargetType definition XML to the input JAR file.

INMSOE0008

Transformation definition file missing

Explanation

The input JAR file provided does not contain the relevant transformation file.

Action

Add the relevant transformation file to the input JAR file.

INMSOE0010

Target Type name should not be empty

Explanation

The input JAR file provided does not contain the target type name in the Target Type
Definition file.

Action

Provide the Target Type name.

INMSOE0011

Event Type definition file missing

Explanation

The input JAR file provided does not contain the relevant Event Type definition.

Action

Add the relevant Event Type definition to the input JAR file.

INMSOE0012

Target Type name already exists

Explanation

The Target Type already exists with the provided name in Target Type definition file.

Action

Change the Target Type name.
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INMSOE0013

Service WSDL does not contain the WSDL Service Element

Explanation

The imported WSDL does not contain the service element.

Action

Make sure service element is present in the service WSDL.

INMSOE0015

Service WSDL is mandatory for deployment operations

Explanation

The WSDL is not present for the created virtual service.

Action

Make sure the created virtual service contains the WSDL.

INMSOE0016

Deployment activity {0} is the current activity log for {1} {2}

Explanation

An activity log which is the latest deployment log for a deployed asset cannot be
deleted.

Action

Unselect the particular deployment log from the deployment history before deleting
other old entries.

INMSOE0019

The consumer application defined in the routing rule of the asset is no longer
available in CentraSite. Specify a valid consumer application in the routing rule.

Explanation

The consumer application used as part of the context based routing condition of the
asset to be deployed is not available in the CentraSite Repository.

Action

Provide a valid consumer application in the routing rule.

INMSOE0020

Data type mismatch during attribute mapping for RuntimeEventType: {0}. Expected
data type for attribute {1} is {2}, while the supplied data type is {3}.

Explanation

This exception is thrown when a data type mismatch is encountered when mapping
SNMP Trap attributes from EventType.xml to RuntimeEventType attributes.

Action

Ensure the data type matches.

INMSOE0021

Entry protocol not defined for asset {0}

Explanation

The inbound transport information is not defined for the asset to be deployed to the
Mediator.

Action

Configure the entry protocol in the processing steps profile of the asset to be deployed.

INMSOE0022

WSDL not found for native service

Explanation

A WSDL is not available for the native service to be virtualized.

Action

Attach the WSDL for the native service to be virtualized.
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INMSOE0023

Cannot virtualized this WebService since the service does not contain any
wsdl:bindings

Explanation

Service must contain at least one service binding, otherwise it cannot be virtualized

Action

Getting error while virtualizing the service without service binding

INMSOE0027

TrapOID (Object Identifier) {0} is duplicated in the EventType.xml inside the
provided Target Type definition jar file

Explanation

During target type creation, if the SNMP Trap OID is duplicated in EventType.xml,
this exception is thrown.

Action

SNMP Trap OIDs should be unique within and across target types.

INMSOE0028

TrapOID {0} already defined in existing Target Type {1}

Explanation

During target type creation, if the SNMP Trap OID is already present in an existing
target type, this exception is thrown.

Action

SNMP Trap OIDs should be unique within and across target types.

INMSOE0031

Scoped Virtual Service deployment will not be triggered since dependent assertion
{0} does not exist

Explanation

Scoped Virtual Service deployment will not be triggered since some of the dependent
assertions are missing in the Runtime Policy.

Action

Ensure dependent assertions exist.

INMSOE0033

Scoped Virtual Service deployment will not be triggered since dependent assertion
{0} does not exist

Explanation

Virtual Service will have policies associated with it. These policies may be dependent
on other policies. If the dependent policies are not applied for the virtual service, this
exception will arise.

Action

Please create the dependent runtime policy and make sure it is applicable for the
virtual service to be deployed.

INMSOE0036

Error in API Key Creation

Explanation

An error occurred while creating an API Key instance.

Action

Check if there are any related messages in the log to determine the cause of the
problem.
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INMSOE0037

Mandatory parameters are not present for creation of API Key instance

Explanation

Mandatory parameters were not provided while creating API Key object

Action

Provide the mandatory parameters.

INMSOE0039

Invalid parameter {0} is selected which is not supported in the version of Mediator
installed

Explanation

The version of mediator to which the asset is being deployed does not support the
parameter {0}.

Action

Change the parameter to one that is supported in the mediator version installed.

INMSOE0041

Error occurred during creation of OAuth2 Client asset

Explanation

An error was encountered while creating the OAuth2 Client asset.

Action

Check if there are any related messages in the log to determine the cause of the
problem.

INMSOE0042

Mandatory parameters are missing for creation of OAuth2 client instance

Explanation

Mandatory parameters were missing while creating OAuth2 client object.

Action

Check if the mandatory parameters 'Service' and 'Consumer' are missing.

INMSOE0043

Cannot enforce evaluate actions ApiKey and OAuth2 for the service.

Explanation

When both API Keys and OAuth2 are enforced for an API in AND condition, this
exception is thrown.

Action

Change the enforce condition to OR.

INMSOE0044

Deployment of the Virtual Service failed. Check the Integration Server log.

Explanation

The deployment of the Virtual Service has failed.

Action

Check the Integration Server log.

INMSOE0045Error You might not be authorized to view the runtime alias type
Explanation

Alias Key Name Map is not initialized.

Action

Check if you have permission to use the alias type.
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INMSOE0049Error Default value not specified for the runtime alias. CentraSite cannot save the alias.
Explanation

CentraSite cannot save the runtime alias because the default value for the alias is not
specified.

Action

Retry after you specify a default value for the runtime alias.

INMSOE0050Error Provide values in the fields for the runtime target: {0}
Explanation

You are trying to associate a target to a runtime alias which has no values specified
in the fields.

Action

Retry after you have provided target-specific values for the runtime alias fields.

INMSOE0053Error CentraSite does not support alias deployment for runtime target Mediator version
{0}. Runtime alias deployment is supported only for Mediator version {1} and above.
Explanation

CentraSite cannot deploy runtime aliases because they are not support in the Mediator
version installed.

Action

If you would like to create and deploy runtime aliases, upgrade to Mediator 9.7

INMSOE0054

Alias with name {0} already exists. Provide a different name.

Explanation

CentraSite cannot have aliases with same name as this will have issues when it is
deployed to the same Mediator.

Action

Provide a different name for alias and save it.

INMSOE0055Error Runtime alias is already deployed to target(s). You must disassociate the alias from
the services and undeploy it before you change the alias name.
Explanation

You are trying to change the alias name of a runtime alias that is already deployed
to its target(s).

Action

Disassociate the alias from the services and undeploy it before you change the alias
name.

INMSOE0056Error Runtime alias not found. Alias name: {0}
Explanation

You are trying to use a runtime alias that is not defined in CentraSite.

Action

Check if the alias is defined in CentraSite or use an alias that is already defined.
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INMSOE0057Error The authentication type in the secure alias does not match the authentication type
in the virtual service. Secure alias: {0}, virtual service: {1}. Check the authentication
type of the secure alias that you published and change it to match the authentication
type used in the virtual service
Explanation

The authentication type specified in the secure alias does not match with the outbound
authentication policy specified in CentraSite.

Action

Check the authentication type of the secure alias that you published and change it to
match the authentication type used in the virtual service.

INMSOE0058

Target does not support deployment of REST services with more than one resource
and/or tokenized routing endpoints.

Explanation

Older Mediators before version 9.7 do not support more than one REST resource and
tokenized routing endpoints.

Action

Make sure that you deploy to a newer version of Mediator.

INMSOE0059

Invalid deployment endpoint.

Explanation

The deployment endpoint is not valid.

Action

Provide a valid deployment endpoint.

INMSOE0061

HTTP protocol is not supported for Kerberos. Select HTTPS protocol only.

Explanation

HTTP protocol is not supported for Kerberos. Only, HTTPS protocol is supported.

Action

Select HTTPS protocol only during virtualization.

INMSOE0062

The Custom Error Variable name field must not be empty.

Explanation

You have not entered a name while adding a Custom Error Variable in the Conditional
Error Processing step.

Action

Enter a name for the Custom Error Variable.

INMSOE0063

The Custom Error Variable Xpath expression cannot be empty.

Explanation

You have not entered an Xpath expression while adding Custom Error Variable in
the Conditional Error Processing step.

Action

Provide an Xpath expression for the Custom Error Variable.
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INMSOE0064

Gateway with version {0} does not support OData services.

Explanation

The gateway is too old for deploying OData services.

Action

Use a newer gateway (>= 9.10)

INMSOE0065

Service {0} is not of supported type for {1}.

Explanation

The service is not supported for the give action. This is an internal problem.

Action

Check the type of service.

INMSOE0066

VSD cannot be generated for virtual service {0}.

Explanation

The VSD document of a virtual service cannot be generated due to internal problems.

Action

Check the details of the virtual service.

INMSOE0067

Gateway with version {0} does not support the HTTP PATCH method for REST
service {1}.

Explanation

The deployed REST service exposes the HTTP PATCH method, which is not supported
by this version of Mediator.

Action

Deploy the REST service with HTTP PATCH method to a newer version of Mediator.

INMSOE0068

The REST service {0} uses the HTTP PATCH method, however the deployment
mode is not set to "axis-free".

Explanation

The REST service {0} uses the HTTP PATCH method, however the deployment mode
is not set to "axis-free". This is becasue only the axis-free deployment mode supports
the PATCH method.

Action

Check if you can activate the axis-free deployment mode in centrasite.xml.

INMSOE0069

Incompatible gateway types.

Explanation

The gateway types of the CentraSite registry object and the running instance are not
the same type.

Action

Check your running target and the CentraSite gateway object.

INMSOE0070

REST service deployment to API Gateway requires "axis-free" setting.

Explanation

REST service deployment to API Gateway is only supported if the CentraSite
deployment mode was set to axis-free.

Action

Configure the axis-free mode in CentraSite.
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INMSOE0072

Connection to deployment endpoint failed {0}.

Explanation

This occurs if no connection can be established to the deployment endpoint defined
in a target during deployment/undeployment/syncconsumers operations. This could
be because the deployment endpoint is down or the credentials used for accessing
the deployment endpoint are incorrect.

Action

Check if the deployment endpoint is up and running. Also check if the credentials
defined in the target for accessing the deployment endpoint are correct.

INMSOE0073

Gateway not active or accessible.

Explanation

The selected gateway is not active or accessible.

Action

Check the accessibility of gateway.

INMSOE0074

Invalid credentials

Explanation

Invalid username or password specified for accessing the gateway.

Action

Check the username and passord for accessing the gateway.

INMSOE0075

Unknown host: {0}

Explanation

The host to be accessed is unknown.

Action

Check if the host is accessible.

INMSOI0017

Connection to deployment endpoint failed

Explanation

This occurs if no connection can be established to the deployment endpoint defined
in a target during deployment/undeployment/syncconsumers operations. This could
be because the deployment endpoint is down or the credentials used for accessing
the deployment endpoint are wrong.

Action

Check if the deployment endpoint is up and running. Also check if the credentials
defined in the target for accessing the deployment endpoint are correct.

INMSOI0035

API Key for {0} of {1}

Explanation

This is how the name of the API key will be generated where the service name is
passed as a parameter.

Action

No action required.
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INMSOI0040

OAuth2 Client for {0} of {1}

Explanation

This is how the name of the OAuth2 Client is created when the service name and
consumer name are passed as parameters.

Action

No action required.

INMSOW0034

The parameter(s)/action(s) {0} were ignored as it is not supported by Mediator {1}

Explanation

Virtual Service can be deployed from latest version of CentraSite to Mediator version
8.2.2 and above. If you deploy any service to older version of Mediator from latest
version of CentraSite, some policy parameters or actions cannot be executed on older
version of Mediator. Such policy parameters or actions will be ignored. This warning
message will list those ignored parameter/actions.

Action

If the ignored parameters or actions need to be executed, then Mediator has to be
upgraded to version in which CentraSite is running. If the ignored parameter or
actions are not needed, then this warning message can be ignored.

INMSOW0076

Service is published to API gateway but activation is denied.

Explanation

Service was successfully published to API gateway but the service is still in deactivation
state.

Action

Log into API Gateway and try to activate the service.

INMSTE0001

Referenced service does not exist ("{0}")

Explanation

Internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INMSTE0002

Dangling reference ("{0}")

Explanation

Internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INMSTE0003

Conflicting state ({0})

Explanation

Internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INMSTE0004

Invalid Reference ("{0}")

Explanation

Internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INMSTE0005

Type concept is not found in ImportList

Explanation

Internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INMSTE0006

No schema definition generated

Explanation

Internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INMSTE0007

schemaName for selected concept is null

Explanation

Internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INMSTE0008

At least one instance does not comply with the type modifications.

Explanation

A type is being modified in a way that is not compliant with the existing instances of
that type.

Action

Modify the type in a compliant way.

INMSTE0009

Type concept not found for "{0}"

Explanation

While updating or deleting a JAXR object type, the corresponding type concept was
not found in the registry.

Action

This is an internal error. Please contact your software supplier.

INMSUE0001

Reordering multiple actions is not allowed

Explanation

Reordering multiple actions not allowed.

Action

Reordering multiple actions not allowed.

INMSUE0002

You must select valid jar file

Explanation

The selected jar file(s) are not valid.

Action

Select valid jar files.
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INMSUE0003

Enter unique name

Explanation

The event type name already exists.

Action

Enter a unique name for the event type

INMSUE0004

Target name should not be empty

Explanation

An attempt was made to add a target object without a name.

Action

Supply a target name.

INMSUE0005

Target type should not be empty

Explanation

An attempt was made to add a target type object without a name.

Action

Supply a target type name.

INMSUE0006

Policy name cannot be empty

Explanation

An attempt was made to add a policy object without a name.

Action

Supply a policy name.

INMSUE0007

Select an Asset Type for the policy

Explanation

For creating a runtime policy object, the object needs an associated object type.

Action

Select an object type for the policy.

INMSUE0008

Select a target type for the policy

Explanation

The target type for the policy is missing.

Action

Select a target type for the policy.

INMSUE0009

Default route cannot be empty

Explanation

The default route is missing.

Action

Define a default route.

INMSUE0010

XPath expression cannot be empty

Explanation

An empty XPath expression was supplied.

Action

Supply an XPath expression.
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INMSUE0011

Enter the valid XPath to the 'Element Required to be Signed'

Explanation

The correct XPath to the 'Element Required to be Signed' is required.

Action

Enter the valid XPath to the 'Element Required to be Signed'.

INMSUE0012

Virtual Service name should not be empty

Explanation

The required name is missing.

Action

Supply the name.

INMSUE0013

Version cannot be empty

Explanation

A version was not entered.

Action

Enter a version.

INMSUE0014

No WSDL Found

Explanation

For the given URL, there is no WSDL available.

Action

Supply a WSDL for the URL.

INMSUE0015

Virtual service with name {0} already exists

Explanation

A virtual service with the given name already exists.

Action

Supply a different name for the virtual service.

INMSUE0016

Assign actions for the policy

Explanation

The actions required for the runtime policy object are missing.

Action

Assign actions for the policy.

INMSUE0017

Create target type before creating runtime policy

Explanation

The target type required for creating the runtime policy is not available.

Action

Create the target type before creating the runtime policy.

INMSUE0018

Create target type before creating target

Explanation

The target type must be created before the target can be created.

Action

Create the target type before creating the target.
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INMSUE0019

Select at least one target to deploy

Explanation

No target was selected to deploy.

Action

Select at least one target to deploy.

INMSUE0020

Default route cannot be empty

Explanation

The default route was not specified.

Action

Specify a default route

INMSUE0022

JMS alert destination cannot be empty

Explanation

The JMS alert destination was not specified.

Action

Specify the JMS alert destination.

INMSUE0023

Select at least one consumer application

Explanation

No consumer applications have been selected.

Action

Select at least one consumer application.

INMSUE0024

Rule name already exists

Explanation

The specified rule name already exists.

Action

Specify a different rule name.

INMSUE0025

Endpoint URL cannot be empty

Explanation

An empty endpoint URL was specified.

Action

Specify a value for the endpoint URL.

INMSUE0026

Consumer application cannot be empty

Explanation

The consumer application was not specified.

Action

Specify the consumer application.

INMSUE0027

Invalid hour given

Explanation

The input for hour is invalid.

Action

Enter a valid hour.
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INMSUE0028

Invalid minute given

Explanation

The input for minute is invalid.

Action

Enter a valid minute.

INMSUE0029

Date cannot be empty

Explanation

A date was not entered.

Action

Enter a date.

INMSUE0030

Assertion type not found

Explanation

The assertion type was not found.

Action

Specify an assertion type.

INMSUE0031

Virtual service name cannot be same as web service name

Explanation

The virtual service name should not be the same as the web service name.

Action

Specify a different virtual service name.

INMSUE0032

HTTP header value cannot be empty

Explanation

An HTTP header value was not entered.

Action

Enter an HTTP header value.

INMSUE0033

HTTP header name cannot be empty

Explanation

The HTTP header name is empty.

Action

Enter an HTTP header name.

INMSUE0034

JMS message property name cannot be empty

Explanation

The JMS message property name is empty.

Action

Enter a JMS message property name.

INMSUE0035

JMS message property value cannot be empty

Explanation

The JMS message property value is empty.

Action

Enter a JMS message property value.
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INMSUE0036

Virtual service name cannot have # character

Explanation

The virtual service name contains the "#" character.

Action

Ensure that the name of the virtual service does not contain the "#" character.

INMSUE0037

JMS header name cannot be empty

Explanation

The JMS header name is empty.

Action

Enter the JMS header name.

INMSUE0038

JMS header value cannot be empty

Explanation

The JMS header value is empty.

Action

Enter the JMS header value.

INMSUE0039

Select a policy to delete

Explanation

No policy has been selected for deletion.

Action

Select a policy to delete.

INMSUE0062

Undeploy the Service(s) before deleting the Target

Explanation

Before deleting the target, undeploy all virtual services from the target.

Action

Make sure that the target instance has no deployed virtual services before trying to
delete the target.

INMSUE0066

Virtual XML Service with name {0} already exists

Explanation

A virtual XML service with the given name already exists.

Action

Supply a different name for the virtual XML service.

INMSUE0067

HTTP Methods not declared for the native XML Service

Explanation

HTTP methods required for the XML service being virtualized were not declared.

Action

Update the HTTP methods of the native XML service being virtualized.

INMSUE0068

HTTP Methods are not declared for the XML Service

Explanation

The HTTP methods cannot be empty when creating an XML service.

Action

Select any one of the HTTP methods provided to create an XML Service.
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INMSUE0069

Select an HTTP Method for Entry Protocol

Explanation

HTTP Methods for an entry protocol policy of a virtual XML service cannot be empty

Action

Select any one of the options available for HTTP Methods for an Entry Protocol policy

INMSUE0070

Select the data type for predefined context variable

Explanation

The data type for the predefined context variable should be selected.

Action

Select either the String or Int data type for the predefined context variable.

INMSUE0071

Select the name for predefined context variable

Explanation

The context variable name cannot be empty.

Action

Select any of the available context variable names.

INMSUE0072

Enter the value for predefined context variable

Explanation

The context variable value cannot be empty.

Action

Enter the value of the selected context variable.

INMSUE0073

Select the data type for custom context variable

Explanation

The data type for the selected custom context variable is invalid.

Action

Select the data type of the custom context variable.

INMSUE0074

Enter the name for custom context variable

Explanation

The name of the custom context variable cannot be empty.

Action

Enter the custom context variable name.

INMSUE0075

Enter the value for custom context variable

Explanation

The value for the custom context variable cannot be empty.

Action

Enter the value for the custom context variable.

INMSUE0076

Virtual REST Service with name {0} already exists

Explanation

A virtual REST service with the given name already exists.

Action

Supply a different name for the virtual REST service.
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INMSUE0077

Select at least one asset to deploy

Explanation

There are no assets selected for deployment

Action

Please select the assets to be deployed

INMSUE0078

User does not have permission to create groups in the organization

Explanation

When a target is created, a corresponding synchronization group is created in the
organization selected with the given target name, but the user who is trying to create
the target does not have permission to create a group in the organization he belongs
to or the selected organization.

Action

Grant manage users permission to the user.

INMSUE0079

Abstract WSDL services cannot be virtualized

Explanation

The chosen service is an abstract service and hence cannot be virtualized

Action

Please choose a service which has concrete service definitions to virtualize

INMSUE0080

Reserved characters except _ and - and non-ASCII characters are not allowed in the
virtual service name.

Explanation

The virtual service name can only contain the letters A-Z, a-z, numbers from 0-9, _
and - characters.

Action

Remove the special characters from the virtual service name.

INMSUE0081

Logged in user {0} does not have permission to deploy the asset

Explanation

To deploy an asset to the target, the user must have manage targets permission.

Action

Request the manage targets permission from the CentraSite administrator and try
again.

INMSUE0083

Hard Limit value should not be empty

Explanation

Number. Required. Specifies the maximum number of invocations allowed per Interval
before stopping the processing of further requests and issuing an alert. Typically, this
limit should be higher than the soft limit.

Action

On Save of Throttling Policy
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INMSUE0085

Select Consumer Application to Limit traffic

Explanation

Specifies the consumer application(s) that this action applies to. To specify multiple
consumer applications, use the plus button to add rows, or select Any Consumer

Action

Specifies the consumer application(s) that this action applies to. To specify multiple
consumer applications, use the plus button to add rows, or select Any Consumer

INMSUE0086

Soft Limit value should not be empty

Explanation

Number. Optional. Specifies the maximum number of invocations allowed per Interval
before issuing an alert. Reaching the soft limit will not affect further processing of
requests (until the Hard Limit is reached.

Action

On Save of Throttling Policy

INMSUE0087

Soft Limit should not be higher than the Hard Limit

Explanation

Hard limit should be higher than the soft limit

Action

On Save of Throttling Policy

INMSUE0089

Reserved characters except _ and - and non-ASCII characters are not allowed in the
target name.

Explanation

The target name can only contain the letters A-Z, a-z, numbers from 0-9, _ and characters.

Action

Remove the special characters from the target name.

INMSUI0082

Service URL is invalid

Explanation

Service URL should not contain characters like *

Action

Replace character ' * ' with a valid character.

INMSUI0084

Interval should not be empty.

Explanation

Specifies the amount of time for the soft limit and hard limit to be reached.

Action

Specifies the amount of time for the soft limit and hard limit to be reached.

INMSUI0088

Please enter a valid URL or URI

Explanation

A URL or URI was specified that is an invalid endpoint.

Action

Specify a valid URL or URI.
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INMUCE0001

Error while creating Axis2 SOAP Service Stub for UDDI Security API

Explanation

This error may happen if the host or port specified in RegistryConfiguration is not
valid or if there is an incorrect version of Axis jars in the classpath.

Action

Please make sure the host and port of the registry provided in RegistryConfiguration
are valid. And also make sure that the classpath has the correct version of Axis2 jars.

INMUCE0002

Error while creating Axis2 SOAP Service Stub for UDDI Inquiry API

Explanation

This error may happen if the host or port specified in RegistryConfiguration is not
valid or if there is an incorrect version of Axis jars in the classpath.

Action

Please make sure the host and port of the registry provided in RegistryConfiguration
are valid. And also make sure the classpath has the correct version of Axis2 jars.

INMUCE0003

Error while creating Axis2 SOAP Service Stub for UDDI Publish API

Explanation

This error may happen if the host or port specified in RegistryConfiguration is not
valid or if there is an incorrect version of Axis jars in the classpath.

Action

Please make sure the host and port of the registry provided in RegistryConfiguration
are valid. And also make sure the classpath has the correct version of Axis2 jars.

INMUCE0004

Error while creating Axis2 SOAP Service Stub for UDDI Subscription API

Explanation

This error may happen if the host or port specified in RegistryConfiguration is not
valid or if there is an incorrect version of Axis jars in the classpath.

Action

Please make sure the host and port of the registry provided in RegistryConfiguration
are valid. And also make sure the classpath has the correct version of Axis2 jars.

INMUCE0005

Error while creating Axis2 SOAP Service Stub for Taxonomy API

Explanation

This error may happen if the host or port specified in RegistryConfiguration is not
valid or if there is an incorrect version of Axis jars in the classpath.

Action

Please make sure the host and port of the registry provided in RegistryConfiguration
are valid. And also make sure the classpath has the correct version of Axis2 jars.

INMUCE0006

Not able to connect to the UDDI Registry. get_authToken call failed.

Explanation

Remote exception thrown while connecting to UDDI registry.

Action

Please make sure the host and port provided in RegistryConfiguration are valid.
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INMUCE0007

Not able to connect to the UDDI Registry. discard_authToken call failed.

Explanation

Remote exception thrown while connecting to UDDI registry.

Action

Please make sure the host and port provided in RegistryConfiguration are valid.

INMUCE0008

Not able to fetch the modified date of service with key {0}. get_operationalInfo call
failed due to RemoteException.

Explanation

Remote exception was thrown while getting operational info for the given service.

Action

Please make sure the registry is running the host and port provided in
RegistryConfiguration.

INMUCE0009

Not to able to fetch the virtual services for the specified target {0}

Explanation

Not to able to fetch the virtual services for the specified target {0}, as remote exception
was caught in find_service call.

Action

Please make sure the registry is running the host and port provided in
RegistryConfiguration.

INMUCE0011

Not able to fetch the service with name {0}. find_service call failed due to
RemoteException.

Explanation

Remote exception was thrown while inquiring the registry for services.

Action

Please make sure the registry is running the host and port provided in
RegistryConfiguration.

INMUCE0012

Not able to fetch the details of the service {0}. get_serviceDetail call failed due to
RemoteException.

Explanation

Remote exception was thrown while inquiring the registry for service details.

Action

Please make sure the registry is running the host and port provided in
RegistryConfiguration.

INMUCE0013

Not able to fetch the details of the tModel {0}. get_tModelDetail call failed due to
RemoteException.

Explanation

Remote exception was thrown while inquiring the registry for tModel details.

Action

Please make sure the registry is running the host and port provided in
RegistryConfiguration.
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INMUCW0010

Unable to find the virtual service with specified name {0}

Explanation

There is not virtual service with the specified name in the UDDI registry.

Action

Please make sure the UDDI registry has a virtual service with the specified name. If
it exists please make sure the user provided in RegistryConfiguration has the privilege
to view the virtual service.

INMVSE0001

Internal JAXR error happened

Explanation

An exception inside JAXR occurred.

Action

Analyze the JAXR exception given by the stack.

INMVSE0002

Invalid NULL parameter given

Explanation

A version interface method was called with invalid parameters containing NULL.

Action

Correct the usage of the version management interface.

INMVSE0003

Object of type {0} not supported for External Link versioning

Explanation

This object must not be used for duplicating external links.

Action

Do not use this kind of object.

INMVSE0004

Invalid external link for versioning, must be a WebDAV one. URI: {0}

Explanation

The external link object provided for versioning is not supported. It must be an external
link of a WebDAV resource.

Action

Do not use this kind of external link.

INMVSE0005

Unexpected external link. URI: {0}

Explanation

During external link versioning the exteranl link handling was unexpected.

Action

Check your WebDAV resources of external links.

INMVSE0006

Object of type {0} not supported for a versioning operation

Explanation

A non-versionable object was found during a versioning operation.

Action

Check your registered objects.
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INMVSE0007

Unexpected: no new external link in duplication list

Explanation

Internal error: an element was not properly duplicated during versioning.

Action

Contact your software supplier.

INMVSE0008

Object to be versioned ({0}) does not have the highest version number

Explanation

The registry object to be versioned is an intermediate one in the versioning hierarchy,
which is not permitted.

Action

Use only the highest versioned object for a versioning action.

INMVSE0009

Object ({0}) is not granted for a versioning operation.

Explanation

A registered listener rejected the object for the given versioning operation.

Action

Check your registry entries and why the listener has denied the action.

INMVSE0010

Invalid association ID specified: {0}

Explanation

An invalid association type was specified by the user of the API.

Action

Correct the association type, e.g. for HasParent, Uses, etc.

INMVSE0011

Invalid WebDAV URL: {0}

Explanation

The WebDAV URL has an invalid format.

Action

Correct the format.

INMVSE0012

WebDAV cannot be accessed

Explanation

Failure on WebDAV access.

Action

Inspect the original exception.

INMVSE0013

Resource cannot be stored to WebDAV

Explanation

Internal error on storing a file to WebDAV.

Action

Inspect the original exception.

INMVSE0014

Unexpected: copied object not found in list

Explanation

An object which was duplicated was not found in the list holding those elements.

Action

No action required.
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INMVSE0015

Unsupported copy mode for a Package object

Explanation

The copy mode for versioning a package is not supported.

Action

Use only supported copy modes.

INMVSE0016

Error retrieving checkpoint objects for ID: {0}

Explanation

The revision or checkpoint object cannot be determined.

Action

See the embedded exception description.

INMVSE0017

Error finding checkpoint records

Explanation

Checkpoint records couldn't be determinded during a find with qualifiers.

Action

See the embedded exception description.

INMVSE0018

The restore of revision objects failed

Explanation

The replacement of the current object with an older revision of the object was not
successful.

Action

See the embedded exception description.

INMVSE0019

The method is not allowed if revision feature not enabled

Explanation

The revision feature must be enabled in CentraSite before using certain methods.

Action

Enable CentraSite's revision feature.

INMVSE0020

Checkpoint label {0} already in use

Explanation

A checkpoint label must only be used once in the system.

Action

Use another label or delete the label first.

INMVSE0021

Setting of checkpoint label '{0}' failed

Explanation

Setting of checkpoint label to revision objects failed.

Action

See embedded exception description.

INMVSE0022

Error reading checkpoint with label '{0}'

Explanation

Reading revision objects failed due to an internal reason.

Action

See embedded exception description.
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INMVSE0023

Error on finding checkpoint label names

Explanation

Retrieving all checkpoint label names was not successful.

Action

See embedded exception description.

INMVSE0024

Error during deletion of checkpoint label '{0}'

Explanation

Deleting checkpoint labels from objects was not successful.

Action

See embedded exception description.

INMVSE0025

Checkpoint label count cannot be determined

Explanation

The checkpoint label count cannot be determined due to internal problems.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INMVSE0026

Error getting minor version of object: {0}

Explanation

Error getting minor version of object.

Action

See embedded exception description.

INMVSE0027

Error getting checkpoint label of object: {0}

Explanation

Error getting checkpoint label of object.

Action

See embedded exception description.

INMVSE0028

Invalid keepCount parameter

Explanation

Invalid keepCount parameter.

Action

Correct the keepCount parameter.

INMVSE0029

Error purging checkpoints of object: {0}

Explanation

Error purging checkpoints of object.

Action

See embedded exception description.

INMVSE0030

Revision and Checkpoint enablement failed

Explanation

Revision and Checkpoint enablement failed.

Action

See embedded exception description.
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INMVSE0031

Disable of Revision and Checkpoint failed

Explanation

Disable of Revision and Checkpoint failed.

Action

See embedded exception description.

INMVSE0032

Base collection not present

Explanation

The base CentraSite collection is not available. The registry seems to be inconsistent.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INMVSE0033

The common CentraSite schema is not present.

Explanation

Schema CentraSiteObjects is not present.

Action

Check the CentraSite environment.

INMVSE0034

Asset Type ({0}) does not support the Versioning Capability

Explanation

An instance of an asset type should get a new version, but the asset type does not
support this.

Action

Check the properties of your asset type.

INMWSE0001

Unable to connect to {0} using the provided username and password.

Explanation

The service was unable to connect to the provided CentraSite address.

Action

Make sure the CentraSite address is valid and the username and password are correct.

INMWSE0002

Error reading {0}.

Explanation

The service was unable to read the document.

Action

Make sure that the document is accessible and valid.

INMWSE0003

Unable to import service.

Explanation

The application was unable to import the service in the CentraSite registry.

Action

Make sure the arguments are correct or manually check the CentraSite registry for
problems.

INMWSE0004

Error retrieving product with name {0}.

Explanation

The service was unable to find the product with the provided product name.

Action

Make sure that the product name is correct and exists in the CentraSite registry.
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INMWSE0005

Unable to import {0} {1}.

Explanation

The service was unable to import the file.

Action

Make sure the arguments are correct or manually check the CentraSite registry for
problems.

INMWSE0006

Failed to retrieve the imported service ID.

Explanation

Unable to retrieve the UDDI key of the service which has been imported.

Action

Check connection to CentraSite server. Check the logs for errors.

INMWSE0007

Unable to retrieve the registered BPEL process ID.

Explanation

The application was unable to retrieve the imported BPEL process ID.

Action

Check connection to CentraSite server. Check the logs for errors.

INMWSE0008

Unable to import BPEL process.

Explanation

The application was unable to import the BPEL process in the CentraSite registry.

Action

Make sure the arguments are correct or manually check the CentraSite registry for
problems.

INMWSE0009

Unable to import XSD schema.

Explanation

The service was unable to import the XSD schema in the CentraSite registry.

Action

Make sure the arguments are correct or manually check the CentraSite registry for
problems.

INMWSE0010

Missing attachment with content ID {0}.

Explanation

The service was unable to retrieve the attachment.

Action

Make sure the content ID of the attachment is valid.

INMWSE0011

Invalid file descriptor. Missing file type.

Explanation

The value for file type was missing.

Action

Make sure the arguments are valid.
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INMWSE0012

Invalid file descriptor. Missing file name.

Explanation

The value for the file name was missing.

Action

Make sure the arguments are valid.

INMWSE0013

Invalid file descriptor. Missing content ID string.

Explanation

The value for the content ID string was missing.

Action

Make sure the arguments are valid.

INMWSE0014

Invalid file type. Must be XSD, WSDL, BPEL, XPDL, META_INFO, DOCUMENT
or REFERENCED.

Explanation

CentraSite web services will only accept the following file types: XSD, WSDL, BPEL,
XPDL, META_INFO, DOCUMENT or REFERENCED.

Action

Please provide valid file type.

INMWSE0015

Missing Authorization header.

Explanation

Authorization header for HTTP basic authentication was not found in the request.

Action

Provide username and password to connect to the CentraSite server.

INMWSE0016

The creation of a folder in the temp directory has failed.

Explanation

The creation of a folder in the temp directory has failed. The folder could not be created
in the temp directory which is determined by the system property java.io.tmpdir.

Action

Please make sure that the temp directory has enough free space.

INMWSE0017

The creation of folder {0} has failed.

Explanation

The specified folder could not be created.

Action

Please make sure that you have sufficient privileges to create the folder.

INMWSE0018

Exception while importing XPDL

Explanation

An exception occurred while importing the XPDL file.

Action

Please make sure the SOAP request has all required parameters filled with proper
values.
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INMWSE0019

Referenced file {0} not found

Explanation

The XPDL file to be imported has a reference to a web service. But the WSDL file for
the referenced file was not passed to the XPDL importer service.

Action

Please create a file descriptor for the referenced WSDL file and send it to
ImportXPDLService.

INMWSE0020

Response from XPDL importer does not contain any registry objects

Explanation

The XPDL Importer didn't report any error. Also it didn't return any response which
needs to be filled for a web service response.

Action

Please make sure the XPDL file contains the Process element which will be created
in CentraSite and returned in the web service response.

INMWSE0021

Error while fetching LCM state for process

Explanation

A system error has occurred while loading the LCM state of the process.

Action

Please check whether the Process object is in a valid state. If it is in a valid state, please
retry the request.

INMWSE0022

Parameter name (wild card) is mandatory input

Explanation

This operation requires a keyword as a parameter. In the request, the keyword is not
set.

Action

Please set the keyword in the SOAP request.

INMWSE0023

Error while fetching processes from CentraSite

Explanation

A system error has occurred while fetching process objects from CentraSite. Perhaps
the connection to the CentraSite Server has been lost.

Action

Please check whether the CentraSite Server is up and running.

INMWSE0024

Error while fetching services from CentraSite

Explanation

A system error has occurred while fetching services from CentraSite. Perhaps the
connection to the CentraSite Server has been lost.

Action

Please check whether the CentraSite Server is up and running.
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INMWSE0025

Error while fetching organizations from CentraSite

Explanation

A system error has occurred while fetching organizations from CentraSite. Perhaps
the connection to the CentraSite Server has been lost.

Action

Please check whether the CentraSite Server is up and running.

INMWSE0026

Invalid LCM states {0} are used in search filters

Explanation

At least one lifecycle state provided in the search filter is not valid.

Action

Please provide proper lifecycle states in the search filter.

INMWSE0027

Invalid file descriptor.

Explanation

The value for file type was missing.

Action

Make sure the arguments are valid.

INMWSE0028

The XPDL is not passed as FileDescriptor in the request

Explanation

The request does not contain a file descriptor.

Action

Please pass the XPDL content as the file descriptor in the request.

INMWSE0029

Specified organization key {0} is not valid

Explanation

CentraSite does not contain an organization with the provided key.

Action

Please make sure the organization key provided in the request is valid.

INMWSE0030

Specified product {0} is not valid

Explanation

CentraSite does not contain the product concept with the specified key.

Action

Please make sure the product specified in the request is valid.

INMWSE0031

Exception while fetching the properties from META-INFO

Explanation

The user can provide attributes with values in the request. CentraSite is not able to
fetch the properties from the provided META-INFO file descriptor.

Action

Please provide the properties in the format which is supported by CentraSite. Please
refer http://localhost:53307/wsstack/services/Property.xsd for the CentraSite supported
format. Please replace the host and port in the above URL accordingly.
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INMWSE0032

Referenced file {0} not found

Explanation

The WSDL file to be imported imports another WSDL/XSD. But the other imported
WSDL/XSD file was not passed to the WSDL importer service.

Action

Please create a file descriptor for the referenced WSDL/XSD file and send it to
ImportWSDLService.

INMWSE0033

Exception occurred while executing getApprovalHistory operation

Explanation

An internal issue occurred while performing the getApprovalHistory operation. It
might be a CentraSite issue or the data provided to the CentraSite is not sufficient.

Action

Please make sure the web service operation is executed with right set of parameters.

INMWSE0034

Exception occurred while executing getPendingApprovals operation

Explanation

An internal issue occurred while performing the getPendingApprovals operation. It
might be a CentraSite issue or the data provided to the CentraSite is not sufficient.

Action

Please make sure the web service operation is executed with right set of parameters.

INMWSE0035

Exception occurred while approving the approval flow using approve operation

Explanation

An internal issue occurred while performing the approve operation. It might be a
CentraSite issue or the data provided to the CentraSite is not sufficient.

Action

Please make sure the web service operation is executed with right set of parameters.

INMWSE0036

Exception occurred while executing getApprovalRequests operation

Explanation

An internal issue occurred while performing the getApprovalRequests operation. It
might be a CentraSite issue or the data provided to the CentraSite is not sufficient.

Action

Please make sure the web service operation is executed with right set of parameters.

INMWSE0037

Exception occurred while executing getApprovalActions operation

Explanation

An internal issue occurred while performing the getApprovalActions operation. It
might be a CentraSite issue or the data provided to the CentraSite is not sufficient.

Action

Please make sure the web service operation is executed with right set of parameters.

INMWSE0038

Revert Pending State operation can only be performed by CentraSite Administrator

Explanation

Not all users have permission to revert the pending state of a registry object. The user
should have the CentraSite Administrator role to perform a revert pending state
operation.

Action

Please provide the user with CentraSite Administrator role for the revert pending
state operation.
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INMWSE0039

CentraSite does not contain a registry object with the specified key {0}.

Explanation

The revert pending state operation requires a key of the registry object which exists
in CentraSite. The pending state change cannot be reverted for a registry object that
does not exist in CentraSite.

Action

Please make sure a registry object exists in CentraSite with the specified key.

INMWSE0040

Exception occurred while executing revertPendingStateChange operation

Explanation

An internal issue occurred while reverting a pending state change. It might be a
CentraSite issue or the data provided to the CentraSite is not sufficient.

Action

Please make sure the web service operation is executed with right set of parameters.

INMWSE0041

Exception occurred while executing reject operation

Explanation

An internal issue occurred while performing the reject operation. It might be a
CentraSite issue or the data provided to the CentraSite is not sufficient.

Action

Please make sure the web service operation is executed with right set of parameters.

INMWSE0042

applicationServeKeyOrName parameter is missing in the request

Explanation

This error happens when the user does not set the applicationServerKeyOrName in
the request parameter.

Action

Set the applicationServerKeyOrName in the request parameter.

INMWSE0043

serviceKey parameter is missing in the request message

Explanation

This error happens when the user does not set serviceKey in the request parameter.

Action

Set the serviceKey in the request parameter.

INMWSE0044

Invalid product {0} has been specified in the request

Explanation

The value given as product parameter is invalid.

Action

Give a valid product name in the product parameter.

INMWSE0045

Found {0} {1} application server instances during search. Use application server key
to find unique instance.

Explanation

This error happens if the search result matches more than one application server
instance.

Action

Use the key to find a unique application server instance in the web service request
operation.
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INMWSE0046

Failed to associate the given application server {0} and service {1}

Explanation

This error may happen if the given CentraSite location is wrong or because of invalid
credentials.

Action

Check the CentraSite location and its credentials. Also check if the application server
instance exists.

INMWSE0047

Invalid application server {0}

Explanation

The given application server key or name is not valid.

Action

Give the correct application server key in the request parameter.

INMWSE0048

Parameter name (serviceKeys) is mandatory input

Explanation

The serviceKeys element is mandatory for the GetServiceDetails request.

Action

Specify at least one service key for the GetServiceDetails request.

INMWSE0049

Error while retrieving service detail

Explanation

Verify that the given request parameters are appropriate for the getServiceDetails
call.

Action

Validate the parameters supplied for the getServiceDetails operation.

INMWSE0050

Error while retrieving associated type for Lifecycle model {0}

Explanation

An error occurred while retrieving an associated type for a lifecycle model.

Action

Verify that the associated types for the lifecycle model are appropriate.

INMWSE0051

Error while retrieving transition state for the Lifecycle model {0}

Explanation

An error occurred while retrieving the transition state for the lifecycle state and
lifecycle model.

Action

Verify that the transition states are appropriate for the retrieved lifecycle state.

INMWSE0052

Error while retrieving LC State for the LC Model {0}

Explanation

An error occurred while retrieving a lifecycle state for the lifecycle model.

Action

Verify that the lifecycle states are appropriate for the retrieved lifecycle model.
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INMWSE0053

Error while retrieving LC Model {0}

Explanation

An error occurred while retrieving the lifecycle model.

Action

Verify that the retrieved lifecycle model is correct.

INMWSE0054

Failed to process getLifecycleModels operation

Explanation

The getLifecycleModels operation could not be processed.

Action

Verify that the parameters are appropriately specified in the request.

INMWSE0055

Error while registering the application server {0}

Explanation

An error occurred while registering the application server.

Action

Verify that the parameters are appropriately specified in the request.

INMWSE0056

Error while deregistering the application server

Explanation

An error occurred while deregistering the application server.

Action

Verify that the parameters are appropriately specified in the request.

INMWSE0057

Error while reading product version information

Explanation

An error occurred while getting the application server version.

Action

Verify that the parameters are specified in the request.

INMWSE0058

Error while retrieving installed language information from CentraSite

Explanation

Error while retrieving installed language information from CentraSite.

Action

Validate the web service request or contact the CentraSite administrator.

INMWSE0059

Invalid owner key {0} specified in request

Explanation

The request XML contains an invalid owner key.

Action

Specify the appropriate owner key in the request XML.

INMWSE0060

Invalid organization key {0} specified in request

Explanation

The request contains an invalid organization key.

Action

Specify an appropriate organization key in the request.
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INMWSE0061

Invalid object type {0} specified in request

Explanation

The request contains an invalid object type.

Action

Specify an appropriate object type string in the request.

INMWSE0062

Object Type is mandatory when Organization Key is specified in request

Explanation

The object type is mandatory when the organization key is specified in the request.

Action

Specify a valid object type string in the request.

INMWSE0063

Service {0} is not available in organization {1}

Explanation

The organization key specified for this service is not correct.

Action

Provide the correct organization key of this service.

INMWSE0064

Invalid asset key {0} passed in the request

Explanation

The request contains an invalid asset key.

Action

Pass a valid asset key in the request.

INMWSE0065

Error while processing getAssociatedServices request

Explanation

An error occurred while processing a getAssociatedServices request.

Action

Check if the given request parameters are correct.

INMWSE0066

Error while processing releaseProcesses request

Explanation

It was not possible to process the releaseProcesses request.

Action

Check if the given request parameters are correct.

INMWSE0067

CentraSite does not contain an Application Server with the specified key or name
{0}.

Explanation

A CentraSite web service received a RegisterApplicationServer request with a key or
name specified. The web service tried to update the object with the specified key or
name, but the web service was not able to find any Application Server object with the
specified key or name.

Action

Please check whether an Application Server object exists in CentraSite with the
specified key or name. If an object exists in CentraSite, please make sure the requested
user has view/edit permission on the Application Server object.
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INMWSE0068

Specified application server {0} does not exist

Explanation

The application server name or key given in the request is not valid.

Action

Check the given application server name or key and correct it.

INMWSE0073

Invalid application server key {0}

Explanation

The request contains an invalid application server key.

Action

Specify a valid application server key.

INMWSE0074

Exception while parsing XPDL file {0}

Explanation

CentraSite will parse the specified XPDL file to create corresponding objects in
CentraSite. CentraSite is not able to parse the specified the XPDL file as the given
XPDL file does not comply with the XML and XPDL specification.

Action

Please make sure the specified XPDL file is in accordance with the XML and XPDL
specification.

INMWSE0075

The given organization key {0} in the request does not match the key of the existing
asset's organization {1}

Explanation

The organization key given in the importWSDL request does not match the
organization key of the existing asset's organization.

Action

Provide the existing asset's organization key in the request.

INMWSE0077

Failed to find application server in given name {0}.

Explanation

This exception is unexpected. The cause is not immediately known.

Action

If the problem persists, contact CentraSite administrator.

INMWSE0078

Application Server name is empty

Explanation

No name was supplied for the application server.

Action

Provide a valid application server name.

INMWSE0079

Unsupported Association Type {0}

Explanation

The specified association type is not supported.

Action

Correct the association type.
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INMWSE0080

Check your access rights and proxy settings.

Explanation

You do not have sufficient privileges to access the target object.

Action

Execute the action with sufficient privileges.

INMWSE0081

The {0} parameter value is null.

Explanation

The function shown on the call stack is called with a null value.

Action

Correct the client program.

INMWSE0082

The credentials parameter value is null.

Explanation

The setCredentials() method is called with a null value for the credentials parameter.

Action

Correct the client program.

INMWSE0083

Specified process {0} is unavailable.

Explanation

Process with the specified asset ID is not available.

Action

Check the asset ID provided in the request.

INMWSI0069

Asset {0} is already associated with the server {1}

Explanation

The given asset key request is already associated with the specified application server.

Action

Remove the asset key from the request.

INMWSI0070

Asset {0} has been associated with the server {1} successfully

Explanation

The asset {0} has been associated with the server {1} successfully.

Action

The association between the asset key and the server was created successfully.

INMWSI0071

The asset {0} has not been associated with the server {1}

Explanation

The asset is not associated with the specified server.

Action

Associate the asset and the server first before disassociating.

INMWSI0072

Asset {0} has been disassociated from the server {1} successfully

Explanation

The given asset has been disassociated from the server successfully.

Action

The given asset has been disassociated from the server successfully.
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INMWSI0076

Application server does not exist for given name {0}.

Explanation

An application server does not exist in the given name.

Action

Create an application server in the given name.

INOQJE0001

XQConnection for {0} is closed!

Explanation

The connection to the specified database is closed.

Action

Make sure that the connection in use is not closed prior to any later operation.

INOQJE0002

XQExpression is closed!

Explanation

The underlying expression is already closed.

Action

Make sure that the expression / connection in use is not closed prior to any later
operation.

INOQJE0003

XQItemType mismatch! Item is not of type {0}.

Explanation

The specified item is not of the declared item type.

Action

Check for the compatibility of item types.

INOQJE0004

No cursor handle given!

Explanation

The cursor associated with the query handle was not found.

Action

This happens if there is no proper result set associated with the specified query.

INOQJE0005

Error reading from file - {0}

Explanation

This exception is thrown by the Java run-time architecture when an input error has
occurred while reading from the specified file.

Action

Possible causes for this exception are an error reading from the specified file or the
specified file is not found.

INOQJE0006

Error while parsing the XMLStream - {0}

Explanation

This is an error for unexpected errors during processing / XML handling, namely, to
report well-formedness errors as well as unexpected processing conditions.

Action

The error message contains the explanation from the StAX parser. Modify the XML
accordingly.
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INOQJE0007

Parser configuration error - {0}

Explanation

Indicates a serious configuration error. An exception occurred during configuration
of the XML parser being used.

Action

Add the corresponding XML parser jars in the CLASSPATH.

INOQJE0008

Factory Configuration Error - {0}

Explanation

A problem with configuration of the Parser Factories exists. This error will typically
be thrown when the class of a parser factory specified in the system properties cannot
be found or instantiated.

Action

Add the XML parser jars to the CLASSPATH and set the JAXP factory names.

INOQJE0009

Cannot access the XQItem of type XQITEMTYPE_ATTRIBUTE

Explanation

Indicates that the base item type of the current item is an attribute while writing the
current item to a SAX stream.

Action

The current item should not be of type attribute.

INOQJE0010

SAX Parse Error - {0}

Explanation

Represents a general SAX error or warning.

Action

Possible causes for this error are if the value of the "org.xml.sax.driver" system property
is null or the class cannot be loaded and instantiated.

INOQJE0011

I/O Error - {0}

Explanation

This exception is thrown by the Java run-time architecture when an input / output
error of some kind has occurred while reading from the specified input source.

Action

Refer to the Java documentation for the error message.

INOQJE0012

End of the sequence is reached

Explanation

Execution of an XQuery returns a sequence of results. You can traverse the sequence
of results using the XQResultSequence API.

Action

Reading or trying to modify items in the sequence after reaching the end of the
sequence will result in this error.
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INOQJE0013

Positioned before the start of the sequence

Explanation

Execution of an XQuery returns a sequence of results. You can traverse the sequence
of results using the XQResultSequence API. Invoking the next() method for the first
time will get to the first item in the sequence. If any operations are tried before this,
this will result in this error.

Action

Invoke the next() method to get the first item.

INOQJE0014

Server {0} unavailable

Explanation

The specified database or server is not running.

Action

Provide the correct database URL, and check if the database is stopped.

INOQJE0015

Error when attempting to change the transaction mode

Explanation

The attempt to change the transaction mode failed.

Action

Check the Server documentation for the specified error code in the error message.

INOQJE0016

Error closing the {0}

Explanation

An attempt to close the underlying connection or result sequence that is specified
along with the error failed.

Action

Make sure that the underlying connection is not closed before closing the result
sequence.

INOQJE0017

Transaction failed while committing the changes

Explanation

Committing the changes failed.

Action

Check the Server documentation for the specified error code in the error message.

INOQJE0018

Transaction failed while rolling back the changes

Explanation

Rolling back the changes failed.

Action

Check the Server documentation for the specified error code in the error message.

INOQJE0019

The scrollability type {0} is not supported

Explanation

The mentioned scrollability type is not supported.

Action

Set a valid value for the scrollability type.
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INOQJE0020

The property {0} is not supported

Explanation

The mentioned property is not supported.

Action

Provide a valid property.

INOQJE0021

A property mentioned in the list is not supported

Explanation

One of the mentioned properties in the property list is not supported.

Action

Check if all the properties in the property list are supported by the current
implementation.

INOQJE0022

Error executing the server command : {0}

Explanation

An error occurred while executing the specified database command.

Action

Please refer to the documentation of the specified command.

INOQJE0023

XQTypeException thrown - Error Code : {0} Message : {1}

Explanation

External variable binding to XQuery failed.

Action

Check the server documentation for the error code displayed in the error.

INOQJE0024

Error fetching cursor

Explanation

Indicates a cursor based failure when fetching a number of documents from a cursor.

Action

Check the server documentation for the error code displayed in the error.

INOQJE0025

XQuery exception: {0}

Explanation

Error in the XQuery.

Action

Please check the XQuery for errors.

INOQJE0026

Error while opening cursor

Explanation

Indicates a failure when opening a cursor.

Action

Check the server documentation for the error code displayed in the error.

INOQJE0027

Error executing XQuery {0}: {1}

Explanation

Executing the XQuery failed. See the error code for more information.

Action

Check the server documentation for the error code displayed in the error.
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INOQJE0028

Sequence is non-scrollable

Explanation

Cannot scroll on a non-scrollable sequence.

Action

Avoid scrolling, because the sequence is non-scrollable.

INOQJE0029

Failed because of following exception

Explanation

The cause of the exception is specified in the error message.

Action

Check the server documentation for the specified error code in the error message.

INOQJE0030

Error creating the cached item

Explanation

Creating a cached item failed.

Action

Check if the items are closed.

INOQJE0031

Error binding the {0} Message - {1}

Explanation

Binding the specified value to the expression / prepared expression failed.

Action

Check if the values declared and bound to the query are the same.

INOQJE0032

Error executing the request with error [{0} {1} {2} {3}]

Explanation

The message appears with the specific error code and information from the server.

Action

Refer to the server documentation for the specified error code.

INOQJE0033

Sequence not scrollable

Explanation

Cannot scroll a non scrollable sequence.

Action

Avoid scrolling, because the sequence is non-scrollable.

INOQJE0034

Expected type {0} Current type {1} Location {2}

Explanation

The expected type and the current type specified do not match.

Action

Check the types mentioned in the error at the specified location.

INOQJE0035

Expected start or end tag {0}

Explanation

When trying to move to the next tag in the resulting XML Stream, any white space ,
COMMENT, or PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION is skipped until a START_ELEMENT
or END_ELEMENT is reached. If anything other than white space characters,
COMMENT, PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION, START_ELEMENT, END_ELEMENT
is encountered, this error is thrown along with the location number.

Action

Check the error message for the missing start or end in the XML.
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INOQJE0036

{0} cannot be null!

Explanation

The underlying object specified is null.

Action

Make sure that the underlying object is properly initialized.

INOQJE0037

The {0} method is not supported

Explanation

The method specified in the error message is not supported.

Action

The specified method is not supported by the current XQJ implementation.

INOQJE0038

XQPreparedExpression is closed!

Explanation

The underlying prepared expression is already closed.

Action

Make sure that the XQPreparedExpression is not closed before any usage.

INOQJE0039

XQSequence is closed!

Explanation

The underlying sequence is already closed.

Action

Make sure that the XQSequence is not closed before any usage.

INOQJE0040

XQItem is closed!

Explanation

The underlying item is already closed.

Action

Make sure that the XQItem is not closed before any usage.

INOQJE0041

The value for the property {0} cannot be null

Explanation

The value for the specified property in the error message cannot be null.

Action

Mention a property value for the specified property name in the error message.

INOQJE0042

Access Failure Exception - {0}

Explanation

The cause for the exception is specified in the error message.

Action

Check the server documentation for the specified error code in the error message.

INOQJE0043

Invalid user ID or password

Explanation

The supplied user ID and password combination is invalid.

Action

Check the user ID and password.
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INOQJE0044

Cannot access the XQItem of type XQITEMKIND_ATTRIBUTE

Explanation

This indicates that the item kind of the current item is an attribute while writing the
current item to a SAX stream.

Action

The current item should not be of type attribute.

INOQJE0045

Error creating the XQ item

Explanation

An error occurred while creating an XQ item.

Action

Check if the items are closed.

INOQJE0046

Binding to {0} not supported

Explanation

While binding an external variable to an XQuery, the type specification was not valid.
Either the type is not supported at all for binding external variables, or it was used
with a binding method that does not support this specific type.

Action

Use one of the supported types with a proper binding method.

UDDIE00002

No businessKey was defined

Explanation

Keys have to be specified to fetch the details.

Action

Please provide keys in the UDDI request to fetch the details.

UDDIE00005

At least keyBag or transferToken should be specified

Explanation

The discard_transferToken request is not valid. It has to be according to the UDDI v3
specification.

Action

Please specify transferToken to discard it.

UDDIE00006

The value of the attribute maxRows is not a valid number.

Explanation

The value for the maxRows attribute in the UDDI request should be a number.

Action

Please specify an integer value for the maxRows attribute in the UDDI request.

UDDIE00007

{0} is not a valid find qualifier value in version {1}.

Explanation

The find qualifier is not supported in the specified version.

Action

Please specify find qualifiers corresponding to the UDDI version.
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UDDIE00008

No entityKey was defined

Explanation

Keys have to be specified to fetch the operationa info.

Action

Please provide keys in the get_operationalInfo request to fetch the operational
information.

UDDIE00011

Publisher assertions are null

Explanation

The add_publisherAssertions, delete_publisherAssertions and set_publisherAssertions
requests should have publisher assertions in them.

Action

Please add the publisherAssertions element in add_publisherAssertions,
delete_publisherAssertions and set_publisherAssertions requests.

UDDIE00012

Exactly one BusinessKey must be defined.

Explanation

Either fromKey, toKey or businessKey should be specified.

Action

Please specify a value for the toKey or fromKey or businessKey attribute of the
find_relatedBusiness call.

UDDIE00013

Only one keyedReference element may be defined in a find_relatedBusinesses
message.

Explanation

The publisher assertion should contain only one keyedReference element.

Action

Please provide one KeyedReference in the find_relatedBusiness call.

UDDIE00014

{0} is not a valid UUID.

Explanation

The specified key is not valid.

Action

Please make sure the key is valid according to the UDDI standard.

UDDIE00015

The specified names are not valid for version

Explanation

The names are not specified according to the UDDI specification.

Action

Please specify valid names.

UDDIE00016

Only one key may be defined

Explanation

Multiple keys are defined for the UDDI entity.

Action

Please specify a single key for the UDDI entity.
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UDDIE00017

The fromKey element is mandatory in a publisherAssertion document

Explanation

The fromKey element does not contain a valid value.

Action

Please provide values for the fromKey element in the publisherAssertion element.

UDDIE00018

The toKey element is mandatory in a publisherAssertion document

Explanation

The toKey element does not contain valid value.

Action

Please provide values for the toKey element in the publisherAssertion element.

UDDIE00019

The keyedReference element is mandatory in a publisherAssertion document

Explanation

The keyedReference element does not contain valid value.

Action

Please provide values for the keyedReference element in the publisher assertion
element.

UDDIE00020

The keyedReference element in a publisherAssertion must be defined exactly one
time

Explanation

The publisher assertion should contain only one keyedReference element.

Action

Please provide one KeyedReference in the publisher assertion element.

UDDIE00022

{0} is not a valid findQualifier value

Explanation

Provided findQualifier is not valid. The valid qualifiers can be found in UDDI
specification.

Action

Please provide findQualifiers according to the UDDI specification

UDDIE00024

The string representation may not be empty.

Explanation

A value for the element in the UDDI request is not according to the UDDI specification.

Action

Please make sure the UDDI request is valid according to UDDI specification.

UDDIE00025

A tag of the language code must have at least one character and no more than eight
characters.

Explanation

A value for the language code in the UDDI request does not comply with the UDDI
specification.

Action

Please make sure the UDDI request is valid according to UDDI specification.
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UDDIE00026

A language code may only contain ASCII alphanumerics.

Explanation

A value for the language code in the UDDI request does not comply with the UDDI
specification.

Action

Please make sure the UDDI request is valid according to UDDI specification.

UDDIE00027

Could not authenticate the user {0}

Explanation

The user specified in the UDDI request is not valid.

Action

Please specify a valid CentraSite user.

UDDIE00042

{0} does not represent a businessKey.

Explanation

CentraSite does not contain any business entity with the specified key.

Action

Please make sure the business key specified in the request is valid.

UDDIE00043

No businessKey in the registry matches the key {0}.

Explanation

CentraSite does not contain any business entity with the specified key.

Action

Please make sure the business key specified in the request is valid.

UDDIE00045

No entity in the registry matches the key {0}.

Explanation

CentraSite does not contain any UDDI entity with the specified key.

Action

Please make sure the key specified in the request is valid.

UDDIE00047

The value of maxRows parameter is not a valid number.

Explanation

The value for the maxRows attribute in the UDDI request should be a number.

Action

Please specify an integer value for the maxRows attribute in the UDDI request.

UDDIE00049

The contact {0} already exists. Please specify a different contact.

Explanation

The specified contact already exists in the CentraSite. A contact cannot be present in
multiple businesses

Action

Please make sure the contact is not present in any other business

UDDIE00050

The value of maxEntities parameter is not valid

Explanation

The maxEntities attribute of the subscription should contain an valid non-negative
number.

Action

Please provide valid non-negative number for the maxEntities attribute.
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uddi:107e04bd-bdf4-11e2-b6b3-c566c3aaf997 – Verify Required Attributes
Explanation

During asset instance creation and modification, verifies whether the required
attributes of that Asset Type are provided with values

uddi:18bf0e3d-bdf4-11e2-b6b3-886f1ce73523 – Verify Required Attributes Policy
Explanation

During asset instance creation and modification, this policy verifies whether the
required attributes of that Asset Type are provided with values.

uddi:44e3e2de-064c-432f-b67a-8fbca0fb04d6 – Invoke webMethods Integration Server
Explanation

Processing steps calling an Integration Server (IS) Service which will be executed
when the consumer invokes the Virtual Service.
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0010.0715E

CloudStreams Upgrade, did not complete successfully.

Explanation

This log message may occur when the CloudStreams package loads during the
Integration Server restart after an overinstall. This message indicates the upgrade was
not successful. There should be a previous error message in the server log that indicates
the problem.

Action

See actions for message ID '0010.0702'

0030.0099

PublisherPropsObserver - Unknown wrapper factory data type ({0})

Explanation

This message has incorrect text. It should indicate an invalid data type for UDDP
publisher bean.

Action

Update the pg configuration file to use a proper UDDI publisher data type.

0030.0100

PublisherPropsObserver - Unable to find wrapper factory

Explanation

There is no UDDI publisher configured, but its properties are being changed.

Action

Update the configuration file. Either configure a UDDI publisher or unregister the
UDDI properties observer.

0030.0109

PublisherPropsObserver - Can't convert string ({0}) to integer for publishing interval,
ignoring input

Explanation

The value received for performance data reporting interval was not a valid numeric
string.

Action

Make sure a numeric value is input.
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0030.0113

PublisherPropsObserver - Unknown pg service deployer data type ({0})

Explanation

The data typi of the PG Service Deployer bean is invalid.

Action

Update the pg configuration file to use a proper PG Service Deployer data type.

0030.0301

ConsumerApplicationManager.convert - cannot handle null request

Explanation

Unable to create Consumer deployment object for update.

Action

Probably bad SOAP request to Deployer, fix request.

0030.0302

ConsumerApplicationManager.convert - cannot convert consumer with null {0}

Explanation

Invalid Consumer deployment object was found.

Action

Probably bad SOAP request to Deployer, fix request.

0030.0303

VirtualServiceDeployer.{0} - cannot handle null {1}

Explanation

A null reference was found during a deployment activity. The object and activity are
identified in the message.

Action

Probably bad SOAP request for deployment, fix request.

0030.0304

VirtualServiceDeployer.deploy - service ({0}) already deployed, undeploying

Action

Info level message, no action required.

0030.0306

VirtualServiceDeployer.{0} - caught this: type({1}) message({2})

Explanation

Unable to deploy virtual service. See exception message for more details.

Action

Address the problem indicated by exception and try to deploy again.

0030.0309

ClusteredServiceDeployer{0} - cannot handle null {1}

Explanation

Unable to create VS deployment object for update.

Action

Probably bad SOAP request to Deployer, fix request.

0030.0315

ClusteredConsumerManager.updateConsumer - cannot handle null consumer

Explanation

Unable to create Consumer object for update.

Action

Probably bad SOAP request to Deployer, fix request.
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0030.0318

ClusteredServiceDeployer - cannot deploy null info to cache

Explanation

A problem occurred while attempting to convert a PGService for deployment to shared
cache. There should be another message describing the conversion or deployment
issue.

Action

Fix the conversion or deployment problem.

0030.0319

ClusteredServiceDeployer - cannot undeploy null service name from cache

Explanation

Virtual service undeployment requires a non-empty service name. This is problem
with undeployment request payload.

Action

Fix the undeployment request payload.

0030.0328

ConsumerApplicationManager.{0} - cannot handle null update request

Explanation

Invalid Consumer deployment request for update.

Action

Probably bad SOAP request to Deployer, fix request.

0030.0330

ConsumerApplicationManager - not updating consumer ({0}), modification date,
({1}), is no more recent

Action

Info level message, no action required.

0030.0333

ConsumerApplicationManager.{0} - caught this: type({1}) message({2})

Explanation

Unable to create and persist Consumer object for update.

Action

Either bad SOAP request to Deployer, fix Request. Or file system problem, check file
system permissions. See logged message text for specific error details.

0030.0336

Consumer Application Update Failed; requested update has invalid {0} field

Explanation

Invalid consumer name or key in remove request.

Action

Probably bad SOAP request to Deployer, fix request.

0030.0337

Consumer Application Remove Failed; consumer ({0}) does not exist

Explanation

Attempt to remove consumer failed.

Action

Reply to CentraSite Deployment attemp should indicate error. Try redeploying this
consumer or resynchronizing all consumers.
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0030.0343

RegisteredConsumerNamesManager.{0} - cannot handle null update request

Explanation

Invalid RegisteredConsumerNames deployment request for update.

Action

Probably bad SOAP request to Deployer, fix request.

0030.0344

Registered Consumer Names Update Failed; requested update has invalid {0} field

Explanation

Invalid service name or consumer names in registered consumer names update request.

Action

Probably bad SOAP request to Deployer, fix request.

0030.0346

RegisteredConsumerNamesManager - not updating consumer names registered to
({0}), modification date, ({1}), is no more recent

Action

Info level message, no action required.

0030.0347

RegisteredConsumerNamesManager.{0} - cannot handle null update request

Explanation

Invalid RegisteredConsumerNames deployment request for remove.

Action

Probably bad SOAP request to Deployer, fix request.

0030.0348

Registered Consumer Names Remove Failed; requested update has invalid {0} field

Explanation

Invalid service consumer name in remove request.

Action

Probably bad SOAP request to Deployer, fix request.

0030.0350

Registered Consumer Names Remove Failed; service ({0}) has no registered
consumers

Explanation

Invalid request to remove RegisteredConsumerNames, must include at least one
consumer name.

Action

Probably bad SOAP request to Deployer, fix request.

0030.0352

RegisteredConsumerNamesManager.{0} - caught this: type({1}) message({2})

Explanation

Unable to create and persist RegisteredConsumerNames object for update.

Action

Either bad SOAP request to Deployer, fix Request. Or file system problem, check file
system permissions. See logged message text for specific error details.
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0030.0356

VirtualServiceDeployer - unable to get endpoints for {0}, caught this: type({1}),
msg({2})

Explanation

Unable to obtain endpoint for deployed service.

Action

Probably bad SOAP request to Deployer or bad VSD, fix one or both.

0030.0357

ClusteredRegisteredConsumerNamesDeployer.updateConsumerNames - cannot
handle null reg names object

Explanation

Unable to create RegisteredConsumerNames object for update.

Action

Probably bad SOAP request to Deployer, fix request.

0030.0358

Consumer Application Remove Failed; requested update has invalid name and key
fields, both are empty

Explanation

Consumer remove request must have either name or key to identify consumer; both
were null or empty.

Action

Probably bad SOAP request to Deployer, fix request.

0030.0359

ConsumerApplicationManager - Consumer update request has invalid IP range;
from ({0}) to ({1})

Explanation

Consumer update request had invalid IP address range.

Action

Probably bad SOAP request to Deployer, fix request.

0030.0361

VirtualServiceDeployer - redeploying undeployed service ({0}), deployment failed
for newer version

Action

Info level message, no action required.

0030.0362

VirtualServiceDeployer - a problem was encountered during deployment, ({0}) will
be undeployed and replaced if necessary

Action

Info level message, no action required.

0030.0363

VirtualServiceDeployer.{0} - service({1}) caught this: type({2}) message({3})

Explanation

Message context encountered an exception while attempting to redeploy or undeploy
a virtual service. The associated exception message should include more details
regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.
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0030.0364

Deployment request for service: {0}. Registered consumer name element was
processed, but the existing modification date is the same as the request. {1}

Action

Info level message, no action required.

0030.0366

UddiPropertiesObserver - Password lookup failed; type ({0}), message ({1})

Explanation

A problem was encoutnered by attempting to retrieve stored password. There should
be an exception with more specific trouble description.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0030.0367

UddiPropertiesObserver - Unable to activate performance date policies; type ({0}),
message ({1})

Explanation

The performance data deployer was unable to run. This message should include more
details regarding the reason.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0030.0370

UddiPropertiesObserver - Unable to connect to UDDI: ({0}); property updates saved,
but data collection is OFF.

Explanation

A problem was encountered during publisher test.

Action

This is probably a bad configuration parameter, fix it.

0030.0371

UddiPropertiesObserver - Unable to convert port string ({0}) to integer, using default
port {1}

Explanation

The value input for 'UDDI port' number is non-numeric.

Action

Input an numeric port value.

0050.0001

Unable to find Policy Element in the VSD:{0}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to extract a policy element from
VSD. The associated exception message should include more details regarding the
problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0002

Unable to create Rampart properties:{0}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to assemble Rampart keystore
properties. The associated exception message should include more details regarding
the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.
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0050.0003

Unable to replace static Rampart configuration with configured properties:{0}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to re-configure Rampart keystore
properties. The associated exception message should include more details regarding
the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0004

Unable to create Rampart Configuration Element:{0}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to convert Rampart configuration
string to XML. The associated exception message should include more details regarding
the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0005

Unable to create XPath to select first Policy Alternative:{0}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to create an Xpath object. The
associated exception message should include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0006

Error while removing existing RampartConfig elements:{0}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to remove configuration elements.
The associated exception message should include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0007

Required configuration information to enable WS-Security processing is missing.
Unable to process service: {0}. Please ensure Keystore/Truststore information is
configured

Explanation

Service could not be initialized due to a problem with keystore/trustore configuration.

Action

Fix the security configuration.

0050.0011

Exception while determining hostname or IP address of the server:{0}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to resolve a host name or IP address.
The associated exception message should include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.
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0050.0013

CloudStreams needs the repository location of the SOAP stack

Explanation

Configuration does not include a valid location for Axis2 repositoryconfiguration.

Action

Fix the axis2 configuration.

0050.0016

ServerManager ready for processing

Action

Info level message, no action required.

0050.0017

CloudStreams encountered exception while starting ServerManager:{0}

Explanation

An exception was encountered during configuration of Axis2 listeners. The associated
exception message should include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0018

Invalid Port specified. Using default configuration: {0}

Explanation

The 'port' property has a non-numeric string value, the value configured in Axis is
used.

Action

Make sure the property value to numeric.

0050.0019

Port {0} is already in use. Trying alternate

Explanation

The port indicated in the message is not available to use with a new socket.

Action

Specify another port value in the system 'port' property or Axis configuration.

0050.0020

Exception while creating "id" selection XPath: {0}

Explanation

Message context encountered an exception while attempting to create an XPath object.
The associated exception message should include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0021

Found Element within Resources element with id: {0}

Action

Info level message, no action required.

0050.0022

Exception while selecting element with id:{0} in Resources Element: {1}

Explanation

Message context encountered an exception while attempting to extract the indicated
element from XML. The associated exception message should include more details
regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.
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0050.0023

CloudStreams received a response for the request with message Id :{0} But a callback
is not registered (anymore) to process this response

Explanation

No callback was registered at the time this response was processed.

Action

This is probably a VS configuration problem.

0050.0024

CloudStreams received a response message without a message Id

Explanation

There was a problem relating the native service response to a virtual service request.

Action

Look for previously logged message indicating that message Id was not used.

0050.0025

CloudStreams encountered an exception: {0}. No error handlers found - [Message
Dropped]

Explanation

This could be a configuration problem. An exception was encountered while
attempting to handle a fault. The associated exception message should include more
details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the configuration, or other problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0026

Outbound client can't locate policy from the property :{0}

Explanation

The Synapse message context does not contain an entry for theproperty key identified
in the message.

Action

This is a policy configuration problem.

0050.0027

CloudStreams outbound client encountered error:{0}

Explanation

Client encountered an exception while attempting to send a message. The associated
exception message should include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0029

VSD with incorrect Namespace:{0}. Unable to create PGService.

Explanation

The namespace found in the VSD is unknown.

Action

This is a virtual service configuration problem.

0050.0031

The {0} element is required for a CloudStreams service

Explanation

Some element used during service deployment was found to be null. The specific
element should be identified in the message text.

Action

This is a virtual service configuration problem.
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0050.0032

The {0} sequence element is required for a CloudStreams service

Explanation

The VSD is missing the sequence element identified in the message.

Action

This is a virtual service configuration problem.

0050.0033

The inSequence for VSD:{0} is invalid.

Explanation

The sequence identified in the message failed validation. Look for recent error message
with more validation failure details.

Action

This is a virtual service configuration problem.

0050.0034

The outSequence for VSD:{0} is invalid.

Explanation

The sequence identified in the message failed validation. Look for recent error message
with more validation failure details.

Action

This is a virtual service configuration problem.

0050.0035

Exception while parsing Virtual Service String Definition:{0}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to parse the virtual service
description. The associated exception message should include more details regarding
the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0036

Unable to create Virtual Service Definition

Explanation

Unable to create XML object from the VSD string.

Action

This is a virtual service configuration or deployment problem.

0050.0037

PGServiceFactory encountered and exception while creating the PGService: {0}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to validate input or output sequence
or during WSDL URI processing. The associated exception message should include
more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0038

Invalid parameter specified for PGService: {0}

Explanation

The attribute named in the message has no value in the VSD.

Action

This is a virtual service configuration problem.
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0050.0039

Exception {0} for PGService: {1}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting during service creation. The associated
exception message should include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0040

No PGService found with name: {0}

Explanation

Attempting to undeploy or get endpoints for a service that does not exist.

Action

Make sure the virtual service exists before operating on it.

0050.0041

WSStack exception processing service: {0} Cause: {1}

Explanation

An AxisFault was encountered while attempting to either undeploy or get endpoints
for the virtual service named in the message. The associated fault message should
include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the fault message.

0050.0042

Unable to locate the WSStack configuration. Can't deploy Virtual Service:{0}

Explanation

The Synapse configuration cannot supply an Axis configuration.

Action

This is an Axis2/Synapse/WS-Stack configuration problem.

0050.0043

A Virtual Service with name:{0} already exists. Unable to deploy.

Explanation

Cannot deploy an Axis service when one already exists with the same name.

Action

Undeploy the existing service before attempting to redeploy or use the same name.

0050.0044

Unable to locate WSStack configuration. Please check if WSStack is
enabled/correctly configured.

Explanation

Unable to retrieve the configuration context supplier bean.

Action

This is a Spring bean configuration issue, the pg-config.xml file is missing or corrupted.

0050.0045

Invalid parameter passed for Virtual Service creation:{0}

Explanation

An attempt to persist the VSD for a service found a null element. The VSD is not
allowed to be null.

Action

This may be the result of invalid deployment payload; fix the VSD.
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0050.0046

Unable to persist VSD:{0} to disk. Encountered error:{1}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to serialize the VSD for the service
identified in the message. The associated exception message should include more
details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0047

Unable to {0} VSD:{1}. Error:{2}

Explanation

This message is used in several different error conditions, as indicated by the object
of 'unable to...'.

Action

Fix the 'unable to...' problem for the service identified by 'VSD:'.

0050.0048

Error getting endpoints for service:{0}, Cause: {1}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to get endpoints. The associated
exception message should include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0049

Exception while creating PGService: {0}, Cause: {1}

Explanation

An AxisFault was encountered while checking if deploying service already exists or
while attempting to register service with Axis2. The associated exception message
should include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0050

Error while engaging module: {0}

Explanation

An AxisFault was encountered while attempting to engage the Axis2 module indicated
in the message. The associated fault message should include more details regarding
the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the fault message.

0050.0052

Axis was unable to load module {0}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to load and engage module identified
in message. The associated exception message should include more details regarding
the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.
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0050.0053

Loading the WSDL : {0}

Action

Info level message, no action required.

0050.0055

PGService {0} encountered error while converting wsdl element to a StreamSource:{0}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to read WSDL from manifest. The
associated exception message should include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0057

Unknown WSDL format for PGService:{0}, neither WSDL 1.1 nor WSDL 2.0

Explanation

The current WSDL element has unknown or no namespace associated.

Action

This is a virtual service configuration problem.

0050.0060

Populating SOAP service using WSDL

Action

Info level message, no action required.

0050.0061

Unable to find a WSDL for the PGService:{0}. Assuming a POX or Legacy service

Action

Info level message, no action required.

0050.0062

PGService: {0} is available on transports {1}

Action

Info level message, no action required.

0050.0063

Adding PGService:{0} to the SOAP Stack

Action

Info level message, no action required.

0050.0064

Removing PGService:{0} due to error: axisFault.getMessage()

Action

Info level message, no action required.

0050.0065

Exception while setting policy on PGService:{0}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to engage WS-Policy module. The
associated exception message should include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.
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0050.0066

Setting policy with id:{0} on CloudStreams service:{1}

Action

Info level message, no action required.

0050.0068

Successfully created service in SOAP Stack for PGService:{0} containing {1}
endpoint(s).

Action

Info level message, no action required.

0050.0069

Error{1} on setting parameter :{0} on CloudStreams service

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to set a parameter into an Axis
service. The associated exception message should include more details regarding the
problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0070

creating new CloudStreams service: {0}

Action

Info level message, no action required.

0050.0071

Unable to find service directory for service {0}

Explanation

Unable to persist WSDL assets because the virtual service directory does not exist.

Action

Redeploying the virtual service should create the service directory.

0050.0074

Error: {0} while reading from file {1}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to read the proxy file identified in
the message. The associated exception message should include more details regarding
the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0076

Scheduled task[{0}] with startup delay of {1} ms and interval of {2} ms

Action

Info level message, no action required.

0050.0077

Error initializing JMS transport listener. Cause: {0}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to register JMS listener. The associated
exception message should include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.
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0050.0078

Unable to stop TransportListener called:{0}. Exception:{1}

Explanation

An AxisFault was encountered while attempting to stop the JMS transport listener
during bean initialization. The associated fault message should include more details
regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the fault message.

0050.0083

Error {0} occurred while updating the load balancer properties

Explanation

An AxisFault was encountered while attempting to add load balancer URL to an Axis
transport description. The associated fault message should include more details
regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the fault message.

0050.0084

Loadbalanced Endpoint: [{0}] failed!

Explanation

A mediation operation to a load balanced endpoint has failed. The endpoint indicated
in the message is not available. This usually indicates a communication problem with
the targeted server.

Action

Fix the targeted server.

0050.0086

Unable to get the IS keystore manager - please check your configuration!

Explanation

Unable to retrieve the keystore manager bean.

Action

This is a Spring bean configuration issue, the pg-config.xml file is missing or corrupted.

0050.0089

Unable to get the Rampart Configuration Handler - please check your configuration!

Explanation

Unable to retrieve the Rampart creation handler bean.

Action

This is a Spring bean configuration issue, the pg-config.xml file is missing or corrupted.

0050.0099

VSD proxy loader, Unable to delete file: {0}

Explanation

The file or directory indicated in the message could not be deleted.

Action

Determine why the file or directory could not be deleted and make it deletable.

0050.0100

VSD proxy loader, Unable to delete directory: {0}

Explanation

The directory indicated in the message could not be deleted.

Action

Determine why the directory could not be deleted and make it deletable.
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0050.0105

Unable to determine the fault cause. Check the log file for more information.

Explanation

This error indicates that CloudStreams could not determine the cause for the error
when trying to extract the soap fault message from the response. Additional errors,
if any, would be present in the Integration Server log file (server.log).

0050.0208

Error resolving WSDL URI. Cause {0}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to resolve URI elements into XML
source. The associated exception message should include more details regarding the
problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0209

Error initializing virtual service factory. Cause: {0}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to initialize XPath elements. The
associated exception message should include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0210

Error setting location of virtual service proxies directory. Path: {0} Cause: {1}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to use the directory identified in the
message. The associated exception message should include more details regarding
the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0211

Unable to determine service endpoint URI for this service: {0} No transport listener
defined for the virtual service's transport protocol.

Explanation

The configuration context's listener manager cannot find an endpoint for the current
service. This may indicate that the hosting IS does not have an appropriate listener
registered.

Action

This is a configuration problem, either in IS ports or VSD

0050.0212

Unknown exception deploying virtual service: {0} Cause: {1}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to get an endpoint reference from
the context listener manager. The associated exception message should include more
details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.
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0050.0214

Error {0} manifest from external resources associated with virtual service: {1}. Cause:
{2}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to read WSDL from manifest. The
associated exception message should include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0215

Error initializing virtual service transformation bean with this xslt: {0} Cause: {1}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to read the transformation file. The
associated exception message should include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0221

CloudStreams has an internal configuration error. It's deploy-time xslt
transformation file path does not exist. Path: {0}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to read the file identified in the
message. The associated exception message should include more details regarding
the problem.

Action

This is a configuration problem; make sure the file identified in the message exists
and contains the transformation.

0050.0235

URI creation error: {0}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to resolve an endpoint URI. The
associated exception message should include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0250

Could not find user-specified value for HTTP method! Defaulting to inbound
request HTTP method {0}

Explanation

The 'routing method' context variable has an invalid value.

Action

If the value indicated in the message is acceptable, no action is required. Otherwise
virtual service configuration must be changed.

0050.0252

Could not set HTTP method for outgoing request for endpoint: {0}

Explanation

The outgoing request's message context is null.

Action

This is a virtual service/policy configuration problem.
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0050.0300

Context variable name ''{0}'' is already declared. Multiple declarations in the same
context is not allowed.

Explanation

Context variable names must be unique for a service.

Action

This is a service configuration problem.

0050.0303

Attempt to reference context variable without providing a message context. Custom
context variables may only be declared with a 'session' scope at this time. Other
scopes are not supported.

Explanation

Attempting to get context variable or context variable map, but the message context
(or session) is null.

Action

Earlier error messages should provide clues to help determine why a valid message
context is null.

0050.0306

Context variable name is required for variable declaration.

Explanation

Variable name validation failed, QName is null or is missing a local part.

Action

This is a context variable configuration problem.

0050.0307

Namespace URI and prefix is required for custom variable declaration. varName:
{0}

Explanation

Variable name validation failed, Namespace URI and prefix must both be neither null
nor empty.

Action

This is a context variable configuration problem.

0050.0308

Context variable name must be a valid identifer ( alpha-numeric, $, or _ permitted
) Found: {0}

Explanation

Variable name validation failed, name has invalid characters.

Action

This is a context variable configuration problem.

0050.0309

Core Context variables cannot have a namespace or prefix as part of its declaration.
varName: {0}

Explanation

Variable name validation failed, prefix for core variables must be empty.

Action

This is a context variable configuration problem.
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0050.0310

Either a Message context or axis service name is required when creating a custom
context variable. varName: {0}

Explanation

Both service name and Axis2 message context are null, this is not acceptable. This is
probably the result of attempting to deploy a service with no service name.

Action

Verify that service configuration is correct.

0050.0311

Attempt to create a custom variable using a message context with no AxisService.
varName: {0}

Explanation

The axis2 message context is corrupted, it should identify a service.

Action

Earlier error messages should provide clues to help determine why a valid message
context could not be created.

0050.0312

Unexpected error creating custom CloudStreams context variable. varName: {0}
reason: {1}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to create a custom context variable.
The associated exception message should include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0313

Unexpected error removing custom CloudStreams context variable for service: {0}
reason: {1}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to remove or inject a custom context
variable. The associated exception message should include more details regarding
the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0314

Unexpected error initializing core CloudStreams context variables. reason: {0}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to create a context variable. The
associated exception message should include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0316

Unexpected error getting CloudStreams context variable value. varName: {0} reason:
{1}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to get the valuue of the context
variable named in the message. The associated exception message should include
more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.
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0050.0317

Unexpected error setting CloudStreams context variable value. varName: {0},
value:{1}, reason: {2}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to set the context variable value
named in the message. The associated exception message should include more details
regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0318

Expected a virtual service name for this method operation, but none was provided.

Explanation

Attempting to get context variable map for a null service name.

Action

Earlier error messages should provide clues to help determine why a valid service
name is null.

0050.0321

CloudStreams context variable adapter unable to locate this type: {0}

Explanation

The context variable type indicated in the message is unknown.

Action

This is a context variable configuration problem.

0050.0322

Unexpected error getting core CloudStreams context variable value from adapter.
type: {0}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to get the context variable value
named in the message. The associated exception message should include more details
regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0323

Only string and int schema types are supported at this time. Type: {0}, declared
with ''{1}'' context variable is not supported.

Explanation

The context variable schema type is not among the accepted types.

Action

This is a service configuration problem.

0050.0324

Context variable name declarations cannot contain $ sign symbols in the name
since that is used as a reference operator. varName: {0}

Explanation

Variable name validation failed, name must include substitution character, (dollar
sign).

Action

This is a context variable configuration problem.
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0050.0325

Unable to return list of context variables declared for this service: {0} Reason: {1}

Explanation

An AxisFault was encountered while attempting to retrieve a list of context variable
names. The associated fault message should include more details regarding the
problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the fault message.

0050.0326

Unable to return list of context variables declared for this message context: {0}
Reason: {1}

Explanation

An AxisFault was encountered while attempting to get a list of context variables or
list of variable keys. The associated fault message should include more details
regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the fault message.

0050.0327

Context variable name deployed with virtual service {0} references an unknown
namespace prefix. name attribute: {1}

Explanation

Context variable identified in message has invalid namespace.

Action

This is a context variable configuration problem.

0050.0328

Exception while copying context variables from request to response message context.
Reason: {0}

Explanation

An AxisFault was encountered while attempting to copy context variable names
between contexts. The associated fault message should include more details regarding
the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the fault message.

0050.0329

Could not create backup directory for failed services! Dir tried = {0}

Explanation

An attempt to create the 'failed services' directory has failed.

Action

Determine why the directory could not be created. Either fix the creation problem or
specify a different directory.

0050.0331

Error occurred when getting backup directory for path {0}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to determine directory for backing
up failed services. The associated exception message should include more details
regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.
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0050.0333

Error occurred while resolving URI; message = {0}

Explanation

An exception was encountered during URI resolution. The associated exception
message should include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0337

Previously selected {0} port {1} is no longer enabled or available!

Explanation

The message indicates port number and type. The requested port is not available.

Action

Select a new port number for the indicated port type.

0050.0343

Context variable API expected an IData object for ctx variable, {0}, but received
this: {1}

Explanation

The data element from which a context variable is to be extracted has an unknown
data type.

Action

This is probably a flow configuration problem; where the pipeline was populated
with an invalid value.

0050.0344

Attempt to insert {0} core ctx variable with invalid value type: {1}. Expected a
collection of this type: {2}

Explanation

.The allowable data type for a core context variable is restricted, depending on variable
type.

Action

.This is a context variable configuration problem.

0050.0345

Unable to access array element [{0}] in SOAP_HEADERS core ctx variable. Cause:
{1}

Explanation

The index value indicated in the message must be numeric.

Action

This is a context variable configuration problem.

0050.0346

Invalid array or key reference for core ctx variable. This substitution string has
mismatched braces: {0}

Explanation

The context variable substitution string is invalid, mismatched brace characters were
found.

Action

This is a context variable configuration problem.
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0050.0347

Attempt to create an IData value for a ctx variable from an unsupported class type.
CtxVar: {0} Bad type: {1}

Explanation

The context variable to be converted to IData has an unknown data type.

Action

This is a context variable configuration problem.

0050.0348

Unable to append header block to the end of the soap header. Cause: {0}, soapHeader
element: {1}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to add append new SOAP header
block. The associated exception message should include more details regarding the
problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0349

Unable to prepend header block to the beginning of the soap header. Cause: {0},
soapHeader element: {1}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to add prepend new SOAP header
block. The associated exception message should include more details regarding the
problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0350

Unable to remove header block from the soap header. Cause: {0}, soapHeader: {1}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to remove a SOAP header block.
The associated exception message should include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0351

Unable to set header block at position {0} of the soap header. Cause: {1}, soapHeader
element: {2}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to replace a SOAP header block with
a new one. The associated exception message should include more details regarding
the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0357

Error occurred when getting STS configurations directory for path {0}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to create the directory indicated in
the message. The associated exception message should include more details regarding
the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.
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0050.0362

Error occurred when creating STS client

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to create an STS client object. The
associated exception message should include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0364

Error occurred when initializing default STS configuration store

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to create JAXB
marshaller/unmarshaller pair. The associated exception message should include more
details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0367

Error occurred when saving STS configuration to disk

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to marshal configuration object into
file. The associated exception message should include more details regarding the
problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0368

Error occurred when reading STS configuration from file {0}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to unmarshal configuration file
indicated in the message into JAXB object. The associated exception message should
include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0371

Error getting IS keystore manager instance!

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to get a reference to the keystore
manager. The associated exception message should include more details regarding
the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0373

Error occurred when adding rampart configuration to STS policy

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to configure the STS policy. The
associated exception message should include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.
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0050.0379

Error occurred when adding assertion to STS policy

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to add an assertion to a WS-Policy
artifact. The associated exception message should include more details regarding the
problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0382

Error occurred when adding OnBehalfOf element to WS-Trust request element

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to add the WS-Trust element to a
request. The associated exception message should include more details regarding the
problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0383

Error occurred when sending WS-Trust request to STS to obtain SAML assertion

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to add SAML assertion to pipeline.
The associated exception message should include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0389

Adding OnBehalfOf element in WS-Trust request for IS user {0}

Action

Info level message, no action required.

0050.0390

Could not find base STS policy file: {0} !

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to load a WS-Policy artifact from
the file indicated in the message. The associated exception message should include
more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0391

Error occurred when getting STS configurations! Check to see if the
ISTSClientConfigManager bean is configured!

Explanation

The STS configuration manager bean could not be found.

Action

This is a Spring bean configuration issue, the pg-config.xml file is missing or corrupted.

0050.0394

Error occurred when getting key aliases for keystore {0}: Error: {1}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to add a list of certificate aliases to
the pipeline. The associated exception message should include more details regarding
the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.
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0050.0395

Error occurred when getting keystore handles {0}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to add a list of keystore handles to
the pipeline. The associated exception message should include more details regarding
the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0396

Error when signing SAML assertion and SOAP request body

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to sign a SAML assertion and request
body. The associated exception message should include more details regarding the
problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0397

Error occurred when adding ws-addressing headers to outbound soap request;
Error: {0}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to add WS-Addressing headers. The
associated exception message should include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0400

Using default timestamp value of 300s, because input TTL {0} is invalid (-ve or too
big)

Explanation

The input value was not valid, a default was used.

Action

If the default is acceptable, no action is required. Otherwise update the configuration.

0050.0404

Response content type was empty! Falling back to original request content-type
[{0}]

Explanation

The response message context contained an empty 'ContentType', so the type from
the original request was used.

Action

This may be acceptable. If not, then configuration update will be required.

0050.0507

ScaDeploymentPayload.extractParts found no virtual service requests

Action

Info level message, no action required.

0050.0508

Unexpected exception, attempting to {0}, caught: type({1}), msg({2})

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to process a deployment request.
The associated exception message should include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.
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0050.0509

ScaDeploymentPayload.extractParts - Unable to find consumer file {0}, for
component {1})

Explanation

The SCA deployment package was expected to contain a file to define the consumer
identified in the message. The file was not found.

Action

This is a deployment payload construction problem.

0050.0510

Unexpected exception, attempting to process {0} request, caught: type({1}), msg({2})

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to process a deployment request.
The associated exception message should include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0515

ScaCompositeConfiguration found component with implementation type ({0})

Action

Info level message, no action required.

0050.0516

{0} - unable to convert string ({1}) to XMLGregorianDate: exception message ({2})

Explanation

The date element from the deployment payload has an unexpected format.

Action

This is problem with the contents of the deployment payload.

0050.0517

DeploymentPayload.{0} - input pipeline does not contain expected key ({1})

Explanation

The deployment payload must include an element with the key indicated in the
message.

Action

This is problem with the contents of the deployment payload.

0050.0519

ScaDeploymentPayload - unable to delete temporary zip file: ({0})

Explanation

The file indicated in the message could not be deleted.

Action

Determine why the file could not be deleted and make it deletable.

0050.0520

DeploymentPayload - invalid request type: {0}

Explanation

The deployment payload type is unknown.

Action

This is a deployment payload construction problem.
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0050.0528

DeploymentPayload - found null/empty virtual service descriptor for service {0}

Explanation

The deployment payload must contain a VSD. The VSD for the service identified in
the message was not found.

Action

This is a deployment payload construction problem.

0050.0603

Error occurred when adding UsernameToken to SOAP Envelope: {0}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to add username token to the pipeline.
The associated exception message should include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0605

Error occurred when adding X.509 token to SOAP Envelope: {0}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to add X509 token to the pipeline.
The associated exception message should include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0100.0001

The specified node {0} could not be found.

0100.0002

You have specified an invalid transformer service {0} for the cloud service node {1}.

0100.0003

Error occurred while handling the custom service signature for the cloud service
node {0}. Error is {1}.

0100.0004

You have specified an invalid transformer service {0} for the cloud service node {1}.
The transformer service should have a signature with Input/Output prefixes.

0100.0005

You have specified an invalid transformer service {0} for the cloud service node {1}.
The root of the transformer service signature should be a document type only.

0101.0311

Error occurred while validating certificate ''{0}''. Error is ''{1}''

Explanation

An error occurred while validating a certificate. This can be due to an invalid certificate
or a non-existent certificate.

Action

Ensure that the certificate specified is valid and exists in the filesystem.
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0300.0048.description – Define any custom configurations specific to the SaaS provider.

0300.0049

OAuth Alias

0300.0049.description – Define the OAuth tokens alias to be used for the connection.

0300.0101.description – Define the required connection configurations to initiate communication with
the SaaS provider.

0300.0102.description – Define configurations needed for the username and password based authentication
to the SaaS provider.

0300.0103.description – Define the HTTP request header contents that will be used while making a
request to a SaaS provider.

0300.0104.description – Define configurations needed for the HTTP protocol that the connection will
use to connect to the SaaS provider.

0300.0126.description – Define configurations needed for Amazon web services requests requiring AWS
Signature Version 2 authentication.

0300.0127.description – Indicates that the group is defined for the Amazon S3 authentication scheme
and it uses the Access Key and the Secret Key of the client to authenticate the requests.

0300.0128.description – Define configurations needed for Amazon web services requests requiring AWS
Signature Version 4 authentication.

0300.0129

Invalid proxy server alias specified ''{0}''. Ensure that proxy server alias ''{0}'' exists
and is valid.

Explanation

Invalid proxy server alias is provided in the cloud connection.

Action

Ensure that proxy server alias exists and is valid.
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0300.0130.description – Define the configurations needed for the OAuth version 1.0a authentication
scheme.

0300.0131.description – Define configurations needed for the OAuth version 2.0 authentication scheme.

0300.0132

'Refresh Token' value is required when "{0}" is selected as 'Refresh Request Type'
for refreshing the OAuth V2.0 access token

Explanation

'Refresh Token' is a required field when 'Refresh Access Token' is 'true' and option
selected for 'Refresh Request Type' is '{0}' in the OAuth V2.0 configuration screen

Action

Specify a value for the 'Refresh Token' field

0300.0133

'Refresh URL' value is required when "{0}" is selected as 'Refresh Request Type'
for refreshing the OAuth V2.0 access token

Explanation

'Refresh URL' is a required field when 'Refresh Access Token' is 'true' and option
selected for 'Refresh Request Type' is '{0}' in the OAuth V2.0 configuration screen

Action

Specify a value for the 'Refresh URL' field

0300.0134

'Custom ESB Service Name' value is required when "Custom ESB Service" is selected
as 'Refresh Request Type' for refreshing the OAuth V2.0 access token

Explanation

'Custom ESB Service Name' value is required when "Custom ESB Service" is selected
as 'Refresh Request Type' for refreshing the OAuth V2.0 access token

Action

Specify a value for the 'Custom ESB Service Name' field

0501.0005Error

Error while initializing the connector ''{0}''. Details: {1}

Explanation

An error occurred while trying to initialize the specified connection definition. The
Details describe the exact cause of the error.

Action

For more information, see the Integration Server logs. Try to correct the error and
reload the provider package.

0501.0009Error

I/O exception, while trying to load manifest for connector: {0}. Details: {1}

Explanation

An error occurred while reading the connector manifest file at the specified location.
The error occurs if the manifest file is missing or corrupted, or the manifest file does
not contain the required attribute definitions.

Action

Re-install the connector.
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0501.0025Warning

Duplicate definition found for operation: {0} in connector definition for: {1}.
Ignoring!

Explanation

The specified connector descriptor contains more than one operation definition against
the specified name {0}. The duplicate definition will be ignored.

Action

Correct the connector descriptor and ensure that each operation name definition is
unique.

0501.0026Warning

No definition found for operation: {0} in connector definition for: {1}. Ignoring!

Explanation

The WSDL contains an operation definition, but the connector definition does not
include the corresponding operation definition and the operation is ignored.

Action

Consider including the operation definition, if required to be included, as part of the
connector definition.

0501.0028Warning

No operations defined in the connector definition: {0}, while the WSDL model
contains {1} operation(s).

Explanation

The connector descriptor does not include any valid operation definition, while the
WSDL definition contains one or more operation definitions.

Action

Include one or more valid operation definitions in the connector descriptor.

0501.0030Warning

No abstract type defined in service: {0}. Ignoring complex type check for interaction:
{1}, connector: {2}

Explanation

One or more interactions are marked as COMPLEX, but the connector descriptor does
not define any 'abstractObject' definition. The interaction will be treated as a SIMPLE
interaction.

Action

Consider either including an 'abstractObject' definition for the specified service or
mark the interaction type as SIMPLE.

0501.0031Warning

Exception while populating the abstract definition for operation: {0}. Details: {1}

Explanation

Unable to populate the abstract definition for the specified operation. The operation
will be treated as SIMPLE operation.

Action

For more information, see the Integration Server log. Correct the error based on the
information from the log or mark the operation type as SIMPLE.

0501.0052Error

Unable to {0} the document type package ''{1}'' for connector: {2}. Details: {3}

Explanation

The error occurred while performing the specified operation on the connector.

Action

For more information, see the Integration Server log.
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0501.0080Error

Error loading the model for resource: {0}

Explanation

A parsing error occurred while loading the connector descriptor for the specified
resource.

Action

For more information, see the Integration Server log.

0501.0082

Unable to load resource file {0}. Details: {1}

Explanation

Error occurred while loading the resource file or no schema definition file found at
{0}. No schema validation would be performed.

Action

Ensure that the necessary XML Schema file {0} exists at the location

0501.0202Warning

At least one connection for the connector: {0} is enabled. Disable all the connections
for this connector.

Explanation

You tried to disable a connector that contains one or more enabled connections.

Action

You must disable all the connections created for the connector, before disabling the
connector.

0501.0218Warning

No provider registered with name: {0}

Explanation

No provider with the specified name is registered with webMethods CloudStreams.

Action

Check the provider name. Typically, the provider name is the same as the provider
package name for the package that contains the connector definitions.

0501.0219Warning

No connector registered with name: {0}

Explanation

No connector descriptor is registered with webMethods CloudStreams for the specified
identifier.

Action

Check the connector identifier. See the 'connector-Key' in the manifest.cpd file for the
connector unique identifier.

0501.0224Warning

Unable to delete the connector: {0}, the connector is enabled.

Explanation

The connector cannot be deleted, because it is currently enabled.

Action

When you want to delete the connector, you must first disable the connector. You
cannot recover a connector after deleting it and you lose all the connector-related
artificats.
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0501.0227Error

Error initializing the provider registry and meta-data handler factory. Details: {0}

Explanation

Unable to initialize and load the provider registry.

Action

For more information, see the Integration Server log.

0501.0231Error

Error {0} provider: {1}. Details: {2}

Explanation

The error occurred when registering or unregistering the provider.

Action

For more information, see the Integration Server log.

0501.0262

Invalid mapping ''{0}'' found. Source type ''{1}'' and target type ''{2}''.

Explanation

The specified mapping defined in the connector XML of a Provider is invalid.

Action

Correct the mapping and ensure that the source and target types are valid, and the
source type supports the output to a given target type. See Administering webMethods
CloudStreams guide for more details.

0501.0265

An exception occurred while creating a connection for the connector: {0}. Details:
{1}

0501.0266

Connection created successfully.

0501.0267

Connection updated successfully.

0501.0268

An exception occurred while updating the connection: {0}. Details: {1}

0501.0269

Connection deleted successfully.

0501.0270

An exception occurred while deleting the connection : {0}. Details: {1}

0502.0004Error

Error occurred while registering connection node: ''{0}''.

Explanation

If the connection is enabled as per the node definition, Integration Server tries to
enable the connection during restart or package reload. During this process, no
connection is established with the SaaS provider and an exception occurs.

Action

Check if the connection parameters are valid and if a connection can be established
using those parameters. Also, in the connector configuration file, check if the mappings
and operation names/document types are configured correctly for the connection
type.
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0502.0006Error

Error while unregistering connection alias: ''{0}''.

Explanation

This error may occur under different circumstances. The Integration Server log contains
the details of the error that explain the root cause for the error.

Action

For more information, see the Integration Server error log.

0502.0007Error

Error while making a copy of connection alias: ''{0}''.

Explanation

If you make a copy of a connection node using Designer, the copy of the source
connection node might not be available in the file system.

Action

Check if the node.ndf file of the source connection node is available for read and that
it is valid.

0502.0017Error

Unable to create node ''{0}'' in the server namespace.

Explanation

This error may occur under different circumstances. The Integration Server log contains
the details of the error that explain the root cause for the error.

Action

For more information, see the Integration Server error log.

0502.0047Error

Error occurred while destroying a connection instance of the alias: ''{0}''. Details:
{1}

Explanation

The error occurs when disabling a connection and 1/ The SaaS provider is not
accessible. 2/ The logout request can not be created succesfully, because of incorrect
mappings or document types specified in the connector configuration file.

Action

For more information, see the Integration Server logs.

0502.0056Error

Updating the connection alias {0} failed because the connection is enabled. Disable
the connection and try updating again.

Explanation

The error occurs when you attempt to delete or update a connection alias when the
connection is enabled.

Action

Disable the connection alias and try updating or deleting the connection again.

0502.0224

Error occurred while initializing the connection metadata builder for the given
connection ''{0}''

Explanation

An error occurred while loading the connection metadata (connection attributes)
associated with the specified connection.

Action

Ensure that all the connection attributes are valid for the specified connection. Check
the server log for the Integration Server for more details.
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0502.0225

'Session Management' under 'Connection Management Properties' must be enabled
when OAuth V2.0 'Refresh Access Token' is configured to 'true'

Explanation

'Session Management' under 'Connection Management Properties' must be configured
to 'idle' or 'fixed' when OAuth V2.0 'Refresh Access Token' is configured to 'true'

Action

Either configure 'Session Management' under 'Connection Management Properties'
to 'idle' or 'fixed' or configure 'OAuth V2.0' 'Refresh Access Token' to 'false'

0502.0226

'Refresh Access Token' under 'OAuth V2.0' configuration must be configured to
'true' when 'Session Management' under 'Connection Management Properties' is
enabled

Explanation

'Refresh Access Token' under 'OAuth V2.0' configuration must be configured to 'true'
when 'Session Management' under 'Connection Management Properties' is configured
to 'idle' or 'fixed'

Action

Either configure 'Refresh Access Token' under 'OAuth V2.0' configuration to 'true' or
disable 'Session Management' under 'Connection Management Properties' by
configuring it to 'none'

0503.0101

Error while retrieving the service list from provider. Connection name ''{0}''. Details:
{1}

Explanation

The CloudStreams server cannot load the connector model for the specified connection
name.

Action

Ensure that the associated connector model is valid or exists, and that the model loads
without an error.

0503.0106

Error creating CloudStreams connector service: ''{0}''. Details: {1}

Explanation

The inputs provided or configured when creating the connector service are incomplete,
invalid, or not supported. The error also occurs when the CloudStreams server is
trying to load an existing CloudStreams service node that is corrupted.

Action

Ensure that the service is configured properly. If you are using a custom connector,
ensure that it is valid and that the service node is not corrupted.

0503.0108

Error occured while registering the cloud connector service {0} with connector virtual
service.

Explanation

A CloudStreams connector service is registered with a connector virtual service
whenever the cloud connector service is created or updated. The registration is required
for generating Analytics information.

Action

Ensure that the connector virtual service that the CloudStreams connector service
refers to is valid and available.
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0503.0109

Unable to invoke CloudStreams connector service ''{0}''. Details: {1}.

Explanation

Internal error while executing the cloud connector service.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

0503.0112

Unable to invoke CloudStreams connector service ''{0}'' because the associated
connection ''{1}'' is not found.

Explanation

The connection associated with the specified CloudStreams connector service or the
connection alias passed at runtime does not exist.

Action

Ensure that the associated or specified connection exists and that the connection is
enabled.

0503.0113

Unable to invoke CloudStreams connector service ''{0}'' because the associated
connection ''{1}'' is disabled.

Explanation

The connection associated with the CloudStreams connector service or the connection
alias passed at runtime exists, but is disabled.

Action

Ensure that the associated or specified connection exists and that the connection is
enabled.

0503.0116

Unable to retrieve virtual service runtime instance while executing CloudStreams
connector service ''{0}''

Explanation

Internal error while executing the cloud connector service.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

0503.0120

Error occurred while invoking CloudStreams connector service ''{0}'' using virtual
service ''{1}''. Details: {2}

Explanation

Internal error while executing the cloud connector service.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

0503.0121

Error occurred while registering CloudStreams connector service ''{0}'' with cloud
virtual service ''{1}''.

Explanation

A CloudStreams connector service is registered with a connector virtual service
whenever the connector service is created or updated. The registration is required for
generating Analytics information.

Action

Ensure that the connector virtual service that the CloudStreams connector service
refers to is valid and available.
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0503.0122

Error occurred while unregistering CloudStreams connector service ''{0}'' with cloud
virtual service ''{1}''.

Explanation

A CloudStreams connector service is un-registered with a connector virtual service
whenever the connector service is deleted. This is required for generating Analytics
information.

Action

Ensure that the connector virtual service that the CloudStreams connector service
refers to is valid and available.

0503.0123

Error while retrieving the default virtual service name for ''{0}'' based connector
service. Details: {1}

Explanation

The error occurred while retrieving the connector virtual services list because of an
internal error.

Action

Ensure that WmCloudStreams package is loaded without any warnings. If the problem
persists, contact Software AG Global Support.

0503.0124

Error retrieving business object list. Connection name ''{0}''. Details: {1}

Explanation

The error occurs because of one of the following reasons: 1/ The connection does not
exists or is disabled. 2/ The session ID for the connection has expired. 3/ The backend
is not available or it cannot be reached to retrive the metadata from the backend SaaS
provider.

Action

To resolve this error, ensure that: 1/ The connection exists and is enabled. 2/ The
connection is enabled and has a valid session ID. You can turn on the session
management connection option. 3/ Ensure that the backend is reachable and metadata
is retrieved successfully from the backend SaaS provider.

0503.0125

Error retrieving business object description. Connection name ''{0}''. Details: {1}

Explanation

The error occurs because of one of the following reasons: 1/ The connection does not
exists or is disabled. 2/ The session ID for the connection has expired. 3/ The backend
is not available or cannot be reached to retrieve metadata from the backend SaaS
provider.

Action

To resolve the error, ensure that: 1/ The connection exists and is enabled. 2/ The
connection is enabled and has a valid session ID. You can turn on the session
management connection option. 3/ The backend is reachable and metadata is retrieved
successfully from the backend SaaS provider.

0503.0126

Invalid lookup service ''{0}'' specified.

Explanation

Lookup services are invoked during the cloud connector service definition. The lookup
services should exist in the Integration Server namespace.

Action

Ensure that the lookup service specified in the error message exists in the Integration
Server namespace and it is accessible.
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0503.0127

Invalid service specification ''{0}''. The lookup service ''{1}'' must use the specification
''{2}''.

Explanation

Every lookup service must implement the specified service specification.

Action

Ensure that the specified lookup service implements the required service specification.

0503.0128

Unable to invoke CloudStreams connector service ''{0}''.

Explanation

Cloud connector services access the connection from a connection pool during service
invocation. The error occures when the CloudStreams framework cannot obtain a
connection from a connection pool.

Action

Analyze the cloud service usage and ensure that the connection is properly configured.
Also, the connection pool should have a free available connection whenever a
CloudStreams connector service is invoked.

0503.0210

Unable to load the REST service node model for ''{0}''.

0503.0212

Invalid REST resource end point: ''{0}''

Explanation

The REST resource end point is not resolved correctly. It may have entries in
brackets({}) that should be resolved.

Action

Check if the required Parameters are passed during the cloud connector service
execution. You can also set any default values on the "Parameter" tab in Designer.

0503.0213

Error in ServiceDispatcher, invalid input.

Explanation

One of the key inputs for service execution is missing, such as a connection that is
enabled or a virtual service.

Action

Check if the connection exists and is enabled. In Designer, check if the virtual service
is available. Also, check that the values you specified for the inputs are correct.

0503.0217

Unable to apply mapping on CloudStreams connector service ''{0}'', for operation
"{1}". Details: ''{2}''

Explanation

Error while reading or applying the mappings.

Action

Check the mappings available in the Cloud Provider Descriptor.

0503.0233

Could not execute the map service ''{0}''. Exception: {1}

Explanation

The map service associated with the mapping could not be executed.

Action

Check the server log for more details.
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0503.0297

Parameter ''{0}'' is not supported for mapping because the Data Type is Record.

0503.0513

Unable to identify connectorID or none specified

Explanation

ConnectorID is not specified or empty while creating cloud connector service

Action

Please provide a valid connectorID

0503.0514

Unable to identify providerName or none specified

Explanation

Provider Name is not specified or empty while creating cloud connector service

Action

Please provide a valid provider name

0503.0519

Invalid InteractionHandler implementation {0} specified for the interaction name
{1}. Note that if the interaction type is {2} then InteractionHandler must implements
the abstract class {3}.

Explanation

Interaction implementation can be externalised to Java based implementation. If the
interaction is involved with multiple business objects then connector developer should
leverage the built in abstract implementation class. This abstract implementation can
generate the input and output cloud service based on various properties configurations.
Internally CloudStreams server generates the signature based of various templates.
These internal templates reads the multiple properties and generates the signatures.

Action

Make sure that the implementation class specified extends the mentioned abstract
InteractionHandler class.

0550.0001

Error while creating Connection ''{0}''.

0550.0002

Error while deleting Connection ''{0}''.

0550.0003

Error while retrieving details for Connection ''{0}''.

0550.0004

Error while updating Connection ''{0}''.

0550.0005

Error while checking for Connection ''{0}''.
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0550.0006

Error while fetching list of Connections.

0550.0007

Error while creating Connector ''{0}''.

0550.0008

Error while deleting Connector ''{0}''.

0550.0009

Error while retrieving details for Connector ''{0}''.

0550.0010

Error while updating Connector ''{0}''.

0550.0011

Error while fetching manifest content for Connector ''{0}''.

0550.0012

Error while fetching list of Connectors.

0550.0013

Error while loading model for Connector ''{0}''.

0550.0014

Error while creating REST Resource ''{0}''.

0550.0015

Error while deleting REST Resource ''{0}''.

0550.0016

Error while updating REST Resource ''{0}''.

0550.0017

Error while retrieving details for REST Resource ''{0}''.

0550.0018

Error while checking for REST Resource ''{0}''.

0550.0019

Error while fetching list of REST Resources.
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0550.0020

Error while creating Provider ''{0}''.

0550.0021

Error while updating Provider ''{0}''.

0550.0022

Error while deleting Provider ''{0}''.

0550.0023

Error while retrieving details for Provider ''{0}''.

0550.0024

Error while fetching list of Providers.

0550.0025

Error while creating Service ''{0}''.

0550.0026

Error while deleting Service ''{0}''.

0550.0027

Error while retrieving details for Service ''{0}''.

0550.0028

Error while updating Service ''{0}''.

0550.0029

Error while checking for Service ''{0}''.

0550.0030

Error while fetching list of Services.

0550.0031

{0} ''{1}'' already exists.

0550.0032

{0} ''{1}'' not found.

0550.0033

Error during {0} operation for {1} ''{2}''.
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0550.0034

Error during {0} operation for {1}.

0550.0035

Error loading {0} ''{1}''.

0550.0036

''{0}'' is a required input.

0550.0037

''{0}'' is a required input when {1}.

0550.0038

Invalid input ''{0}'' for ''{1}''. Valid values are {2}.

0550.0039

Creating Connection ''{0}''.

0550.0040

Created Connection ''{0}''.

0550.0041

Deleting Connection ''{0}''.

0550.0042

Deleted Connection ''{0}''.

0550.0043

Retrieving details for Connection ''{0}''.

0550.0044

Updating Connection ''{0}''.

0550.0045

Updated Connection ''{0}''.

0550.0046

Checking for Connection ''{0}''.

0550.0047

Listing Connections.
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0550.0048

Creating Connector ''{0}''.

0550.0049

Created Connector ''{0}''.

0550.0050

Deleting Connector ''{0}''.

0550.0051

Deleted Connector ''{0}''.

0550.0052

Retrieving details for Connector ''{0}''.

0550.0053

Updating Connector ''{0}''.

0550.0054

Updated Connector ''{0}''.

0550.0055

Checking for Connector ''{0}''.

0550.0056

Listing Connectors.

0550.0057

Creating REST Resource ''{0}''.

0550.0058

Created REST Resource ''{0}''.

0550.0059

Deleting REST Resource ''{0}''.

0550.0060

Deleted REST Resource ''{0}''.

0550.0061

Retrieving details for REST Resource ''{0}''.
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0550.0062

Updating REST Resource ''{0}''.

0550.0063

Updated REST Resource ''{0}''.

0550.0064

Checking for REST Resource ''{0}''.

0550.0065

Listing REST Resources.

0550.0066

Creating Provider ''{0}''.

0550.0067

Created Provider ''{0}''.

0550.0068

Deleting Provider ''{0}''.

0550.0069

Deleted Provider ''{0}''.

0550.0070

Retrieving details for Provider ''{0}''.

0550.0071

Updating Provider ''{0}''.

0550.0072

Updated Provider ''{0}''.

0550.0073

Checking for Provider ''{0}''.

0550.0074

Listing Providers.

0550.0075

Creating Service ''{0}''.
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0550.0076

Created Service ''{0}''.

0550.0077

Deleting Service ''{0}''.

0550.0078

Deleted Service ''{0}''.

0550.0079

Retrieving details for Service ''{0}''.

0550.0080

Updating Service ''{0}''.

0550.0081

Updated Service ''{0}''.

0550.0082

Checking for Service ''{0}''.

0550.0083

Listing Services.

0550.0084

Unable to load connection manager factory: {0}.

0550.0085

''{0}'' is not a supported Connector type.

0550.0086

Error while publishing provider ''{0}''.

0550.0087

Error while installing provider ''{0}''.

0550.0088

Enter a valid Package Name.

0550.0089

Development package for provider ''{0}'' does not exist.
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0550.0090

Could not create the Provider package under ''{0}''.

0550.0091

Publishing the package for Provider ''{0}''...

0550.0092

Package published for Provider ''{0}''.

0550.0093

Installing Provider ''{0}''...

0550.0094

Installed Provider ''{0}''.

0550.0095

Creating a temporary folder for provider ''{0}'' under ''{1}''...

0550.0096

Moving the Provider artifacts under ''{0}''...

0550.0097

Copying the file ''{0}'' under ''{1}''...

0550.0098

Creating the package zip file for provider ''{0}''...

0550.0099

Moving the provider package ''{0}'' to ''{1}''...

0601.0002

Error:{0}

Explanation

An exception occurred while parsing the fetched data from database

Action

Check whether CloudStreams 'JDBC Pool alias ' is configured properly

Add_Group

Add Group...

AuditLogger_Editor_Name – Logged Fields
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Bundle-Name

CloudStreams Service Editors

Bundle-Vendor

Software AG

BusinessObjectPage_Available_Obj_Label – Available Business Objects

BusinessObjectPage_FIlter_Text – type filter text

CLS.0010.0014E

PolicyGateway.shutdownMyService - Unable to remove service:{0}. Error:{1}

Explanation

A virtual service was not completely removed during CloudStreams package unload.

Action

No action is necessary if the error occurred while the Integration Server was shutting
down.

CLS.0010.0020W

Consumer file [{0}] could not be found! Could not load Consumer information into
CloudStreams.

Explanation

Consumer definitions defined in the CloudStreams admin are persisted in an XML
file in a directory under the WmCloudStreams package.

Action

No action is necessary if no consumers have been defined; otherwise, please contact
support.

CLS.0010.0062E

Unable to get the password for callback identifier: {0}

Explanation

Error while retrieving the cleartext password from the encrypted passman file store.

Action

Review the CloudStreams STS configuration, else this is an internal error. Contact
Support. Produce a diagnostic zip file by running the cloudstreams.util:diagnosticZip
service from the Integration Server Administrator's package management menu >
WmCloudStreams package's list of services, if available.

CLS.0010.0083W

Non-fatal CloudStreams package initialization error. {0}, {1}

Explanation

CloudStreams encountered an error during an upgrade processing step, after the
package initialization has completed.

Action

Verify whether the overinstall upgrade steps were followed as defined in the
documentation, else this is an internal error. Contact Support. Produce a diagnostic
zip file by running the cloudstreams.util:diagnosticZip service from the
WmCloudStreams package's list of services in the Integration Server Administrator's
package management menu, if available.
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CLS.0010.0085E

CloudStreams - Unable to find ClusterStateCache

Explanation

CloudStreams defines a cache for this information even when the product is not
clustered.

Action

Contact support.

CLS.0010.0190E

Error initializing CloudStreams keystore manager's keystore. Path:{0}, Cause: {1}

Action

Verify whether a valid keystore file exists for this path and the file permissions allow
for the Integration Server to read the file.

CLS.0010.0212E

Endpoint connection timeout duration expected as a number but was not a number
({0})

Explanation

A virtual service was deployed with an invalid connection timeout specified for its
native provider endpoint.

Action

Review the advanced endpoint configuration in CentraSite and redeploy the service
if necessary.

CLS.0010.0214E

Either both keystore and key alias must be specified or none for the SSL
configuration; KeyStore alias = [{0}]; Key alias = [{0}]

Explanation

A virtual service with a native provider SSL endpoint was deployed with an invalid
advanced endpoint configuration. The endpoint must have a valid alias for both the
keystore file and the keystore entry aliases as defined in the Integration Server, or it
can have no aliases defined at all.

Action

Update the advanced endpoint configuration and redeploy the virtual service to
CloudStreams.

CLS.0010.0217E

Error occurred while getting the password for handle {0} from the passman.

Explanation

An attempt to retrieve a cleartext password from a passman encrypted file store failed.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Support. Produce a diagnostic zip file by running
the cloudstreams.util:diagnosticZip service from the WmCloudStreams package's list
of services in the Integration Server Administrator's package management menu, if
available.

CLS.0010.0218E

Error occurred when storing the password for handle {0} in the passman.

Explanation

An attempt to save a password in a passman encrypted file store failed during
CloudStreams STS configuration.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Support. Produce a diagnostic zip file by running
the cloustreams.util:diagnosticZip service from the WmCloudStreams package's list
of services in the Integration Server Administrator's package management menu, if
available.
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CLS.0010.0220E

Error while converting the given WS-Policy component to string.

Explanation

Cloudstreams was unable to parse policy elements used in producing request security
tokens (RST) to a configured security token service (STS).

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Support. Produce a diagnostic zip file by running
the cloudstreams.util:diagnosticZip service from the WmCloudStreams package's list
of services in the Integration Server Administrator's package management menu, if
available.

CLS.0010.0702E

CloudStreams upgrade/migration has been interrupted due to an error. Details: {0}

Explanation

This log message may occur when the CloudStreams package loads during the
Integration Server restart after an overinstall. It indicates that the upgrade was not
successful and further actions are required.

Action

Depending on the error message, the following options are available: 1) Resolve the
issue which is causing the upgrade to fail and then restart the Integration Server to
see if the upgrade completes successfully. 2) Delete the cloudstreamsUpgrade.xml
file from the installation path: ${IS_HOME}/packages/WmCloudStreams/ directory.
This is the file that causes CloudStreams to perform its upgrade step. If this action is
taken, the CloudStreams configuration will have to be re-entered manually through
the Integration Server Administrator's UI. 3) Contact Support. Whenever the
Integration Server is restarted, CloudStreams will attempt to perform an upgrade as
long as its cloudstreamsUpgrade.xml file is present in the package directory.

CLS.0010.0706E

CloudStreams Upgrade, unable to read required file. {0}

Explanation

This log message may occur when the CloudStreams package loads during the
Integration Server restart after an overinstall. This message implies that the OS user
running the Integration Server does not have adequate permissions to read the file
referenced in the error message.

Action

Review user and file permissions and make necessary adjustments to ensure the file
can be read.

CLS.0010.0707E

During CloudStreams upgrade, a configuration file is missing a required entry
element key attribute. {0}, File path: {1}

Explanation

This log message may occur when the CloudStreams package loads during the
Integration Server restart after an overinstall. The cloudstreamsUpgrade.xml file used
to control a CloudStreams overinstall upgrade is corrupted. It is missing a reference
to an attribute containing a path to an archive of the previous CloudStreams version,
prior to the overinstall.

Action

Contact Support.
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CLS.0010.0708E

During CloudStreams upgrade, a configuration file entry element key attribute is
not as expected: {0}, expected this value: {1}, but found: {2}, File path: {3}

Explanation

This log message may occur when the CloudStreams package loads during the
Integration Server restart after an overinstall. The cloudstreamsUpgrade.xml file used
to control a CloudStreams overinstall upgrade is corrupted.

Action

Contact Support.

CLS.0010.0709E

CloudStreams Upgrade, unable to find the required file. Expected location: {0}

Explanation

This log message may occur when the CloudStreams package loads during the
Integration Server restart after an overinstall. The backup file archive containing the
CloudStreams package prior to the overinstall upgrade cannot be found.

Action

Contact support.

CLS.0010.0711E

CloudStreams Upgrade, unable to delete configuration file. CloudStreams upgrade
task will continue to execute after each Integration Server startup until this file is
removed. Path: {0}

Explanation

This log message may occur when the CloudStreams package loads during the
Integration Server restart after an overinstall. Verify that the OS user account running
the Integration Server has the necessary permissions to delete the file.

Action

If the log messages suggest the upgrade ran successfully, this file can be deleted;
otherwise, contact support.

CLS.0010.0712E

During CloudStreams upgrade, a configuration file is not a valid xml. Unable to
parse it. {0}, Details: {1}

Explanation

This log message may occur when the CloudStreams package loads during the
Integration Server restart after an overinstall. The cloudstreamsUpgrade.xml file is
corrupted.

Action

Contact Support.

CLS.0010.0717W

CloudStreams Upgrade, Could not find Default STS configuration file: {0} in
archived zip file

Explanation

The default STS configuration file was not found when performing an overinstall
upgrade.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact webMethods Customer Care. Please produce a
diagnostic zip file by running the cloudstreams.util:diagnosticZip service from the
CloudStreams package's list of services in IS Admin's package management menu if
available.
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CLS.0010.0718E

During CloudStreams upgrade, a configuration file has an unexpected element key
attribute, {0}, with value. {1}. The configuration file path is: {2}

Explanation

This log message may occur when the CloudStreams package loads during the
Integration Server restart after an overinstall. The cloudstreamsUpgrade.xml file is
corrupted.

Action

Contact Support.

CLS.0010.0719E

CloudStreams Upgrade, Could not find Default STS configuration file: {0} following
upgrade; Skipping migrating configuration data!

Explanation

CloudStreams was unable to locate the default STS configuration file during an
overinstall upgrade.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact webMethods Customer Care. Please produce a
diagnostic zip file by running the cloudstreams.util:diagnosticZip service from the
WmCloudStreams package's list of services in IS Admin's package management menu
if available.

CLS.0010.0720W

CloudStreams Upgrade, Could not load Default STS client configuration; Skipping
migrating configuration data

Explanation

The default STS configuration file was not found when performing an overinstall
upgrade.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Customer Care. Please produce a diagnostic zip file
by running the cloudstreams.util:diagnosticZip service from the WmCloudStreams
package's list of services in IS Admin's package management menu if available.

CLS.0050.0279D

Callback not removed for message id, ''{0}''. Receiver: {1}, Properties: {2}

Explanation

When a service is invoked, the state for the invocation is stored in a callbackStore map
until the response is returned. The callback object was not found in the map for the
given message id.

Action

No action is necessary unless memory runs low. In that event, please contact support.

CLS.0050.0280D

Message receiver not found for message id: ''{0}'', Properties: {1}

Explanation

Synapse callback receiver used to process the provider response is not found.

Action

Please contact support.
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CLS.0050.0281D

Outbound message id not found. ''{0}'', Properties: {1}

Explanation

The message id used to correlate a native provider request was not found.

Action

Please contact support.

CLS.0050.0408E

Authentication failed for user {0}

Explanation

Invalid basic authentication credentials were included in the Authorization header
sent to a virtual service that has a "Require HTTP Basic Authentication" runtime
security policy.

Action

The web service consumer should include proper credentials and resend the service
request.

CLS.0050.0608E

Error occurred when adding Timestamp to SOAP Envelope: {0}

Explanation

CloudStreams was unable to insert a WS security timestamp element to the request's
security header sent to the native provider.

Action

Review the configured ESB "AddTimestamp" service call for virtual service and
redeploy if incorrect, else this is an internal error. Contact Support. Produce a
diagnostic zip file by running the cloudstreams.util:diagnosticZip service from the
WmCloudStreams package's list of services in the Integration Server Administrator's
package management menu, if available.

CLS.0070.0010E

Incoming SOAP request does not contain the 'Authorization' header. This service
requires the HTTP Basic Authentication token to be present!

Explanation

No Authorization header was sent to a virtual service that has a "Require HTTP Basic
Authentication" runtime security policy.

Action

The web service consumer should include proper credentials and resend the service
request.

CLS.0070.0032E

Unable to create Schema for this service ''{0}''. Schema validation may not succeed.

Explanation

CloudStreams was unable to initialize the schema parser for a virtual service with a
"Validate Schema" runtime policy. This error occurs when a consumer sends
CloudStreams a service request.

Action

Review the schemas defined in the virtual service, make corrections, and then redeploy
the virtual service if necessary; otherwise, this is an internal error. Contact Support.
Produce a diagnostic zip file by running the cloudstreams.util:diagnosticZip service
from the WmCloudStreams package's list of services in the Integration Server
Administrator's package management menu, if available.
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CLS.0070.0071W

The ESB service name specified for InvokeESB cloudstreams cannot be empty.

Explanation

A virtual service was deployed containing an ESB service invocation step containing
an invalid or missing service name.

Action

Review all service invocations from the "Processing steps" configuration for the virtual
service, and redeploy if necessary.

CLS.0070.0072E

The 'service' attribute is required for the InvokeESB cloudstreams definition.

Explanation

The deployed virtual service configuration is corrupted.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Support. Produce a diagnostic zip file by running
the cloudstreams.util:diagnosticZip service from the WmCloudStreams package's list
of services in the Integration Server Administrator's package management menu, if
available.

CLS.0070.0073W

Did not invoke ESB service, because the service name was either empty or invalid
(must be of the form folder1.folder2:service)

Explanation

A virtual service was deployed containing an ESB service invocation step with an
invalid or missing service name.

Action

This warning is logged when a virtual service request is executed. See the action
defined for CLS.0070.0071.

CLS.0070.0074E

Unknown mediator : {0}

Explanation

Synapse mediators are used in the "In Sequence", "Out Sequence", and "Error Sequence"
steps defined for virtual services. These Mediators are predefined and registered in
CloudStreams.

Action

Contact Support.

CLS.0101.0099D

Unable to remove session context for connector service with this session token.
''{0}''

Explanation

The CloudStreams transport listener should remove the session context for a connector
service when it is no longer needed.

Action

Please contact support if available IS heap memory runs low.

CLS.0102.0056E

Package name and service name must be specified for deploying service(s).

Action

Verify whether the service has an associated package and then redeploy; otherwise,
contact Support.
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CLS.0102.0057E

Unable to deploy. A virtual service with the name ''{0}'' already exists in the package
''{1}''.

Action

Confirm whether the package association is correct and consider undeploying previous
virtual services before deployment. Otherwise, contact Support.

CLS.0200.0045E

Error saving EhCache configuration file: {0}

Explanation

CloudStreams was unable to save its configuration file used for the Terracotta cache
component.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Support. Produce a diagnostic zip file by running
the cloudstreams.util:diagnosticZip service from the WmCloudStreams package's list
of services in the Integration Server Administrator's package management menu, if
available.

CLS.0200.0046E

Could not find the specified EhCache configuration file: {0}

Explanation

The Terracotta cache configuration file for CloudStreams caches could not be found
during package startup.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Support. Produce a diagnostic zip file by running
the cloudstreams.util:diagnosticZip service from the WmCloudStreams package's list
of services in the Integration Server Administrator's package management menu, if
available.

CLS.0201.0003E

PgMen incoming handler found no sie event for {0}, mep: {1}

Explanation

A service invoke event (sie) contains basic attributes of a service invocation. The sie
should have been created by another Axis2 handler, but it was not or is no longer
accessible from this handler.

Action

The service request will be permitted to execute, but the invocation may not be
accurately tracked by the policy engine.

CLS.0201.0004E

Exception in Outgoing fault handler while creating sie. serviceName: {0} cause: {1}

Explanation

An error occurred while trying to create a service invoke event (sie) in a policy engine's
Axis2 fault handler.

Action

The original service fault will be returned to the caller, but the service invocation may
not be accurately tracked by the policy engine.
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CLS.0201.0005E

Unable to create an sie event in outgoing fault handler. serviceName: {0}

Explanation

A service invoke event (sie) contains basic attributes of a service invocation. The sie
should have been created by this or another Axis2 handler, but it was not or is no
longer accessible.

Action

The original service fault will be returned to the caller, but the service invocation may
not be accurately tracked by the policy engine.

CLS.0201.0006E

PgMen incomingHandler found an event with unexpected state {0}

Explanation

The policy engine relies on Axis2 handlers executing during specific phases in order
to capture all the attributes of a service invocation. These attributes are stored in a
service invoke event (sie) for each inbound or outbound phase.

Action

The sie data for this specific service invocation may be corrupted. The data contained
in dependent policy engine events may be affected. Contact support.

CLS.0201.0007E

Exception in incomingHandler. msgId: {0} details {1}

Explanation

An error occurred while executing a policy engine Axis2 handler.

Action

A service fault will be returned to the caller, but the service invocation may not be
accurately tracked by the policy engine.

CLS.0201.0008E

PgMen incoming handler had no service name in message context for this msgId
{0}

Explanation

The inbound policy engine Axis2 handler did not find an Axis2 service registered in
the message context; however, the service request will be permitted to execute and
the response will be returned to the caller.

Action

Since the virtual service was not identified for this service request, the invocation will
not be tracked by the policy engine.

CLS.0201.0011E

PgMen incoming handler could not find service operation in axis2 message context.
Service name: {0}

Explanation

The inbound policy engine Axis2 handler did not find an Axis operation registered
in the message context; however, the service request will be permitted to execute and
the response will be returned to the caller.

Action

Since the virtual service operation was not identified for this service request, the
invocation will not be tracked by the policy engine.
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CLS.0201.0013E

PgMen outgoing handler found an event with unexpected state {0}, sie Dump: {1}

Explanation

The policy engine relies on Axis2 handlers executing during specific phases in order
to capture all the attributes of a service invocation. These attributes are stored in a
service invoke event (sie) for each inbound or outbound phase.

Action

The sie data for this specific service invocation may be corrupted. The data contained
in dependent policy engine events may be affected. Contact support.

CLS.0201.0015E

Policy {0} forbids invocation of service {1} for scope {2}

Explanation

This service invocation was rejected because a policy rule was breached in the policy
engine.

Action

No action is necessary.

CLS.0201.0016E

PgMen outgoing handler expected service {0} and invokeId: {1}, but cached event
had {2} and {3}

Explanation

The invocation id for this execution thread's handler does not match the id that is
stored on the current service invocation event (sie).

Action

This error suggests that data corruption may have occurred. Please contact support.

CLS.0201.0017E

PgMen outgoing handler had no service name in message context for this msgId
{0}

Explanation

The inbound policy engine Axis2 handler did not find an Axis2 service registered in
the message context; however, the service request will be permitted to execute and
the response will be returned to the caller.

Action

Since the virtual service was not identified for this service request, the invocation will
not be tracked by the policy engine.

CLS.0201.0018E

Axis service object not found in message context.

Explanation

The inbound policy engine Axis2 handler did not find an Axis2 service registered in
the message context; however, the service request will be permitted to execute and
the response will be returned to the caller.

Action

Since the virtual service was not identified for this service request, the invocation will
not be tracked by the policy engine.

CLS.0201.0023W

No native service provider endpoint for {0}.

Explanation

The policy engine's Axis2 outbound handlers found no endpoint reference in message
context.

Action

No further action is necessary if an endpoint was located at a later point during
execution and the service was invoked.
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CLS.0201.0024E

Exception caught while constructing the reason expression: {0}

Explanation

An error occurred while processing a virtual service's error sequence step.

Action

No further action is necessary. The soap fault will be returned without the fault's
reason content.

CLS.0201.0034W

BaseHandler - No PolicyViolationDetector found, skipping analysis

Explanation

The spring component for detecting policy violations is missing.

Action

Verify the WmCloudStreams package loaded successfully; otherwise please contact
support to verify the CloudStreams spring configuration is not corrupted.

CLS.0201.0040E

PgMen incoming event handler encountered an error executing PgMen outgoing
FAULT handler. Cause: {0}

Explanation

An error occurred while processing one of the Axis2 fault handlers used by the policy
engine during a service invocation.

Action

A service fault will be returned to the caller, but the service invocation may not be
accurately tracked by the policy engine.

CLS.0201.0041E

PgMen outgoing handler could not find service operation in axis2 message context.
Service name: {0}

Explanation

The outbound policy engine Axis2 handler did not find an Axis operation registered
in the message context; however, the service request will be permitted to execute and
the response will be returned to the caller.

Action

Since the virtual service operation was not identified for this service request, the
invocation will not be tracked by the policy engine.

CLS.0201.0042E

PgMen outgoing FAULT handler could not find service operation in axis2 message
context. Service name: {0}

Explanation

The outbound policy engine Axis2 fault handler did not find an Axis operation
registered in the message context; however, the service request will be permitted to
execute and the response will be returned to the caller.

Action

Since the virtual service operation was not identified for this service request, the
invocation may not be accurately tracked by the policy engine.

CLS.0201.0043E

PgMen outgoing handler encountered error publishing an event. Missing sie event.

Explanation

A service invoke event (i.e. sie) contains basic attributes of a service invocation. The
sie should have been created by another Axis2 handler, but it was not or is no longer
accessible from this handler.

Action

The service request will be permitted to execute, but the invocation may not be
accurately tracked by the policy engine.
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CLS.0201.0044E

PgMen outgoing handler encountered error publishing an event. sie event is missing
service name.

Explanation

A service invoke event (i.e. sie) contains basic attributes of a service invocation. The
sie should have been created by another Axis2 handler, but it was not or is no longer
accessible from this handler.

Action

The service request will be permitted to execute, but the invocation may not be
accurately tracked by the policy engine.

CLS.0201.0046E

No UUID generator bean (bean id={0}) configured, using java.util.UUID

Explanation

The spring configuration is missing an expected component for UUID generation.

Action

CloudStreams is falling back to an alternate UUID factory; however, this error suggests
the configuration may be corrupted. Verify the WmCloudStreams package loaded
successfully; otherwise, please contact support to verify.

CLS.0202.0003E

Cannot create a PolicyEnforcer using a null/empty service name {0}

Explanation

A virtual service must be associated to a policy before it may be applied at runtime.

Action

Verify the policy configuration filter is correct, the policy is active, and redeploy the
affected virtual services.

CLS.0202.0004E

Cannot create a PolicyEnforcer using a null PolicyInfo reference

Explanation

The policy enforcer is a runtime object that requires a policy info configuration element.

Action

This should not happen under normal circumstances. Please contact support.

CLS.0203.0062E

ControllingNodeLocker.run, thread id({0}), expected Ehcache, found ({1})

Explanation

Unexpected content was returned in the Terracotta cluster status cache.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Support. Produce a diagnostic zip file by running
the cloudstreams.util:diagnosticZip service from the WmCloudStreams package's list
of services in the Integration Server Administrator's package management menu, if
available.

CLS.0203.0065E

ControllingNodeLocker.run, thread id({0}), caught ({1}/{2}) attempting to get a lock,
thread dies.

Explanation

CloudStreams encountered an error trying to obtain a lock on the controlling node
in a Terracotta cluster.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Support. Produce a diagnostic zip file by running
the cloudstreams.util:diagnosticZip service from the WmCloudStreams package's list
of services in the Integration Server Administrator's package management menu, if
available.
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CLS.0203.0070I

ClusterStatusCache - cache manager for {0} returned null CacheCluster reference.
Not clustered.

Explanation

CloudStreams was unable to obtain a reference to the configured Terracotta cluster.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Support. Produce a diagnostic zip file by running
the cloudstreams.util:diagnosticZip service from the WmCloudStreams package's list
of services in the Integration Server Administrator's package management menu, if
available.

CLS.0203.0071I

{0} - getCluster(ClusterScheme.TERRACOTTA) threw exception {1}, using schema
NONE

Explanation

An attempt to get Terracotta cluster configuration details failed.

Action

If CloudStreams is configured for a Terracotta cluster, this is an internal error. Contact
Support. Produce a diagnostic zip file by running the cloudstreams.util:diagnosticZip
service from the WmCloudStreams package's list of services in the Integration Server
Administrator's package management menu, if available.

CLS.0203.0072E

ClusterStatusCache - thread id({0}) attempts to release {1} lock, but does not hold
it.

Explanation

An attempt to release the lock on the node controller in a Terracotta cluster failed.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Support. Produce a diagnostic zip file by running
the cloudstreams.util:diagnosticZip service from the WmCloudStreams package's list
of services in the Integration Server Administrator's package management menu, if
available.

CLS.0203.0073E

Error initializing JAXB Context: {0}

Explanation

Initialization for the cached global or registered consumers deployed to CloudStreams
has failed.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Support. Produce a diagnostic zip file by running
the cloudstreams.util:diagnosticZip service from the WmCloudStreams package's list
of services in the Integration Server Administrator's package management menu, if
available.

CLS.0203.0075E

ControllingNodeLocker.run, thread id({0}), caught {1} attempting to ask about lock
status, thread dies.

Explanation

The thread defining the controlling node in a CloudStreams cluster encountered an
error.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Support. Produce a diagnostic zip file by running
the cloudstreams.util:diagnosticZip service from the WmCloudStreams package's list
of services in the Integration Server Administrator's package management menu, if
available.
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CLS.0203.0076E

Unable to get the cache named {0} from the cache manager {1}

Explanation

CloudStreams encountered an error while accessing one of the Terracotta caches.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Support. Produce a diagnostic zip file by running
the cloudstreams.util:diagnosticZip service from the WmCloudStreams package's list
of services in the Integration Server Administrator's package management menu, if
available.

CLS.0203.0081E

{0}, thread id({1}), caught {2}/{3} attempting to release lock. Thread dies.

Explanation

CloudStreams encountered an error while releasing the lock on the controlling node
in the Terracotta cluster.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Support. Produce a diagnostic zip file by running
the cloudstreams.util:diagnosticZip service from the WmCloudStreams package's list
of services in the Integration Server Administrator's package management menu, if
available.

CLS.0203.0082E

EhcacheClusterStatusCache, thread id({0}), caught {1}/{2} attempting to update the
controlling lock in the cache.

Explanation

CloudStreams encountered an error while updating the controlling node in a Terracotta
cluster.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Support. Produce a diagnostic zip file by running
the cloudstreams.util:diagnosticZip service from the WmCloudStreams package's list
of services in the Integration Server Administrator's package management menu, if
available.

CLS.0203.0100W

Thread interrupted when trying to obtain {0} lock for the cache {1}

Explanation

While CloudStreams was attempting to obtain a lock on a cache entry key, its thread
was interrupted.

Action

No action is necessary if CloudStreams is functioning normally.

CLS.0203.0101E

Unable to {0} lock the {1} cache for key {2} after waiting {3} ms

Explanation

CloudStreams failed to lock a cache key in the expected time period.

Action

No action is necessary if CloudStreams is functioning normally

CLS.0203.0103E

{0} task in thread {1} threw this: {2}

Explanation

During CloudStreams shutdown, an error occurred in the controlling node of a
Terracotta cluster.

Action

Contact Support. Produce a diagnostic zip file by running the
cloudstreams.util:diagnosticZip service from the WmCloudStreams package's list of
services in the Integration Server Administrator's package management menu, if
available.
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CLS.0204.0008E

Unable to access spring bean config bean : {0}. Is there a problem with CloudStreams
spring config file?

Explanation

The interval manager thread pool is missing from its spring configuration file.

Action

Contact support.

CLS.0204.0013W

No value defined in {0} cache for this key: {1}

Explanation

The policy engine's interval manager component creates and updates a global interval
counter that is used for both clustered and non-clustered installations.

Action

It is normal for this warning to appear once or twice when the WmCloudStreams
package is reloaded or during Integration Server startup. If this warning message
continues to occur, verify the WmCloudStreams package loaded successfully;
otherwise, please contact support.

CLS.0205.0062E

UddiPerformanceMetricsSender - unable to publish metrics over UDDI for service:
{0}, message: {1}

Explanation

This log message is produced when CloudStreams is unable to publish performance
metrics results to CloudStreams. When reviewing the content, note that some exception
details may have originated from the CentraSite product hosting the UDDI server.
Errors can range from improper CloudStreams configuration, OS resource issues,
network connectivity, or issues with the CentraSite installation.

Action

Depending on the errors logged in the CloudStreams UI, one of the following actions
may prove more relevant: (1) Verify whether the CentraSite configuration information
regarding UDDI is correct for the CloudStreams UI. (2) Verify whether the hostname
or IP address is reachable from the computer running the CloudStreams instance. (3)
Verify whether the CentraSite instance and its repository is up and accessible.

CLS.0205.0063E

Unable to initialize UddiClientAdapter due to a missing password for username:
{0}.

Explanation

This log message is produced when CloudStreams is unable to publish performance
metrics results to CloudStreams. A password was not found in the encrypted store
for the user, configured in the CentraSite panel of the CloudStreams UI.

Action

Verify whether the password is entered and the configuration was successfully saved
for the CentraSite configuration screen in the CloudStreams UI.

CLS.0205.0064E

Error connecting to the CentraSite UDDI registry running on {0}://{1}:{2}. Error: {3}

Explanation

This log message may be produced under the following situations: (1) During
CloudStreams package startup. (2) CentraSite configuration entered in the
CloudStreams UI is saved, but a connection to the UDDI server fails for these settings.
(3) CloudStreams attempts to publish performance metrics but fails during its regular
scheduled interval.

Action

Verify whether CentraSite configuration values in the CloudStreams UI are correct
and CentraSite is up and running.
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CLS.0205.0067E

Error disconnecting to CentraSite UDDI registry running on {0}://{1}:{2}. Error: {3}

Explanation

This log message may be seen during the following situations: (1) During CloudStreams
package shutdown. (2) While CloudStreams is initializing communications with the
CentraSite UDDI server after encountering an error during runtime or saving
configuration values in the CloudStreams UI.

Action

Refer the "Action" text for 0205.0064.

CLS.0205.0602E

Missing ''{0}'' JDBC destination pool from spring configuration.

Explanation

A CloudStreams configuration file may be corrupted and a necessary configuration
element may be missing.

Action

Contact Support.

CLS.0205.0603E

Jdbc destination sender expected a JdbcEvent object but received: ''{0}''

Explanation

The JDBC destination sender event component received an unexpected event type.

Action

Contact Support.

CLS.0205.0604E

JDBC destination sender encountered an SQL Exception while generating ''{0}''
events. Error Code: {1} Cause: {2}

Explanation

The CloudStreams JDBC destination sender component encountered an SQL exception
while sending a runtime event.

Action

Verify whether the CloudStreams functional alias in the Integration Server
Administrator is configured for a JDBC pool. Verfiy whether the database is operational
and then restart the functional alias pool. Verify whether the CloudStreamsEvents
database component tables installed using the Common Database Component are
still defined, and the JDBC pool credentials and URL defined in the Integration Server
are correct. If it still fails, contact Support.

CLS.0205.0605D

JDBC destination sender took {0} ms to get a connection out of the data source.

Explanation

If the '0205 MEN - Events' CloudStreams logging component is set to 'DEBUG',
CloudStreams issues a log message if the time it takes to get a JDBC connection exceeds
a predefined threshold as defined in the CloudStreams pg-jdbc.xml file. The current
default is 50 milliseconds.

Action

No action is necessary.
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CLS.0205.0606D

JDBC destination sender took {0} ms to get a prepared statement out of connection
with this SQL: {1}.

Explanation

If the '0205 MEN - Events' CloudStreams logging component is set to 'DEBUG', then
CloudStreams issues a log message if the time it takes to get a JDBC prepared statement
exceeds a predefined threshold as defined in the CloudStreams pg-jdbc.xml file. The
current default is 50 milliseconds.

Action

No action is necessary.

CLS.0205.0609D

JDBC destination sender took {0} ms to close the prepared statement and connection.

Explanation

If the '0205 MEN - Events' CloudStreams logging component is set to 'DEBUG', then
CloudStreams issues a log message if the time it takes to close a JDBC connection
exceeds a predefined threshold as defined in the CloudStreams pg-jdbc.xml file. The
current default is 50 milliseconds.

Action

No action is necessary.

CLS.0205.0610E

JDBC event requires at least one SQL clause to be valid.

Explanation

The CloudStreams JDBC component is in an invalid state.

Action

Contact Support.

CLS.0205.0611D

JDBC destination sender took {0} ms to insert a batch of {1} ''{2}'' events. AutoCommit
enabled on driver? {3}, Transaction Isolation level? {4}

Explanation

If the '0205 MEN - Events' CloudStreams logging component is set to 'DEBUG', then
CloudStreams issues a log message if the time it takes to execute a batch of runtime
event inserts into the database, exceeds a predefined threshold as defined in the
CloudStreams pg-jdbc.xml file. The current default is 500 milliseconds.

Action

No action is necessary unless the time is extremely large. In that case, consider reducing
the 'pg.jdbc.batchSize' property in the CloudStreams pg-config.properties file. This
will cause the JDBC destination sender to send updates to the database server in
smaller batches.

CLS.0205.0612E

JDBC destination sender cannot use a read-only connection object to insert events.

Explanation

The functional alias used by the CloudStreams JDBC destination sender is configured
for a read-only transaction model in the Integration Server Administrator.

Action

Change the configured transaction model so that it supports updates to the database.
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CLS.0205.0614E

The JDBC event SQL range should be between 0 and {0}, {1} is out of range.

Explanation

The CloudStreams JDBC component is in an invalid state.

Action

Contact Support.

CLS.0205.0615E

The JDBC performance metrics processor expected only one return key, but ''{0}''
were found.

Explanation

The CloudStreams JDBC component is in an invalid state.

Action

Contact Support.

CLS.0205.0616E

The JDBC performance metrics processor expected two SQL statements, but ''{0}''
were found.

Explanation

The CloudStreams JDBC component is in an invalid state.

Action

Contact Support.

CLS.0205.0617E

The JDBC performance metrics processor is missing the returned primary key upon
SQL insert.

Explanation

The database did not return the 'event_pk' primary key column for the event inserted
into the cloudstreams_metrics_event table.

Action

Verify whether the database is functioning properly; otherwise, contact Support.

CLS.0205.0618E

Jdbc event is in a bad state. Data type count ''{0}'' does not equal column value count
''{1}''

Explanation

The Jdbc event destination component is in an invalid state.

Action

Contact Support.

CLS.0205.0619W

Jdbc driver doesn't support returned named SQL columns from Insert statement.
Trying ''Statement.RETURN_GENERATED_KEYS'' mode.

Explanation

The Jdbc event destination component will attempt to use named columns for returning
the database-generated primary key after inserting a row. If the database driver does
not support this feature, this log message is raised, and the component will use another
method to return the inserted primary key.

Action

No action required unless other SQLException errors are raised.
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CLS.0206.0035W

MAC cache update {0} operation took {1} ms to complete for {2} SIEs. This could
cause lock attempts for tallying metrics statistics in MAC cache to fail.

Explanation

An update to the policy engine metrics data took longer than expected. When the
duration of this task is longer than the configured lock request timeout, tasks can be
lost when they fail to obtain exclusive locks.

Action

Review the Integration Server performance, increase the advanced property for lock
timeout pg.PgMenSharedCacheManager.lockTimeOut, and the restart Integration
Server. Otherwise, if this happens very frequently, contact Support. Produce a
diagnostic zip file by running the cloudstreams.util:diagnosticZip service from the
WmCloudStreams package's list of services in the Integration Server Administrator's
package management menu, if available.

CLS.0207.0002E

DCPool spring configuration {0} missing a workQueue property? No workQueue
was instantiated.

Explanation

The referenced policy engine thread pool is missing its in-memory work queue
configuration.

Action

Possibly the *-pgmen.xml spring configuration file is corrupted. Contact support.

CLS.0207.0003E

Work queue capacity must be greater than 0. Value {0} is invalid.

Explanation

One of the advanced configuration properties in the *-config.properties file has an
invalid queue size.

Action

These values are not exposed in the admin UI. Review the values in the
pg-config.properties or wst-config.properties file and verify the policy engine work
queue sizes are greater than 0.

CLS.0207.0009W

{0} thread pool shutdown - caught {1} while awaiting pool termination.

Explanation

A policy engine pool's thread was interrupted while waiting for graceful shutdown
to complete.

Action

No action is needed.

CLS.0300.0001E

''{0}'' is an unknown connection factory alias

Explanation

The classname specified in wst-core.xml spring bean configuration for the
implementation map of the 'clientConnectionFactoryManager' bean is not in the
classpath.

Action

Contact support.
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CLS.0300.0002E

Class ''{0}'' for alias ''{1}'' does not implement the IConnectionManager interface.

Action

Contact Support.

CLS.0300.0003E

''{0}'' is an unknown connection pool alias.

Action

Contact Support.

CLS.0300.0004E

Unknown configuration group alias, ''{0}''

Explanation

A CloudStreams connector descriptor has a configurable group in its connection
configuration that is not valid for the connection manager.

Action

Contact support.

CLS.0300.0007E

Error creating connection alias ''{0}''.

Explanation

A CloudStreams connection manager had an error during its initialization phase.

Action

Contact support.

CLS.0300.0010E

Unknown field key ''{0}'' from connection factory alias ''{1}''

Explanation

All managed connection configuration fields must have a unique key name including
custom configuration fields. 'cn.providerURL' is an example.

Action

Review CloudStreams connector configuration to locate source of the unknown field
name.

CLS.0300.0011E

Attempt to unregister an unregistered connection configuration instance, ''{0}''

Action

Contact Support.

CLS.0300.0012E

Attempt to reference an unregistered connection configuration instance, ''{0}''

Action

Contact Support.

CLS.0300.0013T

Duplicate field ''{0}'' exists in configurable group ''{1}'' of connection factory

Explanation

Each managed connection configuration field may only exist once for the select
configurable groups.

Action

In normal cases, some common fields are shared across groups intended to be mutually
exclusive (e.g. Amazon Web Service groups) when used with service configurations.
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CLS.0300.0014E

Duplicate custom field ''{0}'' exists in configurable group ''{1}'' of connection factory

Explanation

Each managed connection configuration custom field must have a unique key name
associated with it.

Action

Review all custom configuration fields created in CloudStreams and verify each name
is unique.

CLS.0300.0016E

Unexpected connection configuration implementation type, {0}

Action

Contact Support.

CLS.0300.0017W

Error {0}, while releasing resources for connection configuration ''{0}''

Explanation

An error was encountered while releasing a managed connection pool instance during
connection manager shutdown.

Action

No action is necessary.

CLS.0300.0019E

Invalid HTTP method selected, ''{0}''

Explanation

An invalid HTTP method was referenced.

Action

Locate the source of the invalid method and change it to a valid HTTP method.

CLS.0300.0020E

Unknown service method implementation: {0}

Action

Contact Support.

CLS.0300.0021E

Missing connection configuration alias is required.

Explanation

CloudStreams connector services must have a configured managed connection alias.

Action

Configure or recreate the connector service so it has a managed connection pool alias.

CLS.0300.0022E

Connection configuration alias ''{0}'' requires at least one configurable group.

Action

Review CloudStreams connectors and locate the connector that does not have at least
one configurable group for all of its connections.

CLS.0300.0025E

Unknown service request implementation: {0}

Action

Contact Support.
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CLS.0300.0026E

Error getting property value for ''{0}'' from class {1}, Error: {2}

Explanation

CloudStreams was unable to access the value for one of its managed connection's
configurable fields.

Action

Inspect the configuration value and verify it is valid for the specified field.

CLS.0300.0027E

Error setting property value ''{0}'' for ''{1}'' from class {2}, Error: {3}

Explanation

CloudStreams was unable to access the value for one of its managed connection's
configurable fields.

Action

Inspect the configuration value and verify it is valid for the specified field.

CLS.0300.0028E

Error introspecting class {0}, Error: {1}

Action

Contact Support.

CLS.0300.0029E

Custom config field ''{0}'' expected group alias ''{1}'' instead of ''{2}''

Action

Contact Support.

CLS.0300.0030E

Custom config field is missing required key property.

Explanation

All managed connection custom configuration fields must have a unique key name.

Action

Review CloudStreams connector configuration to locate source of the missing field
key.

CLS.0300.0031E

Illegal attempt to binding or register a connection configuration ''{0}''. It is already
registered.

Explanation

When a connection configuration (e.g. a managed connection pool) is enabled, its
alias name must be unique.

Action

Change the connection configuration alias name so it will be unique.

CLS.0300.0032E

Attempt to create a connection configuration instance ''{0}'' with missing required
groups. Required groups: {1}

Action

Review the affected CloudStreams connection configuration and ensure that it includes
the required configurable group.
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CLS.0300.0033W

Error unloading connection manager alias ''{0}'' from factory. Details: {1}

Explanation

An error was encountered while releasing a managed connection pool instance during
connection manager shutdown.

Action

No action is necessary.

CLS.0300.0034E

Connection factory manager overwrote key ''{0}'' for implementation. Old value:
{1}, New value: {2}

Action

Contact Support.

CLS.0300.0035E

Missing connection configuration instance for the alias ''{0}''

Explanation

An error occurred while attempting to obtain a socket connection for an unknown
connection configuration instance.

Action

Confirm a connection configuration exists and is enabled with this alias name.

CLS.0300.0036E

The config value ''{0}'' for field ''{1}'' is not supported.

Action

Contact Support.

CLS.0300.0038E

Configuration value missing for required field ''{0}'' in connection configuration
''{1}''

Action

Provide a value for the connection configuration's required field and then enable it
again.

CLS.0300.0039E

Configuration value for field ''{0}'' is not serializable. Value: {1}

Action

Contact Support.

CLS.0300.0040E

Error creating native service provider endpoint, {0} with service context, {1} Error:
{2}

Explanation

The native provider endpoint could not be defined as a valid URI.

Action

Review the configured value and ensure it is properly formatted as a URI.

CLS.0300.0041E

An IO or timeout exception is encountered for invoke ''{0}'' method for connection
alias ''{1}''. Check the network connectivity/proxy setting. Details: {2}

Explanation

A service invocation error occurred due to a network IO exception on the socket.

Action

Verify whether the connection configuration is correct, the endpoint is valid, the
service is running, the connect and read timeouts are not too short, including the
network connectivity and proxy settings.
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CLS.0300.0042E

Unexpected exception encountered for invoke ''{0}'' method for connection alias
''{1}''. Details: {2}

Explanation

An unexpected service invocation error occurred that is not caused by an IO socket
exception.

Action

Verify connection configuration is correct.

CLS.0300.0044E

Error while activating Authentication scheme, ''{0}'' for connection alias, ''{1}''.
Details: {2}

Explanation

An error occurred activating an authentication scheme (e.g. OAuth, Basic Auth, etc.).

Action

Review configuration details if the authentication scheme has its own configuration;
otherwise, please contact support.

CLS.0300.0045E

HTTP version ''{0}'' is not supported. Must be HTTP/0.9, HTTP/1.0 or HTTP/1.1

Action

Ensure that the connection configuration specifes the correct HTTP version.

CLS.0300.0046E

Error in request headers configuration for ''{0}'' alias. Names: {1}, Values: {2}, Details:
{3}

Explanation

Error validating request headers encountered while enabling a connection
configuration.

Action

Verify the comma-delimited list of request headers and values are valid.

CLS.0300.0047E

Error in request headers configuration for ''{0}'' alias. Names: {1}, Values: {2}, Names
and values are required.

Action

Verify whether the comma-delimited list of header names and values have
non-whitespace characters for each entry.

CLS.0300.0051E

Error invoking connection from connection configuration instance ''{0}''. It is
configured for an unknown web proxy alias ''{1}''

Explanation

A connection configuration has a configuration field for an unknown IS proxy server.

Action

Confirm the proxy alias entered for the connection configuration exists in the
Integration Server 'Proxy Server' configuration.

CLS.0300.0052W

Unable to register scheme for web proxy alias, ''{0}'', in connection configuration:
''{1}''

Explanation

A connection configuration's web proxy alias could not be initialized when it was
enabled, so the configuration is enabled with no proxy server support.

Action

Verify the Integration Server proxy server configuration identified by the alias is valid.
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CLS.0300.0054E

Cannot create OAuthCredentials for OAuth version {0}

Action

Contact Support.

CLS.0300.0055E

Cannot create SchemeFactory for OAuth version {0}

Action

Contact Support.

CLS.0300.0056E

OAuthAliasHelperFactory cannot work with null token alias name

Explanation

A connection configuration instance requires a valid OAuth alias.

Action

Verify the oauth token configuration in the CloudStreams admin has a proper alias.

CLS.0300.0057E

OAuthAliasHelperFactory cannot find token alias name {0}

Explanation

A connection configuration instance references an unknown OAuth token alias.

Action

Verify the connection configuration references the correct alias as defined in the oauth
token configuration in the CloudStreams admin.

CLS.0300.0058E

OAuthAliasHelperFactory cannot work with null OauthAccessDetailsManager
bean. Not configured.

Action

Contact Support.

CLS.0300.0059I

CloudStreams outbound connector ''{0}'' encountered an IO exception while reading
the native provider response. Consider setting the advanced connection
configuration, increasing timeout values for 'Connection TimeOut' and 'Socket
Read Timeout' properties. Also, optionally change 'Retry on Response Failure' to
true while 'Connection Retry Count ' is greater than 0 if it is safe to send requests
more than once.

Explanation

The default timeout value for 'Connection TimeOut' and 'Socket Read Timeout'
property may not be enough.The default settings for the default connector outbound
connection factory will not attempt to resend a request if it believes it was received
by the provider. If there is no harm to send a request more than once to a provider,
enable the 'Retry on Response Failure' advanced property (cn.retryIfRequestSentOk).

Action

In case the network is slow or the backend processing takes longer than usual, increase
the 'Connection Timeout' and the 'Socket Read Timeout' values. Also, optionally
change 'Retry on Response Failure' to true while 'Connection Retry Count ' is greater
than 0 if it is safe to send requests more than once.
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CLS.0300.0061E

Error instantiating object for hostname verifier: ''{0}'', Details: {1}

Explanation

This configuration field must be set to a fully qualified classname that implements
the Apache HttpClient interface: org.apache.http.conn.ssl.X509HostnameVerifier.
This field is used to perform validation checks between a native provider host and
its server SSL certificate.

Action

Specify ''org.apache.http.conn.ssl.AllowAllHostnameVerifier'' to accept all hosts or
''org.apache.http.conn.ssl.StrictHostnameVerifier'' for strict enforcement. Leaving this
field blank implies using the ''AllowAllHostnameVerifier'' option.

CLS.0300.0062E

Hostname verifier class, ''{0}'', must implement
org.apache.http.conn.ssl.X509HostnameVerifier interface.

Action

Specify a valid fully qualified classname in the CloudStream package's java classpath
that implements the interface or leave the field blank to disable hostname verification.
See CLS.0300.0061 for more details.

CLS.0300.0063E

Error initializing registered provider's SSL context for the ''{0}'' algorithm. Details:
{1}

Action

Contact Support.

CLS.0300.0064E

Error reading a key store for this file: {0}, Details: {1}

Action

Verify whether the file path exists, the file is a valid keystore file, and Integration
Server has privileges to read the file.

CLS.0300.0065E

Error reading a trust store for this file: {0}, Details: {1}

Action

Verify whether the file path exists, is a valid trust store file, and the Integration Server
has OS privileges to read the file; otherwise, contact Support.

CLS.0300.0066E

Error initializing entrust security provider's socket factory ''{0}'' algorithm. Details:
{1}

Action

Unless this is a correctable error with one of the keystore files, contact Support.

CLS.0300.0069E

Unable to verify hostname. unknown SSL socket type: {0}

Explanation

Unable to perform hostname verification on a native provide endpoint.

Action

Contact support.
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CLS.0300.0070E

Unknown HCAdapter event type: {0}

Explanation

An enabled connection configuration instance has received a notification event from
an unknown origin. (These events are used to keep configuration instances in synch
with related Integration Server configuration changes when possible.)

Action

Contact support.

CLS.0300.0072E

Error creating socket factory, ''{0}''. Details: {1}

Explanation

Unable to create the SSL socket factory for use with a connection configuration.

Action

Review the configuration and make corrections if possible; otherwise, please contact
support.

CLS.0300.0073D

Error during onCleanup for socket factory for ''{0}''. Details: {1)

Explanation

Nonfatal error encountered while release resources associated with a connection
configuration's SSL socket factory.

Action

No action should be necessary for this debug message.

CLS.0300.0075E

Unable to initialize the key store for file: {0}, Details: {1}

Action

Ensure that the file path exists, is a valid keystore file, and the Integration Server has
OS privileges to read the file; otherwise, contact Support.

CLS.0300.0076E

Unable to create key store object from this file. {0}, exists? {1}, readable? {2}

Action

Ensure that the file path exists, is a valid keystore file, and the Integration Server has
OS privileges to read the file; otherwise, contact Support.

CLS.0300.0077E

Unable to access client's private key and certificate for this key alias: {0}, in this
keystore file: {1}, Details: {2}

Action

Ensure that the configuration alias used to access the client key is correct for the
specified keystore; otherwise, contact Support.

CLS.0300.0081E

Unable to register or unregister connfactory event subscriber instance, {0}. Event
type: {1} Details: {2}

Explanation

An error occurred while the connection factory registered its event listener used to
receive notfications for some Integration Server configuration changes.

Action

Contact support.
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CLS.0300.0082E

Error during onInit for socket factory, ''{0}''. Details: {1}

Explanation

Error during SSL socket factory initialization.

Action

Contact support.

CLS.0300.0083E

Error initializing security provider''s socket factory. Key store alias: {0}, trust store
alias: {1}, details: {2}

Explanation

Error during SSL socket factory initialization.

Action

Contact support.

CLS.0300.0093E

Error initializing connfactory cert chain verifier for trust store file: {0}, Details: {1}

Explanation

Error occurred while building the list of certificates that the connection configuration
will trust.

Action

Contact support.

CLS.0300.0096E

Error while attempting to verify trust for this cert: {0}, Cert will not be trusted.
Details: {1}

Action

No action is necessary unless this certificate is trusted; otherwise, contact Support.

CLS.0300.0099E

Credentials configurable group failed to bind configuration field ''{0}'', with an
illegal value ''{1}''.

Explanation

The ''cr.authSchemeType'' configuration field is limited to a closed set of possible
values.

Action

It should not be possible to specify an unknown value through the CloudStreams
connection admin UI, so please contact support.

CLS.0300.0100E

Protocol configurable group failed to bind configuration field ''{0}'', with an illegal
value ''{1}''.

Explanation

The ''pr.protocolVersion'' configuration field is limited to a closed set of possible
values.

Action

It should not be possible to specify an unknown value through the CloudStreams
connection admin UI, so please contact support.

CLS.0300.0105E

Error creating buffered entity for request message. Details: {0}

Action

If problem persists, contact Support.
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CLS.0300.0106E

Connection configuration instance ''{0}'' contains a custom key ''{1}'' with no prefix.
Suggest ''cx.{1}''

Explanation

All connection fields including custom fields must have a key name that may be used
to identify the field. A dot-separated prefix must be prepended to the field name's
key. 'cx.' is the suggested convention for custom fields.

Action

Change the specified key forthe custom configuration field so it contains a valid prefix.

CLS.0300.0107E

AWSActivator called with wrong token instance. {0}

Explanation

The Amazon web service auth scheme requires auth tokens to produce the content
necessary to invoke an AWS service.

Action

Please contact support.

CLS.0300.0108E

Missing auth token required field for Amazon Web Service authentication. {0}

Explanation

The Amazon web services require auth tokens to build a proper service request that
can be authenticated.

Action

Review configuration and ensure all token fields are provided.

CLS.0300.0110E

AWS v2 signature auth scheme requires application/x-www-form-urlencoded
content.

Explanation

Amazon web service signature version 2 cannot be used unless request message is
using the required Content-Type.

Action

Correct service configuration to use the appropriate content type for the request.

CLS.0300.0111E

Unable to update native provider URI for AWS {0} signature auth scheme.

Explanation

The Amazon signature auth scheme appends additional security tokens as query
parameters on the native provider endpoint.

Action

Please contact support.

CLS.0300.0112E

Unexpected request type received in AWS {0} auth scheme. {1}

Action

Contact Support.

CLS.0300.0114E

Unsupported algorithm. {0} AWS {1} signature scheme must be one of these. {2}

Explanation

The service must be configured to use one of the valid algorithms for signing the
request.

Action

Review connection configuration.
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CLS.0300.0115E

''{0}'' header is missing from {1} AWS signature auth sceheme.

Explanation

The AWS authentication scheme requires this header.

Action

Verify the service configuration is correct.

CLS.0300.0117D

Expected one value for AWS Param key: {0}, Found: {1}

Explanation

This AWS auth scheme parameter was expected to have only one value.

Action

Please contact support.

CLS.0300.0118T

Provider endpoint: {0}, AWS Canonical Request: {1}

Explanation

AWS signature calculations require requests to be in a specific format.

Action

Use this message to debug AWS signature authentication failures.

CLS.0300.0119T

Provider endpoint: {0}, AWS String to sign: {1}

Explanation

AWS signature calculations create a specific string to sign when generating signatures
for the request.

Action

Use this message to debug AWS signature authentication failures.

CLS.0300.0120T

Provider endpoint: {0}, AWS Canonical Request: {1}

Explanation

AWS v2 signatures calculations require requests to be in a specific format.

Action

Use this message to debug AWS signature authentication failures.

CLS.0300.0122T

Added 'Host' header: {0}

Explanation

Amazon v4 signature requests require a ''Host'' header be sent with request.

Action

Use this message to debug AWS signature authentication failures.

CLS.0300.0123E

Unknown AWS auth scheme type.

Explanation

The AuthSchemeActivatorFactory received auth tokens for an unsupported signature
scheme. type: {0}

Action

Please contact support.

CLS.0300.0124E

Unsupported AWS auth scheme type. {0}

Explanation

An auth scheme must be declared for the service, so it can be properly authenticated
by the AWS server.

Action

Verify the connector configuration is correct.
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CLS.0300.0125E

Unexpected error binding configuration authTokens to AWS configuration. Details:
{1}

Explanation

Unable to enable a connection configuration with AWS configuration group because
of an unexpected error.

Action

Please contact support.

CLS.0301.0001E

This IData request is missing NSRecord metadata. Namespace details may be
impacted.

Explanation

NSRecord metada (document types) are used to marshal between IData and Axiom
(XML) data models.

Action

Contact support.

CLS.0301.0002E

IdataBuilder error translating IData message into an Axiom element. Details: {0}

Explanation

An error occurred while translating a message from IData to the Axiom (XML) data
model.

Action

Verify the IData content is valid.

CLS.0301.0003E

IDataBuilder missing required parameters. Either an input stream or an IData object
is needed to process a message.

Explanation

The component that translates IData to Axiom (XML) data model is missing a required
value.

Action

Review service that produced this error and verify a reference to either an input stream
or IData content was provided.

CLS.0301.0005E

IDataMessageFormatter error translating Axiom element to IData for service: {0}
and operation: {1}. Details: {2}

Explanation

An error occurred while translating a message from Axiom (XML) to the IData data
model.

Action

Review service that produced this error and verify the message content is valid.

CLS.0301.0006E

IDataMessageFormatter error encoding IData message to stream for service: {0} and
operation: {1}. Details: {2}

Explanation

An error occurred while serializing a message.

Action

Review service that produced this error and verify the message content is valid.
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CLS.0301.0008E

IDataMessageFormatter is unable to resolve provider targetAddress as a valid URL.
{0}

Action

Verify whether the target address endpoint is a valid URL.

CLS.0301.0009E

CloudStreams message mappings for CloudStreams virtual service invocation ''{0}''
is invalid. Details: {1}

Explanation

A CloudStreams service has one or more message mapping steps which are invalid.

Action

Review the errors and correct the message mapping statements for this connector.

CLS.0301.0010D

CloudStreams mapping step, Error applying map step to message. Service invocation
aborted? {0}. Source: {1}, Target: {2}, Details: {3}

Explanation

Debug message showing an exception that occurred while executing a mapping step.

Action

If the mapping step is not required, then no additional action is necessary.

CLS.0301.0011E

CloudStreams mapping step, Unknown map type ''{0}''.

Explanation

There are various categories of mapping steps. (e.g. HEADER, COOKIE, XPATH,
IDATA, etc.).

Action

Review the connector configuration and fix the invalid mapping step.

CLS.0301.0012E

CloudStreams mapping step, Illegal attempt to set a value on a LITERAL mapping
step named, ''{0}''

Explanation

A mapping step cannot have a 'LITERAL' target. In other words, a LITERAL cannot
have a value assigned to it; it can only be used as a source value in mapping
expressions.

Action

Review the connector configuration and fix the invalid mapping step.

CLS.0301.0013E

CloudStreams mapping step, mapping step is missing ''{0}'' map value.

Explanation

The mapping step is not properly configured. It is missing required elements.

Action

Review the connector configuration and fix the invalid mapping step.

CLS.0301.0014E

CloudStreams mapping step, mapping step is missing ''context'' for map value.
Must be IN or OUT.

Explanation

A mapping step has a specific context depending on where it is used during service
invocations. The 'IN' context implies the expression executes before the service
invocation. The 'OUT' context implies the expression executes after the service
invocation.

Action

Review the connector configuration and fix the invalid mapping step.
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CLS.0301.0016E

CloudStreams mapping step, XPath map value expression contains namespace
prefix, but no namespaces were provided with map. {0}

Explanation

An XPATH mapping step must include a namespace prefix and URI declaration(s)
if the XPath expression contains a colon-delimited prefix reference.

Action

Review the connector configuration and fix the invalid mapping step.

CLS.0301.0017E

CloudStreams mapping step, XPath map step unable to set value on node. ''{0}'' did
not find any nodes in message.

Explanation

An XPATH mapping step executed but the expression returned no matching nodes
from the Axiom (XML) message.

Action

Review the connector configuration and verify the expression is valid if matches were
expected.

CLS.0301.0019E

CloudStreams mapping step, Error executing XPath map step to set value for this
XPath: ''{0}'' and this value: {1}, Details: {2}

Explanation

An error occurred while executing an XPath expression meant to set a value on an
Axiom (XML) message.

Action

Review the connector configuration and fix the invalid mapping step if this error was
unexpected.

CLS.0301.0020E

CloudStreams mapping step, XPath map step unable to set value on node. ''{0}''
found {1} nodes in message.

Explanation

An XPATH mapping step's XPath expression against an Axiom (XML) message did
not resolve to a single node.

Action

Review the connector configuration and fix the invalid mapping step if this error was
unexpected.

CLS.0301.0021E

CloudStreams mapping step, Error executing XPath map step to get value for this
XPath: ''{0}'', Details: {1}

Explanation

An error occurred while executing an XPath expression meant to get a value from a
message.

Action

Review the connector configuration and fix the invalid mapping step if this error was
unexpected.
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CLS.0301.0023E

CloudStreams mapping step. Error executing validation for mappings. Details: {0}

Action

Review the connector configuration and then fix the invalid mapping step(s).

CLS.0301.0025E

CloudStreams mapping step, XPath ''{0}'' expression returned unsupported XML
element type, ''{1}''. Expressions must resolve to a single element or attributes only.

Explanation

CloudStreams XPATH mapping expressions may only reference text or attributes
nodes in the XML message.

Action

Review the connector configuration and fix the invalid mapping step.

CLS.0301.0031E

No validator instance to validate CloudStreams message content using IS doc type
validation.

Explanation

CloudStreams was unable to create a validator for a message against its associated
doc type(s).

Action

Review the doctypes for the affected request or response message.

CLS.0301.0032E

Error while validating CloudStreams message content using IS doc type validation.
Details: {0}

Explanation

An unexpected error occurred while validating a message against its associated
doctype(s).

Action

Review the doctypes for the affected request or response message.

CLS.0301.0033E

Cloudstreams message is not valid based on expected doc type. Details: {0}

Explanation

A CloudStreams request or response message did not have the expected structure as
defined by its associated doctype(s).

Action

Review the connector service configuration and state of the native provider to resolve
the underlying error with the unexpected message structure.

CLS.0301.0034E

The configured translator service ''{0}'' is missing ''static'' method declaration for
its ''translate'' method.

Explanation

A mapping statement may have an optional attribute that defines a fully qualified
classname for a java class. This class must contain a public static method named
'translate'.

Action

Verify the connector configuration's mapping statement is correct and the class has
the expected 'translate' public static method and is in the CloudStreams class loader.
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CLS.0301.0035E

Error resolving configured translate service ''{0}'', Details: {1}

Action

Verify whether the connector configuration's mapping statement is correct and the
class is in the CloudStreams class loader. See CLS.0301.0034 for more details.

CLS.0301.0037E

Unknown builder type ''{0}'' for message data handler.

Explanation

No Axis2 message Builder implementation is registered for this builder type (key).

Action

Contact support.

CLS.0301.0038E

Unknown message formatter type ''{0}'' for message data handler.

Explanation

No Axis2 MessageFormatter implementation is registered for this message type (key).

Action

Contact support.

CLS.0301.0042E

No response code and method mapping found for connector ''{0}'' and response
code ''{1}'' and httpMethod ''{2}''

Explanation

The invoked connector service has returned an unexpected response code for the
httpMethod used to execute the request. So it is considered to be a fault condition
regardless of the proivder response code.

Action

A fault message will be returned to the pipeline. If the virtual service is configured
to return the native provider fault, then this provider response will be included.

CLS.0301.0045E

Unknown message handler phase. {0}

Explanation

CloudStreams message handlers have predefined inbound and outbound phases for
both request and response message processing.

Action

Contact support.

CLS.0301.0046E

Unknown message builder content type, ''{0}'' for ''{1}'' message phase

Explanation

The message mapping in CloudStreams wst-transport.xml configuration file is
incorrect.

Action

Contact support.

CLS.0301.0047E

Unknown message formatter content type, ''{0}'' for ''{1}'' message phase

Explanation

The message mapping in CloudStreams wst-transport.xml configuration file is
incorrect.

Action

Contact support.
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CLS.0301.0062E

Error instantiating builder class: {0} for content type: {1}. Details: {2}

Explanation

The message mapping in CloudStreams wst-transport.xml or Integration Server's
axis2.xml configuration file is incorrect.

Action

Contact support.

CLS.0301.0063E

Error instantiating message formatter class: {0} for content type: {1}. Details: {2}

Explanation

The message mapping in CloudStreams wst-transport.xml or Integration Server's
axis2.xml configuration file is incorrect.

Action

Contact support.

CSHeaderTreeTable_Active_Label – Active

CSHeaderTreeTable_Add_Header_Label – Add Header

CSHeaderTreeTable_Add_Label – Add

CSHeaderTreeTable_Add_Row_Label – Add Row

CSHeaderTreeTable_Default_Value_Label – Default Value

CSHeaderTreeTable_Delete_Header_Label – Delete Header

CSHeaderTreeTable_Delete_Row_Label – Delete Row

CSHeaderTreeTable_Headers_Label – Header(s)

CSHeaderTreeTable_Headers_Not_Available_Message – No headers are available to select because no
operation is selected on the Operation tab.

CSHeaderTreeTable_Headers_Not_Available_Title – Headers Not Available
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CSHeaderTreeTable_Headers_Not_Found_Title – Headers Not Found

CSHeaderTreeTable_Insert_Row_Label – Insert Row

CloudServiceCreationPage_Error – Error

CloudServiceCreationPage_Page_Description – Specify the location and name for the new cloud connector
service.

CloudServiceCreationPage_Page_Title – Create a New Cloud Connector Service

CloudServiceCreationPage_Warning – Warning

CloudStreams_Provider_Project_Label – CloudStreams Provider Project
Explanation

Menu item label for creating a new CloudStreams Provider Project.

ConnectionAliasSelectionPage_No_Connections_Error_Message – No connection pools have been
created for the selected cloud application provider.

ConnectionAliasSelectionPage_Page_Description – Select the connection pool that the cloud connector
service "{0}" will use to connect to the cloud provider.

ConnectionAliasSelectionPage_Search_Message_Text – type connection name

ConnectionAliasSelectionPage_Text_Available_Connection_Pool – Available Connection Pools

ConnectionAliasSelectionPage_Text_Name – Name

ConnectorParameterTable_6 – Add Parameter
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ConnectorParameterTable_8 – Delete Parameter

ConnectorParameterTable_Add_Parameter_Label – Add Parameter

ConnectorParameterTable_Data_Type_Label – Data Type

ConnectorParameterTable_Default_Value_Label – Default Value

ConnectorParameterTable_Delete_Parameter_Label – Delete Parameter

ConnectorParameterTable_Name_Label – Name

ConnectorParameterTable_Shift_Down – Shift Down

ConnectorParameterTable_Shift_Down_Label – Shift Down

ConnectorParameterTable_Shift_Up – Shift Up

ConnectorParameterTable_Shift_Up_Label – Shift Up

ConnectorParameterTable_Type_Label – Type

ConnectorServiceWizard_Wizard_Title – New Cloud Connector Service

Deploylog_Table_ServerHost – CloudStreams Server Host

Deploylog_Table_ServerVersion – CloudStreams Server Version
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Deploylog_table_serverColumn – CloudStreams Server Alias

Description

Description:

ECLS.0300.0008

Connection configuration alias ''{0}'' already registered. Original config was replaced
with alias ''{1}''

Explanation

Managed connection pool aliases must be unique across all CloudStreams connectors.

Action

Locate the duplicate alias name and change its name to ensure no two pool
configurations share the same alias.

Error_Generic_Message – Operation failed because of the following reason, please check the log files
for more details.

Error_Unable_To_Reach_Destination – Unable to reach the Resource Destination. Check your Network
connection and Hostname.

Group_Column_Connection_Description – Connection Description

Group_Column_Connection_Name – Connection Name

Group_Column_Connection_Type – Connection Type

HeaderPage_Page_Name – Headers

HeaderPage_Section_Input – Input

HeaderPage_Section_Output – Output

HeaderSelectionPage_Available_Headers_Label – Available Headers
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HeaderSelectionPage_Description – Select Header

HeaderSelectionPage_Filter_Text_Message – type filter text

HeaderSelectionPage_Header_Label – Header

HeaderSelectionPage_Title – Header

HeaderSelectionWizard_Title – Select Header

IOEditor_Editor_Name – Input/Output

ISCloudConnectionNode_Node_Name – Cloud Connection

Info_Configure_Login_Operation – Configure a Login Operation under Services.

Info_Configure_Logout_Operation – Configure a Logout Operation under Services.

Is_Hidden

Hide

Lookup_SODescribe soDescribe

Lookup_Selection_Dialog – Lookup Selection Dialog

Lookup_Selection_Dialog_Mesage – Select a Lookup.

Lookup_Selection_Dialog_Title – Lookup Selection
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New_Group_Wizard_Description – Select a group.

New_Group_Wizard_Title – New Group

OperationPage_Business_Object_Label – Business Object:

OperationPage_Con_Pool_Label – Connection Pool:

OperationPage_Name Operation

OperationPage_Operation_Change_Title – Operation change confirmation

OperationPage_Provider_Type_Label – Connector Type:

OperationPage_Virtual_Svc_Label – Connector Virtual Service:

OperationPage_operation_Label – Operation:

ParameterPage_Form_Text_Parameters – Parameters

ParameterPage_Page_Name – Parameters

ParameterWizardPage_Field_Column – Field

ParameterWizardPage_Field_Label_Column – Field Label

ParameterWizardPage_Native_Column – Native
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ParameterWizardPage_SOAP_TYPE_Column – SOAP Type

ProviderSelectionPage_Name – Name

ProviderSelectionPage_No_Providers_Error_Message – No CloudStreams connectors are installed.

ProviderSelectionPage_Page_Description – Select a CloudStreams Connector instance to use for the
cloud connector service "{0}".

ProviderSelectionPage_Page_title – Select the Connector

ProviderSelectionPage_SearchLabel – Available Connectors

ProviderSelectionPage_Search_Message_Text – type connector name

ProviderSelectionPage_Type – Type

ProviderSelectionPage_Version – Version

Publisher

Publisher:

RetrieveBusinessObjs_Operation_Cancelled – Business Objects retrieval operation was canceled.

RetrieveBusinessObjs_TaskName – Getting Business Objects...

ServiceSelectionPage_No_Services_Error_Message – No services exist for the selected cloud application
provider.

ServiceSelectionPage_Page_Description – Select the service that will be used for the cloud connector
service "{0}".
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ServiceSelectionPage_Page_Title – Select the Service

ServiceSelectionPage_Search_Label – Available Services

ServiceSelectionPage_Search_Message_Text – type service name

ServiceSelectionPage_Text_Name – Name

SummaryPage_Business_Object – Business Object:

SummaryPage_ConnectionPool – Connection Pool:

SummaryPage_Name Name:

SummaryPage_Namespace – Namespace:

SummaryPage_Operation – Operation:

SummaryPage_Package_Name – Package:

SummaryPage_Page_Name – Summary

SummaryPage_Provider – Connector:

SummaryPage_Provider_Type – Connector Type:

SummaryPage_Service_Name – Service Name:
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SummaryPage_Version_Number – Version Number:

TCLS.0300.0121

Added 'X-Amz-Date' header: {0}

Explanation

Amazon v4 signature requests require a 'Date' or 'X-Amz-Date' header be sent with
request.

Action

Use this message to debug AWS signature authentication failures.

WST-2360

Updated CloudStreams Connector service ''{0}'' of package ''{1}''.

Explanation

Cloud connector service updation has failed. See the server/error logs for details.

Action

Ensure that the cloud service which you are updating is not locked or in readonly
mode. If the problem still persists, restart the Integration Server. If the problem still
remains, contact Support.

category.name

ESB

content-type.name CloudService

g11ndsp_run_as_user – Run As User

service.editor.name – CloudStreams Service Multi-page Editor

wizard.name
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Cloud Connector Service
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CCEADME0000

Unknown node alias.

Explanation

A node with the specified alias is not found.

Action

Provide a valid node alias.

CCECAME0000

The specified flatfile location does not exist.

Explanation

The flatfile repository was not located at the specified location on the file system.

Action

Specify a valid location for the flatfile repository.

CCECAME0001

A repository already exists at the same location.

Explanation

Two or more repositories cannot point to the same location.

Action

Specify a unique location for the new repository.

CCECAME0002

A repository with this name already exists.

Explanation

The name of the repository is not unique.

Action

Check the repository name and provide a unique name for the repository.

CCECAME0003

Repository name, type and location cannot be empty or missing.

Explanation

The name, type, and location are required parameters when creating asset type
repositories.

Action

Specify values for all required parameters.
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CCECAME0004

Name and type cannot be empty or missing.

Explanation

All parameters are required.

Action

Specify values for all parameters.

CCECAME0005

Update failed.Trying to update {0} asset repository when the cached repository is
of type {1}.

Explanation

The specified asset repository type is incorrect.

Action

Specify the correct repository type.

CCECCBE0000

File with path {} can not be deleted.

Explanation

The file can not be deleted.

Action

Make sure the file is not used by any process.

CCECCUI0143

No ports configured for the specified runtime.

Explanation

There are no ports configured for the specified runtime.

Action

Configure a port.

CCECCUI0288

No rows were selected. You are about to download all Log Sources.

Explanation

No rows were selected in the Log Sources table before clicking the Download Selected
Files menu option.

Action

No action required.

CCECCUI0802

Chart shows summarized used {0}

Explanation

Chart shows summarized used {0}

CCECCUI0803

Total {0} above licensed capacity:

Explanation

Total {0} above licensed capacity:

CCECFRE0000

The content of the response is not acceptable according to the accept headers

Explanation

The response content cannot be converted into the requested media type that is
specified in the HTTP Accept header. For example, the response is in text format and
cannot be converted into XML or JSON format.

Action

Try to load the configuration again and specify a supported media type.
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CCECFRE0001

The ConfigurationTypeId "{1}" does not exist for RuntimeComponentId "{0}".

Explanation

One or more configuration types specified do not match or are not valid for the
specified properties.

Action

Provide valid configuration types for the specified properties. You can determine the
valid configuration types using the following command:cc list configuration types

CCECFRE0002

The ConfigurationTypeId "{0}" does not exist for RuntimeComponentId "{1}".

Explanation

There is no registered ConfigurationType with the provided ID for the specified
runtime component.

Action

Provide a valid ConfigurationTypeId for the specified runtime component. You can
determine the IDs for configuration typesusing the following command:cc list
configuration types

CCECFRE0005

LandscapeConfigurationUiBindingService is not available.

Explanation

The LandscapeConfigurationUiBindingService is not registered.

Action

Ensure that the bundle that contains this service is active.

CCECFRE0006

Configuration instance {0} cannot store license keys.

Explanation

The specified configuration instance {0} cannot store license keys.

Action

Specify a configuration instances that is able to store license keys. Such configuration
instances always start with the COMMON-LICENSE prefix.

CCECFRE0007

Getting the content of an input stream as string fails

Explanation

Command Central cannot convert the input stream as string.

Action

Check the logs for more information.

CCECLTE0001

The expected values expression could not be parsed correctly.

Explanation

The expected values expression could not be parsed correctly.

Action

Check the expected values expression for errors.

CCECLTE0012

A resource was not specified.

Explanation

The REST call failed because a remote resource location was not specified in the REST
service.

Action

Specify a valid resource in the REST service, for example, spm/inventory/components.
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CCECLTE0013

A URL was not specified.

Explanation

The REST call to the remote host failed because the URL was not specified.

Action

Specify a valid URL, for example, http://localhost:8092.

CCECNFE0000

LandscapeDefinition service is not available.

Explanation

The LandscapeDefinition service is not registered.

Action

Ensure that the bundle that contains this service is active and the service is properly
configured.

CCECNFE0001

Landscape inventory service not available.

Explanation

The landscape inventory service was not configured.

Action

Ensure that the bundle that contains this service is active.

CCECNFE0002

Configuration service factory not available.

Explanation

A configuration service factory is not configured.

Action

Ensure that the bundle that contains the configuration service factory is active and
that the component definition is correct.

CCECNFE0003

The configuration service encountered a remote request failure.

Explanation

The remote request for a configuration item failed.

Action

Ensure that the node in the request is active.

CCECNFE0004

The remote request encountered a concurrency error.

Explanation

The system could not execute parallel remote requests.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

CCECNFE0005

Can not update credentials.

Explanation

The user credentials on Command Central can not be updated.

Action

Ensure that the runtimeComponentId and nodeAlias parameters are valid.

CCECNFE0006

Can not process JSON configuration.

Explanation

The JSON format of an old configuration is incorrect.

Action

Verify that the configuration uses proper JSON format.
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CCECNFE0008

Can not update configurations cache because of failure during retrieval of remote
configurations.

Explanation

The remote request for configuration items failed and the configurations cache can
not be updated.

Action

Ensure that the node in the request is active.

CCECNFE0009

The configuration service encountered a remote request failure while retrieving
configuration data for runtime component {0}, configuration instance {1}.

Explanation

The remote request for the specified configuration item failed.

Action

Ensure that the node in the request is active and check the Platform Manager logs.

CCECOME0000

Cannot perform an operation on nodes that are not accessible. The offline nodes
are {0}.

Explanation

The specified nodes cannot be accessed because they are offline.

Action

Check the status of the specified nodes. Command Central can only access nodes that
are online.

CCECOME0002

{0} on {1} ({2}) became unresponsive. Component restart may help to resolve this
quickly.

Explanation

Specified components became unresponsive.

Action

Component restart may help to resolve this quickly.

CCECOME0003

{0} on {1} ({2}) crashed. You will need to start it again and investigate the cause of
the failure.

Explanation

Specified components crashed.

Action

You will need to start it again and investigate the cause of the failure.

CCECOME0007

{0} of {1} on {2} ({3}) spiked into critical zone. The component may become
overloaded!

Explanation

The specified component becomes overloaded.

Action

Try to release the load on the specified component.
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CCECOME0015

Node {0} was not found.

Explanation

The specified node was not found.

Action

Check if the correct alias is used. If the node is not present in the landscape it can be
added using the landscape service. If the node has been added but is still not accessible,
contact Software AG Global Support.

CCECOME0016

Node {0} could not be created.

Explanation

A node with alias {0} could not be created because another node with alias {1} already
exists.

Action

Provide a different alias for the new node.

CCECOME0017

Environment {0} could not be created.

Explanation

An environment with alias {0} could not be created because another environment
with alias {1} already exists.

Action

Provide a different alias for the new environment.

CCECOME0018

Generation of checksum for license metering report failed

Explanation

The generation of the checksum for the license metering report failed.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

CCECOME0019

Generation of report id for license metering report failed

Explanation

The generation of the report ID for the license metering report failed.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

CCECOME0020

Cannot convert XML report to string

Explanation

The convertion of the XML report failed.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

CCECOME0025

Generation of XML string for object instance of class {0} failed

Explanation

The generation of the XML string for object instance of class {0} failed.

Action

Provide a valid object instance.
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CCECOME0029

License key {0} not found.

Explanation

The license key with the specified alias {0} is not found.

Action

Upload and assign a valid license key for this alias or use a different existing license
key alias.

CCECOME0030

Checksum verification of report {0} failed!

Explanation

The checksum verification of report {0} failed.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

CCECOME0033

Unable to parse this date string({0}).

Explanation

Unable to parse this date string({0}).

Action

Contact Software AG support.

CCECOME0034

Unexpected exception occurred: {0}.

Explanation

An unexpected exception occurred: {0}.

Action

Contact Software AG support.

CCECOME0038

The remote Platform Manager job with id {0} was not found.

Explanation

A job with the specified id was not found on Platform Manager.

Action

Specify an existing job id.

CCECORE0001

Exceeded the maximum nodes allowed as per the configured license.

Explanation

You have exceeded the nodes allowed to you as per the license configured for
Command Central.

Action

Contact Software AG support to upgrade the license.

CCECORE0002

Invalid License found. The system is going to shutdown in 30 minutes.

Explanation

The configured license is invalid. You need to configure a valid license immediately
else the system will shutdown in 30 mintures.

Action

Configure a valid license immediately. If you do not have one, contact your system
dministrator or Software AG support.
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CCECORE0003

Invalid License found. The system is shutting down.

Explanation

The system is shutting down as the configured license is invalid.

Action

Contact your Administrator or Software AG support.

CCECORE0004

The license has expired.

Explanation

The configured license has expired.

Action

Contact your system administrator or Software AG support.

CCECORE0005

The license is not valid for the current operating system.

Explanation

The configured license is not valid for the current operating system.

Action

Contact your Administrator or Software AG support.

CCECORE0006

The number of nodes has exceeded as per the configured license.

Explanation

As per the configured license, you are not allowed to add more nodes as you have
exhausted the licensed number of nodes.

Action

Contact your system administrator or Software AG support to get the license upgraded
to add more nodes.

CCECORE0007

Falied to get the node count from the license.

Explanation

This issue may occur when your license file is corrupt.

Action

Contact your system administrator or Software AG support.

CCECORE0008

The configured license is not valid for this product.

Explanation

Either the license file is not for Command Central or it may have be a corrupt file.

Action

Contact your system administrator or Software AG support.

CCECORE0009

Failed to read the product code from the license.

Explanation

This issue may occur when your license file is corrupt.

Action

Contact your system administrator or Software AG support.

CCECORE0010

The configured license is not valid for this product version.

Explanation

This issue may occur when your license file is corrupt.

Action

Contact your system administrator or Software AG support.
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CCECORE0011

Failed to read the product version from the license.

Explanation

Either the license file is not for current version of Command Central or teh license file
may be corrupt.

Action

Contact your system administrator or Software AG support.

CCECORE0012

Node with alias {0} is not found.

Explanation

The specified node is not found in Command Central.

Action

Ensure that the node alias is spelled correctly. You can view a list of installations and
their aliases using either the Command Central Web user interface, the cc list landscape
nodes command, or the REST API.

CCECORE0013

The specified search query is not valid. The supported search attributes are: {0}

Explanation

One or more attributes are not supported for this type of search.

Action

Ensure that the search attributes are supported for the type of search you want to
perform. Make sure that the attributes are spelled correctly. The supported search
attributes are listed in the error message. Note that search attributes are case-sensitive.

CCECORE0014

Task "{0}" for node "{1}" failed.

Explanation

The specified task failed to execute for the specified node.

Action

Read through the details provided in the error message and the logs, then take
corrective steps.

CCECORE0015

Tasks execution has failed.

Explanation

Some or all of the tasks failed to execute.

Action

Read through the details provided in the error message and the logs, then take
corrective steps.

CCECORE0016

The specified attribute name and the attribute name in the request are not the same.

Explanation

The attribute name in the body and the attribute name in the path segment should
be the same.

Action

Fix the request and try again.
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CCECORE0017

Specify attributes to created or updated.

Explanation

The request does not contain search attributes to be created or updated.

Action

Fix the request and submit it again.

CCECORE0018

{0} did not get {1} for {2} seconds!

Explanation

The specified node did not reach the expected status in the given amount of time.

Action

Retry the operation or contact SoftwareAG Global Support.

CCECORE0019

Key {0} is invalid.

Explanation

The specified key {0} is invalid.

Action

Specify a valid key, followed by a valid contract item identifier (for example,
item=<contractItemIdentifier>).

CCECORE0020

Contract item identifier {0} is invalid.

Explanation

The specified contract item identifier {0} is invalid.

Action

Specify a valid contract item identifier (for example, item=<contractItemIdentifier>).
You can find the valid contract item identifiers using the following command: cc list
license-tools manifests contracts basepeak <nodeAlias> <productId>

CCECORE0021

One contract item identifier expected.

Explanation

Command Central expects one contract item identifier.

Action

Specify one valid contract item identifier.

CCECORE0022

Could not retrieve Version of node {0}.

Explanation

The error usually occurs because of issues connecting to node {0}.

Action

Check the logs for details about the connectivity issues.

CCECORE0023

Cannot add contract item identifier assignment for runtime components with base
and peak license key.

Explanation

Command Central cannot add the manual contract item identifier assignment if the
runtime component has a base and peak license key.

Action

Specify contract item idenfiers only for runtime components without base and peak
license key.
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CCECORE0025

{0} did not get {1} for {2} seconds!

Explanation

The specified node did not reach the expected status in the given amount of time.

Action

Retry the operation or contact SoftwareAG Global Support.

CCECORE0026

{0} did not get {1} for {2} seconds!

Explanation

The specified node did not reach the expected status in the given amount of time.

Action

Retry the operation or contact SoftwareAG Global Support.

CCECORE0027

A node with the specified alias does not exist.

Explanation

An installation (node) with the specified alias name does not exist.

Action

Specify a valid alias name for an existing installation (node).

CCECORE0028

A runtime component with the specified id does not exist.

Explanation

A runtime component with the specified ID does not exist on the node(s).

Action

Specify an ID of an existing runtime component.

CCECORE0029

Cache update operation failed.

Explanation

One of the automatic cache update operations failed to complete.

Action

Check the logs for details.

CCECORE0030

Unknown cahce type: {0}. EventListener was not added because the required cache
could not be created.

Explanation

Ehcache is not configured properly.

Action

Contact Software AG global support.

CCECORE0031

Unknown cahce type: {0}. EventListener was not removed because the required
cache could not be created.

Explanation

Ehcache is not configured properly.

Action

Contact Software AG global support.

CCECORE0032

Invalid settings format: {0}

Explanation

The format of the settings is as follows: key:value[;key:value]...

Action

Make sure that the settings comply with the specified format.
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CCECORE0033

Invalid value for period: {0}

Explanation

The value for period must match the following pattern \d+h|m. Examples: 9m, 3h,
45m, 12h

Action

Make sure the period value complies with the specified format.

CCECPTE0000

Invalid composite template alias: {0}

Explanation

The composite template alias is not present or contains special characters.

Action

Specify a composite template alias. The template alias can include the following
characters: letters, digits, hyphen and dot.

CCECPTE0001

A composite template with alias {0} already exists.

Explanation

A composite template with the specidied alias already exists.

Action

Change the alias of the composite template that is being imported or delete the existing
composite template that has the same alias.

CCECPTE0002

Missing property {0}.

Explanation

A property is missing from the composite template definition.

Action

Add the missing property with a proper value.

CCECPTE0003

Invalid value {0} for property {1}.

Explanation

A property has an invalid value.

Action

Provide a proper value as described in the Command Central documentation.

CCECPTE0004

A composite template with alias {0} does not exist.

Explanation

A composite template with the specified alias does not exist.

Action

Import a composite template with the specified alias or use the alias of an existing
composite template.

CCECPTE0005

The requested repository version {0} was not found.

Explanation

The requested repository version was not found.

Action

Provide an existing repository version or specify an image file location if the repository
is of type image.
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CCECPTE0006

Invalid repository definition.

Explanation

An invalid combination of properties was specified.

Action

See the Command Central documentation on how to define a repository.

CCECPTE0007

The repository definition cannot have both version and location.

Explanation

In the repository definition, the specified location defines that this is an image
repository. However, a version cannot be specified for an image repository.

Action

Fix the repository definition. If it is an image repository, specify only a location.
Otherwise, remove the location and specify proper credentials.

CCECPTE0008

Cannot have both credentials and location in repository definition.

Explanation

In the repository definition, location defines that this is an image repository. However,
you cannot specify credentials for an image repository.

Action

Fix the repository definition. If the repository is an image repository, specify a location.
If the repository is a master repository, remove the location and specify proper
credentials.

CCECPTE0015

The runtime status of runtime component {0} on node {1} is not online.

Explanation

The runtime component has a status different than online.

Action

Check the logs on the node for issues which may cause the behavior.

CCECPTE0016

The {0} lifecycle job of a runtime component on node {1} did not complete
successfully.

Explanation

The lifecycle job of a runtime component on a node did not complete successfully.

Action

Check the jobs on the node.

CCECPTE0017

Define layers when there is a provisioning section.

Explanation

Provisioning requires layers to be defined.

Action

Define a layers section.

CCECPTE0018

Provisioning requires layer {0} however a layer is not defined.

Explanation

All layers defined in the provisioning section should be defined in the layers section.

Action

Fix the layers section by adding the missing layers or change the provisioning section
to not include layers.
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CCECPTE0019

Invalid layer alias: {0}

Explanation

The layer alias is not present or contains special characters.

Action

Provide a layer alias. The layer alias can contain the following characters: letters,
digits, hyphen and dot.

CCECPTE0020

Invalid template alias: {0}

Explanation

The template alias is not present or contains special characters.

Action

Provide a layer alias. The layer alias can contain the following characters: letters,
digits, hyphen and dot.

CCECPTE0021

Repository with name {0} is already defined.

Explanation

A repository with the same name is already defined in the YAML document.

Action

Change the name of the repository, so that the name is unique in the scope of the
document.

CCECPTE0022

The maximum number of retries for applying template {0} on node {1} due to possible
Platform Manager restarts is reached.

Explanation

The maximum number of retries for applying a template on a node due to possible
Platform Manager restarts is reached.

Action

Check the logs for details about previous attempts to apply the template to determine
what the issues are.

CCECPTE0023

{0} did not get {1} for {2} seconds!

Explanation

The specified node did not reach the expected status in the given amount of time.

Action

Retry the operation or contact SoftwareAG Global Support.

CCECPTE0024

Can not find any repository matching the provided host and name.

Explanation

Command Central does not find a repository matching the specified host and name.

Action

Specify valid host and name.

CCECPTE0025

Snapshot template {0} not found!

Explanation

The snapshot template referred from the composite template cannot be found.

Action

Import a snapshot template with the specified alias and re-apply the composite
template.
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CCECPTE0027

Server action {0} failed with a non-zero exit code: {1}

Explanation

An action executing on the CommandCentral server failed.

Action

Make sure the action itself is correct and try again.

CCECPTE0032

The jar command executable cannot be found on the source node installation.

Explanation

The jar command executable cannot be found on the source node installation.

Action

Check the composite template logs.

CCECPTE0038

Remote action {0} failed with a non-zero exit code: {1}

Explanation

An action executing remotely failed.

Action

Make sure the action itself is correct and try again.

CCECPTE0039

Neither script nor file exist for action: {0}!

Explanation

An action must have either a script, or a file associated with it.

Action

Add a script or file and try again.

CCECPTE0040

The runtime status of runtime component {0} on node {1} is not paused.

Explanation

The runtime component has a status other than paused.

Action

Check the logs on the node for issues which may cause the behavior.

CCECPTE0041

Environment {0} is not defined in 'provision'!

Explanation

The environments in the 'provision' and 'migration' sections do not match.

Action

Make sure the same set of environments is present in both the 'provision' and
'migration' sections and try again.

CCECPTE0042

Layer {0} referenced in 'migration' but not in 'provision'!

Explanation

The layers referenced in the 'provision' and 'migration' sections do not match.

Action

Make sure the same set of layers are referenced from both the 'provision' and
'migration' sections and try again.

CCECPTE0043

The number of nodes for layer {0} in 'migration' and 'provision' don't match!

Explanation

The number of nodes for a given layer in the 'migration' section must match the
number of nodes for the same layer in the 'provision' section.

Action

Make sure the number of nodes per layer is the same across the 'migration' and
'provision' sections and try again.
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CCECPTE0044

Executing more than one migration type in a single composite template is not
supported: {0}, {1}. Check the source and target nodes hostnames and installation
directories.

Explanation

The composite template contains nodes that should be migrated using different
migration type scenarios. This is not supported.

Action

Split or parameterize the template so that the migration is done using a single
migration type.

CCECPTE0045

Error during archiving the migration source node installation directory.

Explanation

An error occurred during archiving the migration source node installation directory.

Action

Check the logs for the result of the executed remote archive command.

CCECPTE0046

Runtime component with id {0} cannot be found.

Explanation

Runtime component with the provided ID cannot be found.

Action

Check the Command Central logs for inventory service errors.

CCECPTE0047

Cannot find node with alias {0} in the list of the bootstrapped migration source
nodes: {1}.

Explanation

Command Central cannot find the source node with the specified nodeAlias in the
list of bootstrapped migration source nodes.

Action

Check the logs for previous errors.

CCECPTE0048

Aborted because of a migration failure, see the logs for more details.

Explanation

The entire composite template operation failed because of a migration error.

Action

Check the logs to identify the issue and try again.

CCECPTE0049

Cannot skip run-time components stop operation when doing migration on the
same host.

Explanation

Skipping the run-time components stop operation when doing migration on the same
host is not supported.

Action

To stop the run-time components, enable the migration/options/shutdown option in
the composite template definition.
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CCECPTE0050

A {0} file could not be found in the imported composite template archive {1}.

Explanation

The expected template yaml file could not be found in the imported composite template
archive.

Action

Provide a valid template archive containing the expected template yaml file.

CCECPTE0051

Source backup archive {0} was not found on the Command Central host.

Explanation

The backup archive, created from the migration source node, was not found on the
Command Central host.

Action

Check the logs for previous errors related to the backup archive creation or archive
transfer from the source host to the Command Central host.

CCECPTE0052

Source backup archive {0} was not found on host {1}.

Explanation

The backup archive, created from the migration source node, was not found on the
target host.

Action

Check the logs for previous errors related to backup archive transfer from the
Command Central host to the target host. If the backup was transfered manually then
check if its location is the expected by Command Central one.

CCECPTE0053

Cygpath command returned empty result.

Explanation

The Cygpath command returned empty result.

Action

Check the Command Central template logs.

CCECPTE0054

Cannot skip run-time components stop operation for node {0} running on Windows
when doing migration of type different hosts.

Explanation

Skipping the run-time components stop operation when doing migration on different
hosts running on Windows is not supported.

Action

To stop the run-time components, enable the migration/options/shutdown option in
the composite template definition.

CCECPTE0055

Unexpected YAML type {0} in field {1}! The correct type is integer.

Explanation

Non-integer data was used in a field that requires integer.

Action

Use the correct integer value and try again.
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CCECPTE0078

Composite template validation for {0} completed: {1}

Explanation

Validation detected that the compoiste template cannot be applied successfully.

Action

Study the validation report, fix the errors and try again.

CCECPTI0026

The following runtime components are started but not ready to accept client
requests: {0}

Explanation

Some runtime components have started, but are not ready to accept client requests.

Action

The components might require additional configuration.

CCECPTW0030

Source migration step {0} finished with error: {1}

Explanation

The source node migration step finished with an error.

Action

Check the logs and identify the error root cause.

CCECPTW0031

Skipping source node archive step. Source node installation directory is null.

Explanation

Command Central will skip the source node archive step, because the source node
installation directory is null.

Action

Start Platform Manager on the source node, retrieve the node information on Command
Central when Platform Manager gets online.

CCEIMPE0004

You cannot update the license location for the configuration type
COMMON-LICLOC in Command Central.

Explanation

You cannot update the license location for the configuration type COMMON-LICLOC
in Command Central.

Action

Use the default license location.

CCEIMPE0005

You cannot create a license location for the configuration type COMMON-LICLOC
in Command Central.

Explanation

You cannot create a license location for the configuration type COMMON-LICLOC
in Command Central.

Action

Use the default license location.

CCEIMPE0006

You cannot delete the license location for the configuration type COMMON-LICLOC
in Command Central.

Explanation

You cannot delete the license location for the configuration type COMMON-LICLOC
in Command Central.

Action

Use the default license location.
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CCEIMPE0007

The product version is invalid.

Explanation

In Command Central, when the license is created or updated for Command Central
Engine, if the product version in license validation does not match the version of the
product installed, this error is thrown.

Action

Provide a new license file with the product version matching the installed product.

CCEIMPE0009

The product code is invalid.

Explanation

In Command Central, when the license is created or updated for the Command Central
Engine, if the product code does not match the Command Central Engine product
code, this error is thrown.

Action

Provide a new license file with the product code matching with the Command Central
Engine product code.

CCEIMPE0021

A layer definition with the same name already exists.

Explanation

A layer definition with the same name already exists.

Action

Specify a unique name for the layer type.

CCEIMPE0022

A micro template with alias {0} does not exist.

Explanation

A micro template with the specified alias does not exist.

Action

Specify the alias of an existing micro template.

CCEIMPE0023

The provided configuration cannot be null.

Explanation

The provided configuration cannot be null.

Action

Provide non-null layer definition configuration.

CCEIMPE0024

Configuration of type CCE-LAYER-TYPES should have a name attribue with a
valid id.

Explanation

The name attribute of the specified configuration type should have an ID that contains
only URL friendly symbols.

Action

Provide a URL-friendly ID for the name attribute.

CCEIMPE0025

Providing micro template alias is required.

Explanation

Specifying the micro template alias is required.

Action

Specify the alias of an existing micro template.
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CCEIMPE0026

Deleting default system layer definition {0} is not allowed.

Explanation

Deleting default system layer definition is not allowed.

Action

Do not delete the default system layer definitions.

CCEINME0000

Fix repository with Id {0} cannot be found.

Explanation

The specified repository ID is not the ID of an existing repository.

Action

Check the input parameters and specify the ID of an existing repository.

CCEINME0001

An error occurred while registering repository {0} on node {1}. Check the server logs
for details.

Explanation

The issue might occur because of a problem with the repository contents.

Action

Check the server logs for details.

CCEINRE0001

A node with the specified alias does not exist.

Explanation

An installation (node) with the specified alias name does not exist.

Action

Specify the valid alias name for an existing installation (node).

CCEINRE0002

The specified runtime component is not a process!

Explanation

The specified run-time component is not a PROCESS. Run-time components that are
in the PROCESS category are components that function on their own. In contrast,
run-time components that are in the ENGINE category cannot function on their own,
but rather run within a PROCESS run-time component.

Action

Specify a PROCESS run-time component.

CCEJMRE0000

A job with ID {0} cannot be found.

Explanation

A job with the specified ID may have never existed or it may have completed long
before this request.

Action

Use the following URI to list all jobs that are running or recently completed:
/cce/jobmanager/jobs

CCEJMRE0001

A node with alias {0} does not exist.

Explanation

There is no node with the given alias in the landscape.

Action

Add the node to the landscape.
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CCEJMRE0002

A job with ID {0} on node {1} cannot be found.

Explanation

A job with the specified ID may have never existed or it may have completed long
before this request.

Action

Use the following URI to list all jobs that are running or recently completed:
/cce/jobmanager/landscapejobs/local where "local" is the node alias

CCELCRE0000

The lifecycle operation to execute is unknown.

Explanation

You specified a lifecycle operation that is not valid. Valid lifecycle operations are start,
stop, restart, pause, resume, start in debug mode, and start in safe mode. Note,
however, that a run-time component might support only a subset of the valid lifecycle
operations.

Action

Specify a valid lifecycle operation.

CCELCYE0003

Error occured while executing lifecycle operation on a remote managed node with
alias {0}. Remote task status is {1}

Explanation

Error occured while executing lifecycle operation on a remote managed node.

Action

Check the Command Central and target node Platform Manager logs.

CCELCYE0004

Error during lifecycle job execution.

Explanation

An error occurred during the lifecycle job execution.

Action

Check the logs for details about the error.

CCELCYE0005

At least one remote call has timed out.

Explanation

At least one remote lifecycle execution call has timed out.

Action

Check the remote Platform Manager logs for related errors.

CCELIRE0000

Error deleting license report with id: {0}

Explanation

An unexpected error occurred when trying to delete the License Report with the given
ID.

Action

Check the report id provided and if valid, check the server log for any exception
messages.
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CCELIRE0001

Error deleting license reports.

Explanation

At least one of the license reports was not deleted successfully.

Action

Retry the delete operation later or contact Software AG Global Support.

CCELIRE0003

Exception while building license report Document, {0}: caught type({1}), msg({2})

Explanation

A problem was encountered while attempting to build a License Report XML document
from its string representation.

Action

Consult Software AG Global Support.

CCELIRE0004

Invalid license manifest file.

Explanation

The contents of the specified file is invalid for license manifest files.

Action

Specify a valid license manifest file.

CCELIRW0002

Error deleting the following reports: {0}

Explanation

The specified reports could not be deleted successfully.

Action

Check the server log for more details and try to delete the reports individually.

CCELITE0000

Error generating license report id!

Explanation

An error occurred when trying to generate a unique report ID for the license report
snapshot.

Action

Retry the operation or contact Software AG Global Support.

CCELITE0001

Could not find a report with id {0}

Explanation

No license report with the specified report ID was found in the system.

Action

Check the report ID value and try again.

CCELITE0002

Error creating license snapshots directory {0}

Explanation

An error occurred when trying to create a filesystem directory to store the license
snapshots.

Action

Check if there is enough disk space and/or contact Software AG Global Support.
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CCELITE0003

Unable to get runtime component {0}/{1} caught: {2}

Explanation

During license data collection, an attempt to retrieve information about this runtime
component failed. The issue may indicate a communication issue between Command
Central and Platform Manager.

Action

This could be a temporary communications issue. If the problem persists, contact
Software AG Global Support.

CCELITE0004

Unable to get configuration types for {0}/{1} caught: {2}

Explanation

During license data collection, an attempt to retrieve information about this runtime
component failed. The issue may indicate a communication issue between Command
Central and Platform Manager.

Action

This could be a temporary communications issue. If the problem persists, contact
Software AG Global Support.

CCELITE0005

Unable to get configuration instances for {0}/{1} caught: {2}

Explanation

During license data collection, an attempt to retrieve information about this runtime
component failed. The issue may indicate a communication issue between Command
Central and Platform Manager.

Action

This could be a temporary communications issue. If the problem persists, contact
Software AG Global Support.

CCELITE0006

Unable to get configuration data for {0}/{1}/{2} caught: {3}

Explanation

During license data collection, an attempt to retrieve information about this runtime
component failed. The issue may indicate a communication issue between Command
Central and Platform Manager.

Action

This could be a temporary communications issue. If the problem persists, contact
Software AG Global Support.

CCELITE0007

Found null value for license configuration data for {0}/{1}/{2}

Explanation

During license data collection, an attempt to retrieve license information about this
runtime component found an invalid license.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

CCELITE0008

Expected a String value for license configuration data for {0}/{1}/{2}, found type {3}

Explanation

During license data collection, an attempt to retrieve license information about this
runtime component found an invalid license.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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CCELITE0010

Checksum verification failed for License Report with id {0} {1}.

Explanation

The license report file may be corrupted or been tampered with, which has resulted
in an integrity check failure.

Action

Regenerate the license report and/or contact Software AG Global Support with the
affected license report file.

CCELITE0011

Unable to generate and store license snapshot report; caught type: {0}, msg: {1}

Explanation

An issue was encountered either when generating, or saving the generated license
report snapshot.

Action

Check the exception and message to identify the exact cause, or contact Software AG
Global Support.

CCELITE0012

Unable to generate report, no report generator configured

Explanation

The issue occurred because of incorrect component configuration.

Action

Check the license report configuration or contact Software AG Global Support.

CCELITE0013

Error getting license report!

Explanation

An error occurred when trying to retrieve the requested license report.

Action

Check the cause and retry the operation.

CCELITE0014

Unable to parse license XML for {0}/{1} from string that follows; except msg: {2}.
XML: {3}

Explanation

The license content retrieved from the Platform Manager could not be parsed.

Action

Check the exception message for the exact cause and/or contact Software AG Global
Support. The error may occur if a license file is found that is not in a standard Software
AG format.

CCELITE0015

Error generating pdf report for this reportId ''{0}''. Cause: {1}

Explanation

The attempt to transform the XML data failed to produce a PDF data stream.

Action

Generate another report and verify whether the XML response is well-formed.

CCELITE0016

Error generating pdf license report. No XML data stream available for ''{0}''

Explanation

The license reports module cannot produce a pdf report unless its canonical data is
provided.

Action

Verify that the pdf generation task was executed properly using an existing report
ID.
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CCELITE0017

Error generating pdf license report. Unable to locate XSLT style sheet for pdf
generation. ''{0}''

Explanation

The license tools bundle could not locate the XSLT style used to produce a pdf report.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

CCELITE0018

Error applying license pdf report stylesheet ''{0}'' to XML data ''{1}''. Cause: {2}

Explanation

Unexpected errors were encountered while generating the license pdf report.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

CCELITE0019

Unable to serialize a license report data object for ''{0}''. Cause: {1}

Explanation

The license report data object could not be serialized as input for pdf report generation.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

CCELITE0020

Error verifying license report checksum.

Explanation

An error occurred when trying to verify the license report checksum when retrieving
the report.

Action

Retry request later or contact Software AG Global Support.

CCELITE0022

Unable to open extended rights table ({0})

Explanation

The indicated value is not available.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

CCELITE0023

Unable to load extended rights properties from {0}; caught: type({1}). message({2})

Explanation

A problem was encountered while loading the indicated file into memory.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

CCELITE0024

Unable to close input stream from {0}; caught: type({1}). message({2})

Explanation

A problem was encountered while cleaning up after loading the indicated file into
memory.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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CCELITE0026

License manifest is already stored.

Explanation

The license manifest is already been stored with alias {0}.

Action

Specify a different license manifest.

CCELITE0027

Unable to store license manifest "{0}"; caught type: {1}, msg: {2}

Explanation

An issue was encountered when storing a license manifest.

Action

Check the exception and message to identify the exact cause, or contact Software AG
Global Support.

CCELITE0028

Error creating storage location {0} for license manifests.

Explanation

An error occurred when trying to create a filesystem directory to store license
manifests.

Action

Check access rights and disk space or contact Software AG Global Support.

CCELITE0029

Error retrieving license manifests.

Explanation

An error occurred when trying to retrieve the list of stored license manifests.

Action

Check the cause and retry the operation.

CCELITE0030

Could not find a license manifest with alias {0}

Explanation

No license manifest with the specified alias was found in the system.

Action

Check the license manifest alias value and try again.

CCELITE0031

Invalid license manifest.

Explanation

The specified file is not a valid license manifest.

Action

Specify a valid license manifest.

CCELITE0032

Checksum verification failed for LicenseMeteringConfiguration.xml file.

Explanation

The LicenseMeteringConfiguration.xml file which is delivered with the CCE
installation is either corrupted, or modified.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support to get a valid LicenseMeteringConfiguration.xml
file.
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CCELITE0034

Alias "{0}" already exists.

Explanation

A license manifest with the specified alias already exists.

Action

Specify a new alias for the license manifest.

CCELITE0035

License manifest alias missing.

Explanation

No license manifest alias has been specified.

Action

Specify a valid license manifest alias.

CCELITE0036

Deleting license manifest with alias "{0}" failed.

Explanation

An error occured while trying to delete the license manifest with the specified alias.

Action

Check the exception and message to identify the exact cause, or contact Software AG
Global Support.

CCELITE0037

Deleting license manifests failed.

Explanation

An error occured while trying to delete the license manifests.

Action

Check the exception and message to identify the exact cause, or contact Software AG
Global Support.

CCELITE0042

Invalid processor core class {0}.

Explanation

The specified processor core class is not valid.

Action

Specify a valid processor core class.

CCELITE0046

Checksum verification failed for the given License Manifest.

Explanation

The license manifest file is corrupted or been tampered with, which has resulted in
an integrity check failure.

Action

Use original license manifest file from Software AG and/or contact Software AG Global
Support with the affected license manifest file.

CCELITE0047

Cannot open license metering configuration file.

Explanation

The license metering configuration file could not be read.

Action

Contact Software AG support.
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CCELITE0048

Updating {0} cache for node {1} failed.

Explanation

Updating the cache failed. The license metering report may contain invalid data.

Action

Contact Software AG support.

CCELITE0049

Processor core class is not available. Product cannot be checked.

Explanation

The Platform Manager where the product is installed did not provide the processor
core class the node is running on.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

CCELITE0050

Cannot find runtime status: {0}

Explanation

The run-time status of the current landscape XML file was not found.

Action

Provide a valid landscape XML file.

CCELITE0051

Cannot store license metering configuration data to file.

Explanation

An error occured while writing the license metering configuration data to a new file.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

CCELITE0053

Platform Manager with version {0} is not sufficient for the license metering. Version
9.8 or higher is required.

Explanation

The version of the Platform Manager is {0}. Platform Manager version of 9.8 or higher
is required for the license metering.

Action

Update the Platform Manager with version 9.8 or higher.

CCELITE0054

Consolidation of License Manifests failed.

Explanation

An error occurred during the consolidation of the license manifests.

Action

Contact Software AG support.

CCELITE0055

Collecting server details information failed.

Explanation

An error occurred during the collection of server details information.

Action

Contact Software AG support.
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CCELITE0056

Generating license report compliance result failed.

Explanation

An error occurred during the generation of the license report compliance result.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

CCELITE0057

License manifest for referenced location id {0} not found.

Explanation

The license manifest for the location id {0} has been removed.

Action

Add the license manifest for the location id {0} to Command Central or assign a
different location id to the installation details in the landscape overview tab.

CCELITE0058

Unable to retrieve Command Central port number.

Explanation

An error occured while trying to retrieve the port number of Command Central.

Action

Ensure that the Plaform Manager that belongs to this Command Central installation
is running.

CCELITE0059

The license metering cannot be stopped, because metering is required.

Explanation

One of the active license manifests contains a product for which license metering is
required, so that it is not possible to stop the metering.

Action

Remove the license manifest that requires metering or keep license metering running.

CCELITE0060

No node alias specified.

Explanation

The alias of a node was not specified.

Action

Specify a valid node alias. The available node aliases can be determined from the
landscape configuration.

CCELITE0061

No product id specified.

Explanation

The ID of the product for which contracts are to be retrieved is not specified.

Action

Specify a valid product ID. The available product IDs can be determined from the
landscape configuration.

CCELITE0062

Node alias {0} is invalid.

Explanation

A node with the specified alias {0} is not registered in Command Central.

Action

Specify a valid node alias. The available node aliases can be determined from the
landscape configuration.
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CCELITE0063

No server details found for node with alias {0}.

Explanation

The server details could not be determined for the node with the specified alias {0}.

Action

Make sure that the Platform Manager on the node with the specified alias is running.

CCELITE0064

No product with id {0} found on node with alias {1}.

Explanation

There is no product with the specified ID {0} installed on the node with the specified
alias {1}.

Action

Specify the ID of a product that is installed on the node with the specified alias. The
available product IDs can be determined from the landscape configuration.

CCELITE0065

Platform Manager on node with alias {0} is not running.

Explanation

The Platform Manager on the node with alias {0} is not running.

Action

Start Platform Manager on the node with alias {0} and execute the command again.

CCELITE0068

Version {0} of license manifest is not supported. Highest supported version is {1}.

Explanation

The version {0} of the specified license manifest is higher than the version {1} currently
supported.

Action

Update Command Central to a version that supports the version of the specified
license manifest.

CCELITE0069

Version {0} of license report is not supported. Highest supported version is {1}.

Explanation

The version {0} of the specified license report is higher than the version {1} currently
supported.

Action

Update Command Central to a version that supports the version of the specified
license report.

CCELITE0070

Aggregated license report with alias {0} already exists.

Explanation

An aggregated license report with the alias {0} already exists.

Action

Specify an aggregated license report with a different alias.

CCELITE0071

Alias {0} already exists.

Explanation

A license key with the specified alias {0} already exists.

Action

Specify a different alias.
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CCELITE0072

ProductCode and productId specified.

Explanation

You must specify either productCode or productId.

Action

Remove either productCode or productId.

CCELITE0073

Platform and OS specified.

Explanation

You must specify either platform, or operating system.

Action

Remove either the platform or the operating system.

CCELITE0074

Invalid platform(s) {0} specified.

Explanation

The specified platform(s) {0} is invalid.

Action

Specify valid platform(s).

CCELITE0075

Specified installationType {0} is invalid

Explanation

The specified installationType {0} is invalid.

Action

Specify a valid installationType.

CCELITE0076

Invalid productCode {0} specified.

Explanation

The specified productCode {0} is invalid.

Action

Specify a valid productCode.

CCELITE0077

Invalid productId {0} specified.

Explanation

The specified productId {0} is invalid.

Action

Specify a valid productId.

CCELITE0078

Invalid os {0} specified.

Explanation

The specified OS {0} is invalid.

Action

Specify valid OS.

CCELITE0080

Specified licenseKeyType {0} is invalid.

Explanation

The specified licenseKeyType {0} is invalid.

Action

Specify a valid licenseKeyType.
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CCELITE0081

Error verifying landscape checksum.

Explanation

An error occurred when trying to verify the landscape checksum.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

CCELITE0082

Invalid license key.

Explanation

The specified file is not a valid license key. A valid license key must not contain binary
data or be empty.

Action

Specify a valid license key.

CCELITE0083

Invalid license key: {0}.

Explanation

Specified file is not a valid license key.

Action

Specify a valid license key.

CCELITE0084

A node with the specified alias does not exist.

Explanation

An installation (node) with the specified alias name does not exist.

Action

Specify a valid alias name for an existing installation (node).

CCELITE0085

A run-time component with the specified id does not exist.

Explanation

A run-time component with the specified ID does not exist on the node(s).

Action

Specify an ID of an existing runtime component.

CCELITE0090

Invalid productCode {0} and productId {1} specified.

Explanation

The specified productCode {0} and productId {1} is invalid.

Action

Specify a valid productCode and productId.

CCELITE0091

Unexpected exception occurred: {0}

Explanation

An unexpected exception occurred: {0}

Action

Contact Software AG support.

CCELITE0092

Failed to update server time stamp for server {0} : {1}

Explanation

Failed to update server time stamp for server {0} : {1}

Action

Make sure the Platform Manager on server {0} is running.
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CCELITE0093

Error creating URL from urlString {0}.

Explanation

Error creating URL from urlString {0}.

Action

Specifiy a valid URL.

CCELITE0094

License key with specified alias {0} not found.

Explanation

A license key with the specified alias {0} is not stored in the license key manager.

Action

Specify the alias of a stored license key.

CCELITE0102

Alias must be specified for custom license keys.

Explanation

You must specify an alias when adding a custom license key.

Action

Specify a license key alias.

CCELITE0105

Invalid license key archive.

Explanation

The specified file is not a valid license key archive. A valid license key archive must
contain license keys.

Action

Specify a valid license key archive.

CCELITE0106

License key already stored with alias {0}.

Explanation

This license key is already stored with alias {0}.

Action

Specify another license key, or add the license key with a different alias.

CCELITI0033

Type of installation is not defined. Product cannot be checked.

Explanation

The Platform Manager where the product is installed does not have a type of
installation (Development, Production, Test) defined.

Action

Define a type of installation for your Platform Manager.

CCELITI0038

Product is not found in the license manifest(s).

Explanation

You have no valid license for the installed product.

Action

Contact Software AG for licensing your product.

CCELITI0039

Core class does not match: {0} is installed, {1} is licensed.

Explanation

The core class of the Plarform Manager server does not match the licensed core class.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support for licensing a higher core class.
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CCELITI0040

License capacity does not match: {0} {1} used, {2} {1} licensed.

Explanation

The number of units used does not match the licensed number of units.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support for licensing a higher number of units.

CCELITI0043

Installation type does not match: {0} is installed, {1} is licensed.

Explanation

The installation type of the Platform Manager server does not match the licensed
installation type.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support for licensing the appropriate installation type.

CCELITW0021

Unable to translate extended rights code ({0}), not found

Explanation

The table used to look up license Extended Rights codes does not contain the indicated
value.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

CCELITW0025

LicenseReportFactory - unable to determine runtime status for component ({0}) on
node ({1}); caught this: type({2}), msg({3})

Explanation

Command Central can not determine if the identified component is up or down.

Action

This behavior could occur when the Platform Manager node is down, or because of
some other communication issue. If this problem persists when the Platform Manager
node is up, contact Software AG Global support.

CCELNDE0000

The node alias is invalid.

Explanation

An installation (node) with the specified alias name does not exist.

Action

Specify the valid alias name for an existing installation (node).

CCELNDE0001

"{0}" Run-time component is not found on node "{1}".

Explanation

The Landscape Inventory cache does not contain run-time component "{0}" for node
"{1}".

Action

Use a combination of an existing run-time component Id and node alias or refresh
the Landscape Inventory run-time component cache and try again.

CCELNDE0002

Invalid node alias or url.

Explanation

The specified alias name or URL for an installation (node) is not valid.

Action

Specify a valid alias name or URL.
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CCELNDE0003

Specify a valid URL.

Explanation

The URL field in NodeInfo contains an invalid value.

Action

Check if the URL syntax of the node is valid.

CCELNDE0004

A node with a different alias for the same host:port already exist.

Explanation

An installation (node) with a different alias name already exists for the installation
with the specified host name and port number.

Action

None.

CCELNDE0006

Node {0} could not be created.

Explanation

A node with alias {0} could not be created because another node with alias {1} already
exists.

Action

Provide a different alias for the new node.

CCELNDE0008

Can not retrieve node's product information for {0}

Explanation

Command Central can not connect to Platform Manager to retrieve Platform Manager
product information.

Action

Make sure the node is online.

CCELNDE0009

Can not update inventory cache because of failure during retrieval of remote
inventory items.

Explanation

The remote request for inventory items failed and the inventory cache can not be
updated.

Action

Ensure that the node in the request is active or the target node inventory is responsive.

CCELNDE0010

The node alias cannot be empty or longer than 100 characters.

Explanation

The specified node alias is incorrect, either because the node alias is empty, or it
exceeds 100 characters.

Action

Specify a correct node alias and try again.

CCELNDE0011

The host name should be between 2 and 253 characters long.

Explanation

The host name is incorrect, because it is shorter or longer than the specified character
length limitations.

Action

Provide a correct host name and try again.
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CCELNDE0012

The node display name should not be longer than 100 characters.

Explanation

The node display name is incorrect, because it is longer than 100 characters.

Action

Specify a correct node display name and try again.

CCELNDE0013

Trying to use unavailable NodeInfo element.

Explanation

The specified element of type NodeInfo does not exist.

Action

Specify a NodeInfo element that is available.

CCELNDE0014

Node alias is not valid. Only letters, numbers, -, _ and . are allowed.

Explanation

The specified node alias is incorrect, because it uses special characters that are not
allowed.

Action

Specify a correct node alias and try again.

CCELNDI0005

You have exhausted the number of licensed nodes that can be configured. To add
more nodes, contact your system administrator or Software AG support to get the
license upgraded.

Explanation

You have exhausted the number of licensed nodes that can be configured.

Action

To add more nodes, contact your system administrator or Software AG support to
get the license upgraded.

CCELSRE0001

The node alias cannot be updated.

Explanation

You cannot update the alias name for an installation (node).

Action

Create a new installation or update the existing installation without changing the
alias name.

CCELSRE0002

The environment alias cannot be updated.

Explanation

You cannot change the alias name of an environment.

Action

Create a new environment or update the existing environment without changing the
alias name.

CCELSRE0004

Node Aliases not specified!

Explanation

To add installations (nodes) to an environment, you must specify the alias names of
the installations that you want to add.

Action

Try again, this time specifying the installation (node) alias names as query parameters.
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CCELSRE0005

Alias not specified or invalid.

Explanation

The environment could not be created or updated because the alias is invalid.

Action

Specify a valid alias. You can view a list of installations and theiraliases using the
following command: cc list landscape nodes

CCELSRE0006

Node {0} could not be created.

Explanation

A node with alias {0} could not be created because another node with alias {1} already
exists.

Action

Provide a different alias for the new node.

CCELSRE0007

Environment {0} could not be created.

Explanation

An environment with alias {0} could not be created because another environment
with alias {1} already exists.

Action

Provide a different alias for the new environment.

CCELSRE0008

Trying to use unavailable NodeInfo element.

Explanation

Trying to use element of type NodeInfo that doesn't exist.

Action

Provide an available NodeInfo element.

CCELSRE0012

Alias not specified.

Explanation

The node could not be created because the alias is missing.

Action

Specify a valid alias.

CCELSRE0013

Node {0} could not be created.

Explanation

A node with alias {0} could not be created because the specified location id {1} does
not exist.

Action

Provide an existing location id. Available location id(s): {2}

CCELSRE0014

Node {0} could not be updated.

Explanation

A node with alias {0} could not be updated because the specified location id {1} does
not exist.

Action

Provide an existing location id. Available location id(s): {2}
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CCELSRE0015

Node {0} could not be created.

Explanation

A node with alias {0} could not be created because the specified installation type {1}
is invalid.

Action

Provide a valid installation type. Valid installation types are: {2}

CCELSRE0016

Node {0} could not be updated.

Explanation

A node with alias {0} could not be updated because the specified installation type {1}
is invalid.

Action

Provide a valid installation type. Valid installation types are: {2}

CCELSRI0000

A node with the specified alias does not exist.

Explanation

No node alias matches {0}

Action

Provide a valid node alias.

CCELSRI0003

The environment with the provided alias doesn't exist.

Explanation

An environment with the specified alias name does not exist.

Action

Specify the valid alias name of an existing environment.

CCEMIGE0019

Extracting source version failed.

Explanation

Command Central failed to extract the source version from the bundles.info file.

Action

Ensure that the bundles.info file is at the correct location.

CCEMONE0001

{0} on {1} ({2}) became unresponsive. Component restart may help to resolve this
quickly.

Explanation

{0} on {1} ({2}) became unresponsive.

Action

Component restart may help to resolve this quickly.

CCEMONE0002

{0} on {1} ({2}) crashed. You will need to start it again and investigate the cause of
the failure.

Explanation

RuntimeStatus of {0} went from ONLINE to FAILED.

Action

Try to restart it. Have a look on {1} ({2}) for additional information on its status.
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CCEMONE0006

{0} of {1} on {2} ({3}) spiked into critical zone. The component may become
overloaded!

Explanation

The kpi {0} of {1} went from MARGINAL into CRITICAL status.

Action

Please have a look on {2} ({3}) to find out why this is happening.

CCEMONE0011

Node with alias {0} does not exist.

Explanation

There is no node with the specified alias registered with Command Central.

Action

Ensure that the node alias is spelled correctly and that it is registered with Command
Central.

CCEMONE0012

No runtime monitoring information could be found for component {0}.

Explanation

The landscape nodes do not have monitoring information for the specified component.

Action

Check the landscape nodes for the for the specified component. Ensure that the
specified component exists on the nodes and that it is spelled correctly.

CCEMONE0013

Component {0} does not exist on node {1}.

Explanation

The specified runtime component does not exist on the specified SPM node.

Action

Ensure that the specified component is spelled correctly and exists on the specified
node.

CCEMONE0014

Removing alert with id {0} failed.

Explanation

The specified alert could not be found.

Action

Ensure that the alert with the specified ID exists in the Command Central landscape.

CCEMONE0015

Error getting runtime component {0} for node {1}

Explanation

Runtime component {0} is not available in cache.

Action

Try to update the inventory cache and make sure the node in the request is active and
the target node inventory is responsive.

CCEMONE0016

includeChildren parameter requires NodeAlias and RuntimeComponentId to be
provided.

Explanation

The <includeChildren> parameter requires the <nodeAlias> and
<runtimeComponentId> parameters to be provided.

Action

Provide values for the <nodeAlias> and <runtimeComponentId> parameters.
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CCEMONE0017

Alerts filtering requires both NodeAlias and RuntimeComponentId.

Explanation

The filtering of alerts requires both <NodeAlias> and <RuntimeComponentId>
parameters to be provided.

Action

Provide values for both <NodeAlias> and <RuntimeComponentId> parameters.

CCEMONE0018

Error while handling event [{0}].

Explanation

There was an error while handling an event.

Action

Check the logs for previous errors.

CCEMONE0019

Error polling SPM node [{0}].

Explanation

The monitoring states for a runtime component on a target node could not be retrieved.

Action

Check the logs for previous errors.

CCEMONE0020

Error during retrieving of monitoring state of {0} on node {1}.

Explanation

The monitoring state for a runtime component on a target node could not be retrieved.

Action

Check the logs for previous errors.

CCEMONE0021

Error polling SPM node [{0}]. Node Status will be set to {1} and the Runtime State
for all instances of the node will be set to {2}.

Explanation

The monitoring states on a target node could not be retrieved and as a result all states
will be set to unknown.

Action

Check the logs for previous errors.

CCEMONE0022

Could not retrieve Cache. Monitoring stopped.

Explanation

The Command Central cache manager could not be retrieved.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

CCEPROE0000

No node with alias, {0}, exists in the environment.

Explanation

The node alias specified in the request does not exist.

Action

Resubmit the request with an existing node alias.
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CCEPROE0001

No artifacts specified in uninstall request.

Explanation

The uninstall request did not specify any artifacts.

Action

Resubmit the request with a list of valid artifacts.

CCEPROE0002

{0} is an invalid/unsupported type for artifacts.

Explanation

Only Product and Fix are valid artifact types.

Action

Resubmit the request with valid artifacts.

CCEPROE0003

{0} MASTER repository configuration is invalid.

Explanation

The repository configuration misses the location URL.

Action

Remove and add this repository again to ensure it has valid remote location URL.

CCEPROE0004

{0} repository is not configured with user credentials.

Explanation

The repository configuration misses username property value. Most likely the
repository was not configured with the required user credentials after it was
discovered.

Action

Configure the repository with valid user credentials.

CCEPROE0005

{0} repository is not configured with user credentials.

Explanation

The repository configuration misses the username property value. Most likely the
repository was not configured with the required user credentials after it was
discovered.

Action

Configure the repository with valid user credentials.

CCEPROE0006

{0} IMAGE repository configuration is invalid.

Explanation

The repository configuration misses the image file location.

Action

Edit this repository to ensure it has a valid image location.

CCEPROE0007

Node {0} is already registred and reports ONLINE status.

Explanation

The node that you are attempting to bootstrap already reports ONLINE status. Most
likely you specified a node that is already setup and ready to use.

Action

Use a node alias for a Platform Manager that is not running yet. It can be a node that
is already registered but does not have a backing Platform Manager, or a completely
new node alias that will be added to the landscape when the Platform Manager
bootstrap operation is finished.
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CCEPROE0008

Repository {0} type is not a MASTER repository.

Explanation

Bootstrap images can be generated only from a MASTER PRODUCT repository. Other
types are not supported.

Action

Specify a configured MASTER PRODUCT repository with valid user credentials and
try again.

CCEPROE0009

Repository {0} is not configured with a user password.

Explanation

MASTER repositories require configuration of user credentials.

Action

Ensure that the selected repository is configured with a valid username and password.

CCEPROE0010

Target machine platform is not specified.

Explanation

The bootstrap operation requires the target platform to be explicitely defined.

Action

Select platform of the target machine that Platform Manager will be installed

CCEPROE0011

Cannot match requested version {0} to any of the configured repositories.

Explanation

The version you requested to install does not match the available repositories.

Action

Select a specific repository or add new repositories that will match the version you
requested.

CCEPROE0012

No PRODUCT repositories are defined to complete the operation.

Explanation

You did not explicitly specify a repository or version to use and Command Central
cannot automatically pick a repository.

Action

Ensure that you have configured a PRODUCT repository that contains the required
version of Platform Manager.

CCEPROE0013

Remote machine credentials are not provided.

Explanation

Command Central cannot connect to a remove machine without valid user credentials.

Action

Provide user credentials for the remote machine on which you are installing Platform
Manager.

CCEPROE0014

Error while retrieving configuration.

Explanation

Internal error while retrieving common proxy configuration.

Action

Make sure COMMON-PROXY configuration exists.
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CCEPROE0015

Remote access service returned {0} jobs while 1 was expected.

Explanation

Only one remote operation was initiated but a different amount of jobs was returned.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

CCEPROE0016

Java not found on {0}.

Explanation

The Java Runtime Environment is not available on the given node.

Action

Install Java Runtime Environment and try again.

CCEPROE0017

Remote command returned a non-zero exit code: {0}

Explanation

The remote installer command failed. Check the logs for more information.

Action

Re-try the operation. If the problem persists, contact Software AG Global Support.

CCEPROE0018

Can not connect to Platform Manager running on host {0} and port {1} due to wrong
credentials.

Explanation

Can not connect to Platform Manager due to wrong credentials.

Action

Provide valid Platform Manager credentials.

CCEPROE0026

The nodeAlias field is required for each node that is added.

Explanation

Node alias is required field for each node that is added.

Action

Provide node alias.

CCEPROE0027

The hostname field is required for each node that is added.

Explanation

A hostname is required field for each node that is added.

Action

Provide a hostname.

CCEPROE0028

Platform Manager port is required field for each node that is added.

Explanation

A Platform Manager port is required field for each node that is added.

Action

Provide a port field value.

CCEPROE0029

Platform Manager nodes are available, but the provided credentials for them are
wrong: {0}

Explanation

Platform Manager nodes are available, but the provided credentials for them are
incorrect.

Action

Provide valid credentials for the Platform Manager nodes.
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CCEPROE0030

The Platform Managers are not remotely accessible: {0}

Explanation

The specified Platform Managers are not remotely accessible.

Action

Check the connectivity and the remote accessibility to the Platform Managers.

CCEPROE0034

Error occured while installing {2} on node {0}. Remote task status is {1}

Explanation

The selected artifact was not installed on the remote managed node.

Action

See the error logs for more details about the error.

CCEPROE0038

The maximum number of retries for installing artifacts from repository {0} on node
{1} due to possible Platform Manager restarts is reached.

Explanation

The maximum number of retries for installing artifacts from repository {0} on node
{1} due to possible Platform Manager restarts is reached.

Action

Check the logs for details about previous attempts to install artifacts to determine
what the issues are.

CCEPROE0042

The maximum number of retries for uninstalling artifacts on node {0} due to possible
Platform Manager restarts is reached.

Explanation

The maximum number of retries for uninstalling artifacts on node {0} due to possible
Platform Manager restarts is reached.

Action

Check the logs for details about previous attempts to install artifacts to determine
what the issues are.

CCEPROE0043

Creating an image with name {0} failed.

Explanation

Creating an image from a mirror repository that is not on the local Platform Manager
is not supported.

Action

Create a mirror repository on the local Platform Manager node and use it for
bootstrapping.

CCEPROE0044

Bootstrapping Platform Manager on installation with alias {0} failed.

Explanation

The export of artifacts from a mirror repository with name {0} into image with name
{1} failed.

Action

See the Platform Manager logs for more information.
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CCEPROE0046

Bootstrap installer {0} not found.

Explanation

The bootstrap installer file was not found under install_dir/profiles/CCE/data/installers

Action

Make sure the specified bootstrap installer file is in the correct location.

CCEPROE0047

unzip command not found on {0}

Explanation

The unzip package is not present in your cygwin environment.

Action

Install unzip in your cygwin environment and try again.

CCEPROE0048

Local bootstrap completed with exit code: {0}

Explanation

The execution of the bootstrap operation failed unexpectedly.

Action

Check the bootstrap logs for more information.

CCEPROE0049

The installers directory does not exist.

Explanation

The directory containing the bootstrap installers does not exist.

Action

Create the install_dir/profiles/CCE/data/installers directory.

CCEPROE0050

Installer platform mismatch! Expected W64 but found {0}.

Explanation

The installation cannot be performed, because the incorrect platform is selected.

Action

Select an installer with the correct platform.

CCEPROE0051

{0} is not a valid installer directory or it does not exist.

Explanation

The bootstrap installer archive may not have been extracted correctly.

Action

Retry the operation or contact Software AG global support.

CCEPROE0052

Invalid number of Windows scripts in the installer directory: {0}

Explanation

The bootstrap installer archive must contain exactly one executable script (batch).

Action

Obtain the correct bootstrap installer.

CCEPROE0055

Platform Manager nodes are available, but the installation directory is different
than requested: {0}

Explanation

The Platform Manager nodes are available, but the installation directory is different
than requested.

Action

Change the installation directory or stop the available Platform Manager if you want
to bootstrap a new instance on the same ports.
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CCEPROW0045

The SSH server did not return the exit code of the bootstrap operation. The operation
has completed but it is not clear if it was successful or not.

Explanation

In some cases the SSH server may not return the exit code of the executed operation.
This makes it unclear if the operation was successful or not.

Action

Examine the installation logs on the remote node to make sure the installation was
successful.

CCERARE0000

Not all mandatory parameters are specified.

Explanation

Some of the parameters required for this request are missing.

Action

Check the Command Central documentation for the required parameters.

CCERARE0001

Nothing has been scheduled for execution for this request.

Explanation

This request should start jobs for execution, but no jobs have started.

Action

Check the logs for errors why the request has not terminated properly.

CCERARE0002

Remote Access Service is missing.

Explanation

A required service is missing.

Action

Check whether the remote-access bundle is started and has registered any services.

CCERARE0003

The private key must be specified when certificate is used for authentication.

Explanation

The selected authorization method is "certificate", however, a path to the private key
is not specified.

Action

Specify the path to the private key.

CCEREAE0003

Authentication method {0} not supported.

Explanation

The specified authentication method is not supported.

Action

Check the Command Central documentation for the supported authentication methods.

CCEREAE0004

The provided private key does not exist: {0}

Explanation

The specified file that contains the private key does not exist on the file system.

Action

Make sure the private key is available.
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CCEREAE0005

Remote host should be specified.

Explanation

Remote host is not specified and a connection cannot be established.

Action

Specify the remote host.

CCEREAE0007

{0} not found on {1}

Explanation

The specified path cannot be found on the target host.

Action

Make sure the specified path exists and try again.

CCEREAE0008

Invalid output from df: {0}

Explanation

The output of the df command does not match the POSIX standard.

Action

Make sure the target system has a POSIX compliant df command.

CCEREAE0009

The home directory of user {0} on host {1} could not be found.

Explanation

The home directory of the specified user on the specfied host could not be found.

Action

Check the configuration of the remote endpoint.

CCEREAE0010

Cannot close remote receive session.

Explanation

The remote session for receiving files cannot be closed.

Action

Check the logs for previous erros.

CCEREMW0000

Error producing zipped log source contents. Node alias: {0}, RuntimeComponent:
{1}, Log Source Aliases: {2} Details: {3}

Explanation

An error occurred while producing the zipped archive containing a collection of log
source contents on the Command Central server.

Action

Try again. If the problem persists, contact Software AG Global Support.

CCEREMW0001

Error attempting to close a file store used to produce zipped collection of log source
contents.

Explanation

An error occurred while closing the zip file system object containing a collection of
log source file contents.

Action

No action required.
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CCEREMW0002

Error attempting to delete a temporary file used to create a zipped collection of log
source contents. Filename: {0}

Explanation

An attempt to delete the specified file has failed.

Action

Locate the file on the server hosting Command Central and delete the file if it still
exists.

CCEREMW0004

Error producing zipped log source contents. Node alias: {0} Details: {1}

Explanation

An error occurred while producing the zipped archive containing a collection of log
source contents on the Command Central server.

Action

Try again. If the problem persists, contact Software AG Global Support.

CCEREPE0000

No repository with id, {0}, exists on managed node, {1}

Explanation

The specified repository does not exist.

Action

Ensure the correct repository id is specified in the request, or add the desired repository
to the managed node.

CCEREPE0001

No repository with id, {0}, exists on managed node, {1}

Explanation

The specified repository does not exist.

Action

Ensure the correct repository id is specified in the request, or add the desired repository
to the managed node.

CCEREPE0002

No such node, {0}

Explanation

The node alias specified in the request does not exist.

Action

Specify the correct node alias, or add the relevant node to the environment.

CCEREPE0003

The specified image location does not exist.

Explanation

The specified location for an image repository was not found on the file system.

Action

Provide a valid location for the image repository.

CCEREPE0004

The specified repository does not exist.

Explanation

The specified repository was not found.

Action

Check the repository name and provide the name of an existing repository.
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CCEREPE0005

Parameters cannot be empty or missing.

Explanation

All parameters are required.

Action

Specify values for all parameters.

CCEREPE0006

A repository with this name already exists.

Explanation

The name of the repository should be unique.

Action

Check the repository name and provide a unique name for the repository.

CCEREPE0007

A repository at the same location already exists.

Explanation

Two or more repositories cannot point to the same location.

Action

Provide a unique location for the new repository.

CCEREPE0008

The specified repository points to an image file but the repository type is not image.

Explanation

The specified repository cannot point to and image file, because the repository type
is not image.

Action

Specify the correct repository type.

CCEREPE0009

There is no repository to register.

Explanation

No repository is found for the specified name.

Action

Check the repository and resubmit the request.

CCEREPE0010

User credentials are missing.

Explanation

No user credentials are specified for the repository.

Action

Add user credentilas for the repository.

CCEREPE0011

Connection to node {0} failed.

Explanation

Could not connect to node {0}.

Action

Check if the node is online.

CCEREPE0012

Repository with type {0} does not exist.

Explanation

The repository with the specified type does not exist.

Action

Specify an existing repository type for the repository.
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CCEREPE0013

Repository content cache invalidate failed.

Explanation

Invalidation of the content cache for repository {0} and nodeAlias {1} failed.

Action

See the Command Central logs for more details.

CCEREPE0015

Repository with the specified name: {0} does not exists.

Explanation

Importing content from the repository with name: {0} failed because a repository with
the specified name was not found.

Action

Check the repository name and provide the name of an existing repository.

CCEREPE0020

Error occured while importing artifacts from repository with name: {0} to mirror
repository with name: {1} for platforms: {2}

Explanation

An error occured while importing artifacts from repository with name: {0} to mirror
repository with name: {1} for platforms: {2}

Action

See the corresponding Platform Manager logs for more details.

CCEREPE0024

Mirror repository with name: {0} is not published or registered on Command Central.

Explanation

Command Central cannot identify the specified mirror repository.

Action

Check if a mirror repository with name: {0} is published and registered on Command
Central. Note that the Refresh operation refreshes a published mirror repository
immediately after it is created or at a later point in time.

CCEREPE0029

Local mirror repository with name {0} can not be removed on target node {1}

Explanation

The local mirror repository with name {0} can not be removed on the target node {1}

Action

See the corresponding Platform Manager logs fro more details.

CCEREPE0035

Remote task failed: {0}

Explanation

Remote task failed: {0}

Action

See the corresponding Platform Manager logs for more details.

CCEREPE0036

Intiating mirror operation not from an image repository and without selecting
"Product Repositories" is not supported.

Explanation

This operation is not supported as it might be time consuming because of the size of
the source repository.

Action

Either select a product repository, or change the source repository to an image
repository.
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CCEREPE0038

Cannot delete Mirror repository with name: {0} because node with alias: {1} does
not exists. Register node for host:{2} and port:{3}.

Explanation

The mirror repository is physically stored on {1} node, which was deleted and is not
now registered in Command Central.

Action

Add the node with alias: {1} , host: {2} and port: {3}

CCEREPE0039

Cannot perform mirror operation because node with alias: {0} does not exists any
more. Register again the node with alias: {0} for host: {1} and port: {2}.

Explanation

The mirror repository is physically stored on {0} node, which was deleted and is not
now registered in Command Central.

Action

Add the node with alias: {0} , host: {1} and port: {2}

CCEREPE0041

Content of repository with displayName : {0} cannot be loaded.

Explanation

The content of the repository with displayName : {0} cannot be listed.

Action

Use a different repository type or check all logs for details about the error.

CCEREPE0042

Generation of repository status report for repository {0} will be skipped because
connectivity validation failed.

Explanation

Generating the Repository Status report will be skipped and the list content operation
will not be triggered.

Action

Check if the proxy is available and if the Platform Manager proxy configuration is
set correctly. Also, check if the user credentials are valid.

CCEREPE0043

Creating a mirror repository failed because the source repository is not specified.

Explanation

The source repository from which to create the mirror repository is not specified.

Action

Specify at least one source repository. You can specify a master, image, or another
mirror repository.

CCEREPE0044

Attempt to connect to {0} product repository from {1} installation timed out.

Explanation

Internet access is required to connect to this repository. The error occurred either
because the proxy for the local Platform Manager is not configured, or the metadata
and the user credentials for the repository are not correct.

Action

Configure a proxy for the local Platform Manager and check the repository metadata.
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CCEREPE0048

Repository fix content cache update failed.

Explanation

An explicit repository fix content cache update failed during the regular cache update.

Action

Check if the connection to the fix repository is successful.

CCEREPE0049

Remote task failed: {0}

Explanation

Remote task failed\: {0}

Action

Check the corresponding Platform Manager logs for more details about the error.

CCEREPE0052

Error while retrieveing credentials with alias {0}.

Explanation

A credentials alias is not defined.

Action

Try again using an existing credentials alias.

CCERPRE0000

The repository name is not specified.

Explanation

The requested operation requires a repository name.

Action

Check the input and provide a repository name.

CCERPRE0001

Repository with the specified name {0} already exists.

Explanation

The repository name must be unique.

Action

Check the repository name and provide a unique name for the repository.

CCERPRE0002

Repository with the specified name {0} does not exists.

Explanation

Editing the repository failed, because a repository with the specified name was not
found.

Action

Check the repository name and provide the name of an existing repository.

CCERPRE0003

Unknown repository type. Use one of {0}

Explanation

The specified repository type is not supported by Command Central.

Action

Use one of the suggested repository types.

CCERPRE0004

Destination is not specified.

Explanation

The destination parameter is missing.

Action

Specify a value for the destination parameter. For example, dest=myfixes.zip
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CCERPRE0005

Destination parameter contains invalid characters.

Explanation

The destination parameter cannot contain file path manipulation characters.

Action

Specify a proper destination value. For example, dest=myfixes.zip

CCERPRE0006

Export image job is not found.

Explanation

The job responsible for creating an image is not found on the local Platform Manager.

Action

Check the logs for indication what went wrong.

CCERPRE0007

The specified path for the image file is not valid.

Explanation

The path specified for the image file is not valid.

Action

Provide a valid path for the image file.

CCERPRE0008

The specified repository content type ( {0} ) did not match the actual content type
of the repository ( {1} ).

Explanation

The specified repository content type ( {0} ) did not match the actual content type of
the repository ( {1} ).

Action

Verify that the specified repository content type is correct.

CCERPRE0009

The specified repository image file location "{0}" is not valid.

Explanation

The specified repository image file location "{0}" is not valid.

Action

Provide a valid repository image file location.

CCERPRE0010

The artifact : {0} is not found in the repository : {1}

Explanation

The identifier specified for the artifact is not valid or the artifact does not exist in the
repository.

Action

Provide a valid identifier for the artifact: <id>_<version>.

CCERPRE0011

Command Central cannot find the specified image file at the specified location
"{0}".

Action

Make sure the given path and file name are correct.
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CCERPRE0012

Repository with that name is not found.

Explanation

There is no registered repository with that name.

Action

Provide a valid name of a registered repository.

CCERPRE0013

Repository image location URI is not valid.

Explanation

The location you provided is empty or not a valid URI.

Action

Ensure the provided location is not empty, does not include white spaces and points
to a valid image file.

CCESREE0000

Error occurred during retrieving user credentials

Explanation

This error might occur due to the following reasons: - Users attempt to get credentials
when the credentials data store is empty; - While setting credentials, the
communication with the remote SPM failed; - While deleting credentials, the
communication with the remote SPM failed.

Action

Ensure that: - If you are attempting to get the credentials, the credentials data store
is not empty. - If you are setting the credentials, the remote SPM is accessible. - If you
are deleting the credentials, the remote SPM is accessible.

CCESREE0001

Specify the private key when certificate is used for authentication.

Explanation

The selected authorization method is "certificate", however, the path to the private
key is not specified or is invalid.

Action

Specify a valid path to the private key.

CCETEME0000

A job with ID {0} cannot be found.

Explanation

The job with the specified ID may have completed long before this request.

Action

Use the following URI to list all recently completed or runnig jobs: /cce/jobmanager/jobs

CCETEME0001

The remote request encountered a concurrency error.

Explanation

The system could not execute parallel remote requests.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

CCETEME0002

A job with ID {0} did not completed successfully in {1} seconds.

Explanation

The job with the specified ID may require more time to complete.

Action

Use the following URI to list all recently completed or running jobs:
/cce/jobmanager/jobs
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CCETEME0003

Template metadata cannot be empty.

Explanation

The template metadata is required for creating a template.

Action

Ensure that you have provided metadata for the template. The metadata.Alias and
nodeAlias fields are required.

CCETEME0004

Template alias cannot be empty.

Explanation

The template alias is a required attribute of the template metadata.

Action

Specify a value for the template alias attribute.

CCETEME0005

Template nodeAlias cannot be empty.

Explanation

The template nodeAlias is a required attribute of the template metadata.

Action

Specify a value for the nodeAlias attribute.

CCETEME0006

Template options cannot be empty.

Explanation

The template options attribute is required in the template metadata.

Action

Specify at least one option and retry.

CCETEME0007

Error occurred during template creation {0}

Explanation

Creating the template failed with an error.

Action

Check the error logs for more details.

CCETEME0008

Error occurred during template creation on the remote managed node with alias :
{0}. Remote task status is {1}

Explanation

Creating a template on the remote managed node with the specified ID failed with
an error.

Action

Check the job status.

CCETEME0009

A template with alias: {0} already exists.

Explanation

Another template with the same alias already exists.

Action

To overwrite the existing template, add the OVERWRITE_TEMPLATE option in the
template metadata.To create a new template and keep the existing template, change
the template alias.
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CCETEME0010

Node with alias : {0} does not exist.

Explanation

A managed installation (node) with the specified alias name does not exist.

Action

Specify a valid alias name for an existing installation (node).

CCETEME0011

A problem occured while downloading template with alias {0} on Command Central.

Explanation

Command Central could not create a folder for the template on the file system.

Action

Contact the Command Central Administrator.

CCETEME0012

A template with alias {0} could not be found.

Explanation

Command Central could not find a template with the specified alias.

Action

Check if the specified alias for the template you want to delete is correct.

CCETEME0013

Error occurred while creating a template on the remote managed node with alias:
{0}. Remote task status is {1}

Explanation

Creating the template fails with a "Nothing to download on Command Central" error.

Action

See the error logs for the error details.

CCETEME0014

Template with alias {0} was not found.

Explanation

Command Central could not find a template with the specified alias.

Action

Verify that the alias is spelt correctly and that a template with this alias is already
created. If the template is not created, execute a create template operation.

CCETEME0015

Template already exists.

Explanation

A template with the specified alias already exists.

Action

Change the alias of the imported template or delete the existing template with the
same alias.

CCETEME0016

A problem occured while importing the template.

Explanation

Command Central could not create a folder for the template on the file system.

Action

Contact the Command Central Administrator.
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CCETEME0017

Could not import template because a required file was not found.

Explanation

Command Central could not find or access the file from which to import the template.

Action

Contact the Command Central Administrator.

CCETEME0018

Template data is invalid.

Explanation

The provided template data could not be deserialised.

Action

Check if the provided template data is corrupted.

CCETEME0019

Template options cannot be empty.

Explanation

The template options attribute is required in the template metadata.

Action

Specify at least one option and retry.

CCETEME0020

The requested service temporarily not available.

Explanation

The requested service temporarily not available. This may be due to Platform Manager
(SPM) being in the process of shutting down or still loading at start up.

Action

Ensure that Platform Manager is running and Installation has ONLINE status.

CCETEME0021

The Platform Manager (SPM) is shut down.

Explanation

The Platform Manager (SPM) is shut down.

Action

Ensure that Platform Manager is running and Installation has ONLINE status

CCETEME0022

Template metadata must be specified.

Explanation

Specify metadata for the template.

Action

Check the input parameters.

CCETEME0023

Node Alias must be specified.

Explanation

The template input parameters must include Node Alias.

Action

Check the input parameters.

CCETEME0024

Repository Id must be specified.

Explanation

The template input parameters must include Repository Id.

Action

Check the input parameters.
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CCETEME0025

Repository with Id {0} cannot be found.

Explanation

The template input parameters must include Repository Id of existing Repository.

Action

Check the input parameters.

CCETEME0026

Template metadata in {0} cannot be unmarshalled.

Explanation

The file containing the metadata for the template cannot be read.

Action

Make sure the file exists, can be read and contains valid XML.

CCETEME0027

An error occurred while registering Repository {0} on Node {1}. Check the Server
logs for details.

Explanation

The issue might occur because of a problem with the Repository contents.

Action

Check the Server logs for details.

CCETEME0028

Unable to obtain snapshot template job group id for node {0}.

Explanation

Command Central was unable to obtain the snapshot template job group id for a
node.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

CCETEME0029

Error during checking remote job status.

Explanation

An error occurred while checking the remote job status.

Action

Check if Platform Manager is running.

CCETMRE0000

Specify template alias, options, and target node.

Explanation

Template alias, target node alias, and options are required parameters for this template.

Action

Specify values for all required parameters.

CCETMRE0001

{0} option is specified but a repository for the option is not specified.

Explanation

A repository for the option is not specified.

Action

Specify a repository for the option. For example, if the option is PRODUCTS, specify
a product repository.
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CCETMRE0002

The specified repository is not applicable for this option {0}

Explanation

The specified repository is not applicable for the specified option.

Action

Specify a proper repository. For example, if the option is PRODUCTS, specify a product
repository.

CCETMRE0003

There is no repository that supports the specified option {0}.

Explanation

The specified option is not supported by the specified repositories. For example, the
error occurs if the FIXES option is specified, but the repository for this option does
not support fixes.

Action

Specify a proper repository. For example, if the specified option is FIXES, specify a
repository that contains fixes.

CCETMRE0004

No suitable option found for {0}.

Explanation

No matching option found for the specified parameter.

Action

Specify a supported template option.

CCEWCME0009

Display name cannot be empty.

Explanation

Display name is required.

Action

Provide the display name.

CCEWCME0010

Alias {0} cannot be empty.

Explanation

Environment alias and node alias cannot be empty.

Action

Provide a valid alias name.

CCEWCME0011

{0} cannot exceed {1} characters.

Explanation

The specified field input is incorrect.

Action

Check the error message and provide the correct input to the specified field.

CCEWCME0012

Environment name or alias cannot be {0}.

Explanation

Incorrect environment name/alias provided.

Action

Check the error message and provide the correct input.
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CCEWCME0013

{0} alias cannot contain {1} non-ASCII characters.

Explanation

Environment alias cannot contain non-ASCII characters.

Action

Make sure the value of the alias field is correct.

CCEWCME0014

Alias {0} cannot contain spaces.

Explanation

Environment alias cannot contain spaces.

Action

Make sure the value of the alias field is correct.

CCEWCME0015

{0} already exists.

Explanation

The specified node/environment already exists.

Action

Specify a correct node/environment.

CCEWCME0017

Installation name cannot be empty. It must be less than 100 characters.

Explanation

Node name cannot be empty or contain more than 100 characters.

Action

Enter a valid node name.

CCEWCME0018

Alias cannot be empty. It should be no more than 100 characters long. It should not
have spaces. Only ASCII characters, numbers, -, _, and . are allowed.

Explanation

The node alias cannot be empty. It should be no more than 100 characters long.

Action

Enter a valid node alias.

CCEWCME0019

Host name cannot be empty. The host name should be between two and 253
characters characters long. Do not use any special characters, except period(.) and
minus(-). Do not start or end the host name with a period(.) or minus(-).

Explanation

The host name field cannot be empty.

Action

Provide a valid host name. The host name should be between two and 253 characters
characters long. Do not use any special characters, except period(.) and minus(-). Do
not start or end the host name with a period(.) or minus(-).

CCEWCME0020

Port number cannot be empty. It must be a positive number.

Explanation

Port number cannot be empty.

Action

Enter a valid port number.
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CCEWCME0028

Installation alias {0} already exists. Please provide a different alias for the
installation.

Explanation

Installation node already exists.

Action

Provide a different alias for the installation node you want to add.

CCEWCME0039

Null returned while retrieving the configuration types for comparison.

Explanation

This intermittent error occurs while retrieving the configuration types from Platform
Manager.

Action

Retry configuration comparison.

CCEWCME0047

Specify a name for the template. No spaces allowed. Use only ASCII characters,
numbers, "-", "_", and "."

Explanation

The alias field for the template cannot be empty.

Action

Provide a valid template alias. No spaces allowed. Use only ASCII characters, numbers,
"-", "_", and "."

CCEWCME0048

Shared secret cannot be emtpy.

Explanation

The template shared secret cannot be emtpy.

Action

Provide a valid shared secret.

CCEWCME0049

The shared secrets you entered do not match.

Explanation

The shared secrets that you entered do not match.

Action

Re-enter the shared secrets.

CCEWCME0050

Select at least one include option.

Explanation

You cannot clear all include option check boxes.

Action

You must select at least one include option check box.

CCEWCME0051

No license reports were selected for deletion.

Explanation

At least one report must be selected in the view before clicking the delete button.

Action

Select one or more reports and click the delete button.
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CCEWCME0053

No repositories configured. Add at least one repository.

Explanation

There are no central repositories configured in Command Central.

Action

Register at least one repository in Command Central.

CCEWCME0069

Specify a name for the repository. No spaces allowed. Use only ASCII characters,
numbers, "-", "_", and "."

Explanation

The alias field for the repository cannot be empty.

Action

Provide a valid repository alias. No spaces allowed. Use only ASCII characters,
numbers, "-", "_", and "."

CCEWCME0072

Repository {0} creation failed.

Explanation

Creating the repository failed.

Action

Check the server logs or contact your system administrator.

CCEWCME0073

Repository {0} update failed.

Explanation

Updating the specified repository failed.

Action

Check the server logs or contact your system administrator.

CCEWCME0074

Version cannot be empty.

Explanation

The Version field is a required field.

Action

Click the Advanced button and specify a valid server in the Enter server URL field.
Leave this field empty to use the Software AG Download Center.

CCEWCME0075

Image file path cannot be empty.

Explanation

The Image file on server field is a required field.

Action

In the Image file on server field, provide a valid path to an image file on the Command
Central server.

CCEWCME0076

An image file should be selected.

Explanation

Specifying an image file is required.

Action

In the Upload image file field, select an image file.
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CCEWCME0077

A repository with location {0} was not found in the Software AG Download Center.

Explanation

The repository that you are trying to edit was not found in the Software AG Download
Center.

Action

Contact your system administrator.

CCEWCME0099

Applying template {0} on installation {1} failed.

Explanation

The apply template operation on the target installation has failed.

Action

Check the logs and jobs on the target installation.

CCEWCME0103

Error while creating a new license report. {0}

Explanation

An error occurred while invoking the service action responsible for creating a new
report.

Action

Check the Command Central server logs to determine the root cause for the error.

CCEWCME0104

Error while deleting license report(s). {0}

Explanation

An error occurred while invoking the service action responsible for deleting reports.

Action

Check the Command Central server logs to determine the root cause for the error.

CCEWCME0105

Error while refreshing the license reports view. {0}

Explanation

An error occurred while invoking the service action responsible for retrieving the
reports from the Command Central server.

Action

Check the Command Central server logs to determine the root cause for the error.

CCEWCME0114

Saving of template {0} from installation {1} failed.

Explanation

The save template operation on the target installation has failed.

Action

Check the logs and jobs on the target installation.

CCEWCME0119

You do not have enough access privileges to perform requested operation.

Explanation

You do not have enough access privileges to perform requested operation.

Action

Contact your system administrator to help you get the required permissions.
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CCEWCME0124

Bootstrapping of Platform Manager on installation with alias {0} failed.

Explanation

The bootstrap Platform Manager operation on the target installation has failed.

Action

Check the logs and jobs on Command Central.

CCEWCME0125

Alias {0} already exists. Provide a unique alias.

Explanation

Alias already exists.

Action

Provide a unique alias for the object you want to add.

CCEWCME0126

Alias cannot be empty. It should not have spaces. Only ASCII characters, numbers,
-, _, and . are allowed.

Explanation

Alias cannot be empty.

Action

Enter a valid alias.

CCEWCME0127

No file specified.

Explanation

A valid file must be specified.

Action

Press the 'Browse' button and select a valid file.

CCEWCME0129

Error while deleting license manifest(s). {0}

Explanation

An error occurred while invoking the service action responsible for deleting license
manifests.

Action

Check the Command Central server logs to determine the root cause for the error.

CCEWCME0130

Error while refreshing the license manifests view. {0}

Explanation

An error occurred while invoking the service action responsible for retrieving the
license manifests from the Command Central server.

Action

Check the Command Central server logs to determine the root cause for the error.

CCEWCME0132

No license manifests were selected for deletion.

Explanation

At least one license manifest must be selected in the view before clicking the delete
button.

Action

Select one or more license manifests and click the delete button.
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CCEWCME0135

The contents of the specified file has invalid format.

Explanation

The contents of the specified file does not match the required format.

Action

Specify a file with valid format.

CCEWCME0136

Select remote installation method.

Explanation

A remote installation method is not selected in the web user interface.

Action

Select a remote installation method in the web user interface.

CCEWCME0137

Distribution cannot be empty.

Explanation

The Distribution field in the web user interface cannot be empty.

Action

Select a distribution in the Distribution field.

CCEWCME0138

Repository cannot be empty.

Explanation

The Repository field in the web user interface cannot be empty.

Action

Select a repository in the Repository field.

CCEWCME0140

Installation directory cannot be empty.

Explanation

The Installation directory field in the web user interface cannot be empty.

Action

Select an installation directory in the Installation directory field.

CCEWCME0141

Operating System cannot be empty.

Explanation

The Operating System field in the web user interface cannot be empty.

Action

Select an operating System in the Operating System field.

CCEWCME0142

Bootstrapped node {0} startup timed out.

Explanation

The status of the bootstrapped node is still OFFLINE after the required timeout.

Action

Check the Command Central bootstrap logs.

CCEWCME0143

Bootstrap installer creation failed.

Explanation

Bootstrap installer creation failed.

Action

Check the Command Central logs.
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CCEWCME0145

User name cannot be empty.

Explanation

The user name field cannot be empty.

Action

Provide a value in the user name field.

CCEWCME0146

Password cannot be empty for the selected authentication method.

Explanation

The Password cannot be empty for the selected authentication method.

Action

Provide a value in the Password field for the selected authentication method.

CCEWCME0147

Key file cannot be empty for the selected authentication method.

Explanation

The Key file field cannot be empty for the selected authentication method.

Action

Provide a value in the Key file field for the selected authentication method.

CCEWCME0148

Password cannot be empty.

Explanation

The Password field cannot be empty.

Action

Provide a value in the Password field.

CCEWCME0149

User name cannot be empty.

Explanation

The user name cannot be empty.

Action

Provide a value in the user name field.

CCEWCME0151

Navigation to the log(s) for node {0} can not be initiated.

Explanation

A node with alias {0} does not exist in the Command Central landscape.

Action

Select an existing node different than {0}.

CCEWCME0152

You do not have access to the requested operation(s).

Explanation

You do not have access to the requested operation(s).

Action

Provide valid credentials to perform the requested operation(s).

CCEWCME0154

Request to create a license report failed.

Explanation

An error occurred during the creation of the license report.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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CCEWCME0155

Select fixes to be installed.

Explanation

No fixes are selected for installation.

Action

Select at least one fix to be installed.

CCEWCME0156

Duplicate fixes selected. Select only one of the fix versions to be installed.

Explanation

Duplicate fixes with the same ID, but different versions were selected.

Action

Select only one of the possible versions.

CCEWCME0157

The key should not be empty.

Explanation

The Support Patch key should not be empty.

Action

Provide a Support Patch key.

CCEWCME0158

The Platform Manager (SPM) on this installation is not online.

Explanation

The selected fix and product installation functions are not supported when Platform
Manager is not running.

Action

Start Platform Manager and try again.

CCEWCME0159

Release 9.7 and higher supports fix installation.

Explanation

Fix installation is supported for installations of release 9.7 and higher. See the actions
suggested for your installation in the Action field.

Action

Use Software AG Update Manager to install fixes and support patches for this
installation. Consider upgrading this installation to 9.10 or a later release, using
Command Central.

CCEWCME0162

This installation version ({0}) does not support this feature.

Explanation

The selective fix uninstallation feature is supported beginning with Platform Manager
9.7.

Action

If it is not possible to upgrade the installation to the latest available release version,
you should use Update Manager to uninstall fixes.

CCEWCME0163

Select a support patch to be installed.

Explanation

There is no support patch selected for installation.

Action

Select a support patch to install.
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CCEWCME0166

Select at least one source repository.

Explanation

You must select at least one source repository from which to create a mirror repository.

Action

Select at least one source repository from which to create a mirror repository.

CCEWCME0167

The provided configuration is not valid.

Explanation

The server request can not be completed successfully.

Action

Expand this view for more details.

CCEWCME0168

No license keys were selected for deletion.

Explanation

You must select at least one license key in the view before clicking the delete button.

Action

Select one or more license keys and click the delete button.

CCEWCME0171

Error while refreshing the license keys view. {0}

Explanation

An error occurred while invoking the service action responsible for retrieving the
license keys from the Command Central server.

Action

Check the Command Central server logs to determine the root cause for the error.

CCEWCME0174

Adding/Updating a repository operation failed.

Explanation

Adding a repository operation failed. The job status is Error.

Action

Check the logs and try again.

CCEWCME0175

Error while deleting license key(s). {0}

Explanation

An error occurred while invoking the service action responsible for deleting license
keys.

Action

Check the Command Central server logs to determine the root cause for the error.

CCEWCME0183

Invalid username or password.

Explanation

Invalid username or credentials provided in the Command Central Login page.

Action

Provide valid username or credentials in the Command Central Login page.

CCEWCME0184

To mirror from a MASTER repository, you need at least one product repository
that will be used as a filter for the repository content.

Explanation

To mirror from a MASTER repository, you need at least one product repository that
will be used as a filter for the repository content.

Action

Select at least one product repository.
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CCEWCME0185

Specify a name that follows the
webMethods-<major.version>.<minor.version>_<name> pattern.

Explanation

The pattern allows to extract the version when constructing a bootstrap image for
ALL SPM distribution.

Action

Name your product mirror repository after the pattern.

CCEWCME0188

Insufficient permissions to access this resource.

Explanation

You do not have sufficient permissions to access this resource.

Action

Contact your system administrator to get sufficient permissions.

CCEWCME0209

Release 9.8 and higher supports product installation.

Explanation

Product installation is supported for installations of release 9.8 and higher. See the
actions suggested for your installation in the Action field.

Action

Use Software AG Installer to install products for this installation. Consider upgrading
this installation to 9.10 or a later release, using Command Central.

CCEWCME0210

Release 9.8 and higher supports support patch installation.

Explanation

Support patch installation is supported for installations of release 9.8 and higher. See
the actions suggested for your installation in the Action field.

Action

Use Software AG Update Manager to install support patches for this installation.
Consider upgrading this installation to 9.10 or a later release, using Command Central.

CCEWCME0214

Enter your user name for the Software AG Download Center.

Explanation

The user name field cannot be epmty.

Action

Enter a valid user name for the Software AG Download Center.

CCEWCME0215

Enter your password for the Software AG Download Center.

Explanation

The password field cannot be epmty.

Action

Enter a valid password for the Software AG Download Center.

CCEWCME0216

Enter your user name for the remote Platform Manager.

Explanation

The user name field cannot be epmty.

Action

Enter a valid user name for the Platform Manager, which is specified in the repository
URL.
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CCEWCME0217

Enter your password for the remote Platform Manager.

Explanation

The password field cannot be epmty.

Action

Enter a valid password for the Platform Manager, which is specified in the repository
URL.

CCEWCME0220

Updating repository contents operation failed.

Explanation

The repository update contents operation failed. The job status is Error.

Action

Check the logs and try again.

CCEWCME0223

Could not transfer the file to the target destination {0}.

Explanation

The file could not be transfered because of an error.

Action

Check if the target host has enough disk space or the specified file name is valid.

CCEWCME0228

You are not allowed to perform the requested operation.

Explanation

You are not allowed to perform the requested operation because of Cross Site Request
Prevention.

Action

Ensure that you do not have several Command Central REST resources open in the
same browser session. If you do, close all the instances of the browser and log into
the Command Central web user interface again.

CCEWCME0239

Source repositories with different versions are selected: {0}.

Explanation

The selected source repositories have different versions.

Action

Select source repositories with the same version.

CCEWCME0240

Connecting to asset repository {0} failed.

Explanation

Connecting to an asset repository failed.

Action

Check the logs and try again.

CCEWCME0243

Asset repository {0} could not be connected/edited.

CCEWCMI0021

Installation {0} already exists in environment {1}.

Explanation

The selected node already exists in the environment. Drag and drop not possible.

Action

Verify if you have selected the correct nodes and the environment for drag and drop.
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CCEWCMI0040

{0} must be a non-negative integer.

Explanation

Specified field must be a non-negative integer.

Action

Enter a valid field value.

CCEWCMI0041

{0} cannot be empty.

Explanation

Specified field cannot be empty.

Action

Enter a valid field value.

CCEWCMI0046

Alias cannot be empty.

Explanation

The port alias field cannot be empty.

Action

Provide a valid port alias name.

CCEWCMI0057

User credentials saved successfully.

Explanation

The provided user credentials are successfully saved.

Action

None.

CCEWCMI0058

User credentials deleted successfully.

Explanation

The provided user credentials are successfully deleted.

Action

None.

CCEWCMI0098

Template {0} successfully saved from installation {1}.

Explanation

The save template operation completed successfully.

Action

No action required.

CCEWCMI0100

Type a keyword to display only the reports that contain the keyword in the report
id, creator, create date or compliance status. The search is case-insensitive.

Explanation

License report search filter help text.

Action

None.

CCEWCMI0101

Do you wish to continue?

Explanation

Part of the license report confirmation dialog for creating a new report.

Action

None.
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CCEWCMI0110

It may take a few moments to generate the report.

Explanation

Part of the license report confirmation dialog for creating a new report.

Action

None.

CCEWCMI0112

license report(s)

Explanation

Part of 'delete license report(s)' confirmation dialog.

Action

None.

CCEWCMI0113

Report Id(s): {0}

Explanation

License report confirmation dialog for deleting one or more reports.

Action

None.

CCEWCMI0115

Template {0} successfully applied on installation {1}.

Explanation

The apply template operation completed successfully.

Action

No action required.

CCEWCMI0117

Scheduled job did not complete within status checker''s allotted time.

Explanation

The client job status checker stopped polling for an executing job's status before it
completed. This does not necessarily mean the job did not complete successfully.

Action

Confirm if job completed via other means.

CCEWCMI0120

Attribute {0} successfully submitted.

Explanation

The attribute was successfully added or updated.

Action

No action required.

CCEWCMI0121

Attribute {0} successfully deleted.

Explanation

The attribute was successfully deleted.

Action

No action required.

CCEWCMI0123

Platform Manager successfully bootstrapped on installation with alias {0}.

Explanation

The bootstrap of Platform Manager was successful.

Action

No action required.
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CCEWCMI0131

Type a keyword to display only the license manifests that contain the keyword in
one of the columns. The search is case-insensitive.

Explanation

License manifest search filter help text.

Action

None.

CCEWCMI0144

Bootstrap installer created successfully.

Explanation

A new bootstrap installer was successfully created.

Action

None.

CCEWCMI0180

No licenses have been registered

Explanation

No license key aliases have been registered so that it is not possible to select a license
key alias.

Action

Register a license key alias.

CCEWCMI0186

Provided configuration is valid.

Explanation

The server request is completed successfuly.

Action

Expand this view for more details.

CCEWCMW0107

No data selected for delete.

Explanation

You must select at least one object for deletion.

Action

Select at least one object from the object list.

CCEWCMW0108

Delete request failed, but no ErrorInfo was found.

Explanation

A problem occurred when executing a delete request, but the server did not provide
details about the problem.

Action

Check the server-side log files for details. Contact Software AG Global Support.

CCEWCMW0109

Request to delete license reports failed for these report IDs: {0}

Explanation

The server was not able to delete the license reports identified here. The request may
have included other report IDs for which deletion was successful.

Action

Refresh the display of license reports to see which were deleted. Check the server-side
error log for details about why the attempt to delete failed.
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CCEWCMW0118

Unable to determine job status due to unexpected error while checking status. {0}

Explanation

Job status checking encountered an error. This does not necessarily mean the job did
not complete successfully.

Action

Confirm if job completed via other means.

CCEWCMW0122

The provided attribute name {0} already exists.

Explanation

The attribute name which you are trying to add already exists.

Action

Provide a unique attribute name.

CCEWCMW0172

Delete request failed for this alias: {0}

Explanation

The server was not able to delete the object with the given alias.

Action

Check the server-side error log for details about why the attempt to delete failed.

CCEWCMW0187

Provided configuration is valid, but check the warnings.

Explanation

The server request is completed, but check the warnings.

Action

Expand this view for more details.

CCEWCMW0211

Not all products can be installed by Command Central.

Explanation

The number of products that you can install using Command Central increases with
each Software AG release.

Action

See the Command Central release readme for a list of products that you cannot install
through Command Central for each Software AG release.

CCEWCMW0212

There are artifacts which are either not applicable for the installation or not present
in the selected repository.

Explanation

The following artifacts are either not applicable, or not present in the selected
repository: {0}

Action

Either continue without the missing artifacts, or use a source repository containing
those artifacts.

CCEWCMW0222

User credentials for repository {0} are missing or invalid.

Explanation

The user credentials for repository {0} are missing or invalid.

Action

Specify valid user credentials for repository {0}.
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CMPAPIE0000

{0}: The input parameter {1} is null or empty.

Explanation

A required input parameter is null or empty.

Action

Please provide the required input parameter.

CMPAPIE0001

{0}: The input parameter {1} is null.

Explanation

A required input parameter is null.

Action

Please provide the required input parameter.

CMPAPIE0003

{0}: Cannot load XSD file {1}

Explanation

A required input parameter is null.

Action

Please provide the required input parameter.

CMPBKRE0000

Error initializing Broker Attribute Values. Broker Monitoring Context cannot be
null.

Explanation

Broker Monitoring Context is required for initializing Broker Attribute Values.

Action

Verify Broker Connection parameters.

CMPBKRE0001

Error while retrieving attribute value. MetaModel Type Name cannot be null or
empty.

Explanation

MetaModel Type Name is required for retrieving attribute value.

Action

Verify metadata model type name is provided.
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CMPBKRE0002

Error while retrieving attribute value. MetaModel instance name cannot be null or
empty.

Explanation

MetaModel instance name is required to retrieve attribute value.

Action

Verify metadata model instance name is provided.

CMPBKRE0003

Error while retrieving attribute value. Attribute ID cannot be null or empty.

Explanation

Attribute ID is required to retrieve attribute value.

Action

Verify Attribute ID is provided.

CMPBKRE0004

Error while retrieving attribute values. Attribute query object cannot be null.

Explanation

Attribute query object is required to retrieve attribute values.

Action

Verify attribute query object is provided.

CMPBKRE0005

Error while retrieving attribute value due to invalid model type.

Explanation

An invalid model type was provided while retrieving attribute values.

Action

Verify a valid model type is provided.

CMPBKRE0006

Error while destroying Monitoring Context. Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Explanation

Error while destroying Monitoring Context. Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Action

Verify Monitoring Context is provided

CMPBKRE0007

Error while destroying Monitoring Context. Invalid Broker Monitoring Context
provided.

Explanation

Error while destroying Monitoring Context. Invalid Broker Monitoring Context
provided.

Action

Verify valid Broker Monitoring Context is provided.

CMPBKRE0008

Error while getting meta model. Model type name cannot be null.

Explanation

Error while getting meta model. Model type name cannot be null.

Action

Verify Model type name is provided.
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CMPBKRE0009

Error while vaidating Broker Monitoring Context. Broker Monitoring Context
cannot be null.

Explanation

Error while vaidating Broker Monitoring Context. Broker Monitoring Context cannot
be null.

Action

Verify Broker Monitoring Context is provided.

CMPBKRE0010

Error while vaidating Broker Monitoring Context. Invalid Broker Monitoring
Context provided.

Explanation

Error while vaidating Broker Monitoring Context. Invalid Broker Monitoring Context
provided.

Action

Verify a valid Broker Monitoring Context is provided.

CMPBKRE0011

Error while validating Broker Monitoring Context. Context object is null.

Explanation

Error while validating Broker Monitoring Context. Context object is null.

Action

Verify Broker Monitoring Context is provided.

CMPBKRE0012

Error while validating Broker Monitoring Context. Context is invalid.

Explanation

Error while validating Broker Monitoring Context. Context is invalid.

Action

Verify valid Broker Monitoring Context is provided.

CMPBKRE0013

Error while validating Broker Monitoring Context. Context host attribute cannot
be null or empty.

Explanation

Error while validating Broker Monitoring Context. Context host attribute cannot be
null or empty.

Action

Verify host attribute is provided in Broker Monitoring Context

CMPBKRE0014

Error while validating Broker Monitoring Context. Context port attribute is invalid.

Explanation

Error while validating Broker Monitoring Context. Context port attribute is invalid.

Action

Verify valid port attribute is provided in Broker Monitoring Context.

CMPBKRE0015

Error while creating Broker Server client. Host name cannot be null or empty.

Explanation

Error while creating Broker Server client. Host name cannot be null or empty.

Action

Verify host name is provided.
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CMPBKRE0016

Error while creating Broker Server client. Port cannot be null or empty.

Explanation

Error while creating Broker Server client. Port cannot be null or empty.

Action

Verify port is provided.

CMPBKRE0017

Error while destroying Broker Server client. Broker Name cannot be null or empty.

Explanation

Error while destroying Broker Server client. Broker Name cannot be null or empty.

Action

Verify Broker Name is provided.

CMPBKRE0018

Error while creating Broker Admin client. Broker Name cannot be null.

Explanation

Error while creating Broker Admin client. Broker Name cannot be null.

Action

Verify Broker Name is provided.

CMPBKRE0019

Error while setting Broker Admin client. Broker Name cannot be null.

Explanation

Error while setting Broker Admin client. Broker Name cannot be null.

Action

Verify Broker Name is provided.

CMPBKRE0020

Error while setting Broker Admin client. Broker Admin Client cannot be null.

Explanation

Error while setting Broker Admin client. Broker Admin Client cannot be null.

Action

Verify Broker Admin Client is specified.

CMPBKRE0021

Error while initialzing Broker Client model. Broker Monitoring Context is null.

Explanation

Error while initialzing Broker Client model. Broker Monitoring Context is null.

Action

Verify Broker Monitoring Context is provided.

CMPBKRE0022

Error while getting Broker Client attributes. Model Instance List cannot be null.

Explanation

Error while getting Broker Client attributes. Model Instance List cannot be null.

Action

Verify Model Instance List is provided.

CMPBKRE0023

Error while getting Broker Client attributes. Attribute List cannot be null.

Explanation

Error while getting Broker Client attributes. Attribute List cannot be null.

Action

Verify Attribute List is provided.
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CMPBKRE0024

Error while getting Broker Client attribute. Attribute ID cannot be null.

Explanation

Error while getting Broker Client attribute. Attribute ID cannot be null.

Action

Verify Attribute ID is provided.

CMPBKRE0025

Error while initialzing Broker Document Type model. Broker Monitoring Context
is null.

Explanation

Error while initialzing Broker Document Type model. Broker Monitoring Context is
null.

Action

Verify Broker Monitoring Context is provided.

CMPBKRE0026

Error while getting Broker Document Type attributes. Model Instance List cannot
be null.

Explanation

Error while getting Broker Document Type attributes. Model Instance List cannot be
null.

Action

Verify Model Instance List is provided.

CMPBKRE0027

Error while getting Broker Document Type attributes. Attribute List cannot be null.

Explanation

Error while getting Broker Document Type attributes. Attribute List cannot be null.

Action

Verify Attribute List is provided.

CMPBKRE0028

Error while getting Broker Document Type attribute. Attribute ID cannot be null.

Explanation

Error while getting Broker Document Type attribute. Attribute ID cannot be null.

Action

Verify Attribute ID is provided.

CMPBKRE0029

Error while initialzing Broker Gateway model. Broker Monitoring Context is null.

Explanation

Error while initialzing Broker Gateway model. Broker Monitoring Context is null.

Action

Verify Broker Monitoring Context is provided.

CMPBKRE0030

Error while initialzing Broker Gateway model. Broker Monitoring Context is null.

Explanation

Error while initialzing Broker Gateway model. Broker Monitoring Context is null.

Action

Verify Broker Monitoring Context is provided.
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CMPBKRE0031

Error while getting Broker Gateway attributes. Model Instance List cannot be null.

Explanation

Error while getting Broker Gateway attributes. Model Instance List cannot be null.

Action

Verify Model Instance List is provided.

CMPBKRE0032

Error while getting Broker Gateway attributes. Attribute List cannot be null.

Explanation

Error while getting Broker Gateway attributes. Attribute List cannot be null.

Action

Verify Attribute List is provided.

CMPBKRE0033

Error while getting Broker Gateway attribute. Attribute ID cannot be null.

Explanation

Error while getting Broker Gateway attribute. Attribute ID cannot be null.

Action

Verify Attribute ID is provided.

CMPBKRE0034

Error while initialzing Broker model. Broker Monitoring Context is null.

Explanation

Error while initialzing Broker model. Broker Monitoring Context is null.

Action

Verify Broker Monitoring Context is provided.

CMPBKRE0035

Error while getting Broker attributes. Model Instance List cannot be null.

Explanation

Error while getting Broker attributes. Model Instance List cannot be null.

Action

Verify Model Instance List is provided.

CMPBKRE0036

Error while getting Broker attributes. Attribute List cannot be null.

Explanation

Error while getting Broker attributes. Attribute List cannot be null.

Action

Verify Attribute List is provided.

CMPBKRE0037

Error while getting Broker attribute. Attribute ID cannot be null.

Explanation

Error while getting Broker attribute. Attribute ID cannot be null.

Action

Verify Attribute ID is provided.

CMPBKRE0038

Error while initialzing Broker model instance. Broker Monitoring Context is null.

Explanation

Error while initialzing Broker model instance. Broker Monitoring Context is null.

Action

Verify Broker Monitoring Context is provided.
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CMPBKRE0039

Error while getting model instances. MetaModel Type name is null or empty.

Explanation

Error while getting model instances. MetaModel Type name is null or empty.

Action

Verify MetaModel Type Name is provided.

CMPBKRE0040

Error while getting model instances. Invalid MetaModel Type Name.

Explanation

Error while getting model instances. Invalid MetaModel Type Name.

Action

Verify valid MetaModel Type Name is provided.

CMPBKRE0041

Error while initialzing Broker Server model. Broker Monitoring Context is null.

Explanation

Error while initialzing Broker Server model. Broker Monitoring Context is null.

Action

Verify Broker Monitoring Context is provided.

CMPBKRE0042

Error while getting Broker Server attributes. Model Instance List cannot be null.

Explanation

Error while getting Broker Server attributes. Model Instance List cannot be null.

Action

Verify Model Instance List is provided.

CMPBKRE0043

Error while getting Broker Server attributes. Attribute List cannot be null.

Explanation

Error while getting Broker Server attributes. Attribute List cannot be null.

Action

Verify Attribute List is provided.

CMPBKRE0044

Error while getting Broker Server attribute. Attribute ID cannot be null.

Explanation

Error while getting Broker Server attribute. Attribute ID cannot be null.

Action

Verify Attribute ID is provided.

CMPBKRE0045

Error while getting Broker SSL Stats attributes. Attribute ID cannot be null.

Explanation

Error while getting Broker SSL Stats attributes. Attribute ID cannot be null.

Action

Verify valid Attribute ID is provided.

CMPBKRE0046

Error while initialzing Broker Territory model. Broker Monitoring Context is null.

Explanation

Error while initialzing Broker Territory model. Broker Monitoring Context is null.

Action

Verify Broker Monitoring Context is provided.
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CMPBKRE0047

Error while getting Broker Territory attributes. Model Instance List cannot be null.

Explanation

Error while getting Broker Territory attributes. Model Instance List cannot be null.

Action

Verify Model Instance List is provided.

CMPBKRE0048

Error while getting Broker Territory attributes. Attribute List cannot be null.

Explanation

Error while getting Broker Territory attributes. Attribute List cannot be null.

Action

Verify Attribute List is provided.

CMPBKRE0049

Error while getting Broker Territory attribute. Attribute ID cannot be null.

Explanation

Error while getting Broker Territory attribute. Attribute ID cannot be null.

Action

Verify Attribute ID is provided.

CMPBKRE0050

Error while initialzing Territory Broker model. Broker Monitoring Context is null.

Explanation

Error while initialzing Territory Broker model. Broker Monitoring Context is null.

Action

Verify Broker Monitoring Context is provided.

CMPBKRE0051

Error while getting Territory Broker attributes. Model Instance List cannot be null.

Explanation

Error while getting Territory Broker attributes. Model Instance List cannot be null.

Action

Verify Model Instance List is provided.

CMPBKRE0052

Error while getting Territory Broker attributes. Attribute List cannot be null.

Explanation

Error while getting Territory Broker attributes. Attribute List cannot be null.

Action

Verify Attribute List is provided.

CMPBKRE0053

Error while getting Territory Broker attribute. Attribute ID cannot be null.

Explanation

Error while getting Territory Broker attribute. Attribute ID cannot be null.

Action

Verify Attribute ID is provided.

CMPBKRE0054

Error while getting Territory Broker Stats attribute. Could not retrieve attribute
value.

Explanation

Error while getting Territory Broker Stats attribute. Could not retrieve attribute value.
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CMPBKRE0055

Error while getting Territory Broker Stats Event attribute. Could not retrieve
attribute value.

Explanation

Error while getting Territory Broker Stats Event attribute. Could not retrieve attribute
value.

CMPBKRE0056

Error during Broker ping. Invalid Ping Context.

Explanation

Error during Broker ping. Invalid Ping Context.

Action

Verify valid Ping Context is provided.

CMPBKRE0057

Error during Broker Client ping. Broker Name not set in Broker Monitoring Context.

Explanation

Error during Broker Client ping. Broker Name not set in Broker Monitoring Context.

Action

Verify Broker Name is set in Broker Ping Context.

CMPDESE0001

Error while validating DES Monitoring Context. DES Monitoring Context cannot
be null.

CMPDESE0002

Error while validating DES Monitoring Context. DES Monitoring Context is not
instance of DESMonitoringContext.

CMPDESE0003

Error while validating DES Monitoring Context. Context object is null.

CMPDESE0004

Error while validating DES Monitoring Context. Context is invalid.

CMPDESE0005

Error while validating DES Monitoring Context. Context host attribute cannot be
null or empty.

CMPDESE0006

Error while validating DES Monitoring Context. Context port attribute is invalid.

CMPDESE0007

DES Monitoring Context cannot be null.

CMPDESE0008

Error while getting meta model. DES Meta model type ID cannot be null or empty.
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CMPDESE0010

Input parameter mbean name cannot be null.

CMPDESE0012

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

CMPDESE0034

Input parameter mbean name cannot be null.

CMPDESE0036

Invalid response from server: {0}

CMPDESE0037

Model instance list cannot be null.

CMPDESE0038

Attribute instance list cannot be null.

CMPDESE0039

Method Name cannot be empty or null.

CMPDESE0040

Attribute query string cannot be null.

CMPDESE0042

Attribute value is invalid or not available.

CMPDESE0043

DES Monitoring Context cannot be null.

CMPDESE0044

Input metaModelTypeID cannot be null or empty.

CMPDESE0045

Input modelInstanceID cannot be null or empty.

CMPDESE0046

Input attributeID cannot be null or empty.

CMPDESE0047

AttributeQuery cannot be null.
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CMPDESE0048

unused

CMPDESE0049

Input context cannot be null

CMPDESE0050

Exception occurred while getting Object Status, {0}

CMPDESE0051

n/a

CMPDESE0052

Unknown model type: {0} During getting attribute values.

CMPDESE0053

Object is invalid or not available.

CMPDESE0054

Can't create DESMonitoringContext with null DESInputContext");

CMPERTE0001

Error while validating Event Routing Monitoring Context. Event Routing Monitoring
Context cannot be null.

CMPERTE0002

Error while validating Event Routing Monitoring Context. Event Routing Monitoring
Context is not instance of EventRoutingMonitoringContext.

CMPERTE0003

Error while validating Event Routing Monitoring Context. Context object is null.

CMPERTE0005

Error while validating Event Routing Monitoring Context. Context host attribute
cannot be null or empty.

CMPERTE0006

Error while validating Event Routing Monitoring Context. Context port attribute
is invalid.

CMPERTE0007

Event Routing Monitoring Context cannot be null.
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CMPERTE0008

Error while getting meta model. Event Routing Meta model type ID cannot be null
or empty.

CMPERTE0010

Input parameter mbean name cannot be null.

CMPERTE0012

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

CMPERTE0034

Input parameter mbean name cannot be null.

CMPERTE0036

Invalid response from server: {0}

CMPERTE0037

Model instance list cannot be null.

CMPERTE0038

Attribute instance list cannot be null.

CMPERTE0039

Method Name cannot be empty or null.

CMPERTE0040

Attribute query string cannot be null.

CMPERTE0042

Attribute value is invalid or not available.

CMPERTE0043

Event Routing Monitoring Context cannot be null.

CMPERTE0044

Input metaModelTypeID cannot be null or empty.

CMPERTE0045

Input modelInstanceID cannot be null or empty.

CMPERTE0046

Input attributeID cannot be null or empty.
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CMPERTE0047

AttributeQuery cannot be null.

CMPERTE0048

unused

CMPERTE0049

Input context cannot be null

CMPERTE0050

Exception occurred while getting Object Status, {0}

CMPERTE0051

n/a

CMPERTE0052

Unknown model type: {0} During getting attribute values.

CMPERTE0053

Object is invalid or not available.

CMPERTE0054

Can't create EventRoutingMonitoringContext with null EventRoutingInputContext");

CMPERTW0004

Error while validating Event Routing Monitoring Context. Context is invalid.

CMPJBPE0000

Presto HTTP URL Method Name cannot be empty or null.

Explanation

Presto HTTP URL Method Name cannot be empty or null.

Action

Please provide Presto HTTP URL Method Name.

CMPJBPE0001

Error while validating Presto Monitoring Context. Presto Monitoring Context cannot
be null.

Explanation

Presto Monitoring Context is required.

Action

Please provide Presto Monitoring Context.

CMPJBPE0002

Error while validating Presto Monitoring Context. Presto Monitoring Context cannot
be null.

Explanation

Presto Monitoring Context is required.

Action

Please provide valid Presto Monitoring Context.
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CMPJBPE0003

Error while validating Presto Monitoring Context. Context object is null.

Explanation

Presto Monitoring Context is required.

Action

Please provide Presto Monitoring Context.

CMPJBPE0004

Error while validating Presto Monitoring Context. Context is invalid.

Explanation

Presto Monitoring Context is required.

Action

Please provide valid Presto Monitoring Context.

CMPJBPE0005

Error while validating Presto Monitoring Context. Context host attribute cannot
be null or empty.

Explanation

Presto Monitoring Context host attribute cannot be null or empty.

Action

Please provide host attribute for Presto Monitoring Context.

CMPJBPE0006

Error while validating Presto Monitoring Context. Context port attribute is invalid.

Explanation

Presto Monitoring Context port attribute cannot be null or empty.

Action

Please provide port attribute for Presto Monitoring Context.

CMPJBPE0007

Presto Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Explanation

Presto Monitoring Context is required for getting Presto model instances.

Action

Please provide Presto Monitoring Context.

CMPJBPE0008

Error while getting meta model. Presto Meta model type ID cannot be null or empty.

Explanation

Presto Meta model type ID cannot be null or empty.

Action

Please provide Presto meta model type ID.

CMPJBPE0009

Presto Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Explanation

Presto Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Action

Please provide Presto Monitoring Context.

CMPJBPE0010

Input parameter mbean name cannot be null.

Explanation

Input parameter mbean name is required.

Action

Please provide input parameter mbean name.
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CMPJBPE0011

Presto Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Explanation

Presto Monitoring Context is required for getting Presto model instances.

Action

Please provide Presto Monitoring Context.

CMPJBPE0012

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Explanation

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Action

Please provide model instance list or attribute list.

CMPJBPE0013

Presto Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Explanation

Presto Monitoring Context is required for getting Presto model instances.

Action

Please provide Presto Monitoring Context.

CMPJBPE0014

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Explanation

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Action

Please provide model instance list or attribute list.

CMPJBPE0015

Presto Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Explanation

Presto Monitoring Context is required for getting Presto model instances.

Action

Please provide Presto Monitoring Context.

CMPJBPE0016

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Explanation

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Action

Please provide model instance list or attribute list.

CMPJBPE0017

Presto Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Explanation

Presto Monitoring Context is required.

Action

Please provide Presto Monitoring Context.

CMPJBPE0018

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Explanation

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Action

Please provide model instance list or attribute list.
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CMPJBPE0019

Presto Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Explanation

Presto Monitoring Context is required.

Action

Please provide Presto Monitoring Context.

CMPJBPE0020

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Explanation

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Action

Please provide model instance list or attribute list.

CMPJBPE0021

Presto Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Explanation

Presto Monitoring Context is required.

Action

Please provide Presto Monitoring Context.

CMPJBPE0022

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Explanation

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Action

Please provide model instance list or attribute list.

CMPJBPE0023

Presto Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Explanation

Presto Monitoring Context is required.

Action

Please provide Presto Monitoring Context.

CMPJBPE0024

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Explanation

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Action

Please provide model instance list or attribute list.

CMPJBPE0025

Presto Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Explanation

Presto Monitoring Context is required.

Action

Please provide Presto Monitoring Context.

CMPJBPE0026

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Explanation

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Action

Please provide model instance list or attribute list.
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CMPJBPE0027

Presto Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Explanation

Presto Monitoring Context is required.

Action

Please provide Presto Monitoring Context.

CMPJBPE0028

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Explanation

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Action

Please provide model instance list or attribute list.

CMPJBPE0029

Presto Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Explanation

Presto Monitoring Context is required.

Action

Please provide Presto Monitoring Context.

CMPJBPE0030

Presto Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Explanation

Presto Monitoring Context is required.

Action

Please provide Presto Monitoring Context.

CMPJBPE0031

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Explanation

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Action

Please provide model instance list or attribute list.

CMPJBPE0032

Presto Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Explanation

Presto Monitoring Context is required.

Action

Please provide Presto Monitoring Context.

CMPJBPE0033

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Explanation

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Action

Please provide model instance list or attribute list.

CMPJBPE0034

Input parameter mbean name cannot be null.

Explanation

Input parameter mbean name is required.

Action

Please provide input parameter mbean name.
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CMPJBPE0035

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Explanation

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Action

Please provide model instance list or attribute list.

CMPJBPE0036

Invalid response from server: {0}

Explanation

Invalid response from server.

Action

Please resolve the issue with output.

CMPJBPE0037

Model instance list cannot be null.

Explanation

Model instance list cannot be null.

Action

Please provide model instance list.

CMPJBPE0038

Attribute instance list cannot be null.

Explanation

Attribute instance list cannot be null.

Action

Please provide attribute instance list.

CMPJBPE0039

Method Name cannot be empty or null.

Explanation

Method Name cannot be empty or null.

Action

Please provide method name.

CMPJBPE0040

Attribute query string cannot be null.

Explanation

Attribute query string cannot be null.

Action

Please provide attribute query string.

CMPJBPE0041

Presto Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Explanation

Presto Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Action

Please provide monitoring context.

CMPJBPE0042

Attribute value is invalid or not available.

Explanation

Attribute value is invalid or not available.

Action

Please provide valid attribute value.
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CMPJBPE0043

Presto Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Explanation

Presto Monitoring Context is required.

Action

Please provide Presto Monitoring Context.

CMPJBPE0044

Input metaModelTypeID cannot be null or empty.

Explanation

Input metaModelTypeID cannot be null or empty.

Action

Please provide meta model type ID.

CMPJBPE0045

Input modelInstanceID cannot be null or empty.

Explanation

Input modelInstanceID cannot be null or empty.

Action

Please provide model instance ID.

CMPJBPE0046

Input attributeID cannot be null or empty.

Explanation

Input attributeID cannot be null or empty.

Action

Please provide attribute ID.

CMPJBPE0047

AttributeQuery cannot be null.

Explanation

AttributeQuery cannot be null.

Action

Please provide attribute query.

CMPJBPE0048

unused

Explanation

unused

Action

Report the error

CMPJBPE0049

Input context cannot be null

Explanation

Input context cannot be null

CMPJBPE0050

Exception occurred while getting Object Status, {0}

Explanation

Exception occurred while getting Object Status, Exception attached.

Action

Report the error
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CMPJBPE0051

n/a

Explanation

n/a

Action

Report the error

CMPJBPE0052

Unknown model type: {0} During getting attribute values.

Explanation

Encountered an unknown model type when getting attribute values.

Action

Report the error

CMPJBPE0053

Object is invalid or not available.

Explanation

Object is invalid or not available is a default error message for a missing attribute.

Action

Report the error.

CMPJBPE0054

Can't create PrestoMonitoringContext with null PrestoInputContext

Explanation

There is code trying to create a PrestoMonitoringContext with null PrestoInputContext

Action

Report the error

CMPJMXE0000

Jmx HTTP URL Method Name cannot be empty or null.

Explanation

Jmx HTTP URL Method Name cannot be empty or null.

Action

Please provide Jmx HTTP URL Method Name.

CMPJMXE0001

Error while validating Jmx Monitoring Context. Jmx Monitoring Context cannot
be null.

Explanation

Jmx Monitoring Context is required.

Action

Please provide Jmx Monitoring Context.

CMPJMXE0003

Error while validating Jmx Monitoring Context. Context object is null.

Explanation

Jmx Monitoring Context is required.

Action

Please provide Jmx Monitoring Context.

CMPJMXE0004

Error while validating Jmx Monitoring Context. Context is invalid.

Explanation

Jmx Monitoring Context is required.

Action

Please provide valid Jmx Monitoring Context.
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CMPJMXE0005

Error while validating Jmx Monitoring Context. Context host attribute cannot be
null or empty.

Explanation

Jmx Monitoring Context host attribute cannot be null or empty.

Action

Please provide host attribute for Jmx Monitoring Context.

CMPJMXE0006

Error while validating Jmx Monitoring Context. Context port attribute is invalid.

Explanation

Jmx Monitoring Context port attribute cannot be null or empty.

Action

Please provide port attribute for Jmx Monitoring Context.

CMPJMXE0007

Jmx Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Explanation

Jmx Monitoring Context is required for getting Jmx model instances.

Action

Please provide Jmx Monitoring Context.

CMPJMXE0020

mBean filter can not be null or empty.

Explanation

mBean filter can not be null or empty.

Action

Please provide mBean filter.

CMPJMXE0037

Model instance list cannot be null.

Explanation

Model instance list cannot be null.

Action

Please provide model instance list.

CMPJMXE0038

Attribute instance list cannot be null.

Explanation

Attribute instance list cannot be null.

Action

Please provide attribute instance list.

CMPJMXE0060

SSL enabled, but there is no trustStore configured! The input context is invalid.

Explanation

SSL enabled, but there is no trustStore configured! The input context is invalid.

Action

Please provide trustStore

CMPJMXE0061

Jmx server is not reachable.

Explanation

Jmx server is not reachable.

Action

Please make sure Jmx server is reachable
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CMPMNGE0000

Mashzone NextGen HTTP URL Method Name cannot be empty or null.

Explanation

Mashzone NextGen HTTP URL Method Name cannot be empty or null.

CMPMNGE0001

Error while validating Mashzone NextGen Monitoring Context. Mashzone NextGen
Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Explanation

Error while validating Mashzone NextGen Monitoring Context. Mashzone NextGen
Monitoring Context cannot be null.

CMPMNGE0002

Error while validating Mashzone NextGen Monitoring Context. Mashzone NextGen
Monitoring Context is not instance of MZNGMonitoringContext.

Explanation

Error while validating Mashzone NextGen Monitoring Context. Mashzone NextGen
Monitoring Context is not instance of MZNGMonitoringContext.

CMPMNGE0003

Error while validating Mashzone NextGen Monitoring Context. Context object is
null.

Explanation

Error while validating Mashzone NextGen Monitoring Context. Context object is null.

CMPMNGE0004

Error while validating Mashzone NextGen Monitoring Context. Context is invalid.

Explanation

Error while validating Mashzone NextGen Monitoring Context. Context is invalid.

CMPMNGE0005

Error while validating Mashzone NextGen Monitoring Context. Context host
attribute cannot be null or empty.

Explanation

Error while validating Mashzone NextGen Monitoring Context. Context host attribute
cannot be null or empty.

CMPMNGE0006

Error while validating Mashzone NextGen Monitoring Context. Context port
attribute is invalid.

Explanation

Error while validating Mashzone NextGen Monitoring Context. Context port attribute
is invalid.

CMPMNGE0007

Mashzone NextGen Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Explanation

Mashzone NextGen Monitoring Context cannot be null.
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CMPMNGE0008

Error while getting meta model. Mashzone NextGen Meta model type ID cannot
be null or empty.

Explanation

Error while getting meta model. Mashzone NextGen Meta model type ID cannot be
null or empty.

CMPMNGE0010

Input parameter mbean name cannot be null.

Explanation

Input parameter mbean name cannot be null.

CMPMNGE0012

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Explanation

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

CMPMNGE0034

Input parameter mbean name cannot be null.

Explanation

Input parameter mbean name cannot be null.

CMPMNGE0036

Invalid response from server: {0}

Explanation

Invalid response from server: {0}

CMPMNGE0037

Model instance list cannot be null.

Explanation

Model instance list cannot be null.

CMPMNGE0038

Attribute instance list cannot be null.

Explanation

Attribute instance list cannot be null.

CMPMNGE0039

Method Name cannot be empty or null.

Explanation

Method Name cannot be empty or null.

CMPMNGE0040

Attribute query string cannot be null.

Explanation

Attribute query string cannot be null.

CMPMNGE0042

Attribute value is invalid or not available.

Explanation

Attribute value is invalid or not available.
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CMPMNGE0043

Mashzone NextGen Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Explanation

Mashzone NextGen Monitoring Context cannot be null.

CMPMNGE0044

Input metaModelTypeID cannot be null or empty.

Explanation

Input metaModelTypeID cannot be null or empty.

CMPMNGE0045

Input modelInstanceID cannot be null or empty.

Explanation

Input modelInstanceID cannot be null or empty.

CMPMNGE0046

Input attributeID cannot be null or empty.

Explanation

Input attributeID cannot be null or empty.

CMPMNGE0047

AttributeQuery cannot be null.

Explanation

AttributeQuery cannot be null.

CMPMNGE0048

unused

Explanation

unused

CMPMNGE0049

Input context cannot be null

Explanation

Input context cannot be null

CMPMNGE0050

Exception occurred while getting Object Status, {0}

Explanation

Exception occurred while getting Object Status, {0}

CMPMNGE0051

n/a

Explanation

n/a

CMPMNGE0052

Unknown model type: {0} During getting attribute values.

Explanation

Unknown model type: {0} During getting attribute values.
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CMPMNGE0053

Object is invalid or not available.

Explanation

Object is invalid or not available.

CMPMNGE0054

Can't create MZNGMonitoringContext with null MZNGInputContext

Explanation

Can't create MZNGMonitoringContext with null MZNGInputContext

CMPMWSE0000

MWS HTTP URL Method Name cannot be empty or null.

Explanation

MWS HTTP URL Method Name cannot be empty or null.

Action

Please provide MWS HTTP URL Method Name.

CMPMWSE0001

Error while vaidating MWS Monitoring Context. MWS Monitoring Context cannot
be null.

Explanation

MWS Monitoring Context is required.

Action

Please provide MWS Monitoring Context.

CMPMWSE0002

Error while vaidating MWS Monitoring Context. MWS Monitoring Context cannot
be null.

Explanation

MWS Monitoring Context is required.

Action

Please provide valid MWS Monitoring Context.

CMPMWSE0003

Error while validating Broker Monitoring Context. Context object is null.

Explanation

MWS Monitoring Context is required.

Action

Please provide MWS Monitoring Context.

CMPMWSE0004

Error while validating MWS Monitoring Context. Context is invalid.

Explanation

MWS Monitoring Context is required.

Action

Please provide valid MWS Monitoring Context.

CMPMWSE0005

Error while validating MWS Monitoring Context. Context host attribute cannot be
null or empty.

Explanation

MWS Monitoring Context host attribute cannot be null or empty.

Action

Please provide host attribute for MWS Monitoring Context.
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CMPMWSE0006

Error while validating Broker Monitoring Context. Context port attribute is invalid.

Explanation

MWS Monitoring Context port attribute cannot be null or empty.

Action

Please provide port attribute for MWS Monitoring Context.

CMPMWSE0007

MWS Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Explanation

MWS Monitoring Context is required for getting MWS model instances.

Action

Please provide MWS Monitoring Context.

CMPMWSE0008

Error while getting meta model. MWS Meta model type ID cannot be null or empty.

Explanation

MWS Meta model type ID cannot be null or empty.

Action

Please provide MWS meta model type ID.

CMPMWSE0009

MWS Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Explanation

MWS Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Action

Please provide MWS Monitoring Context.

CMPMWSE0010

Input parameter mbean name cannot be null.

Explanation

Input parameter mbean name is required.

Action

Please provide input parameter mbean name.

CMPMWSE0011

MWS Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Explanation

MWS Monitoring Context is required for getting MWS model instances.

Action

Please provide MWS Monitoring Context.

CMPMWSE0012

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Explanation

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Action

Please provide model instance list or attribute list.

CMPMWSE0013

MWS Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Explanation

MWS Monitoring Context is required for getting MWS model instances.

Action

Please provide MWS Monitoring Context.
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CMPMWSE0014

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Explanation

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Action

Please provide model instance list or attribute list.

CMPMWSE0015

MWS Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Explanation

MWS Monitoring Context is required for getting MWS model instances.

Action

Please provide MWS Monitoring Context.

CMPMWSE0016

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Explanation

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Action

Please provide model instance list or attribute list.

CMPMWSE0017

MWS Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Explanation

MWS Monitoring Context is required.

Action

Please provide MWS Monitoring Context.

CMPMWSE0018

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Explanation

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Action

Please provide model instance list or attribute list.

CMPMWSE0019

MWS Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Explanation

MWS Monitoring Context is required.

Action

Please provide MWS Monitoring Context.

CMPMWSE0020

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Explanation

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Action

Please provide model instance list or attribute list.

CMPMWSE0021

MWS Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Explanation

MWS Monitoring Context is required.

Action

Please provide MWS Monitoring Context.
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CMPMWSE0022

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Explanation

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Action

Please provide model instance list or attribute list.

CMPMWSE0023

MWS Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Explanation

MWS Monitoring Context is required.

Action

Please provide MWS Monitoring Context.

CMPMWSE0024

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Explanation

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Action

Please provide model instance list or attribute list.

CMPMWSE0025

MWS Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Explanation

MWS Monitoring Context is required.

Action

Please provide MWS Monitoring Context.

CMPMWSE0026

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Explanation

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Action

Please provide model instance list or attribute list.

CMPMWSE0027

MWS Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Explanation

MWS Monitoring Context is required.

Action

Please provide MWS Monitoring Context.

CMPMWSE0028

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Explanation

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Action

Please provide model instance list or attribute list.

CMPMWSE0029

MWS Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Explanation

MWS Monitoring Context is required.

Action

Please provide MWS Monitoring Context.
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CMPMWSE0030

MWS Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Explanation

MWS Monitoring Context is required.

Action

Please provide MWS Monitoring Context.

CMPMWSE0031

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Explanation

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Action

Please provide model instance list or attribute list.

CMPMWSE0032

MWS Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Explanation

MWS Monitoring Context is required.

Action

Please provide MWS Monitoring Context.

CMPMWSE0033

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Explanation

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Action

Please provide model instance list or attribute list.

CMPMWSE0034

Input parameter mbean name cannot be null.

Explanation

Input parameter mbean name is required.

Action

Please provide input parameter mbean name.

CMPMWSE0035

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Explanation

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Action

Please provide model instance list or attribute list.

CMPMWSE0036

Invalid response from server: {0}

Explanation

Invalid response from server.

Action

Please resolve the issue with output.

CMPMWSE0037

Model instance list cannot be null.

Explanation

Model instance list cannot be null.

Action

Please provide model instance list.
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CMPMWSE0038

Attribute instance list cannot be null.

Explanation

Attribute instance list cannot be null.

Action

Please provide attribute instance list.

CMPMWSE0039

Method Name cannot be empty or null.

Explanation

Method Name cannot be empty or null.

Action

Please provide method name.

CMPMWSE0040

Attribute query string cannot be null.

Explanation

Attribute query string cannot be null.

Action

Please provide attribute query string.

CMPMWSE0041

MWS Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Explanation

MWS Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Action

Please provide monitoring context.

CMPMWSE0042

Attribute value is invalid or not available.

Explanation

Attribute value is invalid or not available.

Action

Please provide valid attribute value.

CMPMWSE0043

MWS Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Explanation

MWS Monitoring Context is required.

Action

Please provide MWS Monitoring Context.

CMPMWSE0044

Input metaModelTypeID cannot be null or empty.

Explanation

Input metaModelTypeID cannot be null or empty.

Action

Please provide meta model type ID.

CMPMWSE0045

Input modelInstanceID cannot be null or empty.

Explanation

Input modelInstanceID cannot be null or empty.

Action

Please provide model instance ID.
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CMPMWSE0046

Input attributeID cannot be null or empty.

Explanation

Input attributeID cannot be null or empty.

Action

Please provide attribute ID.

CMPMWSE0047

AttributeQuery cannot be null.

Explanation

AttributeQuery cannot be null.

Action

Please provide attribute query.

CMPTCME0001

Error while vaidating TC Monitoring Context. TC Monitoring Context cannot be
null.

CMPTCME0002

Error while validating TC Monitoring Context. Context is not terracotta type.

CMPTCME0003

Error while validating TC Input Context. TC Input Context cannot be null.

CMPTCME0004

Error while validating TC Input Context. Context is not terracotta type.

CMPTCME0005

Error while validating TC Input Context. TMC host attribute cannot be null or
empty.

CMPTCME0006

Error while validating TC Input Context. TMC port attribute is invalid.

CMPTCME0007

TC Input Monitoring Context cannot be null.

CMPTCME0008

Error while getting meta model. TC Meta model type ID cannot be null or empty.

CMPTCME0009

TC Monitoring Context cannot be null.

CMPTCME0010

Model instance list cannot be null.
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CMPTCME0011

Attribute instance list cannot be null.

CMPTCME0012

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

CMPTCME0013

Attribute query string cannot be null.

CMPTCME0014

Attribute value is invalid or not available.

CMPTCME0015

Input metaModelTypeID cannot be null or empty.

CMPTCME0016

Input modelInstanceID cannot be null or empty.

CMPTCME0017

Input attributeID cannot be null or empty.

CMPTCME0018

AttributeQuery cannot be null.

CMPTCME0019

Version not support.

CMPTCME0020

Could not connect to url {0}.

CMPUMIE0000

UM HTTP URL Method Name cannot be empty or null.

Explanation

UM HTTP URL Method Name cannot be empty or null.

Action

Please provide UM HTTP URL Method Name.

CMPUMIE0001

Error while validating UM Monitoring Context. UM Monitoring Context cannot
be null.

Explanation

UM Monitoring Context is required.

Action

Please provide UM Monitoring Context.
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CMPUMIE0002

Error while validating UM Monitoring Context. UM Monitoring Context cannot
be null.

Explanation

UM Monitoring Context is required.

Action

Please provide valid UM Monitoring Context.

CMPUMIE0003

Error while validating UM Monitoring Context. Context object is null.

Explanation

UM Monitoring Context is required.

Action

Please provide UM Monitoring Context.

CMPUMIE0004

Error while validating UM Monitoring Context. Context is invalid.

Explanation

UM Monitoring Context is required.

Action

Please provide valid UM Monitoring Context.

CMPUMIE0005

Error while validating UM Monitoring Context. Context host attribute cannot be
null or empty.

Explanation

UM Monitoring Context host attribute cannot be null or empty.

Action

Please provide host attribute for UM Monitoring Context.

CMPUMIE0006

Error while validating UM Monitoring Context. Context port attribute is invalid.

Explanation

UM Monitoring Context port attribute cannot be null or empty.

Action

Please provide port attribute for UM Monitoring Context.

CMPUMIE0007

UM Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Explanation

UM Monitoring Context is required for getting UM model instances.

Action

Please provide UM Monitoring Context.

CMPUMIE0008

Error while getting meta model. UM Meta model type ID cannot be null or empty.

Explanation

UM Meta model type ID cannot be null or empty.

Action

Please provide UM meta model type ID.

CMPUMIE0009

UM Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Explanation

UM Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Action

Please provide UM Monitoring Context.
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CMPUMIE0010

Input parameter mbean name cannot be null.

Explanation

Input parameter mbean name is required.

Action

Please provide input parameter mbean name.

CMPUMIE0011

UM Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Explanation

UM Monitoring Context is required for getting UM model instances.

Action

Please provide UM Monitoring Context.

CMPUMIE0012

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Explanation

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Action

Please provide model instance list or attribute list.

CMPUMIE0013

UM Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Explanation

UM Monitoring Context is required for getting UM model instances.

Action

Please provide UM Monitoring Context.

CMPUMIE0014

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Explanation

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Action

Please provide model instance list or attribute list.

CMPUMIE0015

UM Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Explanation

UM Monitoring Context is required for getting UM model instances.

Action

Please provide UM Monitoring Context.

CMPUMIE0016

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Explanation

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Action

Please provide model instance list or attribute list.

CMPUMIE0017

UM Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Explanation

UM Monitoring Context is required.

Action

Please provide UM Monitoring Context.
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CMPUMIE0018

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Explanation

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Action

Please provide model instance list or attribute list.

CMPUMIE0019

UM Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Explanation

UM Monitoring Context is required.

Action

Please provide UM Monitoring Context.

CMPUMIE0020

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Explanation

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Action

Please provide model instance list or attribute list.

CMPUMIE0021

UM Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Explanation

UM Monitoring Context is required.

Action

Please provide UM Monitoring Context.

CMPUMIE0022

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Explanation

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Action

Please provide model instance list or attribute list.

CMPUMIE0023

UM Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Explanation

UM Monitoring Context is required.

Action

Please provide UM Monitoring Context.

CMPUMIE0024

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Explanation

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Action

Please provide model instance list or attribute list.

CMPUMIE0025

UM Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Explanation

UM Monitoring Context is required.

Action

Please provide UM Monitoring Context.
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CMPUMIE0026

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Explanation

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Action

Please provide model instance list or attribute list.

CMPUMIE0027

UM Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Explanation

UM Monitoring Context is required.

Action

Please provide UM Monitoring Context.

CMPUMIE0028

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Explanation

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Action

Please provide model instance list or attribute list.

CMPUMIE0029

UM Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Explanation

UM Monitoring Context is required.

Action

Please provide UM Monitoring Context.

CMPUMIE0030

UM Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Explanation

UM Monitoring Context is required.

Action

Please provide UM Monitoring Context.

CMPUMIE0031

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Explanation

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Action

Please provide model instance list or attribute list.

CMPUMIE0032

UM Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Explanation

UM Monitoring Context is required.

Action

Please provide UM Monitoring Context.

CMPUMIE0033

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Explanation

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Action

Please provide model instance list or attribute list.
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CMPUMIE0034

Input parameter mbean name cannot be null.

Explanation

Input parameter mbean name is required.

Action

Please provide input parameter mbean name.

CMPUMIE0035

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Explanation

Model instance list or attribute list cannot be null.

Action

Please provide model instance list or attribute list.

CMPUMIE0036

Invalid response from server: {0}

Explanation

Invalid response from server.

Action

Please resolve the issue with output.

CMPUMIE0037

Model instance list cannot be null.

Explanation

Model instance list cannot be null.

Action

Please provide model instance list.

CMPUMIE0038

Attribute instance list cannot be null.

Explanation

Attribute instance list cannot be null.

Action

Please provide attribute instance list.

CMPUMIE0039

Method Name cannot be empty or null.

Explanation

Method Name cannot be empty or null.

Action

Please provide method name.

CMPUMIE0040

Attribute query string cannot be null.

Explanation

Attribute query string cannot be null.

Action

Please provide attribute query string.

CMPUMIE0041

UM Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Explanation

UM Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Action

Please provide monitoring context.
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CMPUMIE0042

Attribute value is invalid or not available.

Explanation

Attribute value is invalid or not available.

Action

Please provide valid attribute value.

CMPUMIE0043

UM Monitoring Context cannot be null.

Explanation

UM Monitoring Context is required.

Action

Please provide UM Monitoring Context.

CMPUMIE0044

Input metaModelTypeID cannot be null or empty.

Explanation

Input metaModelTypeID cannot be null or empty.

Action

Please provide meta model type ID.

CMPUMIE0045

Input modelInstanceID cannot be null or empty.

Explanation

Input modelInstanceID cannot be null or empty.

Action

Please provide model instance ID.

CMPUMIE0046

Input attributeID cannot be null or empty.

Explanation

Input attributeID cannot be null or empty.

Action

Please provide attribute ID.

CMPUMIE0047

AttributeQuery cannot be null.

Explanation

AttributeQuery cannot be null.

Action

Please provide attribute query.

CMPUMIE0048

No such node with path {0}

Explanation

No UM node has been found or stored with the path provided.

Action

Report the error

CMPUMIE0049

Failed to get attribute values for instance {0}. No such node with path : {1}

Explanation

Failed to get attribute values for instance {0}. No such node with path : {1}

Action

Report the error
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CMPUMIE0050

Failed for instance {0}. Exception message : {1}

Explanation

Failed to get attribute values for an instance. Exception message attached.

Action

Report the error

CMPUMIE0051

Failed for instance {0}. Can't parse path : {1}

Explanation

Failed to get attribute values for an instance. Failed to parse the attached path.

Action

Report the error

CMPUMIE0052

Unknown model type: {0} During getting attribute values.

Explanation

Encountered an unknown model type when getting attribute values.

Action

Report the error

CMPUMIE0053

Object is invalid or not available.

Explanation

Object is invalid or not available is a default error message for a missing attribute.

Action

Report the error.

CMPUMIE0054

Can't create UMMonitoringContext with null UMInputContext

Explanation

There is code trying to create a UMMonitoringContext with null UMInputContext

Action

Report the error

CMPUMIE0055

User not authorized on this node. user:{0}, sessionAttributes:{1}

Explanation

The User specified to connect to the realm is not authorized for operations on this
node. Attaches user and sessionAttributes

Action

report the error

CMPUMIE0056

Input context cannot be null

Explanation

Input context cannot be null

CMPUMIE0057

Can't find interface status for {0}

Explanation

Can't find interface status for an Interface

Action

Report the error
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CMPUMIE0058

Can't find interface name for {0}

Explanation

Can't find interface name for a interface

Action

Report the error

CMPUMIE0059

Not Authorized to use nRealmNode methods

Explanation

This exception will be thrown if a user connecting to UM is Not Authorized to use
nRealmNode methods

Action

Report the error

CMPUMIE0060

Can't set node to null in UMNodeModel

Explanation

Can't set node to null in UMNodeModel

Action

Report the error

CMPUMIE0061

Node does not exist in NodeFactory, path:{0}

Explanation

Node does not exist in NodeFactory, path attached.

Action

Report the error

CMPUMIE0062

Realm Node Not connected, path:{0}

Explanation

Realm Node Not connected, the connection has expired or couldn't be established.
path attached.

Action

Report the error

CMPUMIE0063

Realm Node Not connected

Explanation

Realm Node Not connected

Action

Report the error

CMPUMIE0064

Exception occurred while getting Object Status, {0}

Explanation

Exception occurred while getting Object Status, Exception attached.

Action

Report the error

CMPUMIE0065

Can't get realm for node, path: {0}

Explanation

Can't get realm for node, path attached

Action

Report the error
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CMPUMIE0066

Node is null during isConnected call in class: {0}

Explanation

Node is null during isConnected call in class: {0}

Action

Report the error
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Database Component Configurator Messages

CAN_NOT_RUN_MIGRATE_MSG – Can not run migrate to version {0}
Explanation

The user tried to migrate a database component that does not exist.

Action

Make sure the database component exists using the catalog action before trying to
migrate it.

CMP_STORE_INIT_ERROR – Error initializing definition store instance
Explanation

The Database Component Configurator could not initialize all database component
definitions.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

DCI_INFO_ERROR_MSG Error in getting DCI about information.
Explanation

The user displayed the About information, but build information is missing.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ERROR_ENCODING Error in checking database encoding
Explanation

The checkEncoding action failed.

Action

Make sure the the RDBMS is running.
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1232

Repository-based deployment does not support deployment of {0} assets when part
of a project that also contains either MWS, Optimize, or Business Rules assets.

Explanation

Deployer does not support deployment of Universal Messaging assets when part of
a project that also contains MWS, Optimize, or Business Rules assets.

Action

Remove the the Universal Messaging assets from the deployment set and update the
deployment map accordingly. To deploy Universal Messaging assets, you must create
a separate project that contains the Universal Messaging assets.

1234

Deployer issued the following exception while attempting to compile the package:
"{0}"

Explanation

Deployer invoked the wm.server.packages:compilePackage service, and the
compilePackage service returned an error.

Action

Verify the network connectivity between the Deployer server and each target
Integration Server. Also, verify that the target Integration Servers are up and running.
For more information about the error that the compilePackage service returned, see
the deploy or simulation report.

1240

Error occurred while attempting to compile the package {0}. Error details : {1}

Explanation

This error message is shown in case of compilation errors while compiling java sources
present in Integration Server package.

Action

Fix the compilation issue.
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185I

Successfully stored the password entry.

186I

Successfully retrieved the password.

187I

Successfully deleted the password entry.

188I

Successfully retrieved the list of password handles.

189I

Successfully updated the password entry.

190E

Existing password does not match the specified old password.

Explanation

The specified old password does not match the password handle.

Action

Supply the correct existing password.

191E

Password handle {0} does not exist.

Explanation

An error occurred while retrieving the password entry for the password handle.

Action

Supply a valid password handle.

192E

An error occurred while listing password handles.

Explanation

An error occurred while getting the list of available password handles from the
password store.

Action

Check the Integration Server logs for more details.

193E

An error occurred while storing the password entry for handle {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while storing the entry for the specified handle and pasword values.

Action

Check the Integration Server logs for more details.

194

An error occurred while deleting the password entry for handle {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while deleting the password entry for the supplied password
handle.

Action

Check the Integration Server logs for more details.
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195E

The current user is not authorized to access password store operations.

Explanation

Only an authorized user can perform create/delete/update/fetch operations on
password stores.

Action

Obtain the proper authorization.

DEP.0000.1205E

Repository-based deployment does not support the simulate operation for the
mapped target servers.

Explanation

Repository-based projects do not support simulate operations for the mapped target
servers.

Action

Perform Deploy operation.

DEP.0001.0002E

Deployer could not connect to server aliases {0}. Make sure the server alias
information is correct and the server is running.

Explanation

Deployer could not connect to the specified server when executing the CreateBuild
command-line script.

Action

Make sure the connection information specified to the script is correct and that the
server is running.

DEP.0001.0003E

You are not authorized to extract the {0} project. Ask an administrator or user that
has build authorization for the project to perform this task, or ask an administrator
to update the authorization for the specified project to give you build authorization.

Explanation

You do not have build authority for the specified project.

Action

Ask an administrator or user that has build authorization for the project to perform
this task or ask an administrator to update the authorization for the specified project
to give you build authorization.

DEP.0001.0005E

Error checking authorization: {0}. Make sure the service exists and the permissions
for the service are adequate to allow execution of the service.

Explanation

An error occurred while invoking the wm.deployer.authorization:isAuthorized service
on the Integration Server that is running Deployer.

Action

Make sure the service exists and the permissions for the service are adequate to allow
execution of the service.

DEP.0001.0006E

Error writing project file into build file {0}. Make sure there is sufficient disk space,
memory, and operating system privileges.

Explanation

An error occurred while trying to write the project file in the build archive file.

Action

Make sure there is sufficient disk space, memory, and that you have the proper
operating system privileges.
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DEP.0001.0007E

Error writing properties file into build file {0}. Ensure that the project name was
correctly specified and that there is sufficient disk space, memory, and operating
system privileges.

Explanation

An error occurred while attempting to write the build properties file in the build
archive file.

Action

Ensure there is sufficient disk space, memory, and operating system privileges.

DEP.0001.0008E

Error closing build file {0}. Make sure there is sufficient disk space, memory, and
operating system privileges to close the build file.

Explanation

An error occurred while attempting to close the build file.

Action

Make sure there is sufficient disk space, memory, and operating system privileges to
close the build file.

DEP.0001.0009E

Error creating build report {0}. Make sure there is sufficient disk space, memory,
and operating system privileges to create a build report.

Explanation

An error occurred when attempting to create a build report.

Action

Make sure there is sufficient disk space, memory, and operating system privileges to
create a build report.

DEP.0001.0010E

Error during extraction: {0}

Explanation

An error occurred while attempting to create a build for a project. The extraction error
can be any error that occurred when attempting to create a build. This error can be
caused by an object that is listed in the project, but does not exist on the source system.

Action

Ensure that all objects listed in the project exist on the source system.

DEP.0001.0011E

Error extracting IS package {0}: {1}. Make sure the service exists and that the
permissions are adequate to allow execution of the service.

Explanation

An error occurred while invoking the wm.deployer.resource.extractor.is:extractPackage
service.

Action

Make sure the service exists and that the permissions are adequate to allow execution
of the service.

DEP.0001.0012E

Error extracting IS ACL(s) on source system {0}: {1}. Make sure the service exists
and the permissions are adequate to allow execution of the service.

Explanation

An error occurred while invoking the wm.deployer.resource.extractor.is:extractAcls
service on the specified source system.

Action

Make sure the service exists and that the permissions are adequate to allow execution
of the service.
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DEP.0001.0013E

Integration Server ACL {0} does not exist on the source system.

Explanation

The identified asset does not exist on the source system.

Action

Either remove the asset from the project or add it to the source system.

DEP.0001.0014E

Deployer encountered the following error while extracting Integration Server users
from source system {0}: {1}

Explanation

An error occurred while invoking the wm.deployer.resource.extractor.is:extractUsers
service on the specified source system.

Action

Make sure the service exists and that you have the proper permissions to execute the
service.

DEP.0001.0015E

The Integration Server user account {0} does not exist on the source system. Either
remove the user account from the project or create it on the source system.

Explanation

The identified IS user account does not exist on the source system.

Action

Either remove the user account from the project or create it on the source system.

DEP.0001.0016E

Deployer encountered the following error while extracting Integration Server
groups from source system {0}: {1}

Explanation

An error occurred while invoking the wm.deployer.resource.extractor.is:extractGroups
service on the specified source system.

Action

Make sure the service exists and that the permissions are adequate to allow execution
of the service.

DEP.0001.0017E

The Integration Server group {0} does not exist on the source system. Either remove
the group from the project or create the group on the source system.

Explanation

The identified Integration Server group does not exist on the source system.

Action

Either remove the group from the project or create the group on the source system.

DEP.0001.0018E

Deployer encountered the following error while extracting Integration Server ports
from source system {0}: {1}

Explanation

An error occurred while invoking the wm.deployer.resource.extractor.is:extractPorts
service on the specified source system.

Action

Make sure the service exists and the permissions are adequate to allow execution of
the service.
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DEP.0001.0020E

Deployer encountered the following error while extracting Integration Server
scheduled service {0} ({1}) from source system {2}: {3}

Explanation

An error occurred while invoking the pub.scheduler:getTaskInfo service on the
specified source system.

Action

Make sure the service exists and the permissions are adequate to allow execution of
the service. If the error message indicates that the scheduled service is not on the
source system, either remove the scheduled service from the project or add it to the
source system.

DEP.0001.0021E

Deployer encountered the following error while extracting assets from Trading
Networks from source system {0}: {1}

Explanation

An error occurred while invoking the wm.tn.admin:exportData service on the specified
source Trading Networks system.

Action

Make sure the source Trading Networks system is running, the service exists, and the
permissions are adequate to allow execution of the service.

DEP.0001.0035E

Error invoking service "{0}".

Explanation

An error occurred invoking a service on the Integration Server that is running
Deployer.

Action

Verify that the service exists and that the permissions are adequate to execute the
service. For more information, see the Integration Server error message in the
Integration Server error log.

DEP.0001.0036E

An error occurred while invoking service "{0}" on system "{1}".

Explanation

An error occurred while invoking a service on a remote system.

Action

Verify that the service exists and that the permissions are adequate to execute the
service. For more information, see the Integration Server error message in the
Integration Server error log.

DEP.0001.0038E

Project {0} is empty; it does not contain any assets to extract. Use the Deployer user
interface to add assets to the project.

Explanation

The specified project does not contain any assets to extract.

Action

Use the Deployer user interface to add assets to the project.
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DEP.0001.0039E

The following source servers are currently unavailable: {0}. Check your network
connection and make sure the source servers are running.

Explanation

The source servers are not responding to a ping. To ping a server, Deployer executes
services as follows:
- For an Integration Server system, Deployer uses the wm.server:ping service.
- For a Trading Networks system, Deployer uses the wm.tn:ping service.
- For any other system, Deployer uses the ping plug-in Web service.

Action

Check the network connection and make sure the source servers are running.

DEP.0001.0041E

Deployment set {0} has unresolved dependencies and could result in an incomplete
deployment. Use the Deployer user interface to resolve the dependencies

Explanation

The deployment set has unresolved dependencies and could result in an incomplete
deployment.

Action

Use the Deployer user interface to resolve the dependencies.

DEP.0001.0042E

Integration Server package files {0} do not exist. Use the Deployer user interface to
verify and edit the list of files for the package.

Explanation

The list of files specified for the package do not exist.

Action

Use the Deployer user interface to verify and edit the list of files for the package.

DEP.0001.0043E

Integration Server package {0} does not exist on the source system. Either remove
the package from the project or add it to the source system.

Explanation

The identified Integration Server package does not exist on the source system.

Action

Either remove the package from the project or add it to the source system.

DEP.0001.0044E

Deployer encountered the following error while extracting assets from {0} on source
system {1}: {2}

Explanation

An error occurred while invoking the Deployer plug-in web service getObjects on
the specified source system.

Action

Make sure the source system is running, the service exists, and the permissions are
adequate to execute the service.
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DEP.0001.0045E

Build file {0} does not contain a properties file. Build cannot load because the file
is incomplete. Make sure the build file is not corrupted and has not been manually
updated.

Explanation

Build cannot load because the file is incomplete.

Action

Make sure the build file is not corrupted and has not been manually updated.

DEP.0001.0053E

Integration Server port {0} does not exist on the source system and was not extracted
into the build. Make sure the port exists in the source system.

Explanation

The Integration Server port was not extracted into the build.

Action

Make sure the port exists in the source system.

DEP.0001.0054E

The Integration Server scheduled service does not exist on source system {0}: {1}

Explanation

The scheduled service does not exist on the source server.

Action

Either remove the scheduled service from the project or add it to the source system.

DEP.0001.0068E

Deployer encountered the following error while extracting Integration Server
package {0} node ACLs: {1}

Explanation

Error when executing the wm.deployer.resource.gui.IS:getTypedPackageContents
service.

Action

Make sure the service exists on the Integration Server and the user has the necessary
privileges to execute the service.

DEP.0001.0069E

Error writing to the build file {0}. Make sure the build file exists, that it has
read/write permission, and that the file system has adequate space.

Explanation

An error occurred while trying to write to the build file.

Action

Read the error message to determine the possible causes. Make sure the build file
exists, that it has read/write permission, and there is adequate space for it on the file
system.

DEP.0001.0070E

Trading Networks field group {0} does not exist on the specified source Trading
Networks system. Either remove the profile field group from the project or add it
to the source Trading Networks system.

Explanation

The identified Trading Networks profile field group does not exist on the specified
source Trading Networks system.

Action

Either remove the profile field group from the project or add it to the source Trading
Networks system.
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DEP.0001.0071E

Trading Networks field definition {0} does not exist on the source Trading Networks
system. Either remove the profile field definition from the project or add it to the
source Trading Networks system.

Explanation

The identified Trading Networks profile field definition does not exist on the source
Trading Networks system.

Action

Either remove the profile field definition from the project or add it to the source
Trading Networks system.

DEP.0001.0072E

Trading Networks Profile {0} does not exist on the source Trading Networks system.
Either remove the profile from the project or add it to the source Trading Networks
system.

Explanation

The identified Trading Networks profile does not exist on the source Trading Networks
system.

Action

Either remove the profile from the project or add it to the source Trading Networks
system.

DEP.0001.0073E

Trading Networks TPA {0} does not exist on the source Trading Networks system.
Either remove the TPA from the project or add it to the source Trading Networks
system.

Explanation

The identified Trading Networks trading partner agreement (TPA) does not exist on
the source Trading Networks system.

Action

Either remove the TPA from the project or add it to the source Trading Networks
system.

DEP.0001.0074E

Trading Networks document attribute {0} does not exist on the source Trading
Networks system. Either remove the document attribute from the project or add it
to the source Trading Networks system.

Explanation

The identified Trading Networks document attribute does not exist on the source
Trading Networks system.

Action

Either remove the document attribute from the project or add it to the source Trading
Networks system.

DEP.0001.0075E

Trading Networks document type {0} does not exist on the source Trading Networks
system. Either remove the Trading Networks document type from the project or
add it to the source Trading Networks system.

Explanation

The identified Trading Networks document type does not exist on the source Trading
Networks system.

Action

Either remove the Trading Networks document type from the project or add it to the
source Trading Networks system.
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DEP.0001.0076E

Trading Networks processing rule {0} does not exist on the Trading Networks source
system. Either remove the processing rule from the project or add it to the source
Trading Networks system.

Explanation

The identified Trading Networks processing rule does not exist on the Trading
Networks source system.

Action

Either remove the processing rule from the project or add it to the source Trading
Networks system.

DEP.0001.0077E

Trading Networks external ID type {0} does not exist on the source Trading Networks
system. Either remove the external ID type from the project or add it to the source
Trading Networks system.

Explanation

The identified Trading Networks external ID type does not exist on the source Trading
Networks system.

Action

Either remove the external ID type from the project or add it to the source Trading
Networks system.

DEP.0001.0078E

Trading Network contact type {0} does not exist on the source Trading Networks
system. Either remove the contact type from the project or add it to the source
Trading Networks system.

Explanation

The identified Trading Networks contact type does not exist on the source Trading
Networks system.

Action

Either remove the contact type from the project or add it to the source Trading
Networks system.

DEP.0001.0079E

Trading Networks binary type {0} does not exist on the source Trading Networks
system. Either remove the binary type from the project or add it to the source Trading
Networks system.

Explanation

The identified Trading Networks binary type does not exist on the source Trading
Networks system.

Action

Either remove the binary type from the project or add it to the source Trading
Networks system.

DEP.0001.0080E

Trading Networks profile group {0} does not exist on the source Trading Networks
system. Either remove the profile group from the project or add it to the source
Trading Networks system.

Explanation

The identified Trading Networks profile group does not exist on the source Trading
Networks system.

Action

Either remove the profile group from the project or add it to the source Trading
Networks system.
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DEP.0001.0081E

Trading Networks extended field {0} for profile {1} does not exist on the source
Trading Networks system for the specified profile. Either remove the extended
field from the project or add it to the appropriate profile in the source Trading
Networks system.

Explanation

The identified Trading Networks extended field does not exist on the source Trading
Networks system for the specified profile.

Action

Either remove the extended field from the project or add it to the appropriate profile
in the source Trading Networks system.

DEP.0001.0082E

Trading Networks security data item {0} does not exist on the source Trading
Networks system. Either remove the security data item from the project or add it
to the source Trading Networks system.

Explanation

The identifed Trading Networks security data item does not exist on the source Trading
Networks system.

Action

Either remove the security data item from the project or add it to the source Trading
Networks system.

DEP.0001.0085W

Warning creating build {0}. See build report for details.

Explanation

Deployer issued a warning while creating the build.

Action

Check the build report for details.

DEP.0001.0087E

Deployer encountered the following error while extracting Integration Server
extended settings from source system {0}: {1}

Explanation

An error occurred while invoking the
wm.deployer.resource.extractor.is:extractExtendedSettings service on the specified
source system.

Action

Make sure the service exists and that the permissions are adequate to allow execution
of the service.

DEP.0001.0093

Trading Networks queue {0} does not exist on the source system. Either remove the
asset from the project or add it to the source system.

Explanation

The identified asset does not exist on the source system.

Action

Either remove the asset from the project or add it to the source system.
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DEP.0001.0094E

Integration Server extended setting {0} does not exist on the source server.

Explanation

The indicated extended setting does not exist on the source server.

Action

Either remove the extended setting from the project or add the extended setting to
the source server.

DEP.0001.0109

TN processing rule {0} does not exist on the source system. Either remove the asset
from the project or add it to the source system.

Explanation

The identified asset does not exist on the source system.

Action

Either remove the asset from the project or add it to the source system.

DEP.0001.0114

TN extended field {0} for profile {1} does not exist on the source system. Either
remove the asset from the project or add it to the source system.

Explanation

The identified asset does not exist on the source system.

Action

Either remove the asset from the project or add it to the source system.

DEP.0001.0117

Cannot write to build directory: {0}. The Integration Server user does not have
privileges to create or write to a file. Make sure the user has the correct privileges.

Explanation

The Integration Server user does not have privileges to create or write to a file.

Action

Make sure the user has the correct privileges.

DEP.0001.0118

Error writing checkpoint report: {0}. An error occurred while attempting to close
the build file. Make sure there is sufficient disk space, memory, and operating
system privileges.

Explanation

An error occurred while attempting to close the build file.

Action

Make sure there is sufficient disk space, memory, and operating system privileges.

DEP.0001.0119

IS scheduled service {0} ({1}) does not exist on the source server. Either remove the
scheduled service from the project or add it to the source system.

Explanation

The identified asset was not found on the source system.

Action

Either remove the asset from the project or add it to the source system.

DEP.0001.0122

TN Dls {0} does not exist on the source server. Either remove the asset from the
project or add it to the source system.

Explanation

The identified asset does not exist on the source system.

Action

Either remove the asset from the project or add it to the source system.
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DEP.0001.0125

TN Fp {0} does not exist on the source system.

Explanation

The identified asset does not exist on the source system.

Action

Either remove the asset from the project or add it to the source system.

DEP.0001.0128

TN Archival Service {0} does not exist on the source system.

Explanation

The identified asset does not exist on the source system.

Action

Either remove the asset from the project or add it to the source system.

DEP.0001.0130

The Target Server/Group {0} is not currently available; skipping that Target
Server/Group. Check your network connection, and verify that the Target
Server/Group is running.

Explanation

Deployer cannot ping a target server or some servers in a target group. This might
occur because the servers in question are not running or because of network latency.

Action

Make sure that the servers in question are running.

DEP.0001.0131

{0} {1} {2} does not exist on the source system.

Explanation

The identified objects do not exist on the source system.

Action

Either remove the identified objects from the project or add them to the source system.

DEP.0001.0133

Could not rebuild project {0} because the specific build in the project could not be
rebuilt. See the Integration Server logs for more information.

Explanation

Deployer could not migrate the project because the specific build in the project could
not be rebuilt.

Action

See the Integration Server logs for more information.

DEP.0001.0135

Deployer could not migrate project {0}. Make sure all source servers specified in
project {0} are running. See the Integration Server logs for more information.

Explanation

Deployer could not migrate the project.

Action

See the Integration Server logs for more information.

DEP.0001.0136

Could not migrate projects data. See the Integration Server logs for more
information.

Explanation

Deployer was unable to migrate the project data.

Action

See the Integration Server logs for more information.
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DEP.0001.0139

Some of the projects could not be migrated. See the Integration Server logs for
more information.

Explanation

Deployer could not migrate all projects.

Action

See the Integration Server logs for more information.

DEP.0001.0144E

The source servers hosting the deployment sets are from different releases. Make
sure all source servers are from the same release.

Explanation

Deployer issues this message and ends the build process when you modify the version
of the source server alias for existing projects.

Action

Make sure all source servers are from the same release.

DEP.0001.0145E

Deployer did not migrate the following target groups because the alias servers were
not migrated to the correct version. Change the version of the server alias or target
group so that the two match.

Explanation

You migrated a target group to a different version than that of its server alias.

Action

Change the version of the server alias or target group so that the two match.

DEP.0001.0153W

Marked {0} {1} for deletion. The indicated server, or the network connection to that
server, is not available. Alternatively, the command-line values for user and
password might not be valid on the indicated server. Confirm that the server is
running and reachable, and that the user/password values are valid.

Explanation

The indicated server, or the network connection to that server, is not available.
Alternatively, the command-line values for user and password might not be valid on
the indicated server.

Action

Confirm that the server is running and reachable, and that the user/password values
are valid.

DEP.0001.0154W

Streamed file {0} for file {1} in deployment set {3} not found. The Integration Server,
or the network connection to that server, might be shut down. Confirm that the
server is running and that the network connection is up.

Explanation

The Integration Server, or the network connection to that server, might be shut down.

Action

Confirm that the server is running and that the network connection is up.

DEP.0001.0155

Error while reading streamed file {0} for file {1} in deployment set {3}. See the
Integration Server logs for more information.

Explanation

An error occured while reading the streamed file.

Action

See the Integration Server logs for more information.
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DEP.0001.0156

Deployer could not connect to the source server aliases specified in the project.
Deployer could not rebuild and upgrade the project {0}. Make sure the server alias
information is correct and the servers are running.

Explanation

Deployer could not migrate the project because the specific build in the project could
not be rebuilt.

Action

Make sure the source servers for the deployment set in the build are running.

DEP.0001.0158E

Build name {0} contains one or more of the following invalid characters: # &amp;
@ ^ ! &#38; * : $ / ` ' ; , ~ + = &gt; &lt; " Remove the invalid characters from the build
name.

Explanation

The build name contains one or more of the following invalid characters: # & @ ^ ! %
* : $ /\ \` ' ; , ~ + = > < \ "

Action

Remove the invalid characters from the build name.

DEP.0001.0159E

Deployer could not migrate the Deployer settings. See the Integration Server logs
for more information.

Explanation

Deployer encountered an error while migrating the Deployer settings.

Action

Check the Integration Server logs for more information.

DEP.0001.0161E

Deployer could not migrate settings.

Explanation

Deployer did not receive the settings during migration.

Action

Reload the Deployer package.

DEP.0002.0004E

Project {0} does not contain a deployment set named {1}.

Explanation

The Deployer user interface referenced a deployment set name that is not recognized
by the Deployer. Another Deployer session might have deleted this deployment set,
or the project might be corrupted on the file system.

Action

Refresh the page and try again. If the same error occurs, this project might be corrupted
on the file system and you might have to discard it.

DEP.0002.0006E

Deployer did not find a dependency on component {0} was found.

Explanation

The Deployer user interface attempted to delete a dependency that is not recognized
by Deployer. Another Deployer session might have deleted the dependency, or the
project might be corrupted on the file system.

Action

Refresh the page and try again. If the same error occurs, this project might be corrupted
on the file system and you might have to discard it.
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DEP.0002.0007E

Deployer cannot access server alias {0} in deployment set {1}.

Explanation

The Deployer user interface referenced a source server name that is not recognized
by Deployer. Another Deployer session might have deleted the source server from
the project, or the project might be corrupted on the file system.

Action

Refresh the page and try again. If the same error occurs, this project might be corrupted
on the file system and you might have to discard it.

DEP.0002.0008E

Package {0} from server alias {1} does not exist in deployment set {2}.

Explanation

The Deployer user interface referenced a package or server name that is not recognized
by Deployer. Another Deployer session might have deleted the package or server
name from the project, or the project might be corrupted on the file system.

Action

Refresh the page and try again. If the same error occurs, this project might be corrupted
on the file system and you might have to discard it.

DEP.0002.0009E

Server {0} already exists in deployment set {1} as a non-Integration Server server.
You cannot add Integration Server objects to it.

Explanation

You passed an incorrect value for the parameter.

Action

Avoid executing the service outside of the Deployer user interface.

DEP.0002.0010E

Package {0} already exists in deployment set {1} as a complete package. Cannot add
package components or files to it.

Explanation

You attempted to add package components to a deployment set that already exists
on the deployment set.

Action

If you want to include the entire package in a deployment set, no action is necessary
because it is already included. If you want the deployment set to contain only a partial
package, first remove the entire package from the deployment set before trying to
add specific package components.

DEP.0002.0011E

Project {0} already contains a deployment set named {1}. Use a different name for
the new deployment set.

Explanation

You attempted to add a deployment set to the specified project, but the project already
has a deployment set that uses the same name that you specified.

Action

Use a different name for the new deployment set.
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DEP.0002.0012E

Project name {0} contains illegal characters.

Explanation

The project name contains spaces or one or more of the following invalid characters:
# & @ ^ ! % * : $ /\ \` ' ; , ~ + = > < \ "

Action

Specify another name for the project that does not include the illegal characters.

DEP.0002.0013E

Could not complete project copy due to file system error. Check your Integration
Server's disk space. If you believe there is sufficient space, try the copy again. As
a final option, manually recreate the project.

Explanation

Deployer encountered an error writing the project to disk.

Action

Check your Integration Server's disk space. If you believe there is sufficient space, try
the copy again. As a final option, manually recreate the project.

DEP.0002.0014E

Project {0} already exists. Use a different, unique name for the new project.

Explanation

A project with the name you specified already exists.

Action

Use a different, unique name for the new project.

DEP.0002.0015E

Deployer was unable to invoke service {0}.

Explanation

Deployer was unable to find the specified Integration Server service.

Action

Determine whether a required Integration Server package is disabled, missing, or
whether parts are missing. Check for the following packages: WmDeployer,
WmAdmin, WmRoot, WmDeployerResource, and WmModeler.

DEP.0002.0016E

Unable to delete build {0}. The build file is probably in use. This file exists in the
<serverDirectory>/packages/WmDeployer/persist/projects/<YourProjectName>/builds
directory. Locate the process that is accessing this file and stop it. Then try to delete
the build again.

Explanation

Deployer was unable to delete the specified build file.

Action

The build file is probably in use. This file exists in the
<serverDirectory>/packages/WmDeployer/persist/projects/<YourProjectName>/builds
directory. Locate the process that is accessing this file and stop it. Then try to delete
the build again.

DEP.0002.0017E

Project {0} does not contain a build named {1}.

Explanation

The Deployer user interface referenced a build name that is not recognized by
Deployer. Another Deployer session might have deleted this build, or the project
might be corrupted on the file system.

Action

Refresh the page and try again. If the same error occurs, this project might be corrupted
on the file system and you might have to discard it.
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DEP.0002.0018E

Deployer could not load build {0}.

Explanation

The build file is corrupted.

Action

Use Windows Explorer to locate the
<serverDirectory>\packages\WmDeployer\persist\projects\<YourProjectName>\builds
directory and manually remove the corrupted build file. Then use Deployer to rebuild.

DEP.0002.0019E

Deployment map {0} already exists in project {1}.

Explanation

You attempted to create a deployment map with the same name as an existing
deployment map.

Action

Use a different name for the new deployment map.

DEP.0002.0020E

Deployment map {0} does not exist in project {1}.

Explanation

The Deployer user interface referenced a deployment map name that is not recognized
by the Deployer. Another Deployer session might have deleted this deployment map,
or the project on the file system might be corrupted.

Action

Refresh the page and try again. If the same error occurs, this project might be corrupted
on the file system and you might have to discard it.

DEP.0002.0021E

Deployer could not load deployment map {0} from project {1}.

Explanation

The deployment map file is corrupted.

Action

Use Windows Explorer to locate the
<serverDirectory>\packages\WmDeployer\persist\projects\<YourProjectName>\targets
directory and manually remove your deployment candidate file. Then use Deployer
to recreate it.

DEP.0002.0026E

Deployer could not save deployment map {0}.

Explanation

Deployer encountered an error writing to disk.

Action

Check your Integration Server's disk space. If you believe there should be sufficient
space, try to save again. If this is not successful, try one or both of the following:
Restart the server.
Recreate the deployment map.
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DEP.0002.0028E

Deployment set {0} is not mapped to target {1}.

Explanation

The Deployer user interface referenced a deployment set name that is not recognized
by the Deployer. Another Deployer session might have deleted this deployment set,
or the project might be corrupted on the file system.

Action

Refresh the page and try again. If the same error occurs, this project might be corrupted
on the file system and you might have to discard it.

DEP.0002.0031

Could not invoke service {0} remotely.

Explanation

An integration service invocation failed.

Action

Ensure that the Integration Server is running and that the service exists on that
Integration Server. Also ensure that you have the proper previleges to execute the
service.

DEP.0002.0032E

Server Alias cannot be blank.

Explanation

You left the required Server Alias field blank.

Action

Specify a value for the Server Alias field and try again.

DEP.0002.0054E

The value specified for the task parameter is not valid.

Explanation

You passed an incorrect value for the task parameter. The task must be either DEFINE,
MAP, EXTRACT, DEPLOY, or VIEW.

Action

Avoid executing the service outside of the Deployer user interface.

DEP.0002.0058E

Deployer cannot perform export operation because the file {0} already exists under
WmDeployer/outbound

Explanation

You attempted to export a build with the same name as an existing build.

Action

Use a different name when you export the build.

DEP.0002.0059E

The Deployer import map file {0} is not accessible or does not exist.

Explanation

You attempted to import a build that does not exist.

Action

Refresh the Import Build page and try again.

DEP.0002.0060E

User is not authorized to export builds from project {0}.

Explanation

You are not authorized to export builds for the specified project. You must have build
authorization for the project.

Action

Ask an administrator or user that has build authorization for the project to perform
this task or have an administrator assign you build authorization.
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DEP.0002.0061E

User is not authorized to import builds to project {0}.

Explanation

You are not authorized to import builds for the specified project. You must have build
authorization for the project.

Action

Ask an administrator or user that has build authorization for the project to perform
this task or have an administrator assign you build authorization.

DEP.0002.0064E

Deployment set {0} already exists in project {1}.

Explanation

You attempted to create a deployment set in a project that already contains a
deployment set of the same name.

Action

Use a different name for the new deployment set.

DEP.0002.0065E

Deployer encountered an error and did not save deployment {0}.

Explanation

Deployer encountered an error while writing to disk.

Action

Check your Integration Server's disk space. If you believe there should be sufficient
space, try to save again. If Deployer still cannot save the deployment, restart the server
or recreate the deployment candidate.

DEP.0002.0067E

Deployment candidate {0} does not exist in project {1}.

Explanation

The Deployer user interface referenced a deployment candidate that is not recognized
by Deployer. Another Deployer session might have deleted the deployment candidate,
or the project might be corrupted on the file system.

Action

Refresh the page and try again. If the same error occurs, this project might be corrupted
on the file system and you might have to discard it.

DEP.0002.0068E

Unable to delete deployment map {0}.

Explanation

Deployer was unable to delete the specified deployment map file.

Action

The deployment map file is probably in use. This file exists in the
<serverDirectory>\packages\WmDeployer\persist\projects\<YourProjectName>\targets
directory. Locate the process that is accessing this file and stop it. Then try to delete
the deployment candidate again.

DEP.0002.0069E

Unable to delete deployment candidate {0}.

Explanation

Deployer was unable to delete the deployment candidate file.

Action

The deployment candidate file is probably in use. This file exists in the
<serverDirectory>\packages\WmDeployer\persist\projects\<YourProjectName>\deployments
directory. Locate the process that is accessing this file and stop it. Then try to delete
the deployment candidate again.
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DEP.0002.0072E

Deployer could not load deployment {0} from project {1}.

Explanation

The deployment candidate file is corrupted.

Action

Use Windows Explorer to locate to the
<serverDirectory>\packages\WmDeployer\persist\projects\<YourProjectName>\deployments
directory and manually remove the deployment candidate file. Then use Deployer
to recreate it.

DEP.0002.0073E

Deployer could not add component {0} of type {1}.

Explanation

Deployer does not recognize the specified Integration Server component.

Action

Rather than attempting to add the component to the project, add the files that comprise
the component (example, "ns" directory). You can also try adding the entire package
rather than individual components of the package.

DEP.0002.0075E

When you specify "deploymentName", you cannot specify additional arguments .

Explanation

You specified incorrect arguments when running the deploy.bat or deploy.sh script.

Action

The deploy script can either reference an existing deployment candidate or create a
new deployment candidate. When you specify the "deploymentName" argument to
reference an existing deployment candidate do not supply other arguments.

DEP.0002.0076E

When you specify "newDeploymentName", "buildName" and
"deploymentMapName" are required.

Explanation

You specified incorrect arguments for the deploy.bat or deploy.sh script.

Action

You can specify the deploy script to either reference an existing deployment candidate
or to create a new deployment candidate. If you use the "newDeploymentName"
argument to create a new deployment candidate, you must also specify the
"buildName" and "deploymentMapName" arguments.

DEP.0002.0077E

You are not authorized to modify the project definition.

Explanation

You are not authorized to define a project.

Action

Ask an administrator or user that has define authorization to perform the action for
you or have an administrator assign you define authorization.

DEP.0002.0078E

You are not authorized to modify the project target mapping.

Explanation

You are not authorized to map a project.

Action

Ask an administrator or user that has map authorization to perform the action for
you or have an administrator assign you map authorization.
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DEP.0002.0079E

You are not authorized to modify project deployments.

Explanation

You are not authorized to deploy a project.

Action

Ask an administrator or user that has deploy authorization to perform the action for
you or have an administrator assign you deploy authorization.

DEP.0002.0080E

You are not authorized to remove project builds.

Explanation

You are not authorized to build a project.

Action

Ask an administrator or user that has build authorization to perform the action for
you or have an administrator assign you build authorization.

DEP.0002.0081E

Deployer cannot delete build {0} because it is being used by deployment candidate
{1}.

Explanation

You attempted to delete a build that is referenced by a deployment candidate.

Action

Delete or modify the deployment candidate that references the build or do not delete
this build.

DEP.0002.0082E

Deployer cannot delete deployment map {0} because it is being used by deployment
candidate {1}.

Explanation

You attempted to delete a deployment map that is referenced by another deployment
candidate.

Action

Delete or modify the deployment candidate that references the deployment map.

DEP.0002.0083E

Deployer encountered the following exception while parsing project {0}: {1}

Explanation

An exception occurred while trying to load the project. The exception be due to an
input/output error.

Action

Review the exception message to determine the cause of the error.

DEP.0002.0085E

Deployer could not add package {0} to the deployment set.

Explanation

Deployer was unable to determine which components in the package were available
for variable substitution. The problem might be that the source Integration Server
was temporarily unavailable.

Action

Check the Integration Server Error log to determine the reason that Deployer was
unable to access information about the package components.
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DEP.0002.0086E

Deployment map {0} in project {1} is corrupted and must be removed. It references
deployment set {2} which does not exist.

Explanation

The deployment map file is corrupted.

Action

Use Windows Explorer to locate the
<serverDirectory>\packages\WmDeployer\persist\projects\<YourProjectName>\targets
directory and manually remove the deployment map file. Then use Deployer to
recreate it.

DEP.0002.0087E

Deployer cannot remove deployment set {0}. It is referenced by deployment map
{1}.

Explanation

You attempted to delete a deployment set that is being referenced by a deployment
map.

Action

Perform one of the following:
- Delete or modify the deployment map that references the deployment set.
- Do not delete the deployment set.

DEP.0002.0089E

Deployer could not save adapter connection metadata for project {0}

Explanation

The project is corrupted.

Action

Retry the last action taken on the deployment project. If the action is unsuccessful,
create a new project.

DEP.0002.0092E

Deployer cannot update package {0} version in the deployment set.

Explanation

Deployer was unable to access the specified package on the server.

Action

Retry the action. If the action is unsuccessful, investigate why Deployer is unable to
locate the specified package on the remote server. If the package appears to be available
on the remote server, shut down the Deployer window (as well as the window that
launched Deployer) and restart the browser.

DEP.0002.0093E

Both the {0} and the {1} Deployer plug-ins contain the Deployer plug-in type {2}.

Explanation

More than one plug-in for the same type of deployment asset has been detected. This
indicates a problem with the configuration of the Deployer.

Action

Update the configuration of the Deployer to remove extraneous plug-ins for the same
type of deployment asset. Alternatively, you can uninstall, then reinstall Deployer.
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DEP.0002.0096E

Deployer is currently unable to access Trading Networks system: {0}.

Explanation

No data was returned from the specified Trading Networks server. This indicates
that the Trading Networks server is not accessible.

Action

Ensure that the Trading Networks server is accessible over the network and that you
have correctly configured the server alias.

DEP.0002.0097E

Deployer is currently unable to access target system: {0}.

Explanation

The target Trading Networks Server is not available. The server did not respond to a
server ping.

Action

Ensure that the Trading Networks Server is accessible over the network and that you
have correctly configured the server alias for the Trading Networks server.

DEP.0002.0098E

Deployer cannot check target cluster configuration. The target is missing the
Deployer resource package. This can be installed from the Servers > IS & TN screen.

Explanation

An error occurred while Deployer attempted to access a service on the target
WmDeployerResource package.

Action

Install the current version of WmDeployerResource package on the target server.

DEP.0002.0099E

Cluster node details not available.

Explanation

An error occurred when the Deployer attempted to access a service on the target
WmDeployerResource package.

Action

Install the current version of the WmDeployerResource package on the target server.
Also, ensure that the target server is running and that Deployer can access it over the
network.

DEP.0002.0101E

The source servers hosting the deployment sets are different versions.

Explanation

The source servers hosting the deployment sets are different versions.

Action

Modify the source servers to use the same versions.

DEP.0002.0102E

The target server or target group is a different version than the project source. Select
servers that use the same version.

Explanation

Deployer issues this error message when you add a target server or target group to
a deployment map and the version of the target server or group is different than that
of the project source server.

Action

Use a target server or target group that is the same version as the project source server.
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DEP.0002.0106E

Dependencies may not contain the $ character.

Explanation

You added a manual dependency that contains the $ character.

Action

Remove the $ character.

DEP.0002.0109E

Failed to install resource package on Integration Server {0}: {1}

Explanation

Deployer is trying to install the WmDeployerResource package on the
IntegrationServer indicated by <serverName>, but the attempt failed. The
<exceptionMessage> provides more information.

Action

Make sure the server is running and connected to the network, and that the system
has sufficient disk space, memory, and necessary operating system privileges.

DEP.0002.0110E

Deployer could not locate resource package {0}. Make sure the WmDeployerResource
package has been installed on the Integration Server that hosts Deployer and that
the system has sufficient disk space, memory, and the necessary operating system
privileges.

Explanation

An error occurred when the Deployer tried to locate the WmDeployerResource
package. The <exceptionMessage> provides information about why that attempt
failed. The resource package might not exist on your Integration Server or might
require more memory.

Action

Make sure the WmDeployerResource package has been installed on the Integration
Server that hosts Deployer and that the system has sufficient disk space, memory,
and the necessary operating system privileges.

DEP.0002.0112

Unable to import the XML document {0} nl{1}. The XML file you passed in either
the import map or the import varsub flow is invalid. Correct the XML file as
necessary.

Explanation

The XML file you passed in either the import map or the import varsub flow is invalid.

Action

Correct the XML file as necessary.

DEP.0002.0114

Input XML varsub information is not valid. It might contain an asset type for which
varsub is not supported. Validate the XML file against the
wm.deployer.flows:DeploymentMap_Definition or
wm.deployer.flows:Varsub_Definition XSD.

Explanation

The varsub XML file is not valid. It might contain an asset type for which varsub is
not supported. The assets for which varsub is supported are AdapterConnection,
ScheduledService, ExtendedSettings, Port, AdapterNotification, AdapterListener,
eform, and webServiceDescriptor.

Action

Validate the XML file against the wm.deployer.flows:DeploymentMap_Definition or
wm.deployer.flows:Varsub_Definition XSD.
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DEP.0002.0116

Exporting of map {0} failed; the exported map file already exists in the
WmDeployer/replicate/inbound folder. Make a backup of the map file in another
location, delete the map file from the inbound folder, and then export the map file
again.

Explanation

The exported map file already exists in the WmDeployer/replicate/inbound folder.

Action

Make a backup of the map file in another location, delete the map file from the inbound
folder, and then export the map file again.

DEP.0002.0118

Importing of map {0} failed. Make sure the
wm.deployer.gui.UITarget:addMapSetToProject service exists and that the user
has the necessary previleges for executing the service, and then try again.

Explanation

This error might occur for no specific reason.

Action

Make sure the wm.deployer.gui.UITarget:addMapSetToProject service exists and that
the user has the necessary privileges for executing the service, and then try again.

DEP.0002.0119

Deployment map {0} already exists in project {1} and cannot be overwritten.

Explanation

You attempted to import a map file for a map that already exists.

Action

Delete the existing map and then import the map. If you need a backup of the existing
map export the map and store it in a different location.

DEP.0002.0120

Unable to list remote server aliases.

Explanation

This error might occur for no specific reason.

Action

Make sure the wm.deployer.Util:listAliases service exists and the user has the necessary
privileges for executing the service. then try again.

DEP.0002.0121

Unable to list target group aliases.

Explanation

This error might occur for no specific reason.

Action

Make sure the wm.deployer.gui.UITargetGroup:listTargetGroups service exists and
the user has the necessary privileges for executing the service. Then try again.

DEP.0002.0124

Deployment set {0} is not valid for project {1}.

Explanation

One or more deployment sets defined in the map file you are importing are not
included in the project definition.

Action

Make sure the map file you are trying to import is consistent with the define step of
the project.
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DEP.0002.0125

The target server {0} is not valid for plugin type {1}. Either define the target server
alias on the Deployer where you are trying to import the map file or remove the
target server alias from the exported map file.

Explanation

This error is shown when you attempt to import a map file that contains a target
server alias that is not defined on that Deployer.

Action

Either define the target server alias on the Deployer where you are trying to import
the map file or remove the target server alias from the exported map file.

DEP.0002.0126

The target group {0} is not valid for plugin type {1}. Define the target group on the
Deployer where you are trying to import the map file or else remove the target
group from the exported map file.

Explanation

This error is shown when you try to import a map file that contains a target group
not defined on that Deployer.

Action

Define the target group on the Deployer where you are trying to import the map file
or else remove the target group from the exported map file.

DEP.0002.0129

Either the number passed is not a number or is negative. Enter an integer value for
the flag -id for the command --showReport.

Explanation

This error is thrown by the Deployer comand line interface for the --showReport
command. The --showReport command requires an integer value for the flag -id. If
an integer is not entered for this flag then the above error is thrown.

Action

Enter an integer value for the flag -id for the command --showReport.

DEP.0002.0133

Error exporting properties for the project {0}.

Explanation

This error might occur for no specific reason.

Action

Make sure the wm.deployer.gui.UIProject:getFormattedProjectInfo service exists and
the user has the necessary privileges for executing the service.

DEP.0002.0135

Error retrieving properties for the project {0}.

Explanation

This error might occur for no specific reason.

Action

Make sure the wm.deployer.gui.UIProject:getFormattedProjectInfo service exists and
the user has the necessary privileges for executing the service.

DEP.0002.0136

Unable to import zip file; zip file might be corrupt. Copy the build file from the
source Deployer again. If this does not fix the problem, rebuild the original project
and export the build again.

Explanation

The build file placed in the WmDeployer/replicate/inbound is corrupted. This can
occur because of error while copying the build file.

Action

Copy the build file from the source Deployer again. If this does not fix the problem,
rebuild the original project and export the build again.
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DEP.0002.0137

Install of WmDeployerResource package cannot proceed. All the nodes in this
cluster are not online. The following nodes are offline: {0}. Installing the package
on the local node only.

Explanation

This error occurs when you try to install the WmDeployerResource package on a
cluster node and some of the nodes of the cluster are offline.

Action

Make sure all the nodes in the cluster are online.

DEP.0002.0138E

You tried to add a target server or a target group of the same name as one that
already exists in the deployment map.

Explanation

You tried to add a target server or a target group of the same name as one that already
exists in the deployment map.

Action

Rename the target server or target group alias and add it to the map.

DEP.0002.0139

Cannot import the deployment map. Make sure the field names, values and the
structure of the XML file are valid.

Explanation

The exported map does not have the expected structure.

Action

If you modified the XML, validate the exported XML with the service
wm.deployer.flows:validateXMLWithXSD.
If you are exporting a map, pass the schema file as
wm.deployer.flows:DeploymentMap_Definition.
If you are exporting a varsub, pass the schema file as
wm.deployer.flows:Varsub_Definition.

DEP.0002.0140

Cannot import variable substitution values. Make sure the field names and values
and the structure of the XML file are valid.

Explanation

This error occurs when the exported map does not have the expected structure.

Action

If you have modified the XML, validate the exported xml with the service
wm.deployer.flows:validateXMLWithXSD.
If you are exporting a map then pass the schema file as
wm.deployer.flows:DeploymentMap_Definition.
If you are exporting a varsub then pass the schema file as
wm.deployer.flows:Varsub_Definition.
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DEP.0002.0142

Project {0} already contains a deletion set named {1}. Rename the deployment or
deletion set you are trying to create or delete the existing deployment or deletion
set from the project. Then retry your action.

Explanation

You tried to add a deployment or deletion set of the same name as one of the
deployment or deletion sets already in the project.

Action

Rename the deployment or deletion set you are trying to create or delete the existing
deployment or deletion set from the project. Then retry your action.

DEP.0002.0143

A project can have only one deletion set for each server type. Deletion set {0} already
exists for {1}. You can add assets to existing deleting sets, or delete the existing
deletion set before trying to create another deletion set.

Explanation

You attempted to create a deletion set on a project that already contains one. Only
one deletion set can be created for a project.

Action

You can add assets to existing deleting sets, or delete the existing deletion set before
trying to create another deletion set.

DEP.0002.0144E

Deployer encountered an error while trying to get dependent assets for deletion
set {0}. See the Integration Server logs.

Explanation

This error might occur for no specific reason.

Action

Ensure the wm.deployer.gui.UITarget:checkTargetDependencies service exists and
the user has the necessary privileges for executing the service.

DEP.0002.0146

Deletion sets definition file {0} already exists for this project. Make a back up of
the existing file in another location and then delete the file. Then export the deletion
set again.

Explanation

The exported file already exists and another export for the same deletion set would
cause this error.

Action

Make a back up of the existing file in another location and then delete the file. Then
export the deletion set again.

DEP.0002.0147

Rollback on deployment candidate {0} failed. Check the rollback report for more
information.

Explanation

This error might occur for no specific reason.

Action

Check the rollback report for further information.
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DEP.0002.0148

No such deployment candidate {0} found in project {1}. Delete and recreate the
deployment candidate.

Explanation

This error might occur for no specific reason.

Action

Delete and recreate the deployment candidate.

DEP.0002.0149

Deployment candidate {0} in project {1} is not checkpointed. Use the Deployer
command-line interface to create a checkpoint for the deployment candiate. If you
want to deploy without creating a checkpoint, use the -force flag.

Explanation

This error is shown when you attempt to deploy without creating a checkpoint from
the Deployer command-line interface.

Action

Use the Deployer command-line interface to create a checkpoint for the deployment
candiate. If you want to deploy without creating a checkpoint, use the -force flag.

DEP.0002.0150

The WmDeployerResource package is not installed on the target Integration Server.
Install the WmDeployerResource package on the target Integration Server from
the Deployer user interface on the Integration Server alias page.

Explanation

The WmDeployerResource package is not installed on the target Integration Server.

Action

Install the WmDeployerResource package on the target Integration Server from the
Deployer user interface on the Integration Server alias page.

DEP.0002.0158E

Deployer did not save the versions for the aliases {0} because the aliases do not
exist. Make sure the alias for which you specified the version is valid.

Explanation

The alias for which you tried to update the version does not exist.

Action

Make sure the alias for which you specified the version is valid.

DEP.0002.0159E

The deployment set contains source servers of different versions. Source servers
in a deployment set must be the same version. Remove the source servers with the
wrong version from the deployment set or change the versions to match.

Explanation

The source servers in the deployment set are different versions.

Action

Remove the source servers with the wrong version from the deployment set or change
the versions to match.

DEP.0002.0160E

The deployment maps contain target servers of different versions. Target servers
in deployment maps must be the same version. Remove the target servers with the
wrong version from the deployment maps or change the versions to match.

Explanation

The target servers in the deployment maps are different versions.

Action

Remove the target servers with the wrong version from the deployment maps or
change the versions to match.
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DEP.0002.0162E

Repository name {0} contains illegal characters.

Explanation

The repository name contains one or more spaces or the following invalid characters:
# & @ ^ ! % * : $ /\ \` ' ; , ~ + = > < \ "

Action

Remove the invalid characters from the repository alias name.

DEP.0002.0163E

Deployment set name {0} contains illegal characters.

Explanation

The deployment set name contains one or more spaces or the following invalid
characters: # & @ ^ ! % * : $ /\ \` ' ; , ~ + = > < \ "

Action

Remove the invalid characters from the deployment set name.

DEP.0002.0164E

Deployment map name {0} contains illegal characters.

Explanation

The deployment map name contains one or more spaces or the following invalid
characters: # & @ ^ ! % * : $ /\ \` ' ; , ~ + = > < \ "

Action

Remove the invalid characters from the deployment map name.

DEP.0002.0165E

Deployment candidate name {0} contains illegal characters.

Explanation

The deployment candidate name contains one or more spaces or the following invalid
characters: # & @ ^ ! % * : $ /\ \` ' ; , ~ + = > < \ "

Action

Remove the invalid characters from the deployment candidate name.

DEP.0002.0166E

Component {0} not found in composite {1} from repository source {2}.

Explanation

The contents of the repository have been modified.

Action

Run the build script again or recreate the repository.

DEP.0002.0167E

There is an error in deployment candidates(s) {0} from project {1}. See the Integration
Server logs for more information.

Explanation

Deployer displays this error for various reasons.

Action

See the Integration Server logs for an explanation of the exception.

DEP.0002.0168E

Cannot save variable substitutions. There are no servers selected.

Explanation

Deployer requires that you select at least one server for variable substitutions.

Action

Select at least one server from the list of selected servers.
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DEP.0002.0172W

When adding a new target server to the map, Deployer will remove any checkpoints
created for the associated deployment candidates. You must recreate any checkpoints
you want to use. Do you want to continue?

Explanation

Adding new target servers to the map will cause Deployer to remove any checkpoints
previously created for the deployment candidates associated with this map.

Action

If you continue with the change, you must recreate any checkpoints you want to use
for the associated deployment candidates.

DEP.0002.0173W

When modifying the deployment set, Deployer will remove any checkpoints created
for the associated deployment candidates. You must recreate any checkpoints you
want to use. Do you want to continue?

Explanation

Modifying the deployment set will cause Deployer to remove any checkpoints
previously created for the deployment candidates associated with this project.

Action

If you continue with the change, you must recreate any checkpoints you want to use
for the project.

DEP.0002.0180E

Repository {0} is not connected. The specified flat file directory does not exist.

Explanation

The specified repository does not exist.

Action

Ensure that the repository exists in the specified location.

DEP.0002.0183W

When modifying the deletion set, Deployer will remove any checkpoints created
for the associated deployment candidates. You must recreate any checkpoints you
want to use. Do you want to continue?

Explanation

If you modify the deletion set, Deployer will remove any checkpoints previously
created for the deployment candidates associated with this project.

Action

If you continue with the change, you must recreate any checkpoints you want to use
for the project.

DEP.0002.0201E

Checkpoint for Deployment Candidate {0} failed. For more information, see the
checkpoint report.

Explanation

Possible causes for this error:
1) The project file could not be found in, or loaded from, the build.
2) The target file or deployment candidate could not be loaded from disk.
3) The user is not authorized to create a checkpoint.
4) Another reason shown in the checkpoint report.

Action
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Verify that the build is available and correct and that there is sufficient disk space
and memory. Also review the checkpoint report and verify that the necessary operating
system privileges are set and that the user has authorization to create a checkpoint.
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DEP.0002.0202W

Checkpoint for deployment candidate {0} completed with warnings. For more
information, see the checkpoint report.

Explanation

Deployer encountered a warning while extracting objects from source system.

Action

Review the checkpoint report to determine any further action to take. Most warnings
require no action by the user.

DEP.0002.0206E

Checkpoint for deployment candidate {0} failed: {1}

Explanation

Deployer encountered an exception while extracting objects from the source system.
The following are possible causes for the exception:
1) Deployer could not find project file in, or load it from, the build.
2) Deployer could not load the target file or deployment candidate from disk.
3) The user is not authorized to create a checkpoint.
4) Other reasons as shown in the checkpoint report.

Action

Verify that the build is available and correct, and that there is sufficient disk space
and memory. Also review the checkpoint report to verify that the necessary operating
system privileges are set and that the user has authorization to create a checkpoint.

DEP.0002.0300E

User is not authorized to create variable substitution file for project {0}.

Explanation

You are not authorized to perform the action of variable substitution for the specified
project. You must have map authorization for the project.

Action

Ask an administrator or user that has map authorization for the project to perform
this task or have an administrator assign you map authorization.

DEP.0002.0301E

Could not save variable substitution file {0}.

Explanation

Deployer encountered an error writing to disk.

Action

Check your Integration Server's disk space. If you believe there should be sufficient
space, try to save again. If saving again is not successful, perform one or both of the
following and retry the action:
Restart the server.
Recreate the variable substitution information.
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DEP.0002.0302E

Variable substitution object type {0} is invalid.

Explanation

Deployer attempted to create a variable substitution item that is not valid. This might
occur if the service that is attempting to create the variable substitution item is invoked
by something other than the Deployer user interface.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support to report this issue and request a fix.

DEP.0002.0306E

Deployer cannot import the substitute configuration values into the deployment
map. The .vs file does not exist.

Explanation

There are no .vs files in the WmDeployer/replicate/inbound folder.

Action

Copy the variable substitution file to the WmDeployer/replicate/inbound folder and
then import it into the deployment map.

DEP.0002.0309E

Unable to export variable substitution information.

Explanation

This error occurs when the exported map already exists in the
WmDeployer/replicate/inbound folder.

Action

Backup the file to a different location and delete the original. Then export the map
again.

DEP.0002.0311E

The Deployer {0} file is not accessible or does not exist.

Explanation

The XML file name you passed for importing the varsub is not present in the
WmDeployer/replicate/inbound folder.

Action

Check and correct the file name you passed in the command-line.

DEP.0004.0001E

Version Mismatch Error: The server alias is a different version number than the
other source/target servers. Source and target servers must use the same version as
the server alias.

Explanation

The versions of the source or target servers are different than the version selected for
the alias version.

Action

Remove the aliases with the wrong version from the deployment set or change the
verison to match the source servers.

DEP.0004.0002W

The target Integration Server is part of a cluster, but is not properly configured to
support clustered deployment. See the product documentation for instructions on
proper cluster configuration.

Explanation

One of the target Integration Servers is not properly configured for clustering.

Action

See the webMethods Integration Server documentation for a description of the proper
configuration settings for clustering.
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DEP.0005.0105I

No publishable document types needed to be synchronized in the following
package(s): "{0}"

Explanation

The packages with document types are deployed. However, there are no
unsynchronized document types.

Action

Make sure that no unsynchronized document types are used for process development.

DEP.0005.0111E

The source user has no username. Deployer cannot deploy an undefined user.

Explanation

This error occurs when Deployer cannot deploy or roll back a target server due to an
undefined user.

Action

Verify that the user exists on the source server and that configuration details are
correct.

DEP.0005.0113E

The source user "{0}" has a non-ASCII password. Deployer cannot deploy assets to
an undefined user.

Explanation

Deployer is attempting to deploy an invalid user.

Action

Verify that the selected user is valid.

DEP.0005.0115E

An error occurred while attempting to deploy user "{0}" with the following error
message follows: <p>"{1}"</p>

Explanation

An error occurred while attempting to deploy a user.

Action

Check the Integration Server logs and error messages in the output report for more
information.

DEP.0005.0118E

Deployer encountered the following exception while attempting to put package
"{0}" into the inbound directory: "{1}"

Explanation

There might be network connectivity problems between Deployer and each target
Integration Server. Alternatively, the target Integration Servers might not be currently
running.

Action

Verify network connectivity between the Deployer server and each target server.
Also, verify that the target Integration Servers are running.

DEP.0005.0131E

Deployment completed with errors. Following is a path to the output report,
followed by an error message: "{0}" <p>Error message: "{1}"</p>

Explanation

Deployment completed with errors.

Action

Check the Integration Server logs, as well as error messages in the output report.
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DEP.0005.0134E

Deployer encountered an error while synchronizing documents in the following
packages: "{0}"

Explanation

This error occurs when a Broker or UM mapped with an Integration Server is
unavailable.

Action

Ensure that the mapped JMS Broker or UM is available.

DEP.0005.0156E

Deployer encountered an error during deployment. Deployer did not find package
"{0}" in the build zip file "{1}".

Explanation

Deployer invoked the wm.server.util:putPackageFile service and the service returned
an error.

Action

See the deployment or simulation report to determine which error putPackageField
service returned.

DEP.0005.0157E

Deployer encountered an error during deployment. "{0}" package was not found in
the build zip file: "{1}".

Explanation

The specified package was not found in the build. Typically, this indicates that the
deployment set is not current with the build.

Action

Re-create your deployment set and build files.

DEP.0005.0160E

While attempting to install package "{0}" an exception with the following error
message occurred: <p>"{1}"</p>

Explanation

Deployer invoked the pub.packages:installPackage service, and the service returned
an error.

Action

Verify network connectivity between the Deployer server and each target server.
Verify that the target Integration Servers are running. For more information about
the error returned by the installPackage service, see the deployment or simulation
report. For more information about the installPackage service, see Integration Server
Built-In Services Reference.

DEP.0005.0161E

The number of bytes read from package "{0}" was not correct.

Explanation

An I/O exception occurred while reading the specified package. As a result, all data
from the package could not be read. This exception can occur for the following reasons:
- The I/O operation failed or was interrupted while accessing the build file.
- A security violation has occurred, which typically means that the user running
Deployer does not have correct privileges to access the files.

Action
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Verify that the file system and the build file that contains the source package are not
corrupt. Verify that the user attempting this action has the proper authority to read
files on the file system. You might need to re-create the build.
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DEP.0005.0164E

The scheduled service type "{0}" for service name "{1}" is unknown and could not
be processed.

Explanation

Your version of Deployer is out of date.

Action

Ensure that you have the latest version of the WmDeployer package.

DEP.0005.0170E

Deployer encountered the following error while retrieving the scheduled service
with service name "{0}" from target "{1}": "{2}".

Explanation

This error occurs when Deployer fails to get details for a scheduled service for the
variable substitution.

Action

Verify that the scheduled service exists under the specified name on the target server.

DEP.0005.0187E

Deployer encountered the following exception while performing a remote invoke
of the service "{0}": "{1}"

Explanation

This error occurs when Deployer cannot invoke a service on a remote server, which
indicates that the remote server might be offline.

Action

Verify that the remote server is running and available.

DEP.0005.0190E

Deployer encountered the following error while attempting to deploy Group: "{0}":
"{1}"

Explanation

An error occurred while attempting to deploy the group.

Action

Recreate the build and deploy the group again.

DEP.0005.0193E

Deployer encountered the following error while attempting to deploy ACL "{0}":
"{1}"

Explanation

An error occurred while attempting to deploy an ACL.

Action

Check Integration Server logs and error messages in the Deployment report.

DEP.0005.0197E

Deployer encountered the following error while attempting to deploy Port "{0}"
associated with package "{1}": "{2}".

Explanation

An error occurred while attempting to deploy a port associated with a package.

Action

Check for error messages in the output report and Integration Server logs. Verify that
the specificied port is available on the target server. Recreate the build if problems
persist.
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DEP.0005.0199E

Deployment failed.

Explanation

The deployment failed.

Action

Review the deployment report and Integration Server logs to determine the cause of
the failure, and take the appropriate action.

DEP.0005.0204E

Deployer encountered the following Trading Networks error while attempting to
import "{0}" with name "{1}": "{2}", message: "{3}"

Explanation

An error occurred attempting to import one of the following Trading Network object
types: Document Attributes, Document Types, Field Groups, ID Types, Contact Types,
Binary Types, or Profile Groups. Possible causes include:
- A network connection error occurred between the Deployer server and the target
Integration Server.
- The target Integration Server is not running.
- The target WmTN package on the target Integration Server is not loaded or enabled.
- There could be problems with the Trading Networks object type being imported to
the target.

Action

Verify the following:
- There are no network connectivity errors between the Deployer server and each
target Integration Server.
- All target Integration Servers are running.
- The WmTN package on each target Integration Server is loaded and enabled.
- The Trading Networks object type is allowed. See the webMethods Trading Networks
documentation for details about permissible Trading Networks object types.

DEP.0005.0231

There are no required patches specified for the target Integration Server.

Explanation

This message occurs when a user deploys unrequired patches into a target.

Action

See the patch details for more information.

DEP.0005.0234E

Deployer encountered the following error while pausing the listener "{0}" associated
with package "{1}": "{2}"

Explanation

Could not pause the listener associated with the package.

Action

Check the Integration Server logs and error messages in the output report for more
information.
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DEP.0005.0235E

Deployer encountered an error while disabling of port "{0}" associated with package
"{1}".

Explanation

An exception occurred while disabling the port associated with the package.

Action

Check the Integration Server logs and error messages in the output report for more
information.

DEP.0005.0236E

Deployer encountered an error while enabling the listener "{0}" associated with
package "{1}": "{2}"

Explanation

Deployer could not enable the specified listener.

Action

See the webMethods Integration Server documentation for specific instructions on
how to enable a listener.

DEP.0005.0240E

Deployer encountered the following error while suspending the triggers: "{0}"

Explanation

Deployer could not suspend the triggers on the target Integration Server. Deployer
attempts to suspend all triggers by setting the maximum percentage of document
retrieval threads and the maximum percentage of trigger execution threads to zero.

Action

Verify network connectivity between Deployer and each target Integration Server.
Also, verify that the target Integration Servers are running. For more information
about the configuration settings for document retrieval threads and trigger execution
threads, see information about configuring the server in the webMethods Integration
Server documentation.

DEP.0005.0242E

Could not resume the Integration Server triggers. Error message follows: "{0}"

Explanation

Deployer could not resume the triggers on the target Integration Server. Deployer
attempts to resume all triggers by resetting the maximum percentage of document
retrieval threads and the maximum percentage of trigger execution threads to the
values they had before Deployer suspended the triggers.

Action

Verify network connectivity between the Deployer server and each target Integration
Server. Verify that the target Integration Servers are running. For more information
about configuration settings for document retrieval threads and trigger execution
threads, see information about configuring the server in the webMethods Integration
Server documentation.

DEP.0005.0243E

Deployer did not deploy deployment set "{0}" because it contains the following
unsatisfied dependencies: "{1}"

Explanation

The dependencies required by the specified deployment set are missing on the target
system.

Action

Either install the necessary components on the target system, or change the Deployer
project so that it no longer requires the missing dependencies.
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DEP.0005.0244E

Deployer encountered the following exception while checking dependencies on
target "{0}" for deployment set "{1}": "{2}"

Explanation

An exception occurred while checking dependencies for the deployment set at the
target.

Action

Check Integration Server logs and error messages in the output report for exception
details.

DEP.0005.0250E

Simulation failed.

Explanation

The deployment simulation failed.

Action

Refer to the simulation report and Integration Server logs to determine the cause of
the failure and take the appropriate action.

DEP.0005.0256E

There are no targets mapped for the current deployment set.

Explanation

There are no valid target servers mapped for the deployment set.

Action

Verify that the specified target servers are mapped appropriately for the current
deployment set.

DEP.0005.0257E

Deployer cannot deploy the deployment set because there are no source servers
specified.

Explanation

There are no source servers mapped for the deployment set to define assets for
deployment.

Action

Verify that source servers are defined appropriately for assets to be deployed.

DEP.0005.0263E

The following Trading Networks error occurred while attempting to import
processing rules: class: "{0}", message: "{1}"

Explanation

An error occurred when attempting to import processing rules into Trading Networks.
Possible causes include:
- A network connection error between the Deployer server and the target Integration
Server running Trading Networks.
- The target Integration Server is not running.
- The WmTN package is not loaded or enabled on the target Integration Server.
- The Trading Networks object type being imported to the target might be in error.

Action

Verify the following:
- There are no network connectivity errors between the Deployer server and each
target Integration Server.
- All target Integration Servers are running.
- The WmTN package on each target Integration Server is loaded and enabled.
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- The Trading Networks object type is allowed. See the webMethods Trading Networks
documentation for details about permissible processing rules.

DEP.0005.0265E

Deployer encountered the following Trading Networks error while attempting to
import "{0}" with a group code "{1}" and name "{2}": class: "{3}", message: "{4}"

Explanation

An error occurred when attempting to import field groups into Trading Networks.
Possible causes include:
- An error in the network connection between the Deployer server and the target
Integration Server running Trading Networks.
- The target Integration Server is not running.
- The WmTN package is not loaded or enabled on the target Integration Server.
- The Trading Networks object type being imported to the target might be in error.

Action

Verify the following:
- There are no network connectivity errors between the Deployer server and each
target Integration Server.
- All target Integration Servers are running.
- The WmTN package on each target Integration Server is loaded and enabled.
- The Trading Networks object type is allowed. See the webMethods Trading Networks
documentation for details about permissible field groups.

DEP.0005.0266E

Deployer encountered the following Trading Networks error while attempting to
import field definitions: class: "{0}", message: "{1}"

Explanation

An error occurred when attempting to import field definitions into Trading Networks.
Possible causes include:
- An error in the network connection between the Deployer server and the target
Integration Server running Trading Networks.
- The target Integration Server is not running.
- The WmTN package is not loaded or enabled on the target Integration Server.
- The Trading Networks object type being imported to the target might be in error.

Action

Verify the following:
- There are no network connectivity errors between the Deployer server and each
target Integration Server.
- All target Integration Servers are running.
- The WmTN package on each target Integration Server is loaded and enabled.
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- The Trading Networks object type is allowed. See the webMethods Trading Networks
documentation for details about permissible field definitions.

DEP.0005.0270E

Deployer encountered the following Trading Networks error while attempting to
import partner profiles: class: "{0}", message: "{1}"

Explanation

An error occurred when attempting to import partner profiles into Trading Networks.
Possible causes include:
- A network connection error between the Deployer server and the target Integration
Server running Trading Networks.
- The target Integration Server is not running.
- The WmTN package is not loaded or enabled on the target Integration Server.
- The Trading Networks object type being imported to the target might be in error.

Action

Verify the following:
- There are no network connectivity errors between the Deployer server and each
target Integration Server.
- All target Integration Servers are running.
- The WmTN package on each target Integration Server is loaded and enabled.
- The Trading Netwoks object type is allowed. See the webMethods Trading Networks
documentation for details about permissible partner profiles.

DEP.0005.0274E

Deployer encountered the following Trading Networks error while attempting to
import trading partner agreements: class: "{0}", message: "{1}"

Explanation

An error occurred when attempting to import trading partner agreements (TPAs)
into Trading Networks. Possible causes include:
- A network connection error between the Deployer server and the target Integration
Server running Trading Networks.
- The target Integration Server is not running.
- The WmTN package is not loaded and/or enabled on the target Integration Server.
- The Trading Networks object type being imported to the target might be in error.

Action

Verify the following:
- There are no network connectivity errors between the Deployer server and each
target Integration Server.
- All target Integration Servers are running.
- The WmTN package on each target Integration Server is loaded and enabled.
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- The TN object type is allowed. See the webMethods Trading Networks documentation
for details about permissible trading partner agreements (TPAs).

DEP.0005.0277E

Deployer encountered an error while attempting to import "{0}" with a type code
"{1}" and a name "{2}". The following is the error information from Trading Networks:
class: "{3}", message: "{4}"

Explanation

An error occurred when attempting to import external ID types, contact types, or
binary types into Trading Networks. Possible causes include:
- A network connection error between the Deployer server and the target Integration
Server running Trading Networks.
- The target Integration Server is not running.
- The WmTN package is not loaded or enabled on the target Integration Server.
- The Trading Networks object type being imported to the target might be in error.

Action

Verify the following:
- There are no network connectivity errors between the Deployer server and each
target Integration Server.
- All target Integration Servers are running.
- The WmTN package on each target Integration Server is loaded and enabled.
- The Trading Networks object type is allowed. See the webMethods Trading Networks
documentation for details about permissible external ID types, contact types, and
binary types.

DEP.0005.0280E

Triggers were not suspended prior to package deployment. Failure to suspend a
trigger during deployment could cause problems on the target server.

Explanation

Triggers were not suspended prior to package deployment.

Action

Not suspending a trigger during deployment can cause problems on the target. Check
the Integration Server logs for more information.

DEP.0005.0282E

Scheduled services were not suspended prior to deployment. Failure to suspend
scheduled services during deployment could cause problems on the target server.

Explanation

Scheduled services were not suspended prior to deployment. Failure to suspend
scheduled services during deployment can cause problems at the target.

Action

Check the Integration Server logs and error messages in the output report for more
information.
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DEP.0005.0284E

Scheduled services were not started after deployment.

Explanation

Scheduled services were not started after deployment. There might be an issue with
a target server.

Action

For more information, check the Integration Server logs and error messages in the
output report.

DEP.0005.0286E

Listeners were not suspended prior to deployment. Failure to suspend listeners
during deployment could cause problems on the target server.

Explanation

Listeners were not suspended prior to deployment. Failure to suspend listeners during
deployment could cause problems on the target server.

Action

Check the Integration Server logs for errors in suspending the listeners.

DEP.0005.0288E

Listeners were not started after deployment.

Explanation

Listeners were not started after deployment. It happens when the ports are disabled
or if they will be used for the first time.

Action

Check the Integration Server logs and error messages in the output report.

DEP.0005.0296E

Deployer did not deploy the {0}, which is required for source package "{1}" and it
does not already exist at the target. Although the source package would be deployed
to the target, some services in that package will not run correctly until that ACL is
created at the target.

Explanation

The Read, Write, List, or Execute ACLs required for the deployed package to run
correctly are not being deployed to the target Integration Server, and that ACL does
not already exist on the target Integration Server. Typically, this indicates that the
ACLs associated with the package were not extracted.

Action

Repeat the extraction step using Deployer to ensure that all ACLs are included.

DEP.0005.0297E

Deployer did not deploy the {0}, which is required for source package "{1}" and it
does not already exist on the target. Some services in that source package will not
run correctly until that ACL is created at the target.

Explanation

The Read, Write, List, or Execute ACLs that are necessary for the deployed package
to run correctly are not being deployed to the target Integration Server, and the
specified ACL does not already exist on the target Integration Server. Typically, this
problem indicates that the ACLs associated with the package were not extracted.

Action

Perform the extraction step again using Deployer to ensure that all ACLs are included.
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DEP.0005.0298E

Deployer encountered the following exception while invoking of the service "{0}":
"{1}"

Explanation

This exception occurs when Deployer invokes a service on a remote server.

Action

Verify that the source or target server is available.

DEP.0005.0302E

Deployer encountered the following exception while creating the directory "{0}":
"{1}".

Explanation

An exception occurred while attempting to create a directory.

Action

Ensure that the appropriate write permissions exist to allow for the creation of the
new directory and that adequate free space is available.

DEP.0005.0303E

Deployer encountered an exception while creating one of the temporary jar files
in "{0}": "{1}"

Explanation

An exception occurred while attempting to create one of the temporary jar files.

Action

Ensure that the appropriate write permissions exist for the new file location and that
adequate free space is available.

DEP.0005.0304E

Target Server {0} is unavailable.

Explanation

Deployer could not connect to the specified target server.

Action

Verify the following:
- Network connectivity between Deployer and each target Integration Server.
- The target Integration Servers are running.
- The target Integration Server alias is defined on the Deployer host server.

DEP.0005.0305E

An exception occurred while getting a Trading Networks docType object. This is
most likely caused by a user-defined extension to the Trading Networks type
BizDocType. Copy the jar files containing the extensions from the
webM_install_dir/IntegrationServer/packages/WmTN/code/jars directory into the
WmDeployer/code/jars directory.

Explanation

There is a user-defined extension to a Trading Networks document type and Deployer
does not have access to the associated jar files.

Action

To ensure Deployer has access to the associated jar files, copy the jar files containing
the extensions from the webM_install_dir/IntegrationServer/packages/WmTN/code/jars
directory into the WmDeployer/code/jars directory.
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DEP.0005.0306E

An error occurred while attempting to import extended field definitions; error
information from Trading Networks: class: "{0}", message: "{1}"

Explanation

An error occurred when attempting to import extended field definitions into Trading
Networks. Possible causes include:
- An error in the network connection between the Deployer server and the target
Integration Server that is running Trading Networks.
- The target Integration Server is not running.
- The WmTN package is not loaded and/or enabled on the target Integration Server.
- The Trading Networks object type being imported to the target might be in error.

Action

Verify the following:
- There are no network connectivity errors between the Deployer server and each
target Integration Server.
- All target Integration Servers are running.
- The WmTN package on each target Integration Server is loaded and enabled.
- The Trading Networks object type is allowed. See the webMethods Trading Networks
documentation for details about permissible extended field definitions.

DEP.0005.0307E

Deployer encountered the following Trading Networks error while attempting to
import security data for profile: "{0}": class: "{1}", message: "{2}"

Explanation

Deployer encountered an error occurred while attempting to import the security data
for the specified profile into Trading Networks. Possible causes include:
- A network connection error between the Deployer server and the target Integration
Server running Trading Networks.
- The target Integration Server is not running.
- The WmTN package is not loaded or enabled on the target Integration Server.
- The Trading Networks object type being imported to the target might be in error.

Action

Verify the following:
- There are no network connectivity errors between the Deployer server and each
target Integration Server.
- All target Integration Servers are running.
- The WmTN package on each target Integration Server is loaded and enabled.
- The Trading Networks object type is allowed. See the webMethods Trading Networks
documentation for details about permissible Trading Networks Security Data.
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DEP.0005.0308E

An error occurred while attempting to import queues: class: "{0}", message: "{1}"

Explanation

An error occurred when attempting to import the public queues into Trading
Networks. Possible causes include:
- A network connection error between the Deployer server and the target Integration
Server running Trading Networks.
- The target Integration Server is not running.
- The WmTN package is not loaded and/or enabled on the target Integration Server.
- The Trading Networks object type being imported to the target might be in error.

Action

Verify the following:
- There are no network connectivity errors between the Deployer server and each
target Integration Server.
- All target Integration Servers are running.
- The WmTN package on each target Integration Server is loaded and enabled.
- The Trading Networks object type is allowed. See the webMethods Trading Networks
documentation for details about permissible public queues.

DEP.0005.0309E

An error occurred while attempting to import profile group "{0}" with value "{1}".
class: "{2}", message: "{3}"

Explanation

An error occurred when attempting to import the profile groups into Trading
Networks. Possible causes include:
- A network connection error between the Deployer server and the target Integration
Server running Trading Networks.
- The target Integration Server is not running.
- The WmTN package is not loaded and/or enabled on the target Integration Server.
- The Trading Networks object type being imported to the target might be in error.

Action

Verify the following:
- There are no network connectivity errors between the Deployer server and each
target Integration Server.
- All target Integration Servers are running.
- The WmTN package on each target Integration Server is loaded and enabled.
- The Trading Networks object type is allowed. See the webMethods Trading Networks
documentation for details about permissible profile groups.
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DEP.0005.0326E

An error occurred while deploying package "{0}". Item "{1}" could not be loaded
because of reason "{2}". The package may have partially loaded; please check your
target server.

Explanation

The specified package did not load due to the reason returned from the target
Integration Server.

Action

See the webMethods Integration Server documentation for the specific requirements
for loading a package.

DEP.0005.0328E

The JVM "{0}" on the target server is older than the "{1}" JVM recommended on the
source for package "{2}".

Explanation

The JVM version running on the target is older than the minimum JVM version
property specified by the source.

Action

Change the minimum JVM property for the package being deployed and redeploy
the package.

DEP.0005.0329E

The "{0}" target JVM is older than the JVM recommended "{1}" on the source for
package "{2}".

Explanation

The JVM version running on the target is older that the minimum JVM version property
required by the source.

Action

Change the minimum JVM property for the package being deployed, and then deploy
again.

DEP.0005.0330E

The target package version is null.

Explanation

For partial deployment, Deployer requires that the package is present on the target
server and that version of the package is not null and matches that of the source server.

Action

Verify that the package version defined on the target server is appropriate for partial
package deployment.

DEP.0005.0334E

Source package is of type Patch and package does not exist on target. The package:
"{0}" will not be deployed. Re-define package to Full to deploy the package on target

Explanation

This message indicates that the target partial mode package is undefined.

Action

Verify that the specified package exists on the target server and that it is valid for
partial package deployment.
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DEP.0005.0337E

An error occurred while deploying package: "{0}"

Explanation

Deployer invoked the pub.packages:installPackage service and the installPackage
service returned an error.

Action

For more information about the error that the installPackage service returned, see the
deployment or simulation report. For more information about the installPackage
service and the requirements for installing packages, see the Integration Server Built-In
Services Reference.

DEP.0005.0338E

Deployer issued the following exception while attempting to activate the package:
"{0}"

Explanation

Deployer invoked the pub.packages:activatePackage service, and the activatePackage
service returned an error.

Action

Verify the network connectivity between the Deployer server and each target
Integration Server. Also, verify that the target Integration Servers are up and running.
For more information about the error that the activatePackage service returned, see
the deploy or simulation report. For more information about the activatePackage
service, see the documentation for webMethods Integration Server documentation.

DEP.0005.0352E

The package name "{0}" contains the invalid "{1}" character. For more information
about illegal characters, see the webMethods Integration Server documentation.

Explanation

The package name contains illegal characters.

Action

See the webMethods Integration Server documentation for information about how
to name a package.

DEP.0005.0353E

"{0}" is an invalid value for the Cleanup File Age parameter. Valid values are 1-9999.

Explanation

The value specified for the Cleanup File Age parameter is invalid.

Action

Specify a valid value between 1 and 9999 for the Cleanup File Age parameter.

DEP.0005.0354E

Invalid File Age parameter "{0}". Valid values are 0-9999.

Explanation

The value specified for the File Age parameter is invalid.

Action

Specify a value between 0 and 9999 for the File Age parameter.

DEP.0005.0355E

The Allow Recursive Polling parameter "{0}" is invalid. Valid values are "yes" and
"no".

Explanation

The specified Allow Recursive Polling parameter is neither "yes" nor "no".

Action

Specify either "yes" or "no" for the Allow Recursive Polling parameter.
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DEP.0005.0356E

The Run As User value "{0}" contains invalid character "{1}". For more information
about illegal characters, see the webMethods Integration Server documentation.

Explanation

The Run As User value contains illegal characters.

Action

For more information about illegal characters, see the webMethods Integration Server
documentation.

DEP.0005.0357E

No value was provided for the required Run services as user parameter.

Explanation

The Run services as user parameter value is not specified.

Action

Specify a value for the Run services as user parameter. For more information, see the
webMethods Integration Server documentation.

DEP.0005.0358E

"{0}" is an invalid value for the File Polling Interval parameter. Valid values are
1-9999.

Explanation

The value specified for the File Polling Interval parameter is invalid.

Action

Specify a valid value between 1 and 9999 for the File Polling Interval parameter.

DEP.0005.0359E

No value is specified for the File Polling Interval parameter. Valid values are 1-9999.

Explanation

No value is specified for the File Polling Interval parameter.

Action

Specify a value between 1 through 9999 for the File Polling Interval parameter.

DEP.0005.0360E

"{0}" is an invalid value for the Cleanup Interval parameter. Valid values are 1-9999.

Explanation

The value specified for the Cleanup Interval parameter is invalid.

Action

Specify a value between 1 and 9999 for the Cleanup Interval parameter.

DEP.0005.0361E

"{0}" is an invalid value for the Maximum Number of Invocation Threads parameter.
Valid values are 1-10.

Explanation

The value specified for the Maximum Number of Invocation Threads parameter is
invalid.

Action

Specify a value between 1 and 10 for the Maximum Number of Invocation Threads
parameter.

DEP.0005.0362E

No value provided for the required Maximum Number of Invocation Threads
parameter.

Explanation

No value was specified for the Maximum Number of Invocation Threads parameter.

Action

Specify a value between 1 and 10 for the Maximum Number of Invocation Threads
parameter.
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DEP.0005.0363E

"{0}" is an invalid value for the Port parameter. The Port parameter requires an
integer value.

Explanation

The value specified for the Port parameter is not an integer.

Action

Specify a valid value for the Port parameter.

DEP.0005.0364E

"{0}" is an invalid value for the Port parameter. The value for the Port parameter
must be greater than -1.

Explanation

The value for the Port parameter is not valid.

Action

Specify a valid value for the Port parameter.

DEP.0005.0365E

No value was specified for the required Port parameter. Specify a value for the Port
parameter.

Explanation

No value was specified for the Port parameter.

Action

Specify a valid integer type value that is greater than -1 for the Port parameter.

DEP.0005.0366E

The Client Authentication value: "{0}" is invalid. Valid values are 'true' and 'false'.

Explanation

The specified Client Authentication value is neither "true" nor "false".

Action

Specify either "true" or "false" for the Client Authentication value.

DEP.0005.0367E

The Host parameter requires a value.

Explanation

The value for the Host parameter was not specified.

Action

Specify a value for the Host parameter.

DEP.0005.0368E

"{0}" is an invalid value for the Type parameter. Valid values are "pop3" and "imap".

Explanation

The value specified for the Type parameter is invalid.

Action

Specify either "pop3" or "imap" for the Type parameter.

DEP.0005.0369E

Specify a value for the Type parameter. Valid values are "pop3" and "imap".

Explanation

No value is specified for the required Port parameter.

Action

Specify either "pop3" or "imap" for the Port parameter.
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DEP.0005.0370E

The user name value: "{0}" contains an invalid character: "{1}". Refer to the
Administering Integration Server guide for listed illegal characters.

Explanation

The user name value contains illegal characters.

Action

For information about legal characters for user accounts, see the Administering
Integration Server guide.

DEP.0005.0371E

No value provided for user name. This field is mandatory.

Explanation

No value is provided for user name.

Action

Specify a value for the user name. For information about the legal characters for user
accounts, see the Administering Integration Server guide.

DEP.0005.0372E

Invalid value provided for the "Log out after each mail check" parameter: "{0}".
Valid values are "yes" and "no".

Explanation

The specified value for the "Log out after each mail check" parameter is neither "yes"
nor "no".

Action

Specify a valid value for the "Log out after each mail check" parameter. Valid values
are "yes" and "no".

DEP.0005.0373E

The Authorize value "{0}" is invalid. Valid values are Yes and No.

Explanation

The specified Authorize value is neither Yes and No.

Action

Specify either Yes or No for the Authorize value.

DEP.0005.0374E

"{0}" is an invalid value for the Time Interval parameter. Valid values are 1-9999.

Explanation

The value specified for the Time Interval parameter is invalid.

Action

Specify a valid value between 1 and 9999 for the Time Interval parameter.

DEP.0005.0375E

Specify a value for the required Time Interval parameter. Valid values are 1-9999.

Explanation

The required Time Interval parameter has not been specified.

Action

Specify a value from 1 through 9999 for the Time Interval parameter.

DEP.0005.0376E

The Reply value: "{0}" is invalid. Valid values are "yes" and "no".

Explanation

The specified Reply value is neither "yes" nor "no".

Action

Specify either "yes" or "no" for the Reply value.
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DEP.0005.0377E

The Send reply e-mail on error value "{0}" is invalid. Valid values are Yes and No.

Explanation

The Send reply e-mail on error value is set to a value other than Yes or No.

Action

Specify either Yes or No for the Send reply e-mail on error value.

DEP.0005.0378E

The Remove value: "{0}" is invalid. Valid values are "yes" and "no".

Explanation

The specified Remove value is neither "yes" nor "no".

Action

Specify either "yes" or "no" for the Remove value.

DEP.0005.0379E

"{0}" is an invalid value for the Delete invalid messages parameter. Valid values
are Yes and No.

Explanation

The value specified for the Delete invalid messages parameter is invalid.

Action

Specify a valid value of Yes or No for the Delete invalid messages parameter.

DEP.0005.0380E

The Multithread processing value "{0}" is invalid. Valid values are Yes and No.

Explanation

The Multithread processing is set to a value other than Yes or No.

Action

Specify either Yes or No for the Multithread processing value.

DEP.0005.0381E

"{0}" is an invalid value for the Number of threads if multithreading is turned on
parameter. Valid values are 1-99.

Explanation

The value specified for the Number of threads if multithreading is turned on field is
invalid.

Action

Specify a value between 1 and 99 for the Number of threads if multithreading is turned
on field.

DEP.0005.0382E

Enter a value for the Number of threads if multithreading is turned on parameter.
Valid values are 1-99.

Explanation

There is no value set for the Number of threads if multithreading is turned on
parameter.

Action

Specify a value between 1 and 99 for the Number of threads if multithreading is turned
on parameter.

DEP.0005.0383E

The Break Mmsg value: "{0}" is invalid. Valid values are "yes" and "no".

Explanation

The specified Break Mmsg value is neither "yes" nor "no".

Action

Specify either "yes" or "no" for the Break Mmsg value.
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DEP.0005.0384E

The Include Headers value: "{0}" is invalid. Valid values are "yes" and "no".

Explanation

The specified Include Headers value is neither "yes" nor "no".

Action

Specify either "yes" or "no" for the Include Headers value.

DEP.0005.0421E

Unknown system type: "{0}".

Explanation

The source system type is unknown, which indicates that your version of Deployer
is out of date.

Action

Ensure that you have the latest version of the WmDeployer package.

DEP.0005.0422E

Unable to invoke "{1}" because the connection object is of an unknown type. Its
value is: "{0}".

Explanation

The system type object is set to a value that is not recognized. This issue might occur
if the user manually edits the project XML file.

Action

Rebuild the project file and map the steps again. Do not manually edit the project file.

DEP.0005.0423E

Deployer encountered an exception while writing the bytes for package "{0}" to the
output stream in preparation for deployment to the target "{1}".

Explanation

An exception occurred when Deployer tried to write the package data to disk. That
exception can occur for the following reasons:
- The I/O operation failed or was interrupted while accessing the build file.
- A security violation occurred, which typically means that the user running Deployer
lacks the correct privileges to access the files.

Action

Verify that the file system is not corrupt and that adequate disk space is available for
writing new files. Also verify that the user has appropriate privileges to write files
on the file system.

DEP.0005.0430

There is no logical server defined for the specified Server ID.

Explanation

Either no logical server is defined in the WmDesigner service on the target Integration
Server server, or the server is not up and running and available for process model
deployment.

Action

Verify that the logical server is defined in the WmDesigner service on the target
Integration Server server and that the server is available.
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DEP.0005.0431

The most-likely fix for that is to use webMethods Administrator on your target
server to define a logical server with the name: "{0}".

Explanation

This problem occurs when the logical server is not defined in the WmDesigner service
on the target Integration Server server for process model deployment.

Action

Verify that the logical server is defined in the WmDesigner service on the target
Integration Server server.

DEP.0005.0433E

Cannot associate {0} ACL "{1}", with "{2}" because user "{3}" is not in the Write ACL:
"{4}" .

Explanation

Cannot associate the ACL because the user is not a member of the Write ACL.

Action

Add the user to the Write ACL.

DEP.0005.0435E

Deployer cannot suspend selected triggers. You can suspend selected triggers only
with Integration Server 6.0.1 Fix 144, Integration Server 6.1 Fix 22, or Integration
Server 6.5 and later. Alternatively, you can suspend all triggers in the project
properties.

Explanation

Selected trigger suspension is supported only in the following releases:
- Integration Server 6.0.1 Fix 144
- Integration Server 6.1 Fix 22.
- Integration Server 6.5 and later

Action

You can suspend all triggers in the project properties.

DEP.0005.0447I

The "{0}" file was deployed.

Explanation

This message occurs when a user deploys files.

Action

Check whether the files are deployed or not.

DEP.0005.0449E

Deployer could not suspend the adapter notifications. Adapter suspension is
supported only with Integration Server 6.5 and later.

Explanation

Adapter notifications could not be suspended because this functionality is only
supported for Integration Server 6.5 and later.

Action

None.
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DEP.0005.0457E

Suspend adapter notifications prior to deploying packages. Failure to suspend
adapter notifications during deployment can cause problems on the target.

Explanation

Adapter notifications were not suspended prior to package deployment.

Action

Check the Integration Server logs and error messages in the output report for more
information.

DEP.0005.0458E

Deployer suspended adapter notification "{0}" but could not verify status.

Explanation

Deployer suspended the adapter notification but was unable to verify its status after
the suspension.

Action

For more information, check the Integration Server logs and error messages in the
output report.

DEP.0005.0459E

Deployer resumed adapter notification "{0}" but could not verify status.

Explanation

Deployer resumed adapter notification but could not verify the status.

Action

Check the Integration Server logs and error messages in the output report for more
information.

DEP.0005.0460E

Suspend trigger "{0}" failed: {1}

Explanation

Deployer could not suspend the trigger.

Action

Check the Integration Server logs and error messages in the output report for more
information.

DEP.0005.0461E

Suspend adapter notification "{0}" failed: {1}

Explanation

Suspension of adapter notification failed.

Action

Recreate the build and deploy again. If the problem persists, check the target server
adapter settings.

DEP.0005.0477E

The source group has no name. Deployer cannot deploy an undefined group.

Explanation

This message occurs when Deployer attempts to roll back an undefined group.

Action

Verify that the specified group is defined on the source server.

DEP.0005.0482E

The source ACL has no name. Deployer cannot deploy an undefined ACL.

Explanation

Deployer attempted to roll back an undefined ACL.

Action

Verify that the specified ACL exists on the source server.
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DEP.0005.0492

The Extended Setting in the source has no name. Deployer cannot deploy an
undefined Extended Setting.

Explanation

This message occurs when Deployer attempts to roll back of an undefined Extended
Setting.

Action

Verify that the specified Extended Setting exists on the target server.

DEP.0005.0496E

The Trading Networks instance is not currently available on the target server "{0}".
Please check your network connection and verify that the Trading Networks instance
is installed, configured, and running.

Explanation

The target Trading Networks server is not accessible due to a network connection
problem.

Action

Check your network connection. Verify that the Trading Networks instance is installed,
configured, and running.

DEP.0005.0501E

Deployer issued the following exception after it failed to load the variable
substitution object {0}.

Explanation

The map file:
<serverDirectory>\packages\WmDeployer\persist\projects\<projectName>\targets\<mapName>\<deploymentSetName>_<targetServerName>.xml
is either corrupt or not present.

Action

Verify that the map file exists. If it does, you might need to use Deployer to recreate
your map and variable substitution actions.

DEP.0005.0505E

ERROR: Failed to generate IData for Port. The following exception was thrown: {0}

Explanation

The port type is unknown. This indicates that your version of Deployer is out of date.

Action

See the error log of the Deployer server.

DEP.0005.0506

Variable {2}, in {0} "{1}" will be changed from "{3}" to "{4}" on the target system.

Explanation

This message is displayed in the deployment report when the variable is substituted
during deployment.

Action

Verify that the displayed variables are substituted.

DEP.0005.0600E

The target server is Integration Server {0}, which does not support this feature.
Deployer cannot update the following adapter connections with the variable
substitution values: {1}

Explanation

The version of the target Integration Server is a version prior to version 6.1. Versions
of the Integration Server prior to 6.1 do not support the APIs that are required to
update the adapter connections.

Action

Either upgrade the target Integration Server to version 6.1 or later, or manually update
the Adapter connections on the target system.
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DEP.0005.0615E

Deployer encountered an error while retrieving current values for adapter connection
"{0}".

Explanation

Deployer invoked the wm.art.admin.connection:getResourceConfiguration service
but was unable to get current values for the adapter connection in the varsub page.

Action

The wm.art.admin.connection:getResourceConfiguration service might not be
operational or the WmART package is not installed on the target machine. Verify that
both the service and the package are installed and operational.

DEP.0005.0706

Rollback failed. For more information, see the rollback report and the Integration
Server log.

Explanation

This message occurs when a rollback operation fails.

Action

Review the rollback report and take appropriate action.

DEP.0005.0850E

Deployer issued the following error while rolling back the contact type: "{0}"

Explanation

Deployer issued an exception while rolling back the contact type.

Action

Contact the Trading Networks target administrator.

DEP.0005.0851E

Deployer issued the following exception while deleting the document type during
rollback: "{0}"

Explanation

An exception occurred while deleting the document type.

Action

Contact the administrator of the target Trading Networks system for assistance.

DEP.0005.0852E

Deployer issued the following exception while deleting the field group during
rollback: "{0}"

Explanation

An exception occurred while deleting the field group.

Action

Contact the administrator of the target server for assistance.

DEP.0005.0854E

Deployer issued the following exception while deleting the external ID type during
rollback: "{0}".

Explanation

An exception occurred while deleting the external ID type during rollback.

Action

Verify that target server is running, then try the deleting the external ID type again.
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DEP.0005.0856E

Deployer issued the following exception while deleting the processing rule during
rollback: "{0}"

Explanation

An exception occurred while deleting the processing rule.

Action

Contact the administrator of the target server for assistance.

DEP.0005.0858E

Deployer issued the following exception while deleting the profile during rollback:
"{0}"

Explanation

An exception occurred while deleting the profile.

Action

Verify that the target server is running. Then try the deletion again.

DEP.0005.0859E

Deployer could not suspend the "{0}" scheduled service type with service name "{1}"
because it was deployed to a clustered Integration Server.

Explanation

The service was deployed to a clustered Integration Server and could not be suspended.

Action

Suspend the service manually at each target.

DEP.0005.0860E

Deployer could not resume the scheduled service type "{0}" with service name "{1}".
The service was deployed to a clustered Integration Server and could not be
resumed. You must resume the service manually at each target.

Explanation

The service was deployed to a clustered Integration Server and could not be resumed.

Action

Resume the service manually at each target.

DEP.0005.0861E

Scheduled services are being deployed to a clustered Integration Server and cannot
be started after deployment.

Explanation

Scheduled services cannot be started on the clustered target.

Action

Start the services manually on each clustered target.

DEP.0005.0862E

Scheduled services have been deployed to a clustered Integration Server and were
not suspended after deployment. If suspension is required, then do so manually
at each target.

Explanation

Scheduled services could not be suspended at the clustered target after deployment

Action

Suspend the services manually at each target.
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DEP.0005.0864E

Deployer requires that scheduled services be updated at a clustered Integration
Server, but this is not supported with this release. You can update the scheduled
services by deploying them to each of the individual Integration Servers in the
cluster.

Explanation

This deployment candidate requires that scheduled services be updated at a clustered
Integration Server, which is not supported with this release.

Action

Update the services by deploying to each of the individual Integration Servers in the
cluster.

DEP.0005.0869E

The deployment failed and Deployer is performing an automatic rollback. Please
see the separate rollback report for more information about the failed deployment.

Explanation

This message occurs when a deployment fails and an automatic rollback occurs.

Action

Please see the Rollback report and take appropriate action.

DEP.0005.1003E

An IO exception occurred while attempting to access: "{0}". Exception details follow:
"{1}".

Explanation

An exception occurred when Deployer tried to create, write data to, or save a file.
This exception can occur for the following reasons:
- The I/O operation failed or was interrupted while accessing the build file.
- A security violation has occurred, which typically means that the user running
Deployer lacks appropriate privileges to access the files.

Action

Verify that the file system is not corrupt and that adequate disk space is available for
creating, writing, and/or saving new files. Also verify that the user has proper
privileges to create, write, and save files on the file system.

DEP.0005.1004E

An exception occurred while attempting to access "{0}". Exception details follow:
"{1}".

Explanation

An exception occurred when Deployer tried to access (that is, create, save, read, or
load) the indicated <object>, where <object> is one of thte following: checkpoint,
deployment, build, deployReport, targetFileName, or targetServer. Possible causes
of the exception include the following:
- The deployment, reportFiles, or targetFile Object could not be loaded from the file
system.
- An I/O operation failed or was interrupted while accessing the build or checkpoint
file.
- A security violation has occurred, which typically means that the user running
Deployer does not have privileges to access files necessary to perform the deploy
operation.
- A target Integration Server Adapter and/or Trigger could not be suspended/resumed.
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- A variable substitution failed.
- Deployer could not obtain a connection to a target server.
Action

Verify the following:
- The file system is not corrupt.
- Adequate disk space is available for creating and/or saving new files.
- The user attempting this action has the proper authority to create and save files on
the file system.
- The target server is running, and is reachable on the network.

DEP.0005.1005E

You are not authorized to deploy the "{0}" project.

Explanation

The user does not have the authorization to deploy the specified project.

Action

Ask an administrator or user that has deploy authorization to perform the action for
you. Alternatively, have an administrator update your authorization to assign you
deploy authorization for the project.

DEP.0005.1006E

You are not authorized to deploy the "{0}" project for the following reason: "{1}".

Explanation

An error occurred when invoking the service on the host Integration Server. Integration
Server cannot determine whether the user is authorized to deploy the specified project.

Action

Verify that the host Integration Server is still running. If you are running Deployer
from a remote location, verify the network connectivity between the Deployer user
interface and the server.

DEP.0005.1007E

The following exception occurred while attempting to process "{0}": "{1}"

Explanation

In the message, <subMessage> is one of the following sub-messages that Deployer
displays to provide additional information about the exception: -<targetFileName> An exception occurred while performing a [remote] invoke of the service:
<ISServiceName>. Exception details follow: <exceptionInfo> - An exception occurred
while attempting to XMLDecode the file: <buildFileName>. Exception details follow:
<exceptionInfo>. - <errorMessageReturnedFromIS> - An exception occurred getting
a Trading Networks, TN, docType object. That is most likely caused by a user-defined
extension to the TN type BizDocType. Copy the jar files, which should be found in
the <webM install dir>\\IntegrationServer\\packages\\WmTN\\code\\jars
directory, containing those extensions into the WmDeployer/code/jars directory. Source package is of type upgrade and required target package version is null. - Error:
no Logical Server for Server ID" The most-likely fix for that is to use webMethods
Administrator on your target server to define a logical server with the name:
<sourceSystemName>. - An Exception occurred while attempting to IDataBinCoder
the file: '<buildFileName>'. Exception details follow: <exceptionInfo> - Overwrite
'everything else' field is set to <overwriteEverythingElseString>, which is invalid. The Port: <sourcePortName>, associated with Package: <packageName> - Disabling
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of the Port: <sourcePortName>, associated with Package: <packageName> - Enabling
of the Port: <sourcePortName>, associated with Package: <packageName> - Resuming
the scheduled-service: " + scheduledServiceName - Suspending the scheduled-service:
" + scheduledServiceName - <serviceName> - A SOAP fault occurred while performing
a remote invoke of the service: <ISServiceName>.The SOAP Fault string follows:
<faultString> - Getting information about the Port: <sourcePortName>, associated
with Package: <packageName> The reason for the exception can be one of the
following:
- There is a problem with connectivity to the target Integration Server.
- The target Integration Server is not running.
- The target Integration Server requires a Broker Server, but no Broker Server is
connected to it.
- There is a user-defined extension to a Trading Networks document type, and
Deployer does not have access to the associated jar files.
- You specified a partial package for deployment; however, the package does not exist
on the target.
- You specified a logical server that is not defined on the target.
- The overwrite flag is invalid, which can only occur if the build file was manually
edited.
Action

Based on the reason for the exception, perform one of the following:
- Verify the network connectivity between the Deployer server and each target server.
- Verify that each target server is running.
- If the target Integration Server requires that a Broker be connected to it, ensure that
a Broker is connected.
- If a user-defined Trading Networks document type is in use, ensure Deployer has
access to the associated jar files. To do so copy the jar files located in the
<serverDirectory>\packages\WmTN\code\jars directory (which contain the Trading
Networks document type extensions) to the
<serverDirectory>\packages\WmDeployer\code\jars directory.
- If you specified a partial package and the package does not exist on the target, either
remove the package from the deployment or specify a full package for deployment.
- If the definition of a logical server is missing, use webMethods Administrator on
your target server to define a logical server with the name indicated in the error
message.
- If the overwrite flag is invalid, ensure that your build file has not been manually
edited.
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DEP.0005.1008E

The deploy report: "{0}" already exists. Please move it to a different directory.

Explanation

The deploy report already exists.

Action

Move the existing deploy report file to a different directory.

DEP.0005.1010

An error occurred interacting with server: "{0}". Exception details follow: "{1}"

Explanation

This error occurs if the servers in a cluster are not up and running or if the cluster is
invalid for some reason.

Action

Verify that the cluster is configured correctly and that all servers are up and running.

DEP.0005.1011E

Error invoking service wm.deployer.UIAuthorization. Contact Software AG support.

Explanation

Error invoking service wm.deployer.UIAuthorization.

Action

Contact Software AG support.

DEP.0005.1014E

An exception occurred while attempting to close the file "{0}". This will not affect
deployment, but will keep a lock on the file. Exception details follow: "{1}"

Explanation

The build file could not be closed because an I/O exception occurred. The exception
can occur for the following reasons:
- The I/O operation failed or was interrupted while accessing the build file.
- A security violation has occurred, which typically means that the user running
Deployer does not have correct privileges to access the files.

Action

Verify that the file system is not corrupt and that adequate disk space is available for
saving new files. Also verify that the user attempting this action has proper privileges
to save files on the file system.

DEP.0005.1015E

The Overwrite Existing field is set to {0}, which is invalid.

Explanation

The overwrite flag was set to a value that the code did not recognize. This occurs
when a user has manually edited the XML in the target file.

Action

Repeat the build and map steps. Do not manually edit the target file.

DEP.0005.1018E

A null aliasValues IData was returned from the invocation of
wm.server.remote:getAliasValue against remote host: {0} Cannot continue with
deployment of Trading Networks. Make sure the WmTN package and the Trading
Networks JDBC pool on the target server are enabled.

Explanation

Deployer invoked the wm.server.remote:getAliasValue service while deploying
Trading Networks assets, and a null value was returned.

Action

Make sure the WmTN package and the Trading Networks JDBC pool on the target
server are enabled.
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DEP.0005.1024E

The target cluster {0} is not currently available. Deployer is skipping that cluster.
Check your network connection and make sure all target servers ({1}) are running
within the cluster.

Explanation

Deployer cannot connect to the target cluster servers due to network connection
problems.

Action

Check your network connection. You should be able to access the target server
machines.

DEP.0005.1025W

webMethods Deployer does not support deployment of certificates. Certificates
for profile "{0}" will not be deployed.

Explanation

Deployer does not support the deployment of certificates.

Action

Deployer does not support deployment of certificates. Certificates for profile "{0}"
will not be deployed.

DEP.0005.1026E

Deployer cannot enable adapter connection {0} on target {1}. Make sure the
pub.art.connection:enableConnection service is operational and the WmART
package is installed on the target server.

Explanation

Deployer invoked the pub.art.connection:enableConnection service but could not
enable adapter notification on the target server after deployment.

Action

Make sure the pub.art.connection:enableConnection service is operational and the
WmART package is installed on the target server.

DEP.0005.1027E

Adapter connection {0} on target {1} is not enabled. Make sure the
pub.art.connection:queryConnectionState service is operational and the WmART
package is installed on the target server.

Explanation

Deployer invoked the pub.art.connection:queryConnectionState service but could not
enable adapter connections on the target server after deployment.

Action

Make sure the pub.art.connection:queryConnectionState service is operational and
the WmART package is installed on the target server.

DEP.0005.1028E

Deployer cannot update adapter connection "{0}" on target "{1}".

Explanation

Deployer invoked the wm.art.dev.connection:updateConnectionNode service but
could not update adapter connections on the target server after deployment.

Action

Make sure the wm.art.dev.connection:updateConnectionNode service is operational
and the WmART package is installed on the target server.
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DEP.0005.1029E

Unable to disable adapter connection {0} on target {1}. Check the Integration Server
logs and error messages in the output report for more information.

Explanation

Unable to disable adapter connection on target.

Action

Check the Integration Server logs and error messages in the output report for more
information.

DEP.0005.1030E

Deployer encountered an error retrieving current values for adapter connection {0}
on target {1}. Make sure the wm.art.admin.connection:getResourceConfiguration
service is operational and the WmART package is installed on the target server.

Explanation

Deployer invoked the wm.art.admin.connection:getResourceConfiguration service
but could not get current values for the adapter connection in the varsub page.

Action

Make sure the wm.art.admin.connection:getResourceConfiguration service is
operational and the WmART package is installed on the target server.

DEP.0005.1031E

Deployer cannot set the adapter notification for {0} on target {1}. The selected adapter
notification might be active on the target server. Review the project settings.

Explanation

Deployer could not set variable substitution values for adapter notification.

Action

The selected adapter notification might be active on the target server. Review project
settings to make sure they are appropriate.

DEP.0005.1032E

The adapter notification for {0} on target {1} is not enabled.

Explanation

Deployer invoked the pub.art.notification:queryPollingNotificationState service but
could not enable adapter notification on the target server after deployment.

Action

Make sure the pub.art.notification:queryPollingNotificationState service is operational
and the WmART package is installed on the target server.

DEP.0005.1033E

Deployer cannot enable adapter notification for {0} on target {1}.

Explanation

Deployer invoked the pub.art.notification:enablePollingNotification service, but could
not enable adapter notification on the target server after deployment.

Action

Make sure the pub.art.notification:enablePollingNotification service is operational
and the WmART package is installed on the target server.

DEP.0005.1034E

Deployer cannot disable the adapter notification for {0} on target {1}. Check the
Integration Server logs for more information. Re-create the build and redeploy if
necessary.

Explanation

Deployer cannot disable adapter notification.

Action

Check the Integration Server logs for more information. Re-create the build and deploy
again if necessary.
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DEP.0005.1039E

Deployer cannot fine the deployment reports for deployment candidate {0}.

Explanation

There are no reports for the deployment candidate.

Action

Try to view the reports using a simulate or deploy operation.

DEP.0005.1040E

Invalid ID for deployment report. Please use the list command to verify your inputs.

Explanation

This message occurs when a Deployer user attempts to view the deployment report
through command line interface and the report ID does not exist.

Action

Perform simulate and deploy operations and refer to the report ID shown.

DEP.0005.1041E

Deployer cannot read report {0}.

Explanation

This message occurs when Deployer is unable to display reports in a browser.

Action

Ensure that the report HTML or XML files are valid and not corrupted.

DEP.0005.1045E

An error occurred while attempting to import functional permissions: class: "{0}",
message: "{1}"

Explanation

This error occurs when Deployer is unable to deploy Trading Netowrk functional
permissions, and it indicates that there might be a problem with the build.

Action

Verify that the selected functional permissions are valid on the source server, and
rebuild if necessary.

DEP.0005.1049E

An exception occurred while deleting DLS "{0}"

Explanation

An exception occurred while deleting DLS.

Action

Contact the administrator of the target Trading Networks system for assistance.

DEP.0005.1050E

An exception occurred while deleting the "{0}" functional permission.

Explanation

An exception occurred while deleting the functional permission.

Action

Verify that the target server is running and try the deletion again.

DEP.0005.1055E

An error occurred while attempting to import DLSs. The following is the error
information from Trading Networks: class: "{0}", message: "{1}"

Explanation

Deployer displays this error when it cannot deploy Trading Netowrk DLSs. It indicates
that there might be a problem with the build.

Action

Verify that the selected DLSs are valid on the source server and rebuild if necessary.
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DEP.0005.1057E

Invalid ID for build report. Use the list command to verify your inputs.

Explanation

Deployer displays this message when a Deployer user attempts to view the build
report through the command line interface and the specified report ID does not exist.

Action

Perform a build operation on the deployment sets and refer to the build report ID
shown.

DEP.0005.1058E

Unable to read JMS trigger {0}.

Explanation

Deployer is unable to read the JMS trigger files from the source server.

Action

Ensure that the JMS trigger was created properly on the source server.

DEP.0005.1059E

Unable to read build zip file.

Explanation

Deployer is unable to read the build zip file while deploying.

Action

Verify that the project build file is correct, and ensure that it has not been corrupted.

DEP.0005.1060E

Error deploying to cluster. One or more of the nodes in the cluster are not running.
Check the cluster configuration and the extended settings for further information.

Explanation

Not all of the nodes in the cluster are running.

Action

Check the cluster configuration and the extended settings.

DEP.0005.1063

Action failed: The target server is unavailable. See the Integration Server logs for
more information.

Explanation

The target server is not available.

Action

Check the Integration Server logs for any relevant errors or messages.

DEP.0005.1067E

An error occurred while attempting to import archival services. The following is
the error information from Trading Networks:<p>class: "{0}", message: "{1}"</p>

Explanation

This error occurs when Deployer is unable to deploy the Trading Networks archival
services and indicates that there might be a problem with the build.

Action

Verify that the selected archival services are valid on the source server and rebuild if
necessary.

DEP.0005.1068E

Automatic rollback in logical cluster group {0} failed because the connection to
target server {1} was refused.

Explanation

Deployer displays this message when an automatic rollback fails.

Action

Ensure that the specified server is online and that the network connection works. For
more information, see the rollback report and take appropriate action.
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DEP.0005.1069E

Deployment in logical cluster group {0} failed. Connection to target server {1} was
refused. Deployer will perform rollback on logical group {2}.

Explanation

This error occurs when Deployer is unable to deploy assets to a logical cluster group
of target servers.

Action

Verify that the servers in the logical cluster group are online and available.

DEP.0005.1074E

Deployer cannot import Trading Networks partner profiles without a My Enterprise
profile.

Explanation

Deployer was unable to deploy the Trading Networks partner profile.

Action

Verify that a My Enterprise profile exists on the target server. If not, you must deploy
the My Enterprise profile first.

DEP.0005.1076E

Deployer encountered an exception while trying to delete {0}. Exception details
follow: "{1}"

Explanation

An exception occurred while trying to delete the node.

Action

Refresh the node list and try deleting again.

DEP.0005.1125E

Assets in deletion set {0} have unresolved dependencies. Either add the dependent
assets or remove the existing assets from the deletion set.

Explanation

Assets in the deletion set have unresolved dependencies.

Action

Add the dependent assets, or remove the existing assets from the deletion set.

DEP.0005.1126E

Deployment to a logical cluster failed and Deployer performed a rollback. Refer
to the deployment and rollback reports for more details.

Explanation

Deployment to a logical cluster failed and rollback has occurred.

Action

See the deployment and rollback reports for more details.

DEP.0005.1129E

Error occured when deploying file to a Target. Please check the target Integration
Server logs for details. {0}

Explanation

This error occurs when deploying large files. It indicates that the target server
WmDeployerResource package is not operational.

Action

Verify that the WmDeployerResource package is installed on the target server. If it
is already installed, try re-installing.
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DEP.0005.1130E

An error occured while creating or reading the streaming file {0} corresponding to
{1} in the build. Check the target Integration Server logs for details.

Explanation

This error occurs when extracting large files from a source server. It indicates that the
WmDeployerResource package is not operational.

Action

Verify that the WmDeployerResource package is installed on the target server. If it
is already installed, try re-installing.

DEP.0005.1135E

The deployment or deletion set "{0}" contains unresolved dependencies or references.
Please resolve the unresolved dependencies to continue with deployment.

Explanation

The deployment or deletion set contains unresolved dependencies or references.

Action

Resolve the unresolved dependencies or references for the deployment or deletion
sets in your project.

DEP.0005.1152E

The delivery of artifacts to the {0} target server failed. For details, check the logs of
the target server.

Explanation

The delivery of artifacts to the target server failed.

Action

For more information, check the deployment report and the Integration Server log.

DEP.0005.1153E

The activation of artifacts on the {0} target server failed. For details, check the logs
of the target server.

Explanation

The activation of artifacts on the target server failed.

Action

For details, check the deployment report and the Integration Server log.

DEP.0005.1161E

Deployer could not deliver artifacts to {0} because the server is unavailable.

Explanation

The target server is unavailable.

Action

Ensure the target server is running.

DEP.0005.1167E

Unable to delete artifacts previously delivered to {0} because the server is
unavailable.

Explanation

The target server is unavailable.

Action

Make sure the target server is running.
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DEP.0005.1173E

Skipping the activation of deployment on {0} because the target server is unavailable.

Explanation

Target server is unavailable.

Action

Ensure target server is running.

DEP.0005.1183E

A simulation initiated by user {0} for deployment candidate {1} of project {2} is in
progress. Wait until the simulation in progress is complete.

Explanation

Another user is running an operation for this project.

Action

Wait until the other operation finishes.

DEP.0005.1184E

A deployment initiated by the user {0} for deployment candidate {1} of project {2}
is in progress. Wait until the deployment in progress is complete.

Explanation

Another user is running an operation for this project.

Action

Wait until the other operation finishes.

DEP.0005.1185E

A rollback initiated by user {0} for deployment candidate {1} of project {2} is in
progress. Wait until the rollback in progress is complete.

Explanation

Another user is running an operation for this project.

Action

Wait until the other operation finishes.

DEP.0005.1186E

A checkpoint initiated by user {0} for deployment candidate {1} of project {2} is in
progress. Wait until the checkpoint in progress is complete.

Explanation

Another user is running an operation for this project.

Action

Wait until the other operation finishes.

DEP.0005.1187E

You cannot deploy the {0} project because it is not locked.

Explanation

The project was not locked before deployment.

Action

Lock the project.

DEP.0005.1188E

You cannot deploy the {0} project because it is locked by another user.

Explanation

Another user has locked the project.

Action

Wait until the project is unlocked by the other user.
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DEP.0005.1189E

You cannot simulate the deployment for the {0} project because it is not locked.

Explanation

The project was not locked before simulation.

Action

Lock the project.

DEP.0005.1190E

You cannot simulate the deployment for the {0} project because it is locked by
another user.

Explanation

Another user has locked the project.

Action

Wait until the project is unlocked by the other user.

DEP.0005.1191E

You cannot rollback the deployment for the {0} project because it is not locked.

Explanation

The project was not locked before you attempted to roll back the deployment.

Action

Lock the project.

DEP.0005.1192E

You cannot rollback the deployment for the {0} project because it is locked by
another user.

Explanation

Another user has locked the project.

Action

Wait until the project is unlocked by the other user.

DEP.0005.1193E

You are not authorized to generate a checkpoint for the {0} project because it is not
locked.

Explanation

The project was not locked before you attempted to generate a checkpoint.

Action

Lock the project.

DEP.0005.1194E

You are not authorized to generate a checkpoint for the {0} project because it is
locked by a different user.

Explanation

Another user has locked the project.

Action

Wait until the project is unlocked by the other user.

DEP.0005.1195E

The deletion of delivered to the {0} target server artifacts failed. For details, check
the logs of the target server.

Explanation

The deletion of delivered to the target server artifacts failed.

Action

Check the deployment report for details. There might be additional information in
the log of Integration Server.
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DEP.0005.1201E

Repository-based deployment does not support the rollback operation for the
mapped target servers.

Explanation

Repository-based projects do not support rollback operations for the mapped target
servers.

Action

Only Deploy operation is supported.

DEP.0005.1203E

There are no target servers or target groups mapped for deployment candidate {0}.

Explanation

There are no target servers or target groups mapped to the deployment set in the map
step.

Action

Map at least one deployment set to a target server or a target group in the map step.

DEP.0005.1204E

The success flag does not match any messages returned by the target server {0}.

Explanation

Either the target server returned the success flag of true and the messages from the
target server contains error messages, or the target returned a success flag of false
and the message from the target server does not contain an error message.

Action

Check the target server logs or contact Software AG Global Support.

DEP.0005.1206E

An error ocurred while saving deployment candidate {0}.

Explanation

An error encountered while saving the deployment candidate.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

DEP.0005.1210E

Deployer did not delete the assets from {0} because the server is unavailable.

Explanation

The target server is unavailable.

Action

Ensure target server is running.

DEP.0005.1212E

Deployer failed to delete the assets on the target server {0}. For more information,
see the target server's logs.

Explanation

The deletion of assets on the target server failed.

Action

Check the deployment report and the Integration Server log for details.

DEP.0005.1215E

Deployer failed to delete the assets on the target server {0}. For more information,
see the target server's logs.

Explanation

The deletion of assets on the target server failed.

Action

Check the deployment report for details. There might be additional information in
the Integration Server log.
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DEP.0005.1216E

Target server {0} did not return any messages.

Explanation

Deployer did not receive any messages from target server {0}.

Action

Check the target server log for details.

DEP.0005.1217E

Deletion set {0} contains unresolved dependencies. Please resolve the dependencies
to proceed with deployment.

Explanation

The deletion set contains unresolved dependencies.

Action

Resolve the unresolved dependencies for the deletion set.

DEP.0005.1218E

Repository-based deployment does not support the rollback operation for target
servers of types {0}.

Explanation

Repository-based deployment does not support rollback operation for target servers
of the given type.

Action

Remove the assets of the unsupported runtimes from the deployment and deletion
sets and update the deployment map accordingly.

DEP.0005.1219E

Repository-based deployment does not support the simulate operation for target
servers of types {0}.

Explanation

Repository-based deployment does not support simulate operation for target servers
of the given type.

Action

Remove the assets of the unsupported runtimes from the deployment and deletion
sets and update the deployment map accordingly.

DEP.0005.1220E

Repository-based deployment does not support deletion sets for target servers of
types {0}.

Explanation

Repository-based deployment does not support deletion sets for target servers of the
given type.

Action

Remove the assets of the unsupported runtimes from the deletion set and update the
deployment map accordingly.

DEP.0005.1221E

Repository-based deployment does not support deletion sets for the selected target
servers.

Explanation

Repository-based deployment does not support deletion sets for the selected target
servers.

Action

Remove the deletion set from the project.
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DEP.0005.1222E

The repository is corrupted. The binary file for composite {0} of type {1} is missing
from repsoitory {2}.

Explanation

The binary file is missing from the repository.

Action

Rebuild the repository using Asset Build Environment.

DEP.0005.1227E

Deployer issued the following exception while deleting the field definition during
rollback: "{0}"

Explanation

An exception occurred while deleting the field definition.

Action

Contact the administrator of the target server for assistance.

DEP.0005.1230

No value was specified for the required package parameter. Specify a value for the
package parameter.

Explanation

No value was specified for the package parameter.

Action

Specify a valid package value for the package parameter.

DEP.0006.0011E

Plugin {0} does not exist.

Explanation

The specified plug-in is not correctly configured in the Deployer plugin configuration
file. This indicates an incomplete or damaged installation, or possibly a modification
to the plugin configuration file located in
<serverDirectory>\packages\WmDeployer\config\plugin folder.

Action

Make sure a file named <pluginName>.cnf exists in the
<serverDirectory>\packages\WmDeployer\config\plugin directory.

DEP.0006.0025E

The versions for the aliases {0} were not persisted successfully. Verify that the
specified version is valid.

Explanation

The specified versions are not valid.

Action

Ensure that the specified versions are valid.

DEP.0006.0026E

The version {0} reported by the {1} plugin for the server alias {2} does not match the
version {3} set by the user.

Explanation

The version reported by the plugin is different from the version set for the server
alias.

Action

Set the correct version for the server alias.
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DEP.0006.0028E

Plugin server name {0} contains illegal characters.

Explanation

The plugin server name contains one or more spaces or the following invalid
characters: # & @ ^ ! % * : $ /\ \` ' ; , ~ + = > < \ "

Action

Remove the invalid characters from the plugin server name.

DEP.0006.0030E

Plugin server {0} of type {1} does not exist for the specified runtime type. Create a
new plugin server or remove it from the project map.

Explanation

The plugin server does not exist for the specified runtime type.

Action

Create a new plugin server or remove it from the project map.

DEP.0007.0001E

A target group with the name {0} already exists.

Explanation

You specified a name for a target group that already exists. Deployer requires that
target groups be uniquely named.

Action

Specify a unique name for the target group.

DEP.0007.0002E

Target group {0} does not exist.

Explanation

The specified target group does not exist

Action

Verify that the target group exists in the Deployer server target groups.

DEP.0007.0005E

Error invoking service {0}. This usually indicates a problem with the Integration
Server installation. On the local Deployer server, determine whether the following
Integration Server packages are disabled, missing, or missing
parts:<p>WmDeployer</p><p>WmAdmin</p><p>WmRoot</p><p>WmDeployerResource</p><p>WmModeler</p>

Explanation

Deployer was unable to invoke a required Integration Server service. This usually
indicates a problem with the Integration Server installation.

Action

On the local Deployer server, determine whether the following Integration Server
packages are disabled, missing, or missing parts:
WmDeployer
WmAdmin
WmRoot
WmDeployerResource
WmModeler
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DEP.0007.0006E

Deployer encountered the following error while invoking getConnectionInfo for
system {0}: {1}

Explanation

Deployer could not retrieve the logical server connection information from the source
server. The source server might not be running or the logon credentials might be
incorrect.

Action

Make sure the specified source server is running and that the logon credentials in the
plug-in server configuration, including the Port value, are correct.

DEP.0007.0007E

The call to getConnectionInfo for system {0} returned the following exception for
host name {1}: {2}

Explanation

Deployer was unable to retrieve the logical server connection information from the
source server. The source server might not be running or the logon credentials might
be incorrect.

Action

Make sure the specified source server is running and that the logon credentials in the
plug-in server configuration, including the Port value, are correct.

DEP.0007.0008E

The call to getConnectionInfo for system {0} returned the following missing data:
{1} Make sure the specified source server is running and that the logon credentials
in the plug-in server configuration, including the Port value, are correct.

Explanation

Deployer was unable to retrieve the logical server connection information from the
source server. The source server might not be running or the logon credentials might
be incorrect.

Action

Make sure the specified source server is running and that the logon credentials in the
plug-in server configuration, including the Port value, are correct.

DEP.0007.0009E

Deployer encountered the following error while connecting to Integration Server
{0}: {1}

Explanation

Deployer was unable to connect to the specified remote Integration Server. The
Integration Server might not be running, or the logon credentials might be incorrect.

Action

Make sure the Integration Server is running and that the logon credentials in the
remote server configuration, including the Port value, are correct.

DEP.0007.0010E

Deployer encountered the following error while invoking the required Integration
Server service {0} on system {1}: {2} This usually indicates an incomplete or error
with the installation of a plug-in on the remote server. On the specified remote
server, determine whether the following required Integration Server packages are
disabled, missing, or incomplete:</p><p>- WmDeployer</p><p>- WmAdmin</p><p>
- WmRoot</p><p>- WmDeployerResource</p><p>- WmModeler</p>

Explanation

Deployer was unable to invoke a required Integration Server service. This usually
indicates an incomplete or error with the installation of a plug-in on the remote server.

Action

On the specified remote server, determine whether the following required Integration
Server packages are disabled, missing, or incomplete:
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- WmDeployer
- WmAdmin
- WmRoot
- WmDeployerResource
- WmModeler

DEP.0007.0011

A Target Server with name {0} already exists. Rename the target server alias or use
a different name for the Target Group.

Explanation

Target servers and target groups cannot have the same names.

Action

Rename the target server alias or use a different name for the Target Group.

DEP.0007.0012E

Failed to load the plug-in server configuration file {0}. This indicates that the
configuration file has been modified and Deployer can no longer parse the
configuration file. Try to delete and then re-add the plug-in server. This should
correctly recreate the configuration file. If this fails, send the contents of the server
configuration file, located in
"<serverDirectory>/packages/WmDeployer/config/pluginServer/<pluginName>" to
Software AG Global Support.

Explanation

When Deployer started, it could not successfully load the plug-in server configuration
file. This indicates the configuration file has been modified and Deployer can no
longer parse the configuration file.

Action

Try to delete and then re-add the plug-in server. This should correctly recreate the
configuration file. If this fails, send the contents of the server configuration file, located
in "<serverDirectory>/packages/WmDeployer/config/pluginServer/<pluginName>"
to Software AG Global Support.

DEP.0007.0013E

Failed to save plugin server config file {0}. The plug-in configuration file provided
by Software AG does not contain the entry identifying the class necessary to
remotely install the communication component. The configuration file may have
been altered incorrectly. Reinstall Deployer. Your project data will remain
unchanged.

Explanation

The plug-in configuration file provided by Software AG does not contain the entry
identifying the class necessary to remotely install the communication component.
The configuration file might have been altered incorrectly.

Action

Reinstall Deployer. Your project data will remain unchanged.
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DEP.0007.0014E

{0} target group {1} dependencies have been resolved. See the Integration Server
error log for details. Contact webMethods Global Support if the problem cannot
be resolved locally.

Explanation

The invocation of the Communication Component Installation class has failed.

Action

See the Integration Server error log for details. Contact Software AG Global Support
if the problem cannot be resolved locally.

DEP.0007.0015E

{0} Target Group {1} validation failed. Unable to resolve some servers within the
group. Your installation could be damaged or corrupt. Reinstall Deployer. Your
project data will remain unchanged.

Explanation

The remote installation of the communication component was unable to locate the
component file on the file system. Your installation could be damaged or corrupt.

Action

Reinstall Deployer. Your project data will remain unchanged.

DEP.0007.0018E

Deployer encountered the following error while pinging plug-in server {0}: {1}
Deployer cannot contact the remote server hosting the identified plug-in. The host
could be down or the host name could be incorrect. Verify the host name (or IP
address) and ensure that the system is available.

Explanation

Deployer cannot contact the remote server hosting the identified plug-in. The host
could be down or the host name could be incorrect.

Action

Verify the host name (or IP address) and ensure that the system is available.

DEP.0007.0019E

Plug-in {0} on target group {1} does not contain any servers.

Explanation

You have attempted to add a target group with no servers.

Action

Add target servers in that target group.

DEP.0007.0029

Cannot create a Target Group with same name as that of a Target Server. Either
rename the target group or delete the existing target group or target server with the
same name.

Explanation

You cannot create a target group with same name as one used by a target server.

Action

Either rename the target group or delete the existing target group or target server
with the same name.

DEP.0007.0030

{0} Target Group {1} validation failed. Unable to resolve some servers within the
cluster {2} in the group {3}. Make sure all nodes in the cluster are running and the
WmDeployerResource package is installed on all of these nodes. If the
WmDeployerResource package is not installed, install it using the Deployer user
interface.

Explanation

Deployer cannot ping some of the cluster servers.
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Action

Make sure all nodes in the cluster are running and the WmDeployerResource package
is installed on all of these nodes. If the WmDeployerResource package is not installed,
install it using the Deployer user interface.

DEP.0007.0031E

Validation of plug-in {0} on target group {1} failed. Deployer cannot resolve server
{2} which is a part of the cluster {3}. Remove this server manually from target group.

Explanation

A server in the cluster could not be resolved.

Action

Manually remove the server from the tagret group.

DEP.0007.0032E

Invalid version specified for the target group {0} of type {1}. The valid versions can
be {2}.

Explanation

The version specified for the target group is not valid.

Action

Specify the correct version.

DEP.0007.0033E

The server aliases {0} version do not match the target group {1} version. Server
aliases and target groups must be of the same version. Modify either the definition
of the targets within the target group or modify the version of the target group.

Explanation

The version of the targets in the target group do not match the version of the parent
target group.

Action

Modify either the definition of the targets within the target group or modify the
version of the target group.

DEP.0007.0034E

Target group name {0} contains illegal characters.

Explanation

The target group name contains one or more spaces or the following invalid characters:
# & @ ^ ! % * : $ /\ \` ' ; , ~ + = > < \ "

Action

Remove the invalid characters from the target group name.

DEP.0007.0035

Target group {0} does not exist.

Explanation

A target group was mapped for deployement but is either not defined or was deleted.

Action

Define the target group.

DEP.0008.0001E

You are not authorized to checkpoint the {0} project. Use the Deployer user interface
to grant the user the right to deploy the project.

Explanation

The user is not authorized to generate a checkpoint for the project.

Action

Use the Deployer user interface to grant the user the right to deploy the project.
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DEP.0008.0003E

Error invoking service "{0}".

Explanation

An exception occurred while invoking the wm.deployer.UIAuthorization:isAuthorized
service. This could mean that Integration Server is either not running or that it cannot
be reached on the network.

Action

Verify that the Integration Server is running and available on the network.

DEP.0008.0004E

Error cloning source system "{0}": {1}

Explanation

The project contains a source system of an unknown type.

Action

Rebuild the project.

DEP.0008.0006E

Checkpoint summary file "{0}" does not exist.

Explanation

The checkpoint file does not exist on the disk.

Action

Use Deployer to create a checkpoint.

DEP.0008.0007E

Cannot write to checkpoint directory "{0}".

Explanation

You cannot create or write to the specified directory.

Action

Ensure that you have the correct privileges to create and write to the directory and
that the file system has enough space for the creation of a new directory.

DEP.0008.0009E

Error creating checkpoint "{0}": {1}

Explanation

An exception occurred while creating the checkpoint report.

Action

Ensure that you have the correct privileges to create and write to files and that the
file system has enough space for the new file.

DEP.0008.0010E

Error saving checkpoint project {0}: {1}. Make sure you have the correct privileges
to create and write to files and that the file system has enough space for the new
file

Explanation

The specified file could not be saved to disk.

Action

Make sure you have the correct privileges to create and write to files and that the file
system has enough space for the new file.

DEP.0008.0013E

Deployer cannot generate a checkpoint at {0} because the target server is unavailable

Explanation

The target server is unavailable.

Action

Ensure that the target server is running.
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DEP.0008.0015E

Checkpoint on the target server {0} failed. Please check the target server's logs for
details.

Explanation

The checkpoint operation failed due to the reason specified in the checkpoint report.

Action

Check the checkpoint report for details. There might also be additional information
in the Integration Server log.

DEP.0008.0018E

Skipping the delete checkpoint for {0} because the server is unavailable.

Explanation

The target server is unavailable.

Action

Ensure that the target server is running.

DEP.0008.0022E

Failed to delete checkpoint for target server {0}.

Explanation

Deletion of checkpoint failed.

Action

Check Deployer and Integration Server logs.

DEP.0008.0023E

Repository-based deployment does not support the checkpoint operation for the
mapped target servers.

Explanation

Repository-based projects do not support checkpoint operations for the mapped target
servers

Action

Perform Deploy operation.

DEP.0008.0024I

Deployer does not allow you to create checkpoints for transactional deployment.

Explanation

You cannot create a checkpoint for projects that use transactional deployment.
Deployer creates checkpoints automatically for transactional deployment.

Action

See the webMethods Deployer documentation for more information.

DEP.0008.0025E

Repository-based deployment does not support checkpoint operation for target
servers of type {0}.

Explanation

Repository-based deployment does not support checkpoint operation for target servers
of the given type.

Action

Remove the assets of the unsupported runtimes from the deployment and deletion
sets and update the deployment map accordingly.
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DEP.0100.3.42E

The simulate, checkpoint, deploy, or rollback operation encountered an error while
generating the report. Contact Software AG Global Support.

Explanation

The simulate, checkpoint, deploy, or rollback operation encountered an error while
generating the report.

Action

Contact Software AG Support.

DEP.0100.5.37

Deployer cannot retrieve the project specified on the command. Make sure the user
is authorized to view this information.

Explanation

Deployer cannot retrieve the project specified on the command.

Action

Make sure the user is authorized to view this information.

DEP.0100.5.38

Deployer cannot retrieve the build information specified on the command. Make
sure the user is authorized to view this information.

Explanation

Deployer cannot retrieve the build information specified on the command.

Action

Make sure the user is authorized to view this build information.

DEP.0100.5.39

Deployer cannot retrieve the map specified on the command. Make sure the user
is authorized to view this information.

Explanation

Deployer cannot retrieve the map the user specified on the command.

Action

Make sure the user is authorized to view this information.

DEP.0100.5.40

Deployer cannot retrieve the deployment candidates specified on the command.
Make sure the user is authorized to view this information.

Explanation

Deployer cannot retrieve the deployment candidates specified on the command.

Action

Make sure the user is authorized to view this information.

DEP.0100.5.41

Deployer cannot retrieve the map for the user and project specified on the command.
Make sure the user is authorized to view this information.

Explanation

Deployer cannot retrieve the map for the user and project specified on the command.

Action

Make sure the user is authorized to view this information.

DEP.0100.5.42

Deployer cannot retrieve the build information specified on the command. Make
sure the user is authorized to view this information

Explanation

Deployer cannot retrieve the build information specified on the command.

Action

Make sure the user is authorized to view this information.
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DEP.0100.5.43

There are no .map files in the
IntegrationServer/packages/WmDeployer/replicate/inbound folder. Make sure the
file you want to import exists in the specified folder.

Explanation

There are no .map files in the
IntegrationServer/packages/WmDeployer/replicate/inbound folder.

Action

Make sure the file you want to import exists in the specified folder.

DEP.0100.5.63

The Integration Server to which you are trying to connect is configured to accept
only secure connections on the UNIX platform. Use the correct digital certificates
to establish the connection.

Explanation

The Integration Server to which you are trying to connect is configured to accept only
secure connections on the UNIX platform.

Action

Use the correct digital certificates to establish the connection.

DEP.0100.5.64E

Deployer encountered an error while invoking the service. Make sure the Integration
Server to which you are trying to connect is up and running and you have properly
installed all required components.

Explanation

This error is encountered when trying to invoke the service from CLI.

Action

Make sure the Integration Server to which you are trying to connect is up and running
and you have properly installed all required components.

InputValidationMessages.0001E – Parameter {0} cannot be null or empty
Explanation

The specified parameter is either null or empty.

Action

Provide a valid value for the parameter.

InputValidationMessages.0002E – Parameter {0} cannot be null.
Explanation

The specified parameter is null.

Action

Provide a valid value for the parameter.

InputValidationMessages.0003E – Parameter {0} cannot be a negative integer
Explanation

The specified value is a negative integer.

Action

Provide a positive integer value for the parameter.
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InputValidationMessages.0004E – File {0} does not exist.
Explanation

The specified file does not exist in the specified location.

Action

Provide a valid file.

InputValidationMessages.0005E – SSL-enabled connections require that either the
TrustClientCertificatesByDefault parameter be set to true or that both TrustStoreFileName and
TrustStorePassword are specified.
Explanation

Either the TrustClientCertificatesByDefault parameter is set to false or either the
TrustStoreFileName, TrustStorePassword, or both are not specified.

Action

Set the TrustClientCertificatesByDefault parameter to true or provide valid values
for both the TrustStoreFileName and TrustStorePassword parameters.

OperationMessages.0002E – Failed to ping the target {0} of type {1} with following exception : {2}. Either
the target is unavailable or the credentials provided are invalid.
Explanation

Either the target is unavailable or the credentials provided are invalid.

Action

Verify that the server is up and running, and that the specified parameters are valid.

OperationMessages.0003E – An unexpected error occurred while pinging the target {0}. Error details :
{1}
Explanation

An unexpected error occurred while pinging the target.

Action

Check the server logs for more details.

OperationMessages.0011E – Deliver operation on the target server {0} of type {1} failed with following
exception : {2}. Please check the target server's logs for details.
Explanation

The Deliver operation failed due to the reason specified in the Deliver report.

Action

Check the Deliver report for details. There might also be additional information in
the Integration Server log.

OperationMessages.0012E – An unexpected error occurred while performing variable substitutions for
the asset with ACDL file name {0}. Error details : {1}
Explanation

An unexpected error occured while substituting values.

Action

Check server logs for more details.
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OperationMessages.0021E – An unexpected error occurred while deleting the delivered assets for the
deployment with ID {0} from target {1}. Error details : {2}
Explanation

An unexpected error occurred while deleting the delivered assets.

Action

Check the server logs for more details.

OperationMessages.0030E – An unexpected error occurred while activating the deployment with ID {0}
for target {1}. Error details : {2}
Explanation

An unexpected error occurred while activating the delivered assets.

Action

Check the server logs for more details.

OperationMessages.0050E – Runtime type of the artifact {0} is different from the target runtime type {1}
Explanation

The runtime type of the specified artifact is different than the target runtime type.

Action

Ensure that the runtime type of the asset to be deployed is same as the target server
type.

WDY-4460

The Package: "{0}" will not be activated. The dependent package "{1}" version "{2}"
does not match the package version "{3}" present on the target server.

Explanation

The dependent package version does not match the package version present on the
target server.

Action

Ensure that the target server package version is the same as the dependent package
version on the source server.
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Designer Composite Application Framework

restconnector.name New REST UI

restconnector.projectwizardpage.description – Select a gadget from the listed projects

restconnector.projectwizardpage.selectgadget – Select a Gadget

restconnector.projectwizardpage.swaggerurl – Swagger URL

restconnector.projectwizardpage.title – Gadget Selection

restconnector.restresourcespage.description – Select the desired REST resources and their operations

restconnector.restresourcespage.title – REST Resources Selection

restconnector.wizard.fieldpage.description – Select the fields to be generated on UI and their configuration

restconnector.wizard.fieldpage.displaylabel – Display Label
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restconnector.wizard.fieldpage.formname – Form Name

restconnector.wizard.fieldpage.incolumncount – UI Layout column count for Input Parameters
Explanation

The number of columns in which Business Console displays the input and output
parameters in the generated form

restconnector.wizard.fieldpage.inputparams – Input Parameters

restconnector.wizard.fieldpage.mandatory – Mandatory

restconnector.wizard.fieldpage.name – Name

restconnector.wizard.fieldpage.outcolumncount – UI Layout column count for Output Parameters
Explanation

The number of columns in which Business Console displays the input and output
parameters in the generated form

restconnector.wizard.fieldpage.outputparams – Output Parameters

restconnector.wizard.fieldpage.pagenumber – PageNumber

restconnector.wizard.fieldpage.pagesize – PageSize

restconnector.wizard.fieldpage.title – Field Configuration

restconnector.wizard.fieldpage.totalrecords – TotalRecords

restconnector.wizard.fieldpage.type – Type

restconnector.wizard.fieldpage.uicontrol – UIControl
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Designer Composite Application Framework
restconnector.wizard.fieldpage.validation – Validation

restconnector.wizard.title – New REST Connector Wizard
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DEVABEE0000

The specified location "{0}" does not denote an existing directory.

Explanation

A valid event type repository is needed.

Action

Check whether the specified location points to a DES event type repository.

DEVABEE0002

Could not read content of file "{0}" in order to create zip archive "{1}"

Explanation

The file content was not available while creating zip archive.

Action

See stacktrace for further explanations and actions.

DEVABEE0003

Saving of acdl composite "{0}" failed.

Explanation

See stacktrace for further information

DEVABEE0004

Asset with path name "{0}" is duplicate in repository.

Explanation

The path of an asset should always be unique.

Action

Check if the asset already exists and remove the wrong duplicate entry.

DEVABEE0005

Not a valid repository "{0}".

Explanation

The specified folder is not a valid repository folder.

Action

Specify a valid repository folder.
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DEVDECOE0040

Missing configuration location.

Explanation

Required parameter for configuration location has not been set.

Action

Set an existing configuration location.

DEVDECOE0041

Configuration location "{0}" does not exist.

Explanation

The configuration location does not exit.

Action

Provide an existing configuration location.

DEVDECOE0042

Configuration location "{0}" is not an absolute path.

Explanation

Configuration loaction is not an absolute path.

Action

Provide an absolute path as configuration location.

DEVDECOE0043

Configuration location "{0}" is not a directory.

Explanation

The configuration location must be a directory.

Action

Provide a directory as configuration location.

DEVDEEE0000

Storing password for handle {0} failed

Explanation

This is a failure of the Passman component.

Action

Contact your local support organization.

DEVDEEE0003

Failed to calculate passman config location: {0}

Explanation

Malformed URL or invalid URI provided.

Action

Verify the correct URL / URI location.

DEVDELIE0000

System property for license file path not specified

Explanation

The system property that defines the location of the license file is not specified.

Action

Specify the system property.

DEVDELIE0001

The specified license file path ''{0}'' does not exist

Explanation

The specified license file path does not exist.

Action

Specify a valid license file.
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DEVDELIE0002

Invalid product code.

Explanation

The product code is not valid.

Action

Provide a valid license.

DEVDELIE0003

Invalid product version, expected major version "{0}", but found "{1}"

Explanation

The major version in the license does not match the runtime version of the Digital
Event Services product.

Action

Provide a valid license.

DEVDELIE0004

Invalid OSGi installation directory

Explanation

The specified value for the OSGi installation directory does not denote a valid
directory.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact your support organization.

DEVDELIE0005

The specified license file path ''{0}'' denotes a directory.

Explanation

The location of the Digital Event Services license must point to the license file.

Action

Provide the proper license file location.

DEVDERCE0030

Passed object of RunWatchdog is not valid

Explanation

During instanciation of one of the RunWatchdog handlers, the RunWatchdog object
itself is passed. However, this RunWatchdog object is not valid (null).

Action

Verify that the RunWatchdog object is valid before instanciating the handlers.

DEVDERCE0042

A service group with the name "{0}" already exists.

Explanation

Each service group must have a valid and unique name. The name must be unique
in the namespace of all service groups. The service group name must follow the rule:
<alpha character>+(<word character> | - | . )* where <word character> can be a digit,
a lower or upper case character, and <alpha character> can be a lower or upper case
character.

Action

Specify a unique service group name.

DEVDERCE0045

The specified path "{0}" does not exist

Explanation

The path must be a valid folder and it must exist on disk.

Action

Make sure the path location is an existing folder and create it if necessary.
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DEVDERCE0046

The specified path "{0}" is not a valid directory

Explanation

The path is not an existing directory.

Action

Make sure that the specified directory exists.

DEVDERCE0047

The specified path "{0}" is not an absolute path.

Explanation

The path must be specified as an absolute path.

Action

Make sure that the path is specified as an absolute path.

DEVDERCE0048

The service "{0}" is still used by the Service Group "{1}".

Explanation

A service can only be deleted if it is not included in a service group.

Action

Remove all references to a service before deleting it.

DEVDERCE0049

A service must not be renamed

Explanation

A service name is used as a unique ID to reference the service.

Action

If a new name is required, delete the service and create a new one. Before deleting
the service, make sure it is no longer referenced by any service group.

DEVDERCE0050

The service name must not be empty

Explanation

Each service must have a valid and unique name. A service name must follow the
rule: <word character>+(<word character> | - | . )* where <word character> can be a
digit, lower or upper case character.

Action

Specify a valid name for the service.

DEVDERCE0051

Name "{0}" not unique considering the instance IDs. (Not allowed predefined ids:
{1}).

Explanation

Software AG Platform Manager allows only unique instance IDs to be used for the
Event Routing runtime component.

Action

Change the name so that is is not identical to any other already existing service name,
service group name, or the predefined {1}.

DEVDERCE0052

A service with the name "{0}" already exists.

Explanation

Each service must have a valid and unique name. A service name must follow the
rule: <word character>+(<word character> | - | . )* where <word character> can be a
digit, lower or upper case character.

Action

Specify a unique name for the service.
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DEVDERCE0053

Cannot use reserved service name "{0}"

Explanation

This is the name of a predefined service.

Action

Choose a different service name.

DEVDERCE0054

The service group name must not be empty

Explanation

Each service group must have a valid and unique name. The name must be unique
in the namespace of all service groups. The service group name must follow the rule:
<alpha character>+(<word character> | - | . )* where <word character> can be a digit,
a lower or upper case character, and <alpha character> can be a lower or upper case
character.

Action

Specify a valid and unique name for the service group.

DEVDERCE0057

The service group "{0}" contains duplicate service entries: "{1}"

Explanation

Each service group must contain at least one service. The list of services within a
service group must contain only unique services.

Action

Use only unique services within a service group.

DEVDERCE0059

The referenced service "{0}" does not exist

Explanation

The specified service does not exist and cannot be assigned to a service group.

Action

Choose a valid service in order to assign it to a service group.

DEVDERCE0060

In the group "{0}" only one service can be marked as "source"

Explanation

Only one service within a service group can be specified as "source".

Action

Mark only one service as "source".

DEVDERCE0062

Service type name not found for service "{0}" in group "{1}"

Explanation

A service with invalid service type has been specified within a certain service group.

Action

Use a service with a valid service type. Only valid services may be assigned to a service
group.

DEVDERCE0063

Service type not found for service "{0}" in group "{1}"

Explanation

A service with invalid service type has been specified within a certain service group.

Action

Use a service with a valid service type. Only valid services may be assigned to a service
group.
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DEVDERCE0064

The service "{0}" is marked as "source", however the corresponding service type
"{1}" cannot act as source

Explanation

The parameters of each service depend on its service type definition. If the service
type is not configured to act as source, then the services of that type cannot be
configured as "source" either.

Action

Remove the "source" marker from the service definition or change the configuration
of the service type in order to allow the "source" marker.

DEVDERCE0067

The "{0}" service has to be configured as source&destination

Explanation

This predefined service can only be used as "source and destination".

Action

Configure the service as "source and destination".

DEVDERCE0068

A service group must not be renamed

Explanation

A service group name is used as a unique ID to reference the service group.

Action

If a new name is required, delete the service group and create a new one. Before
deleting the service group make sure that no event types are associated to it.

DEVDERCE0069

The default service group must not be deleted

Explanation

The default service group name is "Default". This group covers all event types which
are not associated to other service groups, therefore the "Default" service group cannot
be deleted.

Action

Do not delete the "Default" service group.

DEVDERCE0070

The service group "{0}" is still referenced by an event type e.g. "{1}"

Explanation

A service group can only be deleted if no event types are associated to it.

Action

Remove all event types associations to the service group before deleting it.

DEVDERCE0078

Validation Error Message: {0}

DEVDERCE0079

Invalid name "{0}". It must follow the rule: <alpha character>+(<word character> |
- | . )*

Explanation

A name must follow the rule: <alpha character>+(<word character> | - | . )* where
<word character> can be a digit, lower or upper case character.

Action

Do not use invalid URI characters.
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DEVDERCE0080

{0} must not be null or an empty string!

DEVDERCE0081

"{0}" is not a valid capacity value

Explanation

The capacity must consist of digits only, optionally followed by one of [K, k, M, m,
G, g]. The resulting value must not be larger than 9223372036854775807.

Action

Provide a valid capacity.

DEVDERCE0082

Missing parameter "defaultCapacityValue" in order to return the valid capacity
value.

DEVDERCE0083

Event Type not found in type repository: {0}

DEVDERCE0101

Cannot configure non-publishable event type: {0}

DEVDERCW0061

The predefined "{0}" service will be configured as source&destination

Explanation

This predefined service must always be configured as "source and destination".

Action

Configure this predefined service as "source and destination".

DEVDERE0000

Failed to look-up {0} implementation of type ''{1}''.

Explanation

No ServiceProvider implementation for the respective type name has been found. As
a result, services of this type cannot be created. Most probably this indicates that the
library containing the ServiceProvider implementation is not on the application's
classpath.

Action

Make sure the library containing the ServiceProvider implementation for the respective
type is on the application's classpath.

DEVDERE0009

Caught and suppressed an exception thrown from notify() of observer {0}.

Explanation

The observer of a subscription executed a notification which failed.

DEVDERE0020

Failed to start a receiving route for event type {0} and subscriber ID {1}.

Explanation

A subscriber cannot be created because of an unavailable source service, an invalid
durable subscriber ID, or because the durable subscruiber ID is already in use.

Action

Check if the service configured as a source is available. If you are creating a durable
subscriber, make sure that its ID does not contain invalid characters, and that no
durable subscriber with this ID for the same event type is currently active on the
source service.
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DEVDERE0100

Cannot use non-publishable event type for pub-sub operations: {0}

Explanation

Only event types marked as publishable can be used to emit events, or to set up a
subscription.

Action

Choose a publishable event for sending/subscribing.

DEVDERE0102

A nonpositive value of ''{0}'' has been specified for 'maxUnacknowledgedEvents'
which is not allowed.

DEVDERE0107

Failed to read last data event key for subscriber ''{0}'' from file ''{1}''.

DEVDERUE0041

The event type name "{0}" could not be decomposed, probably the event sender did
not use the correct protocol.

Explanation

When receiving an event the accompagnying type name has to follow a certain pattern
, so that it can be decomposed into parts. This pattern changed between Digital Event
Services 9.12 and 10.0, which means senders and receivers across these versions cannot
talk to each other.

Action

Make sure all senders and receivers are either of version 9.12, or they are all of version
10.0 or greater.

DEVDERUE0043

Failed to unsubscribe subscriber "{0}" for event type "{1}" from the Universal
Messaging server, as the session is not connected. To avoid high number of events
being stored for its named object, please delete the named object manually.

DEVDERUW0040

Timed out waiting to acquire the session lock in {0}. Probably the lock is held by
a client event listener processing a received event or by a client subscriber observer
processing a notification.

DEVDESCE0000

Internal error: the given "RuntimeComponent" parameter is not an instance of the
"Instance" interface

Explanation

This is an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

DEVDESCE0001

It is not allowed to create new instances of Runtime Configuration

Explanation

Only one built-in instance of Runtime Configuration exists.

Action

In order to apply your changes, edit the built-in instance of Runtime Configuration.
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DEVDESCE0002

It is not allowed to delete the instance of Runtime Configuration

Explanation

There is only one built-in instance of Runtime Configuration, which must not be
deleted.

Action

In order to apply changes, edit the built-in instance of Runtime Configuration.

DEVDESCE0005

It is not possible to change storage location, while instance {0} is running

Explanation

Please ensure that the component using Digital Event Services is restarted in order
to start using the new storage location.

Action

Changing the storage location requires a restart of the components using Digital Event
Services.

DEVDESCE0007

"{0}" is not a valid number

Explanation

The value to be configured needs to be a number.

Action

Provide a valid number.

DEVDESCE0008

It is not allowed to create new instances of Event Types Configuration

Explanation

Only one built-in instance of Event Types Configuration exists.

Action

In order to apply your changes, edit the built-in instance of Event Types Configuration.

DEVDESCE0009

It is not allowed to delete the instance of Event Types Configuration

Explanation

There is only one built-in instance of Event Types Configuration, which must not be
deleted.

Action

In order to apply changes, edit the built-in instance of Event Types Configuration.

DEVDESCE0010

Configured service group ''{0}'' does not exist

Explanation

Event types can only be assigned to existing service groups.

Action

Create the service group before assigning an event type, or choose a different service
group.

DEVDESCE0011

Unknown reliability string "{0}" as configured value string e.g. on UI

Explanation

The string of the reliability value is unknown to the system and cannot be assigned
to an internal definition. This is an internal error and should never occur.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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DEVDESCE0012

Invalid EventTypeReliability value "{0}"

Explanation

Invalid EventTypeReliability value used for conversion into string for output on UI
e.g. This is an internal error and should not occur.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

DEVDESCE0013

Invalid EventType Delivery Mode Preference value "{0}"

Explanation

Invalid EventType Delivery Mode Preference value used for conversion into string
for output on UI e.g. This is an internal error and should not occur.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

DEVDESCI0006

The storage content is not automatically copied from {0} to the new destination {1}.

Explanation

Before starting Digital Event Services the new storage location should be prepared
by copying the necessary folder and files. Events may be lost if the storage is not
available at runtime.

Action

Copy the storage from the old path into the new specified path before starting Digital
Event Services.

DEVDESCI0021

com.softwareag.event.routing.configuration bundle started.

Explanation

The Digital Event Services (DES) configuration bundle for Command Central is started.

Action

(No action required)

DEVDESCI0022

com.softwareag.event.routing.configuration bundle stopped.

Explanation

The Digital Event Services (DES) configuration bundle for Command Central is
stopped.

Action

(No action required)

DEVDESCW0003

It is not possible to check whether product to be configured is online. The
configuration modification will take effect only after the next restart of the product.

Explanation

The status of Digital Event Services cannot be checked using SPM tools. Please ensure
that the component using Digital Event Services is restarted to use the new storage
location.

Action

Changing the storage location requires a restart of the product which is using Digital
Event Services.
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DEVDESCW0004

Restart "{0}" to use the storage location "{1}"

Explanation

The running instance must be restarted to use the new storage location. SPM must
be active to change the storage location.

Action

Restart SPM, otherwise the old location will be used.

DEVDRE0000

Annotation type "{0}" contains duplicate field name "{1}"

Explanation

Annotation type definitions must not contain duplicate field names.

Action

Correct the annotation type definition.

DEVDRE0001

System property "{0}" not set.

Explanation

Digital Events Repositories location is defined by a system property.

Action

Define the system property.

DEVDRE0002

Repositories location "{0}" is not a directory.

Explanation

The repositories location must be a directory.

Action

Define a directory as a repository location.

DEVDRE0003

Double field name "{0}" found.

Explanation

Event type fields with the same name are not allowed within one event type definition.
E.g.\nF1 : string;F1 : boolean; <-- duplicate field name - must be renamed or deleted.

Action

Rename or delete the corresponding field.

DEVDRE0007

Annotation type "{0}" not found in repository.

Explanation

Each annotation specified inside the event type definition must be defined in the
annotation type repository of the installation. Predefined annotation is e.g. "@Unique".

Action

Use only these annotations which are defined inside the annotation type repository
of the installation.

DEVDRE0008

Field names of annotation type "{0}" must be specified explicitly.

Explanation

If more than one annotation field is defined for a certain annotation type you have to
specify <key>="<value>" pairs in the annotation's parameter list.
E.g.\n@multifield_annotation(field1="value1", field2="value2")\n\nThe number of
specified parameters is arbitrary:\n@multifield_annotationOnly\n\nin case of one
single defined annotation field you can specify only the "<value>" without the <key>=
in front of it. E.g.\n@singlefield_annotation("value")

Action

Specify <key>="<value>" pairs as annotation parameter list instead of just "<value>".
E.g.\n@multifield_annotation(field1="value1", field2="value2")
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DEVDRE0009

No field names defined for annotation type "{0}".

Explanation

If there is no annotation field defined for a certain annotation type then it is not allowed
to specifiy any <key>="<value>" pair as parameter of the annotation.

Action

Remove the whole parameter list of the annotation. Only the annotation name may
be specified e.g. "@Unique".

DEVDRE0011

No annotation field "{0}" allowed because no fields defined for annotation type
"{1}".

Explanation

There is at least one annotation field specified in the annotation's parameter list. But
because no field is defined it is not allowed to specify any annotation field.

Action

Remove the whole parameter list as no annotation field is defined for the annotation
type e.g. "@Unique".

DEVDRE0012

Annotation field "{0}" not defined for annotation type "{1}".

Explanation

The specified annotation field is invaild because it is not defined for the corresponding
annotation type.

Action

Specify the correct annotation field name in the annotation parameter list. E.g. correct
the <key> inside of @annotation(<key>="<value>")

DEVDRE0013

Value "{0}" cannot be converted into annotation field type "{1}".

Explanation

A certain annotation field type is assigned to each annotation field. The value is
specified as string but it must be convertible into the corresponding annotation field
type. The annotation field types are defined for each annotation field definition of a
certain annotation type.\nValid types:\nSTRING: any string (corresponds to java
"String" type)\nINT64: 64 bit integer value (corresponds to java "Long"
type)\nFLOAT64: 64 bit floating point value (corresponds to java "Double"
type)\nBOOLEAN: boolean value (corresponds to java "Boolean" type)

Action

Specify a correct value according to the correct annotation field type.

DEVDRE0015

Event Type "{0}" is not unique.

Explanation

Trying to access an event type as unique, that is not unique.

Action

Don't acess a non unique event type with methods for unique types.

DEVDRE0016

Event Type "{0}" is unique, but contains more than one entry in repository.

Explanation

There is more than one file for an unique Event Type in the repository.

Action

The repository must be repaired to contain only one variant of the unique Event Type.
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DEVDRE0017

Inconsistent file name: variant key "{0}" does not match filename "{1}"

Explanation

The variant key, as computed based on the contents of the type definition file, does
not match the type definition file name. Probably, the type definition file was
manipulated directly with a text editor.

Action

Fix the type definition file.

DEVDRE0018

Inconsistent file name: event type name "{0}" does not match filename "{1}"

Explanation

The event type name, as extracted from the contents of the type definition file, does
not match the type definition file name. Probably, the type definition file was
manipulated directly with a text editor.

Action

Fix the type definition file.

DEVDRE0019

Inconsistent file name: Annotation type name "{0}" does not match filename "{1}"

Explanation

The annotation type name, as extracted from the contents of the type definition file,
does not match the type definition file name. Probably, the type definition file was
manipulated directly with a text editor.

Action

Fix the type definition file.

DEVDRE0022

Cannot change "unique" for {0} due to broken reference of an embedded type.

Explanation

"unique" cannot be changed, if the event type is referenced by another event type.

Action

Insert a new variant for the referenced type, change or delete the referenced types.

DEVDRE0024

Event type info does not match for "{0}"

Explanation

The event type info of the type being inserted does not match the existing event type
info in the repository.

Action

Correct the event type info.

DEVDRE0036

Type name to be inserted ({0}) conflicts with existing type ({1})

Explanation

The name of any type in the repository must not be the prefix of another type name.
For example, "com.company" and "com.company.type" are not allowed.

Action

Supply a non-conflicting type name.
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DEVDRI0004

Referenced event type "{0}" is expected to be a {1} event type, but is not found in
event type repository.

Explanation

Event type fields may be of type 'event type reference'. The referenced type should
be available in the repository of the installation. But if the referenced type is not
available in the repository the reference is stored in the event type model internally
just with the information of event type name and variant key name, if
provided.\nUnique event type references must not have any variant key specified;
non-unique event type references must have the variant key specified: E.g.\nF1 :
event : unique_eventtype;F1 : event : nonunique_eventtype("<variant key>");

Action

Add the missing event type to the event type repository of the installation or
remove/add the variant key depending on whether the event type is unique or
non-unique.

DEVDRW0010

Exception for input : {0} in file : {1}. Event type skipped.

Action

(No action required)

DEVDRW0014

EventTypeInfo skipped due to exception in file : {0}.

Action

(No action required)

DEVDTE0000

Field name "{0}" has wrong format

Explanation

The field name must follow this pattern: "[a-zA-Z_][a-zA-Z0-9_]*".

Action

Provide a valid field name.

DEVDTE0001

A field definition requires a name

Explanation

Each field definition has to have a name.

Action

Provide a name for the field definition.

DEVDTE0002

A field definition requires a type

Explanation

Each field definition has to have a type.

Action

Provide a type for the field definition.

DEVDTE0004

Invalid field annotation

Explanation

For field definitions, only field-applicable annotations may be specified.

Action

Provide a valid field annotation.
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DEVDTE0005

Type name "{0}" has wrong format

Explanation

The event type name must follow this pattern:
"[a-zA-Z_][a-zA-Z0-9_]*(\.[a-zA-Z_][a-zA-Z0-9_]*)*".

Action

Provide a valid event type name.

DEVDTE0006

Invalid event annotation

Explanation

For event types, only event-applicable annotations may be specified.

Action

Provide a valid event annotation.

DEVDTE0007

Field name ''{0}'' is not defined in annotation type ''{1}''.

Explanation

The field name is not defined in the corresponding annotation type.

Action

Use a differnet field name or define the field name in annotation type.

DEVDTE0008

Field type for field ''{0}'' is ''{1}'' not matching ''{2}''.

Explanation

The defined field type does not match the Java type used for an annotation value.

Action

Use a matching Java type.

DEVDTE0009

Field type for field ''{0}'' is ''{1}'' is not matching any allowed field value.

Explanation

AnnotationTypeDefinition only allows certain field types.

Action

Use a type which is allowed.

DEVDTE0010

Duplicate annotation "{0}"

Explanation

The same annotation can be applied multiple times only if the corresponding
annotation type is marked as repeatable.

Action

Provide a valid annotation.

DEVDTE0011

Java object not supported for any: "{0}"

Explanation

Only Java objects that are supported by any must be set as values for any. These value
can only be scalars or EventTypes. An arrays must be defined as arrays.

DEVDTE0012

Missing annotation type name.

Explanation

No annotation type name was provided for the building of an annotation type.

Action

Set a name for the annotation type on the annotation type builder.
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DEVDTE0013

Recursive reference to "{0}" not allowed

Explanation

Digital Event Types do not allow recursive type references, neither dirctly, nor
indirectly.

Action

Provide a valid type reference.

DEVDTE0014

An array must not contain another array.

Explanation

It is not possible to define an array of arrays.

Action

An array is specified by explicitly defining the dimension.

DEVDTE0017

The array dimension has to be a positive integer.

Explanation

Array dimensions have to be positive integers. For example, specify dimension = 2
in order to construct a string[][].

Action

Provide a valid dimension.

DEVDTE0019

Field "{0}" is not defined for type "{1}".

Explanation

The type for the event does not contain the field.The type does not contain the field.

Action

Set or get a field that is defined for the type of the event.

DEVDTE0020

Field "{0}" in event type "{1}" has field type "{2}" in event type variant "{3}", and field
type "{4}" in event type variant "{5}".

Explanation

The field types for a field are not matching.

Action

Consider using another event type variant for accessing the event.

DEVDTE0021

The reserved package name "{0}" must not be used

Explanation

The Digital Event Services system uses the reserved package name for internal
purposes.

Action

Provide a valid package name.

DEVDTE0022

Transmission event type "{0}" and subscribing event type "{1}" must be the same.

Explanation

The event type used for transmission is different from the one that has been subscribed
for.

Action

Contact Software AG support.
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DEVDTE0024

The path for the ''{0}'' annotation ''{1}'' does not match any field definition.

Explanation

The paths for the annotations like "EventTime" and "EventId" must point to an existing
field.

Action

Correct the path value of the annotation.

DEVDTE0025

The field corresponding to event time path ''{0}'' is not a time field.

Explanation

The event time path must point to an existing time field.

Action

Correct the path value of the EventTime annotation.

DEVDTE0028

Field "{0}" of event type "{1}" contains an unresolved reference to event type "{2}".

Explanation

This should not happen because only valid event type models are stored to the
repository. However, the referenced type is no longer available in the repository in
the case that it has been deleted from it.

Action

Correct the invalid event type or add the referenced event type to the repository.

DEVDTE0030

The unique event type ''{0}'' has different variants.

Explanation

A unique event type should only exist in one variant.

Action

Use only one variant of a unique event type.

DEVDTE0031

Variants of Event Type ''{0}'' differ in "unique" setting.

Explanation

If an event type is "unique", there cannot exist another variant of the same event type
which is not "unique".

Action

Define an event type as "unique" or use it with variants.

DEVDTE0032

The type name "{0}" does not have a package

Explanation

Each event type name needs to be qualified with a package.

Action

Provide a valid type name.

DEVDTE0033

The event type "{0}" and the nested event type "{1}" should have the same uniqueness
setting

Explanation

If an event type is marked as "unique", it can only refer to other "unique" event types.
Vice versa, a "non-unique" event type can only refer to other "non-unique" event types.

Action

Correct the uniqueness setting.
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DEVDTE0035

Cannot access the field "{0}" of unknown type "{1}" in event type "{2}"

Explanation

The data type of the field is not known to the current runtime, therefore the field value
cannot be accessed.

Action

Specify a field with a known data type.

DEVDTE0049

No variant key allowed for unique referenced event type "{0}".

Explanation

In case of a uniquely defined event type, variant keys must not be specified in an
event type reference:\nInvalid field definition: "F1 : event :
package.unique_eventtype("<variant key>");"\nCorrect field definition: "F1 : event :
package.unique_eventtype;"\n\n(* Uniquely defined event types contain a @Unique"
annotation on event level.)\n(* The variant key is a hexadecimal 16-digit value, which
is automatically added to the file name in the repository.)

Action

Remove the variant key and just specify the fully qualified event type name:F1 : event
: package.unique_eventtype;

DEVDTE0050

Variant key necessary for non-unique referenced event type "{0}".

Explanation

In case of a non-uniquely defined event type, a variant key must be specified in an
event type reference.\nInvalid field definition: "F1 : event :
package.nonunique_eventtype;"\nCorrect field definition: "F1 : event :
package.nonunique_eventtype("<variant key>");"\n\n(* Non-uniquely defined event
types don't contain a "@Unique" annotation on event level.)\n(* The <variant key> is
a hexadecimal 16-digit value, which is automatically added to the file name in the
repository.)

Action

Add the variant key behind the fully qualified event type name:\n"F1 : event :
package.nonunique_eventtype("<variant key>");"

DEVDTE0051

Unknown type found: {0}

Explanation

The any field contains an unknown type or type id, that cannot be read. Maybe the
event has been created in a later product version.

DEVDTE0052

Event type "{0}" cannot be resolved.

Explanation

The event type cannot be resolved.

DEVDTI0015

Annotation field name "{0}" has wrong format.

Explanation

The annotation field name must follow this pattern: "[a-zA-Z_][a-zA-Z0-9_]*".

Action

Provide a valid annotation field name.
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DEVDTI0016

Annotation type name "{0}" has wrong format.

Explanation

The annotation type name must follow this pattern:
"[a-zA-Z_][a-zA-Z0-9_]*(\.[a-zA-Z_][a-zA-Z0-9_]*)*".

Action

Provide a valid annotation type name.
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EDAERBCE0000

The service group name must not be empty

Explanation

Each service group must have a valid and unique name. The name must be unique
in the namespace of all service groups. The service group name must follow the rule:
<alpha character>+(<word character> | - | . )* where <word character> can be a digit,
a lower or upper case character, and <alpha character> can be a lower or upper case
character.

Action

Specify a valid and unique name for the service group.

EDAERBCE0001

A service group with the name "{0}" already exists.

Explanation

Each service group must have a valid and unique name. The name must be unique
in the namespace of all service groups. The service group name must follow the rule:
<alpha character>+(<word character> | - | . )* where <word character> can be a digit,
a lower or upper case character, and <alpha character> can be a lower or upper case
character.

Action

Specify a unique service group name.

EDAERBCE0002

Invalid service group name "{0}". It must follow the rule: <alpha character>+(<word
character> | - | . )*

Explanation

Each service group must have a valid and unique name. The name must be unique
in the namespace of all service groups. The service group name must follow the rule:
<alpha character>+(<word character> | - | . )* where <word character> can be a digit,
a lower or upper case character, and <alpha character> can be a lower or upper case
character.

Action

Specify a valid service group name which follows the rule of service group names.
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EDAERBCE0003

Invalid service group name "{0}" because it is different from the created unique
instance name "{1}" which is used for the configuration persistence.

Explanation

Each service group must have a valid and unique name. The name must be unique
in the namespace of all service groups. The service group name must follow the rule:
<word character>+(<word character> | - | . | _ )* where <word character> can be a
digit, a lower or upper case character.

Action

Specify a valid service group name where service group name must be the same as
the unique instance name.

EDAERBCE0004

The default service group must not be deleted

Explanation

The default service group name is "Default". This group covers all event types which
are not associated to other service groups, therefore the "Default" service group cannot
be deleted.

Action

Do not delete the "Default" service group.

EDAERBCE0006

The default service group must not be renamed

Explanation

The default service group name is "Default". This group covers all event types which
are not associated to other service groups, therefore the "Default" service group cannot
be renamed.

Action

Do not rename the "Default" service group.

EDAERBCE0007

The service group "{0}" is still referenced by an event type e.g. "{1}"

Explanation

A service group can only be deleted if no event types are associated to it.

Action

Remove all event types associations to the service group before deleting it.

EDAERBCE0008

The service group "{0}" contains duplicate service entries: "{1}"

Explanation

Each service group must contain at least one service. The list of services within a
service group must contain only unique services.

Action

Use only unique services within a service group.

EDAERBCE0009

The service group "{0}" must contain at least one service

Explanation

Each service group must contain at least one service. The list of services within a
service group must contain only unique services.

Action

Assign at least one service to the service group.
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EDAERBCE0010

The referenced service "{0}" does not exist

Explanation

The specified service does not exist and cannot be assigned to a service group.

Action

Choose a valid service in order to assign it to a service group.

EDAERBCE0011

In the group "{0}" only one service can be marked as "source"

Explanation

Only one service within a service group can be specified as "source".

Action

Mark only one service as "source".

EDAERBCE0012

Service type name not found for service "{0}" in group "{1}"

Explanation

A service with invalid service type has been specified within a certain service group.

Action

Use a service with a valid service type. Only valid services may be assigned to a service
group.

EDAERBCE0013

Service type not found for service "{0}" in group "{1}"

Explanation

A service with invalid service type has been specified within a certain service group.

Action

Use a service with a valid service type. Only valid services may be assigned to a service
group.

EDAERBCE0014

The service "{0}" is marked as "source", however the corresponding service type
"{1}" cannot act as source

Explanation

The parameters of each service depend on its service type definition. If the service
type is not configured to act as source, then the services of that type cannot be
configured as "source" either.

Action

Remove the "source" marker from the service definition or change the configuration
of the service type in order to allow the "source" marker.

EDAERBCE0015

The service "{0}" is marked as "reliable", however the corresponding service type
"{1}" does not support reliable

Explanation

The parameters of each service depend on its service type definition. If the service
type is not configured to support reliable delivery, then the services of that type cannot
be configured as "reliable" either.

Action

Remove the "reliable" marker from the service definition or change the configuration
of the service type in order to allow the "reliable" marker.
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EDAERBCE0017

The service name must not be empty

Explanation

Each service must have a valid and unique name. A service name must follow the
rule: <word character>+(<word character> | - | . )* where <word character> can be a
digit, lower or upper character.

Action

Specify a valid name for the service.

EDAERBCE0018

A service with the name "{0}" already exists.

Explanation

Each service must have a valid and unique name. A service name must follow the
rule: <word character>+(<word character> | - | . )* where <word character> can be a
digit, lower or upper character.

Action

Specify a unique name for the service.

EDAERBCE0019

The service "{0}" is still used by the Service Group "{1}".

Explanation

A service can only be deleted if it is not included in a service group.

Action

Remove all references to the service before deleting it.

EDAERBCE0020

Invalid name "{0}". It must follow the rule: <alpha character>+(<word character> |
- | . )*

Explanation

A name must follow the rule: <alpha character>+(<word character> | - | . )* where
<word character> can be a digit, lower or upper character.

Action

Do not use invalid URI characters.

EDAERBCE0021

Name "{0}" not unique considering the instance IDs. (Not allowed predefined ids:
{1}).

Explanation

Software AG Platform Manager allows only unique instance IDs to be used for the
Event Routing runtime component.

Action

Change the name so that is is not identical to any other already existing service names,
service group names, or the predefined {1}.

EDAERBCE0024

Event type "{0}" does not exist

Explanation

The specified event type is not present in the Event Type Store, and therefore cannot
be used in the Service Group Event Types configuration.

Action

Remove the event type from the Service Group Event Types.
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EDAERBCE0025

Duplicate event type "{0}"

Explanation

The specified event type appears twice in the Service Group Event Types configuration.

Action

Remove the duplicate event type from the Service Group Event Types configuration.

EDAERBCE0026

The service group "{0}" does not exist

Explanation

The specified service group does not exist.

Action

Remove the service group from the Service Group Event Types configuration, or
create the service group before updating the Service Group Event Types configuration.

EDAERBCE0028

A service group must not be renamed

Explanation

A service group name is used as a unique id to reference the service group.

Action

If a new name is required, delete the service group and create a new one. Before
deleting the service group make sure that no event types are associated to it.

EDAERBCE0029

A service must not be renamed

Explanation

A service name is used as a unique id to reference the service.

Action

If a new name is required, delete the service and create a new one. Before deleting
the service make sure it is no longer referenced by any service group.

EDAERBCE0030

"{0}" is not a valid capacity value

Explanation

The capacity must consist of digits only, optionally followed by one of [K, k, M, m,
G, g]. The resulting value must not be larger than 9223372036854775807.

Action

Provide a valid capacity.

EDAERBCE0032

The "{0}" service has to be configured as source&destination

Explanation

This predefined service can only be used as "source and destination".

Action

Configure the service as "source and destination".

EDAERBCE0033

Cannot use reserved service name "{0}"

Explanation

This is the name of a predefined service.

Action

Choose a different service name.
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EDAERBCE0038

It is not possible to change storage location, while instance {0} is running

Explanation

Please ensure that the component using Event Routing is restarted in order to start
using the new storage location.

Action

Changing the storage location requires a restart of the components using Event
Routing.

EDAERBCE0040

The specified path "{0}" is not a valid directory

Explanation

The path is not an existing directory.

Action

Make sure that the specified directory exists.

EDAERBCE0041

The specified path "{0}" is not an absolute path.

Explanation

The path must be specified as an absolute path.

Action

Make sure that the path is specified as an absolute path.

EDAERBCE0042

The specified path "{0}" does not exist

Explanation

The path must be a valid folder and it must exist on disk.

Action

Make sure the path location is an existing folder and create it if necessary.

EDAERCE0005

It is not allowed to create new instances of Runtime Configuration

Explanation

Only one built-in instance of Runtime Configuration exists.

Action

In order to apply your changes, edit the built-in instance of Runtime Configuration.

EDAERCE0021

Invalid name "{0}". It must follow the rule: <alpha character>+(<word character> |
- | . )*

Explanation

Each service must have a valid and unique name. A service name must follow the
rule: <alpha character>+(<word character> | - | . )* where <word character> can be a
digit, lower or upper character, and <alpha character> can be a lower or upper case
character. The service name is the same as the corresponding instance ID, which is
used to identify a service in the configuration persistence. This instance ID must be
unique for all instances of Event Routing.

Action

Use a valid service name following the naming rules.
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EDAERCE0022

It is not allowed to create new instances of Service Group Event Types

Explanation

Only one built-in instance of Service Group Event Types exists.

Action

In order to apply changes, edit the built-in instance of Service Group Event Types.

EDAERCE0023

It is not allowed to delete the instance of Service Group Event Types

Explanation

Only one built-in instance of Service Group Event Types exists, and it cannot be be
deleted.

Action

In order to apply changes, edit the built-in instance of Service Group Event Types.

EDAERCE0027

Internal error: the given "RuntimeComponent" parameter is not an instance of the
"Instance" interface

Explanation

This is an internal error.

Action

Contact your support organization.

EDAERCE0031

It is not allowed to delete the instance of Runtime Configuration

Explanation

There is only one built-in instance of Runtime Configuration, which must not be
deleted.

Action

In order to apply changes, edit the built-in instance of Runtime Configuration.

EDAERCE0041

Exception from getRuntimeStatus.

EDAERCE0048

Registration failed for service type: {0}.

EDAERCI0043

ui binding for {0} setup.

EDAERCI0045

com.softwareag.event.routing.configuration bundle stopped.

EDAERCPE0028

Passed object of RunWatchdog is not valid

Explanation

During instanciation of one of the RunWatchdog handlers, the RunWatchdog object
itself is passed. However, this RunWatchdog object is not valid (null).

Action

Verify that the RunWatchdog object is valid before instanciating the handlers.
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EDAERCPE0029

Default configuration not found

Explanation

If no event routing configuration is available, all default configuration files are copied
to the place where the configuration is expected. However, the zip file containing all
these files could not be found. This file is created by calling the "eclipse" task of the
project.

Action

Execute the "eclipse" task of the gradle build script beforehand.

EDAERCPE0030

File {0} is empty! Service {1} is not created and no events can be handled by {1}

Explanation

The file has no content. A service cannot be created and no events can be sent or
received.

Action

Provide a file containing the desired entry or use a graphical configuration such as
Software AG Command Central user interface for creating a correct service.

EDAERCPE0031

{0} contains invalid content {1}

Explanation

The content is not correct.

Action

Correct the content or use a graphical configuration tool such as Software AG
Command Central.

EDAERCW0042

Service group {0}: IP service set to source&destination.

EDAERE0002

Failed to start a subscriber route consuming from URI ''{0}''.

Explanation

A subscriber cannot be created because of an unavailable source service or an invalid
or an already used durable subscriber ID.

Action

Check if the service configured as a source is available. If you are creating a durable
subscriber, make sure that its ID does not contain invalid characters, and that no
durable subscriber with this ID for the same event type is currently active on the
source service.

EDAERE0003

Failed to start a subscriber route consuming from URI ''{0}'': a durable subscriber
with ID ''{1}'' already exists on the IP service.

Explanation

An IP service durable subscriber cannot be created because of an already used durable
subscriber ID.

Action

Make sure that no durable subscriber with this ID for the same event type is currently
active on the source IP service.
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EDAERE0058

Failed to delete the service implementation bundle for service name: "{0}".

Explanation

Undeploying the service from the bundles folder of the configuration failed. Even if
the service could not be deleted, this should not prevent the system from running
normally.

Action

Delete the service jar file manually if desired.

EDAESE0000

Failed to create an event parser.

Explanation

The factory was not able to create an event parser.

Action

Check the log for exception stacktrace.

EDAESIE0004

The selected Integration Server Document Type is recursive and its conversion
results in a recursive Event Type which is not supported.

Explanation

The Integration Server Document type which has been selected is recursive. After the
conversion a recursive Event Type is produced. Recursive Event Types are not
supported.

Action

Remove recursion from the Integration Server Document type prior to creating an
event type from it.

EDAESIE0006

Restrictions not supported for {0}

Explanation

Union and List are not supported for restrictions.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

EDAESIE0007

Unsupported facet {0} with value {1}

Explanation

The called restriction facet is not supported.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

EDAESIE0029

Event Types without a target namespace are not allowed outside the root "Event
Types" directory.

Explanation

An event type which does not define target namespace exists outside the root of the
event types directrory.

Action

Either move this event type in the "Event Types" directory or manually create a target
namespace definition for it.
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EDAESIE0034

Node {0} is not filterable because node {1} is not of cardinality 0..1 or 1..1.

Explanation

The node is not filterable, since the node path can have several values (and not only
a unique one).

Action

Set the node to not filterable, or set the cardinality of all nodes on the node path to
cardinality 1..1.

EDAESIE0035

Node {0} is not filterable because nodes {1} are not of cardinality 0..1 or 1..1.

Explanation

The node is not filterable, since the node path can have several values (and not only
a unique one).

Action

Set the node to not filterable, or set the cardinality of all nodes on the node path to
cardinality 1..1.

EDAETE0211

Event Types without a target namespace are not allowed outside the root "Event
Types" directory.

Explanation

An event type which does not define target namespace exists outside the root of the
event types directrory.

Action

Either move this event type in the "Event Types" directory or manually create a target
namespace definition for it.

EDAETE0213

Cannot build editor tree.

Explanation

A unexpected error occurred while building the editor tree.

Action

Make sure the event type schema is correctly defined.

EDAETE0214

Cannot provide children in node tree.

Explanation

Unexpected error while getting the child nodes in a node tree.

Action

Make sure the event type schema is correctly defined.

EDAISE0012

The selected IS Document Type is recursive and its conversion results in a recursive
Event Type which is not supported.

Explanation

The IS Document type which has been selected is recursive. After the conversion a
recursive Event Type is produced. Recursive Event Types are not supported.

Action

Remove recursion from the IS Document type prior to creating an event type from it.
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EDANCE0000

Failed to parse date string ''{0}'' within {1}

Explanation

Failed to parse date string.

Action

Check the format of the supplied data.

EDANCE0001

Failed to parse date string ''{0}'' within {1}

Explanation

Failed to not parse date string.

Action

Check the format of the supplied data.

EDANCE0003

Specified value ''{0}'' for property ''{1}'' is not of type integer.

Explanation

Required property is not of required type.

Action

Check the format of the supplied data.

EDANCE0004

Specified value ''{0}'' for property ''{1}'' is not of type long.

Explanation

Specified value for a property is not of type long.

Action

Check whether the specified property is of the required type.

EDANCE0005

Specified value "{0}" for property "{1}" is not of the supported types: "{2}", "{3}", "{4}",
"{5}", "{6}", "{7}".

Explanation

The specified guaranteed delivery level in your NERV configuration file is not of the
supported ones.

Action

Go to the NERV configuration file and specify one of the valid values: NORMAL,
HIGH, MAXIMUM_STRONG, MAXIMUM_EVENTUAL, SHARED for the
com.softwareag.eda.nerv.guaranteed.delivery.level property.

EDANCE0007

Failed to create JNDI entry for topic ''{0}''.

Explanation

Failed to create JNDI entry.

Action

Check your JMS provider configuration.

EDANCE0008

No {0} instance available - no attempts will be made for creating JNDI entry for
topic ''{1}''.

Explanation

Failed to create JNDI entry.

Action

Check your JMS provider configuration.
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EDANCE0009

Failed to create topic with name ''{0}'' on the JMS provider.

Explanation

Failed to create topic on the JMS Provider.

Action

Check your JMS provider configuration.

EDANCE0010

No {0} instance available - no attempts will be made for creating topic with name
''{1}'' on the JMS provider.

Explanation

Failed to create topic on the JMS provider.

Action

Check your JMS provider configuration.

EDANCE0012

{0} instance is not configured properly.

Explanation

The JNDI settings of your NERV component configuration are not correct.

Action

Check the JNDI settings of your NERV component configuration.

EDANCE0013

Failed to create topic with name ''{0}'' on Broker running at ''{1}''.

Explanation

During emit and subscribe operations NERV creates the repsective topics on the JMS
provider if they are missing.

Action

Check your JMS provider and NERV configuration.

EDANCE0014

Failed to bind topic ''{0}'' at ''{1}''.

Explanation

Failed to bind topic.

Action

Check your JMS provider configuration.

EDANCE0015

Failed to create topic ''{0}'' on Universal Messaging Realm server at ''{1}''.

Explanation

Failed to create topic.

Action

Check your JMS provider configuration.

EDANCE0016

Failed to process the specified JMS provider url: ''{0}''. The expected format is
''{1}'{broker.name'}@'{broker.host'}:'{broker.port'}''.

Explanation

Failed to process the JMS provider URL.

Action

Check your NERV configuration.
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EDANCE0017

No connection factory found. Either the ''{0}'' instance is not available or the creation
of the factory has failed.

Explanation

No connection factory has been found. This might be due to the unavailability of the
NERV destination support service or the failure of the factory creation. This service
is available only for webMethods Broker and Universal Messaging components.

Action

Check your NERV configuration and make sure Universal Messaging or Broker are
configured and running.

EDANCE0028

Failed to create connection factory for Broker with name ''{0}'' and address ''{1}''.

Explanation

During initialization NERV tries to create and bind a connection factory for the
specified JMS provider if such does not exist.

Action

Please make sure the specified provider URL denotes a running webMethods Broker
instance.

EDANCE0029

Failed to create topic with name ''{0}'' on Broker running at ''{1}''.

Explanation

During emit and subscribe operations NERV creates the repsective topics on the JMS
provider if they are missing.

Action

Check your JMS provider and NERV configuration.

EDANCE0032

The JmsSupport utility supports Universal Messaging and Broker, but the specified
JMS provider ''{0}'' is of a different type.

Explanation

The JmsSupport utility does not support the specified JMS provider.

Action

Please specify a provider URL denoting a JMS provider of type Universal Messaging
or Broker.

EDANCW0002

Not a date: {0} {1}

Explanation

The passed argument is not a date.

Action

Check whether the passed argument is of the required type.

EDANCW0011

Unsupported JMS provider. No attempts will be made for configuring the JMS
provider.

Explanation

Unsupported JMS provider.

Action

Check documentation for the list of supported JMS providers.
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EDANCW0026

JMS provider URL is set to "{0}" and the hostname denotes a loopback address.
Remote clients will not be able to establish a connection to the JMS server.

Explanation

This property is used for creating a connection factory that clients can look up remotely.

Action

To use NERV to connect remotely to a JMS provider, you must change the value of
the JMS provider URL property to the actual hostname of the JMS server.

EDANIE0002

Failed to propagate NERV properties change to NERV errorhandler because the
JMX helper is not initialized.

Explanation

Failed to propagate NERV properties change to NERV errorhandler because the JMX
helper is not initialized.

Action

Check that NERV is properly initialized.

EDANIE0005

Failed to handle notification.

Explanation

Failed to handle route changed notification or unrecognized notification type.

Action

Check that NERV is properly initialized.

EDANIE0006

NERV could not close JMS connection factory successfully.

Explanation

NERV could not close JMS connection factory successfully.

Action

Close JMS connection factory.

EDANIE0011

Failed to register service ''{0}''

Explanation

Failed to register Destination Support Service

Action

Make sure that NERV is properly configured.

EDANIE0013

Failed to propagate NERV properties change to NERV component updater because
it is not available.

Explanation

Failed to propagate NERV properties change to NERV component updater because
it is not available.

Action

Check the log files for errors during Component Updater initialization.

EDANIE0014

Failed to propagate NERV properties change to NERV errorhandler updater because
it is not available.

Explanation

Failed to propagate NERV properties change to NERV errorhandler updater because
it is not available.

Action

Check the log files for errors during Error Handler initialization.
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EDANIE0015

Failed to restart file watcher for NERV deployment directory.

Explanation

Failed to restart file watcher for NERV deployment directory.

Action

Check that NERV is properly configured.

EDANIE0018

Failed to update NERV component ''{0}'' in ''{1}''.

Explanation

Failed to update NERV Default JMS component Event Consumer Service.

Action

Make sure that NERV is properly configured.

EDANIE0019

Failed to update NERV component ''{0}'' in ''{1}''.

Explanation

Failed to update NERV Default JMS component Event Emitter Service.

Action

Make sure that NERV is properly configured.

EDANIE0021

Failed to configure NERV Default Component ''{0}'' via properties because the
property ''{1}'' is missing or has an empty value.

Explanation

Failed to configure NERV Default Component via properties because
com.softwareag.eda.nerv.default.jms.provider property is missing or has an empty
value.

Action

Make sure that NERV is properly configured.

EDANIE0022

Unsubscribe failed for endpoint: <<{0}>>. No such subscription found.

Explanation

Unsubscribe failed for endpoint. No such subscription found.

Action

Check endpointURI.

EDANIE0023

Failed to find any NERV errohandler MBeans.

Explanation

Failed to find any NERV errohandler Services.

Action

Check that NERV error handling is properly configured.

EDANIE0024

Failed to configure NERV errorhandlers.

Explanation

Failed to configure NERV errorhandlers.

Action

Check that NERV error handling is properly configured.
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EDANIE0025

Failed to obtain pub/sub ''toEndpoint'' for: {0}

Explanation

Failed to obtain pub/sub ''toEndpoint'' for specified url.

Action

Check that NERV Components are properly configured.

EDANIE0026

Failed to set tracing for object name ''{0}'' to: {1}

Explanation

Failed to set tracing for object name to value.

Action

Check that NERV Components are properly configured.

EDANIE0027

Failed to find existing in-memory endpoint object name for: {0}

Explanation

Failed to find existing in-memory endpoint object name for the specified url.

Action

Check that NERV Components are properly configured.

EDANIE0028

Failed to resolve component: ''{0}''. NERVSingleton.loadAssets() method has to be
invoked prior to obtaining EventEmitter or EventConsumer references.

Explanation

Failed to resolve specified component. NERVSingleton.loadAssets() method has to
be invoked prior to obtaining EventEmitter or EventConsumer references.

Action

Make sure NERVSingleton.loadAssets() has been invoked before obtaining
Consumer/Emitter references.

EDANIE0029

Failed to resolve component: ''{0}''. There is no such bean loaded by NERV.

Explanation

Failed to resolve the specified component. No such bean is loaded by NERV.

Action

Check NERV configuration.

EDANIE0030

Failed to resolve component: ''{0}''. The bean exists, but it is not a NERV component.

Explanation

Failed to resolve specified component. The bean exists, but it is not a NERV component.

Action

Check that the bean is a NERV component.

EDANIE0031

The event type is not specified in the headers of event: {0}

Explanation

The event type is not specified in the event headers.

Action

Message headers map should contain an "$Event$Type" entry.
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EDANIE0032

No Event Type Store has been set.

Explanation

No Event Type Store has been set.

Action

Check that the Event Type Store location is configured properly.

EDANIE0033

The event type is not specified in the message headers.

Explanation

The event type is not specified in the event headers.

Action

Message headers map should contain an "$Event$Type" entry.

EDANIE0034

No OSGi bundle context is set.

Explanation

No OSGi bundle context is set. The bundle has not been initialized correctly.

Action

Restart bundle/OSGi/Product instance.

EDANIE0035

Failed to resolve component with id ''{0}''. The JMS provider might be down.

Explanation

Failed to resolve specified component. Possible cause: the JMS provider is unreachable
due to incorrectly set address in the NERV component configuration properties file
or due to the JMS provider being down.

Action

Check NERV Component configuration. Check if the JMS provider is running and
reachable.

EDANIE0036

Failed to resolve component with id ''{0}''.

Explanation

Failed to resolve the specified component.

Action

Check NERV Component configuration.

EDANIE0037

Failed to create NERV default component ''{0}'': unknown JMS provider ''{1}''.

Explanation

Failed to create NERV default component: NERVDefaultJms unknown JMS provider.

Action

Check the value of the com.softwareag.eda.nerv.default.jms.provider property in the
NERV configuration file.

EDANIE0038

No OSGi bundle context is set.

Explanation

No OSGi bundle context is set. The bundle has not been initialized correctly.

Action

Restart bundle/OSGi/Product instance.
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EDANIE0039

Failed to get NERV default component status.

Explanation

Failed to get NERV default component status.

Action

Check that NERV is properly configured.

EDANIE0040

Failed to subscribe to an empty endpoint URI: <<{0}>>

Explanation

Failed to subscribe to an empty endpoint URI.

Action

Check that endpointURI is not null or empty.

EDANIE0041

Failed to subscribe to endpoint URI: <<{0}>>

Explanation

Failed to subscribe to the specified endpoint URI.

Action

Check that the endpointURI is valid.

EDANIE0042

Processor must not be null.

Explanation

When making a subscription, the provided Processor must not be null.

Action

Make sure the processor is not null.

EDANIE0043

End-Points must be more than zero.

Explanation

When making a subscription, the list of the End-Points must containt at least one
entry.

Action

Check endpointURIs.

EDANIE0044

Processor must not be null.

Explanation

When unsubscribing, the provided Processor must not be null.

Action

Make sure the processor is not null.

EDANIE0045

No route with id:<<{0}>> found while trying to stop!

Explanation

No route with the specified id is found while trying to stop!

Action

Make sure the route ID is correct.

EDANIE0046

Event Type must be specified in the message headers.

Explanation

The event type is not specified in the event headers.

Action

Message headers map should contain a valid "$Event$Type" entry.
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EDANIE0047

Message should not be null.

Explanation

Message should not be null or empty.

Action

Make sure the message is not null or empty.

EDANIE0048

Message should not be null and at least one endpoint should be specified.

Explanation

Message should not be null and at least one endpoint should be specified.

Action

Check that the message is not null or empty and that the endpointURIs is not null or
empty.

EDANIE0049

<<{0}>> is mandatory header.

Explanation

The "$Event$EventID" entry is not specified in the headers of the event.

Action

Message headers map should contain an "$Event$EventID" entry.

EDANIE0050

Failed to set {0} header.

Explanation

Failed to set "$Event$Start" header.

Action

Expect events with a missing start header.

EDANIE0051

Error while emitting event to endpoint: {0}

Explanation

Error while emitting event to endpoint.

Action

Check the log file for more details.

EDANIE0052

Error while emitting event to endpoint: {0}

Explanation

Error while emitting event to endpoint.

Action

Check the log file for more details.

EDANIE0053

Error while emitting event to endpoint: {0}

Explanation

Error while emitting event to endpoint.

Action

Check the log file for more details.

EDANIE0054

Failed to create route from: {0} to: {1}.

Explanation

Failed to create default routing.

Action

Check the log file for more details.
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EDANIE0055

NERV Default Error Handler ''{0}'' has not been set. Please make sure a valid instance
of type ''{0}'' is provided during Event Emitter instantiation.

Explanation

No ErrorHandlerBuilder instance has been provided during Event Emitter
instantiation.

Action

Check that a service/bean of type ErrorHandlerBuilder is exposed/registered by NERV.

EDANIE0056

Failed to remove default route for endpoint: {0}

Explanation

Failed to remove default route for endpoint.

Action

Check the log file for more details.

EDANIE0057

Component Resolver has not been set. Please make sure a valid instance of type
''{0}'' is provided during Event Emitter instantiation.

Explanation

No Component Resolver instance has been provided during Event Emitter
instantiation.

Action

Check that a service/bean of type ComponentResolver is exposed/registered by NERV.

EDANIE0058

EDAEventTypeID must not be null.

Explanation

EDAEventTypeID must not be null.

Action

When making a subscription, check that eventTypeID is not null.

EDANIE0059

No route with id:<<{0}>> found while trying to stop.

Explanation

No route with specified id found while trying to stop.

Action

Check the log file for more details.

EDANIE0060

Message should not be null.

Explanation

Message should not be null.

Action

Check that the message is not null.

EDANIE0061

Message should not be null.

Explanation

Message should not be null.

Action

Check that the message is not null.
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EDANIE0062

Event type is missing from the provided event envelope. It should be specified
under the /Event/Header/Type element of the XML string. The following tag should
exist <Type>...</Type>. Provided event envelope: {0} {1}

Explanation

Event type is missing from the provided event envelope. It should be specified under
the /Event/Header/Type element of the XML string. The following tag should exist
<Type>...</Type>.

Action

Check that the eventContent matches the specified pattern.

EDANIE0063

Could not find body element in the following string: {0}

Explanation

Could not find body element in the specified string.

Action

Check that eventAsXMLString matches the specified pattern.

EDANIE0064

Event type is either missing or has incorrect format. Provided event type: {0}

Explanation

Event type is either missing or has incorrect format.

Action

Check that eventType is not null or empty or invalid.

EDANIE0065

Event helper is null. It must be set prior to using it.

Explanation

Event helper is null. It must be set prior to using it.

Action

Message Creator service is not configured properly. Check the NERV configuration.

EDANIE0066

Event type store has not been set. Please make sure a valid reference to the Event
Type Store is provided during Message Creator instantiation.

Explanation

Event type store has not been set. Please make sure a valid reference to the Event
Type Store is provided during Message Creator instantiation.

Action

Check that the Event Type Store location is configured properly.

EDANIE0067

Failed to marshal event.

Explanation

Failed to marshal event.

Action

Check the log file for more details.

EDANIE0068

Event type is either missing or has incorrect format. It should be specified in the
message headers map using key {0}.

Explanation

Event type is either missing or has an incorrect format.

Action

Message headers map should contain an "$Event$Type" entry.
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EDANIE0069

Event should not be null or empty.

Explanation

Event should not be null or empty.

Action

Check that eventAsXMLString is not null or empty.

EDANIE0070

Failed to extract headers and filterable properties from event: {0} {1}

Explanation

Failed to extract headers and filterable properties from the spefied event.

Action

Check the log file for more details.

EDANIE0071

Event headers cannot be null and should not be empty.

Explanation

Invalid headers.

Action

Check that the headers are not null or empty.

EDANIE0072

Event headers cannot be null and should not be empty.

Explanation

Invalid headers.

Action

Check that the headers are not null or empty.

EDANIE0073

Event body should not be null. This is allowed only if the event is of kind heartbeat.

Explanation

Invalid body.

Action

Check that the body is not null or empty.

EDANIE0077

Failed to resolve XSD parser.

Explanation

An error has occurred while trying to provide an XSD parser instance.

Action

Please review the exception stacktrace for detailed explanation of the failure.

EDANIE0078

Failed to resolve XSD parser due to missing Event Type Store bean with name ''{0}''.

Explanation

The default Event Type Store bean has not been found.

Action

Please make sure that you have specified a correct Event Type Store location in the
NERV configuration file.

EDANIE0083

Error while emitting event to endpoint: {0}

Explanation

Error while emitting event to endpoint.

Action

Check the log file for more details.
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EDANIE0088

Guaranteed delivery level is set to ''{0}'', but the configuration directory specified
via property ''{1}'' at ''{2}'' does not contain a configuration file with name ''{3}''.

Explanation

No configuration XML file with name equal to the selected guaranteed level is found
at the specfiied configuration directory.

Action

Make sure that a file with name equal to the specified guaranteed mode exists in the
configuration directory.

EDANIE0090

Event Emitter has not been set. Please make sure a valid instance of type ''0'' is
provided during Event Consumer instantiation.

Explanation

No Event Emitter instance has been provided during Event Consumer instantiation.

Action

Check that a service/bean of type Event Emitter is exposed/registered by NERV.

EDANIE0091

Failed to flush NERV caches.

Explanation

During initialization NERV flushes all cached events.

Action

Check the exception stacktrace in the log file for more details. Restarting NERV would
trigger another flush attempt.

EDANIE0094

Failed to retrieve bindings of type ''{0}'' from JNDI context at ''{1}''.

Explanation

Look-up of bindings from the JNDI context at the specified server failed.

Action

Make sure that the messaging provider denoted by the provider URL property is up
and running. Check the log file for any preceding error logs that might be related to
this issue.

EDANIE0095

Failed to retrieve deployed destinations at ''{0}'' using connection factory ''{1}''.

Explanation

A connection created with this connection factory could not be initialized.

Action

Check the log file for any preceding error logs that might be related to this issue.

EDANIE0096

The event emitting failed. EventEmitter.emit() was called from the init() or start()
method of a custom route bundle loaded by NERV.

Explanation

EventEmitter.emit() was called from the init() or start() method of a custom route
bundle loaded by NERV.

Action

If a custom route bundle needs to emit an event from its init() or start() method, it has
to do it in a separate thread in order to avoid a deadlock.
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EDANIE0097

Failed to propagate NERV properties change to NERV text encryptor because it is
not available.

Explanation

Failed to propagate NERV properties change to NERV text encryptor because it is
not available.

Action

Check the log files for errors during text encryptor initialization.

EDANIW0000

{0} does not denote an existing directory.

Explanation

Specified directory does not exist.

Action

Make sure that "com.softwareag.eda.nerv.dead.letter.channel.uri" property denotes
a directory.

EDANIW0001

Failed to initialize NERV JMX helper.

Explanation

Failed to initialize NERV JMX helper.

Action

Check log file for more details.

EDANIW0003

Failed to configure NERV Default Error Handler ''{0}'' with the specified
configuration properties.

Explanation

Failed to configure NERV Default Error Handler with the specified configuration
properties.

Action

Check that NERV error handling is properly configured.

EDANIW0004

Failed to add event headers to message body.

Explanation

Failed to add event headers to message body.

Action

Check log file for more details.

EDANIW0007

Failed to process NERV Default Component ''{0}'' change.

Explanation

Failed to process NERV Default Component change.

Action

Check log file for more details.

EDANIW0008

Failed to configure NERV Default Component ''{0}'' with specified configuration
properties: {1}

Explanation

Failed to configure NERV Default Component with the specified configuration
properties.

Action

Check NERV configuration.
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EDANIW0009

Failed to configure NERV Default Component ''{0}'' with specified configuration
properties: {1}

Explanation

Failed to configure NERV Default Component with the specified configuration
properties.

Action

Check NERV configuration.

EDANIW0010

Failed to update NERV Default Component ''{0}''.

Explanation

Failed to update NERV Default Component.

Action

Check NERV configuration and log file for more details.

EDANIW0012

Failed to register service ''{0}'' because NERV component ''{1}'' does not configure
a webMethods Broker or Universal Messaging connection.

Explanation

Failed to register Destination Support service because the specified NERV component
does not configure a webMethods Broker or Universal Messaging connection.

Action

If you are configuring a Broker or Universal Messaging connection, double check that
the configuration is correct. Otherwise ignore this message.

EDANIW0016

Failed to process a bundle lifecycle change because no bundle component updater
has been set.

Explanation

NERVService Listener has not been properly initialized. Failed to process a bundle
lifecycle change because no bundle component updater has been set.

Action

Restart bundle/OSGi/Product instance.

EDANIW0017

NERV component ''{0}'' is not properly configured. Shutting down all routes
consuming from component ''{1}''. In order to restart the routes, please provide a
valid configuration and restart your consume bundles or restart the whole OSGi
instance.

Explanation

NERV component is not properly configured.

Action

Shutting down all routes consuming from specified component. In order to restart
the routes, please provide a valid configuration and restart your consume bundles or
restart the whole OSGi instance.

EDANIW0020

Failed to load NERV assets from ''{0}''. Reason: {1}

Explanation

Failed to load NERV assets from NERV asset folder.

Action

Check nervAssetFolder and log file more details.
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EDANIW0098

Failed to configure NERV text encryptor ''{0}'' with the specified configuration
properties.

Explanation

Failed to configure NERV text encryptor with the specified configuration properties.

Action

Check that the NERV security file location is properly configured.

EDANRBE0000

The XML generation failed.

Explanation

Failed to write the route bundle to an output stream.

Action

Check the error log for exception details.

EDANRBE0001

The replaceable value could not be encrypted.

Explanation

The replaceable value could not be encrypted.

Action

Check if the NervTextEncryptor instance passed to the NervRouteBundle object has
been correctly initialized.

EDANRBE0002

NervTextEncryptor is not set.

Explanation

NervTextEncryptor is not set.

Action

Before writing the bundle, invoke NervRouteBundle.setTextEncryptor() and pass a
properly initialized NervTextEncryptor.

EDANRBE0004

Unsupported Event Persistence endpoint type was specified: "{0}".

Explanation

The supported Event Persistence types are hdfs and jdbc.

Action

Please specify either hdfs or jdbc as a type.

EDANRBE0005

The mandatory configuration property "{0}" for Event Persistence endpoint of type
"{1}" is not set.

Explanation

A mandatory Event Persistence endpoint configuration property has not been set.

Action

Set all mandatory configuration properties to the Event Persistence endpoint before
adding it to a route.

EDANRBE0006

Cannot perform any operations on a route which has not been properly initialized
with a from() invocation.

Explanation

The to() or camel() method invocation is not allowed on a route which has not been
initialized with from() invocation first.

Action

Prior to calling the to() or camel() methods on a NervRoute, infoke the from() method
first.
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EDANRBE0007

Empty parameter found in user package import entry {0}.

Explanation

The specified user package import entry contains an empty argument or directive for example: package;;version=["1.0,2.0).

Action

Make sure the user package import entry does not contain any empty arguments or
directives before adding it to the bundle manifest.

EDANRBE0008

User package import entry "{0}" does not contain any packages.

Explanation

A user-added package import entry must contain at least one import and can have
optional arguments and directives.

Action

Make sure the user import package entry you want to add to the bundle manifest
contains one or more semicolon-separated packages.

EDANRBE0009

The NERV route bundle factory could not be created.

Explanation

The NERV route bundle factory could not be created.

Action

Please check the log.

EDANRBE0010

The XML generation failed.

Explanation

Failed to write the route bundle to a directory.

Action

Check the error log for exception details.

EDANRBE0011

The output path is not a directory.

Explanation

The specified path does not denote a directory where the bundle can be persisted.

Action

Please specify a valid directory path.

EDANRBE0012

The contents of the output directory cannot be deleted.

Explanation

Failed to delete the files found in the output directory.

Action

Please make sure that any access permissions for the file systems are properly
configured.

EDANRBE0013

The output directory cannot be created.

Explanation

Failed to create a directory in which to persist the route bundle.

Action

Please make sure that access permissions for the file systems are properly configured.
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EDANRBE0014

The following directory cannot be created: ''{0}''.

Explanation

Failed to create a directory while persisting the route bundle.

Action

Please make sure that access permissions forr the file system are properly configured.
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EVSECM172E0000 Invalid Event Persistence Elasticsearch URI format: {0}
Explanation

The Elasticsearch URI was specified using an invalid or unexpected format.

EVSECM172E0001 Error creating Elasticsearch transport client for URI: {0}
Explanation

There was an error creating the Elasticsearch client and connecting to the cluster using
the specified URI.

EVSECM172E0002 Error creating Elasticsearch transport client for cluster name {0} and host(s) {1}
Explanation

There was an error creating the Elasticsearch client and connecting to the cluster using
the specified URI.

EVSECM232E0000 Invalid Event Persistence Elasticsearch URI format: {0}
Explanation

he Elasticsearch URI was specified using an invalid or unexpected format.

EVSECM232E0001 Error creating Elasticsearch transport client for URI: {0}
Explanation

There was an error creating the Elasticsearch client and connecting to the cluster using
the specified URI.

EVSECM232E0002 Error creating Elasticsearch transport client for cluster name {0} and host(s) {1}
Explanation

There was an error creating the Elasticsearch client and connecting to the cluster using
the specified URI.
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EVSECME0000

Error creating Elasticsearch transport client for URI: {0}

EVSECME0001

Error creating Elasticsearch transport client for cluster name {0} and host(s) {1}

EVSECME0002

Invalid Event Persistence Elasticsearch URI format: {0}

EVSEDSE0000

Cannot get EDA event type schema parser.

Explanation

Cannot get EDA event type schema parser.

EVSEDSE0001

Cannot get event type store at location: {0}

Explanation

Cannot get event type store at the given location.

Action

Please make sure that the event type store location is valid.

EVSEDSE0002

Non-default ETS locations are not currently supported in OSGi {0}

EVSEDSE0003

Timeout waiting for blueprint injection of EDA interface provider

Explanation

The timeout expired when waiting for EDA ETS/XSD services

EVSEQI172E0000

Unsupported syntax found in aggregate function clause: {0}

Explanation

The syntax of the aggregate expression is incorrect. This error should never occur
because the grammar has already been validated. It's included for proper error
handling.

EVSEQI172E0001

Unsupported encoding exception encountered when formatting result

Explanation

The default utf-8 encoding was not supported in this environment. The result body
could not be added to the result set.

EVSEQI172E0002

An error has occurred because the response reference has not been set in response
handler

Explanation

This is a programming class usage issue. This error shouldn't be experienced once
the implementation is tested and verified.
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EVSEQI172E0003

Unexpected statement type found when trying to determine query builder
implementation

Explanation

The query builder examines the statement to determine if its an instance or aggregate
query. In this case the implementation couldn't identify the statement type.

EVSEQI172E0004

Error executing full text query due to invalid query filter

Explanation

The query filter could not be transformed and used in the Elasticsearch query.

EVSEQI172E0005

An unsupported encoding exception was thrown while generating query hit.

Explanation

The default encoding of utf-8 was not available and the query hit document could
not be processed.

EVSEQI172E0006

An unsupported encoding exception was thrown while generating explain message

Explanation

The default encoding of utf-8 was not available to format the explain plan message

EVSEQI172E0007

Error creating full text query for explain plan due to invalid query filter.

Explanation

The explain plan content could not be generated due to a parsing error in the filter
syntax

EVSEQI172E0010

Error transforming query to native Elasticsearch request!%n{0}

Explanation

The query as specified in the Common Query Syntax could not be transformed into
a native Elasticsearch query.

EVSEQI172E0011

Error executing native Elasticsearch search request!%n{0}

Explanation

An error occurred during execution of the Elastisearch query.

EVSEQI172E0012

Error transforming query to native Elastisearch request for explain plan

Explanation

The query as expressed in the Common Query Syntax could not be transformed into
an Elasticsearch request when creating the explain plan.

EVSEQI172E0013

An unsupported encoding exception was thrown while generating explain message

Explanation

The default encoding of utf-8 is not availble and caused an exception when generating
the explain plan text.
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EVSEQI172E0014

Query session has been created with invalid context for this implementation

Explanation

The context must include all of the required parameters for this query implementation.

EVSEQI172E0015

Error creating a transport client connection to Elasticsearch cluster

Explanation

A connection to the Elasticsearch cluster could not be established.

EVSEQI172E0016

Failed to position cursor at next event in the result stream

Explanation

An exception was thrown when trying to move the cursor to the next position in the
result stream.

EVSEQI172E0017

The method {0} is unsupported in this implementation of ResultStream

Explanation

The ResultStream inteface only requires that all implementations provide a next
operation.

EVSEQI172E0018

Error getting result at current cursor position from handler

Explanation

An exception was thrown when attempting to get the event data from the current
position in the result stream.

EVSEQI172I0008

Inbound query in common syntax form:

EVSEQI172I0009

Outbound query in native form:

EVSEQI232E0000

Unsupported syntax found in aggregate function clause: {0}

Explanation

The syntax of the aggregate expression is incorrect. This error should never occur
because the grammar has already been validated. It's included for proper error
handling.

EVSEQI232E0001

Unsupported encoding exception encountered when formatting result

Explanation

The default utf-8 encoding was not supported in this environment. The result body
could not be added to the result set.
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EVSEQI232E0002

An error has occurred because the response reference has not been set in response
handler

Explanation

This is a programming class usage issue. This error shouldn't be experienced once
the implementation is tested and verified.

EVSEQI232E0003

Unexpected statement type found when trying to determine query builder
implementation

Explanation

The query builder examines the statement to determine if its an instance or aggregate
query. In this case the implementation couldn't identify the statement type.

EVSEQI232E0004

Error executing full text query due to invalid query filter

Explanation

The query filter could not be transformed and used in the Elasticsearch query.

EVSEQI232E0005

An unsupported encoding exception was thrown while generating query hit.

Explanation

The default encoding of utf-8 was not available and the query hit document could
not be processed.

EVSEQI232E0006

An unsupported encoding exception was thrown while generating explain message

Explanation

The default encoding of utf-8 was not available to format the explain plan message

EVSEQI232E0007

Error creating full text query for explain plan due to invalid query filter.

Explanation

The explain plan content could not be generated due to a parsing error in the filter
syntax

EVSEQI232E0010

Error transforming query to native Elasticsearch request:%n{0}

Explanation

The query as specified in the Common Query Syntax could not be transformed into
a native Elasticsearch query.

EVSEQI232E0011

Error executing native Elasticsearch search request:%n{0}

Explanation

An error occurred during execution of the Elastisearch query.

EVSEQI232E0012

Error transforming query to native Elastisearch request for explain plan

Explanation

The query as expressed in the Common Query Syntax could not be transformed into
an Elasticsearch request when creating the explain plan.
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EVSEQI232E0013

An unsupported encoding exception was thrown while generating explain message

Explanation

The default encoding of utf-8 is not availble and caused an exception when generating
the explain plan text.

EVSEQI232E0014

Query session has been created with invalid context for this implementation

Explanation

The context must include all of the required parameters for this query implementation.

EVSEQI232E0015

Error creating a transport client connection to Elasticsearch cluster

Explanation

A connection to the Elasticsearch cluster could not be established.

EVSEQI232E0016

Failed to position cursor at next event in the result stream

Explanation

An exception was thrown when trying to move the cursor to the next position in the
result stream.

EVSEQI232E0017

The method {0} is unsupported in this implementation of ResultStream

Explanation

The ResultStream inteface only requires that all implementations provide a next
operation.

EVSEQI232E0018

Error getting result at current cursor position from handler

Explanation

An exception was thrown when attempting to get the event data from the current
position in the result stream.

EVSEQI232I0008

Inbound query in common syntax form:

EVSEQI232I0009

Outbound query in native form:

EVSEQIE0000

Query session has been created with invalid context for this implementation

EVSEQIE0001

Error creating a transport client connection to Elasticsearch cluster
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EVSEQIE0002

Error transforming query into native Elasticsearch request!%c{0}

EVSEQIE0003

Error executing native Elasticsearch search request!%c{0}

EVSEQIE0004

Failed to position cursor at next event in the result stream

Explanation

There was an error when moving the cursor position forward in the stream

EVSEQIE0005

The method {0} is unsupported in this implementation of ResultStream

Explanation

The only requirement on a ResultStream implementation is that they provide a forward
cursor via the next method

EVSEQIE0006

Error getting result at current cursor position from handler

Explanation

There was an error retrieving or formating the result at the cursor position

EVSEQIE0007

Unexpected statement type found when trying to determine query builder
implementation

Explanation

The query transformation found an expression other than an instance, property list
or aggregate query.

EVSEQIE0008

Unsupported syntax found in aggregate function clause: {0}

Explanation

When processing an aggregation other than count, sum, avg, min or max was found.

EVSEQIE0009

Unsupported encoding exception encountered when formatting result

EVSEQIE0010

An error has occurred because the response reference has not been set in response
handler

Explanation

This is a fatal programming error; the Elasticsearch response reference was not set
before invoking the handler methods.

EVSEQIE0011

Cursor positioning error; No pending results on result stack

Explanation

The getResult method was invoked but there is no pending result item on the cursor
stack.
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EVSEQIE0013

An unsupported encoding exception was thrown while generating explain message

Explanation

An error was encountered when creating a byte array with utf8 encoding

EVSEQIE0016

Error executing full text query due to invalid query filter.

EVSEQIE0017

An unsupported encoding exception was thrown while generateing query hit.

EVSEQII0014

Inbound query in common syntax form:

EVSEQII0015

Outbound query in native form:

EVSEQIW0012

Error transforming query for explain plan

Explanation

The query transformation failed during processing of the explain plan call.

EVSEREE0001

Event Routing Consumers are not supported by this Endpoint implementation

Explanation

Event Persistence components only support producers

EVSEREE0002

Synchronous Event processing is not supported by this component.

Explanation

This component only supports asynchronous processing.

EVSEREE0003

Error initializing required internal resources

Explanation

Internal resources such as the transformer or storage provider could not be initialized.

EVSEREE0004

Error transforming event instance from native format to JSON format

Explanation

An error occurred during transformation from XML to JSON

EVSEREE0005

Fatal exception thrown from storage provider during event processing

Explanation

An error occurred when trying to persist the current event
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EVSEREE0006

Error creating storage type definition for event type: {0}

Explanation

The event type schema could not be transformed to the storage type definition required
by the storage providers.

EVSEREE0007

Error parsing event schema with namespace {0} and event type {1}

Explanation

The EDA event type schema for the specified type could not be parsed.

EVSEREE0008

Error creating schema parser with Event Type Store location: {0}

Explanation

A reference to the EDA schema parser class or service could not be obtained.

EVSERSE0000

Port {0} should be a non-negative and non-zero integer value.

Explanation

Port should be a non-negative integer value.

EVSERSE0001

Index Name {0} has to be all lower case.

Explanation

Index Name has to be all lower case..

EVSERSE0003

Thread Pool Keep Alive Time has to be a non-negative non-zero integer.

Explanation

Thread Pool Keep Alive Time has to be a non-negative and non-zero integer.

EVSERSE0006

Thread Pool Queue size has to be a non-negative integer.

Explanation

Thread Pool Queue size has to be a non-negative integer.

EVSERSE0009

Batch size has to be a non-negative and non-zero integer.

Explanation

Batch size has to be a non-negative and non-zero integer.

EVSERSE0010

Batch write time has to be a non-negative and non-zero integer.

Explanation

Batch write time has to be a non-negative and non-zero integer.

EVSERSE0011

Event Persistence does not support storage type: {0}.

Explanation

This is not supported store type for event persistence.
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EVSERSE0012

Can't create service bundle for storage type: {0}.

Explanation

The service bundle could not be created!

EVSERSE0013

Core Thread Pool size has to be a non-negative integer.

Explanation

Core Thread Pool size has to be a non-negative integer.

EVSERSE0014

Not supported storage type {0}.

EVSERSE0015

Hdfs maximum file size has to be a non-negative and non-zero integer.

Explanation

Hdfs maximum file size has to be a non-negative and non-zero integer.

EVSERSE0016

Maximum Thread Pool Size has to be a non-negative and non-zero integer.

Explanation

Maximum Thread Pool Size has to be a non-negative and non-zero integer.

EVSERSE0017

Elasticsearch keystore filepath is not valid.

Explanation

Elasticsearch keystore filepath is not valid.

EVSERSE0018

Elasticsearch truststore filepath is not valid.

Explanation

Elasticsearch truststore filepath is not valid.

EVSERSE0019

Key store should not be blank

Explanation

Key store should not be blank

EVSERSE0020

Trust store should not be blank

Explanation

Trust store should not be blank

EVSERSE0025

{0} must be specified using the following format {1}.

Explanation

URI must be specified using the given format.
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EVSERSE0028

Invalid Hive Warehouse Location: {0}

Explanation

Hive Warehouse Location is invalid, please enter a valid location name.

EVSERSI0017

Event Persistence Configuration Validation Information

Explanation

Display Label used for Event Persistence Configuraiton Validation Information UI

EVSERSI0018

Connection to Elasticsearch node succeeded:

Explanation

Successfully connected to the specified Elasticsearch cluster, index, host and port.

EVSERSI0026

Connection to HDFS succeeded.

Explanation

Connection to HDFS succeeded.

EVSERSI0029

Connection to Hive server succeeded.

Explanation

Connection to Hive server succeeded.

EVSERSW0019

Could not connect to Elasticsearch node:

Explanation

Could not connect to the specified elasticsearch cluster node, index, host and port.

EVSERSW0020

Could not connect to Hive server:

Explanation

Could not connect to the specified Hive server.

EVSERSW0021

Could not connect to HDFS:

Explanation

Could not connect to the specified HDFS database, hive warehouse location,

EVSERSW0022

Cannot get JMX MBeanServer Connector for Runtime Componenent {0}.

Explanation

Cannot get JMX MBeanServer Connector to the runtime component.

EVSERSW0023

JMX MBeanServer invocation exception to remote runtime component {0}.

Explanation

JMX MBeanServer invocation exception to remote runtime component.
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EVSERSW0024

Cannot get JMX Connector for remote runtime component {0}.

Explanation

Cannot get JMX Connector for remote runtime component.

EVSERSW0025

Cannot ping single SSL enabled elasticsearch node

Explanation

Cannot ping single SSL enabled elasticsearch node

EVSERSW0030

Unable to validate the parameter due to the occurrence of one or more dynamic
service configuration variables.

Explanation

Parameters that contain dynamic service configuration variables can't be validated
because the value of the parameter is unknown at the time of configuration.

Action

This is simply a warning.

EVSESEE0000

No onfiguration passed into this service.

EVSESEE0001

Synchronous Event processing is not supported by this component.

Explanation

Synchronous Event processing is not supported by this component.

EVSESEE0002

Error initializing required internal resources

Explanation

Error initializing required internal resources

EVSESEE0003

Error stopping internal resource {0}

EVSESEE0004

Error transforming event instance from native format to JSON format

Explanation

Error transforming event instance from native format to JSON format

EVSESEE0005

Cannot transforming event {0} instance from native format to JSON format and
cannot persist the event into Event Persistence error table.

Explanation

Cannot transforming event {0} instance from native format to JSON format and cannot
persist the event into Event Persistence error table.

EVSESEE0006

Fatal exception thrown from storage provider during processing event {0}.

Explanation

Fatal exception thrown from storage provider during event processing.
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EVSESEE0007

Error creating storage type definition for event type: {0}

Explanation

Error creating storage type definition for the given event type.

EVSESEE0008

DES Event Type {0} has not been registered in Digital Event Type TypeRepository.

Explanation

DES Event Type has not been registered in Digital Event Type TypeRepository.

EVSESEE0009

Invalid Configuration class type '{0}'. : Expected type: '{1}'.

Explanation

Invalid Configuration class type.

EVSESEE0010

'{0}' Digital Event Data Type for event field '{1}' is not supported.

Explanation

Given Digital Event Data Type is not supported.

EVSESEE0011

Error initializing required internal resources; a restart may be required

Explanation

The required resources could not be initialized. This could be due to a wiring or
classpath issue.

EVSESEE0012

A fatal and unexpected exception was thrown when creating the generic storage
event instance.

Explanation

A storage event implementation could not be instantiated from the DES event instance.

EVSESFE0000

Port {0} should be a non-negative and non-zero integer value.

Explanation

Port should be a non-negative and non-zero integer value.

EVSESFE0001

Thread Pool Keep Alive Time has to be a non-negative integer.

Explanation

Thread Pool Keep Alive Time has to be a non-negative integer.

EVSESFE0002

Batch size has to be a non-negative and non-zero integer.

Explanation

Batch size has to be a non-negative and non-zero integer.

EVSESFE0003

Batch write time has to be a non-negative and non-zero integer.

Explanation

Batch write time has to be a non-negative and non-zero integer.
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EVSESFE0004

Event Persistence does not support storage type: {0}.

Explanation

This is not supported storage type for Event Persistence.

EVSESFE0005

Thread Pool Queue size has to be a non-negative and non-zero integer.

Explanation

Thread Pool Queue size has to be a non-negative and non-zero integer.

EVSESFE0006

Core Thread Pool size has to be a non-negative integer.

Explanation

Core Thread Pool size has to be a non-negative integer.

EVSESFE0007

Hdfs maximum file size has to be a non-negative and non-zero integer.

Explanation

Hdfs maximum file size has to be a non-negative and non-zero integer.

EVSESFE0008

Maximum Thread Pool Size has to be a non-negative and non-zero integer.

Explanation

Maximum Thread Pool Size has to be a non-negative and non-zero integer.

EVSESFE0016

{0} must be specified using the following format {1}.

Explanation

URI must be specified using the given format.

EVSESFE0018

Index name {0} has to be all lower case.

Explanation

Index name has to be in all lower case.

EVSESFE0019

Elasticsearch keystore filepath is not valid.

Explanation

Elasticsearch keystore filepath is not valid.

EVSESFE0020

Elasticsearch truststore filepath is not valid.

Explanation

Elasticsearch truststore filepath is not valid.

EVSESFE0021

Invalid Hive Warehouse Location: {0}

Explanation

Hive Warehouse Location is invalid, please enter a valid location name.
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EVSESFI0009

Connection to HDFS succeeded.

Explanation

Connection to HDFS succeeded.

EVSESFI0017

Connection to Hive server succeeded.

Explanation

Connection to Hive server succeeded.

EVSESFI0022

Connection to Elasticsearch node succeeded:

Explanation

Connection to specific Elasticsearch succeeded.

EVSESFW0010

Could not connect to Elasticsearch node:

Explanation

Could not connect to the specified elasticsearch cluster node, index, host and port.

EVSESFW0011

Could not connect to Hive server:

Explanation

Could not connect to the specified Hive server.

EVSESFW0012

Could not connect to HDFS:

Explanation

Could not connect to the specified HDFS database, hive warehouse location.

EVSESFW0013

Cannot get JMX MBeanServer Connector for Runtime Componenent {0}.

Explanation

Cannot get JMX MBeanServer Connector to the runtime component.

EVSESFW0014

JMX MBeanServer invocation exception to remote runtime component {0}.

Explanation

JMX MBeanServer invocation exception to remote runtime component.

EVSESFW0015

Cannot get JMX Connector for remote runtime component

Explanation

Cannot get JMX Connector for remote runtime component.

EVSESFW0023

Unable to validate the parameter due to the occurrence of one or more dynamic
service configuration variables.

Explanation

Parameters that contain dynamic service configuration variables can't be validated
because the value of the parameter is unknown at the time of configuration.

Action

This is simply a warning.
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EVSESI172E0000

Process method called before provider has been started

Explanation

This is a programatic initialization error. The storage providers start method was not
called during initialization.

EVSESI172E0001

Error initializing required internal resources

Explanation

An error occurred during initialization of the various implementation classes for this
storage provider.

EVSESI172E0002

Error creating or accessing bulk indexer for event type: {0}

Explanation

A bulk indexer instance could not be accessed or created for the specified event type.

EVSESI172E0003

Error stopping resource {0} on provider shutdown

Explanation

An internal resource threw an exception while stopping the storage provider.

EVSESI172E0005

Failed to create Elasticsearch transport client connection to cluster {0}, index {1} on
server {2} with user {3}.

Explanation

The client could not establish a connection to the Elasticsearch cluster.

EVSESI172E0006

Elasticsearch client manager not started for cluster {0}, index {1} on server {2} with
user {3}

Explanation

An attempt to get a connection was made before the client manager was started.

EVSESI172E0007

Error stopping bulk indexer for type: {0}

Explanation

The bulk indexer instance for the specified type threw an exception on shutdown.

EVSESI172E0008

Error creating Elasticsearch bulk indexing request

Explanation

An error occurred while formatting an Elasticsearch bulk indexing request for the
current event batch

EVSESI172E0009

Error executing Elasticsearch bulk indexing request

Explanation

The Elasticsearch bulk indexing request for the specified event batch could not be
executed.
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EVSESI172E0010

Error loading metadata for persistence error type; logging to local file

Explanation

Metadata for the persistence error type couldn't be found or created. All messages
will be logged to the local log file.

EVSESI172E0011

Unable to write internal persistence error event; defaulting to log file:%n {0}

Explanation

The logger could not persist the error event data to the data store. The error will be
written to the default log file.

EVSESI172E0012

Error storing internal persistence error event to Elasticsearch index.

Explanation

The persistence error event could not be stored in elasticsearch due to an exception.

EVSESI172E0013

Exception encountered during auto registration of event type: {0}

Explanation

Storage could not be allocated for the specified event type due to an Elasticsearch
error.

EVSESI172E0014

Error getting Elasticsearch client for auto registration

Explanation

An exception occured when trying to access the Elasticsearch transport client

EVSESI172E0015

An event type mapping already exists for the event type: {0}

Explanation

Storage for the specified event type has already been allocated.

EVSESI172E0016

Error checking for existing type in Elasticsearch index

Explanation

An exception was thrown while checking Elasticsearch for a registered event type

EVSESI172E0017

No acknowledgment received from Elasticsearch cluster after create index operation

Explanation

The Elasticsearch node failed to acknowledge the status of the create index request.

EVSESI172E0018

No acknowledgment received from Elasticsearch cluster after type mapping
operation

Explanation

The Elasticsearch node failed to acknowledge the status of the put type mapping
request.
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EVSESI172E0019

An Elasticsearch exception occurred while creating the type mapping

Explanation

The type mapping could not be added due to an exception thrown by the Elasticsearch
client-server.

EVSESI172E0020

Failed to initialize Elasticsearch schema parser implementation

Explanation

The event type schema parser couldn't be initialized; no event type parsing is possible.

EVSESI172E0021

Error creating schema parser with Event Type Store location: {0}

Explanation

The EDA event type schema parser could not be initialized.

EVSESI172E0022

Error parsing event schema with namespace {0} and event type {1}

Explanation

The event type definiition for the given namespace and event type could not be parsed.

EVSESI172E0023

A valid namespace and event type are required to produce an Elasticsearch type
mapping.

Explanation

Event type information could not be found for the specified namespace and event
type.

EVSESI172E0024

The event persistence annotation is not recognized: {0}

Explanation

An annotation specified in the event type definition is not known or supported.

EVSESI172E0027

Error retrieving Elasticsearch client for metadata verification

Explanation

A connection couldn't be established while trying to load metadata from index

EVSESI172E0029

Error closing transport client connection to cluster {0}, index {1} on server {2} with
user {3}

Explanation

An error occurred disconnecting from the Elasticsearch cluster

EVSESI172E0030

The event persistence annotation is not recognized: {0}

Explanation

An annotation value was specified that is not supported by event persistence
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EVSESI172E0031

Error retrieving normalized type from component for event type: {0}

Explanation

An exception was thrown by the component when generating the normalized type
for the event type

EVSESI172I0004

Elasticsearch transport client successfully connected to cluster {0}, index {1} on server
{2} with user {3}

Explanation

The connection to the Elasticsearch cluster was successful.

EVSESI172I0028

Elasticsearch transport client successfully disconnected from cluster {0}, index {1}
on server {2} with user {3}

Explanation

The component has disconnected from the Elasticsearch cluster

EVSESI172W0025

Task manager queue is full; The operation will be re-tried

Explanation

The task queue is at it's maximum size. The operation is re-tried after a slight delay.

EVSESI172W0026

Thread interrupted while waiting for task re-submission

Explanation

The task manager thread was interrupted during re-submission delay. The operation
will be re-tried immediately.

EVSESI232E0000

Process method called before provider has been started

Explanation

This is a programatic initialization error. The storage providers start method was not
called during initialization.

EVSESI232E0001

Error initializing required internal resources

Explanation

An error occurred during initialization of the various implementation classes for this
storage provider.

EVSESI232E0002

Error creating or accessing bulk indexer for event type: {0}

Explanation

A bulk indexer instance could not be accessed or created for the specified event type.

EVSESI232E0003

Error stopping resource {0} on provider shutdown

Explanation

An internal resource threw an exception while stopping the storage provider.
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EVSESI232E0005

Failed to create Elasticsearch transport client connection to cluster {0}, index {1} on
server {2} with user {3}.

Explanation

The client could not establish a connection to the Elasticsearch cluster.

EVSESI232E0006

Elasticsearch client manager not started for cluster {0}, index {1} on server {2} with
user {3}

Explanation

An attempt to get a connection was made before the client manager was started.

EVSESI232E0007

Error stopping bulk indexer for type: {0}

Explanation

The bulk indexer instance for the specified type threw an exception on shutdown.

EVSESI232E0008

Error creating Elasticsearch bulk indexing request

Explanation

An error occurred while formatting an Elasticsearch bulk indexing request for the
current event batch

EVSESI232E0009

Error executing Elasticsearch bulk indexing request

Explanation

The Elasticsearch bulk indexing request for the specified event batch could not be
executed.

EVSESI232E0010

Error loading metadata for persistence error type; logging to local file

Explanation

Metadata for the persistence error type couldn't be found or created. All messages
will be logged to the local log file.

EVSESI232E0011

Unable to write internal persistence error event; defaulting to log file:%n {0}

Explanation

The logger could not persist the error event data to the data store. The error will be
written to the default log file.

EVSESI232E0012

Error storing internal persistence error event to Elasticsearch index.

Explanation

The persistence error event could not be stored in elasticsearch due to an exception.

EVSESI232E0013

Exception encountered during auto registration of event type: {0}

Explanation

Storage could not be allocated for the specified event type due to an Elasticsearch
error.
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EVSESI232E0014

Error getting Elasticsearch client for auto registration

Explanation

An exception occured when trying to access the Elasticsearch transport client

EVSESI232E0015

An event type mapping already exists for the event type: {0}

Explanation

Storage for the specified event type has already been allocated.

EVSESI232E0016

Error checking for existing type in Elasticsearch index

Explanation

An exception was thrown while checking Elasticsearch for a registered event type

EVSESI232E0017

No acknowledgment received from Elasticsearch cluster after create index operation

Explanation

The Elasticsearch node failed to acknowledge the status of the create index request.

EVSESI232E0018

No acknowledgment received from Elasticsearch cluster after type mapping
operation

Explanation

The Elasticsearch node failed to acknowledge the status of the put type mapping
request.

EVSESI232E0019

An Elasticsearch exception occurred while creating the type mapping

Explanation

The type mapping could not be added due to an exception thrown by the Elasticsearch
client-server.

EVSESI232E0020

Failed to initialize Elasticsearch schema parser implementation

Explanation

The event type definiition for the given namespace and event type could not be parsed.

EVSESI232E0021

Error creating schema parser with Event Type Store location: {0}

Explanation

The EDA event type schema parser could not be initialized.

EVSESI232E0022

Error parsing event schema with namespace {0} and event type {1}

Explanation

Event type information could not be found for the specified namespace and event
type.
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EVSESI232E0023

A valid namespace and event type are required to produce an Elasticsearch type
mapping.

Explanation

Event type information could not be found for the specified namespace and event
type.

EVSESI232E0024

The event persistence annotation is not recognized: {0}

Explanation

An annotation specified in the event type definition is not known or supported.

EVSESI232E0027

Error retrieving Elasticsearch client for metadata verification

Explanation

A connection couldn't be established while trying to load metadata from index

EVSESI232E0029

Error closing transport client connection to cluster {0}, index {1} on server {2} with
user {3}

Explanation

An error occurred when diconnecting from the Elasticsearch cluster

EVSESI232E0030

The event persistence annotation is not recognized: {0}

Explanation

An annotation value was specified that is not supported by event persistence

EVSESI232E0031

Error retrieving normalized type from component for event type: {0}

Explanation

An exception was thrown by the component when generating the normalized type
for the event type

EVSESI232E0032

Error generating cache key for resource

Explanation

There was an error generating the cache key for the specified elasticsearch resource;
verify variable values.

EVSESI232E0033

Error creating and starting bulk indexer for event type: {0}

Explanation

The bulk indexer for the stated type could not be created or started

EVSESI232E0034

Validation of dynamic service configuration against provided values failed

Explanation

A dynamic service configuration was provided but the variables are not present in
the event.
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EVSESI232E0035

Validation of dynamic service configuration failed. Event can not be persisted:
Header: {0} Body: {1}

Explanation

The values required for using a dynamic configuration were not supplied in the event
being processed.

EVSESI232E0036

Error initialising internal resources for provider; operation will be re-tried. Exception
repeated {0} times

Explanation

Internal initialisation failed. The operation will be retried until successful or the
component is restarted.

EVSESI232E0037

Error creating bulk indexer for event type {0}; operation will be re-tried; Exception
repeated {1} times

Explanation

An indexer could not be created to process the specified event type. This could be
due to a failure to connect to the cluster for the required metadata.

EVSESI232E0038

Error creating Elasticsearch bulk indexing request; operation will be re-tried;
Exception repeated {0} times

Explanation

There was an error while creating the indexing request most likely due to a connectivity
issue between the client and server

EVSESI232E0039

Error executing Elasticsearch bulk indexing request; operation will be re-tried;
Exception repeated {0} times

Explanation

There was an error while creating the indexing request most likely due to a connectivity
issue between the client and server

EVSESI232E0040

An exception occurred while checking the cluster for the specified destination
index: {0}

Explanation

When the provider invoked the index exists call to Elasticsearch, the API threw an
exception.

Action

Check the status of the Elasticsearch cluster.

EVSESI232E0041

An Elasticsearch exception occurred while creating the specified destination index:
{0}

Explanation

When the provider invoked the create index call to Elasticsearch, the API threw an
exception.

Action

Check the status of the Elasticsearch cluster
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EVSESI232E0042

An error occurred while attempting to determine if auto-registration is required
for type: {0} in index: {1}

Explanation

The service could not access or process the Elasticsearch type mapping in the given
index.

Action

Check the health of the Elasticsearch cluster.

EVSESI232I0004

Elasticsearch transport client successfully connected to cluster {0}, index {1} on server
{2} with user {3}

Explanation

The connection to the Elasticsearch cluster was successful.

EVSESI232I0028

Elasticsearch transport client successfully disconnected from cluster {0}, index {1}
on server {2} with user {3}

Explanation

The component has disconnected from the Elasticsearch cluster

EVSESI232W0025

Task manager queue is full; The operation will be re-tried

Explanation

The task queue is at it's maximum size. The operation is re-tried after a slight delay.

EVSESI232W0026

Thread interrupted while waiting for task re-submission

Explanation

The task manager thread was interrupted during re-submission delay. The operation
will be re-tried immediately.

EVSEVCE0000

No transformer found for type: {0}

Explanation

No transformer of the required type, for example XML could be found.

EVSEVEE0000

Elasticsearch transport client successfully connected to cluser {0}, index {1} on server
{2}, port {3} with user {4}

EVSEVEE0001

Failed creating Elasticsearch transport client to connect to cluser {0}, index {1} on
server {2}, port {3} with user {4}

EVSEVEE0002

Elasticsearch transport client is not started to connect to cluser {0}, index {1} on
server {2}, port {3} with user {4}.
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EVSEVEE0003

Error retrieving Elasticsearch client from pool

EVSEVEE0004

Error checking for existing type in Elasticsearch index

EVSEVEE0005

Exception encountered auto registration of event type: {0}

EVSEVEE0006

Event Routing Consumers are not supported by this Endpoint implementation

EVSEVEE0007

Synchronous Event processing is not supported by this component.

EVSEVEE0008

Error transforming event instance from native format to JSON format

EVSEVEE0009

Error initializing required internal resources

EVSEVEE0010

Error retrieving Elasticsearch client from pool during bulk indexing task

EVSEVEE0011

Error creating Elasticsearch bulk indexing request

EVSEVEE0012

Error executing Elasticsearch bulk indexing request

EVSEVEE0013

Unable to write internal persistence error event defaulting to log file:%s {0}

EVSEVEE0014

Error storing internal persistence error event to Elastisearch

EVSEVEE0015

Error loading metadata for persistence error type; logging to local file

EVSEVEE0017

Elasticsearch transport client not started for cluster {0}, index {1} on server {2} with
user {3}.
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EVSEVEE0019

Elasticsearch transport client successfully connected to cluster {0}, index {1} on server
{2} with user {3}

EVSEVEE0020

Failed to create Elasticsearch transport client connection to cluster {0}, index {1} on
server {2} with user {3}

EVSEVEE0021

Not Compliant JMX MBean, cannot create MBean {0}.

Explanation

Failed to create Elasticsearch JMX MBean

EVSEVEE0023

An internal error occurred during schema processing operations

Explanation

This error is most likely due to incorrect wiring of the ETS/XSD services

EVSEVEI0022

EVSEVEW0016

Task manager queue is full; The operation will be re-tried

Explanation

The work queue has reached its maximum size.

EVSEVEW0018

Thread interrupted while waiting for task re-submission

EVSEVHE0000

Hive table could not be found or created for Event Type {0}

Explanation

Hive table could not be found or created in event store instance

EVSEVHE0001

Error loading Hive table from event store instance

Explanation

Error loading Hive table from event store instance

EVSEVHE0002

Failed to generate HDFS URI ({0})

Explanation

Failed to generate HDFS URI based on the configuration parameters.

Action

Inspect configuration parameters defined in Command Central's UI.

EVSEVHE0003

Failed to generate Hive URI ({0})

Explanation

Failed to generate Hive URI based on the configuration parameters set.

Action

Inspect the configuration parameters defined in Command Central's UI.
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EVSEVHE0004

Error creating HDFS Producer for Event Type: {0}

Explanation

Error creating HDFS Producer

EVSEVHE0005

Event could not be processed by HDFS producer

Explanation

Event could not be processed by HDFS producer

EVSEVHE0006

Unable to create or locate Hive persistence errors table; defaulting to log file

Explanation

Unable to create or locate Hive persistence errors table

EVSEVHE0007

Unable to write internal persistence error event; defaulting to log file

Explanation

Unable to write internal persistence error event

EVSEVHE0008

Synchronous Event processing is not supported by this component.

Explanation

Event Persistence components only support asynchronous event processing.

EVSEVHE0009

Consumers are not supported by the HDFS Endpoint

Explanation

The EVP HDFS Component only supports producers for event persistence

EVSEVHE0010

Error encountered during batch processing.

Explanation

An errror occured during batch processing. Possible network connection failure.

Action

Check your network connection.

EVSEVHE0011

Ping Hive Server {0} failed.

Explanation

Hive Server is not available.

EVSEVHE0012

Ping NameNode {0} failed.

Explanation

Cannot access the NameNode.

EVSEVHE0013

Not Compliant JMX MBean, cannot create MBean {0}.

Explanation

Not Compliant JMX MBean.
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EVSEVHE0015

An internal error occurred during schema processing operations

Explanation

This error is most likely due to incorrect wiring of the ETS/XSD services

EVSEVHE0016

Error transforming event instance from native format to JSON format

Explanation

The XML event could not be transformed to JSON possibly due to invalid content

EVSEVHI0014

Successfully created Hadoop Connectivity JMX MBean {0}.

Explanation

Hadoop Connectivity JMX MBean created.

EVSEVJE0002

JDBC Database Type not supported: {0}

EVSEVJE0003

Error Starting JDBC Component ({0})

Explanation

The EVP JDBC Component could not be started

EVSEVJE0004

Error Stopping JDBC Component ({0})

Explanation

An internal error occurred when stopping the JDBC Component

EVSEVJE0005

Error creating JDBC Producer for event type: {0}

Explanation

The EVP JDBC Endpoint could not create a Producer for the given event type.

EVSEVJE0006

Consumers are not supported by the JDBC Endpoint

Explanation

The EVP JDBC Component only supports producers for event persistence

EVSEVJE0007

No metadata found for event type: {0}

Explanation

No JDBC metadata was found for the given event type.

EVSEVJE0008

Database exception while searching for event metadata!

Explanation

The metadata lookup failed with a database exception.
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EVSEVJE0009

Unable to write internal persistence error event defaulting to log file %n%n{0}

Explanation

The PersistenceError event could not be written to the store.

EVSEVJE0011

Unexpected error during database rollback operation

Explanation

The database system reported an exception while performing the rollback

EVSEVJE0012

Error encountered during batch processing! Number of batched events: {0}

Explanation

An error was reported while writing the events to the persistence store.

EVSEVJE0013

Event could not be processed by producer

Explanation

An error occurred during event processing by this producer.

EVSEVJE0014

Synchronous Event processing is not supported by this component.

Explanation

Event Persistence components only support asynchronous event processing.

EVSEVJI0000

JDBC Connection Pool {0}{1} started with initial size of {2} and max size of {3}

EVSEVJI0001

JDBC Connection Pool closed

EVSEVJW0010

No metadata found for persistence error logger; defaulting to local log files!

Explanation

The metadata for the internal persistence error event type was not found in the store.

EVSEVPE0000

Error Connecting ParStream Server for host: {0}, port: {1} and user: {2}.

Explanation

Error Connecting to ParStream Streaming Server.

Action

Please make sure that the database server is up and running.

EVSEVPE0001

No metadata found for event type: {0}

EVSEVPE0002

AutoRegistration failed for Event Type with NameSpace {0} : EventType {1}

Explanation

Check Database status and connection
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EVSEVPE0003

Database exception while searching for event metadata!

Explanation

Database exception while searching for event metadata!

EVSEVPE0004

Synchronous Event processing is not supported by this component.

Explanation

Synchronous Event processing is not supported by this component.

EVSEVPE0005

Error Starting ParStream Streaming Component for host: {0} and port: {1}

Explanation

Error Starting ParStream Streaming Component for host: {0} and port: {1}

EVSEVPE0006

Error Stopping ParStream Component for host: {0} and port: {1}

Explanation

Error Stopping ParStream Component

EVSEVPE0007

Unexpected error during database rollback operation

Explanation

Unexpected error during database rollback operation

EVSEVPE0008

Error encountered during batch processing! Number of batched events: {0}

Explanation

Error encountered during batch processing!

EVSEVPE0009

Unable to write internal persistence error event, defaulting to log file %n%n{0}

Explanation

Unable to write internal persistence error event defaulting to log file.

EVSEVPE0010

Cannot get metadata information for event namespace {0} and type {1}.

Explanation

Cannot get metadata information for the event type.

EVSEVPE0011

Error creating ParStream Producer for event type: {0}

Explanation

Error creating ParStream Producer for event type.

EVSEVPW0000

No metadata found for persistence error logger; defaulting to local log files!

Explanation

No metadata found for persistence error logger; defaulting to local log files!
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EVSHQI530E0000

Hive query execution failed with unexpected exception

Explanation

An unexpected exception occurred during the execution of the Hive query

EVSHQI530E0001

Error transforming common query for explain plan

Explanation

An error occurred when transforming the common query to native format for the
explain plan

EVSHQI530E0002

An unsupported encoding exception was thrown while generating explain message

Explanation

The default encoding of utf-8 is required when creating the explain plan

EVSHQI530E0003

Failed to close hive JDBC result set

Explanation

An exception was thrown during the close method on the JDBC result set

EVSHQI530E0004

Failed to close hive JDBC statement

Explanation

An exception was thrown when closing the JDBC statement

EVSHQI530E0007

The context did not contain the required parameters

Explanation

The context parameters for the specified session were invalid.

EVSHQI530E0008

Error creating Hive SQL query in the current session.

Explanation

Could not create a JDBC connection and or Hive Query using the current session.

EVSHQI530E0009

Full text query not supported by this implementation.

Explanation

This query implementation does not support full text queries.

EVSHQI530E0010

Error closing current Hive JDBC connection.

Explanation

An exception was thrown when the close method of the connection was invoked.

EVSHQI530E0011

Error initializing Hive JDBC connection.

Explanation

An error occurred when creating the Hive JDBC connection
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EVSHQI530E0012

Error setting default database in Hive JDBC connection.

Explanation

An exception was thrown when issuing the use database statement

EVSHQI530E0013

Error closing active Hive JDBC statement.

Explanation

An exception was thrown during the close invocation on the current JDBC statement.

EVSHQI530E0014

Failed to position cursor at next event in the result stream

Explanation

An error occurred when advancing the cursor in the result set.

EVSHQI530E0015

The method {0} is unsupported in this implementation of ResultStream

Explanation

Implementors of the result stream must implement the next method; the other
positional methods are optional.

EVSHQI530E0016

Error getting result at current cursor position from handler

Explanation

An error occurred when retrieving the event data from the current cursor position.

EVSHQI530E0017

Error closing Hive JDBC result set on close of result stream.

Explanation

The JDBC result set could not be closed when closing the result stream.

EVSHQI530E0018

Property '{0}' in group by expression must appear in select expression

Explanation

A property specified in the group by clause is not present in the select list

EVSHQI530E0019

Property '{0}' in select expression must appear in group by expression

Explanation

A property in the select expression is not present in the group by clause

EVSHQI530E0020

Property '{0}' in order by expression must appear in select and group by expression

Explanation

A property specified in the order by expression is not present in the select expression

EVSHQI530I0005

Inbound query in common syntax form:

Explanation

Label for the explan plain
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EVSHQI530I0006

Outbound query in native form:

Explanation

Explain plan label

EVSHQIE0000

Unsupported date time format in string literal: {0}.

Explanation

Unsupported date time format in string literal

EVSHQIE0001

Hive query execution failed.

Explanation

Hive query execution failed.

EVSHQIE0002

Failed to close result set.

Explanation

Failed to close result set.

EVSHQIE0003

Failed to close statement.

Explanation

Failed to close statement.

EVSHQIE0004

HiveQuerySession initialize JDBC Connection failed.

Explanation

HiveQuerySession initialize JDBC Connection failed.

EVSHQIE0005

Close Connection failed.

Explanation

Close Connection failed.

EVSHQIE0007

Result cannot be formated to JSON. format

Explanation

Result cannot be formated to JSON format.

EVSHQIE0008

Failed get next result.

Explanation

Failed get next result.

EVSHQIE0009

Cannot create connection statement.

Explanation

Cannot create connection statement.
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EVSHQIE0010

Failed to create {0}

EVSHQIE0011

Property ''{0}'' in group by expression must appear in select expression

Explanation

Group by property is required to appear in select expression

EVSHQIE0012

Property ''{0}'' in select expression must appear in group by expression

Explanation

Property in select expression must appear in the group by expression

EVSHQIE0013

Property ''{0}'' in order by expression must appear in select and group by expression

Explanation

Property in order by expression must be included in the group by and select expression

EVSHQIE0014

Full text query not supported by this implementation

Explanation

This query implementation does provide full text search capabilities

EVSHQIE0015

Error transforming query for explain plan

EVSHQIE0016

An unsupported encoding exception was thrown while generating explain message

EVSHQII0006

Method: {0} is not supported.

Explanation

Method is not supported.

EVSHQII0017

Inbound query in common syntax form:

EVSHQII0018

Outbound query in native form:

EVSHSI530E0000

Process method called before storage provider was started

Explanation

The storage provider was not initialized and a call was made to process an event.

EVSHSI530E0001

Error initializing required internal resources for provider

Explanation

The required internal resources for the storage provider couldn't be initialized.
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EVSHSI530E0002

Error creating or accessing HDFS processor for event type: {0}

Explanation

An HDFS processor for the given event type could not be accessed or instantiated.

EVSHSI530E0003

Error stopping resource {0} on storage provider shutdown

Explanation

An exception was through when stopping an internal resource on provider shutdown.

EVSHSI530E0004

Error closing HDFS Writer instance on processor shutdown

Explanation

The HDFS writer and stream threw an exception on close.

EVSHSI530E0005

Unexpected error encountered during batch processing.

Explanation

There was an HDFS or Hive error encounted during the processing of an event batch.

EVSHSI530E0006

Error processing batch during execution of auto-write task.

Explanation

An unexpected exception was thrown during batch processing.

EVSHSI530E0007

Error processing batch during execution of on-demand task

Explanation

An expected exception was thrown during batch processing

EVSHSI530E0008

Error starting HDFS processor resource for event type: {0}

Explanation

An error was thrown when initializing and starting the HDFS processor.

EVSHSI530E0009

Error stopping HDFS processor for event type: {0}

Explanation

An unexpected error occurred during the shutdown of the HDFS processor

EVSHSI530E0010

Error creating HDFS processor for event type: '{0}'

Explanation

An internal error occurred during the creation of the HDFS processor

EVSHSI530E0011

Unsupported encoding error converting text event to byte stream

Explanation

The event instance was formatted in an encoding other than the default of utf-8
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EVSHSI530E0012

Error streaming event data to HDFS output stream

Explanation

An error occurred while writing the event data to the HDFS file system.

EVSHSI530E0013

Error flushing and closing the HDFS file stream

Explanation

The HDFS I/O stream could not be flushed and closed.

EVSHSI530E0014

Error closing HDFS file system reference

Explanation

The HDFS file system reference throw an unexpected exception during the close
method call

EVSHSI530E0015

Error creating HDFS file system reference

Explanation

An unexpected exception was thrown when closing the HDFS file system.

EVSHSI530E0016

Hive table could not be found or created for event type: {0}

Explanation

The Hive table does not exist and or could not be created by the Hive metadata
manager

EVSHSI530E0017

Error loading Hive table data or performing auto registration for event type: {0}

Explanation

An error accessing the Hive metadata or creating the Hive metadata for the specified
event type occurred.

EVSHSI530E0018

Unable to create or find Hive persistence error table; defaulting to log file:%n {0}

Explanation

The Hive metadata table for the event persistence error type could not be found or
created. Errors will be logged to the error log.

EVSHSI530E0019

Error retrieving root schema tree element children from parser

Explanation

The child nodes of the schema element tree root could not be accessed.

EVSHSI530E0020

Error parsing schema for event type: {0} in namespace {1}

Explanation

The event type definition for the given event type and namespace could not be parsed
by the schema parser.
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EVSHSI530E0021

Generated Hive event table name exceeds 255 character size limit: {0}

Explanation

Table names in Hive are limitted to 255 characters; The unique table name generated
for the event type and namespace exceeded this limit.

EVSHSI530E0022

Error creating Hive database table field definitions

Explanation

An expected error occurred when parsing the schema tree and creating the database
table and field definitions

EVSHSI530E0023

Error creating Hive database table structure definition

Explanation

An unexpected error occurred when generating the Hive table structure

EVSHSI530E0024

Error creating Hive database table definition

Explanation

An unexpected error occurred when generating the Hive metadata table definition.

EVSHSI530E0025

Error filtering non-mappable nodes from root schema element tree

Explanation

There are certain binary type properties supported in events; these are filtered out of
the stored event. An unexpected error occurred when trying to filter these nodes.

EVSHSI530E0027

Ping to Apache Hive Server {0} failed.

Explanation

Could not ping an active hive server for metadata operations

EVSHSI530E0028

Ping to Apache Hadoop Name Node {0} failed.

Explanation

Failed to connect to primary name node for file system access.

EVSHSI530E0031

Error disconnecting from Apache Hive database: {0} at host: {1} port: {2} and user:
{3}

Explanation

An error occurred when disconnecting from the hive database

EVSHSI530E0034

Error retrieving normalized type from component for event type: {0}

Explanation

An exception was thrown by the component when generating the normalized type
for the event type
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EVSHSI530E0035

An exception was thrown whilst stopping an HDFS error event writer: {0}

Explanation

During shutdown of the HDFS error logger an exception was thrown when closing
the writer for the given target and event type.

EVSHSI530E0036

Validation of dynamic service configuration against provided values failed

Explanation

A dynamic service configuration was provided but the variables are not present in
the event.

EVSHSI530E0037

Unexpected exception encountered during batch processing; operation will be
re-tried. Exception repeated {0} times

Explanation

An exception occurred while writing the events to the HDFS file system. The operation
will be re-tried until successful.

EVSHSI530E0038

Unexpected exception on HDFS file system close call during hard reset

Explanation

An exception was thrown when closing the file system reference after write exception.

EVSHSI530E0039

Error initialising internal resources for provider; operation will be re-tried. Exception
repeated {0} times

Explanation

Internal initialisation failed. The operation will be retried until successful or the
component is restarted.

EVSHSI530E0040

Error creating processor for event type {0}; operation will be re-tried; Exception
repeated {1} times

Explanation

A processor could not be created to process the specified event type. This could be
due to a failure to connect to Hive for the required metadata.

EVSHSI530E0041

Validation of dynamic service configuration failed. Event can not be persisted:
Header: {0} Body: {1}

Explanation

The values required for using a dynamic configuration were not supplied in the event
being processed.

EVSHSI530I0026

Successfully created JMX MBean for Hadoop Connectivity: {0}

Explanation

The monitoring MBean was successfully created
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EVSHSI530I0029

Connected to Apache Hive database: {0} at host: {1} port: {2} and user: {3}

Explanation

Info message on connection to hive database

EVSHSI530I0030

Disconnected from Apache Hive database: {0} at host: {1} port: {2} and user: {3}

Explanation

Info message on database disconnect

EVSHSI530I0032

Connected to Apache HDFS File System specified by URI: {0}

Explanation

Info message logged on connect to HDFS file system

EVSHSI530I0033

Disconnected from Apache HDFS File System specified by URI: {0}

Explanation

Info message logged on disconnect from HDFS file system

EVSJCOE0000

An invalid column index was passed into the accessor method: {0}

Explanation

Column indices range from 1 to n. The client has passed an index into the accessor
methods that is outside this range.

EVSJCOE0001

An invalid column label was passed into the accessor method: {0}

Explanation

The client has passed a column label into the accessor method that does not exist in
this result set.

EVSJCOE0002

The specified feature is not supported by this driver or data source: {0}

Explanation

The invoked method is not supported by the driver or data source. Only a subset of
the JDBC API are required to be supported.

EVSJCOE0003

Column data at index or specified label is not integral: (0}

Explanation

A numeric column accessor method was called but the value is not a numeric.

EVSJCOE0004

Column data at index or for specified label is not a floating point number: {0}

Explanation

A decimal column accessor method was called but the value is not a floating point
number.
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EVSJDRE0000

No driver or data source implementation found for scheme: {0}

Explanation

The driver implementation is dynamically loaded based on the scheme in the database
URL. This message indicates that there is no implementation class for the specified
schema.

EVSJDRE0001

The specified feature is not supported by this driver or data source: {0}

Explanation

The invoked method is not supported by the driver or data source. Only a subset of
the JDBC API are required to be supported.

EVSJDRE0002

Error loading dynamic library white list from resource: {0}

Explanation

The resource containing a white list of dynamically loaded run-time libraries could
not be loaded.

EVSJDRE0003

Error creating class loader and loading white listed run-time libraries

Explanation

There as an error when creating the classloader and loading the classes contained in
the white listed libraries.

EVSJDRE0004

Error creating instance of the driver or data source implementation class: {0}

Explanation

The driver implementation class could not be instantiated using the custom class
loader and dynamically loaded library classes.

EVSJDRE0005

The driver or data source installation directory is a required property but has not
been set.

Explanation

The driver dynamically loads the implementation and run-time libraries based on
the database URL. For this to function correctly the location of the driver installation
must be provide.

EVSJDRE0006

The databaseURL property has not been set for this data source

Explanation

An attempt was made to retrieve a connection from the data source without setting
the database location.

EVSJDRE0007

No parameters found in JDBC URL query string: {0}

Explanation

The JDBC URL contains a query string marker "?" but has no parameters.

Action

Correct the JDBC URL and ensure that the required parameters are specified correctly.
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EVSJDRE0008

The specified query parameter has no associated value: {0}

Explanation

The JDBC URL contains a query string that includes one or more parameters with no
associated values.

Action

Correct the JDBC URL and ensure that all query parameters have valid values.

EVSJEDI232E0000

The specified feature is not supported by this driver or data source: {0}

Explanation

The invoked method is not supported by the driver or data source. Only a subset of
the JDBC API are required to be supported.

EVSJEDI232E0001

This connection implementation provides no wrapper interfaces

Explanation

The connection implementation does not support the unwrap feature declared in the
Wrapper interface.

EVSJEDI232E0002

The required properties for this data source have not be set prior to creating the
connection

Explanation

Prior to creating a connection through the data source the various setter methods
should be invoked to initialize the data source.

EVSJEDI232E0003

An error occurred when creating a connection to the Elasticsearch cluster.

Explanation

The transport client could not be created during construction of the connection.

Action

Check the database URL and verify that the cluster is available

EVSJEDI232E0004

Error converting Elasticsearch mapping metadata to JSON format

Explanation

The Elasticsearch metadata response could not be marshalled into JSON format.

EVSJEDI232E0005

An invalid column index was passed into the accessor method: {0}

Explanation

Column indices range from 1 to n. The client has passed an index into the accessor
methods that is outside this range.

EVSJEDI232E0006

Column data at index or specified label is not integral: {0}

Explanation

A numeric column accessor method was called but the value is not a numeric.
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EVSJEDI232E0007

Column data at index or for specified label is not a floating point number: {0}

Explanation

A decimal column accessor method was called but the value is not a floating point
number.

EVSJEDI232E0008

An invalid column label was passed into the accessor method: {0}

Explanation

The client has passed a column label into the accessor method that does not exist in
this result set.

EVSJEDI232E0009

Column data at index or for specified label is not a valid timestamp: {0}

Explanation

A timestamp column accessor method was called but the value is not a valid timestamp

EVSJEDI232E0010

Column data at index or for specified label is not a valid date: {0}

Explanation

A date column accessor method was called but the value is not a valid date

EVSJEDI232E0011

Column data at index or for specified label is not a valid time field: {0}

Explanation

A time column accessor method was called but the value is not a valid time field

EVSJEDI232E0012

No corresponding index exists for the specified catalog: {0}

Explanation

There is a one to one relationship between the SQL catalog and Elasticsearch index
in the persistence framework. A method taking a catalog parameter was called but
no such index exists in the Elasticsearch cluster.

EVSJEDI232E0013

This driver or data source only supports SQL queries

Explanation

The JDBC driver for Event Persistence is provided for basic queries against non-SQL
data stores.

EVSJEDI232E0014

The specified column name "{0}" does not exist in table; available columns are: {1}

Explanation

The SQL query specified an invalid column name in the column list, where clause,
order by clause, or group by clause.

Action

Correct the SQL query statement.
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EVSJEDI232E0015

Error transforming SQL query into a native Elasticsearch request%n{0}

Explanation

The SQL query could not be turned into an Elasticsearch search request.

Action

Verify the syntax of the issued query and revise as needed.

EVSJEDI232E0016

Error executing native Elasticsearch search request%n{0}

Explanation

An error occurred while executing the native Elasticsearch search request.

Action

Check that the cluster is available and in good health.

EVSJEDI232E0017

The index represented by the specified catalog does not exist: {0}

Explanation

An SQL query was issued but there is no corresponding index on the cluster

Action

Check your query and the available indices on the cluster.

EVSJEDI232E0018

The type represented by the specified table does not exist: {0}

Explanation

An SQL query was issued but there is no corresponding type available in the index.

Action

Check your query and the available indices on the cluster.

EVSJEDI232E0019

Unexpected statement type found while trying to determine the appropriate query
builder implementation

Explanation

Different builder classes are used to transform the SQL query into various Elasticsearch
search requests. The implementation is selected based on the presence of aggregate
functions or column list expressions. In this case, neither was found.

Action

Check your SQL query syntax.

EVSJEDI232E0020

Error incrementing result cursor or accessing query result data

Explanation

The result cursor could not be advanced to the next position.

Action

This can occur if the cluster goes down and the client tries to access the next batch.
Check the cluster health.

EVSJEDI232E0021

Error setting fetch direction on forward only result set.

Explanation

This jdbc driver provides foward only result sets. A client attempted to set a fetch
direction other than forward.

Action

Correct the client logic.
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EVSJEDI232E0022

An error has occurred because the response reference has not been set in response
handler

Explanation

This is a programming error in the implementation logic; the response must be set
before using the handler.

Action

Correct the programming error.

EVSJEDI232E0023

No matching parameter marker found for given index: {0}

Explanation

The client invoked a set method on the prepared statement for which there was no
marker. For example, setting parameter 2 on a statement with only one marker.

Action

Correct the program logic.

EVSJEDI232E0024

No corresponding value found for the marker at parameter index: {0}

Explanation

A parameter marker was specified in the query but no value was set prior to executing
the statement.

Action

Correct the program logic by invoking the appropriare set method on the prepared
statement.

EVSJEDI232E0025

The position {0} declared in the order by clause does not match a valid column or
alias defined in the select statements column or aggregate list

Explanation

The order by clause specifies an integer position that does not match a value in the
select expressions column list.

Action

Review the statement and correct the column list expression or the order by clause.

EVSJHDI530E0000 The specified feature is not supported by this driver or data source: {0}
Explanation

The invoked method is not supported by the driver or data source. Only a subset of
the JDBC API are required to be supported.

EVSJHDI530E0001 The required properties for this data source have not be set prior to creating the
connection
Explanation

Prior to creating a connection through the data source the various setter methods
should be invoked to initialize the data source.

EVSJQIE0000

Unsupported format in aggregation function: {0}.

Explanation

Unsupported format in aggregation function.
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EVSJQIE0001

Unsupported date time format in string literal: {0}.

Explanation

Data and time format is invalid.

EVSJQIE0002

Query execution failed.

Explanation

Query execution failed.

EVSJQIE0003

Failed close query result.

Explanation

Failed close query result.

EVSJQIE0004

Failed to close query statement.

Explanation

Failed to close query statement.

EVSJQIE0005

Failed to close query connection.

Explanation

Failed to close query connection.

EVSJQIE0006

Failed to close qeury result.

Explanation

Failed to close query result.

EVSJQIE0007

Failed to format the result to JSON.

Explanation

Failed to format the result to JSON.

EVSJQIE0008

Unsupported feature: {0}.

Explanation

Feature is not supported.

EVSJQIE0009

Failed to get next query result.

Explanation

Failed to get next query result.

EVSJQIE0010

Full text query not supported by this implementation

Explanation

This query implementation does provide full text search capabilities
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EVSJQIE0011

Error transforming query for explain plan

EVSJQIE0012

An unsupported encoding exception was thrown while generating explain message

EVSJQII0013

Inbound query in common syntax form:

EVSJQII0014

Outbound query in native form:

EVSJQPE0000

Test Message

EVSJUTE0000

Invalid JDBC scheme: {0}

Explanation

Invalid JDBC scheme.

EVSPAIE0000

Failed to execute operations: {0}

Explanation

Failed to execute operations: {0}

EVSPAIE0001

ParStream Admin Session has not been started.

Explanation

ParStream Admin Session has not been started.

EVSPAIE0002

Failed to close JDBC connection statement.

Explanation

Failed to close JDBC connection statement.

EVSPAIE0003

Event type {0} with Namespace {1} has already registered.

Explanation

Event type {0} with Namespace {1} has already registered.

EVSPAIE0004

Not supported operation: {0}.

Explanation

Not supported operation: {0}.

EVSPAIE0005

Not Supported Encoding {0}.

Explanation

Not Supported Encoding {0}.
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EVSPQIE0000

Metadata manager error encountered during create session call

Explanation

Metadata manager couldn't be created; possibly due to invalid event type store location

EVSPQIE0001

Error encountered when initializing metadata manager

Explanation

Metadata manager couldn't be created; possibly due to invalid event type store location

EVSPQIE0002

Unsupported date time format in string literal: {0}

Explanation

Date and time format is invalid - See java.sql.Timestamp format

EVSPQIE0003

Unsupported syntax in aggregate function clause: {0}

Explanation

Unsupported syntax in aggregation function clause avg, min, max, sum or count

EVSPQIE0004

Error creating the connection to the ParStream database

Explanation

There was an error connecting to the ParStream server(s)

EVSPQIE0005

An open query exists for this session

Explanation

There is already a pending or active query for this session; execute or close the query

EVSPQIE0006

Error closing the connection to the ParStream database

Explanation

There was an error closing the connection to the database

EVSPQIE0007

An open result stream exists for this query

Explanation

There is an active result stream; process the results or close the result stream

EVSPQIE0008

There was an error executing the current query

Explanation

This could be due to a syntax error in the query or the ParStream database may be
unavailable

EVSPQIE0009

Unexpected exception when closing the query

Explanation

An error was encountered when closing the query session
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EVSPQIE0010

Failed to position cursor at next event in the result stream

Explanation

There was an error when moving the cursor position forward in the stream

EVSPQIE0011

The method {0} is unsupported in this implementation of ResultStream

Explanation

The only requirement on a ResultStream implementation is that they provide a forward
cursor via the next method

EVSPQIE0012

Failed to format the query result into a JSON document

Explanation

There was an error when creating the JSON result from the database query

EVSPQIE0013

Unexpected exception encountered when closing result stream

Explanation

There was an error closing the result stream; this could be caused by a network or
database issue

EVSPQIE0014

Full text query not supported by this implementation

Explanation

This query implementation does provide full text search capabilities

EVSQUAE0000

No provider registered for scheme: {0}

Explanation

No provider registered for scheme.

EVSQUAE0001

EventStoreUser is not set.

Explanation

EventStoreUser is not set.

EVSQUAE0002

Where clause contains no valid expression

Explanation

A where clause was added to the builder that contains no expression.

EVSQUAE0003

Group by clause contains no valid properties

Explanation

A group by was added to the builder but contains no event properties.

EVSQUAE0004

Order by clause contains no valid properties

Explanation

An order by clause was added to the builder but contains no properties
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EVSSAPE0000

No registered storage provider factory found for store type: {0} and version: {1}

Explanation

As EVP storage implementation bundles are initialized they register their factories
with the api. This indicates that there is no registered factory for the data store type
and version.

EVSSAPE0001

Error creating storage factory instance for store type: {0} and version: {1}

Explanation

The implementation class for the storage provider could not be instantiated.

EVSSAPE0002

Found variable {0} but no associated value was provided in the event

Explanation

The service has been configured with variables but no value was included in the
emitted event.

EVSSAPE0003

Dynamic Service Configuration validation failed; no values found in map for the
following variables: {0}

Explanation

A variable was defined in the service configuration but no value was found in the
event header.

EVSSAPE0004

Error compiling regular expression for variable substitution on variable: {0}

Explanation

The regular expression for substitution of the stated variable failed.

EVSUTLE0000

Invalid JDBC scheme: {0}

Explanation

Invalid JDBC scheme.

EVSUTLE0001

Invalid or unexpected Event Store URI format: {0}

Explanation

Invalid or unexpected Event Store URI format.
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CommandLineArgs.missingMaxLogSize – You changed the default maximum log size using -maxLogSize
but did not provide the new value for new log size. Provide the new value for the maximum log size,
followed by either 'k' or 'm'.
Explanation

You changed the default maximum log size using -maxLogSize but did not provide
the new value for log size.

Action

Provide the new value for the maximum log size, followed by either 'k' or 'm'.

DLInitFilesProgressPanel.cannotLoadJNI – Unable to load resource {0}. Run the installer again with a
32-bit JDK instead of a 64-bit JDK.
Explanation

This message is displayed when the user uses 64-bit JDK to install an older version
that did not support 64-bit JDK. The 64-bit library will be missing.

Action

Run the installer again with a 32-bit JDK instead of a 64-bit JDK.

DLInitFilesProgressPanel.unsupportedPlatformInternal – The installer has requested files for {0} but
no files are available for that operating system at {1}.

DLInitFilesProgressPanel.unsupportedPlatformProduction – The selected product release does not
support the operating system {0} on which you are trying to install.
Explanation

The user is trying to install on a platform that not supported on the current install
machine.

Action

The user should select a different product suite that does support the current platform.
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DLJarsProgressPanel.errorImagePlatformAs400 – April 2011 and later Software AG Installers do not
support creation of images for IBM AS/400 systems. The installer will now exit.

DistManInstallMain.relaunchBadJavaHome – The JDK located at {0} is version {1}, which only supports
classes up to major.minor version {2}. You must execute the installer or uninstaller with a JDK that
supports classes with a major.minor of at least {3}. You can use the -javaHome command line option to
launch the uninstaller using a different JDK. The JDK located in {4} is not working; verify that the path
is correct.
Explanation

This message is displayed when the user gave the installer or uninstaller an alternate
JDK to launch the installer or uninstaller, and the path was incorrect. See
'DistManInstallMain.relaunchNoJavaHome' for more details -- {4} is the location the
user gave for the JDK installation.

Action

The user should provide a proper JDK installation directory.

DistManInstallMain.relaunchJavaHomeSetText – The JDK located at {0} is version {1}, which only
supports classes up to major.minor version {2}. However, you must execute the installer or uninstaller
with a JDK that supports classes with a major.minor of at least {3}. Please provide a JDK installation
directory that meets these requirements; the JDK located at {4} does not meet these requirements or does
not exist.
Explanation

This message displayed when the user provides an alternate JDK to execute the
installer or uninstaller, and the given path is too old or is not a proper directory. {0}
- the JDK that is running this client {1} - the current JDK version {2} the major.minor
class version that this JDK supports {3} - the required major.minor {4} - the location
the user gave as an alternate JDK to run the installer or uninstaller.

Action

Supply a proper JDK directory.

DistManInstallMain.relaunchJavaHomeText – The JDK located at {0} is version {1}, which only supports
classes up to major.minor version {2}. However, you must execute the installer or uninstaller with a JDK
that supports classes with a major.minor of at least {3}. Download a JDK that meets these requirements.
See the Using the Software AG Installer guide for details and instructions.
Explanation

If the user tries to launch the installer or uninstaller with a JDK that is too old, this
message will be shown. The user will be queried to supply an alternate location for
a more recent JDK. {0} - location of the current JDK executing the installer or uninstaller
{1} -- version of the current JDK {2} major.minor class version the current version of
JDK supports, {3} -- the minimum that is required to execute the client classes.

Action

Enter the newer JDK installation directory and the installer or uninstall will execute
themselves again using that JDK.
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DistManInstallMain.relaunchNoJavaHome – The JDK located at {0} is version {1}, which only supports
classes up to major.minor version {2}. You must execute the installer or uninstaller with a JDK that
supports classes with a major.minor of at least {3}. You can use the -javaHome command line option to
launch the uninstaller using a different JDK.
Explanation

This message is displayed when the user tries to execute the installer or uninstaller
with a JDK version that is too old. This can happen, for example, if the user installs
webMethods 6 (which includes JDK 1.3 or 1.3.1) and tries to run the uninstaller. The
message parameters are {0} - Installation home directory for java, {2} major.minor
version of the java the user used to run the installer or uninstaller {3} - the major.minor
version that is required as an absolute minimum.

Action

As long as the user is not using console mode and running the installer, the user can
point the installer or uninstaller at a newer JDK installation; the installer or uninstaller
will launch again using that JDK.

InstallDirWizardPanel.cannotFindRegistryKeys – The Software AG Uninstaller cannot find the proper
registry keys for this installation and cannot continue.

LockedFilesWizardPanel.explainText – The installer has detected running processes that must be stopped
before you can continue. First shut down the listed products; this might also automatically shut down
other listed processes. Shut down products by stopping services or exiting applications. Do not use Task
Manager. If you need shutdown instructions, see the product documentation.

SAGEnvironmentManagerUnix.configFileNotReadable – The installation user has no permissions to
read the config file "{0}"! Change the permissions and try again or exit the current installation.
Explanation

The message that pops up when the current installation user has no read permission
for the config file '/etc/sagconf.xml' on Unix systems.

ZipManager.errorLockedFile – The process cannot access the file because another process has locked a
portion of the file.
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0701.002E

Mobile application "{0}" version {1} is already registered.

Explanation

A mobile application with this name and version already exists.

Action

Provide a different application name or version.

0701.003E

Upload service "{0}" is not available.

Explanation

The upload service supplied during mobile sync component creation does not exist
in the specified namespace.

Action

Make sure the service exists within the specified namespace and that the namespace
and service name are typed correctly.

0701.004E

Download service "{0}" is not available.

Explanation

The download service supplied during mobile sync component creation does not
exist in the specified namespace.

Action

Make sure the service exists within the specified namespace and that the namespace
and service name are typed correctly.

0701.005E

Document type "{0}" is not available.

Explanation

The business doc type supplied during mobile sync component creation does not
exist in the specified namespace.

Action

Make sure the document type exists within the specified namespace and that the
namespace and document type are typed correctly.
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0701.006E

Mobile sync component "{0}" is suspended and cannot be changed.

Explanation

An attempt was made to edit the mobile sync component, but changes cannot be
made to a mobile sync component when the component is suspended.

Action

Disable the mobile sync component and try to edit the component again.

0701.007E

Mobile sync component "{0}" is associated with mobile application "{1}" version {2}.
Remove association before deleting mobile sync component.

Explanation

An attempt was made to delete a mobile sync component that is associated with a
mobile application.

Action

Remove the association between the mobile sync component and the mobile
application. In the Integration Server Administrator, navigate to the Solutions > Mobile
Support > Mobile Apps screen, click the name of the application to edit its associations,
and deselect the mobile sync component from the Mobile Sync Component Alias list.
Then, try deleting the mobile sync component again.

0701.008E

Error: {0}

Explanation

Mobile Support encountered an error while validating the namespaces for the
download service, upload service, or business doc type supplied during creation of
a mobile sync component.

Action

Make sure that the service or doc type exists within the specified namespace and that
the entry is typed correctly.

0701.009E

Mobile application "{0}" version {1} was not found.

Explanation

Mobile Support could not find the specified mobile application and version while
retrieving, updating, or deleting the mobile application or processing a synchronization
request.

Action

Specify a valid mobile application and version.

0701.012E

Mobile sync component "{0}" could not be suspended. Error: {1}

Explanation

Mobile Support could not suspend the mobile sync component for the reason indicated.

Action

Check the reason detailed in the message and take appropriate corrective action.

0701.014E

Conflict resolution rule is not valid.

Explanation

The conflict resolution rule specified during mobile sync component creation is not
valid.

Action

Specify a conflict resolution rule of either "Client wins" or "Server wins".
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0701.015E

Mobile sync component "{0}" already exists.

Explanation

Mobile Support could not create the mobile sync component because the specified
alias already exists.

Action

Specify a different alias for the mobile sync component.

0701.016E

Mobile sync component "{0}" was not found.

Explanation

Mobile Support could not find the specified mobile sync component while retrieving,
updating, enabling or disabling, or deleting the mobile sync component or associating
a mobile application with the component.

Action

Specify the alias of an existing mobile sync component.

0701.022E

Mobile sync component "{0}" could not be created. Error: {1}

Explanation

Mobile Support could not create the mobile sync component for the reason indicated.

Action

Check the reason detailed in the message and take appropriate corrective action.

0701.023E

Mobile sync component "{0}" could not be deleted. Error: {1}

Explanation

Mobile Support could not delete the mobile sync component for the reason indicated.

Action

Check the reason detailed in the message and take appropriate corrective action.

0701.024E

Mobile sync component "{0}" could not be updated. Error: {1}

Explanation

Mobile Support could not update the mobile sync component for the reason indicated.

Action

Check the reason detailed in the message and take appropriate corrective action.

0701.025E

Mobile sync component "{0}" could not be enabled. Error: {1}

Explanation

Mobile Support could not enable the mobile sync component for the reason indicated.

Action

Check the reason detailed in the message and take appropriate corrective action.

0701.026E

Mobile sync component "{0}" could not be disabled. Error: {1}

Explanation

Mobile Support could not disable the mobile sync component for the reason indicated.

Action

Check the reason detailed in the message and take appropriate corrective action.
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0701.027E

Mobile sync components could not be retrieved.

Explanation

Mobile Support could not retrieve the list of mobile sync components.

Action

Check the server log for details about this error.

0701.028E

Mobile sync component "{0}" could not be retrieved. Error: {1}

Explanation

Mobile Support could not retrieve the mobile sync component for the reason indicated.

Action

Check the reason detailed in the message and take appropriate corrective action.

0701.029E

Mobile sync component "{0}" could not be deleted or edited.

Explanation

The mobile sync component cannot be deleted or edited because the component is
still enabled.

Action

Disable the mobile sync component and try to edit or delete the component again.

0701.030E

Upload service "{0}" is not implementing the "{1}" specification.

Explanation

The upload service provided during mobile sync component creation is not
implementing the Mobile Support upload specification.

Action

Edit the upload service to include a reference to the
wm.mobile.datasync.specs:uploadSpec specification.

0701.031E

Download service "{0}" is not implementing the "{1}" specification.

Explanation

The download service provided during mobile sync component creation is not
implementing the Mobile Support download specification.

Action

Edit the download service to include a reference to the
wm.mobile.datasync.specs:downloadSpec specification.

0701.032E

"{0}" is not a valid Integration Server service node.

Explanation

The download or upload service specified during mobile sync component creation is
not a valid Integration Server service node.

Action

Ensure that element specified for the download or upload service is an Integration
Server flow service (that is, a node type of NSService) and not another type of element.

0701.033E

Mobile sync component state "{0}" is not valid.

Explanation

Mobile Support detected that an external attempt was made to invoke a mobile sync
component that is in a state other than "enabled," "disabled," or "suspended." As a
result, Mobile Support has rejected the request to invoke the mobile sync component.

Action

No action is necessary.
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0701.034E

Mobile application "{0}" version {1} could not be created. Error: {2}

Explanation

Mobile Support encountered an error while associating the mobile application with
a mobile sync component.

Action

Check the reason detailed in the message and take appropriate corrective action.

0701.035E

Mobile application "{0}" version {1} could not be updated. Error: {2}

Explanation

Mobile Support encountered an error while updating the mobile application.

Action

Check the reason detailed in the message and take appropriate corrective action.

0701.036E

Mobile application "{0}" version {1} could not be retrieved. Error: {2}

Explanation

Mobile Support encountered an error while retrieving details about the association
between the mobile application and a mobile sync component.

Action

Check the reason detailed in the message and take appropriate corrective action.

0701.037E

Mobile applications could not be retrieved. Error: {0}

Explanation

Mobile Support encountered an error while retrieving details about the associations
between mobile applications and mobile sync components.

Action

Check the server log for details and take appropriate corrective action.

0701.038E

Mobile application "{0}" version {1} could not be removed. Error: {2}

Explanation

Mobile Support encountered an error while removing the association between the
mobile application and a mobile sync component.

Action

Check the reason detailed in the message and take appropriate corrective action.

0701.041E

Row identifier "{0}" is not present in business doc type "{1}".

Explanation

The business doc type does not contain the specified row identifier.

Action

When specifying row identifiers during mobile sync component creation, be sure the
row identifiers are present in the specified business doc type.

0701.042E

Row identifier "{0}" must be a string or an object.

Explanation

A row identifier was provided that is not a string or an object.

Action

When specifying row identifiers during mobile sync component creation, be sure the
row identifiers are strings or objects.
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0701.043E

"{0}" is not a document type node.

Explanation

A business doc type was provided that is not of type NSRecord.

Action

When specifying a business doc type during mobile sync component creation, be sure
the business doc type is of type NSRecord.

0701.044E

Mobile application "{0}" version {1} is not associated with the mobile sync component
"{2}".

Explanation

Mobile Support could not complete the synchronization operation because the mobile
application is not associated with the specified mobile sync component.

Action

In Integration Server Administrator, go to the Mobile Support > Mobile App page
and associate the mobile application with the specified mobile sync component.

0701.045E

Mobile sync component "{0}" could not be suspended. Only enabled mobile sync
components can be suspended.

Explanation

An attempt was made to suspend the mobile sync component, but the attempt failed
because the mobile sync component was not enabled.

Action

Ensure that the mobile sync component is enabled before attempting to suspend it.

0701.046E

Requested mobile sync component "{0}" is not enabled.

Explanation

Mobile Support could not process the synchronization request because the specified
mobile sync component is not enabled.

Action

In Integration Server Administrator, go to the Mobile Support > Mobile Sync
Components page and enable the mobile sync component. Then, resubmit the
synchronization request.

0701.047E

No mobile sync component was specified.

Explanation

Mobile Support could not process the synchronization request because no mobile
sync component was specified.

Action

Ensure that the synchronization request includes a mobile sync component alias and
a mobile application name and version.

0701.048E

Mobile sync component "{0}" cannot be suspended because it was configured to
not store business data in the sync store.

Explanation

Mobile Support could not suspend the specified mobile sync component because the
Store Business Data check box was not selected in Integration Server Administrator
when the mobile sync component was configured. When business objects are not
stored in the sync store, mobile sync components can be disabled but not suspended.

Action

In Integration Server Administrator, on the Solutions > Mobile Support > Mobile Sync
Components screen, disable the mobile sync component.
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0701.049E

Mobile sync component "{0}" cannot be refreshed because it was configured to not
store business data in the sync store.

Explanation

Mobile Support could not refresh the specified mobile sync component because the
Store Business Data check box was not selected when the mobile sync component
was configured. When business objects are not stored in the sync store, mobile sync
components cannot be refreshed.

Action

In Integration Server Administrator, on the Solutions > Mobile Support > Mobile Sync
Components > Edit Mobile Sync Component screen, select the Store Business Data
check box. Then, disable and enable the mobile sync component.

0701.057E

Error occurred while processing record "{0}".

Explanation

Mobile Support encountered an error while processing the specified record.

Action

Check the server log for details and take appropriate corrective action.

0701.068E

"{0}" is not locked by thread "{1}".

Explanation

The thread attempted to unlock the specified record, but the record is not owned by
the thread.

Action

Try the request again. If the issue recurs, contact Software AG Global Support.

0701.069E

Thread "{0}" could not unlock record "{1}" because record is already unlocked.

Explanation

The thread attempted to unlock the specified record, but the record was not locked.

Action

Try the request again. If the issue recurs, contact Software AG Global Support.

0701.080E

Could not refresh mobile sync component "{0}". Mobile sync component is in "{1}"
state.

Explanation

Mobile Support could not refresh the mobile sync component because the component
is not suspended.

Action

Suspend the mobile sync component.

0701.093E

Error occurred while initializing sync store.

Explanation

Mobile Support experienced an error while initializing the sync store.

Action

Check the server log for details and take appropriate corrective action.
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0701.095E

Validation Error occurred: {0}.

Explanation

Mobile Support could not process the data row because the data that was submitted
was not valid.

Action

Correct the validation error.

0701.096E

Message "{0}" skipped. Unique ID is missing.

Explanation

Mobile Support could not process the data row because the data does not contain row
identifier(s).

Action

Supply one or more row identifiers.

0701.097E

Unable to synchronize the mobile device. Exception: {0}

Explanation

Mobile Support could not synchronize the mobile device for the reason specified.

Action

Check the server log for details and take appropriate corrective action.

0701.112E

Unable to save the record associated with unique ID and mobile sync component
of "{0}". Exception: {1}

Explanation

Mobile Support could not save the record for the reason indicated.

Action

Check the reason detailed in the message and take appropriate corrective action.

0701.113E

Unable to save record data. Exception: {0}

Explanation

Mobile Support could not save the record data for the reason indicated.

Action

Check the reason detailed in the message and take appropriate corrective action.

0701.114E

Unable to write record data. Exception: {0}

Explanation

Mobile Support could not write the record data for the reason indicated.

Action

Check the reason detailed in the message and take appropriate corrective action.

0701.117E

Unable to delete record associated with unique ID "{0}" and mobile sync component
"{1}". Reason: {2}

Explanation

Mobile Support could not delete the record for the reason indicated.

Action

Check the reason detailed in the message and take appropriate corrective action.
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0701.118E

Unable to delete record associated with mobile sync component "{0}". Reason: {1}

Explanation

Mobile Support could not delete the record for the reason indicated.

Action

Check the reason detailed in the message and take appropriate corrective action.

0701.119E

Unable to get records from sync store. Reason: {0}

Explanation

Mobile Support could not retrieve records from the sync store for the reason indicated.

Action

Check the reason detailed in the message and take appropriate corrective action.

0701.121E

Unable to obtain connection from connection pool. Exception: {0}

Explanation

Mobile Support could not obtain a connection from the connection pool for the reason
indicated.

Action

In Integration Server Administrator, on the Settings > JDBC Pools screen, select the
pool alias associated with the MobileSupport functional alias. On the Connection
Aliases > Edit screen, increase the number of maximum connections.

0701.122E

Unable to obtain database connection from connection pool for sync store.

Explanation

Mobile Support could not obtain a connection to the database configured for the sync
store.

Action

In Integration Server Administrator, on the Settings > JDBC Pools screen, test the
connection from the MobileSupport functional alias to the database. Take appropriate
corrective action to resolve any errors.

0901.001E

Name cannot be null or empty.

Explanation

While creating or updating an OData element, Name cannot be null or empty.

Action

Provide a valid Name for the OData element.

0901.002E

The specified name is invalid. Ensure that the name does not exceed 480 characters,
does not start with a number or "_" symbol, and that it contains no special characters
other than "_".

Explanation

Specified name is invalid because name can contain only alphanumeric characters
and \"_\" symbol. Name must start with an alphabet and not with a number or \"_\"
symbol.

Action

Provide a valid name that starts with an alphabet and contains only alphanumeric
characters and \"_\" symbol. For information about other supported unicode
characters, see SimpleIdentifier in Common Schema Definition Language (CSDL)
documentation.
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0901.003E

Length of the Name cannot exceed 480 characters.

Explanation

The Name specified contains more that 480 characters.

Action

Ensure that the length of the Name does not exceed 480 charatcters.

0901.004E

Cannot rename Complex Type name to "{0}". Complex Type name must be unique.

Explanation

The Complex Type name could not be renamed because a Complex Type with the
same name already exists.

Action

Enter a unique Name for the Complex Type.

0901.005E

Cannot rename Entity Type name to "{0}". Entity Type name must be unique.

Explanation

The Entity Type name could not be renamed because an Entity Type with the same
name already exists.

Action

Enter a unique Name for the Entity Type.

0901.006E

Cannot rename Property name to "{0}". Property name must be unique.

Explanation

The Property name could not be renamed because a Property with the same name
already exists.

Action

Enter a unique Name for the Complex Type.

0901.007E

Cannot delete Complex Type because it is referred to by "{0}".

Explanation

The Complex Type cannot be deleted because it is referred to by a Complex property.

Action

Ensure that all references to the Complex Type is removed before deleting it.

0901.008E

A Property with the same name already exists in the Entity Type.

Explanation

The new Property with the specified name cannot be added because another Property
with the same name already exists in the Entity Type.

Action

Enter a unique Name for the new Property that you want to add.

0901.009E

A Property with the same name already exists in the Complex Type.

Explanation

The new Property with the specified name cannot be added because another Property
with the same name already exists in the Complex Type.

Action

Enter a unique Name for the new Property that you want to add.
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0901.010E

An Entity Type with the same name already exists in the OData Service.

Explanation

The new Entity Type cannot be created with the specified name because another
Entity Type with the same name already exists in the OData Service.

Action

Enter a unique Name for the Entity Type that you want to add.

0901.011E

A Complex Type with the same name already exists in the OData Service

Explanation

The new Complex Type cannot be added with the specified name because another
Complex Type with the same name already exists in the OData Service.

Action

Enter a unique Name for the Complex Type that you want to add.

0901.012E

An Association with the same name already exists in the OData Service.

Explanation

A new Association with the specified name cannot be created because another
Association with the same name already exists in the OData Service.

Action

Enter a unique name for the Association that you want to add.

0901.013E

Invalid index position "{0}"; Unable to move the OData element.

Explanation

Unable to move the OData element to an invalid index position.

Action

Ensure that the element is moved to an index position within the same container.

0901.014E

Invalid property. Property "{0}" does not exist and hence, cannot be moved.

Explanation

The specified Property cannot be moved because it does not exist.

Action

Ensure that the Property you want to move is already added to the OData service.

0901.015E

Cannot delete Entity Type because it is referred to by one of the Associations.

Explanation

The Entity ype cannot be deleted bacause it is referred to by one of the Associations.

Action

Ensure that all references to the Entity Type is removed before deleting it.

0901.016E

Facet "{0}" is not applicable for Type "{1}"

Explanation

The specified Facets property is not applicable for the selected Type.

Action

Ensure that only those Facets that apply to the selected Type are specified.
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1000.0042E

Error in parsing EDM simple type "{0}" while evaluating the filter query.

Explanation

Error in parsing the literal value of the filter expression because the literal value is
incorrect.

Action

Ensure that the correct literal value is given in the filter expression.

1000.0043E

Error in parsing property "{0}" in the Entity Data Model (EDM) while evaluating
the filter query.

Explanation

Error in parsing the property value of the filter expression.

Action

Ensure that the correct property value is given in the Entity Data Model (EDM).

1000.0044E

Error in evaluating the filter expression "{0}".

Explanation

The syntax of the filter expression is incorrect.

Action

Ensure that the syntax of the filter expression is correct.

1000.0047E

Internal server error for request "{0}" due to "{1}"

Explanation

Validation error from Olingo.

Action

Refer to the error message text for more details and correct the URL specified.

1000.0048E

OData request "{0}" failed with error code "{1}" reason "{2}"

Explanation

Validation error from Olingo.

Action

Refer to the error message text for more details and correct the URL specified.

1000.0049E

Entity type "{0}" not found in the entity data model.

Explanation

The entity type specified in the OData request is incorrect, deleted, or not available
in the entity type model.

Action

Ensure that the entity type that you specified exists in the entity data model.

1000.0050E

Odata data request failed with the error "{0}"

Explanation

Error in the OData handler because the request is malformed.

Action

See the information provided in the error message and correct the request URL.
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1000.0052E

Error in retrieving NSOdata service node from OData Context.

Explanation

The OData service node in the OData context is null.

Action

Ensure that the path to the OData service node specified in the request URL is correct.

12.31

Invalid SAML assertion. The trust/signature validation failed with exception: {0}

Explanation

Integration Server received a SAML assertion that either failed during signature
validation or it did not come from a trusted issuer.

Action

Review the request and work with the sender to correct the issues.

12.45

Error in getting security token form SAML assertion. SAML Assertion is: {0}

12.46

No user mapped to this X509 certificate.

12.47

No X509 certificate chain found.

12.48

No PAM authentication module.

12.49

No PAM user found.

12.50

Basic authentication, no user found.

12.51

Digest authentication, no user found.

12.52

Default authentication, no user found.

12.53

Request {0} for subject {1} was rejected.

12.54

Using account {0} for {1} subject {2}.
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12.55

Error initializing OpenID Provider: {0}: {1}

12.56

Error initializing OpenID Providers

12.57

Requesting delegatable kerberos token for user: {0}

12.58

Server logged in as user : {0} into KDC

12.59

Kerberos delegated credentials set for user: {0}

12.60

Found kerberos delegated credentials for user: {0} . Placed in Context

12.61

Logged in as {0} . Using delegated kerberos credentials of {1} to request for service
principal

12.62

Obtained delegated kerberos token for user : {0}

12.63

Kerberos ticket is set in the HTTP header: {0}

12.64

Kerberos delegated credentials set for : {0}

12.65

Unable to initialize the set of external OAuth Autorization Servers

12.9999...0

{0}

13.10

Unable to register multipart coder {0} for service {1}. A coder is already registered
with that service name.

13.11

Unable to deregister multipart coder for service {0}. There is no coder registered
with that service name.
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13.5

Deregistering multipart content handler for service {0}.

13.6

Registering multipart coder {0} for service {1}.

13.7

Deregistering multipart coder for service {0}.

13.8

Unable to register multipart content handler {0} for service {1}. A content handler
is already registered with that service name.

13.9

Unable to deregister multipart content handler for service {0}. There is no content
handler registered with that service name.

14.59

OutboundPasswordManager could not find package: {2}

14.60

Master password updated for package: {0}

14.61

Package {2} is not enabled.

14.62

Package name cannot be null.

14.63

The value specified for the watt.server.xml.encoding parameter is not supported
by your JVM. Integration Server might not be able to process the XML files.

147.4

Error while executing command {0}: {1}

149.25W

Possible SQL injection threat for {0} database

Explanation

Incoming request to Enterprise Gateway Server contains suspicious data (payload),
which could possibly cause an SQL injection attack.

Action

Contact the Integration Server system administrator to inspect and validate the
incoming request to avert an SQL injection attack.
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149.26W

Possible SQL injection threat detected with the incoming payload.

Explanation

Incoming request to Enterprise Gateway Server contains suspicious payload, which
could possibly cause an SQL injection attack.

Action

Contact the Integration Server system administrator to inspect and validate the
incoming request to avert an SQL injection attack.

154.1

{0}

155.9998

Exception --> {0}

163.1

JWT Token is not present. Send a Bearer token along with the request.

163.2

Unable to find user corresponding to the JWT Bearer token.

163.3

Verifying with truststore alias "{0}" and certificate alias "{1}".

163.4

Verified claim : "{0}".

163.5

User "{0}" found in the JWT Bearer token.

163.9999

Exception --> {0}

21.1001E

The on-premise service signature cannot be null or empty.

Explanation

While creating an Integration Cloud connector service, the service signature cannot
be null or empty.

Action

Ensure that service signature is not null or empty while invoking the service to generate
an Integration Cloud connector.

21.1002E

Package name cannot be null or empty.

Explanation

While creating an Integration Live connector service, the package name cannot be
null or empty.

Action

Ensure that you specify the package name while invoking the service to generate an
Integration Live connector.
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21.1003E

The on-premise service name cannot be null or empty.

Explanation

While creating an Integration Live connector service, the on-premise service name
cannot be null or empty.

Action

Ensure that you specify an on-premise service name while invoking the service to
generate an Integration Live connector.

21.1004E

Connector service name cannot be null or empty.

Explanation

While creating an Integration Live connector service, the connector service name
cannot be null or empty.

Action

Ensure that the connector service name is not null or empty while invoking the service
to generate an Integration Live connector.

21.1005E

An error occurred while creating the webMethods Cloud connector service. Details:
{0}

Explanation

Unknown error occurred while creating the Integration Live connector service.

Action

Contact Software AG global support.

21.1006E

Interface name cannot be null or empty.

Explanation

While creating the Application folder structure, the Interface name cannot be null or
empty.

Action

Ensure that you specify the Interface name while invoking the service to create the
Application folder structure.

21.1007E

Application name cannot be null or empty.

Explanation

While creating the Application folder structure, the Application name cannot be null
or empty.

Action

Ensure that you specify the application name while invoking the service to create the
Application folder structure.

21.1008E

An error occurred while creating the application interface. Details: {0}

Explanation

Unknown error occurred while creating the application interface.

Action

Contact Software AG global support.
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21.2001E

An error occurred while connecting to the Universal Messaging Realm. Error: {0}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered the specified error while connecting to the Universal
Messaging Realm.

Action

Ensure that the Realm URL and that the port identified in the URL is active on the
Universal Messaging Server. In addition, take the appropriate action based on the
details shown in the message.

21.2002E

User {0} is not authorized to perform administrative functions on the Universal
Messaging Realm.

Explanation

The specified user does not have the rights required to perform administrative
functions.

Action

Log on with a user name that has the proper permissions to perform administrative
functions.

21.3E

No Git credentials were found for tenant {0} (user {1}). Cannot access the remote
Git repository.

Explanation

Integration Server is not provisioned with Git credentials for the tenant.

Action

Contact the system administrator.

21.4E

Tenant {0} has no credentials. Cannot fetch tenant's package from repository.

Explanation

Integration Server is not provisioned with GIT credentials for the tenant.

Action

Contact the system administrator.

21.5E

The local Git repository does not exist for package {0}.

Explanation

The specified package is not associated with a local Git repository.

Action

Contact the system administrator.

21.6002E

Settings could not be saved because of the following error: {0}

Explanation

The settings could not be saved because of the specified error.

Action

Take the appropriate action based on the details shown in the message.

21.6003E

The following error occurred while saving settings: {0}. See the error log for the
full stack trace.

Explanation

Integration Server encountered the specified error while saving the settings.

Action

Review the server log for details and take appropriate corrective action.
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21.6004E

An error occurred while loading information from the webMethods Clould
environment.

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an error while loading information from the
webMethods Cloud environment.

Action

Review the server log for details and take appropriate corrective action.

21.6005E

webMethods Cloud information was not loaded because the settings are not
specified.

Explanation

You must specify the settings on the Settings page to load webMethods Cloud
information.

Action

Specify the settings on the Settings page.

21.7E

An exception occurred during the Git operation for package {0}: {1}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered the specified error during the Git operation.

Action

Contact the system administrator.

21.7003E

Could not save application {0}. A service with Display Name {1} already exists

Explanation

A service with the specified display name already exists within the application. The
display name of each service in the application must be unique.

Action

Specify a unique display name for the service.

21.7004E

Could not save application {0} because there are no services selected.

Explanation

There are no services specified for the application. You must specify at least one service
for an application to be valid.

Action

Specify one or more services for the application.

21.7007E

The following error occurred while saving application {0}: {1}. See the error log for
the full stack trace.

Explanation

Integration Server encountered the specified error while saving the application.

Action

Review the error log and correct the error.

21.7008E

The following error occurred while deleting application {0}: {1} See the error log
for the full stack trace.

Explanation

Integration Server encountered the specified error while deleting the application.

Action

Review the error log and correct the error.
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21.7009E

The application named {0} does not exist.

Explanation

The application’s name contains too many characters.

Action

Rename the application using no more than 32 characters.

21.7009...0E

The application named {0} does not exist.

Explanation

The application does not exist. It might have been deleted by another user.

Action

Retry the action. If the issue persists, contact your system administrator.

21.7010E

An application named {0} already exists.

Explanation

The application is not valid because another application with the specified name
already exists.

Action

Specify a unique application name.

21.7011E

Could not save application {0} because the Display Name field for one or more of
the services is empty.

Explanation

The Display Name field is not specified for one or more services selected for the
application.

Action

Specify a valid Display Name for each service in the application.

21.7012E

Application {0} could not be saved because the Name contains: {1}.

Explanation

The application’s name contains the specified illegal character, leading digit, or
reserved word.

Action

Rename the application.

21.7013E

Application {0} could not be saved because the service Display Name {1} contains:
{2}

Explanation

The Display Name field of a service in the application contains the specified illegal
character, value, or reserved word.

Action

Remove the specified character, value, or word from the Display Name.

21.7014E

The following error occurred while uploading application {0}: {1}. See the error log
for the full stack trace.

Explanation

The specified error occured while uploading the application.

Action

Review the error log and correct the error.
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21.7016E

Application {0} could not be uploaded because of the following error: {1}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered the specified error while uploading the application.

Action

Check the server log for details and take appropriate corrective action.

21.7020E

Applications require that at least one account be selected before they can be
uploaded.

Explanation

Applications require that at least one connection be selected before it can be uploaded.

Action

Select a connection for the application.

21.7021E

No accounts exist. Go to webMethods Cloud > Accounts and create an account.

Explanation

Applications require that at least one account be selected before being uploaded, but
no accounts have been created.

Action

Go to webMethods Clould > Accounts and create at least one account.

21.7022E

The on-premise Integration Server could not upload the application because the
service {0} does not exist.

Explanation

The specified service does not exist.

Action

Confirm that the service exists on the system.

21.8001E

Account with alias name {0} does not exist.

Explanation

There is no account with the specified alias name on Integration Server.

Action

Check the alias name of the Integration Live account that you are attempting to use
to ensure you have the correct name.

21.8002E

Account with alias name {0} already exists.

Explanation

The account is not valid because another account already uses the specified alias
name.

Action

Specify an alias name for the account that is unique for the Integration Server.

21.8003E

The Alias Name parameter is required.

Explanation

The Alias Name parameter is required but is either missing or is null.

Action

Make sure the Alias Name parameter is specified and that the value is not null.
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21.8005E

The Tenant ID parameter is required.

Explanation

The Tenant ID parameter is required but is either missing or is null.

Action

Make sure the Tenant ID parameter is specified and that the value is not null.

21.8006E

The Run As User parameter is required.

Explanation

The Run As User parameter is required but is either missing or is null.

Action

Make sure the Run As User parameter is specified and that the value is not null.

21.8012E

Error while enabling the listener for account {0}.

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an error while enabling the listener for the specified
account.

Action

Check the server log for details and take appropriate corrective action.

21.8013E

Error while disabling the listener for account {0}.

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an error while disabling the listener for the specified
account.

Action

Check the server log for details and take appropriate corrective action.

21.8019E

Error sending response for request ID {1} to execute service {0}.

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an error while sending a response to the request
received from webMethods Cloud for the specified request ID.

Action

Check the server log for details and take appropriate corrective action.

21.8021E

Error executing service {0} for request ID {1}.

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an error while executing the specified service.

Action

Check the server log for details and take appropriate corrective action.

21.8022E

Test of the account failed. Confirm that the parameters are correct and tenant is
registered in webMethods Cloud.

Explanation

The test of the account failed.

Action

Make sure that the information provided is correct and that the tenant is registered
in webMethods Cloud.
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21.8024E

An error was encountered while executing service {0}. The response was not received
within {1} milliseconds.

Explanation

Integration Server did not receive a response from the service within the time allowed.

Action

Ensure that the on-premise Integration Server is connected to webMethods Cloud
and that the account is enabled.

21.8026E

The information for account {0} was not uploaded successfully on stage {1}. Check
the Integration Server logs for more details. Error: {2}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered the specified error while uploading the account.

Action

Check the server log for details and take appropriate corrective action.

21.8027E

Service {0} is not shared by on-premise for application {1}.

Explanation

The specified service is not shared by the on-premise Integration Server.

Action

Make sure that the service is assigned to the specified application.

21.8029E

Invalid account {0} associated with the execution of service {1}.

Explanation

The specified account is not associated with the application that shares the service.

Action

Ensure that the application that shares the service is associated with the specified
account.

21.8031E

Account {0} was not removed from stage {1}. Check the Integration Server logs for
more details. Error: {2}

Explanation

The specified account was not deleted from the stage.

Action

Check the server error log for more detailed information and take the appropriate
corrective action.

21.8032E

Invalid value {1} specified for the stage parameter of account {0}.

Explanation

The account settings were not retrieved correctly from webMethods Cloud.

Action

Make sure that you obtained the correct account settings from webMethods Cloud.

21.8033E

No account information is configured for webMethods Cloud.

Explanation

You cannot upload or enable accounts or applications without first configuring the
account settings.

Action

Specify the account settings and retry the operation.
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21.8034E

The webMethods Cloud account endpoint to which the on-premise Integration
Server should send responses is not valid

Explanation

You cannot upload or enable accounts or applications without first configuring the
account settings.

Action

Specify the account settings and retry the operation.

21.8035E

Invalid account settings. Make sure that webMethods Cloud settings are configured.

Explanation

Integration Server cannot connect to webMethods Cloud because there are no settings
configured for the webMethods Cloud.

Action

Configure a valid webMethods URL on the Settings screen of the Integration Server
Administrator.

21.8036E

Stage for the account is not configured on webMethods Cloud. Contact webMethods
Cloud Administrator.

Explanation

The stage specified for the account does not exist on Integration Cloud.

Action

Contact the webMethods Cloud administrator.

21.8037E

Stage for the application is not configured on webMethods Cloud. Contact
webMethods Cloud Administrator

Explanation

The stage specified for the application does not exist on Integration Cloud.

Action

Contact the webMethods Cloud administrator.

21.9003E

Cannot delete account {0} because it is in use by other applications.

Explanation

The specified account is in use by other applications and cannot be deleted.

Action

Modify the application to use a different account, or leave the account active.

21.9006E

Unable to connect to on-premise Integration Server for account {0}.

Explanation

The specified account cannot be tested.

Action

Ensure that the specified account is enabled on the on-premise Integration Server.

24.23

Central User Manager queried for group "{0}" of type {1} and returned "{2}".
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24.24

Central User Manager queried for user "{0}" and returned "{1}".

24.25

Central User Manager queried for membership. User "{0}" {1} a member of "{2}".

24.26

Central User Manager found user "{0}" in "{1}" of type {2}.

24.27

Central User Manager searched for group "{0}" and returned "{1}".

24.28

Central User Manager searched for user "{0}" and returned "{1}".

24.39E

Error while creating Integration Live user groups, tenantID : {0}. Error message: {1}.
Stack trace: {2}

Explanation

An unexpected error occurred while creating Integration Live user groups.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the following information available:
system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error logs with the stack trace exposed.

24.41

Integration Live Manager addUserInGroup(), --> group "{0}" reterived from
UserManager for group id "{1}".

24.42

Integration Live Manager addUserInGroup(), --> user "{0}" added into group "{1}".

24.43

Integration Live Manager updateUserInGroup(), --> before update user "{0}", saml
security token "{1}".

24.44

Integration Live Manager updateUserInGroup(), --> after update user "{0}", saml
security token "{1}".

24.45

Integration Live Container UserManager addUser(), SagSecurityToken --> {0}.

24.46

Integration Live Container UserManager addUser(), tenantID: {0}.
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24.47

Integration Live Container UserManager addUser(), user already present--> {0} but
it got updated using this Assertion.

24.48

Integration Live Container UserManager addUser(), user added--> {0}.

24.49

Integration Live Container UserManager removeUser(), user--> {0}.

24.50

Integration Live Container UserManager removeUser(), user removed successfully-->
{0}.

24.51

Integration Live Container UserManager getUser(), user not found --> {0}.

24.52

Integration Live Container UserManager addUserInGroup(), --> group "{0}" reterived
from UserManager.

24.53

Integration Live Container UserManager addUserInGroup(), --> user "{0}" added
into group "{1}".

24.54

Integration Live Container UserManager addUserInGroup(), --> group "{0}" is not
found so not adding to user {1}.

24.55

Integration Live Container UserManager addUserInGroup(), --> role "{0}" reterived
from UserManager.

24.56

Integration Live Container UserManager addUserInGroup(), --> user "{0}" added
into role "{1}".

24.57

Integration Live Container UserManager addUserInGroup(), --> role "{0}" is not
found so not adding to user {1}

24.58

Integration Live Container UserManager getUser(), userID: {0}.
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24.59

Integration Live Container UserManager getUser(), user found --> {0}.

25.67

Integration Server could not initialize the cluster. Stopping Integration Server
initialization. Use the server log and error log to diagnose and correct the problem.

28.62

Unable to load keystores and truststores for package {0}.

28.63

Error in un-loading keystores and truststores for package {0}

35.5

Number of lines to display must be a non negative number. {0}.

4.9998

Exception -> {0}

50.22

ForEach failed: {0}: out-array={1}, in-array={2}

50.23

ForEach failed: No source data available for in-array {0}

50.24

ForEach failed: in-array {0} is not an array type.

50.25

ForEach out-array {0} is not the same length as in-array {1}.

53.15

The listener for the port with alias "{0}" does not exist.

53.9999

{0}

64.32

HTTP Put {0}

64.33

HTTP Delete {0}
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64.34

HTTP Head {0}

64.35

HTTP Options {0}

64.36

HTTP Trace {0}

68.29

{0}

68.30

{0}

7.5

Access Denied. User "{0}" in tenant {1} does not have permissions to access assets
in package {2}.

71.12

EPRT command refused. The EPRT address {0} does not match the original host
address {1}.

72.19

Using default html encoding for input: "{0}"

72.20

Exception occurred while initializing encoder {0}. Reason: {1}

72.21

Initialization of encoder "{0}" failed

72.22

Performing "{0}" encoding for input: "{1}". Output is: "{2}"

72.23

Failed to initialize the bundle for encoder "{0}"

72.24

Initialization of encoder "{0}" completed

75.9998

Unable to extract the password associated with the alias: {0}
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76.35

A valid encoding is not available in the XML header {0}. Proceeding with the
encoding value specified in watt.server.xml.encoding = {1}.

88.9443

One or more required Headers "{0}" are not present in the SOAP response.

95.27

The audit logging database does not populate the CHAR_OCTET_LENGTH field
in its metadata. Integration Server cannot determine the maximum number of bytes
for the WMSERVICEACTIVITYLOG.FULLMESSAGE and
WMSERVICECUSTOMFLDS.STRINGVALUE columns. If the data inserted into
these columns need to be truncated, they will be truncated based on the number
of characters rather than the number of bytes. This may lead to SQLExceptions
while writing to the audit log. To avoid this, use the ALTER TABLE command on
your database to increase the size of these columns.

95.28

Audit Logging: The {0} has entered fail-fast mode.

95.29

Audit Logging: The {0} has exited fail-fast mode.

95.34

Audit Logging: Error occurred while reconnecting to session for messaging
connection alias {0}; will retry after {1} seconds. Error message: {2}

95.35

Audit Logging: Starting monitor for creating session with messaging connection
alias {0}; retry interval is {1} seconds.

95.36

Audit Logging: Attempting to reconnect to session for messaging connection alias
{0}.

95.41

Skipping {0} audit log data. It is larger than {1} MB, the limit defined by
watt.server.diagnostic.logFiles.maxMB.

96.11

The DataStoreDBListener has been notified of SQLException. The JDBC connection
to {0} is still valid. Returning it to the pool.
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96.20

creation of JDBC connection failed with exception : {0}

96.21

JDBC Connection pool is currently in Fail-Fast mode for pool {0}:{1}

96.22

{0} threads are waiting to get the JDBC Connection for pool {1}:{2}

96.23

Connection pool size is {0}, Available pool size is {1} for pool {2}:{3}. The Maximum
connection is {4}

96.24

Created a new JDBC Connection for pool {0}:{1}. Connection pool size is {2}.

96.25

Got Exception for pool {0}:{1}. Exception details: {2}

96.26

Enter Fail-Fast mode for pool {0}:{1}.

96.27

Exit Fail-Fast mode for pool {0}:{1}.

96.28

Re-initializing the pool {0}:{1}.

96.29

Removed the connection from pool {0}:{1}. Connection pool size is {2}. Available
pool size is {3}.

96.30

Released the connection to pool {0}:{1}. Connection pool size is {2}. Available pool
size is {3}.

96.8

JDBC Connection pool threshold {0}, {1} available for pool {2}:{3}

96.9

JDBC Connection pool waiting threads threshold {0}, {1} threads waiting for
connection for pool {2}:{3}
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ALREADY_MARKED_ROLLBACK – tran was rolled back because tran was marked for rollback

ANNOTATION_FIELD_DUPLICATE_NAME – {0} - {1} appears more than once in the document type

ANNOTATION_FIELD_ENV – {0} - {1} envelope field is not allowed as an annotation field

ANNOTATION_FIELD_INVALID_NAME – {0} - {1} is not a valid Digital Event Services field name

ANNOTATION_FIELD_NOT_FOUND – {0} - {1} field not found in document type

ANNOTATION_FIELD_NOT_VALID – {0} - {1} field is invalid type

ANNOTATION_NSR_NOT_PUBLISHABLE – Document type is not publishable

ANNOTATION_NSR_NOT_SPECIFIED – Document type not specified

APLog.string(APLog.AP_CONNECTION_TEST_FAILED) – Test of CentraSite connection failed.
Explanation

An attempt was made to connect to CentraSite, but a connection could not be made.

Action

Check the connection parameters in Integration Server Administrator. Check the error
log in both Integration Server and CentraSite.

ART.0114.0002E

Unable to get adapter type information. Internal error.

Explanation

An error occurred while fetching the list of supported services for a particular adapter.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.0003E

Unable to get information about adapter type {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while retrieving a service's localized deployment values (adapter
name, adapter version, adapter JCA version) from the specified adapter's metadata.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.
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ART.0114.0004E

Error getting available packages.

Explanation

An error occurred while retrieving a list of packages available for node creation.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.0005E

Error(s) during Adapter Runtime startup.

Explanation

An error occurred during the initialization of the
com.wm.pkg.art.AdapterRuntimeGlobals class.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.0006E

Unable to initialize transaction manager. Transaction manager already initialized.

Explanation

WmART has attempted to initialize the Transaction Manager twice.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.0007E

Unable to get managed connection factories for adapter type {0}.

Explanation

WmART was unable to obtain a list of connection factories for the specified adapter.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.0008E

Unable to get the description and display name for connection type "{0}" of adapter
type "{1}".

Explanation

An error occurred while getting the display name and description for the specified
connection/listener in the specified adapter.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.0009E

Error(s) while registering adapter type {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while loading the specified adapter.

Action

This might be due to a connection that failed to initialize properly. Ensure that the
adapter's connections can communicate with their respective resources. If the problem
persists, contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the following information
available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error logs with the stack trace
exposed.
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ART.0114.0010E

Error(s) while unregistering adapter type {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while shutting down the specified adapter's connection resources.

Action

This might be due to problems in one or more connections. Ensure that all adapter
connections shut down properly when the adapter was unloaded.

ART.0114.0011E

Error occurred while Adapter Runtime was loading an adapter type. Missing
required input, "{0}".

Explanation

The class name of an adapter was not present as the first item in the pipeline given
to com.wm.pkg.art.deployment.Service.registerAdapterType.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.0012E

Error occurred while Adapter Runtime was loading an adapter type. Unexpected
adapter type object "{0}" for input "{1}".

Explanation

The class name of the object passed to
com.wm.pkg.art.deployment.Service.registerAdapterType is not derived from
WmAdapter.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.0013E

Error occurred while Adapter Runtime was loading adapter type "{0}".

Explanation

An error occurred while loading the specified adapter.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.0014E

Error occurred while Adapter Runtime was unloading an adapter type. Missing
required input, "{0}".

Explanation

The class name of an adapter was not present as the first item in the pipeline given
to com.wm.pkg.art.deployment.Service.unregisterAdapterType.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.
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ART.0114.0015E

Error occurred while Adapter Runtime was unloading an adapter type. Unexpected
adapter type object "{0}" for input "{1}".

Explanation

The class name of the specified object passed to
com.wm.pkg.art.deployment.Service.unregisterAdapterType is not derived from
WmAdapter.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.0016E

Error occurred while Adapter Runtime was unloading adapter type "{0}".

Explanation

An error occurred while loading the specified adapter.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.0017E

Error occurred while registering XidFactory for adapter type "{0}".

Explanation

WmART was unable to locate the Transaction Manager or Transaction ID Factory
class for the specified adapter.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.0018E

Unable to get XidFactories for adapter type "{0}".

Explanation

WmART was unable to locate the class loader while retrieving the Transaction ID
Factory map for the specified adapter.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.0019E

Unable to get XidFactory {0} for XAResource {1} in adapter type "{2}".

Explanation

WmART was unable to determine the corresponding XidFactory class for the specified
XAResource class while loading the adapter.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.
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ART.0114.0020E

Error occurred while loading online help system for adapter type "{0}".

Explanation

An error occurred while WmART was attempting to fetch the path to the specified
adapter's online help file.

Action

Ensure that a help page key exists in your AdapterResourceBundle for
ADKGLOBAL.RESOURCEBUNDLEKEY_LISTRESOURCES,
ADKGLOBAL.RESOURCEBUNDLEKEY_LISTCONNECTIONTYPES,
ADKGLOBAL.RESOURCEBUNDLEKEY_LISTPOLLINGNOTIFICATIONS,
ADKGLOBAL.RESOURCEBUNDLEKEY_LISTPOLLINGNOTIFICATIONDETAILS,
and ADKGLOBAL.RESOURCEBUNDLEKEY_ABOUT.

ART.0114.0021E

Error occurred while loading copyright for adapter type "{0}".

Explanation

Failed to read a third-party copyright file for the specified adapter.

Action

If you have explicitly specified
ADKGLOBALS.RESOURCEBUNDLEKEY_THIRDPARTYCOPYRIGHTURL in the
adapter's resource bundle, ensure that the file this key references is in the pub directory
in the adapter's directory tree. Also ensure that this file is readable by Integration
Server.

ART.0114.0022E

Error in {0}. Missing or invalid parameter: {1}.

Explanation

A value was not specified for the parameter of the specified method.

Action

If you explicitly invoked the specified method, check your parameter values and
resubmit. Otherwise, look in the error log for related errors.

ART.0114.0030E

Unable to create node {0} in the namespace.

Explanation

WmART failed to create the specified connection or listener node in the namespace.

Action

The connection/listener information you provided in Integration Server Administrator
is invalid, or perhaps duplicates an existing connection/listener in the same namespace.
Refer to adjacent log entries for specifics.

ART.0114.0031E

Unable to update node {0}. Package not found.

Explanation

WmART attempted to save changes to the specified namespace node, but could not
determine its package.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.
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ART.0114.0032E

Unable to update resource {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred when updating a value in the specified namespace.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.0033E

Invalid folder name {0}.

Explanation

While creating a new connection node, a null folder name was passed to
com.wm.pkg.art.util.ServiceHelper.checkInterfaceName.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.0034E

Unable to create folder {0}.

Explanation

WmART was unable to create the specified folder in the adapter's namespace.

Action

Ensure that the folder name conforms to naming conventions in your server's local
file system, and that Integration Server has permissions to create folders under the
packages folder. If the problem persists, contact Software AG Global Support. Please
have the following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs,
and error logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.0035E

Unable to create record for {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred in ServiceHelper.createRecordFromBean while creating an NSRecord
from the specified object. Adjacent log messages might contain additional details.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.0036E

Unable to create folder for service {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred in ServiceHelper.registerService while creating the file system
infrastructure for the specified adapter service. Adjacent log messages might contain
additional details.

Action

Ensure that the local operating system access permissions within the Integration
Server packages folder will allow WmART to create folders and files dynamically.
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ART.0114.0037E

Unable to create service {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred in ServiceHelper.registerService while registering the adapter
service. Adjacent log messages might contain additional details.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.0038E

Unable to create flow {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred in ServiceHelper.createFlowService. Adjacent log messages might
contain additional details.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.0040E

Unable to create interaction input record.

Explanation

An error occurred in RecordFactoryBridgeImpl.createInputRecord while creating a
mapped Record. Adjacent log messages might contain additional details.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.0041E

Unable to create input record. createMappedRecord() returned {0}.

Explanation

A call to RecordFactory.createMappedRecord returned an object of the specified class
rather than a WmRecord or IDataCodable object.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.0042E

Unable to convert interaction output record into IData. Output record is {0}.

Explanation

RecordFactoryBridgeImpl.createOutputData was passed an instance of the specified
class rather than a WmRecord, IData, or IDataCodable instance.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.
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ART.0114.0050E

Unable to convert string to specific data type. The data type is not specified or the
string value is null.

Explanation

While configuring a new connection or listener, WmART detected that the type or
value of one of the connection's properties is null.

Action

Ensure that you enter values for all required properties. If the problem persists, contact
Software AG Global Support. Please have the following information available: system
and setup specifics, journal logs, and error logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.0051E

Unable to convert string to specific data type. Unsupported data type {0}.

Explanation

You omitted a value when configuring a connection or listener property from
Integration Server Administrator.

Action

Reconfigure the connection/listener, entering valid values for all properties on the
Integration Server Administrator page.

ART.0114.0053E

Unable to convert string array to specific data type array. The data type is not
specified.

Explanation

While configuring a new connection or listener, WmART detected that the type of a
property array is null.

Action

This condition indicates a coding error in the adapter or the Adapter Runtime
(WmART) itself. Ensure that the adapter is handling connection and listener properties
correctly. If the problem persists, contact Software AG Global Support. Please have
the following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and
error logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.0054E

Unable to convert string array to specific data type array. Unsupported data type
{0}.

Explanation

The Adapter Runtime (WmART) has detected a property array in a connection or
listener that has an unsupported data type.

Action

Change your connection/listener to use only supported data types for all properties.

ART.0114.0055E

Unable to convert string array to data type {0} array.

Explanation

An unexpected property array conversion error has occurred while configuring a
connection or listener.

Action

This might be due to invalid data in a property array on the Integration Server
Administrator page, such as non-numeric data in a numeric property. Reconfigure
the connection/listener to ensure that the entered data matches the expected data
types for all properties.
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ART.0114.0056E

Unable to convert string array to primitive int array.

Explanation

A value has been entered in a connection or listener property array that cannot be
converted to a Java int type.

Action

Reconfigure the connection/listener to ensure that the data entered conforms to the
expected data types for all properties.

ART.0114.0057E

Unable to convert string array to primitive long array.

Explanation

A value has been entered in a connection or listener property array that cannot be
converted to a Java long data type.

Action

Reconfigure the connection/listener to ensure that the data entered conforms to the
expected data types for all properties.

ART.0114.0058E

Unable to convert string array to primitive float array.

Explanation

A value has been entered in a connection or listener property array that cannot be
converted to a Java float type.

Action

Reconfigure the connection/listener to ensure that the data entered conforms to the
expected data types for all properties.

ART.0114.0059E

Unable to convert string array to primitive double array.

Explanation

A value has been entered in a connection or listener property array that cannot be
converted to a Java double type.

Action

Reconfigure the connection/listener to ensure that the data entered conforms to the
expected data types for all properties.

ART.0114.0060E

Unable to convert string array to primitive boolean array.

Explanation

A value has been entered in a connection or listener property array that cannot be
converted to a Java Boolean type.

Action

Reconfigure the connection/listener to ensure that the data entered conforms to the
expected data types for all properties.

ART.0114.0061E

Unable to convert string array to primitive short array.

Explanation

A value has been entered in a connection or listener property array that cannot be
converted to a Java short type.

Action

Reconfigure the connection/listener to ensure that the data entered conforms to the
expected data types for all properties.
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ART.0114.0062E

Unable to convert string array to primitive char array.

Explanation

A value has been entered in a connection or listener property array that cannot be
converted to a Java char type.

Action

Reconfigure the connection/listener to ensure that the data entered conforms to the
expected data types for all properties.

ART.0114.0063E

Unable to convert string array to Integer array.

Explanation

A value has been entered in a connection or listener property array that cannot be
converted to a Java integer instance.

Action

Reconfigure the connection/listener to ensure that the data entered conforms to the
expected data types for all properties.

ART.0114.0064E

Unable to convert string array to Long array.

Explanation

A value has been entered in a connection or listener property array that cannot be
converted to a Java long instance.

Action

Reconfigure the connection/listener to ensure that the data entered conforms to the
expected data types for all properties.

ART.0114.0065E

Unable to convert string array to Float array.

Explanation

A value has been entered in a connection or listener property array that cannot be
converted to a Java float instance.

Action

Reconfigure the connection/listener to ensure that the data entered conforms to the
expected data types for all properties.

ART.0114.0066E

Unable to convert string array to Double array.

Explanation

A value has been entered in a connection or listener property array that cannot be
converted to a Java double instance.

Action

Reconfigure the connection/listener to ensure that the data entered conforms to the
expected data types for all properties.

ART.0114.0067E

Unable to convert string array to Boolean array.

Explanation

A value has been entered in a connection or listener property array that cannot be
converted to a Java Boolean instance.

Action

Reconfigure the connection/listener to ensure that the data entered conforms to the
expected data types for all properties.
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ART.0114.0068E

Unable to convert string array to Short array.

Explanation

A value has been entered in a connection or listener property array that cannot be
converted to a Java short instance.

Action

Reconfigure the connection/listener to ensure that the data entered conforms to the
expected data types for all properties.

ART.0114.0069E

Unable to convert string array to Character array.

Explanation

A value has been entered in a connection or listener property array that cannot be
converted to a Java character instance.

Action

Reconfigure the connection/listener to ensure that the data entered conforms to the
expected data types for all properties.

ART.0114.0072E

Unable to set JavaBean properties.

Explanation

WmART has detected an error while setting the properties on a listener or listener
notification bean.

Action

Ensure that the adapter's listener and listener notification implementations adhere to
the JavaBean standard.

ART.0114.0073E

Unable to set property {0} to value {1} on class {1}.

Explanation

WmART failed to set the specified property on the specified (bean) class because it
could not introspect the class.

Action

Ensure that the adapter's service template implementations adhere to the JavaBean
standard. If the problem persists, contact Software AG Global Support. Please have
the following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and
error logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.0074E

Property {0} not found in class {1}.

Explanation

After introspecting the specified class, WmART failed to find the specified property
in that class.

Action

Ensure that the adapter's service template implementations support the JavaBean
standard. If the problem persists, contact Software AG Global Support. Please have
the following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and
error logs with the stack trace exposed.
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ART.0114.0075U

Unable to set property descriptor.

Explanation

WmART failed to introspect an unspecified bean.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.0076E

Unable to set {0} to {1} because property is not writable.

Explanation

WmART was unable to locate the "set" method for the specified property on a bean
class. The property appears to be read only.

Action

Ensure that the adapter's service template implementations support the JavaBean
standard. To make the specified property writable, implement a "set" method for it.

ART.0114.0077E

Error while setting property {0} of class {1} to {2}.

Explanation

An error occurred while setting the specified property on the specified class instance.

Action

Ensure that the adapter's service template implementations support the JavaBean
standard. If the problem persists, contact Software AG Global Support. Please have
the following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and
error logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.0078E

Unable to get JavaBean properties for {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while reading the properties from the specified bean class.

Action

Ensure that the adapter's service template implementations support the JavaBean
standard. If the problem persists, contact Software AG Global Support. Please have
the following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and
error logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.0081E

Unable to create instance of {0}.

Explanation

WmART was unable to create a new instance of the specified class.

Action

Ensure that the adapter's service and notification template implementation classes
expose a default public constructor and are not abstract. If the problem persists, contact
Software AG Global Support. Please have the following information available: system
and setup specifics, journal logs, and error logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.0082E

Unable to get JavaBean property {0} of class {1}.

Explanation

WmART failed to determine or invoke the "get" method for the property in the
specified class.

Action

Ensure that the adapter's service template implementations support the JavaBean
standard. If the problem persists, contact Software AG Global Support. Please have
the following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and
error logs with the stack trace exposed.
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ART.0114.0083E

Exception encountered attempting to load fix information for adapter type {0}.

Explanation

The Adapter Runtime (WmART) failed while attempting to load the installed update
information for the adapter.

Action

This error is generated when an exception is caught during execution. Check the error
logs for information on the original exception.

ART.0114.0084E

Missing or invalid value. {0} is not a valid value for field {1}.

Explanation

An error occurred while validating the common values for a connection pool. The
common values are settings, such as, Minimum Pool Size, Maximum Pool Size, etc.

Action

Change the invalid value. Then attempt to save and enable your connection.

ART.0114.0201E

Unable to introspect "{0}". This service introspects the parameters of connection
only.

Explanation

WmART failed to create a WmManagedConnectionFactory instance from the specified
class name. The current WmART implementation does not allow this condition to
occur.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.0202E

Failure when introspecting the connection properties.

Explanation

An error occurred while introspecting connection properties. Additional details are
logged.

Action

Check adjacent log messages for specific error details. Correct any problems with
your connection metadata. If the problem persists, contact Software AG Global Support.
Please have the following information available: system and setup specifics, journal
logs, and error logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.0203E

Unable to introspect "{0}"

Explanation

The Adapter Runtime (WmART) failed to create an instance of an adapter service,
notification, or listener from the specified class name.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.
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ART.0114.0204E

Unable to introspect the parameters of service template.

Explanation

An error occurred while attempting to introspect a template or listener. Additional
details are logged.

Action

Ensure that the adapter's implementation .class files are installed properly under the
packages folder. If you modify the .class files for the adapter while the Integration
Server is running, you must reload that adapter.

ART.0114.0205E

Unable to lookup the resource domain values.

Explanation

This is a general processing error message. Details should appear in adjacent log
messages.

Action

Refer to the Action column for the accompanying messages.

ART.0114.0206E

Connection alias was not specified in "{0}".

Explanation

The connection, adapter, or listener could not be found in the request to the specified
method.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.0207E

The connection alias "{0}" does not support webMethods metadata extensions. The
adapter could be a third-party adapter.

Explanation

The specified connection alias is not derived from
com.wm.adk.cci.connection.WmConnection.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.0208E

The connection alias "{0}" isn't configured or failed.

Explanation

WmART failed to create a ConnectionDataNode instance based on the specified
connection alias.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.
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ART.0114.0209E

Cannot get the connection instance of connectionAlias "{0}".

Explanation

An error occurred while creating a WmConnection instance from the specified
connection alias. Additional details are provided in adjacent log messages.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.0213E

Cannot get the listener instance of listenerNode "{0}".

Explanation

The method getListenerAdapterMetadata in
com.wm.pkg.art.metadata.ConnectionMetadataService failed to locate and create a
listener object for the specified listener node.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.0216E

Unable to validate the resource domain value.

Explanation

An error occurred while validating a resource domain. This is a general processing
error message. Details should appear in adjacent log messages.

Action

Refer to the Action column for the accompanying messages.

ART.0114.0218E

Failure when introspecting the parameters of the notification listener.

Explanation

WmART failed to lookup a resource domain. Additional details should appear in
adjacent log messages.

Action

Ensure that the adapter's implementation(s) of
WmNotification.fillWmTemplateDescriptor sets resource domains correctly.

ART.0114.0219E

Failure when validating the resource domain "{0}". Null checkValues returned.

Explanation

WmART was unable to locate internal check values for the specified resource domain.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.0220E

Error occurred when closing the connection handle.

Explanation

An error occurred when closing a connection. Additional details are logged.

Action

Ensure that the connection is configured properly and is able to communicate with
the back-end resource. If the problem persists, contact Software AG Global Support.
Please have the following information available: system and setup specifics, journal
logs, and error logs with the stack trace exposed.
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ART.0114.0221E

No adapter type name specified in "{0}".

Explanation

The specified method in com.wm.pkg.art.metadata.ConnectionMetadataService failed
to retrieve connection metadata because no adapter name was provided.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.0222E

No class name of WmManagedConnectionFactory specified in "{0}".

Explanation

The specified method in com.wm.pkg.art.metadata.ConnectionMetadataService failed
to retrieve connection metadata because no connection factory class name was
provided.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.0225E

Cannot get the connection handle of "{0}".

Explanation

WmART failed to create a WmConnection instance based on the specified connection
alias.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.0226E

No class name of service template specified in "{0}".

Explanation

The specified method failed to retrieve metadata from an adapter template, notification
template, or listener because no service class was provided in the request.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.0227E

No resource domain name specified in "{0}".

Explanation

The specified method failed because no resource domain was provided in the request.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.
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ART.0114.0228E

No statement specified in "{0}".

Explanation

The specified method in com.wm.pkg.art.metadata.InteractionMetadataService failed
because the AdapterRuntimeGlobals.STATEMENT value was not provided in the
request.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.0230E

Unable to get the list of service template metadata.

Explanation

The method getInteractionAdapterMetadataList in
com.wm.pkg.art.metadata.InteractionMetadataService failed because the list of service
templates supported by a connection was not provided in the request.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.0231E

Unable to get the list of notification template metadata.

Explanation

An error occurred in
com.wm.pkg.art.metadata.InteractionMetadataService.getNotificationAdapterMetadataList.
This is a general processing error message. Details should appear in adjacent log
messages.

Action

Refer to the Action column for the accompanying messages.

ART.0114.0232E

Unable to get the adapter type "{0}".

Explanation

The method getConnectionAdapterMetadata in
com.wm.pkg.art.metadata.ConnectionMetadataService was unable to create a
WmAdapterType instance using the specified adapter name.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.0233E

Unable to get the connection type "{0}".

Explanation

The method getConnectionAdapterMetadata in
com.wm.pkg.art.metadata.ConnectionMetadataService was unable to create a
connection factory using the specified class name.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.
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ART.0114.0234E

Unable to get a connection for resource "{0}".

Explanation

WmART failed to create a WmConnection instance based on the specified connection
alias.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.0235E

Error in {0}. Missing parameter: {1}.

Explanation

The method in com.wm.pkg.art.metadata.InteractionMetadataService failed to retrieve
notification metadata because the specified request parameter was missing.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.0236E

The connectionAlias or listenerNodeName must be specified.

Explanation

The method in com.wm.pkg.art.metadata.InteractionMetadataService failed to
lookup/validate notification values because neither the connection node alias nor the
listener node was provided in the request.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.0237E

Value for parameter missing: {0}.

Explanation

The operation input requires the metadata parameter listed in the message text, but
the value was not provided.

Action

Add the metadata property and a value to the operation inputs and resubmit.

ART.0114.0238E

Value for parameter {0} does not match data type {1}.

Explanation

The value submitted with the operation input does not match the metadata parameter
listed in the message text.

Action

Change the type of the value for the operation and resubmit.

ART.0114.0239E

Number of fields does not match number of types in a record definition.

Explanation

The operation input requires a field type and a field name for each output field
specification.

Action

Ensure that the number of entries in the array of values for the field names and field
types are equal and resubmit.
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ART.0114.0240E

Parameter missing: {0}.

Explanation

The operation input is missing the required parameter listed in the message text.

Action

Ensure that the input contains an entry for the parameter and resubmit.

ART.0114.0241E

Unrecognized parameter {0} specified.

Explanation

The operation input contains the parameter listed in the message text, which is not
defined for this template.

Action

Remove the parameter from the operation input and resubmit.

ART.0114.0242E

Required parameter "{0}" is missing, or has no value.

Explanation

The operation is missing a required parameter.

Action

Provide the missing parameter value, and resubmit the operation.

ART.0114.0243E

Failed to run {0} service. Details provided in error log.

Explanation

An exception was caught while executing the service.

Action

Look in the error log for details on the original exception.

ART.0114.0244E

Resource domain "{0}" is not recognized by providor "{1}".

Explanation

The specified resource domain is not registered for the template.

Action

This error should only be encountered while using the webMethods ADK for adapter
development. If you are developing an adapter, ensure that the specified resource
domain is registered for your template. If you are not developing an adapter, contact
Software AG Global Support. Please have the following information available: system
and setup specifics, journal logs, and error logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.0245E

Failed to update IO properties in template "{0}"

Explanation

An exception was caught while updating IO properties in the specified template.

Action

Look in the error log for details on the original exception.

ART.0114.0300

Unable to start transaction {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred during the initiation of a transaction.

Action

Make sure that there is connectivity to the adapter backend, and that the connection
associated with the transaction is enabled.
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ART.0114.0301E

Unable to commit transaction. A transaction name must be specified.

Explanation

WmART failed to determine the name of a transaction.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.0302E

Error while committing transaction {0}. The transaction in progress is {1}.

Explanation

The transaction name does not match the specified connection state.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.0303E

Unable to commit transaction.

Explanation

An error occurred while committing a transaction.

Action

If the adapter uses a connection that supports LocalTransaction, ensure that it is
implemented properly. If the problem persists, contact Software AG Global Support.
Please have the following information available: system and setup specifics, journal
logs, and error logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.0304E

Unable to rollback transaction. A transaction name must be specified.

Explanation

WmART failed to determine the name of a transaction.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.0305E

Error while rolling back transaction {0}. The transaction in progress is {1}.

Explanation

The specified transaction name does not match the specified connection state.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.0306E

Unable to rollback transaction.

Explanation

An error occurred while committing a transaction.

Action

If the adapter uses a connection that supports LocalTransaction, ensure that it is
implemented properly. If the problem persists, contact Software AG Global Support.
Please have the following information available: system and setup specifics, journal
logs, and error logs with the stack trace exposed.
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ART.0114.0307E

Retryable Error during commit transaction.

Explanation

An unexpected system error occurred while committing a transaction. The transaction
can be re-tried.

Action

Ensure that the back-end resource for the transaction can be reached from the server
and is in a valid state. If the problem persists, contact Software AG Global Support.
Please have the following information available: system and setup specifics, journal
logs, and error logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.0350E

Unable to set transaction timeout to {0} seconds.

Explanation

WmART has detected that an XAResource failed to set the transaction timeout to the
specified number of seconds.

Action

Verify that the back-end resource for the transaction can be reached from the server
and is in a valid state. If the problem persists, contact Software AG Global Support.
Please have the following information available: system and setup specifics, journal
logs, and error logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.0351E

Unable to create Transaction Manager.

Explanation

WmTransactionManagerFactory failed to create a TransactionManager.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.0352E

Unable to create Transaction Manager with transaction timeout set to {0} seconds.

Explanation

WmTransactionManagerFactory failed to create a TransactionManager with the
specified number of timeout seconds.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.0353E

Unable to set transaction timeout. Invalid timeout value {0}.

Explanation

com.wm.pkg.art.transaction.Service.setTransactionTimeout could not cast the specified
object to type Integer.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.
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ART.0114.0700E

Errors occurred in cluster coordination repository access for {0}.

Explanation

An exception was caught during processing.

Action

Look in the error log for details on the original exception.

ART.0114.0701E

Unable to retrieve ART instance/session ID.

Explanation

The Adapter Runtime (ART) session ID failed to initialize.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.0702E

Errors occurred attempting to stop {0}. See error log for details.

Explanation

An exception was caught when attempting to stop the notification.

Action

Look in the error log for details on the original exception.

ART.0114.0703E

Errors occurred attempting to confirm cluster member. See error log for details.

Explanation

An exception was caught trying to validate Adapter Runtime (ART) cluster members.

Action

Look in the error log for details on the original exception.

ART.0114.0704E

Internal Error-assert failed - node: {0}, detail:{1}.

Explanation

An unexpected exception occurred during processing.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, error logs
with the stack trace exposed, and the detail in this error message.

ART.0114.0705E

Errors occurred attempting to start {0}. See error log for details.

Explanation

An exception was caught when attempting to start the notification.

Action

Look in the error log for details on the original exception.

ART.0114.0707E

"{0}" is an invalid setting for the cluster coordination mode of {1}. Valid values: {2}.

Explanation

An unsupported mode was encountered.

Action

Change the mode to one of the supported settings, and restart the notification.
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ART.0114.0708E

{0} is an invalid setting for max process time of {1}. Value must be an number
between {2} and {3}.

Explanation

An invalid maximum process time was encountered for the notification.

Action

Change the maximum process time to a value within the specified range, and restart
the notification.

ART.0114.0709E

{0} is an invalid setting for max setup time of {1}. Value must be an number between
{2} and {3}.

Explanation

An invalid maximum setup time was encountered for the notification.

Action

Change the maximum setup time to a value within the specified range, and restart
the notification.

ART.0114.0710E

Adapter cluster properties files are not the same across the cluster. Please
synchronize all cluster properties files and restart servers.

Explanation

The Adapter Runtime encountered inconsistent cluster property files.

Action

Ensure the cluster property files are the same for the adapter on each clustered
Integration Server.

ART.0114.0711E

Notification {0} was unexpectedly removed from cluster.

Explanation

Another instance of this notification erroneously determined that this current instance
failed. The current instance was removed.

Action

Check the logs on other servers in the cluster. A log on one of the servers will include
message 1405, which indicates that this instance was removed. Check clock
synchronization and network connectivity between the two servers.

ART.0114.0712E

Operation failed because notification {0} was unexpectedly removed from cluster.

Explanation

Another instance of this notification erroneously determined that this current instance
failed. The current instance was removed. Note that this error is similar to
ART.0114.0711E; however, in this case the node was changing states.

Action

Check the logs on other servers in the cluster. A log on one of the servers will include
message 1405, which indicates that this instance was removed. Check clock
synchronization and network connectivity between the two servers.

ART.0114.1004E

Parameter parsing error.

Explanation

WmART attempted to encrypt or decrypt a null string value.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.
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ART.0114.1005E

Parameter parsing error.

Explanation

WmART failed to encrypt a string value.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.1006E

Parameter parsing error.

Explanation

WmART failed to decrypt a string value.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.1008D

Jar file {0} is not an update jar file. Unable to read the {1} entry.

Explanation

This message applies to adapters that use update jar files to deliver updates. The
update.cnf file is not readable in the update jar file.

Action

No action is required.

ART.0114.1009D

Jar file {0} is not an update jar file. It does not contain the {1} entry.

Explanation

This message applies to adapters that use update jar files to deliver updates. The
update.cnf file is missing from the update jar file.

Action

No action is required.

ART.0114.1010D

File {0} is not an update file. It is not a jar file.

Explanation

This message applies to adapters that use update jar files to deliver updates. A file
was found in the adapters update directory that is not a jar file.

Action

No action is required.

ART.0114.1011D

Error initializing UpdateFile. Missing required parameter.

Explanation

This message applies to adapters that use update jar files to deliver updates. A null
value was supplied for the file name parameter. A value is required.

Action

No action is required.
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ART.0114.1012D

No updates found for adapter: {0}.

Explanation

No installed updates were found for the adapter.

Action

No action is required.

ART.0114.1013E

Unable to locate the package name for adapter: {0}.

Explanation

The Integration Server package name for the adapter could not be determined.

Action

Ensure the adapter package depends on the WmART package, and reload the adapter
package.

ART.0114.1014W

Adapter {0} is missing required fix {1}.

Explanation

This message applies to adapters that use update jar files to deliver updates. A fix
required by the adapter was not found.

Action

Install the required fix, and reload the adapter.

ART.0114.1015E

Error loading update jar file {0}. An exception was encountered loading the {1} file.

Explanation

This message applies to adapters that use update jar files to deliver updates. An
exception occurred trying to load the update.cnf file in the update jar.

Action

Look in the error log for details on the original exception.

ART.0114.1016E

Error loading update jar file {0}. The {1} file is missing the required property
updateName.

Explanation

This message applies to adapters that use update jar files to deliver updates. The
update.cnf file associated with the fix is missing a required value.

Action

Re-apply the fix, and reload the adapter.

ART.0114.1017E

Error loading update jar file {0}. The update name contains the illegal character ';'.

Explanation

This message applies to adapters that use update jar files to deliver updates. The fix
name in the update.cnf file contains an illegal semicolon (;) character.

Action

Re-apply the fix, and reload the adapter.

ART.0114.1018E

Error loading update information. The '{0}' tag is missing.

Explanation

The fix name is missing.

Action

Re-apply the fix, and reload the adapter.
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ART.0114.1019E

Illegal value is set for page size in watt.art.page.size - "{0}".

Explanation

An invalid value was specified for the watt.art.page.size parameter. This parameter
must be a positive integer greater than or equal to 1.

Action

Set the value of watt.art.page.size to an integer greater than or equal to 1.

ART.0114.1020

Error while storing/retrieving/removing the password for the connection "{0}".

Explanation

An error occurred while storing, retrieving or removing the password for the
connection from the Integration Server passman store. The error can occur when
creating, updating, or deleting an adapter connection respectively.

Action

Make sure that the latest fix is installed on Integration Server. Try to restart Integration
Server and perform the operation again. Also, make sure that the package containing
the connection is imported properly into Integration Server.

ART.0114.1103E

Facility {0} - {1} error. Log handler not found.

Explanation

WmART failed to get a Log Handler from the Integration Server for the specified
facility.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.1105E

No LogProducer for facility {0} - {1}.

Explanation

WmART attempted to log a message, but no Log Producer exists for the specified
facility.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.1106E

Facility {0} - {1} error. No facilities registered.

Explanation

WmART failed to get the list of facility codes from the Log Handler.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.1112E

Unable to instantiate class {1} in adapter {0}. See error log for details.

Explanation

An exception occurred trying to instantiate a template for the adapter.

Action

Ensure package dependencies are set correctly, and reload the adapter
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ART.0114.1113E

Class {0} is not a Service or Notification template class.

Explanation

An invalid class was registered as a template.

Action

If you are using the webMethods ADK to develop an adapter, ensure your class is
properly registered and coded to be a template. If this message is being issued from
a webMethods adapter, contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the following
information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error logs with
the stack trace exposed.

ART.0114.1401W

Coordination data for {0} is invalid. Coordination will revert to a default state.

Explanation

Coordination data in the repository was not valid. If the server was recently upgraded,
this might simply represent a change in record formats, and the operation you are
performing will automatically correct the data for you. If you have not recently
upgraded or the problem persists, it is likely that the repository is corrupted.

Action

If you recently performed a server upgrade, no action is required. If you have not
recently upgraded or the problem persists, check repository logs for errors.

ART.0114.1405W

Processing for {0} on server {1} has timed-out or failed. Local instance will take over.

Explanation

Remote failure detected.

Action

Check logs on indicated server for messages ART.0114.0711E or ART.0114.0712E. If
the messages are in the log, refer to those error messages for a resolution. If the
messages do not appear in the logs, no action is required.

ART.0114.1407W

Illegal overlap occurred in node {0}. Please verify clock synchronization with cluster
member '{1}'

Explanation

An illegal overlap exception was detected.

Action

Ensure the clocks are synchronized for all Integration Servers in the cluster.

ART.0114.1411E

Unable to access {0} file for adapter "{1}". Please check the file permissions. Running
with default configuration.

Explanation

The cluster property file could not be read.

Action

Ensure the cluster property file exists and is readable for the specified adapter.

ART.0114.1412E

Unable to parse {0} file for adapter "{1}". Please correct file format. Running with
default configuration.

Explanation

The cluster property file could not be parsed.

Action

Validate the cluster property file format for the specified adapter.
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ART.0114.1415E

An internal error occurred while rendering cluster settings for adapter {0}. Updated
settings will not be persisted.

Explanation

The settings could not be saved to the cluster property file.

Action

Ensure the directory and the cluster file are writable.

ART.0114.1416E

Error attempting to save cluster settings for adapter {0}. Error {1}

Explanation

An exception occurred trying to save the cluster settings.

Action

Look in the error log for details on the original exception.

ART.0114.1418W

Illegal overlap occurred in node {0}. Please increase setup timeout. Current setting:
{1}, actual time: {2} seconds

Explanation

The requested operation took longer than the allotted time; the operation had no other
errors.

Action

Increase the node's timeout value as indicated by the actual time.

ART.0114.1419W

Illegal overlap occurred in node {0}. Please increase execute timeout. Current setting:
{1}, actual time: {2} seconds

Explanation

A polling operation took longer than the allotted time; the polling operation had no
other errors.

Action

Increase the node's timeout value as indicated by the actual time.

ART.0114.3139E

EventType Definition doesnt exists in the EventTypeStore for notification : {0}.

Explanation

Event Type Definition is not present in the same namespace for the notification in the
Event Type Store.

Action

Create an event type definition for the notification and manually copy it to the Event
Type Store.

ART.0115.3202E

Listener error releasing connection for {0}. Error: {1}.

Explanation

An error occurred while closing the connection associated with the specified listener.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.
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ART.0115.3203E

Error creating listener object: Null argument on init call.

Explanation

The method WmNotificationListener.initListenerNodeProperties was passed a null
ListenerNode instance.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0115.3204E

Error creating listener object: NSName null.

Explanation

The method WmNotificationListener.initListenerNodeProperties was unable to derive
the name of a listener node from the ListenerNode instance.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0115.3207E

Illegal event type received: {0}.

Explanation

The method WmNotificationListener.doNotify was passed the specified invalid event
ID.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0115.3208E

Error during listener event. Error: {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while processing a listener event. Refer to the error message text
for more details.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0115.3209E

Error creating listener object {0}. Error: {1}.

Explanation

An error occurred creating the specified listener or initializing its properties.

Action

Ensure that the listener and its properties are configured correctly. If the problem
persists, contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the following information
available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error logs with the stack trace
exposed.
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ART.0115.3211E

Existing transaction rolled back before execution of {0}.

Explanation

WmART detected an incomplete transaction for the specified listener prior to executing
it. The transaction has been rolled back.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0115.3212E

Listener error during execution of {0}. Error: {1} rolling back existing transaction.

Explanation

WmART detected an incomplete transaction for the specified listener prior to executing
it. WmART attempted to rollback the transaction, but failed. Refer to the error message
text for more details.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0115.3213E

Listener error during execution of {0}. Error: {1} checking transaction.

Explanation

WmART failed to determine whether the specified listener has an open transaction.
Refer to the error message text for more details.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0115.3214E

Listener {0} not Found.

Explanation

WmART failed to lookup the specified listener.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0115.3215E

Unable to create listener {0}. Listener node already exists.

Explanation

There was an attempt to create a duplicate listener node.

Action

Enter a new listener node name that is unique to its folder.

ART.0115.3217E

Error creating listener object: {0}. Invalid package name: {1}.

Explanation

ListenerManager.createListener failed to create an instance of the listener because it
could not find the package name in the pipeline.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.
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ART.0115.3218E

Error creating listener object: {0}. Invalid node name.

Explanation

ListenerManager.createListener failed to create an instance of the listener because the
specified node name is missing or invalid.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0115.3219E

Error creating listener object: {0}. Error: {1}.

Explanation

An error occurred while creating the listener. This might be due to an invalid listener
node name. Refer to the error message text for more details.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0115.3220E

Unable to get list of listener types supported by node {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred in ListenerManager.queryListenerTemplatesSupported for the
specified adapter. See adjacent error messages for additional details.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0115.3221E

Unable to get listener node properties {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while querying the specified listener's properties. See adjacent error
messages for additional details.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0115.3223E

Unable to update listener {0}: Error: {1}.

Explanation

An error occurred while updating the specified listener's properties. See adjacent
error messages for additional details.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.
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ART.0115.3225E

Unable to delete listener {0}: Error: {1}.

Explanation

An error occurred while deleting the specified listener. See adjacent error messages
for additional details.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0115.3226E

Unable to copy listener {0}: Error: {1}.

Explanation

An error occurred while copying the specified listener. See adjacent error messages
for additional details.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0115.3227E

Unable to copy listener. Error: Source nodeName is required.

Explanation

The method ListenerManager.copyAdapterListener failed because the source listener
node name was not present in the pipeline.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0115.3228E

Unable to copy listener {0}. Error: newNodeName is required.

Explanation

The method ListenerManager.copyAdapterListener failed because the destination
listener node name was not present in the pipeline.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0115.3229E

Unable to copy listener {0}. Error: publishableDocumentName is required.

Explanation

The method ListenerManager.copyAdapterListener failed because the destination
listener publishable document name was not present in the pipeline.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.
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ART.0115.3230E

Unable to copy listener {0}. Error: newPkg is required.

Explanation

The method ListenerManager.copyAdapterListener failed because the destination
listener node package name was not present in the pipeline.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0115.3231E

Unable to copy listener {0} to {1}. Error: Unable to get source listener node.

Explanation

The method ListenerManager.copyAdapterListener failed because the source listener
node name is invalid.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0115.3232E

Unable to copy listener {0}. Error: New name already exists {1}.

Explanation

The method ListenerManager.copyAdapterListener failed because the specified
destination listener node name already exists in the package.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0115.3235E

Unable to rename listener {0}. Error: {1}.

Explanation

An error occurred while renaming the specified listener. See adjacent error messages
for additional details.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0115.3236E

Unable to find listener {0}.

Explanation

The method ListenerManager.queryListenerStatistics failed because it could not locate
the specified listener node.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.
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ART.0115.3237E

Unable to get listener {0}. Error: Listener class name is not specified.

Explanation

The method ListenerNode.getListener failed because it could not locate the
WmConnectedListener implementation class name.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0115.3238E

Error in Listener Callback:{0} notification {1}.

Explanation

An error occurred while processing a listener notification event for the specified
listener. If there is a callback name in the error message, it corresponds to the
notification event.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0115.3239E

Missing required parameter on service: {0}

Explanation

The specified parameter is not present in the pipeline. This is an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the following information available:
system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0115.3240E

Unable to retrieve listener data. No listener name specified.

Explanation

The method ARTAdmin.retrieveListenerData failed because no listener was present
in the pipeline.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0115.3241E

Error retrieving listener: {0}. Error: {1}

Explanation

An error occurred while retrieving information about the listener. Refer to the error
text for more details.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.
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ART.0115.3242E

Unable to get listener properties for adapter: {0}, listener type: {1}.

Explanation

An error occurred while retrieving properties of the listener in the specified adapter.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0115.3243E

Error retrieving listeners. Missing parameter: {0}

Explanation

The method ARTAdmin.retrieveListeners failed because the adapter name was not
present in the pipeline.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0115.3244E

Error setting listener status. Missing parameter: {0}

Explanation

The method ARTAdmin.setListenerStatus failed because the listener name was not
present in the pipeline.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0115.3245E

Error retrieving listener types. Missing parameter: {0}

Explanation

The method ARTAdmin.retrieveListenerTypes failed because the adapter name was
not present in the pipeline.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0115.3246E

Error retrieving listener types. Error: {0}

Explanation

An error occurred while retrieving the listener types supported by an adapter. Refer
to the error text for more details.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.
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ART.0115.3247E

Error deleting listener. Missing parameter: {0}

Explanation

The method ARTAdmin.deleteListener failed because the listener name was not
present in the pipeline.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0115.3248E

Error deleting listener: {0}. Unable to find the node.

Explanation

The method ARTAdmin.deleteListener failed because the specified listener node
name is invalid.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0115.3249E

Error deleting listener: {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while deleting the specified listener. See adjacent error messages
for additional details.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0115.3250E

Error setting properties for listener: {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while setting the properties of the specified listener. See adjacent
error messages for additional details.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0115.3251E

Invalid listener node name: {0}.

Explanation

The specified listener name is missing or invalid.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.
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ART.0115.3252E

Unable to commit transaction for listener {0}. Error: {1}.

Explanation

WmNotificationListener failed to commit a transaction for the specified listener. Refer
to the error text for more details.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0115.3253E

Listener {0} did not process notification.

Explanation

The listener received a notification and was unable to find a listener notification to
process it.

Action

Check to ensure that the listed listener has listener notifications registered with it and
that at least one of them is enabled.

ART.0115.3255E

Unable to start listener: {0}. Cannot retrieve connection from connection node: {1}

Explanation

The listener requires a connection to start. The startup processing could not get a
connection from the listed connection node.

Action

Check to ensure that the listed connection is enabled. If the connection is pooled,
increase the maximum connections allowed in the pool.

ART.0115.3256E

Unable to start listener: {0}. Error: {1}

Explanation

An unexpected exception occurred while trying to enable a notification.

Action

Check the Integration Server error log for details on the unexpected exception.

ART.0115.3257E

Exceeded max retries. Shutting down listener {0}. Error: {1}

Explanation

A retryable error occurred while attempting to execute the listener. The maximum
number of retries is exceeded.

Action

Check the Integration Server error log for details on the retryable exception. Correct
the error and try to enable the listener.

ART.0115.3258E

Fatal error in listener {0}. See error log for details

Explanation

An unexpected exception occurred during listener operation.

Action

Check the Integration Server error log for details on the unexpected exception.
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ART.0115.3259E

Unable to enlist connection transactional resource

Explanation

An unexpected exception occurred while trying to start a transaction within the
listener.

Action

Check the Integration Server error log for details on the unexpected exception. If no
related exceptions are found, contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0115.3260E

Unable to commit transaction for listener {0}. Listener disabled

Explanation

An unexpected exception occurred while trying to commit a transaction within the
listener.

Action

Check the Integration Server error log for details on the unexpected exception.

ART.0115.3261E

Connection Node {0} not enabled.

Explanation

An error occurred while trying to retrieve a connection for the listener.

Action

Check to ensure the connection is enabled and restart the listener.

ART.0115.3262E

Fatal error initiating transaction in listener {0}. See error log for details

Explanation

An unexpected exception occurred while trying to start a transaction within the
listener.

Action

Check the Integration Server error log for details on the unexpected exception.

ART.0115.3263E

Connection error while retrieving metadata in listener {0}. See error log for details

Explanation

An error occurred while trying to retrieve a connection for the listener.

Action

Check to ensure the connection is enabled. Check the Integration Server error log for
more information about the connection error.

ART.0115.3264E

Unable to stop listener: {0}. Error: {1}

Explanation

An unexpected exception occurred while trying to stop the listener.

Action

Check the Integration Server error log for details on the unexpected exception.

ART.0115.3265E

Errors occurred. {0} listeners were not suspended. See error log for details.

Explanation

While attempting to suspend all listeners, some of the listeners reported errors.

Action

Look in the error log for details on the specific exceptions.
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ART.0115.3266E

Errors occurred. {0} listeners were not enabled. See error log for details.

Explanation

While attempting to enable all suspended listeners, some of the listeners reported
errors.

Action

Look in the error log for details on the specific exceptions.

ART.0115.3267E

Cannot update adapter-defined settings in suspended listener {0}.

Explanation

The user attempted to update adapter-defined settings for a listener; however, the
listener is currently suspended.

Action

Disable the listener, and retry the operation.

ART.0115.3268E

{0} is in an invalid state for requested operation.

Explanation

The user attempted an operation on a listener; however, the listener was not in the
proper state for the operation.

Action

Change the state of the listener to an acceptable state, and retry the operation.

ART.0115.3269E

Unable to complete update. Setting connection for listener {0} is not supported.

Explanation

The user attempted to change the connection associated with a listener; however, the
listener does not require a connection.

Action

This operation is not supported.

ART.0115.3270E

Unable to create listener. Setting connection for listener type {0} is not supported.

Explanation

The user attempted to create a listener with a connection; however the listener does
not require a connection.

Action

This operation is not supported.

ART.0115.3271E

Unable to create listener. Must specify connection for listener type {0}.

Explanation

A user attempted to create a listener that requires a connection; however no connection
was specified.

Action

Specify a connection, and retry the operation.

ART.0115.3272E

Unable to identify adapter for listener type {0}.

Explanation

Integration Server cannot determine the adapter associated with the specified listener
type.

Action

Ensure your package dependencies are set properly. Reload the adapter package, and
retry the operation.
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ART.0115.3712E

Error during listener execution.

Explanation

Either a fatal error has occurred while executing a listener, or the maximum number
of non-fatal errors has been exceeded while executing a listener.

Action

Ensure that the connection from the listener to the back-end EIS is still valid, and that
a communications path between them exists.

ART.0115.3716W

Failed to retrieve connection for callback in listener {0}. Error: {1}

Explanation

An error occurred while trying to retrieve a connection for the listener shutdown
callback processing.

Action

Check to ensure the connection is enabled. Check the Integration Server error log for
details on the unexpected exception.

ART.0115.3717W

Failure in shutdown callback in listener {0}. Error: {1}

Explanation

An error occurred during the listener shutdown callback processing.

Action

Details on the error are included in the message. The shutdown will attempt to
continue.

ART.0116.3001E

Notification error during execution of {0}. Error: {1}.

Explanation

An error occurred while executing the specified notification. Refer to the text in the
error message for additional details.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0116.3002E

Notification error releasing connection for {0}. Error: {1}.

Explanation

WmART failed to release the specified notification's connection back to the connection
pool.

Action

For custom adapters, check the connection's implementation for possible blocking
situations. If the problem persists, contact Software AG Global Support. Please have
the following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and
error logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0116.3003E

Error creating notification object: Null argument on init call.

Explanation

The method WmNotification.initNotificationNodeProperties failed because it was
passed a null NotificationNode object.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.
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ART.0116.3004E

Error creating notification object: NSName null.

Explanation

The method WmNotification.initNotificationNodeProperties failed because it was
unable to get the node name from the NotificationNode object.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0116.3005E

Error creating notification object: {0}. Publishable Document name not set.

Explanation

The method WmNotification.initNotificationNodeProperties failed because it was
unable to get the publishable document node name for the specified notification.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0116.3006E

Error creating notification object: {0}. UUID not set.

Explanation

The method WmNotification.initNotificationNodeProperties failed because it was
unable to get the specified notification's universal unique identifier (UUID) from the
NotificationNode object.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0116.3007E

Illegal event type received: {0}.

Explanation

The method WmNotification.notifyEvent was passed the specified invalid event ID.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0116.3008E

Error during notification event. Error: {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred in the method WmNotification.notifyEvent. Refer to the error
message text for more details.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.
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ART.0116.3009E

Error creating notification object {0}. Error: {1}.

Explanation

An error occurred in the method NotificationNode.getNotification while creating the
notification. Refer to the error message text for more details.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0116.3010E

Error publishing notification {0}. Error: {1}.

Explanation

An error occurred in the method WmAsynchronousNotification.publishToDispatcher
while publishing a non-duplicate document from the specified notification. Refer to
the error message text for more details.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0116.3011E

Existing transaction rolled back before execution of {0}.

Explanation

WmART detected an incomplete transaction for the notification prior to processing
a notification event. The transaction has been rolled-back.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0116.3012E

Notification error during execution of {0}. Error: {1} rolling back existing transaction.

Explanation

WmART detected an incomplete transaction for the specified notification prior to
processing a notification event. It attempted to rollback the transaction, but failed.
Refer to the error message text for more details.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0116.3013E

Notification error during execution of {0}. Error: {1} checking transaction.

Explanation

WmART failed to determine whether the specified notification has an open transaction.
Refer to the error message text for more details.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.
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ART.0116.3014E

Notification {0} not Found.

Explanation

WmART failed to locate the specified notification.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0116.3015E

Unable to create notification {0}. Notification node already exists.

Explanation

WmART failed to create the specified notification because a notification with this
name already exists.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0116.3016E

Unable to create publishable document {0}. Error: {1}.

Explanation

The method NotificationFactory.createPublishableDocument failed to create a
document for the specified notification. Refer to the error message text for more details.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0116.3018E

Error creating notification object: {0}. Invalid node name.

Explanation

The specified notification node name is missing or improperly formatted.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0116.3019E

Error creating notification object: {0}. Error: {1}.

Explanation

An error occurred while creating the specified polling or listener notification. Refer
to the error message text for more details.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0116.3020E

Unable to get list of notification types supported by node {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred in NotificationManager.queryNotificationTemplatesSupported for
the specified adapter. See adjacent error messages for additional details.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.
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ART.0116.3021E

Unable to get notification node properties {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while querying the specified notification's properties. See adjacent
error messages for additional details.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0116.3022E

Unable to update notification {0}. Error: Notification must be disabled.

Explanation

NotifcationManager received a request to update the properties of an active
notification.

Action

Disable the notification from Integration Server Administrator prior to updating it.

ART.0116.3023E

Unable to update notification {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while updating the notification's properties. See adjacent error
messages for additional details.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0116.3024E

Unable to delete notification {0}. Error: Notification must be disabled.

Explanation

NotifcationManager received a request to delete an active notification.

Action

Disable the notification from Integration Server Administrator prior to deleting it.

ART.0116.3025E

Unable to delete notification {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while deleting the specified notification. See adjacent error messages
for additional details.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0116.3026E

Unable to copy notification {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while copying the specified notification. See adjacent error messages
for additional details.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.
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ART.0116.3027E

Unable to copy notification {0}. Error: nodeName is required.

Explanation

The specified notification node name is missing or incorrectly formatted.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0116.3031E

Unable to copy notification {0}. Error: Invalid node name {1}.

Explanation

Notification Manager failed to validate the specified node name. Refer to the error
message text for more details.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0116.3032E

Unable to copy notification {0}. Error: New name already exists {1}.

Explanation

The method NotificationManager.copyAdapterNotification failed because the specified
destination notification node name already exists in the package.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0116.3033E

Unable to copy notification {0}. Error: New document name already exists {1}.

Explanation

The method NotificationManager.copyAdapterNotification failed because the specified
new publishable document name already exists in the package.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0116.3034E

Unable to rename notification {0}. Error: Notification must be disabled.

Explanation

NotificationManager received a request to rename an active notification.

Action

Disable the notification from Integration Server Administrator prior to renaming it.

ART.0116.3035E

Unable to rename notification {0}. Error: {1}.

Explanation

An error occurred while renaming the notification. Refer to the error message text for
more details.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.
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ART.0116.3036E

Unable to find notification {0}.

Explanation

The method NotificationManager.queryNotificationStatistics failed because the
specified notification could not be located in the namespace.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0116.3037E

Unable to get notification {0}. Error: Notification class name is not specified.

Explanation

The method NotificationNode.getNotification failed to determine the implementation
class name for the specified notification.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0116.3038E

Error in Notification Callback:{0} notification {1}.

Explanation

An error occurred in method WmNotification.notifyEvent while processing the
specified callback.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0116.3039E

Missing required parameter on service: {0}

Explanation

The method NotificationManager.queryNotificationTemplatesSupported failed because
the adapter name was not present in the pipeline.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0116.3040E

Error creating notification object: {0}. Missing parameter: {1}.

Explanation

NotificationManager failed to create the notification because the specified parameter
was not in the pipeline.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.
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ART.0116.3041E

Error creating notification object: {0}. Invalid Package Name {1}.

Explanation

NotificationManager failed to create the notification because the specified package
name is invalid.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0116.3042E

Error creating notification object: {0}. Invalid Service Name {1}.

Explanation

NotificationManager failed to create the notification because the service name is
missing, improperly formatted, or otherwise invalid.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0116.3043E

Error deleting notification object. Invalid node name: {0}.

Explanation

The specified notification node name is missing or incorrectly formatted.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0116.3044E

Error deleting notification object: {0}. Error: {1}.

Explanation

NotificationManager failed to validate the specified node name. Refer to the error
message text for more details.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0116.3045E

Error deleting notification object: {0}. The specified node is not a Listener
Notification node.

Explanation

NotificationManager.deleteListenerNotification was called to delete the specified
notification, which is a polling notification, not a listener notification.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.
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ART.0116.3046E

Unable to create document {0}. Error: {1}.

Explanation

An error occurred while creating a document for the specified notification. Refer to
the error message text for more details.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0116.3047E

Unable to create notification {0}. Error deleting an existing record: {1}.

Explanation

NotificationFactory failed to create the notification because it could not delete existing
document records. Refer to the error message text for more details.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0116.3048E

Unable to create notification {0}. The specified Listener does not exist: {1}.

Explanation

NotificationManager.createListenerNotification failed to create the notification because
it could not locate the corresponding listener node. Refer to the error message text
for more details.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0116.3049E

Unable to create notification {0}. The specified notification template is not
synchronous: {1}.

Explanation

NotificationFactory failed to create the notification because the underlying specified
implementation class is not derived from WmSynchronousNotification. Refer to the
error message text for more details.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0116.3050E

Unable to create notification {0}. The specified notification template is not
asynchronous: {1}.

Explanation

NotificationFactory failed to create the specified notification because the underlying
specified implementation class is not derived from WmAsynchronousNotification.
Refer to the error message text for more details.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.
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ART.0116.3051E

Unable to query properties for {0}. Invalid node name.

Explanation

The specified notification node name is missing or improperly formatted.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0116.3052E

Unable to query properties for {0}. Error: {1}.

Explanation

NotificationManager failed to validate the node name. Refer to the error message text
for more details.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0116.3053E

Unable to update notification {0}. Invalid node name.

Explanation

The specified notification node name is missing or incorrectly formatted.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0116.3054E

Unable to update notification {0}. Error: {1}.

Explanation

NotificationManager failed to validate the node name. Refer to the error message text
for more details.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0116.3055E

Error copying notification: {0}. Missing parameter: {1}.

Explanation

NotificationManager failed to copy the notification because the specified parameter
was not in the pipeline.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0116.3056E

Error copying notification: {0}. Invalid Package Name {1}.

Explanation

NotificationManager failed to copy the notification because the specified package
name is invalid.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.
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ART.0116.3057E

Error updating notification object: {0}. Missing parameter: {1}.

Explanation

NotificationManager failed to update the notification because the specified parameter
was not in the pipeline.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0116.3058

Unable to copy notification {0}. Error: New node name is invalid {1}.

Explanation

Invalid connection name specified.

Action

Remove any unsupported special characters from the connection name.

ART.0116.3059

Error trying to enable notification {0}. Error: Listener not found {1}.

Explanation

The error occurs when trying to enable or disable a listener notification, and the
associated listener is not available.

Action

Make sure that the associated listener is not deleted. If the associated listener is deleted,
create the listener again with the same name.

ART.0116.3060E

Error setting notification schedule property {0}

Explanation

An unexpected exception occurred while trying to set the schedule parameter listed
in the message.

Action

Check the Integration Server error log for details about the unexpected exception.

ART.0116.3061E

Unable to move notification. Error: Invalid node name {0}.

Explanation

The name of the notification you are trying to move is invalid.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0116.3062E

Unable to move notification {0}. Error: Invalid Node Name Format.

Explanation

The name of the notification listed in the message text is not in folder:nodename
format.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.
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ART.0116.3063E

Error moving notification: {0}. Error: Missing parameter: {1}.

Explanation

The move operation is missing the required parameter listed in the message text.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0116.3064E

Error moving notification: {0}. Error: Invalid Package Name {1}.

Explanation

The name of the destination package for the move operation is invalid on Integration
Server.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0116.3065E

Unable to move notification {0}. Error: Src/Dest Node names not the same.{1}

Explanation

The notification node name was changed during the move operation.

Action

Only the package name and folder are allowed to change during a move operation,
while the actual node name is not allowed to change. This is an internal error. Contact
Software AG Global Support. Please have the following information available: system
and setup specifics, journal logs, and error logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0116.3066E

Unable to move notification {0}. Error: Notification must be disabled.

Explanation

This notification cannot be moved because it is enabled. To move a notification, it
first must be disabled.

Action

In Integration Server Administrator, disable the notification and retry the move
operation.

ART.0116.3067E

Unable to move notification {0}.

Explanation

An unexpected exception occurred while trying to move a notification.

Action

Check the Integration Server error log for details about the unexpected exception.

ART.0116.3068E

Unable to move notification {0}. Error: nodeName is required.

Explanation

The node name specified for the move operation is either missing or invalid.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.
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ART.0116.3069E

Unable to move notification {0}. Error: New node name is invalid {1}.

Explanation

The new node name specified for the move operation is either missing or invalid.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0116.3100

Unable to obtain list of polling notifications for adapter type.

Explanation

The adapter type passed is null or invalid while retrieving, suspending, or resuming
the adapter notifications.

Action

Ensure that a valid adapter type is passed.

ART.0116.3101E

Unable to obtain detailed information for polling notification.

Explanation

The method ARTAdmin.retrievePollingNotificationData failed because the notification
name was not present in the pipeline.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0116.3102E

Unable to set status for polling notification.

Explanation

The method ARTAdmin.forceNotificationDisable failed because the notification name
was not present in the pipeline.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0116.3103E

Unable to set schedule for polling notification.

Explanation

The method ARTAdmin.setNotificationSchedule failed because the notification name
was not present in the pipeline.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0116.3104E

Unable to retrieve listener notification list. Missing parameter: {0}

Explanation

The method ARTAdmin.retrieveListenerNotifications failed because the adapter name
was not present in the pipeline.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.
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ART.0116.3105E

Unable to set notification status. Missing parameter: {0}

Explanation

The method ARTAdmin.setNotificationStatus failed because the notification name
was not present in the pipeline.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0116.3106E

Unable to set notification status. Notification not found: {0}

Explanation

The method ARTAdmin.setNotificationStatus failed because it was unable to locate
the node for the specified notification.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0116.3107E

Unable to set notification status for {0}. Error: {1}

Explanation

The method ARTAdmin.setNotificationStatus failed because it was unable to enable
or disable the specified listener notification.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0116.3108E

Unable to publish notification. Message ID {0} exceeds maximum length of {1}.

Explanation

The message ID specified by the adapter is longer than the allowed maximum length.

Action

Integration Server restricts the length of the message ID for a published document.
Contact Software AG Global Support to see how to increase this setting. Please have
the following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and
error logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0116.3115E

Errors occurred. {0} notifications reported errors while attempting to suspend. See
error log for details.

Explanation

While attempting to suspend all notifications, some of the notifications reported errors.

Action

Look in the error log for details on the specific exceptions.

ART.0116.3116E

Errors occurred. {0} notifications were not enabled. See error log for details.

Explanation

While attempting to enable all suspended notifications, some of the notifications
reported errors.

Action

Look in the error log for details on the specific exceptions.
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ART.0116.3117E

Non-fatal errors encounter while disabling notification {0}. Details recorded in
error log.

Explanation

An exception was encountered during the disable callback for a notification.

Action

Look in the error log for details on the specific exception.

ART.0116.3118E

Non-fatal errors encounter while suspending notification {0}. Details recorded in
error log.

Explanation

An exception was encountered during the suspend callback for a notification.

Action

Look in the error log for details on the specific exception.

ART.0116.3119E

Non-fatal errors encounter while stopping notification {0}. Details recorded in error
log.

Explanation

An exception was encountered during the shutdown callback for a notification.

Action

Look in the error log for details on the specific exception.

ART.0116.3120E

{0} is not a valid node type for this operation.

Explanation

An attempt was made to change the connection associated with a polling notification;
however, the specified node is not a polling notification node.

Action

Select a polling notification node, and retry the operation.

ART.0116.3121E

{0} is in an invalid state for the requested operation.

Explanation

An attempt was made to perform an operation on a notification; however, the
notification was not in the correct state. Typically this occurs when you attempt to
perform an update type of operation when the notification is not in a disabled or
suspended state.

Action

Change the state of the notification to disabled or suspended, and retry the operation.

ART.0116.3533

Error while executing Polling Notification {0}. Check if the notification is present
in all clusters.

Explanation

The error occurs when a polling notification does not exist on all nodes in an
Integration Server cluster.

Action

Make sure that all clustered Integration Server nodes have the same set of adapter
polling notifications.
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ART.0117.4000E

Unable to invoke adapter service {0}. Unable to establish connection to connection
{1}.

Explanation

WmART failed to create or locate the connection object associated with the specified
adapter service.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0117.4001E

Unable to invoke adapter service {0}. Connection.createInteraction() returned null.

Explanation

WmART failed to create a new instance of WmInteraction for the specified adapter
service.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0117.4002E

Unable to invoke adapter service {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while running the specified adapter service and processing its
output. Additional information might appear in adjacent log messages.

Action

Determine whether the implementation of the adapter's WmAdapterService.execute
method is throwing an exception at run time, and correct as needed.

ART.0117.4005E

Connection not available.

Explanation

WmART failed to locate the connection data node for the specified connection and
adapter service. This message will always appear in conjunction with 117.4020.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0117.4006E

Invalid adapter type {0}.

Explanation

WmART failed to create an instance of the specified adapter service. This message
will always appear in conjunction with 117.4021.

Action

Ensure that the implementation class for the adapter service is installed correctly in
the package. If the problem persists, contact Software AG Global Support. Please have
the following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and
error logs with the stack trace exposed.
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ART.0117.4007E

Unable to get record factory bridge.

Explanation

WmART failed to create or locate an input/output record factory bridge object.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0117.4008E

Unable to get connection factory from connection.

Explanation

WmART failed to locate the connection factory associated with a ConnectionResource.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0117.4009E

Unable to get record factory required for interaction input.

Explanation

An error occurred while locating a RecordFactory associated with a ConnectionFactory.
Additional details might appear in adjacent log messages.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0117.4010E

Unable to get adapter record factory. ConnectionFactory.getRecordFactory() returned
null.

Explanation

WmART failed to locate a RecordFactory associated with a ConnectionFactory.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0117.4011E

Unable to connect to resource {0}. The resource is already being used in a parent
transaction.

Explanation

WmART attempted to create a new connection to the specified resource, but detected
that the resource is currently enrolled in an ongoing transaction.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.
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ART.0117.4012E

Unable to run adapter service. Error occurred when connecting to resource {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while creating a new connection to the specified resource. Additional
details might appear in adjacent log messages.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0117.4013E

Internal Error: Unable to nest connection states.

Explanation

WmART attempted to start a new transaction, but detected that a parent transaction
already exists.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0117.4014E

Error while starting nested transaction. The name {0} is already in use.

Explanation

WmART attempted to start a new transaction, but detected that the specified
transaction ID is already in use.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0117.4015E

Error(s) occurred while closing adapter connections.

Explanation

Error(s) occurred while closing one or more connections involved in a transaction.
Separate log messages are listed for each connection.

Action

Ensure that all EIS resources used in the transaction can communicate with the adapter.
If the problem persists, contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the following
information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error logs with
the stack trace exposed.

ART.0117.4018E

Error while closing transactions at service completion Error:{0}.

Explanation

The specified error occurred while closing the connections involved in a successful
transaction.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.
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ART.0117.4019E

Error while rolling back transaction Error:{0}.

Explanation

The specified error occurred while closing the connections involved in a failed
transaction.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0117.4020E

Unable to invoke adapter service {0}. Connection resource {1} not found.

Explanation

WmART failed to locate the connection data node for the specified connection and
adapter service.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0117.4021E

Unable to invoke adapter service {0}. Unable to get adapter service template.

Explanation

WmART failed to create an instance of the specified adapter service.

Action

Ensure that the implementation class for the adapter service is installed correctly in
the package. If the problem persists, contact Software AG Global Support. Please have
the following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and
error logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0117.4022E

Unable to invoke adapter service {0}. Unable to get connection state.

Explanation

WmART failed to determine the connection state for the specified adapter service.
This will prevent a resource connection from being created.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0117.4023E

Unable to properly handle adapter connection error for connection {0}.

Explanation

WmART was unable to successfully handle an error that occurred on the specified
connection while executing a service.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.
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ART.0117.4024E

Unable to invoke adapter service {0}. An error occurred on connection {1}. Unable
to recover from connection error.

Explanation

An error occurred in the error handling logic while invoking the specified service.
Additional details might appear in adjacent log messages.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0117.4026E

Unable to rollback transaction Error:{0}.

Explanation

The specified error occurred while marking a failed transaction for rollback.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0117.4027E

Unable to create adapter service {0}. Invalid package name {1}.

Explanation

WmART failed to create the specified adapter service because it could not locate the
Package object for the specified package name.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0117.4028E

Unable to create adapter service {0}. Invalid service name.

Explanation

WmART failed to create the specified adapter service because the service node name
is missing or invalid.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0117.4029E

Unable to create adapter service {0} with connection {1}. Connection not found.

Explanation

WmART AdapterServiceManager failed to create the adapter service because it could
not locate the ConnectionDataNode object for the connection.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.
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ART.0117.4030E

Unable to create adapter service {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while creating the specified adapter service. Additional details
should appear in adjacent log messages.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0117.4032E

Unable to find adapter service {0}.

Explanation

WmART failed to locate the namespace node (NSNode) for the adapter service.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0117.4033E

Retryable Error while closing transactions at service completion Error:{0}.

Explanation

The specified retryable run-time exception occurred while completing a successful
service invocation.

Action

Ensure that all EIS resources used in the transaction can communicate with the adapter.
If the problem persists, contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the following
information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error logs with
the stack trace exposed.

ART.0117.4034E

Retryable Error(s) occurred while closing adapter connections.

Explanation

One or more retryable errors have occurred while closing connections used in a
transaction. Additional log messages might be listed.

Action

Ensure that all EIS resources used in the transaction can communicate with the adapter.
If the problem persists, contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the following
information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error logs with
the stack trace exposed.

ART.0117.4035E

Error while completing service listener Error:{0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while calling method
com.wm.pkg.art.transaction.ServiceListener.listenComplete.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.
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ART.0117.4036E

Unable to commit transaction. Transaction state:{0} .

Explanation

WmART was unable to commit a transaction because the transaction was in the
specified, unexpected state.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0117.4037E

Unable to invoke adapter service {0}. Unable to create Input record.

Explanation

An unexpected exception occurred during the adapter service execution.

Action

Check the Integration Server error log for details on the unexpected exception.

ART.0117.4038E

Unable to delete adapter service {0}.

Explanation

An unexpected exception occurred trying to delete the adapter service.

Action

Check the Integration Server error log for details on the unexpected exception.

ART.0117.4039E

Unable to update adapter service {0}.

Explanation

An unexpected exception occurred trying to update the adapter service.

Action

Check the Integration Server error log for details on the unexpected exception.

ART.0117.4040E

Unable to create adapter service {0}. Adapter service node already exists.

Explanation

It is illegal to create an adapter service with the same folder and node name.

Action

Use a different name for the adapter service and retry the create operation.

ART.0117.4048E

Unable to update adapter service {0}.

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to update the adapter service.

Action

Check the Integration Server error log for details on the original exception.

ART.0117.4049E

Unable to retrieve connection from resource {0}. See error log for details.

Explanation

An exception was encountered while trying to retrieve a connection.

Action

Check the Integration Server error log for details on the original exception.
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ART.0118.5000E

Unable to retrieve and process connection properties from pipeline.

Explanation

WmART failed to process a connection's properties. Additional log messages might
be listed.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0118.5001E

Error processing connection property {0}. Unable to get property name.

Explanation

WmART failed to locate an expected connection property in the pipeline.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0118.5002E

Error processing connection property {0}. Invalid value entered. The minimum
string length is {1}.

Explanation

The size of the specified connection property value is less than the specified minimum
size.

Action

Reconfigure the connection from Integration Server Administrator using values that
are within the constraints set by the connection.

ART.0118.5003E

Error processing connection property {0}. Invalid value entered. The maximum
string length is {1}.

Explanation

The value of the specified property is not valid.

Action

Reconfigure the connection from Integration Server Administrator using values that
are within the constraints set by the connection.

ART.0118.5004E

Error processing connection property {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred when converting a connection property value to its internal Java
representation. Additional log messages might be listed.

Action

Reconfigure the connection from Integration Server Administrator ensuring that all
data entered conforms to the underlying types in the connection class. If the problem
persists, contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the following information
available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error logs with the stack trace
exposed.
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ART.0118.5005E

Unable to configure connection properties. Error occurred while processing
connection properties.

Explanation

This is a general processing error message. See adjacent log messages for details.

Action

Refer to the Action column for the accompanying messages.

ART.0118.5006E

Unable to get list of connections for adapter type: {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while retrieving the list of configured connections for the specified
adapter.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0118.5007E

Unable to get list of connection types for adapter type: {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while retrieving the list of connection factories for the specified
adapter.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0118.5008E

Unable to get properties for connection {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while retrieving the configuration details for a specific connection.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0118.5009E

Unable to get connection properties for adapter: {0}, connection type: {1}.

Explanation

An error occurred while retrieving the connection properties for the specified
connection factory and adapter.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0118.5010E

Invalid connection name. The connection name must have a valid folder name and
node name.

Explanation

An invalid folder and/or connection name was entered on the Integration Server
Administrator Configure Connection Type page.

Action

Re-enter the new connection type information making sure that the Folder Name and
Connection Name fields have valid entries.
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ART.0118.5011E

Unable to create new connection {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while configuring a new connection type.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0118.5012E

Unable to update connection {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while editing the connection type.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0118.5013E

Unable to find connection {0}.

Explanation

WmART was unable to locate the specified connection while deleting it.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0118.5014E

Unable to delete connection {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while deleting a connection.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0118.5015E

Unable to get connection manager properties.

Explanation

An error occurred while getting a list of Connection Manager properties.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0118.5016E

Unable to get configured values for connection manager.

Explanation

An error occurred while processing Connection Manager property values.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.
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ART.0118.5017E

Error occurred while getting connection manager properties.

Explanation

This is a general processing error message. See adjacent log messages for details.

Action

Refer to the Action column for the accompanying messages.

ART.0118.5018E

Error getting connection properties.

Explanation

An error occurred while fetching connection property values.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0118.5019E

Error getting connection metadata. Missing required parameter: adapterTypeName.

Explanation

WmART was unable to determine the adapter type name while processing a
connection's metadata.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0118.5020E

Unable to process connection properties. Internal error.

Explanation

WmART failed to set properties for a connection node. The expected connection form
fields were not found in the pipeline.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0118.5021E

Unable to process connection properties. Internal error.

Explanation

WmART failed to get properties for a connection node. The expected connection form
fields were not found in the pipeline.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0118.5022E

Cannot create connection {0}. Adapter type {1} does not exist.

Explanation

WmART failed to start the specified connection because it was unable to locate the
specified adapter type.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.
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ART.0118.5023E

Unable to configure connection manager. No connection manager properties
provided.

Explanation

WmART was unable to validate Connection Manager properties because they were
null.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0118.5024E

Unable set connection {0} state to {1}. Invalid state specified.

Explanation

WmART was unable to modify the connection's state because the intended state is
missing or invalid.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0118.5025E

Unable to enable connection {0}.

Explanation

This is a general processing error message. See adjacent log messages for details.

Action

Refer to the Action column for the accompanying messages.

ART.0118.5026E

Unable to stop connection {0}.

Explanation

This is a general processing error message. See adjacent log messages for details.

Action

Refer to the Action column for the accompanying messages.

ART.0118.5027E

Unable to enable connection {0}. Connection is already enabled or is being
shutdown.

Explanation

WmART is enabling a connection that is not currently in a disabled state.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0118.5028E

Unable to shutdown connection{0}. Connection is already disabled or in the process
of being shutdown.

Explanation

WmART is attempting to shut down a connection that is not currently in an enabled
state.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.
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ART.0118.5029E

Unable to disable connection {0}. Connection is already disabled.

Explanation

WmART is attempting to disable a connection that is already disabled.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0118.5030E

Unable to create connection {0}. Package {1} does not exist.

Explanation

WmART was unable to create the connection node because it could not locate the
specified package.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0118.5031E

Unable to delete connection {0}. Internal error.

Explanation

An error occurred while deleting the specified connection.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0118.5032E

Unable to set connection resource properties. Internal error:
ConnectionPropertiesBridge not found.

Explanation

WmART failed to create a configured managed connection factory because it could
not locate the WmConnectionPropertiesBridge instance needed to set its properties.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0118.5033E

Error disabling connection resources.

Explanation

An error occurred while stopping the connection resources. See adjacent log messages
for more details.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.
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ART.0118.5034E

Connection type {0} does not exist in adapter {1}.

Explanation

WmART was unable to locate the specified connection factory in the specified adapter.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0118.5035E

Unable to create connection {0}. Internal error occurred while creating connection
factory of type {1}.

Explanation

WmART was unable to create the specified connection factory for the connection. See
adjacent log messages for more details.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0118.5036E

Unable to configure connection manager.

Explanation

WmART was unable to create a Connection Manager. See adjacent log messages for
more details.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0118.5037E

Cannot create ResourceAdapterMetaData object. CCI Connection Factory is not an
instance of WmConnectionFactory.

Explanation

The method ConnectionDataNodeManager.createCCIConnectionFactory could not
get the ResourceAdapterMetaData object for a connection factory.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0118.5040E

Unable to get adapter service templates for connection {0}.

Explanation

WmART failed to locate any adapter service templates for the specified connection.

Action

Do not configure an adapter service with a connection for which no adapter service
templates exist. Try another connection.
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ART.0118.5041E

Unable to get connection status for connection resource {0}.

Explanation

WmART was unable to obtain connection state information for the specified
connection.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0118.5042E

Unable to enable connection resource {0}.

Explanation

This is a general processing error message. See adjacent log messages for details.

Action

Refer to the Action column for the accompanying messages.

ART.0118.5043E

Unable to disable connection resource {0}.

Explanation

This is a general processing error message. See adjacent log messages for details.

Action

Refer to the Action column for the accompanying messages.

ART.0118.5044E

Unable to shutdown connection resource {0}.

Explanation

This is a general processing error message. See adjacent log messages for details.

Action

Refer to the Action column for the accompanying messages.

ART.0118.5046E

Unable to get a connection to resource {0}. Resource not available.

Explanation

WmART could not locate a connection factory for the specified connection.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0118.5047E

Unable to get a connection to resource {0}. Internal error occurred while restarting
connection.

Explanation

An error occurred while creating the connection.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.
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ART.0118.5048E

Unable to get adapter service templates for connection resource {0}.

Explanation

WmART failed to locate any adapter service templates for the connection.

Action

Do not configure an adapter service with a connection for which no adapter service
templates exist. Try another connection.

ART.0118.5049E

Unable to reset adapter connection {0}. Connection {1} is not supported.

Explanation

The method ConnectionResource.handleAdapterConnectionException reports that
the specified connection class is not derived from WmConnection.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0118.5050E

Unable to reset adapter connection {0}. Unable to configure connection manager.

Explanation

The method ConnectionResource.handleAdapterConnectionException was unable
to locate the ConnectionManager or ConnectionManagerPropertiesBridge for this
connection.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0118.5051E

Unable to reset adapter connection {0}. Adapter type {1} does not exist.

Explanation

The method ConnectionResource.handleAdapterConnectionException was unable
to determine the adapter type for this connection.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0118.5052E

Unable to create connection. Connection resource {0} is restarting.

Explanation

The method ConnectionResource.createConnection has been called against a connection
resource in the restarting state.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.
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ART.0118.5053E

Unable to get a connection to resource {0}.

Explanation

WmART failed to create a connection because it could not communicate with the
back-end connection resource.

Action

Check independently that the target resource is communicating and that it can be
reached from the connection. If the condition persists, contact Software AG Global
Support. Please have the following information available: system and setup specifics,
journal logs, and error logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0118.5054E

Unable to reset adapter connection {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while trying to restart the specified connection. See adjacent log
messages for additional details.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0118.5055E

Unable to get adapter service templates for connection resource {0}.

Explanation

The method ConnectionResourceState.getInteractionSpecsSupported failed to locate
the ResourceAdapterMetaData associated with specified connection.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0118.5056E

Unable to create connection for connection resource {0}, connection type {1}.

Explanation

The method ConnectionResourceState.createConnection failed to get the Connection
object for the specified connection.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0118.5057E

Adapter Runtime was unable to initialize {0} connection resources for the adapter
"{1}".

Explanation

com.wm.pkg.art.ns.ConnectionDataNodeManager.startConnectionResources detected
failures in starting connection nodes for the specified adapter.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.
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ART.0118.5058E

Adapter Runtime was unable to stop {0} connection resources for the adapter "{1}".

Explanation

com.wm.pkg.art.ns.ConnectionDataNodeManager.stopConnectionResources detected
failures in shutting down connection nodes for the specified adapter.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0118.5059E

Adapter Runtime was unable to stop connection resources for the {0} adapter types.

Explanation

com.wm.pkg.art.ns.ConnectionDataNodeManager.stopAllConnectionResources
detected failures in shutting down connection nodes.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0118.5060E

Unable get properties for connection resource {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while fetching the specified connection's properties.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0118.5061E

Unable to configure Connection Manager: Poolable property not set.

Explanation

WmART failed to determine whether a connection should be pooled.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0118.5062E

Unable to find connection {0}: error {1}.

Explanation

An error was encountered while validating the specified connection.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0118.5063E

Unable to start connection {0}: after {1} attempt(s).

Explanation

The startup of a connection pool has exceeded the maximum number of retries.

Action

Check the Integration Server error log for details on the retryable exception.
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ART.0118.5064E

Cannot reconfigure connection {0}: it must be disabled first.

Explanation

To update a connection, it must be disabled.

Action

Disable the connection and retry the update operation.

ART.0118.5065E

Cannot delete connection {0}: it must be disabled first.

Explanation

To delete a connection, it must be disabled.

Action

Disable the connection and retry the delete operation.

ART.0118.5066E

Exception encountered processing {0} connection callback method. The {1} operation
will proceed.

Explanation

An exception was encountered while executing the specified connection callback
method.

Action

Look in the error log for details on the original exception. The callback processing did
proceed even though the error was encountered.

ART.0118.5067E

Unknown callback event type received on connection node: {0}

Explanation

An unknown connection callback was made.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the
following information available: system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error
logs with the stack trace exposed.

ART.0118.5068E

Exception encountered processing {0} connection callback method.

Explanation

An exception was encountered while executing the specified connection callback
method.

Action

Look in the error log for details on the original exception. When this error is received,
the callback processing does not continue.

ART.0118.5069E

Cannot create connection factory for connection {0}. Adapter type {1} does not exist.

Explanation

The adapter associated with this connection is not registered.

Action

Verify the package dependencies are set correctly. Reload the adapter package, and
retry the operation.
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ART.0118.5070E

Exception encountered creating the connection factory for connection {0}.

Explanation

An exception was encountered creating the connection factory.

Action

Look in the error log for details on the original exception.

ART.0118.5071W

A non-fatal exception was encountered attempting to unregister {0}. The operation
will proceed. See the error log for more details.

Explanation

An exception was encountered trying to unregister the connection node.

Action

Look in the error log for details on the original exception. The unregister processing
continued.

ART.0118.5072E

Adapter service {0} cannot use connection {1}. The adapter service and connection
are from different adapters.

Explanation

The user attempted to set the connection associated with an adapter service; however,
the adapter service and connection were not from the same adapter.

Action

Retry the operation using a connection from the same adapter.

ART.0118.5073E

Adapter service {0} cannot use connection {1}. The connection is already being used
by a listener.

Explanation

The user attempted to use a connection in an adapter service; however, the connection
is already being used by a listener.

Action

Retry the operation using a connection that is not already being used by a listener.

ART.0118.5074E

"{0}" is not a valid connection name for adapter {1}

Explanation

The user attempted to use a connection in a polling notification or listener; however,
the connection was not part of the same adapter.

Action

Retry the operation using a connection from the same adapter.

ART.0118.5075E

Listener {0} cannot use connection {1}. The connection is already being used by an
adapter service or polling notification.

Explanation

The specified listener cannot use the specified connection because the connection is
already being used by a polling notification or an adapter service.

Action

Retry the operation using a connection that is not being used by a polling notification
or adapter service.
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ART.0118.5076E

Polling notification {0} cannot use connection {1}. The connection is already being
used by a listener.

Explanation

The user attempted to use a connection in a polling notification; however, the
connection is already being used by a listener.

Action

Retry the operation using a connection that is not already being used by a listener.

ART.0118.5077E

Adapter service {0} cannot use connection {1}. The connection does not support this
adapter service template.

Explanation

The user attempted to use a connection for an adapter service; however, the connection
does not support the adapter service.

Action

Retry the operation using a connection that supports the adapter service.

ART.0118.5078E

Minimum pool size must not be greater than maximum pool size.

Explanation

The user attempted to set the minimum pool size to a value that is greater than the
maximum pool size.

Action

Retry the operation specifying a minimum pool size that is lower than the maximum
pool size.

ART.0118.5079

Exception encountered while removing {0} connection from Connection cache.

Explanation

An error occurred while invalidating a failed XA transaction.

Action

Make sure that there is connectivity to the adapter backend, and that the connection
associated with the transaction is enabled. Check the server logs for transaction details.

ART.0118.5080

Exception encountered while updating connection {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while updating a connection node from an old version to a new
one.

Action

Make sure that the connection parameters are valid. Make sure that the user updating
the connection has been assigned the appropriate ACL.

ART.0118.5083

Invalid value {0} specified for {1} property, hence using default value as {2}

Explanation

The value of the watt.art.connection.nodeVersion watt property is invalid. Hence,
when creating the connection node, the specified node version is ignored and the
default value for node version is used instead.

Action

Make sure the watt.art.connection.nodeVersion property has a valid value. For details,
see the Integration Server administration guide.
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AUTH055

Did not add user(s) {0}. Password was empty.

Explanation

The Password field requires a value.

Action

Enter a valid password.

BAB.0002.0000E

Wrapped Exception:

Explanation

A communication failure occurred between Integration Server and a client resulting
in the exception.

Action

Verify that the communication parameters are correct. Check the setup for any network
issues.

BAB.0006.0001E

CommException: LinkServer closed

Explanation

A client sent a request to Integration Server after a previous connection between the
client and Integration Server was closed.

Action

Make sure that the client is not designed to send new requests to Integration Server
when communication with the server is closed.

BAD_AUDIT_DIRE The value supplied for watt.server.audit.logDir does not identify an existing
directory that Integration Server can write to. watt.server.audit.logDir was not
changed.
Explanation

The audit log directory was not changed because the watt.server.audit.logDir
parameter refers to a directory that either does not exist or Integration Server does
not have permission to write to.

Action

Specify a directory that exists on the server and that Integration Server can write to.
You can specify the full path name, or a relative path in relation to the Integration
Server.

BAD_SESSION_ID Invalid or expired session identifier.

BAF.0000.0001E

No file or properites specified

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0000.0002E

Illegal set_mode: {2}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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BAF.0000.0003E

FSDirCursor _encode exception

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0000.0004E

A minimum of three log segments required only {2} found

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0000.0005E

Unsupported BlockDevice specified: {2}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0000.0006E

BlockDevice Exception:

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0000.0007E

Unable to open FSData devices

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0000.0008E

Wrong number of Data Extents:{2} != {3}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0000.0009E

Invalid dataMaxExtents specified:{2}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0000.0010E

Invalid indexMaxExtents specified:{2}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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BAF.0000.0011E

Invalid dataMaxExtents:{2} must be between 1 and {3}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0000.0012E

Invalid indexMaxExtents:{2} must be between 1 and {3}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0000.0013E

Invalid dataThreshold specified:{2}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0000.0014E

Invalid indexThreshold specified:{2}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0000.0015E

Invalid dataThreshold:{2} must be between 50% and 99%

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0000.0016E

Invalid indexThreshold:{2} must be between 50% and 99%

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0000.0017E

Log offset:{2} inside Superblock

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0000.0018E

Log offset:{2} > Meta offset:{3}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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BAF.0000.0019E

Meta offset{2} > Data offset:{3}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0000.0020E

Error during create - Data store already exists

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0000.0021E

Exception during checkDataDevices:

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0000.0022E

Exception during newHashCode:

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0000.0023E

Unknown log type:{2}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0000.0024E

NOT RETURNABLE in finalize:{2}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0000.0025E

Finalizing undestroyed cursor (p={2} d={3})

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0000.0026E

No more null entries after {2} in {3}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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BAF.0000.0027E

Filesystem full ({2} < {3})

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0000.0028E

Block write failure

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0000.0029E

Unable to locate block of sufficient size

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0000.0030E

Cannot unlink last remaining empty

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0000.0031E

Data Expansion required but Maximum Data Exceeded

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0000.0032E

Index expansion requested but maximum are allocated

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0000.0033E

CreateIndexExtent, unable to alloc block

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0000.0034E

Mismatch:{2} {3} != {4}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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BAF.0000.0046E

Warning {2} failed

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0000.0047E

Notify() on null ref idx={2} hc={3} : {4}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0000.0048E

Transaction has no members:{2}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0000.0072E

Error during open - Log File does not exist

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0000.0073E

Error during create - Log File already exists

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0000.0074E

Error during create - Average Block Size or entries must be specified

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0000.0075E

Error during create - NumEntries exceeds size of integer

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0000.0076E

Error during open - data file segments do not match, input {2}, output {3}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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BAF.0000.0102E

The FSData is damaged, see the journal log for details

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0000.0103E

FSData checker. Bad NULL entry chain

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0001.0035E

Fatal Runtime Exception:{2}

Explanation

The Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0001.0036E

No open TXN for dirty entry

Explanation

The Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0001.0037E

Filesystem is in an invalid state

Explanation

The Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0001.0038E

Improper deleted type:(2}

Explanation

The Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0001.0039E

Can't unlink:(2}

Explanation

The Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0001.0040E

Can't add first empty back to empty list

Explanation

The Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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BAF.0001.0041E

FreeBytes mismatch:{2} != {3}

Explanation

The Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0001.0042E

Out of order merge:{2} & {3}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0001.0043E

First null entry cannot be null

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0001.0044E

First empty entry cannot be null

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0001.0045E

Transaction has no members:{2}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0001.0049E

Cannot use destroyed cursor

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0001.0050E

EndTXN called outside of a transaction

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0001.0051E

AbortTXN called outside of a transaction:{2}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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BAF.0001.0052E

Log is not open

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0001.0053E

Log is not closed

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0001.0054E

Log is smaller than max block ({2} < {3})

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0001.0055E

Transaction larger than total log

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0001.0056E

Cursors already @ 0:{2}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0001.0057E

References negative!:{2}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0001.0058E

Entry is already unlinked!:{2}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0001.0059E

No backup to revert to:{2}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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BAF.0001.0060E

Type mismatch: {2} != {3} on {4}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0001.0061E

Data length ({2}) != expected length:{3}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0001.0076E

Illegal state change from {2} to {3}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0002.0000E

Wrapped Exception:

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0003.0070E

TransactionException: Wait to start transaction interrupted

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0003.0071E

TransactionException: Resource already in a transaction

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0003.0072E

TransactionException: Wait to start transaction not allowed

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0004.0062E

Data: Unable to get cursor lock

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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BAF.0004.0063E

Data: Cannot get key, cursor is unpositioned

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0004.0064E

Data: Cannot get value, cursor is unpositioned

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0004.0065E

Data: Cannot get value reference, cursor is unpositioned

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0004.0066E

Data: Cursor is unpositioned

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0004.0067E

Data: Unable to delete: {2}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0004.0068E

Data: Can not clone a destroyed cursor

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0004.0069E

Data: Referenced object has been deleted

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0005.0077E

IOException: No Properties provied to JDBCBlockDev

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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BAF.0005.0078E

IOException: No JDBC Driver provided to JDBCBlockDev

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0005.0079E

IOException: No URL provided to JDBCBlockDev

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0005.0080E

IOException: Unable to create table:{2}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0005.0081E

IOException: {2} JDBCBlockDevice doesn't support Logical Devices - offset:{3}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0005.0082E

IOException: {2} Attempted to write past final segment: {3}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0005.0083E

IOException: {2} Attempted to read past final segment: {3}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0005.0084E

IOException: {2} Blob length: {3} != Segment size:{4}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0005.0085E

IOException: {2} Not Found:

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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BAF.0005.0086E

IOException: {2} Unable to Connect - Retries Exhausted

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0005.0087E

IOException: All component files must be the same length

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0005.0088E

IOException: Invalid logical position specified

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0005.0089E

IOException: Read error

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0005.0090E

IOException: Write error

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0005.0091E

IOException: Invalid Physical position

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0005.0092E

IOException: SplitExtent failed - Extent not found:{2}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0005.0093E

IOException: Unable to allocate new IBlockDevice in Device Group

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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BAF.0005.0094E

IOException: Invalid Log Region detected - Timestamp mismatch

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0005.0095E

IOException: CompositeBlockDevice read error

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0005.0096E

IOException: missing {2} properties file

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0005.0097E

IOException: Illegal mode {2}. Must be 'rw' or 'r'

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0005.0098E

IOException: block device has 0 length

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0005.0099E

IOException: Unable to read {2} bytes

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0005.0100E

IOException: Unable to allocate write buffer

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAF.0005.0101E

IOException: Native library unavailable

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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BAQ.0002.0000

Wrapped Exception:

BAQ.0003.0001

TransactionException: Resource already in a transaction

BAR.0001.1401

RuntimeException: unsupported cursor {2}

BAR.0002.0000

Wrapped Exception:

BAR.0005.1600

RepoDirCodec: DecodeParms must be called before decode

BAR.0005.1601

RepoDirCodec: Unserializable repo object

BAR.0005.1602

RepoDirCodec: Repo Must be Standalone

BAR.0006.1700

CommException: sendRequest() failed

BAR.0006.1701

CommException: ConnectionServer closed

BAR.0006.1702

CommException: Missing keyword:{2}

BAR.0010.0001

Directory: insert exception:

BAR.0010.0002

Directory: update exception:

BAR.0010.0003

Directory: rename exception:

BAR.0010.0004

Directory: get queue failed, invalid object type
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BAR.0010.0005

Directory: entry version "{2}" does not exist for entry "{3}"

BAR.0010.0007

Directory: delete exception:

BAR.0010.0008

Directory: "{2}" already exists

BAR.0010.0009

Directory: entry "{2}" is not a symbolic link

BAR.0010.0011

Directory: object has been destroyed

BAR.0010.0012

Directory: null not allowed in compound directory path expression

BAR.0010.0013

Directory; key "{2}" not found

BAR.0010.0014

Directory: key "{2}" is not a repository directory

BAR.0010.0015

Directory: "{2}" can not be versioned

BAR.0010.0016

Directory: illegal state, directory may have been destroyed

BAR.0010.0017

Directory: "{2}" is an invalid symbolic link target

BAR.0010.0018

Directory: "{2}" is a repository directory and an invalid symbolic link target

BAR.0010.0019

Directory: "{2}" is a repository IData object and an invalid symbolic link target

BAR.0010.0021

Directory: new key {2} can not be a compound key
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BAR.0010.0022

Directory: RepoQueue {2} can not be versioned

BAR.0010.0023

Directory: "{2}" is a symbolic link and is invalid as a symbolic link target

BAR.0010.0024

Directory: Entry {2} not versioned

BAR.0010.0025

Directory: reconnect attempt failed

BAR.0010.0026

Directory: get queue failed, object is null

BAR.0010.0027

Directory: can not be target of an update for entry {2}

BAR.0010.0028

Directory: invalid version number {2}

BAR.0010.0029

Directory: invalid relative version number {2}

BAR.0010.0030

Directory: cannot delete current version for entry {2}

BAR.0010.0031

Directory: illegal transaction state, {2} not allowed in active transaction

BAR.0010.0032

Directory: testAndSet failed for entry {2}:

BAR.0010.0033

Directory: testAndSet failed for entry {2} - Invalid Entry Type

BAR.0010.0034

Directory: key "{2}" is not a repository stream

BAR.0010.0035

Directory: internal error, unknown repository container type, {2}
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BAR.0011.0100

Queue: constructor failure:

BAR.0011.0101

Queue: enqueue failure:

BAR.0011.0102

Queue: dequeue failure:

BAR.0012.0200

Stream: Invalid length key type: {2}

BAR.0012.0201

Stream: DataException: {2}

BAR.0012.0202

Stream: Invalid Object: {2} missing {3}

BAR.0012.0203

Stream: Invalid Segments key type: {2}

BAR.0012.0204

Stream: Segment {2} not found in {3}

BAR.0012.0205

Stream: Invalid Status key type: {2}

BAR.0012.0206

Stream: EOF - Pending stream

BAR.0012.0207

Stream: {2} already open for output

BAR.0012.0208

Stream: {2} closed

BAR.0012.0209

Stream: Error Writing byte[] to OutputStream: {2}

BAR.0012.0210

Stream: Error Flushing OutputStream: {2}
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BAR.0012.0211

Stream: Error Closing OutputStream: {2}

BAR.0012.0212

Stream: Error Reading InputStream: {2}

BAR.0012.0213

Stream: Error Closing InputStream: {2}

BAR.0013.0300

NameParser: missing component key

BAR.0013.0301

NameParser: invalid key syntax: "{2}"

BAR.0013.0302

NameParser: index missing from key "{2}"

BAR.0013.0303

NameParser: index not numeric "{2}"

BAR.0013.0304

NameParser: bad array index syntax "{2}"

BAR.0014.0400

Illegal argument: Directory object cannot be stored

BAR.0014.0403

Illegal argument: Key must be specified

BAR.0014.0404

Illegal argument: Action must be ADD, DELETE, or CHANGE

BAR.0015.0500

Session: Logon required

BAR.0015.0505

Session: RepoStream object in use, RepoAPI calls not allowed

BAR.0015.0510

Session: Invalid logon URL "{2}" specified
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BAR.0015.0511

Session: No default server specified

BAR.0015.0515

Session: Active repository session, logon not allowed

BAR.0015.0516

Session: Internal Error, invalid Transaction Resource object

BAR.0015.0518

Session: Duplicate logon not allowed

BAR.0015.0519

Session: Session not logged on

BAR.0015.0520

Session: Session disabled due to LUW timeout

BAR.0015.0521

Session: Previous LUW timeout still in progress, try again later

BAR.0016.0600

Internal Error: local server connection config invalid

BAR.0016.0601

Internal Error: during server initialization exception:

BAR.0016.0603

Internal Error: connection to repository server failed, missing remote refid

BAR.0016.0604

Internal Error: Repository server shutdown failed:

BAR.0016.0605

Internal Error: Repository server is not the primary server

BAR.0017.0700

RepoStore: Internal Error creating Repo Server object:

BAR.0017.0701

RepoStore: Unable to initialize Repository backing store
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BAR.0017.0702

RepoStore: Repository server has been destroyed

BAR.0017.0703

RepoStore: Repository backing store not initialized

BAR.0017.0704

RepoStore: Missing 'persiststore' config parm

BAR.0018.0900

RepoConnection: Secondary server could not find primary repository server

BAR.0018.0901

RepoConnection: Could not find primary repository server: {2}

BAR.0018.0904

RepoConnection: Reconnect failed, no remote server cluster connection information
available

BAR.0019.1100

Transaction: Resource already participating in a transaction

BAR.0019.1101

Transaction: Illegal transaction state, transaction destroyed

BAR.0019.1102

Transaction: Illegal transaction state, session mismatch

BAR.0019.1103

Transaction: Illegal transaction state, IDataSharedCuror Transactions not supported

BAR.0019.1104

Transaction: TransactionException: Cursor has been destroyed

BAR.0020.1200

SharedCursor: illegal state, cursor destroyed

BAR.0020.1201

SharedCursor: reconnect attempt failed

BAR.0020.1202

SharedCursor: invalid resource specified
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BAR.0020.1203

SharedCursor: Reconnect Exception detected

BAR.0020.1204

SharedCursor: Can not get key, cursor is unpositioned.

BAR.0020.1205

SharedCursor: Can not get value, cursor is unpositioned.

BAR.0021.1300

Queue: reconnect attempt failed

BAR.0021.1301

Queue: illegal state, queue destroyed

BAR.0021.1302

Queue: object has been destroyed

BAR.0021.1303

Queue: Repository Queue entry corrupted

BAR.0022.1400

Data: illegal state, IData destroyed

BAR.0023.1500

Migration: export not implemented in RepoMigrate, use Repov2Migrate or
Repov3Migrate to export your specific Repo version

BAR.0023.1501

Migration: exception:{2}

BAR.0023.1502

Migration: Error During Import, probably Coder mismatch between Export and
Import utilities: exception:{2}

BAR.0023.1503

Migration: import not implemented in {2}, use RepoMigrate to import

BAS.0123.0004E

FSData checker repair attempted. Zero length file deleted. {0}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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BAS.0123.0007E

FSData checker. {0} entrys not in any chain.

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAS.0123.0008E

FSData checker repair attempted. Bad NULL list entry removed. {0}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAS.0123.0009E

FSData checker. Entry in {0} list has bad prev pointer. {1}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAS.0123.0010E

FSData checker. Entry in {0} list has wrong type. {1} != {2} {3}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAS.0123.0011E

FSData checker. Duplicate entry in {0} list. {1}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAS.0123.0012E

FSData checker. Entry in {0} list contains bad reference count. {1}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAS.0123.0013E

FSData checker. Data node has wrong type. {0}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAS.0123.0014E

FSData checker. Hash tree node has wrong type. {0}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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BAS.0123.0015E

FSData checker. Free byte count is wrong. {0} != {1}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAS.0123.0016E

FSData checker repair attempted. {0} orphaned NULLs recovered.

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAS.0123.0017E

FSData checker. Entry is in multiple chains. {0}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAS.0123.0018E

FSData checker. Repair attempted - full check will be run again.

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAS.0123.0019E

FSData checker. Attempting to recover orphaned NULL and EMPTY entries.

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAS.0123.0021E

FSData checker. Dir entry has bad last node pointer. {0}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAS.0123.0022E

FSData checker repair attempted. Bad EMPTY list entry removed. {0}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

BAT.0000.0001

duplicate endpoint id {2}
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BAT.0000.0002

endpoint {2} not found.

BAT.0000.0003

endpoint {2} can not be deleted it has producers/consumers with active or pending
messages.

BAT.0000.0004

duplicate producer id {2}

BAT.0000.0005

producer {2} not found.

BAT.0000.0006

producer {2} can not deleted, it has active or pending messages.

BAT.0000.0007

duplicate consumer id {2}

BAT.0000.0008

consumer {2} not found.

BAT.0000.0009

consumer {2} can not deleted, it has active or pending messages.

BAT.0000.0010

duplicate message store id {2} for producer {3}

BAT.0000.0011

consumer {2} message store id {3} not found.

BAT.0000.0012

consumer {2} message store {3} can not deleted, it has active or pending messages.

BAT.0000.0013

no active transaction for message store id {2} for parent container id {3}

BAT.0000.0014

transactions not enabled for message store id {2} for parent container id {3}

BAT.0000.0015

method disabled because transactions are enabled for message store id {2} for parent
container id {3}
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BAT.0000.0016

consumer {2} message store {3} this method requires transactions to be enabled.

BAT.0000.0017

duplicate sequence number {2} for message id {3} in store id {4} in parent container
id {5}

BAT.0000.0018

message id {2} not found in message store id {3} for parent container id {4}

BAT.0000.0019

out of sequence message seq {2}, last seq {3} id {4} in store id {5} in parent container
id {6}

BAT.0000.0020

argument arrays must be same length, message store id {2} for parent container id
{3}

BAT.0000.0021

invalid timeout value {2}, must be > 0

BAT.0000.0022

invalid message sequence number {2}, must be >= 0

BAT.0000.0023

invalid message acknowledge mode {2}

BAT.0000.0024

message id can not be null, {2}

BAT.0000.0025

illegal state change request from {2} to {3}

BAT.0000.0026

{2} {3} has been closed

BAT.0000.0027

thread has been interrupted

BAT.0000.0028

method [{2}] is not allowed from a rejected message handler.
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BAT.0000.0029

the transient store type {2} specified could not be initialized.

BAT.0000.0030

IData backing store is null, required

BAT.0000.0031

IDATASTORE type requires a transacted IData implemenation

BAT.0000.0032

duplicate message for store id {2} in parent container id {3}

BAT.0000.0033

{2} {3} is already started.

BAT.0000.0034

{2} {3} has been stopped.

BAT.0000.0035

Invalid reference: MessageStore[{2}] is null.

BAT.0000.0036

A ISimpleQueueProducer has already been created for this SimpleQueue

BAT.0000.0037

A ISimpleQueueConsumer has already been created for this SimpleQueue

BAT.0000.0038

Cannot ack not allowed for a zero-or-more SimpleQueue

BAT.0000.0039

Cannot nack not allowed for a zero-or-more SimpleQueue

BAT.0000.0040

SimpleQueue {2} not found.

BAT.0000.0041

SimpleQueue {2} can not be deleted it is not empty.

BAT.0002.0000

Wrapped Exception:
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BAT.0127.0001

Recoverable Error skipped because warnonopen = continue. Db:{0} Error:{1}

BAT.0127.0002

Recoverable Error encountered but warnonopen = fail. Db:{0} Error:{1}

BAT.0127.0003

Error deleting damaged data file. Db:{0} Error:{1}

BAT.0127.0004

Error renaming damaged data file. Db:{0} Error:{1}

BAT.0127.0005

Error re-creating damaged data file. Db:{0} Error:{1}

BAT.0127.0006

Damaged data file renamed. Db:{0} renamed:{1}

BAT.0127.0007

Damaged data file deleted. Db:{0}

BAT.0127.0008

Damaged data file re-created. Db:{0}

BAT.0127.0009

Error during checkDataDevice. Db:{0} Error:{1}

BAT.0127.0010

Damaged data file detected. Db:{0} Error:{1}

BAT.0127.0011

Data file resize required. Db:{0}

BAT.0127.0012

Error cleaning up resized Data file. Db:{0} Error:{1}

BAT.0127.0013

Error creating resized Data file. Db:{0} Error:{1}

BAT.0127.0014

Error copying resized Data file. Db:{0}
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BAT.0127.0015

Error renaming original data file. Db:{0} Error:{1}

BAT.0127.0016

Error closing resized data file. Db:{0} Error:{1}

BAT.0127.0017

Error renaming resized data file. Db:{0} Error:{1}

BAT.0127.0018

Error restoring original data file. Db:{0} Error:{1}

BAT.0127.0019

Error cleaning up copied Data file. Db:{0} Error:{1}

BAT.0127.0020

Error closing original Data file. Db:{0} Error:{1}

BAT.0127.0021

Data file resize completed. Db:{0}

BAT.0127.0022

Resized Data file recovered. Db:{0}

BEHAVIOUR_IS_INVALID – Behaviour should be one of client or server

BROKER_NOT_REACHABLE – Broker not connected.

CACHE_CACHE_MANAGER_NOT_INITIALIZED – Cache manager {0} is not loaded or initialized.

CACHE_CACHE_NOT_FOUND – Cache {1} for cache manager {0} not found.

CACHE_CANNOT_ACQUIRE_READ_LOCK – Could not acquire a read lock for key {0} in cache {1}
contained within the cache manager {2}.

CACHE_CANNOT_ACQUIRE_WRITE_LOCK – Could not acquire a write lock for key {0} in cache {1}
contained within the cache manager {2}.
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CACHE_INVALID_INPUT – Invalid value for input parameter {0}. Error:{1}.

CACHE_MISSING_PARAM_NAME – Missing required parameter: {0}

CANNOT_CREATE_FOREACH – Cannot make the For Each from: {0} to: {1}

CAN_NOT_RESUME can not resume due to state:

CAN_NOT_SUSPEND can not suspend due to state:

CLIENT_HTTP_EXP3 do not use: data.string, data.stream or data.mimeStream on a DELETE

CLIENT_HTTP_KERBEROS_DELEGATION_NO_CREDENTIALS – Kerberos delegatable credentials
do not exist.
Explanation

Delegatable credentials do not exist. Delegation is set to Kerberos without requesting
for a delegatable token in the previous (parent) pub.client:http call.

Action

Ensure that the delegation input in the pub.client:http is set only after the
requestDelegatableToken is set to true in the previous (parent) pub.client:http call.

CLIENT_HTTP_KERBEROS_PRINCIPALPASSWORD_DELEGATION_BOTHREQ – Either both
Kerberos clientPrincipal and clientPassword must be supplied or both should be left blank.

CLIENT_HTTP_KERBEROS_SPNFORM_DELEGATION_FORMAT – Kerberos service principal name
form must be either username or hostbased.

CLIENT_HTTP_KERBEROS_SPN_FORM_DELEGATION_BOTHREQ – Either both Kerberos service
principal name and service principal name form must be supplied or both should be left blank.

CLIENT_INPUT_NOT_BYTE_ARRAY – Input {0} must be a byte array
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CLIENT_WEBSOCKET_MISSING_INPUT – {0} is a required input

CLIENT_WEBSOCKET_WRONG_URL – url is required and must begin with ws or wss

CURRENT_EVENT_IS_NOT_A_START_ELEMENT – Current event is not a START_ELEMENT

CURRENT_STATE_NOT_START_ELEMENT – Current state not START_ELEMENT

CURRENT_STATE_NOT_START_ELEMENT_END_ELEMENT_OR_ENTITY_REFERENCE – Current
state not START_ELEMENT, END_ELEMENT or ENTITY_REFERENCE

CURRENT_STATE_NOT_START_ELEMENT_OR_END_ELEMENT – Current state not
START_ELEMENT or END_ELEMENT

DEFAULT_ILIVE_TRUSTSTORE_DESCRIPTION – Default truststore alias for webMethods Cloud.

DEPLOYER_PACKAGE_DISALLOW_INSTALL_ON_ENABLED – Package"{0}" will not be deployed
because deploying to an enabled package is disallowed

DEPLOYER_PACKAGE_NOT_ENABLED – The deployed package {0} is disabled. Check the Integration
Server logs for any errors that may have occurred during deployment. If the package contains Adapter
or .NET assets for which variable substitution parameters were specified, you must perform the variable
substitutions manually on the Integration Server for the changes to take effect.

DEPLOYER_PACKAGE_SERVICE_EXECUTION_CHECK – Package"{0}" will not be deployed because
at least one of the Package services is in execution

DISABLEDE

Messaging Synchronizer has been disabled

Explanation

The Broker Synchronizer has been disabled.

Action

Check the status of the Broker and the Broker Settings in Integration Server
Administrator.
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DUPE_EVENT_TYPE_NAME – Document type {0} has failed to load. Duplicate Broker document type
name {1} is also referenced by {2}

DUP_XID_RESOURCE_UPDT – Failed attempt to store resource status={0} for xid={1}, resource={2}. XID
not found.

DUP_XID_START Transaction start for xid={0} failed. Transaction for this xid has already been started.

EDA_ETD_ROOT_NODE Parameter xmldata must be XML with a root node element named "Event
{http://namespaces.softwareag.com/EDA/Event}".

EGDOS002E

Error occurred while updating global Denial of Service options for Enterprise
Gateway rules. Details: {0}.

Explanation

Enterprise Gateway Server could not update the global Denial of Service options for
Enterprise Gateway rules for the reason indicated.

Action

Ensure that the correct input parameters are provided to the service. Then, try to
update the global Denial of Service options again.

EGDOS006E

Error occurred while updating Denial of Service by IP address options for Enterprise
Gateway rules. Details: {0}.

Explanation

Enterprise Gateway Server could not update DoS by IP address options for Enterprise
Gateway rules for the reason indicated.

Action

Check the reason detailed in the message and take appropriate corrective action.

EGMAPP02E

Error occurred while updating device types. Details: {0}.

Explanation

Enterprise Gateway Server could not update the list of device types. Possible reasons
are: The device name is too long (exceeds 255 characters) or contains special characters;
the device type was deleted by another user while the current user tried to update
the list; the device type is specified in one or more Enterprise Gateway rules; or there
was a problem saving the device types to the Enterprise Gateway rules configuration
file.

Action

If you are adding a device type, use the correct format. If you are deleting a device
type and the device type is used in one or more Enterprise Gateway rules, remove or
change the condition in the mobile application protection filter where the device type
is specified.
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EGMAPP04E

Error occurred while updating mobile applications. Details: {0}.

Explanation

Enterprise Gateway Server could not update the list of mobile applications. Possible
reasons are: The application name is too long (exceeds 255 characters) or contains
special characters; the application was deleted by another user while the current user
tried to update the list; the application is specified in one or more rules; or there was
a problem saving the application to the Enterprise Gateway rules configuration file.

Action

If you are adding a mobile application, use the correct format. If you are deleting a
mobile application and the application is used in one or more Enterprise Gateway
rules, remove or change the condition in the mobile application protection filter where
the application is specified.

EGRULE002E

Enterprise Gateway rule could not be created. Details: {0}.

Explanation

Enterprise Gateway Server could not create the Enterprise Gateway rule for the reason
indicated.

Action

Ensure that the correct input parameters are provided to the rule creation service.

EGRULE004E

Enterprise Gateway rule could not be updated. Details: {0}.

Explanation

Enterprise Gateway Server could not update the Enterprise Gateway rule for the
reason indicated.

Action

Ensure that the correct input parameters are provided to the rule update service.

EGRULE006E

Enterprise Gateway rule could not be deleted. Details: {0}.

Explanation

Enterprise Gateway Server could not delete the Enterprise Gateway rule for the reason
indicated.

Action

Ensure that the correct input parameters are provided to the rule deletion service.

EGRULE007E

A rule violation occurred for Enterprise Gateway rule "{0}". Filter: "{1}", message:
"{2}", request IP: {3}, request URL: {4}, request time: {5}.

Explanation

Enterprise Gateway Server could not process the request because an Enterprise
Gateway rule violation occurred.

Action

Either change the rule filter settings or modify the request so a rule violation does not
occur.

EGRULE008E

A rule violation occurred for Enterprise Gateway rule "{0}". Request IP: {1}, request
URL: {2}, request time: {3}.

Explanation

Enterprise Gateway Server could not process the request because an Enterprise
Gateway rule violation occurred.

Action

Either change the rule settings or modify the request so a rule violation does not occur.
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ELEMENT_IS_NOT_A_TEXT_ONLY_ONE – Element is not a text-only one

ELEMENT_TEXT_CONTENT_MAY_NOT_CONTAIN_START_ELEMENT – element text content may
not contain START_ELEMENT

EMPTY_KEYSTORE_ALIAS – Alias is not specified

EMPTY_KEYSTORE_LOCATION – Location is not specified

EMPTY_KEYSTORE_PROVIDER – Provider is not specified

EMPTY_KEYSTORE_TYPE – Type is not specified

ERROR_DRIVER_CONTAINS_INVALID_CHARSI – Driver alias definition cannot be created. Driver
alias name contains one or more invalid characters.

ERROR_POOL_CONTAINS_INVALID_CHARSI – Pool alias cannot contain any of these characters:
{0}

ER_SEND_MISSING_EVENT_PARAM – Missing required parameter: {0}

EXCEPTION_PARSING_HELP_CONTEXT_FILE – Exception occurred while parsing the file
doc/OnlineHelp/context.xml from WmRoot package: {0}

EXPECTED_LOCAL_NAME_NOT_MATCHING – Expected local name '{0}'; current local name '{1}'

EXPECTED_NON_NULL_LOCAL_NAME – Expected non-null local name, but current token not a
START_ELEMENT, END_ELEMENT or ENTITY_REFERENCE (was {0})

FAC+"."+AUTO_CREATE_CONNECTION_FACTORY – Automatically creating JMS Connection Factory
{0} for JMS connection alias {1}.
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FAC+"."+AUTO_CREATE_DESTINATION – Automatically creating JMS Destination {0} for JMS
connection alias {1}.

FAC+"."+ERROR_READING_SJO_FILE_FOR_CONNECTIONFACTORY – Error occurred during lookup
for SonicMQ ConnectionFactory object from "{0}".

FAC+"."+ERROR_READING_SJO_FILE_FOR_DESTINATION – Error occurred during lookup for
SonicMQ Destination object from "{0}".

FAC+"."+EXCEPTION_DURING_HOT_DEPLOYMENT – Exception {0} occured while handling Hot
Deployment notification for trigger {1}

FAC+"."+JMS_STARTING – JMS subsystem is starting.

FAC+"."+PRODUCER_RETRY_FAILED – Producer Retry for destination {0} alias {1} failed after {2}
attempt(s): {3}

FAC+"."+PRODUCER_RETRY_FAILED_ATTEMPT – Producer Retry for destination {0} alias {1} failed
retry attempt {2}: {3}

FAC+"."+PRODUCER_RETRY_INTERRUPT_DISABLED – Producer Retry for destination {0} alias {1}
has been interrupted because the alias is now disabled.

FAC+"."+PRODUCER_RETRY_INTERRUPT_DISCONNECTED – Producer Retry for destination {0}
alias {1} has been interrupted because the connection is closed.

FAC+"."+PRODUCER_RETRY_INTERRUPT_SHUTDOWN – Producer Retry for destination {0} alias
{1} has been interrupted because the server is shutting down.

FAC+"."+PRODUCER_RETRY_NOTRUN_DISABLED – Producer Retry not attempted for destination
{0} alias {1} because the alias is disabled: {2}
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FAC+"."+PRODUCER_RETRY_NOTRUN_DISCONNECTED – Producer Retry not attempted for
destination {0} alias {1} because the connection is closed: {2}

FAC+"."+PRODUCER_RETRY_NOTRUN_SHUTDOWN – Producer Retry not attempted for destination
{0} alias {1} because the server is shutting down: {2}

FAC+"."+PRODUCER_RETRY_STARTED – Attempting Producer Retry for destination {0} alias {1}. Max
Retry Attempts: {2}, Retry Interval: {3}, Error: {4}

FAC+"."+PRODUCER_RETRY_SUCCESS – Producer Retry for destination {0} alias {1} was successful
after {2} attempt(s).

FAC+"."+REGISTER_TRIGGER_FOR_HOT_DEPLOYMENT – Registering trigger {0} for updates on
Hot Deployment of dependent package

FAC+"."+RESUMING_TRIGGER_ON_HOT_DEPLOYMENT_CANCEL – Resuming trigger {0} as the
Hot Deployment of dependent package ended

FAC+"."+RESUMING_TRIGGER_ON_HOT_DEPLOYMENT_END – Resuming trigger {0} as the Hot
Deployment of dependent package ended

FAC+"."+SUSPENDING_TRIGGER_ON_HOT_DEPLOYMENT_START – Suspending trigger {0} as the
dependent package is under Hot Deployment

FAC+"."+UNABLE_TO_RESTART_TRIGGER – Unable to re-start JMS Trigger {0}: {1}

FAC+"."+UNABLE_TO_START_TRIGGER_FIRST_TIME – Unable to start JMS Trigger {0}: {1}

FAC+"."+UN_REGISTER_TRIGGER_FOR_HOT_DEPLOYMENT – Unregistering trigger {0} for updates
on Hot Deployment of dependent package
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FAC_LISTENER+ALIS3300 – MSGPREFIX_LISTENER+"Unable to handle the state change event of the
listener {0} acrosss the cluster"
Explanation

An error occurred while processing a state change event for a listener in the cluster.

Action

Check the details for the error in the Integration Server error log.

FAC_LISTENER+ALIS3311 – MSGPREFIX_LISTENER+"The cluster event can't be acted upon since the
listener {0} is not present"
Explanation

The error occurs when a listener is not available on a cluster node because of incorrect
cluster setup. The correct cluster setup requires copying the same package on all
cluster nodes.

Action

Check if the package containing the listener is loaded properly. Verify if the WmART
package dependency is set properly.

FAC_LISTENER+ALIS3312 – MSGPREFIX_LISTENER+"unable to activate the listener {0}. "
Explanation

When a listener becomes disabled on an active node, another node becomes active.
The system returns the exception if an unexpected error occurs during that process.

Action

Check the error log and try enabling the listener manually later on the node on which
the failure occurred.

FAC_LISTENER+ALIS3313 – MSGPREFIX_LISTENER+"Unable to perform the listener failover since
the listener node {0} is not available."
Explanation

The error occurs during failover handling of a node when the active node is down, if
the corresponding listener node is not available.

Action

Check whether the package with the corresponding listener node is enabled and
active. If not, try enabling the package.

FAC_LISTENER+ALIS3314 – MSGPREFIX_LISTENER+"Unable to perform the listener failover due to
an error while accessing the listener state cache."
Explanation

This error occurs during failover handling of a node when the active node is down,
if the listener state is not accessible from the Terracotta cache.

Action

If all nodes throw the same exception, try enabling the listener manually on any of
the nodes.

FAC_LISTENER+ALIS3315 – MSGPREFIX_LISTENER+"Unable to synchronize the listener {0} across
the cluster since the shared cache isn't available."
Explanation

In a clustered environment, shared cache is used to synchronize the state of the
listeners. The error occurs when the shared cache is not available.

Action

Check the connection of the shared cache server to the specified Integration Server
node.
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FAC_NOTIFICATION+ANOT3132 – MSGPREFIX_NOTIFICATION+"Unable to set Publish Event
status. Missing parameter: {0}"
Explanation

The Notification name input parameter is missing.

Action

Specify the notification name for which you want to set the Publish Event status.

FAC_NOTIFICATION+ANOT3133 – MSGPREFIX_NOTIFICATION+"Unable to set Publish Event
status. Notification not found: {0}"
Explanation

The specified notification does not exist.

Action

Check if the notification with the specified name exists in the system.

FAC_NOTIFICATION+ANOT3136 – MSGPREFIX_NOTIFICATION+"Notification 'Disable' request is
not initiated by any user explicitly."
Explanation

The polling notification is not disabled explicitly by any user. It was disabled
automatically due to an error.

Action

Check the stack trace in the error log to find out the point at which the notification
'disable' operation was triggered.

FASHHASH_NOSUCHELEMENT – FastHashEnumerator

FFP.0001.9001E

Child at index [{0}] is cannot be added to this row.

Explanation

The Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support. Keep the following information handy before
contacting the Software AG Global Support: server and error logs, a copy of the
Support Action Information page from Developer, and the contents of the
packages\WmFlatFile\config directory.

FFP.0001.9002E

Cannot add child

Explanation

The Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support. Keep the following information handy before
contacting the Software AG Global Support: server and error logs, a copy of the
Support Action Information page from Developer, and the contents of the
packages\WmFlatFile\config directory.
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FFP.0001.9003E

Cannot add child

Explanation

The Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support. Keep the following information handy before
contacting the Software AG Global Support: server and error logs, a copy of the
Support Action Information page from Developer, and the contents of the
packages\WmFlatFile\config directory.

FFP.0001.9004E

Cannot put a record inside another record

Explanation

The Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support. Keep the following information handy before
contacting the Software AG Global Support: server and error logs, a copy of the
Support Information page from the Developer, and the contents of the
packages\WmFlatFile\config directory.

FFP.0001.9005E

Cannot add unknown type to a record

Explanation

The Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support. Keep the following information handy before
contacting the Software AG Global Support: server and error logs, a copy of the
Support Action Information page from Developer, and the contents of the
packages\WmFlatFile\config directory.

FFP.0001.9006E

Fields cannot have children

Explanation

The Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support. Keep the following information handy before
contacting the Software AG Global Support: server and error logs, a copy of the
Support Information page from the Developer, and the contents of the
packages\WmFlatFile\config directory.

FFP.0001.9007E

Composites cannot contain composites

Explanation

The Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support. Keep the following information handy before
contacting the Software AG Global Support: server and error logs, a copy of the
Support Information page from the Developer, and the contents of the
packages\WmFlatFile\config directory.
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FFP.0001.9008E

Cannot add record to a composite

Explanation

The Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support. Keep the following information handy before
contacting the Software AG Global Support: server and error logs, a copy of the
Support Information page from the Developer, and the contents of the
packages\WmFlatFile\config directory.

FFP.0001.9009E

Cannot add unknown type to a composite

Explanation

The Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support. Keep the following information handy before
contacting the Software AG Global Support: server and error logs, a copy of the
Support Action Information page from Developer, and the contents of the
packages\WmFlatFile\config directory.

FFP.0001.9010E

Cannot add child

Explanation

The Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support. Keep the following information handy before
contacting the Software AG Global Support: server and error logs, a copy of the
Support Action Information page from Developer, and the contents of the
packages\WmFlatFile\config directory.

FFP.0001.9011E

Cannot add children to detail view

Explanation

The Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support. Keep the following information handy before
contacting the Software AG Global Support: server and error logs, a copy of the
Support Information page from the Developer, and the contents of the
packages\WmFlatFile\config directory.

FFP.0001.9012E

Cannot add children to detail view

Explanation

The Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support. Keep the following information handy before
contacting the Software AG Global Support: server and error logs, a copy of the
Support Information page from the Developer, and the contents of the
packages\WmFlatFile\config directory.
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FFP.0001.9013E

Cannot add child of type: {0}

Explanation

The Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support. Keep the following information handy before
contacting the Software AG Global Support: server and error logs, a copy of the
Support Information page from the Developer, and the contents of the
packages\WmFlatFile\config directory.

FFP.0001.9014E

The first child of the Record Usage must be the Record Definition

Explanation

The Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support. Keep the following information handy before
contacting the Software AG Global Support: server and error logs, a copy of the
Support Action Information page from the Developer, and the contents of the
packages\WmFlatFile\config directory.

FFP.0001.9015E

Cannot set the children of a usage node. The only child is the used node definition

Explanation

The Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support. Keep the following information handy before
contacting the Software AG Global Support: server and error logs, a copy of the
Support Action Information page from Developer, and the contents of the
packages\WmFlatFile\config directory.

FFP.0001.9016E

Node is not editable

Explanation

The Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support. Keep the following information handy before
contacting the Software AG Global Support: server and error logs, a copy of the
Support Action Information page from Developer, and the contents of the
packages\WmFlatFile\config directory.

FFP.0001.9017E

Cannot modify the children of a reference

Explanation

The Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support. Keep the following information handy before
contacting the Software AG Global Support: server and error logs, a copy of the
Support Action Information page from Developer, and the contents of the
packages\WmFlatFile\config directory.
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FFP.0001.9018E

Cannot add child. Child must be of type: {0}

Explanation

The Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support. Keep the following information handy before
contacting the Software AG Global Support: server and error logs, a copy of the
Support Action Information page from Developer, and the contents of the
packages\WmFlatFile\config directory.

FFP.0001.9019E

Cannot add node, node with name {0} already exists

Explanation

The Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support. Keep the following information handy before
contacting the Software AG Global Support: server and error logs, a copy of the
Support Action Information page from Developer, and the contents of the
packages\WmFlatFile\config directory.

FFP.0001.9020E

Cannot edit a broken link

Explanation

The Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support. Keep the following information handy before
contacting the Software AG Global Support: server and error logs, a copy of the
Support Action Information page from Developer, and the contents of the
packages\WmFlatFile\config directory.

FFP.0001.9021E

Server cannot be null

Explanation

The Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support. Keep the following information handy before
contacting the Software AG Global Support: server and error logs, a copy of the
Support Action Information page from Developer, and the contents of the
packages\WmFlatFile\config directory.

FFP.0018.0001

The mark method is not supported by the supplied InputStream.

FFP.0018.0002

The reset method is not supported by the supplied InputStream.

FFP.0018.0003

`{0}` must be greater than zero (0).
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FFP.0018.0004

`{0}` is required and must be greater than zero (0).

FFP.0018.0005

`{0}` is required and must be greater than one (1).

FFP.0018.0006

`{0}` is required and must be zero (0) or greater.

FFP.0018.0007

If `{0}` is supplied, it must be zero (0) or greater.

FFP.0018.0008

`offset` + `length` cannot exceed the size of `buffer`.

FFP.0018.0009

Input parameter ffData cannot be null.

FFP.0018.0010

Cannot process ffData of type: {0}.

FFP.0018.0011

Could not find flat file Schema: {0}.

FFP.0018.0012

Not validating, not keeping results, invalid settings.

FFP.0018.0013

Encoding not supported: {0}.

FFP.0018.0014

Name and package are required.

FFP.0018.0015

Could not find dictionary: {0}.

FFP.0018.0016

Flat File Schema name must be specified.

FFP.0018.0017

No input signature presented.
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FFP.0018.0018

Document Type `{0}` already exists. Please delete it before re-creating.

FFP.0018.0019

Value specified for maxErrors must be an integer. Value specified: `{0}`.

FFP.0018.0020

Could not find record definition `{0}` in dictionary {1}.

FFP.0018.0021

Could not find composite definition `{0}` in dictionary {1}.

FFP.0018.0022

Could not find field definition `{0}` in dictionary {1}.

FFP.0018.0023

Please specify a valid value for entryType.

FFP.0018.0024

{0} is not a flat file dictionary.

FFP.0018.0025

{0} is not a flat file schema.

FFP.0018.0026

Could not find root tag <FFSchmea>

FFP.0018.0027

Could not find a valid value for input parameter `EntryType`

FFP.0018.0028

Could not find root tag <FFDictionary>

FFP.0018.0029

Flat file dictionary {0} already exists in package {1}, cannot create it in package {2}.

FFP.0018.0030

Flat file schema {0} already exists in package {1}, cannot create it in package {2}.

FFP.0018.0031

Values are required for input parameters `FFDictionaryName` and `PackageName`.
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FFP.0018.0032

Could not find entry `{0}` in dictionary `{1}`.

FFP.0018.0033

Could not find record entry `{0}`, in dictionary `{1}`.

FFP.0018.0034

Could not find composite entry `{0}` in dictionary `{1}`.

FFP.0018.0035

Could not find field entry `{0}` in dictionary `{1}`.

FFP.0018.0036

Document Type name `{0}` is not valid

FFP.0018.0037

The following input parameters are required:{0}

FFP.0018.0038

Cannot create document type. Referenced {0} {1} in flat file dictionary {2} could not
be found

FFP.0018.0042

Please specify a value for name

FFP.0018.0043

Could not find {0}

FFP.0018.0044

Specified value {0} must be a flat file dictionary or flat file schema.

FFP.0018.0045

Could not find package: {0}

FFP.0018.0046

Package {0}, is not enabled. Please enable the package, or specify a different package

FFP.0018.0047

{0} was saved with the following warning(s):

FFP.0018.0048

{0} was saved with the following error(s):
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FFP.0018.0049

{0} is not a flat file dictionary.

FFP.0018.0052

Cannot encode the delimiter character `{0}` (U+{1}) using specified encoding: {2}}.
Please select a different delimiter character.

FOUND_DUP_RECORD_NAME_UM – Cannot create field ''{0}'' in publishable document type ''{1}'';
field with duplicate names are not permitted with protocol buffer encoding.

FPL.0001.0000E

Error processing Cleanup service: {0}

Explanation

An error occurred during the execution of the user-specified cleanup service.

Action

Check the server error log for more detailed information. This error is most likely
caused by an exception that occurred in the user-written, cleanup service, which is
identified in the message.

FPL.0001.0001E

Listener key not provided. Cleanup service not running

Explanation

Internal Error

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the following information available:
server and error logs, a copy of the Support Information page from the Developer,
and the contents of the packages\WmFlatFile\config directory.

FPL.0001.0002E

Cleanup service access denied. User {0} not allowed to run service {1}

Explanation

The user specified in the message attempted to run the service specified in the message,
but the user does not have the privileges required to run the service.

Action

Modify the "Run services as user" parameter on the file polling listener configuration
page to specify a user that has the appropriate privileges. Make certain that the user
you specify has the permissions to execute the processing service.

FPL.0001.0003E

Error processing service: {0}

Explanation

An error occurred during the execution of the user-specified cleanup service.

Action

Check the server error log for more detailed information. This error is most likely
caused by an exception that occurred in the user-written cleanup service, which is
identified in the message.
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FPL.0001.0004E

Could not delete file: {0} - {1}

Explanation

An error occurred while attempting to delete the specified file.

Action

Check the file system to determine why the specified file has not been deleted. It might
be necessary to delete the file manually.

FPL.0001.0012E

Could not move source file {0} to working directory {1}

Explanation

The system was unable to move the file from the monitoring directory to the working
directory.

Action

On a Windows operating system this can be normal behavior because the operating
system will not allow a file to be moved while the file is being written to. For Windows,
this is an error if the file listed is never processed. On a non-Windows operating
system, this error might occur because the source and destination directories are on
different file systems. Specify the source and destination directories to be on the same
file system.

FPL.0001.0013E

Error processing monitoring file. {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred during the execution of the user-specified processing service.

Action

Check the server error log for more detailed information. This error is most likely
caused by an exception that occurred in the user-written cleanup service, which is
identified in the message.

FPL.0001.0014E

Error processing cleanup. {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred during the execution of the user-specified cleanup service.

Action

Check the server error log for more detailed information. This error is most likely
caused by an exception that occurred in the user-written cleanup service, which is
identified in the message.

FPL.0001.0020E

Could not get canonical path for monitoring directory: {0} - {1}

Explanation

The system could not obtain the canonical path for the monitoring directory, which
is identified in the message. The message also displays the reason.

Action

Take the appropriate action based on the reason for the error shown in the message.

FPL.0001.0030E

Error processing file: {0}

Explanation

An error occurred during the execution of the user-specified processing service.

Action

Check the server error log for more detailed information. This error is most likely
caused by an exception that occurred in the user-written cleanup service, which is
identified in the message.
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FPL.0001.0031E

Listener key not provided. File polling listener not running

Explanation

Internal Error

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the following information available:
server and error logs, a copy of the Support Information page from Developer, and
the contents of the packages\WmFlatFile\config directory.

FPL.0001.0032E

File polling processing service access denied. User {0} not allowed to run service
{1}

Explanation

The specified user does not have privileges to run the specified service.

Action

Modify the "Run services as user" parameter in the file polling listener configuration
page to specify a user that has the appropriate privileges. Make certain that the user
you specify has the permissions to execute the processing service.

FPL.0001.0033E

Error processing service: {0}

Explanation

An error occurred during the execution of the user-specified processing service.

Action

Check the server error log for more detailed information. This error is most likely
caused by an exception that occurred in the user-written cleanup service, which is
identified in the message.

FPL.0001.0034E

Could not move file to finished directory. {0}

Explanation

The system was unable to move the file from the working directory to the finished
directory.

Action

On a Windows operating system this can be normal behavior because the operating
system will not allow a file to be moved while the file is being written to. For Windows,
this is an error if the file listed is never processed. On a non-Windows operating
system, this error might occur because the source and destination directories are on
different file systems. Specify the source and destination directories to be on the same
file system.

FPL.0001.0035

File polling processing service indicated error - [{0}]

Explanation

The processing service flagged an error to indicate there is an error.

Action

No action is required.

FPL.0001.0036

File polling processing file: {0}

Explanation

The indicated file is being processed.

Action

No action is required.
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FPL.0001.0037E

Could not rename file {0} to {1}.

Explanation

The system was unable to move the file from the monitoring directory to the working
directory.

Action

On a Windows operating system this can be normal behavior because the operating
system will not allow a file to be moved while the file is being written to. For Windows,
this is an error if the file listed is never processed. On a non-Windows operating
system, this error might occur because the source and destination directories are on
different file systems. Specify the source and destination directories to be on the same
file system.

FPL.0002.0001E

Invalid processing service: {0}

Explanation

The specified processing service does not exist.

Action

Specify a service name that exists on the Integration Server.

FPL.0002.0002

No such service: {0}

FPL.0002.0003E

Unknown content type: {0}

Explanation

No content handler is defined for the given content type.

Action

Specify a content type for which a content handler has been defined or define a content
handler for the specified content type. For more details, see the Javadoc for the class
com.wm.app.b2b.server.ServerAPI.

FPL.0002.0004E

Server Error: {0}

Explanation

This is an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the following information available:
server and error logs, a copy of the Support Information page from the Developer,
and the contents of the packages\WmFlatFile\config directory.

FPL.0002.0005E

Invalid Cleanup service: {0}

Explanation

The specified processing service does not exist.

Action

Specify a service name that exists on the Integration Server.

FPL.0003.0001E

Must provide Monitoring Directory

Explanation

No monitor directory was specified.

Action

Specify a monitor directory.
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FPL.0003.0004E

Monitoring Directory does not exist

Explanation

The monitoring directory does not exist.

Action

Create the monitoring directory.

FPL.0003.0005E

Working Directory does not exist

Explanation

The working directory does not exist.

Action

Create the working directory.

FPL.0003.0006E

Must provide User Name

Explanation

The user did not specify a value for the input "Run services as user".

Action

Specify a user to run the service as.

FPL.0003.0007E

Must provide Processing service

Explanation

The processing service was not specified.

Action

Specify a processing service.

FPL.0003.0008E

Invalid processing service {0}

Explanation

The specified processing service does not exist.

Action

Specify a service name that exists on the webMethods Integration Server.

FPL.0003.0009E

Monitor Directory {0} does not exist

Explanation

The monitor directory does not exist.

Action

Create the monitor directory.

FPL.0003.0010E

Completion Directory does not exist or can not be created

Explanation

The completion directory does not exist or cannot be created.

Action

Determine whether the server has permissions to create the indicated directory, or
create the directory manually.

FPL.0003.0011E

Error Directory does not exist or can not be created

Explanation

The error directory does not exist or cannot be created.

Action

Determine whether the server has permissions to create the indicated directory, or
create the directory manually.
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FPL.0003.0012E

Invalid Cleanup service {0}

Explanation

The specified clean up service does not exist.

Action

Specify a clean up service that exists on the webMethods Integration Server.

FPL.0003.0013E

Invalid Working Directory

Explanation

The specified working directory is the same as either the monitoring directory or the
completion directory.

Action

Specify a working directory that is not the same as the completion or monitoring
directories.

FPL.0003.0015E

Invalid Error Directory

Explanation

The specified error directory is the same as either the monitoring directory or the
completion directory.

Action

Specify an error directory that is not the same as the completion or monitoring
directories.

FPP.0100.0001

No condition string definied for the conditional validator.

FPP.0100.0004

Internal Error: Unable to handle type: {0}.

FPP.0100.0005

Unable to handle recordIdentifier of type: {0}.

FPP.0100.0006

Code list validatior contained no valid choices

FPP.0100.0007

Composite does not contain any subfields.

FPP.0100.0008

Cannot contain both a definition and a reference.

FPP.0100.0009

A <RecordElement> tag cannot have both a <CompositeUsage> and a <FieldUsage>
tag
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FPP.0100.0010

A field can only have one validator

FPP.0100.0011

A field can only have one extractor

FPP.0100.0012

Too many record parsers defined. A <RecordParser> tag can only contain one record
parser.

FPP.0100.0013

Too many record identifiers defined. A <RecordIdentifier> tag can only contain
one record identifier.

FPP.0100.0014

Flat file schema must have a record identifier defined.

FPP.0100.0015

Flat file schema must have a record parser defined.

FPP.0100.0016

Value {0} must be integer greater than or equal to zero.

FPP.0100.0017

<MaxOccur> value must be either "Unlimited" or a positive integer greater than
zero. `{0}` is not a valid value.

FPP.0100.0018

<Position> value must be either "NoPosition" or an integer. `{0}` is not a valid value.

FPP.0100.0019

<Area> must be either "NoArea" or a positive integer greader than zero. `{0}` is not
a valid value.

FPP.0100.0020

Value {0} must be integer greater than or equal to one.

FPP.0100.0021

Either <{0}> or <{1}> is required.

FPP.0100.0022

The end position ({1}) must be greater than the start position ({0}).
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FPP.0100.0023

The flat file schema has no records defined.

FPP.0100.0024

This element contains a reference to the flat file dictionary {0}, which does not exist

FPP.0100.0025

The {0} entry called {1} in flat file dictionary {2} in package {3} could not be found

FPP.0100.0026

Record has no fields or composites defined

FPP.0100.0027

Must have a record delimiter defined when using delimited record parser

FPP.0100.0028

Must have a field delimiter defined when using Nth field extractors

FPP.0100.0029

Must have a subfield delimiter defined when using composite extractors

FPP.0100.0030

Element has no extractor defined

FPU.0002.0001

Unable to load resource bundle: {0}

FTP_CMD_ERR

Command {0} failed

IMPROPER_URI_AND_XMLOBJECTID – The uri provided must be #{0} as [#idXmlObject] for an
enveloping signature.

INCORRECT_SIGNATURE_TYPE – The signature cannot be both enveloped and detached.

INIT_XASTORE_NULL The XA store could not be initialized.

INVALID_ALLOW_HOSTNAME – Invalid character/s found in host name, {0}, in IP Access Allow list.
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INVALID_CARDINALITY – Invalid range ''{0}'' specified for cardinality.

INVALID_COPY_MODE Invalid Copy Mode ''{0}''.

INVALID_DES_TRIGGER_DUP_DETECTION – DES triggers do not support the duplicate document
detection feature in this release.

INVALID_DES_TRIGGER_MULTI_DEST – DES triggers cannot specify more than one condition or
more than one document type within a condition.

INVALID_DES_TRIGGER_SERIAL – DES triggers do not support serial processing mode in this release.

INVALID_FIELD_NAME_UM – Cannot create field ''{0}'' in publishable document type ''{1}''; this field
name is not valid for use with protocol buffer encoding. The Universal Messaging provider will transport
the field contents, which will be visible to Integration Server clients only.

INVALID_FOR_EACH_COPY_PATH – Invalid Copy inside For Each.

INVALID_JOIN_TYPE Invalid Join type

INVALID_KEYSTORE_ALIAS – {0} alias is invalid. Only letters, numbers and underscores are allowed

INVALID_KEYSTORE_LOCATION – Location ({0}) does not exists

INVALID_KEYSTORE_PROVIDER – {0} is not a registered security provider

INVALID_KEYSTORE_TYPE – {0} is not a supported Keystore type

INVALID_TRIGGER_MIXED_ALIASES – webMethods Messaging trigger {0} is invalid. All document
types in the trigger must use the same alias.
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INVALID_XML_CHARACTER – The character {0} is not allowed in XML.

INVOKE_IFCNAME_MISSING – Service interface name required.

INVOKE_SVCNAME_MISSING – Service name required.

IS.0088.9446E

Access denied to use the web service endpoint alias {0}.

Explanation

User does not have permission to use the specified web service endpoint alias.

Action

Using the Integration Server Administrator, examine the Execute ACL property of
the web service endpoint alias. Make sure that the current user has the proper ACL
to use the web service endpoint alias.

ISC.0006.0004S

Error in SSL setup: {0}

Explanation

The server cannot configure SSL listener or SSL Sockets connections, most likely
because of a problem with the SSL configuration settings.

Action

Review the exception message in the log and correct the configuration.

ISC.0006.0006I

SSL listener restricted to 128 bit or better encryption.

Explanation

Integration Server configuration properties watt.net.ssl.client.strongcipheronly or
watt.net.ssl.server.strongcipheronly or both are set to "true".

Action

No action is necessary. This message indicates that Integration Server is using strong
encryption.

ISC.0006.0013E

Peer certificate chain is not present

Explanation

Integration Server cannot retrieve the peer certificate chain from a client.

Action

Update your client program so that it provides a valid peer certificate to Integration
Server.

ISC.0006.0014E

SSL handshake failed on port {0} because peer certificate is not in IS Certificate
Map, transfer is terminated

Explanation

While trying to connect to Integration Server, a client presented a certificate that is
not contained in the store of client certificates that are mapped to Integration Server
users.

Action

To import the client certificate to Integration Server and map it to a valid user, go to
the Integration Server Administrator and click Security>Certificates>Configure Client
Certificates. For additional information about certificate mapping, refer to the
webMethods Integration Server documentation.
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ISC.0006.0015E

Peer certificate chain is not trusted

Explanation

While trying to connect to Integration Server, a client presented a certificate that is
not trusted by Integration Server.

Action

Add the certificate to the trusted certificates directory for Integration Server. The
name of this directory is specified on the Integration Server Administrator under
Security>Certificates. For more information about trusted certificates, refer to the
webMethods Integration Server documentation.

ISC.0006.0016E

SSL handshake failed on port {0}, transfer is terminated

Explanation

An IOException occurred during the SSL handshake portion of a client's attempt to
connect to Integration Server at the indicated port.

Action

Check the server log and error log for possible causes for the error.

ISC.0006.0017S

Error in adding trusted certificates: {0}

Explanation

The Integration Server failed to add the specified CA certificate because it is not in
the correct format. The CA certificate must be DER or PEM encoded.

Action

Check the certificate format. Configure CA certificates in DER or PEM format.

ISC.0006.0018S

Error in initializing certificate chain verifier: {0}

Explanation

An error occurred when Integration Server initialized the certificate chain verifier
while setting up the specified secure listener.

Action

Check the server log and error log to determine the cause of the error.

ISC.0006.0019W

Not including Cipher {0} because it is not a strong Cipher.

Explanation

Integration Server generates this warning when either the
watt.net.ssl.server.strongcipheronly or watt.net.ssl.client.strongcipheronly property
is set to "true", and if any of the ciphers identified in either the
watt.net.ssl.client.cipherSuiteList or watt.net.ssl.server.cipherSuiteList property are
weak.

Action

To stop receiving this warning, remove the specified cipher from the
watt.net.ssl.server.cipherSuiteList or watt.net.ssl.client.cipherSuiteList property.

ISC.0006.0020W

Cipher ({0}) is not a valid CipherSuiteList.

Explanation

A CipherSuite specified as a value to either the watt.net.ssl.client.cipherSuiteList or
watt.net.ssl.server.cipherSuiteList property is not valid. The invalid CipherSuite is
shown in the log message.
One of the ChiperSuite that is specified as a value to either
watt.net.ssl.client.cipherSuiteList or watt.net.ssl.server.cipherSuiteList property is not
a valid CipherSuite. The invalid CipherSuite is shown in the log message.
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Action

Remove the invalid CipherSuite.

ISC.0009.0012E

Failed to create certificate: {0}

Explanation

The certificate specified in the Configure Client Certificates settings has a bad
X509Certificate format.

Action

Make sure that the .der file specified in Configure Client Certificates settings is valid.

ISC.0009.0014E

A certificate with the same issuer, serial number and usage is already mapped to
user {0}.

Explanation

For a given usage type, only one user can be mapped to a certificate with the same
issuer and serial number.

Action

To reassign this certificate to different user, edit the previously mapped certificate
and change the user.

ISC.0009.0015E

The certificate is already mapped to user {0}.

Explanation

Integration Server failed to map the client certificate to the user because the client
certificate is already mapped to the user specified.

Action

To reassign this certificate to different user, edit the previously mapped certificate
and change the user.

ISC.0009.0016E

The ISInternal functional alias is not configured properly on the JDBC Pools page.
Assign a valid database pool and restart the Integration Server.

Explanation

Integration Server failed to initilize client certificate mappings because it could not
access the ISInternal JDBC Pool.

Action

Assign a valid database pool to ISInternal JDBC funtional alias and restart the
Integration Server.

ISC.0009.0017W

Certification chain trust verification failed.

Explanation

At least one of the certificates present in the certificate chain is not trusted by
Integration Server.

Action

Check the certificate chain presented to Integration Server for trust verification.

ISC.0009.9001E

Certificate chain broken: not linked properly

Explanation

The certificate chain is out of order.

Action

Obtain a valid certificate chain.
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ISC.0009.9003E

Certificate contains an unsupported critical extension

Explanation

When watt.security.cert.wmChainVerifier.enforceExtensionsChecks property is set
to "true", Integration Server checks the presented certificate for unsupported critical
extentions. If Integration Server finds a certificate containing unsupported critical
extensions, it will reject the certificate and fail the request.

Action

If you enabled Integration Server to perform a certificate extentions check, advise
your cleints to use certificates that do not contain unsupported critical extentions.
Whether Integration Server enforces a certificate check is configured on the
watt.security.cert.wmChainVerifier.enforceExtensionsChecks configuration property.

ISC.0009.9004E

Certificate issued to {0} has expired

Explanation

Unless configured to ignore expired certificates, Integration Server will reject any
expired certificates. Whether Integration Server ignores expired certificates is
configured on the watt.security.ssl.ignoreExpiredChains configuration property.

Action

Review the server log to see which client's certificate has expired. That client should
renew their certificates and resubmit the request with the valid certificate.

ISC.0009.9102E

User does not exist for certificate : {0}.

Explanation

The user associated with the imported client certificate in Integration Server has been
deleted.

Action

Ensure that all imported client certificates in Integration Server are associated with a
user. If you have deleted the user associated with a client certificate, you can take one
of the following actions:
1) Modify the certificate mapping using Security > Certificates > Client Certificates >
Details > Change Mapping in the Integration Server Administrator.
2) Add a user with the same name as the deleted user that was associated with the
imported client certificate.

ISC.0012.0040E

OSGi service for SAML authentication not initialized.

Explanation

There was a problem while attempting to access Integration Server from the Command
Central user interface.

Action

Check the logs located in the Software_AG_directory/profiles/IS/logs directory and
make sure that no errors were encountered during the initialization of the OSGi service
specified in the error message.
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ISC.0012.0041E

Unable to initialize SAML authentication module. Cannot get reference of the
OSGi service {0}.

Explanation

There was a problem while attempting to access Integration Server from the Command
Central user interface.

Action

Check the logs located in the Software_AG_directory/profiles/IS/logs directory and
make sure that no errors were encountered during the initialization of the OSGi service
specified in the error message.

ISC.0012.0042E

Error while adding Integration Live user: {0}. Error message: {1}. Stack trace: {2}

Explanation

An unexpected error occurred while adding an Integration Live user.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the following information available:
system and setup specifics, journal logs, and error logs with the stack trace exposed.

ISC.0012.0044E

Unable to get SAML assertion from REST URL {0} because of exception: {1}

Explanation

An error occurred while retrieving the SAML assertion from REST URL. Refer to the
error message text for more details.

Action

Verify the REST URL and ensure that the REST service exists to generate SAML
assertion.

ISC.0018.0001U

Unable to read MIME types file

Explanation

During startup, Integration Server was unable to read the MIME types from the file
"mime.types", which is located on the <IntegrationServer_dir>\lib directory. The most
likely reason is that this file is corrupted.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support for a copy of this file.

ISC.0018.0002

Deleted group {0} was removed from {1} ACL lists

ISC.0018.9301E

Unlocking thread is not owner

ISC.0018.9401E

target directory does not exist

Explanation

Directory specified to make the tar (zip) file does not exist in the file system.

Action

Ensure that the directory exists in the file system.
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ISC.0018.9402E

target is not a directory

Explanation

Only directories can be zipped. The File name field do not contain the path to a
directory.

Action

Ensure that the File name field contains the path to a directory.

ISC.0018.9403E

extraction target is not a directory

Explanation

File name specified to extract a tar file is not a directory. A tar file can be extracted
only to a directory.

Action

Enter the directory to which the tar file is to be extracted.

ISC.0018.9404E

field length exceeded: {0} > {1} ({2}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error while adding a file to tar file.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0018.9405E

expected {0} bytes but got {1}

Explanation

While adding a file to a tar archive, the number of bytes added to the archive is less
than the actual size of the file.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0018.9406E

No Tar Entry specified

Explanation

No directory is provided for zipping.

Action

Ensure that a directory is provided for zipping.

ISC.0018.9407E

data length is greater than entry specification: {0}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error while adding a file to the tar file.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0037.0001

Unable to Initialize {0}

ISC.0037.0002

Unable to Shutdown {0}
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ISC.0037.0005

Unable to reset job manager {0}

ISC.0037.0006

Unable to reset logfile {0}

ISC.0037.0007

Unable to reset logstream {0}

ISC.0037.0012

Unable to accept requests

ISC.0037.9101E

Guaranteed Delivery Disabled - Please correct error and reinitialize

ISC.0042.0002E

Unsupported Encoding: {0}

Explanation

Integration Server did not recognize the encoding of the document. Therefore, the
default encoding will be used.

Action

If Integration Server successfully uses the default encoding, no action is necessary.
Otherwise, change the supplied document so that it has a valid encoding.

ISC.0042.9001

Cannot uniquely identify the root element : Every element may be contained in at
least one other element -- Try loading the DTD from a sample XML document
having a DOCTYPE declaration.

ISC.0042.9002

Cannot uniquely identify the root element : Multiple elements are topmost elements
({0}) -- Try loading the DTD from a sample XML document having a DOCTYPE
declaration.

ISC.0042.9003

<!ELEMENT {0} {1}> contains the following error at character {2} of the contentspec:
{3}

ISC.0042.9005U

URI {0} not declared at node {1}

Explanation

webMethods Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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ISC.0042.9006U

Node reference is null

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0042.9007U

Node is not XML

Explanation

The pub.xml:getXMLNodeIterator service failed to execute because the node object
supplied was not an XML node.

Action

Examine the service input and make sure the "node" parameter represents an XML
node, not an HTML node.

ISC.0042.9008U

Moving window mode is only available when iterating over XML nodes

Explanation

The pub.xml:getXMLNodeIterator service failed to execute because the XML node
supplied did not represent a whole XML document.

Action

Examine the service input and make sure the "node" parameter represents an entire
XML document, not an element of an XML document.

ISC.0042.9009U

Moving window mode is not available with SAX parsers

Explanation

The pub.xml:getXMLNodeIterator service failed to execute because the moving
window mode is not available with SAX parsers.

Action

Switch to the webMethods parser instead of the SAX parser.

ISC.0042.9011U

SAX parsers do not expose enough DTD info; try selecting the expandDTD option

Explanation

The pub.xml:loadXMLNode service failed to execute because it used a SAX parser.
Integration Server does not support SAX parsers because they do not expose enough
DTD information.

Action

Switch to the webMethods parser instead of the SAX parser.

ISC.0042.9012U

First node of region not found in node parameter

Explanation

The pub.web:createRegions service failed to execute because the "regions" parameter
did not correctly specify the first node of the region.

Action

Examine the service input for the "regions" parameter and check the query specified
for identifying the first node. Make sure the query specified will correctly identify
the first node.
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ISC.0042.9013U

Last node of region not found in node parameter

Explanation

The pub.web:createRegions service failed to execute because the "regions" parameter
did not correctly specify the last node of the region.

Action

Examine the service input for the "regions" parameter and check the query specified
for identifying the ending node. Make sure the query specified will correctly identify
the ending node.

ISC.0049.0001

Branch {0}: child {1} not found, default child not found for switch {2}

ISC.0049.0002

Branch {0}: child {1} not found, invoking default child {2}

ISC.0049.0010

Loop {0}: in-array {1} is not an array type.

ISC.0049.0012

Set: invalid encoding: {0}

ISC.0049.0013E

Set: {0}

Explanation

While saving or loading a flow service, Integration Server encountered a problem
with the base64 encoding of a Map operation.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0049.0015

Loop {0}: out-array is not the same length as in-array.

ISC.0049.0016

Flow timed-out at {0}

ISC.0049.0018

Branch {0}: no expressions evaluated true and no default child found

ISC.0049.0019

Branch {0}: no expressions evaluated true, but default child found

ISC.0049.9001E

FlowExit ''{0}'' -- no valid ancestor to exit from $loop

Explanation

In a flow service, the Exit operation failed because an ancestor loop was not found.

Action

Move the Exit operation to be a child of a Loop or Repeat step. Alternatively, set the
exit-on property for the Exit operation to a value other than $loop.
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ISC.0049.9002E

get: complex path is not supported

Explanation

A flow service tried to perform a get operation on a complex path, but Integration
Server does not support complex path types. This is an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0049.9003E

put: complex path is not supported

Explanation

A flow service tried to perform a put operation on a complex path type, but Integration
Server does not support complex path types. This is an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0049.9004E

delete: complex path is not supported

Explanation

A flow service tried to perform a delete operation on a complex path, but Integration
Server does not support complex path types. This is an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0049.9005E

Input validation for service ''{0}'' failed: ''{1}''

Explanation

During service execution, Integration Server detected that the contents of the pipeline
did not conform to the defined input signature of the service.

Action

Ensure that the inputs in the pipeline match the input signature of the flow service,
or disable input validation for this service.

ISC.0049.9006E

Output validation for service ''{0}'' failed: ''{1}''

Explanation

Upon completion of a service, Integration Server detected that the contents of the
pipeline did not conform to the defined output signature .

Action

Ensure that the outputs in the pipeline match the defined output signature or disable
output validation for this service.

ISC.0049.9007E

Failure creating input validator for ''{0}''

Explanation

During execution of a flow service, Integration Server determined that it could not
create an input Validator from the parameters provided.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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ISC.0049.9008E

Failure creating output validator for ''{0}''

Explanation

During execution of a Flow service, Integration Server determined that it could not
create an output Validator from the parameters provided. This is an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0049.9009E

Missing required property 'switch' at ''{0}''

Explanation

The Branch step has no switch property value.

Action

Specify the name of an pipeline object that is to be used as the switch value for the
Branch step.

ISC.0049.9010E

Service ''{2}'' invoking unknown service ''{1}'' at ''{0}''. The service may have been
renamed, moved or disabled.

Explanation

The failing flow service attempted to execute another servcie that could not be located
or could not be executed. The most likely cause is that the target service has been
removed or renamed.

Action

Determine the new name or location of the target service and modify the failing flow
service to correctly identify the target service.

ISC.0049.9011E

Missing required property 'in-array' at ''{0}''

Explanation

The Loop step has no input array property.

Action

Specify the name of a pipeline object to use as the input array.

ISC.0049.9012E

Cannot define 'switch' and use label conditions at ''{0}''

Explanation

Integration Server tried to execute a Branch step, but the Branch properties were
specified incorrectly. Specifically, the "evaluate labels" property was set to "true" while
the "switch" property specified an expression. This is not a valid combination.

Action

Change the Branch step properties to either specify a switch value and set
"evaluate-labels" to false, or do not specify a switch value and set "evaluate-labels" to
true.

ISC.0049.9013E

Timeout at ''{0}''

Explanation

A step in a flow service exceeded its timeout value before returning.

Action

This is desired behavior. Examine the underlying services that did not return in time
to determine the cause of the timeout.
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ISC.0049.9014E

Scope ''{0}'' not found or invalid

Explanation

At run time, Integration Server could not resolve the scope of the pipeline in a flow
step. The scope resolved to an object that was not an IData.

Action

Make sure that the path in the scope property resolves to an IData object at run time.

ISC.0049.9015E

FlowExit ''{0}'' - label not found: ''{1}''

Explanation

In a flow service, the Exit operation failed because it could not locate the label
anywhere in the ancestry of the Exit step.

Action

Make sure that an ancestor flow step has a label that matches the one in the Exit step.

ISC.0049.9016E

Invalid scope path

Explanation

At run time, Integration Server could not resolve the pipeline scope specified for a
flow step because the syntax of the scope property is not valid.

Action

Make sure that the path syntax of the scope property is valid.

ISC.0049.9017E

(1) Illegal path from: ''{0}''

Explanation

In the pipeline, the map path for the source or destination is empty.

Action

If this error occurs while editing a flow service, save the flow service and then reload
it.

ISC.0049.9018E

The path has been used: {0}

Explanation

More than one mapping operation is being performed on a pipeline object.

Action

Only one operation may be performed on a pipeline object in a Map step. Remove all
but one of the map operations for the pipeline object, or ensure that only one operation
is attempted at run time.

ISC.0049.9019I

More than one copy into the path with different common parent(s).

Explanation

When mapping data in the pipeline, under a single Map step, you tried to map from
documents to two different document fields under a common parent. However, the
source documents have different dimensions.

Action

Separate the data mapping into two different Map steps.
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ISC.0049.9022E

Data type does not match the path.

Explanation

A pipeline mapping operation specifies a target type that does not match the source
type at run time.

Action

Ensure that the source type at run time matches the target type specified by the map
operation.

ISC.0049.9024E

Cannot make the copy from: {0} to: {1}

Explanation

While executing mapping in a flow step, Integration Server determined that it could
not copy one field to another because the elements were of incompatible types.

Action

Make sure that the field types are compatible and have the same dimensions.

ISC.0049.9025E

Invalid source path.

Explanation

While trying to execute a map between fields, Integration Server determined that no
source field was specified.

Action

In the pipeline, make sure that a source field is specified.

ISC.0049.9026E

Invalid target path.

Explanation

While trying to execute a map between fields, Integration Server determined that no
target path was specified.

Action

In the pipeline, make sure that tha the map specifies a target destination.

ISC.0049.9027E

Error at {0} - Transformers cannot loop over list elements

Explanation

A Map step includes a link from an array variable in Pipeline In to a scalar input
variable for a transformer.

Action

Do one of the following: - Remove the mapping between the array variable in Pipeline
in and the scalar input variable for the transformer. - Change the service invoked by
the transformer to accept arrays as data. - Create a flow service in which a LOOP step
loops over the array variable. Then, (in the same flow service) invoke the service you
originally wanted to use as a transformer, and make that Invoke step a child of the
Loop. Finally, insert the resulting flow service as a transformer in the Map step.

ISC.0049.9031E

Global Variable {0} does not exist.

Explanation

The global variable that you assigned to a variable in the flow service does not exist
in Integration Server.

Action

Ensure that global variable exists in IS, if it does not exist then contact IS Admin to
add this Global Variable.
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ISC.0050.0002

Invalid pipeline mapping: Cannot map two pipeline variables into the same field.

ISC.0050.0003

Pipeline variable sources have different dimensions.

ISC.0050.0004

Copy failed: {0}: to={1}, from={2}

ISC.0050.0005

Set failed: {0}: field={1}

ISC.0050.0007

Failed size check on path {0}

ISC.0050.0008

No valid value objects for path {0}

ISC.0050.0009

Data check: data type mismatch

ISC.0050.0013

Copy failed: No source data available from {0}

ISC.0050.0014

Field {0} incorrectly declared as array type

ISC.0050.0015

Incomplete path: null value for {0}

ISC.0050.0016

Cannot create object for the class: {0}

ISC.0050.0017E

Error encoding schema in FlowMap {0}

Explanation

While saving a flow service, Integration Server encountered an error trying to encode
the input or output of a Map step.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0050.0018E

Error decoding schema in FlowMap {0}

Explanation

While loading a flow service, Integration Server encountered an error trying to decode
the input or output of a Map step.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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ISC.0050.0019

Copy failed: No source data available: to={0}, from={1}

ISC.0050.0020

Copy failed: Cannot create target data: to={0}, from={1}

ISC.0050.0021

Copy failed: Cannot support the required class name: to={0}, from={1}

ISC.0062.0001

CreateRegions createNsDecls type not supported

ISC.0062.0002E

CreateRegions createRegions type not supported

Explanation

The pub.web:createRegions service failed to execute because the input provided for
the "regions" parameter was not an instance of IData[ ].

Action

Examine the service input make sure the "regions" parameter specifies an instance of
IData[ ].

ISC.0062.0003U

GenerateQueryString {0} setValues {1}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0062.0004E

GenerateQueryStrings createFields type not supported

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0062.0005E

GenerateQueryStrings createNodeIDs type not supported

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0062.0006E

GenerateQueryStrings the bind failed

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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ISC.0062.0007U

GetDocAsTable nodeTypeToString: {0} unknown type

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0062.0008

MakeRules.makeNSRecordFromDTD root of doc:{0} sig:{1}

ISC.0062.0009

MakeRules.makeNSRecordFromDTD root of doc:null

ISC.0062.0010

MakeRules.findElementDef name {0} not found in DTD:{1}

ISC.0062.0011E

MakeRules.makeRecord ERROR ConnectParticleName:{0}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0062.0012

MakeRules.generateFlowFromDTD node parameter is null

ISC.0062.0013

MakeRules.generateFlowFromDTD no output signature

ISC.0062.0014E

QueryDocWithIdentity createFields type not supported:{0}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0062.0015

QueryDocWithIdentity createNsDecls type not supported:{0}

ISC.0062.0016E

queryXMLNode createFields type not supported:{0}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0062.0017

{0} createNsDecls type not supported:{1}
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ISC.0062.0018U

DocumentToXMLString boundNode argument is null

Explanation

The pub.xml:documentToXMLString service failed to execute because the required
"document" parameter was missing. This parameter specifies the name of the document
to be converted to XML.

Action

Examine the service input and make sure it specifies a value for the "document"
parameter.

ISC.0062.0019

ERROR unsupported type:{0} !!!!

ISC.0062.0022

Server encountered an unknown error: {0}

ISC.0062.0032

Invalid number format: {0}

ISC.0062.0033

Illegal parameter value. {0} is too many root elements in boundNode. Number
attributes:{1}.

ISC.0062.0034

loadXMLNode called client.http pipe: {0}

ISC.0062.0036

Invalid port number {2} for {3}

ISC.0062.0037

loadXMLNode service encountered unsupported encoding: {0}

ISC.0062.9001U

boundNode parameter is null

Explanation

The pub.xml:documentToXMLString service failed to execute because the required
"document" parameter was missing.

Action

Examine the service input and make sure it contains the document to be converted
in the form of an IData object.

ISC.0062.9002U

Namespace prefix name "{0}" for uri {1} is not legal XML name

Explanation

The pub.xml:documentToXMLString service failed to execute because it detected
illegal characters in the namespace prefix of the document to be converted. Integration
Server flags invalid characters in the namespace prefix only if the value for the
"enforceLegalXML" parameter is set to "true".

Action

To resolve this error, do one of the following:
(1) Set the input for the "enforceLegalXML" parameter to "false". This causes the service
to produce an XML fragment.
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(2) Make sure the input for the "nsDecls" parameter specifies a namespace prefix that
starts with a letter or the underscore "_" character. In addition, it can only contain
letters, digits, and the period ".", hyphen "-", and underscore "_" characters.

ISC.0062.9003U

Illegal parameter value. {0} is too many root elements in boundNode. Number
attributes:{1}

Explanation

The pub.xml:documentToXMLString service failed to execute because the document
to be converted contains multiple root elements. Integration Server flags this condition
only if the input for the "enforceLegalXML" parameter is set to true.

Action

Examine the service input and make sure the "enforceLegalXML" parameter is set to
"false". This will cause the service to produce an XML fragment composed of the
multiple elements that were not enclosed within a root element.

ISC.0062.9004U

Attribute name "{0}" is not legal XML name

Explanation

The pub.xml:documentToXMLString service failed to execute because the prefix that
designates the keys that contain attributes contains illegal characters. Integration
Server flags this condition only if the input for the "enforceLegalXML" parameter is
set to true.

Action

To resolve this error, do one of the following:
(1) Set the input for the "enforceLegalXML" parameter to "false" . This will cause the
service to produce an XML fragment.
(2) Make sure the input for the "attrPrefix" parameter starts with a letter or underscore
"_" character. In addition, it can only contain letters, digits, and the period ".", hyphen
"-", and underscore "_" characters.

ISC.0062.9005U

Element name "{0}" is not legal XML name

Explanation

The pub.xml:documentToXMLString service failed to execute because the document
being converted contains illegal XML tag names. Integration Server flags this condition
only if the input for the "enforceLegalXML" parameter is set to true.

Action

To resolve this error, do one of the following:
(1) Set the input for the "enforceLegalXML" parameter to "false". This causes the service
to produce an XML fragment.
(2) Make sure the input for the "'document" parameter starts with a letter or underscore
"_" character. In addition, it can only contain letters, digits, and the period ".", hyphen
"-", and underscore "_" characters.
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ISC.0062.9006U

Illegal parameter value. Document Type "{0}" not found.

Explanation

The pub.xml:xmlNodeToDocument service failed to execute because the
"documentTypeName" was specified, but the document it represents does not exist
on the Integration Server namespace.

Action

Examine the service input and make sure the "documentTypeName" parameter
specifies the fully qualified name of the document type. Remember that namespace
element names are case-sensitive.

ISC.0062.9007E

collect parameter must be null when using recordName parameter

ISC.0062.9008

MakeArrays parameter must be false when using recordName parameter

ISC.0062.9009

Arrays parameter must be null when using recordName parameter

ISC.0062.9010

Records parameter must be null when using recordName parameter

ISC.0062.9012

Internal error: no record generated by makeNSRecord

ISC.0062.9013

Internal error: no NSName generated

ISC.0062.9014

MakeRules.recursiveCollectRecordRefs found nested ContentParticleSet

ISC.0062.9015

MakeRules.findElementDef no element definitions found

ISC.0062.9016

MakeRules.findElementDef name "{0}" not found in DTD

ISC.0062.9017

XML node parameter is null

ISC.0062.9018

No NSRecord generated for package "{0}" Document Type "{1}"
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ISC.0062.9019

XML node is null

ISC.0062.9020

Document Type "{0}" already exists.

ISC.0062.9021U

"object" is null

Explanation

The object to be validated does not exist in the pipeline.

Action

Link an XML node or document variable to the object variable in Service In.

ISC.0062.9022U

"{0}" - object does not exist

Explanation

The document type or schema specified for the "conformsTo" parameter does not
exist in the Integration Server namespace.

Action

Change the value of the "conformsTo" parameter to be a document type or schema
that exists in the Integration Server namespace.

ISC.0062.9023U

conformsTo parameter is null

Explanation

While executing the pub.schema:validatePipeline service, the Integration Server
determined that no value was specified for the "conformsTo" property, which is a
required parameter. This parameter specifies the IS document or IS schema against
which the Integration Server performs validation.

Action

Specify a value for the "conformsTo" parameter that is an IS document type or schema
type that exists in the IS namespace.

ISC.0062.9024U

Integration Server does not support this type of object in validation {0}

Explanation

The object to be validated is not one of the types supported by validation.

Action

Currently, only XML, pipeline, and document (IData object) validation are supported.

ISC.0062.9025

collect parameter must be null when using documentTypeName parameter

ISC.0062.9026

MakeArrays parameter must be false when using documentTypeName parameter

ISC.0062.9027

Arrays parameter must be null when using documentTypeName parameter
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ISC.0062.9028

Documents parameter must be null when using documentTypeName parameter

ISC.0062.9029

The schema domain of the conformsTo object must match the schemaDomain
parameter

ISC.0062.9137E

When node is an enhanced XML node, queryType must be XQL

Explanation

The queryType input parameter is set to WQL but the node is an enhanced XML node.
Only XQL can be used to query an enhanced XML node.

Action

Set queryType to XQL and rewrite the query to use XQL instead of WQL.

ISC.0063.0006

Generate Transaction Ids {0}

ISC.0063.0017

Retrieve completed job tid={0}

ISC.0063.0020

Error (see job log) tid={0}

ISC.0063.0027

Error loading tid={0}; skipping ...

ISC.0063.0036

Can Still Retry {0}

ISC.0063.0042

Job Manager not initialized.

ISC.0063.0045

Deregister - already 0

ISC.0063.0046

Jobs still active on shutdown

ISC.0063.0049

Start for Nonexistent Tid={0}

ISC.0063.0050

Job Expired for Tid={0}
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ISC.0063.0052

Retrieve on Nonexistent Tid={0}

ISC.0063.0053

Retrieve on new job

ISC.0063.0054

Retrieve on heuristic failure

ISC.0063.0055

Retrieve on expired job

ISC.0063.0056

Job Timed Out for Tid={0}

ISC.0063.0058

Restart for Nonexistent Tid={0}

ISC.0063.0059

Restart for Ended Tid={0}

ISC.0063.0060

Restart on active Tid={0}

ISC.0063.0061

Restart on non-pending Tid={0}

ISC.0063.0062

Status for non-existent Tid={0}

ISC.0063.0063

ChainedWait for non-existent Tid={0}

ISC.0063.0064

Get Remote TID for non-existent Tid={0}

ISC.0063.0069

Administrator email is not set.

ISC.0063.0070

Administrator email is {0}.
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ISC.0063.0071

Logfile used:{0}. Jobdir used:{1}.

ISC.0063.0072

{0} broke lock for guaranteed job, tid={1}.

ISC.0063.0073E

The IS Internal database pool is not configured properly. Assign a valid database
pool for the "ISInternal" functional alias and restart the Integration Server.

Explanation

The ISInternal functional alias on the Settings > JDBC Pools page in the Integration
Server Administrator is not properly configured, or the database it refers to is
unavailable.

Action

Configure the ISInternal functional alias on the Settings > JDBC Pools page in the
Integration Server Administrator and use the "Test" button to verify that it can connect
to the database. After configuring the ISInternal functional alias, restart the Integration
Server.

ISC.0063.0074

End for Nonexistent Tid={0}

ISC.0063.0075

Failed to obtain repository context : {0}

ISC.0063.0078

Unable to accept requests

ISC.0063.0079

End: Invalid Transaction Id

ISC.0063.0080

Unable to accept requests

ISC.0063.0084

Unable to accept requests

ISC.0063.0086

Unable to accept requests

ISC.0063.0090

No Output Writer specified
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ISC.0063.0098

Not a custom stream

ISC.0063.0100

Not a custom Writer

ISC.0063.0101

Don't close user stream

ISC.0063.0103

{0} property is invalid. Using default value of {1}.

ISC.0063.0104

{0}:{1} did not create remote tid

ISC.0064.0001E

HttpContext cannot clone self

Explanation

The Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0064.0011W

Invalid maxRedirects setting {0}

Explanation

The watt.net.maxRedirects property is not valid. It must be an integer.

Action

Change the value of the watt.net.maxRedirects property to an integer.

ISC.0064.0012E

Class not found: {0}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error because it could not find a class in
the namespace.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0064.0018E

Unable to instantiate class: {0}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error because it could not instantiate a
class in the namespace.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0064.0029D

Could not open Socket connection to proxy={0} Exception:{1}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while making an FTP connection through a proxy
server. See the exception for details.

Action

Check that the FTP proxy you are using is correctly configured on the Settings > Proxy
Servers page of Integration Server Administrator.
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ISC.0064.0030W

The {0} property is not a valid integer: {1}.

Explanation

An invalid value was specified for the property identified in the message. The value
for this property must be an integer.

Action

Change the value of the property to an integer.

ISC.0064.0031E

Unexpected NTLM message sequence. The expected message type is not NTLM
Type 1 Message.

Explanation

The provided NTLM authentication credentials are not valid.

Action

Provide valid NTLM authentication credentials.

ISC.0064.9001E

Could not connect to ftp server: {0}

Explanation

FTP server is not accessible.

Action

Ensure that the FTP server and port are valid. If FTP proxy is configured in Integration
Server, ensure that the proxy settings are correct.

ISC.0064.9002E

FTP host name or port number is not specified

Explanation

FTP hostname cannot be null and port cannot be zero.

Action

Ensure that you provide valid values for FTP host and port fields.

ISC.0064.9003

Fail to connect to FTP proxy: {0}+ port: {1}

ISC.0064.9004E

Fail to connect to FTP server: {0} port: {1}

Explanation

Integration server is unable to access the FTP server.

Action

Ensure that the FTP host and port fields contain valid values. If FTP host and port
fields contain valid values and if Integration Server is still unable to access FTP server,
contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0064.9005E

{0}

Explanation

Credentials of the FTP user are invalid.

Action

Ensure that the FTP user, password, and account fields have correct and valid values.
Set the log level of Network Services component (64) to 'trace' to get more details.
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ISC.0064.9006E

{0}

Explanation

FTP proxy server that you have configured does not support the SITE command.

Action

Check the FTP proxy server configuration to ensure that the FTP proxy server supports
the SITE command. Set the log level of Network Services component (64) to 'trace' to
get more details.

ISC.0064.9007E

{0}

Explanation

FTP proxy server that you have configured does not support the OPEN command.

Action

Check the FTP proxy server configuration to ensure that the FTP proxy server supports
the OPEN command. Set the log level of Network Services component (64) to 'trace'
to get more details.

ISC.0064.9008E

FTP PORT command failed

Explanation

FTP server encountered an error while sending the PORT command.

Action

The following lists the actions you can take:
1. Ensure that the FTP server implements the PORT command.
2. Ensure that the user has the permission to execute the command.
3. If the problem still persists, contact Software AG Global Support. Set the log level
of Network Services component (64) to 'trace' to get more details.

ISC.0064.9009E

Invalid Data Channel

Explanation

FTP client is not able to create a data port for listening. In FTP Active mode, client
creates a port for data connection and FTP server opens a connection to the client data
port.

Action

Ensure that the data port specified in the FTP client is available.
-ORUse FTP passive transfer mode.
Set the log level of Network Services component (64) to 'trace' to get more details.

ISC.0064.9010E

{0}

Explanation

FTP server is not able to connect to the data port of the client. The possible cause for
this is that the data port might be blocked by a firewall on the client side.

Action

The following lists the actions you can take:
1. Check whether the client is behind a firewall. If yes, make sure that the firewall
allows the connection from the server.
2. Use FTP passive transfer mode.
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3. Increase the connection timeout of data port using
watt.net.ftpClientDataConnTimeout property.

ISC.0064.9012E

Socket close err. {0}

Explanation

FTP server encountered an error while closing the FTP client socket.

Action

Contact Software AG support team.

ISC.0064.9013E

{0}

Explanation

FTP server is not accessible.

Action

Contact Software AG support team. Set the log level of Network Services
component(64) to trace to get more details.

ISC.0064.9014E

Content must be of type byte[], String or InputStream

Explanation

The content type of the data sent to the FTP server is not of type byte array, string, or
InputStream.

Action

Make sure that the data sent to the FTP server is of type byte array, string, or
InputStream.

ISC.0064.9015E

FTP AUTH command failed with error code {0}

Explanation

An FTP client sent an AUTH command to establish an FTPS connection with the
Integration Server, but the command failed with the indicated return code.

Action

Check your FTP documentation for the possible causes of the FTP return code. In
addition, check the server log and error log for possible causes for the error.

ISC.0064.9016E

FTP AUTH command failed with error {0}

Explanation

An FTP client sent an AUTH command to establish an FTPS connection with the
Integration Server, but the command failed.

Action

Check your FTP documentation for the possible causes of the FTP error message. In
addition, check the server log and error log for possible causes for the error.

ISC.0064.9017E

FTP PBSZ command failed with error code {0}

Explanation

An FTP client sent a PBSZ command to establish a secure connection between the
client and Integration Server, but the command failed with the indicated return code.

Action

Check your FTP documentation for the possible causes of the FTP error message. In
addition, check the server log and error log for possible causes for the error.
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ISC.0064.9018E

FTP PROT command failed with error code {0}

Explanation

An FTP client sent a PROT command to establish a secure connection between the
client and Integration Server, but the command failed with the indicated return code.

Action

Check your FTP documentation for the possible causes of the FTP error message. In
addition, check the server log and error log for possible causes for the error.

ISC.0064.9019E

FTP EPRT command failed with error {0}

Explanation

The FTP server returned an error for the EPRT command sent by the Integration
Server FTP client.

Action

Ensure that the FTP server implements the EPRT command. Ensure that the user has
the permission to execute the command. Set the log level of Network Services facility
(facility number 64) to 'trace' to get more details. If the problem persists, contact
Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0072.0010

Index {0} out of bounds for key {1}

ISC.0072.0011

value missing name. key={0}

ISC.0072.0014

LoopToken.evalArray unknown array type:{0}

ISC.0072.0016

Exception:{0} executing included template.

ISC.0072.0017

IfVarToken.processArgs value:{0} index:{1} ret:{2}

ISC.0072.9001E

Unknown service: {0}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error because it could not find a requested
service in the namespace.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0072.9002E

Reporter died from IOException: {0}

Explanation

The Reporter.createTemplateFromFile() class issued an error because it could not read
the template from the supplied file.

Action

Examine the use of the Reporter class in your application and make sure that the
application has proper Read access to the template file.
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ISC.0076.0001

BinCoder decode error creating IData {0}, using {1} instead. Excpt:{2}

ISC.0076.0002

BinCoder decode error creating IDataCodable {0}, using {1} instead. Excpt:{2}

ISC.0076.0003

BinCoder decode error creating Codable {0}. Excpt:{1}

ISC.0076.0004

BinCoder decode error creating as String {0}, s={1}. Excpt:{2}

ISC.0076.0005E

BinCoder decode error creating Java serialized object. Excpt:{0}

Explanation

The java.io.ObjectInputStream.readObject() service encountered an error while trying
to decode a Java serialized object. For a ClassNotFoundException, the most likely
cause is that a client performing a remote invoke placed a class definition into the
pipeline, but the class definition does not exist on the receiving Integration Server.
For an InvalidClassException, the most likely cause is that the class definition on the
Integration Server does not match the class definition placed in the pipeline by the
client.

Action

Make sure that the originating client and the receiving Integration Server have the
same class definitions. For other I/O exceptions, there might be corruption in the input
stream; therefore, you should try the request again.

ISC.0076.0006

BinCoder decode error creating array {0}

ISC.0076.0007

XMLCoder decode invalid data type: {0}

ISC.0076.0008E

XMLCoder decode exception: {0}

Explanation

Integration Server threw an exception while decoding an IDataXML encoded
document.

Action

The document is corrupt. Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0076.0009E

RPCBinCoder2 decode error for array class: {0}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an error while trying to decode an array of remote
objects. Class definitions might be out of sync.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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ISC.0076.0010E

RPCBinCoder2 decode error for Codable class: {0}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an error while trying to decode a codable class. Class
definitions might be out of synch.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0076.0011E

RPCBinCoder2 decode error for as_String class: {0}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an error while trying to decode an object that was
encoded as a String.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0076.0012E

SOAP Encoding Registrar cannot register schema type {0}; schema type already
exists.

Explanation

The SOAP Encoding Registrar could not register the indicated schema type. This is
a serious internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0076.0013E

SOAP Message Coder cannot encode output data; pipeline does not match output
signature

Explanation

The SOAP message coder could not XML-encode the results of a SOAP remote
procedure call because a variable appeared in the pipeline more than once.

Action

Examine the target service to determine why it is not producing output values that
match the output signature. Correct the service's signature and/or logic after identifying
the source of the problem.

ISC.0076.0014U

SOAP Message Coder failure; a RuntimeException was thrown in the SOAP Coder

Explanation

The message coder encountered a serious internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0076.0015E

SOAP Message Coder cannot encode variable {0}; variable does not have a valid
XML name

Explanation

The message coder could not XML-encode the SOAP RPC request or response because
the pipeline contained the variable <varName>, whose name is not a valid name for
an XML element.

Action

This error often occurs because the variable name contains a colon (:). Change the
name of <varName> to one that is also valid as an XML element name (or map
<varName> to a new variable, and use that variable as your SOAP RPC input or output
parameter).
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ISC.0076.0016

Soap Message Coder warning; unregistered coder for variable {0}, using String

ISC.0076.0017E

SOAP Message Coder error; no coder is registered for encoding style {0}

Explanation

The message coder encountered a serious internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0076.0018

Soap Message Coder warning; unregistered coder for variable {0}, using BasicData

ISC.0076.0019E

SOAP Message Coder cannot decode message; encoding style {0} is not a registered
style

Explanation

The message coder could not decode the submitted XML because it does not support
the specified encoding style.

Action

Check the incoming XML and verify that the encodingStyle attribute is specified
correctly and that it specifies a style that Integration Server supports.

ISC.0076.0020E

Soap Message Coder warning; invalid HREF found {0}

Explanation

The message coder could not resolve the href pointing to reference. A null value was
produced instead.

Action

Examine the incoming XML and make sure that the specified reference points to an
element that exists in the body of the message.

ISC.0076.0021E

SOAP Message Coder cannot decode message; arrayType attribute value {0} is
malformed

Explanation

The message coder could not decode an XML-encoded array because it cannot
understand the value of the "arrayType" attribute.

Action

Check the incoming XML and make sure that the "arrayType" attribute is using the
correct syntax. For example, make sure that it is not missing a "[" symbol.

ISC.0076.0022E

SOAP Message Coder cannot decode message; cannot determine type of element
{0}

Explanation

The message coder could not decode the XML-encoded parameters it has received,
because the simple element <elementName> has an unknown data type (for example,
xsi:type="myDataType").

Action

Check the incoming XML and make sure the data type has been specified correctly.
Also make sure that it is using the correct namespace.
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ISC.0076.0023E

SOAP Message Coder cannot decode message; unable to create array for arrayType
attribute value {0}

Explanation

The message coder could not decode an XML-encoded array because it could not
allocate an array of the specified dimensions.

Action

Check the incoming XML and make sure that the arrayType attribute is specified
correctly. For example, make sure that it does not specify a negative dimension or an
invalid array size (e.g., too many dimensions or dimensions that are unrealistically
large). If the array is unusually large or the server is extremely very low on memory,
the possibility also exists that this error was the result of an out-of-memory condition.

ISC.0076.0026E

Broker Coder cannot encode document; the document, document type or both are
null values

Explanation

While attempting to process a document from the Broker, Integration Server
determined that the document, the document type, or both are null values. This is an
internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0076.0027E

Broker Coder cannot encode document; Broker document type name is missing

Explanation

The subscribing Integration Server received a document from the Broker or a
publishing Integration Server, but was unable to encode the document because the
document type name was missing from the event subscription. There are three possible
reasons: (1) the document to be encoded is corrupted (2) the document type is out of
sync with the corresponding document type on the Broker (3) an internal error
occurred.

Action

Examine the document to be encoded and synchronize the document type with the
Broker. If the error persists after the synchronization, contact Software AG Global
Support.

ISC.0076.0028

Broker Coder cannot decode document; byte[] is in wire format version {0}. Latest
supported format is version {1}

ISC.0076.0029

Broker Coder warning; multi-reference with sequence id {0} does not exist; using
null value

ISC.0076.0030E

Broker Coder warning; cannot parse value {0}; using {1} instead

Explanation

Integration Server was not able to parse the document. There are two possible reasons:
(1) the document might be corrupted (2) the document type is out of sync with the
corresponding document type on the Broker.

Action

Examine the document and make sure that it is not corrupted. Also, synchronize the
document type with the corresponding Broker document type.
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ISC.0076.0031E

Broker Coder warning; cannot create an instance of {0}

Explanation

Integration Server could not create an instance of the indicated class. This is an internal
error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0076.0032

Broker Coder cannot decode document; the document, document type or both are
null values

ISC.0076.0033E

Broker Coder cannot decode document; the document does not conform to the
document type, {0}

Explanation

The subscribing Integration Server was not able to decode the incoming document
from either the Broker or the publishing Integration Server because the document
type on the local Integration Server is out of sync with the corresponding document
types on the publishing Integration Server and the Broker.

Action

Synchronize the publishable document type on the subscribing Integration Server
with the corresponding Broker document type.

ISC.0076.0034

Priority Classloader could not load the class while decoding.Trying Global
classloader.

ISC.0076.9001U

Unsupported RPC type: {0}

Explanation

Integration Server RPC Bin Coder does not support the version specified in the input
stream to be decoded. This is an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0076.9002U

incorrect IDataXMLCoder file format: no element 'IDataXMLCoder' found

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0076.9003U

encoding {0}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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ISC.0076.9004U

decoding: {0} ex:{1}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0076.9005U

decoding: boolean ex:{0}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0076.9006U

decoding: {0}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0076.9007U

decoding: No null-arg create method in class: {0}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0076.9008U

Unsupported RPC type: {0}

Explanation

Integration Server RPC Bin Coder does not support the version specified in the input
stream to be decoded. This is an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0076.9009U

Root element is null

Explanation

The flow.xml or node.ndf file is corrupt.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0076.9010U

Sibling root element is null rootTag:{0} localName:{1} root:{2}

Explanation

The XMLCoder class issued an error because the supplied XML input stream cannot
be decoded.

Action

Examine the use of the XMLCoder class in your application and make sure that the
XML input stream has the correct format and it only contains supported object types.
If the error still occurs, use the setIgnoreInvalid() class to set the flag to false so that
XMLCoder ignores the unsupported object type that it decodes.
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ISC.0076.9011U

illegal file format

Explanation

The service pub.flow:restorePipelineFromFile failed to execute because the file
containing the saved pipeline was not encoded with XMLCoder or IDataXMLCoder.

Action

Examine the file containing the saved pipeline and make sure it is not corrupt. If the
file was saved using the pub.flow:savePipelineToFile service, and it is not corrupt,
contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0076.9012E

Invalid state. JSON input stream does not start with the "{" character.

Explanation

The input stream does not contain valid JSON content. JSON content must begin with
the "{" character.

Action

Add a "{" character to the beginning of the JSON content.

ISC.0076.9013E

Invalid state. JSON Object in the input stream does not end with "}" character.

Explanation

The JSON object in the input stream does not contain valid JSON content. The JSON
object content must end with the \"}\" character.

Action

Add a \"}\" character to the end of the JSON object.

ISC.0076.9014E

Invalid state. JSON input stream contains incorrect syntax.

Explanation

The JSON input stream contains incorrect JSON syntax.

Action

Correct the errors in the JSON input stream.

ISC.0076.9015E

Invalid state. JSON Object in the input stream does not start with "{" character.

Explanation

The JSON object in the input stream does not contain valid JSON content. The JSON
object content must begin with the "{" character.

Action

Add a "{" character to the beginning of the JSON object in the input stream.

ISC.0076.9016E

Invalid state. Array in the JSON input stream does not end with "]" character.

Explanation

The JSON array in the input stream does not contain valid JSON content. The JSON
array must end with the "]" character.

Action

Add the "]" character from the end of the JSON array.

ISC.0076.9017E

Numeric value ({0}) for field {1} is outside the range for integer values. Integers
must be within the range of -2147483648 to 2147483647. Error:{2}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an invalid integer value while parsing a JSON object.

Action

Correct the value before parsing the JSON object.
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ISC.0076.9018E

Numeric value ({0}) for field {1} is outside the range for long numbers. Long numbers
must be within the range of -9223372036854775808 to 9223372036854775807. Error:{2}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an invalid long number value while parsing a JSON
object.

Action

Correct the value before parsing the JSON object.

ISC.0076.9019E

Numeric value ({0}) for field {1} is outside the range for float values. Error:{2}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an invalid float value while parsing a JSON object.

Action

Correct the value before parsing the JSON object.

ISC.0076.9020E

Numeric value ({0}) for field {1} is outside of the range for double values. Error:{2}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an invalid double value while parsing a JSON object.

Action

Correct the value before parsing the JSON object.

ISC.0076.9101E

SOAP Encoding Registrar cannot register encoding style {0}; encoding style already
exists.

Explanation

Integration Server cannot register the specified encoding style because the encoding
style is already registered.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0076.9102E

SOAP Encoding Registrar cannot register Java type {0}; Java type already exists.

Explanation

Integration Server cannot register the specified Java type because it already exists in
the registry.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0076.9103E

SOAP Encoding Registrar cannot register Schema type {0}; Schema type already
exists.

Explanation

Integration Server cannot register the specified Schema type because it already exists
in the registry.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0076.9104E

SOAP Encoding Registrar cannot unregister Java type {0}; doesn't exist in the registry

Explanation

Integration Server cannot unregister the specified Java type becaues it does not exist
in the registry.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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ISC.0076.9105E

SOAP Encoding Registrar cannot unregister Schema type {0}; doesn't exist in the
registry

Explanation

Integration Server cannot unregister the specified Schema type becaues it does not
exist in the registry.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0076.9202E

SOAP Message Coder failure; a RuntimeException was thrown in the SOAP Coder

Explanation

The SOAP message contains an element that does not have a valid QName.

Action

Make sure the elements in the SOAP message have valid QNames.

ISC.0076.9203E

SOAP Message Coder cannot decode message; Invalid number {0}

Explanation

The message coder could not decode an XML-encoded array because one of its
dimensions is set to a nonnumeric value.

Action

Check the incoming XML and make sure that the arrayType attribute specifies a
positive integer. For example, make sure it has not been inadvertently set to a
nonnumeric value such as “A”.

ISC.0076.9204E

SOAP Message Coder cannot encode output data; pipeline does not match output
signature, duplicate variable {0} in pipeline

Explanation

The message coder could not XML-encode the results of a SOAP remote procedure
call because the specified variable appeared in the pipeline more than once.

Action

On the Integration Server, examine the target service to determine why it is not
producing output values that match the output signature. Correct the service’s
signature and/or logic after identifying the source of the problem.

ISC.0076.9205E

SOAP Message Coder cannot encode variable {0}; variable does not have a valid
XML name

Explanation

The message coder could not XML-encode the SOAP RPC request or response because
the pipeline contained the specified variable, whose name is not a valid name for an
XML element.

Action

This error often occurs because the variable name contains a colon (:). Change the
name of specified variable to one that is also valid as an XML element name (or map
the variable to a new variable, and use the target variable as your SOAP RPC input
or output parameter).
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ISC.0076.9206E

SOAP Message Coder error; no coder is registered for encoding style {0}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered a serious internal error when encoding the SOAP
message.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0076.9208E

SOAP Message Coder cannot decode message; cannot determine type of element
{0}

Explanation

The message coder could not decode the XML-encoded parameters it has received,
because the specified element has an unknown data type (for example,
xsi:type="myDataType").

Action

Check the incoming XML and make sure the data type has been specified correctly.
Also make sure that it is using the correct namespace.

ISC.0076.9209E

SOAP Message Coder cannot decode message; unable to create array for arrayType
attribute value {0}

Explanation

The message coder could not decode an XML-encoded array because it could not
allocate an array of the specified dimensions.

Action

Check the incoming XML and make sure that the arrayType attribute is specified
correctly. For example, make sure that it does not specify a negative dimension or an
invalid array size (e.g., too many dimensions or dimensions that are unrealistically
large). If the array is unusually large or the server is extremely very low on memory,
the possibility also exists that this error was the result of an out-of-memory condition.

ISC.0076.9210E

SOAP Message Coder cannot decode message; arrayType attribute value {0} is
malformed

Explanation

The message coder could not decode an XML-encoded array because it cannot
understand the value of the arrayType attribute.

Action

Check the incoming XML and make sure that the arrayType attribute is using the
correct syntax. For example, make sure that it is not missing a “[” symbol.

ISC.0076.9211E

SOAP Message Coder cannot encode output data; pipeline does not match output
signature, required variable {0} is missing

Explanation

The message coder could not transform the results of a SOAP remote procedure call
because the required variable varName was not in the pipeline.

Action

On Integration Server, examine the target service to determine why it is not producing
the required output variables. Correct the service signature and/or logic after
identifying the source of the problem.
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ISC.0076.9212E

SOAP Message Coder cannot encode output data; pipeline does not match output
signature, extra variable {0} in pipeline

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an error while processing an RPC/Encoded SOAP
message. Either the SOAP message does not match the output signature of the service
or the contents of the output pipeline produced by the service do not match the service
signature.

Action

Do one or more of the following:
- Change the SOAP message response so that it matches the service output signature.
- Change the service output signature so that it matches the expected SOAP message
response.
- Ensure that the service produces an output pipeline that matches the service
signature.

ISC.0076.9220E

{0} Coder: decoding error; illegal input parameter value(s)

Explanation

One of the input parameters to the encode or decode method is null.

Action

Make sure that the input parameters passed to the encode or decode methods are not
null.

ISC.0076.9221E

{0} Coder: decoding error; can't get the SOAP Body from the SOAP Message

Explanation

The SOAP body element cannot be retrieved from the SOAP message.

Action

Make sure that the SOAP message is valid and contais a SOAP body element.

ISC.0076.9222E

{0} Coder: decoding error; can't convert SOAP Message to IS Document

Explanation

Integration Server cannot convert a SOAP message to a document (IData) because of
a decoding error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0076.9230E

{0} Coder: encoding error; can't create SOAP Message

Explanation

Integration Server cannot create the SOAP message because an encoding error
occurred.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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ISC.0076.9231E

{0} Coder: encoding error; can't add SOAP Body Element to SOAP Message

Explanation

Integration Server cannot add the SOAP body element to the SOAP message because
of an encoding error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0076.9234E

{0} Coder: encoding error; can't convert IS Document to XML String

Explanation

Integration Server cannot convert the document (IData) to an XML String because of
an encoding error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0076.9236E

SOAP Message Coder cannot decode message; value "{0}" doesn't match expected
pattern yyyy-MM-dd

Explanation

The date pattern is invalid.

Action

Make sure that the date value uses the pattern yyyy-MM-dd.

ISC.0077.0001E

Config set local host error. Excpt:{0}

Explanation

During startup, Integration Server was not able to set local host information from the
values specified on the "watt.net.localhost" property.

Action

Examine the value specified for property "watt.net.localhost". The value can either
be a machine host name or a string representing the machine's IP address, such as
"localhost" or "127.0.0.1".

ISC.0077.0002

Unsupported email encoding {0} specified. Defaulting to {1}

ISC.0077.0003S

Cannot initialize password store with null manager

Explanation

Initialization of the code that manages outbound passwords failed. The most likely
cause is a problem with the outbound password configuration files.

Action

Make sure that the following outbound password configuration files reside on the
Integration Server:
config/txnPassStore.dat
config/empw.dat
config/configPassman.cnf
config/passman.cnf
See the webMethods Integration Server documentation for information about these
files and to determine whether you can restore them. If you cannot determine the
source of the problem, contact Software AG Global Support.
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ISC.0077.0004S

Exception during {0}, type: {1}, msg: {2}

Explanation

A problem occurred when Integration Server tried to store or retrieve an outbound
password or retrieve an encryption code from the outbound password store.

Action

The outbound password data store, config/txnPassStore.dat, is probably corrupted.
See the webMethods Integration Server documentation for information about this file
and how to restore it and other outbound password configuration files. If you cannot
determine the source of the problem, contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0077.0005

Unable to {0}, password mgr is null

ISC.0077.0006E

System property "{0}" equals "{1}". This value is not valid. The default value of "{2}"
will be used instead.

Explanation

Integration Server detected an invalid value on the indicated configuration file
property.

Action

Refer to the webMethods Integration Server documentation for a description of the
property and its required or allowed values.

ISC.0077.9001

Stream is already closed

ISC.0077.9003

Source directory does not exist

ISC.0077.9004

Source File not a directory

ISC.0077.9006E

Could not determine encoding of file {0}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0077.9007E

Invalid encoding, {0}, specified for file {1}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0077.9009

Local name cannot be null
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ISC.0077.9010

Local name cannot be an empty string.

ISC.0077.9011

Namespace name cannot be an empty string.

ISC.0077.9012

Invalid value {0} specified for local name.

ISC.0077.9013U

Document to XSD error: Field {0} cannot be represented in XML Schema. The field
name contains a prefix but an XML Namespace property is not assigned to the field

Explanation

The document type being used to generate a WSDL document contains a top-level
variable whose name includes a prefix (that is, the name is in the format prefix:local
name). This variable is not associated with an XML namespace.

Action

Do one of the following:
(1) Associate the variable with an XML namespace by specifying a value for the
variable's XML Namespace property.
(2) Remove the prefix. Note that some protocols require the use of a prefix. Before
removing the prefix, check the service signature's input and output requirements as
documented for each protocol in the webMethods Integration Server documentation.

ISC.0077.9014U

Document to XSD error: Field {0} cannot be represented in XML Schema. The field
name does not conform to the XML NCName definition

Explanation

The document type being used to generate a WSDL document contains field names
that do not conform to the XML NCName definition.

Action

To resolve this error, rename the fields to conform to the QName lexical rules specified
in http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-xml-names/#NT-QName and the XML namespace
and local naming conventions specified in
http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-xml-names/#NT-NCName.

ISC.0077.9015E

The amount of data needed is greater than the amount of data reserved.

Explanation

A service needed to write a large amount of data to tspace, but the space the service
reserved is not large enough to hold the data.

Action

Update your program to reserve more tspace. If your program does not reserve tspace
directly, contact Software AG Global Support.
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ISC.0077.9016

Provided private key {0} is invalid.

ISC.0077.9017

Unable to read the key/certificate file(s) {0}.

ISC.0077.9018

Provided certificate(s) {0} is/are invalid.

ISC.0077.9022E

XOPObject content cannot be read more than once.

Explanation

You attempted to read the contents from an XOPObject. However, previous logic in
either the same service or a previous service has already read the XOPObject. The
XOPObject instance can only be read one time.

Action

Update the service logic so that it reads an XOPObject only one time.

ISC.0077.9023E

Error while parsing the "{0} {1}" XML string. Parser error: {2}; XML: {3}

Explanation

One of the reference parameters or metadata elements that you specified as message
addressing property is not a valid XML string.

Action

Ensure that the XML string that you specify as message addressing reference parameter
or metadata element is correct.

ISC.0077.9024E

Error while parsing the "{0} {1}" XML string. The XML that you specify should be
namespace qualified. XML: {2}

Explanation

One of the reference parameters that you specified as the message addressing property
is not a namespace qualified XML string.

Action

Ensure that the XML string that you specify as message addressing reference parameter
element is namespace qualified.

ISC.0081.0002

Error registering universal name {0}, already registered to {1}

ISC.0081.0003

Registered universal name {0} on service {1}

ISC.0081.0004

Duplicate universalName {0} registered to a different service {1}, not this service
{2}. Unregister failed.
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ISC.0081.0005E

Could not create a unique ID for the trigger from the trigger's name.

Explanation

Integration Server was unable to create a unique identifier for the trigger. This is an
internal error.

Action

Try to recreate the trigger. If that fails, contact Software AG Global Support. Be
prepared to provide logs and the version number and patch level for Integration
Server and your operating system.

ISC.0081.9001E

Node {0} does not exist

Explanation

The specified element cannot be locked because it does not exist. The element might
have already been deleted. Alternatively, another user might have been deleted the
element at the same time an attempt to lock the element was made.

Action

Make sure that the element exists.

ISC.0081.9002E

Cannot perform operation without Write ACL privileges on {0}

Explanation

The specified element cannot be locked because the user attempting to lock the element
does not have write permissions to the element. To lock an element, a user must be
a member of the Write ACL assigned to the element.

Action

Make sure that the user has write access to the element before attempting to lock it

ISC.0081.9003E

Unable to lock: {0}. It has been locked by user {1}.

Explanation

The specified element cannot be locked because it is already locked by another user.

Action

Before locking an element, make sure it is not locked by another user.

ISC.0081.9004E

universalName {0} is already registered

Explanation

The specified universal name already exists and is assigned to another element.

Action

Specify a unique universal name that is not already used by another element.

ISC.0081.9005E

Unknown content type: {0}

Explanation

Integration Server cannot create an instance of the specified content type because
Integration Server does not recognize or does not support the spedcified content type.

Action

Specify a content type supported by Integration Server.
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ISC.0081.9007E

Node exists

Explanation

An element with this fully qualified name already exists on the Integration Server.
Integration Server uses the following format for the fully qualified name:
folder.subfolder1.subfolder2:element

Action

Specify an element name whose fully qualified name will be unique to the Integration
Server.

ISC.0081.9008E

Node '{0}' does not exist

Explanation

A node (element) in the Integration Server namespace was not specified.

Action

Specify a node (element) in the Integration Server namespace.

ISC.0081.9016E

Search expression {0} is not well-formed. Enter a valid regular expression or element
name.

Explanation

The regular expression syntax is not valid.

Action

Ensure that specified regular expression is valid and can be complied into a valid
pattern.

ISC.0081.9164E

Exception occurred during generation of WSDL for service {0}: {1}

Explanation

An error occurred while attempting to validate or generate WSDL for a Web service
descriptor. The error text identifies the specific error details.

Action

Use the error details to correct the issue before attempting to save the Web service
descriptor or request WSDL for the Web service descriptor.

ISC.0081.9165E

Invalid WSDL. Attribute {0} must appear in element {1} at Operation: {2}, Binding:
{3}

Explanation

While creating a Web service descriptor from a WSDL document, Integration Server
found an invalid WSDL attribute. Most likely it was a soap:fault definition that was
missing the name attribute.

Action

Correct the WSDL document before attempting to create the Web service descriptor.

ISC.0081.9166E

Invalid "use" detected in Operation {0} at Binding {1}

Explanation

While consuming a WSDL document to create a Web service descriptor, Integration
Server encountered an invalid value for the use= attribute. The only valid values for
the use attribute are "literal" or "encoded".

Action

Correct the use attribute value in the WSDL document and then attempt to create the
Web service descriptor.
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ISC.0081.9167E

Output signature of an RPC/Literal or a Document/Literal operation cannot have
top-level fields that are named "*body" or that begin with the "@" symbol. Operation
Name : {0}

Explanation

The output siignature of a service used as an operation in an RPC/Literal binder cannot
have top-level fields named "*body" or top-level fields that begin with "@".

Action

Change the output signature of the service before attempting to use the service as an
operation in an RPC/Literal binder.

ISC.0081.9169e

Input signature of an RPC/Encoded operation cannot have fields named "*body"
or that begin with the "@" symbol. Operation Name : {0}

Explanation

A service used as an operation in an RPC/Encoded binder cannot contain fields named
"*body" or fields with a name that starts with "@" symbol.

Action

Before using the service as an operation in an RPC/Encoded binder, change the service
signature to remove or rename the fields named "*body" or fields with a name that
start with "@" symbol.

ISC.0081.9170

Output signature of an RPC/Encoded operation cannot have fields named "*body"
or that begin with the "@" symbol. Operation Name : {0}

Explanation

The output signature of a service used as an operation for an RPC/Encoded binder
cannot contain a field named "*body" or a field with a name that starts with "@ ".

Action

Change the output signature of the service before using the service as an operation
in an RPC/Encoded binder.

ISC.0081.9171E

Request header of an RPC/Encoded operation cannot have fields named named
"*body" or that begin with the "@" symbol. Operation Name : {0}, Header : {1}

Explanation

An attempt was made to add a Request Header to an operation used in an
RPC/Encoded binder but the document type being added either has a field named
"*body" or a field name starting with" @". Neither is allowed in a Header for an
operation in an RPC/Encoded binder.

Action

Remove the fields named "*body" and the fields that start with "a" from the document
type. Or use a document type that meets the field name requirements to define the
format of the Header.

ISC.0081.9172E

Response header of an RPC/Encoded operation cannot have fields named "*body"
or that begin with the "@" symbol. Operation Name : {0}, Header : {1}

Explanation

An attempt was made to add a Response Header to an operation in an RPC/Encoded
binder but the document type being added either has a field named "*body" or a field
name starting with "@". Neither is allowed in a Header for an operation in an
RPC/Encoded binder.

Action

Change the document type to meet the field name requirements or use a different
document type that meets the requierments to define the format of the Header.
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ISC.0081.9173E

Fault for an RPC/Encoded operation cannot have fields named "*body" or that begin
with the "@" symbol. Operation Name : {0}, Fault : {1}

Explanation

An attempt was made to add a Fault to an RPC/Encoded operation but the document
type being added either has a field named *body or a field name starting with @.
Neither is allowed in a Fault for an RPC/Encoded operation.

Action

Edit the document type to remove the fields named *body or those that begin with
the "@" symbol and then add the Fault to the RPC/Encoded operation. Or, select a
different document type to define the format of the Fault.

ISC.0081.9174E

Input signature of an RPC/Literal operation cannot have a List field at the top level.
Operation Name : {0} Field : {1}

Explanation

The input signature of a service used as an operation in a RPC/Literal binder contains
a List field at the top level. Services used as operations in RPC/Literal binders cannot
have List fields at the top level of the service input signature.

Action

Remove the List field from the service input signature before attempting to use the
service as an operation in a RPC Literal Binder.

ISC.0081.9175E

Output signature of an RPC/Literal operation cannot have a List field at the top
level. Operation Name : {0} Field : {1}

Explanation

The output signature of a service used as an operation in an RPC/Literal binder
contains a List field at the top level. Services used as operations in RPC/Literal binders
cannot have signatures that use List fields at the top level.

Action

Correct the service output signature before attempting to use the service as an
operation in a RPC/Literal binder

ISC.0081.9176E

Input signature of an RPC/Literal or a Document/Literal operation cannot have a
String Table field. Operation Name : {0} Field : {1}

Explanation

A service with a String table in its service signature cannot be used as an operation
for an RPC/Literal or Document/Literal binder.

Action

Change the service signature before attempting to use it as an operation in a an
RPC/Literal or Document/Literal binder.

ISC.0081.9177E

Output signature of an RPC/Literal or a Document/Literal operation cannot have
a String Table field. Operation Name : {0} Field : {1}

Explanation

The output signature of a service used as an operation in an RPC/Literal or
Document/Literal binder cannot contain a a String table.

Action

Change the servie output signature before attempting to use the service as an operation
in an RPC/Literal or Document/Literal binder.
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ISC.0081.9178E

Input signature of an RPC/Literal operation cannot have identically named fields
at the top level. Operation Name : {0} Field : {1}

Explanation

A service used as an operation in a RPC/Literal binder has an input signature
containing identically named fileds at the top level. All top-level field names must be
unique for services used as operations in an RPC/Literal binder.

Action

Change the service signature before attempting to use the service as an operation in
an RPC/Literal binder.

ISC.0081.9179E

Output signature of an RPC/Literal operation cannot have identically named fields
at the top level. Operation Name : {0} Field : {1}

Explanation

A service used as an operation in an RPC/Literal binder contains fileds with duplicate
names at the top level in the output signature. All top-level field names must be unique
for operations in RPC/Literal binders.

Action

Change the output signature of the service before attempting to use the service as an
operation in an RPC/Literal binder.

ISC.0081.9180E

Unable to find {0}, needed to generate WSDL for operation {1}

Explanation

A service first provider Web service descriptor uses an IS serivce as an operation, but
that IS service no longer exists in the Integration Server namespace.

Action

Edit the Web service descriptor to use an existing IS service as the operation or recreate
the missing IS service.

ISC.0081.9181E

Cannot find document type {0} needed to generate WSDL

Explanation

An internal error has occurred while attempting to validate a Web service descriptor
or generate WSDL for the Web service descriptor. The specified document type is
used within the definition of the Web service descriptor but it cannot be found in the
Integration Server namespace.

Action

If the Web service descriptor was created from WSDL document, for example a
consumer Web service descriptor a WSDL first provider Web service descriptor, delete
the Web service descriptor and recreate it. If the Web service descriptor is a service
first provider Web service descriptor, manuallly create the missing document type,
or correct the references to the document type from the Web service descriptor (for
example update the signatures of service used sa operations, update Header
definitions, or update Fault definitions).

ISC.0081.9182E

Invalid WSDL schema generated for the service signatures or the document types
referred by the WSD ''{0}''. To view the generated WSDL change the logging level
of Namespace(0081) to Trace. Error details: {1}

Explanation

This is a generic message that Integration Server throws for all Xerces parser errors.

Action

If Xerces parser throws "Unique Particle Attribute" error, then a possible workaround
for this issue is to set the value of the 'Allow unspecified fields' constraint of the
variables in the IS doc type referred by the Web service descriptor to 'False'.
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ISC.0081.9194E

The header has a message part "{0}" defined by the type "{1}". Message parts in a
header must be defined by the element attribute instead of the type attribute.

Explanation

An attempt was made to set the Pre 8.2 compatibility mode property to false for a
Web service descriptor, but the WSDL document used to create the Web service
descriptor has Header parts defined using the type attribute. For the Web service
descriptor to have the Pre 8.2 compatibility mode property set to false, the Header
parts in the WSDL document must use the element attribute.

Action

If you want the Web service descriptor to have a Pre 8.2 compatibility mode property
set to false, change the Header parts in WSDL document to use the element attribute
and then use Designer recreate the Web service descriptor.

ISC.0081.9195E, W

Invalid message part(s) defined in the wsdl: {0}

Explanation

An invalid Message Part definition was found while consuming WSDL to create a
Web service descriptor. The error message lists the specific error details .

Action

Use the error details in the message to correct the WSDL. Then, use the corrected
WSDL document to create the Web service descriptor.

ISC.0081.9197E

Cannot find SOAP-JMS trigger "{0}" specified in the provider Web service endpoint
alias "{1}" assigned to binder "{2}" in the web service descriptor "{3}".

Explanation

The Web service endpoint alias assigned to the provider Web service descriptor uses
a SOAP-JMS trigger that cannot be found. The provider Web service endpoint alias
for use with a JMS binder is not valid if the SOAP-JMS trigger specified in the alias
cannot be found. The Web service descriptor cannot be saved if a valid Web service
endpoint alias is not assigned to a binder that specifies JMS as the transport.

Action

Update the provider Web service endpoint alias to use a different SOAP-JMS trigger.
Alternatively, assign a different valid provider Web service endpoint alias to the
binder.

ISC.0081.9198E

Cannot find provider Web service endpoint alias "{0}" assigned to binder "{1}" in
the web service descriptor "{2}".

Explanation

The Web service endpoint alias assigned to the provider Web service descriptor cannot
be found. The Web service descriptor cannot be saved if a Web service endpoint alias
is not assigned to a binder that specifies JMS as the transport.

Action

Assign a valid provider Web service endpoint alias to the binder.

ISC.0081.9199W

MEP for operations {0} has changed from In-Only MEP to In-Out MEP. As a result,
Integration Server will now execute the corresponding response handlers.

Explanation

Changing the Pre-8.2 compatibility mode property of the Web service descriptor from
false to true resulted in a change of the Message Exchange Pattern (MEP) for the
specified operations to In-Out. At run time, Integration Server will execute response
handler services for the specified operations.

Action

No action required.
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ISC.0081.9200W

MEP for operations {0} has changed from In-Out MEP to In-Only MEP. As a result,
Integration Server will no longer execute the corresponding response handler
services.

Explanation

Because the specified operation has no defined output, changing the Pre-8.2
compatibility mode property of the Web service descriptor from true to false resulted
in a change of the Message Exchange Pattern (MEP) for the specified operations to
In-Only. At run time, Integration Server will no longer execute the response handler
services for the specified operations.

Action

No action required.

ISC.0081.9201W

MEP for operations {0} has changed from Robust In-Only MEP to In-Out MEP.

Explanation

Changing the Pre-8.2 compatibility mode property of the Web service descriptor from
false to true resulted in a change of the Message Exchange Pattern (MEP) for the
specified operations to In-Out.

Action

No action required.

ISC.0081.9203W

Invoke RefreshConnectors against the Web service descriptor to have the Web
service connector''s signature updated to reflect the change to the compatibility
mode.

Explanation

After changing the Pre-8.2 compatibility mode property for a consumer Web service
descriptor, the Web service connectors need to be refreshed. If an operation does not
have any defined output, refreshing the Web service connectors will update the output
signature to reflect the compatibility mode change. If you changed the Pre-8.2
compatibility mode property to false, the Web service connector will no longer have
any SOAP message-related output parameters. If you changed the Pre-8.2 compatibility
mode property to true, the output signature will include an output parameter for a
SOAP fault.

Action

Refresh the Web service connectors for this Web service descriptor.

ISC.0081.9204E

Web service descriptor {0} is not available because the WS-Policy file with policy
ID {1} attached to the WSD is not present in the policy repository.

Explanation

The Web service descriptor is not available because the WS-Policy file attached to the
Web service descriptor is deleted or moved from the policy repository.

Action

The following lists the actions you can take: 1) Ensure that the WS-Policy that is
attached to the Web service descriptor resides in the policy repository. -OR- 2) Edit
the Web service descriptor so that it no longer uses the deleted or moved WS-Policy
file.
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ISC.0081.9207E

Invalid WSDL. wsdl:fault element named {0} must be present in operation {1} of
port type {2}

Explanation

The WSDL document used to create the WSDL first provider or consumer Web service
descriptor does not contain wsdl:fault element in the wsd:operation of the portType.

Action

Ensure that the WSDL contains the correct wsdl:fault element in the wsd:operation
of the portType. Contact Software AG Global Support for further assistance.

ISC.0082.0001

Type {0} exists in schema {1}. Set {1} as owner schema.

ISC.0082.483E

"fractionDigits"+STR_BASE_FACET_FIXED

Explanation

The fractionDigits facet is fixed for the type and cannot be changed

Action

Do not attempt to change the fractionDigits value for the type.

ISC.0082.90007E

Missing Attribute Information Item

Explanation

The attribute is declared as required but is missing from the instance document.

Action

Correct the instance document.

ISC.0082.9001E

Error while parsing "{0}"

Explanation

An unexpected error occurred while valiating the instance document.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0082.9002E

Unable to retrieve root element

Explanation

The instance document does not have a root element and cannot be validated.

Action

Correct the instance document.

ISC.0082.9003E

Unable to locate a matching element declaration

Explanation

The element in the instance document does not have an element declaration.

Action

Correct the instance document. Ensure that the element name is correctly spelled.

ISC.0082.9004E

[attributes] property must be empty

Explanation

The element is defined to be of simple type. No attributes may be present.

Action

Remove the attributes from the element in the instance document, or use an element
that permits the attribute.
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ISC.0082.9005E

EII (s) are not allowed in [children] property

Explanation

The element type does not allow child elements to be present in the content.

Action

Remove the child elements from the instance document, or use a type definition that
permits the desired child elements.

ISC.0082.9006E

Unable to locate a matching attribute declaration

Explanation

Integration Server could not locate an attribute declaration for the attribute.

Action

Correct the instance document to reference an attribute for which there is a declaration
or remove the attribute from the instance document.

ISC.0082.9008E

Invalid value - does not match fixed value

Explanation

The element declaration has a fixed value. Only that value may be present in the
instance document.

Action

Correct the instance document.

ISC.0082.9009E

Child element {0} at position {1} is unexpected

Explanation

The instance document contains an element at the specified location that does not
match what is expected.

Action

Correct the instance document.

ISC.0082.9010E

Incomplete content - one or more child elements are expected

Explanation

The instance element does not contain the expected child elements. Content is missing.

Action

Correct the instance document to contain the missing content.

ISC.0082.9011E

Unable to locate attribute declaration

Explanation

Integration Server could not locate a corresponding schema definition for the attribute.

Action

Ensure that a schema for the relevant namespace has been created and that it contains
a declaration for the attribute.

ISC.0082.9012E

Unable to locate type definition

Explanation

Integration Server could not locate a corresponding schema definition for the type.

Action

Ensure that a schema for the relevant namespace has been created and that it contains
a definition for the type.
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ISC.0082.9013E

Unable to locate type definition {0}

Explanation

Integration Server could not locate a corresponding schema definition for the type.

Action

Ensure that a schema for the relevant namespace has been created and that it contains
a definition for the type.

ISC.0082.9014E

Unable to locate element declaration

Explanation

Integration Server could not locate a corresponding schema definition for the element.

Action

Ensure that a schema for the relevant namespace has been created and that it contains
a declaration for the element.

ISC.0082.9015E

Ambiguous content model in schema - not LL(1)

Explanation

The content model is ambiguous. The given set of particle can validate the same
instance with more than one unique set of occurrence counts.

Action

A schema must not be ambiguous. It must be possible to validate an instance without
looking ahead in the content model definition. Modify the schema so that the content
model is not ambiguous.

ISC.0082.9016E

Unable to resolve QName: {0}

Explanation

The type reference cannot be resolved to a defined type.

Action

Specify a defined type.

ISC.0082.9017E

{0} is not validly derived from {1}

Explanation

The type specified in the instance document is not a valid subtype of the type specified
in the schema element declaration.

Action

Correct the instance document by specifying a valid subtype.

ISC.0082.9018E

{0} is an abstract type and cannot be used directly to validate content

Explanation

An abstract type cannot be specified in an instance document.

Action

Specify a concrete type that has been derived from the abstract type.

ISC.0082.9019E

{0} is an abstract element and cannot appear in an instance

Explanation

The instance document contains an element that has been declared abstract in the
schema. Abstract elements may not appear in an instance document.

Action

Remove the abstract designation rfom the schema element definition or use a member
of the abstract element's substitution group in the instance document.
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ISC.0082.9020E

{0} - xsi:type is used incorrectly (declared type is anonymous)

Explanation

The element declaration does not reference a named type. It is not possible to specify
a type in the instance document.

Action

Do not use a type specification for an element that has an anonymous type declaration.

ISC.0082.9022E

The nillable value of {0} is false, hence xsi:nil cannot appear in an instance

Explanation

The element declaration does not have the nillable attribute set to true. The element
in the instance document may not have a nil attribute.

Action

Correct the instance document or modify the element declaration to have the nillable
attribute set to true.

ISC.0082.9023E

The value of xsi:nil is invalid

Explanation

The instance document element contains a value for the nil attribute that is not valid.
The nil attribute must have a value of true or false.

Action

Correct the instance document to specify a valid value for the nil attribute.

ISC.0082.9024E

{0} cannot have content or child elements since xsi:nil is true

Explanation

An element is marked nill in the instance document. The element cannot have any
content.

Action

Correct the element in the instance document.

ISC.0082.9026E

Undefined Object found

Explanation

An unexpected object was found in the document.

Action

Correct the instance document by removing the unexpected object.

ISC.0082.9027E

Dimension mismatch, List expected

Explanation

The instance document contains a scalar value where an array is expected.

Action

Correct the input data.

ISC.0082.9028E

Dimension mismatch, Single item expected

Explanation

An array was encountered where a scalar item was expected.

Action

Correct the instance document to specify a scalar item instead of an array.
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ISC.0082.9029E

Dimension mismatch, Table expected

Explanation

The instance document contained an object type other than String array of dimension
two.

Action

Correct the instance document

ISC.0082.9030E

Type mismatch, String expected

Explanation

The instance document contained an object type other than String.

Action

Correct the instance document.

ISC.0082.9031E

Type mismatch, Document expected

Explanation

The document field was expected to reference another document but instead referenced
some other data type.

Action

Correct the instance document.

ISC.0082.9033E

Java type mismatch; expected {0}, got {1}

Explanation

The field is declared to contain one of the supported Java wrapper types but the
instance document contains some other data type.

Action

Correct the instance document.

ISC.0082.9034E

Field is absent, field must exist

Explanation

The specified element or attribute is required but is not present in the instance
document.

Action

Correct the instance document to contain the required element or attribute.

ISC.0082.9035E

Value cannot be null, allow null value is false

Explanation

The field is declared to not contain nulls, but the instance document contains a null.

Action

Correct the instance document.

ISC.0082.9036E

Duplicate root element {0} found

Explanation

An instance document may contain only one root element.

Action

Correct the instance document so that it has only one root element.
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ISC.0082.9037E

Element [{0}] cannot have characters [{1}], because the type''s content type is
element-only

Explanation

The element's type declaration does not permit text nodes to be present.

Action

Remove the embeded text from the instance document, or use an element type
declaration that permits text.

ISC.0082.9038E

Tag occurs too many times

Explanation

The element occurs more times than permitted by the element declaration's maxOccurs
attribute.

Action

Correct the instance document.

ISC.0082.9039E

Tag occurs too few time

Explanation

The element occurs fewer times than required by the element declaration's minOccurs
attribute.

Action

Correct the instance document.

ISC.0082.9101S

Document Type generation error: {0}

Explanation

An internal failure has occurred.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0082.9102S

Integration Server says - {0}

Explanation

An unexpected error has interrupted the conversion process.

Action

Retry the request. If the error recurs contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0082.9104S

{0} - unable to locate the root element

Explanation

An internal error has interrupted the conversion process.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0082.9105E

Cannot process multi-dimensional array {0}. The maximum supported
dimensionality for arrays is 2.

Explanation

Document types may not conmtain String arrays with dimension greater than two

Action

Do not use String arrays with dimension greater than two.
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ISC.0082.9106E

Complex type {0} is recursive. Recursive types are supported only when selecting
the option "Generate complex types as document types"

Explanation

It is not possible to expand a type inline if it has a recursive reference. The expansion
become infinite.

Action

Use the Generate complex types as document types option.

ISC.0082.9109E

Nested and repeating model groups are not yet supported by strict compliance for
the {0} component

Explanation

This version of Integration Server does not support strict conversion of schema content
models that have nested or repeating model groups.

Action

Do not use the Strict conversion option. Use the Lax or None option instead.

ISC.0082.9401E

Invalid: length

Explanation

The length facet value must be a non-negative integer.

Action

Specify a valid value for the length facet.

ISC.0082.9402E

Invalid: minLength

Explanation

The minLength facet value must be a non-negative integer.

Action

Specify a valid facet value.

ISC.0082.9403E

Invalid: maxLength

Explanation

The maxLength facet value must be a non-negative integer.

Action

Specify a valid facet value.

ISC.0082.9404E

Invalid: totalDigits

Explanation

The totalDigits facet value must be a posative integer.

Action

Specify a valid facet value.

ISC.0082.9405E

Invalid: fractionDigits

Explanation

The fractionDigits facet value must be a non-negative integer.

Action

Specify a valid value for the fractionDigits facet.
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ISC.0082.9408E

maxLength is less than minLength

Explanation

The maxLength facet value is less than the minLength facet value.

Action

Adjust the minLength or maxLength facet so that minLength is less than or equal to
maxLength.

ISC.0082.9410E

Invalid enumerated item: {0}. Length of value is not equal to specified length

Explanation

The enumerated item length is not equal to the length required by its type.

Action

Specify a valid value for the type.

ISC.0082.9411E

Invalid enumerated item: {0}. Value is shorter than minimum length

Explanation

The enumerated item is shorter than the required length of its type.

Action

Specify a valid value for the type.

ISC.0082.9412E

Invalid enumerated item: {0}. Value is longer than maximum length

Explanation

The enumerated value is longer than the maximum length allowed by its type.

Action

Specify a valid value for the type.

ISC.0082.9416E

Invalid: minExclusive

Explanation

The minExclusive facet value exceeds the values permitted by the totalDigits or
factionDigits facets.

Action

Specify a valid facet value.

ISC.0082.9417E

Invalid: maxInclusive

Explanation

The maxInclusive facet value exceeds the values permitted by the totalDigits or
factionDigits facet.

Action

Specify a valid value for the maxInclusive facet.

ISC.0082.9418E

Invalid: maxExclusive

Explanation

The maxExclusive facet value exceeds the values permitted by the totalDigits or
factionDigits facets.

Action

Specify a valid value for the maxEclusive facet.
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ISC.0082.9425E

maxInclusive is less than minInclusive

Explanation

The maxInclusive facet value is less than the minInclusive facet value.

Action

Change the value of the maxInclusive facet or the minInclusive facet.

ISC.0082.9427E

maxExclusive is less than minExclusive

Explanation

The maxExclusive facet value is less than the minExclusive facet value.

Action

Change the value of the maxEclusive facet or the minExclusive facet.

ISC.0082.9428E

maxExclusive is less than minInclusive

Explanation

The maxExclusive facet value is less than the minInclusive facet value.

Action

Change the value of the maxEclusive facet or the minInclusive facet.

ISC.0082.9436E

maxInclusive is less than minExclusive

Explanation

The maxInclusive facet value is less than the minExclusive facet value.

Action

Change the value of the maxInclusive facet or the minExclusive facet.

ISC.0082.9438E

Invalid enumerated item: {0}

Explanation

The enumeration is empty.

Action

Specify a value for the enumeration facet.

ISC.0082.9440E

Invalid enumerated item ( Out of range ): {0}

Explanation

The enumeration facet value is outside of the permitted value range of the type.

Action

Correct the enumeration facet value.

ISC.0082.9441E

Invalid enumerated item ( Does not match pattern ): {0}

Explanation

The enumeration value does not match the pattern facet for the type.

Action

Correct the enumeration value to match the pattern facet.

ISC.0082.9442E

Invalid enumerated item. Length of value is not equal to specified length

Explanation

The length of an enumeration value for a list must be equal to the length facet of the
list.

Action

Specify a list enumeration facet with the correct length.
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ISC.0082.9443E

Invalid enumerated item. Value is shorter than minimum length

Explanation

The length of an enumeration value for a list must be greater than or equal to the
minLength facet of the list.

Action

Specify a list enumeration facet with the correct length.

ISC.0082.9444E

Invalid enumerated item. Value is longer than maximum length

Explanation

The length of an enumeration value for a list must be less than or equal to the
maxLength facet of the list.

Action

Specify a list enumeration facet with the correct length.

ISC.0082.9447E

Value does not conform to datatype

Explanation

The value is not a valid instance of the type.

Action

If the error occurs during schema compilation, correct the value specification in the
schema. If the error occurs during document validation, it indicates that validation
successfully detected an invalid document.

ISC.0082.9449E

"length"+STR_OUT_OF_BOUND

Explanation

The length facet for the list is outside of the permissible range. It must not be less than
the minLength facet and it must not be greater than the maxLength facet.

Action

Specify a valid length facet.

ISC.0082.9450E

"minLength"+STR_OUT_OF_BOUND

Explanation

The minLength facet value is either less than the minLength facet value or greater
than the maxLength facet value of the base type

Action

Specify a minLength facet value that is within the range allowed by the base type.

ISC.0082.9451E

"maxLength"+STR_OUT_OF_BOUND

Explanation

The maxLength facet value is either greater than the maxLnegth facet value or less
than the minLength facet value of the base type.

Action

Specify a maxLength facet value that is within the range allowed by the base type.

ISC.0082.9452E

"minInclusive"+STR_OUT_OF_BOUND

Explanation

The minInclusive facet value is either less than the minInclusive facet value or greater
than the maxInclusive facet value of the base type.

Action

Specify a minInclusive facet value that is within the range allowed by the base type.
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ISC.0082.9453E

"minExclusive"+STR_OUT_OF_BOUND

Explanation

The minExclusive facet value is either less than the minExclusive facet value or greater
than the maxExclusive facet value of the base type.

Action

Specify a minExclsuive facet value that is within the range allowed by the base type.

ISC.0082.9454E

"maxInclusive"+STR_OUT_OF_BOUND

Explanation

The maxInclusive facet value is less than the minInclusive facet value or greater than
the maxInclusive facet value of the base type

Action

Specify a correct maxInclusive facet or remove it.

ISC.0082.9455E

"maxExclusive"+STR_OUT_OF_BOUND

Explanation

The maxExclusive facet value is less than the minInclusive facet value or greater than
the maxInclusive facet value of the base type.

Action

Specify a correct maxExclusive facet or remove it.

ISC.0082.9457E

"totalDigits"+STR_OUT_OF_BOUND

Explanation

The totalDigits facet value is greater than the totalDigits facet value of the base type.

Action

Specify a totalDigits facet value that is within the range allowed by the base type.

ISC.0082.9458E

"fractionDigits"+STR_OUT_OF_BOUND

Explanation

The fractionDigits facet of a derived type may not exceed the fractionDigits facet of
the base type

Action

Correct the fractionDigits facet value so that it does not exceed the fractionDigits facet
value of the base type.

ISC.0082.9459E

"whiteSpace"+STR_OUT_OF_BOUND

Explanation

The whiteSpace facet value is incompatible with the whiteSpace facet value of the
base type

Action

Th whiteSpace facet value must specify white space handling that is more restrictive
than the base type facet.

ISC.0082.9460E

No matching enumeration value

Explanation

The element value in the instance document contains a token that is not specified in
the element type's enumeration facet.

Action

None. Validation successfully detected an invalid document.
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ISC.0082.9463E

Length of value is not equal to specified length

Explanation

The length of the element value in the instance document does not match the length
specified by the element type's length facet.

Action

None. Validation successfully detected an invalid document.

ISC.0082.9464E

Value is shorter than minimum length

Explanation

The instance document element value is shorter than the minLength facet for the
element type, or the element contains a list with fewer items than the minLength facet
of the list type.

Action

None. Validation successfully detected an invalid document.

ISC.0082.9465E

Value is longer than maximum length

Explanation

The instance document element value is longer than the maxLength facet for the
element type, or the element contains a list with more items than the maxLength facet
of the list type.

Action

None. Validation successfully detected an invalid document.

ISC.0082.9466E

Datatype definition is missing

Explanation

The list specification does not include a type definition for the items of the list.

Action

Specify an item type definition for the list.

ISC.0082.9469E

Value does not match pattern(s)

Explanation

The element value in the instance document does not match the element type's facet
pattern.

Action

None. Validation successfully detected an invalid document.

ISC.0082.9471E

The year 0000 is prohibited

Explanation

The facet value may not contain a year value of 0000.

Action

Do not use 0000.

ISC.0082.9472E

totalDigits is less than fractionDigits

Explanation

The factionDigits facet value must be less than or equal to the totalDigits facet value.

Action

Adjust the fractionDigits or the totalDigits facet value.
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ISC.0082.9473E

Invalid facet type

Explanation

An invalid facet is specified.

Action

Specify a valid facet.

ISC.0082.9474E

The input has invalid characters

Explanation

An invalid whitespace character is present in the instance document.

Action

None. Validation successfully detected an invalid document.

ISC.0082.9475E

"length"+STR_BASE_FACET_FIXED

Explanation

The length of the list is fixed and cannot be changed.

Action

Remove the length facet.

ISC.0082.9476E

"minLength"+STR_BASE_FACET_FIXED

Explanation

The minLength facet of the base type is fixed; it cannot be customized.

Action

Remove the minLength facet from the type specification.

ISC.0082.9477E

"maxLength"+STR_BASE_FACET_FIXED

Explanation

The maxLength facet of the base type is fixed; it cannot be customized.

Action

Remove the maxLength facet from the type specification.

ISC.0082.9478E

"minInclusive"+STR_BASE_FACET_FIXED

Explanation

The minInclusive facet of the base type is fixed; it cannot be customized.

Action

Remove the minInclusive facet from the type specification.

ISC.0082.9479E

"minExclusive"+STR_BASE_FACET_FIXED

Explanation

The minExclusive facet of the base type is fixed; it cannot be customized.

Action

Remove the minExclusive facet from the type specification.

ISC.0082.9480E

"maxInclusive"+STR_BASE_FACET_FIXED

Explanation

The maxInclusive facet of the base type is fixed; it cannot be customized.

Action

Remove the maxInclusive facet from the type specification.
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ISC.0082.9481E

"maxExclusive"+STR_BASE_FACET_FIXED

Explanation

The maxExclusive facet of the base type is fixed; it cannot be customized.

Action

Remove the maxExclusive facet from the type specification.

ISC.0082.9482E

"totalDigits"+STR_BASE_FACET_FIXED

Explanation

The totalDigits facet of the base type is fixed; it cannot be customized.

Action

Remove the totalDigits facet from the type specification.

ISC.0082.9484E

"whiteSpace"+STR_BASE_FACET_FIXED

Explanation

The whiteSpace facet of the base type is fixed; it cannot be customized.

Action

Remove the whiteSpace facet from the type specification.

ISC.0082.9485E

This datatype cannot have this facet

Explanation

The specified facet is not defined for the type on which it appears.

Action

Remove the facet from the type specification where it appears.

ISC.0082.9486E

Cannot specify length with minLength or maxLength

Explanation

The length facet cannot be specified along with the minLength or maxLength facets.

Action

Remove the length facet or the minLength and maxLength facets.

ISC.0082.9487E

"Invalid enumerated item: {0}. "+STR_EXCEEDS_TOTAL_DIGIT

Explanation

The enumerated item has more total digits than allowed by its type.

Action

Specify a valid value for the type.

ISC.0082.9488E

"Invalid enumerated item: {0}. "+STR_EXCEEDS_FRACTION_DIGIT

Explanation

The enumerated item has more fraction digits than allowed by its type.

Action

Specify a value that is valid for the type.

ISC.0082.9489E

STR_EXCEEDS_TOTAL_DIGIT

Explanation

The total digits in the instance item exceeds the total digits that is valid for the type.

Action

None. Validation has successfully detected an invalid document.
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ISC.0082.9490E

STR_EXCEEDS_FRACTION_DIGIT

Explanation

The instance item exceeds the fraction digits allowed for its type

Action

None. Validation successfully detected an invalid document.

ISC.0082.9491E

Value is less than minInclusive

Explanation

The element value in the instance document is less than the minInclusive facet for the
element type.

Action

None. Validation successfully detected an invalid document.

ISC.0082.9492E

Value is less than or equal to minExclusive

Explanation

The element value in the instance document is less than or equal to the minExclusive
facet for the element type.

Action

None. Validation successfully detected an invalid document.

ISC.0082.9493E

Value is greater than maxInclusive

Explanation

The element value in the instance document exceeds the value of the maxEclusive
facet for the element type

Action

None. Validation successfully detected an invalid document.

ISC.0082.9494E

Value is greater than or equal to maxExclusive

Explanation

The element value in the instance document exceeds or equals the value of the
maxEclusive facet for the element type

Action

None. Validation successfully detected an invalid document.

ISC.0082.9495E

"Length constraint cannot be customized. "+STR_LENGTH_EXISTS

Explanation

The base type already has a length facet; it is not possible to change the length facet.

Action

Remove the length facet from the type specification.

ISC.0082.9496E

"Cannot specify minLength if length is specified. "+STR_LENGTH_EXISTS

Explanation

The length and minLength facets are mutually exclusive.

Action

Remove one of the facets from the type specification.
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ISC.0082.9497E

"Cannot specify maxLength if length is specified. "+STR_LENGTH_EXISTS

Explanation

The maxLnegth and length facets are mutually exclusive.

Action

Remove one of the facets from the type specification.

ISC.0082.9712E

Cannot specify both {0} and {1}

Explanation

The schema properties are mutually exclusive. Only one can be specified.

Action

Decide which property is relevant and remove the other.

ISC.0082.9723E

Xerces Java parser determined that the XML schema definition is invalid

Explanation

The Xerces Java parser determined that an XML schema definition is invalid. This
can occur in the following situations:
- When creating an asset (IS schema, document type, or flow service) from an XML
Schema definition.
- When creating a Web service descriptor from a WSDL document that contains a
schema element or references an XML schema definition.
- When refreshing Web service connectors
- When executing a Web service connector
- When changing the IS schemas, document types, or service signatures associated
with a Web service descriptor

Action

Use the information returned by the Xerces Java parser to make the schema valid.
Alternatively, if you do not want the Xerces Java parser to perform schema validation,
do one of the following:
- When creating the asset, clear the Validate schema using Xerces check box
- For an existing Web service descriptor, set the Validate schema using Xerces property
to False.

ISC.0083.9001E

Requested type not available

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because the Integration Server
XQL query engine encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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ISC.0083.9002E

Tree type not supported

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because the supplied query
object supplied was not a valid XML Node object.

Action

Examine the service input and ensure it is a valid XML node object. You can invoke
the pub.xml:xmlStringToXMLNode or pub.xml:loadXMLNode service to obtain the
document and transform it to an XML node object before performing the query.

ISC.0083.9003E

Expression is empty

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because no query expression
was specified.

Action

Examine the logic and make sure that the query expression is not empty.

ISC.0083.9004E

Node parameter is null

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because the XML Node to be
queried was empty or missing.

Action

Examine the XML node object submitted for query and make sure it is not null.

ISC.0083.9005E

''{0}'' object type not currently supported.

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because the document submitted
was not an instance of an XML Node object. This service can obtain information from
XML nodes only. Note: An XML node is a special representation of an XML document
that can be consumed by the Integration Server. Most webMethods services that
operate on XML documents require an XML node as input.

Action

Examine the document submitted and make sure that you have used
pub.xml:xmlStringToXMLNode or pub.xml:loadXMLNode service to convert the
document to an XML Node object before performing the query.

ISC.0083.9006E

Regions are not supported on IData objects

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because it tried to perform a
region query on an IData object; the Integration Server does not support this type of
query. Currently only XML node objects are supported for region queries. Note: An
XML node is a special representation of an XML document that can be consumed by
the Integration Server. Most webMethods services that operate on XML documents
require an XML node as input.

Action

Do not attempt to query regions on IData objects.
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ISC.0083.9007E

Source not available for IData objects

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because it tried to obtain
information from a Document (an IData object) instead of an XML Node. This service
can obtain information from XML Nodes only. Note: An XML node is a special
representation of an XML document that can be consumed by the Integration Server.
Most webMethods services that operate on XML documents require an XML node as
input.

Action

Do not attempt to query the source from Documents (IData objects).

ISC.0083.9008E

Recursion detected in IData at {0}; can't have recursion when query contains | or //

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because it tried to perform a
query on a recursive IData object, but the query contained "|" (a union operator) or
"//" (a path operator). These operators are not allowed when querying a recursive
IData object.

Action

Do not attempt to query a recursive IData object when the query contains "|" or "//".

ISC.0083.9009

Illegal typecast in query expression

ISC.0083.9011

'true()' or 'false()' expected

ISC.0083.9012E

'(' expected

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because it specified an incorrect
syntax. Specifically, the left-hand parenthesis "(" was missing after the "true" or "false"
Boolean function.

Action

Examine the query expression and make sure it uses the correct syntax. There must
be matching parentheses after any "true" or "false" functions, e.g., true(), false().

ISC.0083.9013E

')' expected

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because the right-hand
parenthesis ")" was missing after the "true" or "false" Boolean function.

Action

Examine the query expression and make sure it uses the correct syntax. There must
be matching parentheses after any "true" or "false" functions, e.g., true(), false().

ISC.0083.9014E

Invalid boolean method: {0}

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because the Integration Server
XQL query engine encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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ISC.0083.9015E

Comparison requires an rvalue

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because the right-hand operand
was not present in the query. Left- and right-hand operands are required for a
comparison query.

Action

Examine the query expression and make sure that both the left- and right-hand
operands are supplied.

ISC.0083.9016E

Comparison righthand operand evaluates to more than one value

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute a comparison query because
the value of the right-hand operand was not a scalar.

Action

Examine the query expression and make sure the value of the right-hand operand is
a scalar or a value that can be cast at runtime to a scalar.

ISC.0083.9017E

Comparison operator is missing.

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute a comparison query because
the expression contained $any$ or $all$, but no comparison operator. A comparison
operator must be specified in an expression that contains $any$ or $all$.

Action

Examine the query expression and make sure it contains a comparison operator.

ISC.0083.9018E

Only relative queries allowed inside filters.

Explanation

The XQL query expression contains an absolute path inside the filter. For example,
"book[/author]".

Action

Make sure that the XQL query expression contains a relative path inside the filter.
For example, "book[author]".

ISC.0083.9019U

'[' is not matched by ']'

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because the left-hand square
bracket "[" was specified but the right-hand square "]" bracket was missing. An
expression that uses a filter operator or a subscript operator must contain matching
parentheses.

Action

Examine the query expression and make sure it contains matching brackets "[ ]" .

ISC.0083.9020E

Filter brackets may only select nodes or attributes

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because a subquery within the
"[ ]" was not a node or attribute. A subquery must be a node or an attribute when a
filter operation is used.

Action

Examine the query expression and make sure that the subquery contained within the
"[ ]" is a node or attribute.
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ISC.0083.9021E

Invalid or missing term

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because a query expression
using a filter operator specified an invalid term or no terms at all.

Action

Examine the query expression and make sure it specifies a valid term. Valid terms
are: dot('.'), left parenthesis('('), at('@'), and wildcard('*').

ISC.0083.9022E

'(' is not matched by ')'. Token "{0}" found.

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because the query expression
contained a left parenthesis "(" that was not matched by a right parenthesis ")", but
rather by another character. The query expression must specify matching parentheses
when a filter operator is used.

Action

Examine the query expression and make sure it contains matching parentheses "()".

ISC.0083.9023E

'(' is not matched by ')'. End of query found.

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because the query expression
contained a left parenthesis "(" but no right parenthesis ")". A query expression must
specify matching parentheses when a filter operator is used.

Action

Examine the query expression and make sure it contains matching parentheses "()".

ISC.0083.9024E

Invalid or misplaced term "{0}"

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because an invalid character
was specified in a query expression that contains a filter operator. Valid characters
are dot ".", left and right parentheses ''(" and ")", at "@", and wildcard "*".

Action

Examine the query expression and ensure that only valid characters are specified.

ISC.0083.9025E

Invalid attribute name "{0}:"

Explanation

The XQL query expression contains an invalid attribute name. This attribute belongs
to a namespace. For example, "//@prefix:123".

Action

Make sure that the XQL query expression contains a valid attribute name. For example,
"//@prefix:a123".

ISC.0083.9026E

Invalid or missing attribute name

Explanation

The XQL query expression contains an invalid or undefined attribute name. For
example, "//@123" or "//@".

Action

Make sure that the XQL query expression contains a valid attribute name. For example,
"//@a123".
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ISC.0083.9027E

attribute() takes a quoted string

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because the optional parameter
passed to attribute() function was not a quoted string.

Action

Examine the query expression and make sure that it uses the correct syntax and passes
a quoted string to the attribute() function.

ISC.0083.9028E

attribute() incorrect attribute name "{0}"

Explanation

The XQL query expression contains an invalid attribute name inside the attribute().
For example, "//book/attribute('123')".

Action

Make sure that the XQL query expression contains a valid attribute name inside the
attribute(). For example, "//book/attribute('a')".

ISC.0083.9029

Only nodes have attributes

ISC.0083.9030E

count() takes a query parameter

Explanation

The XQL query expression contains a parameter in the count(), which is not allowed.
For example, "//book/count(1)".

Action

Make sure that the XQL query expression does not contain a parameter in the count().
For example, "//book/count()".

ISC.0083.9031E

Type {0} can't be cast to Date

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because the query engine
returned a value that could not be cast as a date.

Action

Examine the query expression and make sure it uses the correct syntax and specifies
the correct query.

ISC.0083.9032E

date({0}){1}

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because the parameter passed
to the XQL date() function was not in a format that could be converted to a date.

Action

Examine the detailed error message and make sure that the string parameter passed
to the XQL date() function can be converted to a date.

ISC.0083.9033E

date(){0} Error offset:{1}

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because the parameter passed
to the XQL date() function could not be parsed.

Action

Examine the detailed error message and the position provided in it and make sure
that the string parameter passed to the date() function in the query expression can be
parsed to a date.
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ISC.0083.9034E

Invalid element name "{0}:"

Explanation

The XQL query expression contains an invalid element name. This element belongs
to a namespace. For example, "//a:1".

Action

Make sure that the XQL query expression contains a valid element name. For example,
"//a:b".

ISC.0083.9035

Invalid or missing element name

ISC.0083.9036E

element() takes a quoted string

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because the optional parameter
passed to XQL element() function was not a quoted string.

Action

Examine the query expression and make sure it uses the correct syntax and passes a
quoted string to the element() function.

ISC.0083.9037E

element() incorrect attribute name "{0}"

Explanation

The XQL query expression contains an invalid parameter in element(). For example,
"/book/element("1")".

Action

Make sure that the XQL query expression contains a valid parameter name in
element(). For example, "/book/element("a")".

ISC.0083.9038

Only nodes have child elements

ISC.0083.9039E

Type {0} can't be cast to Float

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because it expected a float, but
the value it received was not a float.

Action

Examine the query expression. Make sure it uses the correct syntax and specifies the
query you intended.

ISC.0083.9040E

id() takes a quoted string

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because the optional parameter
passed to XQL id() function was not a quoted string.

Action

Examine the query expression and make sure it uses the correct syntax and passes a
quoted string to the XQL id() function.
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ISC.0083.9041E

Type {0} can't be cast to Integer

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because it expected an integer,
but the value it received could not be cast as an integer.

Action

Examine the query expression. Make sure it uses the correct syntax and specifies the
query you intended.

ISC.0083.9042E

name() takes a quoted string

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because the optional parameter
passed to XQL name() function was not a quoted string.

Action

Examine the query expression and make sure it uses the correct syntax and passes a
quoted string to the XQL name() function.

ISC.0083.9043E

name() requires a non-empty string

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because the parameter passed
to the XQL name() function was empty.

Action

Examine the query expression and make sure it uses the correct syntax and passes a
non-empty quoted string to the name() function.

ISC.0083.9044E

node() must be used relative to a node

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because it specified an incorrect
syntax for the XQL node() function or tried to execute the function against a non-node
object.

Action

Examine the query expression and make sure it uses the correct syntax for the node()
function and executes the function against a node.

ISC.0083.9045E

region() must be used relative to a node

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because it specified an incorrect
syntax for the XQL region() function or tried to execute the function against a non-node
object.

Action

Examine the query expression and make sure it uses the correct syntax for the region()
function and executes the function against a node.

ISC.0083.9046

Query parameters of region() must return nodes
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ISC.0083.9047

region() can't have more than one region start node

ISC.0083.9048

region() can't have more than one region end node

ISC.0083.9049E

textnode() must be used relative to a node

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because it specified an incorrect
syntax for the XQL textnode() function or tried to execute the function against a
non-node object.

Action

Examine the query expression and make sure it uses the correct syntax for the
textnode() function and executes the function against a node.

ISC.0083.9050

Function or method name expected

ISC.0083.9051E

'(' missing after function or method name

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because a left-hand parenthesis
"(" was missing after the function or method name. The correct syntax is functionname()
or methodname() .

Action

Examine the query expression and make sure that it uses the correct syntax for the
function or method.

ISC.0083.9052E

Query contains truncated invocation

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because an incomplete
expression was provided for a function call. Specifically, the expression contained a
left parenthesis "(" but the invocation parameter or right parenthesis ")" was missing.
Examples: function() function(parameter

Action

Examine the query expression and make sure it uses the correct syntax.

ISC.0083.9053E

')' must terminate parameter list

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because the right parenthesis
")" was missing from the parameter list that was passed to the XQL function.

Action

Examine the query expression and make sure it uses the correct syntax and includes
the right parenthesis to terminate the parameter/parameter list.
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ISC.0083.9054E

missing function parameter

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because the parameter required
by the XQL function was not provided.

Action

Examine the query expression and make sure it uses the correct syntax and includes
the required parameter.

ISC.0083.9055E

Invalid number of parameters in function or method "{0}"

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because an invalid number of
parameters were passed to the XQL function or method.

Action

Examine the query expression and make sure it uses the correct syntax and passes
the correct number of parameters to the XQL function. See XQL Query Language at
http://www.w3.org/TandS/QL/QL98/pp/xql.html for method or function reference.

ISC.0083.9056E

"{0}" is not a recognized function name

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because an invalid XQL function
name was provided.

Action

Examine the query expression and make sure that it only uses the valid XQL functions.
Integration Server currently supports the following pre-defined functions: attribute(),
Boolean(), comment(), count(), date(), element(), float(), id(), integer(), name(), node(),
not(), pi(), region(), textnode(), true(), false().

ISC.0083.9057E

"{0}" is not a recognized method name

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because an invalid XQL method
name was provided.

Action

Examine the query expression and make sure that it only uses the valid XQL methods.
Integration Server currently supports the following pre-defined methods: basename(),
count(), end(), index(), namespace(), nodename(), nodetype(), nodetypestring(),
prefix(), regex(), regexinsensitive(), regexinsensitivematch(), regexmatch(), rawtext(),
stringmatch(), source(), text(), value().

ISC.0083.9058E

Methods may only be applied to nodes and attributes

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because the Integration Server
XQL query engine encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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ISC.0083.9059

regex() takes a quoted string

ISC.0083.9060

regexinsensitive() takes a quoted string

ISC.0083.9061

regexinsensitivematch() takes a quoted string

ISC.0083.9062

regexmatch() takes a quoted string

ISC.0083.9063

stringmatch() takes a quoted string

ISC.0083.9064E

Query contains extraneous terms

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because there was a syntax
error in the expression. Specifically, there were extraneous terms in the expression.

Action

Examine the query expression and make sure it uses the correct syntax.

ISC.0083.9065E

Cannot parse queries of type {0}

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because the XQL query engine
encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0083.9066E

Left operand of / must be either a node or an attribute

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because the query expression
specified the unary child operator "/" but the value specified by the left-hand operand
was not a node type or an attribute type.

Action

Examine the query expression and make sure the left-hand operand is a node or
attribute.

ISC.0083.9067E

Only relative queries allowed in relative paths.

Explanation

The XQL query expression contains an absolute path inside another absolute path.
For example, "/x/(/y)".

Action

Make sure that the XQL query expression does not contain an absolute path embedded
inside another absolute path.
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ISC.0083.9068E

Left operand of // must be a node

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because the query expression
specified the unary child descendant operator "//" but the value specified by the
left-hand operand was not a node.

Action

Examine the query expression and make sure the left-hand operand is a node.

ISC.0083.9069E

Invalid subscript argument

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because no argument was
supplied for the subscript operator or the argument supplied was not an integer.

Action

Examine the query expression and make sure that a valid integer is provided for the
subscript operator.

ISC.0083.9070E

Only values of the same type may be unioned

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute a union operation because the
left-hand operand is not the same type as the right-hand operand.

Action

Examine the query expression and make sure that both operands are of the same type.
Valid types are node, attribute, string, integer, float, and Boolean.

ISC.0083.9071E

{0} and {1} types are not comparable

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute a comparison operation because
the left-hand operand is not the same type as the right-hand operand.

Action

Examine the query expression and make sure that the left-hand operand and
right-hand operand are of the same type. Valid types are node, attribute, string,
integer, float, and Boolean.

ISC.0083.9072E

The {0} relation is not defined on {1} types

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0083.9073E

Unrecognized expression type "{0}"

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because the XQL query engine
encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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ISC.0083.9074

generateQueryString Node doc is a required parameter. Must not be null.

ISC.0083.9075

generateQueryString String queryType is a required parameter. Must not be null.

ISC.0083.9076E

generateQueryString only supports WQL, XQLVALUES and XQL types.
Unsupported type "{0}"

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because an expression attempted
to evaluate an unsupported type. Integration Server currently only supports
WQL,XQLVALUES and XQL.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0083.9077E

Unknown TreeExpression type

Explanation

Integration Server tried to process an unsupported type. This is an internal error.
Currently only the WQL, XQLVALUES and XQL types are supported.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0083.9078E

Cannot cast "{0}" to boolean

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because it attempted to cast a
string value to a Boolean type. The possible causes are: (1) the left-hand and right-hand
operands specified with a comparison operator were not of the same type (2) the value
returned by the query was of an unexpected type.

Action

Examine the query expression and make sure it specifies the correct syntax and
performs the query you expected.

ISC.0083.9079E

Cannot cast "{0}" to a float

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because it attempted to cast a
string value to a float. The possible causes are: (1) the left-hand and right-hand
operands specified with a comparison operator were not of the same type (2) the value
returned by the query was of an unexpected type.

Action

Examine the query expression and make sure it specifies the correct syntax and
performs the query you expected.

ISC.0083.9080E

Cannot cast "{0}" to an integer

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because it attempted to cast a
string value to an integer. The possible causes are: (1) The left-hand and right-hand
operands specified with a comparison operator were not of the same type. (2) The
value returned by the query was of an unexpected type.

Action

Examine the query expression and make sure it specifies the correct syntax and
performs the query you expected.
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ISC.0083.9081E

Cannot cast "{0}" to a long

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because it attempted to cast a
string value to a long type. The possible causes are: (1) the left-hand and right-hand
operands specified with a comparison operator were not of the same type (2) the value
returned by the query was of an unexpected type.

Action

Examine the query expression and make sure it specifies the correct syntax and
performs the query you expected.

ISC.0083.9082

IO error occurred while parsing a grove in a VARNAME expression: {0}

ISC.0083.9083E

XqlQuery.getStringWithIdentities: Query "{0}" does not yield strings:{1}

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because the XQL query engine
encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0083.9084E

XqlQuery.getString: Query "{0}" does not yield strings:{1}

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because the XQL query engine
encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0083.9085E

XqlQuery: Query yields unknown type

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because the XQL query engine
encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0083.9086E

XqlQuery.getNodeWithIdentities: Query "{0}" does not yield nodes

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because the XQL query engine
encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0083.9087E

XqlQuery.getNode: Query "{0}" does not yield nodes

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because the XQL query engine
encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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ISC.0083.9088E

XqlQuery.getNodeArrayWithIdentities: Query "{0}" does not yield nodes

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because the XQL query engine
encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0083.9089E

XqlQuery.getNodeArray: Query "{0}" does not yield nodes

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because the XQL query engine
encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0083.9090E

XqlQuery.getIData: Query "{0}" does not yield nodes

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because the XQL query engine
encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0083.9091E

Query does not yield an IData instance as expected

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because the XQL query engine
encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0083.9092E

XqlQuery.getIDataArray: Query "{0}" does not yield nodes

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because the XQL query engine
encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0083.9093E

Query ''{0}'' does not yield only IData instances as expected

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because the XQL query engine
encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0083.9094E

Floating point numbers must begin with a digit

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because an invalid query
expression was provided. Specifically, a floating point number was provided in an
incorrect format. A digit must immediately precede and follow the dot "." term.
Examples of the correct format are "1.23" and "-0.99.". Examples of incorrect formats
are ".99" and "1.".

Action

Examine the query expression and make sure that it uses the correct format for floating
point numbers.
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ISC.0083.9095E

Unrecognized operator '${0}

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because an expression contained
an unrecognized operator.

Action

Examine the query expression and make sure it only uses the valid operators specified
in the XQL specification. For more information, see XQL Query Language at
http://www.w3.org/TandS/QL/QL98/pp/xql.html.

ISC.0083.9096E

Invalid number: "{0}"

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because the XQL query engine
could not parse a numberString to an integer or a float because the string does not
represent an integer or float number.

Action

Examine the query expression and make sure that it uses the correct syntax. See XQL
Query Language at http://www.w3.org/TandS/QL/QL98/pp/xql.html for more
information.

ISC.0083.9097

Missing terminal quote: {0}{1}

ISC.0083.9098E

"{0}" is not a recognized function or method name

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because an invalid XQL function
or method was specified in the query expression.

Action

Examine the query expression and make sure that you only use a set of pre-defined
XQL function names or method names in the query. For a list of pre-defined functions
and methods in XQL, see The XML Query Language (XQL) at
http://www.w3.org/TandS/QL/QL98/pp/xql.html.

ISC.0083.9099E

Method requires Node tree for query ''{0}''.

Explanation

The pub.xml:queryXMLNode service failed to execute because the XQL query engine
encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0083.9100

Queries on attributes are not supported by IData trees.

ISC.0083.9101

nsDecls and namespaces are not supported by IData trees.
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ISC.0084.9004E

Access Denied

Explanation

The user does not have permission to access an Integration Server resource. Review
the server log to find the resource and the user who was denied access.

Action

If the user should have access to this resource, either add the user to the group that
is in the Allowed list of the execute ACL of the resource, or add one of this user's
groups to the Allowed list of the execute ACL of the resource.

ISC.0084.9005E

Invalid Session ID or Session Expired

Explanation

Whenever a client presents a Session ID that is no longer valid, Integration Server
throws this exception and sets the 401 HTTP response code to force the client to
re-authenticate.

Action

No action is necessary.

ISC.0084.9006E

Server is not accepting new requests at this time

Explanation

A client request was submitted during Integration Server shutdown. Integration
Server does not accept requests during shutdown.

Action

Resubmit the request after Integration Server becomes available again.

ISC.0084.9007E

Server has reached client limit

Explanation

Integration Server was not able to create a session to service a client requet. Integration
Server sends this error with HTTP response code 503 to the client.

Action

Review the server log and error log to find possible causes of this error.

ISC.0084.9102E

Resubmit data array cannot be null.

Explanation

webMethods Monitor failed to resubmit the rejected document because the data array
for resubmission was not supplied.

Action

Examine the document to be resubmitted and make sure that it is valid and not empty.

ISC.0084.9103E

Resubmit data cannot be null.

Explanation

webMethods Monitor failed to resubmit the rejected document because the data for
resubmission was not supplied.

Action

Examine the document to be resubmitted and make sure that it is valid and not empty.
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ISC.0084.9104E

Auditcontexts cannot be null or empty.

Explanation

webMethods Monitor failed to resubmit the rejected document because the
"auditContexts" field in the data was either null or empty.

Action

Examine the document to be resubmitted and make sure that it is valid and that the
"auditContexts " field is not missing.

ISC.0084.9105E

Service name cannot be null or empty.

Explanation

webMethods Monitor failed to resubmit the rejected document because the
"serviceName" field in the data was either null or empty.

Action

Examine the document to be resubmitted and make sure that it is valid and that the
"serviceName" field is not missing.

ISC.0084.9106U

Service for resubmission does not exist on the server.

Explanation

webMethods Monitor failed to resubmit the rejected document because the service
for resubmission does not exist on Integration Server.

Action

Examine the document to be resubmitted and make sure that the name specified in
the "serviceName" field is a valid service and exists on Integration Server.

ISC.0084.9107E

Input pipeline cannot be null.

Explanation

webMethods Monitor failed to resubmit the rejected document because the "pipeline"
field in the data was either null or empty.

Action

Examine the document to be resubmitted and make sure that it is valid and that the
"pipeline" field is not missing.

ISC.0084.9108E

User name cannot be empty or null.

Explanation

webMethods Monitor failed to resubmit the rejected document because the "userName"
field in the data was either null or empty.

Action

Examine the document to be resubmitted and make sure that it is valid and that the
"userName" field is not missing.

ISC.0084.9109E

Access is denied to the user.

Explanation

The current user does not have permission to invoke the service that is being
resubmitted.

Action

To grant permission to the user, add the user to a group that is listed in the Execute
ACL assigned to the service.
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ISC.0084.9301E

Not Authorized to use Server

ISC.0086.9000

Recipient certificate at index {0} not in recognizable format

ISC.0086.9001

bytes must be byte[]

ISC.0086.9005

URL must begin with "http:" or "https:"

ISC.0086.9006

HTTP method is null

ISC.0086.9007

only use one of: data.stream, data.bytes or data.mimeStream on a POST

ISC.0086.9008

do not use: data.bytes, data.stream or data.mimeStream on a GET

ISC.0086.9009

{0}: input parameter required

ISC.0086.9010

invalid HTTP method: {0}

ISC.0086.9012

Invalid TO field: {0}

ISC.0086.9013

Invalid CC field: {0}

ISC.0086.9014

Invalid BCC field: {0}

ISC.0086.9015

files must be of type Values[]

ISC.0086.9016

No filename nor content included in the attachment!
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ISC.0086.9017

mimeStream must be an InputStream

ISC.0086.9018

'pattern' is a required input

ISC.0086.9020

{0} does not exist

ISC.0086.9021

{0} cannot be read

ISC.0086.9022

{0} is a directory

ISC.0086.9023

Missing required parameter: '$name'

ISC.0086.9024

Missing required parameter: 'fileName'

ISC.0086.9025

Saved pipeline {0} does not exist

ISC.0086.9026

Missing required parameter: 'response'

ISC.0086.9028

getLastError invoked outside of a Flow

ISC.0086.9029

parameter 'key' is required when fromList is not null

ISC.0086.9030

input must be an InputStream

ISC.0086.9031

index must be a non-negative integer

ISC.0086.9032

{0} input parameter required
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ISC.0086.9033

content input parameter required

ISC.0086.9034

Message content is not empty

ISC.0086.9035

Missing required value: {xmlvalues}

ISC.0086.9036

Missing required value: {record}

ISC.0086.9037

Missing one or more required values: {recordList,name}

ISC.0086.9039

Certificate not in recognizable format

ISC.0086.9040

Certificate at index {0} not in recognizable format

ISC.0086.9041

Invalid certificate input at index {0}

ISC.0086.9042

Could not create certs only SMIME object {0}

ISC.0086.9043

Not a valid InputStream

ISC.0086.9044

InputData not in recognizable format

ISC.0086.9045

Invalid recipient certificates information

ISC.0086.9046

Invalid recipient certificate input at index {0}

ISC.0086.9047

Incorrect keylength specified: {0}
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ISC.0086.9048

Unsupported encryption algorithm specified: {0}

ISC.0086.9049

Could not create SMIME Enveloped object {0}

ISC.0086.9050

Invalid private key information

ISC.0086.9052

Invalid signer certificate file information

ISC.0086.9053

Certificate file not in any recognizable format

ISC.0086.9054

Could not create signed SMIME object {0}

ISC.0086.9055

Could not retrieve content from input

ISC.0086.9056

Encrypted Content not in recognizable format

ISC.0086.9057

Recipient certificate not in any recognizable format

ISC.0086.9058

Supplied certificate cannot decrypt content

ISC.0086.9059

Not a valid privateKey

ISC.0086.9060

Unable to decrypt symmetric key

ISC.0086.9061

Certs-Only data not in recognizable format

ISC.0086.9062

Signed Content not in recognizable format
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ISC.0086.9064

bytes must be type byte[]

ISC.0086.9065

already in exclusive wait

ISC.0086.9066

cannot obtain exclusive wait

ISC.0086.9068

No string table data supplied

ISC.0086.9069

No column names supplied

ISC.0086.9070

{0} Maybe the wrong number of column names

ISC.0086.9071

No row data supplied

ISC.0086.9072

Deprecated Service: table to documentList conversion is now automatic.

ISC.0086.9074

Cannot process null input

ISC.0086.9075

Input not a byte array

ISC.0086.9076

Input in incorrect format, certificate cannot be loaded

ISC.0086.9077

No algorithm has been specified

ISC.0086.9079

No keys provided to sign the provided data

ISC.0086.9080

Data to sign not in the expected format (byte[])
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ISC.0086.9081

An error occurred processing the signer information for {0}, {1}

ISC.0086.9082

An error occurred creating the signature for the data: {0}

ISC.0086.9083

No signature provided to verify

ISC.0086.9084

No data provided to verify detached signature

ISC.0086.9085

An error occurred attempting to reconstruct the signature: {0}

ISC.0086.9086

Signature provided is not PKCS#7 SignedData

ISC.0086.9087

Invalid data encountered when building the certificate chain, either an instance of
a certificate or a byte[] expected

ISC.0086.9088

Invalid data provided for certificate entry {0}, expecting a byte[]

ISC.0086.9089

Parameter {0} is missing

ISC.0086.9090

Parameter {0} is of incorrect type

ISC.0086.9091

Parameters {0}, '$filestream' and '$filedata' are all missing. One of these must not
be null.

ISC.0086.9093

Http Error: {0} - {1}

ISC.0086.9094

No LDAP URL specified

ISC.0086.9095

No connection key provided
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ISC.0086.9096

Bad connection key: {0}

ISC.0086.9097

No lookup name provided

ISC.0086.9098

No search filter provided

ISC.0086.9099

No target name provided

ISC.0086.9102

No schema information available

ISC.0086.9103

Required parameter 'packageName' is missing

ISC.0086.9104

Required parameter 'publisher' is missing

ISC.0086.9105

The 'fileList' or 'fileNamePattern' parameter is required

ISC.0086.9106

Required parameter 'package' is missing

ISC.0086.9107

Package ''{0}'' has already been released, select a different name instead

ISC.0086.9108

Required parameter 'package' is missing

ISC.0086.9109

Required parameter 'packageFile' is missing

ISC.0086.9113

No such user present : {0}

ISC.0086.9117

Task being updated is not a one-time task
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ISC.0086.9118

Task being updated is not a repeating task

ISC.0086.9119

Task being updated is not a complex task

ISC.0086.9120

Inputs cannot be null

ISC.0086.9121

Certificate file not found: {0}

ISC.0086.9122

Certificate file {0} not in any recognizable format

ISC.0086.9123

IO Exception encountered while reading file: {0}

ISC.0086.9125

lockMode must be "{0}" or "{1}". Supplied value was {2}.

ISC.0086.9126

key of entry to unlock can not be null

ISC.0086.9127

key of value to add can not be null

ISC.0086.9128

key of entry to insert or update can not be null

ISC.0086.9129

key of entry to get can not be null

ISC.0086.9131

key of entry to remove can not be null

ISC.0086.9132

value to insert or update can not be null

ISC.0086.9133

Cannot obtain entry lock for key
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ISC.0086.9134

Missing required parameter: tid

ISC.0086.9135

Missing required parameter: alias

ISC.0086.9136

Missing required parameter: service

ISC.0086.9138

Not allowed to activate package ''{0}''

ISC.0086.9139

The target name specified by {0} is {1}, not allowed to install package or patch to {1}

ISC.0086.9140

Not allowed to enable package ''{0}''

ISC.0086.9141

Not allowed to disable package ''{0}''

ISC.0086.9142

Not allowed to recover package ''{0}''

ISC.0086.9143

Package file ''{0}'' does not exist in Inbound directory

ISC.0086.9144

Exception occurred while checking target package name

ISC.0086.9145

Invalid or non-existing package name ''{0}'' provided

ISC.0086.9146

A required parameter {0} was not supplied

ISC.0086.9147

The Universal Name {0} is unknown

ISC.0086.9148

The Universal Name {0} is already defined for {1} in the registry
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ISC.0086.9149

The Universal Name {0} is already defined as a Service

ISC.0086.9150

The Universal Name {0} is not a valid QName

ISC.0086.9151

Parameter {0} is the wrong data type

ISC.0086.9152

Not allowed to reload package ''{0}''

ISC.0086.9153

Unknown package name ''{0}'' provided

ISC.0086.9154

Package ''{0}'' is already active

ISC.0086.9155

Package ''{0}'' is already enabled

ISC.0086.9156

Package ''{0}'' is already disabled

ISC.0086.9157

Not able to convert headerLines to byte array

ISC.0086.9158

Missing required parameter: 'headerLines'

ISC.0086.9159

Invalid input. 'headerLines' must be an instance of IData

ISC.0086.9160

Missing required parameter: 'body'

ISC.0086.9161

Invalid input. 'bytes' must be an instance of byte array

ISC.0086.9162

Invalid input. 'stream' must be an instance of InputStream
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ISC.0086.9163

Invalid input. 'body' must be an instance of IData

ISC.0086.9164

Error reading inputstream: 'stream'

ISC.0086.9165

Both 'bytes' and 'stream' cannot be absent

ISC.0086.9166

bytes is a required field

ISC.0086.9167

stream is a required field

ISC.0086.9168

Could not retrieve raw data from implicitly signed message

ISC.0086.9169

Alias for Enterprise Gateway Proxy not specified

ISC.0086.9170

No of Connections to Enterprise Gateway Proxy not specified

ISC.0086.9171

New threshold for outstanding Requests not specified

ISC.0086.9172

Connection ID not specifie

ISC.0086.9173

Listener Type not specified

ISC.0086.9174

Invalid input. ''{0}'' is a required parameter of type IData

ISC.0086.9175

Invalid input. ''{0}'' is a required parameter of type String

ISC.0086.9176E

Invalid input. ''{0}'' must be of type String

Explanation

The specified input parameter must have a value of type String, but does not.

Action

Set the specified input paramater to a value that is of type String.
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ISC.0086.9177

Invalid input. ''{0}'' must be a positive integer

Explanation

The specified input paramater contains an invalid value.

Action

Set the value of the specified input parameter to a positive integer.

ISC.0086.9178

Invalid input. ''{0}'' must be true or false

Explanation

The specified parameter must be set to true or false.

Action

Set the specified parameter to true or false.

ISC.0086.9179

Missing required parameter: {0}

ISC.0086.9180

Invalid value for parameter: {0}. {0} is not a recognized numeric type

ISC.0086.9181E

Missing required parameter: pattern

Explanation

The pattern input paramteter is required, but has not been provided.

Action

Supply a value for the pattern input parameter.

ISC.0086.9182

Missing required value: {document}

ISC.0086.9183

Missing one or more required values: {documentList,name}

ISC.0086.9184

Invalid or non-existing package name ''{0}'' provided

ISC.0086.9185

Missing required parameter: version

ISC.0086.9186

Missing required parameter: JVMversion

ISC.0086.9187

Missing required parameter: targetPkgVersion

ISC.0086.9189

Invalid date pattern or input
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ISC.0086.9193

FTP session key not specified

ISC.0086.9198

Missing content or filename

ISC.0086.9199

{0} is not a valid directory!

ISC.0086.9200

Private key data must be in a byte array (byte[]).

ISC.0086.9201

Certificate chain data must be an array of byte array (byte[][]).

ISC.0086.9202

Certificate at position {0} in array is not in any recognizable format

ISC.0086.9203

Not a valid long number

ISC.0086.9204E

''{0}'' is required.

Explanation

A required input value is missing.

Action

Supply the missing input value and re-execute the service.

ISC.0086.9205E

If ''{0}'' is supplied, it must be zero (0) or greater.

Explanation

The indicated input value is a negative number, but it must be zero or a positive
number.

Action

For the specified parameter, enter a value of 0 or a positive integer. Alternatively, if
the specified parameter is optional, delete the supplied value.

ISC.0086.9206E

''offset'' + ''length'' cannot exceed the size of ''{0}''.

Explanation

The values specified for offset and length are invalid because they will cause
Integration Server to write data from the stream past the end of the supplied buffer.

Action

Supply valid values for offset and length.

ISC.0086.9207E

The mark method is not supported by the supplied InputStream.

Explanation

A service invoked the pub.io:mark service to mark a location on a stream, but the
supplied stream does not implement the mark and reset methods.

Action

If you are invoking a user-written service, either use a different kind of InputStream
that implements the mark and reset methods, or do not invoke the pub.io:mark service.
Otherwise, contact Software AG Global Support.
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ISC.0086.9208E

The reset method is not supported by the supplied InputStream.

Explanation

A service invoked the pub.io:reset service to reset to a location on a stream, but the
supplied stream does not implement the mark and reset methods.

Action

If you are invoking a user-written service, either use a different kind of InputStream
that implements the mark and reset methods, or do not invoke the pub.io:reset service.

ISC.0086.9209E

''{0}'' must be greater than zero (0).

Explanation

The input variable specified is negative or zero, but the value must be a positive
number.

Action

Supply a value greater than zero for the indicated input parameter.

ISC.0086.9210

User specified encoding ''{0}'' does not match content encoding received from remote
server.

ISC.0086.9211

No LDAP credentials provided

ISC.0086.9212

{0} is a required input

ISC.0086.9213

Notification for {0} is already registered

ISC.0086.9214

Notification for {0} does not exist

ISC.0086.9215

Invalid private key provided

ISC.0086.9217

Invalid certificate chain provided

ISC.0086.9218

Invalid partner certificate provided

ISC.0086.9220

Access to internal passwords denied
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ISC.0086.9221

Password input is required

ISC.0086.9222

Password input must be WmSecureString

ISC.0086.9223

Old password input is required

ISC.0086.9224

New password input is required

ISC.0086.9225

Password must be of type WmSecureString

ISC.0086.9226

Password for key already exists

ISC.0086.9227

Password for key does not exist. Must add password as new entry

ISC.0086.9228

Key cannot be null

ISC.0086.9229

Key cannot be empty

ISC.0086.9230

Must input string, bytes, or chars

ISC.0086.9232

XML needs to be provided.

ISC.0086.9233

A set of values for nodeSelectors must be provided.

ISC.0086.9234

Either a recipientID or a recipientCert must be provided.

ISC.0086.9235

The XML could not be parsed.
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ISC.0086.9236

Unable to set up the XPath context.

ISC.0086.9237

The keystore or key alias information is incorrect.

ISC.0086.9238

A value for baseURI must be provided for an enveloping signature.

ISC.0086.9239

The reference URI did not provide any content to sign.

ISC.0086.9245

The signatureSelector parameter must contain a value.

ISC.0086.9248

The signature could not be found.

ISC.0086.9250

Parameter [{0}] is not of type: [{1}]

ISC.0086.9251

Column [{0}] is missing for the parameter: [{1}]

ISC.0086.9252

key[{0}] does not exist in the pipeline

ISC.0086.9253

[{0}] could not be converted to a number

ISC.0086.9254

[{0}] could not be converted to a date

ISC.0086.9255

Invalid date pattern[{0}] specified.

ISC.0086.9256

File [{0}] does not exist

ISC.0086.9257

File [{0}] exists, but is a directory
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ISC.0086.9258

Directory [{0}] cannot be created

ISC.0086.9259

File [{0}] exists, but is read-only

ISC.0086.9260

Directory [{0}] does not exist

ISC.0086.9261

[{0}] is not a directory

ISC.0086.9262

Failed to delete original file [{0}] after copying the [{1}]

ISC.0086.9264

Error reading properties file: [{0}]

ISC.0086.9265

originalObject parameter does not implement java.io.Serializable interface

ISC.0086.9266

File [{0}] already exists

ISC.0086.9268

PARAM_NUMLIST [{0}]: [{1}] could not be parsed

ISC.0086.9270

No PrivateKey entry found for key alias {0}.

ISC.0086.9271

Invalid index[{0}]. Value should be between {1} and {2}

ISC.0086.9272

{0} cannot be empty

ISC.0086.9273

Invalid holiday date pattern [{0}] specified in the holidays.cnf file

ISC.0086.9274

Could not parse the holiday date [{0}] specified in the holidays.cnf file using the
pattern [{1}]
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ISC.0086.9275

Invalid weekend [{0}]. Valid value should be one of the following: 'sunday',
'monday', 'tuesday', 'wednesday', 'thursday', 'friday', 'saturday'

ISC.0086.9276

'itemList' parameter should be an array

ISC.0086.9277

Specified command [{0}] is not on the allowedOSCommands list in the
OSCommands.cnf file

ISC.0086.9278

[{0}] may not exist or it may not be a directory

ISC.0086.9279

Specified working directory [{0}] is not on the 'allowedWorkingDirectories' list in
the OSCommands.cnf file

ISC.0086.9280

Unable to find the node corresponding to the provided signature node selector
xpath {0}.

ISC.0086.9281

Unable to find the encryption certificate for recipient {0}.

ISC.0086.9282

Unable to resolve the certificate to verify the signature.

ISC.0086.9283

An invalid schema location pair was provided

ISC.0086.9284

Folder{0} is not empty

Explanation

The specified folder must be empty.

Action

Delete the contents of the specified folder or specify an empty folder.

ISC.0086.9285

Invalid folder name {0}. Error : {1}

Explanation

The specified folder name is invalid.

Action

Specify a valid folder name.
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ISC.0086.9286

HSM based Keystore is not supported

ISC.0086.9289E

Applications cannot use an HTTP Status-Code of {0}

Explanation

Only valid HTTP Status-Codes may be supplied.

Action

Supply a valid HTTP Status-Code.

ISC.0086.9310E

Could not restore pipeline from file {0}.

Explanation

The pub.flow:restorePipelineFromFile service failed because the specified pipeline
file could not be found in the IntegrationServer_directory\pipeline directory.

Action

Make sure the specified pipeline file exists in the IntegrationServer_directory\pipeline
directory, and then restore the pipeline.

ISC.0086.9311E

Could not save pipeline to file {0}.

Explanation

The pub.flow:savePipelineToFile service failed because the
IntegrationServer_directory\pipeline directory could not be found or does not exist.

Action

Make sure the IntegrationServer_directory\pipeline directory exists, and then save
the pipeline.

ISC.0086.9318E

{0} must be "{1}" or "{2}".

Explanation

The service failed because the specified input variable contains an invalid value. The
values allowed for the input variable are listed in the message text.

Action

Enter a valid value for the input variable.

ISC.0086.9319E

{0} must be "{1}", "{2}", "{3}" or "{4}".

Explanation

The service failed because the specified input variable contains an invalid value. The
values allowed for the input variable are listed in the message text.

Action

Enter a valid value for the input variable.

ISC.0086.9320E

If {0} is supplied, {1} must also be supplied.

Explanation

The service failed because the combination of input variables defined in the service
is invalid. The message text lists the required input variable combinations.

Action

Provide a valid combination of input variables.
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ISC.0086.9321E

If {0} is "{1}", {2} must be supplied.

Explanation

The service failed because the combination of input variables defined in the service
is invalid. The message text lists the required input variable combinations.

Action

Provide a valid combination of input variables.

ISC.0086.9322E

{0} must be "{1}", "{2}", "{3}" or "{4}" or "{5}".

Explanation

The service failed because the specified input variable contains an invalid value. The
values allowed for the input variable are listed in the message text.

Action

Enter a valid value for the input variable.

ISC.0086.9323E

{0} must be "{1}", "{2}" or "{3}".

Explanation

The service failed because the specified input variable contains an invalid value. The
values allowed for the input variable are listed in the message text.

Action

Enter a valid value for the input variable.

ISC.0086.9324E

If {0} is "{1}", {2} and {3} must be supplied.

Explanation

The service failed because the combination of input variables defined in the service
is invalid. The message text lists the required input variable combinations.

Action

Provide a valid combination of input variables.

ISC.0088.0001U

SOAPException: {0}

Explanation

The SOAP message handler could not process the message because an error occurred.

Action

Examine the details element in the SOAP exception message for information about
the specific failure that occurred.

ISC.0088.0002E

Failed registering SOAP Processor, missing parameter: {0}

Explanation

Integration Server failed to add the specified SOAP processor to the processor registry
using the pub.soap.processor:registerProcessor service.

Action

Examine the service input and make sure that the fully qualified service name is
specified correctly for input parameter "svcName".

ISC.0088.0003E

Failed registering SOAP Processor {0} as directive {1}; directive already registered

Explanation

Integration Server failed to add the specified SOAP processor to the processor registry
using the pub.soap.processor:registerProcessor service.

Action

Make sure that the "directive" parameter specifies the correct directive. (Directive
names are case-sensitive.) In addition, make sure that the specified directive is not
already registered in the SOAP Processor registry. Often, this error occurs because
the registry already contains a processor registered to the specified directive.
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ISC.0088.0004E

Failed registering SOAP Processor {0} as directive {1}; unknown service {0}

Explanation

Integration Server failed to add the specified SOAP processor to the processor registry
using the pub.soap.processor:registerProcessor service.

Action

Examine the service input and make sure that the fully qualified service name is
specified correctly for input parameter "svcName". (Service names are case-sensitive.)
Often, this error occurs because the service does not exist on the Integration Server.

ISC.0088.0005E

Failed unregistering SOAP Processor, missing parameter: {0}

Explanation

The pub.soap.processor:unregisterProcessor service failed to execute because the
"directive" parameter was not supplied.

Action

Examine the service input and make sure that the "directive" parameter specifies the
correct directive. (Directive names are case-sensitive.) Often, this error occurs because
the directive is not specified.

ISC.0088.0006E

Failed unregistering SOAP Processor {0}; no such directive registered

Explanation

Integration Server failed to remove the specified processor from the SOAP Processor
registry using the pub.processor:unregisterProcessor service.

Action

Make sure that the "processorName" parameter specifies the correct directive.
(Remember that directive names are case-sensitive.) In addition, make sure that the
specified directive is currently registered in the SOAP Processor registry. It may have
already been removed. Usually, this error occurs because the registry does not contain
a processor registered to the specified directive.

ISC.0088.0007E

Failed registering SOAP Processor {0} as directive {1}; invalid character(s) in directive

Explanation

Integration Server failed to add the specified processor to the SOAP Processor registry
using the pub.processor:registerProcessor service.

Action

Examine the service input and make sure that the value for the "directive" parameter
only contains characters that are part of a Unicode identifier. See the description of
the Java standard for the full range of Unicode values. Usually, this error occurs
because the specified directive contains characters that are not part of a Unicode
identifier.

ISC.0088.0008

Failed registering JAX Handler {0}; Handler already registered

ISC.0088.0009

Failed initializing JAX Handler {0}; error {1}
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ISC.0088.0010

Failed destroying JAX Handler {0}; error {1}

ISC.0088.0011

Failed registering JAX Handler {0}, missing parameter {1}

ISC.0088.0012

Failed unregistering JAX Handler {0}; handler not registered

ISC.0088.0013

Failed unregistering JAX Handler {0}, missing parameter {1}

ISC.0088.0014

Failed listing JAX Handlers, missing parameter {0}

ISC.0088.0015

Failed finding JAX Handler {0}, missing parameter {1}

ISC.0088.0016

Failed finding JAX Handler {0}, handler not registered

ISC.0088.0017

Failed finding JAX Handler for header {0}:{1}

ISC.0088.0020

pub.client:soapClient SOAP request sent: {0}

ISC.0088.0022

pub.client:soapClient OutputValidationError - pipeline: {0} result: {1}

ISC.0088.0023

pub.client:soapClient InputValidationError - result: {0}

ISC.0088.0024

Encode input ({0}): {1}

ISC.0088.0026

Decode input ({0}): {1}

ISC.0088.0028E

Service handler {0} could not be registered. A service handler by that name already
exists

Explanation

A service handler with the provided name already exists.

Action

Specify a unique name for the service handler.
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ISC.0088.0029E

Error initializing handler {0}. Error {1}

Explanation

An error occurred while initializing the JAX-RPC header handler.

Action

The init() method of the JAX-RPC handler threw an error. Correct the error in init()
method.

ISC.0088.0030E

Error destroying service handler {0}. Error:{1}

Explanation

An error occurred while destroying the JAX-RPC handler.

Action

The destroy() method of the JAX-RPC Handler has thrown an error. Correct the error
in destroy() method.

ISC.0088.0031E

Service handler {0} could not be registered. Missing required parameter {1}

Explanation

A parameter required to register the service handler was not provided.

Action

Provide the missing parameter.

ISC.0088.0032E

Service handler {0} could not be unregistered. A service handler by that name is
not registered

Explanation

The specified service handler is not registered.

Action

Provide the name of a registered service handler.

ISC.0088.0033E

Service handler {0) could not be unregistered. Missing required parameter {1}

Explanation

The service handler could not be unregistered because a required parameter is missing.

Action

Provide the missing parameter.

ISC.0088.0034E

Registered service handlers could not be listed. Missing required parameter {0}

Explanation

The list of registered service handlers could not be created because a required input
parameter was not provided.

Action

Provide the missing input parameter.

ISC.0088.0035E

Service handler {0} could not be found. Missing required parameter {1}

Explanation

Service handler could not be found because a required input parameter was not
provided.

Action

Provide the missing input parameter.
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ISC.0088.0036E

Service handler {0} could not be found. Service handler is not registered

Explanation

A service handler with the provided name does not exist.

Action

Register a service handler with the provided name or specify the name of an existing
registered service handler.

ISC.0088.0037E

Could not find service handler for header {0}:{1}

Explanation

The QName of the header does not correspond to a registered service handler.

Action

Verify that the QName of the header corresponds to a registered service handler or
register a service handler for the provided universal name.

ISC.0088.0038E

Error while processing asynchronous SOAP response received by the consumer
Web service descriptor {0}. SOAP Message : {1}

Explanation

Integration Server failed to process the asynchronous SOAP response directed to the
consumer web service descriptor specified in the message.

Action

Check the server log and error log to find possible causes of this error and take
corrective steps.

ISC.0088.0039E

Error while processing asynchronous SOAP response received by the consumer
Web service descriptor {0}.

Explanation

Integration Server failed to process the asynchronous SOAP response directed to the
consumer Web service descriptor specified in the message, possibly because the SOAP
response is not well formed.

Action

Check the server log and error log to find possible causes of this error and take
corrective steps.

ISC.0088.0100

WS Security processing failed : Unable to convert SOAPMessage into a Document
: {0}

ISC.0088.0101

WS Security processing failed : Unable to convert Document into a SOAPMessage
: {0}

ISC.0088.0102

WS Security processing failed : A valid Document was not specified. Unable to
create SOAPMessage
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ISC.0088.0103

WS Security processing failed : UsernameToken supported only with PasswordType
as Text

ISC.0088.0104

WS Security processing failed : Invalid Credentials. User name {0}

ISC.0088.0105

WS Security processing failed : Authentication failed for user : {0}

ISC.0088.0106

WS Security processing failed : X509 Authentication failed with exception : {0}

ISC.0088.0107

WS Security processing failed : Unable to create Keystore

ISC.0088.0108

WS Security processing failed : Unable to create Crypto

ISC.0088.0109

WS Security processing failed : Invalid private key passed in to the Web service
connector.

ISC.0088.0110

WS Security processing failed : Invalid certificate chain passed in to the Web service
connector.

ISC.0088.0111

WS Security processing failed : Error while reading the private key/certificates from
the Web service endpoint

ISC.0088.0112

WS Security processing failed : Error while operating on Keystore

ISC.0088.0113

WS Security processing failed : Unable to resolve partner certificate for encrypting
the response

ISC.0088.0114

WS Security processing failed : Untrusted certificate chain

ISC.0088.0115

WS Security processing failed : Error during response encryption while retrieving
partner certificate from the certificate mapper.
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ISC.0088.0116

WS Security processing failed : Invalid outbound security policy. Username token
assertion not supported in the response

ISC.0088.0117

WS Security processing failed : Invalid outbound security policy. X509Authentiction
token assertion not supported in the response

ISC.0088.0118

WS Security processing failed : Unable to resolve private key for signing or
decrypting the message

ISC.0088.0119

WS Security processing failed : Unexcected error occurred while accessing the
Keystore/Truststore

ISC.0088.0120

WS Security processing failed : Unable to resolve partner certificate for encrypting
the request

ISC.0088.0200E

WS Security processing failed: Unable to retrieve {0} provider Web service endpoint
alias named "{1}"

Explanation

Integration server could not find the provider Web service endpoint alias with the
type and name specified in the message.

Action

Create an appropriate provider Web service endpoint alias.

ISC.0088.0201E

WS Security processing failed: Decryption of encrypted key failed because the key
is encrypted with an unknown certificate.

Explanation

Integration Server is unable to find a private key corresponding to the certificate used
to encrypt the key.

Action

Configure an appropriate keystore in the WS Security Properties section of the
appropriate consumer or provider Web service endpoint alias or by using the
Decryption Key option under Security > Certificates in the Integration Server
Administrator.

ISC.0088.0202E

WS Security processing failed: Unable to resolve the private key required for signing
the SOAP request.

Explanation

Private key required for signing the SOAP request is not configured.

Action

Configure a keystore by adding the values in the WS Security Properties section of
the appropriate consumer Web Service endpoint alias or by using the Signing Key
option under Security > Certificates in the Integration Server Administrator.
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ISC.0088.0203E

WS Security processing failed: Unable to resolve the private key required for signing
the SOAP response.

Explanation

Private key required for signing the SOAP response is not configured.

Action

Configure a keystore by adding the values in the WS Security Properties section of
the appropriate provider Web Service endpoint alias or by using the Signing Key
option under Security > Certificates in the Integration Server Administrator.

ISC.0088.0204E

WS Security processing failed: Invalid partner certificate passed into the Web
service connector.

Explanation

Value provided for auth/message/partnerCert field while executing the Web service
connector is invalid.

Action

Provide a valid certificate for auth/message/partnerCert.

ISC.0088.0205E

WS Security processing failed: Invalid partner certificate provided in the endpoint
alias "{0}".

Explanation

Partner certificate file provided in the endpoint alias mentioned in the message is
invalid.

Action

Specify a valid partner certificate file in the endpoint alias mentioned in the message.

ISC.0088.0206E

WS Security processing failed: Unable to resolve the private key required for
decrypting the SOAP request.

Explanation

Private key required for decrypting the SOAP request is not configured.

Action

Configure a keystore by adding the values in the WS Security Properties section of
the appropriate provider Web service endpoint alias or by using the Decryption Key
option under Security > Certificates in the Integration Server Administrator.

ISC.0088.0207E

WS Security processing failed: Unable to resolve the private key required for
decrypting the SOAP response.

Explanation

Private key required for decrypting the SOAP response is not configured.

Action

Configure a keystore by adding the values in the WS Security Properties section of
the appropriate consumer Web service endpoint alias or by using the Decryption Key
option under Security > Certificates in the Integration Server Administrator.

ISC.0088.0208E

WS Security processing failed: Decryption failed because the SOAP message is
encrypted with an unknown certificate.

Explanation

Integration server is unable to find a private key corresponding to the certificate used
to encrypt the message.

Action

Configure an appropriate keystore in the WS Security Properties section of the
appropriate consumer or provider Web service endpoint alias or by using the
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Decryption Key option under Security > Certificates in the Integration Server
Administrator.

ISC.0088.0209E

WS Security processing failed: Signature verification failed because the certificate
associated with the sigining private key is unknown.

Explanation

Integration server is unable to find a certificate corresponding to the private key used
to sign the message.

Action

Ensure that the certificate corresponding to the private key used to sign the message
is imported into the certificate mapper using Security > Certificates > Configure Client
Certificates in the Integration Server Administrator.

ISC.0088.0210E

WS Security processing failed: Error retrieving certificate from certificate mapper.

Explanation

Integration Server failed to retrieve the certificate corresponding to the private key
that was used to sign the message. Integration Server encountered an unexpected
error when attempting to retrieve the certificate from the certificate mapper.

Action

Probable cause is that the embedded database of Integration Server that is used to
store the certificates is corrupted. Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISC.0088.0211W

WS Security processing failed: Binder for the SOAP action "{0}" in the Web service
descriptor "{1}" not found. Integration Server will use server private keys and
certificates for handling WS-Security.

Explanation

Integration Server cannot find the binder for the specified SOAP action in the Web
service descriptor. Integration Server is unable to use the private keys and certificates
from the endpoint alias. As a result, Integration Server will use the server private keys
and certificates.

Action

Ensure that the correct SOAP action is specified in the incoming SOAP request.

ISC.0088.0212E

WS Security processing failed: HSM keystores are not supported.

Explanation

The Integration Server WS-Security functionality does not support HSM keystores.

Action

Use a supported keystore type, for example, PKCS12 or JKS.

ISC.0088.0213E

WS Security processing failed: Integration server only supports Username token
with password type {0}, but received with password type {1}.

Explanation

Incoming SOAP request has an unsupported password type in the Username token.
Integration Server supports Username tokens with passwords of type:
{http://docs.oasis-open.org/wss/2004/01/oasis-200401-wss-username-token-profile-1.0}#PasswordText
only.

Action

Ensure that the SOAP request the requester/client sends has a valid Username token.
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ISC.0088.0214E

WS Security processing failed: Unable to retrieve {0} consumer Web service endpoint
alias named "{1}"

Explanation

Integration server could not find the consumer Web service endpoint alias with the
type and name specified in the message.

Action

Create an appropriate consumer Web service endpoint alias.

ISC.0088.9129E

Invalid node: XML blocks must be in a container

ISC.0088.9131E

Invalid node: must be well-formed XML

ISC.0088.9142E

Invalid Body Entry. SOAP Body Entries must have a namespace name.

ISC.0088.9143E

Invalid Header Entry. SOAP Header Entries must have a namespace name.

ISC.0088.9165E

Soap Coder not found for a {0} SOAPMessage

ISC.0088.9167E

Service not found for soapAction = {0}

ISC.0088.9168E

SOAP Version Mismatch: SOAP Version "{0}" in request does not match the SOAP
version "{1}" of the Web service.

ISC.0088.9169E

External WSDL URL does not exist for {0}, its a service first WSD.

ISC.0088.9170E

SOAP Version Mismatch: SOAP Version "{0}" in response does not match the SOAP
version "{1}" of the Web service.

ISC.0088.9256E

Fault returned by invoked service

ISC.0088.9300E

Attachment Processing Failed: Can't get the size of the attachment due to an I/O
Error
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ISC.0088.9301E

Attachment Processing Failed: Can't retrieve the content due to an I/O Error

ISC.0088.9302E

Attachment Processing Failed: Attachment contains 'null' content

ISC.0088.9303E

Attachment Processing Failed: The value for Data Handler is 'null'

ISC.0088.9304E

Attachment Processing Failed: Data Handler contains 'null' Input Stream

ISC.0088.9320E

MTOM Attachments Processing Failed: Cannot convert SOAP Message to XOP
Package; 'null' value for 'Web Service Descriptor'

Explanation

The Web service descriptor identified by the part of request URL (for provider) or
passed Web service descriptor name (for consumer) as parameter, does not exist.

Action

Correct the URL or correct the passed Web service descriptor name or create a proper
Web service descriptor.

ISC.0088.9321E

MTOM Attachments Processing Failed: Cannot convert SOAP Message to XOP
Package; base64Binary encoded data is not in the Canonical Lexical form

Explanation

Base64Binary encoded data is not in Canonical Lexical form; it contains line break
characters or tabs.

Action

Convert the Base64Binary data into Canonical Lexical form.

ISC.0088.9322E

MTOM Attachments Processing Failed: Cannot convert SOAP Message to XOP
Package; invalid SOAP Message

Explanation

The SOAP Message is invalid; either it is not well formed or it does not contain valid
namespace declarations.

Action

Check the structure and content of the SOAP message.

ISC.0088.9323

MTOM Attachments Processing Failed: Cannot convert SOAP Message to XOP
Package; I/O Error occurred

Explanation

Converting SOAP Message to XOP Package has been interrupted by another thread.

Action

Retry the action that caused it.
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ISC.0088.9324E

MTOM Attachments Processing Failed: Cannot convert XOP Package to SOAP
Message; 'Content-Id' header field is missing in some of the attachments

Explanation

One or more attachments does not contain the “Content-Id” field. This field is required
to put the content of the attachment back into the SOAP message.

Action

Verify that the serialization of XOP Package to MIME stream had “Content-Id” present
in the corresponding MIME part.

ISC.0088.9325E

MTOM Attachments Processing Failed: Cannot serialize the XOP Message; unable
to retrieve bytes from SOAP String using the SOAP Message Content Encoding

Explanation

The conversion of SOAP String to byte array using the encoding specified for SOAP
message has failed.

Action

Correct the content encoding specified for the SOAP message.

ISC.0088.9326E

MTOM Attachments Processing Failed: Cannot serialize the XOP Message; MIME
serialization has failed

Explanation

Serialization of XOP Package to MIME Stream has failed.

Action

Verify the structure of SOAP Message is correct. Particularly the elements which
contains base64Binary data.

ISC.0088.9327E

MTOM Attachments Processing Failed: Cannot de-serialize the input MIME Stream;
value of the 'Content-Type' header of the MIME message is not equal to
'multipart/related'

Explanation

Value for the “Content-Type” header field of the MIME message is not equal to
“multipart/related”.

Action

Verify that you have passed the correct value for “Content-Type” while serializing
the MIME message.

ISC.0088.9328E

MTOM Attachments Processing Failed: Cannot de-serialize the input MIME Stream;
value of the 'type' parameter of the 'Content-Type' header of the MIME message
is not equal to 'application/xop+xml'

Explanation

Value for the “type parameter” of the “Content-type” header field of the MIME
message is not equal to “application+xop+xml”.

Action

Verify that you have passed the correct value for “type” parameter while serializing
the MIME message.
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ISC.0088.9329E

MTOM Attachments Processing Failed: Cannot de-serialize the input MIME Stream;
value of the 'start-info' parameter of the 'Content-Type' header of the MIME message
is not equal to 'application/soap+xml'

Explanation

Value for the “start-info” parameter of the “Content-Type” header field of the MIME
message is not equal to “application/soap+xml”.

Action

Check if you have passed the correct value for “start-info” parameter while serializing
the MIME message otherwise pass the correct value for it.

ISC.0088.9330E

MTOM Attachments Processing Failed: Cannot de-serialize the input MIME Stream;
'Content-Type' header of the Root MIME Part is invalid

Explanation

Invalid content type for Root MIME part.

Action

Verify that you have passed the correct value for “Content-Type” header field of the
Root MIME Part while serializing the MIME message.

ISC.0088.9331E

MTOM Attachments Processing Failed: Cannot de-serialize the input MIME Stream;
'Content-Type' header of the Root MIME Part does not match with the 'type'
parameter of the MIME message

Explanation

The value of the “Content-Type” header of the Root MIME Part is not equal to the
value of the “type” parameter of the “Content-Type” header of the MIME message.

Action

Verify that you have passed the correct value for these field(s)/parameter(s) while
serializing the MIME message.

ISC.0088.9332E

MTOM Attachments Processing Failed: Cannot de-serialize the input MIME Stream;
value of 'type' parameter of the 'Content-Type' header of the Root MIME Part does
not match with the value of the 'start-info' parameter of the MIME message

Explanation

The value of the “type” parameter of the “Content-Type” header of the Root MIME
Part is not equal to the value of the “start-info” parameter of the “Content-Type”
header of the MIME Message.

Action

Verify that you have passed the correct value for these field(s)/parameter(s) while
serializing the MIME.

ISC.0088.9333E

MTOM Attachments Processing Failed: Cannot de-serialize the input MIME Stream;
SOAP Message in the Root MIME part is not of version 1.2

Explanation

The version of the SOAP Message not equal to 1.2.

Action

Send the SOAP 1.2 message.
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ISC.0088.9334E

MTOM Attachments Processing Failed: Cannot de-serialize the input MIME Stream;
Root MIME Part contains invalid SOAP Message

Explanation

The SOAP Message in the Root MIME Part is invalid; either it is not well formed or
it does not contain valid namespace declarations.

Action

Check the structure and content of the SOAP message in the Root MIME Part.

ISC.0088.9335E

MTOM Attachments Processing Failed: Cannot de-serialize the input MIME Stream;
input stream is not a valid MIME stream

Explanation

MIME Stream does not contain the valid data as per the MIME specifications.

Action

Verify that the MIME stream contains a valid MIME message.

ISC.0088.9336E

Retrieving contents of the XOPObject failed: "{0}"

Explanation

You attempted to read the contents from an XOPObject. However, previous logic in
either the same service or a previous service has already read the XOPObject. The
XOPObject instance can only be read one time.

Action

Update the service logic so that it reads an XOPObject only one time.

ISC.0088.9351E

Could not find Web Service Descriptor with name {0}

ISC.0088.9352E

Handler {1} not associated with Web Service Descriptor {0}

ISC.0088.9353E

Could not find policy with name {0}

ISC.0088.9354E

Missing required parameter : {0}

ISC.0088.9355E

First element of the SOAP-ENV:Body must have a QName

ISC.0088.9400E

Invalid BOOLEAN value {0} for variable {1}; must be true or false

ISC.0088.9432E

SOAP Header data does not conform to Header Record: {0}
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ISC.0088.9433E

Access denied to Handler Service {0} in the Handler Chain

ISC.0088.9434E

Provided header data for the header named ''{0}'' exceeds the number of headers
expected by Web Service Descriptor ''{1}''

ISC.0088.9500E

Unable to determine SOAP version. Make sure that entry has a valid parent.

ISC.0088.9501E

Invalid namespace: {0}

ISC.0092.9117E

Invalid WSDL; URISyntaxException - Invalid URI found in the {0} attribute of the
{1} element - BASE={2} URI={3}

Explanation

The WSDL document used to create a WSDL first provider web service descriptor or
a consumer web service descriptor contains a URI with invalid characters or syntax
at the specified location.

Action

Correct the invalid URIs in the WSDL document and attempt to create the web service
descriptor again.

ISC.0092.9118E

Port ''{0}'' is not unique within service ''{1}''

Explanation

When creating a consumer Web service descriptor from a WSDL with the specified
service, the service definition contains multiple ports that all have the same name.

Action

Update the WSDL so that the port name is unique within the service definition.

ISC.0092.9119E

Schema definition not found for imported namespace(s):{0}

Explanation

While creating a consumer Web service descriptor or a WSDL first provider Web
service descriptor from a WSDL document, Integration Server determined that the
WSDL document contained one or more xsd:import elements that did not specify the
schemaLocation attribute. Consequently, the schema processor in Integration Server
cannot locate the schema definition for the imported namespace and Web service
descriptor creation fails. When this message appears at run time, the {0} in the message
is replaced by the list of the imported namespaces for which a schemaLocation attribute
is not specified.

Action

Correct the WSDL document by adding a valid schemaLocation attribute for each
xsd:import element that did not specify a schemaLocation. The value of the
schemaLocation attribute is a URI to the XML Schema definition for the imported
namespace. Alternatively, modify the WSDL document by adding in inline schema
definition for each namespace with a missing schemaLocation to the wsdl:types
element in the WSDL document. Then attempt to create the Web service descriptor
from the WSDL document.
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ISC.0107.9001E

Cannot create element ''{0}''; a document type or schema with this name already
exists on the Integration Server.

Explanation

While trying to pull a document from the Broker, Integration Server determined that
a record being referenced already existed on the Integration Server. As a result,
synchronization could not continue.

Action

When synchronizing document types, clear the "Overwrite existing elements when
importing referenced elements" check box.

ISC.0107.9002

Cannot create field ''{0}'' in Broker document type for ''{1}''; this field name is not
valid on the Broker. The Broker will transport the field contents, which will be
visible to Integration Server clients only.

ISC.0107.9003

Cannot retrieve ''{0}''; document type with this name does not exist on the Integration
Server.

ISC.0107.9004

Cannot make ''{0}'' unpublishable; it is not a publishable document type.

ISC.0107.9005

Cannot make ''{0}'' publishable; it is already a publishable document type.

ISC.0107.9006

Cannot create field ''{0}'' in Broker document type for ''{1}''; recursive types cannot
be represented on the Broker. The Broker will transport the field contents, which
will be visible to Integration Server clients only.

ISC.0107.9007

Cannot make ''{0}'' publishable; it contains the field name '_env'.

ISC.0107.9008

Cannot make document type ''{0}'' publishable; this name is not valid.

ISC.0107.9009

Cannot make ''{0}'' publishable; the referenced document type ''{1}'' does not exist.

ISC.0107.9010

Cannot create field ''{0}'' in Broker document type for ''{1}''; field with duplicate
names are not permitted on the Broker.
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ISC.0107.9011

SimpleType with the name ''{0}'' does not exist on the Integration Server.

ISC.0107.9012

Could not lock node ''{0}''{1}

ISC.0107.9013

Could not create node ''{0}''. User ''{1}'' does not have write permission on folder
''{2}''.

ISC.0124.9017E

Document to XSD error: Field {0} cannot be represented in XML Schema. The field
contains an XML Namespace property but the field name does not contain a prefix

Explanation

A service for which a service first provider web service descriptor is being created
uses an IS document type that contains a field with an assigned XML namespace
property value. However, the field name does not include a prefix to associate with
the XML namespace. That is, the field name is not in the format prefix:localName.

Action

Either add a prefix to the field name using the format prefix:localName or remove
the value assigned to the XML namespace property. Important! Some protocols require
the use of an XML namespace. Review the documentation for service signature
requirements for service first provider web service descriptors.

ISC.0124.9019E

Document to XSD error: Document type {0} cannot be represented in XML Schema.
The document type is an XML document type.

Explanation

Integration Server cannot create an XML Schema definition from an XML document
type. Integration Server can create an XML Schema definition from an IS document
type only. This error can appear whenever Integration Server creates an XML schema
definition, such as when executing the pub.schema:createXSD service or when
generating WSDL from a web service descriptor.

Action

Replace the XML document type with an IS document type.

ISC.0164.01Error

Specified instance {0} is not a multiple of {1}.

Explanation

The object instance in the JSON input is not a multiple of the value specified in the
schema.

Action

Ensure that the object instance in the JSON input is a multiple of the value specified
in the schema.

ISC.0164.02Error

Specified numeric instance: {1} is greater than the allowed maximum value: {0}.

Explanation

The value of the numeric instance in the JSON input is not less than or equal to the
value specified in the schema.

Action

Reduce the specified value in the JSON input to be less than or equal to the maximum
value allowed in the schema.
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ISC.0164.03Error

Specified numeric instance is not strictly less than the allowed maximum value:
{0}.

Explanation

The value of the numeric instance in the JSON input is greater than the value specified
in the schema.

Action

Reduce the specified value in the JSON input to be strictly less than the maximum
value allowed in the schema.

ISC.0164.04Error

Specified numeric instance: {1} is less than the required minimum value: {0}.

Explanation

The value of the numeric instance in the JSON input is not greater than or equal to
the value specified in the schema.

Action

Change the specified value in the JSON input to be greater than or equal to the
minimum value required in the schema.

ISC.0164.05Error

Specified numeric instance is not strictly greater than the required minimum value:
{0}.

Explanation

The value of the numeric instance in the JSON input is less than the value specified
in the schema.

Action

Change the specified value in the JSON input to be greater than the minimum value
required in the schema.

ISC.0164.06Error

Specified string: {0} of length: {1} is longer than the allowed maximum value: {2}.

Explanation

The length of the string provided in the JSON input is greater than the value specified
in the schema.

Action

Reduce the length of the string in the JSON input to be less than or equal to the
maximum length specified in the schema.

ISC.0164.07Error

Specified string: {0} of length: {1} is shorter than the required minimum value: {2}.

Explanation

The length of the string provided in the JSON input is less than the value specified
in the schema.

Action

Increase the length of the string in the JSON input to be greater than or equal to the
minimum value specified in the schema.

ISC.0164.08Error

Specified string: {0} does not match the ECMA 242 pattern: {1}.

Explanation

The string provided in the JSON input does not match the pattern specified in the
schema.

Action

Ensure that the input string matches the pattern specified in the schema.
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ISC.0164.10Error

Schema allows only {0} elements in an array, but the specified instance has {1}
elements.

Explanation

The array has elements other than those specified in the schema.

Action

Remove additional elements from the array to include only those that are specified
in the schema.

ISC.0164.11Error

Schema allows a maximum of {0} elements in an array, but the specified instance
has {1} elements.

Explanation

The specified array has more elements than the maximum allowed in the schema.

Action

Remove additional elements from the array to ensure that the total number of elements
is less than or equal to the maximum allowed in the schema.

ISC.0164.12Error

Schema requires a minimum of {0} elements in an array, but the specified instance
has {1} elements.

Explanation

The specified array has fewer elements than the minimum required in the schema.

Action

Add more elements to the array to ensure that the total number of elements is greater
than or equal to the minimum required in the schema.

ISC.0164.13Error

Array must not contain duplicate elements.

Explanation

The specified array has duplicate elements.

Action

Remove duplicate elements from the array to ensure that it contains only unique
elements.

ISC.0164.15Error

Schema allows a maximum of {0} properties, but the specified object instance has
{1} properties.

Explanation

The specified object instance has more properties than the maximum allowed in the
schema.

Action

Remove additional properties to ensure that the number of properties in the object
instance is less than or equal to the maximum allowed value in the schema.

ISC.0164.16Error

Schema requires a minimum of {0} properties, but the specified object instance has
{1} properties.

Explanation

The specified object instance has more properties than the minimum required in the
schema.

Action

Add properties to ensure that the number of properties in the object instance is greater
than or equal to the minimum required value in the schema.
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ISC.0164.17Error

Specified object instance must have the following required properties: {0}. The
following properties are missing: {1}.

Explanation

The object instance must have all the required properties specified in the schema.

Action

Add the required properties that are missing to the object instance.

ISC.0164.20Error

Specified object instance has the following additional properties that the schema
does not allow: {0}.

Explanation

The object instance has properties other than those specified in the schema.

Action

Remove the additional properties from the object instance.

ISC.0164.21Error

Property {0} is missing the following required property dependencies: {1}.

Explanation

The JSON input does not contain dependency details for the specified property.

Action

Add the dependency for the specified property to the JSON input.

ISC.0164.23Error

Specified instance value: {0} not found in enumeration with the following possible
values: {1}.

Explanation

The specified value is not among the possible enumeration values given in the schema.

Action

Make the required changes so that the specified values is among the possible
enumeration values given in the schema.

ISC.0164.25Error

Specified instance type: {0} does not match any of the allowed primitive types: {1}.

Explanation

The specified input does not match any of the primitive types allowed in the schema.

Action

Change the input type to match the primitive types allowed in the schema.

ISC.0164.26Error

Specified instance failed to match all the required schemas. Matched only {0} out
of {1}.

Explanation

The specified instance does not match all the schema instances.

Action

Change the input content so that it matches all the specified schema instances.

ISC.0164.27Error

Specified instance failed to match at least one required schema out of {0}.

Explanation

The specified instance does not match at least one of the schema instances.

Action

Change the input content so that it matches at least one of the specified schema
instances.
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ISC.0164.28Error

Specified instance failed to match exactly one schema. Matched {0} out of {1}.

Explanation

The specified instance matches more than one of the schema instances.

Action

Change the input content so that it matches exactly one of the specified schema
instances.

ISC.0164.29Error

Specified instance should not have matched the schema.

Explanation

The specified instance matches the schema.

Action

Change the input content to not match the specified schema.

ISC.81.9187W

JAX-RPC handlers are not supported when the Pre-8.2 compatibility mode is false.
The following handlers will be ignored at run time: {0}

Explanation

Integration Server only supports JAX-RPC handlers for use with Web service
descriptors that run in pre-8.2 compatibility mode (i.e., when the Pre-8.2 compatibility
mode property is true).

Action

To continue using the JAX-RPC handler, change the Web service descriptor to run in
pre-8.2 compatibility mode. If you do not want to run the Web service descriptor in
pre-8.2 compatibility mode, replace the JAX-RPC handler with a service handler that
has the same behavior.

ISC.81.9188W

Port type names of all the binders will be changed to "{0}". As a result, all bindings
in the generated WSDL will use the same port type.

Explanation

When a Web service descriptor's Pre-8.2 compatibility mode property is set to false,
Integration Server generates WSDL with all the bindings referring to same port type.
As a result, when you change the Pre-8.2 compatibility mode property from true to
false, Integration Server changes the port type names of all the binders to
(wsdName)_PortType, where (wsdName) is the Web service descriptor name.

Action

Depending on your web service client framework, you may need to regenerate or
recreate existing Web service clients from the WSDL.

ISC.81.9189E

All binders must have the same binding style and use when Pre-8.2 compatibility
mode is false.

Explanation

When a Web service descriptor's Pre-8.2 compatibility mode property is set to false,
Integration Server does not allow the Web service descriptor to have binders that
have different binding styles and use. Integration Server issues this message when
either you are attempting to create a new binder for a Web service descriptor and the
new binder has a different binding style or use from the existing binders, or when
you are trying to consume a WSDL to create a Web service descriptor and WSDL has
multiple bindings with different style and use.

Action

If you are trying to create a new binder for a Web service descriptor, use the same
binding style and use as the existing binders. If you are trying to consume a WSDL
that contains multiple bindings with different style and use, split the WSDL into
multiple WSDLs that each use the same style and use.
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ISC.81.9190E

Multiple port types are not supported when Pre-8.2 compatibility mode is false.

Explanation

Tthe WSDL document used to create the Web service descriptor consists of multiple
port types. When creating a Web service descriptor in Designer, Integration Server
does not support multiple port types.

Action

Split the WSDL document that consists of multiple port types into multiple WSDL
documents that each use a single port type. Then, create Web service descriptors from
each WSDL document.

ISC.81.9196W

MTOM streaming is not supported when the Pre-8.2 compatibility mode is true.

Explanation

When the Pre-8.2 compatibility mode property of a Web service descriptor is set to
true, Integration Server does not support MTOM streaming of attachments. Integration
Server issues this message when you change the Pre-8.2 compatibility mode property
from false to true and when at least one of the operation's input or output signature
contains a field of type Object and the java wrapper type is set to
com.wm.util.XOPObject.

Action

To continue using MTOM streaming, set the Pre-8.2 compatibility mode property of
the Web service descriptor to false. If you want to run the Web service descriptor in
pre-8.2 compatibility mode, ensure that the attachment size is not very large to avoid
out of memory errors.

ISC.88.9171E

Operation not found for soapAction = {0}

Explanation

Integration Server could not find the operation for the SOAP action specified in the
incoming SOAP request.

Action

Ensure that the correct SOAP action is specified in the incoming SOAP request. For
a service first provider, if needed, you can edit the SOAP action to operation map
present in the binder properties.

ISC.88.9172E

Web service cannot be found for endpoint reference (EPR) = {0}

Explanation

Integration Server could not find the Web service with the specified endpoint reference.

Action

Ensure that the Web service descriptor with the endpoint reference exists in the
Integration Server.

ISC.88.9173E

Operation can not be found for endpoint reference (EPR) = {0} and soapAction = {1}

Explanation

Integration server could not find the operation in the Web service identified with the
specified endpoint reference and SOAP action.

Action

Ensure that the operation with the specified SOAP action is present in the Web service
descriptor identified by the endpoint reference.
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ISC.88.9357E

You cannot use this service against the specified Web service descriptor because
its Pre-8.2 compatibility mode property is set to false.

Explanation

Either pub.soap.utils:resetWSDEffectivePolicy or pub.soap.utils.setWSDEffectivePolicy
services were specified with a Web service descriptor with Pre-8.2 compatibility mode
property set to false. These services can only be used with Web service descriptors
that are running in pre-8.2 compatibility mode (i.e., the Pre-8.2 compatibility mode
property is set to true)

Action

Change the Web service descriptor's Pre-8.2 compatibility mode property to true.

ISE.0093.9902E

Error occurred while invoking a service : {0}

Explanation

The Integration Server encountered an internal error while invoking a service. More
information about the error is provided in the error message.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISE.0093.9903E

Not implemented

Explanation

The Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISE.0093.9904E

Unknown session: {0}

Explanation

The Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISE.0093.9908E

Parameter {0} specified for method is invalid

Explanation

The parameter that you specified is not valid.

Action

Specify a valid parameter.

ISE.0093.9924E

FAILED

Explanation

Integration Server is unable to retrieve the status of Repository Server V2.

Action

Ensure that the port and host information that you specified to retrieve the status of
Repository Server V2 is correct.

ISE.0093.9934E

Service {0} doesn't exist or was removed.

Explanation

The service that you are trying to execute does not exist in Integration Server.

Action

Ensure that the service exists in Integration Server.
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ISE.0093.9935E

Package {0} doesn't exist or was removed.

Explanation

The package that you are trying to access does not exist or is deleted.

Action

Ensure that the package you want to access exists in the
IntegrationServer_directory\packages directory.

ISE.0093.9936E

Port {0} doesn't exist or was removed.

Explanation

The e-mail port that you are trying to access is not configured or enabled.

Action

Ensure that the e-mail port you want to access is configured and enabled.

ISE.0093.9952E

Access was denied to resource {0}

Explanation

The Integration Server encountered an internal error due to resource access.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISE.0093.9953E

A Java exception occurred {0}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an unexpected error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISE.0093.9954E

Resource {0} doesn't exist or was removed.

Explanation

The Integration Server encountered an internal error due to resource access.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISKeyStoreBundle.getKeyForJournalLogger(DEFAULT_ILIVE_TRUSTSTORE_CREATION_ERROR)
– Error: Truststore alias "DEFAULT_INTEGRATION_LIVE_TRUSTSTORE" cannot be created. Details:
{0}

ISP.0000.9101E

Unable to register NTLM Challenge Response Authentication handler

Explanation

A handler was registered and then re-registered without first being unregistered.

Action

Register a handler only once. If you want to re-register a handler, first unregister it.

ISP.0046.0001E

Could not initialize {0} Listener. Invalid port specified: {1}

Explanation

While attempting to initialize a port, Integration Server detected that the port was
improperly configured. Specifically, an invalid port number was specified for the port
in the server.cnf, ports.cnf, or listeners.cnf file.

Action

Edit the appropriate configuration file and specify a port number from 1 through
65534 that is not already in use.
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ISP.0046.0006E

Cannot initialize {0} Listener on port {1}. No socket available.

Explanation

While trying to initialize an HTTP listener, Integration Server determined that the
socket associated with the requested port is already in use by another application. As
a result, the requested port is unavailable.

Action

Specify a port that is not already in use, or disable the application that is using the
requested port.

ISP.0046.0007W

{0} Access denied. Connection disallowed {1}

ISP.0046.0019S

Unable to establish connection to Enterprise Gateway Server {0}:{1}. Exception: {2}.

Explanation

The Internal Server could not establish a connection to Enterprise Gateway Server for
the reason indicated.

Action

Ensure that the Enterprise Gateway registration port is enabled.

ISP.0046.0020S

Unable to establish connection to Enterprise Gateway Server {0}:{1}. Internal Server
was not authenticated on the Enterprise Gateway.

Explanation

Internal Server authentication failed on the Enterprise Gateway.

Action

Ensure that the registration credentials specified during the creation of the Internal
Server port are correct.

ISP.0046.0024E

Unable to establish connection to Enterprise Gateway Server {0}:{1}. Internal Server
version {2} does not support Enterprise Gateway version {3}

Explanation

The version of Enterprise Gateway Server must be equal to or higher than the versions
of Integration Servers acting as the Internal Server.

Action

Use the same or higher version of Enterprise Gateway Server.

ISP.0046.0025E

Rejected a connection from Internal Server {0} on port {1}. Enterprise Gateway
version {2} does not support Internal Server version {3}

Explanation

The version of Enterprise Gateway Server must be equal to or higher than the versions
of Integration Servers acting as the Internal Server.

Action

Use the same or higher version of Enterprise Gateway Server.

ISP.0047.0001E

47.1 obsolete

Explanation

While attempting to initialize a port, Integration Server detected that the port was
improperly configured. Specifically, an invalid port number was specified for the port
in the server.cnf, ports.cnf, or listeners.cnf file.

Action

Edit the appropriate configuration file and specify a port number from 1 through
65534 that is not already in use.
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ISP.0047.0002

Resuming HTTPS Listener on port {0}

ISP.0047.0003

Starting HTTPS Listener on port {0}

ISP.0047.0005

Stopping HTTPS Listener on port {0}

ISP.0047.0008

Could not start HTTPS Listener on port {0}. No SSL support available.

ISP.0047.0009

Error in SSL setup: {0}

ISP.0047.0010

Certificate Authority was recognized

ISP.0047.0011

Certificate Authority was not recognized {0}

ISP.0047.0012

Client does not have a digital certificate

ISP.0047.0013

Access denied to host {0}

ISP.0047.0014

Error in SSL Setup: {0}

ISP.0047.0015

Error in SSL setup: Not all certificate fingerprints were loaded

ISP.0047.0016

The required client certificate was not provided by {0}

ISP.0047.0017

Could not start HTTPS listener on port {0}

ISP.0047.0018E

Aborting connection from {0}: {1}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered a problem while trying to establish a secure connection
with the client at the indicated address.

Action

Make sure the client properly supports SSL connections.
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ISP.0047.0019E

SSL listener restricted to 128 bit or better encryption:

Explanation

Integration Server configuration property watt.net.ssl.server.strongcipheronly is set
to "true", but the list of ciphers includes weak ciphers. Integration Server displays
these weak ciphers in subsequent messages.

Action

Either use only strong ciphers, or set watt.net.ssl.server.strongcipheronly to "false".

ISP.0047.0020E

cipher {0} = {1} ({2} bit)

Explanation

Integration Server configuration property watt.net.ssl.server.strongcipheronly is set
to "true", but the list of ciphers includes the weak ciphers displayed by this message.

Action

Either use only strong ciphers, or set watt.net.ssl.server.strongcipheronly to "false".

ISP.0047.0021E

Aborting connection request on {0} port {1}, a certificate map does not exist for {2}

Explanation

A client presented a certificate to Integration Server, but the certificate has not been
mapped to a user on Integration Server. For a certificate to be mapped to a user, the
certificate must have been previously stored on Integration Server and associated
with that user.

Action

Use the Server Administrator interface to import the certificate to Integration Server
and map it to the appropriate user.

ISP.0047.0022

Access denied to host: Hostname verification failed. The CN "{0}" in the subject
DN of the certificate does not match the hostname "{1}".

ISP.0047.0023

Aborting connection, Server Certificate purpose verification failed

ISP.0047.9998U

Exception --> {0}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an error. This message contains the exception produced
by the server.

Action

Examine the error message to determine the problem.

ISP.0057.0001I

Delete operation completed

ISP.0061.0001

Access denied to remote server {0} for user {1}
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ISP.0061.0002

Expired remote connection to {0} for user {1}

ISP.0061.0003

Established new remote connection to {0} for user {1}

ISP.0061.0004

Established new remote connection to {0}

ISP.0061.0005

Error expiring remote connection: {0}

ISP.0061.0006

Error expiring remote connection for user {0}: {1}

ISP.0061.0007

Expired remote connection to {0}

ISP.0061.0008

Could not create default Remote Server Alias: {0}

ISP.0061.0009

The default Remote Server Alias was created.

ISP.0068.0001

Successfully logged in as user {0} on host {1}

ISP.0068.0002

Login attempt as user {0} on host {1} failed

ISP.0068.0004

Processed {0} new message(s)

ISP.0068.0005

Error processing email message. {0}.

ISP.0068.0006

EMAIL Access denied. Connection disallowed from host {0}

ISP.0068.0007

EMAIL Access denied. Invalid host in senders address: {0}
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ISP.0068.0008

EMAIL Access denied. Could not figure out senders email address.

ISP.0068.0009

EMAIL Access denied. User {0} not allowed to run service {1}

ISP.0068.0010

Could not decode body part of email message

ISP.0068.0011

Could not decode message body into input parameters

ISP.0068.0012

Listener key not provided. Not running email listener

ISP.0068.0013

Error processing service: {0}

ISP.0068.0014

Could not get message content: {0}

ISP.0068.0015

Could not get body part of message: {0}

ISP.0068.0016

Error parsing message: {0}

ISP.0068.0017

Could not get message UID: {0}

ISP.0068.0018

Could not start listener threads: {0}

ISP.0068.0020

Could not get message with uid {0}

ISP.0068.0021

Could not process message with uid {0}

ISP.0068.0022

Could not send reply message to {0}. Check email address and smtp settings.
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ISP.0068.0023

Received reply message. Not processing

ISP.0068.0024

The connection to the IMAP server {0} for user {1} was temporarily lost. Some
messages may not have been processed.

ISP.0068.0025

No content handler for content type {0}. Service {1} called without content handler.

ISP.0068.0026

Content type: {0} Subject: {1}

ISP.0068.0027

{0} lost connection to {1} server {2}

ISP.0068.0028

{0} reconnected to {1} server {2}

ISP.0068.9001E

Skipping processing reply email message

Explanation

The subject line of the e-mail received on the e-mail port starts with "Re:". Hence, it
is treated as a reply message and its processing is skipped.

Action

Investigate why the subject line of the e-mail starts with "Re:". Usually, this is an
indicator of a reply message.

ISP.0068.9002E

Skipping processing returned email message

Explanation

The subject line of the e-mail received on the e-mail port starts with "Returned". Hence,
it is treated as a message that is returned by the recipient and its processing is skipped.

Action

Avoid the error and process the returned messages by setting the extended property
"watt.server.email.processReturnedEmails" to true.

ISP.0068.9003E

Invalid service: {0}

Explanation

Integration Server received a message on the e-mail port listener, but the service
specified to perform the message processing is invalid. The service that Integration
Server selects to execute message processing depends on how the server is configured.
Integration Server searches for the value in the locations listed below in order of
precedence:
- The Global Service field on the Email Client Configuration screen on the Server
Administrator.
- The e-mail message from the e-mail client.
- The Default Service field on the Email Client Configuration screen on the Server
Administrator.
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The problem is often that the service name is specified in the wrong case (service
names are case sensitive). Other causes could be that no service was specified at all
or the service is not in its specified location.
Action

Make sure the service name is specified correctly and exists in the location specified.

ISP.0068.9004E

No such service: {0}

Explanation

The Integration Server FTP listener encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISP.0068.9005E

Unknown content type: {0}

Explanation

The Integration Server does not support the MIME type specified.

Action

Only use the MIME types supported by the Integration Server.

ISP.0068.9006E

Server Error: {0}

Explanation

An unexpected error occurred when invoking the service.

Action

If the exception details provided as part of the message does not give any hint, contact
Software AG Global Support.

ISP.0068.9101E

Invalid header {0}

Explanation

The header specified is invalid.

Action

Ensure that a valid header is provided. Keep the following points in mind when
specifying a header:
1. Header name should not contain spaces.
2. Header value should not be empty.
3. Header name and value should not be the same.

ISP.0068.9102E

Invalid TO field: {0}

Explanation

Either the recipient e-mail address is not provided in the "to" field or the address
provided is invalid.

Action

Enter a valid e-mail addess in the "to" field. Refer to "pub.client:smtp" service in
webMethods Integration Server documentation for further details.
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ISP.0068.9103E

Invalid CC field: {0}

Explanation

The e-mail address entered in the "cc" field is invalid.

Action

Enter a valid e-mail addess in the "cc" field. Refer to "pub.client:smtp" service in
webMethods Integration Server documentation for further details.

ISP.0068.9104E

Invalid BCC field: {0}

Explanation

The e-mail address entered in the "bcc" field is invalid.

Action

Enter a valid e-mail addess in the "bcc" field. Refer to "pub.client:smtp" service in
webMethods Integration Server documentation for further details.

ISP.0068.9106E

No filename nor content included in the attachment!

Explanation

Content or filename is not provided in the attachments field.

Action

Provide either the content or the filename in the attachments field. Refer to
"pub.client:smtp" service in webMethods Integration Server documentation for further
details.

ISP.0068.9108E

charset {0} is not valid

Explanation

Character set encoding specified for the body or attachement is invalid.

Action

Ensure that the Character set encoding specified is valid. Refer to "pub.client:smtp"
service in webMethods Integration Server documentation for further details.

ISP.0068.9110E

Invalid MAILHOST field: {0}

Explanation

No value is provided for the mailhost parameter of the pub.client:smtp service.

Action

Provide a valid value for the mailhost parameter of the pub.client:smtp service. Refer
to "pub.client:smtp" service in webMethods Integration Server documentation for
further details.

ISP.0068.9111E

Invalid Message Recipient: {0}

Explanation

Either the recipient e-mail address is not provided in the "to" field or the address
provided is invalid.

Action

Enter a valid e-mail addess in the "to" field. Refer to "pub.client:smtp" service in
webMethods Integration Server documentation for further details.
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ISP.0071.0001

Could not initialize FTP Listener. Invalid port specified: {0}

ISP.0071.0002

Suspending FTP(S) Listener on port {0}

ISP.0071.0003

Can not build data channel, the exception is {0}, the message is {1}

ISP.0071.0004

The port range specified for passive data connections to FTP(S) listeners is invalid:
please specify both "watt.net.ftpPassivePort.min" and "watt.net.ftpPassivePort.max"
values

ISP.0071.0005

The port range specified for passive data connections to FTP(S) listeners is invalid:
"watt.net.ftpPassivePort.min" value is not a number

ISP.0071.0006

The port range specified for passive data connections to FTP(S) listeners is invalid:
"watt.net.ftpPassivePort.max" value is not a number

ISP.0071.0007

The port range specified for passive data connections to FTP(S) listeners is invalid:
"watt.net.ftpPassivePort.min" and "watt.net.ftpPassivePort.max" values are not
within 1-65534 range

ISP.0071.0008

The port range specified for passive data connections to FTP(S) listeners is invalid:
"watt.net.ftpPassivePort.min" value is greater than "watt.net.ftpPassivePort.max"
value

ISP.0071.0009

All ports within the port range specified for passive data connections to FTP(S)
listeners are in use

ISP.0071.0010E

PORT command refused. The PORT address {0} does not match the original host
address {1}.

Explanation

In FTP active mode, the PORT command specifying the IP address does not match
the client IP address in the control connection. Possible reason for this could be that
your FTP client is compromised.

Action

Contact your network security team to take necessary action in case your FTP client
is compromised.
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ISP.0071.0011E

Cannot build data connection: client address {0} does not match the original host
address {1}.

Explanation

In FTP passive mode, the client address associated with the control port does not
match the client address in the data port connection. Possible reason for this could be
that your FTP client is compromised.

Action

Contact your network security team to take necessary actions in case your FTP client
is compromised.

ISP.0071.9001E

Cannot build data connection: use PORT or PASV first

Explanation

The Integration Server failed to connect to a port on the FTP client because the FTP
client did not provide valid port information.

Action

Check the Integration Server configuration and restart the server. If the problem
persists, contact Software AG Global Support.

ISP.0071.9002E

{0}: cannot create

Explanation

An FTP client application connected to an FTP port on the Integration Server and
tried to create a remote directory on the FTP server, but the "mkdir" command failed.

Action

Make sure the directory name was specified correctly. Also, examine the remote file
system and make sure that you have permission to create the directory there.

ISP.0071.9003E

{0}: cannot delete

Explanation

An FTP client application connected to an FTP port on the Integration Server and
tried to delete a file on the FTP server, but the "delete" command failed.

Action

Make sure the file name was specified correctly and that the file exists on the remote
server. Also, examine the remote file system and make sure that you have permission
to delete the file from the remote file system.

ISP.0071.9004E

Cannot rename File to {0}

Explanation

An FTP client application connected to an FTP port on the Integration Server and
tried to rename a file on the FTP server, but the "rename" command failed.

Action

Make sure the old and new file names were specified correctly. Also, examine the
remote file system and make sure that you have write permission to both the old and
new file names.
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ISP.0071.9005U

Unable to make dir {0}

Explanation

An FTP client application connected to an FTP port on the Integration Server and
tried to create a remote directory on the FTP server, but the "mkdir" command failed.

Action

Make sure the directory name is specified correctly. Also, examine the remote file
system and make sure that you have the appropriate permissions to create the directory
there.

ISP.0071.9006U

Unable to delete {0}

Explanation

An FTP client application connected to an FTP port on the Integration Server and
tried to delete a file on the FTP server, but the "delete" command failed.

Action

Make sure the file name is specified correctly and that the file exists. Also, examine
the remote file system and make sure that you have permission to delete the file.

ISP.0071.9007U

Unable to rename to {0}

Explanation

An FTP client application connected to an FTP port on the Integration Server and
tried to rename a file on the FTP server, but the "rename" command failed.

Action

Make sure the old and new file names are specified correctly. Also, examine the remote
file system and make sure that you have write permission to both the old and new
file names.

ISP.0071.9008E

Cannot write

Explanation

Integration Server failed to put the file in the folder directory. The file must be in the
service directory for processing.

Action

Put the file in the service directory.

ISP.0071.9009E

Invalid transaction name. Not in the form 'tid[;mime.type][;encoding]'.

Explanation

The MIME type specified in the FTP request is incorrect. It should be in the form of
'tid[;mime.type][;encoding]'."

Action

Make sure to provide the name in the correct format.

ISP.0071.9010U

Uable to determine mime type

Explanation

Integration Server does not support the MIME type specified.

Action

Only use the MIME types supported by Integration Server. Refer to the webMethods
Integration Server documentation for more information.
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ISP.0071.9011E

Cannot read

Explanation

Ensure that the specified file exists in the FTP server.

Action

The Integration Server failed to read the specified file from the FTP server.

ISP.0071.9012U

No such service: {0}

Explanation

The Integration Server FTP listener encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISP.0071.9013U

Unknown content type: {0}

Explanation

The Integration Server does not support the MIME type specified.

Action

Only use the MIME types supported by the Integration Server. Refer to the
webMethods Integration Server documentation for more information.

ISP.0071.9014U

Server Error: {0}

Explanation

The Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISP.0071.9015E

Cannot publish STOR complete event

Explanation

The Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISP.0071.9016E

Cannot build data connection: client address {0} does not match the original host
address {1}.

Explanation

In FTP passive mode, the client address associated with the control port does not
match the client address in the data port connection. Possible reason for this could be
that your FTP client is compromised.

Action

Contact your network security team to take necessary action in case your FTP client
is compromised.

ISP.0085.9001E

Issuer DN must be provided

Explanation

The certificate is incomplete. It must include an Issuer DN.

Action

Supply a certificate that includes an Issuer DN.
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ISP.0085.9002E

Serial number must be provided

Explanation

The certificate is incomplete. It must contain a serial number.

Action

Supply a certificate that includes a serial number.

ISP.0085.9004E

data provided for certificate not in expected format

Explanation

Only X509Certificates may be used to identify Integration Server clients.

Action

Supply a valid X509Cerificate.

ISP.0085.9005E

No map entry exists for the specified information

Explanation

Internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISP.0085.9006E

Certificate's file name is required

Explanation

Certificate Path is empty.

Action

Supply the fully qualified file name for a certificate file.

ISP.0085.9007E

Specified certificate file does not exist

Explanation

The Certificate Path field refers to a non-existent file.

Action

Supply the fully qualified file name of a certificate file.

ISP.0085.9008E

Specified certificate file is empty

Explanation

The Certificate Path field refers to an empty file.

Action

Supply the fully qualified file name of a certificate file.

ISP.0085.9009E

Attempted to update a non-existent entry

Explanation

Internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISP.0085.9010E

{0} is not a valid user

Explanation

The supplied user name does not identify a user on this Integration Server.

Action

Supply a valid user.
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ISP.0085.9011E

Missing input for the parameter 'oldName'

Explanation

Internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISP.0085.9012E

No service/Document Type exist for: {0}

Explanation

Internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISP.0085.9013E

Missing input for the parameter 'newName'

Explanation

Internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISP.0085.9014E

Not a Document Type: {0}

Explanation

Internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISP.0085.9015E

Not a flow service: {0}

Explanation

Internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISP.0085.9016E

Missing input parameter: path

Explanation

Internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISP.0085.9017E

No input for the parameter {0}

Explanation

This is an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISP.0085.9018E

Specified node {0} not found

Explanation

Internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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ISP.0085.9019

Missing required parameter: 'fileName'

ISP.0085.9020

Missing required parameter: 'pipeline'

ISP.0085.9030

No such folder: {0}

ISP.0085.9032

Invalid folder type: {0}

ISP.0085.9033

Provided folder name is null

ISP.0085.9034

Provided source is null

ISP.0085.9035

Provided package name is null

ISP.0085.9038

No such folder: {0}

ISP.0085.9041U

No such service: {0}

Explanation

Integration Server FTP listener encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISP.0085.9043

Must specify either Specification or Signature

ISP.0085.9047

Failed to register {0}

ISP.0085.9050

no such service {0}

ISP.0085.9051

service {0} is not a Java IM
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ISP.0085.9052

node is missing a name

ISP.0085.9053E

invalid package

Explanation

An application tried to delete a service, but the package specified does not exist on
the Integration Server.

Action

Examine the service input and verify that a valid package name is specified.

ISP.0085.9054

Node name was not provided

ISP.0085.9055

Node {0} does not exist

ISP.0085.9057

Target name was not provided

ISP.0085.9059

Target package does not exist. Create it first

ISP.0085.9060

IOException occurred file={0}: {1}

ISP.0085.9061

Similarly-named node already in use

ISP.0085.9062E

Package name was not provided

Explanation

An application tried to export a package, but the package name was not provided.

Action

Examine the service input make sure it provides a valid package name.

ISP.0085.9063

{0} package does not exist

ISP.0085.9064

Node directory does not exist

ISP.0085.9065

IOException occurred creating zip for {0} node
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ISP.0085.9066

{0} package not found

ISP.0085.9067

{0} package directory not found

ISP.0085.9068

IOException occurred creating zip for {0} package

ISP.0085.9074

no such class {0}

ISP.0085.9075

Package {0} is not enabled

ISP.0085.9076

class not in package

ISP.0085.9077

node is not in a package

ISP.0085.9078E

node belongs to invalid package

Explanation

An application tried to create a service, but the package name specified to contain the
service was missing or invalid.

Action

Examine the service input and make sure a valid package name is provided.

ISP.0085.9079E

not a valid folder name

Explanation

An application tried to create a new service, but the folder name was missing or
invalid.

Action

Examine the service input and verify that a valid folder name is provided.

ISP.0085.9080

node name already in use

ISP.0085.9081

folder node "{0}" in path "{1}" doesn't exist

ISP.0085.9082

folder node "{0}" exists in package
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ISP.0085.9083

unsupported node type: {0}

ISP.0085.9084

Unable to lock: {0}. It has been locked by user {1}.

ISP.0085.9085

Unable to modify; node {0} is locked by another user.

ISP.0085.9086

Unable to perform the required operation. The destination folder has locked services
which share a common Java source file.

ISP.0085.9087

Required parameter 'package' is missing

ISP.0085.9088E

Invalid package version {0}, the accepted format is #.#.#.#.###

Explanation

The supplied package version is an invalid version number. The correct format is
"x.y" or "x.y.z" (x, y, z all must be digits from 0-9, e.g. 2.0, 4.0.1 etc.).

Action

Examine the service input and make sure a valid package version is provided.

ISP.0085.9089E

Not allowed to add unknown package(s) {0} to dependency list

Explanation

The package that was added to another package's dependency list does not exist on
Integration Server.

Action

Specify the package name again, this time specifying a package that exists on
Integration Server and is enabled.

ISP.0085.9093

Port must be numeric

ISP.0085.9094E

Invalid Folder/Service Name

Explanation

The service, folder,or provider Web service descriptor that was added to a port's
access list does not exist on Integration Server.

Action

Enter the name of the service, folder, or Web service descriptor again, making sure
to specify one that exists on Integration Server.

ISP.0085.9095

Unable to add service to this port
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ISP.0085.9100E

No password specified

Explanation

The alias created for a remote server omitted the remote server's password.

Action

Enter a valid password in the password field.

ISP.0085.9101E

Missing one or more required parameters: $alias, $service

Explanation

The pub.remote:invoke service failed to execute because one or both of the required
"$alias" or "$service" parameters were not supplied.

Action

Examine the service input and ensure that both the parameters are specified.

ISP.0085.9102E

No such remote server: {0}

Explanation

The pub.remote:invoke service failed to execute because an invalid server alias was
provided.

Action

From the Settings>Remote Servers page of the Server Administrator examine the
Remote Servers List and make sure an alias exists for the remote server. If not, create
one before invoking the pub.remote:invoke service again.

ISP.0085.9103E

User session required to invoke a protected remote server

Explanation

Integration Server encountered a serious internal error because the user session object
that invokes the service on the remote server is null.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISP.0085.9104E

Access denied to invoke on remote server {0}

Explanation

The pub.remote:invoke service failed to invoke the service on the remote server
because the current user does not have the proper ACL.

Action

Using the Integration Server Administrator, examine the remote server alias properties
as well as the service's Execute ACL setting on the remote server. Make sure that the
current user has the proper ACL to invoke the service.

ISP.0085.9105E

User session required to invoke a remote server with SESSION scope

Explanation

Integration Server encountered a serious internal error because the user session object
that invokes the service on the remote server is null.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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ISP.0085.9106

Missing required parameter: $jobID

ISP.0085.9108

No such job: {0}

ISP.0085.9110

No such service is currently loaded {0}

ISP.0085.9113E

Invalid Date format.Date must be in YYYY/MM/DD format.

Explanation

When attempting to schedule a one-time task, an invalid date or time format was
specified.

Action

Enter the date and/or time again, this time using the correct format.

ISP.0085.9114

You specified a date/time in the past

ISP.0085.9115

Invalid Time format.Time must be in HH:MM:SS format

ISP.0085.9116E

Interval must be a positive integer {0}

Explanation

A repeating task could not be scheduled because the specified interval is not valid.

Action

Specify the interval again, this time specifying a positive integer.

ISP.0085.9117E

Invalid task type: {0}

Explanation

The WmRoot service wm.server.schedule:createUserTask failed to execute because
an invalid task type was supplied. Valid task types are: "once", "repeat", and "complex".

Action

Examine the service input and ensure that the "type" parameter specifies a valid task
type.

ISP.0085.9118

Unknown service type: {0}

ISP.0085.9119

{0} is missing or package is disabled

ISP.0085.9120

Templates directory for package {0} could not be created
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ISP.0085.9121

Template file exists but is not writable

ISP.0085.9123U

nobody to send message to

Explanation

Integration Server failed to invoke a service on the remote server using the e-mail
port because the "to" parameter was not supplied.

Action

Examine the logic to make sure that it passes the correct input to the "to" parameter
when invoking services remotely using the e-mail listener.

ISP.0085.9124U

no attachment

Explanation

Integration Server failed to invoke a service on the remote server using the e-mail
port because the "attachments" parameter was not supplied.

Action

Examine the logic to make sure that it passes the correct input to the "attachments"
parameter when invoking services remotely using the e-mail listener.

ISP.0085.9125U

attachments must be of type Values[]

Explanation

Integration Server failed to invoke a service on the remote server using the e-mail
port because the input for the "attachments" parameter was not of Values[] type.

Action

Examine the logic to make sure that it passes the correct Values[] input to the
"attachments" parameter when invoking services remotely using the e-mail listener.

ISP.0085.9126E

Invalid attachment file {0}

Explanation

Integration Server failed to invoke a service on the remote server using the e-mail
port because the file attachment specified in the "filename" parameter does not exist
in the system.

Action

Examine the logic to make sure that it passes a valid file to the "filename" parameter
and make sure that it exists in the file system.

ISP.0085.9127

No filename nor content included in the attachment!

ISP.0085.9129

An error was encountered removing {0}

ISP.0085.9131E

Not allowed to add empty package version, the accepted format is *.*

Explanation

The package dependency list does not specify a version for the package.

Action

Enter a valid package version in the format "x.y" or "x.y.z" (x, y, z all must be digits
from 0-9, e.g. 2.0, 4.0.1 etc.).
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ISP.0085.9132

Unable to perform operation. {0} has entities locked by another user. Please unlock
these entities before performing this operation

ISP.0085.9133

A required parameter {0} was not supplied

ISP.0085.9135

The Universal Name {0} is already defined for {1} in the registry

ISP.0085.9136

The Universal Name {0} is already defined as a Service or Document

ISP.0085.9139E

Cannot {0} changes because the file(s) representing {1} may have been changed to
'Read-Only'. To {0} changes, change the following file(s) from 'Read-Only' to
'Read/Write' either manually or through a source control system: {2}

Explanation

Integration Server could not compile the Java or C service, possibly because the files
have changed to Read-Only.

Action

Examine the file permissions and change the file permission from Read-Only to
Read/Write, either manually or through a source control system.

ISP.0085.9140

Unable to lock: {0}. It might be locked by another user.

ISP.0085.9141E

The Universal Name {0} contains an invalid character

Explanation

This is an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISP.0085.9145E

Invalid input

Explanation

A WmRoot service failed to execute because the service input is not of the type required
by the service.

Action

Examine the error stack trace to determine the exception that was thrown and the
service that threw it. For example, the service may require an IData object, but the
supplied input was not an instance of IData.

ISP.0085.9146

Cannot schedule service. Input has unsupported datatypes
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ISP.0085.9147E

Missing required parameter: 'header'

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact wSoftware AG Global Support.

ISP.0085.9148E

'header' must be of type IData

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISP.0085.9149

Cannot perform operation without Read ACL privileges on {0}

ISP.0085.9150

Cannot perform operation without List ACL on package {0}

ISP.0085.9151

Cannot set Execute ACL {1} on {0}. You do not have permission to access the {1} ACL.

ISP.0085.9152

Cannot set List ACL {1} on {0}. You do not have permission to access the {1} ACL.

ISP.0085.9153

Cannot set Read ACL {1} on {0}. You do not have permission to access the {1} ACL.

ISP.0085.9154

Cannot set Write ACL {1} on {0}. You do not have permission to access the {1} ACL.

ISP.0085.9155

Cannot set List ACL {1} on package {0}. You do not have permission to access the
{1} ACL.

ISP.0085.9156E

Cannot perform operation without List ACL privileges on {0}

Explanation

You do not have List access to the element that you tried tried to lock for editing or
the service you attempted to view.

Action

Contact the Administrator of the Integration Server to request List ACL permission
for the service or element.

ISP.0085.9157

Cannot perform operation without Write ACL privileges on {0}
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ISP.0085.9158

Required parameter ''{0}'' is missing in invoke of {1}

ISP.0085.9159

Invalid input. ''{0}'' is a required parameter of type IData

ISP.0085.9160

Invalid input. ''{0}'' is a required parameter of type String

ISP.0085.9161

Invalid input. ''{0}'' must be of type String

ISP.0085.9162

Invalid input. ''{0}'' must be a positive integer

ISP.0085.9163

Invalid input. ''{0}'' must be true or false

ISP.0085.9164

Folder {0} not found

ISP.0085.9165

Unable perform the operation because Broker reports: {0}

ISP.0085.9166E

Not a valid condition type

Explanation

An invalid condition type was provided. The condition type must be "simple" or
"join."

Action

Examine the service input and ensure that the condition type provided is "simple" or
"join."

ISP.0085.9167E

Not a valid trigger name. Trigger name must be of type String

Explanation

An invalid trigger name was provided. The trigger name must be of type String.

Action

Examine the service input and ensure that the trigger name is of type String.

ISP.0085.9168

Specified trigger name does not exist: {0}

ISP.0085.9169

Could not validate data corresponding to publishable document: {0}
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ISP.0085.9170

Trigger condition not satisfied by this document: {0}

ISP.0085.9171E

Not a valid condition name. Condition name must be of type String

Explanation

During a trigger test, Integration Server encountered an invalid condition name. The
condition name must be of type String.

Action

Examine the service input and ensure that the condition name is of type String.

ISP.0085.9172E

Specified condition name does not exist: {0}

ISP.0085.9173

Trigger condition not satisfied. All documents must be submitted incase of ''AND''
join type

ISP.0085.9174

Package ''{0}'' does not exist.

ISP.0085.9175

Trigger condition ''{0}'' does not have a service

ISP.0085.9176

Trigger condition ''{0}'' does not have a document type; A trigger condition must
have at least one document type

Explanation

To be considered valid, a trigger condition must identify at least one document type.

Action

Edit the trigger condition to specify a document type.

ISP.0085.9177

''{0}'' does not exist or it is not a service

ISP.0085.9178

Document type ''{0}'' does not exist

ISP.0085.9179

''{0}'' is not a publishable document type.

ISP.0085.9184

Node ''{0}'' is not writable.

ISP.0085.9185

Invalid filter ''{0}'' for document type ''{1}'': {2}
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ISP.0085.9186

Multiple join conditions are not allowed in a single trigger.

ISP.0085.9187

Could not copy folder completely: {0}

ISP.0085.9188

Could not delete folder completely: {0}

ISP.0085.9189

Could not move folder completely: {0}

ISP.0085.9200

Reference(s) for ''{0}'' could not be automatically updated, because the element(s)
are currently locked.

ISP.0085.9201

Internal reference(s) could not be automatically updated.

ISP.0085.9202

Target node ''{0}'' already exists.

ISP.0085.9203

Errors occurred while updating remote aliases ({0} of {1} updates failed). See server
logs for more details.

ISP.0085.9204

Local update failed: {0} (Note: The cluster synchronization will not run until all
local errors are resolved.)

ISP.0085.9205

Password input is required

ISP.0085.9206

Password input must be WmSecureString

ISP.0085.9207

Old password input is required

ISP.0085.9208

New password input is required
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ISP.0085.9210

Host Name not specified

ISP.0085.9211

No WSDL specified: wsdlURL or wsdlString input is required

ISP.0085.9212

Provided package name is null

ISP.0085.9213

Provided name is null

ISP.0085.9215

Invalid SOAPBinding found: {0}

ISP.0085.9216

Cannot schedule service. Error is : {0}

ISP.0085.9217

Cannot schedule service. Please contact your System Administrator

ISP.0085.9218

The Lateness Action option that you have selected is invalid for this Schedule Type

ISP.0085.9219

This One time task was suspended since it was overdue. It cannot be resumed

ISP.0085.9220

The lateness time that you have selected is invalid for this Lateness Action. Overdue
time must be 0 minutes for 'Run the task immediately' Overdue option and must
be greater than 0 minutes for 'Suspend and wait for administrator action' and 'Skip
and run at next scheduled time' Overdue options.

ISP.0085.9232

No such user present: {0}

ISP.0085.9233

Cannot update child task

ISP.0085.9235

Interval time is greater than or equal to the difference between the start time and
end time.
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ISP.0085.9258

Web Services Descriptor name not specified, or Web Services Descriptor not found

ISP.0085.9259

Web Services Descriptor is not a Consumer, no WSConnectors exist.

ISP.0085.9260

Web Services Connector {0} was not deleted. Reason= {1}.

ISP.0085.9261

Implicit and Explicit Universal names of the node are identical. The Universal name
is registered for the node {1}

ISP.0085.9263E

Unable to get information for user/certificate mapping: {0}

Explanation

An error was enountered while getting details for a certificate. The error may have
occurred while reading from the database or while constructing an X509Certificate
object. See the error message for details.

Action

If it is a database error, go to the Settings > JDBC Pools page and use the Test button
for the ISInternal functional alias to verify that you can still connect to the database.
If you can, it may have been a transient error. Try displaying or importing this
certificate again. If you cannot, contact your DBA to troubleshoot your database
connection problem. If it is not a database error, contact Software AG Global Support.

ISP.0085.9264

Cannot resume the task as the User {0} is disabled.

ISP.0085.9265

Cannot resume the task as the User {0} is removed.

ISP.0085.9268E

A positive integer must be provided for the port

ISP.0085.9269

User Name for Transport not specified

ISP.0085.9270

User Name for WS Security not specified

ISP.0085.9273

URL must begin with "http:" or "https:"
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ISP.0085.9274

HTTP method is null

ISP.0085.9275

only use one of: data.stream, data.bytes or data.mimeStream on a POST

ISP.0085.9276

do not use: data.stream, data.bytes or data.mimeStream on a GET

ISP.0085.9277

Invalid private key provided

ISP.0085.9278

Invalid certificate chain provided

ISP.0085.9279

Invalid partner certificate provided

ISP.0085.9280

invalid HTTP method: {0}

ISP.0085.9281

Http Error: {0} - {1}

ISP.0085.9282

Unable to modify; node {0} is system locked.

ISP.0085.9284

Invalid Date or Time.

ISP.0085.9285

Found unresolved dependent services: {0}

ISP.0085.9289

Remote Invoke not licensed.

ISP.0085.9290

Transport Type not specified

ISP.0085.9291

Binding with style="rpc" and use="encoded" is not supported for SOAP version
1.2. Binding {0} ignored.

Explanation

Integration Server does not support RPC/Encoded for SOAP version 1.2. Integration
Server ignores bindings that specify this style/use.

Action

No action is required.
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ISP.0085.9292

Bindings or operations with mixed "use" are not supported

ISP.0085.9293

Host Name must be ASCII characters

ISP.0085.9294

User Name for Transport must be ASCII characters

ISP.0085.9295

Password for Transport must be ASCII characters

ISP.0085.9296

User Name for WS Security must be ASCII characters

ISP.0085.9297

Password for WS Security must be ASCII characters

ISP.0085.9299W

Binding with style="document" and use="encoded" is not supported. Binding {0}
ignored.

ISP.0085.9300

The HTTP URL alias "{0}" is already registered for the path: {1}

ISP.0085.9301

A required parameter {0} was not supplied

ISP.0085.9302

No valid bindings found in the WSDL.

ISP.0085.9303

No Valid services found in the WSDL. The WSConnector may not work until a
valid _url is given as input.

ISP.0085.9304

HSM based Keystore is not supported

ISP.0085.9305

Unsupported ExtensibleElement ''{0}'' found in Operation ''{1}'' and SOAPBinding
''{2}''
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ISP.0085.9306

SOAP Action ''{0}'' already found in Operation ''{1}'' and Binding ''{2}''. SOAP Action
must be unique for Operation and or Binding for a specified SOAP Version.

ISP.0085.9307

"{0}" is not a valid HTTP URL Alias name. ''{1}'' leading character prohibited.

ISP.0085.9308

"{0}" is not a valid HTTP URL Alias target path. ''{1}'' leading character prohibited.

ISP.0085.9309

"{0}" is not a valid HTTP URL Alias name. ''{1}'' character prohibited.

ISP.0085.9310

"{0}" is not a valid HTTP URL Alias target path. ''{1}'' character prohibited.

ISP.0085.9311

"{0}" is not a valid HTTP URL Alias name. Space character prohibited.

ISP.0085.9312

"{0}" is not a valid HTTP URL Alias target path. Space character prohibited.

ISP.0085.9313

"{0}" is not a valid alias name. HTTP URL Alias must not start with "{1}".

ISP.0085.9314

"{0}" is not a valid HTTP URL Alias target path. URL path must not start with "{1}".

ISP.0085.9343E

Deployment activation for deployment ID {0} failed with an exception. For more
information, see the Integration Server logs.

Explanation

The deployment was not activated due to the reason specified in the Integration Server
logs.

Action

See the Integration Server logs for more information.

ISP.0085.9344E

Artifact delivery for deployment ID {0} failed with an exception. For more
information, see the Integration Server logs.

Explanation

The artifacts relating to the specified deployment ID were not delivered due to the
reason specified in the Integration Server logs.

Action

See the Integration Server logs for more information.
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ISP.0085.9345E

Deletion of artifacts delivered for deployment ID {0} failed with an exception. For
more information, see the Integration Server logs.

Explanation

The artifacts relating to the specified deployment ID were not deleted due to the
reason specified in the Integration Server log.

Action

See the Integration Server logs for more information.

ISP.0085.9346E

The deletion of artifacts for checkpoint ID {0} failed with an exception. For more
information, see the Integration Server logs.

Explanation

The artifacts associated with the specified checkpoint ID could not be deleted due to
the reason specified in the Integration Server log.

Action

Check the Integration Server log for details.

ISP.0085.9364I

There are no assets for the specified checkpoint ID: {0}. Deployer cannot activate
checkpoint.

ISP.0085.9365E

Extraction of assets for checkpoint ID {0} failed for the composite {1}. For more
information, see the Integration Server logs.

Explanation

Assets for the specified checkpoint ID could not be extracted due to the reason specified
in the Integration Server log.

Action

Check the Integration Server log for details.

ISP.0085.9370I

There are no assets for the specified deployment ID: {0}. Deployer cannot activate
deployment.

ISP.0085.9372E

Checkpoint operation for the checkpoint ID {0} was not successful. For more
information, see the Integration Server logs.

Explanation

The checkpoint operation failed due to the reason specified in the Integration Server
log.

Action

Check the Integration Server log for details.

ISP.0085.9375E

Checkpoint activation for the checkpoint ID {0} was not successful. For more
information, see the Integration Server logs.

Explanation

The checkpoint could not be created due to the reason specified in the Integration
Server log.

Action

Check the Integration Server log for details.
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ISP.0085.9376E

Checkpoint activation for the checkpoint ID {0} failed with an exception. For more
information, see the Integration Server logs.

Explanation

The checkpoint activation failed due to the reason specified in the Integration Server
logs.

Action

See the Integration Server logs for more information.

ISP.0085.9384E

Missing required parameter: {0}

Explanation

A required parameter was not supplied.

Action

Supply a value for the missing parameter and execute the service again.

ISP.0090.0006

recursive IData reference key:'{0}'

ISP.0090.0007

{0} recursive IDataCodable reference key:'{1}'

ISP.0091.0001

{0} in {1} minutes or as soon as idle

ISP.0091.0002

Pending shutdown/restart request has been canceled

ISP.0091.0003

Grace period has expired. Server is shutting down.

ISP.0091.0004

Grace period has expired. Server is restarting.

ISP.0108.0008W

Encryption and Signing key pairs have been updated: {0}

Explanation

The encryption certificate in the user's profile is not synchronized with the one in the
JNDI directory. In this case, the signing and encryption key pairs are updated and
this warning message is displayed.

Action

Ensure that the encryption certificates are synchronized with those available in the
JNDI directory.

ISP.0108.0009W

Could not check profile ''{0}'' for key pair update: {1}

Explanation

When the encryption certificates in the user's profile are not synchronized with those
available in the JNDI directory, the signing and encryption key pairs are updated.
This warning message is displayed when there are errors when accesing the LDAP
directory while updating the key value pairs.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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ISP.0147.0006E

Error while closing sftp session: Details: {0}

Explanation

The session key that you specified has expired.

Action

Ensure that the session corresponding to this session key exists and has not expired.

ISP.0147.0007E

Error in sftp session sweeper thread. Details: {0}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an error in the SFTP session sweeper thread.

Action

Read through the details provided in the error message and take corrective steps.

ISS.0001.0001

All licenses have been consumed.

ISS.0001.0002

{0} License key expired or invalid.

ISS.0001.0003

{0} License will expire in {1} days.

ISS.0001.0004

Integration Server will shutdown in 30 minutes, unless a valid license key is
provided.

ISS.0001.0005

Unable to load package {0} due to invalid license for package {1}.

ISS.0001.0006

Could not add {0} as dependent package due to invalid license.

ISS.0001.0007

Could not load {0} because one of the dependent package is not loaded.

ISS.0001.0008

{0} Functionality disabled due to license restrictions.

ISS.0001.0009

License key file is read-only. License settings cannot take effect until you make the
file read/write.

ISS.0001.0010

The license key is not valid with this version of Integration Server. License key is
version {0} and Integration Server is version {1}.
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ISS.0001.0011U

The Integration Server is not licensed by the current license key.

Explanation

Integration Server has reached its client limit. Your license for Integration Server
allows only a certain number of sessions to be used at a time. Integration Server issues
this message when the number of users trying to use the server exceeds the number
specified in the license.

Action

Check the number of licensed sessions specified in your Integration Server license.
Consider upgrading the license to obtain more user "seats" if the number of users
requiring access to your Integration Server has increased.

ISS.0002.0002E

Error loading LDAP settings: {0}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an IOException while reading the ldap.cnf file.

Action

Check to make sure that the operating system user that is running Integration Server
has permission to read and write to the ldap.cnf file. In addition, make sure that the
ldap.cnf file is a valid XML file and has not been corrupted in some way. As a last
resort, delete the ldap.cnf file and reconfigure the LDAP settings from the Server
Administrator.

ISS.0002.0003E

Error saving LDAP settings: {0}

Explanation

An IOException occurred while Integration Server was writing the ldap.cnf file.

Action

Check to make sure that the operating system user that is running Integration Server
has permission to read and write to the ldap.cnf file and to the server config directory.
In addition, make sure that there is sufficient disk space and quota space for creating
and writing a new file.

ISS.0002.0005W

LDAP User Manager enabled, but no LDAP directories are configured

Explanation

The Integration Server is attempting to perform operations that require a connection
to an LDAP server, but the Integration Server is only partially configured to use LDAP.
Specifically, the configuration does not include a list of LDAP directories to which
the Integration Server can connect.

Action

Use the Integration Server Administrator to configure the Integration Server to connect
to one or more LDAP directories. For more information about working with LDAP,
refer to the webMethods Integration Server documentation.

ISS.0002.0007W

Query returned multiple DNs for a single user with filter ({0}={1})

Explanation

The values specified in the Query DN field on the LDAP directory settings screen are
not sufficient to uniquely identify a user. Integration Server uses this field to build a
query to send to the LDAP server so that the LDAP server can authenticate the user.

Action

Make sure that the user root, user property, and user names specified on the Query
DN field are not ambiguous.
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ISS.0002.0008E

Could not get a connection from the pool in the time allowed

Explanation

Integration Server was unable to connect to the LDAP server because the request to
obtain a connection timed out. This error can occur if the LDAP directory server is
slow, is under high load, or is experiencing high latency, and there are insufficient
connections in the connection pool to meet demand.

Action

This error is probably transient. It is usually sufficient to wait a few seconds and try
the operation again (for example logging in, executing a service) when the load has
decreased and resources have become available. If the problem persists, then from
the LDAP Directory Settings page of the Server Administrator, try increasing the size
of the LDAP connection pool. Also check to make sure the LDAP directory server is
properly configured and that the network is able to handle the load being placed on
it by the application.

ISS.0002.0009E

Unable to open a connection to {0}

Explanation

The Integration Server was unable to open a connection to the indicated LDAP
directory server.

Action

To resolve this issue, do the following:
- Make sure the LDAP server is running and that the Integration Server has permission
to connect to it.
- Make sure that the connection parameters specified on the LDAP Settings screen of
the Server Administrator are properly configured.
- If you are using SSL, make sure that the directory URL specified on the LDAP Settings
screen specifies an SSL port on the LDAP server and that both the Integration Server
and LDAP server support SSL.
- If you are specifying credentials, make sure the principal specified on the LDAP
Settings screen of the Server Administrator is correct and that the password matches.
This error can also occur if the Integration Server cannot establish a connection to the
LDAP server within the configured time limit because of a problem such as network
latency. For more information about connecting the Integration Server to an LDAP
server, see the webMethods Integration Server documentation.

ISS.0002.0010E

Error querying for user {0}: {1}

Explanation

During a user log in, the Integration Server encountered an error while performing
a query to obtain the user's Distinguished Name.

Action

In the Server Administrator, on the LDAP Settings screen for the LDAP directory,
ensure that the user root and user properties are set correctly.
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ISS.0002.0013W

Found group {0}, but it contained no attribute {1}

Explanation

During ACL mapping, Integration Server determined that the value specified in the
group attribute field does match the attribute values of the group that Integration
Server found.

Action

Make sure the group name attribute field contains a valid group name attribute.

ISS.0002.0014E

Error querying for groups on {0} with root {1} and filter {2}: {3}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an error when looking for LDAP groups to map to
an Integration Server ACL.

Action

If the text of the exception indicates a connection issue, try performing the mapping
later. Otherwise, check the values specified for group name, filter, and group name
attribute on the Map Groups to ACLs screen.

ISS.0002.0015E

Unable to create ACL mapping: LDAP User Manager not initialized

Explanation

An attempt to map an LDAP group to an ACL failed because the LDAP User Manager
function of the Integration Server is not running. This error occurs when one user
disables LDAP while another user is trying to perform ACL mapping.

Action

Use the Integration Server Administrator to check the External User Management
Configuration screens for possible configuration problems. In addition, try checking
the server and error logs for messages about problems with the LDAP manager. For
information about using the Integration Server with an external directory, refer to the
webMethods Integration Server documentation.

ISS.0002.0016E

Unable to create ACL mapping: ACL {0} not found

Explanation

An attempt to map an LDAP group to an ACL failed because the ACL specified on
the Map Groups to ACLs screen does not exist. This error occurs if one user deletes
the ACL in question when another user is trying to map an LDAP group to it.

Action

Determine why the other user changed the Integration Server configuration then
reconfigure the Integration Server to use LDAP, if appropriate. For information about
using the Integration Server with an external directory, refer to the webMethods
Integration Server documentation.

ISS.0002.0017E

Unable to retrieve password for handle {0}: {1}

Explanation

The Integration Server is trying to connect to an LDAP server. As part of connecting,
the Integration Server needs to send a password to the LDAP server. This error occurs
when the Integration Server cannot find the password it stored for this purpose. A
likely cause is that the ldap.cnf file was moved from one system to another, but the
stored outbound passwords were not.

Action

Make sure the Outbound Password Manager is properly configured, and that its files
are readable by the Integration Server process. If the Outbound Password Manager
is set up correctly, and the error still occurs, go to the LDAP Configuration screen of
the Server Administrator and reenter the existing password.
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ISS.0002.0018E

Unable to store password for handle {0}: {1}

Explanation

The Integration Server was unable to store the password needed to connect to an
LDAP server. The Integration Server must supply passwords to many of the
applications it connects to. It stores these outbound passwords in encrypted form on
the Integration Server. This error occurs when an administrator enters or changes the
password, but the Integration Server cannot subsequently store it.

Action

Check to see if the Integration Server is properly configured to handle outbound
passwords. Make sure that the following outbound password configuration files
reside on the Integration Server and are readable and writable: config/txnPassStore.dat,
config/empw.dat, config/configPassman.cnf and config/passman.cnf. Refer to the
webMethods Integration Server documentation for more information.

ISS.0002.0019E

Unable to delete password for handle {0}: {1}

Explanation

An administrator updated the Integration Server configuration so that it no longer
connects to an LDAP server. As part of this process, the Integration Server tried to
delete the password it uses to connect to the LDAP server, but was unable to. The
Integration Serve deletes the LDAP server from the configuration, but the password
remains, in encrypted form, on the Integration Server. The most likely cause is that
the files used to store outbound passwords on the Integration Server are read-only.

Action

Refer to the webMethods Integration Server documentation for more information
about outbound passwords and the files used to store them. Then try to determine
why the files are in read-only mode.

ISS.0002.0020E

Unable to check password: LDAP User Manager not initialized

Explanation

The Integration Server tried to check the password of an LDAP user but could not
because the LDAP user manager is not running. This error occurs when one user
updates the Integration Server configuration to disable LDAP directory use while
another user is trying to perform an LDAP operation.

Action

Determine why the other user changed the Integration Server configuration. Then,
reconfigure the Integration Server to use LDAP, if appropriate. For information about
using the Integration Server with an external directory, refer to the webMethods
Integration Server documentation.

ISS.0002.0021E

Unable to check group membership: LDAP User Manager not initialized

Explanation

The Integration Server tried to find members of an LDAP group but could not because
the LDAP user manager is not running. This error occurs when one user updates the
Integration Server configuration to disable LDAP directory use while another user is
trying to perform an LDAP operation.

Action

Determine why the other user changed the Integration Server configuration. Then,
reconfigure the Integration Server to use LDAP, if appropriate. For information about
using the Integration Server with an external directory, refer to the webMethods
Integration Server documentation.
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ISS.0002.0023E

Error initializing a connection to {0}: {1}

Explanation

The Integration Server encountered an exception while trying to connect to the
indicated LDAP server.

Action

Check the following:
- Make sure the LDAP directory server is running and that the Integration Server has
permission to access it.
- Make sure the parameters on the External User Management Configuration screens
of the Server Administrator have been properly set.

ISS.0002.0024W

Error closing connection to {0}: {1}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an exception while trying to connect to the indicated
LDAP server. Integration Server will clean up the connection.

Action

No action is required.

ISS.0002.0030E

While attempting automatic LDAP configuration, some invalid settings were found.
It is necessary to complete the configuration manually.

Explanation

When you upgrade from Integration Server release 6.1 or earlier to Integration Server
release 6.5 or later, the upgrade process tries to automatically configure the external
user management facilities in your new Integration Server based on these settings in
your old Integration Server. To determine the old configuration settings, the upgrade
process looks for the following properties:
watt.server.ldap.server
watt.server.ldap.attr.userId
watt.server.ldap.attr.member
This error indicates that the upgrade process was unable to find one of these properties.
The automatic configuration does not continue.

Action

Go to the Security > Users and Groups > External User Management Configuration
screen of the Server Administrator and configure the Integration Server to use an
external LDAP directory. For additional information, refer to the webMethods
Integration Server documentation.

ISS.0002.0034E

Invalid credentials connecting to {0} as {1}

Explanation

The Integration Server encountered an Authentication Exception because the indicated
user could not log in to the indicated LDAP server.

Action

This error can occur for a number of reasons. Make sure that the DN of the user is
valid, the credentials (i.e. password) specified are valid, and the user account is
enabled.
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ISS.0002.0035E

Invalid credentials connecting to {0} as {1}: {2}

Explanation

The Integration Server encountered an Authentication Exception because the indicated
user could not log in to the indicated LDAP server. The last part of the message
<errorMessage> includes extra information provided by the LDAP server about the
error. You can use this data to audit authentication errors when the Integration Server
connects to Microsoft Active Directory.

Action

This error can occur for a number of reasons. Check to make sure that the DN of the
user is valid, the credentials (i.e. password) specified are valid, and the user account
is enabled. Note: The errorMessage portion of this error displays only if the
watt.server.ldap.extendedMessages property in the server.cnf file is set to true. If you
do not find the extended message useful, you can disable extended messaging by
setting this property to false.

ISS.0002.0040E

Error querying for users : {0}

Explanation

Error while listing users from the LDAP server, a runtime exception occurred while
querying users for the provided search criteria.

Action

Ensure that the search criteria is defined properly, the LDAP server is configured
properly, and it is running.

ISS.0002.0041E

Error querying for users : {0}

Explanation

Some errors occurred while searching for a particular group, or a search string in the
LDAP Server.

Action

Ensure that the search criteria is defined properly, the LDAP server is configured
properly, and it is running.

ISS.0002.0042W

Bailing out query as {0} is null or empty.

Explanation

While listing users from the LDAP server, either the directory name suffix or directory
name prefix returned from the server is null or empty.

Action

Ensure that the LDAP configuration is correct and the LDAP server is not disconnected.

ISS.0002.0044E

Error querying for user(s) on {0} with search root {2}: {3}

Explanation

Error while listing users from the LDAP server, a runtime exception occurred while
querying users for the provided search criteria.

Action

Ensure that the search criteria is defined properly, the LDAP server is configured
properly, and it is running.
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ISS.0002.0045W

Found No Group on quering on {0} with root {1} and filter {2}

Explanation

No group is found in the LDAP server for the search criteria.

Action

Refine the search query to get the required result.

ISS.0002.0046E

Selected group {0} does not exist.

Explanation

The Integration Server group associated with the LDAP configuration is deleted.

Action

Ensure that the group selected while configuring LDAP exists. If the group does not
exist, you can take one of the following actions:
1) Modify the LDAP configuration to specify another group.
2) Add a group with the same name as the deleted group that was associated with
the LDAP configuration.

ISS.0002.9001E

LDAP User Manager not initialized

Explanation

A user is trying to execute an operation on the LDAP server but LDAP user manager
is not initialized.

Action

Check the LDAP settings.

ISS.0002.9002E

Error saving new ACL Mappings: {0}

Explanation

A runtime exception occurred while adding new mappings to the LDAP Server.

Action

Ensure that the mapping strings are correct (they should be in the following format
- name; dn), the LDAP server is configured properly and it is running.

ISS.0003.9001

Transformation: Required argument "{0}" missing.

ISS.0003.9002

Transformation: No XML source provided

ISS.0003.9003

Transformation: No result type specified

ISS.0003.9004

Transformation: No result filename specified
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ISS.0003.9005

Transformation: No result system ID specified

ISS.0003.9006

Transformation: PipedInputStreamException - {0}

ISS.0003.9007

Transformation: HTTPS URL error - {0}

ISS.0003.9008

Transformation: HTTPS URL error - Response returned with HTTP protocol error
{0}.

ISS.0003.9009

XSLT Samples: No XSLT input paramters provided

ISS.0003.9010

XSLT Service: No valid input provided

ISS.0003.9011

XSLT Service: No associated .xsl file for this service

ISS.0006.0030E

Unable to set javax.net.ssl.keyStore: Keystore location could not be retrieved from
{0}.

Explanation

Integration Server could not set the javax.net.ssl.keyStore system property because
Integration Sever could not retrieve the keystore location from the keystore file.
Integration Server looks in the keystore file associated with the specified keystore
alias. At run time, the {0} in the error message is replaced with the name of the keystore
alias assigned to the watt.sever.ssl.keyStoreAlias parameter.

Action

Make sure the keystore alias assigned to the watt.server.ssl.keyStoreAlias parameter
contains the correct keystore details including the correct location of the keystore file.

ISS.0006.0031E

Unable to set javax.net.ssl.keyStorePassword: Keystore password could not be
retrieved from {0}.

Explanation

Integration Server could not set the javax.net.ssl.keyStorePassword system property
because Integration Server could not retrieve the password from the keystore file.
Integration Server looks in the keystore file associated with the specified keystore
alias. At run time, the {0} in the error message is replaced with the name of the keystore
alias assigned to the watt.server.ssl.keyStoreAlias parameter.

Action

Make sure the keystore alias assigned to the watt.server.ssl.keyStoreAlias parameter
contains the correct keystore details including the correct password for accessing the
keystore file.
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ISS.0006.0032E

Unable to set javax.net.ssl.trustStore: Truststore location could not be retrieved
from {0}.

Explanation

Integration Server could not set the value of the javax.net.ssl.trustStore system property
because Integration Server could not retrieve the truststore location from the truststore
file. Integration Server looks in the truststore file associated with the specified truststore
alias. At run time, the {0} in the error message is replaced with the name of the
truststore alias assigned to the watt.server.ssl.trustStoreAlias parameter.

Action

Make sure the truststore alias assigned to the watt.server.ssl.trustStoreAlias parameter
contains the correct truststore details including the correct location of the truststore
file.

ISS.0006.0033E

Unable to set javax.net.ssl.trustStorePassword: Truststore password could not be
retrieved from {0}.

Explanation

Integration Server could not set the javax.net.ssl.trustStorePassword system property
because Integration Server could not retrieve the password for the truststore.
Integration Server looks in the truststore file associated with the specified truststore
alias. At run time, the {0} in the error message is replaced with the name of the
truststore alias assigned to the watt.server.ssl.keyStoreAlias parameter.

Action

Make sure the truststore alias assigned to the watt.server.ssl.trustStoreAlias parameter
contains the correct truststore details including the correct password for accessing
the truststore file.

ISS.0006.0034E

Error setting javax.net.ssl properties: {0}

Explanation

The javax.net.ssl system properties cannot be set because the keystore and/or truststore
is invalid.

Action

Use the exception included in the error message to determine why the javax.net.ssl
properties could not be set. Actions to be taken might include the following:- Making
sure the keystore or truststore file is valid and contains the correct information. Making sure that the keystore alias assigned to watt.server.ssl.keyStoreAlias contains
the correct details for the keystore. - Making sure that the truststore alias assigned to
watt.server.ssl.trustStoreAlias contains the correct details for the truststore.If the
keystore file is invalid, create a new keystore, kesystore alias, truststore, and truststore
alias. Use the new keystore alias as the value of watt.server.ssl.keyStoreAlias. Use the
new truststore alias as the value of watt.server.ssl.trustStoreAlias.If the truststore file
is invalid, create a new truststore and truststore alias and use the new alias as the
value of watt.server.ssl.trustStoreAlias.
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ISS.0007.0001E

Access Denied. User "{0}" does not have permissions to invoke service: {1}.

Explanation

The user does not have permission to invoke an Integration Server resource. Read
through the details provided in the server log to find the user name and the name of
the service.

Action

To grant permission to the user, either add the user to a group that is listed in the
Execute ACL assigned to the service, or add one of this user's groups to the Execute
ACL assigned to the service.

ISS.0007.0002E

Access Denied. No permissions to invoke service ({0}) on port "{1}".

Explanation

The Access Mode for the specified port is configured to Deny by Default. With this
configuration, the port only allows the services explicitly listed in the Allow List. The
identified service is not in the Allow List of the identified port.

Action

If this service should be allowed on this port, add the service to the Allowed Services
list of the port.

ISS.0010.8050

Error while connecting to the remote authorization server using the remote server
alias "{0}". Error details: {1}

Explanation

Integration Server cannot connect to the specified remote OAuth authorization server.

Action

Edit the remote server alias and ensure that all the parameters are specified correctly.
If needed, run a test of the remote server alias.

ISS.0010.9016E

The cache manager required for OAuth operations is not available. Verify that the
cache manager initialized successfully and then restart Integration Server

Explanation

During the initialization of Cache Managers an error was encountered.

Action

Examine the Integration Server Error logs and Server logs for details about the error.
Use the information in the logs to correct the error and then restart Integration Server.

ISS.0012.0014E

Unable to initialize JAAS login context. JAAS configuration file in use: {0}. Error
message: {1}. Stack trace: {2}

Explanation

Integration Server uses IntegrationServer/config/is_jaas.cnf file for its JAAS
configuration. If there is any problem loading this file, Integration Server throws this
exception.

Action

The entries found in a JAAS configuration file should follow the JAAS syntax. If you
made any changes to the IntegrationServer/config/is_jaas.cnf, review your changes
and make sure there are no syntax errors in the file.
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ISS.0012.0016E

Initialization of X509ValidatorModule failed with exception: {0}.

Explanation

The X509ValidatorModule defined in the IntegrationServer/config/is_jaas.cnf file is
incorrect.

Action

Review the Integration Server error log for the actual exception. Refer to the
webMethods Integration Server documentation for information about how to use this
module and correct any errors found.

ISS.0012.0017E

Authentication failed because the X.509 certificate path validation has failed.

Explanation

The X509ValidatorModule is enabled in the IntegrationServer/config/is_jaas.cnf file.
As a result, Integration Server performed certificate path validation using the
information provided, but the client certificates failed the certificate path validation.

Action

Make sure that the truststore used by the X509ValidatorModule contains the
intermediary certificates as well.

ISS.0012.0020E

Authentication failed because the X.509 certificate has been revoked.

Explanation

The X509ValidatorModule is enabled in the IntegrationServer/config/is_jaas.cnf file.
As a result, Integration Server checked the client certificate against the Certificate
Revocation List (CRL) and the client certificate was found to be revoked.

Action

Advise the client to resubmit the request using a valid certificate.

ISS.0012.0022E

Access Denied. Authentication resolved to user "{0}". User is not defined in any of
the available user stores.

Explanation

Integration Server JAAS authentication modules return the username in the Subject.
Integration Server then tries to retrieve the definition of this user either locally in its
user store, or in Central Users (if configured), or LDAP (if configured). If Integration
Server is not able to find the user anywhere, it rejects the client request with this error.

Action

If this user should be allowed accessing Integration Server resources, make sure this
user is defined in any of the user stores accessible to Integration Server.

ISS.0012.0023E

SAML assertion verification failed. The current time {0} violates the "Not Before"
setting {1} specified in the SAML assertion.

Explanation

Integration Server received a SAML assertion that arrived before the "Not Before"
setting.

Action

Check the clock time of the issuer. If it is significantly different from the clock time
on the Integration Server machine, adjust the Clock Skew value on the Security ->
SAML screen.
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ISS.0012.0024

SAML assertion verification failed. The current time {0} violates the "Not On Or
After" setting {1} specified in the SAML assertion.

Explanation

Integration Server received a SAML assertion that arrived later than the "Not On Or
After" setting.

Action

Check the clock time of the issuer. If it is significantly different from the clock time
on the Integration Server machine, adjust the Clock Skew value on the Security ->
SAML screen.

ISS.0012.0025E

Rejecting SAML assertion from issuer "{0}" because issuer is not configured on the
Security > SAML screen.

Explanation

Integration Server received a SAML assertion from an issuer that has not been
configured on the Security -> SAML screen.

Action

Configure the issuer on the Security -> SAML screen.

ISS.0012.0027W

{0}% or more of maximum number of concurrent stateful sessions are in use. {1}
sessions are available.

Explanation

Integration Server is approaching the threshold for concurrent stateful sessions.

Action

No immediate action is required. Once the limit is reached, all new requests to create
stateful sessions will be rejected. You can increase the limit using the Resources screen
in the Integration Server Administrator; however, doing so could increase the server's
resource requirement.

ISS.0012.0030E

Rejecting SAML assertion because the subject identified in the SAML assertion is
not the one who signed the request.

Explanation

For security reasons, Integration Server cannot accept requests that are not signed by
the subject identified in the SAML assertion.

Action

Sign the message using the subject identified in the SAML assertion.

ISS.0013.0001

Binding XML. Service {0} was unable to bind incoming XML data

ISS.0013.0004E

Registering multipart content handler {0} for service {1}.

Explanation

The syntax for the watt.server.content.type.mappings parameter is invalid.

Action

Use the correct syntax for this parameter. See Administering webMethods Integration
Server for more information about using watt.server.content.type.mappings.
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ISS.0014.0001E

Encountered fatal errors while starting License Manager. Shutting down server.

Explanation

Integration Server encountered a serious internal error while validating the license.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0014.0004

No listening ports were available. Shutting down server.

ISS.0014.0009

Server is unable to determine its own name.

ISS.0014.0012

watt.server.fileEncoding unsupported by JVM. Server may be unable to continue.

ISS.0014.0013

watt.server.netEncoding unsupported by JVM. Text may not process properly.

ISS.0014.0014

watt.server.logEncoding unsupported by JVM. Logging in default encoding.

ISS.0014.0017

Warning: {0} when initializing ACL Manager file {1}

ISS.0014.0021E

Failed to invoke notification callback {0}: {1}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an error while updating ACLs. Specifically, an error
occurred when Integration Server invoked a service that is registered as a notification
callback.

Action

Make sure that the service being invoked exists and can be executed.

ISS.0014.0022E

Retrying service {0}. Retry count is {1}

Explanation

Integration Server is retrying a service that was previously unsuccessful.

Action

No action is required.

ISS.0014.0023E

Available Thread Pool Threshold No Longer Exceeded: {0}% available

Explanation

Integration Server is no longer exceeding the specified threshold for thread pool usage.

Action

No action is required.
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ISS.0014.0024E

Server Initialization Aborted. See log messages.

Explanation

During start up, Integration Server encountered a serious internal error that caused
it to shut down immediately.

Action

Make sure that the machine on which Integration Server runs has sufficient disk space.
In addition, make sure the operating system user that is trying to start Integration
Server has a sufficient space allowance and has read/write permission to the directory
on which Integration Server resides.

ISS.0014.0025

Master password for outbound password encryption has expired. Password was
last changed on {0}. The current expiration interval is {1} days

ISS.0014.0026

Master password for outbound password encryption expires in {0} days

ISS.0014.0027

Unable to remove outbound password handle {0}

ISS.0014.0028

Cannot initialize OutboundPasswordManager with null Password Manager

ISS.0014.0029S

Master password failed a sanity check

Explanation

During Integration Server initialization, the sanity check of the master password for
outbound passwords failed. Integration Server uses the master password to encrypt
outbound passwords, which the Integration Server uses to connect to applications or
systems such as remote Integration Servers, proxy servers, or databases. The outbound
passwords are stored in files on Integration Server and encrypted for security purposes.
During initialization, Integration Server performs a sanity check of the master
password by attempting to use it to decrypt a special, internal string that it previously
encrypted using the master password. If the decrypted internal string matches the
clear text version of the string, Integration Server knows the correct master password
was provided. This error is issued when the decrypted and clear text versions of the
string do not match.

Action

The sanity check of the master password can fail for a number of reasons:
- The outbound password file is corrupted.
- The master password file is corrupted.
- You mistyped the master password when you were prompted for it.
If you suspect you have mistyped the password, shut down the server and restart it,
this time entering the correct password. If this does not correct the problem, refer to
the webMethods Integration Server documentation.
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ISS.0014.0030S

Master password updated

Explanation

The master password, which Integration Server uses to encrypt outbound passwords,
has been successfully updated.

Action

No action is required.

ISS.0014.0035S

OutboundPasswordManager configuration directory cannot be null

Explanation

Integration Server cannot locate the configuration directory it uses for managing
outbound passwords.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0014.0039S

OutboundPasswordManager, {0} caught this: type {1}, msg {2}

Explanation

The code that Integration Server uses to manage outbound passwords encountered
a problem while trying to perform the indicated operation.

Action

If the exception message text does not suggest a solution, contact Software AG Global
Support.

ISS.0014.0047

com.wm.app.b2b.server.DataStore must be initialized before it can be used.

ISS.0014.0048

The ISInternal functional alias is not configured properly on the JDBC Pools page.
Assign a valid database pool and restart the Integration Server.

ISS.0014.0051

Cannot aquire the lock.

ISS.0014.0054

Error occurred while initializing server: {0}

ISS.0014.0055

Cannot acquire an exclusive lock. Another session is holding a shared lock on the
requested item.

ISS.0014.0056

Cannot acquire an exclusive lock on the requested context. Another session has
locked it.
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ISS.0014.0057

Integration Server is quiesced and is not accepting new requests at this time.

ISS.0014.0058

Integration Server has reached the license limit for concurrent sessions.

ISS.0014.9101

User does not exist: {0}

ISS.0014.9102

No package name specified

ISS.0014.9104

A listener must be provided

ISS.0014.9105

A listener factory must be provided

ISS.0014.9106

A listener factory with {0} is already registered in the {1} package

ISS.0014.9107

Attempted to register a factory with an invalid identifying key

ISS.0014.9108

Attempted to register a listener with an invalid identifying key

ISS.0014.9109

A listener is already registered with the key {0}. The existing listener must be
unregistered first

ISS.0014.9110

Failed to update listener configuration information

ISS.0014.9111

Unregistration failed, could not update the configuration

ISS.0014.9112

Service {0} unable to bind incoming XML data

ISS.0014.9113

No Valid Active Packages
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ISS.0014.9114

Package directory for {0} does not exist

ISS.0014.9115

Package {0} does not exist

ISS.0014.9116

Unable to locate or start compiler

ISS.0014.9117

Unable to save file {0} for {1}

ISS.0014.9118U

ServerReferenceManager can't get session to access object cache

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error with the object cache.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0014.9119U

Unable to allocate a new thread in the time specified

Explanation

Integration Server has reached the configured limit for the number of new threads it
can create. After waiting unsuccessfully for resources to become available, Integration
Server issued this ISRuntime exception. This exception usually indicates a transient
condition in which resources are temporarily unavailable. If this error occurs during
execution of a trigger, and retry is enabled, Integration Server will automatically retry
the service. If, after a configured amount of time, the resources are still unavailable,
Integration Server throws this exception.

Action

If the problem persists, use the Resource Settings page of the Server Administrator
to specify thread pool settings that are more appropriate for your environment.

ISS.0014.9120

Can not set thread pool max to zero or less than min, max={0}, min={1}

ISS.0014.9121

Repository config file repository4.cnf not found.

ISS.0014.9123E

{0} package not reloaded; missing the following assets: {1}

Explanation

An internal error occurred while using the local service development feature in
Software AG Designer. An attempt to reload an updated IS asset (flow service, Java
service, document type, etc. ) failed because the specified IS asset does not exist in the
IS namespace. At run time, the {0} in the error message is replaced with the package
name and the {1} is replaced with the IS assets that do not exist in the namespace.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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ISS.0014.9124E

{0} package not reloaded. {1} already registered in {2}

Explanation

While using the local service development feature in Software AG Designer, an attempt
to reload an updated IS asset (flow service, Java service, document type, etc. ) failed
because Integration Server determined that another package contains an asset with
the same name. At run time, the {0} in the error message is replaced with the package
name, the {1} is replaced with the IS asset name for which a reload was attempted,
and the {2} is replaced with the name of the package that contains the already loaded,
identically named asset.

Action

Ensure that each IS asset uses a name that is unique across the Integration Server
namespace. To rename one of the assets, you might need to disable the package that
contains the asset whose name you do not want to change. Change the name of the
IS asset in the package that you want to change. Then, re-enable both packages.

ISS.0014.9125E

Primary port change failed. The primary port must be a port associated with the
WmRoot package.

Explanation

An attempt to change the primary port failed because the chosen port is associated
with a package other than WmRoot.

Action

Select a port associated with the WmRoot package as the primary port. Alternatively,
change the chosen port to associate it with the WmRoot package and then designate
the port as the primary port.

ISS.0014.9126E

Primary port change failed. The primary port must be an enabled port.

Explanation

An attempt to change the primary port failed because the chosen port is not enabled.

Action

Select an enabled port as the primary port. Alternatively, enable the chosen port and
then designate the port as the primary port.

ISS.0014.9127E

Primary port change failed. The primary port must be an HTTP or HTTPS port.

Explanation

An attempt to change the primary port failed because the chosen port is not an HTTP
or HTTPS port.

Action

Select an HTTP or HTTPS port to use as the primary port.

ISS.0014.9128E

Primary port change failed. The primary port must be a standard port.

Explanation

An attempt to change the primary port failed because the chosen port was not a
standard port. Currently, the only non-standard port type is the diagnostic port.

Action

Select a standard HTTP or HTTPS port to use as the primary port. Do not select a
diagnostic port to be the primary port.
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ISS.0015.0002E

Error {0} initializing Invoke Manager class {1} from {2}

Explanation

Integration Server failed to initialize InvokeManager from the configuration file located
at <IntegrationServer_dir>/config/invokemanager.cnf file at startup.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0015.0003E

Error {0} initializing Invoke Manager with {2}

Explanation

Integration Server failed to initialize InvokeManager from the configuration file located
at <IntegrationServer_dir>/config/invokemanager.cnf file at startup.

Action

Using a text editor, open the <IntegrationServer_dir>/config/invokemanager.cnf file
and make sure that the content is not corrupt. If the error still occurs, consider
removing the invokemanager.cnf file and restarting Integration Server.

ISS.0015.0004E

Service {0} failed ACL access checking for user {1}

Explanation

The client application failed to invoke the service because the current user did not
have the Execute ACL privileges to execute the service.

Action

Using the Integration Server Administrator, examine the ACL settings of the service
as well as the ACL group to which the current user belongs. Make sure that the user
has the proper ACL settings.

ISS.0016.0006EE

Cannot cache {0} service. The cache manager {1} is not initialized.

Explanation

The cache manager SoftwareAG.IS.Services is not initialized.

Action

Check the configuration of the SoftwareAG.IS.Services cache manager.

ISS.0017.0001E

An error was encountered parsing {0}: {1}. See the Integration Server error log for
the full stack trace.

Explanation

Either the format of XML in the configuration file is invalid, or a specific setting is
not allowed.

Action

Read through the details provided in the error message and edit the configuration
file to correct the problem.

ISS.0017.0002I

Cache manager {0} created.

ISS.0017.0003E

{0} is required.

Explanation

A value is required for the indicated parameter.

Action

Supply a value for the parameter.
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ISS.0017.0004E

There is no cache manager named {0}.

Explanation

There is no cache manager with this name on Integration Server.

Action

Make sure the cache manager name is typed correctly and that it exists on the
Integration Server.

ISS.0017.0005E

There is no cache named {0} in the {1} cache manager.

Explanation

Integration Server tried to connect to the indicated cache, but there is no cache with
this name associated with the cache manager.

Action

Provide the name of a cache that is managed by the supplied cache manager.

ISS.0017.0006I

Cache {0} created.

ISS.0017.0007E

Cache manager names starting with "SoftwareAG" are reserved.

Explanation

The cache manager could not be created because the name is invalid.

Action

Choose a different name for the cache manager.

ISS.0017.0008I

Successfully deleted cache manager {0}.

ISS.0017.0009I

All elements have been removed from cache {1} of cache manager {0}.

ISS.0017.0010I

Disabled cache {1} of cache manager {0}.

ISS.0017.0011I

Enabled cache {1} of cache manager {0}.

ISS.0017.0012E

Cache manager {0} is not started.

Explanation

The service failed to execute because the specified cache manager is not available.

Action

Open Integration Server Administrator and go to the Settings > Caching page to verify
that the cache manager is started and the cache the service wants to use is enabled.

ISS.0017.0013E

Cache {1} for cache manager {0} not enabled.

Explanation

The operation could not be completed because the indicated cache could not be found
in the indicated cache manager.

Action

Make sure the cache name is typed correctly and that it is contained in the indicated
cache manager.
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ISS.0017.0014E

Cache manager {0} already exists.

Explanation

The cache manager could not be created because a cache manager with the indicated
name already exists on the Integration Server. The name you specify must be unique
on the Integration Server.

Action

Enter a new name for the cache manager that is unique to the Integration Server.

ISS.0017.0015E

The {0} cache manager attempted to connect to a Terracotta Server Array, but the
Integration Server license does not allow it. This cache manager will not be usable.

Explanation

To use this feature, Integration Server must have a license that allows distributed
caching.

Action

Obtain the appropriate license from Software AG Global Support and add it to the
Integration Server.

ISS.0017.0016E

If rejoin is enabled, a Terracotta Server Array URL must be supplied.

Explanation

You selected the Rejoin check box, but did not configure the cache manager to connect
to a Terracotta Server Array.

Action

Specify a Terracotta Server Array URL or clear the Rejoin check box.

ISS.0017.0017E

Cannot use the administrative services to change a system cache manager: {0}.

Explanation

The cache could not be created because a cache with that name already exists in the
cache manager. The name you specify must be unique within the cache manager.

Action

See Administering webMethods Integration Server for more information about system
cache managers.

ISS.0017.0018E

The {0} cache already exists.

Explanation

The cache could not be created because a cache with that name already exists in the
cache manager. The name you specify must be unique within the cache manager.

Action

Enter a name for the cache that is unique within the cache manager.

ISS.0017.0019E

Cannot delete a system cache manager: {0}.

Explanation

The cache manager you attempted to delete is a system cache manager and cannot
be deleted.

Action

See Administering webMethods Integration Server for more information about system
cache managers.
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ISS.0017.0020E

Cache manager name cannot contain any of these characters: ? [ ] / = + < > : ; " , * | ^
@

Explanation

The cache manager could not be created because the name you specified contains
invalid characters.

Action

Specify a new name using valid characters.

ISS.0017.0021E

Cache manager name cannot start with a '.' or end with a space.

Explanation

The cache manager could not be created because the name you specified contains
invalid characters.

Action

Specify a new name using valid characters.

ISS.0017.0022E

Cache manager name cannot be an operating system device name.

Explanation

The cache manager could not be created because the name you specified is a reserved
word as specified by your operating system.

Action

Specify a new name for the cache manager. Refer to your operating system's
documentation for a list of reserved words.

ISS.0017.0023E

An error was encountered updating {0}: {1}. See the Integration Server error log for
the full stack trace.

Explanation

While attempting to enable or disable clustering for the Integration Sever, an error
occurred while updating the Terracotta Cache Manager configuration files.

Action

Review the error details provided in the message and in the Integration Server error
log. After correcting the issue that caused the error, use Integration Server
Administrator to enable or disable clustering for the Integration Server.

ISS.0017.0024E

When a cache is distributed, Overflow to Disk, Overflow to Off-heap and Persist
to Disk cannot be selected.

Explanation

The Overflow to Disk, Overflow to Off-heap and Persist to Disk options are not
allowed with distributed caches.

Action

If you are creating a distributed cache, remove the values from the Overflow to Disk,
Overflow to Off-heap and Persist to Disk fields.

ISS.0017.0026E

Cache manager name is null in {0}. The cache manager will not be used

Explanation

A cache manager configuration file was supplied with a null cache manager name.

Action

Edit the configuration file and provide a name for the cache manager.
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ISS.0017.0027E

A cache manager named "{0}" has already been loaded from {1}. The name cannot
also be used in {2}. The cache manager in {2} will be ignored.

Explanation

More than one configuration file in the Integration Server_directory\config\Caching
directory contains the specified cache manager. Integration Server cannot load two
instances of the same cache manager. The cache manager that is already loaded is
being used. The cache manager in the second configuration file will be ignored.

Action

Either remove one of the configuration files or change the cache manager name in
one of the configuration files.

ISS.0017.0029I

Cache manager {0} successfully started.

ISS.0017.0030E

Cache manager {0} successfully reloaded.

Explanation

A value is required for the indicated parameter.

Action

Supply a value for the parameter.

ISS.0017.0031I

Cache manager {0} is already running.

ISS.0017.0032I

Cache manager {0} is not running.

ISS.0017.0033E

Cannot enable a system cache.

Explanation

The cache you attempted to enable is a system cache. System caches are used by
internal processes and cannot be modified.

Action

See Administering webMethods Integration Server for more information about system
caches.

ISS.0017.0034E

Cannot disable a system cache.

Explanation

The cache you attempted to disable is a system cache. System caches are used by
internal processes and cannot be modified.

Action

See Administering webMethods Integration Server for more information about system
caches.

ISS.0017.0035E

Cannot clear the contents of a system cache.

Explanation

The cache you attempted to clear is a system cache. System caches are used by internal
processes and cannot be modified.

Action

See Administering webMethods Integration Server for more information about system
caches.
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ISS.0017.0036E

Cannot start a system cache manager.

Explanation

The cache manager you attempted to start is a system cache manager. System cache
managers are used by internal processes and cannot be modified.

Action

See Administering webMethods Integration Server for more information about system
cache managers.

ISS.0017.0037E

Cannot shutdown a system cache manager.

Explanation

The cache manager you attempted to shutdown is a system cache manager. System
cache managers are used by internal processes and cannot be modified.

Action

See Administering webMethods Integration Server for more information about system
cache managers.

ISS.0017.0038E

Cannot reload a system cache manager.

Explanation

The cache manager you attempted to reload is a system cache manager. System cache
managers are used by internal processes and cannot be modified.

Action

See Administering webMethods Integration Server for more information about system
caches.

ISS.0017.0039E

Attempted to create cache manager {0} that connects to a Terracotta Server Array,
but the Integration Server license does not allow it. Cannot save cache manager
configuration.

Explanation

To use this feature, Integration Server must have a license that allows distributed
caching.

Action

Obtain the appropriate license from Software AG Global Support and add it to
Integration Server.

ISS.0017.0040I

Successfully evicted expired elements from the cache {0} contained in cache manager
{1}.

ISS.0017.0041I

Cleared all caches starting with name {0} contained within the cache manager {1}.

ISS.0017.0042I

Cleared all caches contained within the cache manager {0}.
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ISS.0017.0043E

Error occurred while clearing caches starting with name {0} contained within the
cache manager {1}. Details:{2}

Explanation

The service cannot remove the element from the cache for the reason indicated in the
message.

Action

Take the appropriate action based on the details shown in the message.

ISS.0017.0044E

Error occurred while clearing caches contained within the cache manager {0}.
Details:{1}

Explanation

The service did not clear the caches in the specified cache manager because of the
specified error.

Action

Take the appropriate action based on the details shown in the message.

ISS.0017.0045I

Added cache {0}.

ISS.0017.0046I

Updated cache {0}.

ISS.0017.0047I

Deleted cache {0}.

ISS.0017.0048E

{0} is not a distributed cache. Integration Server cannot synchronize with the
Terracotta Server Array.

Explanation

You can only synchronize distributed caches with a Terracotta Server Arrays.

Action

Set the Distributed option on all the caches you want to synchronize with the Terracotta
Server Array.

ISS.0017.0049E

The {0} cache manager is not running. Start the cache manager to synchronize the
cache with the Terracotta Server Array.

Explanation

You cannot synchronize caches against the Terracotta Server Array when the cache
manager is not running.

Action

Start the cache manager and then synchronize the cache with the Terracotta Server
Array.

ISS.0017.0050I

The configuration for the {0} cache has been synchronized with the Terracotta Server
Array.
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ISS.0017.0051I

Integration Server cannot evict expired elements for caches contained in a system
cache manager.

ISS.0017.0052I

Integration Server cannot reload the {0} cache manager because it is not running.

ISS.0017.0053E

The {0} cache in {1} has a different local configuration than the configuration on
the Terracotta Server Array. Integration Server is using the configuration from the
Terracotta Server Array.

Explanation

The configuration of the local cache should match that of the associated Terracotta
Server Array. If the local cache configuration does not match the configuration of the
Terracotta Server Array, Integration Server ignores the local cache configuration and
uses the configuration of the Terracotta Server Array.

Action

Configure the local cache to match the configuration of the Terracotta Server Array.

ISS.0017.0054I

Use Integration Server Administrator to synchronize mismatched cache
configurations with the Terracotta Server Array.

ISS.0017.0055E

Integration Server has registered a cache manager, but the configuration file is not
in the config/Caching directory. Integration Server cannot manage this configuration.

Explanation

Integration Server saved the configuration for a cache manager, but the configuration
file is not in the IntegrationServer/config/Caching directory. If the configuration is
valid, you can still use the cache manager, but you cannot use Integration Server
Administrator to stop or start the cache manager or edit its configuration.

Action

Copy the configuration file to the IntegrationServer/config/Caching directory and
restart Integration Server.

ISS.0017.0056E

The {0} cache manager is shut down but there is no configuration file associated
with it. Integration Server cannot restart this cache manager.

Explanation

The cache manager configuration file is not in the IntegrationServer/config/Caching
directory.

Action

Restore the missing configuration file to the IntegrationServer/config/Caching directory.

ISS.0017.0057E

The {0} cache manager is shut down but its corresponding configuration file ({1})
no longer exists. Integration Server cannot restart this cache manager.

Explanation

The cache manager configuration file is not in the IntegrationServer/config/Caching
directory.

Action

Restore the missing configuration file to the IntegrationServer/config/Caching directory.
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ISS.0017.0058E

Integration Server cannot remove the Terracotta Server Array URLs for this cache
manager because one or more of its caches are distributed. Clear the Distributed
option on all the caches.

Explanation

Integration Server cannot remove Terracotta Server Array URLs if any of the caches
contained in the cache manager are distributed.

Action

Shut down the cache manager and then change the Terracotta Server Array URLs.

ISS.0017.0059E

Integration Server cannot modify the Terracotta Server Array URLs for a cache
manager while it is running. Shut down the cache manager, then change the
Terracotta Server Array URLs.

Explanation

Integration Server cannot modify the Terracotta Server Array URLs for a cache
manager while it is running.

Action

Shut down the cache manager and then change the Terracotta Server Array URLs.

ISS.0017.0060I

Updated cache manager {0}.

ISS.0017.0061I

Added cache manager {0}.

ISS.0017.0062E

Integration Server encountered an error while parsing {0}: {1}.

Explanation

The cache manager configuration file contains invalid syntax.

Action

Manually edit the cache manager configuration file so that it is syntactically correct.

ISS.0017.0063I

The current Terracotta license is not valid for the BigMemory settings configured
for the {0} cache manager. To use the cache manager, either remove the BigMemory
settings from the configuration file or obtain a valid Terracotta license for
BigMemory.

ISS.0017.0064E

Deployment of cache manager {0} failed because of invalid license. Check the
Integration Server log for details.

Explanation

Integration Server could not deploy the cache manager because the license for
Integration Server or Terracotta is invalid.

Action

Acquire the correct license file for Terracotta, Integration Server, or both and then
redeploy the cache manager.
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ISS.0017.0065I

Reading cache manager configuration from file {0}.

ISS.0017.0066I

{0} is a system cache manager.

ISS.0017.0067I

Read cache manager {0} from file {1}.

ISS.0017.0068I

Integration Server is running in safe mode. Cache manager {0} not initialized.

ISS.0017.0069I

Initializing cache manager {0}.

ISS.0017.0070I

Cache manager {0} initialized.

ISS.0017.0072I

Shutting down cache manager {0}.

ISS.0017.0073I

Cache manager {0} is shut down.

ISS.0017.0074I

Shutting down cache managers.

ISS.0017.0075I

Finished shutting down cache managers.

ISS.0017.0076E

The value specified in the "Maximum Elements in Memory" field must be an integer
no larger than 2147483647.

Explanation

An invalid value was specified in the Maximum Elements in Memory field.

Action

Change the value to an integer no larger than 2147483647.

ISS.0017.0077E

Field cannot be changed while the cache manager is running: {0}

Explanation

The specified field cannot be modified while the cache manager is running.

Action

Shut down the cache manager, and then update the field. To shut down the cache
manager, open Integration Server Administrator and go to the Settings > Caching
page, then click the "Shutdown" link for the cache's cache manager.
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ISS.0019.7005E

Unable to retrieve client_secret for {0} from the secure password store. See the error
log for a full stack trace.

Explanation

Integration Server cannot retrieve the client secret for the specified OpenID Provider.

Action

Re-enter the client_secret value in the OpenID Provider’s configuration file and click
the Reload OpenID Providers link on the Security > OpenID page.If none of the
passwords work, the password store might be corrupt. Contact Software AG Global
Support.

ISS.0019.7007E

ID Token''s issuer claim {0} is invalid. It does not match the application''s OpenID
Provider issuer ID.

Explanation

Integration Server expected the iss field in the token to match the issuer value in the
OpenID Provider’s configuration file; however, the iss and issuer values do not match.

Action

Check that the issuer value in the OpenID Provider’s configuration file is correct. If
it is not, edit the OpenID Provider configuration file to include the correct issuer value.
Then, click the Reload OpenID Providers link on the Security > OpenID page.

ISS.0019.7008E

ID Token''s audience claim {0} does not match the application''s OpenID Provider
client ID.

Explanation

Integration Server expected the aud field in the token to match the client_id value in
the OpenID Provider’s configuration file.

Action

Check that the client_id value in the OpenID Provider’s configuration file is correct.
If it is not, edit the OpenID Provider configuration file to include the correct client_id
value. Then, click the Reload OpenID Providers link on the Security > OpenID page.

ISS.0019.7009E

ID Token''s audience claim has multiple values "{0}" but the required authorized
party claim is not present.

Explanation

The audience for an ID Token must contain the OAuth 2.0 client_id of the Relying
Party as an audience value but the required client_id is missing.

Action

No action required.

ISS.0019.7010E

ID Token''s authorized party claim {0} does not match the OpenID Provider client
ID {1}.

Explanation

The authorized party claim in the ID Token either does not contain or does not match
the OAuth 2.0 client_id for the Authorized Party. The ID token must contain the
authorized party claim when the ID Token has a single audience value and the
audience is not the Authorized Party.

Action

No action required.
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ISS.0019.7011E

ID Token has expired. Expiration claim value is {0}, current time is {1}.

Explanation

The ID Token issued by the OpenID Provider has expired and cannot be used for
authentication.

Action

Set the prompt value in the OpenID Provider’s configuration file to “login”, which
instructs the OpenID Provider to require the end user to log in using their credentials.
Then, click the Reload OpenID Provider link on the Security > OpenID page. Have
the user reissue the original request.

ISS.0019.7012E

ID Token has expired. Issued at time value is {0}, current time is {1}, provider''s
max_age limit is {2}.

Explanation

The age of the ID Token issued by the OpenID Provider exceeds the max_age value
in the OpenID Provider’s configuration file. The token cannot be used for
authentication.

Action

Increase the max_age value in the OpenID Provider’s configuration file and click the
Reload OpenID Provider link on the Security > OpenID page. Have the user reissue
the original request.

ISS.0019.7013E

ID Token''s asserted claim value(s) "{0}" do not match any of the provider''s asserted
claim values "{1}".

Explanation

The claim values in the token do not match any of the claim values for the OpenID
Provider.

Action

No action required.

ISS.0019.7015E

ID Token requires re-authentication, Maximum Authentication Age {0} has expired.
Authentication time was {1}, current time is {2}

Explanation

The user must be re-authenticated because the time elapsed since the token
authentication time exceed the Maximum Authentication Age.

Action

Re-authenticate the token. Set the prompt value in the OpenID Provider’s configuration
file to “login” and click the Reload OpenID Provider link on the Security > OpenID
page. Have the user reissue the request.

ISS.0019.7016E

{0} is null.

Explanation

The OpenID Provider’s token endpoint or userinfo endpoint did not return a token.

Action

Check the error log for an exception related to the request. Set
watt.server.oauth.custom.responseHeader to true and the server logging facility “0040
HTTP Response” to TRACE. Recreate the problem and check the server log for a
response header of X-OAuth-Error. If no error is reported, contact the OpenID Provider.
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ISS.0024.0001

Could not initialize User Manager.

ISS.0024.0002

Error occurred while initializing User Manager: Class {0} was not found in
CLASSPATH.

ISS.0024.0003

Error occurred while initializing User Manager: {0}

ISS.0024.0004

Could not access User Manager

ISS.0024.0005E

Could not read users.cnf (the file may be corrupt)

Explanation

Integration Server could not read user and group configuration information from the
users.cnf file. The file might be corrupt.

Action

Examine this file in the Integration Server /config directory. Ensure that the server
has read access to it. If the file is corrupted, you might need to set up the users and/or
groups again through the Integration Server Administrator.

ISS.0024.0006E

Could not write users.cnf (the file may be corrupt)

Explanation

Integration Server could not write user and group configuration information to the
users.cnf file. The file might be corrupt.

Action

Examine this file in the Integration Server /config directory. Ensure that the server
has write access to it. If the file is corrupted, you might need to set up the users and/or
groups again through the Integration Server Administrator.

ISS.0024.0007

The JDBCPool {0} associated with Central Users JDBC function is not defined so
the Central User Manager is not enabled

ISS.0024.0010

Central User Manager initialization failed with error : {0}

ISS.0024.0011

Not able to load the {0} Role/Group.

ISS.0024.0013

Integration Server cannot add group to ACL because the required parameter "{0}"
is not supplied.
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ISS.0024.0014

Integration Server cannot add group "{0}" to ACL "{1}" because ACL "{1}" is not
defined.

ISS.0024.0015

Integration Server cannot add group "{0}" to ACL "{1}" because group "{0}" is not
found.

ISS.0024.0018

Integration Server failed to add group "{0}" to ACL "{1}" because of exception: {2}.

ISS.0025.0009E

Integration Server could not initialize the cache manager. Stopping Integration
Server initialization. Use the server log and error log to diagnose and correct the
problem.

Explanation

This error occurs when Integration Server is configured to be in a cluster and cannot
connect to the Terracotta Server Array (TSA). This could happen because the TSA
URL in your cluster configuration is incorrect, the TSA is offline, or because there is
a network problem.

Action

(1) Verify that the Terracotta Server Array is available and accepting connections. (2)
If it is, start the server in safe mode by including the "-safeboot" argument in the
command line. On the Settings > Clustering page of Integration Server Administrator,
check that the Terracotta Server Array URL value is correct. (3) Make sure the network
configuration of the host is correct and there are no problems with your network.

ISS.0025.0034U

Dispatcher could not be shutdown: {0}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered a serious internal error while shutting down.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0025.0035

Dispatcher could not be started: {0}

ISS.0025.0040I

FIPS mode initialized

Explanation

Integration Server is operating under Federal Information Processing Standards.

Action

No action is required.

ISS.0025.0041I

FIPS mode not initialized

Explanation

Integration Server is not operating under Federal Information Processing Standards.

Action

No action is required.
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ISS.0025.0042S

FIPS mode could not be initialized. Shutting down server: {0}

Explanation

An error was encountered during initialization of FIPS mode operation.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support. Be prepared to provide configuration
information related to security provider and FIPS mode.

ISS.0025.0043S

Integration Server started in Safe Mode

Explanation

Integration Server is operating in safe mode either because it was started using the
safeboot switch or because there were problems with the master password. When
running in safe mode, Integration Server is not connected to any external resources,
except the server’s own external repository, and you cannot update any passwords.
If it is a master password problem, there will be other messages logged that indicate
that there was a master password problem.

Action

If you intended to start the Integration Server in safe mode, then no action is required.
If the Integration Server automatically started in safe mode due to a master password
problem, see the webMethods Integration Server Administrator documentation.

ISS.0025.0046

Monitoring API could not be initialized. JmsUrl = {0}. Value must be supplied for
JmsUrl.

ISS.0025.0047

Monitoring API could not be initialized because of following exception. Check
JMS Provider. {0}

ISS.0025.0048

Monitoring API could not be initialized. Check JMS Provider.

ISS.0025.0050

The JCE Unlimited Strength Jurisdiction Policy File was not found. Please install
it.

ISS.0025.0053

Error encountered while disabling Monitoring API.

ISS.0025.0054

Fabric Agent initialization failed.

ISS.0025.0056

FIPS could not be initialized because the JCE Unlimited Strength Jurisdiction Policy
File was not found. Shutting down Integration Server.
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ISS.0025.0058

Error reading system level information: {0}

ISS.0025.0059W

Error initializing cluster node name: {0}

Explanation

The specified cluster node name is an empty node name.

Action

Specify a non-empty cluster node name.

ISS.0025.0060W

Falling back on the fully qualified domain name as the cluster node name, cluster
node name is :{0}

Explanation

Integration Server is using the default cluster node name for the machine because the
cluster node name is empty or not provided.

Action

No action is required.

ISS.0025.0061E

The logical name for the cluster node is not correct: {0}

Explanation

The name for the cluster node is not valid. The logical host name you specify must
be unique within the cluster and cannot contain a semicolon (;).

Action

Specify a unique logical name to identify the Integration Server instance in the cluster.

ISS.0025.0062CC

Web services stack could not be initialized. Shutting down server: {0}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an error while initializing the Web services stack.
Typical reasons are:
1) Loading of axis2.xml file located in Integration Server_directory/config/wss or
Integration Server_directory/config/wssClient/conf folders failed because the file has
been modified.
2) Integration Server failed to initialize the policy manager for the Web service.

Action

If you have modified the axis2.xml file located in Integration
Server_directory/config/wss or Integration Server_directory/config/wssClient/conf
folders, make sure that the changes made are correct. For all other reasons, refer to
the details listed in the error message and respond accordingly.

ISS.0025.0063E

EDA Manager initialization failed: {0}

Explanation

The EDA Manager did not initialize during Integration Server start up.

Action

Review the exception returned with the error message to determine why the EDA
Manager did not initialize.
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ISS.0025.0064E

EDA Manager initialized.

Explanation

The EDA Manager initialized successfully.

Action

No action required.

ISS.0025.0065W

Encountered an error while disabling listeners. Proceeding with server shutdown.

Explanation

An error occurred while shutting down Integration Server. If the logging level for
logging facility 0025, Initialization, is set to Debug or higher, the server log will include
a stack trace with more details about the error.

Action

No action is required. Integration Server will shut down as requested.

ISS.0025.0066W

Encountered an error while suspending triggers. Proceeding with server shutdown.

Explanation

An error occurred while shutting down Integration Server. If the logging level for
logging facility "0025 Initialization" is set to Debug or higher, the server log will include
a stack trace with more details about the error.

Action

No action is required. Integration Server will shut down as requested.

ISS.0025.0070C

Integration Server detected files in config/work directory which suggests unapplied
configuration changes.

Explanation

When saving changes to configuration files, Integration Server first saves the
configuration changes in a temporary file in the
IntegrationServer_directory/instances/instanceName/config/work directory. After
saving the changes in a temporary file, Integration Server moves the temporary file
to the actual configuration file. This ensures that if unexpected behavior occurs before
the configuration changes are initially saved to the temporary file, only the temporary
file is impacted. The actual configuration file is not corrupted. If Integration Server
detects files in in the IntegrationServer_directory/instances/instanceName/config/work,
it suggests that changes to a configuration file were not saved to the temporary file
and that, therefore, the changes were not made to the actual configuration file.

Action

Use the contents of the
IntegrationServer_directory/instances/instanceName/config/work directory to
determine which configuration files were in the process of being changed. Decide
whether or not you want to redo the changes to the configuration files. Delete the
files under the directory and redo the configuration change if you so choose.

ISS.0026.0002E

Failure while loading service {0}: {1}

Explanation

Integration Server failed to install, enable, or reload the package because it could not
load a service in the package into its namespace.

Action

Examine the error message to determine the problem service. Usually this error occurs
when a Java service was not compiled before loading the package.
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ISS.0026.0005

Flow service could not be registered with the server: folder.servicename may already
exist.

ISS.0026.0006

Warning missing type name while loading service {0}

ISS.0026.0007

Warning missing type name in operation {0} while loading service {1}

ISS.0026.0008E

Error: Exception serializing Flow Service {0}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error with a flow service.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0026.0009E

Error: unknown flow operation type for node:{0} in file:{1}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error with a flow service.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0026.0010

Warning: {0} Operation with no body in service {1}

ISS.0026.0011

Warning: {0} Operation missing service name in {1}

ISS.0026.0012W

Warning: Flow Branch Operation must have switch name or use conditional labels
in {0}

ISS.0026.0013

Warning: Flow Branch Operation cannot have switch name and use conditional
labels in {0}

ISS.0026.0014

Warning: {0} Operation missing target path in {1}

ISS.0026.0015

Warning: {0} Operation missing source path name in {1}

ISS.0026.0016

Warning: Flow Map Delete Operation missing field name in {0}
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ISS.0026.0017

The HTTP URL alias could not be registered by the service {0}. "{1}" is already
registered as an alias for the path: {2}

ISS.0026.9101E

Missing flow.xml

Explanation

The flow.xml file does not exist. When a flow service is created, Integration Server
creates a flow.xml file and a node.ndf file in the
IntegrationServer\packages\packageName\ns\folderName directory that corresponds
to the package and folder in which the flow service was created.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0026.9102E

Read only {0}

Explanation

The flow.xml file cannot be updated because it is read-only.

Action

Navigate to the directory of the flow.xml file and make it a writable file.

ISS.0026.9103E

Unable to write to flow.xml

Explanation

An exception occurred while writing to the flow.xml file.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0026.9104E

Missing class {0}

Explanation

The specified Java class cannot be found. This error is returned by the JVM.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0026.9105E

Method {0} is not defined with the proper signature

Explanation

The signature of the Java service does not have a return type of void.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0026.9106E

No method {0} in class {1}

Explanation

The service is to be supported by a specific method in a class. However, the loaded
class does not contain the specified method.

Action

Make sure the class contains the method that you want to use to support the service.
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ISS.0026.9107E

Method {0} is unexpectedly null

Explanation

Method defined to support the invoked service is null.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0026.9108E

Unable to create service; Service name missing

Explanation

The service cannnot be created because the service name is missing. Integration Server
can only create and register services that have a name.

Action

Make sure to specify a name for the service.

ISS.0026.9109E

Already registered in {0}

Explanation

An identically named element already exists in another package. The fully qualified
element name must be unique across Integration Server. Fully qualified element names
use the format: folder.subfolder.subfolder:elementName

Action

Provide a different name for the element.

ISS.0026.9110E

{0} : Name already used by another service type in {1} package

Explanation

Integration Server cannot save or register the service because a service with that name
already exists in the package.

Action

Specify a different name for the service.

ISS.0026.9111E

Unable to register service; Package {0} is not enabled

Explanation

An attempt was made to register a service in a disabled package. A service can be
registered in an enabled package only.

Action

Enable the package and then attempt to register the service.

ISS.0026.9201E

Unknown service: {0}

ISS.0027.0001W

nCipher Hardware accelerator not available

Explanation

An error occurred while accessing the nCipher hardware.

Action

Turn the "0027 Server Configuration" logging facility up to TRACE on the Settings >
Logging > Server Logger page of the Integration Server Administrator and try again.
See the details of the error in the server log.
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ISS.0028.0002

Packages directory missing or corrupted

ISS.0028.0003

Unable to copy the original package manifest file: {0}

ISS.0028.0006

Unable to load {0} package (possibly due to circular dependencies)

ISS.0028.0007

This package requires {0} package (Version {1}) to load

ISS.0028.0008

Warning! Loading package from backup manifest file

ISS.0028.0009

Unable to read manifest file for {0} package

ISS.0028.0010

Unknown service type ({0}) in {1} package

ISS.0028.0011

Unable to write package manifest file: {0}

ISS.0028.0013

Startup service exited with the following error: {0}

ISS.0028.0014

Startup service {1} was not found in {0} package

ISS.0028.0016

Shutdown service exited with the following error: {0}

ISS.0028.0017

Shutdown service {1} was not found in {0} package

ISS.0028.0018

Server could not update the node definition file. Changes to the package were not
saved.

ISS.0028.0020

Unable to read node definition file
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ISS.0028.0021

Server could not update the node subdirectory. Changes to the package were not
saved.

ISS.0028.0022

Unable to locate class: {0}

ISS.0028.0023

Could not delete service

ISS.0028.0024

Invalid Package License key for Package: {0}

ISS.0028.0025

Unable to save Package Key for Package: {0}

ISS.0028.0026E

Invalid or corrupt namespace plug-in configuration found in {0} package

Explanation

Integration Server could not read plug-in configuration information from the
nsplugins.cnf file associated with the indicated package.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0028.0027

Namespace plug-in type name {0} in package {1} conflicts with existing type

ISS.0028.0028

Cannot create namespace factory class {0} in package {1}: {2}

ISS.0028.0029

Namespace factory class invalid type {0} in package {1}

ISS.0028.0030

Error: Will not load deprecated service type ({0}) in service {1} in package {2}

ISS.0028.0035

Package {0} has failed to load.

ISS.0028.0036

Document type {0} has failed to load. Duplicate Broker document type name {1} is
also referenced by {2}
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ISS.0028.0038

Error loading {0} : Name already used by another item in package {1}

ISS.0028.0039E

Failure while loading document type {0}: {1}

Explanation

Integration Server failed to load the document type into the namespace because
another document type with the same name was already being loaded into the
Integration Server namespace.

Action

Examine the error message to determine the problem document types. Check both
document types to make sure they have different names. If they have the same name
and both need to be loaded into the namespace, rename one and try again.

ISS.0028.0040E

Failure while loading schema {0}: {1}

Explanation

Integration Server failed to load the schema into the namespace because another
schema with the same name was already being loaded into the Integration Server
namespace.

Action

Examine the error message to determine the problem schemas. Check both schemas
to make sure they have different names. If both need to be loaded into the namespace,
rename one and try again.

ISS.0028.0041E

Failure while loading element {0}: {1}

Explanation

Integration Server failed to load the element into the namespace because another
element with the same name was already being loaded into the Integration Server
namespace.

Action

Examine the error message to determine the problem elements. Check both elements
to make sure they have different names. If both need to be loaded into the namespace,
rename one and try again.

ISS.0028.0043

Error unregistering node {0}: {1}

ISS.0028.0044W

Invalid classpath entry: {0}

Explanation

An I/O error occurred when Integration Server tried to access the file system to resolve
the canonical name of the directory in which the file exists.

Action

Check the file system for errors, such as problems with permissions and cyclical links.

ISS.0028.0045E

Failed to install package {0}. Another package exists with the name {1}

Explanation

Integration Server was unable to install a package because a package with the same
name already exists on the Integration Server.

Action

Rename one of the packages, either the existing package or the one you are trying to
install. Note that case does not matter; Integration Server considers "ABC" the same
name as "abc".
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ISS.0028.0046E

Unable to load package replication passwords from {0}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an error while loading the indicated class.

Action

Check the audit log for messages about the underlying cause of the exception.

ISS.0028.0047E

Unable to save package replication passwords to {0}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an error while loading the indicated resource.

Action

Check the Audit log for messages about the underlying cause of the exception.

ISS.0028.0048

Failed to read class {0} from input stream

ISS.0028.0049

Unable to locate resource {0}

ISS.0028.0051E

Task Scheduler startup service exited with the following error: {0}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an error while executing the scheduler startup service
task.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0028.0052E

Task Scheduler startup service {1} was not found in {0} package

Explanation

The package startup process could not locate the service named in the message.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0028.0055

Caching of package classes is disabled due to the following error for file [{0}]: {1}

ISS.0028.0056

The post-initialization startup service {0} threw an exception: {1}. See the error log
for the full stack trace.

ISS.0028.0057

Failure while registering HTTP URL alias "{0}" for the package {1}. Already registered
as an alias for the path: {2}

ISS.0028.0058

Failure while registering HTTP URL alias "{0}" for the package {1}. Already registered
by package {2} as an alias for the path: {3}
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ISS.0028.0059

Failure while registering HTTP URL alias "{0}". Already registered as an alias for
the path: {1}

ISS.0028.0060

Failure while registering HTTP URL alias "{0}". Already registered by package {1}
as an alias for the path: {2}

ISS.0028.0061E

Unable to load system package {0} due to dependency on non-system packages.

Explanation

Integration Server cannot load the specified system package because it depends on a
non-system package. System packages are pre-defined packages that are part of the
Integration Server product (for example, WmPublic). A system package can have
dependencies on other system package(s) only.

Action

Using Designer, edit the package dependencies for the specified system package to
remove the dependency on the non-system package.

ISS.0028.9999WError message – Unable to load the REST resource with URL template {0}, HTTP method(s)
{1}, and service {2} because the URL template contains either illegal or unsupported characters.
Explanation

The information you have specified for configuring the REST resource contains either
illegal or unsupported characters.

Action

Update the REST resource configuration to not include illegal or unsupported
characters.

ISS.0033.0001

Inactive server {0} was removed from cluster {1}

ISS.0033.0100

If any multicast setting is supplied (Discovery Address, Discovery Port, Time To
Live), they must all be supplied.

ISS.0033.0103E

Could not open the session cache. {0}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0033.0104E

Could not add server to the cluster. {0}

Explanation

Integration Server failed to add a server to the cluster.

Action

Make sure that the server repository is running and that the connection to other servers
is valid.
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ISS.0033.0108

Could not remove server from cluster. {0}

ISS.0033.0114E

Failed to add server statistics to the cluster cache. {0}.

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0033.0124E

Local Address

Explanation

Integration Server failed to remove expired sessions from the Repository. This is an
internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0033.0128

Unable to save settings to the server's configuration file.

ISS.0033.0143

Please restart the server to make the new settings take effect.

ISS.0033.0144

Changes not saved: {0} is required.

ISS.0033.0146

Evaluating host {0} to receive Session Document.

ISS.0033.0147

Register Session Document handler with host {0}.

ISS.0033.0148

Received unknown special document. Body = <<{0}>>.

ISS.0033.0149

Changes not saved. Invalid value. {0} must be an integer.

ISS.0033.0150

Changes not saved. Invalid Well Known Address. If either host or port is supplied,
both must be supplied. host={0}, port={1}.

ISS.0033.0151U

Communication with Terracotta Server Array has been lost.

Explanation

During server startup, Integration Server detected a problem with its configuration
that will prevent it from being part of a cluster.

Action

Check the Clustering and Repository settings for your Integration Server. Refer to the
webMethods Integration Server documentation for more information about clustering.
If you cannot determine the cause of the problem, contact Software AG Global Support.
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ISS.0033.0153E

Could not obtain a handle to ConnectionManager.

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0033.0154E

Could not save session {0} to the session cache. {1}.

Explanation

Integration Server failed to persist the indicated session to the Repository. This is an
internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0033.0155E

Could not create local session {0} from the cached session values. {1}.

Explanation

An Integration Server in a cluster tried to update a session object, but was unable to
find it. This in an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0033.0156E

Cluster Invoke did not complete successfully. Cluster Synchronization feature is
not configured.

Explanation

After a trigger configuration update, Integration Server attempted to apply the change
to other Integration Servers in the cluster, but was unable to. The most likely reason
is that the Cluster Synchronization feature has not been properly configured.

Action

Review the cluster synchronization for rrigger management text in the webMethods
Integration Server documentation for instructions on configuring your cluster to
propagate trigger changes to other Integration Servers in the cluster.

ISS.0033.0159

The TSA URL must be specified on the Settings > Clustering page in order to join
a cluster. Clustering has been disabled. This server is running in stand-alone mode.

ISS.0033.0161

CLUSTERING DISABLED: Could not create or join distributed clustering cache
"{0}". This server is NOT a member of a cluster.

ISS.0033.0162

The Cluster Name can contain only the following characters: alphanumerics, dashes,
underscores, and colons.

ISS.0033.0163

Cache configuration is invalid. Settings were not saved: {0}
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ISS.0033.0164

The ISInternal functional alias on the JDBC Pools page must be configured to use
an external database in order to enable clustering.

ISS.0033.0167

The ISInternal functional alias on the JDBC Pools page must be configured to use
an external database in order to join a cluster. Clustering has been disabled. This
server is running in stand-alone mode.

ISS.0033.0169

Logical cluster node name, {0}, is not valid.

Explanation

A cluster node name is either empty or null. Integration Server detects invalid cluster
node names at server initialization or when someone attempts to pin a scheduled task
to cluster node with an invalid name.

Action

Provide a non-empty cluster node name for the cluster node.

ISS.0033.0181I

Cluster name cannot contain any of these characters: ? [ ] / = + < > : ; " , * | ^ @

ISS.0033.0182I

Cluster name cannot start with a '.' or end with a space.

ISS.0033.0183I

Cluster name cannot be an operating system device name.

ISS.0033.0184I

Cluster name cannot be null or empty.

ISS.0033.0186W

Statsitics polling time set to 60 seconds because clustering is configured.

Explanation

Integration Server uses a value of 60 for the statistics polling time because the
watt.server.stats.pollTime server configuration parameter is set to a value less than
or equal to 0 (zero) or greater than 60. When clustering is configured,
watt.server.stats.pollTIme must be greater than 0 and less than or equal to 60.

Action

Set watt.server.stats.pollTime to value greater than 0 (zero) but less than or equal to
60.

ISS.0035.0002

Initial log rotation interval could not be set: {0} ms in not valid

ISS.0035.0004

Returned {0} lines while requested for {1} number of lines for error logs.
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ISS.0036.0002E

Errors occurred invoking URL {0}

Explanation

A client application using the Java API did one of the following:
1) Tried to invoke the indicated folder or service name, but specified the wrong
folder/service name.
2) Specified invalid certificates when setting up the SSL connection to the Integration
Server.

Action

Examine the error stack trace to determine which exception was thrown. If it is a
MalformedURLException, check the folder/service name provided in the API call and
make sure that you specified the fully qualified service name. If it is a
CertificateException, an IOException, or an InvalidKeyException, check the certificates
provided and make sure that they are valid.

ISS.0036.0004

Error occurred while pinging server: {0}

ISS.0036.0005

Error occurred while disconnecting from server: {0}

ISS.0036.0009E

Ping Failed to server: {0}

Explanation

A client application performed a periodic ping of a remote Integration Server. The
ping resulted in an exception.

Action

Verify that the remote Integration Server is up and running. In addition, verify that
there is network connectivity between the two servers.

ISS.0051.0002E

Error: {0}

Explanation

Integration Server failed to add a port, remove a port, or edit an existing port because
it could not save ports properties to <IntegrationServer_dir>/config/port.cnf.

Action

Examine the port.cnf file to make sure that it is not corrupt and not Read-Only. If the
file is corrupt, you may need to remove the file and restart Integration Server. After
you do this, you can re-add ports to the Integration Server.

ISS.0051.0003

Port {0} already registered

ISS.0051.0005

Unable to unregister port {0}
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ISS.0051.0008

Listener {0} was denied access to service {1}

ISS.0053.0002

Access denied for user {0} on port {1} from {2}.

ISS.0053.0003

Dispatch caught exception in run loop: {0}

ISS.0053.0005

Dispatch caught exception while trying to send response: {0}

ISS.0053.0006S

(tid={0}) Enterprise Gateway Server encountered the error "{1}" while handling a
request from client "{2}" at request URL "{3}".

Explanation

Enterprise Gateway Server experienced an internal error while handling the request.

Action

If the issue persists, contact the system administrator.

ISS.0053.0008I

(tid={0}) Attempting to forward the request to the Internal Server again because the
original attempt failed with exception "{1}". The retry count is {2} and the request
URL is "{3}".

Explanation

Enterprise Gateway Server failed to transmit the client request to the Internal Server
due to the indicated network exception. The server will automatically try to send the
request again. If the retry attempts fail, the server will log a message and fail the client
request.

Action

The action you take depends on the exception issued. Look at the exception message
for specific information.

ISS.0053.0009W

(tid={0}) Enterprise Gateway Server encountered an I/O error while writing the
Internal Server''s response back to the client at "{1}". The request URL is "{2}".

Explanation

An input/output error occurred between Enterprise Gateway Server and the Internal
Server.

Action

If the issue persists, contact the system administrator.

ISS.0053.0010E

(tid={0}) Enterprise Gateway Server encountered error "{1}" while handling the
request. The server is unable to retry the request at this time. The retry count is {2}.

Explanation

Enterprise Gateway Server experienced an internal error while handling the request.

Action

If the issue persists, contact the system administrator.
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ISS.0053.0011W

(tid={0}) Enterprise Gateway Server is stopping attempts to retry the request because
the content length "{1}" of the retry request does not match the content length "{2}"
of the original request. The retry count is {3}.

Explanation

Enterprise Gateway Server could not complete the request for the reason indicated.

Action

If the issue persists, contact the system administrator.

ISS.0053.0012S

Access is denied for user "{0}" on port {1} from client "{2}" through Enterprise
Gateway "{3}".

Explanation

Incorrect credentials were specified while connecting to the Internal Server through
the Enterprise Gateway.

Action

Supply valid credentials.

ISS.0053.0013

(tid={0}) API Gateway encountered an I/O error while responding to a request from
the client at "{1}". The request URL is "{2}".

Explanation

API Gateway cannot respond to the specified client request because of an I/O error.

Action

Retry the request. If the issue persists, contact your system administrator.

ISS.0053.0014

(tid={0}) API Gateway encountered the error "{1}" while handling a request from
the client. The server is unable to retry the request at this time. The retry count is
{2}.

Explanation

The server is unable to retry the request after the retry count exceeded the predefined
threshold.

Action

Contact your system administrator.

ISS.0053.0016

(tid={0}) API Gateway encountered an error while handling a request from client
"{1}" at the request URL "{2}".

Explanation

API Gateway encountered an error while handling the specified client request.

Action

Retry the request. If the issue persists, contact your system administrator.

ISS.0053.0017

Access denied for user "{0}" on port {1} from client "{2}" through API Gateway "{3}".

Explanation

The current user cannot access API Gateway on the specified port because of not
having the proper ACLs.

Action

Check the ACLs for the current user. Ensure that the user has the correct ACLs to
access API Gateway on the specified port.
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ISS.0054.0002E

CSRF attack detected. CSRF token is not present in the request URL: {0}

Explanation

CSRF secure token is missing in the request URL, possibly due to a CSRF attack.

Action

If the request is valid, provide a valid CSRF secure token for the request.

ISS.0055.0001E

Critical Java Service error

Explanation

Integration Server encountered a serious internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0055.0002

Service setup {0} uses old-style signature

ISS.0055.0003

Initialization of Java Service {0} failed due to error: {1}

ISS.0056.0001

No SMTP server set. Cannot deliver mail

ISS.0056.0002

No recipient specified. Cannot deliver mail

ISS.0056.0003

Unable to send mail. *{0}*

ISS.0056.0004

Invalid SMTP port specified {0}. SMTP logging turned off

ISS.0059.0001U

Interrupted {0}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0070.0003W

Error encountered creating {0} listener on port {1}: {2}

Explanation

An error was encountered while creating a listener.

Action

See the excpetion message for details about the error. Use the exception message to
correct the error.

ISS.0070.0004E

Failed to load configuration information

Explanation

An error occurred while creating a listener from the settings in a package's listeners.cnf
file.

Action

Go to the Settings > Logging > Server Log page in the Integration Server Administrator
and increase the logging level for the "0070 Listeners" logging facility to TRACE.
Reload the package that has the affected port or restart Integration Server. If the
problem recurs, capture the exception written to the server log and send it to Software
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AG Global Support. If you cannot connect to Integration Server because all ports are
affected, contact Software AG Global Support and provide them with the listener.cnf
file from the WmRoot package.

ISS.0070.0006E

Failed to save configuration information

Explanation

An error occurred while saving listener settings.

Action

Increase the logging level for the "0070 Listeners" logging facility to TRACE and try
to save the listener settings again. If the problem recurs, capture the exception written
to the server log and send it to Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0070.0008W

Failed to bootstrap listener {0}

Explanation

The listener could not be started from the settings in the listeners.cnf file in a package's
config directory. This file may have been manually edited or corrupted.

Action

If you have a backup of the listeners.cnf file, restore it and reload the package or restart
Integration Server.

ISS.0070.0013W

Failed to start listener {0}. The following error was encountered: {1}

Explanation

Could not start the listener.

Action

See error details in the message.

ISS.0070.0025I

Access to {0} from host {1} was denied.

Explanation

The host with the specified IP address is unable to invoke services through the specified
port. Possible reason for this could be the following:- The host with the specified IP
address is in the deny list of the port. - In case of an Enterprise Gateway, the host is
in the Enterprise Gateway deny list.

Action

The following lists the actions you can take:- If the host with the specified IP address
is in the deny list of the port, delete the host from the Deny List table in the Security
> Ports > IP Access > <port> page in the Integration Server Administrator.- If the host
with the specified IP address is in the Enterprise Gateway deny list, delete the IP
address of the host from the Denied IP Address List table in the Security > Enterprise
Gateway Rules > Denial of Service Options page in the Integration Server
Administrator.

ISS.0070.0027E

An I/O or Socket exception has occurred on {0}

Explanation

An error occurred while listening on a port.

Action

See the exception message for details about the error.
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ISS.0070.0030W

Duplicate alias {2} encountered creating {0} listener on port {1}

Explanation

When loading a package, Integration Server encountered a port alias that is the same
as an existing port alias on Integration Server. The alias for a port must be unique
across the Integration Server. Integration Server loads and enables the package but
will not create the port with the duplicate alias.

Action

If you do not want the port created, you do not need to do anything. However, if you
want the port to be created when the package is loaded, delete the existing port with
that alias, create a new port that has the same properties as the just deleted port, and
then reload the package containing the duplicate alias. Integration Server creates the
port when the package is reloaded.

ISS.0070.9001E

Invalid global service {0}

Explanation

Invalid global service name provided for message processing. An e-mail listener was
started. When the Integration Server tried to determine which service to use for
message processing for this listener, the Integration Server detected a problem with
the name of the service specified as the Global Service. The Global Service overrides
the setting for the Default Service or the service specified in the e-mail message from
the e-mail client. The problem could be that the service name is specified in the wrong
case (service names are case sensitive) or that the specified service does not exist in
the Integration Server's namespace.

Action

Examine the Global Service name provided. Make sure the name is in the correct case
and that the service exists in the Integration Server's namespace.

ISS.0070.9002E

Invalid default service {0}

Explanation

An e-mail listener was started. When the Integration Server tried to determine which
service to use for message processing for this listener, the Integration Server detected
a problem with the name of the service specified as the Default Service. The Integration
Server executes the Default Service if no service is specified in the e-mail message
and no service is specified for the Global Service in the Email Client Configuration
screen on the Integration Server Administrator. The problem could be that the service
name is specified in the wrong case (service names are case-sensitive) or that the
specified service does not exist in the Integration Server's namespace.

Action

Examine the Default Service name provided. Make sure the name is in the correct
case and that the service exists in the Integration Server's namespace.

ISS.0070.9003

Enable failed: Could not log into account {0}@{1}
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ISS.0070.9005

Must provide Server Host

ISS.0070.9006

Must provide Server Type

ISS.0070.9007

Must provide User Name

ISS.0070.9009

Error starting to listen: {0}

ISS.0070.9010

A number must be provided for the port

ISS.0070.9011E

An invalid port number was provided

Explanation

An administrator entered an invalid port number on a port configuration screen in
the Integration Server Administrator.

Action

Specify a positive integer from 1 through 65534 for the port number.

ISS.0070.9012

A port number must be provided

ISS.0070.9013

Private key not specified

ISS.0070.9014

Private key file does not exist

ISS.0070.9015

Listener is not enabled

ISS.0070.9016

A listener must be provided

ISS.0070.9017

Could not process certificate {0}

ISS.0070.9018

Peer certificate chain is not present
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ISS.0070.9019

Peer certificate is not in IS Certificate map

ISS.0070.9020

Peer certificate chain is not trusted

ISS.0070.9021

Invalid/unsupported listener type found, {0}

ISS.0070.9022

Invalid value for minimum threads, {0}

ISS.0070.9023

Invalid value for maximum threads, {0}

ISS.0070.9024

Invalid value for thread priority, {0}

ISS.0070.9025

Invalid min/max threads min={0} is greater than max={1}

ISS.0070.9026

Invalid thread priority {0}, minimum priority={1} and maximum priority={2}

ISS.0070.9027

Invalid port backlog queue value={0}

ISS.0070.9028

Invalid keep alive timeout value={0}

ISS.0070.9029

Invalid Enterprise Gateway internal port number {0}

ISS.0070.9030

Invalid port number {0}

ISS.0070.9031

Invalid maximum number of connections value {0}

ISS.0070.9039

Access denied to host: Hostname verification failed. The CN "{0}" in the subject
DN of the certificate does not match the hostname "{1}".
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ISS.0070.9040

Aborting connection, Server Certificate purpose verification failed

ISS.0070.9041

Key alias is empty. Specify a key alias for the port or a global SSL key alias on the
Security > Certificates > Edit page.

Explanation

The port cannot be enabled because a key alias was not specified and there is not a
default SSL key alias for the Integration Server.

Action

Before enabling the port, either define a key alias or specify a default SSL key alias
for the Integration Server. The default SSL key alias is the keys alias specified during
configuration of the SSL authentication credentials for the Integration Server. To use
a defined key alias with the HTTPS port, specify that keystore alias in the create or
update operation. To use the Integration Server's default SSL key alias with the HTTPS
port, do not supply key alias information for the create or update operations.

ISS.0070.9042

Keystore alias is empty. Specify a keystore alias for the port or a global SSL keystore
alias on the Security > Certificates > Edit page.

Explanation

The port cannot be enabled because a keystore alias was not specified and there is
not a default SSL keystore alias for the Integration Server.

Action

Before enabling the port, either define a keystore alias or specify a default SSL keystore
alias for the Integration Server. The default SSL keystore alias is the keystore alias
specified during configuration of the SSL authentication credentials for the Integration
Server. To use a defined keystore alias with a port, specify that keystore alias when
creating or updating the port. To use the Integration Server's default SSL keystore
alias with the port, do not supply keystore alias information when creating or updating
the port.

ISS.0070.9043

Invalid keypair specified. Public and private keypair moduli don't match

ISS.0070.9044E

Unsupported key type: {0}. The HTTPS/FTPS listener supports RSA keys only.
Specify a key store that contains the appropriate RSA private key.

Explanation

HTTPS or FTPS listener is configured with a keystore having DSA or EC key types.
The HTTPS/ FTPS listener currently supports only RSA keys.

Action

Configure the HTTPS or FTPS listener to use a keystore that contains the RSA key.

ISS.0070.9046E

Invalid character/s found in host name, {0}, in IP Access Deny list.

Explanation

The specified host in the deny list contains one or more invalid characters.

Action

Correct the host name to remove the invalid characters. The host names or IP addresses
can include upper and lower case alphabetic characters, digits (0-9), hyphens (-), and
periods (.) and cannot include spaces. For IPv6, IP addresses can also include colons
(:) and brackets ([])
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ISS.0070.9048E

Integration Server cannot find the file {0} specified for the server configuration
parameter {1}.

Explanation

The specified server configuration parameter uses a file to identify the allowed cipher
suites; however, Integration Server cannot find the file.

Action

Make sure the server configuration parameter specifies the correct location of an
existing file.

ISS.0076.9021E

Error invoking the protocol buffer compiler. Error: {0}

Explanation

An error has occurred while trying to compile a message descriptor for a publishable
document type. At run time, the error text from the compiler replaces the {0}
placeholder in the message. This error could occur under several circumstances
including: when an IS document type is made publishable for the first time, when a
publishable document type is edited and then saved, or when the publishable
document type is synchronized with the Universal Messaging server.

Action

Use the error message to identify and correct the error. Then, repeat the action that
led to the error. For example, if the error occurred when saving changes to a
publishable document type, retry saving the publishable document type.

ISS.0076.9022E

Protocol buffer coder cannot find descriptor in document type: {0}

Explanation

An error occurred while encoding or decoding an instance of the specified publishable
document type. Integration Server cannot find the message descriptor for the
publishable document type. Integration Server creates a message descriptor for a
publishable document type with an encoding type set to protocol buffers.

Action

Make sure the publishable document type is synchronized with the messaging
provider.

ISS.0081.9183E

All binders must contain the same operations

Explanation

The binders in the Web service descriptor do not contain the same operations. In a
service first provider Web service descriptor with multiple binders, the binders must
contain the same operations.

Action

Modify the binders to contain the same operations.

ISS.0081.9184W

The web service descriptor does not contain any operations

Explanation

A provider Web service descriptor cannot be saved if it does not contain any
operations.

Action

Add operations to the provider Web service descriptor.
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ISS.0081.9185E

Cannot resolve operation {0} in binding {1}; operation does not have a unique
SOAPAction or a unique first element name.

Explanation

The provider Web service descriptor could not be created because the operation in
the specified binding does not have a unique SOAPAction value or the first part
element in the operation's input message is not unique. If neither of these values are
unique, Integration Server cannot match an incoming web service request with an
operation.

Action

Modify the WSDL document so that operations within a binding have unique
SOAPAction values or make sure operations with duplicate SOAPAction values have
an input message in which the first part element is unique.

ISS.0081.9186W

Web service name will change from: {0} to: {1}

Explanation

Changing the value of the Pre-8.2 compatibility mode property for a provider Web
service descriptor results in a change to the value of the name attribute in the
wsdl:service element in the associated WSDL document. Web service descriptors that
run in pre-8.2 compatibility mode use the local name of the Web service descriptor
as the service name. Web service descriptors that do not run in pre-8.2 compatibility
mode use the fully qualified name of the Web service descriptor as the service name.
For example, suppose that a Web service descriptor has the fully qualified name
folder.myFolder:myWebService. If the Web service descriptor runs in pre-8.2
compatibility mode, in the WSDL document, the value of the name attribute in the
wsdl:service element is "myWebService". If the Web service descriptor does not run
in pre-8.2 compatibility mode, in the WSDL document, the value of the name attribute
in the wsdl:service element is "folder.myFolder:myWebService".

Action

Existing consumer Web service descriptors and Web service connectors created from
an earlier version of the WSDL document are not affected by the service name change
and will execute as expected. However, web service clients created on other platforms
might be affected. If a web service client is affected by the name change, regenerate
the client using the updated WSDL document.

ISS.0081.9191W

The fault has a message part "{0}" defined by the type "{1}". Message parts in a fault
must be defined by the element attribute instead of the type attribute.

Explanation

The WSDL for the Web service descriptor contains a fault message part defined by
the type attribute. To be deployed to the Web services stack in version 8.2 or later of
Integration Server, the fault message part must be defined using the element attribute.

Action

To enable the WSDL for the Web service descriptor to be deployed to the Web services
stack, modify the fault message part in the source WSDL used to create the Web
service descriptor.
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ISS.0081.9192W

WS Security Handler has no effect when the Pre-8.2 compatibility mode property
is false. To enforce WS Security attach WS Policies.

Explanation

When a Web service descriptor is not running in pre-8.2 compatibility mode (i.e., the
Pre-8.2 compatibility mode property is set to false), Integration Server does not execute
the WS Security Handler. As a result, the WS Security Handler has no effect and WS
Security will not be enforced.

Action

If you want to enforce WS Security, create the appropriate WS Policies and attach the
WS Policies to the Web service descriptor.

ISS.0081.9193W

WS Policies has no effect when the Pre-8.2 compatibility mode property is true.

Explanation

When a Web service descriptor is running in pre-8.2 compatibility mode (i.e., the
Pre-8.2 compatibility mode property is set to true), Integration Server does not enforce
WS Policies attached to the Web service descriptor.

Action

If you want to enforce WS Policies (including those with WS-Security assertions), set
the Pre-8.2 compatibility mode property to false. As an alternative, if you want to
keep the Pre-8.2 compatibility mode property is set to true and still enforce WS Security
policies, you can use the Integration Server WS Security facility. In this case, remove
all WS Policies that you have attached to the Web service descriptor and attach the
WS Security Handler. For more information about the WS Security Handler, see the
Designer online help.

ISS.0081.9205E

JMS Binders are not supported when Pre-8.2 compatibility mode is true.

Explanation

One of the following situations occurred: the Pre-8.2 compatibility mode property
was changed from false to true for a Web service descriptor that contains a binder
with a Transport property set to JMS, a binder that specifies the JMS transport was
added to a Web service descriptor that runs in compatibility mode (the Pre-8.2
compatibility mode property is set to true), or the Transport property for an existing
binder was changed to JMS for a Web service descriptor that runs in compatibility
mode. A Web service descriptor for which the Pre-8.2 compatibility mode property
is set to true does not support binders with a JMS transport.

Action

If you want to keep the JMS binder, change the Pre 8.2 compatibility mode property
from true to false. If you want to keep the Web Service descriptor in Pre 8.2
compatibility mode, delete any binders using the JMS transport or change the binder
Transport property to a supported transport (HTTP or HTTPS). Then, save the
modified Web service descriptor.

ISS.0084.0001E

Invalid credentials

Explanation

Integration Server validates any credentials (username/password or certificates) that
are supplied by the client, and if those credentials fail to match any user known to
Integration Server, Integration Server will return this exception back to the client.

Action

Supply the correct credentials.
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ISS.0084.9009W

Warning: CSRF secure token is not present in the request. If you still want to
complete this request, click Continue.

Explanation

CSRF token is missing in the request URL, possibly due to a CSRF attack.

Action

If the request is valid, click Continue to complete the request.

ISS.0084.9010E

CSRF secure token is not present in the request.

Explanation

CSRF token is missing in the request URL, possibly due to a CSRF attack.

Action

If the request is valid, provide a valid CSRF token for the request.

ISS.0084.9101E

Access Denied

ISS.0085.9208E

Service first provider Web service descriptors cannot be refreshed.

Explanation

An attempt was made to refresh a service first provider Web service descriptor. Only
WSDL first provider Web service descriptors and consumer Web service descriptors
can be refreshed.

Action

None.

ISS.0085.9209E

Cannot refresh Web service descriptor. The Web service descriptor cannot be found
in the Integration Server namespace.

Explanation

A Web service descriptor cannot be refreshed because it does not exist in the
Integration Server namespace.

Action

None.

ISS.0085.9211E

Cannot roll back Web service descriptor to previously saved version.

Explanation

An attempt to refresh a Web service descriptor failed. However, Integration Server
could not roll back to the most recently saved version of the Web service descriptor
and its associated assets. This can happen if Integration Server becomes unresponsive
when rolling back the Web service descriptor.

Action

Delete the Web service descriptor and recreate it using the updated WSDL document.
Note that any changes made to the Web service descriptor, such as new headers or
faults, will be lost. Alternatively, if the Web service descriptor was checked into a
version control system, check out the last checked in version of the Web service
descriptor and then refresh the Web service descriptor
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ISS.0085.9212E

Cannot Save the refreshed Web service descriptor.Integration Server will rollback
to the most recently saved versions of the Web service descriptor and its associated
assets.

Explanation

The WSDL file used to refresh the Web service descriptor contains or references an
invalid schema.

Action

Use the information in the server log to determine why the schema is invalid. Correct
the WSDL file or the associated XML Schema definition. Then, refresh the Web service
descriptor.

ISS.0085.9213E

Cannot refresh Web service descriptor. One or more operations cannot be merged.
Integration Server will roll back to the most recently saved versions of the Web
service descriptor and its associated assets.

Explanation

As part of refreshing a Web service descriptor, Integration Server merges in changes
made to existing services used as operations. One of the following can prevent
Integration Server from merging the changes in successfully: - The contents or
properties of an existing service could not be merged into the refreshed version of
the service. - The ACL information could not be set for the refreshed service. - An
existing service could not be locked. Integration Server will roll back to the most
recently saved versions of the Web service descriptor and its associated assets.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support. Obtain a copy of the server log before contacting
support.

ISS.0085.9214W

The {0} docTypes folder contained one or more user-defined document types used
for headers. These document types were deleted when the Web service descriptor
was refreshed.

Explanation

The specified docTypes folder contains a document type used for a header in the Web
service descriptor. This document type will be deleted upon refresh. When refreshing
a Web service descriptor, Integration Server deletes the WSDName_docTypes folder
and all elements contained in that folder and its subfolders. Integration Server will
not recreate any assets manually added to the folder or its subfolders.

Action

Do not add any assets to any of the folders created automatically by Integration Server
for a Web service descriptor including the WSDName_doctypes folder. If you added
any assets to the folders, move the assets to another folder before refreshing the Web
service descriptor.

ISS.0085.9215W

The {0} docTypes folder contained one or more user-defined document types used
for faults. These document types were deleted when the Web service descriptor
was refreshed.

Explanation

The specified docTypes folder contained a document type used for a fault in the Web
service descriptor. This document type will be deleted upon refresh. When refreshing
a Web service descriptor, Integration Server deletes the WSDName_docTypes folder
and all elements contained in that folder and its subfolders. Integration Server will
not recreate any assets manually added to the folder or its subfolders.
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Action

Do not add any assets to any of the folders created automatically by Integration Server
for a Web service descriptor including the WSDName_doctypes folder. If you added
any assets to the folders, move the assets to another folder before refreshing the Web
service descriptor.

ISS.0085.9262

No registered handler found for Header QName:{0}

Explanation

The WSDL you are using to create the Web service connector has a header defined,
but a matching header handler is not registered in Integration Server.

Action

Add a header handler with a QNAME matching the Document Universal Name to
Integration Server, then create the Web service connector. If you do not have the
appropriate header handler, you can continue the process and Developer will create
the Web service connector without the header information.

ISS.0085.9283

Unknown ExtensibleElement ''{0}'' found in SOAPBinding ''{1}''

Explanation

The WSDL used to create the Web service descriptor contains a binding element with
a child other than SOAP 1.1 or SOAP 1.2. Integration Server does not support
extensions to SOAP, such as sdk:binding (Microsoft SOAP-Toolkit extensions).
Integration Server will process the valid portions of the SOAP 1.1 or SOAP 1.2 binding,
but will skip processing of the unsupported extension.

Action

Verify that the WSDL contains a valid SOAP 1.1 or SOAP 1.2 binding, and is usable
without the extension.

ISS.0085.9315E

Binding {0} contains duplicate operation names {1}

Explanation

Web service descriptor cannot be generated. A binding in the WSDL document contains
more than one operation with the same name.

Action

Modify the WSDL document so that operation names are unique within a binding.

ISS.0085.9317E

Error occurred during export of the package {0}. Details : {1}

Explanation

Integration Server could not export the package because an error occurred during
export.

Action

Read through the details provided in the error message and take corrective steps.

ISS.0085.9318E

Invalid parameters passed. Make sure each required parameter is passed as an
input to the service.

Explanation

Integration Server cannot export the assets because the required input parameters
are not specified.

Action

Specify all the required parameters.
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ISS.0085.9319E

Archive name passed ''{0}'' is invalid

Explanation

The name of the archive contains illegal characters.

Action

Remove all illegal characters from the archive name.

ISS.0085.9320E

Invalid service found; service {0} does not define any ports

Explanation

The WSDL document contains a wsdl:service element that does not define any ports.
A Web service descriptor cannot be created.

Action

Modify the WSDL document to include ports in the wsdl:service element.

ISS.0085.9321E

Invalid port found; port {0} does not specify a binding

Explanation

The WSDL document contains a wsdl:port element that does not specify a binding.
A Web service descriptor cannot be created.

Action

Modify the WSDL document to include a binding for the port.

ISS.0085.9322E

Invalid SOAP binding found; binding {0} does not contain all operations for
corresponding portType {1}

Explanation

The specified binding does not contain all of the operations declared in the specified
portType.

Action

Modify the WSDL document so that the binding contains all of the operations declared
in the specified portType.

ISS.0085.9323W

Port alias for JMS Binder ''{0}'' set to ''{1}''. Ensure that this is the correct port alias.

Explanation

When creating a WSDL first provider Web service descriptor, Integration Server uses
the first JMS provider web service endpoint alias listed on the Settings > Web Service
Endpoints page in Integration Server Administrator as the port alias.

Action

If you want to use a different JMS provider web service endpoint alias as the port
alias, select the JMS binder and assign a different port alias.

ISS.0085.9324E

Unable to create JMS Binder for binding {0}. There is not a defined JMS provider
web service endpoint alias.

Explanation

When creating a WSDL first provider Web service descriptor, Integration Server uses
the first JMS provider web service endpoint alias listed on the Settings > Web Service
Endpoints page in Integration Server Administrator as the port alias. If there is no
defined JMS provider web service endpoint alias, Integration Server does not create
the Web service descriptor.

Action

Create a JMS provider web service endpoint alias. Then create the WSDL first provider
Web service descriptor.
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ISS.0085.9325E

Invalid parameter passed. {0} is a required parameter.

Explanation

Integration Server cannot export the assets because the required input parameters
are not specified.

Action

Specify all of the required parameters.

ISS.0085.9326E

Error occurred while exporting runtime configurations: {0}. For more information,
see the Integration Server logs.

Explanation

Deployer encountered an error while exporting runtime configurations: {0}.

Action

Check Integration Server log for more information.

ISS.0085.9327E,W

Unknown transport found in binding {0}. {1} is not a valid transport value.

Explanation

The WSDL document used as the source for the Web service descriptor contains a
binding with an invalid transport attribute. Integration Server will not create a WSDL
first provider Web service descriptor when a binding transport is invalid. Integration
Server will create a consumer Web service descriptor when a binding transport is
invalid if the WSDL document contains other valid bindings.

Action

No action is required.

ISS.0085.9328E,W

No transport found in binding {0}. Valid transport value is required.

Explanation

The WSDL document used as the source for the Web service descriptor contains a
binding that does not specify a transport. Integration Server will not create a WSDL
first provider Web service descriptor when a binding transport is missing. Integration
Server will create a consumer Web service descriptor when a binding transport is
missing if the WSDL document contains other valid bindings.

Action

If possible, determine the actual transport type and then edit the WSDL document to
specify that transport for the specified binding.

ISS.0085.9329E,W

Unable to create JMS Binder for binding {0}. JMS Binders can be created using
Designer only.

Explanation

The source WSDL document for the Web service descriptor contains a SOAP JMS
binding. Developer cannot be used to create a WSDL first provider Web service
descriptor from a WSDL document with a SOAP JMS binding. Developer can be used
create a consumer Web service descriptor from a WSDL document with a SOAP JMS
binding if the WSDL document contains other valid SOAP HTTP bindings, but the
resulting consumer Web service descriptor will not have a JMS binder.

Action

Use Designer to create the Web service descriptor.
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ISS.0085.9331E

Error occurred while deploying the asset: {0}. For more information, see the
Integration Server logs.

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an error while deploying the asset. Typical reasons
for this error are: 1) Stream is already read. 2) An I/O error occurred. 3) Value for
aclData input parameter is not provided. 4) Any other error that occurred during
deployment.

Action

Read through the details provided in the error message and take corrective steps.

ISS.0085.9333W

JVM "{0}" of the target Integration Server for installing package "{2}" is older than
the recommended JVM "{1}".

Explanation

The target Integration Server is running a JVM version that is older than the version
recommended by the source package.

Action

Ensure that the target Integration Server is running the same or a later version of the
JVM specified during release creation.

ISS.0085.9334E

The version of target package cannot be null for a patch release.

Explanation

The source package being installed is a patch release, but when the patch release was
created, no version was specified for the target package.

Action

Specify a version for the target package when creating the patch release.

ISS.0085.9335W

The target Integration Server version "{2}" and the Integration Server version "{1}"
recommended by source package "{0}" are incompatible.

Explanation

The target Integration Server version does not match the Integration Server version
recommended by the source package.

Action

Ensure that the version of the target and source Integration Servers are the same.

ISS.0085.9336W

Package "{2}" will not be deployed because the source package is a patch release
and target package version: "{0}" does not match the required target package version:
"{1}".

Explanation

During installation of a patch release, Integration Server detected that the version of
the target package is not the version required by the patch release.

Action

Install the correct version of the target package before applying the patch.

ISS.0085.9337W

Package "{0}" will not be deployed because the source package is a patch release
and the target package does not exist.

Explanation

Integration Server could not install the package because the source package being
installed is a patch release and the required package does not exist on the target server.

Action

The following lists the actions you can take: 1) Install the package in the target server
before applying the patch. -OR- 2) Redefine the source package to a full release before
deploying the package on the target server.
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ISS.0085.9338W

Package "{2}" will not be deployed because the version of source package: "{0}" is
older than the version of target package: "{1}".

Explanation

The package installed in the target server is of a later version than the source package
being installed.

Action

Ensure that the version of the package on the target server is earlier than or the same
as the package being installed.

ISS.0085.9341E

Recursive invoke of wm.server.util:remoteInvoke service on a local server is not
allowed.

Explanation

You cannot invoke the wm.server.util:remoteInvoke service using the
wm.server.util:remoteInvoke service recursively on a local server. Recursive invoke
of wm.server.util:remoteInvoke service on a local server results in reduced thread
availability and after sometime, Integration Server stops responding.

Action

Make sure that you are not invoking the wm.server.util:remoteInvoke service
recursively on a local server.

ISS.0085.9377E

Internal Error - Asset {0} does not exist

Explanation

While using the local service development feature in Software AG Designer, an attempt
to move, copy, or rename an IS asset, such as a flow service, java service, document
type, or trigger, resulted in an internal error occurred. At run time, the {0} in the
message is replaced with the name of the IS asset being moved, copied, or renamed.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0085.9380E

Invalid folder name {0}. Error : {1}

Explanation

The specified folder name is invalid.

Action

Specify a valid folder name.

ISS.0085.9381E

Folder {0} is not empty

Explanation

The specified folder must be empty.

Action

Delete the contents of the specified folder or specify an empty folder.

ISS.0085.9382E

Message addressing endpoint alias "{0}" of type "{1}" does not exist.

Explanation

The specified message addressing endpoint alias does not exist.

Action

Ensure that the message addressing endpoint alias name that you specified is correct
and that this endpoint alias exists.
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ISS.0085.9383E

Cannot delete message addressing endpoint alias "{0}" because it is referred to by
the following provider endpoint aliases {1}

Explanation

A Web service endpoint alias for a provider Web service descriptor is using the
message addressing endpoint alias that you attempted to delete as a part of the
Response Map. Integration Server can only delete a message addressing endpoint
alias if it is not in use.

Action

Before deleting a message addressing endpoint alias, ensure that the endpoint alias
is not associated with the Response Map of any provider Web service endpoint alias.

ISS.0085.9385E

Reliable messaging sequence {0} not found.

Explanation

No reliable messaging sequence for the specified internal Sequence Id was not found.

Action

Ensure that a valid Internal Sequence Id is specified.

ISS.0085.9389E

Host Name must be only ASCII characters.

Explanation

Host Name contains non-ASCII characters. Host Name must consist of only ASCII
characters.

Action

Specify a valid host name consisting of only ASCII characters.

ISS.0085.9390E

User Name must be only ASCII characters.

Explanation

User Name contains non-ASCII characters. Host Name must consist of only ASCII
characters.

Action

Specify a valid User Name consisting of only ASCII characters.

ISS.0085.9391E

Port Number must be positive integer between 0 and 65535 (inclusive).

Explanation

Port must be a positive integer.

Action

Specify a valid integer between 0 and 65535 (inclusive) for Port.

ISS.0085.9392E

Password must be only ASCII characters.

Explanation

Password contains non-ASCII characters. Password must consist of only ASCII
characters.

Action

Specify a valid password consisting of only ASCII characters.
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ISS.0085.9393E

Proxy server alias {0} does not exist.

Explanation

Proxy server alias does not exist.

Action

Specify a valid configured proxy server alias.

ISS.0085.9394E

Protocol must be either HTTP or HTTPS or FTP or SOCKS.

Explanation

The specified protocol is not valid. Protocol must be HTTP, HTTPS, FTP or SOCKS.

Action

Specify one of the following as the protocol: HTTP, HTTPS, FTP, or SOCKS.

ISS.0085.9395E

Invalid FTP proxy type.

Explanation

Invalid FTP proxy type. The FTP proxy type must be an integer within the range of
0 and 7 (inclusive).

Action

Specify an interger within the range of 0 to 7 (inclusive).

ISS.0085.9396E

Proxy server alias contains illegal characters.

Explanation

The Proxy server alias name is invalid because it contains invalid characters such as
#&@^!%*:$./\\~;,~+=)(|}.{/\><.

Action

Specify a proxy server alias name that does not contain the following characters:
#&@^!%*:$./\\~;,~+=)(|}.

ISS.0086.9063E

Missing required value: string

Explanation

The string parameter is required but is either missing from the pipeline or is null.

Action

Make sure the string parameter is being supplied to the service and that the value of
string is not null.

ISS.0086.9263E

Specified path [{0}] is not on the [{1}] allowed list in the fileAccessControl
configuration file

Explanation

The specified path is not in the list of allowed directories and/or files for the specified
parameter in the fileAccessControl.cnf file. For the pub.file services, Integration Server
provides additional validation checks by ensuring that the paths supplied to the
pub.file services are listed in the relevant parameter (allowedReadPath,
allowedWritePath, or allowedDeletePath) in the fileAccessControl.cnf file. At run
time, the {0} is replaced by the supplied path and the {1} is replaced with the parameter
that is being checked in the fileAccessControl.cnf file.

Action

If the supplied path is listed for the specified parameter in the fileAccessControl.cnf,
make sure that the supplied path does not contain any errors such as misspellings,
misplaced punctuation, and so forth. Keep in mind that path names are case-sensitive
on a UNIX-based system. Additionally, note that if the path includes a semicolon, the
two backslashes that must precede the semicolon for a parameter in the
fileAccessControl.cnf file do not need to be included in the path supplied to the input
parameter of a pub.file service. If the specified path should be in the allowed list for
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the specified parameter but is not, edit the parameter in the fileAccessControl.cnf file
to include the path.

ISS.0086.9287E

Applications cannot set the "{0}" field in the HTTP response header.

Explanation

The input to the pub.flow:setResponseHeader service specifies a header field that
cannot be set by an application.

Action

Change the input to the pub.flow:setResponseHeader service so that it does not specify
a header field that cannot be set by an application.

ISS.0086.9288E

Either "{0}" or "{1}" must be supplied

Explanation

A value is required for one of the two indicated parameters.

Action

Supply the missing value.

ISS.0086.9290E

Invalid JMS property name "{0}"; property name must contain only Java identifier
part characters.

Explanation

The property name specified as input to pub.flow:setResponseHeaders does not meet
the syntax requirement for JMS properties as described in the Java Message Service
standard.

Action

Modify the property name to meet the syntax requirements for JMS properties. Refer
to the Java Message Service standard for information about syntax requirements for
message properties.

ISS.0086.9291E

Invalid JMS property name "{0}"; reserved word.

Explanation

The property name specified as input to pub.flow:setResponseHeaders contains a
reserved word as described in the Java Message Service standard.

Action

Modify the property name by removing the reserved word. Refer to the Java Message
Service standard for information about reserved words for message properties.

ISS.0086.9292E

Applications cannot set the "{0}" field in the JMS response header.

Explanation

The input to the pub.flow:setResponseHeader service specifies a message header field
that cannot be set by an application.

Action

Change the input to the pub.flow:setResponseHeader service so that it does not specify
a header field that cannot be set by an application.
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ISS.0086.9293E

At least one of the parameters, "generateHeaderDocumentTypes",
"generateBodyDocumentTypes" or "generateFaultDocumentTypes", must be set to
true.

Explanation

The "generateHeaderDocumentTypes", "generateBodyDocumentTypes", and
"generateFaultDocumentTypes" parameters are all set to false while executing the
pub.soap.handler:generateDocumentTypesFromWSDL service.

Action

Set the value of any one of these parameters to true.

ISS.0086.9294E

If convertAllPackages is set to true, packageNames cannot be specified.

Explanation

When convertAllPackages is set to true, the pub.ws.utils:setCompatibilityModeFalse
service sets the Pre-8.2 compatibility mode property to false for each Web service
descriptor in an enabled package. It is invalid to specify individual packages in
packageNames as well.

Action

Either remove the specified value for packageNames or set convertAllPackages to
false.

ISS.0086.9295E

If convertAllPackages is set to false, packageNames must be specified.

Explanation

When convertAllPackages is set to false, the packageNames parameter must specify
the names of the packages that contain the Web service descriptors for which to change
the Pre-8.2 compatibility mode value.

Action

Either specify packages in packageNames or set convertAllPackages to true.

ISS.0086.9296E

Package {0} not enabled.

Explanation

The specified package is not enabled. The pub.ws.utils:setCompatibilityModeFalse
service can change Web service descriptors in enabled packages only.

Action

Enable the package.

ISS.0086.9297E

Package {0} not found.

Explanation

The packageNames parameter specifies a package that does not exist.

Action

Ensure that the package name is spelled correctly. Additionally, verify that package
exists on the Integration Server.

ISS.0086.9298E

Unable to lock Web service descriptor for editing.

Explanation

The Pre-8.2 compatibility mode property cannot be changed because an error occurred
while attempting to lock the Web service descriptor for editing.

Action

Determine what error prevents locking of the Web service descriptor by examining
the lock properties of the Web service descriptor or by attempting to lock (or check
out) the Web service descriptor. Either action should provide a detailed error message
that you can use to resolve the error. Then either run the
pub.utils.ws:setCompatibilityModeFalse service again or lock (check out) the Web
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service descriptor and change the value of the Pre-8.2 compatibility mode property
manually.

ISS.0086.9299E

Web service descriptor is locked by another user.

Explanation

The Pre-8.2 compatibility mode property cannot be changed because another user
has the Web service descriptor checked out or locked for editing.

Action

Review the lock properties of the Web service descriptor to determine which user has
it checked out or locked for editing. After the user unlocks (or checks in) the Web
service descriptor, either run the pub.utils.ws:setCompatibilityModeFalse service
again or lock (check out) the Web service descriptor and change the value of the
Pre-8.2 compatibility mode property manually.

ISS.0086.9309E

Could not release a lock of type {0} for key {1} in cache {2} contained within the
cache manager {3}. Error:{4}

Explanation

The specified lock type for the specified key, cache, and cache manager does not match
the actual lock type held. This error also occurs if a release lock is called from a thread
that did not lock the key.

Action

Specify the correct lock type or invoke the service from the same thread that acquired
the lock.

ISS.0086.9312E

Error while executing command {0}: {1}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an error while executing the command. Typical reasons
are: 1) The session is invalid. 2) The command parameter is invalid. 3) The SFTP server
is not reachable.

Action

Read through the details provided in the error message and take corrective steps.

ISS.0086.9313E

Invalid session {0}

Explanation

The session key that you specified is invalid.

Action

Ensure that session key is correct and that the session corresponding to this session
key exists.

ISS.0086.9314E

Session {0} expired.

Explanation

The session key that you specified has expired.

Action

Adjust the session timeout value for this SFTP user alias according to your
requirements. Once a session expires, you must create a new session.
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ISS.0086.9315E

Session {0} is in use. Integration Server does not support parallel command execution
on a session.

Explanation

You attempted to execute commands in parallel.

Action

Integration Server does not support parallel command execution on a session. Ensure
that you execute the commands sequentially.

ISS.0086.9316E

One or more required values are missing: {0}.

Explanation

You have not provided all the mandatory input parameters that Integration Server
requires to execute the SFTP put command.

Action

Ensure that you provide all the input parameters to execute the SFTP put command.
For example, to execute the put command, you have the option to provide a
combination of contentStream and remote file name. Integration Server throws this
error if you do not provide both the input parameters in this combination.

ISS.0086.9317E

Invalid mode: {0}.

Explanation

The mode that you specified to execute an SFTP command is invalid.

Action

Ensure that you specify a valid value for mode. Valid values are
"OVERWRITE","RESUME", and "APPEND".

ISS.0086.9334E

The packageNames and documentTypeNames input parameters are mutually
exclusive.

Explanation

Values cannot be specified for both the packageNames and documentTypeNames
input parameters.

Action

Specify either packageNames or documentTypeNames or neither. If you specify
neither, Integration Server searches through all the
pub.utils:messaging:migrateDocTypesTriggersToUM attempts to migrate all
publishable document types contained in packages that do not start with the letters
“wm” in any case combination.

ISS.0086.9335E

Error creating package archive:{0}.

Explanation

Integration Server could not create an archive for a package. At run time, the {0} is
replaced by the error message that caused package archiving to fail.

Action

Use the error message to correct the cause of the error, then , execute the
pub.utils.messaging:migrateDocTypesTriggersToUM service. Note that when using
the service to migrate the contents of multiple packages, it might be hard to determine
for which package Integration Server could not create an archive. If the server log
facility 0153 Dispatcher (Universal Messaging) is set to the Debug level, when the
pub.utils.messaging:migrateDocTypesTriggersToUM service executes, the server log
will indicate which package Integration Server attempted to archive when the error
occurred.
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ISS.0086.9336E

Unable to lock for editing. Lock status:{0}.

Explanation

The publishable document type could not be locked and therefore cannot be updated.

Action

Use the lock status to determine why the publishable document type is locked. Once
the publishable document type is unlocked, execute the
pub.utils.messaging:migrateDocTypesTriggersToUM service.

ISS.0086.9337E

Locked by another user:{0}.

Explanation

The publishable document type could not be locked because it is already locked by
the specified user. For the publishable document type to be updated, it must be
unlocked or locked by the user executing the
pub.utils:messaging:migrateDocTypesTriggresToUM service.

Action

Ask the user who has the publishable document type locked to unlock it. Once the
publishable document type is unlocked, execute the
pub.utils.messaging:migrateDocTypesTriggersToUM service.

ISS.0086.9339E

Could not find newConnectionAlias {0}.

Explanation

Integration Server cannot find the Universal Messaging connection alias specified for
the newConnectionAlias parameter. It is possible the alias does not exist or there is
an error in the supplied alias name.

Action

Specify an Universal Messaging connection alias that exists on Integration Server as
the value for newConnectionAlias. Make sure you spell the alias name properly.
Universal Messaging connection alias names are case sensitive. Then, re-execute the
pub.utils.messaging.migrateDocTypesTriggersToUM service.

ISS.0086.9340E

Cannot find document type:{0}.

Explanation

Integration Server cannot locate the document type.

Action

Make sure the document type exists on Integration Server. Then, re-execute the
pub.utils.messaging.migrateDocTypesTriggersToUM service.

ISS.0086.9341E

The specified element is not a document type.

Explanation

An element specified for the documentTypeNames parameter is not a document type.
Valid values for the documentTypeNames parameter are names of publishable
document types that exist on Integration Server.

Action

Make sure the documentTypeNames parameter specifies only publishable document
types that exist on Integration Server. Then, re-execute the
pub.utils.messaging.migrateDocTypesTriggersToUM service.
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ISS.0086.9342E

The specified element is not a publishable document type.

Explanation

An element specified for the documentTypeNames parameter is not a publishable
document type. Valid values for the documentTypeNames parameter are names of
publishable document types that exist on Integration Server.

Action

Make sure the documentTypeNames parameter specifies only publishable document
types that exist on Integration Server. Then, re-execute the
pub.utils.messaging.migrateDocTypesTriggersToUM service.

ISS.0086.9343E

Package not found

Explanation

The contents of the package could not be migrated because Integration Server cannot
find the package. The packageNames input parameter specifies a package that does
not exist on Integration Server.

Action

Make sure the packageNames parameter specifies only packages that exist on
Integration Server. Then re-execute the
pub.utils.messaging:migrateDocTypesTriggersToUM service.

ISS.0086.9344E

Package disabled

Explanation

The contents of the package could not be migrated because the package is disabled.
Only the contents of enabled packages can be migrated.

Action

Enable the package and re-execute the
pub.utils.messaging:migrateDocTypesTriggersToUM service.

ISS.0086.9345W

Document type does not belong to a package or belongs to a system package.

Explanation

The pub.utils.messaging.migrateDocTypesTriggersToUM service skipped migration
for a publishable document type because the publishable document type did not
belong to a package or belongs to a system package. A system package begins with
the letters “wm” in an case combination. The service modifies publishable document
types or webMethods messaging triggers in a system package only when the system
package is specified in the packageNames input parameter or the publishable
document type was specified in the documentTypeNames input parameter.

Action

To migrate the skipped publishable document type, re-execute the
pub.utils.messaging.migrateDocTypesTriggersToUM service and specify the
publishable document type name in the documentTypeNames input parameter.
Alternatively, to migrate multiple publishable document types in a system package,
re-execute the pub.utils.messaging.migrateDocTypesTriggersToUM service and
specify the system package in the packageNames input parameter.
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ISS.0086.9346I

Document type not changed.

Explanation

Integration Server skipped migration for the document type because the
pub.utils.messaging.migrateDocTypesTriggersToUM service did not make any changes
to the publishable document type.

Action

No action required.

ISS.0086.9347I

Package does not contain publishable document types.

Explanation

Migration failed for the package because it does not contain any publishable document
types that can be migrated.

Action

No action required.

ISS.0086.9348E

The "serviceName" input parameter is required.

Explanation

There is no service name specified for the serviceName input parameter.

Action

Specify a service name for the serviceName input parameter.

ISS.0086.9350E

The "resultSetKey" input parameter is optional.

Explanation

The pipeline key name specified for the resultSetKey input parameter does not exist
in the pipeline.

Action

Specify the correct pipeline key name for the servicePipeline input parameter.

ISS.0086.9351E

The pipeline key name "{0}" does not exist in the wrapped service pipeline.

Explanation

The specified pipeline key name does not exist in the wrapped service.

Action

Verify the resultset key value returned by the wrapped service.

ISS.0086.9352E

The $internal service input parameter is required.

Explanation

The calling service must create the $internal service input parameter before calling
iterator.

Action

Create the required $internal input parameter for the iterator service and rerun.

ISS.0086.9353E

The timeToLive input parameter must be greater than 0.

Explanation

The timeToLive input parameter must have a value of greater than 0.

Action

Specify a value that is greater than 0 for the timeToLive input parameter.
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ISS.0086.9354E

The batchSize input parameter must be greater than 0.

Explanation

The batchSize input parameter requires a value greater than 0.

Action

Set the batchSize input parameter to a value greater than 0 and rerun the service.

ISS.0086.9355E

The service request has expired.

Explanation

The value specified in the timeToLive input parameter has expired and the result set
has been removed from the cache.

Action

Increase the value for timeToLive and rerun the service.

ISS.0086.9356W

Document type is not assigned to a UM connection alias.

Explanation

Integration Server skipped the document type during migration because a value was
not specified for newConnectionAlias or a newConnectionAlias specified a Broker
connection alias and the document type is either associated with a Broker connection
alias or is publishable locally.

Action

Specify a value for newConnectionAlias and re-execute the
pub.utils.messaging:migrateDocTypesTriggersToUM service. Alternatively, use
Designer to assign the document type a Universal Messaging connection alias and
then re-execute the pub.utils.messaging:migrateDocTypesTriggersToUM service.

ISS.0086.9361E

newConnectionAlias:{0} must be an existing UM connection alias.

Explanation

The newConnectionAlias input parameter specifies an alias that does not exist or
specifies a Broker connection alias. The
pub.utils.messaging.migrateDocTypesTriggersToUM service can be used to migrate
publishable document types to a UM connection alias only

Action

Specify the name of a Universal Messaging connection alias that exists on Integration
Server and then re-execute the pub.utils.messaging:migrateDocTypesTriggersToUM
service.

ISS.0086.9362I

Trigger does not contain any filters.

Explanation

Integration Server skipped the trigger during migration because the trigger does not
contain any filters.

Action

No action required.

ISS.0086.9363W

Trigger already specifies a value for Provider Filter (UM).

Explanation

Migration of the filters in the trigger failed because one or more of the trigger
conditions already contains a value for Provider Filter (UM). A trigger filter cannot
be migrated if a value already exists in Provider Filter (UM).

Action

Manually create the needed Provider Filter. For information about creating trigger
filters for use with Universal Messaging, see the documentation.
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ISS.0086.9365E

Error retrieving Broker Transport Factory.

Explanation

Integration Server cannot connect to the Broker. Specifically, the Broker Transport
Factory cannot be located. Either the connection to the Broker is unavailable or the
connection to the Broker is not configured correctly. A Broker connection is required
for the pub.utils.messaging:migrateDocTypesTriggersToUM service to execute
successfully.

Action

Make sure the Broker connection alias is properly configured, the Broker is installed
and properly configured, and that the Broker is available.

ISS.0086.9366E

Error retrieving Broker Transport.

Explanation

Integration Server cannot connect to the Broker. Either the connection to the Broker
is unavailable or the connection to the Broker is not configured correctly. A Broker
connection is required for the pub.utils.messaging:migrateDocTypesTriggersToUM
service to execute successfully.

Action

Make sure the Broker connection alias is properly configured, the Broker is installed
and properly configured, and that the Broker is available

ISS.0086.9367E

Error retrieving Broker Admin Client.

Explanation

Integration Server cannot connect to the Broker. Either the connection to the Broker
is unavailable or the connection to the Broker is not configured correctly. A Broker
connection is required for the pub.utils.messaging:migrateDocTypesTriggersToUM
service to execute successfully.

Action

Make sure the Broker connection alias is properly configured, the Broker is installed
and properly configured, and that the Broker is available.

ISS.0086.9368I

Converted Filter:{0} to Provider Filter (UM):{1}.

Explanation

Integration Server converted the expression in Filter to the expression in Provider
Filter (UM).

Action

No action required.

ISS.0086.9369W

Partial filter conversion - Dropped:{0}.

Explanation

The complete filter in the Filter field could not be migrated to the Provider Filter (UM)
field. Integration Server migrated some expressions in the filter successfully, but could
not migrate one or more expressions in the original filter. The
pub.utils.messaging:migrateDocTypesTriggersToUM service returns this message
for each expression that could not be migrated. At run time, the portion of the
expression that could not be migrated replaces the {0} in the message. The contents
of the Filter field will not change. That is, Integration Server does not remove the filter
expressions that it migrated to Provider Filter (UM) field from the Filter field.

Action

No action is required. However, you might want to edit the contents of the Filter field
by removing the expressions that were migrated to Provider Filter (UM). This will
eliminate duplicate filter processing.
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ISS.0086.9371E

The node specified as input for the node parameter does not exists or is not a DOM
node

Explanation

The node specified as input to the node parameter for the
pub.xmldata:domNodeToXMLData service does not exist or is not a DOM node.

Action

Make sure the node specified as input for the node parameter for the
pub.xmldata:domNodeToXMLData service exists and is a DOM node.

ISS.0086.9372E

The document type specified for the conformsTo input parameter does not exist
or is not an XML document type.

Explanation

The document type specified for the conformsTo input parameter for the
pub.xmldata:domNodeToXMLData service either does not exist or is not an XML
document type.

Action

Make sure that the document types specified as input to the conformsTo parameter
exists and is an XML document type..

ISS.0086.9373E

The document specified as input for the xmlDataDocument parameter does not
exist or is not of type XMLData.

Explanation

Either the specified document as input for the xmlDataDocument parameter does not
exist or it is not of type XMLData. The pub.xmldata.xmlDataToXMLString service
requires that the input document be of type XMLData.

Action

Make sure the document specified as input for xmlDataDocument exists and is of
type XMLData. Use the Document data type property for the specified document to
determine if it is of type XML Data.

ISS.0086.9380E

The servicePrincipal input parameter is required if a jaasContext is specified.

Explanation

If the pub.client:http service specifies a value for the auth/kerberos/jaasContext input
parameter, the auth/keberos/servicePrincipal input parameter must be specified as
well.

Action

Specify a value for the auth/Kerberos/servicePrincipal input parameter.

ISS.0086.9381E

A value is not supplied for the Kerberos clientPassword input parameter. The
Keberos clientPassword must be specified if the Kerberos clientPrincipal is supplied.

Explanation

The pub.client:http service specifies a value for the auth/kerberos/clientPrincipal input
parameter but does not specify a value for the auth/kerberos/clientPassword input
parameter. If clientPrincipal is specified, then clientPasswoard must be specified.

Action

Specfiy a value for the auth/kerberos/clientPassword field.
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ISS.0086.9382E

Input to {0} must be an inputstream.

Explanation

The input must be an input stream.

Action

Specify an inputstream.

ISS.0086.9383E

Input must be a byte array or an inputstream.

Explanation

The input must be a byte array or an input stream.

Action

Specify a byte array or input stream.

ISS.0086.9384E

Input to {0} must be a (byte[]).

Explanation

If the user does not provide a byte[] type

Action

User should provide a byte[].

ISS.0086.9385E

Error while processing the signature stream:

Explanation

User encounters problem while reading the stream

Action

To inform the user that there is a problem in processing the stream.

ISS.0088.9108E

SOAP Handler {0} already registered

Explanation

While executing pub.soap.processor:registerProcessor, Integration Server could not
register the custom SOAP message processor because the registry already has a SOAP
message processor registered for the supplied directive.

Action

When registering a custom SOAP message processor using
pub.soap.processor:registerProcessor, specify a directive for which there is not already
a custom SOAP message processor. Alternatively, use
pub.soap.processor:unregisterProcessor to unregister the custom SOAP message
processor that is currently registered to the specified directive and then register the
new SOAP message processor with that directive.

ISS.0088.9109

SOAP is only supported using HTTP POST protocol

Explanation

The SOAP message handler was not able to accept the request because the SOAP
message was submitted to Integration Server using the HTTP GET method. The SOAP
message handler only accepts requests via the POST method (per W3C specification).

Action

Modify the client to use HTTP POST to submit SOAP messages to Integration Server.
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ISS.0088.9110E

Invalid BOOLEAN value {0} for variable {1}; must be 0 or 1

Explanation

The addHeaderEntry service failed because the mustUnderstand attribute was not
set correctly.

Action

Check the logic in the process that failed to make sure that it sets the value of the
specified variable to either 0 or 1. No other values are permitted when setting the
mustUnderstand attribute.

ISS.0088.9111E

Cannot load or execute the SOAP processor {0}

Explanation

The SOAP message handler cannot process the SOAP message because the requested
SOAP processor is non-operational.

Action

On the server, check the status of the service that is registered to directiveName. Make
sure this service is loaded and operating successfully. (Frequently this error occurs
because the processor was modified and then did not recompile successfully.)

ISS.0088.9112E

An Exception was thrown in the server:{0}

Explanation

Integration Server, the SOAP processor, or one of the services processing the message
has thrown an exception.

Action

See the detail element in the SOAP fault to determine the exception that was thrown
and which process it was thrown by.

ISS.0088.9113E

The SOAP Envelope does not have a Body block

Explanation

The SOAP client was given a soapRequestData that did not contain a body element.

Action

Examine the logic in the client to see whether it uses the stringToSoapData or
streamToSoapData service to generate their SOAP objects. If so, determine whether
the String or stream from which the SOAP object was generated represented a valid
SOAP message. Also check whether the SOAP processor or client used any of the
data removal utilities (such as removeHeaderEntry or removeBodyEntry) and might
have inadvertently removed the entire Body element.

ISS.0088.9116]E

The server cannot execute the requested SOAP utility; required parameter {0} is
missing or invalid

Explanation

The requested SOAP utility service failed to execute because a required parameter
was not supplied.

Action

Check the logic in the SOAP processor or client to make sure that it passes the correct
parameters to each SOAP utility service that it invokes.
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ISS.0088.9117E

One or more header entries were not understood by the SOAP processor

Explanation

The SOAP processor has rejected the SOAP message because it cannot obey a
mandatory header entry (a header entry whose mustUnderstand attribute is enabled).

ISS.0088.9118E

Parameter {0} must be a valid soapData

Explanation

The requested SOAP utility service failed to execute because the value supplied to
the specified parameter s not a SOAP object.

Action

Examine the logic in the SOAP processor or client and make sure that it passes a SOAP
object to the specified parameter.

ISS.0088.9119E

SOAP Processor did NOT return a valid SOAP Response

Explanation

The message handler did not receive a valid SOAP message from the SOAP processor.

Action

Examine the logic in the SOAP processor to make sure that it composes the SOAP
response message correctly. For example, check to see whether it the processor uses
the stringToSoapData or streamToSoapData services to generate soapResponseData.
If so, determine whether the original String or stream represents a valid SOAP message.
If the SOAP processor logic seems correct, contact Software AG Global Support. This
would indicate a serious internal error.

ISS.0088.9120E

Parameter {0} is not one of the valid data types: {1}

Explanation

The requested SOAP utility failed to execute because the specified parameter did not
have the correct data type. The exception message identifes the data type that is
expected.

Action

Examine the logic in the SOAP processor or client and make sure that it passes an
object of the specified data type to the specified parameter.

ISS.0088.9122E

Service {0} does not exist

Explanation

The SOAP facility could not complete the requested operation because it could not
find the specified service. This error is issued by various SOAP processes (e.g.,
registering a SOAP processor, invoking a SOAP processor, invoking a target service).

Action

Examine the process that failed and make sure that it specifies the name of the
requested service correctly. For example, if you receive this error when registering a
SOAP processor, check that you have specified the svcName parameter correctly.
Remember that service names are case-sensitive.
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ISS.0088.9123E

Requested SOAP processor {0} is not registered on this server

Explanation

The Integration Server could not process the SOAP message because it does not have
the SOAP processor requested by the client.

Action

On the client side, verify that the correct process directive is specified in the URL
(remember that the directive is case-sensitive). If the client has specified the process
directive correctly, then use pub.soap.processor:list to verify that the requested
processor is registered on the Integration Server.

ISS.0088.9124E

SOAP Message does not conform to the SOAP message model

Explanation

The SOAP message passed to the validateSoapData utility failed validation (for
example, it is missing the Body element or the Header element follows the body).

Action

Examine the logic that produced the message and see whether it uses the
stringToSoapData or streamToSoapData service to manually generate a SOAP object
instead of using the message composition services (e.g., createSoapData,
addHeaderEntry, addBodyEntry). If so, determine whether the String or stream from
which the SOAP object is generated represents a valid SOAP message. Also check
whether the SOAP processor or client used any of the data removal utilities (such as
removeHeaderEntry or removeBodyEntry) and might have inadvertently removed
required portions of the SOAP object (for example, the entire Body element).

ISS.0088.9125E

SOAP request does not conform to the SOAP message model

Explanation

The SOAP message handler could not process the SOAP request because it violates
the SOAP message schema (for example, it is missing the Body element or the Header
element follows the body).

Action

On the client side, correct the logic that builds the message to ensure that it produces
a valid SOAP message.

ISS.0088.9126E

SOAP response does not conform to the SOAP message model

Explanation

The SOAP message handler could not return the SOAP response generated by a SOAP
processor on the Integration Server because the message violates the SOAP message
schema.

Action

Examine the logic in the SOAP processor and see whether it uses the stringToSoapData
or streamToSoapData service to generate a SOAP object. If so, determine whether the
String or stream from which the SOAP object is generated represents a valid SOAP
message. Examine the logic that produced the message and see whether it uses the
stringToSoapData or streamToSoapData service to manually generate a SOAP object
instead of using the message composition services (e.g., createSoapData,
addHeaderEntry, addBodyEntry). If so, determine whether the String or stream from
which the SOAP object is generated represents a valid SOAP message. Also check
whether the SOAP processor or client used any of the data removal utilities (such as
removeHeaderEntry or removeBodyEntry) and might have inadvertently removed
required portions of the SOAP object (for example, the entire Body element).
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ISS.0088.9127E

The server could not load the SOAP XML Validator

Explanation

The SOAP message handler encountered a serious internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0088.9128E

Request is from namespace {0}, server requires namespace {1}

Explanation

The SOAP message handler could not process the message because the message is
not from a version of SOAP that the Integration Server supports. Integration Server
supports the version indicated in the exception message.

Action

From the client side, resubmit the message using a version of SOAP that Integration
Server supports.

ISS.0088.9132E

Failed to register SOAP Handler {0}, illegal characters in directive name.

Explanation

Integration Server was not able to successfully register the SOAP processor, because
directiveName contains characters that are not allowed in a directive name.

Action

Register the SOAP processor under a name that is composed only of letters, digits,
or the characters -_.!~*'( ).

ISS.0088.9133E

Error while encoding RPC output

Explanation

While encoding RPC output, an exception occurred which resulted in an Integration
Server error.

Action

Use the underlying exception to help determine what caused the error.

ISS.0088.9134E

Exception occurred while processing the body of the message

Explanation

Integration Server, the SOAP processor, or one of the services processing the SOAP
message has thrown an exception.

Action

See the detail element in the SOAP fault to determine the exception that was thrown
and by which process it was thrown.

ISS.0088.9135E

A WMDocument Exception was thrown in the server, usually because an XML
block was not well-formed

Explanation

The SOAP message handler, the soapHTTP service, or the soapRPC service has
received a SOAP message that contains invalid XML.

Action

Check the process that submitted the SOAP message to the Integration Server and
make sure that it is producing valid XML. This error usually occurs because of a basic
error in the XML document, such as missing tags or overlapping elements.
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ISS.0088.9137E

Invalid input parameter; {0} must be a Document (IData)

Explanation

The requested SOAP service failed to execute because the object passed into the
specified parameter is not an IData object.

Action

Check the logic in the SOAP processor or client to make sure that it passes an IData
into the specified parameter.

ISS.0088.9138E

Input parameters do not conform to targetInputSignature: {0}

Explanation

The pub.client:soapRPC service could not submit the remote procedure call because
the input parameters did not pass the data-validation process.

Action

This error is thrown when a client supplies an invalid set of input parameters for a
SOAP remote procedure call. Specifically, it indicates that the parameters submitted
to pub.client:soapRPC in reqParms do not match the structure and constraints of the
document type specified in targetInputSignature. Generally, you will want to code
your client to detect this kind of error and take some type of corrective action when
it occurs.

ISS.0088.9139E

Output parameters do not conform to targetOutputSignature: {0}

Explanation

The SOAP RPC client could not submit the remote procedure call because the output
parameters returned by the remote server did not pass the data-validation process.

Action

This error is thrown when a client receives an invalid set of output parameters (results)
from a SOAP remote procedure call. Specifically, it indicates that the parameters
returned to pub.client:soapRPC in respParms do not match the structure and
constraints of the document type specified in targetOutputSignature. Generally, you
will want to code your client to detect this kind of error and take some type of
corrective action when it occurs.

ISS.0088.9140E

Invalid target signature {0}, must be a Document Type

Explanation

The SOAP RPC client could not process the remote procedure call because it was not
able to validate the input or output parameters associated with the request. The
signature it was given for validation is not a document type.

Action

Examine the logic in the SOAP RPC client and make sure that the object it specifies
in targetInputSignature and/or targetOutputSignature is a document type. That is,
these parameters, if used, specify the fully qualified name of a document type that
exists on Integration Server.

ISS.0088.9141E

Invalid target signature {0}, Document Type does not exist

Explanation

The SOAP RPC client could not process the remote procedure call because it was not
able to validate the input or output parameters associated with the request. The
specified document type does not exist on the Integration Server.

Action

Examine the logic in the SOAP RPC client and make sure that targetOutputSignature
and/or targetOutputSignature are correctly specified. (Remember that the names of
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document types are case sensitive.). Also verify that the specified document type
exists on the server and the package in which it resides is loaded and enabled.

ISS.0088.9144

this SOAPEnvelope object already contains a valid SOAPHeader object

Explanation

An attempt was made to add a SOAPHeader object to the SOAPEnvelope of a
SOAPMessage that already contains a SOAPHeader object.

Action

The SOAPEnvelope object may contain a maximum of one SOAP Header.

ISS.0088.9145E

this SOAPEnvelope object does not contain a valid SOAPHeader object

Explanation

An attempt was made to access the SOAPHeader object, but the SOAPEnvelope of
the SOAPMessage does not contain a SOAPHeader object.

Action

Add a SOAPHeader object to the SOAPEnvelope before accessing it.

ISS.0088.9147E

this SOAPEnvelope object does not contain a valid SOAPBody object

Explanation

An attempt was made to access the SOAPBody object, but the SOAPEnvelope of the
SOAPMessage does not contain a SOAPBody object.

Action

Add a SOAPBody object to the SOAPEnvelope before accessing it.

ISS.0088.9148E

Exception occurred while retrieving SOAPHeader object

Explanation

The specified exception occurred while attempting to access the SOAPHeader object.

Action

Correct the error and retry.

ISS.0088.9149E

Exception occurred while retrieving SOAPBody object

Explanation

The specified exception occurred while attempting to access the SOAPBody object.

Action

Correct the error and retry.

ISS.0088.9150E

Exception occurred while retrieving SOAPHeaderElement objects

Explanation

The specified exception occurred while attempting to access the SOAPHeaderElement
object.

Action

Correct the error and retry.
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ISS.0088.9151E

Exception occurred while retrieving SOAPBodyElement objects

Explanation

The specified exception occurred while attempting to access the SOAPBodyElement
object.

Action

Correct the error and retry.

ISS.0088.9152E

The property {0} is unknown

Explanation

An attempt was made to either get or set a property of the specified SOAPMessage,
but the property name is unknown. The only valid SOAPMessage property names
are javax.xml.soap.WRITE_XML_DECLARATION and
javax.xml.soap.CHARACTER_SET_ENCODING.

Action

Specify the name of a valid property.

ISS.0088.9153E

this SOAPMessage object already contains a valid Detail object

Explanation

An attempt was made to add a Detail object to the SOAPBody of this SOAPMessage,
but the SOAPBody already contains a Detail object. The SOAPBody can contain one
and only one Detail object.

Action

Remove the existing Detail object before adding the new one.

ISS.0088.9154

this SOAPMessage object already contains a valid Fault object

Explanation

An attempt was made to add a Fault object to the SOAPBody of this SOAPMessage,
but the SOAPBody already contains a Fault object. The SOAPBody can contain one
and only one Fault object.

Action

Remove the existing Fault object before adding the new one.

ISS.0088.9155E

this SOAPMessage does not contain a valid Envelope object

Explanation

The specified SOAPMessage does not contain a valid SOAPEnvelope object.

Action

Create a new SOAPMessage that contains a valid SOAPEnvelope object.

ISS.0088.9163E

Could not retrieve WSDL for service {0}, WSD not found.

Explanation

Integration Server could not retrieve the WSDL for the specified Web service descriptor
because the specified Web service descriptor does not exist on Integration Server.

Action

Ensure that the specified Web service descriptor exists on Integration Server.
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ISS.0088.9164E

Access to WSDescriptor {0} denied.

Explanation

The user is not authorized to access the specified Web service descriptor.

Action

Specify a username that is authorized to access the specified Web service descriptor.

ISS.0088.9166E

Binder not found for soapAction = {0}

Explanation

The Web service descriptor has more than one binder, with the same operation name.
Developer cannot calculate a default soapAction attribute to identify the correct
operation.

Action

Include a unique soapAction attribute in the SOAPAction HTTP Header for every
request.

ISS.0088.9251E

JAX-RPC Handler failed to process the message

Explanation

The JAX-RPC handler was invoked to process the message. Either the handleRequest()
or handleResponse() method returns false, indicating a failure.

Action

Check the webMethods Integration Server log for error messages generated by the
JAX-RPC handler.

ISS.0088.9252E

An Exception has been caught: {0}

Explanation

An exception was caught while attempting to process a SOAP message.

Action

Correct the problem indicated by the exception message.

ISS.0088.9253E

Could not add "Text" element to "Reason" element, locale is null

Explanation

An attempt to add a Text element to the existing Reason element failed because the
locale was not specified.

Action

Specify the locale when adding the Text element.

ISS.0088.9255I

This element's QName cannot be changed

Explanation

An attempt to change the QName of a SOAPEnvelope, SOAPBody, or SOAPHeader
failed, because the QName cannot be changed.

Action

No action is required.

ISS.0088.9356E

One or more required Headers "{0}" are not present in the SOAP request.

Explanation

The SOAP request received by the provider does not contain one or more required
headers. Note that Integration Server considers all headers defined in a Web service
descriptor to be required.

Action

Determine why the SOAP request does not contain the required headers, which might
involve contacting the client to determine why the client did not include the required
headers in the request.
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ISS.0088.9420E

Required parameter {0} is missing

Explanation

A required input parameter was not provided.

Action

Provide the required input parameter.

ISS.0088.9421E

The service {0} does not exist

Explanation

The specified service does not exist.

Action

Specify an existing service.

ISS.0088.9422E

Either parameter {0} or {1} must be provided

Explanation

The service requires either one of the specified parameters, but neither was provided.

Action

Provide one of the required parameters.

ISS.0088.9423E

Service handler {0} is already registered

Explanation

A service handler with that name is already registered.

Action

Specify a different name when registering the service handler.

ISS.0088.9425E

Error destroying service handler {0}. Error:{1}

Explanation

An error occurred while destroying the JAX-RPC handler.

Action

The destroy() method of the JAX-RPC Handler has thrown an error. Correct the error
in destroy() method.

ISS.0088.9427E

Service handler {0} could not be unregistered. A service handler by that name is
not registered

Explanation

A service handler with the provided name is not registered.

Action

Specify the name of a registered service handler.

ISS.0088.9428E

Service handler {0} could not be found. A service handler by that name is not
registered

Explanation

The specified service handler could not be found because it is not registered.

Action

Provide the name of a registered service handler.
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ISS.0088.9429E

Could not find service handler for header {0}:{1}

Explanation

The header QName does not correspond to a registered service handler.

Action

Verify that the QName of the header corresponds to a registered service handler or
register a service handler for the provided QName.

ISS.0088.9430E

Handler processing failed on the provider

Explanation

A handler service failed on the provider.

Action

Examine the handler services for errors and correct any errors that are found.

ISS.0088.9431E

Handler processing failed on the consumer: {0}

Explanation

A handler service failed on the consumer.

Action

Examine the handler services for errors and correct any errors that are found.

ISS.0088.9443E

One or more required Headers "{0}" are not present in the SOAP response.

Explanation

The SOAP response received by the Web service connector does not contain one or
more required headers. That is, the SOAP response does not contain a header with a
QName that matches the QName of a header defined in the consumer Web service
descriptor. Note that Integration Server consider all headers defined in a Web service
descriptor to be required.

Action

Determine why the SOAP response does not contain the required headers, which
might involve contacting the provider to determine why the provider did not include
the required headers in the response.

ISS.0088.9448E

Handler services do not support XML document type usage

Explanation

The name of the document type supplied to the pub.soap.handler* service is an XML
document type. Integration Server does not support the use of XML document types
with web services. As a result, the pub.soap.handler* services will not accept the name
of XML document type as input for the documentType or documentTypes names
input parameters.

Action

Modify the documentType or documentTypes input parameter to specify an IS
document type name instead of an XML document type name.

ISS.0092.9045E

A WS-I compliant Web Service Descriptor cannot contain a header or fault with a
different namespace. Source: {0}

Explanation

The supplied WSDL document is not WS-I compliant because it contains a header or
a fault with a different namespace.

Action

Edit the WSDL document to be WS-I compliant.
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ISS.0092.9101E

Cannot specify both 'element' and 'type'.

Explanation

The supplied WSDL document is invalid because element and type are both used to
define a message part.

Action

Edit the WSDL document so that either element or type is used to define the message
part.

ISS.0092.9102E

{0}: not a valid web service description document

Explanation

The file identified as the source for creating the Web service descriptor is not a .wsdl
or .wsd file. A consumer Web service descriptor or a WSDL first provider Web service
descriptor can be generated from a .wsdl or .wsd file only.

Action

Provide a .wsdl or .wsd file to use as the source for the Web service descriptor.

ISS.0092.9103E

{0}: invalid file, unable to parse root element

Explanation

The WSDL document does not contain a proper root element. Integration Server is
unable to determine which element is the root element and cannot parse the root
element.

Action

Ensure that the WSDL document contains a proper root element.

ISS.0092.9105E

Cannot find the specified Document Type or input/output parameter.

Explanation

While creating an XML Schema definition, Integration Server cannot find the specified
document type or the Input/Output parameters are not mentioned.

Action

When creating an XML Schema definition from an document type, service
(input/output parameters), or specification, ensure that the chosen source exists and
is not null.

ISS.0092.9106E

Field {0} is multi-dimensional which cannot be converted to xsd without using
SOAP_ARRAY

Explanation

The specified field is a table (multi-dimensional) and cannot be represented in XML
Schema.

Action

A multi-dimensional field such as a table can be represented as a nested fields in an
array.

ISS.0092.9107E

Port {0} is missing required extended element.

Explanation

The WSDL document is invalid because the specified port is missing a required
element. Integration Server cannot create a Web service descriptor.

Action

Edit the WSDL document to include a valid port.
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ISS.0092.9108E

SimpleType {0} does not have base type.

Explanation

In the WSDL or WSD document the specified simple type definition does not have a
base type.

Action

Edit the simple type definition in the WSDL document to include a base data type.

ISS.0092.9109E

The system cannot find {0}

Explanation

The Web service descriptor cannot be created because the specified WSDL file cannot
be found on the file system.

Action

Make sure that the specified WSDL file exists on the file system or that the provided
URL for the WSDL file is correct.

ISS.0092.9111E

Element must be a document type, service, or specification

Explanation

The specified source from which Integration Server is to create an XML Schema
definition is not a document type, service, or specification.

Action

Make sure the specified source is a document type, service, or specification.

ISS.0092.9112E

The service does not have a valid signature

Explanation

The service signature from which Integration Server is to create the XML Schema
definition is not valid.

Action

Make sure the specified service has a valid signature that describes the expected
names and data types for the inputs and outputs to the service.

ISS.0092.9113E

Unknown ExtensibleElement ''{0}''

Explanation

The portType element in the WSDL document is missing required extensions
(document OR operation).

Action

Edit the WSDL document to include the required extension in the that the portType
element.

ISS.0092.9114E

Invalid WSDL; 'arrayType' attribute value {0} is malformed. Invalid QName {1}

Explanation

The supplied WSDL document is invalid because the specified arrayType attribute
value contains the specified invalid QName.

Action

Edit the WSDL document to supply a valid QName for the arrayType attribute value.
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ISS.0092.9115E

Invalid WSDL; 'arrayType' attribute value {0} is malformed. It should contain
characters '[' and ']'

Explanation

The supplied WSDL document is invalid because the specified arrayType attribute
value does not contain the opening and/or closing bracket characters '[' and ']'.

Action

Edit the WSDL by correcting the arrayType attribute value so that it includes the
opening and closing bracket characters '[' and ']'.

ISS.0092.9116E

Invalid WSDL; 'arrayType' attribute value {0} is malformed. Invalid rank size {1}

Explanation

The supplied WSDL document is invalid because the specified arrayType attribute
value contains an invalid rank size. The rank size should follow the pattern:
"(\\[,*\\])*\\[((\\d+,)*\\d+)?\\]" OR "(\\[,*\\])*" OR "(\\[((\\d+,)*\\d+)?\\])*")

Action

Edit the WSDL document to specify a valid rank size for the attribute. A valid rank
size follows this pattern: "(\\[,*\\])*\\[((\\d+,)*\\d+)?\\]" OR "(\\[,*\\])*" OR
"(\\[((\\d+,)*\\d+)?\\])*")

ISS.0094.0001E

Repository Exception: {0}

Explanation

During initialization, Integration Server could not initialize the Repository Manager.
The most likely reason is that the repository4.cnf file is corrupted.

Action

Check the directory that contains the repository files. By default, they are located at
<IntegrationServer_dir>\WmRepository4\ directory. Try renaming the repository4.cnf
file manually (to something like "damagedrepository4.cnf") or deleting it, then try
re-initializing Integration Server. If that does not work, contact Software AG Global
Support.

ISS.0094.0003E

RepositoryManager detected damaged data files : {0}

Explanation

During initialization, Integration Server detected that some of the data files that make
up the repository were corrupted. In a recovery attempt, Integration Server tried to
open the files, but was unable to.

Action

Check the directory that contains the data files. By default, the data files are located
at <IntegrationServer_dir>\WmRepository4\ directory. You can also look in the
repository4.cnf file for the location of the data files. Try manually renaming the files
(to something like "damagedFSData00000000") or deleting them, then try re-initializing
Integration Server. If that does not work, contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0094.0004E

RepositoryManager Exception renaming damaged data files : {0}

Explanation

During initialization, Integration Server detected that some of the data files that make
up the repository were corrupted. In an attempt to correct the problem, Integration
Server tried to rename the damaged files before creating new ones but encountered
an exception when trying to rename the damaged files.

Action

Check the directory that contains the data files. By default, the data files are located
at <IntegrationServer_dir>\WmRepository4\ directory. You can also look in the
repository4.cnf file for the location of the data files. Try manually renaming the files
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(to something like "damagedFSData00000000") or deleting them, then try re-initializing
Integration Server. If that does not work, contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0094.0006E

RepositoryManager Exception creating new data files : {0}

Explanation

During initialization, Integration Server detected that some of the data files that make
up the repository were corrupted. In an attempt to correct the problem, Integration
Server renamed the damaged files and tried to create new ones but encountered an
exception when trying to create new files. Possible reasons for the problem are that
the file system does not have enough space for the data files or that Integration Server
does not have write access to the directory that contains the files.

Action

Check the directory that contains the data files. By default, the data files are located
at <IntegrationServer_dir>\WmRepository4\ directory. You can also look in the
repository4.cnf file for the location of the data files. Make sure the file system has
space for the files and that Integration Server has write access to the directory.

ISS.0095.0006E

AuditLogManager: Exception auditing start of service {0}: {1}

Explanation

An error was encountered while audit logging the start of a service invocation.

Action

Set the logging level of the "0095 Audit Log Manager" logging facility to TRACE on
the Settings > Logging > Server Logger page of the Integration Server Administrator.
If the error recurs, see the error details in the server log.

ISS.0095.0007E

AuditLogManager: Exception auditing end of service {0}: {1}

Explanation

An error was encountered while audit logging the start of a service invocation.

Action

Set the logging level of the "0095 Audit Log Manager" logging facility to TRACE on
the Settings > Logging > Server Logger page of the Integration Server Administrator.
If the error recurs, see the error details in the server log.

ISS.0095.0008E

AuditLogManager: Exception auditing error for service {0}: {1}

Explanation

An error was encountered while audit logging a service invocation.

Action

Set the logging level of the "0095 Audit Log Manager" logging facility to TRACE on
the Settings > Logging > Server Logger page of the Integration Server Administrator.
If the error recurs, see the error details in the server log.

ISS.0095.0009E

AuditLogManager: Audit runtime interface object cannot be initialized: {0}

Explanation

The Integration Server Audit Log Manager encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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ISS.0095.0010E

AuditLogManager Runtime Exception: {0} publishing log entry {1}. {2}

Explanation

An error was encountered while audit logging a service error.

Action

See the detailed error message and stack trace that follow. If audit logging to a
database, you may have to work with your DBA to diagnose a database problem.

ISS.0095.0014E

Audit Logging initialized with errors.

Explanation

An error was encountered while starting the audit logging facility.

Action

Set the logging level of the "0095 Audit Log Manager" logging facility to TRACE on
the Settings > Logging > Server Logger page of the Integration Server Administrator.
If the error recurs, contact Software AG Global Support and provide them with the
server log.

ISS.0095.0015W

Database at URI {0} is not available.

Explanation

An audit logger is configured to write log messages to a database, but the database
is not available.

Action

Go to the Settings > JDBC Pools page of the Integration Server Administrator and
verify that the ISCoreAudit functional alias is correct. For process auditing, check the
ProcessAudit functional alias. Use the Test button to check that Integration Server
can reach the configured database.

ISS.0095.0016W

Changing destination of queue {0} from database {1} to file system {2}.

Explanation

An asynchronous audit logger is configured to write log messages to a database, but
the database is not available. The audit logger is being reconfigured to write audit
messages to the file system.

Action

Go to the Settings > JDBC Pools page of the Integration Server Administrator and
verify that the ISCoreAudit functional alias is correct. For process auditing, check the
ProcessAudit functional alias. Use the Test button to check that Integration Server
can reach the configured database.

ISS.0095.0017W

Changing destination of logger {0} from database {1} to file system {2}.

Explanation

A synchronous audit logger is configured to write log messages to a database, but
the database is not available. The audit logger is being reconfigured to write audit
messages to the file system.

Action

Go to the Settings > JDBC Pools page of the Integration Server Administrator and
verify that the ISCoreAudit functional alias is correct. For process auditing, check the
ProcessAudit functional alias. Use the Test button to check that Integration Server
can reach the configured database.
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ISS.0095.0018W

Cannot change destination of logger {0} to file system.

Explanation

An audit logger is configured to write log messages to a database, but the database
is not available. It is not possible to write messages for this audit logger to the file
system because the messages contain binary data. This audit logger is being disabled.

Action

Go to the Settings > JDBC Pools page of the Integration Server Administrator and
verify that the ISCoreAudit functional alias is correct. For process auditing, check the
ProcessAudit functional alias. Use the Test button to check that Integration Server
can reach the configured database.

ISS.0095.0019W

Disabling the logger {0}.

Explanation

The audit logger is being disabled. This is probably happening because the logger's
database is not available.

Action

Go to the Settings > JDBC Pools page of the Integration Server Administrator and
verify that the ISCoreAudit functional alias is correct. For process auditing, check the
ProcessAudit functional alias. Use the Test button to check that Integration Server
can reach the configured database.

ISS.0095.0020W

Audit Logging Initialization: The {0} JDBC Pool Alias was not configured with
enough connections. The Maximum Connections have been increased to {1}.

Explanation

The auditing system needed more database connections than were provided in the
JDBC Pools configuration. The configuration was changed as needed.

Action

No action is required.

ISS.0095.0021E

ERROR: Audit Logging Initialization: The {0} JDBC Pool Alias was not configured
with enough connections. Unable to automatically increase the Maximum
Connections setting.

Explanation

The auditing system needed more database connections than were provided in the
JDBC Pools configuration. An attempt was made to automatically increase the number
of connections, but it failed.

Action

Go to the Settings > JDBC Pools page of the Integration Server Administrator and
increase the Max Connections setting for the ISCoreAudit functional alias. Restart
Integration Server.

ISS.0095.0022W

Audit Logging Initialization: Unable to verify the Max Connections setting for the
Audit Logging database.

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an error while checking the Max Connection setting
for the ISCoreAudit functional alias.

Action

If the auditing system is slow or unresponsive, go to the Settings > JDBC Pools page
of the Integration Server Administrator and increase the Max Connections setting for
the ISCoreAudit functional alias.
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ISS.0095.0024W

The value for watt.server.audit.logDir has been changed and does not identify an
existing directory that Integration Server can write to. File-based audit logs will
continue to be written to the {0} directory.

Explanation

The audit log directory was not changed because the watt.server.audit.logDir
parameter refers to a directory that either does not exist or Integration Server does
not have permission to write to. As a result, Integration Server will write file-based
audit logs to the last valid directory specified.

Action

Go to the Settings > Extended page in the Integration Server Administrator and change
the value for the watt.server.audit.logDir parameter. Specify a directory that exists
on the server and that Integration Server can write to. You can specify the full path
name, or a relative path in relation to the Integration Server.

ISS.0095.0025W

The {0} file was not found and is being created.

Explanation

Upon start up, Integration Server could not find the specified file, for which {0} is a
placeholder, in the following directory:
IntegrationServer/instances/instanceName/config/auditing where instanceName is
the Integration Server instance that was started. Integration Server will create the file.
The file specifies which database errors are considered transient.

Action

If the specified file has been modified, restore the file from a backup, if possible. If
the file has not been modified, no action is necessary.

ISS.0095.0026W

The {0} file was not found and is being created. The audit logging system is using
default settings.

Explanation

Upon start up, Integration Server could not find the specified file, for which {0} is a
placeholder, in the following directory:
IntegrationServer/instances/instanceName/config/auditing where instanceName is
the Integration Server instance that was started. The specified file contains the
configured auditing logging settings. Integration Server will create the file, which
will contain the default auditing logging settings.

Action

If the specified file has been modified, restore the file from a backup or use Integration
Server Administrator to restore the configured audit logging settings . If the file has
not been modified (that is, you have not modified the audit logging configuration),
no action is necessary.

ISS.0095.0030I

Audit Logging: The {0} has entered fail-fast mode for messaging connection alias
{1}.

Explanation

The specified audit logger has entered queue fail-fast mode lost the connection to the
Universal Messaging server established through indicated messaging connection
alias. The audit logger will write log entries to the internal audit logging queue instead
of the Universal Messaging

Action

Make sure that Universal Messaging server is up and running and that there are no
network related problems between Integration Server and Universal Messaging server.
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ISS.0095.0031I

Audit Logging: The {0} has exited fail-fast mode for the messaging connection alias
{1}.

Explanation

The specified audit logger has exited queue fail-fast mode because connectivity to the
Universal Messaging server has been restored. The audit logger writes new log entries
to the Universal Messaging queue.

Action

None.

ISS.0095.0032I

Audit Logging: Session for messaging connection alias {0} disconnected.

Explanation

The session on a Universal Messaging server created using the specified messaging
connection alias has disconnected. Any audit loggers that use the specified messaging
connection alias to write log entries to a Universal Messaging queue will enter queue
fail-fast mode and begin writing log entries to the internal audit logging queue.

Action

Make sure that Universal Messaging server is up and running and that there are no
network related problems between Integration Server and Universal Messaging server.

ISS.0095.0033I

Audit Logging: Reestablished connection with session for messaging connection
alias {0}.

Explanation

The session on a Universal Messaging server created using the specified messaging
connection alias has been re-established. Any audit loggers that user the specified
messaging connection alias will exit queue fail-fast mode and resume writing new
log entries to the Universal Messaging queue

Action

None.

ISS.0095.0037E

Pool with messaging connection alias name {0} does not exist.

Explanation

For an audit logger configured to use Universal Messaging as the queue provider,
Integration Server requested a session from a pool for a Universal Messaging
connection alias that does not exist. The Universal Messaging connection alias specified
in the Connection Alias field for the logger does not exist.

Action

Make sure the logger specifies an existing Universal Messaging connection alias for
the Connection Alias field.

ISS.0095.0038W

watt.server.audit.um.sessionPool.min.value is invalid {0}. Value must be an integer
greater than zero. Integration Server will use default value of 2.

Explanation

The watt.server.audit.um.sessionPool.min value is invalid because it is not an integer
greater than zero. Integration Server will use the default value of 2 until a valid value
is specified.

Action

Set watt.server.audit.um.sessionPool.min to an integer greater than 0 (zero) but less
than or equal to the value of watt.server.audit.um.sessionPool.max.
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ISS.0095.0039W

watt.server.audit.um.sessionPool.max.value is invalid {0}. Value must be an integer
greater than zero. Integration Server will use default value of 10.

Explanation

The watt.server.audit.um.sessionPool.max value is invalid because it is not an integer
greater than zero. Integration Server will use the default value of 10 until a valid value
is specified.

Action

Set watt.server.audit.um.sessionPool.max to an integer greater than 0 (zero) but greater
than or equal to watt.server.audit.um.sessionPool.min.

ISS.0095.0040W

Invalid watt.server.audit.um.sessionPool.min value {0) and
watt.server.audit.um.sessionPool.max value {1}.
watt.server.audit.um.sessionPool.min must be less than or equal to
watt.server.audit.um.sessionPool.max. Integration Server will use the default values
of 2 and 10, respectively.

Explanation

The watt.server.audit.um.sessionPool.min value and
watt.server.audit.um.sessionPool.max value are invalid because the
watt.server.audit.um.sessionPool.min value is greater than the
watt.server.audit.um.sessionPool.max value. Integration Server will use the default
values of 2 and 10, respectively, until valid values are specified

Action

Set watt.server.audit.um.sessionPool.mim and watt.server.audit.um.sessionPool so
that both are integers greater than 0 (zero) and watt.server.audit.um.sessionPool.min
value is less than or equal to the watt.server.audit.um.sessionPool.max value.

ISS.0095.9998E

AuditLogManager Exception: {0}

Explanation

An error was encountered using the audit logging database.

Action

Try logging again. It may be a transient error. If the error persists, examine the detailed
message and stack trace that follow. You may need to work with your DBA to diagnose
a problem with the audit logging database.

ISS.0096.0001E

JDBCConnectionManager: initialization failed for {0} functional alias, check
configuration.

Explanation

Unable to initialize the functional alias. Integation Server will not be able to connect
to the database for this functional alias.

Action

Go to the Settings > JDBC Pools page of the Integration Server Administrator and
verify that the functional alias settings are correct. Use the Test button to check that
Integration Server can reach the configured database.
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ISS.0096.0002W

JDBCConnectionManager: creating Embedded Pool Alias for {0}.

Explanation

The connection pool for the embedded database is being created.

Action

No action is required.

ISS.0096.0004E

JDBCConnectionManager: embedded database objects not created: {0}

Explanation

Unable to create tables, keys, or other database objects while initializing the embedded
database.

Action

Verify that Integration Server has write access to the file system. If the problem persists,
contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0096.0005E

JDBCConnectionManager: initialization failed with exception {0}

Explanation

Initialization of the JDBC Connection Manager failed.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0096.0010E

The DataStoreDBListener has detected a bad connection for the {0} JDBC functional
alias. The JDBC connection pool is being reinitialized

Explanation

A database connection being used by the pub.storage services is no longer functional.
This often indicates a network interruption has broken all existing database
connections. Integration Server is reinitializing the pool of connections for the JDBC
functional alias. If network connectivity has been restored, the pub.storage services
may continue to be used without interruption. If network connectivity has not been
restored, the pub.storage services will continue to fail until it is restored.

Action

If the network interruption is transient and connectivity to the database is restored
quickly, no immediate action is required. If the network interruption persists, or if
transient network interruptions continue to occur, this indicates a problem in the
network or in the networking implementation of the host that Integration Server is
running on. Seek assistance from a networking expert in your company to investigate
and resolve this problem.

ISS.0097.0004E

Failed to lock Repository entry {0}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error when trying to lock the repository.

Action

If the error continues, contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0097.0006I

Messaging synchronizer shutdown

Explanation

The Broker Synchronizer has shut down.

Action

No action is required. This message is displayed when Integration Server is shutting
down.
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ISS.0097.0012E

Messaging Synchronizer cannot open repository for sync-state storage

Explanation

An error was encountered while trying to open WmRepository4.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0097.0013E

Messaging Synchronizer cannot update sync state; cannot remove sync data from
repository: {0}

Explanation

An error occurred while removing sync state data from WmRepository4.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0097.0014E

Messaging Synchronizer cannot update sync state; document type not specified

Explanation

The document type to be syncrhonized was not specified; the nsName input variable
is null.

Action

Specify a document type name for nsName.

ISS.0097.0015D

Messaging Synchronizer cannot update sync state; document type {0} has no sync
state

Explanation

The requested document type has no sync state.

Action

No action is required.

ISS.0097.0016E

Messaging Synchronizer cannot perform sync; Integration Server cannot connect
to provider

Explanation

Synchronization cannot occur because Integration Server cannot connect to the message
provider.

Action

Make sure the message provider is running and that the message connection alias is
enabled in Integration Server Administrator.

ISS.0098.0003U

Exception occurred while decoding Broker Document {0} : {1}

Explanation

Integration Server failed to decode the document received from the Broker. The
document may be corrupt.

Action

Check the publisher of the document. Consider redelivering the document from the
Broker.
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ISS.0098.0010U

Exception initializing Dispatcher configuration from file: {0}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered the indicated exception while trying to initialize the
Dispatcher. This is a serious internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0098.0023E

Document Router for Consumer Queue:{0} encountered error: {1}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an error while routing a document to a Broker.

Action

The action to take depends on the exception that occurred. Review the returned
exception for more guidance.

ISS.0098.0024U

No Trigger available for incoming Document {0}. Rejecting Document

Explanation

Integration Server failed to deliver the incoming document to thea trigger because
there is not a trigger that subscribes to the document. The intended trigger may be
disabled or deleted.

Action

Examine the existing triggers. If a trigger that subscribes to the document is disabled,
enable it and ask the publisher to re-publish or deliver the document.

ISS.0098.0025E

Document {0} from store {1} exceeded Redelivery Count.

ISS.0098.0029U

Exception while doing Request Reply: {0}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error while executing a request reply.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0098.0030E

{0} received duplicate document(s). Error {1}

Explanation

Integration Server determined that it received duplicate documents from a publisher.

Action

If you determine that the Integration Server did receive duplicate messages, check
the publishing source to learn the source of the problem.
In some cases, Integration Server did not really receive duplicates. For example, two
documents might use the same tracking ID but have different content. If Integration
Server did not receive a duplicate document, try resubmitting the document using
webMethods Monitor.
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ISS.0098.0031E

Consumer:{0} unable to persist Document(s) to Document Store. Error: {1}

Explanation

Integration Server failed to write a document to the transient store. A likely cause is
that the Integration Server JVM has run out of memory.

Action

Try increasing the heap size of the JVM. The heap size indicates how much memory
is allotted for server processes.

ISS.0098.0033E

Error while shutting down Dispatcher: {0}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0098.0036U

{0} encountered Transport Exception: {1}

Explanation

Integration Server failed to publish the document because of one of the following:
1) The Broker is temporarily unavailable.
2) The client does not have the canPublish permission for its associate Broker
document.
3) The document being published does not conform to the Broker document on the
Broker. This may be because the document was not synchronized with the one on the
Broker.
4) An internal error occurred.

Action

Do one of the following:
1) Check the Broker status. If the Broker or network connection is temporarily down,
wait until they are up to re-publish the document.
2) Using the Broker administration tool, check the publication permissions of the
client group to which the trigger client belongs. Make sure that the client is allowed
to publish the document.
3)Synchronize the document and make sure that the document being published
matches its associate Broker document type.
4) If the previous actions fail to correct the problem, contact Software AG Global
Support.

ISS.0098.0038E

{0} handling invalid Document. Exception: {1}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an error while processing a document. Specifically,
the document does not have a corresponding publishable document type on the
Integration Server or the publishable document type does not have a matching schema.

Action

Make sure that the appropriate document types and schemas for the document exist
on the Integration Server.
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ISS.0098.0041E

Unable to connect to Broker. Starting to poll

ISS.0098.0044U

Exception while interacting with the Document Store name:{0} Problem:{1}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0098.0045U

Unrecoverable Exception while initializing the Dispatcher: {0}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered the indicated exception while trying to initialize the
Dispatcher. This is an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0098.0047E

Connection to Broker unavailable. Unable to create transport for Trigger:{0}.

ISS.0098.0048U

Unable to remove subscription for Publishable Document {0} from transport:{1}. If
connected, please remove subscription from {2} manually.

Explanation

Integration Server failed to remove the document type subscription before
unregistering the trigger. The Broker may be unavailable.

Action

In the Broker Administrator, check the status of the Broker and the network connection.
If one or both are down, then you will need to manually remove the stale subscriptions
for the trigger when they are back up.

ISS.0098.0049U

Exception:{0} while executing trigger. {1} Document for TriggerStore:{2}.

Explanation

Integration Server failed to execute the trigger. This indicates an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0098.0055U

Exception during attempt to register Trigger: {0}

Explanation

Integration Server failed to register the trigger. This indicates an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0098.0056U

Unable to acknowledge Document {0} to transport for Trigger {1}. Exception:{2}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error while acknowledging the document
to the transport for the trigger.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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ISS.0098.0057U

Unable to delete Document Store for Trigger:{0}. Exception:{1}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error while deleting the document store
associated with the trigger.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0098.0058E

Stopping delivery of {1} to trigger {0} to prevent infinite loop.

ISS.0098.0059U

Exception while shutting down the Document Stores:{0}.

Explanation

Integration Server encountered a serious internal error while shutting down.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0098.0060U

Exception while saving Dispatcher configuration :{0}.

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an exception while trying to save Dispatcher
configuration information to the dispatch.cnf file in the <IntegrationServer_dir>/config
directory.

Action

If the dispatch.cnf file is set to read-only, change it to read/write. If the file is not set
to read-only, this error indicates a serious internal error and you should contact
Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0098.0062E

{0} encountered Exception: {1}

ISS.0098.0073U

ControlledPublishOnSuccess max exceeded while processing {0}

Explanation

Integration Server failed to publish a document because the maximum concurrent
publish-on-success value was exceeded.

Action

Do one of the following:
1) On the Integration Server, increase the "concurrent publish on success" setting by
editing the "watt.server.control.maxPublishOnSuccess" property.
2) Decrease the number of concurrent publish operations in the service.

ISS.0098.0074E
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ISS.0098.0075E

Insufficient memory while decoding event:{0} for {1}.

Explanation

Integration Server does not have sufficient memory to decode the documents being
retrieved from the Broker. Integration Server will attempt to decode the documents
one more time.

Action

Check the size of the documents sent by the Broker and consider increasing the heap
size of the Integration Server's JVM.

ISS.0098.0076U

Unable to decode events for {0}. Please check JVM Heap size and/or size of
Documents on the Broker.

Explanation

Integration Server does not have sufficient memory to decode the documents from
the Broker.

Action

Check the document size sent by the Broker and consider increasing the heap size of
the JVM used by Integration Server.

ISS.0098.0077E

Dispatcher out of memory. Retrying operation.

Explanation

Integration Server does not have sufficient memory to continue its document
publishing operations. Integration Server will attempt to process this message again.

Action

Consider increasing the heap size of the JVM used by Integration Server.

ISS.0098.0078E

Dispatcher out of memory. Operation failed. Check error log.

Explanation

Integration Server does not have sufficient memory to continue its document
publishing operations. Integration Server has exceeded its retry count, and an exception
will be thrown.

Action

Consider increasing the heap size of the JVM used by Integration Server.

ISS.0098.0079E

Dispatcher out of memory. Retry succeeded.

Explanation

Integration Server successfully retried a publishing operation after an OutOfMemory
error prevented the operation from working the first time.

Action

If the Integration Server continues to issue this message, check the JVM Heap size
and/or size of Documents on the Broker. The Trigger configuration (possibly the
acknowledgment queue size) may need to be adjusted.

ISS.0098.0080U

Insufficient memory while persisting messages for Trigger: {0}.

Explanation

Integration Server does not have sufficient memory to persist the documents to the
document store for the trigger.

Action

Check the size of the documents being persisted and consider increasing the heap
size of the JVM used by Integration Server.
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ISS.0098.0081U

Insufficient memory while persisting message: {1} for Trigger: {0}.

Explanation

Integration Server does not have sufficient memory to persist a single document to
the document store for the trigger.

Action

Check the size of the document being persisted and consider increasing the heap size
of the JVM used by Integration Server.

ISS.0098.0082U

Unable to persist Document: {0} to Document Store: {1}. Exception: {2}

Explanation

Integration Server failed to persist the document to the document store. This indicates
a serious internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0098.0083U

Unable to acknowledge Document: {0} for Trigger Store: {1}. Insufficient memory.

Explanation

Integration Server does not have sufficient memory to acknowledge the document to
the document store.

Action

Check the size of the document being persisted and consider increasing the heap size
of the JVM used by Integration Server.

ISS.0098.0084U

Exception:{0} during Trigger dispatching.

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error while which processing a document
destined for an individual trigger.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0098.0085U

Unable to remove all subscriptions for transport:{0} while unregistering trigger. If
connected, please remove subscription from {1} manually.

Explanation

Integration Server failed to remove all stale subscriptions before unregistering the
trigger. The Broker may be unavailable.

Action

In the Broker Administrator, check the status of the Broker and the network connection.
If one or both are down, then you will need to manually remove the stale subscriptions
for the trigger when they are back up.

ISS.0098.0086U

Unable to remove all subscriptions for transport:{0} before registering trigger. If
connected, please remove stale subscriptions from {1} manually.

Explanation

Integration Server failed to remove all stale subscriptions before registering the trigger.
The Broker may be unavailable.

Action

In the Broker Administrator, check the status of the Broker and the network connection.
If one or both are down, then you will need to manually remove the stale subscriptions
for the trigger when the Broker and network are back up.
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ISS.0098.0087E

Duplicate document of type:{0} with Id:{1} received for trigger:{2}.

ISS.0098.0089U

Transaction size (no of documents * size of documents) is too large for Document
Store: {0}. Please reduce capacity of Trigger and /or increase initial size of Document
Stores.

Explanation

The Integration Server failed to persist documents because the document store did
not contain enough space. Documents received from the Broker are persisted in the
triggers' persistent stores.

Action

In the Integration Server Administrator, click Settings>Resources>Document Stores.
On this page, consider increasing the initial size of the document store. Also, consider
reducing the number of triggers that subscribe to the document.

ISS.0098.0090U

Size of Document: {0} for Document Store: {1} is too large. Server is unable to persist.
Audit logging the document.

Explanation

Integration Server failed to persist a document because the document store did not
contain enough space.

Action

In the Integration Server Administrator, click Settings>Resources>Document Stores.
On this page, consider increasing the initial size of the document store.

ISS.0098.0096I

Integration Server is now connected to a Broker that tracks document redelivery
counts. Restart the Integration Server to make use of redelivery counts in duplicate
detection.

Explanation

Integration Server connects to a version of the Broker that supports redelivery count.
Previously it was connected to a Broker that did not support this feature.

Action

Restart Integration Server so that it can take advantage of the redelivery count feature
supported by the Broker.

ISS.0098.0100

Copying of documents to trigger store started.

ISS.0098.0103S

{0} not initialized. Adjust document store settings and restart server.

Explanation

Integration Server was unable to create the Document Store on disk. The Document
Store is essential for Integration Server functioning, therefore startup terminates.

Action

Check to see if there is enough disk space on the drive where the Document Store is
being created (usually under <IS_SERVER_ROOT>\DocumentStore directory). If
there is sufficient disk space, then check to see if the dispatch.cnf file under
<IS_SERVER_ROOT>\config directory is corrupted. If the problem persists despite
a re-start, contact Software AG Global Support.
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ISS.0098.0104I

Integration Server is now connected to a Broker that does not track document
redelivery counts. Restart the Integration Server so that duplicate detection does
not expect document redelivery counts.

Explanation

Integration Server connects to a version of the Broker that does not support the
redelivery count. Previously it was connected to a Broker that does support this
feature.

Action

Restart the Integration Server so that its duplicate detection mechanism does not
expect redelivery counts to be present in documents delivered by the Broker.

ISS.0098.0105E

Unable to fully build comparable trigger: {0}

Explanation

During Cluster Synchronization, Integration Server was unable to compare trigger
nodes across all the nodes in the cluster. The most likely cause is that one or more
triggers are not completely configured. Cluster Synchronization makes sure that
changes made to a trigger's configuration on one Integration Server are propagated
to other servers in the cluster. If an Integration Server is configured for Cluster
Synchronization, this process runs when an administrator makes a trigger configuration
change through the Integration Server Administrator or when a user-written service
calls one of the pub.trigger:* services.

Action

Using the development tool, check the trigger configuration. After correcting the
problem, retry the task you were performing when the error occurred.

ISS.0098.0106

Trigger comparison failed: trigger = {0}; parameter = {1}; local value = {2}; remote
value = {3}.

ISS.0098.0107E

Error occurred during cluster invoke: Alias = {0}; Service = {1}; Exception = {2}.

Explanation

During Cluster Synchronization, Integration Server threw an exception while invoking
a service on a remote node in the cluster. Cluster Synchronization makes sure that
changes made to a trigger's configuration on one Integration Server are propagated
to other servers in the cluster. If an Integration Server is configured for Cluster
Synchronization, this process runs when an administrator makes a trigger configuration
change through the Server Administrator or when a user-written service calls one of
the pub.trigger:* services.

Action

The action you take depends on the exception issued. Look at the exceptionMessage
for specific information.

ISS.0098.0108

Serial trigger {0} has been automatically suspended due to an exception: {1}.
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ISS.0098.0109

Unable to establish secure connection to Broker. Password needed for SSL
connection to Broker:{0}.

ISS.0098.0112

Trigger Resource Monitor now monitoring resource availability for trigger "{0}".

ISS.0098.0113

Trigger Resource Monitor invoked "{0}". Status of resource is "available".

ISS.0098.0114

Trigger Resource Monitor invoked "{0}". Status of resource is "not available".

ISS.0098.0115

Trigger Resource Monitor has resumed trigger "{0}".

ISS.0098.0116

Trigger Resource Monitor encountered an exception while attempting to resume
trigger "{0}": {1}

ISS.0098.0117

The ISInternal functional alias is not configured properly on the JDBC Pools page.
It is required in order to create and manage AND and XOR trigger joins. Assign a
valid database pool and restart the Integration Server.

ISS.0098.0118

The ISInternal functional alias on the JDBC Pools page must be configured to use
an external database in order to create and manage AND and XOR trigger joins.

ISS.0098.0119

Trigger Retry Failure occurred for trigger "{0}" : "{1}" . This trigger is being suspended
and the message is being rolled back to the Broker because the Audit Logging
subsystem also failed: "{2}"

ISS.0098.0120

The default Broker was detected while initializing the dispatch.cnf file. Broker
Settings will automatically be enabled.

ISS.0098.0121

The default Broker was not detected while initializing the dispatch.cnf file. Broker
Settings will automatically be disabled.
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ISS.0098.0122

The subscription for publishable document {0} will not be removed or recreated
because the client prefix {1} used by the Broker connection for trigger {2} may be
shared by multiple clients. If required, please remove subscription from Broker
manually.

ISS.0098.0123

The subscription for publishable document {0} will not be removed or recreated
because the client prefix {1} used by the Broker connection for trigger {2} may be
shared by multiple clients. If required, please remove subscription from Broker
manually.

ISS.0098.0124E

A username and password are required for Username/Password authentication.

Explanation

Authentication credentials were not specified.

Action

Provide a username and password.

ISS.0098.9002U

Required property missing for creating {0} transport: {1}

Explanation

Integration Server could not read properties from the
<IntegrationServer_dir>\config\dispatch.cnf file. The file may be corrupt.

Action

Examine the dispatch.cnf file to make sure that it is not corrupt and that the
"clientGroupName" and "brokerHost" fields exist. If the file is corrupt, rename it and
restart Integration Server. After you do this, you can re-configure the Broker Settings
using the Integration Server Administrator.

ISS.0098.9005

Invalid connections properties for creating {0}

ISS.0098.9006U

No matching Document Type exists for {0}

Explanation

A pub.publish* service returned an error because the document specified in the
"documentTypeName" parameter does not exist on the Integration Server.

Action

Examine the input for the "documentTypeName" parameter. Make sure that the
parameter specifies the fully qualified name of the document type for which you want
to publish or deliver an instance. Keep in mind that document type names are
case-sensitive. Additionally, ensure that the specified document type exists on
Integration Server.

ISS.0098.9007E

Data does not conform to the Publishable Document Type {0} errors: {1}

Explanation

A pub.publish* service issued an error because the IData input for the "document"
parameter does not conform to the document type specified in the
"documentTypeName" parameter.

Action

Examine the validation error message and the IData object passed to the "document"
parameter. Make sure that it conforms to the document type specified in the
"documentTypeName" parameter.
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ISS.0098.9008U

No registered Transport for the given id: {0}

Explanation

Integration Server failed to create a subscription to the publishable document type
specified in a trigger. The transport information does not exist, which indicates an
internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0098.9009

Certificate file require for using SSL encryption

ISS.0098.9010E

No waiting thread for Document Id: {0}. Requestor might have timed out.

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error while publishing the document and
waiting for a reply.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0098.9011U

{0} is not a Publishable Document Type.

Explanation

A pub.publish* service returned an error because the document type specified in the
"documentTypeName" parameter was not publishable.

Action

Ensure that the Publishable property is set to "true" for the document type."

ISS.0098.9013U

Dispatcher is not initialized

Explanation

Integration Server was not able to publish, deliver, or reply to a document because
the dispatcher that is responsible for performing these operations was not initialized.

Action

Log on to the Integration Server Administrator and make sure that you have correctly
configured Integration Server for document publishing.

ISS.0098.9014U

BrokerException: {0}

Explanation

Integration Server was unable to publish or retrieve documents from the Broker
because the operation failed on the Broker.

Action

Examine the error message provided by the Broker. Refer to the webMethods Broker
API documentation for the Java Client for a detailed description of the error.

ISS.0098.9015

Rejected document because Dispatcher was unable to deliver document after {0}
attempts
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ISS.0098.9016U

Broker Transport unable to subscribe to Publishable Document Type:{0} BrokerEvent
Type:{1}

Explanation

Integration Server failed to create a subscription to the publishable document type
specified in a trigger. The client is not allowed to subscribe to the Broker document
type associated with the publishable document type.

Action

In the Broker Administrator, check the subscription permissions of the client group
to which the trigger belongs. Make sure that the client is allowed to subscribe to the
Broker document type associated with the publishable document type.

ISS.0098.9017

Rejecting document as there is no enabled Trigger registered:

ISS.0098.9018E

Unrecoverable Error while initializing the webMethods Messaging Subsystem
(Dispatcher): {0}. No webMethods Messaging features will be available until this
issue is resolved and the server is restarted.

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0098.9019U

Request timed out while waiting for reply

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error while publishing or delivering the
document and waiting for a reply.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0098.9021U

Received incorrect document as Reply. Expecting {0} and received {1}

Explanation

Integration Server failed to receive the expected reply document while publishing or
delivering the document and waiting for a reply.

Action

Check the subscriber of the publisher document. Make sure that the subscriber delivers
a correct reply document.

ISS.0098.9022E

Invalid DispatcherMessage {0}

Explanation

Integration Server failed to deliver the document to the subscribing triggers. The
document is null, which indicates an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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ISS.0098.9023U

Transport Factory: {0} not found.

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0098.9024U

{0} Unknown Transport Type specified. Unable to create transport.

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0098.9025U

{0} not configured. {1} operation can only be done after a {0} is configured.

Explanation

The pub.publish:deliver or pub.publish:deliverAndWait service failed to execute
because Integration Server is not configured to connect to the Broker.

Action

Use Integration Server Administrator to configure the server to connect to a Broker.

ISS.0098.9027U

Unknown broker version.

Explanation

Integration Server failed to connect to the Broker because the version of the Broker is
not supported.

Action

Do not attempt to set up such an environment. See the "Installing webMethods
Products" for supported configurations.

ISS.0098.9028

Incompatible Broker version. The minimum Broker version required is 6.0.

ISS.0098.9033E

Duplicate condition name ''{1}'' in Trigger ''{0}''

Explanation

Integration Server could not save the condition settings of a trigger because the trigger
has duplicate condition names.

Action

Edit the trigger so that each condition has a unique name.

ISS.0098.9034E

Condition name ''{0}'' - Cannot have duplicate document types in AND join.

Explanation

Integration Server could not save a trigger because a condition has duplicate document
types in an "AND" join.

Action

Edit the trigger condition to make sure that unique document types are specified in
the "AND" join.
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ISS.0098.9035E

Cannot specify different filters for document type ''{0}'' within a single trigger

Explanation

Integration Server could not save the condition settings of a trigger because more
than one filter is specified for a document type in the trigger.

Action

If multiple conditions in the trigger specify the same document type, make sure that
the filter applied to the document type is the same for each condition.

ISS.0098.9036U

Unable to ack

Explanation

Integration Server failed to acknowledge the document to the trigger document store.
This indicates an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0098.9050U

Unable to publish volatile Document: {0}. Broker not connected.

Explanation

Integration Server published a volatile document while the Broker was down. A
service exception occurred for the publishing service and the volatile document was
lost.

Action

Make sure the Brroker is available and re-publish the document.

ISS.0098.9051U

No activation specified for Join Document:{0}.

Explanation

The published document cannot be processed in a join because it is missing an
activation ID.

Action

The publisher of the document needs to set an activation ID for the document.

ISS.0098.9056U

cmd for msgs all not the same or null

Explanation

A flow service mixed the pub.publish:deliver and pub.publish:publish steps when
the "delayUntilServiceSuccess" parameter is set to "true".

Action

Use separate flow services to deliver and publish a message when the
"delayUntilServiceSuccess" parameter is set to "true".

ISS.0098.9057U

destination for msgs all not the same or null

Explanation

A flow service contains multiple pub.publish:deliver steps where the
"delayUntilServiceSuccess" parameter is set to "true", but the destination IDs are not
identical.

Action

Use separate flow services to deliver a message to different destination IDs when the
"delayUntilServiceSuccess" parameter is set to "true".
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ISS.0098.9058E

publish-on-success is suspended

Explanation

The publish-on-success facility has been programmatically suspended. Therefore, the
publish-on-success operation will not work.

Action

Restart the Integration Server.

ISS.0098.9059E

max concurrent publish-on-success is exceeded

Explanation

The watt.server.control.maxPublishOnSuccess parameter was exceeded by a publishing
flow. The maxPublishOnSuccess parameter controls the maximum number of
documents that Integration Server publishes on success at one time.

Action

Decrease the number of documents published by a flow service that uses
publish-on-success, or increase the value of the maxPublishOnSuccess parameter.

ISS.0098.9061

Document store runtime capacity

ISS.0098.9062U

Document store is missing for {2}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an internal error in the document store.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0098.9063

Step size for {2} must be positive and no greater than 100: {3}

ISS.0098.9064

Unable to mark as complete to the Document History

ISS.0098.9065E

Error reply {0} received. adapterType:{1}, errorCategory:{2},errorText:{3},eventId:{4}

Explanation

A client, typically an Integration Server but possibly a Broker client or Adapter, sent
a request document to an Integration Server, but received an error reply (a document
of type pub.publish.notification:error ) in response. This happens when the service
executing the request document on the target server encounters an error. Instead of
sending the expected reply document type, it sends an error document indicating it
could not process the request document correctly.

Action

Check the Error log of the target Integration Server, that is, the Integration Server to
which the request document was sent. If the error occurred when a document was
being published to a single subscriber, you will know which target server issued the
error reply. However, if the error occurred during a publish to multiple Integration
Servers, you will have to determine which target server issued the error.
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ISS.0098.9066E

Missing required parameter: "{0}".

Explanation

A client tried to invoke a service, but did not specify a required parameter.

Action

Supply the missing required parameter.

ISS.0098.9067E

Trigger not found for triggerName: "{0}".

Explanation

Integration Server tried to suspend or fetch metadata for the indicated trigger, but
there is no trigger with this name enabled on Integration Server.

Action

Make sure the trigger name is typed correctly and that the trigger is enabled.

ISS.0098.9068E

Unable to get status for Trigger "{0}": No IControlObject found.

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an error while trying to perform an action against a
trigger, but the trigger was not completely configured, and as a result, not fully
initialized.

Action

Verify that the trigger is properly configured and is considered to be valid. After
correcting the problem, retry the task you were performing when the error occurred.

ISS.0098.9069E

Unable to get status for Trigger "{0}": {1}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an error while trying to perform an action against a
trigger.
- For trigger retrieval, the status indicates whether the trigger is active or suspended.
- For trigger processing, the status indicates whether the trigger is active or suspended
and shows the current threads being used, the current volatile queue size, and the
current persisted queue size.

Action

The action you take depends on the exception issued. Look at the exception message
and the server log for additional details.

ISS.0098.9072E

Trigger "{0}" is locked. Change not permitted.

Explanation

A user tried to modify the indicated trigger using the Trigger Management screens
in Integration Server Administrator or the built-in services, but the trigger is locked.

Action

Unlock the trigger and try again.

ISS.0098.9073E

Unable to suspend document {0} for Trigger "{1}": No IControlObject found.

Explanation

A request to suspend document processing failed. The most likely cause is that the
trigger was not completely configured, and as a result, not fully initialized.

Action

Make sure the trigger is configured properly and is considered to be valid. After
correcting the problem, retry the task you were performing when the error occurred.
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ISS.0098.9074E

Unable to suspend document {0} for Trigger "{1}": {2}

Explanation

A request to suspend document processing failed due to the indicated exception.

Action

The action you take depends on the exception issued. Look at the exception message
value in the message for specific information.

ISS.0098.9075E

Unable to resume document {0} for Trigger "{1}": No IControlObject found.

Explanation

A request to resume document processing failed. The most likely cause is that the
trigger was not completely configured, and as a result, not fully initialized.

Action

Make sure the trigger is properly configured and is considered to be valid. After
correcting the problem, retry the task you were performing when the error occurred.

ISS.0098.9076E

Unable to resume document {0} for Trigger "{1}": {2}

Explanation

A request to resume document processing failed due to an exception.

Action

The action you take depends on the exception issued. Look at the exception message
value in the message for specific information.

ISS.0098.9077E

Unable to persist the change made to Trigger "{0}": {1}

Explanation

The configuration change for a trigger was not saved to file. As a result, the change
will revert back to its original value after Integration Server restarts or someone reloads
the package.

Action

The action you take depends on the exception issued. Look at the exception message
value in the message for specific information.

ISS.0098.9078E

maxExecutionThreads cannot exceed queueCapacity

Explanation

The value specified for the number of maximum execution threads exceeds the queue
capacity. This is not permitted because the number of documents the Integration
Server can process concurrently (maxExecutionThreads) cannot exceed the maximum
number of documents that can be in the trigger's queue (queueCapacity).

Action

Change the maximum execution threads value to be less than or equal to the queue
capacity. Alternatively, change the queue capacity value so that it is greater than or
equal to the maximum execution threads.

ISS.0098.9079E

queueRefillLevel cannot exceed queueCapacity

Explanation

The value specified for the queue refill level exceeds the queue capacity. The queue
refill level is the number of unprocessed documents that must remain in the trigger
queue before Integration Server retrieves more documents for the queue from the
Broker. This level cannot exceed the maximum number of documents that can be in
the trigger's queue (queueCapacity).
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Action

Change the queue refill level value so that it is less than or equal to the queue capacity.
Alternatively, change the queue capacity value so that it is greater than or equal to
the queue refill level.

ISS.0098.9080E

{0} must be a positive number.

Explanation

The value specified for the indicated parameter was zero or a negative number. This
value must be positive number.

Action

Supply a positive number for the indicated parameter.

ISS.0098.9081

Unable to publish Document: {0}. Broker not connected.

ISS.0098.9082

Unable to create trigger "{0}": {1}

ISS.0098.9083

Unable to create trigger "{0}". Invalid Trigger Name.

ISS.0098.9084

Unable to create trigger "{0}". Invalid NSName.

ISS.0098.9085

Unable to create trigger "{0}". Package "{1}" does not exist.

ISS.0098.9086

Unable to create trigger "{0}": Insufficient Write ACL privileges.

ISS.0098.9087

Unable to create trigger "{0}". A trigger with this name already exists.

ISS.0098.9088

{0} must me greater than 0 or -1.

ISS.0098.9089

{0} must me greater than or equal to 0.

ISS.0098.9090

Unable to publish to the broker the Document: {0}. Sync the document with the
broker.
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ISS.0098.9092W

Filter cannot be migrated to UM Povider Filter, it uses an unsupported construct:{0}.

Explanation

The contents of the Filter field could not be migrated to the Provider Filter (UM) field
because the filter contains the specified unsupported constructs. At run time, the
unsupported constructs replace {0}, {1}, and {2}.

Action

No action is required. The contents of the Filter field will not change. The trigger will
apply the filter to any messages that it receives. Note that while Broker might have
applied portions of the filter to received messages before routing the message to the
trigger, once the trigger and it’s document types have been updated to work with
Universal Messaging, the contents of the Filter field become a local filter only. If you
want the filter to become a provider filter applied by Universal Messaging, you must
specify a filter in the Provider Filter (UM) field.

ISS.0098.9093W

Filter cannot be completely migrated to Provider Filter (UM). Contains duplicate
field name:{0}.

Explanation

The contents of Filter could not be migrated to Provider Filter (UM) because the filter
contains the specified duplicate field name. Universal Messaging cannot filter on
duplicate field names because duplicate field names cannot be encoded as protocol
buffers.

Action

No action is required. The contents of the Filter field will not change. The trigger will
apply the filter to any messages that it receives. Note that while Broker might have
applied portions of the filter to received messages before routing the message to the
trigger, once the trigger and it’s document types have been updated to work with
Universal Messaging, the contents of the Filter field become a local filter only. If you
want the filter to become a provider filter applied by Universal Messaging, you must
specify a filter in the Provider Filter (UM) field.

ISS.0098.9094W

Filter cannot be completely migrated to Provider Filter (UM). Contains field with
an invalid name:{0}.

Explanation

The contents of Filter could not be migrated to Provider Filter (UM) because the filter
contains a name considered to be invalid by Universal Messaging or a field name that
cannot be encoded as protocol buffers.

Action

No action is required. The contents of the Filter field will not change. The trigger will
apply the filter to any messages that it receives. Note that while Broker might have
applied portions of the filter to received messages before routing the message to the
trigger, once the trigger and it’s document types have been updated to work with
Universal Messaging, the contents of the Filter field become a local filter only. If you
want the filter to become a provider filter applied by Universal Messaging, you must
specify a filter in the Provider Filter (UM) field.
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ISS.0098.9095W

Filter cannot be completely migrated to Provider Filter (UM). Contains an Object
or Object List field:{0}.

Explanation

The contents of Filter could not be migrated to Provider Filter (UM) because the filter
contains a field of type Objects and Object Lists which is defined to be an unknown
Java wrapper type. Object and Object Lists defined to be an unknown Java wrapper
type cannot be encoded with protocol buffers.

Action

No action is required. The contents of the Filter field will not change. The trigger will
apply the filter to any messages that it receives. Note that while Broker might have
applied portions of the filter to received messages before routing the message to the
trigger, once the trigger and it’s document types have been updated to work with
Universal Messaging, the contents of the Filter field become a local filter only. If you
want the filter to become a provider filter applied by Universal Messaging, you must
specify a filter in the Provider Filter (UM) field.

ISS.0098.9096W

Filter cannot be completely migrated to Provider Filter (UM). Contains an invalid
AND condition:{0} - {1}.

Explanation

The contents of Filter could not be migrated to Provider Filter (UM) because the filter
contains an AND condition that specifies a null value. Because a null value cannot
be included in a protocol buffer message, a filter that checks for a null value is invalid.

Action

No action is required. The contents of the Filter field will not change. The trigger will
apply the filter to any messages that it receives. Note that while Broker might have
applied portions of the filter to received messages before routing the message to the
trigger, once the trigger and it’s document types have been updated to work with
Universal Messaging, the contents of the Filter field become a local filter only. If you
want the filter to become a provider filter applied by Universal Messaging, you must
specify a filter in the Provider Filter (UM) field.

ISS.0098.9097W

Filter cannot be completely migrated to Provider Filter (UM). Contains an invalid
FUNCTION.

Explanation

The contents of Filter could not be migrated to Provider Filter (UM) because the filter
contains an invalid FUNCTION.

Action

No action is required. The contents of the Filter field will not change. The trigger will
apply the filter to any messages that it receives. Note that while Broker might have
applied portions of the filter to received messages before routing the message to the
trigger, once the trigger and it’s document types have been updated to work with
Universal Messaging, the contents of the Filter field become a local filter only. If you
want the filter to become a provider filter applied by Universal Messaging, you must
specify a filter in the Provider Filter (UM) field.
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ISS.0098.9098W

Filter cannot be completely migrated to Provider Filter (UM). Contains an invalid
comparator value:{0} - {1}.

Explanation

The contents of Filter could not be migrated to Provider Filter (UM) because the filter
contains a comparison considered invalid by Universal Messaging or protocol buffers.
At run time, the {0} in the message is replaced the contents of the left side of the
expression and {1} is replaced by the contents of the right side of the expression.

Action

No action is required. The contents of the Filter field will not change. The trigger will
apply the filter to any messages that it receives. Note that while Broker might have
applied portions of the filter to received messages before routing the message to the
trigger, once the trigger and it’s document types have been updated to work with
Universal Messaging, the contents of the Filter field become a local filter only. If you
want the filter to become a provider filter applied by Universal Messaging, you must
specify a filter in the Provider Filter (UM) field.

ISS.0098.9099W

Filter cannot be completely migrated to Provider Filter (UM). Contains a NULL
comparator value:{0} - {1}.

Explanation

The contents of Filter could not be migrated to Provider Filter (UM) because the filter
compares a field to a NULL value. Because a null value cannot be included in a protocol
buffer message, a filter that checks for a null value is invalid.

Action

No action is required. The contents of the Filter field will not change. The trigger will
apply the filter to any messages that it receives. Note that while Broker might have
applied portions of the filter to received messages before routing the message to the
trigger, once the trigger and it’s document types have been updated to work with
Universal Messaging, the contents of the Filter field become a local filter only. If you
want the filter to become a provider filter applied by Universal Messaging, you must
specify a filter in the Provider Filter (UM) field.

ISS.0098.9100W

Filter cannot be completely migrated to Provider Filter (UM). Contains a REGEX
value:{0} {1}.

Explanation

The contents of Filter could not be migrated to Provider Filter (UM) because the filter
contains a regular expression. Universal Messaging filtering syntax does not support
the use of regular expressions.

Action

No action is required. The contents of the Filter field will not change. The trigger will
apply the filter to any messages that it receives. Note that while Broker might have
applied portions of the filter to received messages before routing the message to the
trigger, once the trigger and it’s document types have been updated to work with
Universal Messaging, the contents of the Filter field become a local filter only. If you
want the filter to become a provider filter applied by Universal Messaging, you must
specify a filter in the Provider Filter (UM) field.
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ISS.0098.9101W

Filter cannot be completely migrated to Provider Filter (UM). Contains an invalid
Boolean value:{0}.

Explanation

The contents of Filter could not be migrated to Provider Filter (UM) because the filter
contains an invalid value for a field or type Boolean.

Action

No action is required. The contents of the Filter field will not change. The trigger will
apply the filter to any messages that it receives. Note that while Broker might have
applied portions of the filter to received messages before routing the message to the
trigger, once the trigger and it’s document types have been updated to work with
Universal Messaging, the contents of the Filter field become a local filter only. If you
want the filter to become a provider filter applied by Universal Messaging, you must
specify a filter in the Provider Filter (UM) field.

ISS.0098.9102W

Filter cannot be completely migrated to Provider Filter (UM). Contains an invalid
OR condition:{0} - {1}.

Explanation

The contents of Filter could not be migrated to Provider Filter (UM) because the filter
contains an OR condition that specifies a null value. Because a null value cannot be
included in a protocol buffer message, a filter that checks for a null value is invalid.
At run time, the {0} in the message is replaced the contents of the left side of the
expression and {1} is replaced by the contents of the right side of the expression.

Action

No action is required. The contents of the Filter field will not change. The trigger will
apply the filter to any messages that it receives. Note that while Broker might have
applied portions of the filter to received messages before routing the message to the
trigger, once the trigger and it’s document types have been updated to work with
Universal Messaging, the contents of the Filter field become a local filter only. If you
want the filter to become a provider filter applied by Universal Messaging, you must
specify a filter in the Provider Filter (UM) field.

ISS.0098.9103W

Filter cannot be completely migrated to Provider Filter (UM). Contains an invalid
NOT condition:{0}.

Explanation

The contents of Filter could not be migrated to Provider Filter (UM) because the filter
contains an invalid value in a NOT condition.

Action

No action is required. The contents of the Filter field will not change. The trigger will
apply the filter to any messages that it receives. Note that while Broker might have
applied portions of the filter to received messages before routing the message to the
trigger, once the trigger and it’s document types have been updated to work with
Universal Messaging, the contents of the Filter field become a local filter only. If you
want the filter to become a provider filter applied by Universal Messaging, you must
specify a filter in the Provider Filter (UM) field.
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ISS.0098.9104E

{0} operation is not supported when connection alias type is Local.

Explanation

The documentTypeName input parameter specifies a publishable document type that
uses the IS_LOCAL_CONNECTION alias. Instances of publishable document types
that use the IS_LOCAL_CONNECTION messaging connection alias cannot be
delivered.

Action

Change the documentTypeName input parameter value to be a publishable document
type associated with a Universal Messaging connection alias or a Broker connection
alias and then re-execute the service. If you want to publish a document locally, use
the pub.publish:publish service or the pub.publish:publishAndWait service.

ISS.0098.9105E

Cannot specify different provider filters for document type ''{0}'' within a single
UM trigger

Explanation

If a webMethods messaging trigger that receives messages from Universal Messaging
specifies the same publishable document type in more than one condition, the
conditions must specify the same provider filter. That is, the contents of the Provide
Filter (UM) column must be the same for each condition that subscribes to the same
publishable document type.

Action

Revise the contents of the Provider Filter (UM) column to be the same for each
condition that subscribes to the same publishable document type.

ISS.0099.0001U

Broker Transport:{0} unable to subscribe to Broker Document {1}. Exception {2}

Explanation

The Integration Server failed to create the subscription for the trigger on the Broker.
The Broker may be unavailable.

Action

In the Broker Administrator, check the status of the Broker and the network connection.
If all are correct, then this is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0099.0002U

Broker Transport:{0} unable to unsubscribe to Broker Document {1}. Exception {2}

Explanation

The Integration Server failed to cancel the subscription for the trigger from the Broker
after removing the trigger from the Integration Server. The Broker might be
unavailable.

Action

In the Broker Administrator, check the status of the Broker and the network connection.
If all are correct, then this is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0099.0003U

Unable to create Broker Transport {0}. Exception {1}

Explanation

The Integration Server failed to create the Broker transport for the Broker client because
the client could not reconnect to the Broker. The Broker might be temporarily
unavailable.

Action

In the Broker Administrator, check the status of the Broker and the network connection.
If all are correct, then this is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support.
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ISS.0099.0005E

Creating subscription on Broker without invalid filter: {0}

Explanation

A trigger contains an invalid filter. The subscription was created on the Broker without
the invalid filter.

Action

Change the filter in the trigger to a valid trigger.

ISS.0099.0006U

Unable to disconnect Broker Transport. Exception: {0}

Explanation

Integration Server failed to disconnect from the Broker during shutdown. This indicates
an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0099.0007U

BrokerTransport:{0} got Exception: {1}

Explanation

The Integration Server encountered an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0099.0008U

Insufficient memory while retrieving events for BrokerTransport:{0}

Explanation

The Integration Server does not have sufficient memory to retrieve even one document
from the Broker.

Action

From the Broker, check the size of the document. Consider increasing the heap size
of the JVM used by Integration Server.

ISS.0099.0009U

Unable to retrieve events from the Broker for BrokerTransport:{0}. Insufficient JVM
memory. Please check Heap size/ size of Documents on the Broker.

Explanation

The Integration Server does not have sufficient memory to retrieve documents from
the Broker.

Action

From the Broker, check the size of the documents. Consider increasing the heap size
of the JVM used by Integration Server.

ISS.0099.0010U

Broker Transport:{0} failed to unsubscribe to all Broker Documents. Exception {1}

Explanation

The Integration Server failed to cancel the subscriptions from the Broker while
removing the trigger from the Integration Server. The Broker might be unavailable.

Action

In the Broker Administrator, check the status of the Broker and the network connection.
If all are correct, then this is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support.
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ISS.0099.0011E

Broker Transport Factory unable to retrieve password for handle {0}

Explanation

An internal error occurred.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0099.0012E

{0} failed to retrieve password for handle {1}. Exception {2}

Explanation

An internal error occurred.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0099.0013E

{0} failed to save password for handle {1}. Exception {2}

Explanation

An internal error occurred.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0099.0014E

{0} failed to refresh broker settings. Exception type {1}, msg {2}

Explanation

An error occurred while saving broker settings to disk.

Action

Read through the details provided in the exception and take corrective steps. If you
are not able to resolve the problem, contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0099.0015E

BrokerTransport : Broker Timing out repetitively. New subscriptions won't get
created and if subscriptions are already existing,this might lead to the client queue
growing on the broker

Explanation

An attempt to create a new subscription has timed out multiple times.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0100.0036E

{0} getReader() has already been called for this request

Explanation

A servlet or JSP called the ServletRequest.getInputStream() method after it had already
called the ServletRequest.getReader() method. The servlet or JSP can call one method
or the other, not both.

Action

Check the servlet or JSP and ensure that only one of these methods is called.

ISS.0100.9900U

The {0} action is not enclosed by a {1} action.

Explanation

Integration Server was not able to execute a Web application because there are syntax
errors in the JSP file.

Action

Examine the error message to determine which tag name caused the exception to be
thrown. Then check the JSP file that contains the tags and look for syntax errors. See
the "Web Applications Developer’s Guide" for the correct usage. After you fix the
problem, re-deploy the Web application on Integration Server.
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ISS.0100.9901U

The {0} action is not enclosed by a {1} action at {2}.

Explanation

Integration Server was not able to execute a web application because there was a
syntax error in the <webm:ifvar> and <webm:else> tags in the JSP file.

Action

Examine the JSP file that contains the <webm:ifvar> and <webm:else> tags. See the
"webMethods Applications Developer's Guide" for the correct usage of these tags.
After you fix the problem, re-deploy the Web application on Integration Server.

ISS.0105.0003E

Cannot get canonicalKey: {0}

Explanation

The pub.synchronization.xref:getCanonicalKey service failed to execute because an
exception was thrown when Integration Server tried to retrieve the corresponding
canonical key for the specified native ID from the repository.

Action

Examine the exception message and stack trace for details. Verify that you have
provided correct input for the "appID", "nativeID", and "objectID" parameters. If you
cannot find the cause for the problem, contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0105.0005E

Cannot insert into database this record, appId="{0}", nativeId="{1}",
canonicalKey="{2}", objId="{3}", error: {4}

Explanation

The pub.synchronization.xref:createXReference service or
pub.synchronization.xref:insertXReference service failed to execute because an
exception was thrown when Integration Server tried to insert or create the
cross-reference record in the repository.

Action

Examine the error stack trace to determine which exception was thrown. If it was a
SQLException, check the webMethods Integration Server documentation to make
sure that you have set up your JDBC Pool configurations correctly. If you cannot
determine the cause of the problem, contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0105.0006E

Cannot close latch: {0}

Explanation

The "pub.synchronization.latch:closeLatch" service failed to execute because an
exception was thrown when Integration Server tried to close the latch for a given
application ID, canonical Key, and object ID.

Action

Examine the error stack trace to determine which exception was thrown. If it was a
SQLException, check the webMethods Integration Server documentation to make
sure you have set up your JDBC Pool configurations correctly. If you cannot determine
the cause of the problem, contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0105.0007E

Cannot open latch: {0}

Explanation

The "pub.synchronization.latch:closeLatch" service failed to execute because an
exception was thrown when the Integration Server tried to open the latch for a given
application ID, canonical Key, and object ID.

Action

Examine the error stack trace to determine which exception was thrown. If it was a
SQLException, check "Installing webMethods Products" to make sure you have set
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up your JDBC Pool correctly.If you cannot determine the cause of the problem, contact
Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0105.0008E

Cannot get nativeId: {0}

Explanation

The "pub.synchronization.xref:getNativeId" service failed to execute because an
exception was thrown when the Integration Server tried to retrieve the native ID for
a given canonical key, application ID, and object ID.

Action

Examine the error stack trace to determine which exception was thrown. If it was a
SQLException, check "Installing webMethods Products" to make sure you have set
up your JDBC Pool configurations correctly. If you cannot determine the cause of the
problem, contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0105.0009E

Cannot obtain a JDBC connection: {0}

Explanation

The Integration Server was not able to obtain a connection to the JDBC database where
cross-reference keys and echo suppression status are stored. A likely cause is that the
pool alias for this database was specified incorrectly on the Settings>JDBC Pools page
of the Server Administrator.

Action

From the Settings>JDBC Pools page of the Server Administrator, examine the pool
alias properties for the Xref and make sure it specifies the correct Database URL, User
Id, Password, and Database driver. Then, restart the Integration Server.

ISS.0105.0010E

No JDBC connection available

Explanation

The Integration Server was not able to obtain a connection to the JDBC database where
the cross-reference keys and echo suppression status are stored. A likely cause is that
no JDBC pool connections are available.

Action

From the Settings > JDBC Pools page of the Integration Server Administrator, examine
the pool alias properties for the Xref and consider increasing the number of
connections. Then, restart Integration Server.

ISS.0105.0011E

Release JDBC connection error: {0}

Explanation

Integration Server tried to perform a database operation, but the
"pub.synchronization*" service failed to release its connection to the database. This
indicates an internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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ISS.0105.0012E

Get preparedStatement error: {0}

Explanation

While trying to perform a database operation, a "pub.synchronization*" service
encountered an SQLException.

Action

Examine the error stack trace to determine which SQL exception was thrown. Make
sure you followed the instructions in the "webMethods Integration Server
documentation and set up the Database correctly. If you cannot determine the cause
of the error, contact the database vendor.

ISS.0105.0013E

Check isLatchClosed error: {0}

Explanation

The pub.synchronization.latch:isLatchClosed service threw an exception when it tried
to check the latch status for a given canonical key, application ID, and object ID.

Action

Examine the error stack trace to determine which exception was thrown. If it was a
SQLException, check "Installing webMethods Products" to make sure you have set
up your JDBC Pool correctly. If you cannot determine the cause of the problem, contact
Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0105.0014E

Drop all records with objId="{0}", error: {1}

Explanation

The "pub.synchronization.xref:deleteByObjectId" service threw an exception when it
tried to remove all cross-reference records associated with a particular process or
synchronization.

Action

Examine the error stack trace to determine which exception was thrown. If it was a
SQLException, check the webMethods Integration Server documentation to make
sure that you have set up your JDBC Pool configurations correctly. If you cannot
determine the cause of the problem, contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0105.0024E

Delete xref record: appId="{0}", canonicalKey="{1}", objId="{2}", error: {3}

Explanation

The pub.synchronization.xref:deleteXReference service threw an exception when it
tried to remove all cross-reference records associated with a particular process or
synchronization.

Action

Examine the error stack trace to determine which exception was thrown. If it was a
SQLException, check the webMethods Integration Server documentation to make
sure that you have set up your JDBC Pool configurations correctly. If you cannot
determine the cause of the problem, contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.012.0026E

The certificate in the SAML assertion signature does not match the certificate on
file for the issuer; Rejecting SAML assertion.

Explanation

The certificate in the SAML assertion signature does not match the certificate on file
for the issuer.

Action

Check the issuer configuration on Security -> SAML screen and make sure that the
identified truststore contains the correct certificate for the issuer.
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ISS.0125.0015W

The trigger input control parameters,
watt.server.control.triggerInputControl.delaysIncrementInterval and
watt.server.control.triggerInputControl.delays, were set to their default values
because an exception occurred when parsing the supplied values.

Explanation

Integration Server could not set the trigger input control configuration parameter
watt.server.control.triggerInputControl.delaysIncrementInterval and/or
watt.server.control.triggerInputControl.delays to the new value because an exception
occurred when parsing a new value for one of the parameters. Integration Server reset
both configuration parameters to the default values.

Action

Use a valid value for the
watt.server.control.triggerInputControl.delaysIncrementInterval or
watt.server.control.triggerInputControl.delays parameter.

ISS.0128.0001E

Unable to get JDBC connection. Exception:{0}

Explanation

Integration Server was unable to connect to the database defined by the
DocumentHistory functional alias. This alias defines the database that the Integration
Server uses to detect duplicate documents.

Action

From the Settings>JDBC Pools> page of the Integration Server Administrator, make
sure that a Functional Alias called DocumentHistory exists and is associated with a
valid Pool Alias. Click the Test button. If the alias exists, but there are errors when
you hit the Test button, then there is a problem with the connection. Review the
Journal log for messages about the operation being performed. If the problem persists,
contact your Database Administrator.

ISS.0128.0002E

Exception while {1}: {0}

Explanation

An exception occurred when Integration Server tried to perform a task using the In
Doubt Resolver component.

Action

From the Settings>JDBC Pools> page of the Integration Server Administrator, make
sure that a Functional Alias called DocumentHistory exists and is associated with a
valid Pool Alias. Click the Test button. If the alias exists, but there are errors when
you hit the Test button, then there is a problem with the connection. If the problem
persists, contact your Database Administrator.

ISS.0128.0003E

SQLException:{0} while {1}

Explanation

An exception occurred when Integration Server tried to perform a SQL operation
using the JDBC connection pool for the functional alias DocumentHistory.

Action

From the Settings>JDBC Pools> page of the Integration Server Administrator, make
sure that a Functional Alias called DocumentHistory exists and is associated with a
valid Pool Alias. Click the Test button. If the alias exists, but there are errors when
you hit the Test button, then there is a problem with the connection. Review the
Journal log for messages about the operation being performed. If the problem persists,
contact your Database Administrator.
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ISS.0128.0004E

Exception while loading the Decision Tree: {0}

Explanation

An exception occurred when Integration Server tried to create the decision tree for
resolving duplicate documents. The decision is based on multiple criteria, but
Integration Server was not able to load these criteria into memory.

Action

Contact webMethods Customer Care. Be prepared to provide logs and the version
number and patch level for Integration Server and your operating system.

ISS.0128.0005E

Exception:{0} while resolving Document of type: {1} and Id: {2} for trigger: {3}.
Document is being deemed as In Doubt.

Explanation

An exception occurred when Integration Server tried to resolve a document it received.
The exception might be due to a problem with the database connection for the alias
DocumentHistory or with the Resolver Service associated with the trigger.

Action

Examine the Server log for error messages that indicate the cause of the problem. If
the error was a database/SQL exception, check to see if the functional alias
DocumentHistory is working properly. If a problem occurred with the Resolver
Service, verify that the service is properly coded.

ISS.0128.0006E

Trigger: {0} encountered exception while executing resolver service: {1}. Exception:
{2}

Explanation

Integration Server received a document, but the document resolver service associated
with the trigger encountered an exception.

Action

Check the Error log to see if the Document Resolver Service associated with the trigger
has logged any error messages. If no messages have been logged, change the auditing
properties for the service to enable the Log on Error property. In addition, because
this is a user-written service, check it to make sure it has been coded properly.

ISS.0128.0007E

In Doubt document of type:{0} with Id:{1} received for trigger:{2}. Document is being
Audit Logged.

Explanation

Integration Server received a document, but the document resolver service associated
with the rrigger could not resolve the document and therefore considers it to be "In
Doubt".

Action

Check the document's id to see if it is a duplicate. If there is an document resolver
service associated with the trigger, determine why the service was not able to resolve
the document. Integration Server records occurrences of In Doubt Documents in the
Audit log. You can view In Doubt documents through WmMonitor.
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ISS.0128.0008E

Unable to Audit Log document of type:{0} with id:{1} as it can't be decoded.
Exception:{2}.

Explanation

An error occurred when Integration Server tried to resolve a document. As part of
the resolution process, a document first goes to the In Doubt Resolver component. If
that component successfully resolves the document, Integration Server decodes the
document and sends it to the trigger. However, if the In Doubt Resolver cannot resolve
the document, the Integration Server decodes the document and sends it to the In
Doubt Resolver service associated with the trigger. This error is issued if there is an
error when decoding the document before sending it to the In Doubt Resolver service
associated with the trigger.

Action

Make sure the document type on Integration Server matches the associated Broker
document type on the Broker. Re-sync the document types by pushing the IS document
type to the Broker ("Push to Broker"). If all the document type fields and data types
match and the problem still persists, contact webMethods Customer Care.

ISS.0128.0009E

Unable to get JDBC Connection to the database.

Explanation

As part of storing history for the document being processed, the Integration Server's
In Doubt Resolver component add/deletes rows to a database. While performing one
of these actions, the connection to the database was lost.

Action

From the Settings>JDBC Pools> page of the Integration Server Administrator, make
sure that a functional alias called DocumentHistory exists and is associated with a
valid Pool Alias. Click the Test button. If the alias exists, but there are errors when
you hit the Test button, then there is a problem with the connection. If the problem
persists, contact your Database Administrator. Review the Journal log for messages
about the operation being performed. If the problem persists, contact your Database
Administrator.

ISS.0128.0010

Detected expired UUID:{0} for trigger:{1}. Deleting all expired UUIDs.

ISS.0128.0011

Unable to resolve processing state for UUID:{0} for trigger:{1}. Exception:{2}

ISS.0128.0012

Unable to mark UUID:{0} for trigger:{1} as complete in the database. A non-expired
UUID already exists.

ISS.0128.0014E

Unable to insert UUID:{0}. Exception:{1}

Explanation

As part of storing history for the document or message being processed, Integration
Server's In Doubt Resolver component stores the UUID (universally unique ID) of
the document (message) in a database. An exception occurred during this process.

Action

From the Settings>JDBC Pools> page of the Integration Server Administrator, make
sure that a Functional Alias called DocumentHistory exists and is associated with a
valid Pool Alias. Click the Test button. If the alias exists, but there are errors when
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you hit the Test button, then there is a problem with the connection. If the problem
persists, contact your Database Administrator.

ISS.0128.0015E

Document history initialization failed. Please verify database connection is
available.Exception {0}.

Explanation

No valid JDBC connection Pool is available for the In Doubt Resolver Alias
"DocumentHistory". Detection of duplicate documents depends on the availability
of a database where document history is defined.

Action

From the Settings>JDBC Pools> page of the Integration Server Administrator, make
sure that a Functional Alias called DocumentHistory exists and is associated with a
valid Pool Alias. Click the Test button. If the alias exists, but there are errors when
you hit the Test button, then there is a problem with the connection. If the problem
persists, contact your Database Administrator.

ISS.0128.9002E

Unable to get Connection

Explanation

No valid JDBC connection Pool is available for the In Doubt Resolver Alias
"DocumentHistory".

Action

From the Settings>JDBC Pools> page of the Integration Server Administrator, make
sure that a Functional Alias called DocumentHistory exists and is associated with a
valid Pool Alias. Click the Test button. If the alias exists, but there are errors when
you hit the test button, then there is a problem with the connection. Review the Journal
log for messages about the operation being performed. If the problem persists, contact
your Database Administrator.

ISS.0128.9006E

Invalid argument supplied for:{0}

Explanation

Integration Server stores document history information in a database so that it can
detect when duplicate documents are received. This error occurs when a process tries
to insert an entry that specifies an invalid argument into the database.

Action

Check to see if the name of the trigger and the UUID of the document satisfy the
constraints specified on the columns of the Table WM_IDR_MSG_HST in your
database. This error can occur if the Trigger Name or UUID exceeds the column length
of the database column.

ISS.0128.9013E

Exception while executing in doubt resolver service:{0}

Explanation

Integration Server received a document, but an exception occurred during execution
of the document resolver service associated with the trigger.

Action

Check the Integration Serverse error log to see if the document resolver service has
logged any error messages. If no errors were logged, configure the document resolver
service's auditing properties to Log on Error. In addition, verify that the document
resolver service has been coded properly.
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ISS.0128.9015E

The DocumentHistory functional alias is not configured properly on the JDBC
Pools page. Assign a valid database pool and restart the Integration Server.

Explanation

Integration Server stores document history information in a Document History
database so that it can detect when duplicate documents are received. Integration
Server throws this exception whenever it does not find a JDBC Pool for the Document
History functional alias.

Action

Configure a JDBC Pool for Document History functional alias.

ISS.0131.0001E

No threads available. All diagnostic listener threads are in use.

Explanation

Integration Server has detected that all threads allocated to the diagnostic thread pool
are in use.

Action

Wait for one or more of these threads to finish. If this problem persists, contact
webMethods Customer Care.

ISS.0131.0002

DOMString size error. Details:{0}

ISS.0131.0003

Hierarchy request error. Details:{0}

ISS.0131.0004

Wrong document error. Details:{0}

ISS.0131.0005

Invalid character error. Details:{0}

ISS.0131.0006

No data allowed error. Details:{0}

ISS.0131.0007

No modification allowed error. Details:{0}

ISS.0131.0008

Not found error. Details:{0}

ISS.0131.0009

Not supported error. Details:{0}

ISS.0131.0010

Inuse attribute error. Details:{0}
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ISS.0131.0011

Invalid state error. Details:{0}

ISS.0131.0013

Invalid modification error. Details:{0}

ISS.0131.0015

Invalid access error. Details:{0}

ISS.0131.0017

Type mismatch error. Details:{0}

ISS.0131.9998

Cannot set attribute name or value to null

ISS.0131.9999

Cannot get null attribute

ISS.0134.0002

JMS Runtime Configuration Internal Error. Unable to set thread pool max: {0}

ISS.0134.0003

An error occurred while loading JMS configuration file: {0}

ISS.0134.0004

Unable to start JMS connection alias "{0}": {1}

ISS.0134.0005E

Unable to start JMS connection alias "{0}". The alias is now disabled: {1}

Explanation

The specified JMS connection alias could not be started because it is disabled. Only
enabled JMS connection aliases can be started.

Action

Enable the JMS connection alias.

ISS.0134.0006

JNDI Propery "{0}" not found. Setting JMS connection alias "{1}" to disabled.

ISS.0134.0009

JMS configuration file not found: {0}

ISS.0134.0010

JMS subsystem is not configured. The default JMS connection alias is being created.
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ISS.0134.0011

Unable to load JMS configuration file "{0}": {1}

ISS.0134.0012

Unable to load JMS configuration file "{0}": File not found.

ISS.0134.0014

"jms.cnf" file contains no configuration data.

ISS.0134.0015

Unable to load configuration for JMS connection alias "{0}": {1}

ISS.0134.0016

JMS Connection Error on connection "{0}": {1}

ISS.0134.0017

Unable to destroy CSQ for connection "{0}": {1}

ISS.0134.0018

Unable to ping JNDI provider "{0}": {1}

ISS.0134.0019

Unable to start CSQ Factory. The CSQ feature will not be functional for any JMS
connection aliases: {0}

ISS.0134.0020

Exception occured while pinging JMS provider "{0}": {1}

ISS.0134.0021

Error delisting resource from transaction: {0}

ISS.0134.0022

Error closing JMSSession: {0}

ISS.0134.0023

Error shutting down CSQ Factory: {0}

ISS.0134.0024

CSQ Dispatcher "{0}" unable to retrieve producer. CSQ Dispatcher is now stopping:
{1}

ISS.0134.0025

CSQ Dispatcher "{0}" is stopping because of exception: {1}
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ISS.0134.0026

CSQ Dispatcher "{0}" was unable to send message to "{1}" after {2} retries: {3}

ISS.0134.0027

CSQ Dispatcher "{0}" was unable to send message to "{1}": {2}

ISS.0134.0028

Out of memory error while acking message from CSQ "{0}". Attempting two retries

ISS.0134.0030

CSQ Dispatcher "{0}" was unable to acknowledge message: {1}

ISS.0134.0031

Out of memory error while sending message from CSQ. Attempting two retries

ISS.0134.0033

No metadata found for JMS connection alias {0}

ISS.0134.0034

No metadata found for JMS connection alias {0}: {1}

ISS.0134.0035

The JMS provider and version associated with JMS connection alias {0} is not
officially supported.

ISS.0134.0039

IllegalStateException occured in Consumer {0}: {1}

ISS.0134.0040

OutOfMemoryError occured in Consumer {0}

ISS.0134.0041

JMS Trigger {0} failed preprocessing: {1}

ISS.0134.0042

JMS Trigger {0} failed: {1}

ISS.0134.0043

JMS Trigger {0} failed post-processing: {1}

ISS.0134.0044

JMS Trigger {0} was unable to set JMS Reply To Context: {1}
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ISS.0134.0045I

JMS Trigger {0} has acknowledged the message(s).

Explanation

The specified JMS trigger has acknowledged the message(s) to the JMS provider.

Action

No action required.

ISS.0134.0046

JMS Trigger {0} has recovered the message(s).

ISS.0134.0051

Created JMS Trigger Thread Pool with a maximum of {0} threads.

ISS.0134.0053

Unable to start JMS Trigger {0}: {1}

ISS.0134.0056

Error closing Connection Handle: {0}.

ISS.0134.0057

JMS Trigger {0} did not shutdown in the allotted time ({1} seconds). It is now being
forced to shutdown.

ISS.0134.0058

JMS Trigger {0} is shutting down because of exception: {1}

ISS.0134.0059

Error destroying Consumer Context: {0}.

ISS.0134.0060

Unable to refill Shared Session Pool after release: {0}

ISS.0134.0061

Consumer Context Pool shutodwn timeout: Freeing up active entries.

ISS.0134.0062

Internal Error: returning unused object to Consumer Context Pool!

ISS.0134.0063

JMS transaction failed with $errorType {0}.

ISS.0134.0064

Unable to register JMS Trigger {0}: {1}
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ISS.0134.0065

Unable to unregister JMS Trigger {0}: {1}

ISS.0134.0066

JMSTrigger {0} has started.

ISS.0134.0072

JMS Trigger Resource Monitor scheduled new system task.

ISS.0134.0073

JMS Trigger Resource Monitor has resumed the last trigger. Its system task will
now be canceled.

ISS.0134.0074

JMS Trigger Resource Monitor is now monitoring the resource availability of trigger
{0}.

ISS.0134.0075

JMS Trigger Resource Monitor invoked service {0}. Status of resource is "{1}".

ISS.0134.0076

JMS Trigger Resource Monitor received an exception while invoking service {0}:
{1}

ISS.0134.0077

JMSTrigger Resource Monitor has resumed trigger {0}.

ISS.0134.0078

JMS Trigger Resource Monitor received an exception while attempting to resume
trigger {0}: {1}

ISS.0134.0081

No suitable data type was found in the message body so an empty Message is being
created.

ISS.0134.0082

Not starting JMS connection alias {0} because package {1} is not loaded/enabled
yet.

ISS.0134.0083

Trigger {0} cannot receive messages in a batch while using a transacted connection.
The "max batch messages" size will be set to 1.
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ISS.0134.0084

Unable to acknowledge InDoubtResolver: {0}

ISS.0134.0085

Unable to remove InDoubtResolver entry: {0}

ISS.0134.0086

Trigger Preprocessing Failure occurred for trigger {0}: {1}. The DocumentHistory
JDBC alias may not be configured correctly. The trigger will be automatically
suspended. You must restart it manually.

ISS.0134.0087

Trigger Preprocessing Failure occurred for trigger {0}: {1}. The trigger will be
automatically suspended and IS will monitor the DocumentHistory JDBC resource.

ISS.0134.0088

Rejecting incoming message for trigger: {0}, documentID: {1}. Delivery Count has
exceeded {2} attempts.

ISS.0134.0089

JMS Trigger {0} failed decoding: {1}

ISS.0134.0090

Unable to retrieve password from Password Manager with key {0}: {1}

ISS.0134.0091

Unable to set password in Password Manager with key {0}: {1}

ISS.0134.0094

Unable to start JMS connection alias "{0}". The server will attempt to reconnect
every {1} seconds: {2}

ISS.0134.0096

Could not create Destination to Ping Connection Alias :{0}.

ISS.0134.0098

JMS connection alias "{0}" is unable to check the JNDI namespace for updates to
the ConnectionFactory "{1}": {2}

ISS.0134.0099

JMS connection alias "{0}" is updating because of changes made to ConnectionFactory
"{1}" in the JNDI namespace.
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ISS.0134.0100

Unable to restart JMS connection alias "{0}" after updating ConnectionFactory "{1}":
{2}

ISS.0134.0102

Unable to register event listener. Update functionality not available for this JNDI
provider: {0}

ISS.0134.0103

The JNDI event listener for JMS connection alias "{0}" has been disconnected. The
system will try to reconnect.

ISS.0134.0104

JMS connection alias "{0}" is dynamically setting polling interval to {1} milliseconds.

ISS.0134.0105

JMS connection alias "{0}" is unable to retrieve polling interval, so the default value
of {1} minutes will be used instead: {2}

ISS.0134.0106

Starting JMS connection alias with Guaranteed Multisend policy. Broker list = {0};
Multisend Broker count = {1}.

ISS.0134.0114D

Refreshed session for consumer: {0}

Explanation

Integration Server refreshed the session for the specified message consumer.

Action

None.

ISS.0134.0115D

Initialized default Session pool for alias "{0}"; max size "{1}"

Explanation

Integration Server created a default Session Pool for the specified JMS connection
alias.

Action

No action required.

ISS.0134.0116D

Initialized MessageProducer pool for alias "{0}"; destination "{1}"; max size "{2}"

Explanation

For the specified JMS connection alias, Integration Server created a MessageProducer
Pool for the specified destination.

Action

No action required.
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ISS.0134.0117E

Unable to initialize MessageProducer pool for alias "{0}"; destination "{1}": {2}

Explanation

An error occurred while initializing the MessageProducer Pool for the specified JMS
connection alias and destination. The error most likely occurred because the destination
does not exist or cannot be accessed.

Action

Verify that the specified destination exists and that you have sufficient privileges to
access the destination. If the JMS connection alias uses a JNDI provider for
administered objects, verify that the JNDI provider is available.

ISS.0134.0999

JMS subsystem unexpected error: {0}

ISS.0134.9045E

Unable to create trigger "{0}". Invalid or non-ascii characters in NSName.

Explanation

The WS endpoint trigger could not be created because the Web service endpoint alias
name includes characters that are not valid for an element name.

Action

Change the name of the alias so that it does not include any characters that Integration
Server considers to be reserved or invalid for element names. Refer to the Designer
or webMethods Developer documentation for a list of reserved or invalid characters.

ISS.0134.9082E

The client side queue cannot be used with a send and wait request if the reply
destination is a temporary queue.

Explanation

The useCSQ parameter is set to true and the replyToDestinationName is blank or
specifies a temporary queue.

Action

If you want Integration Server to route messages to the client side queue when the
JMS provider is not available leave useCSQ set to true and specify a queue that is not
temporary. That is, specify values for the destinationNameReplyTo and
destinationTypeReplyTo input parameters.

ISS.0134.9083E

The pub.jms:sendBatch service is not supported with this provider.

Explanation

The connecationAliasName parameter specifies a JMS connection alias that uses a
JMS provider that is not supported with the pub.jms:sendBatch service.

Action

Change the value of the connectionAliasName parameter to specify a JMS connection
alias that uses a supported JMS provider.

ISS.0134.9084E

The pub.jms:sendBatch service is not supported with connection factories that use
the multisend guaranteed or multisend best effort Broker cluster policies.

Explanation

The connectionAliasName parameter specifies a JMS connection alias that uses a
connection factory to which the multisend guaranteed or multisend best effort Broker
cluster policy is applied. The pub.jms:sendBatch service cannot be used with connection
factories that have these policies.

Action

Change the value of the connectionAliasName parameter to specify a JMS connection
alias that does not use a connection factory to which the multisend guaranteed or
multisend best effort Broker cluster policy is applied.
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ISS.0134.9350E

UM admin operation failed [{0}]: {1}

Explanation

The specified admin operation could not be completed on Universal Messaging due
to the listed error. Integration Server will perform admin operations on Universal
Messaging when Designer is being used to manage destinations and durable
subscribers on Universal Messaging.

Action

Use the provided error message to determine why the admin operation could not be
completed.

ISS.0135.0001E

No properties found for JNDI alias {0}

Explanation

Integration Server could not find the JNDI properties file for the specified JNDI
provider alias.

Action

Ensure that the properties file associated with the JNDI provider alias exists and is
not empty. The JNDI properties file is stored in the following directory:
IntegrationServer_directory\instances\instanceName\config\jndi

ISS.0135.0002E

JNDI configuration file already exists: {0}

Explanation

Integration Server cannot create the JNDI provider alias because a JNDI properties
file already exists for an alias with that name.

Action

Ensure that the JNDI provider alias is not a duplicate of one that already exists. Specify
a different name for the JNDI provider alias.

ISS.0135.0003E

JNDI configuration file does not exist: {0}

Explanation

When deleting the JNDI provider alias, Integration Server encountered an error when
attempting to dlete the assoiated properties file as the asssociated JNDI properties
file does not exist.

Action

Ensure that the properties file associated with the JNDI provider alias exists in the
following directory: IntegrationServer_directory\instances\instanceName\config\jndi

ISS.0135.0004E

Unable to delete JNDI configuration file: {0}

Explanation

When deleting the JNDI provider alias, Integration Server could not delete the
associated JNDI properties file.

Action

Ensure that another user is not currently accessing the properties file for the JNDI
provider alias that you are attempting to delete. The JNDI properties files are located
in the following directory
IntegrationServer_directory\instances\instanceName\config\jndi
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ISS.0135.0005E

Unable to load JNDI Properties. File not found: {0}

Explanation

Integratio Server cannot load the properties file associated with the JNDI provider
alais.

Action

Ensure that a valid properties file exists for the JNDI provider alias in the following
directory: IntegrationServer_directory\instances\instanceName\config\jndi

ISS.0135.0006E

Unable to load JNDI Properties. Invalid properties file: {0}

Explanation

Integration Server could not load the properties file for the JNDI provider alias becaues
the file is invalid.

Action

Ensure that the properties file associated with the JNDI provider alias exists and is
not empty. The JNDI properties file is stored in the following directory:
IntegrationServer_directory\instances\instanceName\config\jndi

ISS.0137.0002W

Scheduler: Unable to get pool for ISInternal

Explanation

Integration Server was unable to get the ISInternal JDBC connection pool.

Action

Configure the ISInternal functional alias (specified on the Settings > JDBC Pools screen
in Integration Server Administrator) and assign a valid JDBC connection pool to it.

ISS.0137.0006E

Scheduler: Error initializing scheduler: {0}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an error while initilizing the database in which
information about scheduled jobs is stored.

Action

Read through the contents of the error logs and take corrective steps. If you are unable
to resolve the issue, contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0137.0007E

Scheduler: Unable to get a connection to the database.

Explanation

Integration Server was unable to get a connection from the JDBC connection pool.

Action

Use Integration Server Administrator to increase the maximum number of connections
available in the JDBC connection pool that is assigned to the ISInternal functional
alias.

ISS.0137.0010E

Scheduler: Resources unavailable: {0}

Explanation

Scheduler thread throttle, which is the percentage of server threads the scheduler
function is permitted to use, is reached. Integration Server cannot execute a scheduled
task because there are no threads available.

Action

Use Server Administrator to increase the maximum number of connections available
in the JDBC pool that is assigned to the ISInternal functional alias.
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ISS.0137.0011E

Scheduler: Exception: {0}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an error while retrieving a scheduled task from the
database and executing it.

Action

Read through the contents of the error logs and take corrective steps. If you are unable
to resolve the issue, contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0137.0012E

Scheduler: Error inserting task into database: {0}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an error while adding a new scheduled task to the
database.

Action

Read through the contents of the error logs and take corrective steps. If you are unable
to resolve the issue, contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0137.0013E

Scheduler: Error updating task in database: {0}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an error while updating the information of a scheduled
task in the database.

Action

Read through the contents of the error logs and take corrective steps. If you are unable
to resolve the issue, contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0137.0014E

Scheduler: Error updating status in database: {0}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an error while updating the status of a scheduled task
in the database.

Action

Read through the contents of the error logs and take corrective steps. If you are unable
to resolve the issue, contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0137.0016E

Scheduler: Exception getting task IDs from database: {0}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an error while retrieving the IDs of scheduled tasks
associated with a user.

Action

Read through the contents of the error logs and take corrective steps. If you are unable
to resolve the issue, contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0137.0017E

Scheduler: Exception getting tasks from database: {0}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an unexcepted SQLException while retrieving the
scheduled tasks from the database.

Action

Ensure that the database is available and configured to execute scheduled tasks.
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ISS.0137.0018E

Scheduler: Exception while invoking ''{0}'': {1}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered a runtime exception while invoking a scheduled task.

Action

Read through the contents of the error logs and take corrective steps. If you are unable
to resolve the issue, contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0137.0021E

Invalid database vendor type: {0}

Explanation

The database driver for the ISInternal functional alias is not valid.

Action

Go to the Settings > JDBC Pools page in Integration Server Administrator and set
ISInternal's pool alias to use one of the listed database drivers.

ISS.0137.0022E

No ISInternal JDBC Pool

Explanation

The ISInternal functional alias is not configured.

Action

Configure the ISInternal functional alias (specified on the Settings > JDBC Pools screen
in Integration Server Administrator) and assign a valid JDBC connection pool to it.

ISS.0137.0023E

Could not get connection for pool {0}

Explanation

Integration Server attempted to acquire a JDBC connection, but no connections are
available in the pool assigned to the ISInternal functional alias.

Action

Use Server Administrator to increase the maximum number of connections available
in the JDBC pool that is assigned to the ISInternal functional alias.

ISS.0137.0024E

Namespace Dependency Manager is disabled

Explanation

Unable to determine if the service executed by a scheduled task refers to other services
that are unavailable.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0137.0025E

Found unresolved dependent services: {0}

Explanation

Integration Server was unable to create or run the scheduled task because the service
scheduled to run contains a reference to a service that cannot be located.

Action

Update the scheduled task to specify a correct reference to the dependent service.
Note: Integration Server performs reference validation for services only when the
watt.server.scheduler.ignoreReferenceValidation configuration parameter is set to
true. The default is false.
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ISS.0137.0026E

User {0} is disabled

Explanation

The user a scheduled task is set to run as is disabled. The task will not run.

Action

Enable the user or modify the task to run as a different user.

ISS.0137.0027E

User {0} is removed

Explanation

The user associated with a scheduled task has been removed.

Action

Add the user or change the scheduled task to execute with an enabled user.

ISS.0137.0028W

Could not complete last run at node {0}

ISS.0137.0029E

Rolling back due to scheduler thread throttle reached: {0}

Explanation

A scheduled task attempted to use more threads than the maximum number allowed
by the Scheduler thread throttle limit. Any scheduled tasks that attempt to execute
under these circumstances will fail.

Action

Use Integration Server Administrator to increase the Scheduler thread throttle under
Settings > Resources > Edit Resource Settings > Server Thread Pool.

ISS.0137.0030E

...<truncated>

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an error during the execution of a scheduled task.

Action

Read through the contents of the error logs and take corrective steps. If you are unable
to resolve the issue, contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0137.0031E

Invalid Target {0}

Explanation

A scheduled task is set to run on a host that is not currently a member of the Integration
Server cluster.

Action

Modify the scheduled task to run on a member of the cluster.

ISS.0137.0032E

Invalid task ID {0}

Explanation

Internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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ISS.0137.0033E

Errors encountered while initializing Scheduler. Scheduled tasks will not run.
Check the logs for more information.

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an error either while initializing the scheduler or while
connecting to the database in which information about scheduled jobs is stored. As
a result, scheduled tasks will not run.

Action

Read through the contents of the error logs and take corrective steps. After correcting
the issue that caused the error, restart the Integration Server.

ISS.0137.0034E

Unknown Service: {0}. Scheduled task will not run.

Explanation

The service configured to execute for a scheduler does not exist in the Integration
Server.

Action

Ensure that the service is available in the Integration Server.

ISS.0138.0350E

Test of CentraSite connection failed.

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an exception while connecting to CentraSite.

Action

Ensure the parameters that Integration Server uses to connect to CentraSite are correct.
Specifically, check the URL pointing to CentraSite (including the port), the user name,
and password.

ISS.0139.0056W

Error: Default keystore alias "DEFAULT_IS_KEYSTORE" cannot be created. Details:
{0}

Explanation

Error while creating DEFAULT_IS_KEYSTORE alias at the first startup of Integration
Server.

Action

<p>The following lists the actions you can take:</p><p> 1. Ensure that the keystore
file 'keystore.jks' is present in the Integration Server_directory\common\conf
directory.</p><p>2. Ensure that the keystore has not expired.</p><p>3. Contact
Software AG Global Support.</p>

ISS.0139.0057W

Error: Default truststore alias "DEFAULT_IS_TRUSTSTORE" cannot be created.
Details: {0}

Explanation

Error while creating DEFAULT_IS_TRUSTSTORE alias at the first start up of
Integration Server.

Action

<p>The following lists the actions you can take:</p><p>1. Ensure that the truststore
file platform_truststore.jks is present in the Integration
Server_directory\common\conf\ directory.</p><p>2. Ensure that the truststore has
not expired.</p><p>3. Contact Software AG Global Support.</p>
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ISS.0139.9002E

Error: invalid keystore or truststore configuration file ''{0}''.

Explanation

Configuration file related to keystore is corrupted.

Action

Create a keystore alias.

ISS.0139.9003I

Keystore alias ''{0}'' saved successfully.

ISS.0139.9004W

Keystore alias ''{0}'' saved successfully. Warning: before using the keystore, you
must create a password for at least one of its key aliases. Please edit the keystore
alias configuration and add one or more valid key alias passwords.

Explanation

The key aliases are not configured. Before using the keystore, you must create a
password for at least one of its key aliases.

Action

Edit the keystore alias configuration and add at least one valid key alias passwords.

ISS.0139.9005E

Keystore alias ''{0}'' saved successfully. An error occurred while loading the keystore
in memory, please edit the keystore alias configuration. Details: {1}

Explanation

An error occurred while loading the keystore in memory.

Action

Edit the keystore alias configuration. Make sure that the keystore location is correct
and keystore exists on the file system. Then, make sure that the configuration file
related to the keystore is valid.

ISS.0139.9006W

Keystore alias ''{0}'' saved successfully. Warning: the following key aliases ''{1}''
cannot be used because they do not have passwords. Please edit the keystore alias
configuration and add password(s) for the appropriate key alias(es).

Explanation

Some key aliases are not configured.

Action

Edit the keystore alias configuration and add passwords for the corresponding key
aliases.

ISS.0139.9007W

Keystore alias ''{0}'' saved successfully. Warning: the following key aliases ''{1}''
have been removed from the keystore alias configuration.

Explanation

Few key aliases were removed from the keystore alias configuration.

Action

Refresh the keystore alias.

ISS.0139.9012E

Error: cannot save the keystore alias ''{0}''.

Explanation

Either the keystore location is invalid, or the key aliases passwords do not consist of
ASCII characters.

Action

Make sure that the keystore location is valid and the key aliases passwords consist
of valid ASCII characters.
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ISS.0139.9013E

Error: keystore ''{0}'' not found.

Explanation

The configuration file related to keystore alias is unavailable.

Action

Make sure that the configuration file related to the keystore alias exists in the directory
../config/security/keystore.

ISS.0139.9014E

Error: keystore ''{0}'' not found. Details: {1}.

Explanation

Invalid keystore location.

Action

Make sure that the location of the keystore is correct; the key aliases passwords are
valid; and the configuration file exists, and it is not corrupted.

ISS.0139.9016W

Keystore ''{0}'' was reloaded successfully. Warning: you must provide the password
for at least one key alias in the keystore before using it. Please edit the keystore
alias configuration and add at least one valid key alias password.

Explanation

Either the keystore does not contain any key aliases, or a key alias password is not
provided. You must provide the password for at least one key alias in the keystore
before using it.

Action

Check whether the keystore has any key aliases. If not, then add key alias in the
keystore. If there are key aliases in the keystore, then edit the keystore alias
configuration and add at least one valid key alias password.

ISS.0139.9017W

Keystore ''{0}'' reloaded successfully. Warning: the following key aliases ''{1}'' cannot
be used because they do not have a password. Please edit the keystore alias
configuration and add one or more valid key alias passwords.

Explanation

Key alias must be configured in advance.

Action

Edit the keystore alias configuration and add one or more valid key alias passwords.

ISS.0139.9018W

Keystore ''{0}'' reloaded successfully. Warning: the following key aliases ''{1}'' have
been removed from the alias configuration.

Explanation

Key alias must be configured in advance.

Action

Edit the keystore alias configuration and add one or more valid key alias passwords.

ISS.0139.9019E

Error: cannot reload keystore ''{0}''. Details: {1}.

Explanation

Keystore alias does not map to a valid keystore.

Action

Make sure that the keystore location is correct and keystore exists on the file system.
Make sure that the configuration file related to the keystore is valid.
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ISS.0139.9020E

Error: cannot reload keystore ''{0}''.

Explanation

Configuration file does not exist.

Action

Make sure that the configuration file, which corresponds to the truststore alias, exists
in the directory ../config/security/keystore.

ISS.0139.9022E

Error: unable to delete the keystore alias ''{0}''.

Explanation

Keystore does not exist.

Action

Make sure that the keystore location is correct and the keystore exists on the file
system.

ISS.0139.9023E

Error: invalid keystore alias name ''{0}''.

Explanation

Keystore alias is null or empty.

Action

Make sure that the keystore alias is not null or empty.

ISS.0139.9024E

Error: cannot load the keystore pointed to by keystore alias ''{0}'', because of invalid
password(s) for key alias(es) ''{1}''.

Explanation

Invalid key alias password.

Action

Make sure that the key aliases passwords are correct.

ISS.0139.9025E

Error: invalid key alias ''{0}''.

Explanation

The key alias is invalid.

Action

Make sure that the key alias exists in the keystore.

ISS.0139.9026E

Error: unable to look up the password for the key alias ''{1}'' in the keystore '{0}''.

Explanation

Invalid key alias password.

Action

Make sure that the key alias password is correct.

ISS.0139.9028E

Truststore alias ''{0}'' saved successfully. An error occurred while loading the
truststore in memory, please edit the truststore alias configuration. Details: {1}.

Explanation

Configuration file is corrupted.

Action

Make sure that the configuration file, which corresponds to the truststore alias is valid.
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ISS.0139.9029E

Error: cannot save the truststore alias ''{0}''.

Explanation

Truststore location is invalid.

Action

Make sure that the truststore location is valid.

ISS.0139.9030E

Error: truststore ''{0}'' not found.

Explanation

The configuration file related to truststore alias is unavailable.

Action

Make sure that the configuration file related to the truststore alias exists in the directory
../config/security/keystore.

ISS.0139.9031E

Error: truststore ''{0}'' not found. Error: {1}.

Explanation

Either the truststore location, or the configuration file is invalid.

Action

Make sure that the location of the truststore is correct; the truststore alias password
is correct; and the configuration file exists, and it is not corrupted.

ISS.0139.9033E

Error: cannot reload truststore ''{0}''. Details: {1}.

Explanation

Either the keystore location is invalid, or the key aliases are modified.

Action

Make sure that the keystore location is valid and the key alias is not modified.

ISS.0139.9034E

Error: cannot reload truststore ''{0}''.

Explanation

Configuration file does not exist.

Action

Make sure that the configuration file, which corresponds to the truststore alias, exists
in the directory ../config/security/keystore.

ISS.0139.9036E

Error: unable to delete the truststore alias ''{0}''.

Explanation

Configuration file does not exist.

Action

Make sure that the configuration file for the truststore alias exists in the directory
../config/security/keystore.

ISS.0139.9037E

Error: invalid truststore alias name ''{0}''.

Explanation

Invalid truststore name.

Action

Make sure that the truststore name is not null or empty.
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ISS.0139.9038E

Error: cannot retrieve data for the truststore ''{0}''.

Explanation

Keystore is not loaded or initialized properly.

Action

Make sure that keystore is valid and the alias refers to the valid keystore location.

ISS.0139.9039E

Error: cannot retrieve trusted certificates from the truststore pointed to by truststore
alias ''{0}''. Details: {1}.

Explanation

Truststore is not initialized or loaded properly.

Action

Reload the truststore alias and then make sure that the configuration file exists for
the truststore alias.

ISS.0139.9041E

Error: cannot retrieve the key for alias ''{0}'' from the keystore pointed to by keystore
alias ''{1}''. Details: {2}.

Explanation

Key alias entry in the keystore is not valid.

Action

Make sure that the key alias entry in the keystore is valid. For example, the certificate
chain is available or the algorithm of the private key matches to the algorithm of the
PublicKey in the end entity Certificate (at index 0).

ISS.0139.9043E

Error: cannot retrieve the certificate for alias ''{0}'' from the truststore pointed to by
truststore alias ''{1}''. Unsupported certificate type ''{2}''.

Explanation

Invalid certificate type.

Action

Make sure that the certificate configured by the key alias is X509 Certificate.

ISS.0139.9044E

Error: the alias has been modified from ''{0}'' to ''{1}''.

Explanation

Keystore alias does not map to a valid keystore.

Action

Make sure that the keystore alias refers to a valid keystore.

ISS.0139.9045E

Error: either the alias name''{0}'' or the configuration file name ''{1}'' is incorrect.

Explanation

Configuration file does not exist.

Action

Make sure that the configuration file exists for the alias in the directory
../config/securoty/keystore.

ISS.0139.9047E

Password for following key aliases must be ASCII characters: {0}

Explanation

The key alias password consists of non-ASCII characters.

Action

Make sure that the key alias password consists of valid ASCII characters.
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ISS.0139.9051E

Error: cannot load the keystore/truststore configuration file ''{0}''. Details:{1}.

Explanation

Keystore alias does not map to a valid keystore.

Action

Make sure that the keystore alias refers to a valid keystore. In addition, verify that
the configuration file related to the keystore alias is valid. Make sure that the security
provider is installed and registered with Integration Server if you use a security
provider.

ISS.0139.9052E

Error: invalid keystore/truststore configuration file ''{0}''.

Explanation

Configuration file does not exist.

Action

Make sure that the configuration file, which corresponds to the truststore alias, exists
in the directory ../config/security/keystore.

ISS.0139.9053E

Error: ISKeyStoreManager initialization failed. Cannot create the keystore
configuration directory ''{1}''.

Explanation

Keystore directory does not exist.

Action

Keystore location is invalid. Make sure that the keystore directory exists.

ISS.0139.9054E

Error: alias has been modified from ''{0}'' to ''{1}''.

Explanation

Keystore alias does not map to a valid keystore .

Action

Make sure that the keystore alias refers to a valid keystore.

ISS.0139.9055E

Error: either the alias name ''{0}'' or the configuration file name ''{1}'' is incorrect.

Explanation

Configuration file is corrupted.

Action

Make sure that the configuration file, which corresponds to the truststore alias, exists
in the directory ../config/security/keystore.

ISS.0139.9058I

Default keystore alias for Integration Server.

ISS.0139.9059I

Default truststore alias for Integration Server.

ISS.0141.0001E

Unable to create JMS URI for WS Endpoint Alias "{0}": {1}

Explanation

The Web service endpoint alias does not contain the information needed to construct
a JMS URI.

Action

Use the information in the exception to update the alias. For example, you may need
to make changes to the provider Web service endpoint alias or edit the SOAP-JMS
trigger used with the alias.
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ISS.0141.0002E

Unable to create WS Endpoint Trigger: {0}

Explanation

Integration Server could not create a WS endpoint trigger using the information in
the provider Web service endpoint alias.

Action

In Integration Server Administrator, use the information provided in the exception
to edit the provider Web service endpoint alias

ISS.0141.0101W

WS-Policy file {0} with policy ID {1} is invalid. Details: {2}

Explanation

The WS-Policy file added to the policy repository is not valid. Integration Server has
moved the policy file to the IntegrationServer/config/wss/policies/invalid folder.

Action

Correct the invalid WS-Policy file in the IntegrationServer/config/wss/policies/invalid
folder to make it valid and move it back into the main policy repository directory.

ISS.0141.0103W

Web service descriptor {0} is not available because the WS-Policy file {1} with policy
ID {2} attached to the WSD is deleted.

Explanation

The Web service descriptor is not available because the WS-Policy file attached to the
Web service descriptor is deleted or moved from the policy repository.

Action

The following lists the actions you can take:
1) Ensure that the WS-Policy that is attached to the Web service descriptor resides in
the policy repository.
-OR2) Edit the Web service descriptor so that it no longer uses the deleted WS-Policy file.

ISS.0141.0107W

Web service descriptor {0} is not available because the policy ID in WS-Policy file
{1} is changed from {2} to {3}.

Explanation

The Web service descriptor is not available because the policy ID of the WS-Policy
file attached to the Web service descriptor has changed.

Action

The following lists the actions you can take:
1) Change the policy id of the WS-Policy that is attached to the Web service descriptor
to what it was previously.
2) Edit the Web service descriptor by re-attaching the WS-Policy file with the updated
policy ID.
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ISS.0141.0108E

Transport header "{0}" is invalid and will not be added to the message. Transport
headers must be Strings.

Explanation

In the name/value pair supplied as a transport header, the name and the value must
be of type String. If a transport header has a name or value that is not of type String,
the header will not be included in the message.

Action

Change the transport header so that the name and value are both of type String.

ISS.0141.0109W

Could not deploy consumer Web service descriptor {0} for handling asynchronous
responses. Connectors generated for this consumer Web service descriptor can only
be used for handling responses synchronously. Cause: {1}.

Explanation

The consumer Web service descriptor specified in the message could not be deployed
to handle asynchronous responses. See the error message for more details about the
cause of the failure.

Action

If the error message indicates that the error can be resolved by changing the WSDL,
change or correct the WSDL used for creating the consumer Web service descriptor
and recreate the consumer. If the error still occurs, contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0141.9106E

Received a null response.

Explanation

An internal error occurred while processing the Web service request.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0141.9107E

Received unsupported content-encoding: {0}

Explanation

The Web service response used the specified content-encoding, which is not supported.

Action

Ensure that the Web service request specifies a supported content-encoding for the
response.

ISS.0141.9108E

An HTTP transport error occured. Error Code: {0}, Error Message: {1}

Explanation

An error occurred while sending a Web service response. The error code and message
portions of the error contain details about the error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0141.9109E

Access Denied

Explanation

A Web service request has arrived over an HTTP or HTTPS port, but the port access
check has failed for the Web service descriptor. This means that the provider Web
service descriptor name is either missing from the Allow list or is present in the Deny
List, depending on how access to the port is defined.

Action

If access to this Web service is to be allowed over this port, ensure that the provider
Web service descriptor name is either removed from the port's deny list or added to
the port's allow list.
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ISS.0141.9208E

Could not deploy the Web service descriptor {0}. Cause: {1}

Explanation

Integration Server could not deploy the Web service descriptor. Typical reasons are:
1) The WS-Policy that is attached to the provider Web service descriptor does not
exist.
2) The module required to handle the attached WS-Policy does not exist.
3) The "rampartConfigProperties" parameter, which is in the axis2.xml file, is locked.
If it is not one of these reasons, refer to the error message, which lists the cause.

Action

The following lists the actions you can take for one of the typical causes:
1) Ensure the WS-Policy that is attached to the Web service descriptor resides in the
policy repository: (webMethods_directory)/IntegrationServer/config/wss
2) Ensure the module required to handle the attached WS-Policy resides in the
(webMethods_directory)/IntegrationServer/config/wss/modules subdirectory.
3) Ensure the "rampartConfigProperties" parameter in the axis2.xml file is not locked.
The axis2.xml file resides
(webMethods_directory)/IntegrationServer/config/wss/modules subdirectory. For all
other reasons, refer to the cause listed in the error message and respond accordingly.

ISS.0141.9211E

Received a plain text response: {0}

Explanation

A Web service call expected a SOAP Response but instead received a plain text
response. The actual responseText is returned within a SOAP fault.

Action

Determine why the Web service provider did not return a SOAP response. It is possible
that an incorrect endpoint address was used or an error occurred on the Web service
provider.

ISS.0141.9213E

Unknown web services reliable messaging sequence {0} specified for endpoint URI
{1}.

Explanation

A reliable messaging sequence with the specified sequence key corresponding to the
specified endpoint URI does not exist.

Action

Specify a valid sequence key for the specified endpoint URI.

ISS.0141.9214E

A duplicate web services reliable messaging sequence {0} specified for endpoint
URI {1}.

Explanation

A reliable messaging sequence with the specified sequence key and endpoint URI
already exists.

Action

Specify a valid sequence key for the specified endpoint URI.
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ISS.0141.9215E

A closed web services reliable messaging sequence {0} specified for endpoint URI
{1}.

Explanation

The reliable messaging sequence with the specified sequence key and endpoint URI
is closed.

Action

Specify a valid sequence key for the specified endpoint URI.

ISS.0141.9216E

A terminated web services reliable messaging sequence {0} specified for endpoint
URI {1}.

Explanation

The reliable messaging sequence with the specified key and endpoint URI is
terminated.

Action

Specify a valid sequence key for the specified endpoint URI.

ISS.0141.9217E

Web services reliable messaging is not enabled for consumer web Services
Descriptor {0}.

Explanation

Reliable messaging is not enabled for the specified consumer web service descriptor.

Action

Specify a valid consumer web service descriptor for which reliable messaging is
enabled or enable reliable messaging for the specified consumer web service descriptor.

ISS.0142.0003W

User {0} issued request to cancel the thread. Thread id - {1}

Explanation

Integration Server received a request to cancel an executing thread.

Action

No action is required.

ISS.0142.0004W

User {0} issued request to kill the thread. Thread id - {1}

Explanation

Integration Server received a request to kill an executing thread.

Action

No action is required.

ISS.0142.0018E

The watt.server.threadKill.timeout.enabled parameter is set to true; however, the
property that enables the thread kill facility, watt.server.threadKill.enabled, is set
to false.

Explanation

The ability to cancel or kill service threads is controlled by the
watt.server.threadKill.enabled property. If you want to be able to cancel or kill threads,
this property must be set to true, which is the default setting.

Action

Set watt.server.threadKill.enabled to true so that a flow step will not run beyond its
specified timeout period.
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ISS.0145.0000E

Unable to start Integration Server in quiesce mode. No quiesce port was specified.

Explanation

Integration Server cannot be started from the command line with the -quiesce switch
unless a quiesce port is specified.

Action

Start Integration Server using either the Start menu (on Windows) or the startup.sh
script (on UNIX). Then, specify the quiesce port that Integration Server should use to
enter and exit quiesce mode.

ISS.0145.0009E

Unable to quiesce this Integration Server. Exception: {0}

Explanation

An error occurred while switching this server to quiesce mode.

Action

Check the Integration Server server and error logs. Take appropriate corrective action
for the reported asset type. Then, try switching to quiesce mode again.

ISS.0145.0012W

Handler "{0}" cannot disable asset type "{1}". Exception: {2}

Explanation

While entering quiesce mode, Integration Server encountered an error when attempting
to disable the specified asset type.

Action

In the Integration Server Administrator, manually disable the assets of the reported
asset type.

ISS.0145.0015E

Unable to return Integration Server to active mode. Exception: {0}

Explanation

An error occurred while switching this Integration Server to active mode.

Action

Check the Integration Server server and error logs. Then, take the appropriate
corrective action.

ISS.0145.0018W

Handler "{0}" was unable to restore state of "{1}" asset type. Exception: {2}

Explanation

While exiting quiesce mode, Integration Server could not restore the state of the
specified asset type.

Action

In the Integration Server Administrator, manually enable the assets of the reported
asset type.

ISS.0145.0020W

Unable to shut down the quiesce mode manager. Exception: {0}.

Explanation

Integration Server could not save the quiesce properties in the quiesce configuration
file. The quiesce.cnf file either does not exist or is corrupt.

Action

Delete the quiesce.cnf file from the Integration Server_directory\config directory.
Then, restart the server and specify the quiesce port again.
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ISS.0145.0022E

Unable to save the configuration after setting quiesce port to {0}. Exception: {1}

Explanation

An error occurred when the quiesce port was changed and Integration Server
attempted to save the changes.

Action

Set the quiesce port to a valid port. If the error recurs, contact Software AG Global
Support.

ISS.0145.0023E

Unable to validate quiesce port {0}. Port does not exist.

Explanation

The quiesce port has been deleted.

Action

Specify the port alias of an existing valid port.

ISS.0145.0024E

Unable to validate quiesce port {0}. Port is not enabled.

Explanation

The quiesce port is disabled.

Action

Enable the quiesce port.

ISS.0145.0025E

Unable to validate quiesce port {0}. Port is not associated with WmRoot or WmPublic
package.

Explanation

The quiesce port does not reside in either the WmRoot or the WmPublic package.

Action

Specify the port alias of a valid quiesce port that resides in either the WmRoot package
or the WmPublic package.

ISS.0145.0027E

Unable to validate quiesce port {0}. Port type is incorrect.

Explanation

The specified quiesce port does not belong to the HTTP or HTTPS protocol.

Action

Specify the port alias of a valid quiesce port of type HTTP or HTTPS.

ISS.0145.0028E

Unable to validate quiesce port {0}. Port is suspended.

Explanation

The quiesce port is suspended.

Action

Resume the quiesce port.

ISS.0145.0029E

Unable to validate quiesce port {0}. Port does not have the necessary access mode.

Explanation

The quiesce port's access mode is set to Deny+.

Action

Change the quiesce port's access mode to Allow.
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ISS.0145.0202E

Integration Server that is configured to be a member of a cluster did not join the
cluster when exiting quiesce mode.

Explanation

When exiting quiesce mode, Integration Server did not join the cluster.

Action

Use the Integration Server server log and error log to determine why Integration
Server did not join the cluster and take the necessary actions to correct the error. Then,
do one of the following for Integration Server to join the cluster: either restart
Integration Server or enter and exit quiesce mode.

ISS.0145.0206E

Integration Server is not configured for clustering. Errors occurred during
initialization of cache managers. Exception: {0}

Explanation

When exiting quiesce mode, Integration Server failed to initialize cache managers.

Action

Check Integration Server Server and Error logs and take required actions to correct
the clustering error. Once this is done, you can either restart Integration Server or
Enter and Exit Quiesce Mode to enable the cluster.

ISS.0145.0207E

Integration Server is not configured for clustering. Errors occurred during
initialization of cache managers.

Explanation

When exiting quiesce mode, Integration Server failed to initialize cache managers.

Action

Check Integration Server Server and Error logs and take required actions to correct
the clustering error. Once this is done, you can either restart Integration Server or
Enter and Exit Quiesce Mode.

ISS.0145.0302W

Unable to suspend {0}. Reason: {1}

Explanation

While entering quiesce mode, Integration Server could not suspend the specified
trigger.

Action

Check the server log for details and manually suspend the trigger.

ISS.0145.0306W

Unable to resume {0}. Reason: {1}

Explanation

While entering quiesce mode, Integration Server could not resume the specified
trigger, even though the package containing trigger is enabled.

Action

Check the server log for details and manually enable the trigger.

ISS.0145.0315W

Quiesce timeout limit of {0} minutes has expired. {1} services are running. Proceeding
with disabling the packages.

Explanation

Integration Server is proceeding with disabling packages even though some
long-running services are still running. One or more of these services might fail.

Action

In the Integration Server Administrator, check which services are still running and
make sure those services have completed before attempting to quiesce this server
again. Alternatively, increase the quiesce timeout limit.
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ISS.0145.0504E

Cannot disable packages. Exception: {0}

Explanation

While entering quiesce mode, Integration Server could not disable packages.

Action

Check the Integration Server server log for details. Then, in the Integration Server
Administrator, manually disable the packages.

ISS.0145.0506E

Package "{0}" is not loaded.

Explanation

While starting in quiesce mode, Integration Server could not load the WmRoot or
WmPublic package.

Action

Start the server in active mode, and then enter quiesce mode.

ISS.0145.0509E

Unable to restore state of packages. Exception: {0}

Explanation

While exiting quiesce mode, Integration Server could not restore the state of packages.

Action

Check the Integration Server server log for details. Then, in the Integration Server
Administrator, manually enable or disable the packages as necessary.

ISS.0145.0511E

Cannot enable package "{0}".

Explanation

While exiting quiesce mode, Integration Server could not enable the specified package.

Action

In the Integration Server Administrator, manually enable the specified package.

ISS.0145.0603E

Cannot enable listener "{0}" in quiesce mode. Exception: {1}

Explanation

Integration Server could not start the quiesce listener.

Action

Ensure that the listener is enabled in the listener.cnf configuration file.

ISS.0145.0604E

Cannot disable listener "{0}" in quiesce mode. Exception: {1}

Explanation

Integration Server could not stop the quiesce listener.

Action

Ensure that the listener is disabled in the listener.cnf configuration file.

ISS.0145.0700E

Unable to process scheduled task. Exception: {0}

Explanation

Integration Server encountered a runtime error of unknown cause while attempting
to quiesce a scheduled task.

Action

Check the server log for details and take the appropriate corrective steps.
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ISS.0145.0701E

Unable to retrieve scheduled task "{0}" from database. Exception: {1}

Explanation

Either the database server is down or Integration Server is no longer connected to the
database.

Action

Make sure the connection between Integration Server and the database is active.

ISS.0145.0702E

Unable to retrieve scheduled task from database. Exception: {0}

Explanation

Either the database server is down or Integration Server is no longer connected to the
database.

Action

Make sure the connection between Integration Server and the database is active.

ISS.0145.0705E

Unable to resume scheduled task "{0}" in quiesce mode. Exception: {1}

Explanation

The state of the scheduled task may be inconsistent between the database and
Integration Server. This can occur when changes are made to the database outside of
Integration Server.

Action

Check the state of the task in the database. In the Integration Server Administrator,
change the state of the task to match the state reported in the database.

ISS.0145.0711E

Unable to retrieve host name. Exception: {0}

Explanation

The Integration Server you are attempting to quiesce is part of a cluster, and there is
an issue with the cluster's configuration.

Action

Verify your clustering environment and cache configuration according to the guidelines
in the webMethods Integration Server documentation.

ISS.0145.0803W

Cannot disable JMS connection alias "{0}". Reason: {1}

Explanation

While entering quiesce mode, Integration Server could not disable the specified JMS
connection alias.

Action

In the Integration Server Administrator, manually disable the JMS connection alias.

ISS.0145.0805W

Cannot enable JMS connection alias "{0}". Reason: {1}

Explanation

While exiting quiesce mode, Integration Server could not enable the specified JMS
connection alias.

Action

In the Integration Server Administrator, manually enable the JMS connection alias.
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ISS.0145.0902E

Unable to shut down the guaranteed delivery outbound Job Manager. Exception:
{0}

Explanation

While entering quiesce mode, Integration Server could not shut down the outbound
Job Manager.

Action

In the Integration Server Administrator, manually disable the guaranteed delivery
outbound Job Manager.

ISS.0145.0905E

Unable to initialize the guaranteed delivery inbound Job Manager. Exception: {0}

Explanation

While exiting quiesce mode, Integration Server could not initialize the guaranteed
delivery inbound Job Manager.

Action

In the Integration Server Administrator, manually enable the guaranteed delivery
inbound Job Manager.

ISS.0145.0906E

Unable to initialize the guaranteed delivery outbound Job Manager. Exception: {0}

Explanation

While exiting quiesce mode, Integration Server could not initialize the guaranteed
delivery outbound Job Manager.

Action

In the Integration Server Administrator, manually enable the guaranteed delivery
outbound Job Manager.

ISS.0146.9001E

Key cannot be empty.

Explanation

The Key field must not be empty while adding a global variable.

Action

Provide a vaild Key for the global variable.

ISS.0146.9002E

Value cannot be empty.

Explanation

The Value field must not be empty while adding a global variable.

Action

Provide a valid value for global variable.

ISS.0146.9003E

Global variable {0} already exists.

Explanation

Global variable key must be unique.

Action

Provide a unique key for the global variable.

ISS.0146.9004E

Global variable {0} does not exist.

Explanation

You attempted to delete or edit a global variable that does not exist.

Action

Ensure that the global variable exists before attempting to edit or delete it.
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ISS.0146.9005

Global Variable key cannot contain any of these characters:{0}

Explanation

The global variable key that you specified contains special characters other than period
(.) or underscore(_).

Action

Ensure that the global variable key does not contain any special characters other than
period or underscore(_).

ISS.0146.9006E

Global variable key cannot exceed 255 characters.

Explanation

The global variable key that you specified contains more than 255 characters.

Action

Ensure that length of the global variable key is less than or equal to 255.

ISS.0146.9007E

Global variable value cannot exceed 255 characters.

Explanation

The global variable value that you specified contains more than 255 characters.

Action

Ensure that length of the global variable value is less than or equal to 255.

ISS.0146.9008E

The value of the 'isSecure' field of a global variable cannot be edited.

Explanation

You attempted to edit the value of the ‘isSecure’ field of a global variable.

Action

Ensure that you do not edit the value of the ‘isSecure’ field of a global variable.

ISS.0147.9001E

SFTP server alias {0} already exists.

Explanation

The SFTP server alias name that you specified already exists in Integration Server.

Action

Specify an SFTP server alias name that does not exist in Integration Server.

ISS.0147.9002E

SFTP server alias {0} does not exist.

Explanation

The specified SFTP server alias does not exist in Integration Server.

Action

Ensure that the SFTP server alias name you specified is correct and that this SFTP
server alias exists in Integration Server.

ISS.0147.9003E

Cannot retrieve the host key from location {0}. Details: Corrupt or unknown public
key file format.

Explanation

The specified host key file contains the public key of the SFTP server in an unsupported
format.

Action

Ensure that the host key file contains the public key in the supported (openssh) format.
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ISS.0147.9004E

Cannot find the private key file {0}.

Explanation

Integration Server is unable to find the private key file at specified location.

Action

Ensure that the private key file exists at the specified location.

ISS.0147.9005E

Private key file {0} already exists in Integration Server.

Explanation

The specified private key file already exists in Integration Server.

Action

Specify a different private key file.

ISS.0147.9006E

User alias {0} does not exist.

Explanation

The specified SFTP user alias does not exist in Integration Server.

Action

Ensure that the SFTP user alias name you specified is correct and that this SFTP user
alias exists in Integration Server.

ISS.0147.9007E

User alias {0} already exists.

Explanation

The SFTP user alias name that you specified already exists in Integration Server.

Action

Specify an SFTP user alias name that does not exist in Integration Server.

ISS.0147.9008E

Cannot read host key from location {0}.

Explanation

Integration Server is unable to read the host key file from the location you specified.

Action

Specify a valid host key file location to which Integration Server has the required
permission for reading.

ISS.0147.9009E

Cannot write the public key to file {0}.

Explanation

Integration Server is unable to write the host key file to the specified location.

Action

Ensure that Integration Server has the required permission and enough disk space to
write the host key to the specified location.

ISS.0147.9010E

Cannot get host key from server {0}. Details: {1}

Explanation

Integration Server is unable to retrieve the host key from the specified (arg0) SFTP
server.

Action

Ensure that the SFTP server is configured and running on the specified host-port.
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ISS.0147.9011E

Test of user alias {0} Fail. Details: {1}

Explanation

Testing of SFTP user alias (arg0) failed due to error (arg1).

Action

Ensure that the SFTP user alias information is correct and that the SFTP server is
running on the specified host and port.

ISS.0147.9012E

Cannot delete SFTP server alias {0} because the following SFTP user alias(es) are
using it : {1}.

Explanation

Integration Server cannot delete the SFTP server alias (arg0) because the SFTP user
alias(es) [arg1] are using it.

Action

Ensure that the SFTP server alias that you want to delete is not included in any SFTP
user alias definition.

ISS.0148.9010E

A valid short value must be specified for "{0}".

Explanation

The value of short data type that you entered for field {0} while calling the service is
invalid.

Action

Ensure that the value specified for the field {0} is a valid short value.

ISS.0148.9011E

A valid boolean value must be specified for "{0}".

Explanation

The value of boolean data type that you entered for field {0} while calling the service
is invalid.

Action

Ensure that the value specified for the field {0} is a valid boolean value.

ISS.0148.9012E

A valid double value must be specified for "{0}".

Explanation

The value of double data type that you entered for field {0} while calling the service
is invalid.

Action

Ensure that the value specified for the field {0} is a valid double value.

ISS.0148.9013E

A valid float value must be specified for "{0}".

Explanation

The value of float data type that you entered for field {0} while calling the service is
invalid.

Action

Ensure that the value specified for the field {0} is a valid float value.
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ISS.0148.9014E

A valid character value must be specified for "{0}".

Explanation

The value of character data type that you entered for field {0} while calling the service
is invalid.

Action

Ensure that the value specified for the field {0} is a valid charater value.

ISS.0148.9015E

A valid byte value must be specified for "{0}".

Explanation

The value of byte data type that you entered for field {0} while calling the service is
invalid.

Action

Ensure that the value specified for the field {0} is a valid byte value.

ISS.0148.9016E

A valid long value must be specified for "{0}".

Explanation

The value of long data type that you entered for field {0} while calling the service is
invalid.

Action

Ensure that the value specified for the field {0} is a valid long value.

ISS.0148.9017E

{1} is not a valid value for {0}. Allowed values are {2}

Explanation

The value {1} specified for field {0} while calling a service is not available in the pick
list {2}.

Action

Ensure that the value specified for the field {0} is in the pick list {2}.

ISS.0149.0001E

Message size exceeded the limit of {0} MB.

Explanation

Enterprise Gateway Server could not process the request because the message
associated with the request is larger than the size allowed in the Enterprise Gateway
rule.

Action

Either reduce the message size of the request or increase the message size limit in the
filter for the rule.

ISS.0149.0002D

Enterprise Gateway rules processing has started on URL {0} and IP address {1} at
time {2}.

Explanation

Enterprise Gateway Server has started processing rules.

Action

No action is needed.
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ISS.0149.0003D

Processing Enterprise Gateway rule "{0}".

Explanation

Enterprise Gateway Server has started processing the specified rule.

Action

No action is needed.

ISS.0149.0004D

Processing Enterprise Gateway rule filter "{0}".

Explanation

Enterprise Gateway Server has started processing the specified rule filter.

Action

No action is needed.

ISS.0149.0005E

A rule violation occurred for Enterprise Gateway rule "{0}" for filter "{1}": {2}.

Explanation

Enterprise Gateway Server could not process the request because the request met a
filter condition defined in the Enterprise Gateway rule.

Action

Check the filter conditions for the specified rule and either change the conditions or
modify the request so a rule violation does not occur.

ISS.0149.0006E

A rule violation occurred for Enterprise Gateway rule "{0}".

Explanation

Enterprise Gateway Server could not process the request because its type did not
match the request type configured in the Enterprise Gateway rule.

Action

Modify the request so it matches one of the configured request types.

ISS.0149.0007E

Denial of Service by IP address limit was reached for IP address {0}.

Explanation

Enterprise Gateway Server could not process the request because an Enterprise
Gateway Denial of Service limit was reached for this IP address.

Action

Delete the IP address from the Enterprise Gateway deny list.

ISS.0149.0008W

IP address {0} is unblocked.

Explanation

Enterprise Gateway Server is again accepting requests from this IP address because
the Enterprise Gateway Denial of Service block interval has elapsed.

Action

No action is needed.

ISS.0149.0009W

IP address {0} is blocked for a duration of {1} minutes.

Explanation

Enterprise Gateway Server has blocked incoming requests from this IP address because
the number of requests from this address has exceeded the specified Enterprise
Gateway Denial of Service limits.

Action

Wait for the IP address to become unblocked when the block interval elapses. If an
IP address is blocked too often, reevaluate the "maximum requests" and "maximum
requests in progress" limits.
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ISS.0149.0011E

Requests from IP address {0} have exceeded the maximum in-progress limit of {1}.

Explanation

Enterprise Gateway Server will deny or block incoming requests from this IP address
because the number of requests from this address has exceeded the specified Enterprise
Gateway Denial of Service limit for in-progress requests.

Action

Delete the IP address from the Enterprise Gateway deny list.

ISS.0149.0012D

Denial of Service clean-up task has executed.

Explanation

Periodically, Enterprise Gateway Server starts a task to clear old Denial of Service
entries from the queue.

Action

No action is needed.

ISS.0149.0013E

Global Denial of Service limits were reached: {0}.

Explanation

Enterprise Gateway Server will block incoming requests received from all IP addresses
because the number of requests has exceeded the specified Enterprise Gateway global
Denial of Service limits.

Action

Wait for the block interval to elapse.

ISS.0149.0014E

Requests from IP address {0} have exceeded the maximum request limit of {1} in
{2} seconds.

Explanation

Enterprise Gateway Server will deny or block incoming requests from this IP address
because the number of requests from this address has exceeded the specified Enterprise
Gateway Denial of Service limit for requests allowed in a specified time period.

Action

Delete the IP address from the Enterprise Gateway deny list.

ISS.0149.0015S

Requests from all IP addresses will be blocked for a duration of {0} minutes.

Explanation

Enterprise Gateway Server will block incoming requests received from all IP addresses
for the indicated interval because the number of requests has exceeded the specified
Enterprise Gateway global Denial of Service limits.

Action

Wait for the block interval to elapse.

ISS.0149.0016E

OAuth token is not present in the request header.

Explanation

Enterprise Gateway Server could not process the request because the OAuth token
is not present in the request header.

Action

Either disable the OAuth filter or ensure that the request contains the OAuth token.
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ISS.0149.0017E

Maximum in-progress limit of {0} has been exceeded.

Explanation

Enterprise Gateway Server will block incoming requests received from all IP addresses
because the number of requests has exceeded the specified Enterprise Gateway global
Denial of Service limit for in-progress requests.

Action

Wait for the block interval to elapse.

ISS.0149.0018E

Maximum requests limit of {0} in {1} seconds has been exceeded.

Explanation

Enterprise Gateway Server will block incoming requests received from all IP addresses
because the number of requests has exceeded the specified Enterprise Gateway global
Denial of Service limit for requests allowed in a specified time period.

Action

Wait for the block interval to elapse.

ISS.0149.0019E

The header "{0}" is not present in the request header.

Explanation

Enterprise Gateway Server could not process the request because the indicated header
is not present in the request header.

Action

Either disable the mobile application protection filter or ensure that the request has
the required mobile device type, application name, and application version request
headers.

ISS.0149.0020E

Mobile application version {0} is {1} {2} for application "{3}" and device type "{4}".

Explanation

Enterprise Gateway Server could not process the request because the request matches
the indicated mobile application protection filter condition. As a result, the request
is in violation of the Enterprise Gateway rule.

Action

Reevaluate the mobile application protection filter conditions if desired.

ISS.0149.0501CS

Exception occurred while sending a notification for Enterprise Gateway rule "{0}":
{1}.

Explanation

Enterprise Gateway Server could not send an alert notification indicating that a rule
violation occurred for the reason indicated in the exception.

Action

Check the server error logs and take corrective steps.

ISS.0149.0502CS

Exception occurred while invoking "{0}": {1}.

Explanation

Enterprise Gateway Server could not invoke the flow service to notify users that a
rule violation occurred for the reason indicated in the exception.

Action

Check the server error logs and take corrective steps.
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ISS.0149.0503W

Alert notification for Enterprise Gateway rule "{0}" was not sent. No alert options
were found for the rule.

Explanation

Enterprise Gateway Server could not send an alert notification indicating that a rule
violation occurred because no alert options were specified for the rule to indicate how
to handle the alert.

Action

Check the server error logs and take corrective steps.

ISS.0149.0504W

Alert notification for Enterprise Gateway rule "{0}" was not sent. SMTP server
configuration is not valid.

Explanation

Enterprise Gateway Server could not send an alert notification for the Enterprise
Gateway rule because the server is not configured to send emails.

Action

Check the settings on the Settings > Resources screen under Email Notification. If
your server is not configured to send emails, use Integration Server Administrator to
configure an SMTP port.

ISS.0149.9001E

Enterprise Gateway rule "{0}" already exists.

Explanation

Enterprise Gateway Server could not create the rule because an Enterprise Gateway
rule with this name already exists.

Action

Specify a unique name for the Enterprise Gateway rule.

ISS.0149.9002E

Enterprise Gateway rule "{0}" was not found

Explanation

Enterprise Gateway Server could not find the specified Enterprise Gateway rule.
Either the rule does not exist on this server or the specified rule name is incorrect.

Action

Ensure that the Enterprise Gateway rule exists on this Enterprise Gateway Server and
that the name specified for the rule is correct.

ISS.0149.9003E

Mobile application protection filter conditions were not specified.

Explanation

Enterprise Gateway Server failed to create or update an Enterprise Gateway rule that
has a mobile application protection filter enabled because no filter conditions were
specified.

Action

Either specify one or more conditions or disable this filter.

ISS.0149.9004E

Mobile application "{0}" was not found.

Explanation

Enterprise Gateway Server did not recognize the application name provided in the
mobile application protection filter because the application is not in the Mobile
Applications list.

Action

Either specify a different mobile application or use the Mobile Application Protection
Options screen in Integration Server Administrator to add the application.
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ISS.0149.9005E

Mobile device type "{0}" was not found.

Explanation

Enterprise Gateway Server did not recognize the device type provided in the mobile
application protection filter because the device is not in the Device Types list.

Action

Specify a different device type or use the Mobile Application Protection Options
screen in Integration Server Administrator to add the device type.

ISS.0149.9006E

Condition "{0}" is not supported.

Explanation

Enterprise Gateway Server failed to apply the condition to this Enterprise Gateway
rule because the condition character specified in the mobile application protection
filter is not valid.

Action

Ensure that the condition is one of the following characters: =,<,>,<=,>=,<>

ISS.0149.9007E

Mobile application version "{0}" is not valid.

Explanation

Enterprise Gateway Server failed to apply the condition to this Enterprise Gateway
rule because the application version specified in the mobile application protection
filter is not formatted correctly.

Action

Ensure that the application version is in the following format:
<major-version>.<minor-version>.<sub-minor-version>.<patch>

ISS.0149.9008E

Mobile applications list was not updated. The following applications are specified
in one or more rules: {0}.

Explanation

Enterprise Gateway Server failed to remove mobile applications from the application
list because the applications are specified in a filter condition for one or more rules.

Action

Before you attempt to remove a mobile application from the list, make sure the
application is not specified in a filter condition in any rules.

ISS.0149.9009E

Device types list was not updated. The following device types are specified in one
or more rules: {0}.

Explanation

Enterprise Gateway Server failed to remove device types from the device types list
because the device types are specified in a filter condition for one or more rules.

Action

Before you attempt to remove a device type from the list, make sure the device type
is not specified in a filter condition in any rules.

ISS.0149.9010E

Service name "{0}" is not valid.

Explanation

A flow service was specified for Enterprise Gateway Server to invoke when an
Enterprise Gateway rule violation occurs, but the service name is not valid.

Action

Specify a valid, fully qualified service name.
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ISS.0150.9001

Missing required parameter: "{0}".

Explanation

A required parameter was not supplied.

Action

Supply the specified required parameter.

ISS.0150.9002

Unable to create port: "{0}".

Explanation

Integration Server cannot create the port because an exception occurred.

Action

Use the specified exception to determine why the port could not be created.

ISS.0150.9003

Unable to set the IP access mode for the port: {0}

Explanation

An error occurred during an attempt to set the IP access mode for the port.

Action

Use the exception returned by the error message to determine the cause of the error.

ISS.0150.9004

Unable to set the IP access list for the port: {0}

Explanation

An error occurred while attempting to set the IP access list for the port.

Action

Use the exception returned by the error message to determine the cause of the error.

ISS.0150.9005

Unable to set the URL access mode for the port: {0}

Explanation

An error occurred during an attempt to set the URL access mode for the port.

Action

Use the exception returned by the error message to determine the cause of the error.

ISS.0150.9006

Unable to set the URL access list for the port: {0}

Explanation

An error occurred during an attempt to set the URL access list for the port.

Action

Use the exception returned by the error message to determine the cause of the error.

ISS.0150.9008

The primary port cannot be changed.

Explanation

An update operation attempted to make changes to the primary port of the Integration
Server. The primary port cannot be updated.

Action

To make changes to the port that is assigned to be the primary port, specify another
port as the primary port. Then make changes to the port that was previously the
primary port.
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ISS.0150.9009

Invalid protocol. The webMethods Platform Manager subsystem does not support
the protocol "{0}".

Explanation

A create or update operation for port settings specified an protocol that is not
supported by the webMethods Platform Manager subsystem in Integration Server.

Action

Specify a protocol supported by the webMethods Platform Manager subsystem in
Integration Server.

ISS.0150.9010

Cannot change port protocol [from {0} to {1}].

Explanation

An update operation attempted to change the protocol for the port. Once a port is
created, the protocol cannot be changed.

Action

To change the protocol used with a particular port, first delete the port. Then, recreate
the port with the new protocol.

ISS.0150.9011

Package "{0}" is not loaded or is not enabled.

Explanation

A create or update port operation attempted to create or change a port in a package
that either does not exist or is not enabled.

Action

Make sure the package exists and is enabled before performing the create or update
port operation.

ISS.0150.9012

Unable to disable port: {0}

Explanation

An exception occurred during an attempt to disable the port

Action

Review the exception to determine why the port could not be disabled.

ISS.0150.9013

No port found with unique ID {0}.

Explanation

A read, update, or delete port operation supplied a port ID that does not exist.

Action

Verify the instance ID that the Software AG Platform Manager associates with the
port. To do this, refresh the port list on the Software AG Platform Manager.

ISS.0150.9014

The port was created. However, the access configuration was not set: {0}

Explanation

A create port operation was partially successful. The port was created and some
configuration settings were established. However, establishing some or all of the
access configuration settings failed. The port will be disabled if it is not already.

Action

Review the exception to determine why the access configuration could not be set.
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ISS.0150.9015

The port was partially updated. However, the access configuration was not set: {0}

Explanation

An update port operation was partially successful. Some settings were updated.
However, updates to some or all of the access configuration settings failed. The port
will be disabled if it is not already.

Action

Review the exception to determine why the access configuration settings could not
be updated.

ISS.0150.9020

The diagnostic port must be associated with the WmRoot package. Package {0} is
invalid.

Explanation

A create or update operation for the diagnostic port attempted to assign a package
other than WmRoot to the diagnostic port. This is not allowed. The diagnostic port
must be associated with the WmRoot package.

Action

Specify the WmRoot package when creating or updating the diagnostic port.

ISS.0150.9021

Cannot create diagnostic port. A diagnostic port with port number {0} and ID {1}
already exists. Each Integration Server can have one diagnostic port only.

Explanation

An operation attempted to create a diagnostic port. However, the Integration Server
already has a diagnostic port. Each Integration Server can have one diagnostic port
only.

Action

To create a new diagnostic port, delete the existing diagnostic port first.

ISS.0150.9022

Unable to update port. The diagnostic port cannot be changed to a standard port.

Explanation

An operation attempted to change a diagnostic port to a standard port. A diagnostic
port cannot be created in this way because the type of port may not be changed.

Action

To create a standard port on an assigned diagnostic port, first delete the existing
diagnostic port and then create a standard port.

ISS.0150.9023

Unable to update port. The standard port cannot be changed to a diagnostic port.

Explanation

An operation attempted to change a standard port to a diagnostic port. A diagnostic
port cannot be created in this way because the type of port may not be changed.

Action

To create a diagnostic port on an assigned port, first delete the existing port and then
create a diagnostic port.

ISS.0150.9024

Invalid keystore alias {0}

Explanation

A create or update port operation specified a keystore alias that does not exist.

Action

Make sure to specify the name of an existing keystore alias. Verify that the name of
the keystore alias is spelled correctly.
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ISS.0150.9025

Invalid key alias {0}

Explanation

A create or update port operation specified a key alias that does not exist.

Action

Make sure to specify the name of an existing key alias. Verify that the name of the
key alias is spelled correctly

ISS.0150.9026

Invalid truststore alias {0}

Explanation

A create or update port operation specified a truststore alias that does not exist.

Action

Make sure to specify the name of an existing truststore alias. Verify that the name of
the truststorealias is spelled correctly.

ISS.0150.9027

Cannot enable port. Keystore alias is empty. Specify a keystore alias for the port
or a define a default SSL keystore alias for the Integration Server.

Explanation

A create or update port operation did not specify a keystore alias and there is not a
default SSL keystore alias for the Integration Server. An HTTPS port requires a keystore
alias.

Action

Either define a keystore alias or specify a default SSL keystore alias for the Integration
Server. The default SSL keystore alias is the keystore alias specified during
configuration of the SSL authentication credentials for the Integration Server. To use
a defined keystore alias with the HTTPS port, specify that keystore alias in the create
or update operation. To use the Integration Server's default SSL keystore alias with
the HTTPS port, do not supply keystore alias information for the create or update
operations.

ISS.0150.9028

Cannot enable port. Keystore alias is empty. Specify a key alias for the port or a
define a default SSL key alias for the Integration Server.

Explanation

A create or update port operation did not specify a key alias and there is not a default
SSL key alias for the Integration Server. An HTTPS port requires a key alias.

Action

Either define a key alias or specify a default SSL key alias for the Integration Server.
The default SSL key alias is the keys alias specified during configuration of the SSL
authentication credentials for the Integration Server. To use a defined key alias with
the HTTPS port, specify that keystore alias in the create or update operation. To use
the Integration Server's default SSL key alias with the HTTPS port, do not supply key
alias information for the create or update operations.

ISS.0150.9030

Unable to assign primary port: "{0}".

Explanation

An attempt to change the primary port failed because the selected port does not meet
the primary port criteria mentioned in the wrapped exception.

Action

Select a port that meets the primary port requirements. Alternatively, change the
chosen port to meet the primary port requirements mentioned in the wrapped
exception.
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ISS.0150.9037E

Unable to assign quiesce port: "{0}".

Explanation

An attempt to change the quiesce port failed because the selected port does not meet
the quiesce port criteria mentioned in the wrapped exception.

Action

Select a port that meets the quiesce port requirements. Alternatively, change the
chosen port to meet the quiesce port requirements mentioned in the wrapped
exception.

ISS.0150.9999

The webMethods Platform Manager subsystem experienced an unexpected error:
{0}

Explanation

An error occurred in the webMethods Platform Manager subsystem that runs in
Integration Server.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0151.9001

Missing required parameter: "{0}".

Explanation

A required parameter is missing.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.0153.0089C

Trigger {0} failed decoding: {1}

Explanation

The specified trigger could not decode a received document.

Action

Review the provided exception to determine why decoding failed.

ISS.0153.0401EE

{0} failed to save password for handle {1}. Exception: {2}

Explanation

Integration Server was unable to save the password in the password store. This can
occur if there is an issue with either the messaging.cnf file, which contains details
about the connection alias, or the password store.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

ISS.0153.0402EE

{0} failed to retrieve password for handle {1}. Exception: {2}

Explanation

Integration Server was unable to retrieve the password from the password store. This
can occur if there is an issue with either the messaging.cnf file, which contains details
about the connection alias, or the password store.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.
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ISS.0153.0404WW

Client authentication type for Universal Messaging connection alias {0} is not valid.
Therefore, no authentication will be performed for this connection. Supported
types: basic, none.

Explanation

The client authentication type provided for the specified Universal Messaging
connection alias is not valid. As a result, Universal Messaging will use the default
authentication type (“none”) and no authentication will be performed.

Action

Supply a valid authentication type (“none” or “basic”).

ISS.0155.0003E

Unable to perform hot deployment of packages. Hot deployment timeout limit has
expired while waiting for in-flight tasks to complete.

Explanation

Hot deployment of packages can happen only if the in-flight tasks are complete within
the specified hot deployment timeout period.

Action

Increase the hot deployment timeout limit in the Settings > Hot Deployment page of
the Integration Server Administrator. Alternatively, ensure that Integration Server is
handling less load or requests.

ISS.0155.0005E

Hot deployment of the system package {0} is not supported.

Explanation

You attempted to hot deploy a system package. Hot deployment can be performed
only for custom packages.

Action

Ensure that the packages that you are attempting to hot deploy are not system
packages.

ISS.0155.0008E

Invalid input. Provide a valid positive integer as the hot deployment timeout value.

Explanation

The hot deployment timeout value must be a positive integer.

Action

Provide a valid positive integer as the hot deployment timeout value.

ISS.0155.0010E

Cannot cancel the hot deployment operation. The installation of package has already
started.

Explanation

You attempted to cancel the hot deployment operation after the installation of the
package started. You can cancel the hot deployment operation only before the package
installation starts.

Action

If you attempted to cancel the hot deployment because of the delay in the completion
of in-flight tasks, this message indicates that the in-flight processes are now complete
and Integration Server has started the hot deployment operation. No action
required.<p>If the hot deployment operation is canceled because the new version of
the package has issues, perform hot deployment of the previous version of the package
from the salvage directory or perform hot deployment of a newer version of the
package after correcting the issues.</p>
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ISS.0157.0001E

Package ''{0}'' is not loaded

Explanation

The specified package exists on Integration Server but is not enabled.

Action

Make sure the specified package is enabled. Then, re-execute the
pub.assets:getChecksums service. Note that the service gets checksums only for assets
that are loaded. If the specified package is partially loaded, the service gets checksums
for the loaded assets only.

ISS.0157.0002E

Package ''{0}'' does not exist

Explanation

The specified package does not exist on Integration Server .

Action

Make sure the specified package exists and is loaded. Then, re-execute the
pub.assets:getChecksums service.

ISS.0157.0003E

A value must be specified for either 'packages' or 'assets'

Explanation

A value was not specified for either the packages or assets input parameters. The
pub.assets:getChecksums service requires a value for either packages or assets.

Action

Specify a value for the packages input parameter or the assets input parameter. Then,
re-execute the pub.assets:getChecksums service.

ISS.134.9215E

Connection Count must be a positive integer, and it must not exceed {0}.

Explanation

The value of the Maximum execution threads property is less than the value of the
Connection count property. The Maximum execution threads value must be greater
than or equal to the Connection count value.

Action

Change the value of the Maximum execution threads property to be greater than or
equal to the Connection count property. Alternatively, change the value of the
Connection count property to be less than or equal to the Maximum execution threads
property.

ISS.134.9216E

The Multiple Connection feature is not supported when using non-durable Topics.

Explanation

Only JMS triggers that subscribe to queues and/or topics (durable subscribers) can
use multiple connections to receive messages from the JMS provider. A JMS trigger
that subscribes to a topic that is a non-durable subscriber cannot use multiple
connections to receive messages from the JMS provider. That is, only a JMS trigger
that subscribes to queues and/or topics that are durable subscribers can have a
connection count greater than 1.

Action

Set Connection count to 1. Alternatively, remove any topics that are non-durable
subscribers from the list of destinations to which the JMS trigger subscribes.
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ISS.141.9102E

No transport info in MessageContext

Explanation

An internal error occurred while processing the Web service request.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.141.9103E

No MessageFormatter in MessageContext

Explanation

An internal error has occurred while processing the Web service request.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.141.9209E

Could not deploy the Web service descriptor {0} as policy with id {1} is not found.

Explanation

Integration Server was unable to execute the Web service connector because the
WS-Policy attached to the Web service connector is either missing or invalid. Valid
policies should be in the policy repository, that is, saved in the following directory:
(webMethods_directory)/IntegrationServer/config/wss

Action

If you want to secure the Web service with the policy, locate the WS-Policy and add
it to the policy repository. You can check the policy repository's invalid subdirectory
to see whether the policy was moved because it is invalid. If the policy is in the invalid
directory, correct it to make it valid, and move it back into the main policy repository
directory.
If the WS-Policy does not exist, detach the WS-Policy from the Web service descriptor.
If you still need to secure the Web service, create a WS-Policy that provides the security
you want, add it to the policy repository, and attach it to the Web service descriptor.

ISS.150.9036E

Port Alias cannot be edited.

Explanation

Once a port is created, the port alias cannot be changed.

Action

None. However, if you want an existing port to use a different port alias, you must
delete the port and then recreate it using the new port alias.

ISS.153.9302E

Protocol buffer coder cannot find descriptor in document type: {0}

Explanation

An error occurred while encoding or decoding an instance of the specified publishable
document type. Integration Server cannot find the message descriptor for the
publishable document type. Integration Server creates a message descriptor for a
publishable document type with an encoding type set to protocol buffers.

Action

Make sure the publishable document type is synchronized with the messaging
provider.
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ISS.156.10E

Failed to unsubscribe because subscription does not exist for unique key "{0}".

Explanation

Subscription not found for the unique key \"{0}\".

ISS.156.11E

Provided options "{0}" are not valid.

Action

Provide valid options.

ISS.156.13E

Unable to invoke service "{0}" because of the exception: "{1}" .

Explanation

The exception message describes the cause.

Action

Check the exception message and take appropriate action.

ISS.156.14E

An error occured because the service name is not provided when the isAsync flag
is set to true.

Explanation

An error occurs when service name is not provided and the isAsync flag is set to true.

Action

Provide a service name when isAsync flag is set to true.

ISS.156.15E

An error occured because the user "{0}" is invalid or does not have the ACL
permission to execute the service: "{1}".

Explanation

You have entered an invalid username or the user does not have necessary permissions
to invoke the callback service.

Action

Enter a valid user name and check if the user has the necessary permissions to invoke
the callback sevice.

ISS.156.16E

An error occured because the service name is provided and the isAsync flag is set
to false.

Explanation

An error occurs when service name is provided and the isAsync flag is set to false.

Action

Do not provide a service name when isAsync is set to false.

ISS.156.6E

Could not unsubscribe the subscription. The exception message is: "{0}".

Explanation

The exception message describes the cause.

Action

Check the exception message and take appropriate action.
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ISS.156.7E

Event routing service is unavailable.

Explanation

An error occurred when initializing event routing service.

ISS.156.8E

Invalid Callback Service "{0}". Service should be invokable and should have
reference to "{1}" document type as the only input.

Explanation

Callback service cannot be invoked and does not have reference to \"{1}\" document
type.

Action

Ensure that the callback service can be invoked and has reference to \"{1}\" document
type as the only input.

ISS.156.9E

Subscription failed because subscription already exists for unique key "{0}"

ISS.88.9435E

The specified document type {0} does not exist.

Explanation

The document type that you supplied as input to the service does not exist.

Action

Check the name of the document type that you are attempting to use to ensure you
have the correct name. Then, specify a document type name that exists and re-invoke
the service.

ISS.88.9436E

The structure of the document instance does not match the specified document
type, {0}; validation failed.

Explanation

The service validates a document instance using the IS document type you supplied.
However, the document instance does not have the structure specified by the IS
document type. Validation of the document instance failed.

Action

Check the IS document type you are attempting to use to ensure you specifying the
correct one. Then, re-invoke the service specifying the correct IS document type for
the document instance.

ISS.88.9437E

Unexpected exception occurred: {0}

Explanation

The Web services stack, which is Integration Server code that performs Web service
functionality, encountered an unexpected error.

Action

Read through the contents of the messages, and take corrective steps. If you are unable
to resolve the issue, contact Software AG Global Support.
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ISS.88.9438E

Unexpected exception occurred while creating a fault message.

Explanation

Integration Server encountered an unexpected error. It was attempting to add a child
fault element to a non-existing parent fault element.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.88.9439E

The query for the fault element failed because its corresponding parent element is
absent from the SOAP message.

Explanation

You attempted to query a SOAP message for SOAPFault elements. However, there
is no parent element in the SOAP message for the queried item. For example,
Integration Server will issue this error if you attempt to query for a fault code when
there is no SOAPFault in the SOAP message.

Action

Ensure the SOAP message that you are attempting to process is valid. If the SOAP
message is valid, contact Software AG Global Support.

ISS.88.9440E

The structure of the SOAP fault detail Document is not valid, resulting in the
invalid attribute name: {0}; validation failed.

Explanation

A document representing the SOAP fault detail was passed to a service that handles
SOAP faults, for example, the pub.soap.handler:addFaultBlock. The fault detail
Document that was passed to the service has an invalid structure. An example of an
invalid structure would be if the name in the Document instance that corresponds to
an attribute is "@ns1:", but there is no local name for the attribute. In this example,
there should have been additional text after the ":" that corresponds to a valid local
name.

Action

Ensure that IS document instance for the SOAP fault detail is a proper representation
of valid XML structure. Correct the SOAP fault detail Document and execute the
service again.

ISS.88.9441E

Validation requested, but no IS document type specified; validation failed.

Explanation

You specified that you want an input Document to be validated. However, you have
not provided the document type that the service should use for validation. As a result,
the validation failed.

Action

Invoke the service again. This time pass the document type to use for validation in
the appropriate input parameter.

ISS.88.9442E

Service executed with invalid input parameter {0} : {1}

Explanation

Execution of the service failed because the specified input parameter was passed an
invalid value. The invalid value is displayed in the message.

Action

Invoke the service again, this time specifying a valid value for the input parameter.
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IS_RUNTIME_EXCEPTION – runtime exception occured. see error log for details.

JBS.0122.0006

Package ''{0}'' has deploy directory contents, but does not have a dependency on
'WmJBoss'

JNDI_CONTEXT_NOT_INITIALIZED – Cannot perform JNDI operation: JNDI context is not initialized.

JSONCODER_INVALID_DECODE_FOR_REAL – Both decodeRealAsString and decodeRealAsDouble
cannot be set to true.

JSONCODER_UNSUPPORTED_TOKEN – Invalid state. Unsupported token found in the JSON input
stream.
Explanation

The input stream does not contain valid JSON content.

Action

Provide valid JSON content in the input stream.

JSON_INVALID_INPUTS_REAL_AS_STRING_AND_DOUBLE – Both decodeRealAsString and
decodeRealAsDouble cannot be set to true.

JSON_INVALID_INPUT_REAL_AS_STRING – Field decodeRealAsString if set , can only be true or
false.

JournalLogger.FAC_SCHED+"."+DATABASE_VERSION_CHECK_FAILED – Check of internal database
failed: the current version {0} should be at least {1}

LDAP_URL_INVALID_CHAR – Directory url contain invalid charactors. {0}

LVLCHNG_COMP_CODE_INVALID – Supplied "componentCode" is not valid.

LVLCHNG_COMP_CODE_NULL – Parameter "componentCode" is required and it cannot be null.
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LVLCHNG_LISTENER_NULL – Parameter "listener" is required and it cannot be null.

NESTED_TRANS_NOT_SUPPORTED – another tran active. nested tran disabled in settings

NODE_NS_NAME_EXISTS – node_nsName already exists

NODE_NS_NAME_IS_INVALID – node_nsName "{0}" is invalid

NODE_NS_NAME_IS_REQUIRED – node_nsName is required

NODE_PKG_IS_INVALID – node_pkg "{0}" is invalid

NODE_PKG_IS_REQUIRED – node_pkg is required

NODE_TYPE_IS_INVALID – Node "{0}" is not of type 'webMethods/WebSocket'

NOT_NSWEBSOCKETENDPOINTCLIENT_TYPE – Provided NSWebSocketEndpointDescriptor is not
of type Client

NOT_NSWEBSOCKETENDPOINTDESC_TYPE – Provided NSName {0} is not a type of
NSWebSocketEndpointDescriptor. Please provide the NSWebSocketEndpointDescriptor NSName

NO_LOADERS_FOUND Loader is not configured for the cache {1} contained within the cache manager {0}.

NO_MORE_EVENTS_AVAILABLE – No more xml events avaiable

NO_OUTPUT_SIGNATURE – no output signature

NO_TRANS_FOR_THREAD – current thread not with any transaction
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NO_WRITERS_FOUND Writer is not configured for the cache {1} contained within the cache manager {0}.

OAUTH_ONE_PREVENTS_OTHERE – {0} may not be specified if {1} is "{2}".
Explanation

The service failed because the specified input variable contains an invalid value
combination. The invalid combination is listed in the message text.

Action

Enter a valid value combination for the input variable.

ON_BINARY_IS_INVALID – onBinary "{0}" is invalid

ON_CLOSE_IS_INVALID – onClose "{0}" is invalid

ON_CONNECT_IS_INVALID – onConnect "{0}" is invalid

ON_ERROR_IS_INVALID – onError "{0}" is invalid

ON_TEXT_IS_INVALID onText "{0}" is invalid

OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_WITH_DES_ALIAS – {0} operation is not supported when connection
alias type is DES.

OTHER_THAN_SPACE_CHARACTERS_ENCOUNTERED – Other than space characters encountered

PACKAGE_HOTDEPLOY_ACTIVATION_FAILED_ON_RECOVERYE – Package recovered but not
activated.
Explanation

Hot deployment of the specified package failed. Integration Server recovered the
package from the salvage directory, but was unable to activate the package.

Action

Check the logs for hot deployment failure messages or contact Software AG Global
Support.

PACKAGE_HOTDEPLOY_AUTORECOVER_ERRORE – Package cannot be recovered, check server
logs for details.
Explanation

Hot deployment of the specified package failed.

Action

Check the logs for hot deployment failure messages or contact Software AG Global
Support.
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PACKAGE_HOTDEPLOY_AUTORECOVER_FAILEDE – Error during hot deployment of package {0}.
Package cannot be recovered.
Explanation

Hot deployment of the specified package failed. Integration Server attempted to
recover the package from the salvage directory but was unable to do so.

Action

Check the logs for hot deployment failure messages or contact Software AG Global
Support.

PACKAGE_HOTDEPLOY_AUTORECOVER_SUCCESSI – Package recovered and activated.

PACKAGE_HOTDEPLOY_IN_PROGRESSE – Cannot hot deploy package {0}. Hot deployment of
package {1} is already in progress.
Explanation

You attempted to hot deploy multiple packages in parallel. Integration Server does
not support parallel hot deployment of packages.

Action

Integration Server does not support parallel hot deployment of packages. Ensure that
you perform hot deployment of packages sequentially.

PACKAGE_HOTDEPLOY_TIMEOUTE – Cannot hot deploy package {0} due to error: {1}
Explanation

Hot deployment of the package failed due to the listed error.

Action

Review the error details provided in the message to determine the cause of the failure
and take appropriate action, and then retry hot deploying the packages.

PARSER_MUST_BE_ON_START_ELEMENT_TO_READ_NEXT_TEXT – parser must be on
START_ELEMENT to read next text

PASSWORDBADOLDPASSWORDE – Invalid user name or password.
Explanation

The specified user credentials are not valid.

Action

Provide a valid user name and password.

PASSWORD_EMPTY Password is empty. User(s) {0} not added.
Explanation

The Password field requires a value.

Action

Enter a valid password.
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PASSWORD_UPDT_EMPTY – Password is empty. Password was not changed.
Explanation

The Password field requires a value.

Action

Enter a valid password.

PDT_OUT_OF_SYNC Document type ''{0}'' is out of sync with Provider

PIECMNE0000

Error initializing ISAttributeValues. ISMonitoringContext cannot be null.

Explanation

The ISAttributeValues cannot be initialized because ISMonitoringContext is null.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support.

PIECMNE0001

Error retrieving AttributeValue. The metaModelTypeID cannot be null or empty.

Explanation

The AttributeValue cannot be retrieved because metaModelTypeID is null or empty.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support.

PIECMNE0002

Error retrieving AttributeValue. The attributeID cannot be null or empty.

Explanation

The AttributeValue cannot be retrieved because metaModelTypeInstanceID is null
or empty.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support.

PIECMNE0003

Error retrieving AttributeValue. The attributeID cannot be null or empty.

Explanation

The AttributeValue cannot be retrieved because attributeID is null or empty.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support.

PIECMNE0004

Error retrieving attribute values. The attributeQuery object cannot be null.

Explanation

The attribute values cannot be retrieved because the attributeQuery object is null.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support.

PIECMNE0005

Error retrieving attribute values. The modelType is invalid.

Explanation

The attribute values cannot be retrieved because the modelType is invalid.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support.
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PIECMNE0006

Error while destroying ISMonitoringContext. The ISMonitoringContext cannot be
null.

Explanation

The ISMonitoringContext could not be destroyed because it is null.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support.

PIECMNE0007

Error destroying ISMonitoringContext. Invalid ISMonitoringContext provided.

Explanation

The ISMonitoringContext could not be destroyed because it is not a valid instance of
ISMonitoringContext.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support.

PIECMNE0008

Error getting meta model. The metaModelTypeId cannot be null.

Explanation

The meta model could not be retrieved because the metaModelTypeID is null or
empty.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support.

PIECMNE0009

Error validating ISMonitoringContext. ISMonitoringContext cannot be null.

Explanation

The ISMonitoringContext could not be validated because it is null.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support.

PIECMNE0010

Error validating ISMonitoring Context. Invalid ISMonitoringContext provided.

Explanation

The ISMonitoringContext could not be validated because it is not an instance of
MonitoringContext.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support.

PIECMNE0011

Error validating ISMonitoringContext. ISInputContext object is null.

Explanation

The ISMonitoringContext cannot be validated because the supplied ISInputContext
object is null.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support.

PIECMNE0012

Error validating ISMonitoringContext. ISInputContext is invalid.

Explanation

The ISMonitoringContext cannot be validated because the supplied ISInputContext
object is invalid.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support.
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PIECMNE0013

Error validating ISMonitoringContext. Context host attribute cannot be null or
empty.

Explanation

The ISMonitoringContext cannot be validated because the context has a host attribute
that is null or empty.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support.

PIECMNE0014

Error validating ISMonitoringContext. Context port attribute is invalid.

Explanation

The ISMonitoringContext cannot be validated because the context has an invalid port
attribute.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support.

PIECMNE0015

Error initializing ISModelInstance. ISMonitoringContext is null.

Explanation

An ISModelInstance cannot be initialized because the ISMonitoringContext is null.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support.

PIECMNE0016

Error getting model instances. The metaModelTypeName is null or empty.

Explanation

The model instances cannot be retrieved because a metaModelTypeName is null or
empty.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support.

PIECMNE0017

Error getting model instances. Invalid metaModelTypeName.

Explanation

The model instances cannot be retrieved because a valid metaModelTypeName was
not supplied.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support.

PIECMNE0018

Error while initializing ISServerModel. ISMonitoringContext is null.

Explanation

The ISServerModel cannot be initialized because ISMonitoringContext is null.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support.

PIECMNE0019

Error getting attributes for Integration Server. The modelInstanceListToQuery
cannot be null.

Explanation

Integration Server attributes cannot be retrieved because the
modelInstanceListToQuery was null .

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support.
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PIECMNE0020

Error getting Integration Server attributes. The attributeListToQuery cannot be
null.

Explanation

The Integration Server attributes cannot be retrieved because the attributeListToQuery
was null.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support.

PIECMNE0021

Error getting attributeID. The attributeID cannot be null.

Explanation

The Integration Server attribute cannot be retrieved because the attributeID was null.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support.

PIECMNE0022

Error while pinging Integration Server. Invalid ISMonitoringContext.

Explanation

The ping of Integration Server failed because the provided ISMonitoringContext is
invalid.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support.

PIESIME0000

Unable to access Integration Server:{0}

Explanation

An error occurred while attempting to access Integration Server. The details of the
error will replace the {0} in the message text.

Action

Use the details of the error to resolve the error preventing a connection to Integration
Server.

PIESIME0001

Integration Server is unavailable:{0}

Explanation

An error occurred while attempting to access Integration Server. The details of the
error will replace the {0} in the message text.

Action

Use the provided error information to correct the issue and try again.

PIESIME0002

An error occurred while invoking a service on Integration Server:{0}

Explanation

An error occurred while invoking a service on Integration Server. The details of the
error will replace the {0} in the message text.

Action

Use the supplied error information to correct the condition causing the error. Then,
reissue the service request.
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PIESIME0004

Port object cannot be null.

Explanation

ISContext cannot be created because the Port object is null.

Action

Provide a valid Port object that is not null.

PIESIME0005

UserCredentials username/password cannot be null.

Explanation

ISContext cannot be created because the username/password is null.

Action

Make sure that the username/password has a valid value and is not null.

PIESIME0006

Missing required ClientAuthType for SSL.

Explanation

ISContext cannot be created because the ClientAuthType required for SSL is null.

Action

Make sure the ClientAuthType has a valid value and is not null.

PIESIME0007

Invalid protocol. The webMethods Platform Manager subsystem does not support
the protocol "{0}".

Explanation

A create or update operation for port settings specified a protocol that is not supported
by the webMethods Platform Manager subsystem in Integration Server.

Action

Specify a protocol supported by the webMethods Platform Manager subsystem in
Integration Server.

PIESIME0008

Unable to connect Integration Server:{0}

Explanation

An error occurred while attempting to connect Integration Server. The details of the
error will replace the {0} in the message text.

Action

Use the error details to resolve the error that is preventing a connection to Integration
Server.

PIESIME0009E

Port Validation Error :{0}

Explanation

The port configuration is not valid.

Action

Make sure the port configuration is valid.

PIESIME0010

Port Validation Error, Invalid URLAccess Service :{0}

Explanation

The port is not valid because the supplied URLAccess does not have a valid service
name.

Action

Specify a valid service name for URLAccess.
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PIESIME0011

Port Validation Error, Invalid IPAccess Hostname :{0}

Explanation

The port is not valid because the IPAccess Hostname is not valid.

Action

Specify a valid value for the IPAccess Hostname.

PIESIME0012

Port Validation Error, Port Alias already exists : {0}

Explanation

The port is not valid because the port alias is used by another port on Integration
Server.

Action

Specify a port alias that is unique for the Integration Server.

PIESIME0013

Port Validation Error, Primary port may not be disabled in an update.

Explanation

A primary port cannot be disabled as part of an update.

Action

Do not attempt to disable the primary port as part of updating a port. If you want to
disable the port acting as the primary port, you must first designate another port as
the primary port. Then you can disable the port that was previously the primary port.

PIESIME0014

Port Validation Error, Primary port package name must be WmRoot. Invalid Package
Name : {0}

Explanation

The primary port must be associated with the WmRoot package.

Action

Make sure the primary port is associated with the WmRoot package.

PIESIME0015

Invalid server configuration parameter names: {0}

Explanation

The server configuration parameter names must begin with “watt.”

Action

Rename the server configuration parameter names so that they begin with “watt.”

PIESIME0016

A required configuration parameter is missing: {0}

Explanation

A required configuration parameter is missing.

Action

Check the logs.

PIESIME0017

Configuration details for COMMON-JDBC cannot be null.

Explanation

While creating a JDBC pool alias, the configuration details for COMMON-JDBC cannot
be null.

Action

Provide valid JDBC pool alias configuration details.
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PIESIME0018

JDBC pool alias cannot be null or empty.

Explanation

While creating or updating a JDBC pool, the pool alias cannot be null or empty.

Action

Provide a valid value for the JDBC pool alias.

PIESIME0019

Invalid configuration type.

Explanation

The configuration type provided while creating the JDBC pool alias must be of type
COMMON-JDBC.

Action

Provide a valid configuration of type COMMON-JDBC.

PIESIME0020

Invalid configuration type.

Explanation

The configuration type provided while updating the JDBC pool alias must be of type
COMMON-JDBC.

Action

Provide a valid configuration of type COMMON-JDBC.

PIESIME0021

JDBC pool cannot be null.

Explanation

While creating a JDBC pool alias,the pool configuration details cannot be null.

Action

Provide valid configuration details while creating or updating a JDBC pool.

PIESIME0022

{0} cannot be null or empty.

Explanation

The specified value must not be null or empty

Action

Provide a valid value.

PIESIME0023

Enter a positive number for {0}

Explanation

The specified value must not be a negative number.

Action

Specify a positive number.

PIESIME0024

JDBC configuration instance id is missing.

Explanation

JDBC configuration instance id is required and must be specified.

Action

Provide a valid JDBC configuration instance id.

PIESIME0025

MaxSize must be greater than 0.

Explanation

The value provided for MaxSize must be greater than 0.

Action

Ensure that the value provided for MaxSize is greater than 0.
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PIESIME0026

Configuration details for COMMON-JDBC cannot be null.

Explanation

While updating a JDBC pool alias, the configuration details for COMMON-JDBC
cannot be null.

Action

Provide valid JDBC pool alias configuration details.

PIESIME0027

JDBC pool cannot be null.

Explanation

While updating a JDBC pool alias,the pool configuration details cannot be null.

Action

Provide valid configuration details while creating or updating a JDBC pool.

PIESIME0028

MinSize must be less than or equal to MaxSize.

Explanation

Minimum connections must be less than or equal to maximum connections.

Action

Ensure that the value provided for MinSize is less than or equal to MaxSize.

PIESIME0029

Invalid SMTP port.

Explanation

SMTP port should be greater than 0.

Action

Change the SMTP port to a valid value greater than 0.

PIESIME0030

Unable to retrieve truststores.

Explanation

Integration server is unable to retrieve the truststores.

Action

Ensure that there are truststores installed in Integration server.

PIESIME0031

SMTP settings are already defined.

Explanation

Unable to define new SMTP settings because the SMTP settings are already defined.

Action

To specify new SMTP settings, update the existing SMTP configuration.

PIESIME0032

The truststore {0} does not exist.

Explanation

The specified truststore alias cannot be found.

Action

Ensure that the specified truststore exists in Integration Server.

PIESIME0033

Configuration details for COMMON-DBFUNCTION cannot be null.

Explanation

While updating a functional alias, the configuration details for
COMMON-DBFUNCTION cannot be null.

Action

Provide valid functional alias configuration details.
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PIESIME0034

Invalid configuration type.

Explanation

The configuration type provided while updating the functional alias must be of type
COMMON-DBFUNCTION.

Action

Provide a valid configuration of type COMMON-DBFUNCTION.

PIESIME0035

Functional alias cannot be null

Explanation

While updating a functional alias,the functional alias configuration details cannot be
null.

Action

Provide valid configuration details while updating a functional alias.

PIESIME0037

Configuration details for COMMON-JNDI cannot be null.

Explanation

While configuring a JNDI provider alias, the configuration details for COMMON-JNDI
cannot be null.

Action

Provide valid JNDI provider alias configuration details.

PIESIME0038

Invalid configuration type.

Explanation

The configuration type provided while configuring a JNDI provider alias must be of
type COMMON-JNDI.

Action

Provide a valid configuration of type COMMON-JNDI.

PIESIME0039

SMTP server not configured.

Explanation

SMTP server is not configured in Integration Server.

Action

Configure SMTP server in Integration Server.

PIESIME0040

Functional alias specified is not valid.

Explanation

The functional alias specified in the input must be valid.

Action

Ensure that the functional alias specified in the input is valid.

PIESIME0041

Functional alias description cannot be modified.

Explanation

The functional alias description specified in the input cannot be modified.

Action

Ensure that the functional alias description specified in the input is not modified.
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PIESIME0042

The functional alias {0} cannot be associated with the embedded database pool.

Explanation

The embedded database pool can only be used with IS Internal and Cross Reference
database components.

Action

Associate the functional alias with any JDBC connection pool other than the embedded
database pool.

PIESIME0043

Invalid configuration details for COMMON-JMS. Invalid value for {0}.

Explanation

The value specified for COMMON-JMS configuration {0} is not valid.

Action

Specify valid values for all the mandatory attributes in COMMON-JMS configuration.

PIESIME0045

Configuration details for COMMON-JMS cannot be null.

Explanation

The configuration details for COMMON-JMS cannot be null.

Action

Provide valid JMS configuration details.

PIESIME0046

Invalid configuration provided while updating the COMMON-JMS configuration.

Explanation

The JMS alias configuration provided while updating the COMMON-JMS configuration
does not match the existing JMS alias configuration.

Action

Provide a valid JMS configuration that matches the JMS configuration to be updated.

PIESIME0047

An error occurred while invoking a service in Integration Server : {0}

Explanation

An error occurred while invoking a service in Integration Server. Error {0} occurred.

Action

Use the supplied error information to correct the condition causing the error. Then,
reissue the service request.

PIESIME0048

JMS alias {0} should be disabled before {1} operation.

Explanation

The JMS alias {0} should be disabled before performing the {1} operation.

Action

Ensure that the JMS alias is disabled.

PIESIME0049

Messaging connection alias {0} should be disabled before {1} operation.

Explanation

The messaging connection alias {0} should be disabled before performing the {1}
operation.

Action

Ensure that the messaging connection alias is disabled.
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PIESIME0050

Messaging connection alias description cannot be null or empty.

Explanation

While creating a messaging connection alias, the description field cannot be null or
empty.

Action

Provide a valid description for messaging connection alias.

PIESIME0051

Messaging connection alias name cannot be updated.

Explanation

You attempted to update the messaging connection alias. Messaging connection alias
name is not editable.

Action

To change the name of a messaging connection alias, delete the existing messaging
connection alias and create a new alias.

PIESIME0052

Default messaging connection alias cannot be deleted.

Explanation

The messaging connection alias that you attempted to delete is the default messaging
connection alias, which cannot be deleted.

Action

To delete a default messaging connection alias, configure another messaging connection
alias as the default.

PIESIME0053

Cannot create a new messaging connection alias for Broker.

Explanation

Only one messaging connection aliases for Broker can exist at a time in Integration
Server.

Action

Delete the existing messaging connection aliases for Broker before creating a new
messaging connection aliases for Broker.

PIESIME0057

Logger name for COMMON-LOGGERS configuration type is invalid.

Explanation

Valid values of logger name for COMMON-LOGGERS configuration type are {0}.

Action

Ensure that you specify a valid logger name when updating the COMMON-LOGGERS
configuration type.

PIESIME0058

Server logger cannot be disabled.

Explanation

You attempted to disable the server logger. Server logger cannot be disabled.

Action

Ensure that the server logger is enabled.
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PIESIME0059

Destination for server log entries must be a file.

Explanation

The destination for server log entries can only be a file.

Action

Ensure that you specify a file as the destination for server log entries.

PIESIME0060

Mode for writing server log entries must be synchronous.

Explanation

The server logger writes log entries synchronously to the specified destination file.
Therefore, the mode for writing server log entries must be specified as synchronous.

Action

Ensure that the mode for writing server log entries is specified as synchronous.

PIESIME0062

The destination for writing Integration Server log entries must be database or file.

Explanation

Integration Server logger writes log entries to database or file only. You attempted to
specify a destination other than database or file.

Action

Ensure that you specify database or file as the destination for writing Integration
Server log entries.

PIESIME0063

Configuration details for COMMON-VARS cannot be null.

Explanation

While creating a global variable, the configuration details for COMMON-VARS cannot
be null.

Action

Provide valid global variable configuration details.

PIESIME0064

Invalid configuration type.

Explanation

The configuration type provided while creating the global variable must be of type
COMMON-VARS.

Action

Provide a valid configuration of type COMMON-VARS.

PIESIME0065

Global variable validation error: Variable Setting cannot be empty.

Explanation

The global variable configuration is not valid.

Action

Make sure that Variable Setting is not empty and that the global variable configuration
is valid.

PIESIME0066

Global variable validation error: Integration Server accepts only Strings as global
variable values.

Explanation

The global variable value specified is not of type String.

Action

Provide a valid value of type String for the global variable.
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PIESIME0067

Global variable validation error: Global variable value cannot be empty.

Explanation

The global variable value must not be empty.

Action

Provide a valid value for the global variable.

PIESIME0068

Global variable validation error: Global variable value cannot exceed 255 characters.

Explanation

The global variable value that you specified contains more than 255 characters.

Action

Ensure that length of the global variable value is less than or equal to 255.

PIESIME0069

Global variable validation error: Global variable key cannot be empty.

Explanation

The global variable key must not be empty.

Action

Provide a valid key for the global variable.

PIESIME0070

Global variable validation error: Global variable key cannot exceed 255 characters.

Explanation

The global variable key that you specified contains more than 255 characters.

Action

Ensure that length of the global variable key is less than or equal to 255.

PIESIME0071

Global variable validation error: Global variable key contains special characters
other than "." and "_".

Explanation

The global variable key that you specified contains special characters other than period
(.) or underscore(_).

Action

Ensure that the global variable key does not contain any special characters other than
period or underscore(_).

PIESIME0072

Invalid value for ServiceLogLevel in Service Logger.

Explanation

The value specified for ServiceLogLevel in Service Logger is not valid. Valid values
for ServiceLogLevel are perSvc, brief, and verbose.

Action

Ensure that you specify a valid value for ServiceLogLevel in Service Logger.

PIESIME0073

Invalid value for GenerateAuditingDataOnStartup in Security Logger.

Explanation

The value specified for GenerateAuditingDataOnStartup in Security Logger is not
valid. The GenerateAuditingDataOnStartup value must be a valid Boolean value
(true/false).

Action

Ensure that you specify a valid value for GenerateAuditingDataOnStartup in Security
Logger.
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PIESIME0074

Invalid value for GenerateAuditingDataOnEvent in Security Logger.

Explanation

The value specified for GenerateAuditingDataOnEvent in Security Logger is not valid.
Valid values for GenerateAuditingDataOnEvent are Success or Failure, Success, and
Failure.

Action

Ensure that you specify a valid value for GenerateAuditingDataOnEvent in Security
Logger.

PIESIME0075

Invalid value for SecurityAreasToAudit in Security Logger.

Explanation

The value specified for SecurityAreasToAudit in Security Logger is not valid. Valid
values for SecurityAreasToAudit are {0}.

Action

Ensure that you specify a valid value for SecurityAreasToAudit in Security Logger.

PIESIME0076

Unable to disable messaging connection alias.

Explanation

An operation to disable messaging connection alias failed.

Action

Check the Integration Server logs for more information.

PIESIME0077

Configuration details for COMMON-CLUSTER cannot be null.

Explanation

When updating cluster settings, the configuration details for COMMON-CLUSTER
cannot be null.

Action

Provide valid cluster configuration details.

PIESIME0078

Invalid configuration type.

Explanation

When updating the cluster settings, the provided configuration type must be
COMMON-CLUSTER.

Action

Specify a configuration type of COMMON-CLUSTER when updating the cluster
settings.

PIESIME0079

{0} is required.

Explanation

The required field value cannot be empty.

Action

Specify a value for the required field.

PIESIME0082

Session timeout must be a positive integer.

Explanation

The provided session timeout is not a positive integer.

Action

Specify a positive integer for session timeout.
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PIESIME0083E

Configuration details for {0} cannot be null.

Explanation

While creating a {0} web service endpoint alias, the configuration details for {1} cannot
be null.

Action

Provide valid web service endpoint alias configuration details.

PIESIME0084

Invalid configuration type.

Explanation

The configuration type provided while creating {0} web service endpoint alias must
be of type {1}.

Action

Provide a valid configuration type.

PIESIME0085

{0} Web service endpoint alias is not specified.

Explanation

{0} Web service endpoint alias is not specified.

Action

Specify a valid web service endpoint alias configured in Integration Server.

PIESIME0086

{0} Web service endpoint alias contains invalid characters.

Explanation

{0} Web service endpoint alias contains invalid characters.

Action

Specify a valid web service endpoint alias.

PIESIME0087

Host or port is not specified for {0} web service endpoint alias.

Explanation

Host or port is not specified for {0} web service endpoint alias.

Action

Specify a valid host and port for the web service endpoint alias.

PIESIME0088

Keystore alias or key alias is not valid.

Explanation

Keystore alias or key alias must be a valid alias configured in Integration Server.

Action

Specify a valid configured keystore alias or key alias.

PIESIME0089

Truststore alias is not valid.

Explanation

Truststore alias must be a valid alias configured in Integration Server.

Action

Specify a valid configured truststore alias.

PIESIME0090

{0} cannot be edited.

Explanation

You attempted to edit {0}, which cannot be edited.

Action

Ensure that the specified field is not edited.
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PIESIME0092

Execute ACL is not valid.

Explanation

The specified Execute ACL does not exist.

Action

Specify a valid ACL.

PIESIME0093

Proxy server alias is not valid.

Explanation

Proxy server alias must be a valid alias configured in Integration Server.

Action

Specify a valid proxy server alias.

PIESIME0094E

The proxy-bypass alias cannot be deleted.

Explanation

The default proxy alias, proxy-bypass, contains the proxy bypass addresses list and
cannot be deleted.

Action

You cannot create or delete the proxy-bypass alias.

PIESIME0095E

Invalid protocol specified. Protocol must be HTTP, HTTPS, FTP, or SOCKS.

Explanation

Protocol must be HTTP, HTTPS, FTP, or SOCKS.

Action

Specify HTTP, HTTPS, FTP, or SOCKS as the protocol.

PIESIME0096E

Invalid FTP proxy type. The FTP proxy type must be an integer within the range
of 0 and 7 (inclusive).

Explanation

FTP proxy type must be an integer within the range of 0 and 7 (inclusive).

Action

Specify an integer within the range of 0 and 7 (inclusive).

PIESIME0097E

Only the NonProxyHosts field can be edited in the proxy-bypass alias.

Explanation

You attempted to edit the fields other than the NonProxyHosts field in the
proxy-bypass alias.

Action

Ensure that you edit only the NonProxyHosts field in the proxy-bypass alias.

PIESIME0098E

License key location cannot be updated.

Explanation

License key location cannot be updated.

Action

License key location cannot be updated.
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PIESIME0099E

The proxy server alias element for the existing configuration of type
COMMON-PROXY cannot be updated.

Explanation

You attempted to update the alias element for the existing configuration of type
COMMON-PROXY.

Action

The proxy server alias element is not editable.

PIESIME0102

File Access Permission configuration instance id cannot be null.

Explanation

File Access Permission configuration instance id is required and must be specified.

Action

Provide a valid File Access Permission configuration instance id.

PIESIME0103

Configuration details for IS-FILEPERMISSION cannot be null.

Explanation

While updating a file permission instance, the configuration details for
IS-FILEPERMISSION cannot be null.

Action

Provide valid file permission configuration details.

PIESIME0104

Invalid configuration type.

Explanation

The configuration type provided while updating the file permission configuration
must be of type IS-FILEPERMISSION.

Action

Provide a valid configuration of type IS-FILEPERMISSION.

PIESIME0105

Configuration details for IS-FILEPERMISSION cannot be null.

Explanation

While updating the file access control configuration, the configuration details for
IS-FILEPERMISSION cannot be null.

Action

Provide valid file access control configuration details.

PIESIME0106

File permission type cannot be modified.

Explanation

While updating file access control configuration, the file permission type cannot be
modified.

Action

Provide valid configuration details while updating the file access control configuration.

PIESIME0107

Logger Levels specified for Server Logger cannot be modified.

Explanation

You attempted to add or delete the Logger Levels specified for Server Logger.

Action

You cannot add or delete the Logger Levels specified for Server Logger.
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PIESIME0108

Logger Level names and descriptions specified for Server Logger cannot be
modified.

Explanation

You attempted to modify the Logger Level names or descriptions specified for Server
Logger.

Action

You can modify only the Logger Level value for Server Logger.

PIESIME0109E

Specify an {0} proxy server alias.

Explanation

Protocol of the proxy server alias that you specified and the transport type of the
consumer web service endpoint alias must match.

Action

Specify an {0} proxy server alias.

PIESIME0110

Value of {0} must be a positive integer between 0 and {1} (inclusive).

Explanation

You specified an invalid value for {0}. Value of {1} must be a positive integer between
0 and {2} (inclusive).

Action

Ensure that you specify a positive integer between 0 and {1} (inclusive) as the value
of {0}.

PIESIME0111

Alias of an Integration Server logger cannot be modified.

Explanation

You attempted to modify the alias of an Integration Server logger.

Action

You cannot modify the alias of an Integration Server logger.

PIESIME0112

Invalid timestamp format.

Explanation

The timestamp format must be supported by the Java class java.text.SimpleDateFormat.

Action

Specify any timestamp format that is supported by the Java class
java.text.SimpleDateFormat.

PIESIME0113

Alias of a {0} cannot be modified.

Explanation

You attempted to modify the alias of a {0}.

Action

You cannot modify the alias of a {0}.

PIESIME0114E

Remote server endpoint configuration details are not valid for {0}.

Explanation

The value specified for remote server endpoint {0} is missing or is not valid.

Action

Specify valid values for all mandatory remote server endpoint attributes.
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PIESIME0115E

Remote server endpoint configuration details cannot be null.

Explanation

Configuration details for a remote server endpoint cannot be null.

Action

Provide valid remote server endpoint details.

PIESIME0116E

Remote server endpoint configuration could not be updated because the
configuration details provided are not valid.

Explanation

The remote server endpoint configuration could not be updated because the provided
configuration details are not valid.

Action

Specify valid values for all mandatory remote server endpoint attributes.

PIESIME0117E

An error occurred while invoking a service in Integration Server: {0}

Explanation

Integration Server could not execute the service for the reason indicated.

Action

Check the reason detailed in the message, take appropriate corrective action, and
reissue the service request.

PIESIME0118E

Connection attempts to the remote server endpoint {0} failed.

Explanation

A connection error occurred while trying to connect to the remote Integration Server
from the target server on which the remote server endpoint was created. Either the
remote server is not available or the provided host name, port, or authentication
credentials are not valid.

Action

Check the status of the remote server and restart the server if necessary. Ensure the
configuration of the remote server endpoint is valid.

PIESIME0119E

Invalid SOCKS protocol version.

Explanation

Supported SOCKS protocol versions are 4 and 5.

Action

Specify the SOCKS protocol version as either 4 or 5.

PIESIME0120E

SOCKS protocol version 4 does not support authentication.

Explanation

You specified authentication credentials (i.e. username and password) for SOCKS
protocol version 4.

Action

Do not specify authentication credentials (i.e. username and password) for SOCKS
protocol version 4.
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PIESIME0121

Messaging connection alias client prefix cannot be null or empty.

Explanation

While creating a messaging connection alias, the client prefix field cannot be null or
empty.

Action

Provide a valid client prefix for messaging connection alias.

PIESIME0122

JAAS Context cannot be null or empty.

Explanation

You did not specify a valid JAAS login context for Kerberos authentication. The JAAS
Context field must not be null or empty.

Action

Provide a valid JAAS login context for Kerberos authentication.

PIESIME0123

Service Principal Name Format cannot be null or empty.

Explanation

You did not specify a valid Service Principal Name Format. Service Principal Name
Format must not be null or empty.

Action

Provide a valid Service Principal Name Format.

PIESIME0124

Proxy server alias contains invalid characters.

Explanation

The Proxy server alias name can contain only alphanumeric characters.

Action

Specify a proxy server alias name that contains only alphanumeric characters.

PIESIME0125

No LDAP server configuration is available in the target Integration Server or more
than one LDAP servers are configured in the target Integration Server.

Explanation

Only one LDAP server must be configured in the target Integration Server.

Action

Add or remove LDAP server configurations to ensure that there is only one LDAP
server configured in the target Integration Server.

PIESIME0126

An LDAP server is already configured in the target Integration Server.

Explanation

Only one LDAP server must be configured in the target Integration Server. There is
already one or more than one LDAP servers configured in the target Integration
Server.

Action

Ensure that there is only one LDAP server configured in the target Integration Server.
Retain one LDAP server configuration and delete the rest.
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PIESIME0127

The Maximum Connection Pool Size must be greater than the Minimum Connection
Pool Size.

Explanation

The value specified for Maximum Connection Pool Size is lesser than the Minimum
Connection Pool Size.

Action

Ensure that you provide a Maximum Connection Pool Size greater than the Minimum
Connection Pool Size.

PIESIME0128

LDAP server configuration must contain either a default group or a group member
attribute.

Explanation

While configuring the LDAP server, either a default group or a group member attribute
must be specified.

Action

Ensure that you specify a default group or a group member attribute while configuring
the LDAP server.

PIESIME0129

Invalid LDAP URL! Specify a LDAP URL that starts with ldap:// or ldaps:// and try
again.

Explanation

Invalid LDAP URL specified in the Server configuration type for LDAP.

Action

Specify a valid URL in the Server configuration type for LDAP.

PIESIME0130

The Group Id attribute in the Server configuration type for LDAP cannot be null.

Explanation

The Group Id attribute is not provided in the Server configuration type for LDAP.

Action

Specify a Group Id attribute in the Server configuration type for LDAP.

PIESIMW0036

Unable to establish a connection using the specified JNDI provider alias.

Explanation

Integration Server is unable to establish a connection using the specified JNDI provider
alias. For possible causes, check the server logs.

Action

Ensure that the JNDI provider is running and that the JNDI provider-specific libraries
are used in Integration server.

PIESIMW0044

JMS alias {0} created successfully, but an error occurred while enabling the JMS
alias.

Explanation

An error occurred while enabling JMS alias {0}. Check logs of integration server.
Exception : {1}

Action

Check the Integration Server log to handle the exception manually.
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PIESIMW0055

IS Resource settings updated successfully. If Broker is not configured, Broker-related
settings will be ignored.

Explanation

IS Resource settings updated successfully. If Broker is not configured on Integration
Server, all the Broker-related settings that you specified will be ignored.

Action

Ensure that Broker is configured if you want the Broker-related settings to be updated.

PIESIMW0056

Unable to read listeners.cnf file from package {0}.

Explanation

Unable to read the listeners.cnf configuration file while attempting to locate the port
number for the specified port alias.

Action

No action is required. If the issue persists, contact Software AG Global Support.

PIPELINE_SAVE_ACCESSDENIED – Save pipeline to file {0}, Access denied

POOL_NOT_EXISTI Pool alias {0} does not exist.

PREFIX+String.valueOf(NEG_TIMEOUT_ERROR) – Pool {0} cannot be initialized. The pool timeouts
must not be negative.

PROPERTIES_CAN_NOT_BE_NULL – properties can not be null

PROTOBUF_CODER_UNSUPPORTED_DATATYPE – Protocol buffer coder cannot handle data type
{0} for field {1} in document type: {2}. Error: {3}

PROXY_INVALID_SOCKS_AUTH – SOCKS protocol version 4 does not support authentication.

PROXY_INVALID_SOCKS_VERSION – Invalid SOCKS protocol version.

REMOTE_NO_REGISTRY_TYPE – No Registry type specifed

RESOURCE_CAN_NOT_BE_NULL – resource can not be null
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RESPONSE_ONE_OF_THREE_REQD – "{0}" or "{1}" or "{2}" must be supplied

REVERSE_GATEWAY_NO_LICENSE – Could not find a valid license for Enterprise Gateway.
Explanation

The Enterprise Gateway Server instance does not have a valid license for webMethods
Enterprise Gateway.

Action

Check the terms of the license file.

ROLLBACK_FAILED_BAD_STATE – Rollback failed due to status

RUN_AS_USER_IS_REQUIRED – runAsUser is required

SCC.0121.0004

enlist failed: {0} xid = {1} rxid = {2}

SCC.0121.0007

delist failed: {0} xid = {1} rxid = {2}

SCC.0121.0010E

commit failed: {0} xid = {1} resource = {2}

Explanation

Integration Server transaction manager was unable to commit a two-phase commit
(2PC) transaction to the backend XA resource.

Action

Check to see if the backend resource is connected to Integration Server. Then, if
necessary, re-initiate the transaction.

SCC.0121.0013

prepare failed: {0} xid = {1} rxid = {2} vote = {3}

SCC.0121.0017E

rollback failed: {0} xid = {1} resource = {2}

Explanation

The Integration Server transaction manager was unable to roll back a two-phase
commit (2PC) transaction, most likely due to a resource issue.

Action

Check to see if the backend resource is connected to Integration Server. Then, if
necessary, re-initiate the transaction.

SCC.0121.0020

end failed: {0} xid = {1} rxid = {2}
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SCC.0121.0026

delisted transaction commit failed: {0} xid = {1}

SCC.0121.0029

one phase commit failed: {0} xid = {1} resource = {2}

SCC.0121.0031

sync beforeCompletion ran: {0} error: {1}

SCC.0121.0033

sync afterCompletion ran: {0} error: {1}

SCC.0121.0034

commit failed: more than 1 local trans enlisted. xid = {1} rxid = {2}

SCC.0121.0035

resource delisted with TMFAIL flag, transaction marked for rollback. xid = {0} rxid
= {1}

SCC.0121.0036

transaction timeout. xid = {0}

SCC.0121.0052E

Unable to persist transaction status for xid = {0}: Exception: {1}

Explanation

The transaction recovery manager in Integration Server was unable to write the status
of a two-phase commit (2PC) transaction to the disk-based XA recovery store.

Action

Investigate the following possible causes for the problem:
1) The operating system userid under which the Integration Server is running does
not have write privileges to the XAStore directory.
2) There is not sufficient disk space for the directory.
3) The XA recovery store is corrupt. If this is the case, archive the files stored in the
XA recovery store directory, mail them to Software AG Global Support, move the
files in the XA recovery store to a backup directory, and restart Integration Server.

SCC.0121.0055E

Unable to get unrecovered transactions from persistent store. Exception:{0}

Explanation

The transaction recovery manager in Integration Server was unable to obtain a list of
incomplete transactions from the XA recovery store. Integration Server uses this store
to hold two-phase commit (2PC) transaction states for possible future recovery.

Action

Investigate the following possible causes for the problem:
1) The operating system userid under which Integration Server is running does not
have write privileges to the XAStore directory.
2) There is not sufficient disk space for the directory.
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3) The XA recovery store is corrupt. If this is the case, archive the files stored in the
XA recovery store directory, mail them to Software AG Global Support, move the
files in the XA recovery store to a backup directory, and restart the Integration Server.

SCC.0121.0056

RecoveryManager found {0} unrecovered Transactions. Starting recovery.

SCC.0121.0057

Recovery process started for Transaction Xid:{0}, Status: {1}.

SCC.0121.0062E

Unable to rollback Xid:{0} during recovery for resource:{1}, transaction might been
heuristically rolled back/commited by resource. Manual intervention might be
required. Exception:{2}: Error Code:{3}.

Explanation

The transaction recovery manager in Integration Server detected a transaction whose
status in Integration Server is different from the status stored in the back-end resource
(for example, a database). This situation occurs when the transaction recovery manager
tries to rollback a transaction that the back-end XA resource has already rolled back
or committed.

Action

Check to see if the back-end resource administrator (for example a database
administrator ) manually issued a rollback/commit for the incomplete transaction. If
so, ensure that the other back-end XA resources do the same.

SCC.0121.0067E

Unable to commit Xid:{0} during recovery for resource:{1}, transaction might been
heuristically rolled back/commited by resource. Manual intervention might be
required. Exception:{2}.

Explanation

The transaction recovery manager of the Integration Server detected a transaction
whose status in the Integration Server is different from the status stored in the back-end
resource (for example, a database). This situation occurs when the transaction recovery
manager tries to commit a transaction that the back-end XA resource has already
rolled back or committed.

Action

Check to see if the back-end resource administrator (for example a database
administrator) manually issued a rollback/commit for the incomplete transaction. If
so, ensure that the other back-end XA resources do the same.

SCC.0121.0070

XARecoveryStore: Error during checkDataDevice. Db:{0} Error:{1}

SCC.0121.0071

XARecoveryStore: Resized Data file recovered. Db:{0}
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SCC.0121.0072

XARecoveryStore: Error restoring original data file. Db:{0} Error:{1}

SCC.0121.0073

XARecoveryStore: Recoverable Error Skipped - warnonopen = continue. Db:{0}
Error:{1}

SCC.0121.0074

XARecoveryStore: Recoverable Error Encountered but warnonopen = fail. Db:{0}
Error:{1}

SCC.0121.0075

XARecoveryStore: Damaged data file detected. Db:{0} Error:{1}

SCC.0121.0076

XARecoveryStore: Data file resize required. Db:{0}

SCC.0121.0077

XARecoveryStore: Error cleaning up resized Data file. Db:{0} Error:{1}

SCC.0121.0078

XARecoveryStore: Error creating resized Data file. Db:{0} Error:{1}

SCC.0121.0079

XARecoveryStore: Error closing original Data file. Db:{0} Error:{1}

SCC.0121.0080

XARecoveryStore: Error closing resized data file. Db:{0} Error:{1}

SCC.0121.0081

XARecoveryStore: Error cleaning up copied Data file. Db:{0} Error:{1}

SCC.0121.0082

XARecoveryStore: Error renaming original data file. Db:{0} Error:{1}

SCC.0121.0083

XARecoveryStore: Data file resize completed. Db:{0}

SCC.0121.0084

XARecoveryStore: Error renaming resized data file. Db:{0} Error:{1}

SCC.0121.0086

XARecoveryStore: Error copying resized Data file. Db:{0}
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SCC.0121.0087

XARecoveryStore: Damaged data file renamed. Db:{0} renamed:{1}

SCC.0121.0088

XARecoveryStore: Error renaming damaged data file. Db:{0} Error:{1}

SCC.0121.0089

XARecoveryStore: Damaged data file deleted. Db:{0}

SCC.0121.0090

XARecoveryStore: Error deleting damaged data file. Db:{0} Error:{1}

SCC.0121.0091

XARecoveryStore: Error re-creating damaged data file. Db:{0} Error:{1}

SCC.0121.0092

XARecoveryStore: Damaged data file re-created. Db:{0}

SCC.0121.0094S

Unrecoverable Exception while initializing the XA Recovery Store: {0}

Explanation

Integration Server was unable to create a persistent XA recovery store on disk.
Integration Server uses this store to hold two-phase commit (2PC) transaction states
for possible future recovery.

Action

Investigate the following possible causes for the problem:
1) The operating system userid under which the Integration Server is running does
not have write privileges to the XA recovery store directory.
2) There is not sufficient disk space for the directory.
3) The XA recovery store is corrupt. If this is the case, archive the files stored in the
XAStore directory, mail them to Software AG Global Support, move the files in the
XA recovery store to a backup directory, and restart the Integration Server.

SCC.0121.0095

XA Recovery Store could not be created.

SCC.0121.0104

Unable to gain access to resource:{0} Error:{1}. Please verify that the Connection
exists and is correctly configured.

SCC.0121.0106

No transaction record found for Xid:{0} in resource:{1}. Transaction might have been
commited or erased on resource:{1}. Unable to resolve as transaction might be in
mixed state, requires manual intervention.
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SCC.0121.0107

Invalid global transaction state for Xid:{0}. Unable to auto-resolve transaction,
aborting recovery.

SCC.0121.0108

Transaction Xid:{0} exceeded abandon timeout setting, aborting recovery.

SCC.0121.0112E

Error while shutting down XA Recovery Store:{0}.

Explanation

The Integration Server XA recovery store did not shut down cleanly. Integration
Server uses this store to hold two-phase commit (2PC) transaction states for possible
future recovery.

Action

Restart Integration Server and examine the Server log for any error messages regarding
the XARecovery Store. If the problem is a file permission or out of storage issue,
correct the problem and restart the Integration Server. If the problem is not a file
permission or out of storage issue, archive the contents of the XAStore directory and
contact Software AG Global Support.

SCC.0121.0113E

Recover call on XAResource:{0} failed. Exception:{1}, Error Code:{2}

Explanation

The transaction recovery manager on Integration Server encountered an error when
it tried to obtain a list of all incomplete XIDs known to the back-end resource. The
error occurred because the back-end resource threw an exception.

Action

Check to see if the back-end resource is available and connected to Integration Server.
The name of the resource will be the name of the connection defined in the adapter
for the resource.

SCC.0121.0116

Active transaction detected while completing service {0}. Rolling back pending
operations.

SCC.0121.0118

Active resource detected while cleaning Top Transaction for service {0}. Rolling
back pending operations.

SCC.0121.0120

Active transaction found with the thread after cleanup while completing service
{0}. Check the cleanup process.

SCC.0121.0990

XA Transaction Logging: {0}
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SCC.0126.0100

An error occurred while attempting to clean up transaction resources on connection
{0}

SCC.0126.0101

An error occurred while attempting to release connection {0}

SCC.0126.0102

An error occurred while attempting to close connection pool {0}

SCC.0126.0103E

Assertion error during creation of connection pool {0}

Explanation

An error occurred while allocating the managed connection because either the
connection pool does not exist or the connection pool is empty for the managed
connection factory.

Action

Ensure that the connection pool settings contain valid values. If the values are valid
and if Integration Server is still unable create the connection pool, contact Software
AG Global Support.

SCC.0126.0104

Assertion error during reset of connection pool {0}

SCC.0126.0105E

Assertion error during connection request from pool {0}

Explanation

An error occurred while allocating a connection to a request from the connection pool.
This can happen if there are no available connections in the pool, if the managed
connection factory does not exist, or if the conditions provided by the basic connection
pool properties (such as pool size, minimum number of connections or maximum
number of connections) are not met.

Action

Ensure the connection pool settings are valid. If the connection pool settings are valid
and Integration Server is still unable to allocate a connection from the connection
pool, contact Software AG Global Support.

SCC.0126.0106

An error occurred while attempting to retrieve a connection from {0}

SCC.0126.0107

A connection was not available for request in pool {0}

SCC.0126.0110

Failed to retrieve handle for connection {0}
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SCC.0126.0111

A duplicate connection returned from managed connection factory {0}

SCC.0126.0112

A data level assertion occurred while managing connections for pool {0}

SCC.0126.0113

Pool {0} cannot be initialized. The pool sizes (min, max, increment) must not be
negative.

SCC.0126.0115E

Pool {0} cannot be initialized. The minimum pool size must be <= the maximum
pool size.

Explanation

An error occurred while initializing the connection pool because the minimum number
of connections is greater than the maximum number of connections allowed or the
maximum number of connections is set to zero.

Action

Check the adapter connection pool settings to ensure the values for the minimum
number of connections and maximum number of connections are valid. If the adapter
connection pool settings are valid and the pool is still unable to initialize, contact
Software AG Global Support.

SCC.0126.0116E

Pool {0} cannot be initialized. A valid ManagedConnectionFactory was not provided.

Explanation

An error occurred while checking basic properties for a connection pool because the
managed connection factory for this pool is null.

Action

Check the connection pool settings to ensure that a valid connection factory is
provided. If the settings are valid and the problem still exists, contact Software AG
Global Support.

SCC.0126.0117E

An error occurred while attempting to destroy connection {0}

Explanation

An error occurred while closing the database connection from the connection pool.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support.

SCC.0126.0118E

Pool state error in {0}. Cannot process request.

Explanation

The next available connection cannot be obtained from the connection pool because
the connection pool is disabled.

Action

Check the connection pool settings to ensure that the connection pool is enabled. If
the connection pool is enabled and if Integration Server is still unable to obtain the
next available connection from the connection pool, contact Software AG Global
Support.
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SCC.0126.0119E

An error occurred while attempting to create connections for {0}

Explanation

An error occurred while creating a new connection for the connection pool.

Action

Ensure that the resource database is running and the connection pool settings are
valid. If the resource database is running and the connection pool settings are valid,
contact Software AG Global Support.

SCC.0126.0120E

{0} Threads are already waiting to get connection. The pool {1} doesn't have a
connection available for the request.

Explanation

This error occurs when a thread holds a connection and stops responding or is in an
infinite loop. In either case, the connection pool management capabilities to grant,
release, or close connections do not work. Meanwhile, if the pool is flooded with many
connection requests, all of the requesting threads are held in a waiting state. Under
a heavy load, Integration Server might stop responding. If there are a large number
of threads already waiting for a connection, ResourceAllocationException will be
thrown to the new threads.

Action

Check the adapter connection pool settings to ensure the values for the minimum
number of connections and maximum number of connections are valid. If the adapter
connection pool settings are valid and the pool is still unable to initialize, contact
Software AG Global Support.

SESSION_EXPIRED Session has expired.

SS.0088.9424E

Error initializing service handler {0}. Error: {1}

Explanation

An error occurred while initializing the JAX-RPC header handler.

Action

The init() method of JAX-RPC handler threw an error. Correct the error in init()
method.

STATUS_ACTIVE Transaction is active

STATUS_COMMITTED Transaction is committed

STATUS_COMMITTING Transaction is committing
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STATUS_MARKED_ROLLBACK – Transaction is marked for rollback

STATUS_NO_TRANSACTION – No Transaction

STATUS_PREPARED Transaction is prepared

STATUS_PREPARING Transaction is preparing

STATUS_ROLLEDBACK Transaction is rolled back

STATUS_ROLLING_BACK – Transaction is rolling back

STATUS_TWO_LOCAL_TX – commit failed. more than one local transaction enlisted.

STATUS_UNKNOWN Transaction status is unknown

STRINGSET_NOSUCHELMENT – StringSetEnumerator

TEST_INVALID_ALIASE – Associated pool alias for the functional alias {0} does not exist.
Explanation

Integration Server cannot establish a connection to the pool. A connection pool alias
is not associated with the specified functional alias.

Action

Make sure a connection pool is associated with the functional alias.

THREAD_ALREADY_WITH_THIS_TX – thread already associated with this transaction

THREAD_WITH_ANOTHER_TX – thread already associated with another transaction

TRAN_NOT_ACTIVE transaction is not active
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TRAN_NOT_FOR_THREAD – transaction is not with current thread

TRAN_NOT_WMTRAN transaction not a Tran instance

TRUST_STORE_EMPTY Truststore alias is empty. Specify a Truststore alias for the port or a global truststore
alias on the Security > Certificates > Edit page.

UM_MIGRATE_CONNECTION_ALIAS_NOT_FOUND...0 – conectionAlias was not found:{0}.

UM_MIGRATE_CONNECTION_ALIAS_NOT_UM...0 – conectionAlias:{0} MUST be a Universal
Messaging Connection Alias.

UM_MIGRATE_NOT_MIGRATABLE_FILTER – Filter cannot be completely migrated to Provider Filter
(UM). Contains an unsupported construct:{0} {1} {2}.

UNABLE_TO_INIT_XASTORE – Unrecoverable Error while initializing XA Store: {0}

UNEXPECTED_END_OF_DOCUMENT_WHEN_READING_ELEMENT_TEXT_CONTENT – unexpected
end of document when reading element text content

UNEXPECTED_EVENT_TYPE – Unexpected event type {0}

UNSUPPORTED_ACTION_DELETE_DEST_NULL – Cannot delete durable subscriber {0} for alias {1}.
The durable subscriber cannot be accessed. You may need to delete the durable subscriber from the
JMS provider manually.

URI_IS_INVALID

URI "{0}" is invalid

URI_IS_NOT_UNIQUE URI "{0}" is already being used
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URI_IS_REQUIRED URI is required

URLALIAS_ALREADY_REGISTERED – The HTTP URL alias could not be registered by the service
{0}. "{1}" is already registered as an alias for the path: {2}

URLALIAS_ALREADY_REGISTERED2 – HTTP URL alias "{0}" could not be registered. It is already
registered as an alias for the path: {1}

URLALIAS_ALREADY_REGISTERED3 – HTTP URL alias "{0}" could not be registered. It is already
registered by package {1} as an alias for the path: {2}

URL_IS_INVALID URL "{0}" is invalid

URL_IS_NOT_UNIQUE URL "{0}" is already being used

URL_IS_REQUIRED URL is required

VCS.0132.0051

VCS package shutting down

VCS.0132.0052

loading configuration file: {0}

VCS.0132.0054

error loading configuration file: {0}

VCS.0132.0057

loading users file: {0}

VCS.0132.0059

error loading users file: {0}

VCS.0132.0060

saving users file: {0}
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VCS.0132.0061

error saving users file: {0}

VCS.0132.0062

retrieving information from VCS server

VCS.0132.0063

no configuration file read for package: {0}; expecting: {1}

VCS.0132.0064

overwriting existing property: {0}; new value: {1}

VCS.0132.0100

file not checked out: {0}

VCS.0132.0101

file checked out: {0}

VCS.0132.0102

file out of date: {0}

VCS.0132.0103

file checked out by another user: {0}

VCS.0132.0150

setting VCS client as {0}

VCS.0132.0151

no current VCS client

VCS.0132.0152

invalid VCS client: {0}

VCS.0132.0153

no VCS client type set

VCS.0132.0202

files to delete: {0}

VCS.0132.0252

Deleted by %value dev_user% on %value is_host% at %value is_time%
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VCS.0132.0253

%value usercomment%%nl%dev_user : %value dev_user%%nl%is_host : %value
is_host%%nl%dev_host: %value dev_host%%nl%is_time : %value is_time%

VCS.0132.0254

delete failed; attempting to revert from opened list

VCS.0132.0302

not locking in build mode (no package specified)

VCS.0132.0303

not locking in delete mode

VCS.0132.0304

running checkout from VCS

VCS.0132.0353

Checked in by %value dev_user% on %value is_host% at %value is_time%

VCS.0132.0354

%value usercomment%%nl%dev_user : %value dev_user%%nl%is_host : %value
is_host%%nl%dev_host: %value dev_host%%nl%is_time : %value is_time%

VCS.0132.0355

running checkin to VCS

VCS.0132.0502

not deleting files during preDelete

VCS.0132.0651

No entries to submit

VCS.0132.0700

loading directories: {0}; version: {1}

VCS.0132.0800

Perforce client not found

VCS.0132.0801

Perforce user not found

VCS.0132.0850

For {0}, command: {1}
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VCS.0132.0951

Parent does not exist: {0}

VCS.0132.1000

Node not found for version

WEBSOCKET_NO_CALLBACK – Values for callback is required

WEBSOCKET_NO_VALUE Callback {0} is required

WEBSOCKET_REQ_FIELD – " {0} " is a required field.

WEBSOCKET_REQ_STR_OR_BYTE – message field should be either string or byte object

WEBSOCKET_RUASUSER runAsUser is a requied field.

WEBSOCKET_SESSION_NOTFOUND – Couldn't find the session with sessionID: {0}

WS_ALIAS_EXISTING_MESSAGE_ADDRESSINGE – Could not add the Web service endpoint alias
because the message addressing endpoint alias {0} for transport type {1} already exists. Provide a different
alias name.
Explanation

The message addressing endpoint alias name you specified already exists for a
transport type (HTTP, HTTPS, JMS).

Action

Specify a message addressing endpoint alias name that does not already exist.

WS_INVALID_ASC_CLIENT_KEYTAB_FILE – Client Keytab Filename must be ASCII characters

WS_INVALID_ASC_CLIENT_PASSWORD – Password for Client Principal must be ASCII characters

WS_INVALID_ASC_CLIENT_PRINCIPAL – Client Prinicipal name must be ASCII characters
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WS_INVALID_ASC_CLIENT_PWD_INPUT_MODE – Client Password Input Mode must be ASCII
characters

WS_INVALID_ASC_JAAS_CONTEXT – JAAS Context name must be ASCII characters

WS_INVALID_ASC_SERVICE_PRINCIPAL – Service Principal Name must be ASCII characters

WS_INVALID_ASC_SERVICE_PRINCIPAL_FORM – Service Principal Name Form must be ASCII
characters

WS_NO_MSG_KRB_JAAS_CONTEXT – JAAS Context for WS Security not specified

WS_NO_MSG_KRB_SERVICE_PRINCIPAL – Service Principal for WS Security not specified

WS_NO_MSG_KRB_SERVICE_PRINCIPAL_FORM – Service Principal Name Form for WS Security
not specified

XID_NOT_FOUND Failed attempt to store global status={0} for xid={1}. XID not found.

XML_SOURCE_SHOULD_BE_OF_CORRECT_TYPE – xmlSource should be of type 'java.io.InputStream',
'java.io.Reader', 'org.w3c.dom.Node', 'javax.xml.stream.XMLStreamReader' or 'java.lang.String'

XML_TARGET_SHOULD_BE_OF_CORRECT_TYPE – xmlTarget should be of type
'java.io.OutputStream', 'java.io.Writer' or 'javax.xml.stream.XMLEventWriter'

XSL.0002.0014E

new Object[][]{{Integer.valueOf(1),Integer.valueOf(2),"JAXP: Error {0}"},{Integer.valueOf(2),Integer.valueOf(3),"JAXP: Warning {0}"},{Integer.valueOf(3),Integer.valueOf(5),"JAXP: Properties file is
{0}."},{Integer.valueOf(4),Integer.valueOf(5),"JAXP: DocumentBuilderFactory =
{0}"},{Integer.valueOf(5),Integer.valueOf(5),"JAXP: SAXParserFactory =
{0}"},{Integer.valueOf(6),Integer.valueOf(5),"JAXP: TransformerFactory =
{0}"},{Integer.valueOf(7),Integer.valueOf(5),"JAXP: Stylesheet template {0}
cached."},{Integer.valueOf(8),Integer.valueOf(5),"JAXP: Stylesheet templates cache
cleared."},{Integer.valueOf(9),Integer.valueOf(3),"JAXP: Required argument
'stylesheet' not specified; no value removed from stylesheet
cache."},{Integer.valueOf(10),Integer.valueOf(5),"JAXP: Stylesheet template {0}
removed from cache."},{Integer.valueOf(11),Integer.valueOf(3),"JAXP: Stylesheet
template {0} was not found in cache."},{Integer.valueOf(12),Integer.valueOf(5),"JAXP:
Stylesheet {0} was successfully
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compiled."},{Integer.valueOf(13),Integer.valueOf(5),"JAXP: Compiling
TransformerFactory = {0}"},{Integer.valueOf(14),Integer.valueOf(2),"JAXP: Error External entity attack detected. Entity name is {0}"},}
Explanation

An external entity was detected in the XML that the
pub.xslt.Transformations:transformSerialXML service received or in the XSLT
stylesheet the service used to transform the XML.

Action

Check the XML file or the XSLT stylesheet for external entities. If the external entity
is a trusted entity, add the entity to the server parameter
watt.core.xml.allowedExternalEntities.
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0010.0345Debug

AliasesController.updateAliases - Deployment request for runtime alias is null

Explanation

Mediator received an alias deployment request with null values.

Action

Check the deployment request and specify valid information in the request.

0010.0715E

Mediator Upgrade, did not complete successfully.

Explanation

This log message may occur when the Mediator package loads during the Integration
Server restart after an overinstall. This message indicates the upgrade was not
successful. There should be a previous error message in the server log that indicates
the problem.

Action

See actions for message ID '0010.0702'

0010.0753

Successfully migrated Mediator cache configuration file

0010.0786Error

Error initializing runtime aliases. {0}

Explanation

Mediator could not initialize the XML data for the runtime alias.

0010.0811Debug Error – AliasesController.removeAliases - Cannot delete alias. Null values found in
the request field(s).
Explanation

Mediator received an alias undeployment request with null values in one or more
fields.

Action

Verify the request and resend the request with valid values in the fields.
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0010.0814Error

Error retrieving the secure alias: {0}. {1}

Explanation

Error while retrieving the secure string for the alias from the Integration Server
password manager.

Action

Check the Integration Server password manager for details on the secure alias string.

0010.0815Error

Error saving the secure alias: {0}. {1}

Explanation

Error while saving the secure string for the alias to the Integration Server password
manager.

Action

Check the Integration Server password manager for the secure alias string.

0010.0816Error

Secure alias does not contain a secure string. Secure alias: {0}

Explanation

The secure alias does not have a secure string associated with it.

Action

Enter a valid secure string for the secure alias and try again.

0010.0817Error

Secure alias has invalid secure string encoding. Secure alias: {0}

Explanation

The secure string assigned to the secure alias is not valid.

Action

Check if the secure string is properly encoded.

0010.0852

Mediator could not deploy the service, {0}. {1}

Explanation

An error occurred while parsing the default content type values for the service. Hence,
the service could not be deployed.

Action

Check the Integration server logs for more details.

0010.0853

Service failed because of an incorrect value for the default content type. Service:
{0}; default content type: {1}

Explanation

The default content type you provided for the service is either not valid or not
supported by Mediator.

Action

Check the default content type provided to the service. A list of the content types
support by Mediator is available in the product documentation.

0010.0855

Mediator cannot deploy the service because the SOAP action in the REST request
received is not suitable.

Explanation

Mediator could not find a suitable SOAP action for the REST request received from
the consumer.

Action

Redeploy the service with the correct SOAP action.
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0010.0868

Mediator is performing start-up tasks, please wait ...

Explanation

User trying to attempt deployment while loading service(s) from cache/disk at start-up.

Action

Please wait to trigger deployment task until complete the Mediator start-up tasks

0030.0092

PublisherPropsObserver - Unknown sender data type ({0})

Explanation

The properties observer received an invalid sender type.

Action

This indicates a coding error. Non-Mediator code should never call this method.

0030.0094

PublisherPropsObserver - Unknown parameters data type ({0})

Explanation

The properties observer received an invalid update object type.

Action

This indicates a coding error. Non-Mediator code should never call this method.

0030.0099

PublisherPropsObserver - Unknown wrapper factory data type ({0})

Explanation

This message has incorrect text. It should indicate an invalid data type for UDDP
publisher bean.

Action

Update the pg configuration file to use a proper UDDI publisher data type.

0030.0100

PublisherPropsObserver - Unable to find wrapper factory

Explanation

There is no UDDI publisher configured, but its properties are being changed.

Action

Update the configuration file. Either configure a UDDI publisher or unregister the
UDDI properties observer.

0030.0104

Exception encountered initializing logging resource: {0}

Explanation

A problem was encountered while setting up a logger for Mediator to use. There
should be an exception message with more details.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0030.0109

PublisherPropsObserver - Can't convert string ({0}) to integer for publishing interval,
ignoring input

Explanation

The value received for performance data reporting interval was not a valid numeric
string.

Action

Make sure a numeric value is input.
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0030.0113

PublisherPropsObserver - Unknown pg service deployer data type ({0})

Explanation

The data typi of the PG Service Deployer bean is invalid.

Action

Update the pg configuration file to use a proper PG Service Deployer data type.

0030.0301

ConsumerApplicationManager.convert - cannot handle null request

Explanation

Unable to create Consumer deployment object for update.

Action

Probably bad SOAP request to Deployer, fix request.

0030.0302

ConsumerApplicationManager.convert - cannot convert consumer with null {0}

Explanation

Invalid Consumer deployment object was found.

Action

Probably bad SOAP request to Deployer, fix request.

0030.0303

VirtualServiceDeployer.{0} - cannot handle null {1}

Explanation

A null reference was found during a deployment activity. The object and activity are
identified in the message.

Action

Probably bad SOAP request for deployment, fix request.

0030.0304

VirtualServiceDeployer.deploy - service ({0}) already deployed, undeploying

Action

Info level message, no action required.

0030.0305

VirtualServiceDeployer.undeploy - cannot undeploy service ({0}), not deployed

Explanation

Attempt to undeploy virtual service failed.

Action

Verify that Mediator and CentraSite agree that the service is no longer deployed. If
not, try undeploying this service again, or restarting Mediator/IS.

0030.0306

VirtualServiceDeployer.{0} - caught this: type({1}) message({2})

Explanation

Unable to deploy virtual service. See exception message for more details.

Action

Address the problem indicated by exception and try to deploy again.

0030.0309

ClusteredServiceDeployer{0} - cannot handle null {1}

Explanation

Unable to create VS deployment object for update.

Action

Probably bad SOAP request to Deployer, fix request.
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0030.0315

ClusteredConsumerManager.updateConsumer - cannot handle null consumer

Explanation

Unable to create Consumer object for update.

Action

Probably bad SOAP request to Deployer, fix request.

0030.0318

ClusteredServiceDeployer - cannot deploy null info to cache

Explanation

A problem occurred while attempting to convert a PGService for deployment to shared
cache. There should be another message describing the conversion or deployment
issue.

Action

Fix the conversion or deployment problem.

0030.0319

ClusteredServiceDeployer - cannot undeploy null service name from cache

Explanation

Virtual service undeployment requires a non-empty service name. This is problem
with undeployment request payload.

Action

Fix the undeployment request payload.

0030.0328

ConsumerApplicationManager.{0} - cannot handle null update request

Explanation

Invalid Consumer deployment request for update.

Action

Probably bad SOAP request to Deployer, fix request.

0030.0330

ConsumerApplicationManager - not updating consumer ({0}), modification date,
({1}), is no more recent

Action

Info level message, no action required.

0030.0333

ConsumerApplicationManager.{0} - caught this: type({1}) message({2})

Explanation

Unable to create and persist Consumer object for update.

Action

Either bad SOAP request to Deployer, fix Request. Or file system problem, check file
system permissions. See logged message text for specific error details.

0030.0336

Consumer Application Update Failed; requested update has invalid {0} field

Explanation

Invalid consumer name or key in remove request.

Action

Probably bad SOAP request to Deployer, fix request.
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0030.0337

Consumer Application Remove Failed; consumer ({0}) does not exist

Explanation

Attempt to remove consumer failed.

Action

Reply to CentraSite Deployment attemp should indicate error. Try redeploying this
consumer or resynchronizing all consumers.

0030.0343

RegisteredConsumerNamesManager.{0} - cannot handle null update request

Explanation

Invalid RegisteredConsumerNames deployment request for update.

Action

Probably bad SOAP request to Deployer, fix request.

0030.0344

Registered Consumer Names Update Failed; requested update has invalid {0} field

Explanation

Invalid service name or consumer names in registered consumer names update request.

Action

Probably bad SOAP request to Deployer, fix request.

0030.0346

RegisteredConsumerNamesManager - not updating consumer names registered to
({0}), modification date, ({1}), is no more recent

Action

Info level message, no action required.

0030.0347

RegisteredConsumerNamesManager.{0} - cannot handle null update request

Explanation

Invalid RegisteredConsumerNames deployment request for remove.

Action

Probably bad SOAP request to Deployer, fix request.

0030.0348

Registered Consumer Names Remove Failed; requested update has invalid {0} field

Explanation

Invalid service consumer name in remove request.

Action

Probably bad SOAP request to Deployer, fix request.

0030.0350

Registered Consumer Names Remove Failed; service ({0}) has no registered
consumers

Explanation

Invalid request to remove RegisteredConsumerNames, must include at least one
consumer name.

Action

Probably bad SOAP request to Deployer, fix request.
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0030.0352

RegisteredConsumerNamesManager.{0} - caught this: type({1}) message({2})

Explanation

Unable to create and persist RegisteredConsumerNames object for update.

Action

Either bad SOAP request to Deployer, fix Request. Or file system problem, check file
system permissions. See logged message text for specific error details.

0030.0356

VirtualServiceDeployer - unable to get endpoints for {0}, caught this: type({1}),
msg({2})

Explanation

Unable to obtain endpoint for deployed service.

Action

Probably bad SOAP request to Deployer or bad VSD, fix one or both.

0030.0357

ClusteredRegisteredConsumerNamesDeployer.updateConsumerNames - cannot
handle null reg names object

Explanation

Unable to create RegisteredConsumerNames object for update.

Action

Probably bad SOAP request to Deployer, fix request.

0030.0358

Consumer Application Remove Failed; requested update has invalid name and key
fields, both are empty

Explanation

Consumer remove request must have either name or key to identify consumer; both
were null or empty.

Action

Probably bad SOAP request to Deployer, fix request.

0030.0359

ConsumerApplicationManager - Consumer update request has invalid IP range;
from ({0}) to ({1})

Explanation

Consumer update request had invalid IP address range.

Action

Probably bad SOAP request to Deployer, fix request.

0030.0361

VirtualServiceDeployer - redeploying undeployed service ({0}), deployment failed
for newer version

Action

Info level message, no action required.

0030.0362

VirtualServiceDeployer - a problem was encountered during deployment, ({0}) will
be undeployed and replaced if necessary

Action

Info level message, no action required.
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0030.0363

VirtualServiceDeployer.{0} - service({1}) caught this: type({2}) message({3})

Explanation

Message context encountered an exception while attempting to redeploy or undeploy
a virtual service. The associated exception message should include more details
regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0030.0364

Deployment request for service: {0}. Registered consumer name element was
processed, but the existing modification date is the same as the request. {1}

Action

Info level message, no action required.

0030.0366

UddiPropertiesObserver - Password lookup failed; type ({0}), message ({1})

Explanation

A problem was encoutnered by attempting to retrieve stored password. There should
be an exception with more specific trouble description.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0030.0367

UddiPropertiesObserver - Unable to activate performance date policies; type ({0}),
message ({1})

Explanation

The performance data deployer was unable to run. This message should include more
details regarding the reason.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0030.0370

Unable to connect to UDDI: ({0}); property updates saved, but data collection is
OFF.

Explanation

A problem was encountered during publisher test.

Action

This is probably a bad configuration parameter, fix it.

0030.0371

UddiPropertiesObserver - Unable to convert port string ({0}) to integer, using default
port {1}

Explanation

The value input for 'UDDI port' number is non-numeric.

Action

Input an numeric port value.

0030.0396Debug

Exception in AliasesController.{0}. Alias type: {1}, message: {2}

Explanation

Mediator is unable to create and persist an alias during an update.

Action

Verify the access permissions in the file system. See the Mediator error logs for details.
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0030.0398Error

Runtime alias update failed. The update request contains an invalid field: {0}

Explanation

The SOAP request sent to the Deployer contains an invalid field.

Action

Resend the request with a valid value for the field.

0030.0399Debug

SimpleAliasDeploymentManager.convert - Cannot deploy simple alias: {0}. Null
value in field(s)

Explanation

Mediator found an invalid simple alias during deployment.

Action

Resend the request with a valid value for the field(s).

0030.0410Error

Error undeploying alias. Alias is associated with services. Alias: {0}, services: {1}

Explanation

You are trying to undeploy an alias which is already deployed to a service. If you
continue with undeploy, the associated services will not be usable.

Action

Remove the association between the alias and the service that you want to delete, or
undeploy the associated services before you undeploy the alias.

0030.0412Debug error – EndpointAliasDeploymentManager.convert - Cannot deploy endpoint alias:
{0}. Null value in field(s)
Explanation

Mediator found an invalid endpoint alias during deployment.

Action

Resend the request with a valid value for the field(s)

0030.0419

AliasesDeploymentManager.convert - Cannot deploy alias: {0} of type {1}. Null
value in field: {2}

Explanation

Mediator found an invalid alias of type {1} during deployment. Alias Name: {0} Reason
- Null value in field: {2}

Action

Resend the request with valid value for the field : {2}

0030.0420

Deployment of webMethods IS Alias {0} failed because no webMethods IS service
exists with the given service name {1} in Mediator.

Explanation

Cannot deploy webMethods IS Alias with alias name : {0} and service name : {1}. No
webMethods IS Service exists with given service name {1} in Mediator.

Action

Resend the deploy request with valid webMethods IS service name.
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0050.0001

Unable to find Policy Element in the VSD:{0}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to extract a policy element from
VSD. The associated exception message should include more details regarding the
problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0002

Unable to create Rampart properties:{0}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to assemble Rampart keystore
properties. The associated exception message should include more details regarding
the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0003

Unable to replace static Rampart configuration with configured properties:{0}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to re-configure Rampart keystore
properties. The associated exception message should include more details regarding
the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0004

Unable to create Rampart Configuration Element:{0}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to convert Rampart configuration
string to XML. The associated exception message should include more details regarding
the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0005

Unable to create XPath to select first Policy Alternative:{0}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to create an Xpath object. The
associated exception message should include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0006

Error while removing existing RampartConfig elements:{0}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to remove configuration elements.
The associated exception message should include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.
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0050.0007

Required configuration information to enable WS-Security processing is missing.
Unable to process service: {0}. Please ensure Keystore/Truststore information is
configured

Explanation

Service could not be initialized due to a problem with keystore/trustore configuration.

Action

Fix the security configuration.

0050.0011

Exception while determining hostname or IP address of the server:{0}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to resolve a host name or IP address.
The associated exception message should include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0013

Mediator needs the repository location of the SOAP Stack

Explanation

Configuration does not include a valid location for Axis2 repositoryconfiguration.

Action

Fix the axis2 configuration.

0050.0016

ServerManager ready for processing

Action

Info level message, no action required.

0050.0017

Mediator encountered exception while starting ServerManager:{0}

Explanation

An exception was encountered during configuration of Axis2 listeners. The associated
exception message should include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0018

Invalid Port specified. Using default configuration: {0}

Explanation

The 'port' property has a non-numeric string value, the value configured in Axis is
used.

Action

Make sure the property value to numeric.

0050.0019

Port {0} is already in use. Trying alternate

Explanation

The port indicated in the message is not available to use with a new socket.

Action

Specify another port value in the system 'port' property or Axis configuration.
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0050.0020

Exception while creating "id" selection XPath: {0}

Explanation

Message context encountered an exception while attempting to create an XPath object.
The associated exception message should include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0021

Found Element within Resources element with id: {0}

Action

Info level message, no action required.

0050.0022

Exception while selecting element with id:{0} in Resources Element: {1}

Explanation

Message context encountered an exception while attempting to extract the indicated
element from XML. The associated exception message should include more details
regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0023

Mediator received a response for the request with message Id :{0} But a callback is
not registered (anymore) to process this response

Explanation

No callback was registered at the time this response was processed.

Action

This is probably a VS configuration problem.

0050.0024

Mediator received a response message without a message Id

Explanation

There was a problem relating the native service response to a virtual service request.

Action

Look for previously logged message indicating that message Id was not used.

0050.0025

Mediator encountered an exception: {0}. No error handlers found - [Message
Dropped]

Explanation

This could be a configuration problem. An exception was encountered while
attempting to handle a fault. The associated exception message should include more
details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the configuration, or other problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0029

VSD with incorrect Namespace:{0}. Unable to create PGService.

Explanation

The namespace found in the VSD is unknown.

Action

This is a virtual service configuration problem.
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0050.0031

The {0} element is required for a Mediator Service

Explanation

Some element used during service deployment was found to be null. The specific
element should be identified in the message text.

Action

This is a virtual service configuration problem.

0050.0032

The {0} sequence element is required for a Mediator Service

Explanation

The VSD is missing the sequence element identified in the message.

Action

This is a virtual service configuration problem.

0050.0033

The inSequence for VSD:{0} is invalid.

Explanation

The sequence identified in the message failed validation. Look for recent error message
with more validation failure details.

Action

This is a virtual service configuration problem.

0050.0034

The outSequence for VSD:{0} is invalid.

Explanation

The sequence identified in the message failed validation. Look for recent error message
with more validation failure details.

Action

This is a virtual service configuration problem.

0050.0035

Exception while parsing Virtual Service String Definition:{0}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to parse the virtual service
description. The associated exception message should include more details regarding
the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0036

Unable to create Virtual Service Definition

Explanation

Unable to create XML object from the VSD string.

Action

This is a virtual service configuration or deployment problem.

0050.0037

PGServiceFactory encountered and exception while creating the PGService: {0}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to validate input or output sequence
or during WSDL URI processing. The associated exception message should include
more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.
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0050.0038

Invalid parameter specified for PGService: {0}

Explanation

The attribute named in the message has no value in the VSD.

Action

This is a virtual service configuration problem.

0050.0039

Exception {0} for PGService: {1}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting during service creation. The associated
exception message should include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0040

No PGService found with name: {0}

Explanation

Attempting to undeploy or get endpoints for a service that does not exist.

Action

Make sure the virtual service exists before operating on it.

0050.0041

WSStack exception processing service: {0} Cause: {1}

Explanation

An AxisFault was encountered while attempting to either undeploy or get endpoints
for the virtual service named in the message. The associated fault message should
include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the fault message.

0050.0042

Unable to locate the WSStack configuration. Can't deploy Virtual Service:{0}

Explanation

The Synapse configuration cannot supply an Axis configuration.

Action

This is an Axis2/Synapse/WS-Stack configuration problem.

0050.0043

A Virtual Service with name:{0} already exists. Unable to deploy.

Explanation

Cannot deploy an Axis service when one already exists with the same name.

Action

Undeploy the existing service before attempting to redeploy or use the same name.

0050.0044

Unable to locate WSStack configuration. Please check if WSStack is
enabled/correctly configured.

Explanation

Unable to retrieve the configuration context supplier bean.

Action

This is a Spring bean configuration issue, the pg-config.xml file is missing or corrupted.
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0050.0045

Invalid parameter passed for Virtual Service creation:{0}

Explanation

An attempt to persist the VSD for a service found a null element. The VSD is not
allowed to be null.

Action

This may be the result of invalid deployment payload; fix the VSD.

0050.0046

Unable to persist VSD:{0} to disk. Encountered error:{1}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to serialize the VSD for the service
identified in the message. The associated exception message should include more
details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0047

Unable to {0} VSD:{1}. Error:{2}

Explanation

This message is used in several different error conditions, as indicated by the object
of 'unable to...'.

Action

Fix the 'unable to...' problem for the service identified by 'VSD:'.

0050.0048

Error getting endpoints for service:{0}, Cause: {1}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to get endpoints. The associated
exception message should include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0049

Exception while creating PGService: {0}, Cause: {1}

Explanation

An AxisFault was encountered while checking if deploying service already exists or
while attempting to register service with Axis2. The associated exception message
should include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0050

Error while engaging module: {0}

Explanation

An AxisFault was encountered while attempting to engage the Axis2 module indicated
in the message. The associated fault message should include more details regarding
the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the fault message.
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0050.0052

Axis was unable to load module {0}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to load and engage module identified
in message. The associated exception message should include more details regarding
the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0053

Loading the WSDL : {0}

Action

Info level message, no action required.

0050.0055

PGService {0} encountered error while converting wsdl element to a StreamSource:{0}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to read WSDL from manifest. The
associated exception message should include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0057

Unknown WSDL format for PGService:{0}, neither WSDL 1.1 nor WSDL 2.0

Explanation

The current WSDL element has unknown or no namespace associated.

Action

This is a virtual service configuration problem.

0050.0060

Populating SOAP service using WSDL

Action

Info level message, no action required.

0050.0061

Unable to find a WSDL for the PGService:{0}. Assuming a POX or Legacy service

Action

Info level message, no action required.

0050.0062

PGService: {0} is available on transports {1}

Action

Info level message, no action required.

0050.0063

Adding PGService:{0} to the SOAP Stack

Action

Info level message, no action required.

0050.0064

Removing PGService:{0} due to error: axisFault.getMessage()

Action

Info level message, no action required.
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0050.0065

Exception while setting policy on PGService:{0}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to engage WS-Policy module. The
associated exception message should include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0066

Setting Policy with id:{0} on Mediator Service:{1}

Action

Info level message, no action required.

0050.0068

Successfully created service in SOAP Stack for PGService:{0} containing {1}
endpoint(s).

Action

Info level message, no action required.

0050.0069

Error{1} on setting parameter :{0} on Mediator Service

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to set a parameter into an Axis
service. The associated exception message should include more details regarding the
problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0070

creating new Mediator Service: {0}

Action

Info level message, no action required.

0050.0071

Unable to find service directory for service {0}

Explanation

Unable to persist WSDL assets because the virtual service directory does not exist.

Action

Redeploying the virtual service should create the service directory.

0050.0074

Error: {0} while reading from file {1}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to read the proxy file identified in
the message. The associated exception message should include more details regarding
the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0076

Scheduled task[{0}] with startup delay of {1} ms and interval of {2} ms

Action

Info level message, no action required.
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0050.0077

Error initializing JMS transport listener. Cause: {0}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to register JMS listener. The associated
exception message should include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0078

Unable to stop TransportListener called:{0}. Exception:{1}

Explanation

An AxisFault was encountered while attempting to stop the JMS transport listener
during bean initialization. The associated fault message should include more details
regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the fault message.

0050.0083

Error {0} occurred while updating the load balancer properties

Explanation

An AxisFault was encountered while attempting to add load balancer URL to an Axis
transport description. The associated fault message should include more details
regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the fault message.

0050.0084

Loadbalanced Endpoint: [{0}] failed!

Explanation

A mediation operation to a load balanced endpoint has failed. The endpoint indicated
in the message is not available. This usually indicates a communication problem with
the targeted server.

Action

Fix the targeted server.

0050.0086

Unable to get the IS keystore manager - please check your configuration!

Explanation

Unable to retrieve the keystore manager bean.

Action

This is a Spring bean configuration issue, the pg-config.xml file is missing or corrupted.

0050.0087

Keystore initialization failed! Please check the server log for more details

Explanation

Unable to load the keystore file.

Action

This is a Mediator security configuration problem.

0050.0088

Truststore initialization failed! Please check the server log for more details

Explanation

Unable to load the truststore file.

Action

This is a Mediator security configuration problem.
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0050.0089

Unable to get the Rampart Configuration Handler - please check your configuration!

Explanation

Unable to retrieve the Rampart creation handler bean.

Action

This is a Spring bean configuration issue, the pg-config.xml file is missing or corrupted.

0050.0099

VSD proxy loader, Unable to delete file: {0}

Explanation

The file or directory indicated in the message could not be deleted.

Action

Determine why the file or directory could not be deleted and make it deletable.

0050.0100

VSD proxy loader, Unable to delete directory: {0}

Explanation

The directory indicated in the message could not be deleted.

Action

Determine why the directory could not be deleted and make it deletable.

0050.0101

VSD proxy loader, Unable to create directory: {0}

Explanation

The file or directory indicated in the message could not be created.

Action

Delete the directory so that Mediator can create it again.

0050.0105

Unable to determine fault cause. Please check the log file for more information!

Explanation

This error indicates that Mediator could not determine the cause for the error when
trying to extract the soap fault message from the response. Additional errors if any
would be present in the IS log file (server.log)

0050.0208

Error resolving WSDL URI. Cause {0}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to resolve URI elements into XML
source. The associated exception message should include more details regarding the
problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0209

Error initializing virtual service factory. Cause: {0}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to initialize XPath elements. The
associated exception message should include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.
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0050.0210

Error setting location of virtual service proxies directory. Path: {0} Cause: {1}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to use the directory identified in the
message. The associated exception message should include more details regarding
the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0211

Unable to determine service endpoint URI for this service: {0} No transport listener
defined for the virtual service's transport protocol.

Explanation

The configuration context's listener manager cannot find an endpoint for the current
service. This may indicate that the hosting IS does not have an appropriate listener
registered.

Action

This is a configuration problem, either in IS ports or VSD

0050.0212

Unknown exception deploying virtual service: {0} Cause: {1}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to get an endpoint reference from
the context listener manager. The associated exception message should include more
details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0214

Error {0} manifest from external resources associated with virtual service: {1}. Cause:
{2}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to read WSDL from manifest. The
associated exception message should include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0215

Error initializing virtual service transformation bean with this xslt: {0} Cause: {1}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to read the transformation file. The
associated exception message should include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0216

Error transforming raw virutal service string. Cause: {0} virtual service xml: {1}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to read the Mediator's transformation
file. The associated exception message should include more details regarding the
problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.
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0050.0221

Mediator has an internal configuration error. It's deploy-time xslt transformation
file path does not exist. Path: {0}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to read the file identified in the
message. The associated exception message should include more details regarding
the problem.

Action

This is a configuration problem; make sure the file identified in the message exists
and contains the transformation.

0050.0250

Could not find user-specified value for HTTP method! Defaulting to inbound
request HTTP method {0}

Explanation

The 'routing method' context variable has an invalid value.

Action

If the value indicated in the message is acceptable, no action is required. Otherwise
virtual service configuration must be changed.

0050.0252

Could not set HTTP method for outgoing request for endpoint: {0}

Explanation

The outgoing request's message context is null.

Action

This is a virtual service/policy configuration problem.

0050.0300

Context variable name ''{0}'' is already declared. Multiple declarations in the same
context is not allowed.

Explanation

Context variable names must be unique for a service.

Action

This is a service configuration problem.

0050.0303

Attempt to reference context variable without providing a message context. Custom
context variables may only be declared with a 'session' scope at this time. Other
scopes are not supported.

Explanation

Attempting to get context variable or context variable map, but the message context
(or session) is null.

Action

Earlier error messages should provide clues to help determine why a valid message
context is null.

0050.0306

Context variable name is required for variable declaration.

Explanation

Variable name validation failed, QName is null or is missing a local part.

Action

This is a context variable configuration problem.
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0050.0307

Namespace URI and prefix is required for custom variable declaration. varName:
{0}

Explanation

Variable name validation failed, Namespace URI and prefix must both be neither null
nor empty.

Action

This is a context variable configuration problem.

0050.0308

Context variable name must be a valid identifer ( alpha-numeric, $, or _ permitted
) Found: {0}

Explanation

Variable name validation failed, name has invalid characters.

Action

This is a context variable configuration problem.

0050.0309

Core Context variables cannot have a namespace or prefix as part of its declaration.
varName: {0}

Explanation

Variable name validation failed, prefix for core variables must be empty.

Action

This is a context variable configuration problem.

0050.0310

Either a Message context or axis service name is required when creating a custom
context variable. varName: {0}

Explanation

Both service name and Axis2 message context are null, this is not acceptable. This is
probably the result of attempting to deploy a service with no service name.

Action

Verify that service configuration is correct.

0050.0311

Attempt to create a custom variable using a message context with no AxisService.
varName: {0}

Explanation

The axis2 message context is corrupted, it should identify a service.

Action

Earlier error messages should provide clues to help determine why a valid message
context could not be created.

0050.0312

Unexpected error creating custom Mediator context variable. varName: {0} reason:
{1}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to create a custom context variable.
The associated exception message should include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.
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0050.0313

Unexpected error removing custom Mediator context variable for service: {0} reason:
{1}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to remove or inject a custom context
variable. The associated exception message should include more details regarding
the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0314

Unexpected error initializing core Mediator context variables. reason: {0}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to create a context variable. The
associated exception message should include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0316

Unexpected error getting Mediator context variable value. varName: {0} reason: {1}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to get the valuue of the context
variable named in the message. The associated exception message should include
more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0317

Unexpected error setting Mediator context variable value. varName: {0}, value:{1},
reason: {2}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to set the context variable value
named in the message. The associated exception message should include more details
regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0318

Expected a virtual service name for this method operation, but none was provided.

Explanation

Attempting to get context variable map for a null service name.

Action

Earlier error messages should provide clues to help determine why a valid service
name is null.

0050.0321

Mediator context variable adapter unable to locate this type: {0}

Explanation

The context variable type indicated in the message is unknown.

Action

This is a context variable configuration problem.
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0050.0322

Unexpected error getting core Mediator context variable value from adapter. type:
{0}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to get the context variable value
named in the message. The associated exception message should include more details
regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0323

Only string and int schema types are supported at this time. Type: {0}, declared
with ''{1}'' context variable is not supported.

Explanation

The context variable schema type is not among the accepted types.

Action

This is a service configuration problem.

0050.0324

Context variable name declarations cannot contain $ sign symbols in the name
since that is used as a reference operator. varName: {0}

Explanation

Variable name validation failed, name must include substitution character, (dollar
sign).

Action

This is a context variable configuration problem.

0050.0325

Unable to return list of context variables declared for this service: {0} Reason: {1}

Explanation

An AxisFault was encountered while attempting to retrieve a list of context variable
names. The associated fault message should include more details regarding the
problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the fault message.

0050.0326

Unable to return list of context variables declared for this message context: {0}
Reason: {1}

Explanation

An AxisFault was encountered while attempting to get a list of context variables or
list of variable keys. The associated fault message should include more details
regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the fault message.

0050.0327

Context variable name deployed with virtual service {0} references an unknown
namespace prefix. name attribute: {1}

Explanation

Context variable identified in message has invalid namespace.

Action

This is a context variable configuration problem.
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0050.0328

Exception while copying context variables from request to response message context.
Reason: {0}

Explanation

An AxisFault was encountered while attempting to copy context variable names
between contexts. The associated fault message should include more details regarding
the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the fault message.

0050.0329

Could not create backup directory for failed services! Dir tried = {0}

Explanation

An attempt to create the 'failed services' directory has failed.

Action

Determine why the directory could not be created. Either fix the creation problem or
specify a different directory.

0050.0331

Error occurred when getting backup directory for path {0}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to determine directory for backing
up failed services. The associated exception message should include more details
regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0333

Error occurred while resolving URI; message = {0}

Explanation

An exception was encountered during URI resolution. The associated exception
message should include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0337

Previously selected {0} port {1} is no longer enabled or available!

Explanation

The message indicates port number and type. The requested port is not available.

Action

Select a new port number for the indicated port type.

0050.0343

Context variable API expected an IData object for ctx variable, {0}, but received
this: {1}

Explanation

The data element from which a context variable is to be extracted has an unknown
data type.

Action

This is probably a flow configuration problem; where the pipeline was populated
with an invalid value.
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0050.0344

Attempt to insert {0} core ctx variable with invalid value type: {1}. Expected a
collection of this type: {2}

Explanation

.The allowable data type for a core context variable is restricted, depending on variable
type.

Action

.This is a context variable configuration problem.

0050.0345

Unable to access array element [{0}] in SOAP_HEADERS core ctx variable. Cause:
{1}

Explanation

The index value indicated in the message must be numeric.

Action

This is a context variable configuration problem.

0050.0346

Invalid array or key reference for core ctx variable. This substitution string has
mismatched braces: {0}

Explanation

The context variable substitution string is invalid, mismatched brace characters were
found.

Action

This is a context variable configuration problem.

0050.0347

Attempt to create an IData value for a ctx variable from an unsupported class type.
CtxVar: {0} Bad type: {1}

Explanation

The context variable to be converted to IData has an unknown data type.

Action

This is a context variable configuration problem.

0050.0348

Unable to append header block to the end of the soap header. Cause: {0}, soapHeader
element: {1}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to add append new SOAP header
block. The associated exception message should include more details regarding the
problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0349

Unable to prepend header block to the beginning of the soap header. Cause: {0},
soapHeader element: {1}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to add prepend new SOAP header
block. The associated exception message should include more details regarding the
problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.
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0050.0350

Unable to remove header block from the soap header. Cause: {0}, soapHeader: {1}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to remove a SOAP header block.
The associated exception message should include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0351

Unable to set header block at position {0} of the soap header. Cause: {1}, soapHeader
element: {2}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to replace a SOAP header block with
a new one. The associated exception message should include more details regarding
the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0355

Could not create STS configuration directory! Dir tried = {0}

Explanation

The file or directory indicated in the message could not be created.

Action

Delete the directory so that Mediator can create it next time it is required.

0050.0357

Error occurred when getting STS configurations directory for path {0}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to create the directory indicated in
the message. The associated exception message should include more details regarding
the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0362

Error occurred when creating STS client

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to create an STS client object. The
associated exception message should include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0364

Error occurred when initializing default STS configuration store

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to create JAXB
marshaller/unmarshaller pair. The associated exception message should include more
details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.
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0050.0365

Could not find STS configuration file with path {0}

Explanation

An attempt to delete the file indicated in the message failed because the file does not
exist.

Action

Check this directory
[IS_INSTALL_DIR\packages\WmMediator\config\resources\security\sts] to make
sure there is an xml file with the STS config name being deleted. For e.g. if the STS
config being deleted is MySTS, then there should be an XML file called MySTS.xml
in the mentioned directory

0050.0366

Could not delete STS configuration file with path {0}

Explanation

An attempt to delete the file indicated in the message returned 'false'. The file was
not deleted.

Action

Make sure the STS config file present under
[IS_INSTALL_DIR\packages\WmMediator\config\resources\security\sts] is present
and not locked by any other application (e.g. opened in an editor like Windows
Notepad). Check the log file to see if there is any java IOException related to disk
errors.

0050.0367

Error occurred when saving STS configuration to disk

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to marshal configuration object into
file. The associated exception message should include more details regarding the
problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0368

Error occurred when reading STS configuration from file {0}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to unmarshal configuration file
indicated in the message into JAXB object. The associated exception message should
include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0371

Error getting IS keystore manager instance!

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to get a reference to the keystore
manager. The associated exception message should include more details regarding
the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.
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0050.0373

Error occurred when adding rampart configuration to STS policy

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to configure the STS policy. The
associated exception message should include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0379

Error occurred when adding assertion to STS policy

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to add an assertion to a WS-Policy
artifact. The associated exception message should include more details regarding the
problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0382

Error occurred when adding OnBehalfOf element to WS-Trust request element

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to add the WS-Trust element to a
request. The associated exception message should include more details regarding the
problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0383

Error occurred when sending WS-Trust request to STS to obtain SAML assertion

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to add SAML assertion to pipeline.
The associated exception message should include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0384

Could not find required property {0} for SAML sender-vouches action!

Explanation

The pub.mediator.security.ws.AddSamlSenderVouchesToken ESB service is missing
the required 'ConfigName' input value

Action

Make sure that the 'ConfigName' service input has a valid STS config name (must
match one of the configured STS names)

0050.0386

Could not find any STS client configuration with name {0}. Check to see if such an
STS configuration exists!

Explanation

This error occurs if the configured ESB service that calls the
pub.mediator.security.ws.AddSamlSenderVouchesToken specifies the STS config
name incorrectly.

Action

Check if the specified STS config name matches one of the configured STSs in Mediator.
The "ConfigName" service input value should be the same name (case-sensitive) as
the STS name specified in Mediator Admin configuration page
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0050.0388

Could not get SAML assertion from STS!

Explanation

A null assertion element was found in the STS client.

Action

Mediator sent a request to the configured STS to obtain a SAML assertion, but no
valid assertion was obtained by the client. Please check the log file for any errors
related to sending the WS-Trust request to the STS to obtain the token.

0050.0389

Adding OnBehalfOf element in WS-Trust request for IS user {0}

Action

Info level message, no action required.

0050.0390

Could not find base STS policy file: {0} !

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to load a WS-Policy artifact from
the file indicated in the message. The associated exception message should include
more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0391

Error occurred when getting STS configurations! Check to see if the
ISTSClientConfigManager bean is configured!

Explanation

The STS configuration manager bean could not be found.

Action

This is a Spring bean configuration issue, the pg-config.xml file is missing or corrupted.

0050.0392

Could not find any STS configuration with the name {0}

Explanation

The STS client configuration identified in the message to be loaded or deleted could
not be found.

Action

Verify that the STS configuration being loaded or deleted has an equivalent
configuration file present under
[IS_INSTALL_DIR\packages\WmMediator\config\resources\security\sts] directory.
E.g. if the configuration being deleted is called MySTS, then there should be a file
with name MySTS.xml in the mentioned directory

0050.0394

Error occurred when getting key aliases for keystore {0}: Error: {1}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to add a list of certificate aliases to
the pipeline. The associated exception message should include more details regarding
the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.
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0050.0395

Error occurred when getting keystore handles {0}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to add a list of keystore handles to
the pipeline. The associated exception message should include more details regarding
the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0396

Error when signing SAML assertion and SOAP request body

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to sign a SAML assertion and request
body. The associated exception message should include more details regarding the
problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0397

Error occurred when adding ws-addressing headers to outbound soap request;
Error: {0}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to add WS-Addressing headers. The
associated exception message should include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0400

Using default timestamp value of 300s, because input TTL {0} is invalid (-ve or too
big)

Explanation

The input value was not valid, a default was used.

Action

If the default is acceptable, no action is required. Otherwise update the configuration.

0050.0507

ScaDeploymentPayload.extractParts found no virtual service requests

Action

Info level message, no action required.

0050.0508

Unexpected exception, attempting to {0}, caught: type({1}), msg({2})

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to process a deployment request.
The associated exception message should include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0509

ScaDeploymentPayload.extractParts - Unable to find consumer file {0}, for
component {1})

Explanation

The SCA deployment package was expected to contain a file to define the consumer
identified in the message. The file was not found.

Action

This is a deployment payload construction problem.
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0050.0510

Unexpected exception, attempting to process {0} request, caught: type({1}), msg({2})

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to process a deployment request.
The associated exception message should include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0515

ScaCompositeConfiguration found component with implementation type ({0})

Action

Info level message, no action required.

0050.0516

{0} - unable to convert string ({1}) to XMLGregorianDate: exception message ({2})

Explanation

The date element from the deployment payload has an unexpected format.

Action

This is problem with the contents of the deployment payload.

0050.0517

DeploymentPayload.{0} - input pipeline does not contain expected key ({1})

Explanation

The deployment payload must include an element with the key indicated in the
message.

Action

This is problem with the contents of the deployment payload.

0050.0519

ScaDeploymentPayload - unable to delete temporary zip file: ({0})

Explanation

The file indicated in the message could not be deleted.

Action

Determine why the file could not be deleted and make it deletable.

0050.0520

DeploymentPayload - invalid request type: {0}

Explanation

The deployment payload type is unknown.

Action

This is a deployment payload construction problem.

0050.0528

DeploymentPayload - found null/empty virtual service descriptor for service {0}

Explanation

The deployment payload must contain a VSD. The VSD for the service identified in
the message was not found.

Action

This is a deployment payload construction problem.

0050.0603

Error occurred when adding UsernameToken to SOAP Envelope: {0}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to add username token to the pipeline.
The associated exception message should include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.
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0050.0605

Error occurred when adding X.509 token to SOAP Envelope: {0}

Explanation

An exception was encountered while attempting to add X509 token to the pipeline.
The associated exception message should include more details regarding the problem.

Action

Fix the problem identified by the exception message.

0050.0630Debug

DeploymentPayload - No update requests for the runtime aliases being deployed

Explanation

Mediator did not receive any update requests for the runtime aliases being deployed.

Action

Check the update request for runtime aliases.

0050.0632Error

Mediator does not support the runtime alias. Alias type: {0}

Explanation

Mediator was not able to find a runtime alias of the specified type.

Action

Check the alias type assigned to the runtime alias.

0050.0670Error

Resources for the endpoint URI not found. Endpoint URI: {0}

Explanation

Mediator does not have REST resources configured with the specified URI.

Action

Check the configuration of the virtual REST service to ensure that the required
resources are configured.

0050.0677

Error while processing the REST to SOAP transformation in Mediator. The JSON
string in the request is empty.

Explanation

Mediator expects a non-empty JSON string in the request message.

Action

Check if the JSON request string is valid, and try again. Contact your system
administrator for details if the issue persists.

0050.0678

Mediator could not complete the transformation of a REST request received from
the consumer to a SOAP request because of an error. JSON string:{0}. {1}

Explanation

Mediator encountered an error while converting the JSON request to a SOAP request
as part of the conversion of the REST request to a SOAP request.

Action

Check if the JSON request string is valid and try again. Contact your system
administrator for details if the issue persists.

0050.0679

Mediator could not complete the transformation of a REST request received from
the consumer to a SOAP request because of an error. {0}

Explanation

Mediator encountered an error while converting the multi-part REST request to SOAP
request as part of the conversion of the REST request to SOAP request.

Action

Check if the attachments in the multi-part request are valid.
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0050.0680

Mediator could not complete the transformation of a REST request received from
the consumer to a SOAP request because of an error. JSON string: {0}. {1}

Explanation

Mediator encountered an error while converting the JSON string sent as an attachment
to a SOAP request as part of the conversion of the REST request to a SOAP request.

Action

Check if the JSON string in the attachment to the SOAP request is valid.

0050.0681

Mediator could not complete the transformation of a REST request received from
the consumer to a SOAP request because of an error. {0}

Explanation

Mediator encountered an error while parsing the schema in WSDL file, which leads
to namespaces not being placed properly in the SOAP request when the REST to
SOAP transformations are processed.

Action

Check the schema of the WSDL file provided in the native SOAP service.

0070.0081

[{0}] Removing the Content-Encoding header in response as the Accept-encoding
is null

0070.0094

[{0}] --> Incoming Request Header does not contain a valid OAuth token.

Explanation

User has configured OAuth authenticaton scheme but OAuth token is not present in
the request.

Action

Ensure that the request has an authorization header with OAuth token in it.

0070.0172

Found duplicate target namespace [{0}], enabling namespace-growth for schema
validation

Explanation

This flag will be auto enabled when duplicate target namespaces found in the schema
definition otherwise it will be false by default.

Action

User can enable/disable this flag by setting true/false to
pg.schema.validation.namespacegrowth property.

010.0787Error

Could not load information on runtime aliases to Mediator. File not found {0}

Explanation

Mediator could not find the file containing information on the runtime aliases.

Action

Check if the file is present in the specified location.

010.0788Error

Error loading aliases from file store :{0}, {1}

Explanation

Mediator encountered an error while loading the aliases from the file store.

Action

Check if the file store exists in Mediator and is valid.
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010.0790

Error saving runtime aliases to the file store: {0}. {1}

Explanation

Mediator encountered an error while saving the aliases from the file store.

Action

Check if the file store exists in Mediator and is a valid file store.

010.0792Error

Runtime alias not added to the file store: {0}

Explanation

Mediator is not able to add the runtime alias to the file store.

Action

Check the Integration Server log for more details

0201.0049

No Certificate was sent over HTTPS transport

0203.0323Error

Error parsing alias service names file. {0}

Explanation

Mediator cannot parse the alias service names file.

Action

Check the Integration Server log for details. Redeploy the aliases and the associated
services after you have fixed the issues in the alias service names file.

0203.0324Error

Error loading the service names associated with the alias to memory. {0}

Explanation

Mediator cannot parse the alias service names file.

Action

Check the Integration Server log for details.

0203.0325Error

Error saving the service names associated with the alias to the file store. {0}

Explanation

User may not have permission to write to the file, or the file may not be in the disk.

Action

Check the Integration Server log for details.

0203.0326Debug error – RuntimeAliasesCache - Null references to aliases found. Could not load the
runtime alias cache.
Explanation

Mediator found null references to aliases.

Action

Check the cluster configuration in Integration Server and also ensure that there are
no null elements in the cache.

MED.0010.0062E

Unable to get password for callback identifier: {0}

Explanation

Error while retrieving cleartext password from encrypted passman file store.

Action

Review Mediator STS configuration; otherwise, this is an internal error. Contact
webMethods Customer Care. Please produce a diagnostic zip file by running the
mediator.util:mediatorDiagnosticZip service from the WmMediator package's list of
services in IS Admin's package management menu if available.
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MED.0010.0083W

Non-fatal Mediator package initialization error. {0}, {1}

Explanation

Mediator encountered an error during an upgrade processing step after the package
initialization completed.

Action

Verify the overinstall upgrade steps were followed as defined in the documentation;
otherwise, this is an internal error. Contact webMethods Customer Care. Please
produce a diagnostic zip file by running the mediator.util:mediatorDiagnosticZip
service from the WmMediator package's list of services in IS Admin's package
management menu if available.

MED.0010.0212E

Endpoint connection timeout duration expected as a number but was not a number
({0})

Explanation

A virtual service was deployed with an invalid connection timeout specified for its
native provider endpoint.

Action

Review the advanced endpoint configuration in CentraSite and redeploy the service
if necessary.

MED.0010.0214E

Both keystore and key alias must be specified or none at all for SSL configuration;
KeyStore alias = [{0}]; Key alias = [{0}]

Explanation

A virtual service with a native provider SSL endpoint was deployed with an invalid
advanced endpoint configuration. The endpoint must have a valid alias for both the
keystore file and the keystore entry aliases as defined in the Integration Server or it
can have no aliases defined at all.

Action

Update the advanced endpoint configuration and redeploy the virtual service to
Mediator.

MED.0010.0217E

Error occurred when getting the password for handle {0} from passman!

Explanation

An attempt to retrieve a cleartext password from a passman encrypted file store failed.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact webMethods Customer Care. Please produce a
diagnostic zip file by running the mediator.util:mediatorDiagnosticZip service from
the WmMediator package's list of services in IS Admin's package management menu
if available.

MED.0010.0218E

Error occurred when storing the password for handle {0} in passman!

Explanation

An attempt to save a password in a passman encrypted file store failed during
Mediator STS configuration.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact webMethods Customer Care. Please produce a
diagnostic zip file by running the mediator.util:mediatorDiagnosticZip service from
the WmMediator package's list of services in IS Admin's package management menu
if available.
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MED.0010.0220E

Error converting given WS-Policy component to string

Explanation

Mediator was unable to parse policy elements used in producing request security
tokens (RST) to a configured security token service (STS).

Action

This is an internal error. Contact webMethods Customer Care. Please produce a
diagnostic zip file by running the mediator.util:mediatorDiagnosticZip service from
the WmMediator package's list of services in IS Admin's package management menu
if available.

MED.0010.0702E

Mediator Upgrade, Mediator migration interrupted due to error. Details: {0}

Explanation

This log message may occur when the Mediator package loads during the Integration
Server restart after an overinstall. It indicates the upgrade was not successful and
further actions are required.

Action

Depending on the error message, one of the three options are available. 1) Resolve
the issue causing the upgrade to fail, and restart the Integration Server again to see
if the upgrade completes successfully. 2) Delete the mediatorUpgrade.xml file from
installation path: ${IS_HOME}/packages/WmMediator/ directory. This is the file that
causes Mediator to perform its upgrade step. If this action is taken, the Mediator
configuration will have to be re-entered manually through the IS admin UI. 3) Contact
support. Everytime the Integration Server is restarted, Mediator will attempt to perform
an upgrade as long as its mediatorUpgrade.xml file is present in the package directory.

MED.0010.0705E

Mediator Upgrade, mediatorUpgrade.xml file is corrupted. Expected 'properties'
root element but none found.

Explanation

This message indicates the mediatorUpgrade.xml file included after the installer
completes a Mediator overinstall is corrupted. This file is normally installed into the
${IS_HOME}/packages/WmMediator/ directory path when the overinstall completes.
Its presence causes Mediator to run its upgrade tasks during the next Integration
Server restart. Once the upgrade task has completed, this file is removed ensuring
the upgrade is run only once.

Action

Contact customer support or remove the mediatorUpgrade.xml file. The mediator
package should load without error during the next Integration Server restart if this
file is removed, but Mediator configuration must be set up manually through the IS
admin UI.

MED.0010.0706E

Mediator Upgrade, unable to read required file. {0}

Explanation

This log message may occur when the Mediator package loads during the Integration
Server restart after an overinstall. This message implies that the OS user running the
Integration Server does not have adequate permissions to read the file referenced in
the error message.

Action

Review user and file permissions and make necessary adjustments to ensure the file
can be read.
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MED.0010.0707E

Mediator Upgrade, configuration file is missing a required entry element key
attribute. {0}, File path: {1}

Explanation

This log message may occur when the Mediator package loads during the Integration
Server restart after an overinstall. The mediatorUpgrade.xml file used to control a
Mediator overinstall upgrade is corrupted. It is missing a reference to an attribute
containing a path to an archive of the previous Mediator version prior to the overinstall.

Action

Contact support.

MED.0010.0708E

Mediator Upgrade, configuration file entry element key attribute: {0}, expected this
value: {1}, but found: {2}, File path: {3}

Explanation

This log message may occur when the Mediator package loads during the Integration
Server restart after an overinstall. The mediatorUpgrade.xml file used to control a
Mediator overinstall upgrade is corrupted.

Action

Contact support.

MED.0010.0709E

Mediator Upgrade, unable to find the required file. Expected location: {0}

Explanation

This log message may occur when the Mediator package loads during the Integration
Server restart after an overinstall. The backup file archive containing the Mediator
package prior to the overinstall upgrade cannot be found.

Action

Contact support.

MED.0010.0711E

Mediator Upgrade, unable to delete configuration file. Mediator upgrade task will
continue to execute after each Integration Server startup until this file is removed.
Path: {0}

Explanation

This log message may occur when the Mediator package loads during the Integration
Server restart after an overinstall. Verify that the OS user account running the
Integration Server has the necessary permissions to delete the file.

Action

If the log messages suggest the upgrade ran successfully, this file can be deleted;
otherwise, contact support.

MED.0010.0712E

Mediator Upgrade, configuration file is not valid xml. Unable to parse it. {0}, Details:
{1}

Explanation

This log message may occur when the Mediator package loads during the Integration
Server restart after an overinstall. The mediatorUpgrade.xml file is corrupted.

Action

Contact support.
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MED.0010.0717W

Mediator Upgrade, Could not find Default STS configuration file: {0} in archived
zip file

Explanation

The default STS configuration file was not found when performing an overinstall
upgrade.

Action

No action is necessary if migrating from Mediator 8.0; otherwise, this is an internal
error. Contact webMethods Customer Care. Please produce a diagnostic zip file by
running the mediator.util:mediatorDiagnosticZip service from the WmMediator
package's list of services in IS Admin's package management menu if available.

MED.0010.0718E

Mediator Upgrade, configuration file has unexpected element key attribute, {0},
with value. {1}, and configuration file path: {2}

Explanation

This log message may occur when the Mediator package loads during the Integration
Server restart after an overinstall. The mediatorUpgrade.xml file is corrupted.

Action

Contact support.

MED.0010.0719E

Mediator Upgrade, Could not find Default STS configuration file: {0} following
upgrade; Skipping migrating configuration data!

Explanation

Mediator was unable to locate the default STS configuration file during an overinstall
upgrade.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact webMethods Customer Care. Please produce a
diagnostic zip file by running the mediator.util:mediatorDiagnosticZip service from
the WmMediator package's list of services in IS Admin's package management menu
if available.

MED.0010.0720W

Mediator Upgrade, Could not load Default STS client configuration; Skipping
migrating configuration data

Explanation

The default STS configuration file was not found when performing an overinstall
upgrade.

Action

No action is necessary if migrating from Mediator 8.0; otherwise, this is an internal
error. Contact webMethods Customer Care. Please produce a diagnostic zip file by
running the mediator.util:mediatorDiagnosticZip service from the WmMediator
package's list of services in IS Admin's package management menu if available.

MED.0050.0408E

Authentication failed for user {0}

Explanation

Invalid basic authentication credentials were included in the Authorization header
sent to a virtual service that has a "Require HTTP Basic Authentication" runtime
security policy.

Action

The web service consumer should include proper credentials and resend the service
request.
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MED.0050.0608E

Error occurred when adding Timestamp to SOAP Envelope: {0}

Explanation

Mediator was unable to insert a WS security timestamp element to the request's
security header sent to the native provider.

Action

Review the configured ESB "AddTimestamp" service call for virtual service and
redeploy if incorrect. Otherwise, this is an internal error. Contact webMethods
Customer Care. Please produce a diagnostic zip file by running the
mediator.util:mediatorDiagnosticZip service from the WmMediator package's list of
services in IS Admin's package management menu if available.

MED.0070.0010E

Incoming request does not contain the 'Authorization' header. This service requires
the HTTP Basic Authentication token to be present.

Explanation

Authorization header was not sent to a virtual service that has a "Require HTTP Basic
Authentication" runtime security policy.

Action

The web service consumer must include valid credentials and resend the service
request.

MED.0070.0032E

Unable to create Schema for this service ''{0}'' Schema validation may not succeed!

Explanation

Mediator was unable to initialize the schema parser for a virtual service with a
"Validate Schema" runtime policy. This error occurs when a consumer sends Mediator
a service request.

Action

Review the schemas defined in the virtual service, make corrections, and redeploy
the virtual service if necessary; otherwise, this is an internal error. Contact webMethods
Customer Care. Please produce a diagnostic zip file by running the
mediator.util:mediatorDiagnosticZip service from the WmMediator package's list of
services in IS Admin's package management menu if available.

MED.0070.0071W

The ESB service name specified for InvokeESB mediator cannot be empty!

Explanation

A virtual service was deployed containing an ESB service invocation step containing
an invalid or missing service name.

Action

Review all service invocations from the "Processing steps" configuration for the virtual
service and redeploy if necessary.

MED.0070.0072E

The 'service' attribute is required for the InvokeESB mediator definition

Explanation

The deployed virtual service configuration is corrupted.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact webMethods Customer Care. Please produce a
diagnostic zip file by running the mediator.util:mediatorDiagnosticZip service from
the WmMediator package's list of services in IS Admin's package management menu
if available.
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MED.0200.0045E

Error saving EhCache configuration file: {0}

Explanation

Mediator was unable to save its configuration file used for the Terracotta cache
component.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact webMethods Customer Care. Please produce a
diagnostic zip file by running the mediator.util:mediatorDiagnosticZip service from
the WmMediator package's list of services in IS Admin's package management menu
if available.

MED.0200.0046E

Could not find specified EhCache configuration file: {0}

Explanation

The Terracotta cache configuration file for Mediator's caches could not be found
during package startup.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact webMethods Customer Care. Please produce a
diagnostic zip file by running the mediator.util:mediatorDiagnosticZip service from
the WmMediator package's list of services in IS Admin's package management menu
if available.

MED.0203.0062E

ControllingNodeLocker.run, thread id({0}), expected Ehcache, found ({1})

Explanation

Unexpected content was returned in the Terracotta cluster status cache.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact webMethods Customer Care. Please produce a
diagnostic zip file by running the mediator.util:mediatorDiagnosticZip service from
the WmMediator package's list of services in IS Admin's package management menu
if available.

MED.0203.0065E

ControllingNodeLocker.run, thread id({0}), caught ({1}/{2}) attempting to get a lock,
thread dies

Explanation

Mediator encountered an error trying to obtain a lock on the controlling node in a
Terracotta cluster.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact webMethods Customer Care. Please produce a
diagnostic zip file by running the mediator.util:mediatorDiagnosticZip service from
the WmMediator package's list of services in IS Admin's package management menu
if available.

MED.0203.0070I

ClusterStatusCache - cache manager for {0} returned null CacheCluster reference,
not clustered?

Explanation

Mediator was unable to obtain a reference to the configured Terracotta cluster.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact webMethods Customer Care. Please produce a
diagnostic zip file by running the mediator.util:mediatorDiagnosticZip service from
the WmMediator package's list of services in IS Admin's package management menu
if available.
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MED.0203.0071I

{0} - getCluster(ClusterScheme.TERRACOTTA) threw exception {1}, using schema
NONE

Explanation

An attempt to get Terracotta cluster configuration details failed.

Action

If Mediator is configured for a Terracotta cluster, this is an internal error. Contact
webMethods Customer Care. Please produce a diagnostic zip file by running the
mediator.util:mediatorDiagnosticZip service from the WmMediator package's list of
services in IS Admin's package management menu if available.

MED.0203.0072E

ClusterStatusCache - thread id({0}) attempts to release {1} lock, but does not hold
it

Explanation

An attempt to release the lock on the node controller in a Terracotta cluster failed.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact webMethods Customer Care. Please produce a
diagnostic zip file by running the mediator.util:mediatorDiagnosticZip service from
the WmMediator package's list of services in IS Admin's package management menu
if available.

MED.0203.0073E

Error initializating JAXB Context: {0}

Explanation

Initialization for the cached global or registered consumers deployed to Mediator has
failed.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact webMethods Customer Care. Please produce a
diagnostic zip file by running the mediator.util:mediatorDiagnosticZip service from
the WmMediator package's list of services in IS Admin's package management menu
if available.

MED.0203.0075E

ControllingNodeLocker.run, thread id({0}), caught {1} attempting to ask about lock
status, thread dies

Explanation

The thread defining the controlling node in a Mediator cluster encountered an error.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact webMethods Customer Care. Please produce a
diagnostic zip file by running the mediator.util:mediatorDiagnosticZip service from
the WmMediator package's list of services in IS Admin's package management menu
if available.

MED.0203.0076E

Unable to get cache named {0} from cache manager {1}

Explanation

Mediator encountered an error accessing one of the Terracotta caches.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact webMethods Customer Care. Please produce a
diagnostic zip file by running the mediator.util:mediatorDiagnosticZip service from
the WmMediator package's list of services in IS Admin's package management menu
if available.
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MED.0203.0081E

{0}, thread id({1}), caught {2}/{3} attempting to release lock, thread dies

Explanation

Mediator encountered an error releasing the lock on the controlling node in the
Terracotta cluster.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact webMethods Customer Care. Please produce a
diagnostic zip file by running the mediator.util:mediatorDiagnosticZip service from
the WmMediator package's list of services in IS Admin's package management menu
if available.

MED.0203.0082E

EhcacheClusterStatusCache, thread id({0}), caught {1}/{2} attempting to update
controlling lock in cache

Explanation

Mediator encountered an error updating the controlling node in a Terracotta cluster.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact webMethods Customer Care. Please produce a
diagnostic zip file by running the mediator.util:mediatorDiagnosticZip service from
the WmMediator package's list of services in IS Admin's package management menu
if available.

MED.0203.0100W

Thread interrupted when trying to obtain {0} lock for cache {1}

Explanation

While Mediator was attempting to obtain a lock on a cache entry key, its thread was
interrupted.

Action

No action may be necessary if Mediator is functioning normally.

MED.0203.0101E

Unable to {0} lock the {1} cache for key {2} after waiting {3} mSecs

Explanation

Mediator failed to lock a cache key in the expected period of time.

Action

No action may be necessary if Mediator is functioning normally

MED.0203.0103E

{0} task in thread {1} threw this: {2}

Explanation

An error occurred in the controlling node of a Terracotta cluster during Mediator
shutdown.

Action

Contact webMethods Customer Care. Please produce a diagnostic zip file by running
the mediator.util:mediatorDiagnosticZip service from the WmMediator package's list
of services in IS Admin's package management menu if available.

MED.0205.0062E

UddiPerformanceMetricsSender - unable to publish metrics over UDDI for service:
{0}, message: {1}

Explanation

This log message is produced when Mediator is unable to publish performance metrics
results to Mediator. When revieiwng the content, please be aware that some exception
details may have originated from the CentraSite product hosting the UDDI server.
Errors can range from improper Mediator configuration, OS resource issues, network
connectivity, or issues with the CentraSite installation.
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Action

Depending on the errors logged in the Mediator UI, one of the following actions may
prove more relevant. Verify CentraSite configuration information regarding UDDI is
correct for the Mediator UI. Verify the hostname or IP address is reachable from the
computer running the Mediator instance. Verify the CentraSite instance and its
repository is up and accessible.

MED.0205.0063E

Unable to initialize UddiClientAdapter due to a missing password for username:
{0}.

Explanation

This log message is produced when Mediator is unable to publish performance metrics
results to Mediator. A password was not found in the encrypted store for the user
configured in the CentraSite panel of the Mediator UI.

Action

Verify the password is entered and the configuration was successfully saved for the
CentraSite configuration screen in the Mediator UI.

MED.0205.0064E

Error connecting to CentraSite UDDI registry running on {0}://{1}:{2}. Error: {3}

Explanation

This log message may be produced under the following situations: During Mediator
package startup. CentraSite configuration entered in Mediator UI is saved, but a
connection to the UDDI server fails for these settings. Mediator attempts to publish
performance metrics but fails during its regularly scheduled interval.

Action

Verify the CentraSite configuration values in the Mediator UI are correct and CentraSite
is up and running.

MED.0205.0067E

Error disconnecting to CentraSite UDDI registry running on {0}://{1}:{2}. Error: {3}

Explanation

This log message may be produced during the following situations: During Mediator
package shutdown. While Mediator is initializing communications with the CentraSite
UDDI server after encountering an error during runtime or saving configuration
values in the Mediator UI.

Action

Please see the Action for 0205.0064

MED.0205.0602E

Missing ''{0}'' Jdbc destination pool from spring configuration

Explanation

One of the Mediator configuration files is corrupted and a necessary configuration
element is missing.

Action

Contact support.

MED.0205.0603E

Jdbc destination sender expected a JdbcEvent object but received: ''{0}''

Explanation

The JDBC destination sender event component received an unexpected event type.

Action

Contact Support.
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MED.0205.0604E

Jdbc destination sender encountered a Sql Exception while generating ''{0}'' events.
Error Code: {1} Cause: {2}

Explanation

The Mediator Jdbc destination sender component encountered a SQL exception while
sending a runtime event.

Action

Verfiy the database is operational and restart the functional alias pool. Verify the
MediatorEvents database component tables installed using the Common Database
Component are still defined, and the Jdbc pool credentials defined in Integration
Server are correct. If all else fails, please contact Support.

MED.0205.0605D

Jdbc destination sender took {0} msecs to get a connection out of data source.

Explanation

If the '0205 MEN - Events' Mediator logging component is set to 'DEBUG', then
Mediator will issue a log message if the time it takes to get a Jdbc connection exceeds
a pre-defined threshold as defined in Mediator's pg-jdbc.xml file. The current default
is 50 milliseconds.

Action

No action is necessary.

MED.0205.0606D

Jdbc destination sender took {0} msecs to get a prepared statement out of connection
with this SQL: {1}.

Explanation

If the '0205 MEN - Events' Mediator logging component is set to 'DEBUG', then
Mediator will issue a log message if the time it takes to get a Jdbc prepared statement
exceeds a pre-defined threshold as defined in Mediator's pg-jdbc.xml file. The current
default is 50 milliseconds.

Action

No action is necessary.

MED.0205.0609D

Jdbc destination sender took {0} msecs to close the prepared statement and
connection.

Explanation

If the '0205 MEN - Events' Mediator logging component is set to 'DEBUG', then
Mediator will issue a log message if the time it takes to close a Jdbc connection exceeds
a pre-defined threshold as defined in Mediator's pg-jdbc.xml file. The current default
is 50 milliseconds.

Action

No action is necessary.

MED.0205.0610E

Jdbc event requires at least one sql clause to be valid.

Explanation

The Mediator Jdbc component is in an invalid state.

Action

Contact Support.
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MED.0205.0611D

Jdbc destination sender took {0} msecs to insert a batch of {1} ''{2}'' events.
AutoCommit enabled on driver? {3}, Transaction Isolation level? {4}

Explanation

If the '0205 MEN - Events' Mediator logging component is set to 'DEBUG', then
Mediator will issue a log message if the time it takes to execute a batch of runtime
event inserts into the database exceeds a pre-defined threshold as defined in Mediator's
pg-jdbc.xml file. The current default is 500 milliseconds.

Action

No action is necessary unless the time is extremely large. In that case, consider reducing
the 'pg.jdbc.batchSize' property in Mediator's pg-config.properties file. This will cause
the Jdbc destination sender to send updates to the database server in smaller batches.

MED.0205.0612E

Jdbc destination sender cannot use a read-only connection object to insert events.

Explanation

The functional alias used by Mediator's Jdbc destination sender is configured for a
read-only transaction model in the Integration Server admin.

Action

Change the configured transaction model so it supports updates to the database.

MED.0205.0614E

Jdbc event sql range should be between 0 and {0}, {1} is out of range.

Explanation

Mediator Jdbc component is in an invalid state.

Action

Contact Support.

MED.0205.0615E

Jdbc performance metrics processor expected only one return key, but ''{0}'' were
found.

Explanation

The Mediator Jdbc component is in an invalid state.

Action

Contact Support.

MED.0205.0616E

Jdbc performance metrics processor expected two SQL statements, but ''{0}'' were
found.

Explanation

The Mediator Jdbc component is in an invalid state.

Action

Contact Support.

MED.0205.0617E

Jdbc performance metrics processor is missing returned primary key upon SQL
insert

Explanation

Database did not return the 'event_pk' primary key column for the event inserted
into the mediator_metrics_event table.

Action

Verify database is functioning properly; otherwise, contact Support.
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MED.0205.0618E

Jdbc event is in a bad state. Data type count ''{0}'' does not equal column value count
''{1}''

Explanation

The Jdbc event destination component is in an invalid state.

Action

Contact Support.

MED.0205.0619W

Jdbc driver doesn't support returned named SQL columns from Insert statement.
Trying ''Statement.RETURN_GENERATED_KEYS'' mode.

Explanation

The Jdbc event destination component will attempt to use named columns for returning
the database-generated primary key after inserting a row. If the database driver does
not support this feature, this log message is raised, and the component will use another
method to return the inserted primary key.

Action

No action required unless other SQLException errors are raised.

MED.0206.0035W

MAC cache update {0} operation took {1} milliseconds to complete for {2} SIEs. This
could cause lock attempts for tallying metrics statistics in MAC cache to fail.

Explanation

An update to the policy engine metrics data took longer than expected. When the
duration of this task is longer than the configured lock request timeout, tasks can be
lost when they fail to obtain exclusive locks.

Action

Review Integration Server performance and increase the advanced property for lock
timeout pg.PgMenSharedCacheManager.lockTimeOut and restart IS. Otherwise, if
this happens very frequently, contact webMethods Customer Care. Please produce
a diagnostic zip file by running the mediator.util:mediatorDiagnosticZip service from
the WmMediator package's list of services in IS Admin's package management menu
if available.
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ClassPathComponentsMapper.folder.cannot.read – Cannot read from folder.
Explanation

Cannot read from file. The file was deleted with no read rights.

Action

Check to see if the file exists and if you have read rights.

ClassPathComponentsMapper.folder.not.exists – The folder does not exist:
Explanation

The provided folder does not exist.

Action

You must specify an existing folder.

ClassPathComponentsMapper.folder.not.valid – The specified path is not a valid folder.
Explanation

The specified path is not valid folder; it might be a file and not a folder.

Action

Specify a valid folder path.

Error.POP.0.0.001

Error sending mail

Explanation

When a forum message is retracted, an e-mail notification is sent to the configured
forum administrator. This error occurs if there are any problems sending this e-mail
to the administrator.

Action

Check the My webMethods Server logs for additional information about the specific
e-mail failure. It may be caused by the e-mail server not being available, or because
of an invalid forum administrator e-mail address. See Check the My webMethods
Server logs for more details. See ..\MWS\server\<serverName>\logs
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POP.001.0002E

A "{0}" occurred with the Message "{1}"

Explanation

An unexpected error occurred during deployment.

Action

Examine the install.log, and optionally try again. In the log file, look for any
information specific to the deployed component.

POP.002.0004E

Context is in an invalid state.

Explanation

The server attempted to use an invalid context object. This error is the result of
attempting to use a context object before it has been initialized or after it has been
uninitialized.

Action

Always use the provider com.webmethods.portal.bizPolicy.IContextProvider (available
through the com.webmethods.portal.system.PortalSystem) to acquire a context object.

POP.002.0005E

Unable to locate command: {0}

Explanation

The requested command is not deployed on the server.

Action

Log in to My webMethods Server and use the Install Administration portlet to deploy
the command to the server.

POP.002.0006E

Unable to locate biz policy for resource: {0}

Explanation

The server cannot resolve the business policy for the specified resource because no
policy has been registered for the resource type.

Action

Create and register a business policy for the resource type. Consult the My
webMethods Server documentation to learn more about business policies.

POP.002.0007E

Unknown error encountered while trying to resolve business policy for uri {0}

Explanation

The server cannot resolve a business policy for specified resource because of an internal
error.

Action

Check the _problems_.log in the ..\MWS\server\default\logs directory for more
specific error information.

POP.002.0008E

Uri is not a valid thingID: {0}

Explanation

The server cannot invoke the RemoveAcess command on a resource that is not a
metadata resource.

Action

Correct the command-invoking source code to specify a metadata resource using
either the 'resourceURI' parameter or the context's current resource.
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POP.002.0009

Invalid arguments to create Alias command

Explanation

You cannot invoke this command without the required arguments: key and target.

Action

If you invoked this command programatically, review the Javadocs and make the
required changes to the invoking code.

POP.002.0010

The arguments are not valid

Explanation

When invoking the alias commands you must supply valid arguments.

Action

If you invoked this command programatically, review the Javadocs and make the
required changes to the invoking code.

POP.002.0011

You cannot flush another user's cache

Explanation

Only an Administrator can flush another user's cache.

Action

You must log in to My webMethods Server with Administrator credentials to be able
to flush another user's cache.

POP.002.0012E

Class group name is not specified

Explanation

You must specify the groupName parameter when invoking the ReloadClasses
command.

Action

Correct the command-invoking code to specify the 'groupName' parameter. The
parameter value should be the name of the group's class-loader bundle.

POP.002.0014E

Unable to authenticate user: {0}

Explanation

The server cannot authenticate the user either because the user does not exist or
because the user's password is incorrect.

Action

Try again with correct username and password. If necessary, log in to My webMethods
or My webMethods Server and use the User Management feature to add the user to
the server

POP.002.0016E

Error listing directory groups

Explanation

The server cannot list the groups of a particular directory service, most likely because
of a problem connecting to the directory service.

Action

If the directory service is a newly configured directory service, log in to the My
webMethods Server and double-check the configuration using the Folders > System
> Portlets > Administration > Directory Services Administration portlet. If the directory
service is an existing directory service for which groups could be listed previously,
validate that the LDAP or ADSI server to which the directory service is connected is
up and running properly. Also check that the machine which hosts My webMethods
Server is able to connect to the LDAP or ADSI server using the hostname and port
specified in the directory service's configuration.
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POP.002.0017E

Error retrieving template list

Explanation

The server cannot list directory service templates, because an error occurred loading
the templates.

Action

Check the ..\MWS\server\default\logs\_problems_.log file for more specific error
information.

POP.002.0018E

Error listing users

Explanation

The server cannot list the users of a particular directory service, most likely because
of a problem connecting to the directory service.

Action

If the directory service is a freshly configured directory service, go back to the Portal
Admin Dashboard, and double-check the configuration using the Directory Service
Administration portlet (in the Portal Configuration category). If the directory service
is an existing directory service for which groups could be listed previously, validate
that the LDAP or ADSI server to which the directory service is connected is up and
running properly. Also check that the machine which hosts the Portal server is able
to connect to the LDAP or ADSI server using the hostname and port specified in the
directory service's configuration.

POP.002.0019E

Error updating directory

Explanation

The server cannot update the directory service configuration because an error occurred
in validating or storing the configuration settings.

Action

Check the ..\MWS\server\default\logs\_problems_.log file for more specific error
information.

POP.002.0020

Invalid command ID: {0}

Explanation

The requested command is not found.

Action

Verify that the command has been properly installed. This can be done by logging in
to My webMethods Server as sysadmin and viewing the commands in the folder
Folders > System > Manager > Commands directory.

POP.002.0021E

Cannot resolve install mechanics for: {0}

Explanation

An error occurred during the installation of a server component.

Action

Look in the ..\MWS\server\default\logs\_problems_.log file for the stack trace of
the error. The stack trace may not provide enough detail to say why the error was
thrown, but it will show where the error originated.
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POP.002.0022

Location is not a folder: {0}

Explanation

When the Install Services commands are instructed to deploy all of the components
of a folder, the resource must be a folder and cannot be a file.

Action

Ensure that either the Autodeploy folder is properly configured or that the object
passed to the InstallComponents command is a folder.

POP.002.0023

Cannot find folder: {0}

Explanation

When the Install Services commands are instructed to deploy all of the components
of a folder, the folder must be available.

Action

Ensure that either the Autodeploy folder is properly configured or that the objecgt
passed to the InstallComponents command is an available folder.

POP.002.0025E

Command name is not specified

Explanation

The Ant build file does not contain the command name needed to invoke the
ExecuteCommand ant task.

Action

Correct the Ant build file to provide the command name with the 'name' attribute of
the ExecuteCommand task.

POP.002.0026E

Cannot resolve command [name, type] [{0}, {1}]

Explanation

The server cannot execute the command by means of an Ant task because the specified
command has not been deployed to the server.

Action

Deploy the command specified by the error message.

POP.002.0027E

Attribute target is required

Explanation

The target for invoking the ExecuteTargetLoop Ant task has not been specified.

Action

This error can occur if a developer modifies an Ant build file used to deploy comments
to the server. Correct the Ant build file to add a 'target' attribute to the
ExecuteTargetLoop task invocation.

POP.002.0028E

Cannot create IInitializableComponentData from: {0}

Explanation

The component configuration data is not one of the following types: xml (serialized
XML document), xmlLocation (URL specifying an XML document), properties
(serialized properties map), propertiesLocation (URL specifying a properties file
location).

Action

Correct the component configuration in the phaseProvider.xml configuration file to
specify component configuration data as either xml, xmlLocation, properties, or
propertiesLocation.
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POP.002.0029E

Attribute source is required

Explanation

The server cannot execute an Ant task because the task requires a source attribute to
be specified.

Action

Correct the Ant build file to add a 'src' attribute to RunJavaScript and RunSQLScript
tasks. The 'src' attribute must specify the file path to the script to be run.

POP.002.0030E

Cannot create IInitializableComponentData from {0} for provider {1}

Explanation

The server cannot unregister the specified component. The component's configuration
data has become corrupted.

Action

Reinstall the component with the Folders > Administrative Folders > Administration
Dashboard > Configuration > Install Administration portlet, and then re-try uninstalling
the component.

POP.002.0031

Cannot find IComponent using IComponentData {0} in provider {1}

Explanation

An attempt was made to unregister a component that is not currently registered.

Action

No further action is required.

POP.002.0032E

Cannot get IComponentData for component {0} from provider {1}

Explanation

An error occurred during the unregistration of a server component.

Action

Look in the ..\MWS\server\default\logs\_problems_.log file for the stack trace of
the error. The stack trace may not provide enough detail to say why the error was
thrown, but it will show where the error originated. It is likely that you need to restart
the server.

POP.002.0033E

Component Provider not found: {0}

Explanation

The server cannot unregister the component because component data has become
corrupted.

Action

Re-install the component with the Folders > Administrative Folders > Administration
Dashboard > Configuration > Install Administration portlet, then re-try uninstalling.

POP.002.0034E

Attribute descriptorSrc is required

Explanation

The Ant task does not have skin descriptor content.

Action

Correct the Ant build file to provide skin descriptor content using the 'descriptorSrc'
attribute to CreateSkinInstance, GetSkinInfo, and RemoveSkinInstance Ant tasks.
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POP.002.0035E

Skin name is empty

Explanation

The server cannot determine the skin name because the skin descriptor does not
contain the skin name or because the skin descriptor is improperly structured.

Action

Correct the skin descriptor to include the skin name in the 'name' attribute value of
the 'wm_xt_skin' element.

POP.002.0036E

Portlet info is not specified

Explanation

Portlet descriptor content is not included in the GetPortletInfo Ant task.

Action

Correct the Ant build file to provide portlet descriptor content using the 'descriptorSrc'
attribute.

POP.002.0037E

Portlet name is empty

Explanation

The server cannot determine the portlet name because the portlet descriptor does not
contain the portlet name or because the portlet descriptor is improperly structured.

Action

Correct the portlet descriptor to include the portlet name as the content of the 'name'
element.

POP.002.0038E

Portlet is not available: {0}

Explanation

The specified portlet is not deployed on the server.

Action

Use the Folders > Administrative Folders > Administration Dashboard > Configuration
> Install Administration portlet to deploy the portlet specified by the error message.

POP.002.0040E

Cannot find system folder for the portlet: {0}

Explanation

An error occurred during installation of a portlet.

Action

Look in the ..\MWS\server\default\logs\_problems_.log file for the stack trace of
the error. It may be necessary to reinstall the component.

POP.002.0041

Page have to be a folder type

Explanation

When cloning pages, the source of the cloning operation must be of the appropriate
type

Action

Ensure that an appropriate source is used for the cloning operation.
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POP.002.0042E

Destination container is not a valid thing: {0}

Explanation

The server cannot clone a remote resource; the resource must be cloned to a metadata
destination container.

Action

Correct the command-invoking source code to specify a metadata destination container
using the 'destContainerURI' parameter.

POP.002.0043E

Source item container is not a valid thing: {0}

Explanation

The server cannot clone the remote resource; only metadata resources can be cloned.

Action

Correct the command-invoking source code to specify a metadata resource using
either the 'resourceURI' parameter or the server context's current resource.

POP.002.0044E

Invalid XType: {0}

Explanation

The server cannot resolve the DBO type of the remote item to be cloned. The most
likely reason is that the DBO type has been uninstalled from the system.

Action

Normally, a DBO type cannot be uninstalled from the system until all instances of
the type have been deleted. This message may also indicate that a damaged instance
of the remote item is still present but cannot be cloned or recovered. No further action
can be taken.

POP.002.0046E

Item is not a valid thing: {0}

Explanation

The server cannot invoke the metadata command because the command must be
invoked against a metadata resource.

Action

Correct the command-invoking source code to specify a metadata resource using
either the 'resourceURI' parameter or the server context's current resource.

POP.002.0047

Can not create an item with an empty name

Explanation

When creating a new resource, a 'name' property is required.

Action

When creating the resource, ensure that a name is supplied.

POP.002.0048E

Delete operation failed

Explanation

The container cannot be deleted because at least one of the items in the container
cannot be deleted. Refer to the the list of contained items that cannot be deleted,
displayed in the user interface along with this message.

Action

Manually delete the specified undeletable contained items individually. This may
result in more detailed information as to why the items cannot be deleted.
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POP.002.0049E

Error obtaining owned folder

Explanation

The server cannot obtain the owned folder because of an internal server error.

Action

Check the ..\MWS\server\default\logs\_problems_.log file for more specific error
information.

POP.002.0050E

Cannot get current resource uri

Explanation

Cannot invoke the portlet command because a target portlet for the command is not
specified.

Action

Correct the command-invoking code to specify the portlet with the 'resourceURI'
parameter or with the server context's current resource.

POP.002.0051E

ResourceURI is not specified

Explanation

The server cannot invoke the portlet command because a target portlet for the
command is not specified.

Action

Correct the command-invoking source code to specify the portlet with the 'resourceURI'
parameter or with the server context's current resource.

POP.002.0052E

PortletBean is not ICommandBean

Explanation

The command cannot be invoked against the portlet because the portlet's portlet-bean
does not implement the com.webmethods.portal.bizPolicy.command.ICommandBean
interface.

Action

Modify portlet's portlet-bean source code to make the portlet-bean implement
ICommandBean. Rebuild and redeploy the portlet.

POP.002.0053E

UserID is not of type IThingID or String

Explanation

The command was invoked using RMI with an inappropriate userID data type. This
error is usually a result of a bug in the command-invoking code.

Action

Correct the command-invoking code to ensure it invokes the command with a userID
specified either as a java.lang.String or a com.portal.webmethods.meta2.thing.IThingID
object.

POP.002.0054E

Search library not found: {0}.

Explanation

An attempt was made to delete a search library that does not exist.

Action

Log in to My webMethods Server and use the Search Administration portlet to check
the name of the search library against the available libraries.
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POP.002.0056E

Saved Searches folder not found.

Explanation

The server cannot save a search because the user's saved-searches folder does not
exist.

Action

User folders such as the user's saved-searches folder are created automatically for
users when they login to My webMethods Server. Try logging out as the user, and
then logging in again.

POP.002.0057E

No name parameter found

Explanation

The server cannot invoke the save-search command name; the command does not
specify a name parameter.

Action

Correct the command-invoking source code to specify a 'name' parameter.

POP.002.0058E

Not a valid skin: {0}

Explanation

The server cannot invoke the ReloadSkin command; the specified skin identifier does
not identify a valid skin.

Action

Correct the command-invoking source code to specify a valid skin resource using the
'skin' parameter.

POP.002.0059E

Default xmlimport requires an IThingID for the parent: {0}

Explanation

The server cannot import a metadata resource using xmlImport unless the parent of
the resource is also a metadata resource.

Action

Correct the xmlImport file to move or remove elements contained by the element
specified by the error message.

POP.002.0060

Default xmlimport requires the parent to be a container: {0}

Explanation

When executing an XML import script, every new child must be created within a
valid container.

Action

Check the script to ensure that each created item has a valid parent.

POP.002.0061E

Unable to locate acl for aclName: {0}

Explanation

The server cannot modify the access control list (ACL) for a resource specified in
xmlImport because the access control list was referenced by an alias that does not
exist.

Action

Correct the xmlImport file to replace the 'aclName' attribute value specified by the
error message with a valid value.
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POP.002.0062E

Unable to find value for acl

Explanation

The server cannot create an access control entry using xmlImport because the ACL
element requires a value attribute.

Action

Correct the xmlImport file to add a 'value' attribute to the 'acl' elements. The 'value'
attribute values must contain one of the following My webMethods Server access
right names (comma separated): READ, CREATE_ITEM, CREATE_CONTAINER,
MODIFY, DELETE, PORTLET_MODIFY_PROPERTIES_INSTANCE,
PORTLET_MODIFY_PROPERTIES_USER, ALL.

POP.002.0063E

Unable to find ace value for: {0}

Explanation

The server cannot create access an control entry using xmlImport because the
xmlImport entry references an unknown right value.

Action

Correct the xmlImport file to add a 'value' attribute to the 'acl' elements. The 'value'
attribute values must contain one of the following My webMethods Server access
right names (comma separated): READ, CREATE_ITEM, CREATE_CONTAINER,
MODIFY, DELETE, PORTLET_MODIFY_PROPERTIES_INSTANCE,
PORTLET_MODIFY_PROPERTIES_USER, ALL.

POP.002.0064

Unable to find alias name to set the acl

Explanation

The required argument 'value' was not set on this xmlimport element.

Action

Ensure that the ACL element has a 'value' attribute

POP.002.0065E

Alias attribute missing on context node

Explanation

The server cannot establish the resource context during xmlImport because the context
element requires an alias attribute.

Action

Correct the xmlImport file to add an 'alias' attribute to 'context' elements. The alias
attribute value must contain the name of a valid alias; elements enclosed by the context
apply to the resource identified by this alias.

POP.002.0069S

Root users folder not found

Explanation

The server cannot create the user's home folder because the server users folder does
not exist.

Action

Create a new server folder, and set its alias to 'folder.users'.
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POP.002.0076E

The basic update properties requires a thingID: {0}

Explanation

The server cannot invoke the ImportFiles command because it does not specify a
target folder for the import.

Action

Correct the command-invoking source code to specify a folder using either the
'resourceURI' parameter or the server context's current resource.

POP.002.0077E

Adding to version control requires a thingID: {0}

Explanation

The server cannot invoke the version-control command without specifying a
versionable resource.

Action

Correct the command-invoking source code to specify a versionable resource using
either the 'resourceURI' parameter or the server context's current resource.

POP.002.0078E

The resource does not support IVersionableMechanics: {0}

Explanation

The server cannot invoke the version-control command on the resource because the
resource is not versionable.

Action

Do not invoke the AddToVersion command against resources that are not versionable.
Only server folders and server content items are versionable.

POP.002.0079E

Command requires a thingID: {0}

Explanation

The server cannot invoke the version-control command without specifying a
versionable resource.

Action

Correct the command-invoking source code to specify a versionable resource using
either the 'resourceURI' parameter or the server context's current resource.

POP.002.0080E

Invalid version Uri: {0}

Explanation

The server cannot display the server version information of an item because the
identifier used to specify the version is not a valid version identifier.

Action

Correct the source code that invokes the ViewVersion command to provide a valid
version identifier.

POP.002.0081E

Invalid thing ID: {0}

Explanation

The server cannot display the server version information of an item because the
identifier used to specify the item does not identify a valid resource

Action

Correct the command-invoking source code to provide a valid versioned-item identifier
for the 'targetURI' parameter.
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POP.002.0082

User {0} don't have rights to view {1}

Explanation

The current user failed the permissions check to see a particular version of an item.

Action

Check the permissions on that item.

POP.002.0083E

Could not acquire context, principal data not found on session

Explanation

The server cannot create a server context for the specified javax.servlet.http.HttpSession
because the HttpSession has not been initialized with the necessary server session
data.

Action

Restart My webMethods Server.

POP.002.0085E

Can't create subscription for non Thing: {0}

Explanation

The server cannot create a subscription from xmlImport data because subscriptions
are supported only for metadata resources.

Action

Correct the xmlImport file to remove 'subscription' elements from non-metadata
resource contexts. The best way to determine specifically which subscription elements
in the xmlImport file are causing this error is the trial-and-error approach: remove
each subscription element in the xmlImport file one by one and then try re-importing
from the xmlImport file.

POP.002.0086E

Unable to import xml. No uid.

Explanation

An attempt to create an access control entry or subscription using xmlimport did not
specify the user ID of the My webMethods Server user or group.

Action

Correct the xmlImport file to add a 'uid' attribute to 'subscription' and 'ace' elements.
The 'uid' attribute value must contain the user ID (LDAP user ID) of a valid My
webMethods Server user or the cn (LDAP group ID) of a valid My webMethods Server
group.

POP.002.0087W

Unable to import xml. Could not acquire uri for uid: {0}

Explanation

The user referenced in the xmlImport file does not exist on My webMethods Server.

Action

Log in to My webMethods or My webMethods Server with appropriate permissions
and add the user, or change the xmlImport file.

POP.002.0089E

Unable to import subscription. No value specified for 'deliveryMode'.

Explanation

The server cannot create a subscription from xmlImport data because the subscription
element requires a deliveryMode attribute. This error is caused by importing from
an improperly constructed xmlImport file.

Action

Correct the xmlImport file by adding a 'deliveryMode' attribute to 'subscription'
elements. The valid value for 'deliveryMode' attribute is "email", indicating notifications
for this subscription are to be delivered to the user's e-mail address.
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POP.002.0090E

Unable to import subscription. No value specified for 'criteria'.

Explanation

The server cannot create the subscription from xmlImport data because the subscription
element requires a criteria attribute that contains the name of at least one criterion
valid for the type of resource subscribed to.

Action

Correct the 'subscription' elements in the xmlImport file so that they all contain valid
'criteria' attribute values. Valid values are not empty; they must contain a
comma-separated list of criterion names. The criterion names for basic folders are:
'added', 'removed', 'modified', 'deleted', and 'moved'. The criterion names for basic
links, forms, portlets, and content items are 'modified', 'deleted', and 'moved'. Custom
DBO types may have additional criteria.

POP.002.0091E

No matching criteria found for type: {0} and for criteria: {1}.

Explanation

The server cannot create a subscription from xmlImport data because the subscription
element requires a criteria attribute that contains the name of at least one criterion
valid for the type of resource subscribed to.

Action

Correct the xmlImport file so that 'subscription' elements contained by any element
of the type specified by the error message's resource-typeName have valid 'criteria'
attribute values. Valid values are not empty; they must contain a comma-separated
list of criterion names. The criterion names for basic folders are: 'added', 'removed',
'modified', 'deleted', and 'moved'. The criterion names for basic links, forms, portlets,
and content items are 'modified', 'deleted', and 'moved'. Custom DBO types may have
additional criteria.

POP.002.0092E

Can't set ace for non Thing: {0}

Explanation

The server cannot modify the access control entry (ACE) for a resource specified in
xmlImport because the resource does not support My webMethods Server access
control entries.

Action

Correct the xmlImport file to remove the 'ace' element for the resource specified by
the error message.

POP.002.0093E

Unable to locate alias for: {0}

Explanation

The server cannot establish the resource context during xmlImport because the alias
specified for the context does not exist.

Action

Log in to My webMethods Server and use the Alias Management portlet to create the
alias specified by the error ,message or fix the xmlImport file to use an alias that does
exist. To fix the xmlImport file, locate the alias attribute with the value specified by
the error message and replace that value with the name of an existing alias.
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POP.002.0095

Unable to create alias: {0} because it already exists.

Explanation

The command failed because an alias of the same name has already been registered.

Action

Either apply a different name to the new alias or modify the existing alias that uses
the same name.

POP.002.0096E

Mechanics is not an IBasicMechanics

Explanation

The server cannot use xmlImport to update the properties of a resource that is not a
metadata resource.

Action

Correct the xmlImport file to not update the properties of non-metadata resources.
The best way to determine the element in the xmlImport file that is causing this error
is the trial-and-error approach: remove each element in the xmlImport file one-by-one
and then try re-importing from the xmlImport file.

POP.002.0097E

Unable to complete import because type: {0} doesn't exist.

Explanation

The server cannot import a resource specified in xmlImport because the resource is
an instance of a DBO that is not currently deployed in My webMethods Server.

Action

Deploy the DBO specified by the error message and then rerun the xmlImport.

POP.002.0098

Role xmlimport requires attributes of 'roleProvider' and 'name'

Explanation

When creating a new role using an xmlImport script, the attributes must be available.

Action

Modify the xmlimport script to include the required 'roleProvider' and 'name'
properties.

POP.002.0099

Role xmlimport unable to locate roleProvider: {0}

Explanation

The type of role is not registered on the current system.

Action

Check the 'roleProvider' attribute to make sure it is correct.

POP.002.0103

Failed to set Alias {0} for resource {1}.

Explanation

The system failed to correctly set an alias during the xmlimport.

Action

Check the server logs at ..\MWS\server\default\logs for any additional exceptions
that occurred during the import.
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POP.002.0105

Failed to load xml document from {0}

Explanation

The XML file specified for the xmlimport script is either not found or not well-formed.

Action

Verify that the XML file exists in the specified location and that the contents of the
file are valid XML.

POP.002.0107

Failed to invoke remote command: {0}. Original error message: {1}

Explanation

A problem occured when executing a command on a remote server.

Action

Check the logs on the remote server for additional information.

POP.002.0108

User UID can not be found in MWS directories: {0}

Explanation

No user is found with the specific user ID.

Action

Specify a valid user ID.

POP.002.0110

You have insuffient privileges to impersonate other users.

Explanation

You have insufficient privileges to impersonate other users.

Action

The log file indicates how to grant user impersonate privileges. Contact a system
administrator if you need such privileges.

POP.002.0111

Illegal Argument: Command result may not be serialized.

Explanation

The command result cannot be serialized.

Action

Make sure the command result can be serialized.

POP.002.0113

The parent of the task is already completed

Explanation

You cannot create a new child task if its parent task has been completed.

Action

Contact the parent task owner to determine how to handle the additional work.

POP.002.0114

User {0} does not have the functional privilege to delegate task {1}

Explanation

The user has not been granted the functional privilege to delegate the task.

Action

Please contact the system administrator if you need such privileges.

POP.002.0118

Thing with name "{0}" for locale "{1}" already exists in "{2}". Unable to rename "{3}"
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POP.003.0003S

No access model specified in property "{0}".

Explanation

The framework.access.model system property does not specify an access model.

Action

Update the portal.properties file to specify framework.access.model property value.
The choices are permissive or restrictive.

POP.003.0004S

Unable to register principal types: "{0}".

Explanation

The system directory is corrupted.

Action

Restore the underlying system user directory content from a backup or manually
restore the user directory. In the case of LDAPd, you can reinstall the LDAPd server
using the webMethods Installer.

POP.003.0005S

Unable to register search service: "{0}".

Explanation

An error occurred in registering a new search service.

Action

You might need to reinstall My webMethods Server.

POP.003.0006S

Error initializing content service: "{0}".

Explanation

The content service cannot be initialized.

Action

Check the Content Service Administration portlet to verify that the content service is
properly configured.

POP.003.0007E

Cannot list roles, directory service "{0}" not found.

Explanation

The directory service cannot be found.

Action

Check the Directory Service Administration portlet to verify that the directory service
is properly configured and functional.

POP.003.0008E

Could not locate system directory: "{0}".

Explanation

The server cannot find the system user directory.

Action

Verify that the system directory is present in Directory Services Administration portlet,
and that it is configured and functional.

POP.003.0009E

Error setting system directory: "{0}".

Explanation

The command failed to change the system directory service.

Action

Do not attempt to change the system directory.
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POP.003.0012W

"{0}" does not have permission to modify the Administrators group.

Explanation

The user does not have appropriate access rights.

Action

Use item's Permissions local menu to open the Permissions portlet to give the user
access rights.

POP.003.0013W

"{0}" does not have permission to modify the directory configuration.

Explanation

The user does not have appropriate access rights.

Action

Use item's Permissions local menu to open the Permissions portlet to give the user
access rights.

POP.003.0014E

Cannot update directory config, domain not found: "{0}".

Explanation

An attempt was mademto update the config information for a directory service using
an invalid domain name.

Action

Use a valid domain name.

POP.003.0015S

Cannot update directory config, Administrator user not found: "{0}".

Explanation

The system directory or the database is corrupted.

Action

Restore the underlying system user directory content from a backup or do so manually.
If LDAPd, you can reinstall the LDAPd server using the webMethods Installer.

POP.003.0016E

Cannot update directory config, Everyone group not found: "{0}".

Explanation

The system directory does not have an everyone group or the directory is corrupted.

Action

Restore the underlying system user directory content from a backup or do so manually.
In the case of LDAPd, you can reinstall the LDAPd server using the webMethods
Installer.

POP.003.0017S

Cannot update directory config, Guest user not found: "{0}".

Explanation

The system directory is corrupted.

Action

Restore the underlying system user directory content from a backup or do so manually.
In the case of LDAPd, you can reinstall the LDAPd server using the webMethods
Installer.
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POP.003.0018E

Cannot remove the system directory.

Explanation

The system directory services cannot be removed.

Action

Do not try to remove the system directory.

POP.003.0021E

System directory does not have Administrator user.

Explanation

The LDAP user store is missing the administrator user.

Action

Add a user to the system LDAP user store whose UID matches the Portal Administrator
UID. This should only be necessary if the LDAP user store has become corrupted or
the PortalAdmin user has been removed.

POP.003.0022S

System directory does not have Everyone group. Everyone group access will not
be available.

Explanation

The system directory is corrupted.

Action

Restore or create the everyone group in the system directory. Use the directory's
administration UI or tools for that purpose.

POP.003.0023E

System directory does not have Guest user. Guest access will not be available.

Explanation

The system directory does not have a guest user or it is corrupted.

Action

Restore the underlying system user directory content from a backup or do so manually.
In the case of LDAPd, you can reinstall the LDAPd server using the webMethods
Installer.

POP.003.0024W

The type "{0}" is either 'disabled' or not deployed to this MWS cluster node. Please
contact the My webMethods Server Administrator.

Explanation

An attempt was made to view a portlet for which the status has been set to disabled.

Action

Use the Manage Components portlet in the Administration Dashboard to change the
status of the portlet type.

POP.003.0025W

{0} cannot view the content of {1}.

Explanation

The user is denied access to view a portlet item

Action

Use the Permissions page to set the authentication scheme for the item to one of the
installed authentication schemes.
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POP.003.0026W

{0} cannot list the shortcuts to {1}.

Explanation

The user does not have appropriate access rights.

Action

Use item's Permissions local menu item to open the Permissions portlet to give the
user access rights.

POP.003.0027W

{0} cannot list the notes for {1}.

Explanation

The user does not have appropriate access rights.

Action

Use item's Permissions local menu item to open the Permissions portlet to give the
user access rights.

POP.003.0028W

{0} cannot view the access list for {1}.

Explanation

The user does not have appropriate access rights.

Action

Use item's Permissions local menu item to open the Permissions portlet to give the
user access rights.

POP.003.0029W

{0} cannot view the authentication scheme for {1}.

Explanation

The user does not have appropriate access rights.

Action

Use item's Permissions local menu item to open the Permissions portlet to give the
user access rights.

POP.003.0030W

{0} cannot create an item of type {1}.

Explanation

The user does not have appropriate access rights.

Action

Use item's Permissions local menu item to open up the Permissions portlet to give
the user access rights.

POP.003.0031W

{0} cannot update the content of {1}.

Explanation

The user does not have appropriate access rights.

Action

Use item's Permissions local menu item to open the Permissions portlet to give the
user access rights.

POP.003.0032W

{0} cannot add the note for {1}.

Explanation

The user does not have appropriate access rights.

Action

Use item's Permissions local menu item to open the Permissions portlet to give the
user access rights.
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POP.003.0033W

{0} cannot remove the note for {1}.

Explanation

The user does not have appropriate access rights.

Action

Use item's Permissions local menu item to open the Permissions portlet to give the
user access rights.

POP.003.0034W

{0} cannot update the properties of {1}.

Explanation

The user does not have appropriate access rights.

Action

Use item's Permissions local menu item to open the Permissions portlet to give the
user access rights.

POP.003.0035W

{0} cannot delete {1}.

Explanation

The user does not have appropriate access rights.

Action

Use item's Permissions local menu item to open the Permissions portlet to give the
user access rights.

POP.003.0037W

{0} cannot destroy {1}.

Explanation

The user does not have appropriate access rights.

Action

Use item's Permissions local menu item to open the Permissions portlet to give the
user access rights.

POP.003.0038

{0} cannot store content {1}.

Explanation

An attempt was made to store a document on a type that does not support document
storage

Action

Ensure that content is stored on document types

POP.003.0039W

{0} cannot contain a duplicate reference to {1}.

Explanation

You cannot create items with the same name under the same folder.

Action

When naming items in a folder, make sure each item uses a name that is unique within
the folder.

POP.003.0040W

Cannot uninstall "{0}" because it has "{1}" published instances. Please delete them
first and try again.

Explanation

The DBO cannot be uninstalled because it has published instances.

Action

Manually delete all published instances of this DBO and try to uninstall it again. You
can use Publish History portlet to help you find all published instances.
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POP.003.0044W

{0} is checked out.

Explanation

The item cannot be checked out because it is already checked out.

Action

Wait until the item is checked in and try again.

POP.003.0045W

{0} is not versioned.

Explanation

The item is not versioned.

Action

Add the item to version control using the item's local menu.

POP.003.0046

{0} cannot view version number of {1}.

Explanation

An attempt was made to view a version of a document that failed a permissions check

Action

Verify that the current user has sufficient permissions

POP.003.0047W

{0} cannot list the versions of {1}.

Explanation

The user does not have appropriate access rights.

Action

Use item's Permissions local menu item to open the Permissions portlet to give the
user access rights.

POP.003.0048W

{0} cannot add to versioning {1}.

Explanation

The user does not have appropriate access rights.

Action

Use item's Permissions local menu item to open the Permissions portlet to give the
user access rights.

POP.003.0049

{0} cannot remove from versioning {1}.

Explanation

An attempt was made to remove a version from version control that failed a
permissions check

Action

Verify that the current user has sufficient permissions

POP.003.0050W

{0} is checked out by {1}.

Explanation

The item is already checked out.

Action

Wait until the item is checked in and before trying to check out.
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POP.003.0051W

{0} cannot set the current version of {1}.

Explanation

The user does not have appropriate access rights.

Action

Use item's Permissions local menu item to open the Permissions portlet to give the
user access rights.

POP.003.0052W

{0} cannot publish a version of {1}.

Explanation

The user does not have appropriate access rights.

Action

Use item's Permissions local menu item to open the Permissions portlet to give the
user access rights.

POP.003.0053W

{0} cannot check out {1}.

Explanation

The user does not have appropriate access rights.

Action

Use item's Permissions local menu item to open the Permissions portlet to give the
user access rights.

POP.003.0054W

{0} is not checked out.

Explanation

You cannot check the item in because it is not checked out.

Action

Do not attempt to check in an item that was not checked out.

POP.003.0055W

{0} cannot check in {1}.

Explanation

The user does not have appropriate access rights.

Action

Use item's Permissions local menu item to open the Permissions portlet to give the
user access rights.

POP.003.0056W

{0} cannot undo the check out of {1}.

Explanation

The user does not have appropriate access rights.

Action

Use item's 'rmissions local menu item to open the Permissions portlet to give the user
access rights.

POP.003.0057E

Source branch is not found: "{0}".

Explanation

The server cannot find a source version branch for this object.

Action

Do not try to add this object to version control.
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POP.003.0058

Destination branch is not found: "{0}".

Explanation

Version control system was unable to create a new branch required to complete the
add to versioning command.

Action

Check the logs for additional information such as out of disk space.

POP.003.0059W

{0} cannot be added to versioning because parent is null.

Explanation

The item is invalid because it does not have a parent.

Action

Use the local item menu to delete the item.

POP.003.0060W

Not initialized: call init(PageData) first.

Explanation

An internal error has occurred.

Action

Try the operation again.

POP.003.0061W

Column must be contained by a row.

Explanation

The page data xml is not valid. The column element must reside inside a row element.

Action

If you are using My webMethods Server when you got this message, the My
webMethods Server page data has been corrupted. Try editing and then saving the
page. If you cannot load the page into the page editor you need to delete the page
and then recreate it.

POP.003.0062E

Property must be contained by a portlet.

Explanation

The page data xml is not valid. The property element must be inside portlet element.

Action

If you are using My webMethods Server when you got this message, the My
webMethods Server page data has been corrupted. Try to edit and then save the page.
If you cannot load the page into the page editor you need to delete the page and then
recreate it.

POP.003.0063E

Portlet must contain 'uri' attribute.

Explanation

The page data xml file is not valid. The portlet definition does not have an URI
attribute.

Action

If you are using My webMethods Server when you got this message, the My
webMethods Server page data has been corrupted. Try to edit and then save the page.
If you cannot load the page into the page editor you need to delete the page and then
recreate it.
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POP.003.0064W

Property must contain 'name' attribute.

Explanation

The page data xml is not valid. The property element must have a name attribute.

Action

If you are using My webMethods Server when you got this message, the My
webMethods Server page data has been corrupted. Try to edit and then save the page.
If you cannot load the page into the page editor you need to delete the page and then
recreate it.

POP.003.0065E

Wiring must be contained by a portlet.

Explanation

The page data xml is not valid. The property element must reside inside the portlet
element.

Action

If you are using My webMethods Server when you got this message, the My
webMethods Server page data has been corrupted. Try to edit and then save the page.
If you cannot load the page into the page editor you need to delete the page and then
recreate it.

POP.003.0066W

Wiring must contain 'name' attribute.

Explanation

The page data xml is not valid. The wiring element must have a name attribute.

Action

If you are using My webMethods Server when you got this message, the My
webMethods Server page data has been corrupted. Try to edit and then save the page.
If you cannot load the page into the page editor you need to delete the page and then
recreate it.

POP.003.0067E

Wiring must contain 'portlet' attribute.

Explanation

The page data xml file is not valid. The wiring definition does not have a portlet
attribute.

Action

If you are using My webMethods Server when you got this message, the My
webMethods Server page data has been corrupted. Try to edit and then save the page.
If you cannot load the page into the page editor you need to delete the page and then
recreate it.

POP.003.0069E

The content service "{0}" is not available. Please contact the My webMethods Server
Administrator.

Explanation

The server failed to update the contents of a file that was saved to My webMethods
Server.

Action

Verify that the location for the My webMethods Server content repository exists.
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POP.003.0070

"{0}" is not editable as it does not exist in a sandbox.

Explanation

An invalid attempt to check in a versioned item was made.

Action

Check out a new version and the the item check in.

POP.003.0071E

Cannot lookup install service: "{0}".

Explanation

The server cannot find the install service for this component.

Action

The component is not supported.

POP.003.0072E

ComponentUri is not a thingID: "{0}".

Explanation

The server cannot determine the location of the installed component based on the
passed URI.

Action

Correct the calling code to specify a thingID as the componentUri parameter of the
uninstallComponent command.

POP.003.0073E

{0} cannot install component.

Explanation

The user does not have appropriate access rights.

Action

Use item's Permissions local menu item to open the Permissions portlet to give the
user access rights.

POP.003.0074W

{0} cannot read search service.

Explanation

The user does not have appropriate access rights.

Action

Use item's Permissions local menu item to open the Permissions portlet to give the
user access rights.

POP.003.0075

{0} cannot set access entries on {1}.

Explanation

An attempt was made to set permissions which failed a permissions check

Action

Ensure the current user has sufficient permissions to edit the permissions on the
current object

POP.003.0076W

{0} cannot remove access entries from {1}.

Explanation

The specified user cannot remove entries from the access control list of the specified
item.

Action

Grant the user the rights to perform the operation, or have the operation performed
by a different user with permission to change the access control list of the target item.
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POP.003.0077W

{0} cannot set the authentication scheme of {1}.

Explanation

The user does not have appropriate access rights.

Action

Use item's Permissions local menu item to open the Permissions portlet to give the
user access rights.

POP.003.0078W

{0} cannot set the owner of {1}.

Explanation

The user does not have appropriate access rights.

Action

Use item's Permissions local menu item to open the Permissions portlet to give the
user access rights.

POP.003.0079E

Internal error. Access right lengths do not match.

Explanation

Internal error. A database API inconsistency exists.

Action

Use the Manage Components portlet to edit permissions for this My webMethods
Server object.

POP.003.0080W

No auth scheme for auth Level: "{0}".

Explanation

The authentication scheme might not be installed yet, or the specified authentication
level is not valid.

Action

Install the missing authentication scheme wm_<schema>Auth.cdp component or
correct the authLevel attribute value of your custom xmlImport.xml file.

POP.003.0081E

No implementation for auth scheme: "{0}".

Explanation

The authentication scheme for the target My webMethods Server item is invalid.

Action

Use the Permissions page to set the authentication scheme for the item to one of the
installed authentication schemes.

POP.003.0082W

{0} cannot list the contents of {1}.

Explanation

The user does not have appropriate access rights.

Action

Use item's Permissions local menu item to open the Permissions portlet to give the
user access rights.

POP.003.0083W

{0} cannot add an item to {1}.

Explanation

The user does not have appropriate access rights.

Action

Use item's Permissions local menu item to open the Permissions portlet to give the
user access rights.
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POP.003.0084W

{0} cannot add a shortcut to {1}.

Explanation

Most likely user does not have appropriate access rights.E145

Action

Give the user access rights.

POP.003.0085W

{0} cannot remove an item from {1}.

Explanation

The user does not have appropriate access rights.

Action

Use item's Permissions local menu item to open Permissions portlet to give the user
access rights.

POP.003.0086W

{0} cannot remove a shortcut from {1}.

Explanation

The user does not have appropriate access rights.

Action

Use item's Permissions local menu item to open the Permissions portlet to give the
user access rights.

POP.003.0087

You cannot copy this container into a descendant of itself.

Explanation

A paste operation was attempted inside the source container.

Action

Paste the clipboard contents into an external container.

POP.003.0088W

You cannot move this container into a descendant of itself.

Explanation

The folder cannot move into one of its subfolders.

Action

If you need to move the folder, do not attempt to move it into a subfolder of itself.

POP.003.0090W

{0} cannot contain a duplicate name.

Explanation

The folder or page cannot have items with duplicate names.

Action

When naming items in a folder, make sure each item has a name that is unique within
the folder.

POP.003.0091E

Unable to create xtype with null name: "{0}".

Explanation

The xtype id passed into the createChild command is not valid.

Action

Pass a valid xtype id parameter value. The valid values are listed in the tblXTypes
tables.
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POP.003.0092W

{0} is a reserved folder and cannot be modified.

Explanation

The folder is a system folder and cannot be modified.

Action

Do not try to modify a system folder.

POP.003.0093W

You cannot move a reserved item.

Explanation

The item is reserved and cannot be moved.

Action

Do not attempt to move reserved items.

POP.003.0094W

{0} is a reserved folder and can not be versioned.

Explanation

The folder cannot be added to the version control because it is a special folder type.

Action

Do not try to add this folder to version control.

POP.003.0095W

{0} cannot change the columns of {1}.

Explanation

The user does not have appropriate access rights.

Action

Use item's Permissions local menu item to open the Permissions portlet to give the
user access rights.

POP.003.0096

{0} cannot move portlet {1}.

Explanation

An attempt to move a portlet failed a permissions check

Action

Verify that the current user has sufficient permissions

POP.003.0097W

{0} cannot minimize portlet {1}.

Explanation

The user does not have appropriate access rights.

Action

Use item's Permissions local menu item to open the Permissions portlet to give the
user access rights.

POP.003.0099W

{0} cannot view this item.

Explanation

The user attempted to view an item but does not have permission to see it.

Action

The My webMethods Server administrator should use the Manage Components portlet
to edit permissions for this My webMethods Server object.
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POP.003.0102W

Unable to locate: "{0}".

Explanation

The server cannot find the user in the directory.

Action

The user might have been removed from the directory. Determine if this user belongs
in the directory.

POP.003.0103W

Unable to locate: "{0}" invalid type.

Explanation

The directory might be corrupted or improperly configured.

Action

Check the Directory Service Administration portlet to verify that the directory service
is properly configured and functional.

POP.003.0104W

{0} cannot modify user.

Explanation

The user does not have appropriate access rights.

Action

Use item's Permissions local menu item to open the Permissions portlet to give the
user access rights.

POP.003.0105W

Cannot modify attribute on principal, {0} not found.

Explanation

The server cannot find the user in the directory.

Action

The user might have been removed from the directory. Determine if this user belongs
in the directory.

POP.003.0106W

Cannot set email address on principal, email address attribute not configured
properly.

Explanation

The email attribute is not configured for this user directory.

Action

Update the directory configuration in Directory Service Administration portlet to
specify an email attribute name and try again.

POP.003.0107W

{0} cannot create an alias.

Explanation

The user does not have appropriate access rights.

Action

Use item's Permissions local menu item to open the Permissions portlet to give the
user access rights.

POP.003.0108W

Alias not found: "{0}".

Explanation

An attempt was made to remove an alias that does not exist.

Action

Verify that the remove alias call uses an existing alias name.
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POP.003.0109W

{0} cannot delete the "{2}" alias.

Explanation

The user does not have appropriate access rights.

Action

Use item's Permissions local menu item to open the Permissions portlet to give the
user access rights.

POP.003.0110E

Internal ScheduleMechanics error.

Explanation

The paging cookie is invalid.

Action

Close the browser, then open it again, and retry the action.

POP.003.0111W

{0} cannot view the subscription of {1}.

Explanation

The user does not have appropriate access rights.

Action

Use item's Permissions local menu item to open the Permissions portlet to give the
user access rights.

POP.003.0112W

{0} cannot list the subscriptions to {1}.

Explanation

The user does not have appropriate access rights.

Action

Use item's Permissions local menu item to open the Permissions portlet to give the
user access rights.

POP.003.0113W

{0} cannot edit the subscription to {1}.

Explanation

The user does not have appropriate access rights.

Action

Use item's Permissions local menu item to open the Permissions portlet to give the
user access rights.

POP.003.0115W

Cannot create cookie for URI: "{0}".

Explanation

The system directory or the database is corrupted.

Action

Restore the underlying system user directory content from a backup or do so manually.
In the case of LDAPd, you can reinstall the LDAPd server using the webMethods
Installer.

POP.003.0116W

User page size must be >= 0 (zero indicates default).

Explanation

The page size cannot be negative.

Action

Correct the calling code to pass the pageSize parameter as a positive number.
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POP.003.0117W

Cannot set password on user, user not found: "{0}".

Explanation

The system directory or the database is corrupted.

Action

Restore the underlying system user directory content from a backup or do so manually.
In the case of LDAPd, you can reinstall the LDAPd server using the webMethods
Installer.

POP.003.0118E

Cannot get roles for user, user not found: "{0}".

Explanation

The server cannot find the user in the directory.

Action

The user might have been removed from the directory. Determine if this user belongs
in the directory.

POP.003.0119E

Unable to locate mechanics: "{0}".

Explanation

Mechanics were not found for the given name or URI.

Action

If the error is related to a standard portlet, try to redeploy the portlet using the Install
Administration portlet. If you have created a custom portlet, you need to correct the
calling code in CAF and redeploy the portlet.

POP.003.0120W

{0} cannot cut {1}.

Explanation

The user does not have appropriate access rights.

Action

Use the item's Permissions local menu item to open the Permissions portlet to give
the user access rights.

POP.003.0121W

{0} cannot cut {1}.

Explanation

The user does not have the appropriate access rights.

Action

Use the item's Permissions local menu item to open the Permissions portlet to give
the user access rights.

POP.003.0122W

A datasource named "{0}" already exists.

Explanation

An attempt was made to register a SQL datasource with a datasource name that has
already been used for another datasource.

Action

Use a different name for the new datasource.
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POP.003.0123W

You cannot copy a reserved item.

Explanation

The item is reserved.

Action

Do not attempt to copy a reserved item.

POP.003.0124

{0} cannot access datasource.

Explanation

An attempt to issue a SQL statement was made with an invalid argument for the
datasource

Action

Ensure that the datasource is registered

POP.003.0126W

compression not allowed.

Explanation

The presentation cache content cannot be compressed.

Action

Correct the calling code to not call PresentationCacheContent.setCompressed(true).

POP.003.0129W

Cannot initialize principal, invalid type: "{0}".

Explanation

The directory might be corrupted or improperly configured

Action

Check the Directory Service Administration portlet to verify that the directory service
is properly configured and functional.

POP.003.0130E

Error in thread resyncing group properties [domain]: "{0}".

Explanation

The server failed to refresh the metadata for a Group from the LDAP server.

Action

Validate the connectivity to the LDAP server using an LDAP browser tool, the directory
native Administration UI, or other tools.

POP.003.0132

"{0}" depends on "{1}".

Explanation

During the wiring resolution phase an error occurred

Action

Check the wiring configuration for the portlets on the current page.

POP.003.0134W

{0}'s account has been disabled.

Explanation

The user account has been disabled.

Action

Enable the user account in the underlying user directory. Use the directory
Administration UI or other tools for that purpose.
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POP.003.0135W

Unable to find the content location for: "{0}". Content service is not available or out
of sync with the database. Please try again. If the problem persists, contact the My
webMethods Server Administrator.

Explanation

The content store is corrupted.

Action

Delete the item and try again.

POP.003.0136W

Cannot install component "{0}" because it requires "{1}" to be installed first.

Explanation

The component being installed depends on another component that is not yet installed
and not listed in the items to install list.

Action

Install the required components before attempting to install the component that raised
the error.

POP.003.0137W

Unable to create with unknown type: "{0}".

Explanation

Cannot create an item because the xtype is invalid.

Action

Pass a valid xtype parameter to createChild command. All valid xtypes are found in
the XTypes system folder in the My webMethods Server UI.

POP.003.0139W

Component "{0}" installation failed. System state is recovered by uninstalling the
component. Original error: {1}

Explanation

The installation of the component failed.

Action

Uninstall the component to recover the system state. Look at the install.log file for
details of why the installation failed.

POP.003.0140E

Component "{0}" installation failed. System state is recovered by reinstalling the
previous version of the component. Original error: {1}"

Explanation

The installation of the component failed.

Action

Uninstall the component to recover the system state. Look at the install.log file for
details of why the installation failed.

POP.003.0141

The username/password you entered is invalid.

Explanation

The login attempt failed.

Action

Verify that the username and password are correct.
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POP.003.0142

Invalid principal type: "{0}".

Explanation

An attempt to modify a group's membership failed.

Action

Verify that the group exists prior to attempting to modify the group.

POP.003.0143

{0} cannot set policy on {1}.

Explanation

An attempt was made to add an item to a Security Realm failed a permissions check.

Action

Verify that the current user has sufficient permissions.

POP.003.0144

{0} cannot remove policy from {1}.

Explanation

An attempt to remove an item from a Security Realm failed a permissions check.

Action

Verify that the current user has sufficient permissions.

POP.003.0146

{0} cannot modify the members of group: {1}

Explanation

An attempt to modify the members of group failed a permissions check.

Action

Verify that the current user has sufficient permissions.

POP.003.0147

{0} cannot modify the membership of principal: {1}

Explanation

An attempt to modify the groups and roles a principal belongs to failed a permissions
check.

Action

Verify that the current user has sufficient permissions.

POP.003.0148

Command Error, Parent is not a container. Class= {0}

Explanation

An attempt was made to create a new item inside a parent that is not a valid container.

Action

Ensure that the attempt is made to create a child inside a valid container.

POP.003.0150

{0} cannot create users or groups in the "{1}" directory service."

Explanation

An attempt was made to create a user or group failed a permissions check.

Action

Verify that the current user has sufficient permissions.

POP.003.0151

{0} cannot modify the members of role: {1}

Explanation

An attempt to modify the members of a role failed a permissions check.

Action

Verify that the current user has sufficient permissions.
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POP.003.0153

{0} cannot add a {2} to {1}.

Explanation

An attempt to create a new child failed a permissions check.

Action

Verify that the current user has sufficient permissions.

POP.003.0154

{0} cannot remove a {2} from {1}.

Explanation

An attempt to remove a child from a folder failed a permissions check.

Action

Verify that the current user has sufficient permissions.

POP.003.0155

My webMethods Server webspace {0} should have an valid alias

Explanation

Webspaces must have a valid name in order to be created.

Action

Ensure that a valid alias name is supplied.

POP.003.0156

Unclosed skin property: "{1}". Please close with "].

Explanation

During the dynamic skin property resolution, a malformed skin property was
referenced.

Action

Ensure that the javaScript file with the dynamic skin property is properly formed.

POP.003.0160E

Failed to resolve wiring for property "{0}"

Explanation

Wiring cannot be resolved for the <propertyName> property of a portlet instance.

Action

Open the Wiring settings for this portlet, make sure the source portlet and its property
are still available. Adjust the wiring settings if necessary.

POP.003.0162

A group cannot be a member of itself.

Explanation

A malformed attempt to modify a group was made.

Action

Do not set a group as a member of itself.

POP.003.0163

Invalid username or Password.

Explanation

The username or password is invalid.

Action

Specify a valid username and password.

POP.003.0164

{0} cannot copy {1}.

Explanation

The user does not have the privilege to copy.

Action

Please contact the system administrator if you need this privilege.
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POP.003.0165

{0} cannot clone {1}.

Explanation

The user does not have the privilege to clone.

Action

Please contact the system administrator if you need this privilege.

POP.003.0166

{0} is a system component. And will not be uninstalled.

Explanation

System components cannot be uninstalled.

Action

Do not attempt to uninstall a system component.

POP.003.0167

Too many failed login attempts for: "{0}". You may try to login again in {1} minutes.

Explanation

The user is not allowed to login because of too many failed login attempts. The user
must wait a specified amount of time before trying again.

Action

Make sure you are using a valid username and password. Contact the system
administrator if your existing credentials are not working.

POP.003.0168

Password has expired for: "{0}". Please contact an administrator to reset your
password.

Explanation

The user's password has expired.

Action

Contact an administrator to reset your password.

POP.003.0169

{0} is reserved and cannot be used for an alias.

Explanation

The specified name is reserved by the system and cannot be used for an alias name.

Action

Specify a differnt name as an alias.

POP.003.0171

The uploaded file type is not allowed. The allowed file extensions are: {0}

Explanation

The uploaded file type is not supported by the system.

Action

Be sure to upload only supported file types.

POP.004.0001E

The Resource Bundle for "{0}" was not found.

Explanation

The server cannot load the specified resource bundle class. The bundle is a portlet
class that has not been deployed or was deployed in a different portlet.

Action

Use the Portlet Developer to add the resource bundle class to the invoking portlet.
Redeploy the portlet.
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POP.004.0002E

The Message Key "{0}" was not found in the Resource Bundle "{1}".

Explanation

The resource bundle message key is missing.

Action

Correct the resource bundle to include a resource for the key specified by the error
message.

POP.004.0003

There was no Object found for Message Key "{0}".

Explanation

No object was found for the specified message key.

Action

Specify a valid message key.

POP.004.0004E

An error occurred while formatting the Message Key "{0}".

Explanation

The resource bundle message key is missing or the message could not be formatted
because its content is invalid.

Action

Correct the resource bundle to include the key specified by the error message, or
correct the resource content identified by the key.

POP.004.0005S

Error creating search pools "{0}".

Explanation

The server cannot initialize some search service data structures because an internal
portal error occurred.

Action

Use the specific error message details to diagnose the problem.

POP.004.0006S

Invalid cache ID: "{0}".

Explanation

The server cannot initialize an invalid cache.

Action

Correct the thing cache configuration in the cache.xml My webMethods Server
configuration file. A valid entry is: <cache name="Thing Cache"
class="com.webmethods.portal.service.cache.impl.TransientCache" maxSize="10000"
isClustered="true" ID= "1" enabled="true"/>

POP.004.0008E

Unable to initialize content service component: "{0}".

Explanation

Cannot initialize the content service.

Action

If you cannot reconfigure the offending content service. Call Software AG Global
Support for a reset directive.
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POP.004.0010E

No provider for directory [name, type] : [{0}, {1}]

Explanation

The server cannot initialize the specified directory service because the directory service
is an unknown type.

Action

Correct the directoryConfig.xml My webMethods Server configuration file to remove
the Service element with the name attribute value specified by the error message.

POP.004.0011E

Invalid XML for directory, no DirectoryConfig element found: "{0}".

Explanation

The server cannot initialize the directory service because its configuration data is
corrupt.

Action

Correct the directoryConfig.xml My webMethods Server configuration file to remove
the Service element with the name attribute value specified by the error message.

POP.004.0012S

Unable to construct component data for directory: "{0}".

Explanation

The server cannot initialize the directory service.

Action

Use the Directory Services Administration portlet to create a new directory service
and then delete the old one.

POP.004.0013S

Alias Cache not found.

Explanation

The server cannot initialize the alias service because the alias cache is not configured.

Action

Add the following entry to the cache.xml My webMethods Server configuration file:
<cache name="AliasCache"
class="com.webmethods.portal.service.cache.impl.AliasCache" maxSize="5000"
isClustered="true" ID="2" enabled="true"/>

POP.004.0014E

Can't create alias cache.

Explanation

The server cannot initialize the metadata service because the required cache was not
located.

Action

Correct the thing cache configuration in the cache.xml My webMethods Server
configuration file. A valid entry is: <cache name="Thing Cache"
class="com.webmethods.portal.service.cache.impl.TransientCache" maxSize="10000"
isClustered="true" ID= "1" enabled="true"/>

POP.004.0015E

Unable to create MetaContext: "{0}".

Explanation

The server cannot create a connection to metadata datasource because the configuration
information for the datasource was not retrieved.

Action

Correct the metaContext.xml My webMethods Server configuration file to remove
the Context element with the connection attribute value specified by the error message.
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POP.004.0016S

Can't get schedule list: "{0}".

Explanation

The server was unable to list all of the My webMethods Server schedules.

Action

Verify that the database has been properly configured and that the My webMethods
Server schema was properly installed by paying close attention to the installation
process.

POP.004.0017S

Thing Cache not found.

Explanation

The server cannot initialize the metadata service because the required cache was not
located.

Action

Correct the thing cache configuration in the cache.xml My webMethods Server
configuration file. A valid entry is: <cache name="Thing Cache"
class="com.webmethods.portal.service.cache.impl.TransientCache" maxSize="10000"
isClustered="true" ID= "1" enabled="true"/>

POP.004.0018S

Can't create thing cache.

Explanation

The server cannot initialize the metadata service because the thing cache configuration
is invalid.

Action

Correct the thing cache configuration in the cache.xml My webMethods Server
configuration file. A valid entry is: <cache name="Thing Cache"
class="com.webmethods.portal.service.cache.impl.TransientCache" maxSize="10000"
isClustered="true" ID= "1" enabled="true"/>

POP.004.0019S

No queue specified.

Explanation

The server cannot initialize the e-mail notification deliverer because the notification
queue name was not specified in the deliverer's configuration.

Action

Specify the queue name in the queue attribute of the delivery initializers in the
phaseProvider.xml My webMethods Server configuration file.

POP.004.0020S

Unexpected exception: "{0}".

Explanation

The server cannot initialize the e-mail notification deliverer because an unexpected
error occurred.

Action

Check the _problems_.log in the My webMethods Server current logging directory
for more specific error information.
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POP.004.0021S

Invalid ConnectionManager config file.

Explanation

The server cannot initialize the datasource connection manager because it cannot
acquire its configuration file.

Action

Validate that the portal.properties My webMethods Server configuration file contains
the following entry: 'sled.connectionmanager.config=config:/db.xml'.

POP.004.0022E

Could not acquire meta context : version service name: "{0}".

Explanation

The server cannot acquire the metadata datasource by name because the specified
name is unrecognized.

Action

Restart the server where My webMethods Server is installed.

POP.004.0023E

Could not find root folder of version services.

Explanation

The root folder of the version service does not exist.

Action

Reinstall the version service using the My webMethods Server Configurator.

POP.004.0024S

Could not create service thing : version service name: "{0}".

Explanation

The server cannot initialize the version service.

Action

Verify that all of the versioning components have been deployed. This includes the
version service and version portlet which can be located in the system portal folders.

POP.004.0027E

Ftp login failed for user [{0}] : {1}.

Explanation

The server cannot login to the remote FTP server.

Action

Verify that the credentials are valid for the FTP connection service, and that the
network connectivity is valid.

POP.004.0028E

Ftp Connection Error: Access Denied

Explanation

The server cannot connect to the remote FTP server.

Action

Validate that the credentials and configuration are valid for the FTP connection service,
using the Content Service Admin portlet. Verify that the network connectivity is valid.

POP.004.0029E

Ftp Connection Error: "{0}".

Explanation

The server cannot connect to the remote FTP server.

Action

Validate that the credentials and configuration are valid for the FTP connection service,
using the Content Service Admin portlet. Verify that the network connectivity is valid.
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POP.004.0032E

Invalid ID's in createThing.

Explanation

The server was unable to publish a new My webMethods Server object.

Action

Correct the invoking method to pass in a valid owner and parent ID parameters.

POP.004.0033E

Database is busy or unavailable.

Explanation

The server cannot execute the SQL command because the database is not responding
to My webMethods Server in a timely fashion. The database could be experiencing
too much load preventing it from responding to My webMethods Server and the
server might not be able to access the database's server or port. In addition, the
database might not be running.

Action

Verify that the database is running, and is not experiencing heavy load. Verify that
the database has an adequate number of connection threads available. Verify that the
machine on which the My webMethods Server is running can access the datasource's
configured host name and port.

POP.004.0034E

Datasource Mismatch, passed ({0}) to API on ({1}).

Explanation

The metadata datasource cannot operate on a resource from a different datasource.

Action

Correct the invoking source code to use a metadata service to operate on a resource
that belongs to the service's datasource. Consult the API documentation for more
information.

POP.004.0035E

Invalid URI

Explanation

The server cannot resolve the datasource for a metadata My webMethods Server
identifier.

Action

The identifier that caused this error does not identify a resource, do not use it to
identify a resource.

POP.004.0036E

Invalid schedule info: interval "{0}", timeAt "{1}": Unable to parse 'timeAt' and/or
'interval'

Explanation

An attempt to create or modify a schedule has failed because of invalid schedule
parameters.

Action

Correct the invoking code to pass valid schedule parameters. Valid interval and timeAt
parameter values are the time values formatted according to the ISO 8601 date/time
format.
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POP.004.0037E

Invalid schedule info: interval "{0}", timeAt "{1}": 'timeAt' overlaps with 'interval'

Explanation

The server cannot execute the scheduled event because the time to wait (timeAt), after
the interval setting but before executing the event, is approximately as long as the
interval itself.

Action

Edit the schedule using the Event Administration portlet, in the Portal Configuration
category in the My webMethods Server Admin Dashboard, so the interval is longer
than the On/At time-to-wait, such that weeks instead of days, hours instead of minutes.

POP.004.0038E

Unknown thing type: {0}

Explanation

The server was unable to identify the base type of the metadata service object.

Action

Verify that the portlet was built using the My webMethods Server.

POP.004.0039E

Unable to unregister XType: {0}

Explanation

The xtype was not registered or there are published instances of that xtype.

Action

Ensure that all instances of that xtype have been deleted prior to unregistering. These
types are found by using the Publish History reporting portlet.

POP.004.0040E

Can't convert to xtype of different base type

Explanation

Xtype conversion is unsupported.

Action

Correct the invoking method and do not attempt to modify the xtype parameter.

POP.004.0041E

Invalid Principal.

Explanation

The server cannot modify the access control entry.

Action

Correct the invoking method to specify a principal parameter.

POP.004.0042E

Invalid Ace. Cannot set both granted and denied on the same right.

Explanation

The server cannot set a single access control entry to grant and deny the same access
right.

Action

Correct the invoking source code. Consult the API documentation for more
information.

POP.004.0043E

Invalid Ace. Unknown right.

Explanation

The server cannot set access control entry with the right bit outside of the defined
right bit range, as defined by the access service API.

Action

Correct the invoking source code. Consult the API documentation for more
information.
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POP.004.0045E

Invalid Ace. Cannot delegate a right not granted.

Explanation

The server cannot modify the access control entry.

Action

Correct the invoking method to include the proper right set parameter.

POP.004.0046

Setting user name is not supported.

Explanation

Internal group and user objects cannot have their name set

Action

Check and correct directory API usage

POP.004.0047E

Cookie is not set in this view.

Explanation

The server cannot display the inbox notifications because a paging cookie was not
set.

Action

Log out, log in, and try again.

POP.004.0048E

Unable to load Subscription object. Subscription no longer exists.

Explanation

The server cannot locate the subscription information that triggered the notification.

Action

Delete the notification by locating the offending notification in the My webMethods
Server inbox and deleting it.

POP.004.0049E

Unable to load Event.

Explanation

The server cannot load event data because an error occurred in querying the database.

Action

Check the _problems_.log in My webMethods Server current logging directory for
more specific error information.

POP.004.0050E

Unable to remove Notification.

Explanation

The server was unable to locate the notification in order to delete it.

Action

Correct the invoking method to specify a valid notification parameter.

POP.004.0051E

Unable to remove Event.

Explanation

The server cannot remove the event item from the database due to a SQL error while
executing the stored procedure that performs the removal.

Action

Check the _problems_.log in My webMethods Server current logging directory for
more specific error information.
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POP.004.0052E

Start index beyond end of list.

Explanation

The server cannot list a page of metadata resources because the specified start index
of the page is greater than the total number of resources in the list.

Action

Correct the source code that executes the query. Specify a start index that is less than
the total number of resources in the list by modifying the start property of the
com.webmethods.portal.service.view.IPagingCookie.

POP.004.0053E

Paged before first item.

Explanation

The server cannot list a page of metadata resources because the specified start or end
index of the page is less than one.

Action

Correct the source code that executes the query. Specify a start index that is less than
the total number of resources in the list by modifying the start or end properties of
the com.webmethods.portal.service.view.IPagingCookie.

POP.004.0054E

Invalid end index.

Explanation

The server cannot execute a paged container query because the page-start index is
greater than the page-end index.

Action

Correct the source code that executes the query. Specify a start index that is less than
the end index by modifying the start and end properties of the
com.webmethods.portal.service.view.IPagingCookie.

POP.004.0055E

Invalid sort order for getTreeView.

Explanation

The server cannot sort the tree view's results with the supplied sort parameter.

Action

Correct the invoking code to pass valid sort parameters.

POP.004.0056E

Error saving subscription. No subscription or source information.

Explanation

The server cannot add the subscription because the subscription information is
corrupted.

Action

Correct the invoking method to specify a valid subscription parameter.

POP.004.0057E

Error adding subscription. No subscription or source information.

Explanation

The server cannot add the subscription because the subscription information is
corrupted.

Action

Correct the invoking method and ensure that the proper parameters are passed.
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POP.004.0059

Can't create an archived thing, use deactivate or delete.

Explanation

The archived thing type cannot be created directly. It is created automatically when
object is deleted

Action

Check and correct MWS API used when creating new object instance

POP.004.0060

Unable to save Role.

Explanation

A database error occurred when saving role information

Action

Check logs for additional exception details

POP.004.0061E

Unable to load Role.

Explanation

The server cannot load the metadata information for a registered role.

Action

Using the Role Administration portlet, regenerate and configure the role.

POP.004.0062E

Missing results from the database.

Explanation

The server has received invalid results from a stored procedure.

Action

Verify that the database has been properly configured and that the schema was
properly installed by paying close attention to the installation process.

POP.004.0063E

Access model not set.

Explanation

The access service cannot evaluate access rights for a user until its access model has
been specified.

Action

Correct the portal.properties file in the My webMethods Server config directory so
that it has the following line: framework.access.model=restrictive.

POP.004.0064E

Access model is not valid.

Explanation

The server cannot set the access model because the specified model is unknown. The
valid model values are 1 (permissive) and 2 (restrictive).

Action

Correct the portal.properties file in the My webMethods Server config directory so
that it has the following line: framework.access.model=restrictive.

POP.004.0065E

Serialized object version is different then current version: [version, currentVersion]
[{0},{1}]

Explanation

The server cannot read the alias stored in the database because its serialized object
version is out of date.

Action

Revert to the previous version of wm-caf-server.jar, and restart the My webMethods
Server.
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POP.004.0066E

Unknown type: {0}

Explanation

The server cannot initialize the directory search control because the specified query
type is unknown.

Action

Correct the code invoking directory search to specify a type of 1 (users) or 2 (groups).

POP.004.0067E

Attempted to set subkey on primary-key only key.

Explanation

The server cannot create the cache key.

Action

Correct the invoking method to include appropriate cache key parameter.

POP.004.0068E

Can't find or create valid cache.

Explanation

The cache update stored procedure cannot resolve the cache identifier.

Action

Correct the invoking source code to provide a cache-key with a valid cacheID. Consult
the API documentation for more information.

POP.004.0069E

Cache error: data is not a serializable object

Explanation

The server attempted to cache an object that is not serializable.

Action

Correct the source code that invokes the
com.webmethods.portal.service.cache.impl.DBCache.getBytesFromObject() method
to pass serializable object.

POP.004.0070E

Invalid connection parameters.

Explanation

The server cannot connect to the remote FTP server.

Action

Verify that the credentials and configuration are valid for the FTP connection service,
using the Content Service Admin portlet. Verify that the network connectivity is valid.

POP.004.0071E

Error persisting directory config.

Explanation

The server cannot store the directory configuration modifications.

Action

Use the Directory Services Administration portlet to create a new directory service
and then delete the old one.

POP.004.0072E

Cannot lookup non user or group thing based objects : {0}

Explanation

The server cannot look up directory service resources using metadata identifiers
unless the resource is a user, group, or role.

Action

The identifier specified by the error message does not identify a directory resource,
do not try to use it to identify a directory resource.
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POP.004.0073E

Invalid URI, no directory service specified for URI - "{0}"

Explanation

The server cannot locate an invalid directory user.

Action

Use the Directory Service Administration portlet to verify that the directory service
is properly configured.

POP.004.0074E

Specified domain in URI not found [domain, uri] -- [{0}, {1}]. This can be due to
directory service being disabled or removed

Explanation

The server cannot look up the directory service based on a Portal identifier because
the identified directory service does not exist.

Action

This error may have happened because the specified directory service configuration
was deleted. Try re-adding the directory service using the Directory Services
Administration portlet (in the Portal Configuration category of the Portal Admin
Dashboard).

POP.004.0075

Cannot add directory service, service already exists: {0}

Explanation

Directory service name must be unique.

Action

Check and correct directory service name being created.

POP.004.0076E

Error adding new directory service: {0}

Explanation

The server cannot add or update a directory service because of an error in validating
or storing the directory service configuration.

Action

Check the _problems_.log in the My webMethods Server current logging directory
for more specific error information.

POP.004.0077E

Cannot build URI, unknown type 0

Explanation

The server cannot construct a My webMethods Server identifier for the directory
service object because the specified type is not one of user, group, or role.

Action

Correct the source code that invokes the
com.webmethods.portal.server.directory.impl.DirectoryTools.constructDirectoryURI()
method to specify only either user, group, or role.

POP.004.0078E

Invalid escape character in {0} at position {1}

Explanation

The server was unable to normalize the LDAP DN.

Action

Investigate the original DN and try to remove offending characters if possible.
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POP.004.0079E

Cannot retrieve most significant attribute; invalid DN: "{0}"

Explanation

The server cannot parse a directory service object DN (the object's LDAP ID), because
the DN is invalid.

Action

Supply a valid DN to the com.webmethods.portal.service.directory.impl.jndi.JNDITools
class's getMostSignificantAttr() and getMostSignificantAttrSet() methods.

POP.004.0080E

Unable to connect to: {0}

Explanation

The server cannot connect to the remote LDAP directory store.

Action

Verify that the Directory configuration is valid by using the Directory Service
Administration portlet.

POP.004.0081E

No user class specified in directory factory config

Explanation

The server cannot store the directory configuration modifications.

Action

Use the Directory Services Administration portlet to create a new directory service
and then delete the old one.

POP.004.0082E

No group class specified in directory factory config

Explanation

The server cannot initialize the directory service.

Action

Verify that the Directory service is properly configured by using the Directory Service
Administration portlet.

POP.004.0083E

Unable to wrap object. Unkown type: {0}

Explanation

The server was unable to read an LDAP entry.

Action

Use the Directory Services Administration portlet to verify that the Directory
configuration is valid.

POP.004.0084

Unable to wrap LDAP object: {0}

Explanation

There was an error fetching LDAP object properties

Action

Check MWS logs for additional exception details

POP.004.0085E

Error setting attribute [name, value, action, message] - [{0}, {1}, {2}, {3}]

Explanation

The server cannot modify the LDAP attribute.

Action

Verify that the connection to the LDAP directory store has adequate privileges to
modify LDAP entries. Use your LDAP vendor's administration tool.
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POP.004.0086E

No response controls for directory: {0}

Explanation

The server cannot update the directory search control.

Action

Start a new search.

POP.004.0087E

Cannot page backward

Explanation

The server cannot page directory search control backwards because the control is at
the first page of results.

Action

Correct the source code invoking the directory search to check if the search has
previous results before trying to page back to previous results. You can determine if
a search has previous results by inspecting the value of the hasPrevious property of
the com.webmethods.portal.service.view.IPagingCookie that you used to perform
the search.

POP.004.0088E

Cannot page forward

Explanation

The server cannot page the directory search control forward because the search has
no more results.

Action

Correct the source code invoking the directory search to check if the search has more
results before trying to page forward. You can determine if a search has more results
by inspecting the value of the hasNext property of the
com.webmethods.portal.service.view.IPagingCookie that you used to perform the
search.

POP.004.0089E

Unable to retrieve user list

Explanation

The server cannot list the users of a directory service, there might be a problem
connecting to the directory service.

Action

If the directory service was recently configured directory service, go back to the My
webMethods Server Admin Dashboard, and double-check the configuration using
the Directory Service Administration portlet. Verify that the LDAP or ADSI server
that connects to the directory service is up and running properly. Verify that the server
the hosts My webMethods Server is able to connect to the LDAP or ADSI server using
the hostname and port specified in the directory service's configuration.

POP.004.0090E

Unable to lookup user {0}

Explanation

The server cannot locate the specified user.

Action

Use the User and Group Management portlet to verify that the group exists in the
LDAP directory store.
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POP.004.0091E

Invalid username or password

Explanation

You have supplied invalid credentials.

Action

Try authenticating again with proper user name and password.

POP.004.0092E

Could not lookup DN {0}

Explanation

The server cannot look up a user or group by directory DN, the user or group's LDAP
ID, because an error occurred while querying the directory store.

Action

Check the _problems_.log in My webMethods Server current logging directory for
more specific error information.

POP.004.0093E

Error looking up group {0}

Explanation

The server cannot locate the specified group.

Action

Verify that the Directory service is configured by using the Directory Service
Administration portlet.

POP.004.0094E

Unable to perform search : {0}

Explanation

An unknown error occurred while performing an LDAP directory search.

Action

Correct the invoking method to specify a valid query parameter.

POP.004.0095E

Error getting memberships

Explanation

The server cannot get membership information from the LDAP directory store.

Action

Verify that the Directory configuration is valid by using the Directory Service
Administration portlet.

POP.004.0096E

Unable to modify password of user {0} because the supplied old password is
incorrect.

Explanation

An attempt was made to change a user's password without supplying the user's
existing password.

Action

Supply the correct existing password.

POP.004.0097E

INSTALL is not supported operation for: {0}

Explanation

Installation of the deployable object has failed.

Action

The deployable object does not have any installation code associated with its file
extension. Do not attempt to deploy an unsupported type to the My webMethods
Server.
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POP.004.0098E

UNINSTALL is not supported operation for: {0}

Explanation

The server cannot uninstall the specified type of component.

Action

The specified component was not uninstalled; try again.

POP.004.0100E

Component file not found: {0}

Explanation

The server cannot install the component the component was not found at the specified
location.

Action

Specify the correct location. If you are installing a component using the Install
Administration portlet, select a valid location using the portlet's Browse button.

POP.004.0101E

Cannot set properties for installer: {0}

Explanation

The server cannot set install services because an internal error occurred.

Action

Check the _problems_.log in My webMethods Server current logging directory for
more specific error information.

POP.004.0102E

Script file not found: {0}

Explanation

The server cannot execute a portlet deployment script.

Action

Using My webMethods Server, rebuild and redeploy the portlet.

POP.004.0103E

Install script finished with {0} error(s). Please look at the install.log for details

Explanation

An error occurred while installing or uninstalling a deployable component.

Action

Examine the logs, and try again. Look for the information specific to the deployed
component in the install.log file.

POP.004.0104E

Error installing/uninstalling component

Explanation

An error occurred while installing or uninstalling a deployable component.

Action

Examine the logs, and optionally try again. Look for the information specific to the
deployed component in the install.log file.

POP.004.0105E

Failed to initialize LoggingCollector: {0}

Explanation

The server cannot initialize logging over the JMS provider.

Action

Verify that the JMS server is running and configured.
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POP.004.0106E

PortletInfo is not available for uri [{0}]. Probably the portlet is not properly installed.
Try to uninstall and then install it again.

Explanation

Portlet is not currently available.

Action

Try to uninstall and then re-install the portlet again.

POP.004.0107E

Invalid portlet descriptor. Portlet/DBO name is not defined

Explanation

The server cannot load portlet information from the portlet descriptor because the
portlet descriptor does not contain the portlet's name, or the portlet descriptor is
incorrectly structured.

Action

Using the My webMethods Server to correct the portlet descriptor and redeploy it to
the My webMethods Server.

POP.004.0109E

Portlet URI is not published instance of the portlet or type. Unable to persist
properties

Explanation

The server cannot persist the properties of a portlet type without a valid portlet or
portlet type identifier.

Action

Supply a valid portlet or portlet type identifier to the
com.webmethods.portal.service.portlet.impl.PortletType.setProperties() method.

POP.004.0110E

Portlet bean class is invalid: {0}

Explanation

The server cannot initialize the portlet because the portlet does not implement the
required interface.

Action

Using My webMethods Server to correct the portlet's deployment descriptor or
regenerate the portlet, and then redeploy it.

POP.004.0111E

Portlet bean is not poolable: {0}

Explanation

The server cannot instantiate the portlet bean because the bean does not implement
the com.webmethods.portal.system.pool.IPooledObject interface.

Action

Use My webMethods Server to correct the portlet bean source code to implement
IPooledObject.

POP.004.0112E

Portlet title bar class is invalid: {0}

Explanation

The server cannot initialize portlet type information because the portlet titlebar class
specified by the portlet's descriptor was not found.

Action

Using the Portlet Developer, remove the titlebar class specification from the portlet
descriptor and then redeploy the portlet.
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POP.004.0113E

Invalid URI, no search service specified: {0}

Explanation

The server cannot locate search provider because of an invalid URI.

Action

Correct the invoking code to use a valid URI.

POP.004.0114E

Invalid datasource name: {0}

Explanation

The server cannot execute a SQL statement against an invalid datasource.

Action

Correct the invoking method to pass the correct parameters. One of the critical
parameters is the handle of the datasource, which can be obtained from the
DataManager's API.

POP.004.0115S

Can't find data service folder: {0}

Explanation

The server cannot locate the system folder.

Action

It is possible that a system administrator has deleted a critical system folder. If so,
you might need to reinstall My webMethods Server.

POP.004.0116E

Cannot obtain database connection from pool: {0}

Explanation

The server cannot obtain a database connection because all connections allocated for
My webMethods Server are already in use or My webMethods Server cannot connect
to the database.

Action

Verify that the database is running and is not experiencing a heavy load. Verify that
the database has an adequate number of connection threads available. Verify that the
machine on which the My webMethods Server is running can access the datasource's
configured host name and port.

POP.004.0117E

Database connection is closed.

Explanation

The server cannot execute the SQL query because the database connection is closed.

Action

Execute the statement again. If problems persist, shut down and restart My
webMethods Server.

POP.004.0118E

Error updating Clob field

Explanation

An error occurred while updating an unbounded size database field at the database
level.

Action

Try the operation again.
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POP.004.0119E

Error updating Blob field

Explanation

An error occurred in updating an unbounded size database field at the database level.

Action

Try the operation again.

POP.004.0120E

Could not find content service for: {0}

Explanation

The server cannot store versioned content for a resource because the content service
for the resource was not found.

Action

Delete the resource.

POP.004.0121E

Versioned content uri is null or empty: {0}

Explanation

The server cannot access the versioning information.

Action

The version information is corrupted. Try to obtain a different version and recreate
the changes.

POP.004.0122E

Content doesn't exist: {0}

Explanation

The server cannot read a resource's versioned content because the resource has no
content.

Action

Delete the resource using the UI.

POP.004.0123E

User ID is invalid: {0}

Explanation

The server cannot locate the user's information about the versioned object.

Action

The version information is corrupted. Use the Publish portlet to publish a new instance
of the item, and add the item to versioning. Consult the My webMethods Server
documentation.

POP.004.0124E

Could not find user: {0}

Explanation

Cannot locate the user's information about the versioned object.

Action

The version information is corrupt. Publish a new instance of the item, and add the
item to versioning.

POP.004.0125E

Could not find thing: {0}

Explanation

Cannot resolve metadata resource identifier from string.

Action

The resource specified by the identifier does not exist; do not use the identifier.
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POP.004.0126E

Cookie is not set on the List View

Explanation

The server cannot sort or slice the list without a paging cookie.

Action

Correct the invoking source code to associate the paging cookie with the list by setting
the cookie property of the list.

POP.004.0127E

Unable to initialize directory service {0}: {1}

Explanation

The server cannot initialize the directory service due to an error.

Action

Verify the connection information to the directory service using the Directory Service
Administration portlet. Verify that the login credentials are accurate. Verify that there
is network connectivity to the directory service from My webMethods Server.

POP.004.0128E

Invalid directory Uri: "{0}"

Explanation

The URI is malformed.

Action

Correct the invoking method to specify a valid URI parameter.

POP.004.0129

Uri "{0}" should resolve to principal object, but was found: {1}

Explanation

Attempting to look up a directory principal by a URL that does not resolve to a valid
directory object.

Action

Check and correct directory API usage. Verify that the URI value used to look up
directory object is valid.

POP.004.0130E

Unidentified Clob implementation class: {0}

Explanation

The server cannot retrieve an unbounded-length field from the database because the
database driver is incompatible with My webMethods Server.

Action

Modify the datasource driver settings in the db.xml My webMethods Server
configuration file to use approved driver.

POP.004.0131S

Unidentified Blob implementation class: {0}

Explanation

The server cannot retrieve result set data because of an incompatible database
implementation.

Action

Verify that the correct version of Oracle is installed and that you are using the My
webMethods Server supplied database drivers. You can consult your Oracle installation
documentation to verify the version of Oracle and ensure that you have nt added any
custom Oracle drivers in the class path.
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POP.004.0132E

Xtype not found: {0}

Explanation

The server cannot locate the portlet xtype in the metadata store.

Action

Most likely the portlet has been undeployed. Use the Install Administration portlet
to redeploy the portlet.

POP.004.0133

XType already registered: {0}

Explanation

Every XType (Portlet Name, Dynamic Business Object) must have a unique name.
An attempt was made to install a new portlet or application that contains a portlet or
Dynamic Business Object which is already registered in MWS.

Action

Check to see if an application or portlet was renamed. It is also possible that a
component un-install was not fully successfull, in this case use
/compnonent/development/tools/wm_remove_portlet to clean up and delete
component registration in MWS.

POP.004.0134E

Error loading class group: {0}

Explanation

The server cannot load all the classes for the specified class loader group.

Action

Check the _problems_.log in My webMethods Server current logging directory for
more specific error information.

POP.004.0135E

Error setting config on directory, rolling back to previous config.

Explanation

The server cannot store the directory configuration modifications.

Action

Use the Directory Services Administration portlet to create a new directory service
and then delete the old one.

POP.004.0136E

Unable to retrieve group list.

Explanation

The server cannot get group information from the LDAP directory store.

Action

Verify that the directory configuration is valid by using the Directory Service
Administration portlet.

POP.004.0141E

No configuration information found for content service, not initializing: {0}.

Explanation

The server cannot initialize the content service.

Action

If you cannot reconfigure the offending content service by using the Content Service
Admin portlet call Software AG Global Support for a reset directive.
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POP.004.0144I

FTPconnection connect to {0}.

Explanation

A connection was initiated with the remote FTP server.

Action

This is an informative statement. No action is necessary.

POP.004.0152E

No Query Parameters specified.

Explanation

The server cannot execute the search because there is no search query.

Action

Navigate to the Search portlet and try again.

POP.004.0153E

Search Server is unavailable or not properly configured

Explanation

The server cannot access the search service.

Action

Verify that the search service is properly configured by using the Search Admin
portlet.

POP.004.0155E

Error adding file to search index: {0}

Explanation

The server was unable to properly index a My webMethods Server component object.

Action

Determine if the document is in an unknown format or is malformed. Examine the
Lucene Search Admin portlet for details on formats.

POP.004.0156E

content stream is null

Explanation

The server cannot locate the content file in the content repository.

Action

Verify that the existence of the content repository and network connectivity. The
content repository has some configuration information in the storageConfig.xml. If
a custom content service has been mounted, then verify that connectivity between
the My webMethods Server process and the network file system is intact. Verify that
you can browse to the content using My webMethods Server. Purge all items pending
deletion with the Manage Deleted Items Admin Portlet.

POP.004.0157E

Error getting resync list for library: {0}

Explanation

The server cannot resynchronize the search library index because an error occurred
in querying the database for the list of resources to index.

Action

Restart the My webMethods Server.
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POP.004.0158E

Malformed Language Pack: {0}

Explanation

The server cannot use the language pack because its name is malformed. The name
should be one of [language], [language]_[country], or [language]_[country]_[variant],
where [language] is a language code such as en or ja, [country] is a country code such
as US or JP, and [variant] is a variant code.

Action

Correct the language pack name and re-install language pack.

POP.004.0187

Could not lookup URI {0}

Explanation

If the URI points to an invalid directory object (user or group) an error occurs.

Action

Check and correct directory API usage. Check what URI value was used. This error
might also occur if the user was deleted immediately before logging in. The error will
go away when MWS caches are updated, usually within seconds.

POP.004.0196

Role Modification is not supported for: {0}.

Explanation

Only static roles support modification of role membership. This error is thrown when
attempting to modify membership using the directory APIs for non-static roles

Action

Check and correct directory API usage. Check to see if the role being modified is static
role

POP.004.0197

Failed to set property "{0}". Reason: {1}

Explanation

Error has occurred when setting the thing object properties. This might happen when
attempting to set the property of a specific java type, but passing in an incompatible
value.

Action

Check MWS logs for additional error information. Check the values the code attempted
to update and determine if the actual property types are valid.

POP.004.0198E

Cannot create a user with a duplicate id: {0}

Explanation

An attempt was made to create a new user with a duplicate ID of an existing user.

Action

Use a unique identifier when creating a new user, group or role.

POP.004.0199E

Cannot create a group with a duplicate id: {0}

Explanation

An attempt was made to create a new user with a duplicate ID of an existing user.

Action

Use a unique identifier when creating a new user, group or role.
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POP.004.0200

Cannot create database connection to default MWS datasource.

Explanation

Unable to create database connection to MWS database schema.

Action

Check MWS database connection configuration in
MWS/server/default/config/mws.db.xml config file.

POP.004.0201

Cannot initialize MWS, invalid database schema is specified

Explanation

MWS validates if database schema contains correct tables and then throws this error
if it is not configured.

Action

Check if MWS database schema was correctly created by dbConfigurator tool. You
might need to drop and re-create MWS schema.

POP.004.0202

Cannot create database connection to default MWS datasource. Please verify
database connection parameters in the MWS/server/{0}/config/mws.db.xml
configuration file

Explanation

An issue has occurred with the database connection configuration file such as invalid
XML or an incorrect JDBC driver name.

Action

Verify the database connection parameters in the
MWS/server/default/config/mws.db.xml configuration file.

POP.004.0203

User {0} can not set access on {1}

Explanation

User does not have access rights to set or update permissions.

Action

See if the user or groups and roles, the user is a member of has access rights to set
permissions on a given object.

POP.004.0204

Failed to search business data with the "taskTypeID" query term specified.

Explanation

The taskTypeID is not specified in task search term.

Action

Provide a valid taskTypeID as a task search term.

POP.004.0205

Unable to locate whitelist storage object

Explanation

The required whitelist storage object cannot be located.

Action

Contact the system administrator to make sure that whitelist storage has been
configured.
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POP.004.0206

Failed to connect to database at {0}. Verify hostname/port and connection credentials.

Explanation

Failed to connect to database.

Action

Make sure the database is running and has a network connection, and that the proper
credentials are in use. Otherwise, contact the system administrator to make sure
database has been configured correctly.

POP.004.0207

Unable to update whitelist storage object

Explanation

Your user account has not been granted the privilege for updating a whitelist storage
object.

Action

Contact the system administrator if you need this privilege.

POP.004.0209

Role name is empty.

POP.005.0002E

Can Not Re-initialize CDS library

Explanation

An attempt was made to initialize the system twice.

Action

After My webMethods Server is initialized, do not attempt to do so again.

POP.005.0003E

Error parsing segment urls: "{0}"

Explanation

One of the My webMethods Servers in the cluster has an incorrect URL.

Action

Determine the correct URL for the My webMethods Server, then log in to My
webMethods Server as sysadmin and use the Cluster Administration portlet to correct
the error.

POP.005.0004E

Unable to register component: "{0}" due to "{1}"

Explanation

My webMethods Server could not register the specified component.

Action

Look in the _problems_.log file for the stack trace of the error. It might be necessary
to reinstall the component.

POP.005.0005

Unable to reload component: "{0}" due to "{1}"

Explanation

During dynamic reloading of a component (for example, a portlet), an error occurred.

Action

Check the logs to investigate what component failed to be reloaded. If the component
is a portlet, then try uninstalling the portlet and reinstalling it, or try to revert to a
previous version of the portlet.
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POP.005.0006E

This server node is not defined in the MWS cluster configuration: "{0}"

Explanation

The specified My webMethods Server is not included in the cluster configuration.

Action

Log in to My webMethods Server as sysadmin and use the Cluster Administration
portlet to add the specified My webMethods Server to the cluster.

POP.005.0007

Front End URL is not specified in the MWS cluster configuration

Explanation

The cluster doesn't have a valid configuration.

Action

Log in to My webMethods Server as sysadmin and use the Cluster Administration
portlet to check the cluster configuration.

POP.005.0008E

internal cache error

Explanation

An internal error occurred while removing an item from a cache.

Action

Inspect the _problems_.log for details of the failure. This error could indicate that
there is invalid data in a cache. Restart My webMethods Server to address the problem.

POP.005.0009E

Unable to loadComponent: "{0}"

Explanation

A failure occurred while loading a My webMethods Server component.

Action

Look in the _problems_.log file for the stack trace of the error. It may be necessary to
reinstall the component.

POP.005.0010E

Unknown object: "{0}"

Explanation

The ComponentData object for a component is of an unknown type.

Action

The componentData must be one of the handled object types. This error means that
a My webMethods Server component could not initialize because it is invalid. Check
the component for a valid configuration.

POP.005.0013

Command not found: "{0}"

Explanation

A request to obtain a registered command failed. The command does not exist.

Action

Check the custom portlet invoking the command and ensure that it is specifying a
deployed command.

POP.005.0014

Unbalanced "{1}" in value expression: "{0}"

Explanation

A legacy portlet has created an illegal dynamic expression.

Action

Review the custom portlet for proper syntax of any dynamic expressions.
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POP.005.0021

Attempting to use non empty My webMethods Server database for fresh
deployment. Please make sure to create new empty My webMethods Server database

Explanation

A first time startup check determined that the configured database is not a new
database. A new database is required for a new installation.

Action

You must create new (empty) My webMethods Server database and configure My
webMethods Server to connect to it. Please refer to the Software AG documentation
for installing webMethods products.

POP.005.0022

Wrong version of My webMethods Server database: {0} but expected: {1}

Explanation

A first time startup check determined that the configured database does not match
the schema required by My webMethods Server.

Action

Verify that the specified database is properly configured. The database is likely
configured with an old or incomplete schema. Please refer to the Software AG
documentation for installing webMethods products.

POP.005.0026

Must have at least one server node defined

Explanation

The cluster does not have a valid configuration. No server nodes are defined.

Action

Log in to My webMethods Server as sysadmin and use the Cluster Administration
portlet to check the cluster configuration.

POP.005.0028

"{0}" server node must have at least one web stack listener enabled

Explanation

Each node in the cluster is required to have at least one port enabled for accepting
web requests.

Action

Log in to My webMethods Server as sysadmin and use the Cluster Administration
portlet to check the cluster configuration.

POP.005.0029

server node name must not be empty

Explanation

The cluster does not have a valid configuration. A server node name is not defined.

Action

Log in to My webMethods Server as sysadmin and use the Cluster Administration
portlet to check the cluster configuration.

POP.005.0030

Credentials required.

Explanation

Credentials of a valid My webMethods Server user are required.

Action

Provide the user name and password of a valid My webMethods Server user account.
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POP.005.0031

Credentials should be String[].

Explanation

Credentials must be supplied in a string array format.

Action

Configure the JMX client to provide credentials in a string array format.

POP.005.0032

Credentials should have 2 elements.

Explanation

Two credential elements (user name and password) were expected, but a non-matching
number of elements were provided.

Action

Provide only the user name and password.

POP.005.0033

JMX Authentication failed!

Explanation

The user cannot be authenticated within My webMethods Server.

Action

Provide a valid My webMethods Server user.

POP.005.0034

JMX Authorization failed!

Explanation

The provided user does not have sufficient privileges for connecting via JMX.

Action

Provide a user with the "Connect to JMX" privilege.

POP.005.0035

Insufficient privileges for establishing JMX communication!

Explanation

The provided user does not have sufficient privileges for connecting via JMX.

Action

Provide a user with the "Connect to JMX" privilege.

POP.005.0036

JMX Server Port number cannot be parsed. Port parameter value "{0}".

Explanation

The provided JMX port number is not an available port number.

Action

Change the JMX port configuration property to an available port number.

POP.005.0037

JDK 1.6 or higher is required to run JMX over SSL.

Explanation

My webMethods Server is currently started with JDK 1.5.

Action

Update the My webMethods Server JDK to JDK 1.6.

POP.005.0039

Cannot start CDS library because MWS did not initialize yet

Explanation

The CDS library cannot start because My webMethods Server has not initialized yet.

Action

Wait for My webMethods Server to initialize before starting the CDS library.
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POP.005.0040

Cannot start common directory service because IS was started before MWS.
Complete the MWS upgrade, which includes starting MWS, before performing the
IS upgrade, which includes starting IS. See the upgrade guide for correct order.

Explanation

The CDS library cannot start because the My webMethods Server upgrade has not
completed yet.

Action

Complete the My webMethods Server upgrade before starting the CDS library.

POP.005.0041

Unable to start server at port number {0} on host {1} (for: {2}) , reason : {3}. Perhaps
another MWS process is already running?

Explanation

The server cannot be started at the specified port on the specified host due to the
specified reason.

Action

Make sure that no other My webMethods Server instance is running on the same host
using the same port.

POP.005.0042

Unable to start. The server name {0} could not be found in the cluster definition

Explanation

The server cannot start because the specified server name cannot be found in the
cluster definition.

Action

Make sure that the server name matches the name specified in the cluster definition.

POP.005.0043

The JMS communication layer for common directory services (CDS) failed to
initialize, which causes CDS assets to be out of sync. To enable JMS communication,
specify a valid JNDI Provider URL on the Cluster Administration page in My
webMethods and restart Integration Server.

POP.006.0003E

portlet bean URI not specified

Explanation

The portlet:bean JSP tag does not contain a uri attribute to identify a valid portlet
instance.

Action

Ensure that all instances of the 'portlet:bean' JSP tag include a 'uri' attribute. The
attribute value must identify a valid portlet instance. Also, ensure that the portlet
type referenced by the 'uri' attribute has been deployed and that all instances referenced
by the attribute exist.

POP.006.0004E

cannot create portlet bean for the URI "{0}"

Explanation

The portlet:bean JSP tag does not contain a uri attribute that identifies a valid portlet
instance.

Action

Ensure that all instances of the 'portlet:bean' JSP tag include a 'uri' attribute. The
attribute value must identify a valid portlet instance. Also, ensure that the portlet
type referenced by the 'uri' attribute has been deployed, and that all instances
referenced by the attribute exist.
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POP.006.0005

parent "{0}" not found

Explanation

The JSP page is invalid, because a JSP tag that is only valid when it is inside of a parent
JSP tag is not inside the expected parent.

Action

Locate the error in the JSP page and correct the problem.

POP.006.0006E

cannot find portlet bean named "{0}" in the current page context

Explanation

The portlet:portletController JSP tag does not contain a portlet attribute. The value
of this attribute is the key to the pageContext entry in which a
com.webmethods.portal.service.portlet.IPortletBean object is stored.

Action

Ensure that all instances of the 'portlet:portletController' JSP tag include a 'portlet'
attribute that references a valid IPortletBean.

POP.006.0007E

cannot obtain portlet info

Explanation

The portlet:info JSP tag does not contain an info attribute. The value of this attribute
is the key to the pageContext entry in which a
com.webmethods.portal.service.portlet.info.IPortletInfo object is stored.

Action

Ensure that all instances of the 'portlet:info' JSP tag include an 'info' attribute that
references a valid IPortletInfo object.

POP.006.0008E

cannot find portlet info named "{0}" in the current page context

Explanation

The portlet:propertyGroups, portlet:propertyGroup, or portlet:propertyLine JSP tag
does not contain an info attribute. The value of this attribute is the key to the
pageContext entry in which a com.webmethods.portal.service.portlet.info.IPortletInfo
object is stored.

Action

Ensure that all instances of the 'portlet:propertyGroups', 'portlet:propertyGroup', and
'portlet:propertyLine' JSP tags include an 'info' attribute that references a valid
IPortletInfo object.

POP.006.0015

cannot obtain portlet property info

Explanation

The portlet configuration information could not be found. This problem could result
from an invalid JSP page or a portlet installation that has been corrupted.

Action

Review the JSP page and ensure the portlet:propertyLine JSP tag is contained within
a portlet:bean tag. If the JSP is correct and the problem persists, try re-installing the
broken portlet.
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POP.006.0016E

cannot find portlet property info named "{0}" in the current page context

Explanation

The portlet:propertyLine JSP tag does not contain a propertyInfo attribute. The value
of this attribute is the key to the pageContext entry in which a
com.webmethods.portal.service.portlet.info.IPortletPropertyInfo object is stored.

Action

Ensure that all instances of the 'portlet:propertyLine' JSP tag include a 'propertyInfo'
attribute that references a valid IPortletPropertyInfo.

POP.006.0017

portlet property name not specified

Explanation

The JSP page contains a portlet:propertyLine tag that is missing the required "name"
property.

Action

Review the JSP page and correct any missing "name" properties.

POP.006.0018E

cannot obtain portlet property bag

Explanation

The portlet:propertyLine JSP tag does not contain a propertyInfo attribute. The value
of this attribute is the key to the pageContext entry in which a
com.webmethods.rtl.util.obj.IPropertyBag object is stored.

Action

Ensure that all instances of the 'portlet:bean' JSP tag include a 'propertyInfo' attribute
that references a valid IPropertyBag.

POP.006.0019E

cannot find portlet property bag named "{0}" in the current page context

Explanation

The portlet:propertyLine JSP tag does not contain a propertyInfo attribute. The value
of this attribute is the key to the pageContext entry in which a
com.webmethods.rtl.util.obj.IPropertyBag object is stored.

Action

Ensure that all instances of the 'portlet:bean' JSP tag include a 'propertyInfo' attribute
that references a valid IPropertyBag.

POP.006.0020E

object named "{0}" in the current page context is not a portlet property bag

Explanation

The portlet:propertyLine JSP tag does not contain a propertyInfo attribute. The value
of this attribute is the key to the pageContext entry in which a
com.webmethods.rtl.util.obj.IPropertyBag object is stored.

Action

Ensure that all instances of the 'portlet:bean' JSP tag include a 'propertyInfo' attribute
that references a valid IPropertyBag.

POP.006.0021

"{0}" requires body content

Explanation

A JSP page contains an sql:query tag with missing SQL query text in the tag body.

Action

The JSP page must be edited to either remove the tag or add the SQL query text as
the tag body.
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POP.006.0022

skin property not found

Explanation

In a JSP page, the ui:img tag is trying to render an image from the skin, but the image
was not defined in the skin.

Action

Edit the skin to add the missing image, or change the JSP page to reference an image
that does exist.

POP.006.0024E

'IterateTag' container is null

Explanation

The util:iterate JSP tag does not contain a container attribute. The value of this attribute
is the key to the pageContext entry in which a java.util.Collection, java.util.Iterator,
or java.lang.Object[] object is stored.

Action

Ensure that all instances of the 'util:iterate' JSP tag include a 'container' attribute that
references a valid container object.

POP.006.0025

"{0}" class not supported as an 'IterateTag' container

Explanation

A JSP page uses the util:iterate tag, but the value of the 'container' property is not one
of the supported data types.

Action

The JSP page must be edited to correct the problem.

POP.006.0026

"{0}" requires "{1}" attribute

Explanation

A JSP page uses the util:iterate tag, but the "indexVar" tag attribute was not supplied.

Action

The JSP page must be edited to add the missing tag attribute.

POP.006.0027

cannot find 'PerfStartTag' token named "{0}"

Explanation

A JSP page uses the util:perfEnd tag, but the perf token supplied in the "name" tag
attribute does not exist.

Action

This problem most likely results from a malformed JSP page. The JSP developer should
review the JSP page for any mismatched util:perfStart/util:perfEnd pairs.

POP.006.0028E

cannot find XML DOM node named "{0}" in the current page context

Explanation

Use of the xml:valueOf JSP tag causes this exception.

Action

Remove all instances of the 'xml:valueOf' JSP tag.
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POP.006.0029E

cannot create XML DOM document from given XML stream

Explanation

The XML stream specified for the xml:xml JSP tag does not contain well-formed XML.

Action

Check the _problems_.log in the Portal's current logging directory for more specific
error information.

POP.006.0030E

cannot load XML DOM document for the specified location "{0}"

Explanation

The xml:xml JSP tag could not load a file from the location specified by the 'location'
attribute.

Action

Edit instances of the 'xml:xml' JSP tag to include a 'location' attribute that correctly
specifies the url to an XML document.

POP.006.0031

Required Property Editor parameter "{0}" not specified.

Explanation

A JSP page is rendering a property editor, but a required parameter has not been
supplied.

Action

The JSP developer should edit the JSP page to supply the missing required parameter.

POP.006.0032

Property Editor "{0}" not deployed.

Explanation

A JSP page is trying to render a property editor that is not deployed to My webMethods
Server.

Action

Deploy the missing property editor to My webMethods Server, or change the JSP
page to use a property editor that is deployed to My webMethods Server.

POP.006.0033

invalid portlet bean URI: {0}

Explanation

A JSP page is using either the portlet:bean or the portlet:controller tag in which the
supplied portlet URI does not match an existing portlet instance.

Action

Deploy the missing portlet instance. Or, edit the JSP page to change the URI to match
an exisitng portlet instance.

POP.007.0002

Error getting directory mechanics: "{0}"

Explanation

The My webMethods Server instance was not properly installed.

Action

Re-create the My webMethods Server database schema and the My webMethods
Server server instance.
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POP.007.0003

Error rendering layout "{0}" due to "{1}"

Explanation

There was an error either compiling or executing the application *.JSP page.

Action

You may need to run My webMethods Server with a full JDK which includes the Java
compiler. Or, if you have modified any system JSP or NBSP pages, there may have
been a syntax error.

POP.007.0006

Requested content was not found: "{0}"

Explanation

An error occurred when attempting to browse to a page or file; the page or file does
not exist in My webMethods Server.

Action

Verify that the URL being browsed to is correctly formed and specifies a valid URL.

POP.007.0007E

Command not Found: "{0}"

Explanation

An attempt was made to execute a server command that is not deployed.

Action

Log in to My webMethods Server and use the Install Administration portlet to deploy
the missing portlet.

POP.007.0008

The requested resource is not a webservice: "{0}"

Explanation

An attempt was made to obtain a WSDL for a resource that is not a web service.

Action

Modify the request to specify a resource that is a web service.

POP.007.0009

You are not authorized to view the resource.

Explanation

The current user does not have permission to view the specified object or page.

Action

Check the permissions for the object or page to ensure that the user has read rights

POP.007.0010E

This renderer is unable to render: "{0}"

Explanation

An attempt was made to use the FolderRenderer to render an item that is not a folder.

Action

You cannot use the FolderRenderer for non-folders; specify a valid folder.

POP.007.0011E

Unknown response: "{0}"

Explanation

The dispatch handler returned an unknown return code.

Action

Correct the dispatch handler to return a valid return code.
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POP.007.0012

Cannot redirect to an invalid data type: "{0}"

Explanation

An incorrect API was called when redirecting to new URL. This error is most likely
to occur with a custom portlet.

Action

Verify that the portlet specifies the correct API for redirection.

POP.007.0013

Unable to find adequate authentication information to instantiate an http session

Explanation

My webMethods Server is unable to authenticate an HTTP session.

Action

This error can occur because of incorrect implementation of custom authentication
(such as, agent based authentication). Review the custom authentication scheme and
verify that it is correctly implemented.

POP.007.0023

getWriter() has already been called on this response.

Explanation

This error indicates an incorrect usage of the HttpResponse.getWriter() API and most
likely occurred in a custom CAF application.

Action

Review the CAF application and check the implementation of the HttpResponse APIs.

POP.007.0024

getOutputStream() has already been called on this response.

Explanation

This error indicates an incorrect usage of the HttpRespose.getOutputStream() API
and most likely occurred in a custom CAF application.

Action

Review the CAF application and check the implementation of the HttpResponse APIs.

POP.007.0026

Response body content already written.

Explanation

This error occurs when attempting to set the HttpResponse header when the response
has been already partially or fully committed. This most likely occurred in a custom
CAF application.

Action

Review the CAF application and check the implementation of the HttpResponse APIs.

POP.007.0027

Internal Error! Portlet Controller Bean is null.

Explanation

The system cannot serve as the internal controller bean for the portlet.

Action

This error occurs only for non-CAF portlets. Log out and log back in to resolve this
problem.
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POP.007.0028

User not found: "{0}"

Explanation

This error occurs when a user ID passed into My webMethods Server by a custom
authentication handler cannot be matched.

Action

Verify that the specified user exists in the My webMethods Server directories, and
check the custom authentication handler logic.

POP.007.0029

No authentication information was found.

Explanation

No user name was supplied to My webMethods Server when authenticating a user.
This error can occur with a custom authentication handler.

Action

Check the implementation of the custom authentication handler. Verify the proper
operation of any custom login forms.

POP.007.0033

No portlet found to render "{0}" view.

Explanation

This error can occur if there is a registered portlet renderer, but the portlet defined in
the renderer is not found.

Action

Renderers are used internally by My webMethods Server to define certain system
pages. If this error occurs, check to see if any of the My webMethods Server system
components have been un-installed.

POP.007.0035

The value {0} can not be changed

Explanation

An attempt has been made to change the value of an invalid portlet preference.

Action

Verify that the correct portlet preference name is used.

POP.007.0036

The store() method can not be called from a render method

Explanation

An attempt was made to change and persist portlet preferences from the render()
method.

Action

Portlet preferences can be changed only with the portlet action method. Correct the
code which updates portlet preferences to use the proper method.

POP.007.0037

The state of the portlet can not be changed

Explanation

Portlet preferences can be updated only during the action() request.

Action

Correct the usage of the portlet preferences APIs to change preferences during the
action() request.
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POP.007.0038

The key given is null.

Explanation

An attempt was made to use the portlet preferences API with a NULL preference
name.

Action

Correct the portlet preferences API implementation to specify a valid preference name.

POP.007.0044

The map given is null

Explanation

This error indicates an incorrect usage of the portlet URL APIs; the parameter map
setting is NULL.

Action

Correct the portlet URL APIs implementation to specify a valid parameter map.

POP.007.0045

The map given contains a null key

Explanation

This error indicates an incorrect usage of the portlet URL APIs; the parameters map
setting contains a NULL key.

Action

Correct the portlet URL APIs implementation to specify a valid parameter map key.

POP.007.0046

The map contains a non String key

Explanation

This error indicates an incorrect usage of the portlet URL APIs; the parameters map
setting contains non-String values.

Action

Correct the portlet URL APIs implementation to pass in only String type parameters.

POP.007.0047

Namespace prefix defined more than once for {0}

Explanation

An incorrect URL was passed into My webMethods Server; more than one namespace
prefix is provided.

Action

Check that the URL passed into My webMethods Server contains only one single
value for the namespace prefix.

POP.007.0048

Namespace prefix is not defined for {0} and the prefix id is not a valid thingID

Explanation

An incorrect URL was passed into My webMethods Server; no namespace prefix is
provided.

Action

Modify the URL passed into My webMethods Server to define the missing namespace
prefix.
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POP.007.0049

The portlet mode {0} is not supported for the {1} markup language.

Explanation

The requested mode is not implemented in the portlet or is not supported.

Action

Check the portlet URL API usage if attempting to set the mode with APIs. If this is a
custom portlet, check to see if the portlet implements this mode.

POP.007.0051

Output generated because of an exception

Explanation

An exception occurred while rendering portlet content.

Action

Refer to the server logs at ..\MWS\server\default\logs for additional exception
details.

POP.007.0052

sendRedirect was already called

Explanation

An attempt was made to change the portlet window state, mode, or parameters after
a redirect request was sent.

Action

Examine and correct the usage of the redirect request in the portlet code.

POP.007.0053

The portlet mode is null

Explanation

An attempt was made to set a NULL portlet mode.

Action

Examine and correct the usage of the Portlet URL API.

POP.007.0054

The window state {0} is not supported by the portlet container

Explanation

An attempt was made to set an invalid window state.

Action

Examine and correct the window state being set by the Portlet URL APIs.

POP.007.0055

The window state is null

Explanation

An attempt was made to set a NULL window state.

Action

Examine and correct the window state being set by the Portlet URL APIs.

POP.007.0056

The portlet mode {0} is not supported by the portlet container

Explanation

An attempt was made to set an invalid portlet mode.

Action

Examine and correct the portlet mode being set by the Portlet URL APIs.
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POP.007.0057

The map contains a non String[] value

Explanation

An attempt was made to set a parameter with a value that is not of the type String[].

Action

Examine and correct parameters being by the Portlet URL API; these values must be
String or String[] types only.

POP.007.0058

The key given is null

Explanation

An attempt was made to pass in a NULL key value.

Action

Examine and correct the key value that is being passed in by the Portlet URL AP1.

POP.007.0059

The value given is null

Explanation

An attempt was made to pass in a NULL value.

Action

Examine and correct the value being passed in by the Portlet URL API.

POP.007.0060

The sendRedirect method can not be invoked after any of the following methods
of the ActionResponse interface has been called: setPortletMode, setWindowState,
setRenderParameter, setRenderParameters

Explanation

The sendRedirect method can not be invoked after any of the following methods of
the ActionResponse interface has been called: setPortletMode, setWindowState,
setRenderParameter, setRenderParameters

Action

Correct the code to ensure that the sendRedirect() method does not occur after these
calls during the same action request.

POP.007.0061

A relative or incorrect path URL is given

Explanation

An attempt was made to redirect to an invalid URL.

Action

Check the URL that is the target of the redirect. It must start with "http://", "https://",
or "/".

POP.007.0062

You cannot have null as a parameter

Explanation

An attempt was made to pass in a NULL parameter name.

Action

Examine and correct the parameter name used in the PortletContext and PortletRequest
APIs.
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POP.007.0063

Content type cannot be application/x-www-form-urlencoded

Explanation

Incorrect API usage. The ServletRequest.getReader() and getInputStream() methods
are not available for requests where a form is submitted.

Action

Examine and correct the ServletRequest.getReader() and getInputStream() API usage.

POP.007.0064

This method cannot be called, when getReader() method has been called

Explanation

The ServletResponse method cannot be used when the getReader() method has been
called.

Action

Examine and correct the ServletResponse API usage.

POP.007.0065

The attribute name cannot be null

Explanation

An attempt was made to get or set an attribute using a NULL name.

Action

Examine and correct the attribute name being passed to the API.

POP.007.0066

Path must start with /

Explanation

An attempt was made to get a resource using an invalid path. The path of the resource
must start with "/".

Action

Examine and correct the path name set by the PortletContext API.

POP.007.0069

The content type {0} is not supported.

Explanation

An attempt was made to set an invalid content type.

Action

Check and correct the content type being set by the PortletResponse API.

POP.007.0070

The content type has not been set before calling the getPortletOutputStream()
method.

Explanation

The response content type must be set before obtaining the output stream.

Action

Examine and correct the API calls.

POP.007.0071

the output stream has already been called

Explanation

A Writer cannot be obtained for the response after obtaining the output stream.

Action

Examine and correct the API usage.
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POP.007.0072

the PrintWriter object has already been called

Explanation

A Writer cannot be obtained for the response because the output stream has already
been obtained.

Action

Examine and correct the API usage.

POP.007.0073

Can not serialize Portlet Preferences

Explanation

There was error when serializing portlet preferences. Portlet preferences cannot
contain non-serializable objects.

Action

Check the server log for more details. Examine and correct any portlet preferences
being set to ensure only serializable objects are used.

POP.007.0074

Portlet Application "{0}" is not properly installed or unavailable.

Explanation

The system cannot load the specified portlet application. It is either not installed or
is disabled in the cluster partition.

Action

Re-install the portlet application. Check the server logs for errors during installation.
Verify that the application is enabled in the cluster partition.

POP.007.0075

Portlet "{0}" is not found

Explanation

The specified portlet is not installed or is disabled in the cluster partition.

Action

Verify that the portlet application is installed; install if necessary. Check the server
logs for any installation errors. Verify that the portlet is enabled in the cluster partition.

POP.007.0076

PortletContainer Servlet "{0}" is not found. Check default web application
configuration file (defaultPortletAppWeb.xml)

Explanation

System servlet is not found.

Action

Determine if any changes were made to system configuration files in
../MWS/server/default/deploy/portal.war. Re-install My webMethods Server.

POP.007.0077

You are not authorized to view the resource. {0}

Explanation

The current user does not have permission to read the specified object or resource.

Action

Examine and correct the user account permissions.
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POP.007.0078

This action requires an anti-cross-site-request-forgery token.

Explanation

The executed command or action did not specify an anti-cross-site-request-forgery
token.

Action

Check if the given command or action does require an AXRF token. If it does require
a token, the token must be explicitly generated and passed in as a URL parameter.
For example, when calling a CAF action from a portlet URL, the action must either
be configured to not require a token (which lessens security), or a token must be
generated when calling this action from a direct URL.

POP.007.0101

Illegal Property Editor name: "{0}".

Explanation

A legacy portlet property uses an invalid property-editor name.

Action

Examine and correct the property-editor name in the wm-portlet.xml file (this applies
only to legacy non-CAF portlets).

POP.007.0102

Illegal Property Editor parameter value for "{0}": "{1}".

Explanation

An incorrect parameter value was passed to the property editor.

Action

Check the property editor configuration in the wm-portlet.xml file (this applies only
to legacy non-CAF portlets).

POP.007.0103

Property Editor requires DHTML.

Explanation

The property editor "dhtml" property configuration is invalid. The property editor
requires DHTML to be enabled.

Action

Examine the property editor configuration in the wm-portlet.xml file. Set dhtml=true
(this applies only to legacy non-CAF portlets).

POP.007.0105

Property editor "{0}" parameter "{1}" of type "choice" defined without choices.

Explanation

An invalid 'choice' parameter value was supplied to the property editor.

Action

Examine the property editor configuration in the wm-portlet.xml file (this applies
only to legacy non-CAF portlets).

POP.007.0106

Illegal property editor "{0}" attribute: "{1}" value: "{2}".

Explanation

An invalid property editor attribute was encountered.

Action

Examine the property editor configuration in the wm-portlet.xml file (this applies
only to legacy non-CAF portlets).
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POP.007.0107

Illegal property editor "{0}" parameter "{1}" attribute "{2}" value: "{3}".

Explanation

An invalid property editor attribute was encountered.

Action

Examine the property editor configuration in the wm-portlet.xml file (this applies
only to legacy non-CAF portlets).

POP.007.0108

Illegal property editor "{0}" parameter "{1}" choice "{2}" attribute "{3}" value: "{4}".

Explanation

An invalid property editor attribute was encountered.

Action

Examine the property editor configuration in the wm-portlet.xml file (this applies
only to legacy non-CAF portlets).

POP.007.0109

Property Editor not deployed: "{0}".

Explanation

An incorrect property editor was specified for use

Action

Examine the property editor configuration in the wm-portlet.xml file (this applies
only to legacy non-CAF portlets).

POP.007.0110

Illegal Redirect URL: "{0}".

Explanation

An invalid redirect URL was provided.

Action

Check and correct the redirect URL used in the API calls.

POP.009.0001

WebService invocation is disabled for the requested command

Explanation

An attempt was made to invoke a My webMethods Server command as a web service,
but the command does not allow invocation as a web service.

Action

1. Enable the command if it is disabled. 2. For some commands it is not possible to
execute them with a web service. If this is one of those commands, no other action
can be taken.

POP.009.0002

No WebService type mapping found for java class: {0}

Explanation

For a My webMethods Server command being invoked as a web service, one or more
of the command bean (input) fields to the command does not have a SOAP serializer
(or deserializer) defined. Therefore, the My webMethods Server framework cannot
convert the data to a SOAP message.

Action

The command developer must either mark the command as not enabled for web
service invocation, or write the custom serializer/deserialzer code for the data type
and register it in the type mapping registry by overriding the
"initializeSOAPMappingRegistry" method of the command Java class.
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POP.009.0003

The CommandBean must implement ISoapComplexTypeBean to be used as a
WebService

Explanation

For a My webMethods Server command being invoked as a web service, the command
bean Java class does not implement the interface that is required to be used as a web
service.

Action

The command developer must either mark the command as not enabled for web
service invocation, or change the command bean Java class to have it implement the
interface.

POP.009.0004

Error initializing ServiceDesc for WebService: {0}

Explanation

An unexpected exception was detected while preparing a My webMethods Server
command to be invoked as a web service.

Action

Inspect the stack trace in the My webMethods Server server log files to determine the
cause of the exception.

POP.009.0005

No WebService marshalling factories are defined for type {0}, and the type can not
be treated as a javabean because it does not contain a public no-arg constructor

Explanation

For a My webMethods Server command being invoked as web service, one of the
inputs or outputs is a complex Java class that does not have a no-arg constructor.
Therefore, it cannot be automatically marshalled into a SOAP message.

Action

The command developer must either mark the command as not enabled for web
service invocation, or add a no-arg constructor to the Java class.

POP.009.0006

SAML or Hybrid authentication can not be used. Please deploy SAML Security
Service component or use Basic authentication instead

Explanation

The SAML security service is not available.

Action

Deploy the SAML security service component or use basic authentication instead.

POP.009.0007

Could not find a user context.

Explanation

Cannot find UID for the user.

Action

Specify a correct UID.

POP.009.0008

The SAML service you are trying to access is not available right now.

Explanation

The SAML service is currently unavailable.

Action

Inspect the stack trace in the My webMethods Server log files to determine the cause
of the exception.
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POP.009.0009

Failed to initialize WS-Stack clients within {0} milliseconds. They will be disabled.

Explanation

The Web Services Stack client failed to initialize in the specified period.

Action

Check the OSGi configuration at com.softwareag.platform.config.propsloader or
restart My webMethods Server to re-initialize Web Services Stack.

POP.009.0102

{0}: {1} is not a IThingIDList

Explanation

The SOAP serializer that is intended to marshall a IThingIDList object into a SOAP
message was passed the wrong type of object.

Action

This is most likely a defect in the way the type mapping registry was initialized.
Examine the related code to determine the problem and correct as required.

POP.011.0001

The method "{0}" has not been implemented.

Explanation

An attempt was made to improperly invoke a Dynamic API.

Action

Examine the logs for an indication of what component and user action caused this
error.

POP.011.0002

must specifiy both 'prefix' and 'uri' parmeters for 'taglib' directive

Explanation

A syntax error occurred while parsing a JSP page.

Action

Correct the syntax error on the JSP page.

POP.011.0003

expected "{0}" end tag but found "{1}" end tag

Explanation

A syntax error occurred while parsing a JSP page.

Action

Correct the syntax error on the JSP page.

POP.011.0005

"{0}" tag declared invalid by TagExtraInfo

Explanation

A syntax error occurred while parsing a JSP page.

Action

Correct the syntax error on the JSP page.

POP.011.0006

"{0}" tag requires "{1}" attribute

Explanation

A syntax error occurred while parsing a JSP page.

Action

Correct the syntax error on the JSP page.
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POP.011.0007

specified attribute "{0}" for "{1}" tag not declared in tld

Explanation

A syntax error occurred while parsing a JSP page.

Action

Correct the syntax error on the JSP page.

POP.011.0008

specified attribute "{0}" value for "{1}" tag cannot be request-time expression

Explanation

A syntax error occurred while parsing a JSP page.

Action

Correct the syntax error on the JSP page.

POP.011.0009

request cannot be null

Explanation

An error occurred while uploading a file.

Action

Check the logs for additional information.

POP.011.0010

saveDirectory cannot be null

Explanation

An error occurred while uploading a file.

Action

Use the Content Service page to ensure that a directory is configured to store the
uploaded files.

POP.011.0011

maxPostSize must be positive

Explanation

An error occurred while uploading a file.

Action

Use the Content Service page to ensure that a maximum size for uploaded fixes is
configured.

POP.011.0012E

"{0}" is not a directory.

Explanation

The temporary location for for saving a file upload is not valid.

Action

Delete all files in the Portal/server/default/temp folder.

POP.011.0013W

"{0}" is not writable directory.

Explanation

The temporary location for saving a file upload is not writable.

Action

Make sure My webMethods Server was started by a user who has rights to the portal
temp folder.
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POP.011.0014E

Posted content type "{0}" isn't multipart/form-data.

Explanation

My webMethods Server expects to upload a multipart portlet, but the specified content
type does not match.

Action

Check the source file for corruption. If the file is valid and correct, try uploading it
again.

POP.011.0015E

Posted content length of "{0}" MB exceeds limit of "{1}" MB.

Explanation

An uploaded file is larger than the size allowed by the system administrator.

Action

Upload a smaller file or have the system administrator use the Content Service
Administration portlet to increase the maximum allowed file size.

POP.011.0016E

Separation boundary was not specified.

Explanation

The specified file was corrupted before or during the upload process.

Action

Check the source file for corruption. If the file is valid and correct, try uploading it
again.

POP.011.0017E

Corrupt form data. No leading boundary was found.

Explanation

The specified file was corrupted before or during the upload process.

Action

Check the source file for corruption. If the file is valid and correct, try uploading it
again.

POP.011.0018E

Malformed line after disposition "{0}"

Explanation

The specified file was corrupted before or during the upload process.

Action

Check the source file for corruption. If the file is valid and correct, try uploading it
again.

POP.011.0019E

The published file was empty or invalid.

Explanation

The specified file was corrupted before or during the upload process.

Action

Check the source file for corruption. If the file is valid and correct, try uploading it
again.

POP.011.0020E

Content disposition "{0}" is corrupt.

Explanation

The specified file was corrupted before or during the upload process.

Action

Check the source file for corruption. If the file is valid and correct, try uploading it
again.
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POP.011.0021

Invalid content disposition "{0}".

Explanation

An error occurred while processing the uploaded file.

Action

Investigate the contents of the HTTP POST to see if the data was corrupted.

POP.011.0022E

Content type corrupt "{0}".

Explanation

The specified file was corrupted before or during the upload process.

Action

Check the source file for corruption. If the file is valid and correct, try uploading it
again.

POP.011.0023E

Malformed line after disposition "{0}".

Explanation

The specified file was corrupted before or during the upload process.

Action

Check the source file for corruption. If the file is valid and correct, try uploading it
again.

POP.011.0024

No file name available.

Explanation

An error occurred while uploading a file.

Action

Examine the contents of the HTTP POST to see if the data was corrupted.

POP.011.0025E

Failed to create a DocumentBuilderFactory.

Explanation

The XML parser appears to be missing.

Action

Check for the xercesImpl.jar file in the portal class path. If the file is missing, reinstall
My webMethods Server.

POP.011.0026E

Failed to create a TransformerFactory.

Explanation

The Xalan XSTL processor could not be loaded.

Action

Check for the xalan.jar file in the portal classpath. If the file is missing, reinstall My
webMethods Server.

POP.011.0027

JMS already initialized with "{0}".

Explanation

An error occurred during startup.

Action

Ensure that startup routines are invoked only once.
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POP.011.0028E

JMSProvider: failed to get configuration file.

Explanation

The JMS provider appears to be disconnected.

Action

Verify that the Broker is running and that My webMethods Server can connect to the
computer on which the Broker is running.

POP.011.0029E

JMSProvider: failed to get configuration file "{0}", due to "{1}".

Explanation

The JMS provider appears to be disconnected.

Action

Verify that the Broker is running and that My webMethods Server can connect to the
computer on which the Broker is running.

POP.011.0030E

JNDI name not found: "{0}".

Explanation

The JMS provider appears to be disconnected.

Action

Verify that the Broker is running and that My webMethods Server can connect to the
computer on which the Broker is running.

POP.011.0031

Can't initialize perf service: "{0}".

Explanation

The specified Performance Service failed to initialize.

Action

Check the perfUtils.properties configuration file for spelling errors.

POP.011.0032

Perf Service Not Initialized.

Explanation

An attempt was made to use the Performance Service before it was initialized.

Action

The Performance Service might be disabled. Check the contents of the
perfUtils.properties configuration file.

POP.011.0033

Cannot open stream. Location: "{0}".

Explanation

An attempt to access a file failed.

Action

Ensure that the file exists at the specified location.

POP.011.0034E

Size read mismatch "{0}" vs "{1}"

Explanation

An InputStream corruption error occurred.

Action

Examine the _problems_.log file for the stack trace of the error. The stack trace may
not provide enough detail to explain why the error was thrown, but it will show
where the error originated.
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POP.011.0035

Cannot create temporary folder: "{0}"

Explanation

Folder creation failed.

Action

Most likely, the current process lacks Write access to the configured temporary folder.

POP.011.0036E

Unable to delete file: "{0}"

Explanation

An error occurred while removing a temporary file.

Action

Find the specified file and remove it manually.

POP.011.0037E

Unable to delete directory: "{0}"

Explanation

An error occurred while cleaning up temporary files.

Action

Find the specified directory and manually remove the temporary files.

POP.011.0039E

ObjectUtil: illegal arguments.

Explanation

An error occurred while setting a property on an object, because the target object is
null or the property name is null or empty.

Action

Examine the _problems_.log file for the stack trace of the error. The stack trace may
not provide enough detail to expalin why the error was thrown, but it will show
where the error originated.

POP.011.0044E

Error obtaining JMS topic for name: "{0}"

Explanation

The requested JMS topic is not available.

Action

Verify that Broker is running and that My webMethods Server can connect to the
computer on which Broker is running.

POP.011.0045E

no JMS provider, requesting topic name: "{0}"

Explanation

The JMS provider appears to be disconnected.

Action

Verify that Broker is running and that My webMethods Server can connect to the
computer on which Broker is running.

POP.011.0046E

JMSTopic.createTopicSession(), no JMS provider.

Explanation

The JMS provider appears to be disconnected.

Action

Verify that Broker is running and that My webMethods Server can connect to the
computer on which Broker is running.
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POP.011.0047E

Unable to connect to registry.

Explanation

The My webMethods Server configuration registry is unavailable.

Action

In a cluster deployment, make sure the Master server is started before starting the
other cluster nodes.

POP.011.0048

no protocol defined for: "{0}"

Explanation

The system tried to load a file from an unknown protocol.

Action

Check the protocol string spelling.

POP.011.0053E

Error obtaining JMS queue for name: "{0}"

Explanation

The requested JMS queue is unavailable.

Action

Verify that Broker is running and that My webMethods Server can connect to the
computer on which Broker is running.

POP.011.0054E

no JMS provider, requesting queue name: "{0}"

Explanation

The JMS provider appears to be disconnected.

Action

Verify that Broker is running and that My webMethods Server can connect to the
computer on which Broker is running.

POP.011.0055E

JMSTopic.createQueueSession(), no JMS provider.

Explanation

The JMS provider appears to be disconnected.

Action

Verify that Broker is running and that My webMethods Server can connect to the
computer on which Broker is running.

POP.011.0056E

Invalid line: "{0}"

Explanation

An error occurred in parsing a .properties file.

Action

Look in the _problems_.log file for the stack trace of the error. The stack trace may
not provide enough detail to explain why the error was thrown, but it will show
where the error originated.

POP.011.0057E

JMSDestination.Subscriber, unable to create consumer on: "{0}"

Explanation

The JMS provider appears to be disconnected.

Action

Verify that Broker is running and that My webMethods Server can connect to the
computer on which Broker is running.
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POP.011.0058E

JMSDestination.Subscriber, unable to create session for: "{0}"

Explanation

The JMS provider appears to be disconnected.

Action

Verify that Broker is running and that My webMethods Server can connect to the
computer on which Broker is running.

POP.011.0062E

Stream exhausted.

Explanation

An error occurred in decoding a BASE64 String.

Action

Examine the _problems_.log file for the error stack trace. The stack trace may not
provide enough detail to explain why the error was thrown, but it will show where
the error originated.

POP.011.0063E

BASE64Encoder: Bad Padding byte.

Explanation

An error occurred in decoding a BASE64 String.

Action

Examine the _problems_.log file for the error stack trace. The stack trace may not
provide enough detail to explain why the error was thrown, but it will show where
the error originated.

POP.011.0065

There must be a default entry --> default=icon_def.gif.

Explanation

The iconMap.properties file is corrupted.

Action

Revert any changes made to this file.

POP.011.0068

Output stream not set for: "{0}"

Explanation

An error occurred during page rendering.

Action

Check the logs for problems that result in this situation.

POP.011.0076

Unable to convert data type "{0}" to "{1}"

Explanation

The system failed in the attempted type coercion.

Action

If possible, check the input value to ensure that it can be properly coerced to the target
data type.

POP.012.0001.tagname_error – Not a valid value!Tag Name cannot contain spaces.
Explanation

The Tag Name cannot contain spaces.

Action

Make sure the value of the Tag Name field is correct.
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POP.012.0001.wm_axsrftconfig – This action requires a custom anti-cross-site-request-forgery token.
Explanation

An invalid custom token is provided during portlet configuration.

Action

Check and, if needed, re-configure the New Secret Interval and Oldest Secret
preferences in wm_axsrftconfig.

POP.012.0001.wm_caf_task – Cannot upload this file as it is empty.Uploading empty files is not allowed.
Explanation

Content cannot contain an empty file, therefore uploading is not allowed

Action

Make sure that the file contains content.

POP.012.0001.wm_calendar – Illegal "{0}" parameter value: "{1}".
Explanation

The start date of an entry in the calendar is missing.

Action

Specify the start date of the entry in the calendar.

POP.012.0001.wm_cforms_layout – Recursive use of Composite Form for "{0}".
Explanation

The composite form for "{0}" is attempting to display an item that displays the same
composite form for "{0}". For instance, the composite form for "{0}" is displaying a
form containing the same composite form for "{0}").

Action

Change the composite form for "{0}" "view" property to a different item.

POP.012.0001.wm_commonsearchbar – Search Context Portlet URI is not valid: {0}
Explanation

Search context portlet URI is not valid.

Action

Specify a valid search context portlet.

POP.012.0001.wm_commonsearchresults – Search Context Portlet URI is not valid: {0}
Explanation

The search context portlet URI is not valid.

Action

Specify a valid search context portlet.

POP.012.0001.wm_contentrendererE – Unable to parse regexps: {0}
Explanation

The My webMethods Server installation is missing RegEx support jars.

Action

Reinstall My webMethods Server.
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POP.012.0001.wm_dirsearchcontext – This portlet is not intended to be viewed standalone
Explanation

This portlet is not intended to be viewed as standalone.

Action

Do not view this portlet as a standalone portlet.

POP.012.0001.wm_discotres_forumview – Forum or category not specified.
Explanation

The forum or category should not be null.

Action

Specify the forum or category for the forum view.

POP.012.0001.wm_discotres_forumwizard – Must specify "parent" property.
Explanation

The "parent" property must not be empty.

Action

Enter a valid "parent" property.

POP.012.0001.wm_discotres_messageview – Forum message not specified.
Explanation

The forum requires some messages for proper notification.

Action

Provide the messages needed for the message view resources.

POP.012.0001.wm_discotres_topicview – Forum topic not specified.
Explanation

Specify the correct forum topic.

Action

Specify a valid forum topic.

POP.012.0001.wm_fabric_addtostart – You already have an instance of this portlet on the target page.
Explanation

You already have an instance of this portlet on the target page.

Action

Choose another portlet to add.

POP.012.0001.wm_formattedxml – No content available for {0}.
Explanation

No content can be retrieved from the specified style sheet.

Action

Make sure that the style sheet has content.

POP.012.0001.wm_inlinecontent – No content available for {0}.
Explanation

No content can be retrieved.

Action

Make sure the resource has content.
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POP.012.0001.wm_jazzy – Not a valid dictionary identifier: "{0}".
Explanation

The dictionary ID provided is not valid.

Action

Provide a valid dictionary ID.

POP.012.0001.wm_mws_diagnostics – No Performance Service is currently available. To enable the
Service, please go to the properties page of this portlet.
Explanation

No performance service is currently enabled.

Action

To enable a service, go to the properties page of the Performance Analysis portlet.

POP.012.0001.wm_noodle – Cannot load page content.
Explanation

The page fails to load the content.

Action

Check if the file exists and if the path of the file is correct.

POP.012.0001.wm_noodle_context_wiring – This portlet has no UI.
Explanation

The specified portlet deployed on the server has no user interface.

Action

Go to Folders > Administrative Folders > Administration Dashboard > Configuration
> Install Administration and re-install the portlet.

POP.012.0001.wm_ntlmv2authadmin – NTLM autentication failed because login has been disabled for
the {0} user.
Explanation

The Directory Service reports that the 'Diisabled' attribute for the user record is set
to true. This user cannot authenticate with My webMethods Server.

Action

To enable this user to authenticate with My webMethods Server, set the 'Diisabled'
attribute to false in the appropriate directory server.

POP.012.0001.wm_portletinportletE – Recursive use of Portlet-in-Portlet for "{0}".
Explanation

Portlet-in-Portlet is attempting to display an item that displays the same
Portlet-in-Portlet (for instance, the Portlet-in-Portlet is displaying a portal page
containing the same Portlet-in-Portlet).

Action

Change the Portlet-in-Portlet's "Portal Page" property to a different item.

POP.012.0001.wm_principalprofileadmin – You don't have rights to modify the properties of this item.
Explanation

The current user does not have sufficient privileges to make changes to this portlet

Action

Contact a My webMethods Server system administrator to modify the current user's
permissions.
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POP.012.0001.wm_propertiesE – {0} is not specified.
Explanation

The Properties portlet could not locate the object to show its properties.

Action

Close and reopen the internet browser window.

POP.012.0001.wm_publish.NotLicensed – The "Publish" feature is disabled because this deployment is
not licensed.
Explanation

The requested feature is not part of the used license.

Action

If you want to use this feature, you should buy and install the appropriate license.

POP.012.0001.wm_publish.ToEnable – To enable the "Publish" feature please contact webMethods to
obtain a Portal license.
Explanation

The requested feature is not part of the used license. Contact Software AG to obtain
the Portal license to enable the "Publish" feature.

Action

To use the "Publish" feature, you should buy and install the appropriate Portal license.

POP.012.0001.wm_sessionmonitor – The view "{0}" is not available.
Explanation

Unable to fetch the view context from the server.

Action

Try republishing the portlet to the server.

POP.012.0001.wm_shelladmin – A shell with the system name "{0}" already exists.
Explanation

The same system name is not allowed for two different shells. This error occurs when
an attempt is made to save a shell with a system name that already exists.

Action

Specify a unique system name for the shell.

POP.012.0001.wm_shelleditorE – Cannot clone parent''s shell section because it is not a Portal Page.
Explanation

Some legacy shells created before Portal 6.2 or customer-created shells may have a
raw JSP page assigned to a shell section. Such shells cannot be cloned.

Action

Rework the legacy shell to use portal pages instead of JSP pages.

POP.012.0001.wm_skinadmin – A skin with the system name "{0}" already exists.
Explanation

The same system name is not allowed for two different skins. This error occurs when
an attempt is made to save a skin with a system name that already exists.

Action

Specify a unique system name for the skin.
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POP.012.0001.wm_skineditorE – {0} is not a valid skin.
Explanation

The specified skin object is not a valid portal skin.

Action

Log off from My webMethods and log back in.

POP.012.0001.wm_spm_commandex – "{0}" does not identify a user or group.
Explanation

The supplied URI is not a valid user or group.

Action

Specify a correct URI.

POP.012.0001.wm_sysdirsvc – Unable to locate principal: {0}
Explanation

The principal cannot be retrieved using the provided principal URI.

Action

Check the server log for the principal URI that was used and make sure the principal
URI is valid. Contact an administrator if the principal URI is valid but the issue persists.

POP.012.0001.wm_table – Illegal "{0}" property value: "{1}".
Explanation

An invalid value is specified for the property.

Action

Check the log for information about the value that was specified for the property.
Specify a valid value for the property.

POP.012.0001.wm_tabs – Illegal "{0}" property value: "{1}".
Explanation

An invalid value is specified for the property.

Action

Check the log for information about the value that was specified for the property.
Specify a valid value for the property.

POP.012.0001.wm_thumbnailagentE – Error executing external process
Explanation

The Thumbnail agent has failed to execute an external process to prepare thumbnails.

Action

Use the Install Administration portlet to reinstall the wm_thumbnailagent portlet.

POP.012.0001.wm_tree – Illegal "{0}" property value: "{1}".
Explanation

An invalid value is used for the specified property.

Action

Check the server log for the value used for the property. Make sure a valid value is
used.
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POP.012.0001.wm_universalpicker – Cannot resolve portlet ID for "{0}".
Explanation

Cannot retrieve the thing using the specified ID.

Action

Check the server log for the ID that cannot be retrieved and make sure that the ID is
valid. Contact an administrator if you think that the ID is valid but the error persists.

POP.012.0001.wm_userhomefolderE – Empty "{0}" property.
Explanation

The user ID is either invalid or was not found.

Action

Use the User Home folder portlet to refresh the page.

POP.012.0001.wm_userprofilewiring – This portlet has no UI.
Explanation

The specified portlet deployed on the server has no user interface.

Action

Go to Folders > Administrative Folders > Administration Dashboard > Configuration
> Install Administration and re-install the portlet.

POP.012.0001.wm_versionE – Unable to acquire publish portlet controller bean.
Explanation

An internal portlet error has occurred.

Action

Log off from My webMethods and log back in.

POP.012.0001.wm_webclipE – Cannot clip from "{0}" because it is not an HTTP resource.
Explanation

The Webclip portlet has failed to connect to the specified URL and get its HTML
content.

Action

Check the URL specified for the Webclip portlet.

POP.012.0001.wm_wiringE – Can only wire portlets
Explanation

An attempt was made to wire a non-portlet.

Action

You can only wire portlets.

POP.012.0001.wm_xt_dbdirsvc – Directory could not authenticate this user
Explanation

The user cannot be authenticated with the specified credentials.

Action

Make sure the user credentials are valid.
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POP.012.0001.wm_xt_dbrole – An error occured executing the SQL query: "{0}". Please type a valid query
and try again.
Explanation

The SQL query is invalid.

Action

The server log contains the invalid SQL query. Use a valid SQL query.

POP.012.0001.wm_xt_extdirsvc – Directory could not authenticate this user
Explanation

The user cannot be authenticated with the specified credentials.

Action

Make sure the user credentials are valid.

POP.012.0001.wm_xt_ldapdirsvc – This directory service does not support creating Users or Groups
Explanation

The LDAP directory service does not support creating users or groups.

Action

Contact an administrator if you want to create users or groups.

POP.012.0001.wm_xt_oauthsvc – Verification of the IdToken failed!
Explanation

Verification of the ID Token (security token) that contains claims about the
authentication of a user by an authorization server failed. The failure may occur due
to the following reasons: 1.The issuer identifier for the OpenID Provider obtained
during discovery does not match the value of the iss (issuer) claim.2. The ID Token
does not list the client (client_id) as a valid audience (aud).

Action

Check the OAuth configuration 'OAuth 2.0 Client Identifier' parameter.

POP.012.0001.wm_xt_portalrules – Unknown rule thing: {0}
Explanation

The type of rule cannot be determined.

Action

Check the server log for the rule ID that cannot be determined and make sure that
the ID is valid. Contact an administrator if you think that the ID is valid but the error
persists.

POP.012.0001.wm_xt_rssfeed – age not found: {0}
Explanation

The specified RSS Feed Resource age "{0}"does not exist.

Action

Examine the warning message and confirm that the age {0} exists.

POP.012.0001.wm_xt_ruleE – The current IDirectoryUser is null.
Explanation

Rule matching has failed to load the user.

Action

Log off from My webMethods and log back in.
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POP.012.0001.wm_xt_samlsecurityservice – The input document contains no elements.
Explanation

The input document contains no elements.

Action

Make sure that a valid document that is not empty is passed.

POP.012.0001.wm_xt_shell – Cannot delete "{0}" because it is the default system shell.
Explanation

The default system shell cannot be deleted.

Action

Do not attempt to delete the default system shell.

POP.012.0001.wm_xt_shortcutE – Unhandled object type found for the wm_xt_shortcut URL property:
{0}
Explanation

An invalid object type was referenced by a shortcut.

Action

Delete the specified object and start over.

POP.012.0001.wm_xt_skinE – Cannot delete "{0}" because it is the default system skin.
Explanation

The portal skin specificed as the default skin cannot be deleted.

Action

Before deleting the skin, use the Skin Administration portlet to specify another skin
as the default.

POP.012.0001.wm_xt_ssolink – Failed to generate SAML artifact, artifact is null
Explanation

The SAML artifact cannot be generated.

Action

Make sure that the item thing ID and user ID are valid, and that the SAML service is
running.

POP.012.0001.wm_xtypeviewE – You have not specified an object to display in this portlet.
Explanation

The Xtype View portlet does not have a valid target object to display.

Action

Update the Xtype View portlet properties and specify a valid DBO to display.

POP.012.0002.wm_caf_task – Cannot connect to webMethods Content Service Platform Server on {0} :
{1} . Please make sure the server is available.
Explanation

webMethods Content Service Platform is either not running, disconnected, or the
environment configuration defined in My webMethods is incorrect.

Action

Make sure the CSP server is running; ensure that network connectivity is available;
check the CSP environment configuration in My webMethods and verify the connection
values.
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POP.012.0002.wm_commonsearchbar – Search Context Portlet does not implement ISearchContext
interface
Explanation

The search context portlet does not implement the ISearchContext interface.

Action

Make sure the search context portlet implements the ISearchContext interface.

POP.012.0002.wm_commonsearchresults – Search Context Portlet does not implement ISearchContext
interface
Explanation

The search context portlet does not implement the ISearchContext interface.

Action

Make sure the search context portlet implements the ISearchContext interface.

POP.012.0002.wm_contentrendererE – Requested content was not found: "{0}"
Explanation

The server attempted to download invalid content.

Action

Verify that valild content is present at the source location and can be downloaded.

POP.012.0002.wm_dirsearchcontext – Failed to move to next principal in directory services, service={0},
error={1}
Explanation

The directory search cannot continue because an exception was thrown when
attempting to go to the next page search. No search results are returned.

Action

Check the My webMethods Server log for the directory service used for the search
and the exception that was thrown. Provide the log details to an administrator.

POP.012.0002.wm_discotres_forumview – Can display listing for forum or category only.
Explanation

Only the listing for forum or category is displayed successfully.

Action

No action required.

POP.012.0002.wm_discotres_forumwizard – Must specify "target" property.
Explanation

The "target" property must not be empty.

Action

Enter a valid "target" property.

POP.012.0002.wm_discotres_messageview – Can display forum message only.
Explanation

Only forum messages are displayed successfully.

Action

No action is required.
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POP.012.0002.wm_discotres_topicview – Can display listing for forum topic only.
Explanation

Only the listing for forum topic is displayed successfully.

Action

No action required.

POP.012.0002.wm_jazzy – Not a valid dictionary: "{0}".
Explanation

The dictionary specified is not valid.

Action

Provide a valid dictionary.

POP.012.0002.wm_publish – Please select a type to publish.
Explanation

The 'type' input parameter must be set to 'publish'.

Action

Provide an allowed value. The 'type' input parameter must be set to 'publish'.

POP.012.0002.wm_sessionmonitor – Use this portlet to monitor real-time user activity and send status
messages to user(s) via e-mail. Click the appropriate column heading to sort by User Name, Location
(Host ID), or Administrator status.
Explanation

Use this portlet to monitor real-time user activity and to send status messages to users
by e-mail. Click the appropriate column heading to sort by User Name, Location (Host
ID), or Administrator status.

Action

For more information, see the PDF publication, "My webMethods Server Portlet
Reference."

POP.012.0002.wm_shelladmin – A shell with the display name "{0}" already exists.
Explanation

The same display name is not allowed for two different shells. This error occurs when
an attempt is made to save a shell with a display name that already exists.

Action

Specify a unique system name for the shell.

POP.012.0002.wm_skinadmin – A skin with the display name "{0}" already exists.
Explanation

The same display name is not allowed for two different skins. This error occurs when
an attempt is made to save a skin with a display name that already exists.

Action

Specify a unique display name for the skin.

POP.012.0002.wm_skineditor – feature not recognized: {0}
Explanation

The feature is not recognized.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support. For contact information, log in to
https://empower.softwareag.com/.
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POP.012.0002.wm_spm_commandex – Invalid argument supplied.
Explanation

An invalid argument was supplied as a parameter in the request map.

Action

Check the arguments for the command request.

POP.012.0002.wm_sysdirsvc – Password attribute is missing
Explanation

No password information is provided when creating a new principal.

Action

Provide a password attribute when creating a new principal.

POP.012.0002.wm_systemcontent – <div class="portlet-msg-error"><h3>Attempted redirect to a restricted
host. </h3></div>
Explanation

My webMethods Server does not allow redirects to arbitrary URLs. In this case the
URL was not configured as an acceptable redirect host.

Action

Ask the My webMethods Server administrator to modify the Server Redirect WhiteList
to allow redirects to this foreign URL.

POP.012.0002.wm_userhomefolder – This user does not have a home folder. Note that the Portal typically
does not create a home folder for a user until the user logs in for the first time.
Explanation

The user does not have a home folder.

Action

Note that the Portal typically does not create a home folder for a user until the user
logs in for the first time. Contact an administrator if this problem persists after the
user logs in.

POP.012.0002.wm_versionE – Unable to acquire target resource: {0}
Explanation

An internal portlet error has occurred.

Action

Log off from My webMethods and log back in.

POP.012.0002.wm_wiringE – {0} is not a normal thing
Explanation

An attempt was made to wire an invalid portlet instance.

Action

Delete the specified portlet and locate the correct portlet.

POP.012.0002.wm_xt_extdirsvc – This directory service does not support creating Users or Groups
Explanation

This external directory service does not support creating users or groups.

Action

Create an administrator if you want to create users or groups.
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POP.012.0002.wm_xt_ldapdirsvc – This directory service does not support deleting Users or Groups
Explanation

The LDAP directory service does not support deleting users or groups.

Action

Contact an administrator if you want to delete users or groups.

POP.012.0002.wm_xt_oauthsvc – The discovery document response is not valid.
Explanation

Unable to obtain configuration information about the OpenID provider, including
information about all the necessary endpoints and public key location.

Action

Check the OAuth configuration 'Discovery Document URL' parameter.

POP.012.0002.wm_xt_portalrules – Unable to resolve user id: {0}
Explanation

The principal information cannot be retrieved using the specified ID.

Action

Check the server log for the principal ID that cannot be retrieved and make sure that
the ID is valid. Contact an administrator if you think that the ID is valid but the error
persists.

POP.012.0002.wm_xt_rssfeed – refresh interval not found: {0}
Explanation

The specified RSS Feed Resource refresh interval "{0}"does not exist.

Action

Provide a valid value for the input variable refresh interval :{0}.

POP.012.0002.wm_xt_samlsecurityservice – The SAML artifact is invalid or has expired.
Explanation

The SAML artifact is invalid because it provides wrong information for the cluster
index.

Action

Make sure the SAML artifact has the correct information.

POP.012.0002.wm_xt_shell – Cannot delete "{0}" because it is the base system shell.
Explanation

The base system shell cannot be deleted.

Action

Do not attempt to delete the base system shell.

POP.012.0002.wm_xt_skinE – Cannot delete "{0}" because it is the base system skin.
Explanation

The portal skin specified as the base system skin cannot be deleted.

Action

The base portal skin cannot be deleted because it is used as a parent for all other portal
skins.
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POP.012.0002.wm_xt_wikiobject – Wiki with such name already exists
Explanation

A wiki with such a name already exists.

Action

Use a unique name for the wiki.

POP.012.0003.wm_commonsearchbar – None of the portlet tabs are visible
Explanation

None of the portlet tabs are visible for the search bar.

Action

Make sure that the search options are set.

POP.012.0003.wm_commonsearchresultsE – Failed to parse the max search results setting of "{0}", using
default of "{1}"
Explanation

The common search code is attempting to build a search query object from a query
string that was passed into it. The query string supplied contains an invalid value for
the 'maxResults' setting. The warning message is written to the logs and the process
continues with the default maxResults value.

Action

Make sure the portlet that invokes the API supplies a valid number for the 'maxResults'
setting in the search query string. Typically, the end user would not cause this scenario
because the wm_commonsearchbar portlet that usually builds the query string
validates the maxResults field before allowing the submission of the search form.

POP.012.0003.wm_contentserviceadmin – Cannot start a new content import process because another
content import process is currently running.
Explanation

You cannot start a new content import process because another content import process
is currently running.

Action

Wait until the content import in progress completes.

POP.012.0003.wm_dirsearchcontext – Failed to convert short move to next principal in directory services,
service={0}, error={1}
Explanation

The internal ID is not a valid integer.

Action

Check the My webMethods Server log for the directory service used for the search
and the exception that was thrown. Provide the log details to an administrator.

POP.012.0003.wm_discotres_topicview – Must specify "target" property.
Explanation

The "target" property must not be empty.

Action

Enter a valid "target" property.
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POP.012.0003.wm_jazzy – Cannot load dictionary "{0}" because an I/O error occurred.
Explanation

The specified dictionary cannot be loaded.

Action

Make sure that the dictionary is accessible.

POP.012.0003.wm_noodle – Cannot load portlet content.
Explanation

The portlet fails to load the content.

Action

Check if the portlet has content and if the path of the portlet is correct.

POP.012.0003.wm_ntlmv2authadmin – Field [{0}] is required.
Explanation

A necessary form field was not provided.

Action

Review the form and fill out all required fields, then resubmit.

POP.012.0003.wm_sessionmonitor – No sessions are available for this Portal Node.
Explanation

No sessions are available for this portal node.

Action

Try republishing the portlet to the server.

POP.012.0003.wm_shelladminE – The URI "{0}" does not identify a valid shell.
Explanation

The shell instance is not a valid portal shell object type.

Action

Restart the My webMethods Server to flush the internal caches.

POP.012.0003.wm_skinadminE – The URI "{0}" does not identify a valid skin.
Explanation

The skin instance is not a valid portal skin type.

Action

Restart My webMethods Server to flush the internal caches.

POP.012.0003.wm_skineditor – property not recognized: {0}
Explanation

The property is not recognized.

Action

Make sure this particular editor resource is declared correctly.

POP.012.0003.wm_spm_commandex – Cannot create env entry. Entry already exsists.
Explanation

There is a duplicate entry with that name.

Action

Specify a different name for the entry.
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POP.012.0003.wm_tree – The "{0}" property value must begin with a '{' character.
Explanation

The property value should begin with a "{" character.

Action

Make sure that the property value begins with a "{" character.

POP.012.0003.wm_wiring – You don't have rights to modify the wiring of this item.
Explanation

The current user does not have sufficient permissions to modify the wiring properties
of this portlet.

Action

Contact your My webMethods Server administrator to modify your user permissions.

POP.012.0003.wm_xt_dbdirsvc – This directory service does not support deleting Users or Groups
Explanation

The database directory service does not support deleting users or groups.

Action

Contact an administrator if you want to delete users or groups.

POP.012.0003.wm_xt_extdirsvc – This directory service does not support deleting Users or Groups
Explanation

This external directory service does not support deleting users or groups.

Action

Contact an administrator if you want to delete users or groups.

POP.012.0003.wm_xt_ldapdirsvc – This directory service does not support modifying User or Group
memberships
Explanation

The LDAP directory service does not support modifying users or groups.

Action

Contact an administrator if you want to modify users or groups.

POP.012.0003.wm_xt_oauthsvc – Unable to obtain OSGI service reference: {0}
Explanation

The lookup for the OAuth user service failed.

Action

If a user service application is defined in the OAuth configuration, check if the user
service application is deployed correctly.

POP.012.0003.wm_xt_portalrules – Deprecated method {0} is not valid on wm_xt_portalrules
Explanation

The method is deprecated and should not be invoked.

Action

Use only supported methods.
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POP.012.0003.wm_xt_rssfeedE – Unable to find suitable factory for: {0}
Explanation

An RSS feed has failed to parse RSS content.

Action

Choose another RSS feed.

POP.012.0003.wm_xt_samlsecurityservice – Unable to locate principal "{0}".
Explanation

Directory principal information cannot be retrieved.

Action

Make sure the SAML artifact contains correct directory principal information.

POP.012.0004.wm_commonsearchbar – Saved Search Name has already been used.
Explanation

The saved search name has already been used.

Action

Specify a different search name.

POP.012.0004.wm_commonsearchresults – Failed to retrieve data from : {0} LDAPs
Explanation

The specified directory services failed to return a result due to an error.

Action

Check the My webMethods Server logs for errors related to the specified directory
services.

POP.012.0004.wm_contentserviceadminE – Content service not found: "{0}".
Explanation

The content service is no longer valid.

Action

If you cannot reconfigure the offending content service by using the Content Service
Admin portlet, contact Software AG Global Support for a reset directive.

POP.012.0004.wm_dirsearchcontext – Failed to evaluate expression for object, exp={0}, obj={1}, error={2}
Explanation

The expression cannot be evaluated.

Action

Check the My webMethods Server log to determine the expression and the exception
that was thrown. Provide the log details to an administrator.

POP.012.0004.wm_mws_diagnostics – Performance Service does not support serialization.
Explanation

The currently running performance service does not support data serialization,
therefore a snapshot cannot be exported.

Action

Switch to a performance service that supports serialization.
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POP.012.0004.wm_ntlmv2authadmin – Jespa library is required.
Explanation

NTLMV2 will not function without the Jespa library.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support for information about downloading the Jespa
library from jespa.org.

POP.012.0004.wm_portalaliassearchcontext – One or more of the requested aliases can not be removed
Explanation

One or more of the requested aliases can not be removed.

Action

Before deleting an alias, verify that it exists and that it is not a system alias.

POP.012.0004.wm_shelladminE – Cannot delete "{0}" because it is the default system shell.
Explanation

The default portal shell cannot be deleted.

Action

Use the Shell Administration portlet to specify another shell as the default, and then
delete the first shell.

POP.012.0004.wm_skineditor – can't resolve input source: {0}
Explanation

The input resource provided is incorrect.

Action

Provide the correct input resource.

POP.012.0004.wm_spm_commandex – "{0}" argument not supplied.
Explanation

The required argument is not provided.

Action

Check the provided arguments.

POP.012.0004.wm_tree – Cannot render resource as tree fragment.
Explanation

The resource content is empty.

Action

Make sure that the resource has content.

POP.012.0004.wm_wiki_createnew – Please provide the container for wiki
Explanation

The container is not provided for the wiki.

Action

Provide the container for the wiki.

POP.012.0004.wm_xt_dbdirsvc – This directory service does not support modifying User or Group
memberships
Explanation

The database directory service does not support modifying users or groups.

Action

Contact an administrator if you want to modify users or groups.
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POP.012.0004.wm_xt_extdirsvc – This directory service does not support modifying User or Group
memberships
Explanation

This external directory service does not support modifying users or groups.

Action

Contact an administrator if you want to modify users or groups.

POP.012.0004.wm_xt_ldapdirsvc – No valid "{0}" found for the principal "{1}" from "{2}" directory service.
Please check if ID attribute is valid in the Directory Services Configuration
Explanation

No principal is found in the LDAP directory service using the specified name.

Action

Use a valid name when searching for the principal in the LDAP directory service.

POP.012.0004.wm_xt_portalrules – Web application is not deployed or available {0}. Cannot evaluate {1}
Explanation

The specified web application is not deployed or available. As a result, My
webMethods Server cannot evaluate the specified function.

Action

Make sure that the specified web application is deployed and available.

POP.012.0005.wm_contentserviceadminE – Cannot remove default content service.
Explanation

The default content service cannot be deleted.

Action

My webMethods Server disallows the deletion of the default content service.

POP.012.0005.wm_dirsearchcontext – Failed to create a directory service iterator, dirService={0}, error={1)
Explanation

A problem was encountered while trying to iterate through a directory service.

Action

Check the server log for information about the directory service and the exception
that was thrown. Provide the log details to an administrator.

POP.012.0005.wm_jazzy – Please specify text to check.
Explanation

The specified text is empty.

Action

Specify the text to check.

POP.012.0005.wm_mws_diagnostics – Wrong Import File format.
Explanation

The file you are trying to import was exported from a performance service that is
different from the one currently running.

Action

Check the portlet preferences and make sure the correct performance service is running.
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POP.012.0005.wm_ntlmv2authadmin – Configuration test failed. Please double check all the required
parameters.
Explanation

The specified configuration is not valid. NTLMv2 authentication will not succeed
until the parameters are corrected.

Action

Review the NTLMv2 configuration and modify parameters as required.

POP.012.0005.wm_portalaliassearchcontext – Unable to add alias "{0}" because an alias with that name
already exists.
Explanation

Unable to add alias because an alias with that name already exists.

Action

Create a unique alias name.

POP.012.0005.wm_shelladminE – Cannot delete "{0}" because it is the base system shell.
Explanation

The shell could not be deleted because it is a parent shell for other deployed shells.

Action

My webMethods Server explicitly disallows deletion of the base shell.

POP.012.0005.wm_skineditor – cannot rename "{0}" to "{1}"
Explanation

The field name "{1}" already exists.

Action

Specify a unique field name.

POP.012.0005.wm_spm_commandex – Neither "{0}" or "{1}" arguments are supplied.
Explanation

Neither the first nor the second argument was provided.

Action

Provide at least one argument.

POP.012.0005.wm_xt_dbdirsvc – Directory could not load principal data, "{0}" attribute is missing
Explanation

The principal data cannot be loaded because the specified attribute is missing.

Action

Check the log file for the missing attribute. Contact an administrator to make sure
the specific principal is valid and has the specified attribute.

POP.012.0005.wm_xt_extdirsvc – No data service defined
Explanation

The OSGi external directory service could not be found.

Action

Check if the external directory service is defined correctly.
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POP.012.0005.wm_xt_ldapdirsvc – Unable to locate "{0}" directory service. It might have been disabled.
Explanation

The LDAP directory service cannot be located.

Action

Make sure the LDAP directory service is enabled.

POP.012.0006.wm_contentserviceadmin – You do not have sufficient rights to modify content service
"{1}".
Explanation

You do not have sufficient rights to modify this content service.

Action

An administrator must assign modify permission to the current user. Otherwise,
modify the content service as an Administrator user.

POP.012.0006.wm_dirsearchcontext – Not a valid attribute filter string, string={0}
Explanation

The attribute filter string specified is not valid.

Action

Provide a valid attribute filter string. The server log file contains information about
the invalid value.

POP.012.0006.wm_portalaliassearchcontext – Unable to update alias "{0}" because an existing alias with
that name could not be found.
Explanation

Unable to update alias because an existing alias with that name could not be found.

Action

Select an existing alias to update, or create a new alias.

POP.012.0006.wm_shelladmin – "{0}" does not identify a legacy shell.
Explanation

The shell instance is not a valid legacy shell object type.

Action

Restart the My webMethods Server to flush the internal caches.

POP.012.0006.wm_spm_commandex – Could not modify environment variable. Variable not found
Explanation

The variable was not found.

Action

Check and refresh the environment variables list.

POP.012.0006.wm_xt_dbdirsvc – An error occurred executing the SQL query: "{0}". Please type a valid
query and try again.
Explanation

The SQL query is invalid.

Action

Make sure that the SQL query is valid. Contact an administrator if you are sure your
SQL is valid.
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POP.012.0006.wm_xt_extdirsvc – Unable to instantiate class: {0}
Explanation

The OSGi external directory service is not defined or exposed correctly.

Action

Check if the external directory service is defined correctly.

POP.012.0006.wm_xt_samlsecurityservice – Unable to locate server within cluster to validate the SAML
artifact, index={0}
Explanation

The server specified in the SAML artifact cannot be located within the cluster.

Action

Make sure the SAML artifact contains the correct server index information.

POP.012.0007.wm_contentserviceadmin – A content service with a name of "{0}" already exists.
Explanation

A content service with the same name already exists.

Action

Define a unique name when adding a new content service,

POP.012.0007.wm_dirsearchcontext – Not a valid attribute filter string, missing separator, string={0}
Explanation

The specified string does not have a valid attribute filter separator.

Action

Provide a valid attribute filter separator. You can find the invalid value in the server
log file.

POP.012.0007.wm_mws_diagnostics – Performance Service is not running. No data is available.
Explanation

No performance service currently is running, so there is no data to display.

Action

Enable a performance service and allow time for it to collect some data, then retry.

POP.012.0007.wm_portalaliassearchcontext – This portlet is not intended to be viewed standalone
Explanation

This portlet is not intended to be viewed as an individual portlet, outside of another
portlet.

Action

Avoid using this portlet as a single stand-alone portlet.

POP.012.0007.wm_shelladmin – Cannot convert legacy shell because it uses JSP pages instead of Portal
pages.
Explanation

My webMethods Server cannot convert a legacy shell because it uses JSP pages instead
of Portal pages.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support. For contact information, log in to
https://empower.softwareag.com/.
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POP.012.0007.wm_xt_dbdirsvc – {0} is required
Explanation

The SQL query is invalid because the required property is missing.

Action

Make sure the SQL query includes the required property.

POP.012.0007.wm_xt_extdirsvc – Unable to get the OSGI service: {0}
Explanation

The OSGi external directory service is not defined or exposed correctly.

Action

Check if the external directory service is defined correctly.

POP.012.0008.wm_contentserviceadmin – A content service with a root of "{0}" already exists.
Explanation

A content service with the same root already exists.

Action

Verify that no other service uses the same root location.

POP.012.0008.wm_dirsearchcontext – Unable to locate the attribute provider for URI={0}
Explanation

The principal attribute provider for the specific directory service cannot be found.

Action

Find the directory service in the server log and contact an administrator with the log
information.

POP.012.0008.wm_migration – Your download should begin shortly.
Explanation

Informational message indicating that the download to begin shortly.

Action

No action required.

POP.012.0008.wm_portalaliassearchcontext – Unable to remove alias "{0}" because it is a system alias
Explanation

Unable to remove the alias because it is a system alias.

Action

No action available. You cannot delete a system alias.

POP.012.0008.wm_xt_dbdirsvc – {0} "{1}" is invalid. It is missing required field "{2}"
Explanation

The SQL query is invalid because the required property is missing.

Action

Make sure the SQL query includes the required property.

POP.012.0009.wm_portalaliassearchcontext – Unable to remove alias "{0}" because it does not exist
Explanation

Unable to remove the alias because it does not exist.

Action

Before attempting to delete an alias, verify that it exists.
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POP.012.0009.wm_xt_dbdirsvc – {0} "{1}" is invalid. It does not implement case-insensitive lookup for
uid attribute
Explanation

The database directory service does not support case-insensitive lookup for the UID
attribute.

Action

Check the server log for information about the UID attribute and the query. Contact
an administrator to make sure that the database directory service supports
case-insensitive lookup for the UID attribute.

POP.012.0010.wm_xt_dbdirsvc – Directory could not load principal "{0}"
Explanation

No principal is found in the database directory service using the specified name.

Action

Use a valid name when searching the principal in the database directory service.

POP.012.0012.wm_skineditor – You can not set skin parent to itself
Explanation

The skin parent cannot be set to itself.

Action

The skin parent cannot be set to itself because it is used as a parent for all others.

POP.012.0015.wm_migration – May not export resource which does not have a parent
Explanation

You cannot export a resource that does not have a parent.

Action

Ensure that the resource has a valid parent.

POP.012.0019.wm_migration – Export failed : Calender Id/Name Invalid
Explanation

An invalid Calendar ID or Name is specified for Task Definition export.

Action

Specify a valid Calendar ID or Name for export. Consult the log file at
..\MWS\server\<instanceName>\logs for further information.

POP.012.0020.wm_migration – Export failed : Shell Id/Name Invalid
Explanation

An invalid Shell ID or Name is specified for Task Definition export.

Action

Specify a valid Shell ID or Name for export. Consult the log file at
..\MWS\server\<instanceName>\logs for further information.

POP.012.0020.wm_securityrealmadmin – Warning: Selecting 'OK' will permanently remove the
SecurityRealm from the system.
Explanation

Before proceeding, verify that permanent deletion of the security realm will not affect
your application or solution.

Action

Clcik OK to permanently remove the security realm from the system.
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POP.012.0021.wm_migration – Export failed : Skin Id/Name Invalid
Explanation

An invalid Skin ID or Name is specified for Task Definition export.

Action

Specify a valid Skin ID or Name for export. Consult the log file at
..\MWS\server\<instanceName>\logs for further information.

POP.012.0021.wm_securityrealmadmin – Warning: Selecting 'OK' will permanently remove this Container
and all its contents from the system.
Explanation

Before proceeding, verify that permanent deletion of the container will not affect your
application or solution.

Action

Clcik OK to permanently remove this container and all its contents from the system.

POP.012.0022.wm_migration – Export failed : Security Realm Id/Name Invalid
Explanation

An invalid Security Realm ID or Name is specified for Task Definition export.

Action

Specify a valid Security Realm ID or Name for export. Consult the log file at
..\MWS\server\<instanceName>\logs for further information.

POP.012.0023.wm_migration – Exception Closing Stream continuing with processing
Explanation

An exception occurred during resource migration.

Action

Check the detailed error message and take appropriate action.

POP.012.0024.wm_migration – Export failed : Certificate Id/Name Invalid
Explanation

An invalid Shell ID or Name was specified for Task Definition export.

Action

Specify a valid Shell ID or Name for export. Consult the log file at
..\MWS\server\<instanceName>\logs for further information.

POP.012.0025.wm_migration – Export failed : Invalid depth specified {0}
Explanation

An invalid depth is specified for Task Definition export.

Action

Specify the valid path for Task Definition export. Consult the log file at
..\MWS\server\<instanceName>\logs for further information.

POP.012.0026.wm_migration – Export failed : Invalid URI/alias specified for Export
Explanation

An invalid URL or alias has been specified for Task Definition export.

Action

Specify a valid URL or alias for export. Consult the log file at
..\MWS\server\<instanceName>\logs for further information.
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POP.012.0027.wm_migration – Export did not containing any DLS Objects
Explanation

The DLS object specified for export is not found.

Action

Specify the correct object for export. Consult the logs at
..\MWS\server\<instanceName>\logs for more details.

POP.012.0028.wm_migration – Export failed : Invalid ID/URI/alias/Name specified for Task Definition
Export
Explanation

An invalid ID, URL, alias, or Name is specified for Task Definition export.

Action

Specify a valid ID, URL, aliias, or Name for export. Consult the log file at
..\MWS\server\<instanceName>\logs for further information.

POP.012.0029.wm_migration – Export failed : Unable to get the skin archive content for {0}
Explanation

Unable to get the field value using the specified path.

Action

Consult the log file at ..\MWS\server\<instanceName>\logs for further information.

POP.012.0032.wm_migration – The Descriptor file specified is invalid
Explanation

An invalid Descriptor file is specified.

Action

Specify a valid Descriptor file for export. See the log files in <Software
AG_directory>\MWS\server\<instance_name>\logs for further information.

POP.012.0033.wm_migration – Please specify valid target folder path
Explanation

An invalid target folder path was encountered while trying to execute migration.

Action

Specify a valid target folder path.

POP.012.0034.wm_migration – Import failed for entry :--> {0}
Explanation

An invalid entry is specified for Task Definition export.

Action

See the log files in <Software AG_directory>\MWS\server\<instance_name>\logs
for further information.

POP.012.0035.wm_migration – No Task Instances found for Task application name {0} and task_type_id
{1}
Explanation

No task instances are found that match the specified search criteria.

Action

Verify that the task application name and task type ID specified for the task instance
search are valid. Consult the log file at ..\MWS\server\<instanceName>\logs for
further information.
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POP.012.0036.wm_migration – Export failed : Invalid ID/URI/alias/Name specified for Task Rules Export
Explanation

An invalid ID, URL, alias, or Name is specified for Task Rules export.

Action

Consult the log file at ..\MWS\server\<instanceName>\logs for further information.

POP.012.0037.wm_migration – Export successful for :--> {0}
Explanation

The specified export completed successfully.

Action

No action required.

POP.012.0038.wm_migration – Failed to get bizPolicy for :--> {0}
Explanation

An invalid bizpolicy is specified.

Action

Specify a vaild bizPolicy. Consult the log file at ..\MWS\server\<instanceName>\logs
for further information.

POP.012.0039.wm_migration – Failed to get view details for thingID:--> {0}
Explanation

The view details for the specified object could not be retrieved.

Action

Consult the log file at ..\MWS\server\<instanceName>\logs for further information.

POP.012.0041.wm_migration – Import functionality is not supported.
Explanation

The import function is not supported.

Action

No action required.

POP.012.0055.wm_migration – Import info file {0} is invalid
Explanation

The migration portlet was unable to find the control file that lists the My webMethods
Server assets to be imported.

Action

The user has specified an invalid path and file for the import control file. Check that
the specified file exists and has read permission for the current user.

POP.012.0056.wm_migration – Failed to list principals from directory service {0}
Explanation

My webMethods Server failed to build a list of principals from the specified directory
service. This can happen if the directory service is non-functional and cannot access
the underlying directory privider, such as an LDAP server or database.

Action

Check the Directory Services Administration portlet to verify that the directory service
provider is correctly configured and is enabled. Also check the error logs for directory
service provider connection failures.
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POP.012.0058.wm_migration – WARNING:Command not found: {0}
Explanation

My webMethods Server was unable to locate an internal command by name.

Action

This is an internal failure and cannot be remedied by the end-user.

POP.012.0059.wm_migration – Error applying ACL for {0}
Explanation

A general error occured applying an import ACL to a principal.

Action

This is a system error that cannot be remedied by the end-user.

POP.012.0060.wm_migration – WARNING: Profile Attribute Import failed: {0}
Explanation

A general error occured when applying the profile attributes to a user during import.
The details of the failure will be appended to the error message.

Action

This is a system error that cannot be remedied by the end-user.

POP.012.0061.wm_migration – Error importing skin {0}
Explanation

A general error occured when importing a skin. The details of the failure are appended
to this message.

Action

This is a general message meant to capture any errors that occur during skin import.
Refer to the My webMethods Server logs or the additional error text to troubleshoot
the specific problem.

POP.012.0062.wm_migration – Error occurred post-processing ACLs
Explanation

A general error occurred applying ACLs to imported users, groups, or roles.

Action

This is a general message meant to capture any errors that occur when applying ACLs.
Refer to the My webMethods Server logs or the additional error text to troubleshoot
the specific problem.

POP.012.0063.wm_migration – Rule target not found for {0}.
Explanation

The target of a My webMethods Server rule could not be resolved to a specific My
webMethods Server object. For example, a shell rule would display this error if it
referenced a shell that did not exist.

Action

Examine the rule that is reporting the warning to determine the rule target, then
confirm that the rule target exists.
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POP.012.0065.wm_migration – Unable to register datasource {0}
Explanation

A general failure occured importing a datasource.

Action

This is a general message meant to capture any errors that occur during datasource
import. Refer to the My webMethods Server logs or the additional error text to
troubleshoot the specific problem.

POP.012.0067.wm_migration – Unable to import saved search for {0}
Explanation

A general error occured when importing a set of saved searches for the specified
resource (for example, Task List Management or My Inbox).

Action

This is a general message meant to capture any errors that occur during a saved search
import. Refer to the My webMethods Server logs or the additional error text to
troubleshoot the specific problem.

POP.012.0068.wm_migration – Unable to locate principal for applying saved searches to {0}
Explanation

The import includes private saved searches for a user that does not exist in the target
My webMethods Server.

Action

Import or create the missing user and then import the saved searches. Otherwise, this
error can be ignored, and the private saved searches will not be imported.

POP.012.0069.wm_migration – Unable to locate principal for {0}
Explanation

A general warning message that the import references a user, group, or role that could
not be located in the target My webMethods Server.

Action

Make sure any users, groups, or roles used by the asset that generates this warning
are imported or created prior to the import.

POP.012.0070.wm_migration – Unable to apply members to {0}
Explanation

A general error occurred importing the role or group membership.

Action

This is a general message meant to capture any errors that occur during import. Refer
to the My webMethods Server logs or the additional error text to troubleshoot the
specific problem.

POP.012.0073.wm_migration – Attempting to import deprecated XType {0}
Explanation

The import contained a My webMethods Server asset that is no longer supported in
My webMethods Server. For example, older versions of wm_xt_savedsearch are no
longer supported in 8.0 and generate this warning.

Action

Because the My webMethods Server asset that generated this error is no longer
supported, the message is for informational purposes only.
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POP.012.0107.wm_portalcontent – This is not meant to be viewed
Explanation

An attempt was made to view a portal content resource that does not have a user
interface.

Action

Do not attempt to view the portal content resource directly. If the resource must be
viewed, you must create a renderer that is capable of displaying a user interface for
the object.

POP.012.1001.wm_mws_diagnostics – Cannot find file to parse.
Explanation

Unable to load the file for analysis.

Action

Select a file to upload for analysis.

POP.012.1002.wm_mws_diagnostics – Unable to parse the log file; possible wrong log file format.
Explanation

The selected log file cannot be parsed. It is possible that the log file is in an incorrect
format.

Action

Make sure the selected log file is in the appropriate format.

POP.012.1003.wm_mws_diagnostics – Error during XML marshalling. Possible wrong log file format.
Explanation

My webMethods Server was unable to parse the xml log file.

Action

Select a log file generated by My webMethods Server and upload again.

POP.012.1004.wm_mws_diagnostics – Unable to locate default {0}
Explanation

Unable to locate default {0}

Action

Check the My webMethods Server instance configuration.

POP.012.1005.wm_mws_diagnostics – The given host: {0} does not exist
Explanation

My webMethods Server was not able to reach the remote host.

Action

Check the connection settings for the remote host, verify that My webMethods Server
has network access to the host, then try again.

POP.012.1006.wm_mws_diagnostics – An error has occurred while downloading the file: {0}
Explanation

There was a problem when parsing the file.

Action

Check the My webMethods Server logs for more details. See
..\MWS\server\<serverName>\logs
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POP.012.1007.wm_mws_diagnostics – An error has occurred while processing the downloaded file: {0}
Explanation

There was a problem processing the file.

Action

Check the My webMethods Server logs for more details. See
..\MWS\server\<serverName>\logs

POP.012.wm_httpheaderauth.userDisabled – HTTP header autentication failed because login has been
disabled for the {0} user.
Explanation

A My webMethods Administrator disabled the user.

Action

Contact your My webMethods Administrator. If the user is not disabled, but this
message still appears, contact Software AG.

POP.013.0005E

This item is either inactive or deleted and can not be viewed.

Explanation

The item is deleted but has not yet been purged.

Action

Use the Deleted Items Administration portlet to remove the deleted items completely
from the user interface.

POP.013.0096

This was not meant to be viewed

Explanation

An attempt was made to view a My webMethods DBO that does not have a user
interface.

Action

Do not attempt to view the resource directly. If the resource must be viewed, you
must create a renderer that is capable of displaying a user interface for the object.

POP.013.0097

Datasource {0} not found

Explanation

A portlet is attempting to open a database connection to a data source that is not
available on the My webMethods Server.

Action

The My webMethods Server administrator should add the missing database connection
information using the "Data Sources" portlet.

POP.013.0099

Unable to construct a secure URL because the MWS secure front end URL is not
available

Explanation

Constructing a secure URL is not possible because the My webMethods Server secure
front-end URL is not available.

Action

Make sure that the front-end URL has been specified.
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POP.013.0100

You must enable JavaScript to use this site.

Explanation

You must enable JavaScript to use this site.

Action

Make sure that JavaScript is enabled.

POP.015.0001

No constant was specified for {0}.

Explanation

When the system attempted to parse a My webMethods Server rule, the syntax
expected a number and none was found.

Action

Review the recently modified or uploaded rule to ensure that the syntax is valid.

POP.015.0002

Incorrect number of children. Expected {0} and found {1}.

Explanation

When the system attempted to parse a My webMethods Server rule, the parser
expected to find another term and none was found. For instance, the rule might have
been a comparison, and only one term was found to compare.

Action

Review the recently modified or uploaded rule to ensure that the syntax is valid.

POP.015.0003

Both child terms must be numbers.

Explanation

When the system attempted to parse a My webMethods Server rule, the parser
expected to find a numeric value or a value that can be converted into a number. None
was found.

Action

Review the recently modified or uploaded rule to ensure that the syntax is valid.

POP.015.0006

Unknown types for comparison: {0} and {1}.

Explanation

When the system attempted to parse a My webMethods Server rule, the parser
expected to find valid terms that can be compared to each other but was unable to do
so.

Action

Review the recently modified or uploaded rule to ensure that the syntax is valid.

POP.015.0007

Unable to find object Reference: {0}.

Explanation

When the system attempted to evaluate a My webMethods Server rule, the rule
referred to an object reference which could not be located.

Action

Review the recently modified or uploaded rule to ensure that the syntax is valid.
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POP.015.0008

No object Reference name is set.

Explanation

When the system attempted to parse a My webMethods Server rule, the parser
expected to find an object identifier and none was found.

Action

Review the recently modified or uploaded rule to ensure that the syntax is valid.

POP.015.0009

Incorrect number of children. Expected 0 or 1 and found {0}.

Explanation

When the system attempted to parse a My webMethods Server rule, the parser found
an unexpected term in the sequence.

Action

Review the recently modified or uploaded rule to ensure that the syntax is valid.

POP.015.0010

Incorrect number of children. Expected 2 or more and found {0}.

Explanation

When the system attempted to parse a My webMethods Server rule, the parser
expected to find additional terms and no more were found. For instance, the rule
might have been a comparison, and only one term was found to compare.

Action

Review the recently modified or uploaded rule to ensure that the syntax is valid.

POP.015.0011

Unable to find method to invoke: {0}.

Explanation

When the system attempted to evaluate a My webMethods Server rule, it was unable
to invoke the specified method.

Action

Review the recently modified or uploaded rule to ensure that the syntax is valid.

POP.015.0012

Incorrect number of children. Expected 1 or more and found {0}.

Explanation

When the system attempted to parse a My webMethods Server rule, the parser
expected to find additional terms and no more were found. For instance, the rule
might have been a comparison, and only one term was found to compare.

Action

Review the recently modified or uploaded rule to ensure that the syntax is valid.

POP.015.0013

XML Parse Exception. Expected {0} tag and found {1} tag.

Explanation

When the system attempted to parse a My webMethods Server rule, the parser was
unable to find the correct XML schema.

Action

Review the recently modified or uploaded rule to ensure that the syntax is valid.
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POP.015.0014

XML Parse Exception while parasing tag {0}.

Explanation

When the system attempted to parse a My webMethods Server rule, the parser was
unable to find the correct XML schema.

Action

Review the recently modified or uploaded rule to ensure that the syntax is valid.

POP.015.0015

Parse Exception at char: {0} {1}.

Explanation

When the system attempted to parse a My webMethods Server rule, the parser
encountered a syntax error at the specified position.

Action

Review the recently modified or uploaded rule to ensure that the syntax is valid.

POP.015.0029

Expected to find matching char "{0}"

Explanation

When the system attempted to parse a My webMethods Server rule, the parser
encountered a syntax error at the specified position.

Action

Review the recently modified or uploaded rule to ensure that the syntax is valid.

POP.016.0001

unbalanced end element: expected "{0}" but was "{1}"

Explanation

The optional PrettyPrintingResponseWriter that was enabled manually by the
developer to tidy up the rendered html for a page in the web.xml of the webapp, has
detected html that was not well-formed.

Action

This should never happen. If this happens a defect in one of the JSF component
renderers has not properly closed one of the html tags that was written to the response
writer.

POP.016.0002

Portlet Preferences are only available inside the Portlet Context

Explanation

This error message is not used in the current trunk code anymore.

Action

N/A

POP.016.0003

Else control must be preceded directly by If control

Explanation

The CAF view contains an "Else" control without a sibling "If" control.

Action

The developer should change the "Else" control to an "If" control or remove it from
the CAF view.
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POP.016.0004

Duplicate component ID: {0} (IDs must be unique within naming-container)

Explanation

In a CAF view two controls have the same ID value.

Action

The developer must change the ID of all the controls that are using the same ID to
make the control's ID unique.

POP.016.0005

Resource bundle is not available: {0}

Explanation

The specified resource bundle could not be loaded.

Action

The developer should check the resource bundle name to make sure it is correct and
make sure the resource bundle file is included in the war file.

POP.016.0006

View source is not found: {0}

Explanation

When attempting to load a CAF .view file, the file was not found.

Action

The developer should inspect the deployed war file to make sure the missing view
file exists.

POP.016.0007

Can only switch portlet modes within an action request

Explanation

A portlet attempted to change the portlet mode outside of an action request which is
not allowed per the JSR-168 specification.

Action

The developer should change the portlet source code and not attempt to change the
portlet mode from a code path that does not originate in a portlet action handler.

POP.016.0008

Unable to locate control ID {0} in view: {1}

Explanation

There was no control in the view that had the specified control id.

Action

The developer should review their application code to make sure the correct control
ID is used for the lookup.

POP.016.0009

Connection failed to datasource {0}. Caused by: {1}

Explanation

A SQLException was caught while retrieving the data for a
RowSetTableContentProvider.

Action

Review the server log file to inspect the stack trace of the exception to try to determine
the cause of the error.
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POP.016.0010

Search Results Table Control could not be located

Explanation

The Export Table Button control could not find the table control to use for exporting
data.

Action

The developer should check the Export For property of the Export Table Button control
to make sure it matches the ID of the table control.

POP.016.0011

DateInput component value must be a java.util.Date instance

Explanation

The value bound to a Date Input control is not the expected data type.

Action

The developer should review the binding expression of the Date Input control to
make sure it resolves to a java.util.Date object.

POP.016.0012

DateRangeInput component value must be a
com.webmethods.caf.faces.data.object.DateRange instance

Explanation

The value bound to a Date Range Input control is not the expected data type.

Action

The developer should review the binding expression of the Date Range Input control
to make sure it resolves to a com.webmethods.caf.faces.data.object.DateRange object.

POP.016.0013

managed-bean-scope value "pageflow" should be changed to "session" for
managed-bean "{0}" in application "{1}".

Explanation

A managed-bean declaration in the faces-config.xml is using the deprecated pageflow
managed-bean-scope.

Action

The application developer should change the managed-bean-scope value pageflow
to session for the managed-bean and then rebuild and redeploy the application.

POP.016.0014

ScheduleInput component value must be a
com.webmethods.caf.faces.data.object.Schedule instance

Explanation

The value bound to a Schedule Input control is not the expected data type.

Action

The developer should review the binding expression of the Schedule Input control
to make sure it resolves to a com.webmethods.caf.faces.data.object.Schedule object.

POP.016.0015

Interval must be set to calculate previous or next date

Explanation

The Schedule.nextDate(..) or Schedule.previousDate(..) api was called but the schedule
does not have an interval configured.

Action

Set the interval on the Schedule object before attempting to calculate the next or
previous date.
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POP.016.0016

Source table provider does not expose currentRow data and thus cannot be used
with PageableTableContentProvider.

Explanation

Source table provider does not expose currentRow data and cannot be used with the
PageableTableContentProvider.

Action

Review the configuration of the table content provider to ensure that it is configured
properly.

POP.016.0017

Cannot find value for script parameter: {0}

Explanation

The value of a script parameter is null.

Action

The developer should review the source of the script parameter value to determine
why it has no value.

POP.016.0018

Cannot find control with id "{1}" for script parameter: {0}

Explanation

The control id specified as the value of a script parameter did not match a control in
the view.

Action

The developer should review the script paramater value to ensure it matches an
exisitng control in the view.

POP.016.0019

Cannot create null method binding.

Explanation

An attempt was made to create a method binding object without supplying an
expression string.

Action

The developer should review the application code to determine why the expression
is null.

POP.016.0020

Cannot create null value binding.

Explanation

An attempt was made to create a value binding object without supplying an expression
string.

Action

The developer should review the application code to determine why the expression
is null.

POP.016.0021

Cannot convert null locale string.

Explanation

The com.webmethods.caf.faces.convert.ConvertUtils.getLocalFromToString API was
called with a null string.

Action

The developer should review the application code to determine why the supplied
locale string is null.
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POP.016.0022

Portlet control can only be used within a portlet request

Explanation

The Portlet Include control is used in a non-portlet environment.

Action

Do not use the Portlet Include control in a standalone CAF web application.

POP.016.0023

Cannot export from this context or phase

Explanation

An attempt was made to export a file, but a compatible export handler was not found.

Action

You should not get this error.

POP.016.0024

Cannot export control of specified type (id={0},type={1})

Explanation

An attempt was made to export a control but the control specified was not an UIData
based control so it cannot be exported.

Action

The developer should review the configuration of the export button to make sure the
correct control is being exported.

POP.016.0027

Cannot parse string "{0}" as date (using pattern "{1}").

Explanation

A Date Import control value was a string but it could not be converted to a Date object.

Action

The developer should verify that the value pattern matches the format of the string
bound to the control.

POP.016.0029

The "rowVariable" property must be set to use
BoundPropertiesSelectItemGroupProvider.

Explanation

The rowVariable property must be set to use
BoundPropertiesSelectItemGroupProvider.

Action

The developer should review the application code to ensure that the rowVariable
property was set.

POP.016.0030

The "rowType" property must be set to use as an IUpdateableTableContentProvider.

Explanation

An attempt was made to add a new row to an updatable table content provider but
the row type was not specified.

Action

The developer should review the application code to ensure that the rowType property
was set.
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POP.016.0031

Cannot create response for {0}.

Explanation

The CAF view handler was unable to get a response writer to render the output.

Action

This should not occur. If this error occured, there is a catastrophic problem with the
server instance. Other errors in the server logs might provide some guidance.

POP.016.0032

AutoRefresh is not supported

Explanation

An attempt was made to autorefresh a LazyNodeTreeContentProvider instance that
does not support autorefresh.

Action

The developer should review the application code to remove any calls to the
autorefresh API.

POP.016.0033

NeedRefresh is not supported

Explanation

An attempt was made to mark a LazyNodeTreeContentProvider instance as needing
a refresh that does not support autorefresh.

Action

The developer should review the application code to remove any calls to the
setNeedRefresh API.

POP.016.0034

Child not in parent's children list

Explanation

There is a problem building the structure of a LazyNodeTreeContentProvider instance.

Action

The developer should review the application code that is providing the values to the
tree content provider to make sure that the parent/child relationships of the tree data
are correct.

POP.016.0035

The "rowIdBinding" property must be set to add or remove rows to or from a
SelectableListTableContentProvider. If the table does not need to be selectable,
try using a ListTableContentProvider instead.

Explanation

The rowIdBinding property must be set to add or remove rows to or from a
SelectableListTableContentProvider. If the table does not need to be selectable, try
using a ListTableContentProvider instead.

Action

Set the rowIdBinding property for a SelectableListTableContentProvider. If the table
does not need to be selectable, try using a ListTableContentProvider instead.

POP.016.0036

The "rowIdBinding" property must be set to move rows within a
SelectableListTableContentProvider.

Explanation

The rowIdBinding property must be set to move rows within a
SelectableListTableContentProvider.

Action

This error message is no longer used.
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POP.016.0037

Saved Search Not Found: {0}

Explanation

An attempt was made to change the active saved search for a SearchBar control but
the target saved search no longer exists.

Action

The end user should refresh the page and select a saved search.

POP.016.0039

cannot load external resource: {0}

Explanation

When loading an app-nav.xml file, there was a reference to an external resource which
is not allowed.

Action

The developer should review the app-nav.xml and remove the references to external
resources.

POP.016.0040

cannot have more than one root page

Explanation

When loading an app-nav.xml file more than one root page element was detected.

Action

The developer should review the app-nav.xml file to ensure that there is only one
root page declared.

POP.016.0042

Error updating control value ("{1}" property of "{0}" control).

Explanation

An error was detected updating a control value. The cause of the error is contain
within the message details displayed to the user.

Action

Review the error message details displayed to the user to determine the cause of the
error.

POP.016.0043

Toggle target control "{0}" could not be located.

Explanation

The For property in a Toggle control does not resolve to a control.

Action

The application developer should review the application code to ensure that the For
property of the toggle control matches the expected target control.

POP.016.0043.details – Check the configuration of the control with this id: {0}
Explanation

Provides additional details for the "POP.016.0043" error.

Action

See action for the "POP.016.0043" error.

POP.016.0044

Calendar StartDay is not set

Explanation

A calendar control is being rendered but the start day has not been set.

Action

The developer should review the application code to ensure that the calendar has a
start day.
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POP.016.0045

Invalid value for height property of the "{0}" control.

Explanation

The value of the height property of a Static Row or Static Cell control is not a valid
height.

Action

The developer should review the application code to ensure that the height value is
a valid unit of measure.

POP.016.0046

Invalid value for width property of the "{0}" control.

Explanation

The value of the width property of a Static Row or Static Cell control is not a valid
width.

Action

The developer should review the application code to ensure that the width value is
a valid unit of unit of measure.

POP.016.0047

Can only reset portlet navigation state within an action request

Explanation

Portlet navigation state such as if portlet maximized or minimized can only be changed
from an ActionRequest

Action

Do not attempt to change the portlet navigate state from the RenderRequest. Use
ActionRequest.

POP.016.0048

The target action was invalid

Explanation

Request portlet action in PortletUrl is invalid and cannot be found

Action

Check the name action being requested and determine if it is defined in the portlet
Java code

POP.016.0048.detail – The target action was: {0}
Explanation

The request portlet action in PortletUrl is invalid and cannot be found

Action

Check the name action being request and determine if it is defined in the portlet Java
code

POP.016.0049

The target action was invalid

Explanation

It is possible to invoke actions on the designated portlet via PortletURL. To prevent
a malicious user from invoking an arbitrarily action on the portlet, each action defined
must be annotated in Java code with @PortletAction annotation which instructs MWS
runtime that a given action code is allowed when invoked from a url.

Action

Check portlet action definition code, and determine if it has the @PortletAction
annotation defined.
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POP.016.0049.detail – The target action requires a @PortletAction annotation: {0}
Explanation

It is possible to invoke actions on the designated portlet via PortletURL. To prevent
malicious user to invoke an arbitrarily action on the portlet, each action defined must
be annotated in Java code with @PortletAction annotation which instructs MWS
runtime that a given action code is allowed from a url.

Action

Check portlet action definition code if it has @PortletAction annotation defined

POP.016.0050

The target action was invalid

Explanation

To prevent cross-site scripting attacks when malicious script might invoke a porlet
action using a URL, the URL used to call a portlet action must obtain and use AXSRF
token.

Action

When producing a Portlet URL, make sure that the AXSRF token is included in the
URL using com.webmethods.caf.portlet.IPortletUrl.setAXSRFT(true) API.

POP.016.0050.detail – The target action "{0}" requires an anti-xsrf token.
Explanation

To prevent cross-site scripting attacks when malicious script might invoke a porlet
action using an URL, the URL used to call a portlet action must obtain and use an
AXSRF token.

Action

When producing a Portlet URL, make sure that an AXSRF token is included in the
URL using com.webmethods.caf.portlet.IPortletUrl.setAXSRFT(true) API.

POP.016.0051

The target action was invalid

Explanation

To prevent cross-site scripting attacks when malicious script might invoke a porlet
action using an URL, the URL used to call a portlet action must obtain and use a valid
AXSRF token.

Action

When producing a Portlet Url, make sure that AXSRF token is included in the URL
using com.webmethods.caf.portlet.IPortletUrl.setAXSRFT(true) API.

POP.016.0052

The target action was invalid

Explanation

The Portlet Url can invoke portlet actions from a URL. If the CAF application does
not force use of Annotated Portlet Actions, see CAF documentation for more details,
then it is possible to use a JSF binding expression to specify the action to invoke. This
error is thrown if binding expression does not resolve to a valid method.

Action

Check and correct the binding expression used for portlet action because it does not
resolve to a valid action method.
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POP.016.0052.detail – The target action was: {0}
Explanation

The Portlet Url can invoke portlet actions from a URL. If the CAF application does
not force the use of Annotated Portlet Actions, see the CAF documentation for more
details, then it is possible to use a JSF binding expression to specify the action to
invoke. This error is thrown if binding expression does not resolve to a valid action
method.

Action

Check and correct binding expression used for portlet action because it does not
resolve to a valid action method.

POP.016.0053

Invalid content type. The allowed content types are: {0}

Explanation

An attempt was made to upload a file of an unsupported type to an Attachment Panel
control.

Action

Upload a file of a supported type for attachments.

POP.016.0054

Invalid file extension. The allowed file extensions are: {0}

Explanation

An attempt was made to upload a file of an unsupported type to an Attachment Panel
control.

Action

Upload a file type that is supported as an attachment.

POP.016.0055

Invalid file size. The maximum file size is: {0}

Explanation

The file uploaded to an Attachment Panel control is larger than the allowed size of
an attachment.

Action

Upload a smaller file.

POP.017.0001

Task is locked and you may not update it at this time. Please wait till task is
unlocked

Explanation

Task instance is locked in following cases: when a task is being updated, or when task
events and assignments are being processed. To ensure state consistency when a task
is locked, no other updates to the task are possible (though the task can still be read
and searched on). Typically lock time is very short (similar to database transaction).

Action

Enable MWS "task" logging category Debug logging and investigate timing and
duration of task locks.

POP.017.0003

Task auditing level is not sufficient to rollback task state

Explanation

Task state should be kept in task audit in order for task rollback to function. If task
state is not present in the audit, rollback is not possible

Action

Make sure to audit full task state. Task audit options can be controlled as properties
on task definition object. You must login as sysadmin, browse to /task.storage, navigate
to "Task Definitions" and open properties of task type, then change audit settings.
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POP.017.0004

You don't have permissions to queue new task

Explanation

User does not have a task functional priviliege to queue task of specific task type.

Action

Configure Permissions on the user to enable "Queue Task" functional privilege.

POP.017.0007

You don't have permissions to view this task

Explanation

The current user does not have permission to view task information.
Prior to MWS_7.1.3_Fix9, the mechanism to determine if a user had permission to
view a task required the user to hold "view task data" permission. With the
introduction of MWS_7.1.3_Fix9, the user/role must have this permission and also
must be present in the "assigned to" or "delegated to" lists. Under these conditions, if
the user holds only "view task data" permission, permission to view the task is denied
and this error occurs.
A task client option, task.base.permission, is available to apply the simpler "view task
data" permission even if MWS_7.1.3_Fix9 is applied. For more information, see the
Task Engine Optional Settings section in the PDF publication, Task Engine User's
Guide.

Action

If your system does not have MWS_7.1.3_Fix9 applied, make sure that the user holds
"view task data" permission.
If your system has MWS_7.1.3_Fix9 applied, make sure the user holds "view task
data" permission and is also present on the "assigned to" or "delegated to" lists. Also,
see the explanatory text above concerning the task.base.permission option.

POP.017.0008

You don't have permissions to view task data

Explanation

Current User does not have permissions to view task business data.

Action

Configure Permissions on the user to enable "View Task Data" functional privilege.

POP.017.0009

You don't have permissions to view audit log

Explanation

Current user does not have permissions to view task audit.

Action

Configure Permissions on the user to enable "View Task Audit" functional privilege.

POP.017.0010

You don't have permissions to accept this task

Explanation

Current user does not have permissions to accept task instance.

Action

Configure Permissions on the user to enable "Accept Task" functional privilege.
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POP.017.0011

You don't have permissions to accept other users on this task

Explanation

Current user does not have permissions to accept task instance.

Action

Configure Permissions on the user to enable "Accept Task" functional privilege.

POP.017.0012

You don't have permissions to assign this task

Explanation

Current user does not have permissions to assign task instance.

Action

Configure Permissions on the user to enable "Assign Task" functional privilege.

POP.017.0013

You don't have permissions to rollback this task

Explanation

Current user does not have permissions to rollback task instance.

Action

Configure Permissions on the user to enable "Rollback Task" functional privilege.

POP.017.0014

You don't have permissions to modify task data

Explanation

Current user does not have permissions to update task business data.

Action

Configure Permissions on the user to enable "Modify Task Data" functional privilege.

POP.017.0015

You don't have permissions to modify task info

Explanation

Current user does not have permissions to update generic task info properties.

Action

Configure Permissions on the user to enable "Modify Task Info" functional privilege.

POP.017.0016

Task Type ID is not valid {0}

Explanation

This error is reported when attempting to queue a task and specifying an invalid task
type ID (from APIs).

Action

Check if the specified Task Type is deployed to MWS.

POP.017.0017

Task ID is not valid {0}

Explanation

This error is reported when attempting to operate on invalid task.

Action

Check if the specified task is still available in MWS, it may already be deleted.

POP.017.0018

Unable to find task client bean: {0}

Explanation

During task searches, assignments and events evaluation, Task Engine needs access
to task generated beans which are part of task application. This error is reported when
it fails to instantiate these beans.

Action

Check if task application was deployed properly, and if there are any errors in the
install.log, re-install task application.
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POP.017.0020

Cannot obtain FacesContext for Task application: {0}

Explanation

Indicates that task application was not properly deployed.

Action

Investigate any possible errors during task application installation. Re-install task
application.

POP.017.0022

You don't have permissions to delegate this task

Explanation

Current user does not have permissions to delegate task instance.

Action

Configure Permissions on the user to enable "Delegate Task" functional privilege.

POP.017.0024

You don't have permissions to complete this task

Explanation

Current user does not have permissions to complete task instance.

Action

Configure Permissions on the user to enable "Complete Task" functional privilege.

POP.017.0025

You don't have permissions to cancel this task

Explanation

Current user does not have permissions to cancel task instance.

Action

Configure Permissions on the user to enable "Cancel Task" functional privilege.

POP.017.0026

You don't have permissions to suspend this task

Explanation

Current user does not have permissions to suspend task instance.

Action

Configure Permissions on the user to enable "Suspend Task" functional privilege.

POP.017.0027

You don't have permissions to resume this task

Explanation

Current user does not have permissions to resume task instance.

Action

Configure Permissions on the user to enable "Resume Task" functional privilege.

POP.017.0028

User {0} not found

Explanation

This error is reported when using Task Engine API from WmTaskClient IS package
and "impersonated" user name is not valid.

Action

Check the name of the "impersonated" user in the Task Engine API calls.

POP.017.0029

You can not rollback non-Active task

Explanation

Only tasks in "Active" state can be rolled back.

Action

Set the status of the task to "Active".
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POP.017.0030

You can not queue new task. Task type is not enabled

Explanation

Task Type, which the task is about to be queued for, is disabled.

Action

Enable the Task Type from the Task Engine Administration.

POP.017.0032

Connecting user does not have Impersonate Users privilege

Explanation

When using remote Task Engine API (from WmTaskClient IS package or web services),
the API allows to impersonate user so task operations are performed on behalf of a
different user. This is useful because typically passwords of end user are not known,
so 'sysadmin' account should be used for remote APIs invocation. It is possible to
connect to remote API using a non-sysadmin account, but in this case the user account
needs to have "Impersonate Users for Remote Clients" Task Engine privilege.

Action

Grant the user the "Impersonate Users for Remote Clients" Task Engine privilege.

POP.017.0033

You can not update non-Active task: {1}

Explanation

Tasks whose status is "Completed", "Cancelled" or "Expired" cannot be updated.

Action

Administrator can set task status back to "Active".

POP.017.0034

You can not rollback non-Active task

Explanation

Tasks whose status is "Completed", "Cancelled" or "Expired" cannot be rolled back.

Action

Administrator can set task status back to "Active".

POP.017.0037

Task is out of date, please refresh

Explanation

Task Engine updates from UI or API implement "optimistic locking" to ensure that
data being updated is up-to-date. This error is reported if task data being passed in
from UI or API call is not the latest.

Action

UI needs to be refreshed to reload up-to-date task data. When using Task Engine APIs
task data needs to be re-loaded.

POP.017.0039

You don't have permissions to add task comments

Explanation

Current user does not have permissions to add comments to task instance.

Action

Configure Permissions on the user to enable "Add Comment" functional privilege.
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POP.017.0040

You don't have permissions to delete task comments

Explanation

Current user does not have permissions to delete comments from task instance.

Action

Configure Permissions on the user to enable "Delete Comments" functional privilege.

POP.017.0041

You don't have permissions to delete other user's task comments

Explanation

Current user does not have permissions to delete comments from task instance which
were created by other people.

Action

Configure Permissions on the user to enable "Delete Other People's Comment"
functional privilege.

POP.017.0042

You don't have permissions to create new collaboration tasks

Explanation

Current user does not have permissions to queue collaboration task of another task.

Action

Configure Permissions on the user to enable "Queue Collaboration Tasks" functional
privilege.

POP.017.0045

You can not update suspended task

Explanation

If current task status is "Suspended", it can only be updated back to "Active" status.
No other updates are allowed.

Action

Administrator can set task status back to "Active".

POP.017.0051

You can not set the parent task ID using the self task ID

Explanation

This error is reported when attempting to update an existing task via APIs and set its
"parentTaskID" property to the ID of the task itself.

Action

Check "parentTaskID" being set.

POP.017.0052

You can not set the parent task ID using non integer value

Explanation

This error is reported when updating or queuing a new task via API and
"parentTaskID" property is not a valid task ID value.

Action

Check value of "parentTaskID" being used.

POP.017.0053

You can not set the parent task ID using invalid task ID

Explanation

This error is reported when updating or queuing a new task via API and
"parentTaskID" property is not a valid task ID value.

Action

Check "parentTaskID" value used.
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POP.017.0061

You can not set the delegated to or delegated from list if their size does not match

Explanation

When updating task delegation via APIs both "delegatedFromList" and
"delegatedToList" list values should contain the same number of items.

Action

Check "delegatedFromList" and "delegatedToList" values used.

POP.017.0071

Task indexTableDis is null or emptys

Explanation

Invalid task index configuration is provided from taskDefinition.xml file.

Action

Re-create task index configuration by re-configuring task index fields in Designer.

POP.017.0072

Task indexTableDis format is invalid: {0}

Explanation

Invalid task index configuration is supplied in taskDefinition.xml file.

Action

Re-create task index configuration by re-configuring task index fields in Designer.

POP.017.0090

Failed to invoke IS service: {0}

Explanation

Failed to invoke IS service when executing task decision table assignment. The reason
could be that related rule project is not deployed on the corresponding IS server, or
that IS service parameters, such as project name, rule set name, etc. are invalid.

Action

Please make sure the related rule project is deployed and correct IS service parameters
are used when configuring task decision table assigment.

POP.017.0091

You can not change status of scheduled task

Explanation

If the current status of the task is "scheduled", no other status updates are allowed.

POP.017.0092

You can not update task schedule date if task not in scheduled status

Explanation

The task schedule date field cannot be updated if the task is not in a "scheduled"
status.

POP.017.0093

Task Schedule Date cannot be before current date

Explanation

The Task Schedule Date attribute specifies the start time of the schedule. However,
the value specified in the Task Schedule Date element is for a start time that is before
the current time.

Action

Specify a date/time value for the Task Schedule Date attribute that is after the current
time.
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POP.017.0094

Task Schedule Date cannot be after Expire date

Explanation

The Task Schedule Date attribute specifies the start time of the schedule. However,
the value specified in the Task Schedule Date element is for starting the schedule after
the Expire date of the schedule.

Action

Specify a date/time value for the Task Schedule Date attribute that is before the Expire
date.

POP.017.0095

You can not change status of active/suspended task to scheduled

Explanation

Tasks with an "active" or "suspended" status cannot be updated to “scheduled”.

POP.017.0096

You can not accept a scheduled task

Explanation

Tasks with a “scheduled” status cannot be accepted.

POP.017.0097

Child task schedule date cannot be before parent task schedule date

Explanation

A child task should be scheduled to start after its parent task started.

Action

Reschedule the child task for a date after the parent task's start date. Alternatively,
move back the parent task schedule date.

POP.017.0098

Child task schedule date cannot be after parent task expiredate

Explanation

A child task should be scheduled for a date before its parent task expires.

Action

Reschedule the child task for a date before the parent task's expiration date.
Alternatively, extend the parent task's expiration date.

POP.017.0100

Task has reached maximum number of modifications

Explanation

The task has reached the maximum number of modifications set by the Infinite Loop
task rule.

Action

Keep a smaller number of modifications to avoid such an error.

POP.017.0101

Unhandled Exception during rule processing. Rule [{0}]

Explanation

An exception was caught during processing Task Rules.

Action

Check the My webMethods Server logs at ..\MWS\server\<instancename>\logs for
additional exception details to determine the cause.
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POP.017.0102

Unhandled Exception during task change processing

Explanation

An exception was thrown while publishing a new notification or processing task
events.

Action

Check the My webMethods Server logs at ...\MWS\server\<instanceName>\logs
for additional exception details to determine the cause.

POP.017.0103

Unable to deliver task completion to Process runtime (PRT)

Explanation

Task completion cannot be delivered to the Process runtime.

Action

Check the My webMethods Server logs at ..\MWS\server\<instanceName>\logs for
additional exception details to determine the cause.

POP.017.0104

Process runtime (PRT) task step failed

Explanation

An exception was thrown while processing the task completion. Most likely the time
for redelivery was exceeded.

Action

Check the My webMethods Server logs at ..\MWS\server\<instanceName>\logs for
additional exception details to determine the cause.

POP.017.0106

Indexed task searches are not available in Preview Server. Please use standalone
MWS server instead

Explanation

Indexed task searches are not available when the portal system is running in a preview
server mode.

Action

Use a standalone My webMethods Server instead.

POP.017.0107

Cannot process rule [{0}] for Task [{1}] due to [{2}]

Explanation

An exception was thrown while processing the task rule, which may mean that the
task cannot be found.

Action

Check the My webMethods Server logs at ..\MWS\server\<instanceName>\logs for
additional exception details to determine the cause.

POP.017.0108

Failed to acquire lock for [{0}] in {1} milliseconds

Explanation

The exception occurs when a timeout occurs while waiting to acquire a task lock in
the task locking service.

Action

Internally used. Some handlers may re-send an event to be re-delivered later.
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POP.017.0120

RuleName is null or empty

Explanation

The RuleName attribute of the schedule rule to be added or updated cannot be null.

Action

Specify a valid non-null RuleName attribute.

POP.017.0121

TaskTypeID is null or empty

Explanation

The TaskTypeID attribute of the schedule rule to be added or updated cannot be null.

Action

Specify a valid non-null TaskTypeID attribute.

POP.017.0122

StartDate is null or empty

Explanation

The StartDate attribute of the schedule rule to be added or updated cannot be null.

Action

Specify a valid non-null StartDate attribute.

POP.017.0123

Failed to obtain a task index engine manager for: {0}.

Explanation

Task Engine cannot obtain a task index engine manager of the specified type.

Action

Verify whether: 1. The specified task index manager is registered as an OSGi service.
2. The OSGi service id for the task index manager is correct. 3. The service is running
without errors in the My webMethods Server OSGi runtime.

POP.018.0001

IView object does not support indexed properties

Explanation

A binding expression attempted to resolve a property of an IView object by index.
This operation is not supported.

Action

The ViewPropertyResolver does not support lookup of a property by index. Change
the application code so that it does not attempt an unsupported operation.

POP.018.0002

IView object is readonly

Explanation

A binding expression attempted to update a property of an IView object which is not
supported.

Action

The ViewPropertyResolver does not support update of an IView property. Change
the application code so that it does not attempt an unsupported operation.

POP.018.0003.DirSearchProvider – Failed to move to next principal in directory services, service={0},
error={1}
Explanation

An unexpected exception occurred during the directory service search API call.

Action

Review the server log files for the stack trace of the cause.
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POP.018.0004.DirSearchProvider – Failed to evaluate expression for object, exp={0}, obj={1}, error={2}
Explanation

An unexpected error was caught while evaluating the value of the property used to
sort the principal.

Action

Review the server log files for the stack trace of the cause.

POP.018.0005.DirSearchProvider – Failed to create a directory service iterator, dirService={0}, error={1}
Explanation

An unexpected error was caught while creating a directory service iterator.

Action

Review the server log files for the stack trace of the cause.

POP.018.0006.DirSearchProvider – Unable to locate the attribute provider for URI={0}
Explanation

While filtering a principal by an attribute, the provider of the attribute was not located.

Action

Check the server to make sure the logged provider URI resolves to a attribute provider.

POP.018.0007.AttachmentsProvider – Attachments container id is not valid: {0}
Explanation

The attachements provider for an Attachment Panel control does not have a valid
container id for read/write of attachment files.

Action

The developer should review the application code to ensure the attachment provider
container id is a valid folder id or alias.

POP.018.0008.AttachmentsProvider – Specified attachments container id is not a container: {0}
Explanation

The attachements provider for an Attachment Panel control does not have a valid
container id for read/write of attachment files.

Action

The developer should review the application code to verify that the attachment
provider container id is a valid folder id or alias.

POP.018.0009.AttachmentsProvider – Attachment id has not been specified
Explanation

The attachements provider updateAttachment or removeAttachment API was called
but the attachment id parameter was null.

Action

The developer should review the application code to verify that the API calls are
passing an attachment id value that is not null.

POP.018.0010.AttachmentsProvider – FileItem has not been specified
Explanation

The attachements provider addAttachment or updateAttachment API was called but
the fileItem parameter was null.

Action

The developer should review the application code to verify that the API calls are
passing a a fileItem value that is not null.
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POP.018.0011.AttachmentsProvider – The specified attachment id is not a child of the attachment
container: {0}
Explanation

The attachments provider updateAttachment or removeAttachment API was called
with an attachment id that is not a child of the attachments container.

Action

The developer should review the application code to verify that the API calls are
passing an attachment id value that is a child of the attachments folder.

POP.019.0001

Unable to convert data type "{0}" to "{1}"

Explanation

The system failed to convert an object from the source data type to the destination
data type.

Action

Review the error stack trace in the My webMethods Server server logs to determine
the cause.

POP.019.0002

Cannot load "{0}" because it is not an HTTP resource

Explanation

The html parser failed to load the resource.

Action

Inspect the error stack trace in the My webMethods Server server logs to determine
the cause.

POP.023.0001

Failed to start HPSTRA engine

Explanation

An error occurred and the HPSTRA engine failed to start.

Action

Check the HPSTRA configuration and restart My webMethods Server.

POP.023.0002

Failed to save HPSTRA configuration

Explanation

An internal error occurred when saving the specified HPSTRA configuration.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.

POP.023.0003

Failed to configure HPSTRA engine

Explanation

An error occurred when configuring the HPSTRA engine.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.

POP.023.0004

Error occurred while stopping HPSTRA

Explanation

An internal error occurred when stopping the HPSTRA engine.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.
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POP.023.0005

Invalid HPSTRA configuration specified. Details: {0}

Explanation

The specified HPSTRA congfiguration is invalid or incomplete.

Action

Check the HPSTRA configuration and retry the previous operation.

POP.023.0006

Failed to perform operation, HPSTRA engine is not enabled. Please configure it
properly

Explanation

The HPSTRA engine is disabled and cannot perform the requested operation.

Action

Enable the HPSTRA engine and retry the operation.

POP.023.0007

HPSTRA action execution failed, Reason:

Explanation

An internal error occurred and the HPSTRA engine failed to execute the requested
operation.

Action

Gather error information from the server logs and contact Software AG Global Support.

POP.023.0009

Failed to authenticate against an Elasticsearch instance, please check your credentials

Explanation

The user name and/or password, specified in the HPSTRA configuration are not valid.

Action

Check your credentials in the Authentication section of the HPSTRA configuration
and retry the operation.

POP.023.0010

An Elasticsearch exception occurred. Details: {0}

Explanation

The Elasticsearch server returned an error message in response to the request from
the HPSTRA engine.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.

POP.101.0001.com.softwareag.caf.shared.diagnostics – The directory does not exist
Explanation

The specified directory is not found.

Action

Provide a valid directory location as a parameter.

POP.101.0002.com.softwareag.caf.shared.diagnostics – The specified path is not a valid directory
Explanation

The specified location is not a directory.

Action

Provide a valid directory location as a parameter.
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POP.101.0006.com.softwareag.caf.shared.diagnostics – Unsupported report type
Explanation

A report was generated by an AeventProcessor which is not supported.

Action

Use an existing report or add the new one to the list of supported reports in
LogAnlyzer.java

POP.101.0007.com.softwareag.caf.shared.diagnostics – An error occurs while adding a root element to
the analyzed log file
Explanation

A root element cannot be added to the analyzed log file.

Action

Check the log file for any discrepancies.

POP.101.0010.com.softwareag.caf.shared.diagnostics – Either one or both of the provided documents
are null
Explanation

The method load() was not invoked beforehand or it was invoked using incorrect
parameters.

Action

You need to call the load() method before you continue using EnvDiff API.

POP.101.0011.com.softwareag.caf.shared.diagnostics – At least one argument has to differ from null
Explanation

This invocation is not supported.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

POP.101.0012.com.softwareag.caf.shared.diagnostics – Cannot read the following file: {0}
Explanation

The file cannot be read.

Action

Check file and directory permissions; if the file is accessed over a network, check
network connectivity.

POP.101.0013.com.softwareag.caf.shared.diagnostics – No output channel found
Explanation

This behavior is not supported.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

POP.101.0014.com.softwareag.caf.shared.diagnostics – Input directory or file does not exist: {0}
Explanation

The specified directory or file does not exist.

Action

Specify an existing directory or file.
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POP.101.0015.com.softwareag.caf.shared.diagnostics – The system variable %1$s and the %2$s parameter
are not set
Explanation

The required system properties are incorrect or are not set.

Action

Set the system variables using proper values. For more information, see the product
documentation.

POP.101.0016.com.softwareag.caf.shared.diagnostics – Similarity level must be in the following range:
0-100
Explanation

Similarity level is not set to a valid value.

Action

Set a similarity level between 0 and 100.

POP.101.0017.com.softwareag.caf.shared.diagnostics – Java artifact mapping file does not exist in: {0};
cannot generate {1} report.
Explanation

A Java artifact mapping file cannot be found. The report cannot be generated.

Action

Specify a valid Java artifact mapping XML file. Use the --java-artifact-mapping
parameter to specify the path.

POP.101.0018.com.softwareag.caf.shared.diagnostics – File not found in: {0}
Explanation

The specified file does not exist.

Action

Specify an existing file.

POP.101.0019.com.softwareag.caf.shared.diagnostics – File name is null
Explanation

The name of the file was not set in java artifact mapping XML file and this is a
unsupported scenario.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

POP.101.0020.com.softwareag.caf.shared.diagnostics – Product ID is null.
Explanation

The product ID was not set in a Java artifact mapping XML file; this is a unsupported
scenario.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

POP.101.0021.com.softwareag.caf.shared.diagnostics – Database configuration is not specified
Explanation

This error occurs when the file mws.db.xml is not specified or cannot be found.

Action

Specify a valid mws.db.xml file.
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POP.102.0001.com.webmethods.caf.shared.bpm.common – This configuration is missing important
parameters! Session and node id are mandatory!
Explanation

This error occurs: 1) when a node id is not provided when trying to search for a content
type, or 2) when a session is not opened.

Action

For 1), select a node that the searched content is associated with.For 2), verify that the
CSP server is running, properly configured, and connected.

POP.102.0002.com.webmethods.caf.shared.bpm.common – Illegal connection parameters
Explanation

An attempt has been made to connect to the CSP server without providing
username/password values.

Action

In My webMethods, check the Environment entries for the "wm_csp_task" portlet. If
they are empty, next check the Global Environment entries. If no values are provided,
specify a value for "csp/default/username" and "csp/default/password" entries. In
general, the user name and password are specified in the Global Environment entries,
except in cases when you have multiple CSP servers and want different portlets to
connect to different servers. Otherwise, the Global Environment values are inherited
by all portlets.

POP.102.0003.com.webmethods.caf.shared.bpm.common – The provided session is null!
Explanation

The session which is the client primary access point to the CSP server is not
instantiated.

Action

Verify that the username and password are correct in the CSP configuration in My
webMethods Server.

POP.102.0005.com.webmethods.caf.shared.bpm.common – Error while marshalling!
Explanation

This error indicates that a low-level communication problem exists between Task
Engine and webMethods Content Service Platform.

Action

Stop and restart the Task Engine and the CSP server and try again. If the problem
persists, contact Software AG Global Support.

POP.102.0006.com.webmethods.caf.shared.bpm.common – Error while unmarshaling result!
Explanation

This error indicates that a low-level communication problem exists between Task
Engine and webMethods Content Service Platform.

Action

Stop and restart the Task Engine and the CSP server and try again. If the problem
persists, contact Software AG Global Support.
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POP.102.0008.com.webmethods.caf.shared.bpm.common – This configuration is missing important
parameters! Content id is mandatory!
Explanation

The Content ID value is not set.

Action

Verify that a Content ID is set for this provider; ensure that the binding expression is
correctly configured.

POP.102.0009.com.webmethods.caf.shared.bpm.common – No retrieval module initiated! Please set
proper session!
Explanation

The CSP session is not set for the provider; the retrieval module cannot be initiated.

Action

Verify that a session is set for this provider; ensure that the binding expression is
correctly configured.

PerformanceMonitorDefaultviewView.errorMessage.unsupportedPerfServiceImpl – Currently enabled
performance service implementation {0} does not support analysis. Cannot proceed.
Explanation

The performance service implementation specified for support analysis is not
supported. Without these mandatory parameters, the execution cannot proceed.

Action

Provide the supported parameters required for the currently enabled performance
service.

WSC.001.0002

Failed to bind to endPoint: {0} and interface: {1}

Explanation

The error occurs at binding to the WS-Stack registry.

Action

Inspect the stack trace in the My webMethods Server log files to determine the cause
of the exception.

WSC.001.0004

Context instance does not allow access of inbound SOAP request interceptors

Explanation

An exception occurred while registering the interceptor with a context at the WS
Server service provider.

Action

Inspect the stack trace in the My webMethods Server log files to determine the cause
of the exception.

WSC.001.0005

Context instance does not allow access of outbound SOAP request interceptors

Explanation

An exception occurred while registering the request interceptor with the context.

Action

Verify that the context is an instance of ProxyContext.
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WSC.001.0006

Exception occurred while invoking webservice: {0}. Details: {1}

Explanation

An exception occurred while invoking the specified web service.

Action

Inspect the stack trace in the My webMethods Server log files to determine the cause
of the exception.

WSC.001.0007

Unable to connect to web service at {0}

Explanation

The reason for the web service connection failure is specified in the error message.

Action

Check the detailed error message and take the appropriate action.

WSC.002.0002

SAML artifact not found in request

Explanation

The exception occurs when SAML authentication has to be performed, and indicates
that the SAML artifact was not found within the SOAP headers of the incoming SOAP
request.

Action

Check the SOAP request regarding the SAML artifact.

WSC.002.0009

SAML Assertion is missing the subject name

Explanation

An exception was thrown during the verification of the SAML Assertion showing
that the subject name is missing.

Action

Check the subject name.

WSC.002.0010

SAML Assertion has an invalid authentication method, method: {0}

Explanation

The SAML Assertion passed is not valid.

Action

Specify a valid authentication method.

WSC.002.0012

SAML Assertion has an invalid statement format

Explanation

While validating the SAML Assertion the format of the statement is invalid.

Action

Specify a valid statement format.

WSC.002.0013

SAML Assertion has an invalid assertion id.

Explanation

The SAML Assertion has an invalid assertion ID.

Action

Check the assertion ID.
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WSC.002.0014

The credential type is not supported: {0}

Explanation

An exception occurred during realm authentication.

Action

Supply a correct credential type.

WSC.002.0015

User failed to authenticate with basic auth: {0}

Explanation

An exception occurred during realm authentication.

Action

Check the username and password supplied.

ascii.only.name.validation.msg – Name cannot contain non ASCII characters!
Explanation

The Name field can contain only ASCII charachters.

Action

Remove the non-ASCII characters from the Name field.

config.connection.authentication.password.value – 'Password' cannot be null or empty
Explanation

My webMethods Server stores the configuration for the HPSTRA engine in the
hpstra_config.json file. This exception occurs when the configuration file was modified
manually, and the "password" key under connection > authentication does not exist,
or has a null or empty value.

Action

Check the HPSTRA configuration file, supply a valid password for connecting to the
Elasticsearch server, and restart My webMethods Server.

config.connection.authentication.username.value – 'Username' cannot be null or empty
Explanation

My webMethods Server stores the configuration for the HPSTRA engine in the
hpstra_config.json file. This exception occurs when the configuration file was modified
manually, and the "username" key under connection > authentication does not exist,
or has a null or empty value.

Action

Check the HPSTRA configuration file, supply a valid user name for connecting to the
Elasticsearch server, and restart My webMethods Server.

config.connection.autoDiscovery.pollingInterval.value – Autodiscovery 'polling interval' parameter
should be greater or equal to 1
Explanation

My webMethods Server stores the configuration for the HPSTRA engine in the
hpstra_config.json file. This exception occurs when the configuration file was modified
manually, and the "pollingInterval" key under connection > autoDiscovery has an
invalid value.

Action

Check the HPSTRA configuration file, supply a valid value for the "pollingInterval"
key, and restart My webMethods Server. Valid values are positive integers from 1 to
2147483647.
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config.connection.connectTimeout.value – The 'connect timeout' parameter should be greater or equal
to 1
Explanation

My webMethods Server stores the configuration for the HPSTRA engine in the
hpstra_config.json file. This exception occurs when the configuration file was modified
manually, and the "connectTimeout" key under connection has an invalid value.

Action

Check the HPSTRA configuration file, supply a valid value for the "connectTimeout"
key, and restart My webMethods Server. Valid values are positive integers from 1 to
2147483647.

config.connection.connectionPool.maxConnections.value – The 'maximum pool connections' parameter
should be greater or equal to 1
Explanation

My webMethods Server stores the configuration for the HPSTRA engine in the
hpstra_config.json file. This exception occurs when the configuration file was modified
manually, and the "maxConnections" key under connection has an invalid value.

Action

Check the HPSTRA configuration file, supply a valid value for the "maxConnections"
key, and restart My webMethods Server. Valid values are positive integers from 1 to
2147483647.

config.connection.requestTimeout.value – The 'request timeout' parameter should be greater or equal
to 1
Explanation

My webMethods Server stores the configuration for the HPSTRA engine in the
hpstra_config.json file. This exception occurs when the configuration file was modified
manually, and the "requestTimeout" key under connection has an invalid value.

Action

Check the HPSTRA configuration file, supply a valid value for the "requestTimeout"
key, and restart My webMethods Server. Valid values are positive integers from 1 to
2147483647.

config.connection.servers.size.value – The 'servers' parameter should contains at least one server URL
(http, https)
Explanation

My webMethods Server stores the configuration for the HPSTRA engine in the
hpstra_config.json file. This exception occurs when the configuration file was modified
manually, and the "servers" key under connection is empty, or has an invalid value.

Action

Check the HPSTRA configuration file, supply a valid value for the "servers" key, and
restart My webMethods Server. Valid values are unique http or https URLs.

config.connection.servers.type.value – All entries of the 'servers' parameter should be unique and valid
server URLs (http, https)
Explanation

My webMethods Server stores the configuration for the HPSTRA engine in the
hpstra_config.json file. This exception occurs when the configuration file was modified
manually, and the "servers" key under connection has one or more invalid values.

Action

Check the HPSTRA configuration file, supply valid values for the "servers" key, and
restart My webMethods Server. Valid values are unique http or https URLs.
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config.connection.value – Configuration's connection information cannot be null
Explanation

My webMethods Server stores the configuration for the HPSTRA engine in the
hpstra_config.json file. This exception occurs when the configuration file was modified
manually, and the "connection" key does not exist.

Action

Check the HPSTRA configuration file, supply a valid configuration under the
"connection" key, and restart My webMethods Server.

config.persistence.consistency.value – Index operation 'consistency' parameter should be either null
(use default settings) or one of the values: 'one' | 'quorum' | 'all'
Explanation

My webMethods Server stores the configuration for the HPSTRA engine in the
hpstra_config.json file. This exception occurs when the configuration file was modified
manually, and the "consistency" key under "persistence" has an invalid value.

Action

Check the HPSTRA configuration file, supply a valid value for the "consistency" key,
and restart My webMethods Server. Valid values are null (default), "one", "quorum",
and "all".

config.persistence.createIndex.numberOfReplicas.value – The parameter 'number_of_replicas' for the
index should be greater or equal to 1
Explanation

My webMethods Server stores the configuration for the HPSTRA engine in the
hpstra_config.json file. This exception occurs when the configuration file was modified
manually, and the "numberOfReplicas" key under connection > createIndex has an
invalid value.

Action

Check the HPSTRA configuration file, supply a valid value for the "numberOfReplicas"
key, and restart My webMethods Server. Valid values are positive integers from 1 to
2147483647.

config.persistence.createIndex.numberOfShards.value – The parameter 'number_of_shards' for the
index should be greater or equal to 1
Explanation

My webMethods Server stores the configuration for the HPSTRA engine in the
hpstra_config.json file. This exception occurs when the configuration file was modified
manually, and the "numberOfShards" key under connection > createIndex has an
invalid value.

Action

Check the HPSTRA configuration file, supply a valid value for the "numberOfShards"
key, and restart My webMethods Server. Valid values are positive integers from 1 to
2147483647.
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config.persistence.timeout.value – Index operation 'timeout' parameter should be greater or equal to 1
Explanation

My webMethods Server stores the configuration for the HPSTRA engine in the
hpstra_config.json file. This exception occurs when the configuration file was modified
manually, and the "timeout" key under "persistence" has an invalid value.

Action

Check the HPSTRA configuration file, supply a valid value for the "timeout" key, and
restart My webMethods Server. Valid values are positive integers from 1 to 2147483647.

config.search.searchType.value – Search operation 'search_type' parameter should be either null (use
default settings) or one of the values: 'query_then_fetch' | 'dfs_query_then_fetch'
Explanation

My webMethods Server stores the configuration for the HPSTRA engine in the
hpstra_config.json file. This exception occurs when the configuration file was modified
manually, and the "searchType" key under "search" has an invalid value.

Action

Check the HPSTRA configuration file, supply a valid value for the "searchType" key,
and restart My webMethods Server. Valid values are null (default), "query_then_fetch",
and "dfs_query_then_fetch".

config.search.timeout.value – Search operation 'timeout' parameter should be greater or equal to 1
Explanation

My webMethods Server stores the configuration for the HPSTRA engine in the
hpstra_config.json file. This exception occurs when the configuration file was modified
manually, and the "timeout" key under "search" has an invalid value.

Action

Check the HPSTRA configuration file, supply a valid value for the "timeout" key, and
restart My webMethods Server. Valid values are positive integers from 1 to 2147483647.

config.synchronization.batchSize.value – Synchronization's 'batch size' parameter should be greater or
equal to 1
Explanation

My webMethods Server stores the configuration for the HPSTRA engine in the
hpstra_config.json file. This exception occurs when the configuration file was modified
manually, and the "batchSize" key under "synchronization" has an invalid value.

Action

Check the HPSTRA configuration file, supply a valid value for the "batchSize" key,
and restart My webMethods Server. Valid values are positive integers from 1 to
2147483647.

config.synchronization.lockTimeout.value – Synchronization's 'lock timeout' parameter should be
greater or equal to 1
Explanation

My webMethods Server stores the configuration for the HPSTRA engine in the
hpstra_config.json file. This exception occurs when the configuration file was modified
manually, and the "lockTimeout" key under "synchronization" has an invalid value.

Action

Check the HPSTRA configuration file, supply a valid value for the "lockTimeout" key,
and restart My webMethods Server. Valid values are positive integers from 1 to
2147483647.
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config.synchronization.pollingInterval.value – Synchronization's 'polling interval' parameter should
be greater or equal to 1
Explanation

My webMethods Server stores the configuration for the HPSTRA engine in the
hpstra_config.json file. This exception occurs when the configuration file was modified
manually, and the "pollingInterval" key under "synchronization" has an invalid value.

Action

Check the HPSTRA configuration file, supply a valid value for the "pollingInterval"
key, and restart My webMethods Server. Valid values are positive integers from 1 to
2147483647.

error.msg.noDebug The requested URL {0} resulted in an error.
Explanation

An error occurred while processing the URL.

Action

Verify that the URL is correct.

error.msg.withDebug – The requested URL {0} resulted in an error in {1}.
Explanation

An error occurred while processing the URL.

Action

Verify that the URL is correct.

g11n.Spregistration.propertygroup.customErrMsg6 – SAML Attribute Name cannot be empty
Explanation

You did not provide a value in the reqired field SAML Attribute Name.

Action

Provide a valid value in the SAML Attribute Name field.

g11n.Spregistration.propertyline.non-ascii – Only alphabet, numbers and underscores allowed and
Length should not be more than 25
Explanation

The Attributes field can contain up to 25 symbols. Only alphanumerical characters
and underscores are allowed.

Action

Remove any illegal or excess characters from the field.

g11n.UmConnectionConfiguration.service.unavailiable – Configuration store service unavailiable
Explanation

The OSGI service that stores the SSL configuration in the platform secure store is not
available.

Action

Retry saving the SSL configuration. If the issue persist, contact your system
administrator.
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g11n.UmConnectionConfiguration.validation.path – Invalid path specified
Explanation

The location of the truststore/keystore for CA/client certificates is not a valid file path.

Action

Check the specified path and supply a valid entry.

http.status.401

Unauthorized

Explanation

Invalid basic authentication credentials.

Action

Contact the security officer/web master for this resource and obtain the proper
authorization for your credentials.

http.status.403

Forbidden

Explanation

The action is prohibited.

Action

The owner of this resource does not allow access to the resource. Contact the security
officer/web master for this resource and obtain the proper authorization for your
credentials.

http.status.404

Not Found

Explanation

The specified value was not found.

Action

Verify that the URL is correct. This error most often occurs when the resource has
been removed from the server. It can also be caused by a DNS failure, if the server
has been assigned a new IP address, or if the server no longer exists.

http.status.405

Method Not Allowed

Explanation

This HTTP method (GET, PUT, etc.) is not allowed on this server for the specified
URL.

Action

Use only supported methods. Contact the security officer/web master for this resource
for more information.

http.status.406

Not Acceptable

Explanation

The content returned from the server is not specified as acceptable by the client.

Action

Investigate the problem by looking at the Accept headers generated by the client
system and the data stream returned by the web server.
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http.status.407

Proxy Authentication Required

Explanation

Access to the URL resource requires the prior use of a proxy server that needs
authentication which has not been provided.

Action

Log in to the proxy server with valid credentials and retry.

http.status.408

Request Time-out

Explanation

The interval of time between the establishment of an IP connection (socket) between
the client and the server and the receipt of any data on that socket is too long. The
server has dropped the connection.

Action

Attempt reconnecting to the resource. This error is typically caused by high server
loads or network traffic. Contact the web master for this resource if the problem
persists.

http.status.409

Conflict

Explanation

The request submitted by the client cannot be completed because it conflicts with an
existing condition or rule. For example, a file on the server cannot be replaced with
a file that has an older timestamp.

Action

Examine the client action and consult with the web master for this resource.

http.status.413

Request Entity Too Large

Explanation

The HTTP data stream sent by the client is too large to be accepted by the server.

Action

Attempt sending data in smaller batches. Otherwise, consult with the web master for
this resource.

http.status.415

Unsupported Media Type

Explanation

The HTTP data stream sent by the client identifies a URL resource with a media type
that does not agree with the media type specified on the request, is incompatible with
the current data for the resource, or is incompatible with the HTTP method specified
on the request.

Action

Examine the request and correct the media type if possible. Otherwise, consult with
the web master for this resource.

http.status.422

Unprocessable Entity (WebDAV)

Explanation

The request was well-formed but was unable to be processed due to semantic errors.[

Action

Examine and correct the entity definition.
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http.status.423

Locked (WebDAV)

Explanation

The resource that is being accessed is locked.

Action

Unlock the resource if possible. Otherwise, contact the web master for this resource.

http.status.424

Failed Dependency (WebDAV)

Explanation

The method could not be performed on the resource because the requested action
depended on another action and that action failed (for example, a PROPPATCH).

Action

Examine the action request, correct as necessary, and perform again.

http.status.500

Internal Server Error

Explanation

The server encountered an unexpected condition that prevented it from fulfilling the
request by the client.

Action

Make sure that the required services are running, communication channels are
accessible, and parameters are valid. Examine the server logs for more information
if possible. Otherwise, contact the server administrator.

http.status.501

Not Implemented

Explanation

The server does not understand or does not support the HTTP method it finds in the
HTTP data stream sent to it by the client.

Action

Make sure the request contains a vallid HTTP method.

http.status.507

Insufficient Storage (WebDAV)

Explanation

The method could not be performed on the resource because the server is unable to
store the representation needed to successfully complete the request.

Action

This condition is usually temporary. If persisten, verify that sufficient storage is
available on the server, or contact the system administrator. If the request that received
this status code was the result of a user action, the request must not be repeated until
it is requested by a separate user action.

install.fixes.1

Installing update XML component {0}

Explanation

The update XML file must be in the proper format and an installation location must
be specified.

Action

Make sure the file contains the correct XML format and specify the correct location.
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install.fixes.2

Failed to install update XML component {0}

Explanation

Update manager has attempted to install the update XML component but the attempt
has failed.

Action

Make sure that My webMethods Server is running and is connected to the network,
and that network connectivity exists to the server. Retry the installation. Otherwise,
contact the system administrator.

install.fixes.3

Failed to delete update XML component {0}

Explanation

Update Manager attempted to delete the XML component but was not successfull.

Action

Make sure that My webMethods Server is running and is connected to the network,
and that network connectivity exists to the server. Retry the deletin. Check the server
log file for more information. Otherwise, contact the system administrator.

install.fixes.4

Failed to process all update XML components

Explanation

The update XML components operation could not be processed.

Action

Verify that the parameters are appropriately specified in the request. Otherwise,
contact the system administrator.

install.fixes.5Not Used – Completed processing of update XML components
Explanation

XML components were updated successfully.

Action

No actiion required.

ldap.exceptions

Unable to retrieve data from {0} ldaps

Explanation

The specified directory services failed to return a result due to an error.

Action

Check the My webMethods Server logs for errors related to the specified directory
services.

message.um.remoteupdate.fail – MWS node with name "{0}" failed to update with new Universal
Messaging URL.
Explanation

During an update of the cluster configuration, the specified node failed to be updated.

Action

Log into the specified node, and on the Cluster Administration page, click Reload to
manually update the node.
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message.um.remoteupdate.fail.ctx – MWS failed to acquire user context, before notifying other nodes
about UM URL change.
Explanation

During an update of the cluster configuration, the specified node failed to be updated.

Action

Log into the specified node, and on the Cluster Administration page, click Reload to
manually update the node.

message.um.update.fail – Current MWS node failed to update with new Universal Messaging URL.
Explanation

While updating the JNDI URL of the specified node, the JMS system of that node
failed to reload.

Action

Restart the node. If My webMethods Server cannot connect to Universal Messaging,
check the logs for errors. If the errors are not related to network connectivity, contact
Software AG.

message.um.url.invalid – The specified JNDI URL "{0}" is not valid.
Explanation

The specified JNDI URL does not conform to the Universal Messaging standards.

Action

The URL must start with a valid UM protocol, such as nsp, nsps, nhp, or nhps, for
example: nsp://myurl:9000.
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OGICRE0003

Expected String [2] but its length is ''{0}''

Explanation

There is a problem with the user-defined credentials that are passed to the server in
order to authenticate the user before creating MBeanServerConnection.

Action

The expected user-defined credentials are a username and password. Provide these
security credentials only.

OGICRE0004

Authentication fails with user ''{0}''

Explanation

There is a problem with authentication of the current user.

Action

Check the provided username and password.

OGICRE0015

''{0}'' property is not set, cannot proceed.

Explanation

JMX authentication configuration property
'"com.softwareag.platform.startup.jmx.auth.config"' is not set, cannot proceed.

Action

Set the JMX authentication configuration property
'"com.softwareag.platform.startup.jmx.auth.config"' and provide a valid value to it.

OGICRE0016

JAAS login configuration property ''{0}'' is not set, cannot proceed.

Explanation

During the startup routine, the OSGi platform attempts to prepare JAAS configuration.
The platform expects that the "com.softwareag.platform.startup.jaas.login.config"
property is set and points to a valid JAAS configuration file. The error message is
displayed when the property is not available at platform startup.

Action

Ensure that the "com.softwareag.platform.startup.jaas.login.config" is set and points
to a valid JAAS configuration file.
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OGICRE0019

System property ''java.io.tmpdir'' is not set or empty, cannot ensure that the directory
exists.

Explanation

The 'java.io.tmpdir' property is expected to be set by the JVM. The platform startup
cannot ensure that the directory pointed by this property is available if the property
is empry or undefined.

Action

If you want to use a temporary file directory, make sure that it exists and is set to the
JVM.

OGICRE0021

Java temporary directory pointed by ''java.io.tmpdir'' system property: ''{0}'' does
not exist and cannot be created.

Explanation

The java temporary directory pointed by the ''java.io.tmpdir'' JVM property does not
exist and automatic creation of this directory failed.

Action

Ensure that the directory pointed by the ''java.io.tmpdir'' JVM property exists.

OGICRI0008

Standard JMX Management is used.

Explanation

Custom authentication is not enabled. The standard JMX Management is used.

Action

If you want to enable custom authentication, set a System property with name
"com.softwareag.jmx.noCustomAuthentication" and set it to "false".

OGICRI0013

Using JMX authentication configuration: ''{0}''

Explanation

Information about the value of "com.softwareag.platform.startup.jmx.auth.config"
JMX authentication configuration parameter.

Action

None.

OGICRI0014

Using JAAS login configuration: ''{0}''.

Explanation

Information about the value of "java.security.auth.login.config" JAAS configuration
parameter.

Action

None.

OGICRI0022

Successfully created Java temporary directory: {0}

Explanation

Directory pointed by ''java.io.tmpdir'' system property did not exist and the OSGi
platform startup bundle created it automatically.

Action

None.
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OGICRW0017

Configured JMX RMI Agent port: ''{0}'' is not valid; default port ''{1}'' will be used
instead.

Explanation

The platform startup routine is attempting to initialize the JMX RMI Agent using the
port configured in the "com.softwareag.platform.startup.jmx.rmi.agent.port" key. The
property is not a valid number.

Action

Set a valid port number in the "com.softwareag.platform.startup.jmx.rmi.agent.port"
key.

OGICRW0020

The parent directory of the Java temporary directory ({0}) is not write enabled.

Explanation

Cannot write into the parent directory of the temporary directory pointed by the
''java.io.tmpdir'' system property. Automatic creation of the temporary directory will
fail.

Action

Ensure that the user who started the platform has permissions to write into the parent
directory of the temporary files directory.

OGICRW0023

The parent directory of the Java temporary directory pointed by ''java.io.tmpdir''
system property: ''{0}'' does not exist and cannot be created.

Explanation

When the OSGi platform is started it attempts to ensure that the temporary files
directory (denoted by the "java.io.tmpdir" system property) exists. If the directory
does not exist on the file system, the OSGi platform startup bundle attempts to create
it. This message is displayed when the OSGi platform startup bundle fails to create
the parent directory of the temporary files directory.

Action

Ensure that the directory pointed by the ''java.io.tmpdir'' JVM property exists.

OGIMIGE0002

ERROR: Missing file in source installation - {0}

Explanation

This message is displayed when no source file is found.

Action

Check if the file exists and is readable for the user.

OGIMIGE0003

ERROR: Missing file in destination installation - {0}

Explanation

This message is displayed when no destination file is found under path:
<installdir_new_version>/profiles/<some_profile>/configuration/com.softwareag.platform.config.propsloader/

Action

Check if the file exists and is readable for the user.

OGIMIGE0004

ERROR: Backup failed for destination file - {0}

Explanation

The file is backed up before merging . Losing this file might be crucial.

Action

Make sure that the file can be written in the parent directory.
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OGIMIGE0006

ERROR: Error while opening file - {0}

Explanation

In order to migrate a file its content should be read. This error occurs because the file
could not be opened properly.

Action

Make sure the file is not locked (for example, the file may be already opened by
another program).

OGIMIGE0007

ERROR: Result configuration file in destination installation was not found - {0}

Explanation

After merging, the result is either a new file, or an updated overwritten destination
file.

Action

Please make sure the file exists and is readable for the user.

OGIMIGE0010

ERROR: More than one in the destination installation - {0} were found under {1}

Explanation

This message is displayed when more than one destination file is found. This is not
expected if a clean destination installation is done.

Action

Check the log file to see where are the files. Remove the unneeded files and leave only
one file - the default one.

OGIMIGE0013

ERROR: Loading source properties layout configuration failed. The source file is:
from file {0}

Explanation

When we load our properties we also load the comments and blank lines the file
contains.

Action

Make sure that you source file is a valid java poprerty file and it is not corrupted.

OGIMIGE0014

ERROR: Cannot identify version of product {0}. Cannot find any locally installed
products in the specified installation directory: {1}

Explanation

The migration application attempted to identify the version of a locally installed
product with the given product prop file name (without the .prop suffix), but no
locally installed products were found in the specified installation directory.

Action

Specify the source version of the product when prompted to.

OGIMIGE0015

ERROR: Cannot identify version of product {0}. Cannot find this product in the list
of locally installed products in the specified installation directory: {1}

Explanation

The migration application attempted to identify the version of a locally installed
product with the given product prop file name (without the .prop suffix), but such
locally installed product was not found in the specified installation directory.

Action

Specify the source version of the product when prompted to.
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OGIMIGE0018

ERROR: Storing result properties configuration layout failed.

Explanation

The property file with all the properties and their comments failed on the saving step.

Action

Check the file access permisions of your taget installation.

OGIMIGE0019

ERROR: JAAS configuration {0} does not exist.

Explanation

The JAAS configuration file is missing and the migration cannot proceed.

Action

Migration for JAAS configuration was not successful. Refer to the upgrade
documentation and execute the required manual steps.

OGIMIGE0020

ERROR: JAAS configuration {0} is not a file.

Explanation

The JAAS configuration file is not a valid file and the migration cannot proceed.

Action

Migration for JAAS configuration was not successful. Refer to the upgrade
documentation and execute the required manual steps.

OGIMIGE0021

ERROR: Destination JAAS configuration {0} does not exist.

Explanation

The JAAS configuration file is missing and the migration cannot proceed.

Action

Migration for JAAS configuration was not successful. Refer to the upgrade
documentation and execute the required manual steps.

OGIMIGE0022

ERROR: Destination JAAS configuration {0} is not a file.

Explanation

The destination JAAS configuration file is not a valid file and the migration cannot
proceed.

Action

Migration for JAAS configuration was not successful. Refer to the upgrade
documentation and execute the required manual steps.

OGIMIGE0023

ERROR: Backup failed for destination JAAS configuration file.

Explanation

Creating a backup of the original file was not successful and it is unsafe for the
migration to continue.

Action

Migration for JAAS configuration was not successful. Refer to the upgrade
documentation and execute the required manual steps.

OGIMIGE0024

ERROR: Error parsing source JAAS configuration

Explanation

An error is found in the source JAAS configuration and the migration cannot proceed.

Action

Migration for JAAS configuration was not successful. Refer to the upgrade
documentation and execute the required manual steps.
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OGIMIGE0025

ERROR: Error parsing destination JAAS configuration

Explanation

Migration of the JAAS configuration was not successful. An error was found in the
destination JAAS configuration and the migration cannot proceed.

Action

Refer to the upgrade documentation and execute the required manual steps.

OGIMIGE0026

ERROR: Error saving destination JAAS configuration.

Explanation

An error occured while storing the migrated JAAS configuration and the migration
cannot proceed.

Action

Migration for JAAS configuration was not successful. Refer to the upgrade
documentation and execute the required manual steps.

OGIMIGE0028

ERROR: Source server.xml configuration {0} does not exist.

Explanation

The server.xml file could not be migrated because the file does not exist.

Action

Check if the source server.xml file exists and is readable for the user.

OGIMIGE0029

ERROR: Source server.xml configuration {0} is not a file.

Explanation

The server.xml is not a proper file.

Action

Check the server.xml file.

OGIMIGE0030

ERROR: Parsing server.xml file {0}.

Explanation

The server.xml file is not a valid XML file.

Action

Check the server.xml file.

OGIMIGE0031

ERROR: Reading server.xml file {0}.

Explanation

The server.xml file could not be read properly.

Action

Check the server.xml file.

OGIMIGE0032

ERROR: Parser Configuration server.xml file {0}.

Explanation

Parser error occurs when parsing the server.xml file.

Action

Check the server.xml file.
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OGIMIGE0033

ERROR: Backup file {0}.

Explanation

The file could not be backed up successfully.

Action

Check the source location and target location paths and files.

OGIMIGE0034

ERROR: Reading file {0}.

Explanation

The error occurs because the file could not be read properly.

Action

Check the source location and target location paths,files, and permissions.

OGIMIGE0035

ERROR: Writing file {0}.

Explanation

The error occurs because the file could not be written properly.

Action

Check the source location and target location paths,files, and permissions.

OGIMIGE0036

ERROR: Create/Update file {0}.

Explanation

The error occurs because the file could not be created or updated properly.

Action

Check the source location and target location paths,files, and permissions.

OGIMIGE0042

ERROR: Configuration migration finished with failure(s).

Explanation

Migration failed for the server.xml, web.xml, and config.xml, *.jks files.

Action

Check the detailed error messages displayed by the migration tool.

OGIMIGE0048

ERROR: Cannot identify version of product {0}. The product installation under {1}
does not contain any build modules for the current installer platform: {0}

Explanation

The migration application attempted to identify the version of a locally installed
product, but the local product is targeting a different installer platform (operating
system and architecture) and the product information could not be loaded.

Action

Specify the source version of the product when prompted to.

OGIMIGE0049

ERROR: Cannot parse version of product {0}. The product version of {1} does not
have valid syntax. Expecting a version in the format
<major>.<minor>.<micro>.<fixnum>.<buildnum>.

Explanation

The migration application attempted to identify the source version of a locally installed
product but the product version did not have the expected format.

Action

Specify the source version of the product when prompted to.
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OGIMIGE0052

ERROR: User repository file does not exist in the expected location: {0}

Explanation

Migration for common/conf entries was not successful.The users.txt file was not found
in the expected location.

Action

Refer to the upgrade documentation and execute the required manual steps.

OGIMIGE0053

ERROR: Error reading user repository file: {0}

Explanation

Migration for common/conf entries was not successful. The users.txt file could not be
read from the expected location.

Action

Refer to the upgrade documentation and execute the required manual steps.

OGIMIGE0054

ERROR: User repository file version cannot be retrieved: {0}

Explanation

Migration for common/conf entries was not successful. The users.txt file was not
migrated. An unexpected error occurred during the retrieval of the users.txt file
version.

Action

Refer to the upgrade documentation and execute the required manual steps.

OGIMIGE0055

ERROR: User repository version is not compatible. Required minimal version is:
{0}, found version is: {1}. Manual steps are required.

Explanation

Migration for common/conf entries was not successful. The users.txt file cannot be
migrated if the files in both locations are not with compatible versions.

Action

Refer to the upgrade documentation and execute the required manual steps.

OGIMIGE0056

ERROR: User repository version could not be retrieved: {0}

Explanation

Migration for common/conf entries was not successful. An unexpected error occurred
during the compatibility check of the users.txt file. The users.txt file must be migrated
manually.

Action

Refer to the upgrade documentation and execute the required manual steps.

OGIMIGE0058

ERROR: Source user repository file does not exist: {0}

Explanation

Migration for common/conf entries was not successful. The source user repository
file users.txt cannot be found in the specified location.

Action

Refer to the upgrade documentation and execute the required manual steps.
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OGIMIGE0059

ERROR: Destination user repository file does not exist: {0}

Explanation

Migration for common/conf entries was not successful. The destination user repository
file users.txt cannot be found in the specified location.

Action

Refer to the upgrade documentation and execute the required manual steps.

OGIMIGE0060

ERROR: Source user repository file could not be copied to destination.

Explanation

Migration for common/conf entries was not successful. The source user repository
file users.txt cannot be copied to destination due to an unexpected error.

Action

Refer to the upgrade documentation and execute the required manual steps.

OGIMIGE0066

ERROR: Missing source SSH configuration file {0}

Explanation

Migration of the SSH configuration was not successful. The source file with the SSH
configuration is not found and the migration cannot proceed.

Action

Refer to the upgrade documentation and execute the required manual steps.

OGIMIGE0067

ERROR: Error reading source SSH configuration file {0}

Explanation

Migration of the SSH configuration was not successful. An error occurred while
reading the source SSH configuration file and the migration cannot proceed.

Action

Refer to the upgrade documentation and execute the required manual steps.

OGIMIGE0068

ERROR: Missing destination SSH configuration file {0}

Explanation

Migration for SSH configuration was not successful. The destination configuration
file for the SSH configuration cannot be found and the migration cannot proceed.

Action

Refer to the upgrade documentation and execute the required manual steps.

OGIMIGE0069

ERROR: Error backing up destination SSH configuration file {0}

Explanation

Migration of the SSH configuration was not successful. An error occurred while trying
to backup the original destination SSH configuration file and the migration cannot
proceed.

Action

Refer to the upgrade documentation and execute the required manual steps.

OGIMIGE0071

ERROR: Destination SSH config file not found {0}

Explanation

Migration for the SSH configuration was not successful. The destination SSH config
file was not found and the migration cannot proceed.

Action

Refer to the upgrade documentation and execute the required manual steps.
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OGIMIGE0072

ERROR: Error storing migrated SSH configuration {0}

Explanation

Migration of the SSH configuration was not successful. An error occurred while storing
the migrated SSH configuration and the migration cannot proceed.

Action

Refer to the upgrade documentation and execute the required manual steps.

OGIMIGE0073

Invalid source installation directory specified: {0}. No {1} subdirectory is present,
this directory is required for the {2} migration to proceed.

Explanation

The migration application requires the specified product subdirectory to be available
in the source installation in order to proceed, but the directory was not found. This
can happen if the product, for which the migration is executed is not available in the
source installation directory.

Action

Make sure that the specified source installation contains the product that is being
migrated.

OGIMIGE0081

In file {0} Keystore/Truststore file referenced from HTTPS Connector in attribute
{1} that can not be found, creating a valid HTTPS configuration not possible.

Explanation

The server.xml file contains a Keystore/Truststore configuration (keystoreFile=
truststoreFile=), pointing to a file that cannot be found. Migrating this would lead in
an unusable HTTPS configuration.

Action

In your profile check the file /tomcat/conf/server.xml and the properties
keystoreFile="TheKeystoreFilename" truststoreFile="TheTrustStoreFileName". Also
check that the file(s) TheKeystoreFilename/TheTrustStoreFileName are existing and
valid keystore/truststore files or reference the delivered default one:
keystoreFile="C:\SAG822\profiles\CTP\configuration\tomcat\conf\localhost_dont_use_in_production.jks"
and start the migration again.

OGIMIGE0083

ERROR: Backup file cannot be created - invalid value for destination file passed.

Explanation

While trying to create a backup of the original file, an invalid original file was passed.

Action

Check the log for more details.

OGIMIGE0084

Cannot identfy installer platform for specified installation directory: {0}. Reason:
Cannot read installation metadata file: {1}

Explanation

The migration application needs to verify that the source installation is created for
the same operating system and architecture as the destination installation. This is
done by inspecting the installation metadata located under install/products directory
in the installation. If the installation metadata is missing or corrupt, or the process
does not have read permissions for the specified file, the platform identification will
fail and the migration cannot proceed.

Action

Make sure that the specified installation directory contains proper installation metadata
(install/products directory containing installer property files for installed products)
and the process has the correct privileges to read it.
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OGIMIGE0086

Failed to read file ''{0}''.

Explanation

The platform migration utility could not read the specified file.

Action

Make sure the file exists and the user executing the migration is authorized to read
it.

OGIMIGE0087

Failed to close file stream ''{0}''.

Explanation

An I/O error occurred while closing the file stream.

Action

Make sure the file exists and the user executing the migration is authorized to read
it.

OGIMIGE0089

An invalid path property ''{0}'' was found in file ''{1}''. Path should not be null or
empty.

Explanation

A path property sent for transformation has a null or empty value. Transformation
cannot proceed with an invalid argument.

Action

Ensure that the property referenced in the given file has a valid path value.

OGIMIGE0092

The path ''{0}'' is referenced in file ''{1}''; it should be available as ''{2}'', but could
not be found. Hence the path cannot be migrated.

Explanation

The path transformer has discovered that a path referenced in a file in the source
installation points to a file inside the source installation. The file does not exist and
the configuration is invalid.

Action

Ensure that the path referenced in the specified file points to a valid file on the file
system.

OGIMIGE0095

The absolute path ''{0}'' referenced in file ''{1}'' does not exist on the file system.

Explanation

The path transformer has discovered that a path referenced in a file in the source
installation points to a file outside the source installation. The file does not exist and
the configuration is invalid.

Action

Ensure that the path referenced in the specified file points to a valid file on the file
system.

OGIMIGE0097

Could not determine original installation location for ''{0}''.

Explanation

The path transformer failed to determine the original source installation root directory,
which is required in order for the transformer to function properly.

Action

Make sure the migration source directory contains a "profiles" folder with at least one
valid profile inside.
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OGIMIGE0098

The original source directory ''{0}'' exists on this file system but the current migration
is using ''{1}'' as a source. Path transformation is not supported.

Explanation

Path transformer determined that the migration source directory is different from the
original source installation root directory (which could be the case when you are
migrating from a zip file or from a mapped/mounted directory). However, the original
source installation root directory exists on this file system but it is not used as a
migration source directory. This is not a supported path transformation scenario as
the system may not reliably validate the transformed paths.

Action

If the original source installation directory is available on the same file system it should
be used directly as a migration source directory.

OGIMIGE0099

The target directory ''{0}'' must be the same as the installation root directory ''{1}''.

Explanation

The target directory in the migrated profile config.ini file is different from the migration
target directory. The target installation is corrupted.

Action

Make sure that the migration target directory is not moved or tampered with.

OGIMIGE0102

Failed to copy transformed file path from ''{0}'' to ''{1}''.

Explanation

Path transformer transformed a file path from the migration source directory to the
migration target directory. The file copy operation failed.

Action

Make sure that the user executing the migration is able to physically copy the source
file to the destination.

OGIMIGE0103

An invalid URL property ''{0}'' was found in file ''{1}''. URL should not be null or
empty.

Explanation

A URL property sent for transformation has a null or empty value. Transformation
cannot proceed with an invalid argument.

Action

Ensure that the property referenced in the given file has a valid URL value.

OGIMIGE0107

Source installation directory ({0}) uses ''{1}'' platform, while destination installation
directory ({2}) uses ''{3}''.

Explanation

The migration cannot proceed if the source and destination installation platforms are
different.

Action

Make sure the source and destination directories contain installations of one and the
same platform.
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OGIMIGE0111

ERROR: copy file{0}.

Explanation

Copy file operation failed.

Action

Make sure the file exists and is not used or opened by an application.

OGIMIGE0113

Error occurred while merging the properties from '{0}' to '{1}'.

Explanation

Merging the .properties files failed with an error.

Action

Check the logs for more information.

OGIMIGE0115

ERROR: Error during finilization of the JAAS configuration.

Explanation

An error occured while finilizing the migrated JAAS configuration and the migration
could not proceed.

Action

Contact Software AG Global support.

OGIMIGE0116

Abort migration due to errors while evaluating source installation {0}

Explanation

Migration of roles.txt entries was not successful due to problems with the source SAG
product installation.

Action

Refer to the upgrade documentation and execute the required manual steps.

OGIMIGE0117

Abort migration due to errors while evaluating destination installation {0}

Explanation

Migration of roles.txt entries was not successful due to problems with the source SAG
product installation.

Action

Refer to the upgrade documentation and execute the required manual steps.

OGIMIGE0118

Error while reading source 'roles.txt': {0}

Explanation

Unexpected error occured while reading the 'roles.txt' file from the source SAG product
installation.

Action

Refer to the upgrade documentation and execute the required manual steps.

OGIMIGE0119

Error while reading destination 'roles.txt': {0}

Explanation

Unexpected error occured while reading the 'roles.txt' file from the destination SAG
product installation.

Action

Refer to the upgrade documentation and execute the required manual steps.
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OGIMIGE0121

Cannot backup {0}. Migration is not safe. Proceeding with next migration.

Explanation

Cannot create backup copy of the 'roles.txt' file. Migration might be successful but if
it fails the previous content of the 'roles.txt file can't be restored. Therefore, we skip
the migration for this particular 'roles.txt' file.

Action

Refer to the upgrade documentation and execute the required manual steps.

OGIMIGE0122

Error while merging {0} and {1}

Explanation

Unexpected error occured while merging the content of source and destination
installation 'roles.txt' files. The current migration will be skipped and the original
'roles.txt' content will be restored.

Action

Refer to the upgrade documentation and execute the required manual steps.

OGIMIGE0123

'config.ini' doesn't exist or is not file: {0}

Explanation

Cannot proceed with the migration since the required configuration file 'config.ini'
doesn't exist.

Action

Refer to the upgrade documentation and execute the required manual steps.

OGIMIGE0126

Configuration location {0} doesn't exist or is not file.

Explanation

The specified configuration location doesn't exist and therefore the migration process
will be skipped.

Action

Refer to the upgrade documentation and execute the required manual steps.

OGIMIGE0127

Configuration location {0} does not exist.

Explanation

The specified configuration location doesn't exist and therefore the migration process
will be skipped.

Action

Refer to the upgrade documentation and execute the required manual steps.

OGIMIGE0128

Configuration location {0} is not a file.

Explanation

The specified configuration location doesn't exist and therefore the migration process
will be skipped.

Action

Refer to the upgrade documentation and execute the required manual steps.
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OGIMIGE0129

Cannot create backup file: {0}

Explanation

The migration is not able to create a backup file for the JAAS configuration.

Action

Check the source location and target location paths, files, and permissions.

OGIMIGE0130

This is not a valid destination backup file location: null

Explanation

Missing destination backup file location.

Action

Check the source location and target location paths, files, and permissions.

OGIMIGE0131

The destination backup file location '{0}' does not exist

Explanation

The destination backup file location does not exist.

Action

Check the source location and target location paths, files, and permissions.

OGIMIGE0134

JKS '{0}' with file {1} is missing manadtory property for password from the
configuration file.

Explanation

If truststoreFile property is present in configuration there should be truststorePass
property. The same rule applies for keystoreFile and keystorePass.

Action

Check the properties of HTTPS connectors.

OGIMIGE0135

The backup of '{0}' failed.

Explanation

The problem might be that the pointed file cannot be copied or deleted after backup.

Action

Check for permisions on the file.

OGIMIGE0136

The migration of key/certificates from '{0}' to '{1}' failed.

Explanation

The migration of certificates and\or keys is failing for the pointed Java Key Stores.
The following keystores are migrated as a part of the HTTPS configuration migration.

Action

Check if property files are poinnting to the correct locations of trustore and keystore
in the source installation. Check if password given in the configuration is correct.
Check if the given configuration is actually operational.

OGIMIGI0133

This login context is skipped by migration, because it contained SSX login module,
but In version 10.x SSX is no longer available and migration is not possible
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OGIMIGW0005

WARNING: File could not be deleted - {0}.

Explanation

An error occured while deleting incompatible destination file. This is a warning
message because deleting this file should not be crucial for the finctionality of the
application.

Action

Delete this file manually as it may cause future conflicts.

OGIMIGW0008

WARNING: Referenced file was found in the source installation but was not found
in the destination installation: "{0}" . Check if the file was migrated and if not
migrate it manually.

Explanation

Configurations could have properties with values that contain paths to files. During
migration these paths could become invalid. To prevent the migration of such paths
that make the configurations unusable, a check is done if the file exists in the new
installation. This warning shows that the file was successfully located in the source
installation, but was missing from the destination.

Action

Check if the path from the configuration is valid after the migration. If the path is not
valid, migrate the file manually and edit the path if needed.

OGIMIGW0009

WARNING: Referenced file was not found in the destination system: "{0}"

Explanation

Configurations could have properties with values that contain paths to files. During
migration these paths could become unvalid. To prevent the migration of such paths
that make the configurations unusable, a check is done if the file exists in the new
installation.

Action

Check if the path from the configuration is valid after the migration.If the path is not
valid, migrate the file manually and edit the path if needed.

OGIMIGW0011

WARNING: Property value could not be transformed properly.

Explanation

When a migration is done, some properties require special transformation for their
values. For this reason special transformer classes are used. This message is shown
when there is a problem with finding the class, the class could not be instantiated or
the class is not a valid Transformer class. This could lead to invalid property values.

Action

Check the value of the migrated property.

OGIMIGW0012

WARNING: Installer client jar not available, falling back on custom installer
metadata parser.

Explanation

Migration framework did not find a required jar for reading the installation metadata,
it will attempt to read the metadata by parsing the prop file instead.

Action

No action is required.
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OGIMIGW0016

WARNING: Properties for transformation were not loaded.This might make your
configuration unusable.

Explanation

We are using special files that map properties which need some kind of transformation
for their value or key. In order to use them we have to load them from a file. This step
has failed.

Action

Contact Software AG global support.

OGIMIGW0017

WARNING: Transformer class was not found for the following property:

Explanation

We allow custom property transformation which is done via a class. The loading of
this class has failed. One or more properties were not transformed correctly.

Action

Contact Software AG global support.

OGIMIGW0027

WARNING: Some runtime componets were not enabled in the source configuration
- {0}. Migration exits successfully.

Explanation

Some runtime componets like JMX, SSH are not enabled in the source configuration.
The migartion will not migrate any data from these source configurations.

Action

If you want to disable the component explicitly please do so by changing the port
property in the connector in the destination installation.

OGIMIGW0037

WARNING: Error on read file {0}.

Explanation

The error occurs because the file could not be read properly.

Action

Check the source location and target location paths,files, and permissions.

OGIMIGW0038

WARNING: Error on write file {0}.

Explanation

The error occurs because the file could not be written properly.

Action

Check the source location and target location paths,files, and permissions.

OGIMIGW0051

WARNING: Using the default 'localhost_dont_use_in_production.jks' file in file
{0} property name {1}, because the file referenced in the older version could not be
found. Change the file specified in the property.

Explanation

The specified property in the specified properties file points to the default .jks keystore
file, because the keystore file referenced in the older version could not be found.

Action

Change the property to point to a valid existing production .jks keystore file.
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OGIMIGW0065

WARNING: SSH port is not set in source configuration {0}. Migration exits
successfully.

Explanation

SSH port is not set in source configuration so there is nothing to migrate.

Action

SSH port is not set in configuration and nothing is done. If this is not the case, refer
to the upgrade documentation and execute the required manual steps.

OGIMIGW0104

Value for JAAS configuration in config.ini could not be processed.

Explanation

The JAAS configuration modifications will be made to the original JAAS configuration
located in the profile folder.

Action

Define an absolute path to the current location of the JAAS configuration to be migrated
or move it in the profile configuration folder.

OGIMIGW0108

WARNING: source internal user repository file users.txt not present : "{0}" Skip
the migration of users.txt; groups.txt, roles.txt.

Explanation

The users.txt internal user repository file is not present in common/conf directory.
The file(s) could not be migrated.

Action

Check the profiles/TheProfile/configuration/jaas.config for the following entry:
internalRepository="ADirectory/users.txt"and check if this is migrated by the jaas
config migration. Do the same for the groups.txt and roles.txt files. If there is no such
entry, a migration of that file is not nesecessary, because no internal user repository
for authentication is enabled or configured.

OGIMIGW0112

WARNING: security configuration source file scPassMan.config.xml missing. File
is mandatory! Skipping migration of all passman files.

Explanation

Passman security configuration files are normally 3 files : scPassMan.config.xml ;
defaultPassStore.dat and mpw.dat . The .dat files are optional, but the .xml is important
and without it migration cannot be done.

Action

Check whether the scPassMan.config.xml file is present in the following location:
installdir/profiles/TheProfile/configuration/security. With the xml file present, retry
migration or migrate manually.

OGIMIGW0132

Found SSX login module {2} in source {0}. SSX is removed in 10.0, so login context
{1} will not be migrated.

Explanation

SSX login module is found in source installation, but SSX is removed in version 10.0,
so we can't migrate it properly

Action

Migrate login context by hand as it is not possible not migrate it automatically.
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SPMADME0000

Administration SPI for "{0}" and namespace "{1}" not found.

Explanation

The Administration SPI for the specified entity and namespace should be registered
beforehand.

Action

Check if the correct entity ID and namespace are provided or if the product plug-in
is available.

SPMADME0001

Error while invoking "{0}" Administration function with arguments "{2},{3}" of "{1}"
and namespace "{4}".

Explanation

The specified administration function is either not available, the arguments used to
invoke the function are incorrect, or unchecked exception has been thrown.

Action

Check the functions supported by the Administration SPI.

SPMADME0002

Administration function "{0}" with arguments "{2},{3}" of "{1}" and namespace "{4}"
not found.

Explanation

The specified administration function is not defined for the entity with the specified
arguments.

Action

Check the functions supported by the Administration SPI.

SPMADME0003

{0} process finished with error code {1}. Requested command: {2} Output: {3}

Explanation

The requested command could not be executed successfully.

Action

Check the upgrade and migration help for the product.
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SPMCCPEMIE0001 An error occurred during a call to wm.monitor.util:configSettings. The error reported
is: {0}.
Explanation

An error occurred during the service call to write the configuration settings to
WmMonitor. A probable cause for the error is failing to access the
IntegrationServer\packages\WmMonitor\config\monitor.cnf file. The error could
also occur when the monitor.cnf file is not present initially and the service call to write
the configuration settings creates and populates the file with default values.

Action

Ensure that the IntegrationServer\packages\WmMonitor\config\monitor.cnf file is
present, contains name=value pairs, and the name=value pairs are valid. Also, ensure
that the name-value pairs are acceptable for your configuration.

SPMCCPEMIE0002 Only BASIC authentication is supported.
Explanation

The specified authentication is not supported.

Action

Change authentication to BASIC.

SPMCCPEMIE0003 The My webMethods Server URL is not valid.
Explanation

The URL for pinging My webMethods Server is not valid.

Action

Check that your WmMonitor configuration values for host, port, username and
password are valid.

SPMCCPEMIE0009 No My webMethods Server credentials were provided.
Explanation

The connection to My webMethods Server cannot be validated without proper
credentials.

Action

Specify values for username and password.

SPMCCPEMIE0014 The My webMethods Server host, port, and/or connection protocol were not
provided.
Explanation

You must specify values for the My webMethods Server host, port, and connection
protocol.

Action

Specify values for host, port, and connection protocol.

SPMCCPEMIE0015 The values are required.
Explanation

You must specify values in the fields.

Action

Specify values for these fields.
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SPMCCPEMIW0000 My webMethods Server password was not provided.
Explanation

The password is a required field.

Action

Provide a password for My webMethods Server.

SPMCCPEMIW0004 The My webMethods Server URL is not accessible. Click Show Details for more
information.
Explanation

The URL for pinging My webMethods Server is not accessible.

Action

Check that your WmMonitor configuration values for host, port, username and
password are valid, and also confirm that My webMethods Server is reachable on the
network.

SPMCCPEMIW0005 My webMethods Server credentials are not valid.
Explanation

The username or password are incorrect.

Action

Check that the username and password are correct.

SPMCCPEMIW0011 The password is required.
Explanation

You must specify a password.

Action

Specify a password.

SPMCCPEMIW0012 No value was provided for 'Data Level Security Administrator'
Explanation

A value for the Data Level Security, DLS, super user was not provided.

Action

No action is required if the default value of \'Administrator\' is acceptable.

SPMCCPEMIW0013 A default value of 'Administrator' was provided; it will be displayed upon Save.
Explanation

Because no value was provided for the Data Level Security super user, the default
value of \'Administrator\' is used.

Action

Set a value for Data Level Security Administrator.

SPMCFCE0012

Properties serializer supports only instances of java.util.Properties

Explanation

The user is trying to use a Properties serializer on an inapropriate object type.

Action

Use proper serializer for your object.
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SPMCFCE0023

There is no registered ConfigurationSerializer under runtimeComponentId {0} and
configurationTypeId {1}

Explanation

No registered ConfigurationSerializer exists under the entered runtimeComponentId
and configurationTypeId.

Action

Register a ConfigurationSerializer under the entered runtimeComponentId and
configurationTypeId.

SPMCFCE0026

ConfigurationManager should be registered with the runtimeComponentId and
configurationTypeId properties.

Explanation

ConfigurationManager should be registered with the runtimeComponentId and
configurationTypeId properties. They cannot be null.

Action

Register ConfigurationManager and set values for the runtimeComponentId and
configurationTypeId properties.

SPMCFCE0030

Error ocurred during serialization/deserialization.

Explanation

Error ocurred during serialization/deserialization.

Action

Check for user permissions and hardware failures and try again.

SPMCFCE0048

ConfigurationSerializer SPI could not be found for RuntimeComponentId "{0}"
and ConfigurationTypeId "{1}" .

Explanation

Platform Manager could not find a registered ConfigurationSerializer that can handle
ConfigurationInstances with these properties.

Action

Register a ConfigurationSerializer SPI implementation that can handle
ConfigurationInstances with these properties.

SPMCFCE0049

Configuration is not available for this component.

Explanation

The component requires a configuration to function properly.

Action

Set the configuration for this component.

SPMCFCI0000

Port Settings

Explanation

PortSettingsConfigurationType Display Name

Action

None.
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SPMCFCI0001

Listener ports configuration

Explanation

PortSettingsConfigurationType description.

Action

None.

SPMCFCI0019

The keystore truststore settings cannot be null.

Explanation

The keystore truststore settings cannot be set to null.

Action

Provide a valid keystore truststore setting.

SPMCFCI0028

There can be only one primary pool defined in the JDBC configuration.

Explanation

There can be only one primary pool defined in the JDBC configuration.

Action

Specify only one pool with the primary as true.

SPMCFGE0000

The configuration type argument is not set.

Explanation

The configuration type argument is not set.

Action

Set the configuration type argument.

SPMCFGE0001

Configuration type {0} cannot be found.

Explanation

A Configuration Manager that can handle configuration type {0} cannot be found.

Action

Make sure that configuration type {0} is supported, for example check if there is a
Configuration Manager registered for it.

SPMCFGE0002

A Configuration instance with ID = {0} does not exist.

Explanation

A Configuration instance with the provided ID does not exist.

Action

Use the ID of an existing Configuration instance.

SPMCFGE0003

Loaded configuration cannot be null.

Explanation

The requested configuration cannot be null.

Action

Provide valid runtimeComponent, configurationInstance, and configurationStatus.

SPMCFGE0004

The Configuration Manager Service is not set.

Explanation

The Configuration Manager Service is not set.

Action

Set the Configuration Manager Service.
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SPMCFGE0005

The component ID or configurationType ID is wrong.

Explanation

The component ID or configurationType argument ID is wrong.

Action

Use an appropriate component ID or configurationType ID.

SPMCFGE0006

Configuration is not available for this component.

Explanation

This component needs configuration in order to function.

Action

Set the configuration for this component.

SPMCFGE0007

ConfigurationSerializer SPI could not be found for RuntimeComponentId "{0}"
and ConfigurationTypeId "{1}" .

Explanation

Platform Manager did not find registered ConfigurationSerializer that can handle
ConfigurationInstances with these properties.

Action

Register ConfigurationSerializer SPI implementation that can handle
ConfigurationInstances with these properties.

SPMCFGE0008

Id cannot be null.

Explanation

When creating a configuration instance, the id argument cannot be null.

Action

Provide a non-null id argument.

SPMCFGE0009

ConfigurationTypeId cannot be null.

Explanation

When creating a configuration instance, the ConfigurationTypeId argument cannot
be null.

Action

Provide a non-null id argument.

SPMCFGE0010

DisplayName cannot be null.

Explanation

When creating a configuration instance, the displayName argument cannot be null.

Action

Provide a non-null id argument.

SPMCFGE0011

The component to be updated is null.

Explanation

The runtime component to be updated cannot be null.

Action

Provide a non-null runtime component.
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SPMCFGE0012

Protocol value cannot be changed.

Explanation

The protocol value for an existing port configuration cannot be changed.

Action

Retry the operation without changing the protocol.

SPMCFGE0013

Create command is not supported.

Explanation

Create configuration command is not supported by this configuration manager.

Action

Check the logs.

SPMCFGE0020

ConfigurationService is not set.

Explanation

ConfigurationService is not set.

Action

Register a ConfigurationService.

SPMCFGE0021

New configuration is null.

Explanation

The configuration sent for validation is null.

Action

Send a valid configuration that is not null.

SPMCFGE0022

Delete command is not supported

Explanation

Delete configuration command is not supported by this configuration manager.

Action

Check the logs.

SPMCFGE0023

The new configuration to be validated can not be null.

Explanation

The new configuration to be validated can not be null.

Action

Send a valid configuration that is not null for validation.

SPMCFGE0024

Duplicate truststore aliases in the existing instances.

Explanation

Duplicate truststore aliases are present in the existing instances.

Action

Use a unique truststore alias.

SPMCFGE0025

Duplicate truststore aliases are present in the existing instances.

Explanation

Duplicate truststore aliases are present in the existing instances.

Action

Use a unique truststore alias.
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SPMCFGE0026

Duplicate keystore aliases in existing instances.

Explanation

Duplicate keystore alias is present in the existing instances.

Action

Use a unique keystore alias.

SPMCFGE0027

Duplicate keystore alias is present in existing instances.

Explanation

Duplicate keystore alias is present in the existing instances.

Action

Use a unique keystore alias.

SPMCFGE0028

The file location provided in the keystore could not be found.

Explanation

The file location provided in the keystore could not be found.

Action

The file location provided in the keystore configuration must point to an existing file.
Use an existing file location.

SPMCFGE0040

The keystore location information is missing.

Explanation

The keystore location information is missing in the new configuration.

Action

Use a valid keystore location that points to an existing file.

SPMCFGE0041

The keystore location information is either null or empty. It should point to an
existing file.

Explanation

The keystore location information is either null or empty. It should point to an existing
file.

Action

The keystore location should point to an existing file.

SPMCFGE0042

An exception occurred when trying to get the existing aliases.

Explanation

The PlatformManagerException exception occured when trying to get the existing
aliases.

Action

You need to correct the existing configuration instances with valid aliases.

SPMCFGE0043

An exception occurred when trying to get the existing aliases.

Explanation

The IOException exception occurred when trying to get the existing aliases.

Action

Provide a valid runtime ID and configuration type ID to the validator.
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SPMCFGE0049

Configuration of type Common-JDBC is null.

Explanation

Configuration object for Common-JDBC is null.

Action

Specify the valid configuration object for Common-JDBC.

SPMCFGE0051

Duplicate alias for Jdbc Pool is found.

Explanation

Alias for Jdbc Pool is not unique. This is not a valid configuration.

Action

Specify a unique Jdbc Pool alias.

SPMCFGE0053

There can be only one pool with primary as true.

Explanation

There is more than one pool defined as primary. This is not valid.

Action

Specify only one pool with primary as true.

SPMCFGE0055

JDBC Pool information is not available. Specify valid JDBC Pool Settings.

Explanation

JDBC Pool information is not available in the JDBC Settings Configuration Object.
This is not valid.

Action

Specify valid JDBC Pool Settings.

SPMCFGE0058

An exception occurred when trying to get the existing aliases.

Explanation

The PlatformManagerException exception occured when trying to get the existing
aliases.

Action

You need to correct the existing configuration instances with valid JDBC pool aliases.

SPMCFGE0059

The JDBC connection failed.

Explanation

The JDBC connection failed because it was invalid.

Action

Specify valid JDBC connection data.

SPMCFGE0060

Failed to close a valid JDBC connection.

Explanation

Failed to close a valid JDBC connection.

Action

Contact your system administrator.

SPMCFGE0061

Password verification failed.

Explanation

The password provided to load the certificate is incorrect.

Action

You need to provide a valid password and try again.
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SPMCFGE0065

Configuration Instance "{0}" does not exist.

Explanation

Configuration Instances should be backed up by existing source.

Action

Make sure this particular Configuration Instance is declared correctly.

SPMCFGE0066

Configuration Instance "{0}" is not a valid URL.

Explanation

Configuration Instance "{0}" should be backed up by valid URL source.

Action

Make sure this particular Configuration Instance is declared correctly.

SPMCFGE0067

Unknown property name "{0}".

Explanation

The property is not recognized.

Action

Make sure this particular Configuration Instance is declared correctly.

SPMCFGE0068

The specified port number is already in use. The port number is bound to an
application outside the current installation of Software AG Suite of products.

Explanation

The specified port number is already in use. The port number is bound to an
application outside the current installation of Software AG Suite of products.

Action

Specify a different port number or shut down the component that is running on this
port.

SPMCFGE0071

The value {0} cannot be used. A non-negative number is expected.

Explanation

The specified value must not be a negative number.

Action

Specify a non-negative number.

SPMCFGE0073

The value of the Threadpool Min parameter cannot be equal to or more than the
value for the Threadpool Max parameter.

Explanation

The value of the Threadpool Min parameter cannot be equal to or more than the value
of the Threadpool Max parameter.

Action

Change the configuration to make the value of the Threadpool Max parameter more
than the value of the Threadpool Min parameter.

SPMCFGE0078

The configuration contains duplicate log file name entries.

Explanation

Duplicate log file names exist in the log configuration appendices.

Action

Make sure each log file name in the log configuration is unique.
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SPMCFGE0079

Log file name {0} already exists.

Explanation

The specified log file name exists in another runtime component's log configuration.

Action

Make sure each file name is unique across runtime components.

SPMCFGE0080

Not enough disk space.

Explanation

The disk partition free space is less that 10Mb.

Action

Make sure the disk partition has enough free space.

SPMCFGE0081

The user does not have privileges to perform file operations. Check the current
security policy.

Explanation

The user performing the file operation does not have the proper privileges necessary
to create or write to a log file.

Action

Make sure the user has adequate privileges to perform the operation.

SPMCFGE0082

Error creating temp file in {0}. Make sure the specified directory is valid.

Explanation

The log configuration validation failed because the specified log directory is not valid
or does not exist.

Action

Make sure the specified log directory is valid.

SPMCFGE0084

The "from" or "to" email address is not correct.

Explanation

In Platform Manager, during validation of sending a test email, if the "from" or "to"
email address is not correct, this error is thrown.

Action

Ensure that the "from" or "to" email address is correct, and try again.

SPMCFGE0086

Not able to connect to the SMTP server {0}.

Explanation

In Platform Manager, the socket connection is not able to connect to the SMTP server
with the given credentials.

Action

Ensure the server is running and the specified credentials are correct.

SPMCFGE0088

Unable to send a test mail to the recipient {1} using the SMTP server {0}.

Explanation

In Platform Manager, an error occurs when sending an email to the recipient.

Action

The email ID is non-existent. Enter a valid email ID and try again.
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SPMCFGE0090

An exception occurred when trying to get the existing aliases.

Explanation

The IOException exception occurred when trying to get the existing aliases.

Action

Provide a valid runtime ID and configuration type ID to the validator.

SPMCFGE0091

An exception occurred when trying to get the existing JDBC pools defined as
primary.

Explanation

The PlatformManagerException exception occured when trying to get the existing
JDBC pools defined as primary.

Action

You need to correct the existing configuration instances with only one JDBC pool as
primary.

SPMCFGE0092

An exception occurred when trying to get the existing JDBC pools defined as
primary.

Explanation

The IOException exception occurred when trying to get the existing JDBC pools
defined as primary.

Action

Provide a valid runtime ID and configuration type ID to the validator.

SPMCFGE0093

No value was specified for the Protocol parameter.

Explanation

No value was specified for the Protocol parameter.

Action

Specify a value for the Protocol parameter.

SPMCFGE0094

The keystore truststore setting is empty.

Explanation

The keystore truststore setting does not contain any fields.

Action

Provide either the keystore, truststore or extended properties.

SPMCFGE0095

The keystore truststore setting does not contain any element.

Explanation

The keystore truststore setting should either have the keystore, the truststore, or the
extended properties, which is missing.

Action

Add the keystore, the truststore, or the extended properties to the keystore truststore
setting.

SPMCFGE0096

There can be only one primary pool defined in the JDBC configuration.

Explanation

There can be only one primary pool defined in the JDBC configuration.

Action

Specify only one pool with the primary as true.
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SPMCFGE0097

The JDBC Pool name is not unique.

Explanation

The JDBC Pool name is not unique.

Action

Specify a unique JDBC Pool name.

SPMCFGE0098

The JDBC driver class should not be null when the database server type is Custom.

Explanation

The JDBC driver class should not be null when the database server type is Custom.

Action

Specify the JDBC Driver class if the database server type is Custom.

SPMCFGE0099

The database server host should not be null when the database server type is
non-custom and the URL is not specified.

Explanation

The database server host should not be null when the database server type is
non-custom and the URL is not specified.

Action

Specify the hostname for the database server when the server type is non-custom and
the database URL is not specified.

SPMCFGE0100

The database server port number should not be null when the database server type
is non-custom and the URL is not specified.

Explanation

The database server port number should not be null when the database server type
is non-custom and the URL is not specified.

Action

Specify the port number for the database server when the server type is non-custom
and the database URL is not specified.

SPMCFGE0101

The database server SID should not be null when the database server type is Oracle
and the URL is not specified.

Explanation

The database server SID should not be null when the database server type is Oracle
and the URL is not specified.

Action

Specify the Oracle SID when the database server type is Oracle and the database URL
is not specified.

SPMCFGE0102

The database server's database name should not be null when the database server
type is non-Oracle and the URL is not specified.

Explanation

The database server's database name should not be null when the database server
type is non-Oracle and the URL is not specified.

Action

Specify the database name when the database server type is non-Oracle and the URL
is not specified.
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SPMCFGE0103

An error occured while getting either the runtime components or configuration
instances using the configuration or inventory service.

Explanation

An error occured while getting either the runtime components or configuration
instances using the configuration or inventory service.

Action

Retry the action.

SPMCFGE0105

Configuration instance and its configuration manager must have the same
configuration type.

Explanation

Configuration instance and its configuration manager must have the same
configuration type.

Action

Check the type of the provided configuration instance.

SPMCFGE0106

Not able to connect to the SMTP server(s) {0} with the given credentials and also
not able to send a test mail to the recipient using the SMTP server(s) {1}.

Explanation

In Platform Manager, the socket connection is not able to connect to the SMTP server
with the given credentials (if provided). Also, a test mail to the recipient using the
SMTP server is also not sent.

Action

Ensure the server is running and the server credentials entered are correct. Also, enter
the correct email address and try again.

SPMCFGE0109

The license file can not be empty.

Explanation

In Platform Manager, when an empty license file is uploaded, this message is seen.

Action

You need to ensure to upload a license file that is not empty.

SPMCFGE0110

The truststore location information is missing.

Explanation

The truststore location information is missing in the new configuration.

Action

Use a valid truststore location that points to an existing file.

SPMCFGE0111

The truststore location information is either null or empty. It should point to an
existing file.

Explanation

The truststore location information is either null or empty. It should point to an existing
file.

Action

The truststore location should point to an existing file.
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SPMCFGE0112

The specified port is already bound by configuration instance {0} of runtime {1}
and is enabled.

Explanation

The specified port is already bound by configuration instance {0} of runtime {1} and
is enabled.

Action

Change the port number and retry.

SPMCFGE0114

The specified Bind Address value of {0} is invalid.

Explanation

The value of {0} is invalid for Bind Address.

Action

Specify a valid bind address and retry.

SPMCFGE0115

The specified port {0} is already in use by another configuration instance.

Explanation

The specified port {0} is already in use by configuration instance {1} of runtime {2}.

Action

Change the port number and retry.

SPMCFGE0117

The specified port number {0} is already in use.

Explanation

The specified port number {0} is already in use. The port number is bound to an
application outside the current installation of Software AG Suite of products.

Action

Specify a different port number or shut down the component that is running on this
port.

SPMCFGE0120

License file location is not specified in License Location Manager.

Explanation

The location of the license file is not specified in the License Location Manager.

Action

Specify a valid license file location in License Location Manger before loading the
License instance.

SPMCFGE0121

The configured license is not valid for this product : {0}

Explanation

The product code in the license file does not match with the product installed.

Action

Contact your system administrator or Software AG Global Support.

SPMCFGE0122

The configured license is not valid for this version : {0}

Explanation

The product version in the license file does not match with the product installed
version.

Action

Contact your system administrator or Software AG Support.
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SPMCFGE0125

The provided port alias {0} already exists.

Explanation

The provided port alias {0} already exists for this runtime component.

Action

Provide a unique port alias for the runtime component.

SPMCFGE0126

The specified port alias {0} differs from the existing port alias {1}

Explanation

The specified port alias {0} differs from the existing port alias {1}

Action

Do not change the port alias when you execute an update operation.

SPMCFGE0127

The JDBC Pool alias cannot be changed once it is created.

Explanation

While updating a JDBC Pool, the alias was modified. The alias for the JDBC Pool must
not change after creating the pool.

Action

Specify the same JDBC Pool alias in the request, or remove it.

SPMCFGE0128

Configuration of type COMMON-JNDI is null.

Explanation

The configuration object for COMMON-JNDI is null.

Action

Specify the valid configuration object for COMMON-JNDI.

SPMCFGE0129

Configuration of type COMMON-JNDI should have one JNDI element.

Explanation

A configuration of type COMMON-JNDI should have one JNDI element.

Action

Provide one JNDI element for this configuration.

SPMCFGE0130

Configuration of type COMMON-JNDI should have JNDI element with valid alias.

Explanation

A configuration of type COMMON-JNDI should have a JNDI element with a valid
alias.

Action

Provide URL friendly alias for the JNDI element.

SPMCFGE0131

Configuration of type COMMON-JNDI should have JNDI element with unique
alias.

Explanation

A configuration of type COMMON-JNDI should have a JNDI element with a unique
alias.

Action

Provide a unique alias for the JNDI element.
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SPMCFGE0132

Error occurred while retrieving the JNDI configuration instances.

Explanation

An error occurred while retrieving the JNDI configuration instances.

Action

See the Platform Manager logs for mode details.

SPMCFGE0133

Provide a URL for the specified JNDI provider type.

Explanation

The URL for the specified JNDI provider type is missing.

Action

Specify the URL for the specified JNDI provider type.

SPMCFGE0134

Provide Initial Context Factory for the specified JNDI provider type.

Explanation

The specified JNDI provider type does not have an Initial Context Factory.

Action

Specify the Initial Context Factory for the specified JNDI provider type.

SPMCFGE0135

DbFunctional alias was not found.

Explanation

A DbFunctional alias with the specified alias value could not be found.

Action

Check if a DbFunctional alias with the provided alias value is available.

SPMCFGE0136

Element value is not set.

Explanation

The value of an integral element has not been set.

Action

Ensure that the specified data contains valid values for all required elements.

SPMCFGE0137

Invalid DbFunctional alias.

Explanation

The provided DbFunctional alias is invalid.

Action

Check the provided DbFunctional alias for invalid characters.

SPMCFGE0138

Duplicate DbFunctional alias.

Explanation

The provided alias already exists.

Action

Provide a new alias.

SPMCFGE0139

Invalid Pool alias.

Explanation

The provided Pool alias is invalid.

Action

Provide a new Pool alias.
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SPMCFGE0140

Problem detected while trying to read/write DbFunctional alias data.

Explanation

The read/write operation failed.

Action

Check if the DbFunctional alias data file is available.

SPMCFGE0141

Configuration of type COMMON-JMS should have JMS element with valid alias.

Explanation

A configuration of type COMMON-JMS should have a JMS element with a valid alias.

Action

Specify a URL friendly alias for the JMS element.

SPMCFGE0142

Configuration of type COMMON-JMS is null.

Explanation

Configuration object for COMMON-JMS is null.

Action

Specify the valid configuration object for COMMON-JMS.

SPMCFGE0143

Configuration of type COMMON-JMS should have a JMS element.

Explanation

A configuration of type COMMON-JMS should have a JMS element.

Action

Specify a JMS element for this configuration.

SPMCFGE0144

Provide URL for the specified JMS provider type.

Explanation

The URL for the specified JMS provider type is missing.

Action

Provide a URL for the specified JMS provider type.

SPMCFGE0145

Provide an existing JNDI alias for the specified JMS provider type.

Explanation

The JNDI alias provided for the specified JMS provider type does not exist.

Action

Provide an existing JNDI alias for the specified JMS provider type.

SPMCFGE0146

The provided JNDI alias does not exist. Provide an existing JNDI alias for the
specified JMS provider type.

Explanation

The JNDI alias provided for the specified JMS provider type does not exist.

Action

Provide an existing JNDI alias for the specified JMS provider type.

SPMCFGE0147

Configuration of type COMMON-JMS should have JMS element with unique
alias.

Explanation

A configuration of type COMMON-JMS should have a JMS element with a unique
alias.

Action

Provide unique alias for the JMS element.
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SPMCFGE0148

Error occurred while retrieving the JMS configuration instances.

Explanation

An error occurred while retrieving the JMS configuration instances.

Action

See the Platform Manager logs for mode details.

SPMCFGE0149

ConfigurationUiBindingService is not set.

Explanation

The ConfigurationUiBindingService is not set.

Action

Register the ConfigurationUiBindingService.

SPMCFGE0150

Configuration ui binding for {0} runtimeComponent and {1} configurationType
cannot be retrieved.

Explanation

The configuration user interface binding cannot be retrieved because of incorrect
search parameters or incorrect SPI implementation.

Action

Provide a valid runtimeComponent ID and configurationType ID or check the SPI
implementation.

SPMCFGE0151

Error occured while trying to unmarshal ui binding XML data.

Explanation

An error occured while trying to unmarhall the user interface binding XML data.

Action

Check if the XML file is well-formed and valid.

SPMCFGE0152

Error occurred while trying to parse XSD Schema.

Explanation

An error occurred while trying to parse the XSD Schema.

Action

Check if the XSD schema is valid.

SPMCFGE0153

Client group for webMethods Messaging alias is invalid or not specified.

Explanation

While configuring webMethods Messaging alias, if provider type is Broker, Client
Group cannot be empty.

Action

Provide a valid Client Group while configuring webMethods Messaging alias.

SPMCFGE0154

Broker messaging alias must have valid authentication configuration.

Explanation

If the webMethods Messaging alias provider is Broker, you must specify valid
authentication configuration.

Action

Provide a valid authentication while configuring webMethods Messaging alias.
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SPMCFGE0155

Broker Messaging alias must have a valid user.

Explanation

While configuring webMethods Messaging alias, if provider type is Broker, you must
specify a valid user.

Action

Provide a valid user while configuring webMethods Messaging alias.

SPMCFGE0156

Broker Messaging alias must have a valid password.

Explanation

When the messaging alias provider is Broker, the alias should have a valid password.

Action

Provide a valid password for a messaging alias with provider type Broker.

SPMCFGE0157

Broker Messaging alias must have a valid keystore definition.

Explanation

When the messaging alias provider is Broker, it should have valid keystore definition.

Action

Provide a valid keystore for a messaging alias with provider type Broker.

SPMCFGE0158

Broker Messaging alias must have a valid encryption definition.

Explanation

When the messaging alias provider is Broker, the alias should have a valid encryption
definition.

Action

Provide a valid encryption definition for a messaging alias with provider type Broker.

SPMCFGE0159

Specify at least one server log facility to be updated.

Explanation

When updating the server logger, you must specify at least one server log facility.

Action

Ensure that you specify a server log facility.

SPMCFGE0160

While updating a global variable, you can modify only the value for the global
variable.

Explanation

You attempted to modify the key while updating a global variable. You can modify
only the value for the global variable.

Action

Ensure that you modify only the value for the global variable.

SPMCFGE0161

Configuration of type COMMON-LOCAL-USERS should have User element with
a valid id.

Explanation

The User element should have an ID that contains only URL friendly symbols.

Action

Provide URL friendly ID for the User element.
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SPMCFGE0162

Configuration of type COMMON-LOCAL-USERS should have one User instance.

Explanation

Configuration of type COMMON-LOCAL-USERS should have one User instance.

Action

Provide one User element for this configuration.

SPMCFGE0163

Configuration of type COMMON-LOCAL-USERS should have User element with
unique id.

Explanation

The ID should be unique among all configurations of type COMMON-LOCAL-USERS.

Action

Provide a unique ID for the User element.

SPMCFGE0164

Retrieving COMMON-LOCAL-USERS configuration instances failed.

Explanation

An error occurred while retrieving the configuration instances of type
COMMON-LOCAL-USERS.

Action

Check the error logs for more information.

SPMCFGE0165

Configuration of type COMMON-LOCAL-USERS should have password.

Explanation

A password is required for the User element, but it is missing.

Action

Provide a password for the User.

SPMCFGE0166

The User element id for existing configuration of type COMMON-LOCAL-USERS
cannot be updated.

Explanation

User ID cannot be changed on update operation.

Action

Use the the same User ID from the existing configuration.

SPMCFGE0167

Configuration of type COMMON-CLUSTER is null.

Explanation

The configuration object for COMMON-CLUSTER is null.

Action

Specify the valid configuration object for COMMON-CLUSTER.

SPMCFGE0168

The provided server name should be unique within the landscape.

Explanation

The provided server name already exists in the landscape.

Action

Provide a server name that is unique within the landscape.
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SPMCFGE0169

Error occurred while retrieving the COMMON-CLUSTER configuration instances.

Explanation

An error occurred while retrieving the COMMON-CLUSTER configuration instances.

Action

See the Platform Manager logs for mode details.

SPMCFGE0170

Path to the internal user repository file cannot be found.

Explanation

File {0} does not exist.

Action

Specify a valid path to the user.txt file relative to profile or product suite directories.

SPMCFGE0171

User does not exist.

Explanation

User with id {0} is not found in the User repository file.

Action

Try to refresh the configuration metadata.

SPMCFGE0172

One of the existing servers has changed name.

Explanation

One of the existing servers has a changed name.

Action

The names of existing servers should not change.

SPMCFGE0173

Invalid value of Init Size.

Explanation

Only positive integers are allowed.

Action

Provide Init Size greater than zero.

SPMCFGE0174

Path to users.txt not specified.

Explanation

The path to the users.txt file is not specified in the component XML data.

Action

Specify a property named "usersRepoPath" with a value relative to profile or Software
AG installation directories.

SPMCFGE0175

Missing or invalid ProxyServer alias.

Explanation

The ProxyServer alias is missing or invalid.

Action

Provide a valid ProxyServer alias.

SPMCFGE0176

Protocol or Host value is not set.

Explanation

The value of a required element (Host or Protocol) has not been set.

Action

Ensure that the specified data contains valid values for Host and Protocol.
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SPMCFGE0177

Duplicate ProxyServer alias.

Explanation

The provided alias already exists.

Action

Provide a new alias.

SPMCFGE0178

Invalid Protocol value.

Explanation

The provided Protocol value is invalid.

Action

Provide a valid Protocol value.

SPMCFGE0179

Invalid Host value.

Explanation

The provided Host value is invalid.

Action

Provide a valid Host value.

SPMCFGE0180

Problem detected while trying to read/write Proxy data.

Explanation

The read/write operation failed.

Action

Check if the Proxy data file is available.

SPMCFGE0181

Invalid value of Max Size.

Explanation

Only positive integers greater than Init Size are allowed.

Action

Provide Max Size greater than zero and greater than Init Size.

SPMCFGE0182

Error in configuration changed event handler for run-time component {0}.

Explanation

An event was raised but most likely this run-time component does not exist anymore.

Action

Change the configuration for existing run-time components.

SPMCFGE0183

Missing or invalid Component Endpoint alias.

Explanation

The Component Endpoint alias is missing or invalid.

Action

Provide a valid Component Endpoint alias.

SPMCFGE0184

Duplicate Component Endpoint alias.

Explanation

The provided alias already exists.

Action

Provide a new unique alias.
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SPMCFGE0185

Problem detected while trying to read/write configuration data.

Explanation

The read/write operation failed.

Action

Check if the configuration data file is available.

SPMCFGE0186

There is no existing ProxySettings configuration instance with the provided
ProxyAlias.

Explanation

The provided ProxyAlias was not found in the existing ProxySettings aliases.

Action

Provide existing ProxyAlias.

SPMCFGE0187

There is no existing Keystore configuration instance with the provided
KeystoreAlias.

Explanation

The provided KeystoreAlias was not found in the existing Keystore aliases.

Action

Provide existing KeystoreAlias.

SPMCFGE0188

There is no existing Truststore configuration instance with the provided
TruststoreAlias.

Explanation

The provided TruststoreAlias was not found in the existing Truststore aliases.

Action

Provide existing TruststoreAlias.

SPMCFGE0189

Missing or empty BASIC authentication user.

Explanation

The BASIC authentication user is missing or empty.

Action

Provide BASIC authentication user.

SPMCFGE0190

Either KeystoreAlias or KeystoreDefinition can be specified, but not both.

Explanation

Either KeystoreAlias or KeystoreDefinition can be specified, but not both at the same
time.

Action

Provide either KeystoreAlias or KeystoreDefinition.

SPMCFGE0191

Either TrustoreDefinition or TruststoreAlias can be used, but not both.

Explanation

Either TrustoreDefinition or TruststoreAlias can be used, but not both at the same
time.

Action

Provide either TrustoreDefinition or TruststoreAlias.
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SPMCFGE0193

The "configuration" property is not set.

Explanation

The "configuration" property defines where the proxy settings are stored.

Action

Set the "configuration" property.

SPMCFGE0194

This configuration instance is not intended to be deleted.

Explanation

This configuration can only be modified.

Action

Modify the configuration instead of deleting it.

SPMCFGE0195

Configuration password decryption failed. The provided value for shared secret
is incorrect.

Explanation

Decrypting the configuration password has failed. The value specified for the shared
secret is incorrect.

Action

Check if the values for shared secret on Command Central and Platform Manager are
the same.

SPMCFGE0196

The server cannot be null.

Explanation

The creation of a cluster configuration requires servers.

Action

Specify at least one server.

SPMCFGE0197

Wrong configuration ID.

Explanation

The configuration ID is not recognized.

Action

Re-try using a valid configuration ID.

SPMCFGE0198

LDAP configuration file not found.

Explanation

An LDAP configuration file with the specified alias is not found.

Action

Specify a valid configuration instance ID.

SPMCFGE0199

Configuration {0} can not be deleted.

Explanation

The configuration file can not be deleted.

Action

Make sure that a configuration with the specified alias exists.
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SPMCFGE0201

Error while processing jaas.config entries.

Explanation

Cannot store the JAAS configuration file.

Action

Check the wrapper log for details about the error.

SPMCFGE0202

{0} process finished with error code "{1}".

Explanation

CMD: {2}, OUTPUT: {3}

Action

Check the upgrade and migration help for the product.

SPMCFGE0204

There is no existing Credentials configuration instance with the provided alias {0}.

Explanation

The specified alias {0} was not found in the existing credentials configuration instances.

Action

Specify an existing credentials alias.

SPMCFGE0205

Credentials configuration file not found.

Explanation

A credentials configuration file with the specified alias is not found.

Action

Specify a valid configuration instance ID.

SPMCFGE0206

Specified alias is reserved for default credentials and cannot be used.

Explanation

The default credentials have reserved aliases, such as NONE, TRUSTED or
DEFAULT_ADMINISTRATOR.

Action

Specify a valid alias.

SPMCFGE0207

Configuration instance with alias {0} does not exist.

Explanation

The specified configuration instance does not exist.

Action

Specify a valid alias of an existing configuration instance.

SPMCFGE0209

Proxy configuration file not found.

Explanation

The configuration instance ID is not valid.

Action

Specify a valid configuration instance ID.

SPMCFGE0210

A realm with the same name already exists.

Explanation

A JAAS realm with the same name already exists.

Action

Specify a unique realm name.
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SPMCFGI0108

No primary or HTTPS ports are found for {0} component and its parent/child
relations.

Explanation

No primary or HTTPS ports were found for {0} component and its parent/child
relations.

Action

Check configured and available ports for availability and collisions.

SPMCFGW0029

The validator with the given type is not able to instantiate a KeyStore.

Explanation

The validator with the given type is not able to instantiate a KeyStore.

Action

Provide the correct certificate information.

SPMCFGW0030

An exception occurred when trying to load the keystore certificate.

Explanation

The NoSuchAlgorithmException exception occurred when trying to load the keystore
certificate.

Action

Provide the correct certificate information.

SPMCFGW0031

An exception occurred while trying to load the keystore certificate.

Explanation

The CertificateException exception occurred while trying to load the keystore
certificate.

Action

Provide the correct certificate information.

SPMCFGW0032

An exception occurred when trying to load the keystore certificate.

Explanation

The IOException exception occurred when trying to load the keystore certificate.

Action

Provide the correct certificate information.

SPMCFGW0033

An exception occurred when trying to load the keystore certificate.

Explanation

The URISyntaxException exception occurred when trying to load the keystore
certificate.

Action

Provide the correct certificate information.

SPMCFGW0034

The file location provided in the truststore could not be found.

Explanation

The file location provided in the truststore could not be found.

Action

Provide the correct certificate information.
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SPMCFGW0035

An exception occurred when trying to load the truststore certificate.

Explanation

The KeyStoreException exception occurred when trying to load the truststore
certificate.

Action

Provide the correct certificate information.

SPMCFGW0036

An exception occurred when trying to load the certificate.

Explanation

The NoSuchAlgorithmException exception occurred when trying to load the certificate.

Action

Provide the correct certificate information.

SPMCFGW0037

An exception occurred when trying to load the certificate.

Explanation

The CertificateException exception occurred when trying to load the certificate.

Action

Provide the correct certificate information.

SPMCFGW0038

The validator could not load the certificate because of an exception.

Explanation

The validator could not load the certificate when trying to load the certificate because
of the IOException exception.

Action

Provide the correct certificate information.

SPMCFGW0039

URI syntax provided is incorrect.

Explanation

The URISyntaxException occurred when trying to load the certificate.

Action

Provide the correct certificate information.

SPMCFGW0057

Platform Manager is unable to load JDBC driver class.

Explanation

Platform Manager is unable to load JDBC driver class because the driver class is not
specified in the classpath.

Action

Specify the driver class in the classpath.

SPMCFGW0083

The path of the log file {0} is not fully qualified.

Explanation

The specified log file path is not fully qualified.

Action

Provide the absolute path for the log file.
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SPMCFGW0104

Could not perform configuration validation for {0} because {1} error was encountered.

Explanation

Could not perform configuration validation for {0} because {1} error was encountered.

Action

Retry the action.

SPMCFGW0113

The specified port is already bound by configuration instance {0} of runtime {1}
and is not enabled.

Explanation

The specified port is already bound by configuration instance {0} of runtime {1} and
is not enabled.

Action

Change the port number and retry.

SPMCFGW0116

The specified port {0} is already in use by another configuration instance.

Explanation

The specified port {0} is already in use by configuration instance {1} of runtime {2},
but is not enabled.

Action

Specify a different port number.

SPMCFGW0203

Advanced Memory settings are deprecated.

Explanation

Using the COMMON-MEMORY configuration type to set up advanced memory
settings is deprecated.

Action

Use the COMMON-JVM-OPTIONS configuration type to configure the advanced
memory settings.

SPMCFRE0000

The content of the response is not acceptable according to the accept headers

Explanation

The content of the response is not acceptable according to the accept headers.

Action

Check the response and the accept headers.

SPMCFRE0001

Unexpected exception occured.

Explanation

Unexpected exception occured.

Action

Check the logs.

SPMCFRE0002

Configuration partial failure for runtime component: {0}, instance: {1} with type {2}
- with linked exception:

Explanation

Configuration partial failure for runtime component: {0}, instance: {1} with type {2} with linked exception:

Action

Check the logs.
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SPMCFRE0003

ConfigurationSerializersRegistry is not available.

Explanation

ConfigurationSerializersRegistry is not available.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

SPMCFRE0004

ConfigurationSerializer SPI could not be found for RuntimeComponentId "{0}"
and ConfigurationTypeId "{1}" .

Explanation

Platform Manager could not find a registered ConfigurationSerializer that can handle
ConfigurationInstances with these properties.

Action

Register a ConfigurationSerializer SPI implementation that can handle
ConfigurationInstances with these properties.

SPMCFRE0005

A ConfigurationTypeId "{0}" doesn't exist for RuntimeComponentId "{1}" .

Explanation

There is not registered ConfigurationType with the provided ID for the required
RuntimeComponent.

Action

Provide valid ConfigurationTypeId for the required RuntimeComponent.

SPMCFRE0006

Configuration Service cannot handle Configuration Model "{0}". Supported models
are: {1}. Check Configuration Type "{2}" definition.

Explanation

Most likely there is an error in the definition of the Configuration Type SPI in the
respective product plug-in.

Action

Check the Configuration Type "{2}" definition.

SPMCLTE0014

ConfigurationSerializer SPI could not be found for RuntimeComponentId "{0}"
and ConfigurationTypeId "{1}" .

Explanation

Platform Manager could not find a registered ConfigurationSerializer that can handle
ConfigurationInstances with these properties.

Action

Register a ConfigurationSerializer SPI implementation that can handle
ConfigurationInstances with these properties.

SPMCLTE0015

Authentication call to SPM failed to execute.

Explanation

Authentication call to SPM failed to execute.

Action

Make sure that the user has valid access rights to the service.
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SPMCLTE0016

Cannot retrieve the delegated assertion for the current user.

Explanation

Cannot retrieve the delegated assertion for the current user.

Action

Check if the user has valid delegated rights.

SPMCLTE0017

Internal Error processing Platform Manager request

Explanation

The server encountered an error and it cannot complete the request.

Action

Contact your system administrator.

SPMCLTE0018

The specified runtime component {0} could not be found on node {1}.

Explanation

There is no component called {0} registered for node {1}. The data could not be
retrieved.

Action

Check the components for Platform Manager node {1}.

SPMCLTE0020

{0} is not a valid type for the runscript request

Explanation

The type for the runscript request is not valid. Valid types are fix or product.

Action

Resubmit the request with a valid type.

SPMCLTE0021

No artifacts specified in uninstall request

Explanation

The unistall request does not specify any products or fixes.

Action

Resubmit the request with a valid list of products and fixes.

SPMCLTE0022

Invalid artifact type for uninstall

Explanation

The artifact type must be product or fix.

Action

Specify valid artifacts in the request.

SPMCLTE0023

Invalid repository type: {0}

Explanation

The specified repository type is not supported.

Action

Use fix or product as the repository type.

SPMCLTE0024

No such repository: {0}

Explanation

The repository does not exist.

Action

Specify a valid repository.
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SPMCLTE0025

Unsupported repository type: {0}

Explanation

Fix and product are the only supported repository types.

Action

Use fix or product as the repository type.

SPMCLTE0026

Unsupported repository type: {0}

Explanation

Fix and product are the only supported repository types.

Action

Specify a valid repository type.

SPMCLTE0027

The response cannot be converted to java.util.Properties: {0}

Explanation

The response does not comply with the java.util.Properties text or XML format.

Action

Make sure the format is correct or contact Software AG Global Support.

SPMCLTE0028

{0} is not a valid type for the install request.

Explanation

The type for the install request is not valid. Valid types are fix or product.

Action

Resubmit the request with a valid type.

SPMCLTE0030

Failed to store license metering time stamp.

Explanation

The products on the platform {0} were metered by the license metering tool of
Command Central, but the time stamp when this metering was performed by node
{1} could not be stored.

Action

Make sure that the harddisc on the specified server is not full or contact Software AG
Global Support.

SPMCLTE0031

Remote task failed: {0}

Explanation

Remote task failed: {0}

Action

Check the corresponding Platform Manager logs for more details about the error.

SPMCLTI0009

Internal Server Error

Explanation

Internal server error.

Action

Make sure that the required services are running, communication channels are
accessible, and parameters are valid.
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SPMCLTI0010

Unknown Error

Explanation

An unspecified error occured during communication.

Action

Make sure that the required services are running, communication channels are
accessible, and parameters are valid.

SPMCLTI0011

Error occurred during execution of the command!

Explanation

An error occured during communication.

Action

Make sure that the required services are running, communication channels are
accessible, and parameters are valid.

SPMCLTW0001

An exception has occured while retrieving remotely RuntimeStatus from: {0}

Explanation

This might be happenning due to a number of reasons, such as missing monitoring
implementation in the product plugin, network interference, and others.

Action

See detailed stack trace in order to define the actual reason for this exception.

SPMCOME0000

{0} is unknown runtime component.

Explanation

This component ID does not exist.

Action

Use runtimeComponentId that already exists.

SPMCOME0001

{0} is an unknown product.

Explanation

The required productId does not exist in the list of
InventoryService.getInstalledProducts()

Action

Use a productId of a product that is already installed.

SPMCOME0002

No available implementation for {0}.

Explanation

Displayed status of a product plug-in after calling a specific operation that is not
available.

Action

Use an available operation.

SPMCOME0003

The PortSettings XML cannot be empty.

Explanation

The PortSettings XML response cannot be empty.

Action

Add data in the PortSettings XML response.
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SPMCOME0004

PortSettings contains property keys that do not match properties in the config.ini
file.

Explanation

PortSettings contains property keys that do not match properties in the config.ini file.

Action

Check the property keys and try to find the matching one or fix the config.ini file.

SPMCOME0005

Load configuration error.

Explanation

Indicates issues with reading/writing a configuration.

Action

Fix any issues related to reading or writing the configuration.

SPMCOME0006

Unexpected exception.

Explanation

An unexpected exception occurred while reading/writing a configuration.

Action

Fix the unexpected exception.

SPMCOME0007

Un-handled internal server error. {0}

Explanation

A Platform Manager Exception occurred.

Action

Resolve the exception.

SPMCOME0010

Error:

Explanation

This is most likely an error that is not expected.

Action

None.

SPMCOME0017

Provided configuration is not valid.

Explanation

The provided configuration does not conform with the rules for the specified
configuration type.

Action

Check the provided configuration for errors and rule breaches.

SPMCOME0018

Unexpected component status: {0} but should have one of {1}

Explanation

The requested operation cannot be completed because the component cannot do the
operation in its current runtime status.

Action

Ensure that the component is in one of the expected statuses to complete this operation.
For ONLINE status, start the parent runtime instance.
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SPMCOME0020

A Configuration instance with ID = {0} does not exist.

Explanation

A Configuration instance with the provided ID does not exist.

Action

Use the ID of an existing Configuration instance.

SPMCOME0029

Server did not find anything matching the request URI.

Explanation

There is no resource for this URI.

Action

Check if the URI is correct. Check if the resource IDs are valid.

SPMCOME0030

The request cannot be understood by the server.

Explanation

Inconsistent or empty body.

Action

Do not retry without modifications of the request.

SPMCOME0031

The request is not acceptable as stated in the accept headers.

Explanation

Platform Manager cannot return the response in the desired format.

Action

Either change the accept headers, or the data format of the response.

SPMCOME0033

The KPI {0} contains invalid data and cannot be created.

Explanation

The error occurs when the RuntimeStateZone can not be calculated. Possible reasons
for this issue are that the given values for max, marginal, and normal are null or in
the wrong format.

Action

Check the content of the KPI and provide correct data.

SPMCOME0043

Node version is not supported.

Explanation

Command Central connects to an old Platform Manager node.

Action

Remove the old Platform Manager node.

SPMCOME0045

Failed provisioning operation.

Explanation

The failed status is {0}.

Action

Try to correct the situation. Retry the operation.

SPMCOME0046

Operation failed due to unsatisfied dependencies: {0}

Explanation

There are missing dependencies.

Action

Try to correct the situation. Retry the operation.
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SPMCOME0047

The specified repository does not exist.

Explanation

The specified repository was not found.

Action

Check the repository name and provide the name of an existing repository.

SPMCOME0048

Configuration password decryption failed. The provided value for shared secret
is incorrect.

Explanation

Decrypting the configuration password has failed. The value specified for the shared
secret is incorrect.

Action

Check if the values for shared secret on Command Central and Platform Manager are
the same.

SPMCOME0049

Un-handled internal server error.

Explanation

A Platform Manager Exception occurred.

Action

Resolve the exception.

SPMCOME0051

Cannot connect to the repository due to {0}.

Explanation

Internet access is required to connect to this repository. The error occurred either
because the proxy for the local Platform Manager is not configured, or the metadata
and the URL for the repository are not correct.

Action

Make sure the proxy for the local Platform Manager is configured and the given
repository URL is valid. To find the URL, run 'sagcc list repository products
properties=*.

SPMCOME0053

Service {0} is not available.

Explanation

The service did not start in time.

Action

Retry the operation or refresh.

SPMCOME0055

Cannot connect to the repository. {0}

Explanation

The selected release is an innovation release to which you do not currently have access.

Action

For more information about the innovation release and how to get access, visit
http://empower.softwareag.com/innovationrelease/
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SPMCOME0057

Cannot connect to the repository.

Explanation

The supplied credentials are not valid.

Action

See the Command Central documentation for information on troubleshooting
credentials.

SPMCOME0058

Cannot connect to the repository {0}.

Explanation

The proxy for the local Platform Manager is not configured.

Action

See the Command Central documentation for information on configuring proxies.

SPMCOME0061

Error reading metering data cache file.

Explanation

The metering data cache file could not be read.

Action

Check the access rights to the metering folder.

SPMCOME0062

Error writing to metering data cache file.

Explanation

Writing to the metering data cache file failed.

Action

Check the access rights to the metering folder.

SPMCOMI0008

The command is disabled.

Explanation

Most probably an important OSGi service is not registered.

Action

None.

SPMCOMI0009

No help available.

Explanation

This command does not provide a help message.

Action

None.

SPMCOMI0011

[DISABLED]

Explanation

A command with this info line prefix cannot be executed.

Action

None.

SPMCOMI0032

Unsupported operation.

Explanation

The attempted operation is currently not supported by the Platform Manager server.

Action

Contact you administrator.
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SPMCONE0001

Error while loading configuration.

Explanation

An error occurred while loading configuration.

Action

Provide valid arguments.

SPMCONE0006

Error while getting a configuration type.

Explanation

An error occurred while getting a configuration type.

Action

Resubmit the request.

SPMCONE0007

Error during serialization

Explanation

An error occurred during the serialization step.

Action

Resubmit the serialization step.

SPMCONE0013

Error while updating configuration.

Explanation

An error occurred while updating the configuration.

Action

Resubmit the configuration.

SPMCONE0015

Error while getting configuration status.

Explanation

Error while getting configuration status.

Action

Get the configuration status correctly.

SPMCONE0024

Error while getting configuration instances.

Explanation

An error occurred while getting configuration instances.

Action

Resubmit the configuration instances get operation.

SPMCONI0000

The command is not recognized. Type {0} for help.

Explanation

The typed command is not recognized.

Action

Type spm for help.

SPMCONI0002

{0} - get configuration values for the given configuration type

Explanation

Missing configuration values for the given configuration type.

Action

Get configuration values for the given configuration type.
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SPMCONI0003

Configuration (JavaModel): {0}

Explanation

Configuration (JavaModel) information.

Action

None.

SPMCONI0004

Configuration (Text): {0}

Explanation

Configuration (Text) information.

Action

None.

SPMCONI0005

No load configuration.

Explanation

No load configuration.

Action

None.

SPMCONI0008

Configuration status: {0}

Explanation

Information about the configuration status.

Action

None.

SPMCONI0009

No configuration status.

Explanation

No configuration status.

Action

None.

SPMCONI0010

The specified resource doesn't exist.

Explanation

The specified resource doesn't exist.

Action

None.

SPMCONI0011

There is no configuration type found for this runtime component.

Explanation

There is no configuration type found for this runtime component.

Action

None.

SPMCONI0012

{0} - Submit configuration and get the configuration status

Explanation

The configuration status is missing or the configuration is not submitted.

Action

Submit the configuration and get the configuration status.
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SPMCONI0014

Bad URI - {0}

Explanation

Bad URI is submitted.

Action

None.

SPMCONI0016

Configuration status: {0}

Explanation

Information about the configuration status.

Action

None.

SPMCONI0017

No configuration status.

Explanation

No configuration status.

Action

None.

SPMCONI0018

{0} - query for the current configuration status.

Explanation

A query for the current configuration status.

Action

None.

SPMCONI0019

No configuration instance.

Explanation

No configuration instance.

Action

None.

SPMCONI0020

No configuration instances.

Explanation

No configuration instances.

Action

None.

SPMCONI0021

Configuration Instance description: {0}

Explanation

Configuration Instance description.

Action

None.

SPMCONI0022

Configuration Instance ID: {0}

Explanation

Information about the Configuration Instance ID.

Action

None.
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SPMCONI0023

Configuration Instance name: {0}

Explanation

Information about the Configuration Instance name.

Action

None.

SPMCONI0025

{0} - list of the configuration instances for a given runtime component

Explanation

List of the configuration instances for a given runtime component.

Action

None.

SPMCONI0026

JobManagerService is not available.

Explanation

JobManagerService is not available.

Action

None.

SPMCONI0027

Invalid job ID: {0}

Explanation

Information about an invalid job ID.

Action

None.

SPMCONI0028

Number of jobs: {0}

Explanation

Information about the number of jobs.

Action

None.

SPMCONI0029

Job ID: {0}

Explanation

Information about the job ID.

Action

None.

SPMCONI0030

The status of the job with ID ({0}) is {1}.

Explanation

Information about the job status.

Action

None.

SPMCONI0031

The job started at {0}.

Explanation

Information about when the job started.

Action

None.
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SPMCONI0032

The job ended at {0}.

Explanation

Information about when the job ended.

Action

None.

SPMCONI0033

The job is still running.

Explanation

The job is still running.

Action

None.

SPMCONI0034

The duration of the job so far is {0} seconds.

Explanation

Information about the duration of the job.

Action

None.

SPMCONI0035

{0} - lists all (not done) jobs or status of a specific job

Explanation

Lists all (not done) jobs or status of a specific job.

Action

None.

SPMCONI0036

{0} - runtime status of the component identified by this ID.

Explanation

Runtime status of the component identified by this ID.

Action

None.

SPMCONI0037

No RuntimeState found for {0}.

Explanation

No RuntimeState found.

Action

None.

SPMCONI0038

{0} - list of the runtime components

Explanation

List of the runtime components.

Action

None.

SPMCONI0039

{0} - list of the installed products

Explanation

List of the installed products.

Action

None.
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SPMCONI0040

{0} - starts the runtime component with this ID with safe mode enabled.

Explanation

Starts the runtime component with this ID with safe mode enabled.

Action

None.

SPMCONI0041

{0} - starts the runtime component with this ID with debug mode enabled.

Explanation

Starts the runtime component with this ID with debug mode enabled.

Action

None.

SPMCONI0042

{0} - stops the runtime component with this ID.

Explanation

Stops the runtime component with this ID.

Action

None.

SPMCONI0043

{0} - starts the runtime component with this ID.

Explanation

Starts the runtime component with this ID.

Action

None.

SPMCONI0044

{0} - resumes the runtime component with this ID.

Explanation

Resumes the runtime component with this ID.

Action

None.

SPMCONI0045

{0} - restarts the runtime component with this ID.

Explanation

Restarts the runtime component with this ID.

Action

None.

SPMCONI0046

{0} - pauses the runtime component with this ID.

Explanation

Pauses the runtime component with this ID.

Action

None.

SPMCONI0047

{0} - creates a new configuration instance for a given runtime component and a
given configuration type.

Explanation

Creates a new configuration instance for a given runtime component and a given
configuration type.

Action

None.
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SPMCONI0048

Error during creating configuration

Explanation

Error during creating configuration

Action

None.

SPMCONI0049

{0} - Delete configuration and get the configuration status.

Explanation

Delete configuration and get the configuration status.

Action

Delete configuration and get the configuration status.

SPMCONI0050

ConfigurationSerializer is not found for runtimeComponent with ID: {0} and
configurationType with ID: {1}

Explanation

ConfigurationSerializer is not found for runtimeComponent with ID: {0} and
configurationType with ID: {1}.

Action

None.

SPMCONI0051

{0} - runtime state of the comonent identified by this ID

Explanation

Runtime state of the comonent identified by this ID

Action

None

SPMCORE0001

Exception handling directory change events.

Explanation

An exception occurred when handling directory change events.

Action

Contact your Command Central Administrator.

SPMCORE0002

Exception processing directory change events.

Explanation

An exception occurred when processing directory change events.

Action

Contact your Command Central Administrator.

SPMCORE0003

The provided observer should not be null.

Explanation

The provided observer should not be null.

Action

Provide a non-null observer to the Directory Watcher infrastructure.

SPMCORE0004

The provided observed directory should not be null.

Explanation

The provided observed directory should not be null.

Action

Provide a non-null observed directory to the Directory Watcher infrastructure.
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SPMCORE0005

The provided observed directory change types should not be null or empty.

Explanation

The provided observed directory change types should not be null or empty.

Action

Provide valid observed directory change types to the Directory Watcher infrastructure.

SPMCORI0000

TestMessage

Explanation

Test message to be removed.

Action

None.

SPMDBCE0000

Unsupported parameter name: {0}

Explanation

The parameter name is not supported.

Action

See the Command Central documentation for a list of supported parameters.

SPMDIAE0000

Log source not found: {0}

Explanation

The requested log source does not exist.

Action

Use getLogSources() prior to retrieveLog().

SPMDIAE0001

{0} does not exist or is not a directory.

Explanation

The specified location does not exist or is not a directory.

Action

Provide a location that exists and is a directory.

SPMDIAW0002

Missing 'logDirs' configuration property for DefaultLogAccess service component
configuration.

Explanation

An SPM bundle has a LogAccess service component that is missing its 'logDirs'
configuraiton property.

Action

The OSGI service configuration must include this property if log files are to be
collected.

SPMDIAW0003

{0} cannot be evaluated.

Explanation

The path expression {0} cannot be evaluated.

Action

Make sure the component definition has the correct path expression.
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SPMDIAW0004

The instance management service did not return a proper instance name.

Explanation

The default log access component defintion did not provide an instance name regular
expression and the instance management service did not return a proper instance
name.

Action

Provide an instance name regular expression or a proper implementation of the
instance management service.

SPMDIRE0000

{0} not found!

Explanation

A runtime component or a log was not found.

Action

Verify the requested item is really present in the system.

SPMIMGE0000

Product {0} does not support instance management.

Explanation

The Platform Manager plugin for product {0} does not support instance management.

Action

See the Software AG Platform Manager documentation to double check if product
{0} supports instance management. If the product supports instance management,
contact Software AG Global Support.

SPMIMGE0002

Properties for {0} cannot be returned.

Explanation

A server error occured during properties extraction.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

SPMIMGE0003

{0} cannot be matched against {1}

Explanation

The specified regular expression in the component definition does not match the
run-time component ID.

Action

Revise the regular expression in the component definition or contact Software AG
Global Support.

SPMIMGE0004

Mandatory property {0} is not specified.

Explanation

A required property in the component definition is missing.

Action

Specify the required property in the component definition.

SPMIMGE0005

Instance management script {0} cannot be resolved.

Explanation

The instance management script was not found on the file system or there is another
I\O error.

Action

Make sure the instance management script has the correct name and is in the correct
location.
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SPMIMGE0007

This instance management command cannot be performed because the following
input properites are missing: {0}

Explanation

The input properties are insufficient for performing the requested instance
management operation.

Action

Provide the input properties that are missing or contact Software AG Global Support.

SPMIMGE0008

Instance management operation failed with exit code: {0}

Explanation

The execution of the instance management operation failed.

Action

Check the logs for more details or contact SoftwareAG Global Support.

SPMIMGE0009

Instance Management process finished with error code "{0}".

Explanation

CMD: {1}, OUTPUT: {2}

Action

Check the administration documentation for the specified product instance.

SPMIMGE0010

Property [{0}] has an invalid value [{1}].

Explanation

Null or empty values are not allowed.

Action

Provide a valid value and try again.

SPMIMPE0000

Unable to locate configuration source property for persistent ID: {0}; configuration
properties for this PID are: {1}.

Explanation

Most probably the persistent ID configuration is not provided by Dynamic
Configurator.

Action

Provide the persistent ID using Dynamic Configurator.

SPMIMPE0001

The configuration source location for the persistent ID {0} is not a valid URL: {1}

Explanation

The configuration source location is not a valid URL.

Action

Dynamic Configurator should point to a valid URL for the given persistent ID.

SPMINRI0000

Nothing found for ID = {0}

Explanation

Nothing found for this ID.

Action

None.
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SPMINRI0001

Inventory Service is not set.

Explanation

Inventory Service is not set.

Action

None.

SPMINVI0000

Product cannot be null.

Explanation

Product cannot be null.

Action

None.

SPMINVI0001

Category cannot be null.

Explanation

Category cannot be null.

Action

None.

SPMINVI0002

ID must start with productId.

Explanation

ID must start with productId.

Action

None.

SPMJBRE0000

A job with ID {0} cannot be found.

Explanation

A job with the specified ID may have never existed or it may have completed long
before this request.

Action

Use the following URI to list all jobs that are running or recently completed:
/spm/jobmanager/jobs

SPMJOBE0001

Maximum number of non-done jobs reached. Try again later or increase {2}. Current
jobs: {0} max jobs: {1}.

Explanation

The job manager queue is full and new jobs cannot be scheduled.

Action

Wait a few moments or increase
com.softwareag.platform.management.jobmanager.impl.Configuration.SYS_PROP_MAX_JOBS.

SPMJOBE0002

Job sequence exhausted. Try again later or set a bigger {0}

Explanation

All job sequence IDs have been consumed.

Action

Wait a few moments or set a bigger
com.softwareag.platform.management.jobmanager.impl.Configuration.SYS_PROP_JOB_SEQUENCE_MAX_SIZE.
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SPMJOBE0003

Job {0} failed!

Explanation

The task being carried out by this job has failed.

Action

Inspect the logs to troubleshoot the problem or contact SoftwareAG Global Support.

SPMJOBI0000

This job is done or not available due to a problem.

Explanation

The Null Job status.

Action

None.

SPMLCCE0000

runtimeComponentId for productId {0} is null.

Explanation

The AdvancedLifecycleOperations service is registered in with productID that does
not contain the given runtimeComponentId.

Action

Make sure that your product plugin has correct productId and runtimeComponentId
IDs.

SPMLCCE0001

Runtime component "{0}" does not support life cycle operation "{1}".

Explanation

This Runtime component does not support the specified life cycle operation.

Action

Make sure you execute life cycle operations supported by this run-time component.

SPMLCCE0015

The run-time status of runtimeComponent {0} is not {1}.

Explanation

The lifecycle operation did not complete as expected.

Action

Check the logs for details about the error.

SPMLCCE0016

Runtime status of component with id: {0} can not be retrieved or component is not
stopped on time.

Explanation

The run-time status of the component with id: {0} can not be retrieved on time.

Action

Check the logs for details about the error.

SPMLCCE0032

The runtimeComponent with id: {0} does not have LifeCycleOperations SPI
registered.

Explanation

A LifeCycleOperations SPI has not been found for runtimeComponent : {0}

Action

Check the component definition, used for registering the SPI.
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SPMLCRE0000

The lifecycle operation to execute is unknown.

Explanation

The operation is not a part of the predefined list of lifecycle operations that can be
executed: start, stop, restart, pause, resume, start in debug, and start in safe mode.

Action

Specify an operation from the predefined list.

SPMMICE0000

Extracting source version failed.

Explanation

Failed to extract the source version from the bundles.info file.

Action

Ensure that the bundles.info file is at the correct location.

SPMMONE0000

Could not get JMXConnector for runtime component with id {0} because JMX port
configuration was not found.

Explanation

This particular run-time component does not have a configured JMX port or there
was a problem obtaining the configuration.

Action

Check if the run-time component is online and that at least one enabled JMX port
configuration is available.

SPMMWSE0000

Provide "sysadmin" credentials in CCE for "{0}"

Explanation

When BASIC authentication is used, credentials for the "sysadmin" user must be
supplied in Command Central for the My webMethods Server component.

Action

Verify that BASIC authentication for the My webMethods component uses credentials
for "sysadmin" user.

SPMMWSE0002

Primary port not set for {0}

Explanation

A primary port is required to connect to My webMethods Server.

Action

Provide primary port value for {0}.

SPMMWSE0003

Invalid URI

Explanation

The supplied URI for connection to My webMethods Server does not have a valid
syntax according to RFC 3986.

Action

Verify that the correct hostname and port are provided.

SPMMWSE0004

An error occurred while constructing the URL

Explanation

The connection URL to My webMethods Server is malformed.

Action

Verify that the correct hostname and port are provided.
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SPMMWSE0005

Root context path ''{0}'' is invalid.

Explanation

The context path may start with a slash and can contain only the following characters:
uppercase or lowercase letters, decimal digits, hyphen, period, and underscore.

Action

Verify that the root context path contains only valid characters.

SPMMWSE0006

Invalid credentials set for user "sysadmin"

Explanation

The password supplied for the "sysadmin" user is not correct.

Action

Provide the correct password for the "sysadmin" user in the authentication information
in Command Central.

SPMMWSE0007

First Name is required

Explanation

The First Name field must not be empty.

Action

Enter a first name.

SPMMWSE0008

Last Name is required

Explanation

The Last Name field must not be empty.

Action

Enter a last name.

SPMMWSE0009

Unable to find server log directory: {0}

Explanation

Unable to read the server log directory path from systemPaths.properties

Action

Check if there is a connection to the My webMethods Server database.

SPMMWSE0010

Encryption failed for: {0}

Explanation

The encryption of a value failed.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support. Provide the logs for Platform Manager and My
webMethods Server and the reproduction steps for the issue.

SPMMWSE0011

Decryption failed for: {0}

Explanation

The decryption of a value failed.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support. Provide the Platform Manager and My
webMethods Server logs and the reproduction steps of the issue.
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SPMMWSE0012

Primary datasource cannot be deleted

Explanation

You cannot delete the primary My webMethods Server database connection datasource.

Action

None required.

SPMMWSE0013

Adding a Derby data source is not supported

Explanation

My webMethods Server does not support additional Derby data sources.

Action

Add a datasource of one of the supported database types.

SPMMWSE0014

Missing or invalid db.xml

Explanation

A My webMethods Server system configuration file is either missing or invalid.

Action

Contact the My webMethods Server system administrator.

SPMMWSE0015

Only TRUSTED and BASIC authentication are supported

Explanation

The specified authentication is not supported.

Action

Change authentication to TRUSTED or BASIC.

SPMOGIE0000

Could not obtain the runtime component id from "cplm" file: {0}

Explanation

There was a problem obtaining metadata information about a specific profile.

Action

Check the profile folder structure and if cplm.xml contains any errors.

SPMOGIE0002

Following exception occured "{0}" while parsing "{1}".

Explanation

One of the profiles contains wrong metadata.

Action

Check listed file for errors.

SPMOGIE0003

The Common Platform Lifecycle Management (cplm-v.xml) file is malformed.

Explanation

The profile metadata file contains errors.

Action

Try to check cplm.xml file for errors in the specific profile.

SPMOGIE0005

Operation "{0}" is not defined in the "cplm" file.

Explanation

There was lifecycle operation for the specific component that is not defined inside
cplm.xml.

Action

Try to repair cplm.xml file in the component profile folder.
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SPMOGIE0008

Common Platform Lifecycle Management (cplm-v.xml) file not found!

Explanation

A file called cplm.xml is expected inside the profile folder.

Action

Try to create cplm.xml file for the component.

SPMOGIE0009

Configuration with version "{0}" was not found in the metadata file.

Explanation

No configuration with the specified version exists inside the cplm.xml file.

Action

Check the profile folder for cplm.xml and make sure it is up to date.

SPMOGIE0010

Recursive actions not allowed.

Explanation

A recursive action exists inside cplm.xml file.

Action

Check the cplm.xml file in the profile and remove any recursive actions.

SPMOGIE0011

Malformed action "{0}".

Explanation

Wrong metadata information exists inside the profile cplm.xml file.

Action

Check the cplm.xml file for the profile and correct errors.

SPMOGIE0012

Action "{0}" not found.

Explanation

Unknown action definied inside cplm.xml.

Action

Correct the cplm.xml file for the profile.

SPMOGIE0013

Script "{0}" does not exist.

Explanation

The specified script cannot be found in cplm.xml.

Action

Specify valid script/path inside the profile cplm.xml file.

SPMOGIE0014

Failed executing: {0}

Explanation

A problem occurred while executing the specified script.

Action

Check the specified script for errors.

SPMOGIE0015

Missing value data for element "argument".

Explanation

Wrong data format inside the profile cplm.xml file.

Action

Provide valid data inside cplm.xml.
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SPMOGIE0016

More than one "action" element with the same name exist.

Explanation

A naming conflict exists inside cplm.xml.

Action

Provide different action names.

SPMOGIE0017

Two "configuration" elements have the same version.

Explanation

A conflict exists inside cplm.xml file.

Action

Provide different versions for "configuration" elements.

SPMOGIE0018

Missing attribue "path" or "actionReference" for element "execute".

Explanation

Wrong data exists inside the profile cplm.xml.

Action

Provide the missing data.

SPMOGIE0019

Cannot specify both "path" and "actionReference" attributes in one "execute"
element.

Explanation

Wrong data exists inside cplm.xml.

Action

Correct cplm.xml file inside the profile folder.

SPMOGIE0026

Unable to find configuration instances for the runtime component with ID: "{0}".
The '"{1}"' system property is not set.

Explanation

Such a property should be available in the config.ini file located under the
configuration folder of this runtime component.

Action

Add the property by hand. The value must be the absolute path to the folder that
contains the configuration properties files.

SPMOGIE0027

Unable to find configuration instances for the runtime component with ID: "{0}".
"{1}" is either not existing or is not a directory.

Explanation

This folder should contain the configuration properties files.

Action

Check if the location is configured properly in the config.ini file.

SPMOGIE0029

Unable to load the configuration instance with ID "{0}" for the "{1}" runtime
component.

Explanation

None of the available configuration handlers can load the configuration instance. The
configuration instance type might not be supported.

Action

Check the supported configuration instance types.
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SPMOGIE0030

Unable to update the configuration instance with ID "{0}" for the "{1}" runtime
component.

Explanation

None of the available configuration handlers can update the configuration instance.
The configuration instance type might not be supported.

Action

Check the supported configuration instance types.

SPMOGIE0031

Unable to load the configuration instance with ID: "{0}" for the "{1}" runtime
component. The "{2}" property is not available but is required.

Explanation

Unable to load the instance because of invalid set of configuration properties. The
required properties must be available.

Action

Add the required property and report the invalid configuration instance.

SPMOGIE0032

Unsupported protocol for configuration instance {0}.

Explanation

Unknown protocol for the specified configuration instance.

Action

Check documentation for supported protocols.

SPMOGIE0033

The update of the "{0}" configuration instance for the "{1}" runtime component
failed. The port settings are empty.

Explanation

The incoming configuration is empty. No port settings data is available.

Action

Port settings data should be present inside incoming configuration.

SPMOGIE0034

No port available in configuration instance {0}.

Explanation

Port number cannot be found inside the configuration instance.

Action

Provide port number inside the configuration instance.

SPMOGIE0035

The update of the "{0}" configuration instance for the "{1}" runtime component
failed. The available port configurations are more than one.

Explanation

The configuration instance should contain only one port configuration.

Action

Remove obsolete port configurations.

SPMOGIE0036

The update of the "{0}" configuration instance for the "{1}" runtime component
failed. The port is null.

Explanation

The port settings do not contain any port configuration.

Action

Provide port configuration.
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SPMOGIE0037

Invalid port number: "{0}"

Explanation

The validation of the port number failed. The port number should be greater than
1024 and less than 65535.

Action

Check the source of the port number and provide a value in the specified range.

SPMOGIE0038

Error writing the new configuration. An attempt was made to overwrite an existing
configuration file "{0}" with the new configuration.

Explanation

The port number is a part of the configuration file name. Therefore, if the user sets a
port that is already used in another configuration, a collision in the file names occurs.
In such case the write operation is aborted because configuration data might be lost.

Action

Check if the port number set in the configuration that is being written is not used in
another configuration of the same type.

SPMOGIE0039

The new configuration could not be written. Unable to delete the original
configuration instance file: "{0}"

Explanation

A problem occurred while deleting the configuration instance file.

Action

For more details, check the I/O exceptions in the log file.

SPMOGIE0040

ConfigurationService not found!

Explanation

Most probably spm configuration bundle was not started.

Action

Try to start spm the configuration bundle.

SPMOGIE0042

No connector configurations or connector port found for component: {0}

Explanation

Expected data is missing for the specified component.

Action

Provide configuration for the specified component.

SPMOGIE0045

Cannot start "{0}" profile in debug mode without debug port configuration.

Explanation

It is possible that wrong data exists inside the cplm.xml file.

Action

Escape single quote with another single quote.

SPMOGIE0046

Cannot start "{0}" profile in debug mode because the debug port configuration is
disabled.

Explanation

It is possible that wrong data exists inside the cplm.xml file.

Action

Escape single quote with another single quote.
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SPMOGIE0048

Exception occurred while obtaining port configurations for profile "{0}".

Explanation

A problem occurred while reading profile port configurations.

Action

Check profile port configurations for errors.

SPMOGIE0050

{0} cannot be null.

Explanation

{0} cannot be null.

Action

Make sure the parameter is not null.

SPMOGIE0051

{0} must begin with {1}

Explanation

{0} must begin with {1}

Action

Make sure {0} begins with {1}.

SPMOGIE0055

A log configuration not found: {0}

Explanation

A log configuration was not found.

Action

Check your configuration instance path.

SPMOGIE0056

Could not retrieve parent runtime component with id {0} for child runtime
component with id {1}.

Explanation

An error occurred while obtaining information for the runtime component.

Action

Check if the runtime component is online and at least one enabled JMX port
configuration is available.

SPMOGIE0057

Could not get JMXConnector for a runtime component of category {0}. Runtime
component id is {1}.

Explanation

An error occurred while obtaining information for the runtime component.

Action

Check if the runtime component is online and at least one enabled JMX port
configuration is available.

SPMOGIE0058

Could not get JMXConnector because no JMX port configuration is available for
runtime component with id {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while obtaining information for the runtime component.

Action

Check if the runtime component is online and at least one enabled JMX port
configuration is available.
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SPMOGIE0059

Could not get JMXConnector for runtime component with id {0} because none of
the configured JMX ports is open.

Explanation

An error occurred while obtaining information for the runtime component.

Action

Check if the runtime component is online and at least one enabled JMX port
configuration is available.

SPMOGIE0060

Could not get SubsystemMBean for a runtime component of a type different than
ENGINE. Category : {0}, runtime component id : {1}

Explanation

An error occurred while obtaining information for the runtime component.

Action

Check if the runtime component is online and at least one enabled JMX port
configuration is available.

SPMOGIE0061

No subsystem with id {0} is found for runtime component with id {1}.

Explanation

An error occurred while obtaining information for the runtime component.

Action

Check if the runtime component is online and at least one enabled JMX port
configuration is available.

SPMOGIE0062

Exactly one subsystem is expected for runtime component with id {0}.

Explanation

Exactly one subsystem is expected for the given runtime component.

Action

Make sure there is exactly one subsystem specified for runtime component.

SPMOGIE0064

Executing "{0}" lifecycle operation shell script "{1}" returned non-zero exit code: {2}.

Explanation

Non-zero exit code indicates an error.

Action

Check the product and Platform Manager logs for more details. Try to execute the
script from the command line.

SPMOGIE0065

Cannot start "{0}" profile in debug mode because the configured debug port is
already in use.

Explanation

Another application is started using the same port number.

Action

Stop the other product using the same port for debug mode.

SPMOGIE0066

Platform Manager is unable to find configuration instances for the runtime
component with ID: "{0}". "{1}" is either not existing or is not a directory.

Explanation

No configuration instances were found in the listed location.

Action

Check if the location is configured correctly in the config.ini file.
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SPMOGIE0067

Platform Manager is unable to find configuration instances for the runtime
component with ID: "{0}". "{1}" is empty.

Explanation

Platform Manager is unable to find configuration instances for the runtime component.
This folder should contain the profile-related folders and files for the specified runtime
component. The path is configured in the config.ini file.

Action

Check if this folder is empty.

SPMOGIE0070

Error while getting runtime status.

Explanation

A problem occurred while obtaining data from an Engine.

Action

Check if the connection and credentials are OK.

SPMOGIE0081

"{0}" operation failed for runtime component with id {1}. Reason:{2}

Explanation

Executing operation against engine failed.

Action

Check JMX credentials and properties for this engine.

SPMOGIE0090

No alias provided for the port configuration.

Explanation

Providing a value for the alias during the creation of the port configuration is required.

Action

Specify an alias for the port configuration.

SPMOGIE0091

The provided port alias is not URL friendly.

Explanation

The provided port alias contains symbols that are not URL friendly.

Action

Provide only URL friendly symbols for the port alias.

SPMOGIE0092

Failed to construct the Configuration Instance ID.

Explanation

Platform Manager failed to construct the Configuration Instance ID.

Action

Check the configuration file for this instance.

SPMOGIE0093

Missing common port alias. This configuration will be ignored.

Explanation

The common port alias is missing and the configuration will be ignored.

Action

Provide an alias for this port configuration.
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SPMOGIE0094

Failed to construct the configuration instance.

Explanation

Platform Manager failed to construct the configuration instance.

Action

Provide valid configuration data.

SPMOGIE0096

Cannot read config.ini file for RuntimeComponent with ID {0}. Fall back on default
product: {1}.

Explanation

Cannot retrieve the parent product for the specified run-time component because an
error occured while reading the corresponding config.ini file. The default product
will be used instead.

Action

Check if the config.ini is a valid properties file.

SPMOGIW0001

Could not pass the validating schema. The "cplm" file will not be validated.

Explanation

File called cplm.xml does not contain expected metadata.

Action

Check profile folder files called cplm.xml for errors.

SPMOGIW0028

Unable to find configuration instances for the runtime component with ID: "{0}".
"{1}" is empty.

Explanation

This folder should contain the configuration properties files for the specified runtime
component. The path is configured in the config.ini file.

Action

Check if this folder should be empty.

SPMOGIW0054

Could not retrieve engines for runtime component with id : {0}.

Explanation

Most likely the component with the specified ID was offline.

Action

Check if the runtime component is online and at least one enabled JMX port
configuration is available.

SPMPROE0003

Script failed with status {0}

Explanation

A fix script job failed with indicated status.

Action

Refer to the Software AG Update Manager log for more information.

SPMPROE0004

Install fixes is not supported.

Explanation

The requested feature is not supported yet.

Action

Use the runscript method to install fixes.
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SPMPROE0005

Nothing to install.

Explanation

None of the artifacts exist in the specified repository.

Action

Use different artifacts or install from a different repository.

SPMPROE0006

Install from local repository not supported.

Explanation

The feature is not yet supported.

Action

Export artifacts from the repository into an image archive and install from the archive.

SPMPROE0007

No repository found for {0}

Explanation

The specified repository does not exist.

Action

Create the repository or use a different one.

SPMPROE0008

Install from remote repository is not supported.

Explanation

Installing from a remote repoitory is not supported.

Action

Create an image archive using installer client, and install from the archive.

SPMPROE0009

Unable to process fix script.

Explanation

Failures occurred processing a fix script.

Action

See the Software AG Update Manager logs and exception for failure details.

SPMPROE0010

Invalid Type: {0}

Explanation

The type of script is unrecognized. Valid types are either product, or fix.

Action

Use product or fix as the script type.

SPMPROE0011

Uninstall of fixes is not supported by the uninstall method.

Explanation

The operation is not supported.

Action

Use runscript to remove fixes.

SPMPROE0012

Invalid artifact type: {0}

Explanation

The artifact was not a product or fix artifact.

Action

Use a valid artifact.
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SPMPROE0013

Script failed with exit code {0}. See log at {1} for more information.

Explanation

An installation script failed.

Action

Refer to the log for more details on the failure.

SPMPROE0014

The provided configuration does not include the
com.softwareag.plm.spm.provisioning.pathtosum property.

Explanation

The property must be specifried in the configuration.

Action

Include a com.softwareag.plm.spm.provisioning.pathtosum property setting that
references the Software AG Update Manager installation directory.

SPMPROE0016

The com.softwareag.plm.spm.provisioning.pathtosum property does not reference
an existing directory.

Explanation

The property must reference the installation directory of Software AG Update Manager.

Action

Specify a valid directory.

SPMPROE0018

Removal of ProvisioningService configuration is not supported.

Explanation

The ProvisioningService requires a configuration.

Action

None required.

SPMPROE0020

No such repository, {0}

Explanation

The install request specified a nonexistant repository.

Action

Specify a valid repository ID.

SPMPROE0021

No matching products to uninstall.

Explanation

The uninstall request specified products that are not installed.

Action

Ensure that the correct product list or managed node is included in the request.

SPMPROE0022

{0} is not in repository {1} or the required products {2} are not installed.

Explanation

The fix cannot be installed because it does not reside in the source repository or
required products are not installed.

Action

Specify a different fix repository. Verify with Update Manager if the fix can be resolved.
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SPMPROE0023

Multple fixes with id, {0}, reside in the repository {1}

Explanation

Platform Manager cannot determine which fix version to install.

Action

Specify a complete version number for the fix (<fixname>_<version>).

SPMPROE0024

Script failed with exit code {0}:{1}. See log at {2} for more details.

Explanation

The execution of the script failed.

Action

Rerun script after resolving the errors listed in the log.

SPMPROE0025

Script failed with status {0}: {1}

Explanation

The execution of the fix script failed.

Action

Rerun the script after resolving the errors.

SPMPROE0026

Unrecognized repository type: {0}

Explanation

The repository is not a supported type.

Action

Use a valid repository type.

SPMPROE0027

Unsupported repository. Use P2 enabled repository for provisioning artifacts.

Explanation

Only P2 enabled repositories are supported.

Action

Use a P2 enabled repository for provisioning artifacts.

SPMPROE0028

Artifact with id "{0}" and version "{1}" not found in the repositories {2}

Explanation

The repositories do not contain any of the desired artifacts.

Action

Check the template and repository definitions.

SPMPROE0030

Platform Manager restart failed.

Explanation

The attempt at restarting Platform Manager failed.

Action

Check the Platform Manager logs.

SPMPROE0031

Failed detecting Platform Manager Components.

Explanation

The attempt to identify whether Platform Manager components (for example, the
product plug-ins) are about to be provisioned has failed.

Action

Check the Platform Manager logs.
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SPMPROE0032

Platform Manager will be restarted.

Explanation

Platform Manager will be restarted because Platform Manager components have been
installed.

Action

Wait for Platform Manager to start. Check the logs for more details.

SPMPROI0000

Fix installation completed with exit code: {0}

Explanation

The fix script has completed with the indicated exit status.

Action

If status is nonzero, review the Software AG Update Manager logs for possible
problems.

SPMPROI0001

Launching: {0}

Explanation

A fix script is being started in a separate process. The specific shell command is
included in the message.

Action

None required.

SPMPROI0002

Failed to launch fix script.

Explanation

A scipt could not be launched. The associated job will be given an error status.

Action

Refer to the exception included in the message to resolve the problem.

SPMPROW0029

{0} is not in repository {1} or the required products are not installed.

Explanation

The fix cannot be installed because it does not reside in the source repository or
required products are not installed.

Action

Specify a different fix repository. Verify with Update Manager if the fix can be resolved.

SPMREPE0000

Unsupported operation.

Explanation

The getContent operation is not supported for fix images.

Action

Use UpdateManager to view fixes.

SPMREPE0001

Unsupported operation.

Explanation

The import operation is only supported on local product repositories.

Action

None required.
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SPMREPE0002

Invalid configuration detected for repository, {0}

Explanation

The location property of the repository is invalid. The configuration refers to a fix
image, which must be a local file.

Action

Delete the configuration.

SPMREPE0003

Repository not found at {0} for configuration, {1}

Explanation

A configuration was found for a fix image repository that does not exist.

Action

Remove the configuration.

SPMREPE0004

Unsupported operation.

Explanation

The export operation is not supported for this artifact type or repository.

Action

None required.

SPMREPE0005

Unsupported operation.

Explanation

The repository type does not support dependencies.

Action

None required.

SPMREPE0006

Unsupported operations.

Explanation

Publishing is not supported for this repository type.

Action

None required.

SPMREPE0007

Unable to parse canonical in {1}: {0}

Explanation

The product properties could not be processed. The file is not a valid image archive.

Action

Use a valid image archive.

SPMREPE0008

Importing of artifacts into an image archive is not supported.

Explanation

Importing artifacts into an image archive is not supported.

Action

To create an image archive, use the export feature.

SPMREPE0009

URI scheme for image archive repository, {0}, must be file

Explanation

The repository configuration is invalid.

Action

Specify a local file as the archive location.
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SPMREPE0010

Repository not found at {0}

Explanation

There is no archive at the specified location.

Action

Specify a valid location for the archive.

SPMREPE0011

Exporting from images is not supported.

Explanation

The function is not supported.

Action

None required.

SPMREPE0012

Dependencies not available for image archives.

Explanation

The function is not supported.

Action

Non required.

SPMREPE0013

Publish feature is not supported for image archives.

Explanation

Only local repositories may be published.

Action

None required.

SPMREPE0016

Platform Manager cannot list product or fix repositories of release 9.7 or earlier.

Explanation

The listing of product or fix repositories is not supported for releases 9.7 or earlier.

Action

Start the Software AG Installer and select the release that includes the products you
want to see, or start the Software AG Update Manager and select the release and
products that include the fixes you want to see.

SPMREPE0017

Sandboxes are not modifiable.

Explanation

Importing into sandboxes is not supported.

Action

None required.

SPMREPE0018

Exporting from sandboxes is not supported.

Explanation

The function is not supported.

Action

Use the installer client to export images from legacy sandboxes.

SPMREPE0019

Dependencies not available for sandboxes.

Explanation

The function is not supported.

Action

Use installer client to interact with legacy sandboxes.
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SPMREPE0020

Only local repositories can be published.

Explanation

Sandboxes cannot be published.

Action

None required.

SPMREPE0021

Unable to load/create repository at {0}

Explanation

Platform Manager was not able to read the repository content.

Action

See to logs for more information. The repository may have been corrupted.

SPMREPE0024

Unable to verify archive: {0} due to {1}

Explanation

The file could not be verified as a ZIP archive.

Action

Ensure the path to the archive is correct.

SPMREPE0025

The specified file {0} is not a valid image file.

Action

To validate a product image, open the Software AG Installer and go to Advanced
Options > Images. If necessary, re-create the {product|fix} image using the instructions
in Using the Software AG Installer (product image) or Using the Software AG Update
Manager (fix image), and then try again.

SPMREPE0026

Local repository, {0}, has an invalid location: {1}

Explanation

The repository configuration is invalid.

Action

Delete the configuration.

SPMREPE0027

Unable to create repository at {0}

Explanation

The repository could not be created.

Action

See the logs for more information.

SPMREPE0028

Exporting of fixes is not supported.

Explanation

The function is not supported.

Action

Use Software AG Update Manager to export fixes.

SPMREPE0037

Unsupported operation.

Explanation

getContent is not supported for remote fix repositories.

Action

Use Software AG Update Manager to view repository content.
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SPMREPE0038

Unsupported operation.

Explanation

Import is not supported for remote fix repositories.

Action

Use Software AG Update Manager to manage fix repositories.

SPMREPE0039

Unsupported operation.

Explanation

Export is not supported for remote fix repositories.

Action

Use Software AGUpdate Manager to manage fix repositories.

SPMREPE0040

Unsupported operation.

Explanation

Dependencies not supported for remote fix repositories.

Action

Use Software AG Update Manager to manage fix repositories.

SPMREPE0041

Unsupported operation.

Explanation

Publish is not supported for remote fix repositories.

Action

Use Software AG Update Manager to manage fix repositories.

SPMREPE0042

Unable to access SD Security Service.

Explanation

The security service used to access remote repositories is not available.

Action

Try to restart the security service.

SPMREPE0043

Unable to obtain security token for user, {0}, for the {1} repository.

Explanation

The attempt to login to the SD security service failed.

Action

Ensure correct credentials are set for the repository.

SPMREPE0044

Unable to load remote repository, {0}, due to {1}

Explanation

A failure was detected attempting to access the repository.

Action

See the logs for more information.

SPMREPE0045

Unsupported operation.

Explanation

Importing into a remote repository is not supported.

Action

None required.
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SPMREPE0047

Unsupported operation.

Explanation

Exporting from a remote repository is not supported.

Action

Import the artifacts into a local repository, then export from the local repository.

SPMREPE0048

Unsupported operation.

Explanation

Publish is not supported for remote repositories. They are already published.

Action

None required.

SPMREPE0049

{0} not found in repository.

Explanation

The specifed artifact does not exist in the repository.

Action

Verify that the correct artifact is used.

SPMREPE0050

Unable to list repositories.

Explanation

Failures occurred while reading repository configuration.

Action

Ensure read access is provided for repositories defined in the SPM profile.

SPMREPE0051

Unable to list repositories.

Explanation

Failures occurred while reading repository configuration.

Action

Ensure read access is provided for the repositories defined in the SPM profile.

SPMREPE0053

Location can not be null.

Explanation

When adding a new repository configuration, the location property must be provided.

Action

Provide a location for the repository being configured.

SPMREPE0054

Invalid content type: {0}

Explanation

The type of a repository must be either product or fix.

Action

Provide a valid repository type.

SPMREPE0055

Repository already configured for {0}

Explanation

A repository at this location is already configured.

Action

None required.
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SPMREPE0057

{0} is an invalid path.

Explanation

The location cannot be represented as a valid URI.

Action

Use a valid path.

SPMREPE0058

Location does not exist: {0}

Explanation

There is no fix image archive at the specified location.

Action

Provide the location of an existing fix image archive.

SPMREPE0062

Unable to delete configuration properties: {0}

Explanation

The configuration properties for a repository could not be deleted.

Action

Manually delete the property file.

SPMREPE0064

Must specify repository type.

Explanation

The type argument for listing repositories cannot be null.

Action

Specify the repository type, either product or fix.

SPMREPE0065

No such repository - {0}

Explanation

There is no repository with the given ID.

Action

Use a known repository configuration.

SPMREPE0066

Source and destination arguments cannot be null.

Explanation

Both source and destination arguments must be specified for the import operation.

Action

Provide valid source and destination repository arguments.

SPMREPE0067

No such repository registered, {0}

Explanation

The source repository for the import operation does not exist.

Action

Provide a valid source repository argument.

SPMREPE0068

No such repository registered, {0}

Explanation

The destination repository for the import operation does not exist.

Action

Provide a valide destination repository.
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SPMREPE0069

Incompatable repositories.

Explanation

The source and destination repositories must have the same content type.

Action

Ensure that both repositories are either product, or fix repositories.

SPMREPE0070

Cannot import into remote repository, {0}

Explanation

Importing into remote repositories is not supported.

Action

Specify a local repository as the destination.

SPMREPE0071

Unable to create path to provisioning configuration: {0}

Explanation

Unable to create provisioning configuration directory.

Action

Ensure that the Platform Manager configuration directory is writable.

SPMREPE0072

Invalid repository type: {0}

Explanation

The repository type must be product or fix.

Action

Specify a valid repository type.

SPMREPE0073

No repository name provided.

Explanation

A repository name must be provided for discovering fix repositories.

Action

Provide the repository name.

SPMREPE0074

Invalid server or repository name: {0}

Explanation

The server or name arguments contain invalid characters for a URL.

Action

Specify valid server and names for the fix repository.

SPMREPE0075

Repository discovery failed: No ProductRepositoryManagementService available

Explanation

Unable to discover product repositories as the necessary services are not active.

Action

See the logs to determine why the repository manager service is inactive.

SPMREPE0076

Cannot connect to Software AG repository: {0}

Action

Make sure the Platform Manager has Internet access and the proxy configuration is
present and correct. You can also check the logs for the Platform Manager. Then try
again to connect.
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SPMREPE0077

Source repository cannot be null.

Explanation

A source repository must be specified for the export operation.

Action

Specify the local repository to use for export.

SPMREPE0078

Path cannot be null.

Explanation

The path to the destination archive must be specified for the export operation.

Action

Provide a path where the archive should be created.

SPMREPE0079

No such repository registered, {0}

Explanation

There is no repository with the given ID.

Action

Specify a valid source repository.

SPMREPE0080

Unsupported operation.

Explanation

Platform Manager cannot export from archive.

Action

Specify a local repository from which to export.

SPMREPE0081

Cannot export into existing file: {0}

Explanation

Exporting cannot be used to add to an existing archive.

Action

Specify the location to create a new archive.

SPMREPE0082

Artifact must be specified.

Explanation

An artifact argument for get dependencies was null.

Action

Specify the artifact for its list of dependecnies.

SPMREPE0083

Source repository cannot be null.

Explanation

The source repository for get dependencies cannot be null.

Action

Specify a valid repository in which to search for dependencies.

SPMREPE0084

No such repository registered, {0}

Explanation

The specified repository does not exist.

Action

Specify a valid repository in which to search for dependencies.
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SPMREPE0085

No such repository: {0}

Explanation

The specified repository does not exist.

Action

Specify a valid local repository to publish.

SPMREPE0086

Source and destination repositories are the same.

Explanation

The source and destination repositories must refer to different repositories.

Action

Specify valid repositories.

SPMREPE0087

{0} not found in repository.

Explanation

The specifed artifact does not exist in the repository.

Action

Verify that the correct artifact is used.

SPMREPE0088

Unsupported operation.

Explanation

The publishing of local repositories is not supported in this release.

Action

None required.

SPMREPE0089

Unsupported operation.

Explanation

The unpublish operation is not supported for repository type.

Action

None required.

SPMREPE0090

No such repository registered, {0}

Explanation

The specified repository is not registered.

Action

Specify a valid repository, or add the repository.

SPMREPE0091

Failures occurred attempting to publish a repository: {0}

Explanation

Internal errors prevented the publish operation from completing.

Action

Depends on the specific error. Check the logs for the error details.

SPMREPE0092

The repository, {0}, is already published with context, {1}

Explanation

Specify the correct repository or republish to use a different context.

Action

To change context, unpublish, then republish with new context.
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SPMREPE0093

Web publishing service is unavailable.

Explanation

The necessary service to publish repositories is not active.

Action

None required.

SPMREPE0094

Invalid context: {0}

Explanation

The context in the publish request may not be null and must start with /

Action

Check if the context of the publish request is null and verify that it starts with /

SPMREPE0095

Invalid context: {0}

Explanation

The context must not be null and start with /

Action

Use a valid context.

SPMREPE0096

Repository {0}, is not published.

Explanation

The request assumes the repository has been published.

Action

None required.

SPMREPE0097

Failures detected while unpublishing repository: {0}

Explanation

The unpublishing operation failed.

Action

Depends on the type of failure. Check the logs for the error details.

SPMREPE0098

No credentials for accessing the remote fix repository, {0}, have been configured.

Explanation

You must provide user credentials to access remote repositories.

Action

Specify the user and password properties for the repository.

SPMREPE0099

The location of a repository is invalid: {0}

Explanation

The URI of a repository does not have a valid path.

Action

Specify a valid location when registering repositories.

SPMREPE0100

No repository found at the specified location: {0}

Explanation

The location specified did not match any known repository.

Action

Specify a valid location.
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SPMREPE0101

No fix service available.

Explanation

A required service for managing fix repositories is unavailable.

Action

Review the Platform Manager logs for indications of fix service failures.

SPMREPE0103

{0} is an invalid path. It must be relative.

Explanation

To create a new local repository, you must use only relative paths.

Action

Specify a relative path.

SPMREPE0104

Login to repository, {1}, failed for user, {0},

Explanation

Repository configured with incorrect credentials.

Action

Reconfigure the repository credentials.

SPMREPE0105

Only one platform may be specified in the provided filter .

Explanation

The repository operation included a filter with multiple platforms.

Action

Specify only one platform in the filter and retry the operation.

SPMREPE0106

The repository, {0}, is currently in use.

Explanation

The operation cannot be processed until the specified repository becomes available.

Action

Retry when all provisioning operations are completed.

SPMREPE0107

Failed to load repository, {0}

Explanation

An error occurred while attempting to access the repository.

Action

Check the logs for the error details.

SPMREPE0108

Publish with non-default realm or roles is not supported.

Explanation

The requested operation is not supported.

Action

Retry the request without specifying a realm or roles.

SPMREPE0109

{0} is not in repository {1}

Explanation

Unable to export the specified fix into the archive because the fix does not reside in
the source repository.

Action

Specify a different fix or repository.
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SPMREPE0110

Invalid SDC installer properties.

Explanation

The servers/production/versions property in the server.properties file is missing.

Action

This is an internal error and should be reported. Contact Software AG Global Support.

SPMREPE0111

No such repository, {0}

Explanation

The specified repository is not registered.

Action

Specify an valid repository, or create one.

SPMREPE0112

Unsupported operation.

Explanation

The getReadme operation is not supported by the repository.

Action

Specify an appropriate repository.

SPMREPE0113

Unable to load remote repository {0}. The server returned null result.

Explanation

The attempt to load to the specified remote repository failed.

Action

Ensure that the correct repository metadata is provided and try again.

SPMREPE0114

Update Manager threw unexpected exception: {0}.

Explanation

Update Manager threw unexpected exception: {0}.

Action

Check the Update Manager installation.

SPMREPE0115

Login failed for user: {0} and location: {1}

Explanation

The login operation failed for user: {0} and location: {1}

Action

Provide valid credentials and valid repository location.

SPMREPE0116

The Repository Validation parameter should not be null.

Explanation

The Repository Validation parameter should not be null.

Action

Provide a valid (not null) Repository Validation parameter.

SPMREPE0117

The repository path should not be empty.

Explanation

The repository path should not be empty.

Action

Provide a valid non-empty repository path.
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SPMREPE0118

The provided username or password should not be empty.

Explanation

The username or password should not be empty.

Action

Provide non-empty valid username or password.

SPMREPE0119

Fixes repository validation failed.

Explanation

The fixes repository validation failed.

Action

Analyze the error and provide valid input.

SPMREPE0120

Products repository validation failed.

Explanation

The products repository validation failed.

Action

Analyze the error and provide valid input.

SPMREPE0121

Trusted authentication failed while trying to log in {0} repository.

Explanation

Connecting to the specified repository using trusted authenticaion failed.

Action

See the Platform Manager wrapper log for more details.

SPMREPE0122

Repository {0} not found.

Explanation

The specified repository is not registered.

Action

Check the repository name or register a repository with the same name.

SPMREPI0014

Importing into {0}

Explanation

Importing of artifacts is starting.

Action

None required.

SPMREPI0015

Import failed: {0}

Explanation

An import operation failed.

Action

See the installation log for more information.

SPMREPI0023

Creating local repository at {0}

Explanation

A new local repository is being created.

Action

None required.
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SPMREPI0029

No matching products found in {0} repository

Explanation

The request to mirror a repository is ignored as none of the specified artifacts reside
in the repository.

Action

None required.

SPMREPI0030

Import from {0} to {1} failed.

Explanation

The import operation failed.

Action

See the logs for more information.

SPMREPI0031

Importing all products from {0} to {1}

Explanation

All products in the source repository will be imported.

Action

None required.

SPMREPI0032

Importing products fro {0} to {1}

Explanation

A subset of products is being imported. The specific products are listed as subsequent
log entries.

Action

None required.

SPMREPI0033

{0}

Explanation

The id of a product being imported.

Action

None required.

SPMREPI0034

Import from {0} to {1} was successful.

Explanation

The import operation completed successfully..

Action

None required.

SPMREPI0035

Exporting artifacts from {0} to {1}

Explanation

An export operation is starting.

Action

None required.

SPMREPI0036

Export from {0} to {1} failed due to {2}

Explanation

The export operation failed.

Action

See the logs for more information.
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SPMREPI0056

The configuration of repository {0} has an invalid location property: {0}

Explanation

The location property is not a valid URI.

Action

Remove the repository.

SPMREPI0059

Unable to add repository {0}.

Explanation

The location is an invalid URL.

Action

Noe required.

SPMREPI0060

Unable to add repoistory {0}.

Explanation

The attempt to configure the remote repository failed.

Action

See the logs for more information.

SPMREPI0061

Failures occurred during removal of repository {0}.

Explanation

The repository configuration may not have been completely removed.

Action

See the logs for further information.

SPMREPI0063

Removed repository configuration, {0}

Explanation

The repository was successfully removed.

Action

None required.

SPMREPW0022

Unable to delete {0}

Explanation

The directory of the local repository to be created was not empty.

Action

None required.

SPMREPW0046

Failed to remove password handle for repository, {0}

Explanation

Cleanup of passman data was incomplete while removing the repository.

Action

None required.

SPMREPW0052

Unable to initialze repository {0}.

Explanation

The repository could not be validated.

Action

Remove the repository configuration.
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SPMREPW0102

Failed to remove password handle for repository, {0}

Explanation

The passman cleanup was incomplete.

Action

None required.

SPMRMCE0001

Invalid input data.

Explanation

The submitted data failed to un-marshal or validate against the schema.

Action

Correct the reported problem in the input data and retry the request.

SPMRMCE0002

Internal Error processing the request.

Explanation

The server encountered an error and cannot execute the request.

Action

Contact your system administrator.

SPMRMCE0003

Invalid client request.

Explanation

The submitted client request is rejected by the server.

Action

Check the status code for more details or consult the Software AG Platform Manager
documentation. Correct the problem and resubmit the request.

SPMRMCE0005

The requested functionality is not supported.

Explanation

Platform Manager does not support the requested functionality.

Action

See the Software AG Platform Manager documentation for the supported requests
for this resource.

SPMRMCI0000

Configuration partial failure for runtime component: {0}, instance: {1} with type {2}
- with linked exception:

Explanation

The configuration operation for the specified run-time component, instance, and type
failed with the specified exception.

Action

Check the logs for the error details.

SPMRPIE0000

Use RepositoryService to create new repository configurations.

Explanation

The ConfigurationService cannot be used to add repository configurations.

Action

Use the RepositoryService to configure new repositories.
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SPMRPRE0000

Invalid filter specification.

Explanation

A request was made that included a product filter and the useInventory option.

Action

Resubmit with the appropriate filter. Use either a product list or the useInventory
option, not both at the same time.

SPMRPRE0001

No repository with id, {0}, and type, {1} exists

Explanation

The request references a non-existant repository.

Action

Specify the correct repository ID and/or type.

SPMSCOE0000

No Credentials in Data Store for handle: {0}

Explanation

Searching for exact credentials match does not return results.

Action

Search again for existing credentials.

SPMSCOE0001

No Credentials available in Secured Store for handle: {0}

Explanation

Searching for exact credentials match does not return results.

Action

Search again for existing credentials.

SPMSURE0000

Some of the required properties for retrieving a UiBinding are not provided. Please
provide values for {0} and a value for one of {1}.

Explanation

Some of the required properties for retrieving a UiBinding are not provided.

Action

Provide the full set of required properties.

SPMSURE0002

Could not transfer the file to the target destionation {0}. Reason: {1}.

Explanation

The file could not be transfered due to an error.

Action

Check if the target host has enough disk space or the provided file name is valid.

SPMSURW0001

Some of the required properties for retrieving a UiBinding are not provided. Provide
values for {0}.

Explanation

Some of the properties required for retrieving a UiBinding are not provided.

Action

Provide the full set of required properties.
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SPMTEME0000

Error occurred while reading the configuration instances for {0}

Explanation

The error occurred while creating a template that includes configuration information.

Action

Check whether the configuration instances for the specified runtime component are
available by querying them explicitly. Check the logs for errors if the query fails.

SPMTEME0001

Error occurred while applying template {0}

Explanation

The error occurred when applying the specified template.

Action

Check the logs for more details.

SPMTEME0006

Error occurred during template creation {0}

Explanation

The error occurred when creating a template.

Action

Check the logs for more details about the error.

SPMTEME0012

Error occured while executing a task with id: {0} and status: {1}

Explanation

Executing the specified task failed.

Action

Check the Platform Manager logs for more information.

SPMTEME0014

Deleting configuration instance with type {0} is not supported operation.

Explanation

Platform Manager does not support deleting the configuration instance with the
specified type.

Action

Check the warning to determine if any damage to the system will occur.

SPMTEME0015

Skipping deleting configuration instance ({0}) for runtime component - {1}. Reason:
{2}

Explanation

The error occurred because either the runtime component, or a configuration manager
for the configuration instance is missing in the Platform Manager.

Action

Check if the specified runtime component is present or that the appropriate SPM
plugin is installed. Check the warning to determine if any damage to the system will
occur.

SPMTEME0016

Skipping deleting configuration instance ({0}) for the missing runtime component
- {1}

Explanation

The specified runtime component is missing in the Platform Manager.

Action

Check if the specified runtime component is present in the Platform Manager. Check
the warning to determine if any damage to the system will occur.
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SPMTEME0017

Task with id: {0} and status {1} did not finish in the expected period of time.

Explanation

The timeout period, configured through a system property, is not sufficient to complete
the task.

Action

Try to execute the operation again or increase the timeout value.

SPMTEME0018

Task with id: {0} and status: {1} was canceled.

Explanation

The execution of the operation is interrupted.

Action

Try to execute the operation again.

SPMTEME0019

Error occurred during execution of operation {0} on template {1}

Explanation

The error occurred when executing the specified operation.

Action

Check the logs for more details about the error.

SPMTEME0020

The repository cannot be empty.

Explanation

A repository should be specified in order to apply the template.

Action

Specify a repository to be used for applying the template.

SPMTEME0021

The required services are not initialized.

Explanation

The services required for applying are template are not initialized.

Action

Check whether all required bundles are started.

SPMTEME0022

Template alias cannot be empty.

Explanation

Template alias must be specified when creating or applying a template.

Action

Specify a template alias.

SPMTEME0023

Template metadata cannot be empty.

Explanation

Template metadata must be specified when creating or applying a template.

Action

Specify template metadata.

SPMTEME0024

Template options cannot be empty.

Explanation

Template options should be specified when creating or applying a template.

Action

Specify template options.
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SPMTEME0025

The provided template or template metadata does not contain any products.

Explanation

A request to install products is made, however, the template or the template metadata
does not contain any products.

Action

Check whether the template operation request is correct.

SPMTEME0026

Fix Installation properties cannot be empty.

Explanation

Fix Installation properties cannot be empty.

Action

Specify fix installation properties.

SPMTEME0027

Arguments can not be null.

Explanation

Neither of the arguments can be null.

Action

Specify proper arguments.

SPMTEME0028

The script for this template is empty.

Explanation

The script that is used for provisioning of this template is empty.

Action

Provide proper arguments to ensure successful generation of the script.

SPMTEME0029

The provided template does not have a script for the specified type.

Explanation

The template does not support the specified provisioning operation.

Action

Check the template metadata for discrepancy.

SPMTEME0030

Job cannot be null.

Explanation

An issue occurred during a template operation.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

SPMTEME0031

Configration instance {0} threw unexpected exception during processing.

Explanation

The composite template encountered and error while processing configuration instance
{0}. This behavior is to be expected in some cases, for example when the run-time
component on which the configuration is applied is not up and running.

Action

No action required. The composite template retries the configuration operation
automatically. Check the final job log after the last retry.
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SPMTEME0032

The thread was interrupted while waiting for runtime status.

Explanation

During the apply template configuration operation, the checking of the runtime status
of a component was interrupted.

Action

Check the logs for JVM errors.

SPMTEME0033

Exception occurred while getting runtime status.

Explanation

An exception occured during the apply template configuration operation, when
checking the runtime status of a component.

Action

Check the SPM logs for system errors

SPMTEME0034

The thread was interrupted while setting runtime status.

Explanation

During the apply template configuration operation, the checking of the runtime status
of a component was interrupted.

Action

Check the logs for JVM errors

SPMTEME0035

Applying template was interrupted.

Explanation

The thread applying the template was interrupted.

Action

Check the logs for more details.

SPMTEME0036

Can not retrieve the imported template: {0}

Explanation

Platform Manager can not retrieve the imported template: {0}

Action

Check the imported template metadata for inconsistent entries.

SPMTEME0037

The template file can not be deleted.

Explanation

The template file can not be deleted.

Action

Ensure that the template file is not locked on the file system.

SPMTEME0038

The provided template alias should not be null.

Explanation

The provided template alias should not be null.

Action

Provide a valid, non-null template alias.
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SPMTEME0039

Can not retrieve the imported template metadata: {0}

Explanation

Can not retrieve the imported template metadata: {0}

Action

Check the imported template metadata for inconsistent entries.

SPMTEME0040

Waiting for product with Id: {0} is interrupted.

Explanation

Waiting for product with Id: {0} is interrupted.

Action

Double-check the logs for more details related to this error.

SPMTEME0047

Configuration Type {0} does not support "text/plain" representation. Use JSON or
XML.

Explanation

The configuration data contained in the template is not in the expected format.

Action

Change the configuration definition in the template.

SPMTEME0048

Could not deserialize Configuration Instance {0} for Runtime Component {1} having
Configuration Type {2}.

Explanation

The Configuration Data contained in the Template is not in the expected format.

Action

Change the Configuration definition in the Template.

SPMTEMW0002

Applying the template completed with the following warnings: {0}

Explanation

When applying a template, unexpected events occurred, but they did not prevent the
process from executing.

Action

Check the warnings with extra caution to determine whether any damage to the
system will occur.

SPMTEMW0003

Skipping creating configuration instance ({0}) for the missing runtime component
- {1}

Explanation

The specified runtime component is missing in the specified Platform Manager.

Action

Check if the specified runtime component is present. Check the warning to determine
if any damage to the system will occur.

SPMTEMW0004

Skipping creating configuration instance ({0}) for runtime component - {1}. Reason:
{2}

Explanation

The error occured because either the runtime component, or a configuration manager
for the configuration instance is missing in the specified Platform Manager.

Action

Check if the specified runtime component is present and that the appropriate Platform
Manager plugin is installed. Check the warning to determine if any damage to the
system will occur.
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SPMTEMW0005

Creating configuration instance with type {0} is not supported operation.

Explanation

Platform Manager does not support the create operation for the configuration instance
with the specified type.

Action

Check the warning to determine if any damage to the system will occur.

SPMTEMW0007

Skipping updating configuration instance ({0}) for the missing runtime component
- {1}

Explanation

The specified runtime component is missing in the Platform Manager.

Action

Check if the specified runtime component is present. Check the warning to determine
if any damage to the system will occur.

SPMTEMW0008

Template operation "{1}" completed with the following warnings: {0}

Explanation

During template operation "{1}" unexpected events occurred but they did not prevent
the operation from completing.

Action

Check the warnings to figure out what was successfully processed as part of operation
"{1}".

SPMTEMW0009

Skipping updating configuration instance ({0}) for runtime component - {1}. Reason:
{2}

Explanation

The error occurred because either the runtime component, or a configuration manager
for the configuration instance is missing in the Platform Manager.

Action

Check if the specified runtime component is present or that the appropriate Platform
Manager plugin is installed. Check the warning to determine if any damage to the
system will occur.

SPMTEMW0010

Skipping storage of item with id : {0} . Reason : {1}

Explanation

The issue occured during item serialization.

Action

Check the Platform Manager logs for more information about the error.

SPMTEMW0011

Updating configuration instance with type {0} is not supported operation.

Explanation

Platform Manager does not support updating the configuration instance with the
specified type.

Action

Check the warning to determine if any damage to the system will occur.
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SPMTEMW0013

Skipping storage of configuration instance ({0}) for runtime component - {1}. Reason:
{2}

Explanation

An error occurred while loading the configuration instance and it will not be included
in the template that will be created.

Action

Check the logs for more details about the error.

SPMTEMW0046

Reserved instance name {0}.

Explanation

Instance name {0} is reserved for internal use only.

Action

Use a different instance name.

SPMTERE0000

Template log file not available.

Explanation

The Platform Manager log access service was unable to locate the template log file.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

SPMTERE0001

Installer and Update Manager logs unavailable.

Explanation

The Installer or Update Manager logs cannot be located.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

SPMUTLE0000

Invalid URL.

Explanation

The URL does not fit the specification.

Action

Specify a valid URL.

SPMUTLE0001

URL string cannot be parsed as a URI reference

Explanation

The URL does not fit the specification.

Action

Specify a valid URL.

SPMUTLE0002

Problem with saglicutil execution.

Explanation

The saglicutil utility cannot be started.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

SPMUTLE0003

Error occurred: Saglicutil verifier tool is missing!

Explanation

The saglicutil verifier tool is not found at the expected location.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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SPMUTLE0004

Unable to collect NetworkInterface details; caught this: type({0}), msg({1})

Explanation

An attempt to use java.lang.NetworkInterface to collect MAC address information
failed.

Action

Determine whether the current user has permission to collect this information.

SPMUTLE0005

Collected {0} MAC addresses before failure.

Explanation

This message will always be logged with SPMULTLE0004

Action

No action required.

SPMUTLE0006

Error occurred: Execution of saglicutil verifier tool failed!

Explanation

The execution of the saglicutil verifier tool may fail due to the latest Windows patches
not being installed or due to a corrupted installation environment.

Action

Ensure that the latest Windows patches are installed or contact Software AG Global
Support.

SPMUTLE0007

Error occurred: Processor core type information is missing!

Explanation

The saglicutil verifier tool does not provide the processor core type information.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

SPMUTLE0008

Error occurred: Processor core count information is missing!

Explanation

The saglicutil verifier tool does not provide the processor core count information.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

SPMUTLW0009

Abnormal termination of command {0} with result {1}

Explanation

The internal command execution returned non-zero exit code.

Action

No user action is required.

SPMWTNE0000

Integration Server password was not provided

Explanation

The password is a required field.

Action

Provide an Integration Server password.
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SPMWTNE0001

Integration Server URL is not valid

Explanation

The Integration Server URL is malformed

Action

Check that your Task Engine configuration values for host, port, username and
password are valid.

SPMWTNE0002

Only BASIC authentication is supported

Explanation

The provided authentication is not supported.

Action

Change authentication to BASIC.

SPMWTNE0009

No Integration Server credentials were provided

Explanation

The connection to Integration Server cannot be validated without proper credentials.

Action

Provide values for username and password.

SPMWTNE0014

Integration Server host, port, and/or connection protocol were not provided

Explanation

The Integration Server host, port, and connection protocol are required values.

Action

Provide values for host, port, and connection protocol.

SPMWTNISE0000

My webMethods Server password was not provided.

Explanation

The password is a required field.

Action

Provide a password for My webMethods Server.

SPMWTNISE0001

An error occurred during a call to wm.task.taskclient:getConfig. The error reported
is: {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred during the service call to write the configuration settings to
WmTaskClient. The error might be caused by accessing the
IntegrationServer\\packages\\WmTaskClient\\config\\tascklient.properties file.
This message will also occur if the file was initially not present and the service call to
write the configuration settings created the file and populated it with default values.

Action

Make sure that the
IntegrationServer\\packages\\WmTaskClient\\config\\tascklient.properties file
is present, contains name\=value pairs, and the name\=value pairs are valid. Note:
This message will also occur if the file was initially not present and the service call to
write the configuration settings created the file and populated it with default values.
Check that the name-value pairs are acceptable for your configuration.
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SPMWTNISE0002

Only BASIC authentication is supported

Explanation

The specified authentication is not supported.

Action

Change authentication to BASIC.

SPMWTNISE0003

The My webMethods Server URL is not valid.

Explanation

The URL for pinging My webMethods Server is not valid.

Action

Check that your WmTaskClient configuration values for host, port, username and
password are valid.

SPMWTNISE0009

No My webMethods Server credentials were provided.

Explanation

The connection to My webMethods Server cannot be validated without proper
credentials.

Action

Specify values for username and password.

SPMWTNISE0011

The password is required.

Explanation

You must specify a password.

Action

Specify a password.

SPMWTNISE0014

The My webMethods Server host, port, and/or connection protocol were not
provided.

Explanation

You must specify values for the My webMethods Server host, port, and connection
protocol.

Action

Specify values for host, port, and connection protocol.
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JBPCLICE0001

JBPCLICE0524

Unexpected error uploading thumbnail image: {0}

JBPCLICE0529

Invalid zip export file. "app-export-details.xml" not found in ZIP.

JBPCLICE0535

Dashboard with name :{0} and with guid: {1} already exists.

JBPCLICI0002

Dashboard: {0} with guid: {1} already exists.

JBPCLICI0003

Dashboard: {0} with guid: {1} could not be imported.

JBPCLICI0004

Importing App...

JBPCLICI0005

INFO: {0}

JBPCLICI0006

Overwriting existing App...
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JBPCLICI0007

Overwriting existing App zip file...

JBPCLICI0008

Dashboard:{0} with guid: {1} successfully exported.

JBPCLICI0009

Dashboard {0} with guid {1} could not be exported. {2}

JBPCLICI0010

Dashboard: {0} with guid: {1} successfully imported.

JBPCLICI0011

Uploading App zip file...

JBPCLICI0012

Zip upload and/or overwrite completed : {0}

JBPCLICI0013

Failed to execute all test cases. Reason = {0}

JBPCLICI0014

Test case file not provided. Running default test data file from
test/testcases_public_services.txt

JBPCLICI0015

Available subcommands:

JBPCLICI0016

{0}

JBPCLICI0017

-{0}

JBPCLICI0018

Failed to parse command line: {0}

JBPCLICI0019

Initialization failed. Cannot to real prestocli.propeties file.

JBPCLICI0020

Invalid Command: {0}
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JBPCLICI0021

Missing options: {0}

JBPCLICI0022

No command specified

JBPCLICI0023

padmin {0}

JBPCLICI0024

padmin command-line client, version {0}

JBPCLICI0025

Some command line values are invalid (see details below):

JBPCLICI0026

Type ''{0} help <subcommand>'' for help on a specific subcommand.

JBPCLICI0027

Type 'padmin help' for usage

JBPCLICI0028

usage: {0} <subcommand> [options]

JBPCLICI0029

Invalid URL format:{0}

JBPCLICI0030

(optional) server URL - default http://localhost:8080/mashzone/esd/api

JBPCLICI0031

use given password

JBPCLICI0032

use given user

JBPCLICI0033

verbose output

JBPCLICI0034

Cannot open input file:{0}
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JBPCLICI0035

continue processing if one request fails

JBPCLICI0036

ERROR: {0}

JBPCLICI0037

Expecting app tag at document root, {0}

JBPCLICI0038

get path: {0}

JBPCLICI0039

INFO: {0}

JBPCLICI0040

input directory

JBPCLICI0041

overwrite existing entities

JBPCLICI0042

-- publishing App, id: {0}

JBPCLICI0043

-- publishing App {0}, {1}

JBPCLICI0044

-- publishing App, name: {0}

JBPCLICI0045

spec: {0}

JBPCLICI0046

Uploads and creates an App

JBPCLICI0047

ESD returned unrecognized response

JBPCLICI0048

Document Exception: {0}
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JBPCLICI0049

getDbServiceDetail: {0}

JBPCLICI0050

getJdbcProviderInfo: {0}

JBPCLICI0051

Encrypt property value to be used in configuration property files

JBPCLICI0052

property value to encrypt

JBPCLICI0053

ERROR: {0}

JBPCLICI0054

INFO: {0}

JBPCLICI0055

WARN: {0}

JBPCLICI0056

Download App resources

JBPCLICI0057

Download completed

JBPCLICI0058

Exception creating output file: {0}

JBPCLICI0059

Exception creating output zip file: {0}

JBPCLICI0060

Exported {0} App{1}

JBPCLICI0061

Exported App {0}

JBPCLICI0062

Exported App unzipped to : {0}
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JBPCLICI0063

Exported App written to : {0}

JBPCLICI0064

Exports Apps from Mashzone NextGen

JBPCLICI0065

Export details written to : {0}

JBPCLICI0066

Export file does not have expected elements ServiceExport_Array or
ServiceExport__Array

JBPCLICI0067

export service details

JBPCLICI0068

Export written to : {0}

JBPCLICI0069

Export written to : {0}

JBPCLICI0070

Failed to export App {0} : {1}

JBPCLICI0071

Failed to export Service {0} : {1}

JBPCLICI0072

File {0} already exists. Please choose different file name

JBPCLICI0073

filter expression to select Apps to export. Where expression is a property followed
by an optional comma separated list of one or more values for the given App
property. Supported properties are : all, mine, ids, name, author, category, tag and
provider. The expresssion should be enclosed in quotes. Examples: 1) -q "all" 1) -q
"mine" 1) -q "author = dev, user" 2) -q "name = MyApp" 3) -q "tag = MyTag" 4) -q
"ids = MyApp, MyOtherApp"

JBPCLICI0074

IO Exception creating output zip file: {0}
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JBPCLICI0075

Named output directory is not a directory, absolute path : {0}

JBPCLICI0076

No Apps Exported

JBPCLICI0077

output file

JBPCLICI0078

overwrite any existing output file

JBPCLICI0079

Unknown reason

JBPCLICI0080

Destination directory not specified

JBPCLICI0081

Export query missing

JBPCLICI0082

username and password missing

JBPCLICI0083

username missing

JBPCLICI0084

user password missing

JBPCLICI0085

Cannot open output file:{0}

JBPCLICI0086

-d and -g options are mutually exclusive

JBPCLICI0087

Exports EMML Macros

JBPCLICI0088

File {0} already exists. Please choose different file name
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JBPCLICI0089

global macros

JBPCLICI0090

macro domain name

JBPCLICI0091

macro name

JBPCLICI0092

ouput file

JBPCLICI0093

Cannot open output file:{0}

JBPCLICI0094

Exports Global attributes and attribute definitions

JBPCLICI0095

File {0} already exists. Please choose different file name

JBPCLICI0096

ouput file

JBPCLICI0097

Directory {0} already exists and is not empty. Please specify overwrite, -o, or empty
the directory before exporting.

JBPCLICI0098

Download completed

JBPCLICI0099

Download Lib resources

JBPCLICI0100

Exception creating output file: {0}

JBPCLICI0101

Exception creating output zip file: {0}

JBPCLICI0102

Exported {0} {1}
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JBPCLICI0103

Exported Lib {0}

JBPCLICI0104

Exports user defined libraries

JBPCLICI0105

Export details written to : {0}

JBPCLICI0106

Export file does not have expected elements ServiceExport_Array or
ServiceExport__Array

JBPCLICI0107

Export item not found {0}

JBPCLICI0108

Export unzipped to : {0}

JBPCLICI0109

Export written to : {0}

JBPCLICI0110

Export written to : {0}

JBPCLICI0111

Failed to export library {0} : {1}

JBPCLICI0112

Failed to export library : {0}

JBPCLICI0113

File {0} already exists. Please choose different file name

JBPCLICI0114

filter expression to select libraries to export. Where expression is a comma separated
list of one or more values for a given library property. Supported properties are:
all, mine, user, ids, name, type, subtype. The expression should be enclosed in
quotes. Examples: 1) -q "user=dev,user" 2) -q "name=My Lib" 2) -q "type=view" 4)
-q "ids=MyLib, MyOtherLib"

JBPCLICI0115

include dependent libraries
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JBPCLICI0116

IO Exception creating output zip file: {0}

JBPCLICI0117

Named output directory is not a directory, absolute path : {0}

JBPCLICI0118

No libraries exported

JBPCLICI0119

output directory

JBPCLICI0120

output file

JBPCLICI0121

overwrite any existing output file

JBPCLICI0122

Unknown reason

JBPCLICI0123

Cannot open output file:{0}

JBPCLICI0124

Exports Apps

JBPCLICI0125

File {0} already exists. Please choose different file name

JBPCLICI0126

filter expression to select services to export. Where expression is all|*|[ids]=value
Examples: 1) -q "ids = App1, App2"

JBPCLICI0127

ouput file

JBPCLICI0128

Cannot open output file:{0}

JBPCLICI0129

Exports XACML Policy
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JBPCLICI0130

File {0} already exists. Please choose different file name

JBPCLICI0131

(optional) name of the policy to export, if no name provided default policy is
exported

JBPCLICI0132

ouput file

JBPCLICI0133

Cannot open output file:{0}

JBPCLICI0134

Exports a Service

JBPCLICI0135

File {0} already exists. Please choose different file name

JBPCLICI0136

filter expression to select services to export. Where expression is
all|*|[tag|ids|type|name]=value Examples: 1) -q "type = WSDL" 2) -q "name =
Yahoo*" 3) -q "tag = MyTag" 4) -q "ids = AmazonDocStyle, AmazonREST"

JBPCLICI0137

ouput file

JBPCLICI0138

Cannot open output file:{0}

JBPCLICI0139

Exports Global attributes and attribute definitions

JBPCLICI0140

File {0} already exists. Please choose different file name

JBPCLICI0141

ouput file

JBPCLICI0142

Cannot open output file:{0}
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JBPCLICI0143

Exports Users and Roles

JBPCLICI0144

File {0} already exists. Please choose different file name

JBPCLICI0145

ouput file

JBPCLICI0146

Exception while processing template: {0} exception: {1}

JBPCLICI0147

getInstance: {0}

JBPCLICI0148

none found, creating new instance

JBPCLICI0149

processTemplateToString: templateName = {0}

JBPCLICI0150

Template Exception while processing template: {0} exception: {1}

JBPCLICI0151

template processing complete

JBPCLICI0152

Algorithm with name {0} is not supported

JBPCLICI0153

Cannot open output file:{0}

JBPCLICI0154

File {0} already exists. Please choose different file name

JBPCLICI0155

Generates a symmetric key

JBPCLICI0156

ouput file
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JBPCLICI0157

use given key algorithm

JBPCLICI0158

Source directory not specified

JBPCLICI0159

App.spec not found. Expecting to find App spec at new File(dir,
"App.xml").getAbsolutePath()

JBPCLICI0160

App Spec root document element incorrect

JBPCLICI0161

Cannot open input file:{0}

JBPCLICI0162

continue processing if one request fails

JBPCLICI0163

Empty App Spec

JBPCLICI0164

Exception retrying thumbnail upload: {0}

JBPCLICI0165

Expecting app tag at document root, {0}

JBPCLICI0166

Export file does not have either of the the expected elements ServiceExport_Array
or ServiceExport__Array

JBPCLICI0167

Failed to create import zip file {0}

JBPCLICI0168

filter expression to select Apps to import. Where expression is a comma separated
list of one or more values for a given App property. Supported properties are : ids,
name, author, category, tag and provider. The expresssion should be enclosed in
quotes. Examples: 1) -q "author = dev, user" 2) -q "name = MyApp" 3) -q "tag =
MyTag" 4) -q "ids = MyApp, MyOtherApp"
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JBPCLICI0169

-- Importing App {0} ( {1} )

JBPCLICI0170

-- App Import {0} ( {1} ) : completed on system {2}

JBPCLICI0171

-- Importing App {0} ( {1} ) screenshot, {2}

JBPCLICI0172

-- Importing App {0} ( {1} ) thumbnail, {2}

JBPCLICI0173

-- Importing App {0} ( {1} ) zipfile, {2}

JBPCLICI0174

Imports Apps

JBPCLICI0175

Import of App {0} failed. {1} Continue importing remaining services

JBPCLICI0176

import service details

JBPCLICI0177

input file

JBPCLICI0178

IOException during thumbnail upload: {0}

JBPCLICI0179

Missing export or app spec details

JBPCLICI0180

Named input directory does not exist, absolute path : {0}

JBPCLICI0181

Named input directory is not a directory, absolute path : {0}

JBPCLICI0182

No App spec found at zip entry '{0}', or 'App.xml'.
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JBPCLICI0183

overwrite existing entities

JBPCLICI0184

-- publishing App {0}, {1}

JBPCLICI0185

thumbnail size {0}

JBPCLICI0186

thumbnail size {0}

JBPCLICI0187

Unexpected document exception handling import xml doc. {0}

JBPCLICI0188

Unexpected error importing services. {0}

JBPCLICI0189

Unexpected IOException creating import xml doc. {0}

JBPCLICI0190

username and password missing

JBPCLICI0191

username missing

JBPCLICI0192

user password missing

JBPCLICI0193

Cannot open input file:{0}

JBPCLICI0194

continue processing if one request fails

JBPCLICI0195

ERROR: {0}

JBPCLICI0196

Export file does not have expected elemenent {0}
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JBPCLICI0197

Imports EMML Macros

JBPCLICI0198

Import of macro failed. {0} Continue importing remaining macros

JBPCLICI0199

INFO: {0}

JBPCLICI0200

input file

JBPCLICI0201

overwrite existing entities

JBPCLICI0202

-- Processing {0} --

JBPCLICI0203

Cannot open input file:{0}

JBPCLICI0204

continue processing if one request fails

JBPCLICI0205

create global attribute failed

JBPCLICI0206

create global attribute failed - attribute already exists. Use -o to overwrite or remove
attribute first.

JBPCLICI0207

ERROR: {0}

JBPCLICI0208

Export file does not have expected elements globalAttributes

JBPCLICI0209

Imports Global Attributes and definitions

JBPCLICI0210

INFO: {0}
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JBPCLICI0211

input file

JBPCLICI0212

inserting global attribute: {0}

JBPCLICI0213

overwrite existing entities

JBPCLICI0214

Received error: {0}. continuing ...

JBPCLICI0215

Received error: {0}. terminating..

JBPCLICI0216

Source directory not specified

JBPCLICI0217

Cannot open input file:{0}

JBPCLICI0218

check file {0}

JBPCLICI0219

continue processing if one request fails

JBPCLICI0220

create import zip file..

JBPCLICI0221

create input file..

JBPCLICI0222

create registration doc..

JBPCLICI0223

create tempory zip file..

JBPCLICI0224

Error reading file data : {0}
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JBPCLICI0225

Expecting LibExport tag at document root, {0}

JBPCLICI0226

Export file does not have either of the the expected elements ServiceExport_Array
or ServiceExport__Array

JBPCLICI0227

Extracted view class as library loadConfirmation, {0}

JBPCLICI0228

Extracted view description, {0}

JBPCLICI0229

Extracted view name, {0}

JBPCLICI0230

Failed to create import zip file {0}

JBPCLICI0231

Failed to verify Lib {0}. {1} Continue importing remaining items.

JBPCLICI0232

filter expression to select libraries to import. Where expression is a comma separated
list of one or more values for a given library property. Supported properties are:
all, mine, user, id, name, type, subtype. The expression should be enclosed in
quotes. Examples: 1) -q "user=dev,user" 2) -q "name=My Lib" 2) -q "type=view" 4)
-q "ids=MyLib, MyOtherLib"

JBPCLICI0233

find xml file {0}

JBPCLICI0234

found properties file, {0}

JBPCLICI0235

-- Importing Lib {0} ( {1} )

JBPCLICI0236

-- Importing Lib {0} ( {1} ) : completed

JBPCLICI0237

-- Importing Lib {0} ( {1} ) {2}
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JBPCLICI0238

-- Importing Lib {0} ( {1} ) {2} zipfile, {3}

JBPCLICI0239

Imports libraries

JBPCLICI0240

import details : {0}

JBPCLICI0241

Import of Lib {0} failed. {1} Continue importing remaining items

JBPCLICI0242

input directory

JBPCLICI0243

input file

JBPCLICI0244

{0}/{1}/library.zip

JBPCLICI0245

Library directory does not contain js or css directories.

JBPCLICI0246

Library directory is empty!

JBPCLICI0247

Library identified as a custom view

JBPCLICI0248

- loadConfirmation must be specified if library includes javascript.

JBPCLICI0249

Named input directory does not exist, absolute path : {0}

JBPCLICI0250

Named input directory is not a directory, absolute path : {0}

JBPCLICI0251

overwrite existing entities
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JBPCLICI0252

overwriting if lib exists,

JBPCLICI0253

Unable to continue, no input file available.

JBPCLICI0254

Unexpectedly failed to read library details from file {0}

JBPCLICI0255

Unexpected document exception handling import xml doc. {0}

JBPCLICI0256

Unexpected IOException creating import xml doc. {0}

JBPCLICI0257

Cannot open input file:{0}

JBPCLICI0258

continue processing if one request fails

JBPCLICI0259

ERROR: {0}

JBPCLICI0260

Export file does not have niether of expected elemenents ServiceExport_Array or
com.jackbe.jbp.sas.export.model.ServiceExport_Array or
com.jackbe.jbp.sas.export.model.ServiceExport-array element

JBPCLICI0261

Imports Apps

JBPCLICI0262

Import of mashlet failed. {0} Continue importing remaining services

JBPCLICI0263

input file

JBPCLICI0264

overwrite existing entities

JBPCLICI0265

-- Processing {0}
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JBPCLICI0266

Cannot open input file:{0}

JBPCLICI0267

ERROR: {0}

JBPCLICI0268

Imports an XACML Policy

JBPCLICI0269

input file

JBPCLICI0270

Cannot open input file:{0}

JBPCLICI0271

continue processing if one request fails

JBPCLICI0272

ERROR: {0}

JBPCLICI0273

Export file does not have niether of expected elemenents ServiceExport_Array or
ServiceExport__Array or com.jackbe.jbp.sas.export.model.ServiceExport_Array or
com.jackbe.jbp.sas.export.model.ServiceExport-array element

JBPCLICI0274

Failed to create category: {0}

JBPCLICI0275

Failed to create provider: {0}

JBPCLICI0276

Ignoring unexpected Element type: {0}

JBPCLICI0277

Imports a Service

JBPCLICI0278

Import of service failed. {0} Continue importing remaining services

JBPCLICI0279

INFO: {0}
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JBPCLICI0280

input file

JBPCLICI0281

Software AG Mashzone NextGen Platform

JBPCLICI0282

overwrite existing entities

JBPCLICI0283

-- Processing {0} service of type {1} --

JBPCLICI0284

Service type "{0}" is not supported

JBPCLICI0285

Cannot open input file:{0}

JBPCLICI0286

continue processing if one request fails

JBPCLICI0287

create user profile failed

JBPCLICI0288

create user profile failed, attempting overwrite

JBPCLICI0289

ERROR: {0}

JBPCLICI0290

Export file does not have expected elements userProfiles

JBPCLICI0291

importing user profile for {0}

JBPCLICI0292

Imports User Profiles

JBPCLICI0293

INFO: {0}
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JBPCLICI0294

input file

JBPCLICI0295

overwrite existing entities

JBPCLICI0296

Received error: {0}. continuing ...

JBPCLICI0297

Received error: {0}. terminating..

JBPCLICI0298

Cannot open input file:{0}

JBPCLICI0299

continue processing if one request fails

JBPCLICI0300

creating user: {0}

JBPCLICI0301

ERROR: {0}

JBPCLICI0302

Export file does not have expected elements roleNames

JBPCLICI0303

Export file does not have expected elements users

JBPCLICI0304

Imports Users and Roles

JBPCLICI0305

INFO: {0}

JBPCLICI0306

input file

JBPCLICI0307

**NOTE: all imported users have had their passwords set to "welcome". **Please
Notify each user to change their password.
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JBPCLICI0308

overwrite existing entities

JBPCLICI0309

Received error: {0}. continuing ...

JBPCLICI0310

Received error: {0}. terminating..

JBPCLICI0311

skipping built-in role: {0}

JBPCLICI0312

user: {0} already exists

JBPCLICI0313

App File exists

JBPCLICI0314

Lib file exists

JBPCLICI0315

ERROR: {0}

JBPCLICI0316

Failed to create library, {0}

JBPCLICI0317

Importing library...

JBPCLICI0318

INFO: {0}

JBPCLICI0319

Invalid library id. Library id reserved for internal use.

JBPCLICI0320

Library import failed.

JBPCLICI0321

Library version exists..
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JBPCLICI0322

Library version exists. Use overwrite option to replace an existing library version.

JBPCLICI0323

Overwriting existing Library...

JBPCLICI0324

Overwriting existing library zip file...

JBPCLICI0325

Removing existing library...

JBPCLICI0326

Unexpected error importing library: {0}, {1}

JBPCLICI0327

Unexpected error uploading library zip file : {0}, {1}

JBPCLICI0328

Uploading library zip file...

JBPCLICI0329

Upload completed : {0}

JBPCLICI0330

Zip upload and overwrite completed : {0}

JBPCLICI0331

Failed to transmit app zip file. {0}

JBPCLICI0332

Failed to transmit resource file. {0}

JBPCLICI0333

Failed to upload app zip file. {0}

JBPCLICI0334

Failed to upload resource file. {0}

JBPCLICI0335

upload {0}, user: {1}, pw: {2}, path: {3}
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JBPCLICI0336

upload {0}, user: {1}, pw: {2}, path: {3}, overwrite {4}, content {5}

JBPCLICI0337

Cannot open input file:{0}

JBPCLICI0338

Comma separated list of RegistryObject Ids

JBPCLICI0339

Copy from URL. Used with COPY and MOVE

JBPCLICI0340

ERROR: {0}

JBPCLICI0341

Imports a resource file

JBPCLICI0342

INFO: {0}

JBPCLICI0343

input file

JBPCLICI0344

overwrite existing entities

JBPCLICI0345

Resource description

JBPCLICI0346

Resource mime type

JBPCLICI0347

Resource relative URL

JBPCLICI0348

Resource type

JBPCLICI0349

Failed to transmit app zip file. {0}
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JBPCLICI0350

Failed to transmit resource file. {0}

JBPCLICI0351

Failed to upload app zip file. {0}

JBPCLICI0352

Failed to upload resource file. {0}

JBPCLICI0353

Overwriting existing mashlet

JBPCLICI0354

allRoles: {0}

JBPCLICI0355

allUsers: {0}

JBPCLICI0356

Auth protocol: {0} not supported in migration tool. Please register this service
manually.

JBPCLICI0357

categories and applications processing complete

JBPCLICI0358

categories complete, now processing applications

JBPCLICI0359

completed processing non-mashup services from 2.7 to 3.0

JBPCLICI0360

completed processing roles from 2.7 to 3.0

JBPCLICI0361

Create a migration file instead of actually doing the migration

JBPCLICI0363

database service: {0}

JBPCLICI0364

Datasource Name : dsDetail.getString("name")
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JBPCLICI0365

Dependency Check failed

JBPCLICI0366

Dependency check failed. Please correct the above errors and re-run migration

JBPCLICI0367

Dependency Error: The source system contains a Database service: {0} which is

JBPCLICI0368

dependent on the datasource: {0}. This datasource needs to be created in

JBPCLICI0369

DONE Migrating 2.7 Service Mashlets to 3.0 Apps

JBPCLICI0370

done registerSyndication

JBPCLICI0371

done WSDL registration

JBPCLICI0372

doUsers flag: {0}

JBPCLICI0373

Duplicate resource

JBPCLICI0374

Exception while migrating mashlets {0}

JBPCLICI0375

generateFileName: {0}

JBPCLICI0376

generateFile flag: {0}

JBPCLICI0377

ignoring system mashlet: {0}. It does not need to be migrated

JBPCLICI0378

jdbcDatasource is: {0}
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JBPCLICI0379

JDBC Driver Name : dsDetail.getString("jdbcDriverName")

JBPCLICI0380

JDBC Password : dsDetail.getString("password")

JBPCLICI0381

JDBC URL : dsDetail.getString("jdbcUrl")

JBPCLICI0382

JDBC User : dsDetail.getString("userId")

JBPCLICI0383

{0}

JBPCLICI0384

Log all progress to a file

JBPCLICI0386

migrated Auth Policy Roles : {0}

JBPCLICI0387

migrated from Presto 2.7

JBPCLICI0388

Migrates from Presto 2.7 to Presto 3.0

JBPCLICI0389

Migrate users source instance to target (not for use with LDAP)

JBPCLICI0390

Migrating 2.7 Service Mashlets to 3.0 Apps

JBPCLICI0391

Migrating mashlet: {0}

JBPCLICI0392

migrating role {0}

JBPCLICI0393

migrating service[{0}]:
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JBPCLICI0394

Migration halted - error: {0}

JBPCLICI0395

MashZone NG 30 Url is invalid: {0}

JBPCLICI0396

Presto30 Pass: {0}

JBPCLICI0397

Presto30 URL: {0}

JBPCLICI0398

Presto30 User: {0}

JBPCLICI0399

MashZone NG Url is invalid: {0}

JBPCLICI0400

Mashzone NextGen Pass: {0}

JBPCLICI0401

Mashzone NextGen URL: {0}

JBPCLICI0402

Mashzone NextGen User: {0}

JBPCLICI0403

Processing Application: {0} into category {1}

JBPCLICI0404

processing categories and 2.7 applications to 3.0

JBPCLICI0405

Processing Category id : {0}, name : {1}, parent = {2}, desc: {3}

JBPCLICI0406

Processing {0} mashlets

JBPCLICI0407

processing mashup services from 2.7 to 3.0
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JBPCLICI0408

processing non-mashup services from 2.7 to 3.0

JBPCLICI0409

processing providers from 2.7 to 3.0

JBPCLICI0410

processing provider: {0}

JBPCLICI0411

processing REST service{0}

JBPCLICI0412

processing service: {0} of type: {1}

JBPCLICI0413

processing Syndication service url: {0}

JBPCLICI0414

processing users and roles from 2.7 to 3.0

JBPCLICI0415

Processing user: {0}

JBPCLICI0416

processing WSDL service url: {0}

JBPCLICI0417

provider processing complete

JBPCLICI0420

****Reason: {0}

JBPCLICI0422

saving mashup service {0} for later

JBPCLICI0423

Existing App zip file detected without overwrite flag, skipping import of {0}

JBPCLICI0425

***Service: {0} encountered and error during registration. Please register this service
manually.
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JBPCLICI0426

skipping root category

JBPCLICI0427

The service type: {0} is not supported by this utility.

JBPCLICI0428

the target system before migration can proceed. Datasouce details are:

JBPCLICI0430

URL to source Instance

JBPCLICI0431

URL to target Instance

JBPCLICI0432

User for source Instance

JBPCLICI0433

User for target instance

JBPCLICI0434

User password for source Instance

JBPCLICI0435

User password for target instance

JBPCLICI0437

getCommand: {0}

JBPCLICI0438

Invalid command name: {0}

JBPCLICI0439

Bad Argument: {0}

JBPCLICI0440

Begin MigrationMain

JBPCLICI0441

End MigrationMain
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JBPCLICI0442

migrate

JBPCLICI0443

Missing Argument: {0}

JBPCLICI0444

Missing Option: {0}

JBPCLICI0445

No command specified. Valid commands are:

JBPCLICI0446

Parse Exception: {0}

JBPCLICI0447

Unrecognized command: {0}. Valid commands are:

JBPCLICI0448

hold N seconds for response or "forever" to hold until successful ping

JBPCLICI0449

Pings Mashzone NextGen server

JBPCLICI0450

Server is down

JBPCLICI0451

Server is down after {0} seconds

JBPCLICI0452

Server is up

JBPCLICI0453

{0} is not valid. Either "forever" or a positive integer is required

JBPCLICI0454

findFeedbackForEntity: {0}

JBPCLICI0455

Not supported yet.
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JBPCLICI0456

continue processing if one request fails

JBPCLICI0457

Done

JBPCLICI0458

Error = {0}

JBPCLICI0459

error filename

JBPCLICI0460

Failed

JBPCLICI0461

Failed - {0}

JBPCLICI0462

Failed - {0}

JBPCLICI0463

Invalid URL:{0}

JBPCLICI0464

Reads JUMP Requests from file and send it to server over HTTP

JBPCLICI0465

------ RequestId= {0} ------

JBPCLICI0466

request filename

JBPCLICI0467

Stop because of failure

JBPCLICI0468

Cannot construct request.

JBPCLICI0469

doOperationInvocation: templateName = {0}
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JBPCLICI0470

{0}. Check if service with the same name already exists.

JBPCLICI0471

Failed to communicate with ESD at url::{0}

JBPCLICI0472

getting JSON array response

JBPCLICI0473

getting JSON object response

JBPCLICI0474

getting string response

JBPCLICI0475

Request:{0}

JBPCLICI0476

Response:{0}

JBPCLICI0478

already exists

JBPCLICI0479

category {0} already exists

JBPCLICI0480

Service already exists

JBPCLICI0481

Executing {0}

JBPCLICI0482

Failed - {0}

JBPCLICI0483

Failed - {0}

JBPCLICI0484

Invalid URL:{0}
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JBPCLICI0485

Request ({0}) failed. Error -> {1}

JBPCLICI0486

Request ({0}) failed. Error -> {1}

JBPCLICI0487

INFO: Overwriting existing service

JBPCLICI0488

execute task..

JBPCLICI0489

input validation..

JBPCLICI0490

task completed

JBPCLICI0491

user name {0}

JBPCLICI0492

{0}. Check if service with the same name already exists.

JBPCLICI0493

Executing {0}

JBPCLICI0494

Failed - {0}

JBPCLICI0495

Failed - {0}

JBPCLICI0496

Invalid URL:{0}

JBPCLICI0497

Service registration for ({0}) failed. Error -> {1}

JBPCLICI0498

Error pretty printing xml: {0}
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JBPCLICI0499

Invalid import. Service element {0} misses child element {1}

JBPCLICI0500

addToZip {0}, {1}, length {2}

JBPCLICI0501

could not rename the file {0} to {1}

JBPCLICI0502

Error saving data : {0}

JBPCLICI0503

Failed to create {0} zip file, {1} : {2}

JBPCLICI0504

Failed to create {0} zip file, {1} : {2}

JBPCLICI0505

file doesnt exist? {0}

JBPCLICI0506

[info] {0}

JBPCLICI0507

item : {0}

JBPCLICI0508

item : {0}

JBPCLICI0509

Output file exists, length : {0}, last modified{1}

JBPCLICI0510

Unable to create output file parent directory structure, {0}

JBPCLICI0511

Unable to create parent directory structure, {0}

JBPCLICI0512

Unexpected IOException creating zip file, {0} : {1}
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JBPCLICI0513

zip directory {0}

JBPCLICI0514

Zip file does not exist. {0}

JBPCLICI0515

zip import items {0}, dir {1}

JBPCLICI0516

Could not export service: {0}. Error: {1}

JBPCLICI0517

Document Exception: {0}

JBPCLICI0518

exportService: {0}

JBPCLICI0519

specify Dashboards to export.Supported identifiers are: id, name or all. The
expresssion should be enclosed in quotes.Examples:-i "id=3e0d34bf-299a-05b4f8a5"-i
"name=MyDashboard" -i "all"

JBPCLICI0520

Dashboard with identifier {0} could not be found.

JBPCLICI0521

URL {0} seems to be invalid

JBPCLICI0522

Dashboard successfully exported to : {0}

JBPCLICI0523

Dashboard could not be exported to : {0}. Unknown reason.

JBPCLICI0524

overwrite existing resourcepolicy and permissions

JBPCLICI0525

Given import file could not be loaded. {0}.

JBPCLICI0530

Dashboard of the file {0} could not be imported, reason: {1}
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JBPCLICI0531

Dashboard import failed. The content of the file {0} contains none or not all required
information.

JBPCLICI0532

Dashboards imported from : {0}

JBPCLICI0533

Dashboard with name : {0} and guid: {1} sucessful imported

JBPCLICI0534

specify Feeds to export. Supported identifiers are: id, name or all. The expresssion
should be enclosed in quotes. Examples: -i "id=3e0d34bf-299a-05b4f8a5"-i
"name=MyFeed" -i "all"

JBPCLICI0536

Dashboards successfully exported to: {0}

JBPCLICI0537

(optional) output file

JBPCLICI0538

Dashboard with name : {0} and with guid: {1} sucessful exported.

JBPCLICI0539

Dashboard with name : {0} and with guid: {1} could not exported, reason: {2}

JBPCLICI0540

overwrite existing dashboards

JBPCLICI0541

User does not exist or is not authorized to import dashboards. Only user with admin
privileges are able to import dashboards.

JBPCLICI0542

User does not exist or is not authorized to export dashboards. Only user with admin
privileges are allowed to export dashboards.

JBPCLICI0543

File {0} already exists. Please add the overwrite option to the command to overwrite
existing file name.
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JBPCLICI0544

overwrite existing data feeds

JBPCLICI0545

Data source export written to : {0}

JBPCLICI0546

Data sources imported from \: {0}

JBPCLICI0547

Data source import failed. The content of the file {0} contains none or not all required
information.

JBPCLICI0548

Unexpected error uploading Data source information from zip file \: {0}

JBPCLICI0549

User doesn't exist or is not authorized to import data sources. Only user with admin
privileges are able to import data sources.

JBPCLICI0550

Feed successfully exported to : {0}

JBPCLICI0551

Feeds successfully exported to: {0}

JBPCLICI0552

There are no dashboards to export.

JBPCLICI0553

There are no data feeds to export.

JBPCLICI0555

name of specify tenant (no tenant means default)

JBPCLICI0556

Only Administrators can export dashboards.

JBPCLICI0557

Only Administrators can export data feeds.

JBPCLICI0558

Only Administrators can import dashboards.
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JBPCLICI0559

Only Administrators can import data feeds

JBPCLICI0560

Exports dashboards

JBPCLICI0561

Exports data feeds

JBPCLICI0562

Exports aliases

JBPCLICI0563

specify aliases to export. Supported idenifiers are: type, name or all Supported
types: PPM, FILE, DATABASE, EVENT, URL, TERRACOTTA Examples: 1) -i
"type=PPM" 2) -i "name=UMG_EN" 3) -i "all"

JBPCLICI0564

include jdbc driver jar files in export

JBPCLICI0565

Aliases successfully exported to: {0}

JBPCLICI0566

Aliases could not be exported to: {0}. Unknown reason.

JBPCLICI0567

Alias with identifier {0} could not be found.

JBPCLICI0568

Only administrators can export aliases.

JBPCLICI0569

There are no aliases to export.

JBPCLICI0570

Authorization failed, please check your username and password combination.

JBPCLICI0571

Alias: {0} with type: {1} successfully imported.

JBPCLICI0572

Overwrite existing aliases
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JBPCLICI0573

Overwrite existing alias permissions

JBPCLICI0574

Aliases imported from : {0}

JBPCLICI0575

Imports Dashboards

JBPCLICI0576

Imports Feeds

JBPCLICI0578

Import aliases

JBPCLICI0610

Feed: {0} with guid: {1} successfully imported.

JBPCLICW0362

ERROR: {0}

JBPCLICW0385

Failed to create App, {0}

JBPCLICW0418

Role: {0} already exists. Skipping.

JBPCLICW0419

*** Mashlet {0} is a custom mashlet of type: {1}

JBPCLICW0421

*** Custom mashlet types need to be migrated separately

JBPCLICW0424

User: {0} already exists. Skipping.

JBPCLICW0429

*** Unrecognized service type :{0}. Skipping

JBPCLICW0436

****Service: {0} cannot be migrated. Please register this service manually
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JBPCLICW0477

****Reason: {0}

JBPCLICW0519

Unexpected error importing App: {0}, {1}

JBPCLICW0520

Provider: {0} already exists. Skipping.

JBPCLICW0521

Service id: {0} - Unrecognized/unsupported authProtcol: {1}

JBPCLICW0522

Unexpected error uploading App zip file : {0}, {1}

JBPCLICW0523

Unrecognized responseFormat passed, returning raw response

JBPCLICW0524

File name must end with .zip when exporting jdbc drivers (-j option).

JBPCLICW0525

File name must end with .xml when exporting without jdbc drivers.

JBPCLICW0577

Only administrators can import aliases.

JBPCLICW5070

Authorization fails, please check your username and password combination.

JBPCOMMCE0062 unable to obtain license info {0}

JBPCOMMCE0069 Failed to load configuration data {0}

JBPCOMMCE0070 Failed to load config data from metadata database. Please make sure Mashzone
NextGen repository is running. {0}

JBPCOMMCE0072 Failed to send mail. Please check mail server configuration in Administration area
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JBPCOMMCE0073 Data transformation error. Cause = {0}

JBPCOMMCE0074 Data transformation error. No data to convert

JBPCOMMCE0075 Data transformation error. Object cannot be null

JBPCOMMCE0076 Data transformation error. Cause = Response object is null

JBPCOMMCE0077 Failed to convert response to {0}

JBPCOMMCE0079 Error removing all items from cache '{0}' : {1}

JBPCOMMCE0080 Non serializable objects are not supported for Memcached CacheProvider. Use
put/getFromCache instead.

JBPCOMMCE0081 Cannot instantiate MemcachedProviderFactory

JBPCOMMCE0082 No cache with name [{0}] has been configured in MemcachedCacheProviderFactory.

JBPCOMMCE0083 Null host list

JBPCOMMCE0084 No hosts in list: '{0}'

JBPCOMMCE0085 Invalid server '{0}' in list: {1}

JBPCOMMCE0086 Data serialization error

JBPCOMMCE0087 Could not urlize value[{0}]
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JBPCOMMCE0088 Cannot initialize CommonServicesFactory

JBPCOMMCE0089 Failed to parse JSON Request. JSON : {0}, error : {1}

JBPCOMMCE0090 Couldn't find protocol version. version is a required field.

JBPCOMMCE0091 Given protocol version is not currently supported. Version = {0}

JBPCOMMCE0092 JUMP Protocol version cannot be empty. Please choose 1.0 or 1.1

JBPCOMMCE0093 Parameters by name is not supported in protocol v1.0. Please use v1.1

JBPCOMMCE0094 Error closing connection

JBPCOMMCE0095 Keystore may not be null

JBPCOMMCE0096 Keystore may not be null

JBPCOMMCE0097 Unsupported algorithm exception: {0}

JBPCOMMCE0098 Keystore exception: {0}

JBPCOMMCE0099 Key management exception: {0}

JBPCOMMCE0100 I/O error reading keystore/truststore file: {0}

JBPCOMMCE0101 Parameters may not be null
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JBPCOMMCE0102 Trust manager may not be null

JBPCOMMCE0103 io error

JBPCOMMCE0104 error

JBPCOMMCE0105 no trust manager found

JBPCOMMCE0106 Parameters may not be null

JBPCOMMCE0107 Authentication scope may not be null

JBPCOMMCE0108 Authentication scope may not be null

JBPCOMMCE0109 Authentication scope may not be null

JBPCOMMCE0110 Authentication scope may not be null

JBPCOMMCE0111 No license found or provided license is not valid. Please apply a valid Mashzone
NextGen License. Please apply a valid license <a
href="/presto/upgradelicense.jsp">here</a>

JBPCOMMCE0112 *********************************** INVALID LICENSE
**********************************: {0}

JBPCOMMCE0113 License key is empty. Please make sure you have applied the license.

JBPCOMMCE0114 ERROR: public and/or private keys were not generated!
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JBPCOMMCE0115 IO Exception while verifying: {0}

JBPCOMMCE0116 Error verifying signature, error code: {0}, message: {1}

JBPCOMMCE0117 license expired: {0}

JBPCOMMCE0118 license error, operating system check: {0}

JBPCOMMCE0119 License error: can't obtain productCode {0}

JBPCOMMCE0120 License error: Product code expected JBP, license contains {0}

JBPCOMMCE0121 License error: can't obtain version: {0}

JBPCOMMCE0122 License error: version mismatch. Current product version is: {0}, but version in
license is: {1}

JBPCOMMCE0123 Checking license file: {0}

JBPCOMMCE0124 check ok

JBPCOMMCE0125 License error: {0}

JBPCOMMCE0126 <h2>Reset your Mashzone NextGen password</h2>

JBPCOMMCE0127 Cant remember your password? Dont worry about it - it happens. We can
help.<br><br>

JBPCOMMCE0128 Your username is: <b>%2%</b><br><br><b>Just click this link to reset your
password</b>:<br>%3%/presto/hub/reset_password.html?verify_code=%4%<br><br>
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JBPCOMMCE0129 <b>Didnt ask to reset your password?</b><br>If you didnt ask for your password,
its likely that another user entered your username or email address by mistake
while trying to reset their password. If thats the case, you dont need to take any
further action and can safely disregard this email.

JBPCOMMCE0130 invalid BOM: null is not allowed

JBPCOMMCE0131 invalid description: null is not allowed

JBPCOMMCE0132 invalid description: empty string is not allowed

JBPCOMMCE0133 invalid input stream: null is not allowed

JBPCOMMCE0134 Could not read BOM from Stream

JBPCOMMCE0135 BOM read error

JBPCOMMCE0136 Match has more bytes than available!

JBPCOMMCE0137 Data was successful converted!

JBPCOMMCE0138 Syntax error! Usage: xml2csv-conv [-options] <source filename or url> <destination
filename> Options -l <field name> Allows to set the name of the field that repeats
in XML schema. -k <list of fields' names> Field' names that will be kept, separated
by comma without space. -i <list of fields' names> Field' names that will be ignored,
separated by comma without space. -d Returns not duplicated rows. -e <value>
Value for empty data, e.g. "-" -s <value> Value for separator in CSV, e.g. ", "Usage
examples:

JBPCOMMCE0139 Negative values can't be set. Must be a positive number.
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JBPCOMMCE0141 Minimum password length should always be a positive value less than the
maximum password length.

JBPCOMME0001

Failed to load configuration data : {0}

JBPCOMME0002

Configuration key cannot be empty or null in - {0}.

JBPCOMME0003

Configuration key cannot be empty or null in - {0}.

JBPCOMME0004

Unsuppoted operation. If User Repository uses the same DB as RDS, use
setRepositoryDBSetings. If not then modify userRepositoryJdbc.properties directly.

JBPCOMME0005

Given configuration directory {0} is invalid.

JBPCOMME0006

Please check read/write permissions on given config directory {0}.

JBPCOMME0007

Given config path {0} is not a directory.

JBPCOMME0008

Failed to load config data from file - {0} ...continuing to load remaining configuration
data

JBPCOMME0009

Failed to load config data from metadata database. Please make sure MashZone
NextGen repository is running.

JBPCOMME0010

Error loading configuration data : {0}

JBPCOMME0011

Error loading configuration data : {0}

JBPCOMME0012

HTTP error {0}
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JBPCOMME0013

io error {0}

JBPCOMME0014

error {0}

JBPCOMME0015

Failed to obtain PT, using PGT. Need to reuthenticate to MashZone NextGen to
obtain new PGT

JBPCOMME0016

In order to call CAS protected services you must authenticate to MashZone NextGen
using CAS.

JBPCOMME0017

Error getting HTTP proxy port value {0}

JBPCOMME0018

Authentication scope not set for HTTP proxy server {0}.

JBPCOMME0019

Invalid server URL...using given value as server host.

JBPCOMME0020

Keystore url may not be null.

JBPCOMME0021

HTTP error {0}

JBPCOMME0022

IO error {0}

JBPCOMME0023

error {0}

JBPCOMME0024

The endpoint reference is not valid: {0}.

JBPCOMME0025

No trust manager found

JBPCOMME0026

No SSO tokens are found in the request.
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JBPCOMME0027

HTTP error {0}

JBPCOMME0028

IO error {0}

JBPCOMME0029

Error {0}

JBPCOMME0030

HttpClient must be an instance of AbstractHttpClient

JBPCOMME0031

No trust managers available

JBPCOMME0032

Send mail error {0}

JBPCOMME0033

Encyper is not implemented.

JBPCOMME0034

Failed to decrypt {0}

JBPCOMME0035

Unable to format date from: {0}

JBPCOMME0036

Unable to convert String to Long

JBPCOMME0037

ConfigMgr: setSessionAttribute : Cannot find HttpServletRequest object. Unable
to store session attribute : {0}

JBPCOMME0038

Invalid driver jar url

JBPCOMME0039

Failed to parse service headers whitelist

JBPCOMME0040

Error in constructing RESTified URL
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JBPCOMME0041

Error in getting server info

JBPCOMME0042

Failed to fill template. Returning template as it is.

JBPCOMME0043

Pruning xml failed... {0}

JBPCOMME0044

Processor does not support ADD operation.

JBPCOMME0045

Processor does not support REMOVE operation.

JBPCOMME0046

Processor does not support UPDATE operation.

JBPCOMME0047

Processor missconfigured. Current element is not the one that parser supports.

JBPCOMME0048

Not a number

JBPCOMME0049

Cannot convert object {0} to type {0}

JBPCOMME0050

Data transformation error

JBPCOMME0051

Error in converting XML -> JSON

JBPCOMME0052

Unable to convert the response to JSON format. Please retry with xml, native or
soap format.

JBPCOMME0053

Unable to convert the response to XML format. Please retry with json or native
format.

JBPCOMME0054

Error in converting POJO -> XML
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JBPCOMME0055

Error in converting POJO -> XML; {0}

JBPCOMME0056

( {0} ) is not a supported format. Sending response in service's native format

JBPCOMME0057

Data transformation error. No data to convert

JBPCOMME0058

Data transformation error. Cause = {0}

JBPCOMME0059

Unable to unmarshall dynabeans

JBPCOMME0060

Error shutting down cache: {0} : exception: {1}

JBPCOMME0061

Invalid license: {0}

JBPCOMME0062

test test

JBPCOMME0063

[RequestBuilderV1].....

JBPCOMME0064

[RequestBuilderV1].....Parameters by name is not supported in protocol v1.0. Please
use v1.1.

JBPCOMME0065

Error in getting server side session expressions from request header

JBPCOMME0066

Data transformation error

JBPCOMME0067

Error removing item {0} from cache. {1}

JBPCOMME0068

Error removing item {0} from cache '{1}' : {2}
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JBPCOMME0069

The field {0} cannot be empty or null.

JBPCOMME0070

Exception occurred during CacheManager initialization.

Explanation

A runtime error has occurred during CacheManager initialization that prevents further
usage of all Caches managed by the CacheManager.

Action

See stack trace for further details and contact your administrator.

JBPCOMME0071

Mail server configuration is not set. Please update mail server configuration in
administration area.

JBPCOMME0091

An error occurred while bootstrapping the SAML2 library!

JBPCOMME0092

An error occurred while issuing a SAML2 assertion: Key store or key alias are not
available.

JBPCOMME0093

An uncategorized error occurred while issuing a SAML2 assertion!

JBPCOMME0098

The alias {0} is reserved for internal storage.

JBPCOMME0099

The URI {0} is invalid. Expected format is terracotta://hostname:port.

JBPCOMME0100

The URI {0} is invalid. Expected format is
terracotta://hostname[:port][,[hostname2[:port]],...].

JBPCOMMW0001

Invalid byproxy filter found...continuing with the remaining filters....{0}.

JBPCOMMW0002

Invalid byproxy filter found...continuing with the remaining filters...

JBPCOMMW0003

Given configuration directory has NO write permission. Updates to config files
won't be possible thru Administration interface.
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JBPCOMMW0004

Cannot find SSLSocketFactory in Spring context.

JBPCOMMW0005

Error while fixing xml, returning resulting xml as it is. Cause = {0}

JBPCOMMW0006

Unable to flush memcached keys.

JBPCOMMW0007

Caching failed

JBPCOMMW0072

SUCCESS: Import of data feed {0} with guid = {1} was successful.

JBPCOMMW0073

The following data transformations are not supported: {0}. Please adapt the data
feed.

JBPCOMMW0074

{0}. Please adapt the data feed.

JBPCOMMW0075

XSLT preprocessing is not supported in XML data source. Please adapt the data
feed.

JBPCOMMW0076

Notes are not supported in data feeds and are discarded during migration.

JBPCOMMW0077

FAILED: Data feed: {0} with guid: {1} can not be imported. The following data
transformations are not supported: {2}. Please adapt the data feed.

JBPCOMMW0078

FAILED: Data feed: {0} with guid: {1} can not be imported. {2} which is not supported.
Please adapt the data feed.

JBPCOMMW0079

The data feed was exported with a different edition as {0}.

JBPCOMMW0080

FAILED: Data feed: {0} with guid: {1} can not be imported. The data feed was not
exported with {2}.
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JBPCOMMW0081

FAILED: Dashboard: {0} with guid: {1} can not be imported. The dashboard was not
exported with {2}.

JBPCOMMW0082

FAILED: Dashboard: {0} with guid: {1} can not be imported. The widget(s) {2} is(are)
not supported.

JBPCOMMW0083

FAILED: Dashboard: {0} with guid: {1} can not be imported. {2} which is not
supported.

JBPCOMMW0084

The dashboard already exists.

JBPCOMMW0085

The data feed already exists.

JBPCOMMW0086

FAILED: Dashboard: {0} with guid: {1} can not be imported. The dashboard already
exists.

JBPCOMMW0087

FAILED: Data feed: {0} with guid: {1} can not be imported. The data feed already
exists.

JBPCOMMW0088

FAILED: Dashboard: {0} with guid: {1} can not be imported. The following data
transformations are not supported: {2}.

JBPCOMMW0089

The following data transformations are not supported: {0}. Please adapt the data
feed.

JBPCOMMW0090

{0} which is not supported. Please adapt the data feed.

JBPCOMMW0094

SUCCESS: Import of alias {0} with type {1} was successful

JBPCOMMW0095

FAILED: Import of alias {0} with type {1} already exists.
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JBPCOMMW0096

There is no permission for user: {0} to access alias: {1} for type: {2}.

JBPCOMMW0097

JBPEMMLCE0001

Internal Error

JBPEMMLCE0003

Invalid Request : {0}

JBPEMMLCE0007

Initialization error : {0}

JBPEMMLCE0008

Schema of records to put in cache and schema registered at MetaCache do not match.

JBPEMMLCE0009

Variable not found : {0}

JBPEMMLCE0010

HTTP exception: {0} : {1}

JBPEMMLCE0011

Parse Exception: {0}

JBPEMMLCE0012

Unable to put schema to MetaCache.

JBPEMMLCE0013

service

JBPEMMLCE0014

inputvariable

JBPEMMLCE0015

outputvariable

JBPEMMLCE0016

input variables
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JBPEMMLCE0017

foreach

JBPEMMLCE0018

sort

JBPEMMLCE0019

group

JBPEMMLCE0020

toExpr

JBPEMMLCE0021

fromvariable

JBPEMMLCE0022

fromexpr

JBPEMMLCE0023

fromliteral

JBPEMMLCE0024

variable

JBPEMMLCE0025

annotation

JBPEMMLCE0026

expression

JBPEMMLCE0027

attribute

JBPEMMLCE0028

name

JBPEMMLCE0029

method

JBPEMMLCE0030

conditional
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JBPEMMLCE0031

script

JBPEMMLCE0032

keys

JBPEMMLCE0033

endpoint

JBPEMMLCE0034

missing or illegal {0}

JBPEMMLCE0035

missing or illegal {0} {1}

JBPEMMLCE0036

Error in {0} statement ( line # "{1}" ) : {2}

JBPEMMLCE0037

{0} should be a number greater or equal than 0

JBPEMMLCE0038

One of actualexpr/actualvar is required

JBPEMMLCE0039

actualexpr is required

JBPEMMLCE0040

One of expectedexpr/expectedvar/literal/count/elementdepth is required

JBPEMMLCE0041

Only Sequence commands can be in a Parallel command

JBPEMMLCE0042

Referenced JavaScript not found

JBPEMMLCE0043

spaces not allowed in {0}

JBPEMMLCE0044

parent
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JBPEMMLCE0045

name

JBPEMMLCE0046

Assertion failed at line number [ {0} ].

JBPEMMLCE0047

Unsupported source definition of type ''{0}''.

JBPEMMLCE0048

Error, could not add URL to system classloader

JBPEMMLCE0049

Key Field Not Found : {0}

JBPEMMLCE0050

elem parameter must not be null!

JBPEMMLCE0051

Cannot stringify null Node!

JBPEMMLCE0052

XML PARSE ERROR (NO PARSERS!)

JBPEMMLCE0053

null {0}

JBPEMMLCE0054

IO Error in pretty print

JBPEMMLCE0055

Invalid document in Throw statement. {0}

JBPEMMLCE0056

{0} requires Saxon migration

JBPEMMLCE0057

Error executing groovy script : {0}

JBPEMMLCE0058

Illegal data type for Sort - must be Document or Element type
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JBPEMMLCE0059

Error sorting data : {0}

JBPEMMLCE0060

Error creating value of variable : {0} : {1}

JBPEMMLCE0061

Data of subtype {0} must be processed using stream="true"

JBPEMMLCE0062

for

Explanation

EMML for loop

JBPEMMLCE0063

Unable to declare variable in parent scope : {0}

JBPEMMLCE0064

{0} to initialize variable : {1}

JBPEMMLCE0065

Invalid cookie format

JBPEMMLCE0066

Unable to convert document to XML

JBPEMMLCE0067

Invalid Method

JBPEMMLCE0068

Invalid Method in directinvoke: {0} for endpoint : {1}

JBPEMMLCE0069

directinvoke parameter values must be of String type : {0}

JBPEMMLCE0070

Error invoking syndication feed :: endpoint URL must be a valid RSS or Atom Feed

JBPEMMLCE0071

Error invoking syndication feed : {0} : {1}

JBPEMMLCE0072

Unable to find stylesheet : {0}
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JBPEMMLCE0073

startcountervalue

Explanation

startcountervalue attribute in for loop

JBPEMMLCE0074

Error initializing session variable : {0} - {1}

JBPEMMLCE0075

Error parsing date value : {0}: {1}

JBPEMMLCE0076

Variable not defined : {0}

JBPEMMLCE0077

Cannot find file [ {0} ]

JBPEMMLCE0078

Configuration not initialized

JBPEMMLCE0079

Unable to initialize configuration file : {0}

JBPEMMLCE0080

Error saving Config File : {0}

JBPEMMLCE0081

finalcountervalue

Explanation

finalcountervalue attribute in for loop

JBPEMMLCE0095

Data Transformation Error : {0}

JBPEMMLCE0096

Data Transformation Error. Cause = {0}

JBPEMMLCE0097

Data transformation error. Object cannot be null

JBPEMMLCE0098

XML format failed : {0}
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JBPEMMLCE0099

Schema not found : {0}

Explanation

Referenced RAQL Schema Not found in classpath

Action

Ensure RAQL Schema is available in JVM Classpath

JBPEMMLCE0100

http://hostname:port//emml/<serviceName>/<operationName>?param1=value1&param2=value2

JBPEMMLCE0101

Script submitted for Execution

JBPEMMLCE0102

Script not found : {0}

JBPEMMLCE0103

Refer to 'Self-Joins with a SingleDataset' in Mashzone NextGen documentation
(http://www.jackbe.com/prestodocs) for performing joins using the same document.

JBPEMMLCE0105

type

Explanation

missing type attribute in variable declaration

Action

specify valid type in variable declaration

JBPEMMLCE0106

Missing mashup element in EMML Script

JBPEMMLCE0107

Could not find macro with name [ {0} ] in namespace/file [ {1} ]

JBPEMMLCE0108

Unable to locate script file : {0}

JBPEMMLCE0109

Error parsing mashup script : {0}

JBPEMMLCE0110

Error parsing mashup script : {0} - file: {1}

JBPEMMLCE0111

Error parsing mashup script : {0} - file: {1} line: {2}
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JBPEMMLCE0112

Unable to compile script : {0}

JBPEMMLCE0113

Error : Illegal definition of operation. Operations are allowed only inside a EMML
Mashup

JBPEMMLCE0114

Catch must be inside Try statement

JBPEMMLCE0115

Invoke EMML Statement is not supported in OMA version

JBPEMMLCE0116

operation not found : {0}

JBPEMMLCE0117

Error : Duplicate definition of Output Statement.

JBPEMMLCE0118

Could not create a AST node for element

JBPEMMLCE0119

Missing Mashup element in EMML Script

JBPEMMLCE0120

Illegal Mashup Service name : {0}

JBPEMMLCE0121

Unable to locate Mashup service : {0}

JBPEMMLCE0122

Error using reserved column names in user schema : {0} . Use RAQL select column
aliasing or modify schema to rename these columns.

Explanation

Certain column names like 'key' , 'value' are reserved names in Mashzone
NextGen/BigMemory. Use alternate column names for these.

Action

Use alternate column names to avoid conflicting with reserved column names.

JBPEMMLCE0123

Could not initialize Listener registry or no Listeners found.
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JBPEMMLCE0124

Unable to declare variable : {0}

JBPEMMLCE0125

Mapping specification not found : {0}

JBPEMMLCE0126

RAQL does not support querying JSON documents yet : {0}

JBPEMMLCE0127

Error reading data from : {0} : {1}

JBPEMMLCE0128

Type variable not found : {0}; Referenced in variable definition {1}

JBPEMMLCE0129

Configuration error : {0}

JBPEMMLCE0130

Error declaring variable : {0} : {1}

JBPEMMLCE0131

Error converting to string : {0}

JBPEMMLCE0132

Error filtering data : {0}

JBPEMMLCE0133

Variable creation error : {0}

JBPEMMLCE0134

Error creating variable : {0}

JBPEMMLCE0135

Error evaluating expression : {0}

JBPEMMLCE0136

Error initializing new mashup service : {0}

JBPEMMLCE0137

Error accessing Variable names : {0}
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JBPEMMLCE0138

Error accessing Variable {0} : {1}

JBPEMMLCE0139

Error accessing Variables : {0}

JBPEMMLCE0140

Empty or Invalid Mashup Script

JBPEMMLCE0141

Mandatory EMML <Output/> statement not found.

Explanation

A EMML <Output/> must be declared for every mashup.

Action

Declare EMML Output statement for the mashup.

JBPEMMLCE0142

Validation Error : {0}

JBPEMMLCE0143

stream variable '{0}' is not allowed in XPath/XQuery expression. To display 'stream'
variables use type='stream' and previewcount='<int> or ALL' in display statement.
Or else use stream='false' in raql command to serialize streams for further use in
XPath/XQuery based EMML commands or expressions.

Explanation

'stream' variables are not allowed in XPath/XQuery expressions. To display 'stream'
variables use type='stream' and previewcount='<int> or ALL' in display statement.
Or else use stream='false' in raql command to serialize streams for further use in
XPath/XQuery based EMML commands or expressions.

Action

'stream' variables are not allowed in XPath/XQuery expressions. To display 'stream'
variables use type='stream' and previewcount='<int> or ALL' in display statement.
Or else use stream='false' in raql command to serialize streams for further use in
XPath/XQuery based EMML commands or expressions.

JBPEMMLCE0144

Preview data option only available for 'stream' variables.

Explanation

Preview data option only available for 'stream' variables.

Action

Either use 'stream' variable OR remove previewcount option from display statement.

JBPEMMLCE0145

Error evaluating expression : {0}

JBPEMMLCE0146

Unauthorized to execute EMML "{0}" statement (check with Administrator).
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JBPEMMLCE0147

Annotation variable must be document or element; cannot be a NodeList

JBPEMMLCE0148

Expected count {0} but was {1}

JBPEMMLCE0149

Expected depth {0} but was {1}

JBPEMMLCE0150

Unsupported comparison of return types.

JBPEMMLCE0151

Expected {0} but was {1}

JBPEMMLCE0152

Expected non equal values but got equal values.

JBPEMMLCE0153

Expected a null value but got a non-null value

JBPEMMLCE0154

Expected a non-null value but got a null value

JBPEMMLCE0155

Destination variable not found : {0}

JBPEMMLCE0156

Error assigning value : {0}

JBPEMMLCE0157

Source variable not found : {0}

JBPEMMLCE0158

Error in assignment : {0}

JBPEMMLCE0159

Cache name not specified : cache='<cacheName>'.

JBPEMMLCE0160

Cache not found: {0}
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JBPEMMLCE0161

Unknown Cache operation : {0}

JBPEMMLCE0162

Illegal operation in cache : {0} ; must be 'store' or 'load'

JBPEMMLCE0163

Scope={0} is invalid. Expected {1}|{2}

JBPEMMLCE0164

Cannot use identical data source names with different properties : Conflict between
( {0} ) and ( {1} )

JBPEMMLCE0165

Illegal 'type' value, display type attribute must be 'stream' or 'document' only.

Explanation

Illegal 'type' value, display type attribute must be 'stream' or 'document' only.

Action

use type='stream' or 'document'

JBPEMMLCE0166

Unable to locate file : '{0}'

JBPEMMLCE0167

No default Datasource defined. Use <datasource/> statement to define a SQL
datasource.

JBPEMMLCE0168

Data source not defined : {0}

JBPEMMLCE0169

Illegal input variable in dbxml statement.

JBPEMMLCE0170

Illegal input variable data type in dbxml statement.

JBPEMMLCE0171

Service Invocation timed out.

JBPEMMLCE0172

Error executing directinvoke : {0}

JBPEMMLCE0173

Missing or empty previewcount.

Explanation

previewcount attribute must have a valid value.

Action

Specify valid count in previewcount attribute
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JBPEMMLCE0174

Error invoking external service : {0} : {1}

JBPEMMLCE0175

SOAP Exception : Status Code : {0}

JBPEMMLCE0176

REST Exception : Status Code : {0}

JBPEMMLCE0177

previewcount must not be negative number.

Explanation

previewcount must not be negative number.

Action

Specify positive count or ALL for previewcount value.

JBPEMMLCE0178

previewcount can only be used with stream variables (i.e., with type='stream')

Explanation

previewcount can only be used with stream variables (i.e., with type='stream'), they
cannot be used with Document types.

Action

Either remove type='stream' or use a stream variable for display

JBPEMMLCE0179

Error executing statement : {0}

JBPEMMLCE0180

Error filtering data : {0}

JBPEMMLCE0181

Item expression in ForEach command is empty

JBPEMMLCE0182

{0} - no parent variable scope found

JBPEMMLCE0183

Macro Function table is empty

JBPEMMLCE0184

Macro definition not found : {0}

JBPEMMLCE0185

Use type="stream" and previewcount ="<n>" to display stream variable : {0}

Explanation

Use type='stream' and previewcount ='<n>' to display stream variable

Action

Use type='stream' and previewcount ='<n>' to display stream variable
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JBPEMMLCE0186

Unable to access variable : {0} : {1}

JBPEMMLCE0187

Application with name {0} not found

JBPEMMLCE0188

Error executing script : {0}

JBPEMMLCE0190

Snapshot datasource not found.

JBPEMMLCE0191

Invalid input [{0}]. Input must be a document or a node list.

JBPEMMLCE0192

Unable to access Cache. Internal Error. Try restarting server

JBPEMMLCE0193

Invalid HTML parser specificaton : {0}

JBPEMMLCE0195

Unsupported XML entity: {0}

JBPEMMLCECE0001 Schema not found : {0}
Explanation

Referenced RAQL Schema is not found

Action

Ensure RAQL Schema file is in Classpath

JBPEMMLCECE0002 {0} requires Saxon migration

JBPEMMLCECE0003 Invalid Document

JBPEMMLCECE0004 'types' attribute must specify type for each parameter in 'params'
Explanation

JDBC Types for each parameter in 'params' attribute must be specified in 'types'
attribute.

Action

Specify JDBC Type for each parameter in 'params'
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JBPEMMLCECE0005 Illegal or Unsupported Type : {0}
Explanation

Illegal or Unsupported Type

Action

Specify valid data Type

JBPEMMLCECE0006 Variable not found : {0}

JBPEMMLCECE0007 Variable not defined: {0}

JBPEMMLCECE0010 Error adding macro : {0} : {1}

JBPEMMLCECE0012 Unable to Invoke - {0}

JBPEMMLCECE0013 Missing script.

JBPEMMLCECE0014 Error saving service : {0}

JBPEMMLCECE0016 Error publishing service - {0}

JBPEMMLCECE0019 Error updating service details : {0}

JBPEMMLCECE0020 Cannot update service.

JBPEMMLCECE0021 Error updating script: {0}

JBPEMMLCECE0023 Error converting to string : {0}

JBPEMMLCECE0024 Error creating variable : {0}
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JBPEMMLCECE0025 Variable creation error : {0}

JBPEMMLCECE0026 Configuration error : {0}

JBPEMMLCECE0027 Error declaring variable : {0}

JBPEMMLCECE0028 Validation Error : {0}

JBPEMMLCECE0029 Cannot access Mashzone NextGen Meta Repository

JBPEMMLCECE0033 Transaction already committed or rolled back

JBPEMMLCECE0034 Error in Mashzone NextGen Cache : {0}

JBPEMMLCECE0035 Configuration not initialized

JBPEMMLCECE0036 Error invoking external Service : {0} : {1}

JBPEMMLCECE0046 Invalid Command Specified (mapRequestToExpr): {0}

JBPEMMLCECE0047 Failed to transform request data.

JBPEMMLCECE0048 Unable to execute query: {0}

JBPEMMLCECE0049 DB Import failed.

JBPEMMLCECE0063 Unexpected parsing exception reading service data.
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JBPEMMLCECE0064 Unexpected io exception reading service data.

JBPEMMLCECE0070 Failed to register service - {0}; Reason - {1}

JBPEMMLCECE0071 Pre-registration test failed: {0}

JBPEMMLCECE0072 Object with name [{0}] already exists.

JBPEMMLCECE0073 No object with name : {0} Exists

JBPEMMLCECE0074 Error saving object : {0}

JBPEMMLCECE0075 Could not fetch driver classpath

JBPEMMLCECE0081 no emml type found for: {0}

JBPEMMLCECE0082 No property file of name {0} found on classpath!

JBPEMMLCECE0084 Missing Service name.

JBPEMMLCECE0086 Empty or Invalid Mashup Script

JBPEMMLCECE0087 Type not found in Service {0} ({1})

JBPEMMLCECE0089 Error in {0} statement ( line # {1} ) : Only one {2} element is allowed

JBPEMMLCECE0090 'macros' library file must only be used with -lib option
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JBPEMMLCECE0091 Illegal Macro definition -- root element must be 'macro'

JBPEMMLCECE0093 Missing mashup service name.

JBPEMMLCECE0096 Mashup Service not found : {0}

JBPEMMLCECE0097 A service with name ({0}) is already registered. Please choose another name and try
again.

JBPEMMLCECE0098 Cannot update service with status '{0}' : {1}

JBPEMMLCECE0099 Operation name may not be changed.

JBPEMMLCECE0104 Error : Missing Mashup id

JBPEMMLCECE0105 Error : Missing Mashup sample XML

JBPEMMLCECE0106 Error registring mashup output type: {0}

JBPEMMLCECE0108 Mashzone NextGen Service name not found : {0}

JBPEMMLCECE0109 Transaction support is only available for Database Services

JBPEMMLCECE0113 Application Context has not been initialized

JBPEMMLCECE0114 BigMemory datasource : {0} not registered in Mashzone NextGen.

JBPEMMLCECE0115 No Dynamic cache configuration (dynamiccache.xml) found in classpath
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JBPEMMLCECE0116 Security Profile {0} is not supported

JBPEMMLCECE0117 No default Datasource defined. Use <datasource/> statement to define a SQL
datasource.

JBPEMMLCECE0118 Data source not defined : {0}

JBPEMMLCECE0120 Couldn't find service using ({0})

JBPEMMLCECE0121 Couldn't find operation using ({0})

JBPEMMLCECE0122 Reference to unknown Service Name : {0}

JBPEMMLCECE0124 Data source not found : {0}

JBPEMMLCECE0125 Cannot use identical datasource names with different Properties : Conflict between
( {0} ) and ( {1})

JBPEMMLCECE0129 Login failed. Reason: {0}

JBPEMMLCEE0001 Parse Exception: {0}

JBPEMMLCEE0004 Initialization error : {0}

JBPEMMLCEE0005 Error in converting to JSON

JBPEMMLCEE0006 The argument 'date' may not be null.

JBPEMMLCEE0007 The argument 'days' may not be null.
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JBPEMMLCEE0008 Error evaluating expression : {0}

JBPEMMLCEE0009 Error executing Mashup Script [{0}.emml]: {1}

JBPEMMLCEE0010 The argument 'seconds' may not be null.

JBPEMMLCEE0011 Error saving macro: {0}

JBPEMMLCEE0012 The first argument 'dateText' may not be null.

JBPEMMLCEE0013 The second argument 'fromFormat' may not be null.

JBPEMMLCEE0014 The third argument 'toFormat' may not be null.

JBPEMMLCEE0015 Error registering mashup service : {0}

JBPEMMLCEE0016 The first argument 'document' may not be null.

JBPEMMLCEE0017 Error unregistering service : {0}

JBPEMMLCEE0018 Error updating service : {0}

JBPEMMLCEE0022 Error activating Mashup Service : {0}

JBPEMMLCEE0030 Error in get Data/Value as String

JBPEMMLCEE0031 Error in setValue
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JBPEMMLCEE0032 Response data is : {0}

JBPEMMLCEE0037 Error generating Mashup Service Interface : {0}

JBPEMMLCEE0038 Command Invocation Thread Interrupted : {0}

JBPEMMLCEE0039 Error executing Join Service : {0}

JBPEMMLCEE0040 Error mapping Parameters : {0}

JBPEMMLCEE0041 Error invoking CompositeJoinService : {0}

JBPEMMLCEE0042 Unable to perform data transformation : {0}

JBPEMMLCEE0043 Unable to execute service : {0} : {1} : {2}

JBPEMMLCEE0044 Failed to register Mashzone NextGen EMML Service : {0} : {1}

JBPEMMLCEE0045 Unable to create Field Ref : {0}

JBPEMMLCEE0050 Exception retrieving catalogs : {0}

JBPEMMLCEE0051 Exception retrieving schemas : {0}

JBPEMMLCEE0052 Exception retrieving tables : {0}

JBPEMMLCEE0053 Exception retrieving views : {0}
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JBPEMMLCEE0054 Exception retrieving procedures : {0}

JBPEMMLCEE0055 Exception retrieving metadata : {0}

JBPEMMLCEE0056 Exception retrieving table names : {0}

JBPEMMLCEE0057 Exception retrieving view names : {0}

JBPEMMLCEE0058 Exception retrieving procedure names : {0}

JBPEMMLCEE0059 Failed to connect to data source.

JBPEMMLCEE0060 Exception importing data source: {0}

JBPEMMLCEE0061 SQL Exception thrown releasing db connection : {0}

JBPEMMLCEE0062 {0} Next Exception: {1}

JBPEMMLCEE0065 Unable to create project xml

JBPEMMLCEE0066 Unrecognized item name [{0}]

JBPEMMLCEE0067 Schema not recognized: [{0}]

JBPEMMLCEE0068 Catalog not recognized: [{0}]

JBPEMMLCEE0069 Failed To validate provider: [{0}]
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JBPEMMLCEE0076 Failed to upload file

JBPEMMLCEE0077 Error generating NSD for Mashup Service - {0}, Error: {1}

JBPEMMLCEE0078 Error resolving type : {0}

JBPEMMLCEE0079 Error generating NSD for Visual Service - {0}, Error: {1}

JBPEMMLCEE0080 Failed to register EMML-SQL mashup service

JBPEMMLCEE0083 Script not found : {0}

JBPEMMLCEE0085 No service with name : {0} exists

JBPEMMLCEE0088 Service not found : {0}

JBPEMMLCEE0092 Specify a mashup service name.

JBPEMMLCEE0094 Empty mashup script for {0}

JBPEMMLCEE0095 Mashup not found: {0}

JBPEMMLCEE0100 Active service cannot be unregistered : {0}

JBPEMMLCEE0101 Empty mashup script for {0}

JBPEMMLCEE0102 Error retrieving mashup Script : {0}
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JBPEMMLCEE0103 Error extracting Mashup Script : {0}

JBPEMMLCEE0107 Error retrieving Service info : {0}

JBPEMMLCEE0110 initializeFault failed : {0}

JBPEMMLCEE0111 Error Parsing Response data to xml: {0}.

JBPEMMLCEE0112 Error invoking service - {0} - {1}

JBPEMMLCEE0119 PrestoCache: Unable to locate emml-cache.xml - Cache configuration file.

JBPEMMLCEE0123 Error: Failed to locate Mashzone NextGen Service for registration : {0}

JBPEMMLCEE0126 No database driver file specified

JBPEMMLCEE0127 The following classpath entries are invalid: {0}

JBPEMMLCEE0128 Failed to load JDBC driver '{0}'. Please check that the class name and class path
settings are correct.

JBPEMMLCEW0001 Unable to read configuration for profiler log file

JBPEMMLCEW0002 Was not allowed to read check file existance, file:[{0}].

JBPEMMLCEW0003 [ {0} ] does not exist.

JBPEMMLCEW0004 JSON to XML Conversion Failed : {0}
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JBPEMMLCW0001 Exception in listener: {0}

JBPEMMLCW0002 Unable to read configuration for profiler log file

JBPEMMLCW0003 Profiler could not write to log file

JBPEMMLCW0004 Was not allowed to read check file existance, file:[ {0} ].

JBPEMMLCW0005 [{0}] does not exist.

JBPEMMLCW0006 Invalid byproxy filter found...continuing with the remaining filters....{0}

JBPEMMLCW0009 Error parsing return : using result as string. {0} ( {1} )

JBPEMMLCW0010 warning : no outputvariable specified for sqlUpdate

JBPEMMLCW0104 Illegal fetchSize value - must be positive count of rows to fetch
Explanation

Must be positive count (>=0 ) of rows to fetch

JBPEMMLCW0194 Illegal period value - must not describe a negative time period
Explanation

Must be positive period

JBPEMMLE0001

Expected snapshot timestamp super-column ss_ts. Found invalid super-column
definition(s): {0}.

JBPEMMLE0002

Internal Error : {0}

JBPEMMLE0003

Unknown datasource type for variable {0}.
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JBPEMMLE0004

Error processing request : {0}

JBPEMMLE0005

Load Mashups failed : {0}

JBPEMMLE0006

Error Executing Mashup: {0}

JBPEMMLE0008

Error in converting to JSON

JBPEMMLE0009

Failed to load source-definition for var {0}.

JBPEMMLE0012

Unable to Parse XML : {0}

JBPEMMLE0047

addURL error

JBPEMMLE0060

Error reading Data: {0}

JBPEMMLE0061

Error reading data as binary stream : {0}

JBPEMMLE0062

Error reading data as char stream : {0}

JBPEMMLE0073

Error Initializing {0}

JBPEMMLE0081

Error getting HTTP proxy port value

JBPEMMLE0082

AuthenticationScope not set for HTTP proxy server

JBPEMMLE0104

Unable to locate EMML Script : {0}
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JBPEMMLE0105

Unable to parse EMML Script : {0}

JBPEMMLE0122

Error saving snapshot : {0}

JBPEMMLE0141

Unable to retrieve Content-Type : {0}

JBPEMMLE0143

Error in get Data/Value as String

JBPEMMLE0144

Error in setValue

JBPEMMLE0165

Illegal number format : {0}

JBPEMMLE0173

Could not parse as html : using result as string

JBPEMMLE0177

Error parsing html : {0}

JBPEMMLE0178

InitializeFault failed : {0}

JBPEMMLE0185

Parallel: Error executing command : {0}

JBPEMMLW0007

ConfigMgr: setSessionAttribute : Cannot find HttpServletRequest object. Unable
to store session attribute : {0}

JBPEMMLW0008

error while fixing xml, returning resulting xml as it is. Cause = {0}

JBPEMMLW0011

Error closing database connection. {0}

JBPEMMLW0012

Unable to compile macro with name [{0}] in script [{1}]
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JBPMZCE0001

Failed to delete MashZone event source.

JBPMZCE0002

Import of administration settings failed. Details: {0}

JBPMZCE0003

Input parameter ''{0}'' is undefined

JBPMZCE0004

Unable to delete folder {0}.

JBPMZCE0006

Export of {0} "{1}" failed.

JBPMZCE0007

Unable to read archive "{0}".

JBPMZCE0009

Unable to add included data feed "{0}" to archive "{1}".

JBPMZCE0010

Alias definition "{0}" does not exist.

JBPMZCE0013

Export of administration settings failed.

JBPMZCE0014

Unable to write info file for "{0}".

JBPMZCE0018

Type "{0}" is not supported.

JBPMZCE0019

Archive "{0}" does not contain the entry "{1}".

JBPMZCE0020

The archive "{0}" does not contain any dashboards and data feeds.

JBPMZCE0021

Unable to import the {0} "{1}" due to incompatible license edition {2}.
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JBPMZCE0022

Cannot invoke MashZone until configured with proper mashzone.base.url

JBPMZCE0023

Failed to delete MashZone feed

JBPMZCE0024

reasonHeaderName must be specified

JBPMZCE0025

Error {0}

JBPMZCE0026

Error saving datafeed

JBPMZCE0027

ok {0}

JBPMZCE0028

no response

JBPMZCE0029

ok

JBPMZCE0030

ok

JBPMZCE0031

Response should not be null

JBPMZCE0032

Error: {0}

JBPMZCE0033

Error saving event source

JBPMZCE0034

ok:

JBPMZCE0035

The key {1} of the info file of the directory "{0}" has the invalid value "Dashboard".
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JBPMZCE0036

Import of data feed "{0}" failed.

JBPMZCE0037

The key {1} of the info file of the directory "{0}" has the invalid value "Data feed".

JBPMZCE0038

The key {1} of the info file of the directory "{0}" has the invalid value "Resource
alias".

JBPMZCE0040

The key {1} of the info file of the directory "{0}" has the invalid value "unknown".

JBPMZCE0056

The archive "{0}" does not contain any alias definitions.

JBPMZCE0057

Import of dashboard "{0}" failed.

JBPMZCE0058

{0} "{1}" requires license edition "{2}". Reason: {3}

JBPMZCE0059

Import of the dashboard "{0}" is supported only from version {1}. Please update
your installation, if required.

JBPMZCE0060

Import of the data feed "{0}" is supported only from version {1}. Please update your
installation, if required.

JBPMZCE0061

Unable to extract dashboard info file "{0}".

JBPMZCE0062

Unable to extract data feed info file "{0}".

JBPMZCE0063

Import of data feed "{0}" as attachment failed. Therefore, the data feed is unable to
return correct data.

JBPMZCE0064

Import of data feed "{0}" successful.
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JBPMZCE0065

The archive file does not contain any alias definitions of this type.

JBPMZCE0066

Alias definition "{0}" already exists.

JBPMZCE0067

Only a single EDA connection is supported. Please adapt the configuration to be
imported accordingly.

JBPMZCE0072

Unable to process resource "{0}".

JBPMZCE0073

No write privileges assigned to resource {0}.

JBPMZCE0076

No execution privileges assigned to data feed "{0}".

JBPMZCE0077

No edit privileges assigned to data feed {0}.

JBPMZCE0078

You do not have the privilege required to edit a data feed.

JBPMZCE0079

Unable to find file "{0}".

JBPMZCE0080

Data query warning

JBPMZCE0081

Source system error

JBPMZCE0082

Favorite "{0}" is not supported.

JBPMZCE0083

PPM alias "{0}" is not supported.

JBPMZCE0084

The specified PPM authentication is not supported.
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JBPMZCE0085

The specified PPM authentication is not supported.

JBPMZCE0086

Unable to find PPM configuration for GUID "{0}".

JBPMZCE0088

Error reading Castor mapping file. Details: {0}

JBPMZCE0089

Object type "{0}" is not supported.

JBPMZCE0090

Condition "{0}" insufficient.

JBPMZCE0091

Condition "guid or revision information missed" insufficient.

JBPMZCE0092

Condition "revision incomplete" insufficient.

JBPMZCE0093

The object with internal ID "{0}" does not exist.

JBPMZCE0094

For internal ID "{0}", the saved revision number ("{1}") is smaller than the one queried
("{2}"). Invalid query or system status.

JBPMZCE0095

Compression failed.

JBPMZCE0096

Decompression failed.

JBPMZCE0097

Access denied.

JBPMZCE0098

Permission to use method "{0}" denied.

JBPMZCE0099

The conditions "{0}" for running the interface "{1}" have not been met.
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JBPMZCE0100

Unable to extract properties file "{0}".

JBPMZCE0101

Configuration key "{0}" exists multiple times.

JBPMZCE0102

The configuration "{0}" is addressed via JNDI and can therefore not be updated for
technical reasons.

JBPMZCE0103

Error communicating with Mashzone NextGen's API ({0}).

JBPMZCE0104

Registration of registration object "{0}" in Mashzone NextGen failed.

JBPMZCE0105

Registration of registration object "{0}" in Mashzone NextGen failed. Details: {1}

JBPMZCE0106

Object type "{0}" is not supported.

JBPMZCE0109

Unable to create connection from connection pool.

JBPMZCE0110

The database result of the SQL query "{0}" on the database "{1}" did not return any
meta data.

JBPMZCE0111

The following error occurred when converting the database result of the SQL query
"{0}" on database "{1}": {2}

JBPMZCE0112

Error creating column information.

JBPMZCE0113

The following error occurred when connecting to database "{0}": {1}

JBPMZCE0115

The following error occurred when running SQL query "{0}" on database "{1}": {2}
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JBPMZCE0116

Unable to connect to database "{0}" because all database connections are in use.
Please try again later.

JBPMZCE0117

Unable to connect to database because no database configuration with the name
"{0}" exists.

JBPMZCE0118

Unable to determine database meta data connecting to database "{0}".

JBPMZCE0119

Unable to find JDBC driver class connecting to database "{0}".

JBPMZCE0120

Unable to determine valid JDBC driver class connecting to database "{0}".

JBPMZCE0121

Unable to register JDBC driver class connecting to database "{0}".

JBPMZCE0122

The database connection with the alias "{0}" is currently not active.

JBPMZCE0123

The instance of the database connection pool with the alias "{0}" is being terminated
and cannot be used.

JBPMZCE0124

Internal error

JBPMZCE0125

Previous error:

JBPMZCE0126

Please specify a valid value or select a valid numerical column.

JBPMZCE0127

Data feed "{0}" contains a cycle.

JBPMZCE0128

The data feed contains invalid characters. Please check if all CSV and XML sources
of the data feed are extracted with the appropriate character set.
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JBPMZCE0129

You do not have the read privilege for the data feed "{0}".

JBPMZCE0130

You do not have the read privilege for a data feed.

JBPMZCE0131

Unable to address event source "{0}". The event source addressed may no longer
exist.

JBPMZCE0132

There are no columns for horizontal iteration.

JBPMZCE0133

Not supported data type "{0}"

JBPMZCE0134

The table already contains a column named "{0}".

JBPMZCE0135

A column named "{0}" does not exist in the table.

JBPMZCE0136

A column named "{0}" does not exist in data source "{1}".

JBPMZCE0137

Column "{0}" does not exist in the start table.

JBPMZCE0138

An unknown operator is used in operator "{0}" in data feed "{1}".

JBPMZCE0139

"{0}" is an invalid number.

JBPMZCE0140

Unable to determine value of input parameter "{0}".

JBPMZCE0141

"{0}" is an invalid date.

JBPMZCE0142

An input parameter is not numerical.
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JBPMZCE0143

Invalid input parameter type "{0}".

JBPMZCE0144

The new column name "{0}" already exists.

JBPMZCE0145

The column with the old name "{0}" was not assigned a new column name.

JBPMZCE0146

The copy of the column with the old name "{0}" was not assigned a new column
name.

JBPMZCE0147

The start operator is not a single-value operator.

JBPMZCE0148

Data source "{0}" has no columns.

JBPMZCE0149

Data source "{0}" does not contain data.

JBPMZCE0150

Data source "{0}" has no column information in row {1}.

JBPMZCE0151

At least one column must be maintained.

JBPMZCE0152

The column "{0}" exists in the table, but is not of the 'Date' type.

JBPMZCE0153

The column "{0}" exists in the table, but is not of the 'Number' type.

JBPMZCE0154

Starting the event source "{0}" failed.

JBPMZCE0155

Event Service error

JBPMZCE0156

Unable to find event type "{0}".
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JBPMZCE0157

Error retrieving existing event types.

JBPMZCE0158

Creating the event source "{0}" failed.

JBPMZCE0159

Unable to retrieve configuration for event source "{0}".

JBPMZCE0160

Initializing the event source "{0}" failed.

JBPMZCE0161

Unable to find EDA connection "{0}".

JBPMZCE0162

Unable to find EDA connections.

JBPMZCE0163

An event source with the alias "{0}" does not exist.

JBPMZCE0164

Starting the event source "{0}" failed. Reason: {1}

JBPMZCE0165

Stopping the event source "{0}" failed. Reason: {1}

JBPMZCE0166

Deleting the event source "{0}" failed. Reason: {1}

JBPMZCE0167

Initializing the event source "{0}" failed. Reason: {1}

JBPMZCE0168

JNDI connection test of the event source "{0}" failed. Reason: {1}

JBPMZCE0169

Stopping the event source "{0}" failed.

JBPMZCE0170

Deleting the event source "{0}" failed.
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JBPMZCE0171

Castor mapping for the EDA connection failed.

JBPMZCE0172

JNDI connection test for EDA connection "{0}" failed.

JBPMZCE0173

Unable to parse event type name "{0}".

JBPMZCE0174

Unable to convert event type "{0}".

JBPMZCE0175

Unable to retrieve columns for event type "{0}".

JBPMZCE0176

Unable to find Connection Factories.

JBPMZCE0177

Unable to find topics for EDA connection "{0}".

JBPMZCE0178

Error checking Event Type Store path.

JBPMZCE0179

Unable to initialize EDA connection "{0}".

JBPMZCE0180

Invalid Event Type Store path.

JBPMZCE0181

Unable to load Event Type Store.

JBPMZCE0182

The maximum number of event sources ({0}) has been reached.

JBPMZCE0183

The column "{0}" exists in the table, but is not of the 'Text' type.

JBPMZCE0184

Both start tables are missing.
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JBPMZCE0185

The left start table is missing.

JBPMZCE0186

The right start table is missing.

JBPMZCE0187

Both key columns are missing.

JBPMZCE0188

The right key column is missing.

JBPMZCE0189

The left key column is missing.

JBPMZCE0190

The operator does not have a start operator.

JBPMZCE0191

Operator "{0}" does not have a start operator.

JBPMZCE0192

{0} text values are longer than {1} characters. They have to be shortened to {1}
characters.

JBPMZCE0193

Data source "{0}" has less than {1} rows. Unable to determine column names from
row {1}.

JBPMZCE0194

The initial text value has more than {0} characters. It has been shortened to {0}
characters.

JBPMZCE0195

The input text value has more than {0} characters. It has been shortened to {0}
characters.

JBPMZCE0196

{0} text values are too long and have been shortened in line with the restrictions
stipulated by the license.

JBPMZCE0197

The operator result contains {0} rows. Only {1} rows can be processed. The rows in
excess of that number will not be considered.
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JBPMZCE0198

The operator result contains more than {0} rows. Only {0} rows can be processed.
The rows in excess of that number will not be considered.

JBPMZCE0199

The operator result contains {0} columns. Only {1} columns can be processed.

JBPMZCE0200

At least one column does not have a value.

JBPMZCE0201

The precision of operator "{0}" is not set or the associated single-value operator does
not return any value.

JBPMZCE0202

The precision of operator "{0}" is supplied by a single-value operator that is not of
the 'Number' type.

JBPMZCE0203

JBPMZCE0207

Error replacing values in column "{0}": The data type of the value to be set does not
match the data type of the column.

JBPMZCE0208

Error comparing columns "{0}" and "{1}" The columns have different data types and
therefore cannot be compared.

JBPMZCE0209

Invalid time unit for result cache time for data feed "{0}".

JBPMZCE0210

Invalid join mode "{0}".

JBPMZCE0211

''{0}'' could not be compiled into css file.

JBPMZCE0212

''{0}'' is not a directory.

JBPMZCE0213

The comparison criteria in the right table have the same value multiple times.
Enable the option 'Allow multiple values' of the link operator to perform this
operation.
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JBPMZCE0214

Key columns "{0}" and "{1}" are not of the same data type.

JBPMZCE0215

Error calculating data feed {0}.

JBPMZCE0216

Please specify a 100% value for data feed "{0}".

JBPMZCE0217

Please specify a 0% value for data feed "{0}".

JBPMZCE0218

Error inserting value in table column "{0}". Value "{1}" is not numerical.

JBPMZCE0228

Error inserting value in table column "{0}". Value "{1}" is not a date.

JBPMZCE0229

Error evaluating a condition. Column "{0}" is not of the data type "{1}" (current
comparison value: "{2}").

JBPMZCE0230

Error evaluating a condition. The comparison value is not of the data type "{0}"
(current comparison value: "{1}").

JBPMZCE0234

The data feed with the ID "{0}" does not exist.

JBPMZCE0235

The year "{0}" is BC and is not supported.

JBPMZCE0236

"{0}" is an invalid date format.

JBPMZCE0237

Data feed "{0}" does not have an output operator.

JBPMZCE0238

Unable to open data source "{0}".

JBPMZCE0239

Source "{0}" returns the following error: "{1}"
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JBPMZCE0240

Source "{0}" returns the following warning: "{1}"

JBPMZCE0241

An error occurred during extraction of the data source {0}.

JBPMZCE0242

An error occurred during extraction of the data source.

JBPMZCE0243

URL "{0}" is invalid.

JBPMZCE0244

Unable to find sheet "{0}" in data source "{1}". Data is extracted from the first sheet
of the workbook ("{2}").

JBPMZCE0245

Unable to find sheet "{0}" in data source "{1}".

JBPMZCE0246

Unable to find sheet "{0}" in data source "{1}". Data source does not contain sheets.

JBPMZCE0247

Data source does not contain sheets.

JBPMZCE0248

Data source "{0}" is not a valid Excel file.

JBPMZCE0249

Data source "{0}" is larger than {1} MB. It cannot be imported.

JBPMZCE0250

Data source "{0}" is password-protected or not a valid Excel file. Password-protected
files cannot be opened.

JBPMZCE0251

The row from which the column names are to be determined was not specified or
is outside the range of 1 to 65536.

JBPMZCE0252

The server does not support the character set "{0}".
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JBPMZCE0253

Unable to convert specified file "{0}" to a document.

JBPMZCE0254

The PPM data source does not contain columns, the following error occurred: "{0}".

JBPMZCE0255

Unable to convert data of the PPM data source to a document.

JBPMZCE0256

An error occurred during preprocessing. Please check the XSLT file used.

JBPMZCE0257

Unable to parse resulting file to a document.

JBPMZCE0258

No valid aggregation type specified for column "{0}".

JBPMZCE0259

Unable to convert {0} of {1} rows from source column "{2}", they remain empty in
target column "{3}".

JBPMZCE0260

Unable to convert value {0} to target format.

JBPMZCE0261

{0} of {1} rows do not contain a value in all columns used by the operation. The
missing values were not included in the calculation.

JBPMZCE0262

The source column {0} is of the type "{1}". It cannot be converted to target type "{2}"
and remains empty in the results table.

JBPMZCE0263

Index column "{0}" contains {1} empty cells. The corresponding rows of the feed
table will not be included in the aggregation.

JBPMZCE0264

The index column "{0}" must not be one of the columns to be aggregated.

JBPMZCE0265

Google denied the coordinates request.
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JBPMZCE0266

Invalid coordinate request.

JBPMZCE0267

No URL signing key was specified in for using the Google Geocoding service.
Without this key, only {0} addresses can be retrieved per operator.

JBPMZCE0268

Unable to resolve {0} of {1} addresses from column "{2}".

JBPMZCE0269

The URL signing key specified for using the Google Geocoding service is too short
(less than 4 characters).

JBPMZCE0270

An invalid URL signing key was specified in for using the Google Geocoding
service.

JBPMZCE0271

Feed calculation canceled because Google did not deliver any results within "{0}"
seconds. Possible reason: A URL signing key is missing. Without this key, you can
only submit a certain number of requests per day.

JBPMZCE0272

Feed calculation canceled because Google did not deliver any results within "{0}"
seconds.

JBPMZCE0273

The specified encoding "{0}" is not supported.

JBPMZCE0274

No address column specified. Please specify a valid address column.

JBPMZCE0275

The Geocoding operator does not execute because the Google Maps API terms were
not accepted in the Administration module.

JBPMZCE0276

Source: Database

JBPMZCE0277

Source: PPM (URL-based)
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JBPMZCE0281

Source: PPM

JBPMZCE0282

Source: ARIS table

JBPMZCE0283

JBPMZCE0287

JBPMZCE0332

Error communicating with Event Service.

JBPMZCE0333

Object type "{0}" is not supported.

JBPMZCE0334

URI "{0}" is invalid.

JBPMZCE0335

URI "{0}" is locked.

JBPMZCE0336

URL "{0}" is invalid.

JBPMZCE0337

Unable to establish connection to URL "{0}". Please check the proxy settings.

JBPMZCE0338

Unable to establish connection to URL "{0}" within {1} seconds. Please check the
proxy settings.

JBPMZCE0339

Unable to find PPM connection for alias "{0}".

JBPMZCE0340

Unable to establish connection to URL "{0}". Please check the proxy settings and
whether the connection is available under the specified URL.

JBPMZCE0341

Invalid user/password combination.
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JBPMZCE0342

The query failed because PPM "{0}" does not support it.

JBPMZCE0343

Unable to load resource "{0}". The certificate used has expired.

JBPMZCE0344

Unable to load resource "{0}". The certificate used is not valid yet.

JBPMZCE0345

Unable to open input stream on resource "{0}".

JBPMZCE0346

Unable to extract directory "{0}".

JBPMZCE0347

Directory "{0}" does not exist.

JBPMZCE0348

Target "{0}" does not exist.

JBPMZCE0349

Target "{0}" is not a directory.

JBPMZCE0350

Unable to establish connection to resource "{0}". Status "{1}" is returned.

JBPMZCE0354

Error calculating data feed.

JBPMZCE0355

Access denied

JBPMZCE0356

Too many table columns.

JBPMZCE0357

Invalid column type.

JBPMZCE0358

Wrong value type.
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JBPMZCE0359

Error calculating operator.

JBPMZCE0360

Error processing data.

JBPMZCE0361

Missing operator

JBPMZCE0362

Incorrect rows in the result of an operator.

JBPMZCE0363

Missing table column

JBPMZCE0364

The configuration of an operator is incorrect.

JBPMZCE0365

Name collision in table columns.

JBPMZCE0366

Missing operator

JBPMZCE0367

A column was not assigned a new name.

JBPMZCE0368

Internal error

JBPMZCE0369

Error determining input parameter.

JBPMZCE0370

Invalid input parameter type.

JBPMZCE0371

A source is not available.

JBPMZCE0372

A source does not return the expected data.
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JBPMZCE0373

Invalid URL.

JBPMZCE0374

Access denied

JBPMZCE0375

Error reading from CSV source.

JBPMZCE0376

The CSV source does not contain a column named "{0}". This may have been caused
by changing options over an existing column configuration. Please recreate the
CSV operator.

JBPMZCE0377

The CSV source contains a column with an invalid name. It is invalid, because it
contains a double quote, which is not acceptable as part of the name. If the double
quote was meant as a masking character, that must be specified accordingly. The
invalid name is: {0}

JBPMZCE0378

No execution privileges assigned to dashboard "{0}".

JBPMZCE0379

No edit privileges assigned to dashboard "{0}".

JBPMZCE0380

Resource too large.

JBPMZCE0381

The feature "{0}" is not supported in the edition "{1}".

JBPMZCE0382

Resource "{0}" exceeds the maximum allowed data size of {1} KB and is therefore
not being processed.

JBPMZCE0386

Invalid SSO authentication against PPM.

JBPMZCE0387

Error loading.
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JBPMZCE0388

Error determining alias URL.

JBPMZCE0389

Unable to load resource "{0}".

JBPMZCE0390

Error calling Web service at source "{0}". {1}

JBPMZCE0391

Alias should not be null or empty.

JBPMZCE0392

Path should not be null or empty.

JBPMZCE0393

The included feed doesn't have any result columns.

JBPMZCE0396

System error

JBPMZCE0399

You do not have the privilege required to edit a dashboard.

JBPMZCE0401

A required starting table is missing.

JBPMZCE0404

Undefined parameter: {0}

JBPMZCE0405

Ambiguous parameter: {0}

JBPMZCE0406

Syntax error in RAQL query.

JBPMZCE0407

Syntax error in line {0}.

JBPMZCE0408

Syntax error in line {0}, expected one of {1}
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JBPMZCE0409

Semantic error in RAQL query.

JBPMZCE0410

Semantic error in line {0}: {1}

JBPMZCE0411

Error executing RAQL query.

JBPMZCE0418

At least one required source data feed

Explanation

Answer to the question "what is missing here?"

JBPMZCE0421

Error accessing Dataset "{0}"

JBPMZCE0423

Connection failed

JBPMZCE0424

URL alias definition "{0}" does not exist.

JBPMZCE0425

The Event Emitting Target "{0}" does not exist.

JBPMZCE0426

The event "{0}" is in an invalid format.

JBPMZCE0427

The Event Target "{0}" does not exist.

JBPMZCE0428

Event Types and/or their attributes could not be determined. The Apama system
defined in alias [${0}] is not available.

JBPMZCE0429

Dataset identifier "{0}" does not observe required pattern
[CONNECTION_ALIAS].[STORENAME].

JBPMZCE0430

Sample size for deriving schema of a Dataset must be either a positive integer or
ALL.
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JBPMZCE0431

Source: VA

JBPMZCE0432

Connection lost

JBPMZCE0433

Connection to Event Service lost

JBPMZCE0434

Error extracting cell definitions from Dataset "{0}".

JBPMZCE0435

Error running query on Dataset "{0}".

JBPMZCE0436

You do not have permission to send an event to Event Target "{0}".

JBPMZCE0437

No data found - could not derive any columns. Use the "Configure columns" dialog
to configure manually.

JBPMZCE0438

The event could not be sent. The Apama instance "{0}" is not be reachable.

JBPMZCE0445

Column config contains multiple key columns: {0}, {1}.

JBPMZCE0446

Column config does not specify a key column.

JBPMZCI0005

Export to archive "{0}" successful.

JBPMZCI0008

Included data feed "{0}" was successfully added to archive "{1}".

JBPMZCI0011

Export of administration settings to archive "{0}" successful.

JBPMZCI0012

The following alias definitions were exported: {0}
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JBPMZCI0015

Empty archive "{0}" was not created.

JBPMZCI0016

Export of dashboard "{0}" into archive "{1}" successful.

JBPMZCI0017

Export of data feed "{0}" into archive "{1}" successful.

JBPMZCI0039

No conflicts for import of unknown "{0}" (Rev. {1}).

JBPMZCI0041

No conflicts for import of dashboard "{0}" (Rev. {1}).

JBPMZCI0042

No conflicts for import of data feed "{0}" (Rev. {1}).

JBPMZCI0043

No conflicts for import of resource alias "{0}" (Rev. {1}).

JBPMZCI0044

Import of unknown "{0}" (Rev. {1}) with last change date "{2}" updates the existing
entry (Rev. {3}) of "{4}".

JBPMZCI0045

Import of dashboard "{0}" (Rev. {1}) with last change date "{2}" updates the existing
entry (Rev. {3}) of "{4}".

JBPMZCI0046

Import of data feed "{0}" (Rev. {1}) with last change date "{2}" updates the existing
entry (Rev. {3}) of "{4}".

JBPMZCI0047

Import of resource alias "{0}" (Rev. {1}) with last change date "{2}" updates the existing
entry (Rev. {3}) of "{4}".

JBPMZCI0048

Import of unknown "{0}" (Rev. {1}) with last change date "{2}" collides with existing
entry (Rev. {3}) with identical date "{4}".

JBPMZCI0049

Import of dashboard "{0}" (Rev. {1}) with last change date "{2}" collides with existing
entry (Rev. {3}) with identical date "{4}".
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JBPMZCI0050

Import of data feed "{0}" (Rev. {1}) with last change date "{2}" collides with existing
entry (Rev. {3}) with identical date "{4}".

JBPMZCI0051

Import of resource alias "{0}" (Rev. {1}) with last change date "{2}" collides with
existing entry (Rev. {3}) with identical date "{4}".

JBPMZCI0052

Import of unknown "{0}" (Rev. {1}) with last change date "{2}" collides with existing
entry (Rev. {3}) with more current date "{4}".

JBPMZCI0053

Import of dashboard "{0}" (Rev. {1}) with last change date "{2}" collides with existing
entry (Rev. {3}) with more current date "{4}".

JBPMZCI0054

Import of data feed "{0}" (Rev. {1}) with last change date "{2}" collides with existing
entry (Rev. {3}) with more current date "{4}".

JBPMZCI0055

Import of resource alias "{0}" (Rev. {1}) with last change date "{2}" collides with
existing entry (Rev. {3}) with more current date "{4}".

JBPMZCI0068

Import of administration settings from archive "{0}" successful.

JBPMZCI0069

The following alias definitions were imported: {0}

JBPMZCI0070

JBPMZCI0071

Revision "{0}" of internal ID "{1}" is obsolete. Please reload the object.

JBPMZCI0074

The data feed with internal ID "{0}" is locked by another user and cannot be edited.

JBPMZCI0075

Unable to save data feed "{0}" because embedded data feed "{1}" creates an infinite
loop. Please resolve the infinite loop and save again.
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JBPMZCI0087

Version before 5.1

JBPMZCI0107

Unable to import database column "{0}" due to its data type ({1}). The column is not
included in the data feed.

JBPMZCI0108

Column "{0}" is empty and cannot be imported properly. Please use SQL/RAQL
alias names (<column name> AS <new column name>) in order to uniquely identify
columns that intentionally exist multiple times.

JBPMZCI0114

Connection test with database "{0}" successful.

JBPMZCI0204

Horizontal iteration

JBPMZCI0205

Vertical iteration

JBPMZCI0206

Values

JBPMZCI0219

Apama properties not set.

JBPMZCI0220

Apama connectivity was not initialized because of incorrect port specification.

JBPMZCI0221

Apama connection failed after {0} attempts.

JBPMZCI0222

Error initializing event source with alias "{0}".

JBPMZCI0223

Error starting event source with alias "{0}".

JBPMZCI0224

Error stopping event source with alias "{0}".
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JBPMZCI0225

Unknown storage model"{0}".

JBPMZCI0226

Schema definition doesn't match buffer strategy. There is no group field defined.

JBPMZCI0227

Schema definition doesn't match buffer strategy. The specified column with key
information "{0}" can't be found in the scenario.

JBPMZCI0231

Event Type Store not set, can't reinit EDA connections.

JBPMZCI0232

Event Type Store not set, can't reinit Event Type cache.

JBPMZCI0233

Error starting event source with alias "{0}": There is neither event type nor endpoint
(topic) specified.

JBPMZCI0278

Source: MS Excel file

JBPMZCI0279

Retrieve geolocations

JBPMZCI0280

Source: CSV file

JBPMZCI0284

Source: PPM component

JBPMZCI0285

Source: wM Events

JBPMZCI0286

Source: BigMemory

JBPMZCI0288

wM Optimize

JBPMZCI0289

Source: XML file
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JBPMZCI0290

Source: BigMemory

JBPMZCI0291

Aggregate

JBPMZCI0292

Concatenate data feeds

JBPMZCI0293

Average

JBPMZCI0294

Change data type

JBPMZCI0295

Copy data feed

JBPMZCI0296

Concatenate texts

JBPMZCI0297

Round up/down date

JBPMZCI0298

Duplicate column

JBPMZCI0299

Insert column

JBPMZCI0300

JBPMZCI0301

Delete column

JBPMZCI0302

Filter by date

JBPMZCI0303

Filter rows
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JBPMZCI0304

Limit result

JBPMZCI0305

Find text index

JBPMZCI0306

Goal accomplishment

JBPMZCI0307

Source: Data feed

JBPMZCI0308

Combine data feeds

JBPMZCI0309

Source: Manual data

JBPMZCI0310

Arithmetic

JBPMZCI0311

Rename column

JBPMZCI0312

Conditional replace

JBPMZCI0313

Replace text

JBPMZCI0314

Round up/down

JBPMZCI0315

Replace date fields

JBPMZCI0316

Move date

JBPMZCI0317

Extract text
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JBPMZCI0318

Convert text

JBPMZCI0319

Value to column

JBPMZCI0320

Create URL

JBPMZCI0321

Change data type

JBPMZCI0322

Copy single value

JBPMZCI0323

User input - Number

JBPMZCI0324

User input - Text

JBPMZCI0325

User input - Date

JBPMZCI0326

Column to value

JBPMZCI0327

Runtime info

JBPMZCI0328

Merge single texts

JBPMZCI0329

Aggregate geolocations

JBPMZCI0330

Move single date

JBPMZCI0331

Error starting event source with alias "{0}": There is neither event type nor endpoint
(topic) specified.
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JBPMZCI0351

Unable to find included data feed "{0}".

JBPMZCI0352

The data feed "{0}" contains an incomplete or incorrect data feed operator.

JBPMZCI0400

RAQL

JBPMZCI0412

Possible loss of precision.

JBPMZCI0413

The values in column "{0}" of type {1} will be converted to type 'double'.

JBPMZCI0414

Text conversion.

JBPMZCI0415

The values in column "{0}" of type {1} will be converted to a text.

JBPMZCI0416

Possible truncation.

JBPMZCI0417

The values in column "{0}" will be truncated if they have more than {1} characters.

JBPMZCI0422

Source: TCStore

JBPMZCI0439

Source: JSON file

JBPMZCW0353

Encode single value

JBPMZCW0383

You are using default values.

JBPMZCW0384

Error processing data.
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JBPMZCW0385

Unable to process all rows of the table.

JBPMZCW0394

Database column "{0}" is ignored

JBPMZCW0395

The database column "{0}" can not be read because of its datatype ({1}). Therefore
the column is not contained in data feed.

JBPMZCW0397

Charset changed

JBPMZCW0398

The charset will be changed to the system's default charset because there was no
charset configured for the CSV operator. In case of parsing errors, you can change
the encoding in the UI.

JBPMZCW0402

Invalid results

JBPMZCW0403

The operation "{0}" leads to invalid results in {1} of {2} rows.

JBPMZCW0419

Warning occurred during execution

JBPMZCW0420

Warning {0}

JBPMZCW0440

Invalid precision value

JBPMZCW0441

Precision: Negative value is not supported

JBPMZCW0442

Precision: Decimal places will be ignored

JBPMZCW0443

The key column has been renamed to {0} as there already is a cell named {1}.
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JBPMZCW0444

Renamed key column.

JBPMZCW0447

Renamed column

JBPMZCW0448

The column name "{0}" was ambiguous and had to be renamed. Please see the
"Configure columns" dialog for more details.

JBPMZE0001

Error while getting emml template

JBPMZE0002

IllegalState: No emml template!

JBPMZE0003

IllegalState: I dont have a rtbs emml template!

JBPMZE0004

Unable to transform current user to json, mz authn likely to fail

JBPMZE0005

Cannot invoke MashZone until configured with proper mashzone.base.url

JBPMZE0006

Got error response

JBPMZE0007

Cannot invoke MashZone until configured with proper mashzone.base.url

JBPMZE0008

Exception calling runFeed

JBPMZE0009

Feed returns error response.

JBPMZE0010

Cannot invoke MashZone until proper mashzone.base.url is set

JBPMZE0011

Cannot invoke MashZone until configured with proper mashzone.base.url
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JBPMZE0012

Cannot invoke rtbs until rtbs.base.url is set

JBPMZE0013

Error calling rtbs {0}

JBPMZE0014

Cannot invoke rtbs until rtbs.base.url is set

JBPMZE0015

Unable to config parser

JBPMZE0016

Error parsing response

JBPMZE0017

Error parsing response

JBPMZE0018

Error testing connection to MashZone: {0}

JBPMZE0019

Error saving datafeed:

JBPMZE0020

Error testing connection to rtbs: {0}

JBPMZE0021

Error saving buffer:

JBPMZE0022

PPM connection could not be imported.

JBPMZE0023

PPM connection could not be delivered.

JBPMZE0024

PPM connection could not be updated.

JBPMZE0025

PPM connection could not be stored.
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JBPMZE0026

PPM is currently not avaiable. Please ensure that the PPM system is running.

JBPMZE0027

PPM connection could not be removed.

JBPMZE0028

PPM connection could not be exported.

JBPMZE0029

PPM connection could not be imported.

JBPMZE0030

Event service connection could not set alias name.

JBPMZE0031

Event service connection could not set configuration path.

JBPMZE0032

Event service connection could not check event source path.

JBPMZE0033

Event service connection could not deliver alias definitions.

JBPMZE0034

Event service connection could not delete alias definition.

JBPMZE0035

Event service connection could not restart Event Services.

JBPMZE0036

Event service connection could not import service.

JBPMZE0037

Event service connection could not deliver attributes.

JBPMZE0038

Event service connection could not set service definition.

JBPMZE0039

Event service connection could not restart all running services.
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JBPMZE0040

Event service connection could not export service configuration.

JBPMZE0041

Event service connection could not stop service.

JBPMZE0042

Event service connection could not service.

JBPMZE0044

Could not retrieve a message from file. Please check if the desired language or at
least the fallback language {0} is contained!

JBPMZE0045

Welcome text must not contain 'script' tags!

JBPMZE0046

Could not load welcome text file {0}.

JBPMZE0047

Event service configuration path could not be retrieved.

JBPMZE0048

DES repository path could not be retrieved.

JBPMZE0049

DES repository path could not be set.

JBPMZE0050

Wrong structure in analysis metaData

JBPMZE0051

Error during loading dashboard template

JBPMZE0052

Error during creation of json dashboard definition

JBPMZE0053

Internal Server error

JBPMZE0054

Dashboard properties missing
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JBPMZE0055

In the used template the dashboard properties are missing!

JBPMZE0056

Chart type not available

JBPMZE0057

The chart type {0} does not exist in the template

JBPMZE0058

The Widget with the ID:{0} does not exist in the dashboard

JBPMZE0059

Widget not exists

JBPMZE0060

The template is not available

JBPMZE0061

The template for the dashboard creation is not available!

JBPMZE0062

Widget identifier missing

JBPMZE0063

Widget identifier is not set in the used template!

JBPMZE0064

Wrong column definition

JBPMZE0065

The column definition is not properly defined in the request. Name or type are
empty.

JBPMZE0066

Wrong parameter definition

JBPMZE0067

Missing function right

JBPMZE0068

The parameter definition is not properly defined in the request. Name or type are
empty.
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JBPMZE0069

Error during argument validation

JBPMZE0070

The user has not the function right to create dashboards

JBPMZE0071

The value axis uses a column that is not available in the data set

JBPMZE0072

The category axis uses a column that is not available in the data set

JBPMZE0073

The partition axis uses a column that is not available in the data set

JBPMZE0074

One of the filter widgets in the parameter list uses a column that is not available
in the data set

JBPMZE0075

A filter widget tries to establish a filter dependency to a not existing input

JBPMZE0076

Unsupported column type {0}

JBPMZE0077

Unsupported parameter list type {0}

JBPMZE0078

Multiple value axes are not supported in combination with a partition axis

JBPMZE0079

A category axis of type text can not have a format!

JBPMZE0080

A category axis of type date can not be sorted!

JBPMZE0081

A partition axis of type text can not have a format!

JBPMZE0082

Unsupported filter widget {0}
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JBPMZE0083

Unsupported axis data type {0}

JBPMZE0084

Unsupported sort order {0}

JBPMZE0085

Unsupported partition type {0}

JBPMZE0086

Unsupported aggregation {0}

JBPMZE0087

Unsupported data point type {0}

JBPMZE0088

Unsupported legend position {0}

JBPMZE0089

Unsupported line type {0}

JBPMZE0090

Unsupported chart type

JBPMZW0001

MashZone integration will not work until 'mashzone.base.url' is configured.

JBPMZW0002

rtbs integration will not work until 'rtbs.base.url' is configured.

JBPMZW0003

Feed meta data api returns error.

JBPMZW0004

Got error: {0}, message {1}

JBPMZW0005

Got warning: {0}, message {1}

JBPMZW0006

Feed search api returns error.
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JBPMZW0043

Only administrators are allowed to change the configuration.

JBPMZW0091

In a bubble chart one one measure is allowed in the value axis.

JBPRAQLCORECE0003 duplicate definition of column {0}

JBPRAQLCORECE0004 Error when parsing the define dataset statement : {0}

JBPRAQLCORECE0005 JBPEMMLCECE0093 Unable to parse type : {0}

JBPRAQLCORECE0006 Illegal column type : ''{0}'' for {1}

JBPRAQLCORECE0007 Unable to locate file : {0}

JBPRAQLCORECE0008 Error retrieving the schema information of an Apama Cache: {0}

JBPRAQLCORECE0009 The source or query ''{0}'' to be de-registered is unknown.

JBPRAQLCORECE0021 The mask ''{0}'' defining the temporal format is not valid.

JBPRAQLCORECE0022 Date conversion error for value ''{0}''.

JBPRAQLCORECE0023 Unsupported date field ''{0}''.

JBPRAQLCORECE0024 Conversion to date failed for input string ''{0}''.

JBPRAQLCORECE0025 The given window function does not accept a bounded frame given in the window
specification.
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JBPRAQLCORECE0026 Measure must be either euclidean, manhattan, cosine, tanimoto, or squaredeuclidean.

JBPRAQLCORECE0027 PN approach is not supported for geometric mean.

JBPRAQLCORECE0028 Unable to create an aggregation factory instance for input types {0}.

JBPRAQLCORECE0029 The parameter ''k'' needs to be an integer greater than 0.

JBPRAQLCORECE0030 The parameter ''iterations'' needs to be an integer greater than 0.

JBPRAQLCORECE0031 Number of clusters (k) has to be greater than 0.

JBPRAQLCORECE0032 Number of iterations needs to be greater than 0.

JBPRAQLCORECE0033 Unknown measure {0}. Valid measures are: {1}.

JBPRAQLCORECE0034 Invalid or missing delimiter.

JBPRAQLCORECE0035 Invalid or missing field index.

JBPRAQLCORECE0036 Getting an adapter factory for {0} was not successful.

JBPRAQLCORECE0037 Unknown RAQL window function type: {0}

JBPRAQLCORECE0050 Error loading class from {0}.

JBPRAQLCORECE0051 End index < start index.
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JBPRAQLCORECE0055 The function decimal() is deprecated. Please use the standard SQL CAST functions
instead.

JBPRAQLCORECE0056 The function number() is deprecated. Please use the standard SQL CAST functions
instead.

JBPRAQLCORECE0057 The function round(Object, Object) is deprecated. Please use the standard SQL
functions ROUND(Number) or ROUND(Number, INTEGER) instead.

JBPRAQLCORECE0058 Unknown function {0}

JBPRAQLCORECE0059 Failed to add function

JBPRAQLCORECE0060 Invalid dataFormat for reader based source:

JBPRAQLCORECE0061 Illegal kmeans function Usage. Valid arguments are ( 'colname1, column_name2,...',
# of clusters, # of iterations,
'euclidean|manhattan|cosine|tanimoto|squaredeuclidean' )

JBPRAQLCORECE0062 column names(1st argument) missing

JBPRAQLCORECE0063 # of clusters(2nd argument) must be greater than 0

JBPRAQLCORECE0064 missing order by clause for rank().

JBPRAQLCORECE0065 # of iterations (3rd argument) must be greater than 0

JBPRAQLCORECE0066 missing order by clause for rank()

JBPRAQLCORECE0067 Available commands:
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JBPRAQLCORECE0068 Missing parameter <library-name>

JBPRAQLCORECE0069 Missing parameter <library-name>

JBPRAQLCORECE0070 - Artefact type

JBPRAQLCORECE0071 ---

JBPRAQLCORECE0072 Unknown command

JBPRAQLCORECE0073 The library directory {0} does not exist.

JBPRAQLCORECE0074 The library directory {0} is not readable.

JBPRAQLCORECE0075 The path {0} does not reference a directory.

JBPRAQLCORECE0076 Illegal column conversion to numeric : {0}

JBPRAQLCORECE0077 Illegal column conversion to decimal : {0}. {1}

JBPRAQLCORECE0078 rethrow QueryFallbackException

JBPRAQLCORECE0079 Column not indexed : {0}. Falling back to native RAQL processing.

JBPRAQLCORECE0080 Column '{0}' not found in cache.

JBPRAQLCORECE0081 Unimplemented relational operator : {0}
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JBPRAQLCORECE0082 Regex pattern must be String type

JBPRAQLCORECE0083 Function reference : {0} - No pushdown to Search; fallback to native processing.

JBPRAQLCORECE0084 Arithmetic expression - No pushdown to Search; fallback to native processing

JBPRAQLCORECE0085 column not indexed : {0}. Falling back to native RAQL processing.

JBPRAQLCORECE0086 Subquery expression - Pushdown not supported yet; fallback to native processing

JBPRAQLCORECE0087 Illegal Column name : {0} - must be String type.

JBPRAQLCORECE0088 Unknown Cache Value. All queried Attributes(columns) must be indexed

JBPRAQLCORECE0089 Error closing connection

JBPRAQLCORECE0090 Unsupported date field : {0}

JBPRAQLCORECE0091 View not found :

JBPRAQLCORECE0092 DBViews :

JBPRAQLCORECE0093 DefaultAbstractBag.clear: failed to delete {0}

JBPRAQLCORECE0094 Temporary directory doesn't exists. Trying to create: {0}

JBPRAQLCORECE0095 Successfully created temporary directory: {0}
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JBPRAQLCORECE0096 Temporary directory already exists: {0}

JBPRAQLCORECE0097 Unable to create temporary directory: {0}

JBPRAQLCORECE0098 No such method found: {0} : {1}

JBPRAQLCORECE0099 Error in function :

JBPRAQLCORECE0100 {0} is not valid UDF libs directory.

JBPRAQLCORECE0101 UDF libs directory {0} defined by system property {1}, is not valid.

JBPRAQLCORECE0102 System property {0} is not defined. Attempted to use default UDF libs directory {1},
but is not valid directory. Either set system property {0} to valid UDF libs directory
or insure that defaulg UDF libs directory {1} exists.

JBPRAQLCORECE0103 RaqlFunc annotation must specify not empty name, when used at class level.

JBPRAQLCORECE0105 Failed to read library configuration

JBPRAQLCORECE0106 Failed to create ClassLoader for lib directory {0}

JBPRAQLCORECE0107 Failed to create library. Library directory does not exists. {0}

JBPRAQLCORECE0110 Failed to read function's describtion from anontations.

JBPRAQLCORECE0111 RaqlFunc annotation can only be applied to classes which implement
AnalitciFunction interface.
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JBPRAQLCORECE0112 {0} is not a valid UDF library directory.

JBPRAQLCORECE0113 UDF libs directory {0} defined by system property {1} is not valid.

JBPRAQLCORECE0114 System property {0} is not defined. Attempted to use default UDF library directory
{1}, but is not valid directory. Either set system property {0} to a valid UDF library
directory or ensure that default UDF library directory {1} exists.

JBPRAQLCORECE0115 Comparison method violates its general contract!

JBPRAQLCORECE0116 Comparison method violates its general contract!

JBPRAQLCORECE0117 fromIndex({0}) > toIndex({1})

JBPRAQLCORECE0118 No such field index

JBPRAQLCORECE0119 Not a field!

JBPRAQLCORECE0120 No translation function specified for operator type: {0}

JBPRAQLCORECE0121 No translation function specified for expression type: {0}

JBPRAQLCORECE0122 Not implemented

JBPRAQLCORECE0123 Error serializing Tuple : Unknown datatype :

JBPRAQLCORECE0124 Illegal Tuple in SortFile

JBPRAQLCORECE0125 Error deserializing Tuple : Unknown datatype :
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JBPRAQLCORECE0126 Error reading data source :

JBPRAQLCORECE0127 Type conversion unavailable for : {0}

JBPRAQLCORECE0128 Unsupported conversion : str to {0}

JBPRAQLCORECE0129 Error converting to number : {0} : {1}

JBPRAQLCORECE0130 Date conversion error : {0} : {1}

JBPRAQLCORECE0131 Conversion to date not supported for :

JBPRAQLCORECE0132 No toInt conversion support for :

JBPRAQLCORECE0133 Decimal Type conversion unavailable for : {0}

JBPRAQLCORECE0134 Double Type conversion unavailable for : {0}

JBPRAQLCORECE0135 Error converting to number : {0}

JBPRAQLCORECE0136 Conversion Error :string to decimal : {0} : {1}

JBPRAQLCORECE0137 {0} does not provide a constructor with signature String[], which is obligatory when
passing a non-empty String array with parameters.

JBPRAQLCORECE0138 Unable to create instance of {0}.

JBPRAQLCORECE0139 {0} does not provide a constructor with signature String[], which is obligatory.
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JBPRAQLCORECE0140 ScanIterator has been retired. Sorry!!

JBPRAQLCORECE0141 File not found : {0}

JBPRAQLCORECE0142 No data sources found for view : {0}

JBPRAQLCORECE0143 Unable to extract schema information for identifier: {0}

JBPRAQLCORECE0144 No Records found.

JBPRAQLCORECE0145 Error fetching Tuple : {0}

JBPRAQLCORECE0146 Error fetching Tuple : exception - {0}

JBPRAQLCORECE0147 File not found : {0}

JBPRAQLCORECE0148 No data sources found for Table : {0}

JBPRAQLCORECE0149 spilling....

JBPRAQLCORECE0150 Unable to create tmp file to spill to disk

JBPRAQLCORECE0151 Unable to spill contents to disk

JBPRAQLCORECE0152 Error closing spill

JBPRAQLCORECE0153 The trim character for the TRIM function must have exactly one character.
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JBPRAQLCORECE0154 Failed to delete file: {0}

JBPRAQLCORECE0155 Function {0} is not an analytical function

JBPRAQLCORECE0156 Unable to initialize function : {0}. Check RAQL documentation for legal UDF
interface contract.

JBPRAQLCORECE0157 Function {0}, which resolves to {1} cannot be found

JBPRAQLCORECE0158 Failed to resolve function name {0}

JBPRAQLCORECE0159 function must have exactly one sub-expression.

JBPRAQLCORECE0160 function must not have more than one sub-expression.

JBPRAQLCORECE0161 Function could not be resolved:

JBPRAQLCORECE0162 Repository error: the entry to retrieve is unknown.

JBPRAQLCORECE0163 A {0} operation must not have more than two sub-expressions.

JBPRAQLCORECE0164 A {0} operation must have exactly one sub-expression.

JBPRAQLCORECE0165 A {0} operation must not have more than one sub-expression.

JBPRAQLCORECE0166 A {0} operation must have exactly two sub-expressions.

JBPRAQLCORECE0167 A {0} operation must not have more than two sub-expressions.
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JBPRAQLCORECE0168 Unknown operation expression type {0}.

JBPRAQLCORECE0169 Unknown operation expression type {0}.

JBPRAQLCORECE0170 Failed to create LibReloader

JBPRAQLCORECE0171 Unrecognised watch key {0}

JBPRAQLCORECE0172 Repository error: the entry to retrieve is unknown.

JBPRAQLCORECE0173 A renamed field expression must have exactly one sub-expression.

JBPRAQLCORECE0174 A renamed field expression must not have more than one sub-expression.

JBPRAQLCORECE0175 Analytic function could not be resolved: {0}

JBPRAQLCORECE0176 Unknown window function type {0}.

JBPRAQLCORECE0177 Analytic function could not be resolved: {0}

JBPRAQLCORECE0178 An aggregation operator must have exactly one input operator.

JBPRAQLCORECE0179 An aggregation operator must not have more than one input operator.

JBPRAQLCORECE0180 Overflow to BigNumber

JBPRAQLCORECE0181 Error accessing {0} : {1}
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JBPRAQLCORECE0182 Error reading {0} : {1}

JBPRAQLCORECE0183 Unable to determine schema of {0}.

JBPRAQLCORECE0184 Not supported yet.

JBPRAQLCORECE0185 Unknown join type {0}.

JBPRAQLCORECE0186 A join operator must have at least two input operators.

JBPRAQLCORECE0187 Implementations of multiway join are currently not supported, i.e., they must be
transformed to join plans of binary joins using the query optimizer.

JBPRAQLCORECE0188 Record Found.!!!!!!!

JBPRAQLCORECE0189 Error reading data source : {0}

JBPRAQLCORECE0190 skipObject

JBPRAQLCORECE0191 No record found.

JBPRAQLCORECE0192 Unable to locate file : {0}

JBPRAQLCORECE0193 No record found.

JBPRAQLCORECE0194 Only operators can be used as child nodes of a limit operator.

JBPRAQLCORECE0195 multiple window functions not yet supported
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JBPRAQLCORECE0196 Mapping operator is not expected to have more than one input!

JBPRAQLCORECE0197 A mapping operator must have exactly one input operator.

JBPRAQLCORECE0198 NULLS FIRST and NULLS LAST are not supported in RAQL query execution.

JBPRAQLCORECE0199 Only operators can be used as child nodes of an order operator.

JBPRAQLCORECE0200 ORDER BY should have at least one ordering criteria specified.

JBPRAQLCORECE0201 A renaming operator must have exactly one input operator.

JBPRAQLCORECE0202 A renaming operator must not have more than one input operator.

JBPRAQLCORECE0203 prepared query successfully, query metadata:

JBPRAQLCORECE0204 processing query: {0}

JBPRAQLCORECE0205 {0} is not a valid UDF library directory.

JBPRAQLCORECE0206 UDF libs directory {0} defined by system property {1} is not valid.

JBPRAQLCORECE0207 System property {0} is not defined. Attempted to use default UDF library directory
{1}, but is not valid directory. Either set system property {0} to a valid UDF library
directory or ensure that default UDF library directory {1} exists.

JBPRAQLCORECE0208 processing query: {0}

JBPRAQLCORECE0209 prepared query successfully
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JBPRAQLCORECE0210 Unable to reset result-set.

JBPRAQLCORECE0211 Resource not available: {0}

JBPRAQLCORECE0212 startup RTM system

JBPRAQLCORECE0213 Enter query or enter 'quit', 'q' or 'exit' to quit >

JBPRAQLCORECE0214 Enter next query:

JBPRAQLCORECE0215 Only operators can be used as child nodes of a limit operator.

JBPRAQLCORECE0216 NULLS FIRST and NULLS LAST are not supported in RAQL query execution.

JBPRAQLCORECE0217 WindowFunctions are expected to have at least one function

JBPRAQLCORECE0218 An aggregation operator must have exactly one input operator.

JBPRAQLCORECE0219 An aggregation operator must not have more than one input operator.

JBPRAQLCORECE0220 update

JBPRAQLCORECE0221 A boolean expression must not have any sub-predicates.

JBPRAQLCORECE0222 A comparison predicate must not have any sub-predicates.

JBPRAQLCORECE0223 Invalid operator [{0}].
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JBPRAQLCORECE0224 Unable to locate file : {0}

JBPRAQLCORECE0225 No records in data source

JBPRAQLCORECE0226 Unable to read header of data source

JBPRAQLCORECE0227 No records in data source

JBPRAQLCORECE0228 Error reading data source : {0}

JBPRAQLCORECE0229 Illegal numeric types to '+' {0}

JBPRAQLCORECE0230 Illegal numeric types to '-' {0}

JBPRAQLCORECE0231 Illegal numeric types to '*' {0}

JBPRAQLCORECE0232 Illegal numeric types to '/' {0}

JBPRAQLCORECE0233 LIKE operator requires String arguments

JBPRAQLCORECE0234 Unsupported unary operator datatype : {0}

JBPRAQLCORECE0235 match (~) operator requires String arguments

JBPRAQLCORECE0236 Unable to evaluate expression : {0}

JBPRAQLCORECE0237 operation not implemented
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JBPRAQLCORECE0238 Order By Not supported for {0}

JBPRAQLCORECE0239 Not implemented {0}

JBPRAQLCORECE0240 Unable to find our spill file.

JBPRAQLCORECE0241 Unable to find our spill file.

JBPRAQLCORECE0242 Unable to find our spill file.

JBPRAQLCORECE0243 Failed to delete spill file: {0}

JBPRAQLCORECE0244 InternalSortedBag is closed for adding new tuples

JBPRAQLCORECE0245 Unable to find our spill file.

JBPRAQLCORECE0246 The state of the logical constant is unknown.

JBPRAQLCORECE0247 A logical constant must not have any sub-predicates.

JBPRAQLCORECE0248 Unknown logical constant type {0}.

JBPRAQLCORECE0249 The logical operation type {0} is currently not supported.

JBPRAQLCORECE0250 A logical (boolean) NOT must have exactly one sub-predicate.

JBPRAQLCORECE0251 A logical (boolean) NOT must not have more than one sub-predicate.
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JBPRAQLCORECE0252 Only operators can be used as sets of an in predicate.

JBPRAQLCORECE0253 A logical (boolean) IN operator must not have any sub-predicates.

JBPRAQLCORECE0254 Enumeration contains constants of different types.

JBPRAQLCORECE0255 A logical (boolean) NOT must not have more than one sub-predicate.

JBPRAQLCORECE0256 Error initializing log file : {0}

JBPRAQLCORECE0257 Compile Error: Expected token: {0} or {1} : but, have {2} of type {3}

JBPRAQLCORECE0258 Columns must be ',' separated

JBPRAQLCORECE0259 Having not implemented yet. Sorry!

JBPRAQLCORECE0260 Missing data source in from clause

JBPRAQLCORECE0261 Compile Error: Expected token : {0} : but, have {1} of type {2}

JBPRAQLCORECE0262 Unterminated quote

JBPRAQLCORECE0263 Internal error : {0}

JBPRAQLCORECE0264 Illegal Expression. {0}

JBPRAQLCORECE0265 Invalid FrameBetween clause. Frame start must be lower than end.
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JBPRAQLCORECE0266 Frame index may not be negative! Found: {0}

JBPRAQLCORECE0267 Parse error: expect NUMBER in frame clause

JBPRAQLCORECE0268 Illegal unary operator : {0}

JBPRAQLCORECE0269 Missing table reference in from clause

JBPRAQLCORECE0270 Unable to compare types : {0} : {1}

JBPRAQLCORECE0271 Unable to execute RAQL query as RAQL engine did not start up correctly.

JBPRAQLCORECW0001 The aggregation function alias ''{0}'' is deprecated. Please change your query to use
''{1}'' instead.

JBPRAQLCORECW0002 The window function alias ''{0}'' is deprecated. Please change your query to use
''{1}'' instead.

JBPRAQLCOREE0001 Only directories will be loaded as library. Ignored file {0}.

JBPRAQLCOREE0002 The library directory {0} is not readable.

JBPRAQLCOREE0003 Loading library {0} failed.

JBPRAQLCOREE0004 Parsing the library directory {0} failed.

JBPRAQLCOREE0005 Not a valid library name: {0}

JBPRAQLCOREE0006 Failed to create ClassLoader for lib directory {0}.
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JBPRAQLCOREE0007 Unresolved dependencies to {0}. Please check the library's classpath.

JBPRAQLCOREE0008 Error retrieving classpath.

JBPRAQLCOREE0009 Failed to register function {0}.

JBPRAQLCOREE0010 The class {0} implements one of the UDX interfaces. All function level RaqlFunc
annotations will be ignored.

JBPRAQLCOREE0011 Class {0} has unresolved dependencies: {1}.

JBPRAQLCOREE0012 Failed to read function descriptor(s) from annotations: {0}.

JBPRAQLCOREE0013 Invalid RaqlFunc class {0}. Annotation @RaqlFunc may only be applied to classes
which implement any of the following interfaces: {1}.

JBPRAQLCOREE0014 There is already a function {0} defined by {1}.{2}. The function defined by {3}.{4}
will be ignored.

JBPRAQLCOREE0015 Failed to read library configuration: {0}

JBPRAQLCOREE0016 Lib config does not exist: {0}.

JBPRAQLCOREE0017 Failed to un-load library: {0}

JBPRAQLCOREE0018 Failed to close ClassLoader for library {0}.

JBPRAQLCOREE0019 Unhandled artefact type: {0}
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JBPRAQLCOREE0020 De-registration failed for {0} {1}.

JBPRAQLCOREE0021 An error occured during RAQL engine start-up.

JBPRAQLCOREE0022 Error retrieving the schema information of an Apama Cache: {0}

JBPRAQLCOREE0023 Unable to remove resources required for query execution from the RAQL engine
after executing the query.

JBPRAQLCOREE0024 Unable to revert the failed source registration.

JBPRAQLCOREE0025 Unable to revert the failed query registration.

JBPRAQLCOREE0026 Unable to close a query that depends on the source or query '{0}' to be de-registered.

JBPRAQLCOREE0027 An error occurred in the RAQL engine.

JBPRAQLCOREE0038 LibraryLoader started.

JBPRAQLCOREE0039 Loading library: {0}.

JBPRAQLCOREE0040 Library loaded: {0}.

JBPRAQLCOREE0041 Library loaded with warnings: {0}. The following functions could not be registered:
{1}.

JBPRAQLCOREE0042 Library did not provide any valid functions to register: {0}.

JBPRAQLCOREE0043 Classpath: {0}.
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JBPRAQLCOREE0044 Registered artifact of type: {0} {1}.

JBPRAQLCOREE0045 The annotation {0} is deprecated. Please use {1} instead.

JBPRAQLCOREE0046 Reading libConfig: {0}.

JBPRAQLCOREE0047 LibraryLoader stopped.

JBPRAQLCOREE0048 Unloading library: {0}.

JBPRAQLCOREE0049 De-registered artifact of type {0}: {1}.

JBPRAQLCOREE0052 Function nvl() expects exactly two arguments.

JBPRAQLCOREE0053 Function nvl() does not accept arguments of type {0}.

JBPRAQLCOREE0054 Both arguments of nvl() need to have the same type. Found {0} <> {1}.

JBPRAQLCOREE0104 The function {0} is described by {1}.{2}. {3}.{4} will be ignored

JBPRAQLCOREE0108 The function {0} is described in {1} and by anontations. Anotation description will
be ignored.

JBPRAQLCOREE0109 This class is an AnaliticFunction. All function level RaqlFunc annotations will be
ignored.

JBPRAQLCOREW0003 Overflow event on watched directory

JBPRAQLCOREW0004 The interface, {0}, is deprecated and may not be supported in future versions. Please
consider a migration to the new aggregation function interfaces (see documentation).
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JBPRAQLCOREW0005 Order-By expressions will not be available in FunctionContext.

JBPRAQLCOREW0028 Deprecated folder-structure: A library's jar files should be contained in a '/lib'
sub-folder, not in a '/libs' sub-folder.

JBPRDSCE0027

No Cache Manager exists with the name: {0}

JBPRDSCE0028

A BigMemory datasource with this name already exists. Please use a different name.

JBPRDSCE0029

An attribute with name {0} already exists. Please specify a different name.

JBPRDSCE0030

No attribute with name {0} can be found. Can't update.

JBPRDSCE0031

Invalid username. Please only use letters, numbers, '-', '.', '_'

JBPRDSCI0001

Service - Run

JBPRDSCI0002

Artifact - Created

JBPRDSCI0003

Artifact - Removed

JBPRDSCI0004

Service - Creation confirmed

JBPRDSCI0005

Artifact - Turned on

JBPRDSCI0006

Artifact - Turned off

JBPRDSCI0007

Unknown Action
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JBPRDSCI0008

Artifact - Feedback added

JBPRDSCI0009

Service - Updated

JBPRDSCI0010

App - Updated

JBPRDSCI0011

Artifact - Permissions added

JBPRDSCI0012

Artifact - Permissions removed

JBPRDSCI0013

App - Run

JBPRDSCI0014

App - Approved by AppDepot manager

JBPRDSCI0015

App - Rejected by AppDepot manager

JBPRDSCI0016

App - Published to AppDepot

JBPRDSCI0017

App - Removed from AppDepot

JBPRDSCI0018

App - Submission to AppDepot cancelled

JBPRDSCI0019

User - Logged in

JBPRDSCI0020

User - Logged out

JBPRDSCI0021

HTTP Basic Authentication
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JBPRDSCI0022

Windows NTLM Authentication

JBPRDSCI0023

SSL Certificate Authentication

JBPRDSCI0024

Single Sign-On Authentication

JBPRDSCI0025

CAS2 Authentication

JBPRDSCI0026

OAuth Authentication

JBPRDSE0001

Please contact your JackBe Sales Representative.

JBPRDSE0002

You are exceeding the limit on SharePoint servers connected to Mashzone NextGen.
<br/>Your license allows

JBPRDSE0003

Your license does not include Mashzone NextGen features for Microsoft
SharePoint.{0}

JBPRDSE0004

No server name specified

JBPRDSE0005

Error generating NSD info for Service : {0}

JBPRDSE0006

unexpected invocation exception: {0}

JBPRDSE0007

Invalid service Id : {0}

JBPRDSE0008

Service not found : {0}

JBPRDSE0009

Error Generating NSD info for Service : {0}
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JBPRDSE0010

Couldn't get NSD for service = {0}

JBPRDSE0011

Couldn't get Service Description for service = {0}

JBPRDSE0012

Failed to generate input template

JBPRDSE0013

Unexpected error retrieving soap header: {0}_{1}_soapHeader

JBPRDSE0014

Unable to find repository item = {0}

JBPRDSE0015

Invalid repository item format!

JBPRDSE0016

SOAP Encode error

JBPRDSE0017

Error locating Mashup NSD Service Factory : {0}

JBPRDSE0018

Error generating XML String from DOM element

JBPRDSE0019

unable to parse xml: {0}

JBPRDSE0020

Unable to preprocess Schema : {0}

JBPRDSE0021

Error in schema repaire namespaces: {0}

JBPRDSE0022

Error generating NSD info for Service : {0}

JBPRDSE0023

Error generating NSD info for Service : {0}
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JBPRDSE0024

Error generating NSD info for Service : {0}

JBPRDSE0025

Error Generating NSD info for Service : {0}

JBPRDSE0026

Error generating NSD: Invalid Service argument

JBPRDSE0027

NSDService.generateNSDForService: Error generating NSD Info for Service {0} :
{1}

JBPRDSE0028

NSDService: Unable to locate WSDL file for {0}

JBPRDSE0029

Unable to process WSDL Schema Information :

JBPRDSE0030

Did not find a fallback repository item with key: {0}

JBPRDSE0031

Mashzone NextGen Server Error(NSD) : Unable to locate item : {0} with absolute
url: {1}

JBPRDSE0032

Error Retrieving XSD from RDS : {0}

JBPRDSE0033

Given resource not found : {0}

JBPRDSE0034

Unable to get NSD for given Schema : {0} : {1}

JBPRDSE0035

ResourceSchema Error : Unable to proceprocess Imported Schema : {0} : {1}

JBPRDSE0036

Unable to access default SOAP schema files : {0}

JBPRDSE0037

Unable to proceprocess Imported Schema with systemId: {0} publicId {1} from
Repository item with key: {2}
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JBPRDSE0038

Not supported yet.

JBPRDSE0039

Invalid expression: {0}

JBPRDSE0040

Action cannot be null

JBPRDSE0041

Indeterminate Decision

JBPRDSE0042

Unexpected response. Response has more then one results

JBPRDSE0043

Failed to evaluate authZ policy

JBPRDSE0044

Number of agrumets must be less then 4

JBPRDSE0045

Failed to initialize PDP

JBPRDSE0046

Cannot load permission configuration from {0}

JBPRDSE0047

Cannot load default policies

JBPRDSE0048

Permission element attributes fully define a permission. Thus Permission element
cannot have content. Invalid element :{0}

JBPRDSE0049

Permission element invalid. {0}

JBPRDSE0050

Cannot load default policies

JBPRDSE0051

Failed to parse policy. Check if groupFilter is valid XACML
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JBPRDSE0052

Failed to read filter

JBPRDSE0053

Invalid format for a filter. Service element {0} misses child element {1}

JBPRDSE0054

Not supported yet.

JBPRDSE0055

Resource of type {0} has to be explicetly created before it can be used

JBPRDSE0056

Policy with id={0} Cannot be found

JBPRDSE0057

too many applicable top-level policies

JBPRDSE0058

Failed to load policies into cache

JBPRDSE0059

Initial load of default XACML policies into DB failed.

JBPRDSE0060

combiningAlg is an invalid URI

JBPRDSE0061

Invalid combiningAlg

JBPRDSE0062

Invalid combiningAlg or parentPolicyId

JBPRDSE0063

Cannot update group with id={0}

JBPRDSE0064

Cannot load default policies

JBPRDSE0065

too many applicable top-level policies
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JBPRDSE0066

Filed to setup reader: {0}

JBPRDSE0067

Failed to read the file

JBPRDSE0068

Failed to parse the file

JBPRDSE0069

Failed to read the stream

JBPRDSE0070

Failed to parse the stream

JBPRDSE0071

Failed to resolve the URL: {0}

JBPRDSE0072

Unknown root document type: {0}

JBPRDSE0073

error parsing policy

JBPRDSE0074

fatal error parsing policy

JBPRDSE0075

Principal id is null

JBPRDSE0076

Not supported yet.

JBPRDSE0077

Cannot update entity {0} It does not exists.

JBPRDSE0078

When Depth is not equal SELF, Direction must be specified

JBPRDSE0079

Type is NULL or empty. You have to specify entity type to query for top rated
entities
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JBPRDSE0080

Cannot create DbAdapter. DB type cannot be found based on jdbcUrl = <{0}>. Please
make sure that URL is correct. You can also force type by explicitly specifying
"databaseType" property for DBAdapterFactory

JBPRDSE0081

Cannot create DbAdapter. Unsupported DB type <{0}>

JBPRDSE0082

{0} DB Type was guessed from jdbcUrl={1} If type is incorrect, you can force type
by explicitly specifying "databaseType" property for DBAdapterFactory

JBPRDSE0083

User application with name={0} already exists for user {1}.Please choose different
name

JBPRDSE0084

Not supported state {0} Onl approved and pending are supported

JBPRDSE0085

Cannot guess unquie in {0} attempts

JBPRDSE0086

ID [{0}] is invalid.

JBPRDSE0087

Name [{0}] is invalid.

JBPRDSE0088

Error retrieving security profile data. Cause -

JBPRDSE0089

Entities with following ids does not exist:

JBPRDSE0090

Entities with following ids have wrong type for dependencies:

JBPRDSE0091

Entity with id = {0} is not a Service or Mashup

JBPRDSE0092

Entity with id = {0} is not a OAuthProvider
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JBPRDSE0093

Entity with id = {0} is not a Service

JBPRDSE0094

Entity with id = {0} is not a Mashup

JBPRDSE0095

Not supported yet.

JBPRDSE0096

QName Conversion Error : Unexpected type in unmarshal: {0}

JBPRDSE0097

Unable to convert value to a qname: {0}

JBPRDSE0098

Failed to set featured. Objects not found {0}

JBPRDSE0099

Error saving repository item: {0}

JBPRDSE0100

Cannot find file with id={0}

JBPRDSE0101

Error saving repository item: {0}

JBPRDSE0102

No entity for ID = null

JBPRDSE0103

Entity with id={0} does not exist

JBPRDSE0104

Not supported yet.

JBPRDSE0105

Cannot instanciate entity {0}

JBPRDSE0106

Expected BigDecimal or Long for version but got {0}
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JBPRDSE0107

When isAccessControlEnabled == true entityTypeId cannot be null

JBPRDSE0108

Not implemented

JBPRDSE0109

Not supported yet.

JBPRDSE0110

======== Favorite Services Dump ========

JBPRDSE0111

Cannot add object with id={0} to featured. Object with this id does not exists

JBPRDSE0112

Duplicate Federation Partner

JBPRDSE0113

Not implemented yet

JBPRDSE0114

Cannot discover classloader to be used by JPOX PMF

JBPRDSE0115

Cannot delete special NONE provider

JBPRDSE0116

Type has to be either{0} or {1}

JBPRDSE0117

Type is NULL or empty. {0}

JBPRDSE0118

Type = <{0}> is unsupported.{1}

JBPRDSE0119

Not supported yet.

JBPRDSE0120

A cacheManager is required. Use setCacheManager(QueryManagerCacheManager)
to provide one.
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JBPRDSE0121

Update is only supported for Service and Mashlet, but this object is of type = {0}

JBPRDSE0122

Category with Id={0}already exists

JBPRDSE0123

Parent category does not exist. ParentId={0}

JBPRDSE0124

RegistryObject id is not unique. Id={0}

JBPRDSE0125

Failed to save RO:

JBPRDSE0126

messageSource cannot be NULL

JBPRDSE0127

Not yet implemented

JBPRDSE0128

List of serviceById methods is missconfigured in RdsQueryManager

JBPRDSE0129

List of serviceById method is missconfigured in RdsQueryManager

JBPRDSE0130

List of serviceById methods is missconfigured in RdsQueryManager

JBPRDSE0131

List of serviceById method is missconfigured in RdsQueryManager

JBPRDSE0132

File with id={0} does not exist.

JBPRDSE0133

Failed to get file.

JBPRDSE0134

Failed to find file
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JBPRDSE0135

File with id={0} already exists.

JBPRDSE0136

Failed to create file.

JBPRDSE0137

Update Failed. File with id={0} does not exist.

JBPRDSE0138

Failed to update file.

JBPRDSE0139

Delete Failed. File with id={0} does not exist.

JBPRDSE0140

Copy failed. Soruce file with id={0} does not exist.

JBPRDSE0141

Failed to copy file.

JBPRDSE0142

Failed to associate File and RegistryObject. Either File or RegistryObject does not
exist

JBPRDSE0143

Failed to associate File and RegistryObject

JBPRDSE0144

Failed to dissociate File from RegistryObject

JBPRDSE0145

Directory id should be shorter then resourceId

JBPRDSE0146

Directory don't contain resource.(dirId and resourceId have no common part)

JBPRDSE0147

Common part of directoryId and resourceId must end with directory seprator {0}

JBPRDSE0148

Not supported yet.
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JBPRDSE0149

IN opration is not supported in context of this expression

JBPRDSE0150

LIKE opration is not supported in context of this expression

JBPRDSE0151

LIKE_IN opration is not supported in context of this expression

JBPRDSE0152

Unknow operation

JBPRDSE0153

Unable to format date from: {0}

JBPRDSE0154

Unable to convert String to Long

JBPRDSE0155

A cache is required. Use setCache(Cache) to provide one.

JBPRDSE0156

Range fromat is from,to

JBPRDSE0157

fromIncl must be > 0. First element is 1

JBPRDSE0158

Invalid range. fromIncl must be less then toExcl

JBPRDSE0159

Transition workflow from state with type id {0} to state with type id {1} is not
allowed

JBPRDSE0160

RegistryObject of type={0} and subtype={1} is not a valid entity

JBPRDSE0161

Cannot add category with id = {0} to RegistryObject because this category does not
exists

JBPRDSE0162

Cannot set provider for entity. Provider with id={0} does not exists
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JBPRDSE0163

Unrecognised UID ({0})

JBPRDSE0164

Name format should be parentEntityType/parentEntityName/resourceName

JBPRDSE0165

order field should have format fieldName:{{0}|{1}}

JBPRDSE0166

Cannot create RDS Spring Application Ctx

JBPRDSE0167

EQ opration is not supported in context of this expression

JBPRDSE0168

IN opration is not supported in context of this expression

JBPRDSE0169

LIKE opration is not supported in context of this expression

JBPRDSE0170

BETWEEN opration is not supported in context of this expression

JBPRDSE0171

There is no default processing defined. Operator has to be specified

JBPRDSE0172

Operator {0} is not supported

JBPRDSE0173

Operation must be overwritten by subclasses

JBPRDSE0174

Error during encrypting password, saving in plain format

JBPRDSE0175

Terracotta BigMemory client version {0}, does not match with server version {1}

JBPRDSE0176

fail to invoke TMC due to: {0}
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JBPRDSE0177

fail to read TMC response due to: {0}

JBPRDSE0178

Error while retrieving Terracotta Server Array version: {0}

JBPRDSE0179

Unable to find class for internal service: {0}

JBPRDSE0180

Error saving repository item {0}

JBPRDSE0181

Error saving "feed" repository item: {0}

JBPRDSE0182

Expecting ServiceDescription, {0}

JBPRDSE0183

Invalid XACML policy document

JBPRDSE0184

Operation is not implemented

JBPRDSE0185

User or group name cannot be null!

JBPRDSE0186

User or group {0} does not exist!

JBPRDSE0187

Invalid users or groups, {0}

JBPRDSE0188

Cannot set field <{0}> when in VALID state

JBPRDSE0189

Invalid attribute index. Using default value of 0 as index

JBPRDSE0190

Unexpected parsing exception reading service data.
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JBPRDSE0191

Unexpected io exception reading service data.

JBPRDSE0192

No project config data found for service : {0}

JBPRDSE0193

Failed to update project details

JBPRDSE0194

Failed to create connection : SQL Exception : {0}, {1}

JBPRDSE0195

Failed to create connection : {0}

JBPRDSE0196

Unable to establish connection for service {0}, transaction in progress.

JBPRDSE0197

Unable to find service using ({0})

JBPRDSE0198

Error finding registry object using uid = {0}

JBPRDSE0199

Error finding service artifacts. Internal repository error.

JBPRDSE0200

No jar files found in directory, {0}

JBPRDSE0201

Unexpected malformed url detected.

JBPRDSE0202

Failed to create class instance, {0}

JBPRDSE0203

App Ctx already set

JBPRDSE0204

Application Context has not been initialized
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JBPRDSE0205

Not yet implemented

JBPRDSE0206

DB Import failed.

JBPRDSE0207

Failed to create connection to data source {0}

JBPRDSE0208

Exception retrieving catalogs and schemas : {0} NextException : {1}

JBPRDSE0209

Exception retrieving catalogs : {0}

JBPRDSE0210

Exception retrieving schemas : {0} NextException : {1}

JBPRDSE0211

Exception retrieving schemas : {0}

JBPRDSE0212

Exception retrieving tables : {0}

JBPRDSE0213

Exception retrieving views : {0}

JBPRDSE0214

Exception retrieving procedures : {0}

JBPRDSE0215

Exception retrieving metadata : {0} NextException : {1}

JBPRDSE0216

Exception retrieving metadata : {0}

JBPRDSE0217

SQLException retrieving table names : {0} NextException : {1}

JBPRDSE0218

Exception retrieving table names : {0}
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JBPRDSE0219

SQLException retrieving view names : {0} NextException : {1}

JBPRDSE0220

Exception retrieving view names : {0}

JBPRDSE0221

SQLException retrieving procedure names : {0} NextException : {1}

JBPRDSE0222

Exception retrieving procedure names : {0}

JBPRDSE0223

Failed to connect to data source.

JBPRDSE0224

SQL Exception thrown releasing db connection : {0}

JBPRDSE0225

[dpi] {0}

JBPRDSE0226

Unexpectedly failed to initialise configuration.

JBPRDSE0227

Unexpected IOException saving config.

JBPRDSE0228

Failed to take copy of current config: {0}

JBPRDSE0229

Data Provider not recognised

JBPRDSE0230

Could not find configuration data for driver '{0}'

JBPRDSE0231

JDBC driver '{0}' is not configured correctly.

JBPRDSE0232

No suitable JDBC driver found for the following JDBC URL: {0} This probably
means that the JDBC URL is in the wrong format or the wrong JDBC driver has
been selected. Please check that driver '{1}' is configured correctly and that you have
the correct JDBC URL format. No Suitable Driver
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JBPRDSE0233

Could not connect to '{0}' due to a connection refused error. This normally means
that the database is not running, a firewall is blocking access, or incorrect login
details are being used. Connection Refused

JBPRDSE0234

Could not connect to '{0}' with User Id '{1}'. This probably means that the URL or
login details are incorrect. The full error is: {2} SQL Exception : {3}

JBPRDSE0235

Throwable thrown validating data source, {0}

JBPRDSE0236

Unexpected exception thrown validating data source, {0}

JBPRDSE0237

Unexpected exception thrown closing connection, {0}

JBPRDSE0238

SQLException : {0}

JBPRDSE0239

Failed to take copy of current config: {0}

JBPRDSE0240

The following classpath entries are invalid: {0}

JBPRDSE0241

No database driver file specified

JBPRDSE0242

Failed to load JDBC driver '{0}'. Please check that the class name and class path
settings are correct.

JBPRDSE0243

Invalid principal type<{0}>

JBPRDSE0244

Not supported yet.

JBPRDSE0245

User does not exists
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JBPRDSE0246

Unable to get user details

JBPRDSE0247

Duplicate User Name

JBPRDSE0248

Role {0} is a built-in role and cannot be deleted

JBPRDSE0249

Password cannot be empty

JBPRDSE0250

Password length must be between {0} and {1} characters

JBPRDSE0251

Invalid password reset verification code. Please request a new code

JBPRDSE0252

Duplicate role

JBPRDSE0253

Cannot assign role={1} to userId={0}, because either role or user does not exists

JBPRDSE0254

Cannot Init DAO

JBPRDSE0255

User does not exist

JBPRDSE0256

Duplicate User Name

JBPRDSE0257

Attribute {0} cannot be modified

JBPRDSE0258

Attribute {0} is virtual attribute and cannot be deleted

JBPRDSE0259

Supported attribute list is generated dynamically. Thus setting attriubte names is
unsupported.
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JBPRDSE0260

Bad credentials

JBPRDSE0261

Attribute map cannot be null

JBPRDSE0262

Regular expression must contain a single group

JBPRDSE0263

Malformed regular expression: {0}

JBPRDSE0264

contextSource must not be null

JBPRDSE0265

User with DN {0} not found in directory.

JBPRDSE0266

userSearch must not be null

JBPRDSE0267

authoritiesPopulator must not be null

JBPRDSE0268

User search failed:{0}

JBPRDSE0269

userDetailsMapper must not be null

JBPRDSE0270

searchAttributes array cannot be empty

JBPRDSE0271

Range should contain at least one element

JBPRDSE0272

Request Control operations require LDAPv3 - Context must be of type LdapContext

JBPRDSE0273

Error creating PagedResultsControl
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JBPRDSE0274

Ldap VLV paging failed. Error code:{0}

JBPRDSE0275

Ldap VLV paging failed. VLV response control had not been found in the response

JBPRDSE0276

Mashzone NextGen does not support modification to configured user repository

JBPRDSE0277

This operation is not supported in SSO mode. ( NullUserRepositoryAccessAdapter).

JBPRDSE0278

User details for userid={0} cannot be found

JBPRDSE0279

Snapshot failed : {0}

JBPRDSE0280

Error in getting created items list

JBPRDSE0281

not yet implemented

JBPRDSE0282

failed to add all..aborting

JBPRDSE0283

error saving message

JBPRDSE0284

failed to send private message to friends

JBPRDSE0285

failed to get messages

JBPRDSE0286

failed to delete message

JBPRDSE0287

Message status cannot be blank. Allowed are: read, flagged
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JBPRDSE0288

Invalid message status. Status can be: new, read, flagged

JBPRDSE0289

failed to update message status

JBPRDSE0290

not yet implemented

JBPRDSE0291

Message status cannot be blank. Allowed are: read, flagged

JBPRDSE0292

Invalid message status. Status can be: new, read, flagged

JBPRDSE0293

error in getting activities

JBPRDSE0294

error in getting commented items

JBPRDSE0295

error in getting created items

JBPRDSE0296

error in getting rated items

JBPRDSE0297

error in getting used items

JBPRDSE0298

failed to get all messages

JBPRDSE0299

failed to get messages for category

JBPRDSE0300

failed to get flagged messages

JBPRDSE0301

failed to get recent messages
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JBPRDSE0302

failed to broadcast message

JBPRDSE0303

failed to send private message

JBPRDSE0304

failed to get broadcast messages

JBPRDSE0305

failed to get group messages

JBPRDSE0306

failed to get unread messages

JBPRDSE0307

failed to delete message

JBPRDSE0308

failed to get sent messages

JBPRDSE0309

not yet implemented

JBPRDSE0310

Failed to get info for given person Ids

JBPRDSE0311

Failed to get friends

JBPRDSE0312

Failed to get person

JBPRDSE0313

Failed to get friends ids

JBPRDSE0314

Given friend id is null

JBPRDSE0315

failed to add friend
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JBPRDSE0316

failed to remove friend

JBPRDSE0317

Failed to get user's shared items

JBPRDSE0318

Failed to get friend's shared items

JBPRDSE0319

Failed to share artifact with your friend

JBPRDSE0320

not yet implemented

JBPRDSE0321

Failed to remove shared item

JBPRDSE0322

Failed to get top shared items

JBPRDSE0323

Failed to get top shared items summary

JBPRDSE0324

Failed to get recently shared items

JBPRDSE0325

Failed to get my shared items

JBPRDSE0326

Failed to get shared items from others

JBPRDSE0327

Policy Manager UI

JBPRDSE0328

Manage Permissions using PM UI

JBPRDSE0329

Manage Resource Groups using PM UI
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JBPRDSE0330

Manage dynamic User Groups using PM UI

JBPRDSE0331

Manager Mashzone NextGen and custom UI objects using PM UI

JBPRDSE0332

Service Explorer UI

JBPRDSE0333

Name cannot be longer then 256

JBPRDSE0334

Id cannot be NULL or empty

JBPRDSE0335

Id cannot be longer then 2048

JBPRDSE0336

Id={0} is not unique

JBPRDSE0337

Valid characters for ID are [{0}]

JBPRDSE0338

Valid characters for Name are [{0}]

JBPRDSE0339

The defaultRole property cannot be set to null

JBPRDSE0340

groupRoleAttribute must not be null

JBPRDSE0341

groupSearchFilter must not be null

JBPRDSE0342

contextSource must not be null

JBPRDSE0343

The groupSearchBase (name to search under), must not be null.
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JBPRDSE0344

groupNameTransformer must not be null

JBPRDSE0345

Cannot retrieve cache manager configuration: {0}

JBPRDSE0346

Invalid TMC address: {0}

JBPRDSE0347

The cache manager {0} was not found available on the management console at {1}

JBPRDSE0348

Authentication is not enabled on the management console!

JBPRDSE0349

There are multiple cache managers with the same name, this happens when multiple
clients create the same cache manager. Please make sure all caches are under a
single cache manager.

JBPRDSE0350

There are no cache managers with the name {0}

JBPRDSE0351

Fail while fetching cache manager configuration file: {0}

JBPRDSE0352

Invalid user name and/or password.

JBPRDSE0353

The cache manager {0} is already referenced in a configuration {1}

JBPRDSE0354

Multiple Cache Managers with the same name found. Please specify a TMS
Connection name in your configuration {0}.

Explanation

Two or more Cache Managers with the same name have been found. This could
happen if there is no connection name specified in the configuration.

Action

Specifying a TMS connection name will point to a concrete TSA and prevent cache
manager name clashes.

JBPRDSE0355

Unsufficient parameters for adding new BigMemory Configuration. Missing
parameter: {0}

Explanation

Some of the parameters are null or not provided at all.

Action

Add an entry for the required parameter in the request.
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JBPRDSE0356

Attribute {0} does not exist. Cannot delete or update it.

JBPRDSE0357

Attribute {0} is a system attribute and may not be deleted

JBPRDSW0001

no target namespace found - exitting

JBPRDSW0002

getSchemaTargetNameSpace: no matching namespace for prefix: {0}

JBPRDSW0003

Did not find a repository item. Attempting fallback option repoKey: {0}

JBPRDSW0004

Returning NULL for for publicId={0} systemID={1}

JBPRDSW0005

processPolicyReferences: Missing Operation {0}

JBPRDSW0006

Warning on line {0}: {1}

JBPRDSW0007

Error on line {0}: {1} ... Policy will not be available

JBPRDSW0008

Fatal error on line {0}: {1} ... Policy will not be available

JBPRDSW0009

tried to load the same policy multiple times: {0}

JBPRDSW0010

Error reading policy: {0}

JBPRDSW0011

tried to load the same policy multiple times: {0}

JBPRDSW0012

Error reading policy: {0}
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JBPRDSW0013

Caught exception looking up {0} from cache + {1} message = {2}

JBPRDSW0014

Exception results in cache-miss

JBPRDSW0015

Exception caught while storing {0}, message = {1}

JBPRDSW0016

subsequent lookups will result in cache-miss

JBPRDSW0017

Duplicate user name during user creation

JBPRDSW0018

Duplicate user name during user creation

JBPRDSW0019

createAuthority was passed a non-string object for a role. Its class is: {0}

JBPRDSW0020

proper authorities may not be correctly mapped

JBPRDSW0358

Attribute {0} already exists. Remove it first or use update.

JBPSASCE0001

invalid input feed format:

JBPSASCE0002

Malformed Syndication URL!

JBPSASCE0003

Internal Server Error

JBPSASCE0004

Failed to handle given request

JBPSASCE0005

Failed to handle given request for service [{0}]. Error = {1}
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JBPSASCE0006

Only simple XPath expression is allowed.

Explanation

Only Simple XPath expressions are allowed i.e., advanced xpath expressions are not
allowed in this context.

Action

Use simple XPath expression to refer to collection of records e.g.
/response/records/record

JBPSASCE0007

Failed to send mail. Please check mail server configuration in Administration area

JBPSASCE0008

SAML: core signature validation failure

JBPSASCE0009

SAML signature validation returns: {0}

JBPSASCE0010

SAML signature validation for reference [{0}] is: {1}

JBPSASCE0011

SAML Assertion: token signature invalid. Rejecting

JBPSASCE0012

SAML: unable to obtain certificate from assertion

JBPSASCE0013

The certificate in the SAML assertion does not match any trusted entries in the
keystore file: {0}

JBPSASCE0014

Trusted Keystore file {0} not found

JBPSASCE0015

Problem loading trusted keystore file {0}

JBPSASCE0016

Invalid username. Please only use letters, numbers, '-', '.', '_'

JBPSASCE0017

Invalid log file location specified.
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JBPSASCE0018

No logs found with specified criteria.

JBPSASCE0019

Failed to search logs. Error -> {0}

JBPSASCE0020

Invalid input.

JBPSASCE0021

Invalid {0} [Help:{1}]

JBPSASCE0022

Only letters, numbers, underscores, periods and hyphens are allowed

JBPSASCE0023

Validation Errors: ({0})

JBPSASCE0024

Only positive numbers are allowed.

JBPSASCE0667

File with URL {0} cannot be found

JBPSASCE0668

Missing url

JBPSASCE0669

File was deleted

JBPSASCE0670

Operation is {0} , but source url is missing

JBPSASCE0671

Missing url

JBPSASCE0672

Unsupported HTTP Method {0}. Method should be {POST|PUT|DELETE}

JBPSASCE0673

Authentication failed.
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JBPSASCE0674

User ID was not provided in the request and there is no active user session

JBPSASCE0675

Password was not provided in the request and here is no active user session fore
requsted userid: {0}

JBPSASCE0676

Userid: {0}

JBPSASCE0677

The system has exceeded the maximum number of users licensed for this
installation. Please try again later or contact your administrator.

JBPSASCE0678

Logout Success

JBPSASCE0679

This item is currently in use by: <br/>

JBPSASCE0680

[App {0}] {1}

JBPSASCE0681

[Mashup {0}] {1}

JBPSASCE0682

No input provided

JBPSASCE0683

A valid input object is required

JBPSASCE0684

No Input

JBPSASCE0685

Request processing failed with one or more errors:

JBPSASCE0686

Invalid request. Please check service name, operation name, version and parameters.

JBPSASCE0687

Received empty request. Request cannot be empty.
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JBPSASCE0688

Cannot bootstrap saml2

JBPSASCE0689

Count : {0} Count by Minute :

JBPSASCE0690

# Current requests in progress

JBPSASCE0691

Size of Current or most recent Request Payload

JBPSASCE0692

Size of Current or most recent Response Payload

JBPSASCE0693

Request Processing Time of Current or most recent Request

JBPSASCE0694

JVM Up Time

JBPSASCE0695

The length of time that the JVM has been running

JBPSASCE0696

JVM Heap Size

JBPSASCE0697

The memory usage of the JVM

JBPSASCE0698

UpTime

JBPSASCE0699

HeapSize

JBPSASCE0700

: # of Requests received

JBPSASCE0701

: # of Requests resulting in errors
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JBPSASCE0702

: # of Requests processed successfully

JBPSASCE0703

: # of Requests results in Warnings

JBPSASCE0704

: # of Requests received

JBPSASCE0705

: # of Requests resulting in errors

JBPSASCE0706

: # of Requests processed successfully

JBPSASCE0707

: # of Requests results in Warnings

JBPSASCE0708

JBPSASCE0709

: Total Request Processing time

JBPSASCE0710

: Total Time processing successful requests

JBPSASCE0711

: Total time Processing failed requests

JBPSASCE0712

: Total time Processing warning requests

JBPSASCE0713

Last Sample Time :

JBPSASCE0714

Failed to generate HMAC : {0}

JBPSASCE0715

Manages files such as images, xml files and others
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JBPSASCE0716

Date format should be

JBPSASCE0717

cannot contain *

JBPSASCE0718

Service testGeneralFindAll failed.

JBPSASCE0719

Unrecognised service type, {0}

JBPSASCE0720

Failed to instantiate ServiceAdapter

JBPSASCE0721

Failed to find ServiceAdapter

JBPSASCE0722

Failed to access ServiceAdapter

JBPSASCE0723

Service type not recognised, {0}

JBPSASCE0724

Error loading Schema '{0}' : {1}

JBPSASCE0725

Error loading Schema for URL '{0}' : {1}

JBPSASCE0726

Error generating XML instances: No schemas to process

JBPSASCE0727

Schema compilation errors:

JBPSASCE0728

could not find schema type: {{0}} {1}

JBPSASCE0729

fail to create XML instance document document: {0}
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JBPSASCE0730

No schemas to process

JBPSASCE0731

Schema compilation errors:

JBPSASCE0732

could not find schema type: {{0}} {1}

JBPSASCE0733

fail to create XML instance document document: {0}

JBPSASCE0734

Token Lookup Strategy

JBPSASCE0735

Cannot find Signature element

JBPSASCE0736

Signature failed core validation

JBPSASCE0737

signature validation status: {0}

JBPSASCE0738

] validity status: {0}

JBPSASCE0739

No key found!

JBPSASCE0740

LogoutHandlers are required

JBPSASCE0741

Logout Success

JBPSASCE0742

Token is set as HTTP cookie

JBPSASCE0743

{0} attribute not found in request.
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JBPSASCE0744

Requested service didn't return any data

JBPSASCE0745

App {0} is not pending. Nothing to approve.

JBPSASCE0749

App {0} is already in AppDepot. Cannot reject an App already in AppDepot.

JBPSASCE0753

App {0} is not in AppDepot approval queue. Cannot cancel an App that is not
waiting for approval.

JBPSASCE0758

App {0} is already pending approval in AppDepot. You have to cancel previous
submission before submitting your App again.

JBPSASCE0762

Imported Pending AppDepot App

JBPSASCE0763

Imported Approved AppDepot App

JBPSASCE0764

Unexpected Exception importing AppDepot App: {0}

JBPSASCE0765

Manages dependency between entities

JBPSASCE0766

This service allows the configuration of supported languages by Mashzone NextGen
Mashup Server

JBPSASCE0767

Enterprise Mashlet Hub

JBPSASCE0768

Job not found: {0}

JBPSASCE0769

All Jobs suspended
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JBPSASCE0770

All Jobs resumed

JBPSASCE0771

Illegal from date format : {0}

JBPSASCE0772

Illegal to date format : {0}

JBPSASCE0773

EMML was not initialized

JBPSASCE0774

A cache is required. Use setCache(Cache) to provide one.

JBPSASCE0775

Content not supported for this mime type

JBPSASCE0776

Search Criteria Validation Error:

JBPSASCE0777

onDate cannot be used with beforeDate or afterDate

JBPSASE0001

Failed to create custom secure client

JBPSASE0002

Request data not set

JBPSASE0003

Service invocation context not set

JBPSASE0004

Failed to identify response type

JBPSASE0005

Unknown feed type. Supported types are rss/feed/rdf. Skipping sanitization

JBPSASE0006

Error sanitizing node
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JBPSASE0007

Error getting security profile information for profile - {0}

JBPSASE0008

Failed to create SOAPFactory instance

JBPSASE0009

Input SOAP request is empty

JBPSASE0010

Failed to create SOAP message from input request

JBPSASE0011

Input SOAP request is empty

JBPSASE0012

Failed to create SOAP message from input request

JBPSASE0013

Failed to create SOAPFault object

JBPSASE0014

----------------Failed to convert response xml,

JBPSASE0015

Couldn't convert String to OMElement

JBPSASE0016

Unable to read data from input stream

JBPSASE0017

Unable to send response to client

JBPSASE0018

Failed to get App {0}

JBPSASE0019

App cannot be found

JBPSASE0020

App cannot be found
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JBPSASE0021

Failed to get Lib.

JBPSASE0022

Lib cannot be found

JBPSASE0023

App cannot be found

JBPSASE0024

Unsupported service type:

JBPSASE0025

SharePoint Service Export, failed to instantiate SharePoint Exporter

JBPSASE0026

SharePoint Service Export, unable to access SharePoint Exporter

JBPSASE0027

SharePoint Service Export, failed to find SharePoint Exporter

JBPSASE0028

EMML script is missing

JBPSASE0029

Cannot fetch Excel data

JBPSASE0030

Cannot find class for DBMashupExporter

JBPSASE0031

Cannot fetch XML data, exception: {0}

JBPSASE0032

Invalid query. Unexpected characters after {0}

JBPSASE0033

Invalid query. Query should start with (all|mine|user|ids|name|type|subtype).
But found {0}

JBPSASE0034

Invalid query. Expected "=" after {0} but found {1}
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JBPSASE0035

Invalid query. Unexpected characters after {0}

JBPSASE0036

Invalid query. Query should start with
(all|mine|user|ids|name|provider|category|tag). But found {0}

JBPSASE0037

Invalid query. Expected "=" after {0} but found {1}

JBPSASE0038

Invalid query. Left side of "=" is empty

JBPSASE0039

Invalid query. Right side of "=" is empty

JBPSASE0040

Invalid query. Unexpected characters after {0}

JBPSASE0041

Invalid query. Query should start with (all|ids|name|type|tag). But found {0}

JBPSASE0042

Invalid query. Expected "=" after {0} but found {1}

JBPSASE0043

failed

JBPSASE0044

Illegal HourOfDay: {0}

JBPSASE0045

Illegal Minute argument: {0}

JBPSASE0046

Mashzone NextGen Platform Statistics :

JBPSASE0047

Service Name : {0}

JBPSASE0048

Statistics : {0}
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JBPSASE0049

StatsHolder : {0};

JBPSASE0050

lastSampledHour : {0}

JBPSASE0051

HourOfDay : {0}

JBPSASE0052

ServiceAdapterStats : {0}

JBPSASE0053

Cannot resize image

JBPSASE0054

Invalid format for orderBy

JBPSASE0055

Not implemented

JBPSASE0056

Not implemented

JBPSASE0057

Invalid search request

JBPSASE0058

Resource upload failed

JBPSASE0059

Keystore url may not be null

JBPSASE0060

Keystore may not be null

JBPSASE0061

Could not find CA Certificate nor Trust Certificate with aliases: {0}, {1}

JBPSASE0062

Unsupported algorithm exception {0}
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JBPSASE0063

Keystore exception: {0}

JBPSASE0064

Key management exception: {0}

JBPSASE0065

I/O error reading keystore/truststore file: {0}

JBPSASE0066

Parameters may not be null

JBPSASE0067

Trust manager may not be null

JBPSASE0068

invalid endpoint url

JBPSASE0069

fail to open connection

JBPSASE0070

no trust manager found

JBPSASE0071

The endpoint reference is not valid: {0}

JBPSASE0072

Parameters may not be null

JBPSASE0073

Service with id = {0} does not exist

JBPSASE0074

Service with name = {0} does not exist

JBPSASE0075

fail retrieving resource file or metadata information associated to this service

JBPSASE0076

Error while reading CSV file data into java.io.Reader object
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JBPSASE0077

Fail during data extraction: {0}

JBPSASE0078

Fail during data source as XML when parsing it: {0}

JBPSASE0079

IO error

JBPSASE0080

Error geting data

JBPSASE0081

Failed to read response on second try with ISO-8859-1. Bailing out...

JBPSASE0082

XmlException while parsing response

JBPSASE0083

{0} is not a valid operation name

JBPSASE0084

Class loader error.

JBPSASE0085

Data transformation error.

JBPSASE0086

Illegal access error.

JBPSASE0087

Service class loader error.

JBPSASE0088

Instantiation error.

JBPSASE0089

Invalid operation name.

JBPSASE0090

Service invocation error.
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JBPSASE0091

<{0}> failed to instantiate factory method, {1}

JBPSASE0092

({0}) Unexpected service class, {1} {2}

JBPSASE0093

({0}) failed to match interface implementation, {1}, {2} - Service Instantiation Failed

JBPSASE0094

Class Not Found exception

JBPSASE0095

Illegal access exception

JBPSASE0096

Instantiation exception

JBPSASE0097

Invocation exception

JBPSASE0098

Failed to retrieve basic authentication password:

JBPSASE0099

Failed to retrieve NTLM authentication password:

JBPSASE0100

Error invoking SSO protected service

JBPSASE0101

Failed to invoke using security profile specific client

JBPSASE0102

HTTP exception:

JBPSASE0103

I/O exception:

JBPSASE0104

The NTLM credentials provided are invalid
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JBPSASE0105

Failed to invoke via NTLM v2 connection:

JBPSASE0106

Failed to invoke service

JBPSASE0107

Currently only GET and POST methods are supported for REST services

JBPSASE0108

Unsupported REST operation. Currently only GET and POST are supported for
REST services

JBPSASE0109

Error during REST service invocation

JBPSASE0110

Error during REST service invocation:

JBPSASE0111

Error during REST service invocation

JBPSASE0112

Error during REST service invocation:

JBPSASE0113

Invalid keystore file location for Syndication mutual SSL configuration settings,
please review the spelling

JBPSASE0114

Invalid configuration for mutual SSL Syndication service, please check with your
administrator

JBPSASE0115

Invalid HttpClient object instance

JBPSASE0116

Failed to establish connection with service

JBPSASE0117

The URL provided to retrieve the feed is not valid, please correct and try again
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JBPSASE0118

Failed to fetch data for the feed due to bad URL or network connection problem

JBPSASE0119

A service was not provided to invoke

JBPSASE0120

Failed to invoke service using custom security profile {0}

JBPSASE0121

Invalid endpoint reference

JBPSASE0122

Failed reading from feed

JBPSASE0123

Failed to parse or generate feed

JBPSASE0124

Invalid response format

JBPSASE0125

Failed to process feed

JBPSASE0126

Failed to get service metadata for service {0}

JBPSASE0127

Couldn't find end point for service {0}

JBPSASE0128

Got empty SOAP request. Please check the log for errors

JBPSASE0129

Got empty SOAP request

JBPSASE0130

Failed to invoke SOAP service.

JBPSASE0131

Failed to send SOAP request to target service
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JBPSASE0132

Fail encoding certificate:

JBPSASE0133

Xml parsing exception:

JBPSASE0134

soap client exception:

JBPSASE0135

SOAP Fault [code: {0} reason {1} : {2} detail {3} ]

JBPSASE0136

fail to decrypt Basic Auth password:

JBPSASE0137

The stored basic authentication information is corrupt or invalid

JBPSASE0138

The URL for keystore/truststore is not valid

JBPSASE0139

Error invoking SSO protected service

JBPSASE0140

Failed to invoke service using custom security profile {0}

JBPSASE0141

SOAP message contains multiRef nodes and cannot be converted to JSON. Please
use resultFormat=soap header in the request to get native SOAP message

JBPSASE0142

SOAP Fault [code: {0} reason {1} : {2} detail {3} ]

JBPSASE0143

Failed to invoke SOAP service

JBPSASE0144

CAS2 Secure Client only supports GET or POST

JBPSASE0145

Cannot find OAuth Access Token to invoke this service
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JBPSASE0146

Service profile definitions setup failed

JBPSASE0147

Cannot evaluate access rights. Unexpected operation payload

JBPSASE0148

Access is denied. User= {0} sid = {1} oid = {2}

JBPSASE0149

Not supported yet.

JBPSASE0150

Not supported yet.

JBPSASE0151

An AuthenticationManager is required

JBPSASE0152

A RememberMeService is required

JBPSASE0153

A SessionManager is required

JBPSASE0154

A SessionManager is required

JBPSASE0155

An AuthenticationManager is required

JBPSASE0156

A SessionIdPropagationStrategy is required

JBPSASE0157

This class was deprecated, you should not use it

JBPSASE0158

Authentication Failed

JBPSASE0159

Authentication Session Invalid
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JBPSASE0160

Authentication Session Expired

JBPSASE0161

Authentication Failed

JBPSASE0162

AuthenticationEntryPointFilter is missconfigured.
defaultAuthenticationModuleName does not point to authentication module

JBPSASE0163

Requested authentication module {0} does not exist

JBPSASE0164

Fail to create UserDetails. Expect CAS Assertion as principal, but found {0}

JBPSASE0165

Bean with name {0} expected to be of type HttpSessionContextIntegrationFilter

JBPSASE0166

Unsupported AuthN mode <{0}>

JBPSASE0167

Failed to resolve redirect URL

JBPSASE0168

An AuthenticationManager is required

JBPSASE0169

An AuthenticationEntryPoint is required

JBPSASE0170

Can only process HttpServletRequest

JBPSASE0171

Can only process HttpServletResponse

JBPSASE0172

Basic AuthN credentials not found

JBPSASE0173

AuthenticationDetailsSource required
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JBPSASE0174

context must be defined and implement SecurityContext (typically use
org.springframework.security.context.SecurityContextImpl; existing class is {0}

JBPSASE0175

If using forceEagerSessionCreation, you must set allowSessionCreation to also be
true

JBPSASE0176

LogoutSuccessUrl required

JBPSASE0177

LogoutHandlers are required

JBPSASE0178

Can only process HttpServletRequest

JBPSASE0179

Can only process HttpServletResponse

JBPSASE0180

Please authenticate

JBPSASE0181

FilterProcessesUrl required

JBPSASE0182

An AuthenticationManager is required

JBPSASE0183

An AuthenticationEntryPoint is required

JBPSASE0184

Can only process HttpServletRequest

JBPSASE0185

Can only process HttpServletResponse

JBPSASE0186

An AuthenticationManager is required

JBPSASE0187

Can only process HttpServletRequest
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JBPSASE0188

Can only process HttpServletResponse

JBPSASE0189

Failed to read SOAP message from request

JBPSASE0190

Failed to read SOAP message from request

JBPSASE0191

No SOAP message found in the input request

JBPSASE0192

No SOAP message found in the request

JBPSASE0193

Failed to create SOAP message from request

JBPSASE0194

Unable to extract credentails from SOAP request.

JBPSASE0195

Failed to extract security credentials from request

JBPSASE0196

Unable to extract credentails from SOAP request.

JBPSASE0197

Failed to extract security credentials from request

JBPSASE0198

Bad credentials. Please provide valid security credentials

JBPSASE0199

Authentication Failed

JBPSASE0200

The system has exceeded the maximum number of users licensed for this
installation. Please try again later or contact your administrator.

JBPSASE0201

Authentication required. Please login
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JBPSASE0202

Failed to generate JUMP response

JBPSASE0203

Cannot create ServiceRequest: {0}

JBPSASE0204

LogoutHandlers are required

JBPSASE0205

Missing required parameters. Service and operation names are required parameters.
For example:
http:://host:port/presto/edge/api/rest/serviceName/operationName?arguments

JBPSASE0206

Error parsing REST request

JBPSASE0207

Error parsing REST request. Reason = {0}

JBPSASE0208

Invalid Rule in ResourceURL file. Syntax must be in form <HTTPVerb>
<ResourcePath> <Service.Operation>. {0}

JBPSASE0209

Invalid Rule in ResourceURL file. Syntax must be in form <HTTPVerb>
<ResourcePath> <Service.Operation>. {0}

JBPSASE0210

ERROR: Internal Error Loading Resource URLs.

JBPSASE0211

context must be defined and implement SecurityContext (typically use
org.springframework.security.context.SecurityContextImpl; existing class is {0}

JBPSASE0212

Session is now null, but was not null at start of request; session was invalidated
(most likely logout), so do not create a new session to store SecurityContext

JBPSASE0213

SecurityContextHolder set to new context, as request processing completed
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JBPSASE0214

Authentication Session Invalid

JBPSASE0215

SSO token cannot be found in HttpRequest

JBPSASE0216

Validation response should start with {0}

JBPSASE0217

Validation response should end with {0}

JBPSASE0218

Validation response is blank

JBPSASE0219

SSO token string is blank

JBPSASE0220

First character is not '{'. SSO token should have format {endpointName}extrapath

JBPSASE0221

endpointName closing bracket '}' not found. SSO token should have format
{endpointName}extrapath

JBPSASE0222

endpointName is blank. SSO token should have format {endpointName}extrapath

JBPSASE0223

SharepointSSOFilter is missconfigured. Cannot find description for http
endpoint:<{0}>

JBPSASE0224

Cannot communicate with Sharepoint

JBPSASE0225

Sharepoint responded with HTTP error. HTTP error code:{0}

JBPSASE0226

Sharepoint SSO is missconfigured

JBPSASE0227

SSO server cannot validate token
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JBPSASE0228

SSO server returned empty username

JBPSASE0229

An AuthenticationManager is required

JBPSASE0230

A name for http header which will have username required

JBPSASE0231

Can only process HttpServletRequest

JBPSASE0232

Can only process HttpServletResponse

JBPSASE0233

An authenticationDao must be set

JBPSASE0234

Malformed regular expression: {0}

JBPSASE0235

No matching pattern was found in subjectDN: {0}

JBPSASE0236

Regular expression must contain a single group

JBPSASE0237

An x509UserCache must be set

JBPSASE0238

An X509AuthoritiesPopulator must be set

JBPSASE0239

Certificate is null

JBPSASE0240

Invalid Certificate {0}

JBPSASE0241

Failed to unbundle mashlet,
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JBPSASE0242

mashlet.json not found

JBPSASE0243

Failed to unbundle mashlet,

JBPSASE0244

Failed to unbundle mashlet,

JBPSASE0245

Failed to locate mashlet zip file, {0} , using id {1}

JBPSASE0246

missing name attribute {0}

JBPSASE0247

Malformed require tag, missing type or src attributes {1}

JBPSASE0248

Service operation not recognised {0} {1}

JBPSASE0249

Missing resource service id {0}

JBPSASE0250

Exception unzipping to {0}

JBPSASE0251

Exception unzipping to {0}

JBPSASE0252

Exception zipping {0}; message: {1}

JBPSASE0253

Error removing resources

JBPSASE0254

Failed to import zip file.

JBPSASE0255

Zip file not found, {0}
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JBPSASE0256

Unable to generate identifier from name, {0}

JBPSASE0257

Identity already in use, {0}

JBPSASE0258

Existing identity not recognised, {0}

JBPSASE0259

Failed to save updates.

JBPSASE0260

Item must be deactivated

JBPSASE0261

Identity not recognised,

JBPSASE0262

Zip file not found

JBPSASE0263

Failed to save item.

JBPSASE0264

Item must be deactivated

JBPSASE0265

Failed to generate App Spec.

JBPSASE0266

Failed to migrate Mashlet.

JBPSASE0267

Identity already exists, {0}

JBPSASE0268

Erroring checking activate status of {0}

JBPSASE0269

Failed to generate Gadget Spec.
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JBPSASE0270

Identity not recognised, {0}

JBPSASE0271

failed to retrieve properties for app {0}

JBPSASE0272

failed to retrieve spec parts for {0}

JBPSASE0273

Failed to retreive properties

JBPSASE0274

{0} : Publishing {1}

JBPSASE0275

{0} : Failed to publish : {1}

JBPSASE0276

{0} : Published successfully

JBPSASE0277

{0} : Failed to publish, exception thrown : {1}

JBPSASE0278

Samples path is not a directory, {0}

JBPSASE0279

Samples directory does not exist, {0}

JBPSASE0280

Existing Sample removed

JBPSASE0281

<p>Not authorized to update App : {0} </p>

JBPSASE0282

<p>Not all Mashzone NextGen Apps upgraded</p>

JBPSASE0283

<p>All Mashzone NextGen Apps upgraded</p>
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JBPSASE0284

<p>No Mashzone NextGen Apps upgraded</p>

JBPSASE0285

Unable to generate unique identity with name, {0}

JBPSASE0286

No specification provided

JBPSASE0287

Failed to create App. Cause: {0}

JBPSASE0288

Identity already exists, {0}

JBPSASE0289

Failed to update compatibility attributes, {0}

JBPSASE0290

Failed to retrieve properties

JBPSASE0291

Failed to retreive properties

JBPSASE0292

Category not recognised, {0}

JBPSASE0293

Tag not found, {0}

JBPSASE0294

Unable to locate presto/hub :

JBPSASE0295

Unexpected exception parsing app spec,

JBPSASE0296

Unexpected exception parsing app spec,

JBPSASE0297

failed to format spec,
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JBPSASE0298

failed to convert to string,

JBPSASE0299

Failed to parse mashlet spec,

JBPSASE0300

Failed to update app spec,

JBPSASE0301

Failed to update app spec,

JBPSASE0302

Failed to create Document,

JBPSASE0303

Failed to parse spec,

JBPSASE0304

Missing app element

JBPSASE0305

Not recognised, {0}

JBPSASE0306

Not authorized to access App: {0}

JBPSASE0307

Not authorized to update App: {0}

JBPSASE0308

Not authorized to create Apps.

JBPSASE0309

Not authorized to run this App: {0}

JBPSASE0310

Tag not found, {0}

JBPSASE0311

A service with name '{0}'is already registered. Please choose another name and try
again.
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JBPSASE0312

fail registering excel service:

JBPSASE0313

Not enough or invalid Excel Service information, cannot proceed with publication.

JBPSASE0314

Malformed REST URL: {0}

JBPSASE0315

Missing library id

JBPSASE0316

Failed to locate library zip file {0} version {1}

JBPSASE0317

Expected library zip file not found at path {0}

JBPSASE0318

Missing library id

JBPSASE0319

Library id already used by Mashzone NextGen {0}

JBPSASE0320

Unrecognised library path {0}

JBPSASE0321

No library javascript or stylesheets found.

JBPSASE0322

Library validation failed, {0}

JBPSASE0323

missing lib implementation? {0}

JBPSASE0324

Version not recognised, {0}

JBPSASE0325

Invalid library id given, {0]
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JBPSASE0326

Failed to initialise library json

JBPSASE0327

{0} not found.

JBPSASE0328

Hub jsapi directory not found.

JBPSASE0329

{0} not found.

JBPSASE0330

Unable to locate presto/hub : {0}

JBPSASE0331

Error reading file data : {0}

JBPSASE0332

Exception zipping lib {0}, message: {1}

JBPSASE0333

Exception unzipping to {0}, message {1}

JBPSASE0334

Error removing resource, {0}, message {1}

JBPSASE0335

logger is null

JBPSASE0336

level is null

JBPSASE0337

Refresh period must be > 0

JBPSASE0338

configurationFile is null

JBPSASE0339

configuration is null or an empty string
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JBPSASE0340

Configuration file is null

JBPSASE0341

Could not create parent directory of log configuration file:

JBPSASE0342

Configuration file is not writable:

JBPSASE0343

Must specify a log file

JBPSASE0344

Not a valid log level

JBPSASE0345

Bad regular expression '{0}'

JBPSASE0346

Log file {0} does not exist

JBPSASE0347

Exception caught during logging of Runtime Information. Exception=

JBPSASE0348

Mashlet type directory not found, {0}

JBPSASE0349

type config differs from key : {0}, {1}

JBPSASE0350

Failed to read mashlets config json.

JBPSASE0351

Failed to init uwa page

JBPSASE0352

{0} not found.

JBPSASE0353

Mashlets directory not found.
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JBPSASE0354

Unable to access mashlet directory : {0}

JBPSASE0355

Unable to locate mashlet directory : {0}

JBPSASE0356

Error saving mashlet data : {0}

JBPSASE0357

Error reading file data : {0}

JBPSASE0358

Type already exists {0}

JBPSASE0359

Failed to convert dynabean

JBPSASE0360

Type not recognised, {0}

JBPSASE0361

error detected removing {0}

JBPSASE0362

Item already exists

JBPSASE0363

Failed to persist preferences.

JBPSASE0364

Type not recognised, {0}

JBPSASE0365

Item already exists, {0}

JBPSASE0366

Identity not recognised, {0}

JBPSASE0367

Identity already in use, {0}
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JBPSASE0368

Property is incompatible with existing datatype, {0}

JBPSASE0369

Failed to persist property.

JBPSASE0370

Property is readOnly, {0}

JBPSASE0371

Identity not recognised, {0}

JBPSASE0372

type mismatch : incorrect tag property datatype, {0}

JBPSASE0373

type mismatch : name, value = {0}, {1}, types = {2}, {3}

JBPSASE0374

failed to parse json

JBPSASE0375

Error unregistering service : Specify a Mashup Service name.

JBPSASE0376

Error unregistering service :

JBPSASE0377

Failed to parse token. Unknown token type: {0}

JBPSASE0378

There is no request token which can be approved

JBPSASE0379

Failed to get OAuth request token

JBPSASE0380

Failed to get OAuth Access token.

JBPSASE0381

RegistryObject with id={0} is not OAuthProvider
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JBPSASE0382

OAuth Provider with id {0} does not exist

JBPSASE0383

Invalid XACML policy document

JBPSASE0384

User or group name cannot be null!

JBPSASE0385

User or group {0} does not exist!

JBPSASE0386

Invalid users or groups, {0}

JBPSASE0387

Failed to create User Profile

JBPSASE0388

Failed to create Named User Profile

JBPSASE0389

Failed to update Named User Profile

JBPSASE0390

Failed to create User Profile

JBPSASE0391

Category Id should end with a '/', for example: '/cat/subCat/subSubCat/'

JBPSASE0392

Failed to get service details

JBPSASE0393

registration failed

JBPSASE0394

Service not found for id:{0}

JBPSASE0395

Failed to clone service
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JBPSASE0396

DAO No longer supported

JBPSASE0397

Don't know how to unregister service of type: {0}

JBPSASE0398

Application with name= {0} already exists

JBPSASE0399

Failed to find template for given service and NSD type

JBPSASE0400

Cannot get Provider for id=null

JBPSASE0401

Invalid service Id = {0}

JBPSASE0402

REST access is not supported for this service {0}

JBPSASE0403

Couldn't get NSD for service {0}

JBPSASE0404

Error in construcing RESTified URL

JBPSASE0405

Failed to get certificate names from given trust store: {0} Cause: {1}

JBPSASE0406

Invalid keystore file location for REST mutual SSL configuration settings, please
review the spelling

JBPSASE0407

Invalid configuration for mutual SSL REST service, please check with your
administrator

JBPSASE0408

Failed to register service using custom client

JBPSASE0409

Is not possible to retrieve output sample/xml schema, probably a bad URL or a
network connection problem.
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JBPSASE0410

Invalid JSON document

JBPSASE0411

Malformed REST URL: {0}

JBPSASE0412

Cannot find operation:{0}

JBPSASE0413

Operation name is not provided and there is more then one operation to choose
from

JBPSASE0414

A service with name {0} is already registered. Please choose another name and try
again

JBPSASE0415

Malformed REST URL!

JBPSASE0416

Unrecognized output sample type, not an XML nor and Schema nor a URL to one
of them

JBPSASE0417

Cannot find service registrar for service type:{0}

JBPSASE0418

Failed to retrieve shared item

JBPSASE0419

error translating json to string

JBPSASE0420

Cannot retrieve host't IP adress {0} using presto.config value: {1}

JBPSASE0421

Error in WSDL inspection during input message

JBPSASE0422

Error in WSDL inspection during output message
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JBPSASE0423

The operation with name {0} is duplicated, Duplicate operation names are not
supported

JBPSASE0424

Error registering Doc Style WSDL Service:

JBPSASE0425

Error registering WSDL Doc style service : WSDL inspection exception

JBPSASE0426

Error registering WSDL Doc style service :

JBPSASE0427

A service with name '{0}' is already registered. Please choose another name and try
again.

JBPSASE0428

Incomplete HTTP Basic Authentication information, please make sure you provide
user and password values

JBPSASE0429

Incomplete NTLM Authentication information received, please make sure you
provide user/password and domain.

JBPSASE0430

WSDL SSL mutual authentication is not configured yet, please check with your
administrator.

JBPSASE0431

Invalid keystore/truststore URL

JBPSASE0432

given client doesn't implement ServiceInvocationCustomClient interface for profile
= {0}

JBPSASE0433

error getting security profile definition for profile = {0}

JBPSASE0434

error getting security profile definition for profile = {0}
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JBPSASE0435

error using custom client for security profile = {0}

JBPSASE0436

error invoking service client for profile = {0}

JBPSASE0437

There is no security profile set for this registration

JBPSASE0438

Error during WSDL inspection: {0}

JBPSASE0439

Failed to load WSDL: {0}

JBPSASE0440

the feed sample {0} is corrupted or not a valid XML.

JBPSASE0441

the feed sample {0} cannot be loaded

JBPSASE0442

feed type: {0} not supported, this is an error on the presto.config file in the property
"syndication.type"

JBPSASE0443

Malformed URL: {0}

JBPSASE0444

A service with name '{0}' is already registered. Please choose another name and try
again.

JBPSASE0445

Service returned an error response code: {0}

JBPSASE0446

fail parsing input feed:

JBPSASE0447

Incorrect current password.

JBPSASE0448

The output feed {0} configured on Mashzone NextGen server is not supported or
misspelled.
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JBPSASE0449

Invalid syndication feed type: {0}

JBPSASE0450

Error while registering the feed:

JBPSASE0451

Range should containe at least one element. If you want to get ALL, use [-1,-1) as
a range

JBPSASE0452

User Id or Email cannot be empty. Need user id or email to retrieve password

JBPSASE0453

Sending password reset code email failed: Error =

JBPSASE0454

Error while creating password reset code. Error =

JBPSASE0455

Invalid user name

JBPSASE0456

{0} Id "{1}" already exists, please choose another id and retry

JBPSASE0457

Name already exists. Please choose another name and retry

JBPSASE0458

Data not available

JBPSASE0459

Failed to convert bean : {0}

JBPSASE0460

A service with name '{0}' is already registered. Please choose another name and try
again.

JBPSASE0461

Failed to build payload for Excel service. Request details = {0}

JBPSASE0462

Error building Mashup Service request payload :
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JBPSASE0463

Invalid JUMP protocol version: {0} . Supported versions are 1.0, 1.1 and 2.0

JBPSASE0464

Error building payload : {0}

JBPSASE0465

error during payload building

JBPSASE0466

Cannot find XML payload in request

JBPSASE0467

Failed to construct request. Value is null for parameter {0}

JBPSASE0468

Xstream error - converting xml to java object

JBPSASE0469

Failed to construct request. Invalid XML

JBPSASE0470

Failed to construct request

JBPSASE0471

Failed to serialize XML parameter value to string

JBPSASE0472

Error building payload :

JBPSASE0473

ERROR.........dyna bean is null. Param# {0}

JBPSASE0474

ERROR.........params is null. Param# {0}

JBPSASE0475

ERROR.........failed to create object hierarchy. Param# {0}

JBPSASE0476

Error building payload :
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JBPSASE0477

Error createObjectHierarchy :

JBPSASE0478

Error applyXPath :

JBPSASE0479

Unexpected NumberFormatException parsing long value,

JBPSASE0480

Couldn't parse given value for *date* field = {0}

JBPSASE0481

SOAPGatewayController initialization failed

JBPSASE0482

[SOAPGC] Failed to invoke service. Error =

JBPSASE0483

PrestoWS

JBPSASE0484

SOAP Request Error

JBPSASE0485

Service {0} ) is currently not active.

JBPSASE0486

PrestoWS

JBPSASE0487

SOAP Request Error

JBPSASE0488

Requested service is currently not active

JBPSASE0489

SOAP service invocation failed

JBPSASE0490

PrestoWS
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JBPSASE0491

SOAP Request Error

JBPSASE0492

Error while handling Service response

JBPSASE0493

Got empty response from server. Please check the request.

JBPSASE0494

Error executing request. Reason = {0}

JBPSASE0495

Error while processing response. Reason =

JBPSASE0496

Failed to retrieve WSDL for service {0}

JBPSASE0497

Couldn't locate WSDL for given service

JBPSASE0498

Failed to remove Mashzone NextGen headers

JBPSASE0499

Couldn't process SOAP message

JBPSASE0500

Failed to remove Mashzone NextGen headers

JBPSASE0501

Unable to create SOAP message from input

JBPSASE0502

Unable to extract credentails from SOAP request.

JBPSASE0503

Unable to extract credentails from SOAP request.

JBPSASE0504

Error extracting user token credentials from given SOAP request
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JBPSASE0505

Unable to extract BinarySecurityToken security credentials from the request

JBPSASE0506

Unable to extract BinarySecurityToken security credentials from the request

JBPSASE0507

Unable to extract UsernameToken security credentials from the request

JBPSASE0508

Failed to handle REST request

JBPSASE0509

Invalid JUMP protocol version: {0} . Supported versions are 1.0, 1.1 and 2.0

JBPSASE0510

Currently only GET and POST types are supported for REST services

JBPSASE0511

Currently only GET and POST types are supported for REST services

JBPSASE0512

Error in constructing input to REST service

JBPSASE0513

Error in constructing input to REST service

JBPSASE0514

Not yet implemented

JBPSASE0515

No Input Arguments found for operationId =

JBPSASE0516

Failed to build payload for REST service.

JBPSASE0517

Failed to serialize XML parameter value to string

JBPSASE0518

received empty request. Request cannot be empty
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JBPSASE0519

Service ({0}) is not currently active

JBPSASE0520

Service invocation failed. Response is null

JBPSASE0521

Sorry! You are not authorized to access this resource or perform this action

JBPSASE0522

Authentication exception

JBPSASE0523

Authentication exception

JBPSASE0524

Bad Request

JBPSASE0525

Unable to parse input request

JBPSASE0526

Unable to parse request string. Please check the syntax. Error = {0}

JBPSASE0527

Bad Request -

JBPSASE0528

Unavailable

JBPSASE0529

Unable to connect to Mashzone NextGen repository. Please make sure it is running
before you retry.

JBPSASE0530

Unable to connect to Mashzone NextGen Repository. Error = {0}

JBPSASE0531

Relogin to Mashzone NextGen is required

JBPSASE0532

Relogin to Mashzone NextGen is required
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JBPSASE0533

Relogin to Mashzone NextGen is required. Error= {0}

JBPSASE0534

Relogin to Mashzone NextGen is rquired

JBPSASE0535

Internal Server Error

JBPSASE0536

Invalid request issued

JBPSASE0537

Invalid request

JBPSASE0538

Internal Server Error -

JBPSASE0539

License

JBPSASE0540

License

JBPSASE0541

No data found for session variables in response

JBPSASE0542

{0} service doesn't exist in the system

JBPSASE0543

{0} operation doesn't exist in service {1}

JBPSASE0544

Service (${0}) is currently not active. Please activate the service and try again

JBPSASE0545

Operation ({0}) doesn't exist in service {1}

JBPSASE0546

{0} operation doesn't exist in service {1}
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JBPSASE0547

Service Stopped - Unable to invoke service: {0} RequestPayload : {1}

JBPSASE0548

{0} Service Adapter is currently not running

JBPSASE0549

Service invocation failed.

JBPSASE0550

Service invocation failed.

JBPSASE0551

Unsupported Service Type:

JBPSASE0552

Session binding failed. Unable to determine response type

JBPSASE0553

Couldn't get value for binding expression = {0}

JBPSASE0554

server side binding error

JBPSASE0555

Invalid username or password

JBPSASE0556

Failed to build payload for WSDL service. Error = {0}

JBPSASE0557

Unable to extract values for SOAP body from input parameters

JBPSASE0558

Failed to build payload for WSDL service. Error = {0}

JBPSASE0559

Unable to find repository item = {0}

JBPSASE0560

Unable to find repository item with name {0}
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JBPSASE0561

Failed to set data for certain elements in the request

JBPSASE0562

Error in applyXPath

JBPSASE0563

Invalid JUMP protocol version: {0} . Supported versions are 1.0, 1.1 and 2.0

JBPSASE0564

Request has no input

JBPSASE0565

error in constructing SOAP payload using inputFormat=xml

JBPSASE0566

Failed to build payload for WSDL service.

JBPSASE0567

Not yet implemented...

JBPSASE0568

Failed to build payload for WSDL service.

JBPSASE0569

Failed to serialize XML parameter value to string

JBPSASE0570

Unable to extract values for SOAP body from input parameters

JBPSASE0571

Unable to extract values for SOAP body from input parameters

JBPSASE0572

JDOM error in constructPayload

JBPSASE0573

IO error in constructPayload

JBPSASE0574

JDOM error in constructPayload
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JBPSASE0575

IO error in constructPayload

JBPSASE0576

Request template parse error in SOAP constructPayload:

JBPSASE0577

parameter {0} is expected to be of type string.

JBPSASE0578

parameter {0} is set to null, assuming empty.

JBPSASE0579

fail to append input value as an XML

JBPSASE0580

error in fillOutTemplate - NSME

JBPSASE0581

error in fillOutTemplate - IAE

JBPSASE0582

error in fillOutTemplate - ITE

JBPSASE0583

error in fillOutTemplate - parsing xml text

JBPSASE0584

error in fillOutTemplate - NSME

JBPSASE0585

error in fillOutTemplate - IAE

JBPSASE0586

error in fillOutTemplate - ITE

JBPSASE0587

Unable to find repository item = {0}

JBPSASE0588

Unable to find repository item with name {0}
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JBPSASE0589

Unable to paginate service : {0}

JBPSASE0590

Missing Mandatory Parameter in Service Request {0}

JBPSASE0591

Invalid Service Scheduler Request. Either 'repeatcount' or 'starttime' must be
specified

JBPSASE0592

Service schedule failure :

JBPSASE0593

Missing Mandatory Parameter in Service Request

JBPSASE0594

Internal error: Missing Job Request in Scheduled Service Invocation

JBPSASE0595

Error Invoking Scheduled Service:

JBPSASE0596

Unknown Pagination Type (returning original response )

JBPSASE0597

Error converting pagination result to XML (returning complete response):

JBPSASE0598

Error converting pagination result to XML (returning complete response):

JBPSASE0599

Invalid username or password

JBPSASE0600

Data Transformer Error

JBPSASE0601

Unsupported content type/charset requested. Setting it to default (text/plain;
charset=utf-8)

JBPSASE0602

Cant find default namespace
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JBPSASE0603

Invalid folder: {0}

JBPSASE0604

This Provider or this folder does not support UIDs

JBPSASE0605

Authentication failed for user:<{0}>

JBPSASE0606

Unknown mail host:

JBPSASE0607

Unexpected error during mail search

JBPSASE0608

Host string should have format [host:port]. Got invalid host string {0}

JBPSASE0609

Invalid port {0}. Port should be numeric

JBPSASE0610

Got errors while sending email

JBPSASE0611

Invalid Unsent Addresses

JBPSASE0612

Valid Unsent Addresses

JBPSASE0613

Valid Sent Addresses

JBPSASE0614

Authenication to SMTP server failed

JBPSASE0615

{0} address {1} is invalid

JBPSASE0616

At least one from destination addresses (TO,CC,BCC) has to be specified
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JBPSASE0617

SMTP host has to be specified

JBPSASE0618

Mail server configuration is not set. Please update mail server configuration in
Administration area

JBPSASE0619

Mail server configuration is not set. Please update mail server configuration in
Administration area

JBPSASE0620

Mail server configuration is not set. Please update mail server configuration in
Administration area

JBPSASE0621

Mail server configuration is not set. Please update mail server configuration in
Administration area

JBPSASE0622

Failed to send mail. Please check mail server configuration in Administration area

JBPSASE0623

Failed to send mail. Please check mail server configuration in Administration area

JBPSASE0624

Failed to send notification email. Invalid user id

JBPSASE0625

Failed to send notification email

JBPSASE0626

Failed to send notification email. Invalid user id

JBPSASE0627

Failed to send notification email

JBPSASE0628

fail retrieving output type:

JBPSASE0629

Error getting Mashup Output Schema :
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JBPSASE0630

fail retrieving output type:

JBPSASE0631

Error getting Mashup Output Schema :

JBPSASE0632

Error: refElementName for this Mashup schema not found

JBPSASE0633

Error creating Mashup Output Schema :

JBPSASE0634

Error adding mashupOutputSchema :

JBPSASE0635

fail to generate schema from JSD

JBPSASE0636

fail to generate schema from NSD

JBPSASE0637

Service name cannot be empty

JBPSASE0638

WSDL access is not supported for given service type

JBPSASE0639

WSDL access is supported only for Mashup services

JBPSASE0640

The error occurs when invoking this service

JBPSASE0641

invalid request

JBPSASE0642

mashup service invocation fail

JBPSASE0643

Failed to get service details for sid= {0}
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JBPSASE0644

fail building soap response:

JBPSASE0645

fail marshalling SOAP into JSON, due to the following XML processing error:

JBPSASE0646

fail marshalling SOAP into JSON, due to the following transformation error:

JBPSASE0647

Operation {0} Not Found

JBPSASE0648

Parameter {0} not found

JBPSASE0649

fail validating request

JBPSASE0650

fail to get inner XML document from request:

JBPSASE0651

type mistmatch for parameter {0} should be of type {1}

JBPSASE0652

could not find message body

JBPSASE0653

fail marshalling SOAP into JSON, due to the following XML processing error:

JBPSASE0654

fail retrieving output type:

JBPSASE0655

invalid class type for request/response

JBPSASE0656

Fail to process request

JBPSASE0657

No credentials provided
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JBPSASE0658

Fail to authenticate the user

JBPSASE0659

fail sending authentication error on soap fault messge:

JBPSASE0660

invalid SOAP request

JBPSASE0661

AuthenticationManager is required

JBPSASE0662

fail to parser soap request:

JBPSASE0663

Fail to send response to client

JBPSASE0664

fail registering SOAP service {0} : {1}

JBPSASE0665

fail registering REST service {0} : {1}

JBPSASE0666

fail registering Syndication service {0} : {1}

JBPSASE0667

Unable to decrypt basic auth password for export: {0}

JBPSASE0668

Streaming service invocation not supported for this datasource type.

Explanation

Streaming service invocation (with stream='true') not supported for this datasource
type.

Action

use stream='false' to invoke this datasource.

JBPSASW0001

Unable to get log file names

JBPSASW0002

CharacterCodingException while reading response encoded with: {0} - falling back
to iso-8859-1
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JBPSASW0003

no web proxy supported for NTLM v2 invocations.

JBPSASW0004

fail to parse SOAP header from payload

JBPSASW0005

fail to parse SOAP body from payload

JBPSASW0006

fail to parse the whole soap request from payload

JBPSASW0007

No soap version set on metadata database, assuming SOAP 1.1, probably this service
fails to invoke

JBPSASW0008

no binding style for service: {0} operation {1} , invocation may fail, assuming
'document'

JBPSASW0009

Could not remove security profile: {0}

JBPSASW0010

Failed to extract credentials from JUMP Session

JBPSASW0011

ACEGI_SECURITY_CONTEXT did not contain a SecurityContext but contained:
'{0}'; are you improperly modifying the HttpSession directly (you should always
use SecurityContextHolder) or using the HttpSession attribute reserved for this
class? - new SecurityContext instance associated with SecurityContextHolder

JBPSASW0012

Cannot create ServiceRequest

JBPSASW0013

Cannot create ServiceRequest

JBPSASW0014

JDK is reporting that UTF-8 is a bad encoding!? Falling back to default encoding

JBPSASW0015

Was not able to obtain session.
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JBPSASW0016

Cannot parse {0}. Should be in format propertyName:'propertyValue', but no : found

JBPSASW0017

no spec validation performed yet

JBPSASW0018

missing end, {0}

JBPSASW0019

missing start of config object {0}

JBPSASW0020

missing start of config statement, {0}

JBPSASW0021

missing end, {0}

JBPSASW0022

missing start, {0}

JBPSASW0023

null config

JBPSASW0024

Error during URL decoding given REST URL.Continuing using given URL as it is
- {0}

JBPSASW0025

Failed to extract headers from WSDL

JBPSASW0026

Expected array type, but found <{0}>...continuing processing

JBPSASW0027

printHeader error

JBPSASW0028

empty request

JBPSASW0029

error in processing REST param - {0} = {1} ...using passed in value as it is
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JBPSASW0030

Data for one or more session binding variables couldn't be retrieved.

JBPSASW0031

** the attribute: {0} is not a proper integer. Ignoring

JBPSASW0032

No data found for session binding expression. {0}

JBPSASW0033

Custom handler ({0}) is not of type ServiceInvocationCustomHandler interface.
Skipping processing...

JBPSASW0034

Error while processing of custom service invocation handler: {0}

JBPSASW0035

Problem cleaning up resources

JBPSASW0036

Failed to get name for id = {0}. {1}

JBPSASW0037

Unable to send notification. {0}

JBPSASW0038

Failed to get name for id = {0}. {1}

JBPSASW0039

Unable to send notification. {0}

JBPSASW0040

Unable to find pending app owner. {0}

JBPSASW0041

saml2 exception

JBPSPCE0010

Failed to parse search query response.

JBPSPCE0011

Error processing response. {0}
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JBPSPCE0012

Error invoking SSO protected service

JBPSPCE0013

SOAP message contains multiRef nodes and cannot be converted to JSON. Please
use resultFormat=soap header in the request to get native SOAP message.

JBPSPCE0014

SOAP Fault [code: {0}], reason: {1}, detail: {2}

JBPSPCE0015

Detail: {0}

JBPSPCE0016

HTTP Error [ code: {0}, reason: {1} {2} ]

JBPSPCE0017

Unable to connect to SharePoint. {0}

JBPSPCE0018

Unable to connect to SharePoint. {0}

JBPSPCE0019

No server name provided. And failed to select SharePoint connection using url.

JBPSPCE0020

Unrecognized server name, {0}, provided. And failed to select SharePoint connection
using url.

JBPSPCE0021

No server name provided. SharePoint connection selection using url not allowed.

JBPSPCE0022

Access credentials for server name, {0}, not found. SharePoint connection selection
using url not allowed.

JBPSPCE0023

Unable to connect to SharePoint. {0}

JBPSPCE0024

SharePoint Service Id not recognized, {0}
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JBPSPCE0025

Failed to retrieve mashup summary details, {0}

JBPSPCE0026

Service is not a Mashup, {0}

JBPSPCE0027

Mashup id not recognised, {0}

JBPSPCE0028

Failed to getSites for site, {0} : {1}

JBPSPCE0029

Failed to transform getSites response.

JBPSPCE0030

Failed to getSites: {0}

JBPSPCE0031

Failed to transform getSites response.

JBPSPCE0032

Malformed pageUrl, {0}

JBPSPCE0033

Failed to get WebPart Page, {0} : {1}

JBPSPCE0034

Unrecognised WebPart server URL. {0}

JBPSPCE0035

Failed to publish Mashlet WebPart. {0}

JBPSPCE0036

Unable to build WebPart, Server Info not available.

JBPSPCE0037

There are no lists at the selected site. Please select another site.

JBPSPCE0038

Failed to get Lists for site, {0}" : {1}
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JBPSPCE0039

Failed to transform getLists response for site, {0}

JBPSPCE0040

Failed to get List, site: {0}, list: {1} : {2}

JBPSPCE0041

Failed to transform getList response for site, {0}

JBPSPCE0042

Failed to transform getLists response for site

JBPSPCE0043

Failed to getViews for site, {0} : {1}

JBPSPCE0044

Failed to transform getLists response for site, {0}

JBPSPCE0045

Failed to get list view, site: {0}, list: {1}, view: {2} : {3}

JBPSPCE0046

View contains no Field References

JBPSPCE0047

Failed to transform get list view, site: {0}, list: {1}, view: {2}

JBPSPCE0048

Failed to get List Items for site, {0} : {1}

JBPSPCE0049

Failed to get user info for site, {0}, user, {1} : {2}

JBPSPCE0050

Failed to retrieve list content. {0}

JBPSPCE0051

No Item ID property specified.

JBPSPCE0052

You are not authorized to use SharePoint Search Service.
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JBPSPCE0053

Failed to search site: {0}, query: {1}. {2}

JBPSPCE0054

No Item ID property specified.

JBPSPCE0055

Unable to parse response for list item.

JBPSPCE0056

Failed to {0}. ListItem, site: {1}, list: {2}. {3}

JBPSPCE0057

SharePoint site URL not recognised, {0}

JBPSPCE0058

SharePoint Server not configured for user.

JBPSPCE0059

Server endpoint not recognised: {0}

JBPSPCE0060

Unable to identify server: {0}

JBPSPCE0061

Server name not found for server: {0}

JBPSPCE0062

Access failed: {0}

JBPSPCE0063

Failed: {0}

JBPSPCE0064

Invalid server name, {0}

JBPSPCE0065

Server Endpoint, {0} is not valid: {1}

JBPSPCE0066

Invalid site details, siteUrl not defined.
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JBPSPCE0067

Invalid list details, listName not defined.

JBPSPCE0068

Invalid page details, pageUrl not defined.

JBPSPCE0069

Invalid view details, viewName not defined.

JBPSPCE0070

Invalid user info details, username not defined.

JBPSPCE0071

Mashzone NextGen Published SharePoint List

JBPSPCE0072

Failed to publish SharePoint List as Mashup: {0}

JBPSPCE0073

Ignoring unrecognised provider '{0}'

JBPSPCE0074

Failed to retrieve List {0}. {1}

JBPSPCE0075

Failed to update List {0} {1}

JBPSPE0001

field {0}

JBPSPE0002

Error generating NSD for Mashup Service : {0} - {1}

JBPSPE0003

missing global attr sp-ssoheaders

JBPSPE0004

Unable to retrieve Server Details

JBPSPE0005

Service script not found
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JBPSPE0006

Failed to retrieve NSD for service, {0}

JBPSPE0007

failed to find suitable connection name for site url, {0}. {1}

JBPSPE0008

JEMSDesigner.registerService : {0} : : {1}

JBPSPE0009

Error registering Mashup Service : {0}

JBPSPSHCE0001

Unable to put schema to MetaCache.

JBPSPSHCE0028

error: {0}

JBPSPSHCE0029

Formula evaluates to no type: {0}

JBPSPSHCE0030

error: {0}

JBPSPSHCE0031

Formula evaluates to no type: {0}

JBPSPSHCE0033

Sheet name not found, please check spelling: {0}

JBPSPSHCE0034

fail to generate data set from range: {0}

JBPSPSHCE0039

The selected range is not valid: {0}

JBPSPSHCE0040

The page number falls out of the valid number of pages with is: {0}

JBPSPSHCE0045

Sheet name not found, please check spelling: {0}
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JBPSPSHCE0050

The index value provided, is expected to be grater than 0: {0}

JBPSPSHCE0051

The index value provided, should be grater than 0 and with no decimal places in
it: {0}

JBPSPSHCE0054

The excel file has not been loaded yet

JBPSPSHCE0058

Unable to load the specified content.

JBPSPSHCE0059

Cache with name {0} was not found in Cache Manager, please review the correct
spelling of the cache name on the ehcache.xml configuration file.

JBPSPSHCE0061

LoaderGlobalContext singleton has already been created!!

JBPSPSHCE0062

Keystore url may not be null

JBPSPSHCE0063

Keystore may not be null

JBPSPSHCE0064

Unsupported algorithm exception: {0}

JBPSPSHCE0065

Keystore exception: {0}

JBPSPSHCE0066

Key management exception: {0}

JBPSPSHCE0067

I/O error reading keystore/truststore file: {0}

JBPSPSHCE0068

Parameters may not be null

JBPSPSHCE0069

Trust manager may not be null
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JBPSPSHCE0070

Invalid excel file URL

JBPSPSHCE0071

no trust manager found

JBPSPSHCE0073

fail to delete file: {0}

JBPSPSHCE0074

The file already exists, try calling replace instead of save.

JBPSPSHCE0075

fail to save file

JBPSPSHCE0076

fail to update file state

JBPSPSHCE0077

Unknown date format

JBPSPSHCE0078

Cannot convert unknown int value

JBPSPSHCE0079

No repository set yet!

JBPSPSHCE0080

Fail to load workbook from excel file.

JBPSPSHCE0081

You cannot replace an unexisting file.

JBPSPSHCE0082

The replacing file and the original should be of the same type.

JBPSPSHCE0083

Column names most be of text type

JBPSPSHCE0084

fail to generate data set from range: {0}! {1}
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JBPSPSHE0001

Sheet name not found, please check spelling: {0}

JBPSPSHE0004

fail to generate data set from CSV data: {0}

JBPSPSHE0005

fail parsing range for preview: {0}

JBPSPSHE0006

Sheet name not found, please check spelling: {0}

JBPSPSHE0009

For column with value: {0}

JBPSPSHE0010

fail loading worksheet of type XLS, due to the following exception: {0}

JBPSPSHE0011

fail loading worksheet of type XLSX due to the following exception: {0}

JBPSPSHE0012

fail to load workbook froa stream: {0}

JBPSPSHE0013

fail reading from workbook stream: {0}

JBPSPSHE0014

fail to generate data set from CSV data: {0}

JBPSPSHE0016

file location is not valid: {0}

JBPSPSHE0017

fail reading input file: {0}

JBPSPSHE0018

The file location provided is not valid:{0}

JBPSPSHE0019

fail reading from woorkbook stream: {0}
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JBPSPSHE0020

could not find local excel file at {0}

JBPSPSHE0021

Fail selecting current loaded rows from cache due to the following reason: {0}

JBPSPSHE0022

Could not find loader with id: {0} the response is empty!

JBPSPSHE0024

too many files to split

JBPSPSHE0025

fail to loading service cache data: {0}

JBPSPSHE0026

I/O error when loading service cache data: {0}

JBPSPSHE0027

fail to retrieve file from data store

JBPSPSHW0001

while parsing XLSX file within range {0} ${1} : {2}

JBPWSDLCE0043

Keystore url may not be null

JBPWSDLCE0044

Keystore may not be null

JBPWSDLCE0045

Could not find CA Certificate nor Trust Certificate with aliases: {0}, {1}

JBPWSDLCE0046

Unsupported algorithm exception: {0}

JBPWSDLCE0047

Keystore exception: {0}

JBPWSDLCE0048

Key management exception: {0}
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JBPWSDLCE0049

I/O error reading keystore/truststore file: {0}

JBPWSDLCE0050

Paramaters may not be null

JBPWSDLCE0051

Trust manager may not be null

JBPWSDLCE0052

Parse XML exception: {0}

JBPWSDLCE0053

The endpoint reference is not valid: {0}

JBPWSDLCE0054

No trust manager found

JBPWSDLCE0055

Parameters may not be null

JBPWSDLCE0056

HTTP error: {0}

JBPWSDLCE0057

Request failed.

JBPWSDLCE0058

Failed to find element: {0}

JBPWSDLCE0059

Could not find element {0} in part {1}

JBPWSDLCE0060

Could not find type {0} in part {1}

JBPWSDLCE0061

BEA X509 Certificate generation fail: {0}

JBPWSDLCE0062

Invalid message type: {0}
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JBPWSDLCE0063

OASIS X509 Certificate generation fail: {0}

JBPWSDLCE0064

Invalid service/port name, no null values are accepted

JBPWSDLCE0065

The file: {0} was not loaded, ergo is not into the WSDL engine's cache

JBPWSDLE0001

invalid SOAP request file location: {0}

JBPWSDLE0002

fail loading SOAP request file: {0}

JBPWSDLE0003

Http exception: {0}

JBPWSDLE0004

Network exception: {0}

JBPWSDLE0005

Self Signed SSL Http client exception: {0}

JBPWSDLE0006

invalid endpoint reference {0} : {1}

JBPWSDLE0007

Proxy server is not supported with NTLM

JBPWSDLE0008

invalid target service reference {0}

JBPWSDLE0009

Failed to invoke SOAP service

JBPWSDLE0010

Failed to read response on second try with ISO-8859-1. Bailing out...

JBPWSDLE0011

XmlException while parsing response
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JBPWSDLE0012

No WSDL file has been loaded yet!

JBPWSDLE0013

Error while reseting WSDL enpoint reference: {0}

JBPWSDLE0014

The WSDL at: {0}

JBPWSDLE0015

The WSDL at {0} is not well formed: There is a parser error: {1}

JBPWSDLE0016

The WSDL at: {0} is invalid: {1}

JBPWSDLE0017

The WSDL at: {0} is not recognizable: {1}

JBPWSDLE0018

service '{0}' not found!

JBPWSDLE0019

port '{0}' not found!

JBPWSDLE0020

Service name not found

JBPWSDLE0021

WSDL file: {0} dose not have 'SOAP service defined' it lacks of 'Bind' section!

JBPWSDLE0022

No suitable binding/port for SOAP 1.1 or SOAP 1.2 could be found!

JBPWSDLE0023

Fail to retrieve service endpoint!

JBPWSDLE0024

Fail to invoke method 'getLocationURI' to retrieve service endpoint!

JBPWSDLE0025

Fail to access method 'getLocationURI' to retrieve service endpoint!
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JBPWSDLE0026

Cannot add imported URL {0} to imported map, caused by {1}

JBPWSDLE0027

Fail loading wsdl through NTLM client: {0}

JBPWSDLE0028

No web proxy supported for NTLM v2 invocations.

JBPWSDLE0029

Fail parsing WSDL url.

JBPWSDLE0030

Fail to read from connection

JBPWSDLE0031

Error in registering service using custom client: {0}

JBPWSDLE0032

Fail reading file {0} caused by {1}

JBPWSDLE0033

Error invoking using secure clients for URL {0} caused by {1}

JBPWSDLE0034

A null Operation object has been provided

JBPWSDLE0035

A null Message Map has been provided

JBPWSDLE0036

No input parameters

JBPWSDLE0037

Fail reading soap fault:{0}

JBPWSDLE0038

Fail parsing soap fault: {0}

JBPWSDLE0039

Error in resolving multiRef links
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JBPWSDLE0040

Error getting value for multiRef id={0}

JBPWSDLE0041

Error in parsing given XML response

JBPWSDLE0042

Error reading XML response

JBPWSDLW0001

Charset {0} from Content-Type is not supported - using default

JBPWSDLW0002

No charset detected, defaulting to UTF-8

JBPWSDLW0004

enable.wsdl.doctype is 'true'. External XML Entity Injection attacks are possible
with this option enabled. Use with caution.

MONTHS_AGO_COMMENTED – <span class='creator'>#{createdBy}</span> <span
class='type'>commented on</span> <a href='#{link}' class='qtip' title='#{linktitle}'>#{artifactName}</a>
<span class='artifactType'>{0}</span> <span #{showrating}>%{rating}</span> <span class='time muted'>{1}
months ago</span> <p class='comment'>#{comment}</p>
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JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.AA_CASE_CREATE) – {1}, {2}: Created Case with id {0}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.AA_CASE_ERROR) – {1}, {2}: Failed to create case: {0}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.AA_CASE_RESPONSE) – Received message from AgileApps: {0}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.AA_CASE_UNK_STATUS) – {1}, {2}: Received status from AgileApps:
{0}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.AA_NO_CASE_RECORD_ID) – {0}: Case creation was unsuccessful.
AgileApps returned status: {1} and error message: {2}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.AA_PROCESS_RESPONSE) – {1}: Sending message to AgileApps:
{0}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.AL_ERRPUB_OPTIMIZE) – {1}: exception publishing Optimize
log event {2}: {0}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.AL_ERRPUB_OPTIMIZE_STEP) – {1}, {2}: exception publishing
Optimize log event {3}: {0}
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JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.AL_ERR_GET_AUDIT_RUNTIME) – {1}: exception getting audit
runtime: {0}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.AL_ERR_GET_STACK) – {1}, {2}: exception retrieving process stack:
{0}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.AL_NO_MID_FOR_PID) – {1}: exception getting model identifier:
{0}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.AL_PIPEERR_STEP0) – {1}, {2}: exception trying to encode step
pipeline: {0}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.DUPLICATE_TASK_CALLBACK) – {0}, {1}: ignoring duplicate
callback from Task Engine for TaskId {2}.

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.EP_ERRPUB_EDA) – {1}, {2}: exception publishing EDA Event: {0}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.EP_PIPEERR0) – {1}, {2}: exception encoding transition pipeline to
{3}: {0}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.EP_SENDTX0) – {0}, {1}: sending live transition to {2}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.EP_SENDTX0_DEADPATH) – {0}, {1}: sending dead transition to
{2}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.EP_SEND_PROCESS_CASE_CONTROL) – {0}: publishing case
control event to AgileApps with control "{1}"

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.EP_SEND_PROCESS_CHANGE) – {0}: sending process instance
change EDA Event: {1}
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JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.EP_SEND_PROCESS_ERROR) – {0}: sending process error EDA
Event: {1}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.EP_SEND_PROCESS_LOG_CUSTOM_ID) – {0}: sending process
log custom id EDA Event: {1}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.EP_SEND_PROCESS_LOG_MESSAGE) – {0}: sending process log
message EDA Event: {1}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.EP_SEND_PROCESS_STEP_CHANGE) – {0}, {1}: sending process
step instance change EDA Event: {2}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.EP_SEND_PROCESS_STEP_ERROR) – {0}, {1}: sending process
step error EDA Event: {2}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.EP_SEND_PROCESS_STEP_LOOP_CHANGE) – {0}, {1}: sending
process step loop instance change EDA Event: {2}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.EP_SEND_PROCESS_STEP_TRANSITION) – {0}, {1}: sending
process step instance transition EDA Event: {2}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.IL_ERR_CREATE_LOGGER) – {1}: exception creating instance
logger: {0}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.IM_CANCELLEDOK) – {0}, MID={1}, MVer={2}: process cancelled

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.IM_CREATEOK) – {0}, MID={1}, MVer={2}: process started

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.IM_FAILEDOK) – {0}, MID={1}, MVer={2}: process failed

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.IM_FINISHOK) – {0}, MID={1}, MVer={2}: process completed
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JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.IM_RECREATE) – {0}, MID={1}, MVer={2}: process restarting

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.IM_SVC_CANCEL_TX) – {0}, {1}: transitioning to cancel step

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.IM_TRYCREATE0) – {0}, {1}: new process instance created on {2}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.IM_TRYCREATE2) – {0}, {1}: using existing pid on {2}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.IM_UPDATE_TRACK) – {0}: updated track count by {1} to {2}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.IS_RETRYLIMIT) – {0}, {1}: step level retry count exceeded for
service: {2}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.IS_SVC_RETRY) – {1}, {2}: step level retry {3} of {4} in {5} ms: {0}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.IS_THRESHOLD) – {0}, {1}: thread threshold detected; retry
abandoned

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.PRT_EXCEPTION) – Exception: {0}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SDA_AFTER_STEP_PIPE) – {0}, {1}: after step pipeline: {2}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SDA_BEFORE_STEP_PIPE) – {0}, {1}: before step pipeline: {2}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SDA_BEFORE_STEP_PIPE)...0 – {0}, {1}: before step pipeline: {2}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SDA_CHANGE_VERSION) – {0}, {1}: process version changed from
{2} to {3}
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JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SDA_DEAD_INGORED) – {0}, {1}: synchronization point ignoring
dead path from {2}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SDA_DYNAMIC_CALL_ACTIVITY_STARTED) – {0}, {1}: Dynamic
call activity step instantiated the following models:{2}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SDA_DYNAMIC_CALL_ACTIVITY_STARTED_MODEL_NOT_WAITING)
– {0} {1} instance(s) (not waiting for return)

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SDA_DYNAMIC_CALL_ACTIVITY_STARTED_MODEL_WAITING)
– {0} {1} instance(s) (waiting for return)

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SDA_DYNAMIC_CALL_ACTIVITY_WAIT) – {0}, {1}: {2} of {3}
callable instances completed

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SDA_ERR_GENERAL) – {1}, {2}: exception executing step: {0}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SDA_ERR_HANDLEEVT_CHANGE) – {1}: exception failing the
process: {0}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SDA_ERR_OUT) – {1}, {2}: exception sending output {3} of {4}: {0}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SDA_ERR_SAVECTX) – {1}, {2}: exception saving step context: {0}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SDA_ERR_TX) – {1}, {2}: exception updating track count: {0}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SDA_EVAL0) – {0}, {1}: transition condition {2} evaluated to {3}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SDA_EVALF) – {0}, {1}: transition condition {2} is False
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JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SDA_EVALT) – {0}, {1}: transition condition {2} is True

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SDA_EXC_SEND_DEAD_PATH) – {1}, {2}: unable to send dead
path transition with the following exception: {0}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SDA_INVALID_STEP) – {1}, {2}: deprecated step found: {0}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SDA_LOGCUST) – {0}, {1}: logging custom audit data

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SDA_LOG_STEP_INPUT_DATA) – {0}, {1}: logging step input data

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SDA_LOG_STEP_LOOP_INPUT_DATA) – {0}, {1}: logging step
loop input data

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SDA_LOG_STEP_LOOP_OUTPUT_DATA) – {0}, {1}: logging step
loop output data

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SDA_LOG_STEP_OUTPUT_DATA) – {0}, {1}: logging step output
data

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SDA_NOPIPE) – {0}, {1}: step not executed, enquueing event

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SDA_PROCSTATS) – {0}, {1}: pushing step on suspended list

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SDA_PUBLISH1) – {0}, {1}: published output document {2}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SDA_RETRIES) – {0}, {1}: step iteration count exceeded

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SDA_SVC) – {0}, {1}: executing {2} in package {3}
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JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SDA_SVC_ERR_MSG) – {1}, {2}: exception invoking service {3}: {0}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SDA_SVC_ERR_TX) – {0}, {1}: transitioning to error step {2}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SDA_SVC_SENDOUT) – {0}, {1}: sent {2} output events

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SDA_SYNCHBEG) – {0}, {1}: start step execution

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SDA_SYNCHEND) – {0}, {1}: end step execution

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SDA_TDELTA0) – {0}, {1}: no track count change

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SDA_TXASYNCH) – {0}, {1}: publishing transition to {2} on {3}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SDA_TXASYNCH_DEADPATH) – {0}, {1}: sending Dead Path PTE
to {2} on {3}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SDA_TXNOCOND) – {0}, {1}: sending dead transition to {2}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SDA_TXSEND) – {0}, {1}: sending live transition to {2}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SDA_UNABLE_INVOKE_ERROR_STEP_LOCALLY) – {1}, {2}:
unable to invoke error step locally with the following exception: {0}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SDA_UNSATISFIED_JOIN) – {0}, {1}: taking unsatisfied join
transition {2}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SDC_ABSOLUTE_TIME_INVALID) – {0}, {1}: absolute timeout
type is invalid
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JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SDC_DROPQ0) – {0}, {1}: dropping {2} events

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SDC_HANDLEJOINTIMER) – {0}, {1}: handling join timeout

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SDC_HANDLEPROCTIMER) – {0}: handling process timeout

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SDC_HANDLESTEPTIMER) – {0}, {1}: handling step timeout

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SDC_JOINTIME) – {0}, {1}: starting join timeout

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SDC_JOIN_RSLT) – {0}, {1}: join evaluates to {2}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SDC_PROCTIME) – {0}: starting process timeout

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SDC_QUEUE_SZ) – {0}, {1}: {2} events in the queue. Event names:
{3}. Join string: {4}. Join state: {5}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SDC_STEPTIME) – {0}, {1}: starting step timeout

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SDC_TOHANDLE) – {0}, {1}: transitioning to timeout handler

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SDC_TOPIPEERR) – {1}, {2}: exception assembling pipeline: {0}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SD_ACTIVITY_NOT_RUNNING) – {0}, {1}: boundary event {2}
ignored because activity is not running

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SD_CORRELATE) – {0}, {1}: using correlation service {2}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SD_CORRELATE_DISABLED) – {0}, {1}: correlated to disabled
model {2} version {3}
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JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SD_CORRELATE_ERR) – {1}, {2}: exception invoking correlation
svc {3}: {0}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SD_CORRELATE_FIELD) – {0}, {1}: using correlation field {2}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SD_CORRELATE_NEW) – {0}, {1}: correlated to process id

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SD_CORRELATE_TN) – {0}, {1}: correlating to TN conversation id

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SD_CORRELBADMID) – {0}, {1}: correlated to {2}, expected {3}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SD_ERR_DISPATCH) – {1}, {2}: exception dispatching step: {0}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SD_ERR_HANDLEEVT) – {1}, {2}: exception handling transition
event: {0}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SD_INPUTMATCH) – {0}, {1}, document {3} is a valid published
input

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SD_INVOKEDISPATCH) – {0}, {1}: dispatching step on new
execution thread

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SD_NOINPUT1) – {0}, {1}: document {3} is NOT a valid published
input

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SD_NOSTEPDEF) – {0}, {1}: no process fragment contains this step

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SD_PTE) – {0}, {1}: handling transition event from {2}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SD_PUBLISH) – {0}, {1}: handling native document {3} on {2}
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JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SD_STARTSTEP) – {0}, {1}: starting step execution

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SD_STEPSYNCH) – {0}, {1}: running step on same execution thread

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SM_ACTDONE) – {0}: process status changed to {1}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SM_RESTARTPROC) – {0}: restarting process at step {1}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SM_RESUMEPROC) – {0}: resuming process at {1}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.SM_START) – {0}: processing {1} request

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.ST_DB_CONNECT_ERR1) – {1}: exception connecting to database:
{0}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.ST_DB_CONNECT_ERR2) – {1}, {2}: exception connecting to
database: {0}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.ST_LOCK_FAIL) – {0}, {1}: step lock FAILED

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.ST_LOCK_SUCCESS) – {0}, {1}: step locked

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.ST_LOCK_TRY) – {0}, {1}: attempting step lock

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.TC_INVOKE_CONTROL_TASKS) – {0}: invoking
wm.task.taskclient:controlTasks with control "{1}"

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.TC_INVOKE_CONTROL_TASKS_ERR) – {1}: exception invoking
wm.task.taskclient:controlTasks service: {0}
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JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.TN_ERR_PROFIELD) – {1}: exception fetching data for field {2}: {0}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.TN_ERR_PROSTORE) – {1}: exception fetching data from TN profile
store: {0}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.TO_CANCEL_JOIN) – {0}, {1}: cancelling join timeout

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.TO_CANCEL_PROCESS) – {0}: cancelling process timeout

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.TO_CANCEL_STEP) – {0}, {1}: cancelling step timeout

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.TO_ERR_INVOKE) – {1}, {2}: exception invoking timeout: {0}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.TO_KILLSTEPTHR) – {0}, {1}: killing step execution thread

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.TO_MISSING_JOIN_TIMER_TYPE) – {0}, {1}: cannot start Join
timeout -- type not specified

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.TO_MISSING_PROCESS_TIMER_TYPE) – {0}: cannot start Process
timeout -- type not specified

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.TO_MISSING_STEP_TIMER_TYPE) – {0}, {1}: cannot start Step
timeout -- type not specified

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.TO_NO_TRANSITION) – {1}, {2}: no transition to handle timeout:
{0}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.TO_STRT_NO_DURATION) – {0}, {1}: did not start timer, no end
time specified.
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JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.TO_STRT_TIMER) – {0}, {1}: starting timeout: {2}

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.TO_TIMEOUT_JOIN) – {0}, {1}: join timer has expired

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.TO_TIMEOUT_PROCESS) – {0}: process timer has expired

JL.execution(PRTMessageConstants.TO_TIMEOUT_STEP) – {0}, {1}: step timer has expired

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.ADM_BPM_ONLY_USAGE) – This service cannot be invoked outside
of an executing Business Process instance.

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.ADM_MWS_INIT_ERROR) – Unable to initialize MWS library.
Business calendar based timeouts will not be able to be evaluated.

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.ADM_MWS_INIT_ERROR2) – Exception trying to initialize MWS
library: {0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.ADM_MWS_INIT_ERROR_GET_POOL) – Error trying to get JDBC
pool configuration using functional alias {0}. Business calendar based timeouts will not be able to be
evaluated.

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.ADM_MWS_INIT_ERROR_GET_POOL2) – Exception trying to get
JDBC pool configuration: {0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.AL_CANTPOP) – Exception trying to pop audit log context: {0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.AL_CANTPUSH) – Exception trying to push audit log context: {0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.AL_CUSTNOT) – Custom logging: cannot convert {0} to logging type
{1} (value {2})
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JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.AL_CUSTNOU0) – Custom logging: cannot find value for {0}.{1} on
path {2}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.AL_ERRPUB1) – Exception publishing Audit Log Event {1}: {0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.AL_ERRPUB_OPTIMIZE) – Exception publishing Optimize Log
Event {1}: {0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.AL_ERR_GET_AUDIT_RUNTIME2) – Exception getting audit runtime:
{0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.AL_ERR_LOG) – Exception logging audit entry: {0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.AL_ERR_REG_LOGGER) – Exception registering Process Logger: {0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.AL_FAILED_AUDIT_CACHE_ADD) – Adding audit entry to failed
process audit cache: {0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.AL_FAILED_AUDIT_CACHE_ADD_ERR) – Could not add audit
entry to failed process audit cache: {0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.AL_FAILED_AUDIT_CACHE_EMPTY) – All entries in the failed
audit cache have been stored in the process audit database

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.AL_FAILED_AUDIT_CACHE_STORED) – Stored {0} entries from
the failed audit cache in the process audit database

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.AL_FAILED_AUDIT_CACHE_STORE_ERR) – Exception when trying
to store entries from the failed audit cache in the process audit database: {0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.AL_NO_MID_FOR_PID) – {1}: exception getting model identifier:
{0}
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JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.AL_PIPEERR_STEP0) – Exception trying to encode step pipeline for
{1}: {0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.BT_CFG_ERROR) – [MID={1}] Problem reading BrainTribe config
file: "{2}". {0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.DASHBOARD) – Dashboard

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.DASHBOARD_DIAGNOSTIC) – Diagnostic

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.DASHBOARD_ENVIRONMENT) – Environment

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.DASHBOARD_ENV_AUDIT_SETTINGS) – Audit Logging Settings

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.DASHBOARD_ENV_CONTROL_TRIGGER) – Standard Control
Triggers

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.DASHBOARD_ENV_CR) – Content Repository View

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.DASHBOARD_ENV_JDBC) – JDBC Connections

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.DASHBOARD_ENV_JMS_TRIGGER) – JMS Control Trigger

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.DASHBOARD_ENV_SETTINGS) – Process Engine Settings

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.DASHBOARD_HEALTH_AUDITLOG) – Audit Logging Status

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.DASHBOARD_HEALTH_AUDIT_LOGGING) – Audit Logging
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JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.DASHBOARD_HEALTH_BROKER_PUSH) – Broker Push

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.DASHBOARD_HEALTH_BUSINESS_CALENDAR) – Business
Calendars

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.DASHBOARD_HEALTH_BUSINESS_CALENDARS) – Business
Calendars

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.DASHBOARD_HEALTH_CHECK) – Health Check

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.DASHBOARD_HEALTH_CONTROL) – Control Triggers

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.DASHBOARD_HEALTH_DBMS) – DBMS Status

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.DASHBOARD_HEALTH_DB_SCHEMA) – Database Schema
Compatibility

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.DASHBOARD_HEALTH_EFORM_LISTENER) – E-form Listener

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.DASHBOARD_HEALTH_JMS) – JMS Control Status

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.DASHBOARD_HEALTH_JMS_MSG) – JMS

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.DASHBOARD_HEALTH_MESSAGING_PUSH) – webMethods
Messaging Push

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.DASHBOARD_HEALTH_OPTIMIZE) – Optimize Subsystem

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.DASHBOARD_HEALTH_OPTIMIZE_MSG) – Optimize Logging
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JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.DASHBOARD_HEALTH_PA_DB) – Process Auditing

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.DASHBOARD_HEALTH_PE_DB) – Process Engine Database

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.DASHBOARD_HEALTH_RESTART_TIMERS) – Restart Timers

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.DASHBOARD_HEALTH_STARTUP_MESSAGES) – Startup Messages

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.DASHBOARD_HEALTH_STORAGE) – Storage

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.DASHBOARD_PROCESS) – Process

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.DASHBOARD_PROCESS)...0 – Process Engine

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.DASHBOARD_PROCESSLOG_ALL_EVENTS) – 5 - Process and All
Events and Activities

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.DASHBOARD_PROCESSLOG_ERRORS) – 2 - Errors only

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.DASHBOARD_PROCESSLOG_NONE) – 1 - None

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.DASHBOARD_PROCESSLOG_PROCESS) – 3 - Process only

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.DASHBOARD_PROCESSLOG_START) – 4 - Process and Start Events

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.DASHBOARD_PROCESSLOG_UNKNOWN) – Unknown

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.DASHBOARD_PROCESS_AUDIT_ASYNC) – Asynchronous
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JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.DASHBOARD_PROCESS_AUDIT_DB) – Database

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.DASHBOARD_PROCESS_AUDIT_FILE) – File

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.DASHBOARD_PROCESS_AUDIT_SYNC) – Synchronous

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.DASHBOARD_PROCESS_SETTINGS) – Settings

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.DASHBOARD_RESTART_EFORM_FAIL) – Failed to restart e-form
listener for {0}.

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.DASHBOARD_RESTART_EFORM_SUCCESS) – Restart of e-form
listener: {0} successful.

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.DASHBOARD_STATUS_NO) – No

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.DASHBOARD_STATUS_SUSPENDED) – Suspended

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.DASHBOARD_STATUS_YES) – Yes

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.DUP_CHK_BEGIN) – CheckDuplicates processing {0}, uuid, {1}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.DUP_CHK_END) – CheckDuplicates processed {0}, uuid, {1}, status,
{2}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.DUP_CHK_ISEXP) – CheckDuplicates throwing ISRuntimeException
{0}, uuid, {1}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.EF_CFG_ERROR) – [MID={1}] Problem reading E-form config file:
"{2}". {0}
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JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.EF_LISTENER_ADDED) – [MID={0}] Now listening to path: "{1}" for
e-Forms on jcr "{2}"

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.EF_LISTENER_ADD_ERROR) – [MID={1}] Error adding listener to
Content Repository "{2}". {0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.EF_LISTENER_ALREADY_EXISTS) – [MID={0}] Content Repository
currently has a listener listening in that location. No new listener added to listening path: "{1}" for
e-Forms on jcr "{2}".

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.EF_LISTENER_CHANGE_NOTALLOWED) – [MID={0}] Unable to
change listener please disable all other models currently using this listener: "{1}"

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.EF_LISTENER_DOCNOTFOUND) – [MID={0}] Cannot start e-form
process because doc type: "{1}" does not exist. For e-form instance at: "{2}". Please recreate the e-form doc
or rebuild the model(s).

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.EF_LISTENER_ERROR) – [MID={1}] Error with Content Repository
"{2}". Check if the repo is running, login credentials and repo connection information is correct. {0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.EF_LISTENER_FIRED) – [MID={0}] Trying to publish E-form instance
"{1}" for template "{2}". With doc type of "{3}". If process does not start please check error log for any
pub.publish errors. IData:{4}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.EF_LISTENER_FIRED)...0 – [MID={0}] Trying to publish E-form
instance "{1}" for template "{2}". With doc type of "{3}". If process does not start please check error log
for any pub.publish errors. IData:{4}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.EF_LISTENER_NOTCONFIGURED) – [MID={0}] Content Repository
"{1}" not configured.

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.EF_LISTENER_NO_DOCS) – Content Repository currently has no
models associated to it. No reason to restart the repository at this time.
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JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.EF_LISTENER_PORTS_NOTADDED) – [MID={0}] Cannot edit access
for PORT 15006. Please ensure to manually add access for "wm.prt.eforms:update" "wm.server:connect"
"wm.server:disconnect" "wm.server:ping".

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.EF_LISTENER_REMOVED) – [MID={0}] Listener for e-Forms at path:
"{1}" has been disabled from jcr "{2}"

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.EF_LISTENER_REMOVE_ERROR) – [MID={1}] Error
disabling/removing listener from Content Repository "{2}". {0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.EF_LISTENER_RESTART_ERROR) – [MID={1}] Error restarting
listener(s) to Content Repository "{2}". {0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.EF_LISTENER_RESTART_MODEL_NOTENABLED) – No model(s)
enabled using this listener "{0}". Listener will not be restarted.

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.EF_METHOD_SUCCEEDED) – The method succeeded.

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.EF_PASS_ERROR) – [MID={1}] Cannot retrive password: "{2}". {0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.EF_PUBLISH_COULD_NOT_CREATE_DOC) – Could not create the
IS document type "{0}" from e-form instance "{1}"; make sure the e-form instance contents matches the
IS document type.

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.EF_PUBLISH_DOCNOTFOUND) – Cannot publish the e-form as an
IS document because the IS document type "{0}" does not exist. Please create the IS document type from
your e-form template.

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.EF_PUBLISH_DOC_PUBLISH_FAILED) – Error publishing e-form
instance: {0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.EF_PUBLISH_FILENOTFOUND) – Cannot publish the e-form as an
IS document because the e-form instance file "{0}" does not exist.
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JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.EF_PUBLISH_INPUTS_NOT_PROVIDED) – The required input
values were not provided; for this service though some inputs are optional you must provide either
(instanceName and instanceByteStream) or (instanceFilePath). If both sets are provided, then
(instanceName and instanceByteStream), takes precedence.

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.EF_PUBLISH_PUBLISH_ATTEMPT) – Trying to publish e-form
instance "{0}" as IS document type "{1}". If any associated processes do not start, then please check the
error log for any pub.publish:publish errors.

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.EF_PUBLISH_TEMPLATE_NOT_PROVIDED) – The required input
value, templateName, was not provided.

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.EP_PIPEERR0) – Exception encoding transition pipeline: {0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.EP_SENDERR) – Exception during send: {0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.HEALTHCHECK_AUDITLOG_DB_RED) – Process audit database
could not be accessed

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.HEALTHCHECK_AUDITLOG_INIT_RED) – Error initializing audit
logging

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.HEALTHCHECK_AUDITLOG_RED) – Process Logger is either not
enabled or not configured for the database

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.HEALTHCHECK_BC_RED) – MWS library is not initialized

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.HEALTHCHECK_BC_YELLOW) – JDBC pool functional alias
"CentralUsers" is not configured

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.HEALTHCHECK_BROKER_RED) – ControlTrigger is not enabled
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JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.HEALTHCHECK_BROKER_YELLOW) – Broker is not configured

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.HEALTHCHECK_JMS_RED) – JMSControlTrigger is not enabled

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.HEALTHCHECK_MESSAGING_YELLOW) – webMethods Messaging
is not configured

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.HEALTHCHECK_OPTIMIZE_NOT_CONFIGURED) – JMS Server
URL is not configured

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.HEALTHCHECK_OPTIMIZE_NOT_INIT) – Unable to initialize
Optimize interface

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.HEALTHCHECK_PADB_RED) – Process audit database could not
be accessed

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.HEALTHCHECK_PADB_VERSION_RED) – Process audit database
schema version is incorrect. Minimum version expected is {0}, actual version is {1}.

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.HEALTHCHECK_PA_FAILED_AUDIT_CACHE_NOT_EMPTY_RED)
– Failed process audit cache contains records that need to be inserted into the process audit database

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.HEALTHCHECK_PA_FAILED_AUDIT_CACHE_NO_EXIST_RED)
– Failed process audit cache does not exist

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.HEALTHCHECK_PEDB_RED) – Process engine database could not
be accessed

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.HEALTHCHECK_PEDB_VERSION_RED) – Process engine database
schema version is incorrect. Minimum version expected is {0}, actual version is {1}.
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JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.HEALTHCHECK_TRIGGER_RED) – Trigger {0} is not enabled.

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.IL_ERR_CREATE_LOGGER) – Exception creating instance logger:
{0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.IL_ERR_LOG_ENABLED) – Exception determining if model is enabled
for instance logging: {0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.IM_CLEANUPEVERY) – Cache cleanup running every {0} seconds
and every {1} instances

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.IM_MODINACTIVE0) – Warning. Process model {0} is inactive

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.IM_MODINACTIVE1) – Cannot suspend/resume {0}. Fragment for
model {1} is missing

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.IM_NOCLEANUP) – Instance cleanup disabled.

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.IS_RETRYLIMIT) – Step Level Retry count exceeded for service: {0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.IS_SVC_RETRY) – Exception: {0}. Step Level Retry configured for
service: {1}. Retry {2} of {3} in {4} ms

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.IS_THRESHOLD) – Thread Threshold detected. Retry abandoned
for {0}.

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.JMS_ALIAS_ERROR) – JMS Connection Alias for PE
'PE_NONTRANSACTIONAL_ALIAS' has not been configured.

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.JMS_CREATE_CONNECTION_ERROR) – Error creating JMS
connection alias: {0}
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JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.JMS_CREATE_TOPIC_ERROR) – Error creating PE internal JMS
topic: {0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.JMS_UPDATE_CG_PERMISSIONS_ERROR) – Error updating client
group permissions: {0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.MM_BADFRAGERR) – Exception loading model fragment {1}: {0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.MM_CANTMAKEDIR) – Unable to create directory: {0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.MM_DELETING) – Deleting {0} old fragments from {1}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.MM_DELFILE) – Deleting XML file {0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.MM_DELFRAG) – Deleting model fragment: {0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.MM_FILEERR) – Exception reading fragment file {1}: {0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.MM_NEWFRAG) – Adding new process fragment (pkg={0}, file={1})

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.MM_READMOD) – Loading model fragment {0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.MM_READPKG) – Loading process models in package {0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.MON_INVALID_ENABLE_RESUBMISSION) – Enable Resubmission
value must be either "True" or "False"

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.MON_INVALID_LOGGING_LEVEL) – Invalid Logging Level
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JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.MON_INVALID_LOG_TRANSITIONS) – Log Transitions value
must be either "True" or "False"

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.MON_INVALID_MODEL) – [MID={0}, MVers={1}] Model does not
exist.

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.MON_INVALID_PID) – Process instance {0} is not running or does
not exist.

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.MON_LOGGING_LEVEL_TOO_LOW) – [MID={0}] Logging level
for Model cannot be set below minimum value of {1}.

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.MON_OLD_MODEL_VERSION) – [MID={0}] QoS cannot be changed
because it was generated from a pre-7.0 version of Modeler.

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.OL_OPTIMIZE_INIT_ERROR) – Unable to get Optimize process
data collector. Tracking enabled models will not be logged to Optimize.

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.OL_OPTIMIZE_INIT_ERROR2) – Exception trying to get Optimize
process data collector: {0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.OL_OPTIMIZE_SHUTDOWN_ERROR) – Exception trying to shut
down Optimize data collector: {0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.PRT_EXCEPTION) – Exception: {0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.PRT_MESSAGE) – {0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.REPO_DEFAULT_ROOT_PATH) – (optional)

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.REPO_EXE) – A RepositoryException occurred while trying to read
data from the Content Repository: "{0}"
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JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.REPO_FILE_DOES_NOT_EXIST) – File does not exist in repository

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.REPO_IO_EXE) – An IOException occurred while trying to read data
from the Content Repository: "{0}"

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.REPO_PATH_NOT_FOUND_EXE) – A PathNotFoundException
occurred while trying to read data from the Content Repository: "{0}"

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.REPO_READ_NODE_ERROR) – An exception occurred while trying
to read data from the Content Repository at: "{0}". Please check log for details.

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.SDA_ERR_GENERAL) – Exception executing step {1}, {2}: {0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.SDA_ERR_HANDLEEVT_CHANGE) – Exception trying to fail the
process *{1}: {0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.SDA_ERR_OUT) – Exception sending output {1} of {2} for PID {3} SID
{4}: {0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.SDA_ERR_SAVECTX) – Exception saving step context {1}, {2}: {0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.SDA_ERR_TX) – Exception updating track count {1}, {2}: {0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.SDA_INVALID_STEP) – Exception: Deprecated step found {1}, {2}:
{0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.SDA_SVC_ERR_MSG) – Exception invoking service {1}, {2}, Svc={3}:
{0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.SDC_TOPIPEERR) – Exception assembling pipeline {1}, {2}: {0}
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JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.SD_CORRELATE_ERR) – Error invoking correlation svc {1}: {0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.SD_ERR_DISPATCH) – Exception dispatching step: {0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.SD_ERR_HANDLEEVT) – Exception handling transition event: {0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.SD_INPUTMATCH) – Document {0} is a valid published input

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.SD_NOINPUT1) – Document {0} is NOT a valid published input

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.SD_NOSTEP1) – Document {2} does not match to any step in process
{0} on {1}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.SD_PUBLISH) – Handling native document {0} on {1}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.SD_STEPMATCH) – Document {2} matches step in process {0} on {1}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.SM_BAD_ACTION) – {0} is not a valid Action.

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.ST_CACHE_CONNECT_ERR) – Exception: Unable to connect to
cache!

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.ST_CACHE_MGR_NOT_INITIALIZED) – Could not initialize cache
manager

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.ST_CACHE_NOT_INITIALIZED) – Could not initialize cache: {0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.ST_CLEAN_DURATION) – Storage cleaner: Duration {0} ms
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JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.ST_CLEAN_EVERY) – Storage cleaner: will run every {0} seconds

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.ST_CLEAN_JDBC) – Storage cleaner: executing embedded SQL

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.ST_CLEAN_PROC) – Storage cleaner: executing stored procedure

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.ST_DB_CONNECT_ERR) – Exception: Unable to connect to database!

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.ST_DB_ERR) – Storage exception: {0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.ST_FAILED_PROC_EXPIRE) – Storage cleaner: expiration for failed
processes: {0} seconds

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.ST_LOCK_INSERT_FAIL) – Failed to insert Lock ID: {0} -- attempt
{1} of {2}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.ST_NO_CLEAN) – Storage cleaner: Disabled

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.ST_NO_CLEAN_FAILED_PROC) – Storage cleaner: clean up for
completed processes is disabled

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.ST_NO_LOCK) – Storage cleaner: cannot acquire lock. Exception: {0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.ST_PROC_EXPIRE) – Storage cleaner: expiration for completed
processes: {0} seconds

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.TM_DFLTXPORT) – Default PE transport is {0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.TM_DFLTXPORT_DEF) – Default PE transport is {0}; deferred
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JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.TM_PUSH_ATTEMPT) – Pushing doctypes to webMethods Messaging

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.TM_PUSH_ERROR) – webMethods Messaging push error: {0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.TM_PUSH_NOCONN) – Not performing webMethods Messaging
push (not connected)

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.TM_SEND) – Sending {2} over {0} to {1}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.TM_SENDABBR) – Sending {1} over {0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.TN_DISPATCH0) – DocID={0}, DocType={1}, ConvId={2}: processing
incoming TN document

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.TN_ERR_BADFILTER) – Exception evaluating TN document filter:
{0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.TN_ERR_PROFIELD) – Exception fetching data for field {1}: {0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.TN_ERR_PROSTORE) – Exception fetching data from TN profile
store: {0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.TN_NOMATCH) – DocID={0}, DocType={1}, ConvId={2}: no Model
match for TN document

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.TN_NOSTEPMATCH) – DocID={0}, DocType={1}, ConvId={2}, MID={3}:
no Step match for TN document

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.TN_STARTORJOIN) – ConvId={0}, PID={1}: starting/joining TN
process
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JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.TOU_INVALID_BIZ_CAL_ALIAS) – Business calendar alias {0} does
not exist

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.TOU_INVALID_BIZ_CAL_EVALUATOR) – Business calendar
evaluator does not exist

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.TOU_INVALID_BIZ_TIMEOUT) – Business timeout is invalid: {0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.TO_ERR_INVOKE) – Exception invoking timeout for {1}, {2}: {0}

JL.general(PRTMessageConstants.TO_TIMER_THREAD_INTERRUPTED) – Timer thread interrupted:
{0}

JL.string(PRTMessageConstants.BT_CFG_ERROR) – [MID={1}] Problem reading BrainTribe config file:
"{2}". {0}

JL.string(PRTMessageConstants.DASHBOARD_PROCESSLOG_ALL_EVENTS) – 5 - Process and All
Events and Activities

JL.string(PRTMessageConstants.EF_METHOD_SUCCEEDED) – The method succeeded.

JL.string(PRTMessageConstants.EF_PUBLISH_COULD_NOT_CREATE_DOC) – Could not create the
IS document type "{0}" from e-form instance "{1}"; make sure the e-form instance contents matches the
IS document type.

JL.string(PRTMessageConstants.EF_PUBLISH_DOCNOTFOUND) – Cannot publish the e-form as an
IS document because the IS document type "{0}" does not exist. Please create the IS document type from
your e-form template.

JL.string(PRTMessageConstants.EF_PUBLISH_DOC_PUBLISH_FAILED) – Error publishing e-form
instance: {0}
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JL.string(PRTMessageConstants.EF_PUBLISH_FILENOTFOUND) – Cannot publish the e-form as an
IS document because the e-form instance file "{0}" does not exist.

JL.string(PRTMessageConstants.EF_PUBLISH_INPUTS_NOT_PROVIDED) – The required input values
were not provided; for this service though some inputs are optional you must provide either
(instanceName and instanceByteStream) or (instanceFilePath). If both sets are provided, then
(instanceName and instanceByteStream), takes precedence.

JL.string(PRTMessageConstants.EF_PUBLISH_PUBLISH_ATTEMPT) – Trying to publish e-form
instance "{0}" as IS document type "{1}". If any associated processes do not start, then please check the
error log for any pub.publish:publish errors.

JL.string(PRTMessageConstants.EF_PUBLISH_TEMPLATE_NOT_PROVIDED) – The required input
value, templateName, was not provided.

JL.string(PRTMessageConstants.HEALTHCHECK_PADB_VERSION_RED) – Process audit database
schema version is incorrect. Minimum version expected is {0}, actual version is {1}.

JL.string(PRTMessageConstants.HEALTHCHECK_PEDB_VERSION_RED) – Process engine database
schema version is incorrect. Minimum version expected is {0}, actual version is {1}.

JL.string(PRTMessageConstants.IM_CANCELLEDOK) – *PID={0}, MID={1}, MVer={2}: process cancelled

JL.string(PRTMessageConstants.IM_FAILEDOK) – *PID={0}, MID={1}, MVer={2}: process failed

JL.string(PRTMessageConstants.IM_UPDATE_TRACK) – *{0}, {1}: updated track count by {2} to {3}

JL.string(PRTMessageConstants.REPO_DEFAULT_ROOT_PATH) – (optional)

JL.string(PRTMessageConstants.REPO_EXE) – A RepositoryException occurred while trying to read
data from the Content Repository: "{0}"
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JL.string(PRTMessageConstants.REPO_FILE_DOES_NOT_EXIST) – File does not exist in repository

JL.string(PRTMessageConstants.REPO_IO_EXE) – An IOException occurred while trying to read data
from the Content Repository: "{0}"

JL.string(PRTMessageConstants.REPO_PATH_NOT_FOUND_EXE) – A PathNotFoundException
occurred while trying to read data from the Content Repository: "{0}"

JL.string(PRTMessageConstants.REPO_READ_NODE_ERROR) – An exception occurred while trying
to read data from the Content Repository at: "{0}". Please check log for details.

JL.string(PRTMessageConstants.RULE_SVC_PIPEI) – Prepared pipeline to invoke Rule as: "{0}"

JL.string(PRTMessageConstants.SDA_BEFORE_STEP_PIPE) – *{0}, {1}: after step pipeline: {2}

JL.string(PRTMessageConstants.SDA_BEFORE_STEP_PIPE)...0 – *{0}, {1}: before step pipeline: {2}

JL.string(PRTMessageConstants.SDA_DEAD_INGORED) – *{0}, {1}: synchronization point ignoring
dead path from {2}

JL.string(PRTMessageConstants.SD_ACTIVITY_IN_DEBUG) – Boundary event ignored because process
was started in Debugger [PID={0}, ACTIVITY_SID={1}, BOUNDARY_SID={2}]

JL.string(PRTMessageConstants.SD_ACTIVITY_NOT_RUNNING) – *{0}, {1}: boundary event {2} ignored
because activity is not running

JL.string(PRTMessageConstants.ST_CACHE_CONNECT_ERR) – Exception: Unable to connect to cache!

JL.string(PRTMessageConstants.ST_CACHE_MGR_NOT_INITIALIZED) – Could not initialize cache
manager
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JL.string(PRTMessageConstants.ST_CACHE_NOT_CONFIGURED) – Could not configure Shared
Cache for Join locks

JL.string(PRTMessageConstants.ST_CACHE_NOT_INITIALIZED) – Could not initialize cache: {0}

JL.string(PRTMessageConstants.ST_LOCK_INSERT_FAIL) – Failed to insert Lock ID: {0} -- attempt {1}
of {2}

JL.string(PRTMessageConstants.TU_DELTHR_CACHE) – Deleting thread from cluster cache, thread
id={0}

JL.string(PRTMessageConstants.TU_SETTHR_CACHE_ALIVE) – Marking thread alive in cluster cache,
thread id={0}

JL.string(PRTMessageConstants.TU_SETTHR_CACHE_KILLED) – Marking thread killed in cluster
cache, thread id={0}

PRT.0101.0024E

Exception trying to encode step pipeline for {1}: {0}

Explanation

Unable to encode the pipeline for audit logging.

Action

Check the exception message for details.

PRT.0101.0025

Failed to encode pipeline for step {0}: {1}

PRT.0101.0026E

Custom logging: cannot find value for {0}.{1} on path {2}

Explanation

Unable to get the field value using the specified path.

Action

Make sure the field name and the path are correct.

PRT.0101.0028E

Custom logging: cannot convert {0} to logging type {1} (value {2})

Explanation

Failed to execute custom fields logging because the type of the field value cannot be
determined.

Action

Verify that the custom field value is the correct field type.
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PRT.0101.0029E

Exception trying to push audit log context: {0}

Explanation

Unable to add audit log context.

Action

Check the exception message for details.

PRT.0101.0030E

Exception trying to pop audit log context: {0}

Explanation

Unable to remove audit log context.

Action

Check the exception message for details.

PRT.0101.0031E

Exception publishing Audit Log Event {1}: {0}

Explanation

Unable to publish the log document for audit logging.

Action

Check the exception message for details.

PRT.0101.0034E

Exception publishing Optimize Log Event {1}: {0}

Explanation

Unable to perform the task because an audit runtime storage is not found.

Action

Make sure the audit runtime storage is properly set up and running.

PRT.0101.0035

Exception registering Process Logger: {0}

PRT.0101.0055

*{0}, {1}: sending live transition to {2}

PRT.0101.0057E

Exception encoding transition pipeline: {0}

Explanation

Unable to send an output transition using the specified transport.

Action

Check the exception message for details.

PRT.0101.0059E

Exception during send: {0}

Explanation

Cannot publish the document over the transport.

Action

Check the exception message in the Integration Server error logs for details.

PRT.0101.0060

*{0}, {1}: sending dead transition to {2}
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PRT.0101.0080

Loading process models in package {0}

PRT.0101.0082

Found PE model files in {0}

PRT.0101.0083

Loading model fragment {0}

PRT.0101.0084E

Exception loading model fragment {1}: {0}

Explanation

Error while reading the process model file.

Action

Check the exception message for details.

PRT.0101.0085

Skipping model fragment {0}

PRT.0101.0086

Deleting {0} old fragments from {1}

PRT.0101.0087E

Exception reading fragment file {1}: {0}

Explanation

Error while reading the process model file.

Action

Check the process exception message in the Integration Server error logs for details.

PRT.0101.0088

Deleting model fragment: {0}

PRT.0101.0089

Deleting XML file {0}

PRT.0101.0090

Adding new process fragment (pkg={0}, file={1})

PRT.0101.0091

Unable to create directory: {0}

PRT.0101.0118

[MID={0}, MVers={1}] has timed out

PRT.0101.0122E

Exception invoking timeout for {1}, {2}: {0}

Explanation

Failed to invoke timeout.

Action

Check the exception message for details.
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PRT.0101.0124E

*{0}, {1}: starting timeout: {2}

Explanation

Starting absolute timeout.

Action

This is an informative message only, indicating that an absolute timeout is being
started for the process and step with the displayed IDs.

PRT.0101.0140E

*{0}, {1}: killing step execution thread

Explanation

Error while saving the process model file.

Action

Make sure you have write permission and network access to the file system.

PRT.0101.0143I

{0} session

Explanation

Timeout accessed an Integration Server service session to get the service thread.

Action

Informative message only: indicates that an IS service session has been accessed to
get the service thread.

PRT.0101.0145

[SID={0}] Creating timer entry for join timeout

PRT.0101.0147

*{0} cannot start Process timeout -- type not specified

PRT.0101.0148

*{0}, {1}: cannot start Join timeout -- type not specified

PRT.0101.0149

*{0}, {1}: cannot start Step timeout -- type not specified

PRT.0101.0150E

Registering PE transport {0}

Explanation

Unable to sync documents with the Broker.

Action

Check the error message for details.

PRT.0101.0151

Using new PE transport {0} as default

PRT.0101.0152

Removing PE transport {0}
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PRT.0101.0153

Default PE transport is {0}

PRT.0101.0154

Default PE transport is {0}; deferred

PRT.0101.0155

Not performing Broker push (not connected)

PRT.0101.0156

Pushing doctypes to Broker

PRT.0101.0157

Broker push error: {0}

PRT.0101.0158

Sending {2} over {0} to {1}

PRT.0101.0160

Broadcasting {1} over {0}

PRT.0101.0162

Sending {1} over {0}

PRT.0101.0175

*{0}, {1}: new process instance created on {2}

PRT.0101.0178

Warning. Process model {0} is inactive

PRT.0101.0180

NON-START STEP. Step {1} of model {0} is a non-start step

PRT.0101.0182

[MID={0}, MVer={1}, fragment={2}] using newly-created pid

PRT.0101.0183

checking out process stack

PRT.0101.0184

using pre-existing stack. Parent process ID = {0}
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PRT.0101.0186

creating brand new process stack

PRT.0101.0195

setting process status to RUNNING

PRT.0101.0196

*PID={0}, MID={1}, MVer={2}: process started

PRT.0101.0197

*{0}, MID={1}, MVer={2}: process restarting

PRT.0101.0199

[PID={0}, Delta={1}] updating Track Count

PRT.0101.0202

*PID={0}, MID={1}, MVer={2}: process completed

PRT.0101.0206

Cache cleanup running every {0} seconds and every {1} instances

PRT.0101.0207

*{0}, {1}: transitioning to cancel step

PRT.0101.0223

looking for PID for CID {0}

PRT.0101.0224

[MID={1}] matching bizdoc to model. Type name = {0}. Require start = {2}

PRT.0101.0228

{0} index entries found for doctype {1}

PRT.0101.0229

entry({0}) ==> {1}@{2}, filter={3}

PRT.0101.0230

evaluateFilter(): filter = {0}

PRT.0101.0231

evaluateFilter(): pipe = {0}
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PRT.0101.0235

DocID={0}, DocType={1}, ConvId={2}: processing incoming TN document

PRT.0101.0236

({0}) doc internal ID: {1}

PRT.0101.0237

({0}) doctype name: {1}

PRT.0101.0238

({0}) conversation ID: {1}

PRT.0101.0240

joining existing conversation {1}

PRT.0101.0241

using model ID {0}

PRT.0101.0242E

DocID={0}, DocType={1}, ConvId={2}: no Model match for TN document

Explanation

Not starting a process instance because no process model is found that matches the
business document (bizdoc).

Action

Make sure there is a process model that subscribes to this business document (bizdoc).

PRT.0101.0243E

DocID={0}, DocType={1}, ConvId={2}, MID={3}: no Step match for TN document

Explanation

Unable to match a step to the business document (bizdoc).

Action

Make sure at least one step in the process model subscribes to this business document
(bizdoc).

PRT.0101.0244

ConvId={0}, PID={1}: starting/joining TN process

PRT.0101.0247

joining process (status {0})

PRT.0101.0248

PROCESS DONE, CANNOT JOIN

PRT.0101.0249

joining at step {1} (frag {0})
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PRT.0101.0251E

IM failed: model is disabled or non-start step

Explanation

Unable to create a process instance because it is a non-start step or the process model
is inactive.

Action

If joining a running process, make sure it has the correct conversation ID. Otherwise,
make sure the process model is enabled in webMethods Monitor.

PRT.0101.0252

Attribute {0} = {1}

PRT.0101.0253

BizDocAttribute {0} is required in a process, but no definition is available on this
server

PRT.0101.0254E

Exception fetching data from TN profile store: {0}

Explanation

Unable to get the Trading Networks partner profile summary.

Action

Check the Trading Networks partner profile.

PRT.0101.0255

Profile Field {0} = {1}

PRT.0101.0256E

Extended profile field {0} is required in a process, but no definition is available on
this server

Explanation

Unable to get the extended profile field.

Action

Make sure the extended profile field is populated.

PRT.0101.0257E

Exception fetching data for field {1}: {0}

Explanation

Unable to get the Trading Networks extended profile field.

Action

Check the Trading Networks extended profile field.

PRT.0101.0258

Duplicate document: {0}. Document rejected

PRT.0101.0278

*{0}, {1}: handling transition event to {2}

PRT.0101.0284

*{0}, {1}: handling native document {3} on {2}
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PRT.0101.0289E

NO MATCHING STEP

Explanation

Unable to find the step that subscribes to this document.

Action

Make sure a step in the process model subscribes to this document.

PRT.0101.0290E

Document {2} does not match to any step in process {0} on {1}

Explanation

Unable to find the step that subscribes to this document.

Action

Make sure a step in the process model subscribes to this document.

PRT.0101.0292

Document {2} matches step in process {0} on {1}

PRT.0101.0294E

NO MATCHING INPUT for pid

Explanation

Unable to get the input definition for this document.

Action

Make sure the document exists and is synced to the Broker.

PRT.0101.0295E

*{0}, {1}: document {3} is NOT a valid published input

Explanation

Unable to get the input definition for this document.

Action

Make sure the document exists and is synced to the Broker.

PRT.0101.0297

*{0}, {1}, document {3} is a valid published input

PRT.0101.0300E

*{0}, {1}: using correlation service {2}

Explanation

An error occurred while accessing the ProcessAudit database.

Action

Make sure that the ProcessAudit pool alias is configured and functional, and that
there are no connectivity problems.

PRT.0101.0301E

pipe: {0}

Explanation

An error occurred while accessing the ProcessAudit database.

Action

Make sure that the ProcessAudit pool alias is configured and functional, and that
there are no connectivity problems.
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PRT.0101.0303

*{0}, {1}: correlating to TN conversation id

PRT.0101.0305E

*{0}, {1}: correlated to process id

Explanation

An error occurred while accessing the ProcessAudit database.

Action

Make sure that the ProcessAudit pool alias is configured and functional, and that
there are no connectivity problems.

PRT.0101.0306

correlation ID mapped to existing PID

PRT.0101.0307E

Error invoking correlation svc {1}: {0}

Explanation

Failed to invoke the specified correlation service.

Action

Check the process exception in the Integration Server error logs for details.

PRT.0101.0309

dispatching event : {0}

PRT.0101.0310

*{0}, {1}: starting step execution

PRT.0101.0311E

*{0}, {1}: no process fragment contains this step

Explanation

Unable to find the step in the process model fragment file.

Action

Make sure generated model fragment file contains this step.

PRT.0101.0314

Exception dispatching step: {0}

PRT.0101.0315E

Exception handling transition event: {0}

Explanation

Failed to handle a process transition document.

Action

Check the exception message for details.

PRT.0101.0317W

Error joining because it is terminated already

Explanation

Cannot join a process that is not running.

Action

Check the exception message for details.
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PRT.0101.0318

*{0}, {1}: using correlation field {2}

PRT.0101.0319

*{0}, {1}: correlated to disabled model {2} version {3}

PRT.0101.0320

*{0}, {1}: correlated to {2}, expected {3}

PRT.0101.0335

*{0}, {1}: start step execution

PRT.0101.0336

*{0}, {1}: end step execution

PRT.0101.0337

continuing synchronous execution at step {0}

PRT.0101.0341

*{0}, {1}: executing step

PRT.0101.0343

fragment and step validated

PRT.0101.0347

*{0}, {1}: pushing step on suspended list

PRT.0101.0349

step iteration = {0}

PRT.0101.0356

*{0}, {1}: step not executed, enquueing event

PRT.0101.0357

*{0}, {1}: step iteration count exceeded

PRT.0101.0358

*{0}, {1}: setting try count to {2}

PRT.0101.0359E

Exception executing step {1}, {2}: {0}

Explanation

The XPath expression cannot be parsed.

Action

Verify that the XPath expression is valid.
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PRT.0101.0360E

Exception saving step context {1}, {2}: {0}

Explanation

Failed to save the context of the step.

Action

Check the exception message in the Integration Server error logs for details.

PRT.0101.0361

done preparing step for execution

PRT.0101.0362

*{0}, {1}: logging custom audit data

PRT.0101.0366

no service to execute

PRT.0101.0370

merging pre-defined service inputs

PRT.0101.0372

service executed OK. After step invoke outPipe={0}

PRT.0101.0373

*{0}, {1}: sent {2} output events

PRT.0101.0374E

SERVICE EXECUTION FAILED ({0}) {1}

Explanation

Caught a service exception. If an error handler is defined, the appropriate error action
will be taken. Otherwise, the process will be marked as failed.

Action

Check webMethods Monitor for details about the failure.

PRT.0101.0376E

Exception invoking service {1}, {2}, Svc={3}: {0}

Explanation

Failed while executing the step. Service throws an error.

Action

If an error handler is defined, the appropriate error action will be taken. Otherwise,
the process will be marked as failed.

PRT.0101.0377

*{0}, {1}: transitioning to error step {2}

PRT.0101.0378E

*{0}, {1}: terminated abnormally

Explanation

Failure during process execution. No error handler defined for the step.

Action

Define an error handler for the failed step so that appropriate error action can be
taken.
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PRT.0101.0383

considering published output {0} (doctype {1})

PRT.0101.0385

document: {0}. Publishing with stack {1}

PRT.0101.0387E

missing content for document {0}

Explanation

Unable to get the document from the publish output because of a missing or corrupted
document object.

Action

Make sure the document is in the publish output pipeline.

PRT.0101.0388

*{0}, {1}: published output document {2}

PRT.0101.0389

considering bizdoc output {0}

PRT.0101.0390

done with bizdoc output {0}

PRT.0101.0391E

Exception sending output {1} of {2} for PID {3} SID {4}: {0}

Explanation

Error while sending output documents.

Action

Check the exception message for details.

PRT.0101.0392

ERROR on output {0} of {1}. Output isa {2}. Output: {3}

PRT.0101.0395

considering transition to step {0} on {1}

PRT.0101.0396

*{0}, {1}: adding dead transition to {2}

PRT.0101.0397

*{0}, {1}: adding live transition to {2}

PRT.0101.0398

synchronously following transition to {0}
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PRT.0101.0399

*{0}, {1}: publishing transition to {2} on {3}

PRT.0101.0400E

Exception updating track count {1}, {2}: {0}

Explanation

Failed to evaluate the condition associated with this output, possibly because of an
invalid condition parameter.

Action

Check the process exception message in the Integration Server error logs for details.

PRT.0101.0401

*{0}, {1}: no track count change

PRT.0101.0402

*{0}, {1}: updated track count by {2} to {3}

PRT.0101.0403

*{0}, {1}: transition condition {2} evaluated to {3}

PRT.0101.0412W

Cannot execute step {0} because the process was terminated already

Explanation

Cannot execute a step because the process was terminated.

Action

Check for incorrect use of the correlation service.

PRT.0101.0428E

PE queue processing for step {0}

Explanation

An error occurred while executing a step.

Action

See the detailed error message for specific information.

PRT.0101.0430

event queue empty, nothing to do

PRT.0101.0432

*{0}, {1}: transitioning to timeout handler

PRT.0101.0434E

Exception assembling pipeline {1}, {2}: {0}

Explanation

Cannot create a transition pipeline for the specified step.

Action

Check the exception in the Integration Server error logs for details.

PRT.0101.0435

*{0}, {1}: {2} events in the queue. Join state: {3}
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PRT.0101.0441

dropping {0} (id {1})

PRT.0101.0442

update track count ({0}) as a result of dropping events after the join

PRT.0101.0444

returning positive join result

PRT.0101.0445

these events will be in the pipeline:

PRT.0101.0447

applying thread count DELTA of {0}

PRT.0101.0448I

*{0}, {1}: starting join timeout

Explanation

Starting join timeout.

Action

This is an informative message only, indicating that a join timeout has been started.

PRT.0101.0449I

*{0}, {1}: starting step timeout

Explanation

Starting step timeout.

Action

This is an informative message only, indicating that a step has been started.

PRT.0101.0451

*{0}, {1}: absolute timeout type is invalid

PRT.0101.0452

Exception: Deprecated step found {1}, {2}: {0}

PRT.0101.0455

Error cloning IData {0}.

PRT.0101.0468E

Something just tried to dequeue an event with a null ID

Explanation

Unable to remove metadata from the queue.

Action

Check the IllegalArgumentException message in the Integration Server error logs for
details.
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PRT.0101.0469E

Document with duplicate correlation ID submitted.

Explanation

An error occurred when a document with a duplicate correlation ID was found.

Action

Make sure each correlation ID is unique.

PRT.0101.0489

PRTX: INSERT {0}.{1} --> p.{2}

PRT.0101.0494

PRTX: mapping {0}.{1} (insert={2})

PRT.0101.0509

Using Shared Cache for Join locks

PRT.0101.0511E

Can not initialize jdbc runtime storage for PE. Make sure ProcessAudit or
ProcessEngine runtime pool is configured properly

Explanation

Failed to establish a database for Process Engine storage; using repository instead.

Action

Check the Process Audit and PRT Associated Pool Alias configurations.

PRT.0101.0512E

Storage exception: {0}

Explanation

Exception executing an SQL statement.

Action

Check for incorrect database configuration.

PRT.0101.0513

Storage cleaner: will run every {0} seconds

PRT.0101.0514E

Storage cleaner: executing stored procedure

Explanation

An error occurred while saving the web service binding file. The user may not have
the correct access to the directory.

Action

Make sure that the user has proper read/write access to the directory.

PRT.0101.0515E

Storage cleaner: executing embedded SQL

Explanation

An error occurred while saving the web service binding file. The user may not have
the correct access to the directory.

Action

Make sure that the user has proper read/write access to the directory.
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PRT.0101.0517E

Storage cleaner: Duration {0} ms

Explanation

An error occurred while saving the Web service binding file. The user may not have
the correct access to the directory.

Action

Make sure that the user has proper read/write access to the directory.

PRT.0101.0518E

Exception: Unable to connect to database!

Explanation

The Web service binding file does not exist. The user may not have the correct access
to the directory.

Action

Make sure that the user has proper read/write access to the directory.

PRT.0101.0519

Storage cleaner: expiration for completed processes: {0} seconds

PRT.0101.0521

Storage cleaner: cannot acquire lock. Exception: {0}

PRT.0101.0522

Storage cleaner: expiration for failed processes: {0} seconds

PRT.0101.0523E

Storage cleaner: clean up for completed processes is disabled

Explanation

The WSDL file for the web service could not be accessed. The file may not exist or it
may be in the wrong directory location.

Action

Make sure that this file exists and has been deployed to the correct directory location.

PRT.0101.0531

Exception: {0}. Step Level Retry configured for service: {1}. Retry {2} of {3} in {4} ms

PRT.0101.0532E

No Step Level Retry configured for step service: {0}

Explanation

The WSDL file for the Web service could not be accessed.

Action

Make sure that the WSDL file exists and has been deployed to the generated package.

PRT.0101.0533E

Step Level Retry count exceeded for service: {0}

Explanation

An error occurred while accessing the process model package.

Action

Make sure that the process model has been generated and the corresponding
namespace package has been created.
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PRT.0101.0534

Thread Threshold detected. Retry abandoned for {0}.

PRT.0101.0535

Error querying process {0} version {1} from {2}. Make sure the process is deployed
for monitoring.

PRT.0101.0550

[MID={0}] StatusManager processing {1} request

PRT.0101.0551

*{0}: process status changed to {1}

PRT.0101.0552

*{0}: resuming process at {1}

PRT.0101.0553

*{0}: restarting process at step {0}

PRT.0101.0554

Running process at step {0}

PRT.0101.0601I

web service request/reply {0}

Explanation

Performing Web service request/reply.

Action

Informative message only: indicates that the PRT dispatcher is processing a Web
service request/reply.

PRT.0101.0700I

Adding thread to thread table, thread id={0}

Explanation

Added a thread with the following thread ID to the Process Engine's internal thread
table.

Action

Informative message only: indicates the thread ID for a thread added to the Process
Engine's internal table.

PRT.0101.0701I

Getting thread from thread table, thread id={0}

Explanation

Retrieved a thread with the following thread ID from the Process Engine's internal
thread table.

Action

Informative message only: indicates the thread ID for a thread retrieved from the
Process Engine's internal table.
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PRT.0101.0702

Deleting thread from thread table, thread id={0}

PRT.0101.0830

JMS Connection Alias for PE 'PE_NONTRANSACTIONAL_ALIAS' has not been
configured.

PRT.0101.0831

Error creating JMS internal topic: {0}

PRT.0101.0832

Error updating client group permissions: {0}

PRT.0101.0833

Error creating JMS connection alias: {0}

PRT.0101.0850E

[MID={0}] Now listening to path: "{1}" for e-Forms on jcr "{2}"

Explanation

This is an informative message. The e-form configuration is now listening for events.

Action

To generate an event, place an e-form into the My webMethods Server folder location
that the listener is monitoring.

PRT.0101.0851

[MID={1}] Error with Content Repository "{2}". Check if the repo is running, login
credentials and repo connection information is correct. {0}

PRT.0101.0852E

[MID={1}] Error disabling/removing listener from Content Repository "{2}". {0}

Explanation

Listener cannot be removed because the repository is down or does not exist.

Action

Make sure the repository is still running and connected, and that the listener is valid.

PRT.0101.0853

[MID={0}] Content Repository "{1}" not configured.

PRT.0101.0854

[MID={0}] Listener for e-Forms at path: "{1}" has been disabled from jcr "{2}"

PRT.0101.0855

[MID={1}] Error adding listener to Content Repository "{2}". {0}

PRT.0101.0856E

[MID={1}] Problem reading E-form config file: "{2}". {0}

Explanation

An invalid e-form configuration file or unknown file type using the CSP or JCR file
name extension was found in WmPRT\config\.

Action

Log in to My webMethods and delete and then re-create the e-form configuration in
the Define Environments application page.
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PRT.0101.0857E

[MID={0}] Unable to change listener please disable all other models currently using
this listener: "{1}"

Explanation

The SOAP processor aborted processing of the SOAP message because of a problem
with the message header.

Action

Make sure the header entries of the SOAP message are valid.

PRT.0101.0858E

[MID={0}] Cannot edit access for PORT 15006. Please ensure to manually add access
for "wm.prt.eforms:update" "wm.server:connect" "wm.server:disconnect"
"wm.server:ping".

Explanation

E-forms requires the specified port to be open.

Action

Make sure that that port 15006 is open and has access for "wm.prt.eforms:update",
"wm.server:connect", "wm.server:disconnect", and "wm.server:ping".

PRT.0101.0859E

[MID={0}] Cannot start e-form process because doc type: "{1}" does not exist. For
e-form instance at: "{2}". Please recreate the e-form doc or rebuild the model(s).

Explanation

The document type related to this listener does not exist on the Integration Server.

Action

Re-create the e-form document type and rebuild the affected process model(s).

PRT.0101.0860

[MID={0}] Trying to publish E-form instance "{1}" for template "{2}". With doc type
of "{3}". If process does not start please check error log for any pub.publish errors.
IData:{4}

PRT.0101.0861

[MID={1}] Error restarting listener(s) to Content Repository "{2}". {0}

PRT.0101.0862

Content Repository currently has no models associated to it. No reason to restart
the repository at this time.

PRT.0101.0863

[MID={1}] Cannot retrive password: "{2}". {0}

PRT.0101.0864

No model(s) enabled using this listener "{0}". Listener will not be restarted.

PRT.0101.0865

[MID={0}] Content Repository currently has a listener listening in that location. No
new listener added to listening path: "{1}" for e-Forms on jcr "{2}".
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PRT.0101.0900E

Monitor: {0}

Explanation

Type mismatch in BPEL assign.

Action

Check that the mapping performed in the assign step is valid. Mapping is not typesafe.

PRT.0101.0902E

Invalid Logging Level

Explanation

Unable to find type of the field for the record using the specified part and Xpath query.

Action

Check that the type used in the part and XPath query is defined in your Integration
Server instance. This can occur when the field or record are not defined in the
Integration Server instance to which the corresponding process has been deployed.

PRT.0101.0903E

Log Transitions value must be either "True" or "False"

Explanation

Unable to find type of the field for the record using the specified part and Xpath query.

Action

Check that the type used in the part and XPath query is defined in your Integration
Server instance. This can occur when the field or record are not defined in the
Integration Server instance to which the corresponding process has been deployed.

PRT.0101.0907

Enable Resubmission value must be either "True" or "False"

PRT.0101.0908

[MID={0}, MVers={1}] Model does not exist.

PRT.0101.0909

[MID={0}] QoS cannot be changed because it was generated from a pre-7.0 version
of Modeler.

PRT.0101.0910

[MID={0}] Logging level for Model cannot be set below minimum value of {1}.

PRT.0101.1001

CheckDuplicates processing {0}, uuid, {1}

PRT.0101.1002

CheckDuplicates processed {0}, uuid, {1}, status, {2}

PRT.0101.1003

CheckDuplicates throwing ISRuntimeException {0}, uuid, {1}
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PRT.0101.1100

Error trying to get JDBC pool configuration using functional alias {0}. Business
calendar based timeouts will not be able to be evaluated.

PRT.0101.1101

Exception trying to get JDBC pool configuration: {0}

PRT.0101.1102

Unable to initialize MWS library. Business calendar based timeouts will not be
able to be evaluated.

PRT.0101.1103

Exception trying to initialize MWS library: {0}

PRT.0101.1200

Business timeout is invalid: {0}

PRT.0101.1201

Business calendar alias {0} does not exist

PRT.0101.1202

Business calendar evaluator does not exist

PRT.0101.1300

*{0}, {1}: did not start timer, no end time specified.

PRT.0101.1301

*{0}: executing Process Timeout

PRT.0101.1302

*{0}, {1}: executing Step Timeout

PRT.0101.1303

*{0}, {1}: executing Join Timeout

PRT.0101.1304

[MID={0}, SID={1}] Error killing step thread

PRT.0101.1305

[MID={0}] Constructing process timeout

PRT.0101.1306

[MID={0}, SID={1}] Constructing step timeout
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PRT.0101.1307

[MID={0}, SID={1}] Constructing join timeout

PRT.0101.1309

*{0}, {1}: cancelling step timeout

PRT.0101.1310

*{0}, {1}: cancelling join timeout

PRT.0101.1400

Exception trying to fail the process *{1}: {0}

PRT.0101.1401

*{0}, {1}: sending Dead Path PTE to {2} on {3}

PRT.0101.1402

*{0}, {1}: process version changed from {2} to {3}

PRT.0101.1403

*{0}, {1}: taking unsatisfied join transition {2}

PRT.0101.1500

made input pipe from {0} events

PRT.0101.1600

Unable to get Optimize process data collector. Tracking enabled models will not
be logged to Optimize.

PRT.0101.1601

Exception trying to get Optimize process data collector: {0}

PRT.0101.1602

Exception trying to shut down Optimize data collector: {0}

PRT.0101.1742

Failed to restart e-form listener for {0}.

PRT.0101.1743

Restart of e-form listener: {0} successful.

PRT.0101.9123E

No value was supplied for the required parameter {0}.

Explanation

A parameter is missing or corrupted.

Action

Make sure that the parameter object exists.
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PRT.0101.9124E

An invalid value was supplied for the required parameter {0}. The bad value was
{1}.

Explanation

The value of the specified key is invalid.

Action

Make sure the value is the specified type.

PRT.0101.9125E

Service {0} failed.

Explanation

Caught a service exception.

Action

Check the service exception message in the Integration Server error logs for details.

PRT.0101.9135E

Cannot read frag file {0}: the file does not exist.

Explanation

An error occurred while reading the process model file: the file does not exist.

Action

Make sure the model has been generated correctly.

PRT.0101.9136E

Cannot read frag file {0}: the file is not readable.

Explanation

An error occurred while reading the process model file: the file is not readable.

Action

Check the file permissions.

PRT.0101.9137E

Malformed frag file {0}: the file does not contain the 'fragment' key.

Explanation

Unable to read the process model file; the file may be corrupted.

Action

Regenerate the process model.

PRT.0101.9138E

IOException reading frag file {0}

Explanation

An error occurred while reading the process model file.

Action

REfer to the process exception in the Integration Server error logs for details.

PRT.0101.9139E

Cannot write frag file {0}: the file already exists and is not writeable.

Explanation

An error occurred while saving the process model file: the file already exists.

Action

Check the file permissions.

PRT.0101.9151E

Cannot rebind role {0} from partner ID {1} to partner ID {2}

Explanation

Unable to add a TN sender or receiver role because the current public role information
indicates a different partner ID.

Action

Make sure the sender or receiver matches the partner ID, then restart the process.
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PRT.0101.9195E

Could not enable model "{0}" version "{1}" for {2}

Explanation

Cannot get a lock for global data.

Action

Determine whether another step in the process currently has a lock on global data.

PRT.0101.9196E

Could not disable model "{0}" version "{1}" for {2}

Explanation

Cannot get a lock for global data.

Action

Determine whether another step in the process currently has a lock on global data.

PRT.0101.9197E

Could not acquire lock "{0}"

Explanation

A field is not present in global data when using BPEL assign.

Action

Make sure the data exists.

PRT.0101.9201

Correlated process ID {0} is incorrect; a process already exists with that process ID
and a different model ID

PRT.0101.9204E

The CID returned from {0} is too long. CID length is {1}; maximum allowed is {2}

Explanation

The conversation ID has exceeded the maximum allowed length.

Action

Shorten the conversation ID and rerun the process.

PRT.0101.9205E

Correlation ID joins to a process instance that is no longer running. PID: {0}

Explanation

Joins are not allowed on process instances that are not in running status.

Action

Change the state to running or start a new process instance.

PRT.0101.9206

Intermediate Receive Step {2} of model {0} version {1} does not correlate to existing
Process ID

PRT.0101.9215E

Cannot start process {0}: unable to determine the appropriate model

Explanation

The process model ID has not been properly stored in the Process Engine DB.

Action

Check that the DB is working properly and rerun the process.
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PRT.0101.9216E

Cannot start process {0} with model {1} at step {2}: there is no fragment defined that
contains that step

Explanation

The process model fragment file does not contain the definition for the specified step.

Action

Check that the step is properly generated in the fragment file. If not, regenerate the
process.

PRT.0101.9217E

Cannot start process {0} at step {1}: there is no such step defined in fragment {2}

Explanation

The process model fragment file does not contain the definition for the specified step.

Action

Check that the step is properly generated in the fragment file. If not, regenerate the
process.

PRT.0101.9218

Error changing version for process {0} with model {1} at step {2} from version {3} to
{4}: there is no fragment defined that contains that step

PRT.0101.9228E

Missing ConversationID for call to getInstanceId()

Explanation

Cannot start a process because a conversion ID was not present in the Trading
Networks document envelope.

Action

Make sure that the conversation ID is properly defined and extracted.

PRT.0101.9229E

Model {0} was specified, but there is no step in this model for a bizdoc of type {1}

Explanation

Cannot find any step in the model that subscribes to this document.

Action

Make sure the model has a step that subscribes to this document.

PRT.0101.9230E

Couldn't start process. Either the model is disabled or this document targets a
non-start step.

Explanation

The process cannot be started either because the model is disabled or the step
subscribing to this document is not a start step.

Action

Make sure the model is enabled and that the step that subscribes to this document is
a start step.

PRT.0101.9231E

No ConversationID available; PE bizdoc processing fails

Explanation

Cannot start a new process or join an existing process because a conversation ID was
not present in the TN document envelope.

Action

Make sure that conversation ID is properly defined and extracted.
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PRT.0101.9244E

PID {0}: Cannot {1} process; status is {2}

Explanation

The process instance has one of the following statuses: STAT_UNKNOWN,
STAT_RUNNING, STAT_SUSPENDED, STAT_FAILED, STAT_CANCELLED, or
STAT_DONE. Because the process instance is in one of these states, it cannot run the
requested action. The requested action will be one of the following: START, SUSPEND,
RESUME, CANCEL, FAIL, RESTART, QUIET, or DONE.

Action

Make sure the action is allowed on processes with the specified status.

PRT.0101.9245E

PID {0}: Bad command RESTART; target step is missing

Explanation

Unable to restart the process because of a missing or corrupted target step ID in the
pipeline.

Action

Check the pipeline then restart the process.

PRT.0101.9246E

PID {0}: Bad command RESTART; pipeline is missing

Explanation

Unable to restart the process because of a missing or corrupted pipeline.

Action

Check the pipeline then restart the process.

PRT.0101.9248E

PID {0}: Bad command RESTART; pipeline is missing /ProcessData

Explanation

Unable to restart the process because of a missing or corrupted ProcessData object in
pipeline.

Action

Check the pipeline then restart the process.

PRT.0101.9249E

PID {0}: Bad command RESTART; pipeline is missing /ProcessData/LastEvents

Explanation

The process instance was not restarted because the pipeline is missing.

Action

Make sure that the pipeline is properly logged.

PRT.0101.9250E

PID {0}: Bad command RESTART; RestartParameters is missing

Explanation

Cannot restart the process instance because some or all of the restart parameters are
missing.

Action

Make sure that all of the restart parameters are present in the pipeline.

PRT.0101.9251E

PID {0}: restart failed because the supplied pipeline contains an invalid
ProcessInstanceID {1}

Explanation

Unable to restart due to a invalid process instance ID.

Action

Check the pipeline then restart the process.
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PRT.0101.9253E

MID {0}: Cannot restart process; frag {1} step {2} does not define bizdoc {3} as input

Explanation

Process cannot be restarted because the target step does not define the document as
an input.

Action

Make sure that the target step specifies the document as an input.

PRT.0101.9254E

PID {0}: failed to restart at step {1} because at least one valid event is needed in path
/ProcessData/LastEvents/ of the supplied pipeline {2}

Explanation

The process cannot be restarted because all documents in the pipeline have been
removed.

Action

Start a new instance of the process.

PRT.0101.9255E

MID {0} Failed to restart the process because Model {0} is not enabled

Explanation

The process cannot be restarted because the model is disabled.

Action

Enable the model and restart again.

PRT.0101.9256

PID {0} Failed to execute process instance status change

PRT.0101.9262E

PID {0}: Could not get a connection in {1}

Explanation

An error occurred while trying to connect to Process Engine DB storage.

Action

Make sure that Process Engine DB storage is properly configured and running.

PRT.0101.9263E

PID {0}: Update thread count failed

Explanation

An error occurred while communicating with the Process Engine DB.

Action

Make sure that the Process Engine DB is properly configured and running.

PRT.0101.9264

Cannot create new instance of model {0} version {1}, it is not enabled

PRT.0101.9265

Step {2} of model {0} version {1} is not a start step

PRT.0101.9285E

Could not create TN facade

Explanation

Unable to create a Trading Networks implementation.

Action

Check the process exception message in the Integration Server error logs for details.
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PRT.0101.9286E

Could not handle doc output

Explanation

Error while handling the output of a business document (bizdoc).

Action

Check the process exception message in the Integration Server error logs for details.

PRT.0101.9287E

bizdoc_output() failed because pipeline object {0} is not a TN bizdoc object

Explanation

The specified document is the wrong type.

Action

Make sure the document is a Trading Networks document.

PRT.0101.9301E

Exception occurred during correlation or cross-reference operation

Explanation

Unable to perform ID correlation because an error occurred while connecting to
Process Engine DB storage.

Action

Refer to the process exception in the Integration Server error logs for details.

PRT.0101.9306

Correlation field {0} does not exist in published document {1}

Explanation

A correlation field is specified for the document starting this step, but the correlation
field does not exist in the document at run time.

Action

Ensure that the correlation field is specified in the published document to establish
correlation.

PRT.0101.9316

Could not get process ID from conversation ID

PRT.0101.9321

Thread sleep wait interrupted: {0}

PRT.0101.9322

Variable "{0}" does not exist in the pipeline

PRT.0101.9340E

Bad join expression; invalid character {0}

Explanation

The specified character is not allowed in the join expression.

Action

Verify that the join expression is valid.

PRT.0101.9341E

Bad XOR join specification {0}; id required

Explanation

The XOR join expression does not contain an unique ID.

Action

Make sure that a unique ID is present for the XOR join expression.
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PRT.0101.9342E

Bad XOR join specification; unparseable timeout {0}

Explanation

The timeout value of the XOR join expression is not in a valid format.

Action

Make sure the timeout value for the XOR join expression is in milliseconds.

PRT.0101.9343E

Bad join expression; one or more unmatched )

Explanation

Missing parenthesis in a join expression.

Action

Make sure the join expression is valid.

PRT.0101.9344E

Bad join expression; one or more unmatched (

Explanation

Missing parenthesis in a join expression.

Action

Make sure the join expression is valid.

PRT.0101.9345E

Bad join expression; bad standalone join spec {0}

Explanation

Invalid standalone in a join expression.

Action

Make sure the join expression is valid.

PRT.0101.9346

Global data is no longer supported. Model {0} : SID {1}

PRT.0101.9356E

Can not set track count to {0}; only 1 allowed for TransitionMetaData

Explanation

The track count is not 0 or 1.

Action

Make sure the track count is 0 or 1.

PRT.0101.9358E

Exception while executing SQL statement

Explanation

The SQL processor failed to execute this statement because there is an error in the
statement itself - a reference to a non-existent table, a non-existent (misspelled) field,
or an incorrect SQL keyword.

Action

Check the process exception message in the Integration Server error logs for details.

PRT.0101.9360

XPath data is no longer supported. Model {0} : SID {1}
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PRT.0101.9412

PID {0}: Cannot execute step {1} because the process was terminated already

PRT.0101.9417E

Cannot publish {0}. Document is not in pipeline.

Explanation

Cannot publish document; the document is not in the pipeline.

Action

Check for improper or missing mapping in the Integration Server flow service.

PRT.0101.9432

Task execution was unsuccessful. The task engine returned status: {0} and error
message: {1}

Explanation

The Task Engine has returned an error to the Process Engine

Action

Check the My webMethods Server logs in
..\MWS\server\instances\<instanceName>\logs.

PRT.0101.9467

Cannot enqueue an event with a null ID

PRT.0101.9469

Error encountered: Document with duplicate correlation ID submitted.

PRT.0101.9613

There are no enabled Processes matching this trigger: {0}

Explanation

A document has arrived on a subscriptionTrigger but there are no enabled processes
associated with this trigger. Therefore, the document is ignored.

Action

In most cases this means your process is not enabled. Log in to My webMethods and
use webMethods Monitor to select the process and enable it for execution, then try
again.

PRT.0101.9862

This service has been deprecated and is no longer supported.

Explanation

The service executed is no longer supported in the current release.

Action

Consult the release readme file and the Process Engine Administrator's guide for
deprecated and removed services to determine if there is a replacement service.

PRTExceptionConstants.EXC_AA_CASE_ERROR – AgileApps returned status: {0} and error message:
{1}

PRTExceptionConstants.EXC_AA_CASE_NOCREATE – Case type {0} has circular dependency on Model
{1}
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PRTExceptionConstants.EXC_EFORM_DUP_FRIENDLYNAME – Friendly name: {0} already in use
please choose another.

PRTExceptionConstants.EXC_FILE_UTILS_FILE_EXISTS – File "{0}" already exists.

PRTExceptionConstants.EXC_FILE_UTILS_VALIDATE_DIR – File or directory "{0}" is not in the "{1}"
directory.

PRTExceptionConstants.EXC_PT_JOINTIMEOUT – The step "{2}" of model "{0}" with process id of "{1}"
has join timed out, with no timeout step or error step to process.

PRTExceptionConstants.EXC_SDA_CA_DYNAMIC_DUPLICATE_FIELD_ERR – Dynamic Call Activity
document list contains duplicate values for {0} field.

PRTExceptionConstants.EXC_SDA_CA_DYNAMIC_MISSING_FIELD_ERR – Dynamic Call Activity
document does not contain {0} field.

PRTExceptionConstants.EXC_SDA_CA_DYNAMIC_MISSING_ROOT_DOC_ERR – Dynamic Call
Activity CallActivityModels document list does not exist.

PRTExceptionConstants.EXC_SD_CIDLONG2 – The Correlation ID is too long. The length is {0};
maximum allowed is {1}

PRTExceptionConstants.EXC_SM_FORBID – PID {0} Cannot restart process; It was initiated from
AgileApps

PRTExceptionConstants.EXC_SM_NOACTFORSTAT...0 – PID {0}: Cannot {1} a process instance with
a status of {2}.

PRTExceptionConstants.EXC_TRANSITION_NOT_FOUND – Transition Key {0} could not be found
for Process ID {1}.
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WEPRME0001

The user name must not be null.

WEPRME0002

The SQL statement must not be null.

WEPRME0003

The temporal validity approach must not be null.

WEPRME0005

The class of the user-defined function must not be null.

WEPRME0007

The database source builder must not be null.

WEPRME0008

Persistency for a database source is currently not supported.

WEPRME0009

The class of the database source builder must not be null.

WEPRME0010

Persistency for tables is currently not supported.

WEPRME0011

The source adapter must not be null.
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WEPRME0012

The authorization module does not currently support persistency.

WEPRME0013

The source adapter class must not be null.

WEPRME0014

The subscription mode must not be null.

WEPRME0015

The sink adapter must not be null.

WEPRME0016

The unsubscription mode must not be null.

WEPRME0017

The sink adapter class must not be null.

WEPRME0018

The authorization privilege must not be null.

WEPRME0019

{0} because the connection has already been closed.

WEPRME0020

{0} because the connection has been shut down by the server.

WEPRME0021

Unable to close the connection; it has already been shut down by the server.

WEPRME0022

The batch job cannot be started because the connection has been already closed.

WEPRME0023

The batch job is already active.

WEPRME0024

The temporal validity approach {0} requires the use of an instance of SourceAdapter.

WEPRME0025

Unsupported approach: {0}.
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WEPRME0026

The temporal validity approach {0} requires the use of an instance of SinkAdapter.

WEPRME0027

The temporal validity approach {0} requires the use of an instance of PnSinkAdapter.

WEPRME0028

The temporal validity approach {0} requires the use of a subclass of SourceAdapter.

WEPRME0029

The temporal validity approach {0} requires the use of a subclass of
PnSourceAdapter.

WEPRME0030

The temporal validity approach {0} requires the use of a subclass of SinkAdapter.

WEPRME0031

The temporal validity approach {0} requires the use of a subclass of PnSinkAdapter.

WEPRME0032

The user {0} does not have the privilege to add the query.

WEPRME0033

A user can only add a query to his/her own schema.

WEPRME0034

The user {0} does not have the privilege to use the query.

WEPRME0035

The user {0} does not have the privilege to add the user-defined function.

WEPRME0036

Current system configuration does not support persistency.

WEPRME0037

The user {0} does not have the privilege to remove the user-defined function.

WEPRME0038

The user {0} does not have the privilege to add the database source.

WEPRME0039

The user {0} does not have the privilege to remove the database source.
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WEPRME0040

The user {0} does not have the privilege to use the database source.

WEPRME0041

The user {0} does not have the privilege to add the table.

WEPRME0042

The user {0} does not have the privilege to remove the table.

WEPRME0045

The user {0} does not have the privilege to remove the query.

WEPRME0046

The user {0} does not have the privilege to add the subscription.

WEPRME0047

A user can only add a subscription to his/her own schema.

WEPRME0048

The user {0} does not have the privilege to remove the subscription.

WEPRME0049

The user {0} does not have the privilege to use the subscription.

WEPRME0050

The user {0} does not have the privilege to grant the privilege.

WEPRME0051

The user {0} does not have the privilege to revoke the privilege.

WEPRME0052

The user {0} does not have the privilege to check the privilege.

WEPRME0053

The batch job cannot be executed because the connection has been closed.

WEPRME0054

The batch job cannot be executed because the connection has been shut down by
the server.

WEPRME0055

No active batch job to execute.
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WEPRME0056

The event engine has already been shut down.

WEPRME0057

An unexpected interrupt has occurred.

WEPRME0059

Calling the push method is not allowed after calling the done method.

WEPRME0060

Calling the heartBeat method is not allowed after calling the done method.

WEPRME0067

Init must be called before opening the adapter.

WEPRME0068

The following command is unknown: {0}.

WEPRME0069

The temporal validity approach {0} requires the use of an instance of
PnSourceAdapter.

WEPRME0070

A user can only add a source to his/her own schema.

WEPRME0071

The artefact must not be null.

WEPRME0072

The query identifiers cannot be delivered.

WEPRME0073

The query cannot be prepared.

WEPRME0074

The query cannot be checked.

WEPRME0075

The query properties cannot be retrieved.

WEPRME0076

The server function cannot be registered.
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WEPRME0077

The function cannot be deregistered.

WEPRME0078

The server data source cannot be registered.

WEPRME0079

The data source cannot be deregistered.

WEPRME0080

The server table cannot be registered.

WEPRME0081

The table cannot be deregistered.

WEPRME0082

The source cannot be prepared.

WEPRME0083

The query cannot be started.

WEPRME0084

The query cannot be stopped.

WEPRME0085

The sink cannot be subscribed.

WEPRME0086

The sink cannot be unsubscribed.

WEPRME0087

The earliest possible subscription time cannot be determined.

WEPRME0088

The earliest possible unsubscription time cannot be determined.

WEPRME0089

The server sink cannot be subscribed.

WEPRME0090

The server sink cannot be unsubscribed.
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WEPRME0091

The privilege cannot be granted.

WEPRME0092

The privilege cannot be revoked.

WEPRME0093

The privilege cannot be checked.

WEPRME0094

The identifiers cannot be retrieved.

WEPRME0095

The registration cannot be checked.

WEPRME0096

The query metadata cannot be delivered.

WEPRME0097

Version mismatch between client and server. Cannot connect to server version {0}
using client version {1}. Use a client version between {2} and {3} instead. Your current
client version can only connect to server versions between {4} and {5}.

WEPRME0098

Unable to connect to any of the provided servers: {0}.

WEPRME0099

This operation is currently not supported in high availability mode.

WEPRME0100

The query head cannot be retrieved.

WEPRME0101

In high availability mode, this operation is currently only supported using a remote
connection.

WEPRME0102

The SQL statement contains syntactical errors.

WEPRME0104

Unrecognized semantic exception. Please report the SQL statement to your software
supplier.
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WEPRME0105

The {0} argument of the {1} aggregation must be numeric.

WEPRME0106

The types of the arguments of the aggregation do not match the required argument
types.

WEPRME0107

The field {0} is unknown or not visible.

WEPRME0108

The argument of the ABS function must be numeric.

WEPRME0109

In the case function, the type of the {0} result expression does not match the types
of the previous result expressions ({1}, {2}).

WEPRME0110

The signature of the user-defined function {0} does not match the specified types
({1}).

WEPRME0111

The user-defined function {0} is unknown or not visible.

WEPRME0112

The {0} argument of the {1} must be numeric.

WEPRME0113

The {0} argument of the {1} must be of character/string type.

WEPRME0114

The types of the arguments of the operation do not match the required argument
types.

WEPRME0115

The arguments of the {0} comparison cannot be compared ({1}, {2}).

WEPRME0116

The expression list contains constants of different types.

WEPRME0117

The types of the expression and the constants in the expression list cannot be
compared ({0}, {1}).
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WEPRME0118

Only expressions and star selections are permitted in a selection list.

WEPRME0119

An aggregate is not allowed inside a WHERE clause.

WEPRME0120

Only expressions are permitted in a GROUP BY clause.

Explanation

The GROUP BY clause contains an entry that is not an expression.

Action

Replace the entry by a valid expression.

WEPRME0121

The {0} constant listed in the set condition must have the same size as the specified
field list.

WEPRME0122

The types of the field and the constants in the constant list cannot be compared
({0}, {1}).

WEPRME0123

The source {0} is unknown or not visible.

WEPRME0124

The size of a count-based window must be greater than zero.

Explanation

The query contains an invalid size. This refers to the ROWS argument in an SQL
query, or the size attribute of a window element in an XML query.

Action

Specify a valid size.

WEPRME0125

The sliding size specification of a count-based window must be greater than zero.

Explanation

The query contains an invalid sliding size. This refers to the SLIDE argument in an
SQL query, or the increment attribute of a window element in an XML query.

Action

Specify a valid sliding size.

WEPRME0126

The duration of a time-based window must be greater than zero.

Explanation

The query contains an invalid duration. This refers to the RANGE argument in an
SQL query, or the size attribute of a window element in an XML query.

Action

Specify a valid duration.
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WEPRME0127

The sliding size specification of a time-based window must be greater than zero.

Explanation

The query contains an invalid sliding size. This refers to the SLIDE argument in an
SQL query, or the increment attribute of a window element in an XML query.

Action

Specify a valid sliding size.

WEPRME0128

The DURATION argument of a MATCHING clause must be greater than zero.

WEPRME0129

The WITHIN argument of a MATCHING clause must be greater than zero.

WEPRME0130

Duplicate definition for the pattern state ''{0}''.

WEPRME0131

The DEFINE clause does not define all the pattern states required by the specified
pattern.

WEPRME0132

The field {0} is already defined by the input query.

WEPRME0133

The type of the defined field and the type of its default value do not match ({0},
{1}).

WEPRME0134

The type of the defined field and the type of the assigned value do not match ({0},
{1}).

WEPRME0135

The field names ''START_TIMESTAMP'' and ''END_TIMESTAMP'' are reserved
for additional information provided by pattern matching.

WEPRME0136

The identifier for a pattern state must be a single character.

WEPRME0137

An aggregate is not allowed inside the condition in an action definition.

WEPRME0138

The condition of an action definition must be a predicate.
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WEPRME0139

An aggregate is not allowed inside an action definition in a MATCHING clause.

WEPRME0140

The right-hand side of an action definition must be an expression.

WEPRME0143

Only predicates are permitted in the ON clause of a join.

WEPRME0144

Only predicates are permitted in a WHERE clause.

WEPRME0145

The {0} operation requires identical output format of the involved subqueries.

WEPRME0146

Only predicates are permitted in a disjunction.

WEPRME0147

Only predicates are permitted in a conjunction.

WEPRME0148

Only predicates are permitted in a negation.

WEPRME0149

The EXISTS clause is currently not supported.

WEPRME0150

An SQL expression list in a relational expression is currently not supported.

WEPRME0152

Only an expression is permitted as the first argument of a comparison.

WEPRME0153

Only an expression is permitted as the second argument of a comparison.

WEPRME0154

Only constants are allowed in the set of an IN clause.

WEPRME0155

A subquery in an IN clause is currently not supported.
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WEPRME0156

Only expressions are permitted as the first argument of a BETWEEN clause.

WEPRME0157

Only expressions are permitted as the second argument of a BETWEEN clause.

WEPRME0158

The arguments of the BETWEEN clause cannot be compared ({0}, {1}).

WEPRME0159

The first argument of the BETWEEN clause is greater than the second argument.

WEPRME0160

Only expressions are permitted in the IS NULL clause.

WEPRME0161

Only expressions are permitted in {0}.

WEPRME0162

Only expressions are permitted in an exponentiation.

WEPRME0163

Only expressions are permitted in a unary operation.

WEPRME0164

Only expressions are permitted in the WHEN clause of a simple CASE statement.

WEPRME0165

Only expressions are permitted in the THEN clause of a simple CASE statement.

WEPRME0166

Only expressions are permitted in the ELSE clause of a simple CASE statement.

WEPRME0167

Only predicates are permitted in the WHEN clause of a boolean CASE statement.

WEPRME0168

Only expressions are permitted in the THEN clause of a boolean CASE statement.

WEPRME0169

Only expressions are permitted in the ELSE clause of a boolean CASE statement.
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WEPRME0170

Duplicate field definition in recursive query.

WEPRME0171

The number of defined fields in the recursive query does not match the number
of fields in the subquery.

WEPRME0172

The defined field name does not match the field name in the subquery.

WEPRME0173

The defined field type does not match the field type in the subquery.

WEPRME0174

Check the specified aggregation.

WEPRME0175

Check the specified SELECT item.

WEPRME0176

Check the specified DEFINE condition.

WEPRME0177

Check the specified action.

WEPRME0178

Check the specified part of the join predicate.

WEPRME0179

Check the specified part of the WHERE clause.

WEPRME0180

The operator type {0} is currently not allowed within a recursive query.

WEPRME0181

The operator type {0} is not allowed within a recursive query.

WEPRME0182

The type {0} is unexpected.

WEPRME0183

The defined field is not null but the field in the subquery is nullable.
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WEPRME0184

The input of a window has to be a chronon stream.

WEPRME0185

The pattern of a MATCHING clause must not be empty.

WEPRME0189

The base time specification does not represent a valid date/time.

Explanation

The query contains an invalid base time. This refers to the RELATIVE TO clause in
an SQL query, or the relative-to attribute of a window element in an XML query.

Action

Specify a valid base time.

WEPRME0191

The LIKE clause requires a constant string pattern.

WEPRME0192

Only predicates are permitted in a HAVING clause.

WEPRME0194

Arrays of type {0} are currently not supported.

WEPRME0195

Only expressions of type BOOLEAN are allowed in this context but the present
type is {0}.

WEPRME0196

The {0} function only supports FLOAT and DOUBLE values as arguments.

WEPRME0197

The argument of the CHAR_LENGTH function must be of string type.

WEPRME0198

Casting from {0} to {1} is currently not supported.

WEPRME0199

The argument of the {0} function must be numeric.

WEPRME0200

The {0} argument of the {1} function must be numeric.

WEPRME0201

Windows can only be applied to input streams or (sub)queries.
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WEPRME0202

Tried to configure DataSource with unknown connection type {0} in RTM system.

WEPRME0203

Tried to configure unknown database table {0} in RTM system.

WEPRME0204

Cannot find builder class for DataSource configured in RTM system.

WEPRME0205

Cannot call builder class constructor for DataSource configured in RTM system.

WEPRME0206

Cannot access specified database table for DataSource configured in RTM system.

WEPRME0207

Initialization of CONNECT right failed.

WEPRME0208

Unable to initialize privileges for super user.

WEPRME0209

Unable to initialize privileges for monitoring user.

WEPRME0211

Unable to initialize privileges for pre-loaded data sources.

WEPRME0212

Unable to retrieve localhost name.

WEPRME0213

The system is already started.

WEPRME0214

Unable to prepare communication servers.

WEPRME0215

The user cannot be connected as direct connections to this system are currently not
allowed.

WEPRME0216

The user cannot be connected as the system is not started.
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WEPRME0217

The user cannot be connected as the system is already shut down.

WEPRME0218

The user cannot be connected as the username is unknown or the password is
wrong.

WEPRME0219

The user cannot be connected as the connect right is missing.

WEPRME0220

The connection cannot be removed from the system as it is unknown.

WEPRME0221

The system was already shut down.

WEPRME0222

Setting the class loader is only allowed before system start.

WEPRME0223

System is not running in high availability mode.

WEPRME0224

The system does not allow remote connections.

WEPRME0225

Create database allowed only before the system start.

WEPRME0226

Drop database allowed only after system is already shut down.

WEPRME0228

Unable to send synchronous command.

WEPRME0229

Internal error: CallBack of class {0} provided to {1} is not an instance of {2}.

WEPRME0230

Status of health check monitor of local system is not OK; shutting down!

WEPRME0231

Unexpected exception in HA ServerConnectionHandler.
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WEPRME0232

Unexpected error occurred when master was driving recovery of slave.

WEPRME0233

Unexpected error occurred when handling recovery request from master.

WEPRME0239

Exception when aborting connection process.

WEPRME0240

Unsupported protocol.

WEPRME0241

No handler registered for protocol {0}.

WEPRME0242

Handshake failed due to an exception.

WEPRME0243

Missing basic properties ({0}) needed to compute composed property.

WEPRME0246

Unexpected role {0}.

WEPRME0247

Received unknown command {0}.

WEPRME0248

The adapter must not be null.

WEPRME0249

The query {0} cannot be stopped as it is still in use by a subquery.

WEPRME0250

The query {0} cannot be stopped as it is still in use by a subscriber.

WEPRME0251

The subscription identifier {0} is already in use for user {1}.

WEPRME0252

The approach ({0}) does not match approach of the query ({1}).
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WEPRME0253

The sink cannot be subscribed as the query {0} has not been started.

WEPRME0254

Unable to compute starting point for snapshot-reducible results.

WEPRME0255

Unable to start subscription {0} from {1}.

WEPRME0256

The connection to all servers has been lost.

WEPRME0257

At least one server address has to be provided.

WEPRME0259

Unable to connect to {0} due to incompatible server version.

WEPRME0260

Authentication with remote system failed.

WEPRME0261

Inconsistent high availability mode of servers.

WEPRME0262

The source cannot be prepared as the query identifier {0}.{1} is already in use.

WEPRME0263

Unable to parse the given SQL statement: {0}.

WEPRME0264

Unable to compute property: {0}.

WEPRME0265

The query cannot be prepared as the query identifier {0} is already in use.

WEPRME0266

The query {0} cannot be started as it is already closed.

WEPRME0267

The query {0} cannot be started as it is not yet initialized.
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WEPRME0268

The mode {0} is not allowed for server subscriptions.

WEPRME0269

Persistent server subscriptions are only allowed with start time Long.MIN_VALUE.

WEPRME0270

Client subscription may not be unsubscribed using serverUnsubscribe - use
unsubscribe.

WEPRME0271

Server subscription may not be unsubscribed using unsubscribe - use
serverUnsubscribe.

WEPRME0272

Unable to stop subscription {0} from {1}.

WEPRME0273

A user-defined function factory is already registered for {0}.{1}.

WEPRME0274

No user-defined function is registered for {0}.{1}.

WEPRME0275

A data source is already registered for {0}.{1}.

WEPRME0276

A table is already registered for {0}.{1}.

WEPRME0277

No data source is registered for {0}.{1}.

WEPRME0278

No table is registered for {0}.{1}.

WEPRME0279

Subscription start point may only be computed for running queries.

WEPRME0280

The query identifier {0} is unknown.

WEPRME0281

Only numeric, string and date/time values can be used with {0} aggregation.
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WEPRME0282

Only numeric values can be used with {0} aggregation.

WEPRME0285

Unknown aggregation type {0}.

WEPRME0286

A {0} aggregate must have exactly one sub-expression.

WEPRME0287

A {0} aggregate must not have more than one sub-expression.

WEPRME0288

Only numeric, string and date/time values can be used with maximum/minimum
aggregation.

WEPRME0289

Only numeric values can be used with sum aggregation.

WEPRME0292

An exception occurred during batch execution.

WEPRME0293

Client did not provide valid number of supported stream protocols.

WEPRME0294

No stream protocol requested by the client is supported.

WEPRME0295

None of the proposed stream protocols is supported by the server.

WEPRME0296

The stream protocol requested by the server is not supported.

WEPRME0297

An exception occurred while sending a command.

WEPRME0298

Registration of new protocol mappings is only allowed before starting.

WEPRME0299

Starting may be done only once.
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WEPRME0300

A yet unknown version.

WEPRME0301

An error occurred while parsing {0} and converting it to the target date format.

WEPRME0302

Unable to determine own address.

WEPRME0303

The protocol {0} requires a serializer for complex {1} which is not available at the
server.

WEPRME0304

The protocol {0} requires a serializer for complex {1} which is not available at the
client.

WEPRME0305

Unknown protocol {0}.

WEPRME0306

There is no handler registered under identifier {0} for protocol {1}.

WEPRME0307

A subscription to query {0} cannot be established as it has been configured to be
non-subscribable.

WEPRME0308

The query with identifier {0}.{1} is not a connectable source.

WEPRME0309

Wrong approach: {0} (expected {1}).

WEPRME0310

Unknown command for system operation:{0}.

WEPRME0311

Unable to execute lock command on slave.

WEPRME0312

Execution of command on slave causes exception.
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WEPRME0313

Unable to sync command with slave.

WEPRME0314

Only the owner of a source may disconnect from it.

WEPRME0315

Only the owner of a source may connect to it.

WEPRME0316

The dynamic protocol handler could not be connected.

WEPRME0317

The dynamic protocol adapter must not be null.

WEPRME0318

Master result to slave communicators may only be added before the system is
started.

WEPRME0319

Unable to grant rights to subscribe to HA difference to user.

WEPRME0320

Unable to execute recover command on slave.

WEPRME0321

Unable to retrieve health information from master.

WEPRME0322

Unable to retrieve health information from client.

WEPRME0323

Connection to HA partner system timed out.

WEPRME0324

There is already a class {0} bound.

WEPRME0325

This callback is already disconnected.

WEPRME0326

Unable to store entry of class {0} in repository.
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WEPRME0327

The repository already contains an artefact of type {0} for {1}.{2}.

WEPRME0328

Repository error: the entry to retrieve is unknown.

WEPRME0329

Repository error: the entry to remove is unknown.

WEPRME0330

Repository error: unknown subscription.

WEPRME0331

Repository does not contain an artefact of type {0} with owner {1} and identifier {2}
or it might not be accessed.

WEPRME0332

Loading repository from database failed.

WEPRME0333

Unable to access notification dispatcher of underlying local connection as remote
connection is not yet authenticated.

WEPRME0334

The user-defined aggregation function must not be null.

WEPRME0335

The class of the user-defined aggregation function adapter must not be null.

WEPRME0337

The server user-defined aggregation function cannot be registered.

WEPRME0338

The user-defined aggregation function cannot be registered.

WEPRME0339

The user-defined aggregation function cannot be deregistered.

WEPRME0340

The user-defined operator adapter factory must not be null.

WEPRME0341

The class of the user-defined operator adapter factory must not be null.
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WEPRME0342

Persistency for user-defined operators is currently not supported.

WEPRME0343

The server user-defined operator cannot be registered.

WEPRME0344

The user-defined operator cannot be registered.

WEPRME0345

The user-defined operator cannot be deregistered.

WEPRME0346

The user {0} does not have the privilege to add the user-defined aggregation function.

WEPRME0347

The user {0} does not have the privilege to remove the user-defined aggregation
function.

WEPRME0348

The user {0} does not have the privilege to add the user-defined operator.

WEPRME0349

The user {0} does not have the privilege to remove the user-defined operator.

WEPRME0350

An user-defined aggregation function is already registered for {0}.{1}.

WEPRME0351

No user-defined aggregation function is registered for {0}.{1}.

WEPRME0352

A user-defined operator is already registered for {0}.{1}.

WEPRME0353

No user-defined operator is registered for {0}.{1}.

WEPRME0354

Only expressions are permitted as argument of {0} functions.

WEPRME0355

Only expressions are permitted as {0} argument of {1} functions.
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WEPRME0356

The connected system does not support the registration of user-defined aggregation
functions.

WEPRME0357

The connected system does not support the deregistration of user-defined
aggregation functions.

WEPRME0358

The connected system does not support the registration of user-defined operators.

WEPRME0359

The connected system does not support the deregistration of user-defined operators.

WEPRME0361

Unable to create instance of {0}.

WEPRME0367

The parameter type number {0} of a user-defined operator adapter factory for {1}.{2}
must not be null.

WEPRME0370

Unable to find class {0}.

WEPRME0371

The method name {0} is not unique in class {1}.

WEPRME0372

The method {0} is not declared in class {1}.

WEPRME0373

Methods using varargs are not supported.

WEPRME0374

The method {0} is not static.

WEPRME0375

The method {0} is not public.

WEPRME0376

The return type {0} of method {1} is not supported.
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WEPRME0377

The parameter type {0} of method {1} is not supported.

WEPRME0378

The method has been called with wrong parameters.

WEPRME0379

The method is not accessible.

WEPRME0380

The method cannot be invoked.

WEPRME0381

Wrong number of parameters.

WEPRME0383

Unable to invoke {0}.

WEPRME0385

Unable to determine parameter types.

WEPRME0386

Unable to determine output metadata.

WEPRME0387

Unable to access {0}.

WEPRME0388

No such method available: {0}.

WEPRME0389

Return type of method {0} must be StreamMetaData.

WEPRME0390

Return type of method {0} must be JavaTypes.Type.

WEPRME0391

Unable to access constructor.

WEPRME0392

No valid constructor available.
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WEPRME0393

Wrong parameters: use class name and method names.

WEPRME0394

The {0} method must have at least two parameters.

WEPRME0400

The user-defined operator {0} is unknown or not visible.

WEPRME0401

The parameter type {0} must be the same as value parameter type of {1}.

WEPRME0406

The statements are not initialized.

WEPRME0407

The statements have to be initialized first.

WEPRME0408

This statement is not available.

WEPRME0409

The operation removeAll is not supported.

WEPRME0410

The operation removeAndReturn is currently not supported.

WEPRME0411

Elements are already removed by next.

WEPRME0412

{0} is not contained.

WEPRME0413

Calling the method getMinTimeStamp only supported in ordered remove mode.

WEPRME0414

Structure is empty.

WEPRME0415

The only supported key is key 0.
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WEPRME0416

Not possible as heap is consuming.

WEPRME0417

Remove is always done.

WEPRME0418

The initial list has to be empty.

WEPRME0419

The length of the specified byte array does not match the length of the serialized
byte array.

WEPRME0420

The given text node does not contain a single character.

WEPRME0421

The given node cannot be read.

WEPRME0422

The end of file has been reached before record metadata could be read completely.

WEPRME0423

The number of column names and column types differ.

WEPRME0424

The value contains more than one character.

WEPRME0425

The value is not in JDBC time escape format or null.

WEPRME0426

The value is not in JDBC date escape format or null.

WEPRME0427

The character encoding {0} is not supported.

WEPRME0428

The class of the serialized object was not found.

WEPRME0429

The class used by serialization is invalid.
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WEPRME0430

The input stream is corrupt.

WEPRME0431

The input stream consists of primitive data instead of objects.

WEPRME0432

An input/output error has occurred.

WEPRME0433

Writing a serializable object to a string failed due to I/O error.

WEPRME0434

Writing a serializable object to a string failed due to security problems.

WEPRME0435

Writing a serializable object to a string failed due to output stream being null.

WEPRME0436

NULL as null code is not allowed.

WEPRME0437

The end of file has been reached before record could be read completely.

WEPRME0438

The number of values differs from record metadata definition (expecting {0} but
found {1}).

WEPRME0439

The index referring to the local error array is out of bounds.

WEPRME0440

The value for column {0} ({1}) must not be null.

WEPRME0442

No error at index {0} in the local error array.

WEPRME0443

The length of the specified byte array does not match the length of the serialized
double array.

WEPRME0444

The length of the specified byte array does not match the length of the serialized
long array.
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WEPRME0445

The class of the object to be read cannot be found ({0}).

WEPRME0446

The length of the specified byte array does not match the length of the serialized
String array.

WEPRME0447

This serializer does not support the restoring of objects.

WEPRME0448

Unsupported type code: {0}.

WEPRME0449

Unsupported type name: {0}.

WEPRME0450

Unsupported type: {0}.

WEPRME0451

Types may not be null.

WEPRME0452

Unsupported Java type: {0} ({1}).

WEPRME0453

Unsupported SQL type: {0}.

WEPRME0454

Negative iterator only supported if negative counts are not.

WEPRME0455

Call to next while not hasNext.

WEPRME0456

The distinctIterator is not supported if negative counts are allowed.

WEPRME0457

Queue is empty.

WEPRME0458

Pos={0}, size={1}.
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WEPRME0459

Operation results in negative value.

WEPRME0460

Negative value.

WEPRME0461

The argument is not an array.

WEPRME0462

The argument is not a wrapper array.

WEPRME0463

SingleObjectList already contains an object.

WEPRME0464

SingleObjectList only supports index 0.

WEPRME0465

SingleObjectList already may only contain one object.

WEPRME0466

This list is empty.

WEPRME0467

SingleObjectList does not support subList.

WEPRME0468

A time period with non-constant time unit (day, week, month and year) must not
be greater than {0}.

WEPRME0469

The size in milliseconds of the time period can only be calculated for constant time
periods.

WEPRME0470

Composite metadata already contains specified metadata fragment ''{0}''.

WEPRME0471

Some metadata fragments cannot be added to composite metadata:{0}.

WEPRME0472

Composite metadata does not contain specified metadata ''{0}''.
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WEPRME0473

User {0} is already subscribed to {1}.

WEPRME0474

Identifier {0} is not supported.

WEPRME0475

Unable to subscribe to {0} due to failed subscription to dependent metadata: {1}.

WEPRME0476

User {0} is not subscribed to {1}.

WEPRME0477

Unexpected parameter {0}=>{1}.

WEPRME0478

Illegal parameter type! Expected {0}, found {1}.

WEPRME0479

Missing parameter(s): {0}.

WEPRME0480

Double metadata update - this should not appear in current update mechanism.

WEPRME0481

Transparent composite metadata does not contain specified metadata ''{0}'' as a
direct fragment, hence it cannot be removed.

WEPRME0482

Requested point is not part of the domain.

WEPRME0483

Empty domain.

WEPRME0484

New domain ({0},{1}) has to be contained in old one ({2},{3}).

WEPRME0485

Range out of domain.

WEPRME0486

From==to but fromFactor != toFactor.
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WEPRME0487

New domain has to be contained in old one.

WEPRME0488

Bound out of domain.

WEPRME0489

A weight has to be given for each function.

WEPRME0490

Functions do not have a common domain.

WEPRME0491

Parse error at position {0}, cause: {1}.

WEPRME0492

Syntax not supported.

WEPRME0493

Unexpected end of regular expression.

WEPRME0494

Missing number in count expression.

WEPRME0495

Non-digit in count expression.

WEPRME0496

Empty (sub) expression.

WEPRME0497

Range error.

WEPRME0498

Count value is 0.

WEPRME0499

Right parenthesis without matching left parenthesis.

WEPRME0500

Left parenthesis without matching right parenthesis.
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WEPRME0501

Negative call on empty state.

WEPRME0502

Wrong number of parameters.

WEPRME0503

Empty state.

WEPRME0504

The switch function does not contain a function for the given identifier and no
default function is specified.

WEPRME0505

Too many parameters fixed.

WEPRME0506

Inconsistent length of arguments.

WEPRME0507

Indices have to be in ascending order.

WEPRME0508

{0} cannot be used as result type for conversion.

WEPRME0509

This UserDefinedOperator has too many inputs. Maximum expected: {0}. Found:
{1}.{2}

WEPRME0510

This UserDefinedOperator is missing inputs. Minimum expected: {0}. Found: {1}.{2}

WEPRME0511

TableName has to be provided.

WEPRME0512

Map has to be provided.

WEPRME0513

Error reading file.

WEPRME0514

Read line does not match the expected format (check number of rows and row
delimiter).
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WEPRME0515

A method responsible for updating a structure was called in a class which does not
support updates.

WEPRME0516

ResultSet does not provide row {0}.

WEPRME0517

File {0} cannot be written.

WEPRME0518

Row names must not be null.

WEPRME0519

Error parsing date {0}.

WEPRME0520

No update necessary after delete.

WEPRME0521

At least one row has to be mapped.

WEPRME0522

A required value is missing in the given line.

WEPRME0523

Between line {0} and {1} : {2}.

WEPRME0524

Line {0} : {1}.

WEPRME0525

Number of successful commands must not be negative.

WEPRME0526

At least one supported stream protocol has to be provided.

WEPRME0527

CreateArray only works for complex array types, not for {0}.

WEPRME0528

Unsupported type {0}.
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WEPRME0529

[This Error replaces a {0} which is not available to the class loader.] {1}.

WEPRME0530

[This RuntimeException replaces a {0} which is not available to the class loader.]
{1}.

WEPRME0531

Unable to serialize Object.

WEPRME0532

Unsupported modifier.

WEPRME0533

Unable to deserialize Object.

WEPRME0534

Channel is already closed!

WEPRME0535

The null communication type should not be sent.

WEPRME0536

Java serialization is not supported. Use ObjectStreamCommunication if needed.

WEPRME0537

Unsupported type {0}.

WEPRME0538

Unsupported type.

WEPRME0539

Exception while receiving {0}.

WEPRME0540

Communication type must not be null.

WEPRME0541

Factory parameters must not be null.

WEPRME0542

Unable to create server on address other than local address.
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WEPRME0543

Unable to resolve {0}.

WEPRME0544

Unsupported CommunicationType: {0}.

WEPRME0545

Could not receive answer as receiving was interrupted.

WEPRME0546

Could not receive answer as connection was closed due to an exception.

WEPRME0547

Requests must not use ResponseStatus.

WEPRME0548

Exception while handling async command ({0}).

WEPRME0549

More than one ID is not supported yet.

WEPRME0550

No command handler registered for ID {0}.

WEPRME0551

Command {0} sent by wrong side of communication.

WEPRME0552

Command {0} is asynchronous.

WEPRME0553

Command {0} is synchronous.

WEPRME0554

Wrong protocol, expected {0} but received unknown protocol ID {1}.

WEPRME0555

Wrong protocol, expected {0} but received {1}.

WEPRME0556

Wrong magic value for protocol {0}.
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WEPRME0557

Protocol must not be null.

WEPRME0558

Uninitialized composite serializer for {0}.

WEPRME0559

Registration not possible after shutdown.

WEPRME0560

There is no address registered for handling protocol {0}.

WEPRME0561

There is already a handler registered for protocol {0}.

WEPRME0562

There is no handler registered for protocol {0}.

WEPRME0563

Unable to shut down server at {0}.

WEPRME0564

Unable to shut down {0} communication servers.

WEPRME0565

Compatibility matrix has to be provided.

WEPRME0566

Duplicate ID{0}.

WEPRME0567

No request types provided for {0}.

WEPRME0568

No respond types provided for {0}.

WEPRME0569

Unknown command ID: {0}.

WEPRME0570

Missing serializer for complex {0}.
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WEPRME0571

Parameter has to specify a directory.

WEPRME0572

Channel is already closed!

WEPRME0573

Unable to read communication server index file {0}.

WEPRME0574

Unable to start communication server on directory {0}.

WEPRME0575

Unable to create communication server index file {0}.

WEPRME0576

The stream protocol requested by the client is not supported.

WEPRME0577

The stream protocol {0} requested by the client is not supported.

WEPRME0578

Exception while closing streams.

WEPRME0579

Unable to accept a new connection in the specified time.

WEPRME0580

No server present at {0} .

WEPRME0581

File instead of directory found at server address {0}.

WEPRME0582

Unknown stream protocol: {0}.

WEPRME0583

Unable to connect to {0}.

WEPRME0584

Unable to close socket.
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WEPRME0585

Protocol handler must not be null.

WEPRME0586

There was already a handler registered for protocol {0}.

WEPRME0587

There was already a handler registered.

WEPRME0588

The handler to register does not handle the correct protocol {0}.

WEPRME0589

This server does not support protocol type {0}.

WEPRME0590

Unable to start communication server on port {0}.

WEPRME0591

Unable to close server socket.

WEPRME0592

Unable to connect to {0}:{1}.

WEPRME0593

Unable to initialize cache.

WEPRME0594

Cache already exists but with another end timestamp.

WEPRME0595

Unable to remove the specified cache.

WEPRME0596

New SerialBlob(..) threw SerialException.

WEPRME0597

New SerialBlob(..) threw SQLException.

WEPRME0598

Write(Element,Node) needs operator, expression or predicate.
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WEPRME0599

Node conversion not implemented for type {0} and sub-type {1}.

WEPRME0600

Unsupported constant type: {0}.

WEPRME0601

Outer semi join.

WEPRME0602

Non-constant unit in time shift.

WEPRME0603

Expression wrapped by this predicate is not of type BOOLEAN.

WEPRME0604

Only expressions can be used as boolean expressions.

WEPRME0605

A boolean expression must not have any sub-predicates.

WEPRME0606

Argument types cannot be compared with {0}.

WEPRME0607

Only expressions can be used as arguments of a comparison predicate.

WEPRME0608

Second parameter of LIKE has to be a constant.

WEPRME0609

Second parameter of LIKE has to be a String.

WEPRME0610

Invalid operator [{0}].

WEPRME0611

A comparison predicate must not have any sub-predicates.

WEPRME0612

The comparison predicate's arguments are not comparable.
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WEPRME0613

Incomparable Java type {0}.

WEPRME0614

The state of the logical constant is unknown.

WEPRME0615

A logical constant must not have any sub-predicates.

WEPRME0616

Unknown logical constant type {0}.

WEPRME0617

The logical operation type {0} is currently not supported.

WEPRME0618

Illegal member specification.

WEPRME0619

Illegal set specification.

WEPRME0620

Types of member and set are not comparable.

WEPRME0621

Illegal subpredicate.

WEPRME0622

Unknown logical operation type {0}.

WEPRME0623

Only predicates can be used as child nodes of a logical operation predicate.

WEPRME0624

Only operators can be used as sets of an exists predicate.

WEPRME0625

Only expressions can be used as expression of an in predicate.

WEPRME0626

Only operators can be used as sets of an in predicate.
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WEPRME0627

A logical (boolean) IN operator must not have any sub-predicates.

WEPRME0628

A logical (boolean) IN operator does not yet support subqueries.

WEPRME0629

A logical (boolean) NOT must have exactly one sub-predicate.

WEPRME0630

A logical (boolean) NOT must not have more than one sub-predicate.

WEPRME0631

Unknown logical operation type {0}.

WEPRME0632

Unknown aggregation operator mode {0}.

WEPRME0633

Only predicates can be used as filter predicate nodes of an aggregation operator.

WEPRME0634

Only operators can be used as child nodes of an aggregation operator.

WEPRME0635

An aggregation operator must have exactly one input operator.

WEPRME0636

An aggregation operator must not have more than one input operator.

WEPRME0637

Aggregation is currently not supported within recursive PN queries.

WEPRME0638

Unsupported target approach: {0}.

WEPRME0640

Unknown aggregation operator mode {0}.

WEPRME0641

A distinct operator must have exactly one operator.
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WEPRME0642

A distinct operator must not have more than one input operator.

WEPRME0643

Unknown distinct operator mode {0}.

WEPRME0644

Empty enumeration.

WEPRME0645

Enumeration contains constants of different types.

WEPRME0646

An enumeration operator must not have any input operators.

WEPRME0647

An enumeration operator provides a set of constants as subquery-replacement for
the use in IN-predicates, hence no active enumeration operators are possible.

WEPRME0649

The specified object is not of the expected type; {0}.

WEPRME0650

ActionMapFormat.parseActionMap(String) failed.

WEPRME0651

Only operators can be used as child nodes of an equivalence operator.

WEPRME0652

The chosen query plan (operator at index {0}) does not exist.

WEPRME0653

The relational metadata of the operator node''s children does not fit.

WEPRME0654

The operator node has no children.

WEPRME0655

Only operators can be used as child nodes of an except/minus operator.

Explanation

An except/minus operator must have exactly two input operators, which provide the
input events for the except operator. The except/minus operator returns all events of
the first input stream that are not in the second input stream. This means that only
the events that are different are returned.

Action

Connect exactly two operators as input of the except/minus operator.
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WEPRME0656

An except/minus operator must have exactly two input operators.

Explanation

An except/minus operator must have exactly two input operators, which provide the
input events for the except operator. The except/minus operator returns all events of
the first input stream that are not in the second input stream. This means that only
the events that are different are returned.

Action

Connect exactly two operators as input of the except/minus operator.

WEPRME0657

An except/minus operator must not have more than two input operators.

Explanation

An except/minus operator must have exactly two input operators, which provide the
input events for the except operator. The except/minus operator returns all events of
the first input stream that are not in the second input stream. This means that only
the events that are different are returned.

Action

Connect exactly two operators as input of the except/minus operator.

WEPRME0658

Unknown except/minus operator mode {0}.

WEPRME0659

Passive operators does not have chronon stream properties.

WEPRME0660

I/O exception occurred during metadata construction: ''{0}''.

WEPRME0661

Only column expressions specified by a single column name can be used as
timestamp columns of a file operator.

WEPRME0662

Only operators can be used as child nodes of an output file operator.

WEPRME0663

An input-file operator must not have any input operators.

WEPRME0664

File not found: {0}.

WEPRME0665

Unable to read file header.
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WEPRME0666

Time information must have a reference timestamp.

WEPRME0667

Time information must not have any additional timestamps.

WEPRME0668

Unknown file operator mode {0}.

WEPRME0669

An output-file operator must have exactly one input operator.

WEPRME0670

An output-file operator must not have more than one input operator.

WEPRME0671

For storing time intervals the names of the columns storing the start and an end
timestamp are required.

WEPRME0672

File writing currently unsupported.

WEPRME0673

Unknown file operator type {0}.

WEPRME0674

Only operators can be used as child nodes of a selection operator.

WEPRME0675

A selection operator must have exactly one input operator.

WEPRME0676

A selection operator must not have more than one input operator.

WEPRME0677

Unknown identity operator mode {0}.

WEPRME0678

Only operators can be used as child nodes of an intersection operator.

WEPRME0679

An intersect operator must have exactly two input operators.
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WEPRME0680

An intersect operator must not have more than two input operators.

WEPRME0681

Unknown target approach {0}.

WEPRME0682

Unknown intersect operator mode {0}.

WEPRME0683

Only operators can be used as child nodes of a join operator.

WEPRME0684

Only predicates can be used as condition of a theta join operator.

WEPRME0685

A join operator must have at least two input operators.

WEPRME0686

Implementations of multiway join are currently not supported, i.e., they must be
transformed to join plans of binary joins using the query optimizer.

WEPRME0687

Implementations of outer joins are currently not supported.

WEPRME0688

Implementations of semi joins are currently not supported.

WEPRME0689

Implementations of joins between active and passive source are currently not
supported.

WEPRME0690

Unknown join type {0}.

WEPRME0693

Unknown join mode {0}.

WEPRME0694

Implementations of natural joins without common attributes between active and
passive sources are currently not supported.
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WEPRME0695

Columns named by {0} cannot be unified because of different types.

WEPRME0696

Column failure.

WEPRME0697

Only operators can be used as child nodes of a mapping operator.

WEPRME0698

A mapping operator must have exactly one input operator.

WEPRME0699

A mapping operator must not have more than one input operator.

WEPRME0700

Unknown mapping operator mode {0}.

WEPRME0701

Some pattern variables are undefined.

WEPRME0702

Only constants can be used as initial values of a matching operator''s MEASURE
clause.

WEPRME0703

Only columns can be used in a matching operator''s PARTITION BY part.

WEPRME0704

Only predicates can be used in the AS part of a matching operator''s DEFINE clause.

WEPRME0705

Only columns can be used on the left side of a DO part of a matching operator''s
DEFINE clause.

WEPRME0706

Only expressions can be used on the right side of a DO part of a matching operator''s
DEFINE clause.

WEPRME0707

Only operators can be used as child nodes of a matching operator.
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WEPRME0708

A pattern matcher must have exactly one input operator.

WEPRME0709

A pattern matcher must have a synthetic input representing the underlying NFA''s
state.

WEPRME0710

A pattern matcher must not have more than two input operators.

WEPRME0712

{0} mode not supported.

WEPRME0713

Unknown selection operator mode {0}.

WEPRME0714

The relational metadata of the operator node''s children does not fit.

WEPRME0715

The operator node has no children.

WEPRME0716

Only operators can be used as child nodes of a projection operator.

WEPRME0717

A projection operator must have exactly one input operator.

WEPRME0718

A projection operator must not have more than one input operator.

WEPRME0719

Unknown projection operator mode {0}.

WEPRME0720

Unsupported data type.

WEPRME0721

A random operator must not have any input operators.

WEPRME0722

Random sources are currently not supported for target approach: {0}.
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WEPRME0723

Unknown random operator mode {0}.

WEPRME0724

Unknown content.

WEPRME0725

Ambiguous content.

WEPRME0726

Only operators can be used as child nodes of a recursion operator.

WEPRME0727

A recursion operator must have exactly one input operator.

WEPRME0728

A recursion operator must not have more than one input operator.

WEPRME0729

The use of recursion operators inside the cursor algebra is currently not supported.

WEPRME0730

Unknown recursion operator mode {0}.

WEPRME0731

Only operators can be used as child nodes of a renaming operator.

WEPRME0732

A renaming operator must have exactly one input operator.

WEPRME0733

A renaming operator must not have more than one input operator.

WEPRME0734

Unknown renaming operator mode {0}.

WEPRME0735

A repository entry operator must not have any input operators.

WEPRME0736

A repository entry operator with name {0} for user {1} is unknown.
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WEPRME0737

A subquery using the approach {0} cannot be used in a query compiled for the
approach {1}.

WEPRME0738

Only predicates can be used as condition of a selection operator.

WEPRME0739

Only operators can be used as child nodes of a selection operator.

WEPRME0740

A selection operator must have exactly one input operator.

WEPRME0741

A selection operator must not have more than one input operator.

WEPRME0742

Unknown selection operator mode {0}.

WEPRME0743

No value columns specified.

WEPRME0744

Wrong number of fields in value {0} (expected {1}, found {2}).

WEPRME0745

For exact matches exactly one count argument must be specified.

WEPRME0746

For maximum matches exactly one count argument must be specified.

WEPRME0747

For minimum matches exactly one count argument must be specified.

WEPRME0748

For range matches exactly two count arguments must be specified.

WEPRME0749

Only operators can be used as child nodes of a set operator.

WEPRME0750

A set operator must have exactly one input operator.
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WEPRME0751

A set operator must not have more than one input operator.

WEPRME0752

The defined field list and the specified values are not comparable.

WEPRME0753

Unknown mode {0}.

WEPRME0755

Unknown selection operator mode {0}.

WEPRME0756

Only operators can be used as child nodes of an output socket operator.

WEPRME0757

A input-socket operator must not have any input operators.

WEPRME0758

At this point a source reading its data from a socket channel to {0}@{1}:{2} should
be returned.

WEPRME0759

An output-socket operator must have exactly one input operator.

WEPRME0760

An output-socket operator must not have more than one input operator.

WEPRME0761

At this point a sink writing the data received from {0} to a socket channel available
at {1}@{2}:{3} should be returned.

WEPRME0762

Unknown socket type {0}.

WEPRME0763

The use of sockets inside the cursor algebra is currently not supported.

WEPRME0764

Unknown socket operator mode {0}.

WEPRME0765

Local metadata fragment identified by {0} cannot be created because of multiple
fields matching the field name pattern.
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WEPRME0766

Local metadata fragment identified by {0} cannot be created because no available
field matches the field name pattern.

WEPRME0767

This exception is thrown to avoid the creation of a new metadata fragment.

WEPRME0768

Initialization is only available for source operators.

WEPRME0769

Recursive query not contained.

WEPRME0770

Source operators are internally used for identifying data sources, hence the
occurrence of this exception is a signal of a misuse of a source operator.

WEPRME0771

Only operators can be used as child nodes of a stream operator.

WEPRME0772

A stream operator must have exactly one input operator.

WEPRME0773

A stream operator must not have more than one input operator.

WEPRME0774

The use of stream operators inside the pipes algebra is currently not supported.

WEPRME0775

The target of a stream operator is to transform a passive query into an active one,
hence no passive stream operators are possible.

WEPRME0776

Unknown stream operator mode {0}.

WEPRME0777

Only operators can be used as child nodes of a time shift.

WEPRME0778

A time shifter must have exactly one input operator.
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WEPRME0779

A time shifter must not have more than one input operator.

WEPRME0780

A time shifter must have a constant time shift.

WEPRME0781

Unknown selection operator mode {0}.

WEPRME0782

{0} mode not supported.

WEPRME0783

Only operators can be used as child nodes of an union operator.

WEPRME0784

A union operator must have at least two input operators.

WEPRME0785

A union operator must have at least two input operators.

WEPRME0786

Unknown union operator mode {0}.

WEPRME0787

Only an operator can be used as child node of a window operator.

WEPRME0788

A window operator must have exactly one input operator.

WEPRME0789

A window operator must not have more than one input operator.

WEPRME0790

A window operator on a non-chronon stream is currently not supported.

WEPRME0791

Unknown window operator type {0}.

WEPRME0792

The use of a window operator inside the cursor algebra is currently not supported.
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WEPRME0793

Unknown window operator mode: {0}.

WEPRME0794

Only expressions can be used as child nodes of an aggregate expression.

WEPRME0796

User-defined aggregation function does not support PN approach.

WEPRME0797

A constant expression must not have any sub-expressions.

WEPRME0798

Local metadata fragment identified by {0} cannot be created.

WEPRME0799

Local metadata fragment identified by {0} cannot be created because of multiple
fields matching the field name pattern.

WEPRME0800

Local metadata fragment identified by {0} cannot be created because no available
field matches the field name pattern.

WEPRME0801

A column expression must not have any sub-expressions.

WEPRME0802

Unable to identify field {0}.

WEPRME0803

Only numeric values can be used with ABS function.

WEPRME0804

The decimal place parameter has to be of type Integer.

WEPRME0805

Illegal condition.

WEPRME0806

Case does not provide FieldMetaData.

WEPRME0807

Inconsistent types in case.
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WEPRME0810

Only String values can be used with CHAR_LENGTH function.

WEPRME0811

Casting from {0} to {1} is currently not supported.

WEPRME0812

Unknown function type {0}.

WEPRME0813

Only expressions can be used as child nodes of a function expression.

WEPRME0814

Initialization is only available for user-defined functions.

WEPRME0815

A {0} operation must have exactly two sub-expressions.

WEPRME0816

A {0} operation must not have more than two sub-expressions.

WEPRME0817

Only numeric values can be used with ABS function.

WEPRME0818

FLOOR function only supports Double and Float values.

WEPRME0819

CEILING function only supports Double and Float values.

WEPRME0820

The result type of a CHAR_LENGTH function has to be Integer.

WEPRME0821

ROUND function only supports numeric values.

WEPRME0822

TRUNCATE function only supports numeric values.

WEPRME0823

Currently casting between these types is not allowed.
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WEPRME0824

Currently only casting between numeric types and casting to String type is
supported.

WEPRME0825

A {0} function must not have any sub-expressions.

WEPRME0826

Unexpected undefined case.

WEPRME0827

Parameters missing for user-defined function {0}.

WEPRME0828

Too many parameters for user-defined function {0}.

WEPRME0829

Unknown function expression type {0}.

WEPRME0830

Only numeric values can be negated.

WEPRME0831

Only numeric values can be mathematically subsumed.

WEPRME0832

Exponentiation with base type {0} is only allowed for exponent types {1}, {2} and
{3}.

WEPRME0833

Exponent type cannot be {0}.

WEPRME0834

Only textual values can be concatenated.

WEPRME0835

Unknown operation type {0}.

WEPRME0836

Recognized a numeric constant without a numeric data type.

WEPRME0837

Only expressions can be used as child nodes of an operation expression.
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WEPRME0838

A {0} operation must have exactly one sub-expression.

WEPRME0839

A {0} operation must not have more than one sub-expression.

WEPRME0840

A {0} operation must have exactly two sub-expressions.

WEPRME0841

A {0} operation must not have more than two sub-expressions.

WEPRME0842

Unknown operation expression type {0}.

WEPRME0843

Only numeric values can be negated.

WEPRME0844

Only numeric values can be mathematically subsumed.

WEPRME0845

Unknown operation expression type {0}.

WEPRME0847

Only expressions can be used as child nodes of a renamed field expression.

WEPRME0848

A renamed field expression must have exactly one sub-expression.

WEPRME0849

A renamed field expression must not have more than one sub-expression.

WEPRME0850

Child at index {0} cannot be accessed because the given index is not assigned so
far.

WEPRME0851

Index {0} cannot be accessed ({1} children are allowed).

WEPRME0852

Index {0} cannot be accessed ({1} parents are allowed).
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WEPRME0853

New child has reached its maximum number of parents (number of allowed parents:
{0}).

WEPRME0854

New parent has reached its maximum number of children (number of allowed
children: {0}).

WEPRME0855

Node has reached its maximum number of children (number of allowed children:
{0}).

WEPRME0856

Node has reached its maximum number of parents (number of allowed parents:
{0}).

WEPRME0857

Only use this method on nodes without a fixed number of children.

WEPRME0858

Only use this method on nodes without a fixed number of parents.

WEPRME0859

Parent at index {0} cannot be accessed because the given index is not assigned so
far.

WEPRME0860

A node of the specified iteration cannot be added to the given node''s global
metadata because it does not hold the specified precondition.

WEPRME0861

This exception is thrown to avoid the creation of a new metadata fragment after
resetting.

WEPRME0862

Not contained.

WEPRME0863

Entry already contained.

WEPRME0864

Entry not contained.
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WEPRME0865

SpeedUp <0 is not allowed.

WEPRME0866

Unsupported SQL data type.

WEPRME0867

Period has to be equal to or greater than 0.

WEPRME0868

This period worker thread cannot be woken up, because wait time is zero.

WEPRME0869

For this factory, getSignature() may not be called with instantiation parameter types
as the adapter is already instantiated.

WEPRME0870

For this factory, createInstance() may not be called with instantiation parameters
as the adapter is already instantiated.

WEPRME0872

Class not found.

WEPRME0873

The function adapter class for the user-defined function must not be null.

WEPRME0877

Unable to create instance of {0}.

WEPRME0878

{0} does not provide a constructor with signature String[], which is obligatory.

WEPRME0884

Query already reconstructed.

WEPRME0885

Could not instantiate adapter class of sink adapter.

WEPRME0886

The {0} already exists in the database.

WEPRME0887

The removal of {0} from the database failed.
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WEPRME0889

Repository error: The query graph to be sorted must have at least one node without
an input.

WEPRME0890

The input queries differ from the sorted output queries.

WEPRME0891

Query properties may only be retrieved after the query is built.

WEPRME0892

Unsupported approach.

WEPRME0893

Could not instantiate adapter class of source adapter.

WEPRME0896

Unable to access class {0}.

WEPRME0897

Unable to create instance of {0}.

WEPRME0898

Update in the database failed.

WEPRME0899

The given SQL statement {0} does not provide streaming data.

WEPRME0900

Unable to parse the given SQL statement: {0}.

WEPRME0901

Unable to translate the given SQL statement ({0}): {1}.

WEPRME0902

Unable to translate the given SQL statement (problem with at least one specified
column name): {0}.

WEPRME0903

Configuration could not been loaded, check XML config URL.

WEPRME0904

Could not locate resource!
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WEPRME0905

Provided class not found!

WEPRME0906

Unable to read configuration file.

WEPRME0907

XML parsing problem.

WEPRME0908

BOT failed.

WEPRME0909

Check whether the persistent ID of the object is null!

WEPRME0910

COMMIT failed.

WEPRME0911

Initializing transaction failed.

WEPRME0912

Obtaining entity manager failed.

WEPRME0913

Persistence factory shutdown failed.

WEPRME0914

ROLLBACK failed.

WEPRME0915

The removal of {0} query from the database failed.

WEPRME0916

The saving of {0} to the database failed.

WEPRME0918

Unknown approach.

WEPRME0920

Unsupported approach {0}.
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WEPRME0921

Unable to access database with given data source specification.

WEPRME0923

Unable to access database with given data source and table specification.

WEPRME0924

Unable to reconstruct refresh time.

WEPRME0925

Please provide connection URL property ''rtmsystem.datasource.connection_url''
in order to connect to database.

WEPRME0926

Please provide JDBC driver name property ''rtmsystem.datasource.jdbc_drivername''
in order to initalize the data source.

WEPRME0927

Problem with basic data source configuration.

WEPRME0928

Problem with JDBC driver, please verify that the library is attached, library classpath
is correct and driver name is correct.

WEPRME0929

The classpath of the JDBC driver is malformed.

WEPRME0930

Obtaining Connection to JDBC Source {0} has failed!

WEPRME0931

This method is not supported by this version.

WEPRME0932

Could not instantiate builder class of ServerDataSourceEntry.

WEPRME0933

Load of tables failed!

WEPRME0934

The builder class for the data source must not be null.
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WEPRME0938

Illegal HA state - slaves ({0}) are already locked before starting command execution.

WEPRME0939

Setting the remote ID is only allowed if the local connection is a remote stub.

WEPRME0940

Using High Availability, commands may only be given to the master.

WEPRME0941

An unexpected exception occurred while executing a remote command from the
client.

WEPRME0942

No async commands supported yet.

WEPRME0943

No sync commands expected by {0}.

WEPRME0944

Only master can deliver list of active servers in HA cluster.

WEPRME0945

Only the master may broadcast update of cluster topology.

WEPRME0946

Remote connection handler is already removed or unknown.

WEPRME0947

Sink currently does not have to handle any commands.

WEPRME0948

System already shut down.

WEPRME0949

The class {0} cannot be instantiated on the server.

WEPRME0950

The system is already shut down.

WEPRME0951

This API is only to be used in HA mode.
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WEPRME0952

Unable to close channel {0}.

WEPRME0953

Unexpected command {0}.

WEPRME0954

Unexpected command: {0}.

WEPRME0955

Unknown command: {0}.

WEPRME0956

Unsupported approach.

WEPRME0957

An exception occurred while connecting.

WEPRME0959

Connection to server has been lost.

WEPRME0960

Slave trying to initialize metadata after master failed to do so.

WEPRME0961

Unexpected approach {0}.

WEPRME0962

{0} does not provide a constructor with signature String[], which is obligatory when
passing a non-empty String array with parameters.

WEPRME0963

Builder class constructor not usable.

WEPRME0964

Builder class for DataSource not found.

WEPRME0965

Builder properties should contain at least one property e.g. connection URL.

WEPRME0966

Check if the schema file available.
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WEPRME0967

Specified database table cannot be accessed.

WEPRME0968

System could not be configured, check XML config URL.

WEPRME0969

Unable to configure JPA Provider.

WEPRME0970

Unable to read configuration file.

WEPRME0971

Unable to read configuration file.

WEPRME0972

Unable to validate configuration file.

WEPRME0973

Unknown connection type purpose {0}.

WEPRME0974

Unknown database table {0}.

WEPRME0975

Unknown LoginModuleControlFlag: {0}.

WEPRME0976

Provided resource name is null!

WEPRME0977

Resource could not be located, please verify resource name ({0})!

WEPRME0978

Inconsistent stream metadata.

WEPRME0979

Unable to connect communication client.

WEPRME0980

Unable to connect due to incompatible protocols.
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WEPRME0981

Unknown command.

WEPRME0982

Unsupported appraoch {0}.

WEPRME0983

Wrong command for being handled here: {0}.

WEPRME0984

Connection lost while not expecting a valid connection.

WEPRME0985

Disaster case, as other server has role {0}.

WEPRME0986

Inconsistent number of master result to slave communicators.

WEPRME0987

Master result to slave communicator which claims to support punctuations does
not.

WEPRME0988

Multiple high availability partners are registered in cluster status ({0}).

WEPRME0989

No connection to slave which should be recovered.

WEPRME0990

No responsible master result sender found for query {0}.{1}.

WEPRME0991

Only the master can provide a list of active slaves.

WEPRME0992

Other server in unexpected role {0}.

WEPRME0993

PN approach currently not supported here.

WEPRME0994

Setting the cluster status provider is only allowed before start of high availability!
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WEPRME0995

Setting the health check provider is only allowed before start of high availability!

WEPRME0996

Setting the system shutdown manager is only allowed before start of high
availability!

WEPRME0997

Status of health check monitor of local system is not OK; shutting down!

WEPRME0998

Unable to connect to high availiability partner due to incompatible versions.

WEPRME0999

Unable to create client connection handler because cluster status provider is not
yet set.

WEPRME1000

Unable to do handshake with HA partner.

WEPRME1001

Unable to grant all artefact privileges to HA user.

WEPRME1002

Unable to initialize master mode because the cluster''s master lock could not be
acquired.

WEPRME1003

Unable to request communication parameters of master.

WEPRME1004

Unable to request role of HA partner.

WEPRME1005

Unable to retrieve high availability partner from cluster status.

WEPRME1006

Unable to shut down HA communication client of master.

WEPRME1007

Unable to take over master mode because the cluster''s master lock could not be
acquired.
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WEPRME1008

Unsupported approach: {0}.

WEPRME1009

The specified HA server address {0} is not yet registered.

WEPRME1010

This command should not be used by the HA protocol.

WEPRME1012

No sync commands expected.

WEPRME1013

Break-off of input stream must only occur on input 1.

WEPRME1014

Action must not be null.

WEPRME1015

Add privilege on concrete and already existing artefact makes no sense.

WEPRME1016

Artefact must not be null.

WEPRME1017

Identifier must not be null.

WEPRME1018

Null argument.

WEPRME1019

Owner must not be null.

WEPRME1020

Wrong privilege type.

WEPRME1021

Grants load failed.

WEPRME1022

Grants remove failed.
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WEPRME1023

No actual artefact known.

WEPRME1024

Privilege {0} for user {1} granted by {2} not found.

WEPRME1025

Privilege {0} for user {1} not found.

WEPRME1026

Privilege cannot be persistent as the referenced artefact is not persistent.

WEPRME1027

The user {0} does not have the privilege {1}.

WEPRME1028

The user {0} does not have the privilege to grant the privilege {1}.

WEPRME1029

Privilege must not be null.

WEPRME1030

The delete failed.

WEPRME1031

The granted privilege to be serialized has no grants specified.

WEPRME1032

The remove of granter {0} to the database failed.

WEPRME1033

The saving of granter {0} to the database failed.

WEPRME1034

User must not be null.

WEPRME1035

Unsupported privilege type in serialization.

WEPRME1036

Unsupported privilege type.
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WEPRME1037

Wrong privilege type.

WEPRME1038

Granting privileges is not supported by this authorization module.

WEPRME1039

Persistence is not supported by this authorization module.

WEPRME1040

Revoking privileges is not supported by this authorization module.

WEPRME1041

Check argument, xmlConfig path is wrong, file could not be located.

WEPRME1042

Check argument, xmlSchema path is wrong, file could not be located.

WEPRME1043

Check arguments, either xmlConfig path or xmlSchema path is wrong, files could
not be located.

WEPRME1044

Check arguments, either xmlConfig path or xmlSchema were null.

WEPRME1045

Clearing the system is only allowed before calling createSystem.

WEPRME1046

System could not be configured, check XML config URL.

WEPRME1047

Class for schema manager not found.

WEPRME1048

Current system configuration does not support persistence.

WEPRME1049

No schema manager provided!

WEPRME1050

Object of the schema manager cannot be instantiated!
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WEPRME1051

Only client commands can be sent using this callback.

WEPRME1052

Problem with access to class of schema manager.

WEPRME1053

Registering protocol handlers is only allowed before system start!

WEPRME1054

Registering protocols is only allowed before system start!

WEPRME1055

Setting the cache provider is only allowed before system start!

WEPRME1056

The protocol handler must not be null.

WEPRME1057

The protocol must not be null.

WEPRME1058

There is already a protocol handler registered using identifier {0}.

WEPRME1059

There is already a protocol registered using identifier {0}.

WEPRME1060

Unknown protocol {0}.

WEPRME1061

The identifier ''{0}'' is not allowed for a {1}.

WEPRME1062

The identifier ''{0}'' is too long (maximum of {1} characters allowed).

WEPRME1063

The identifier of type {0} must not be null.

WEPRME1064

Unsupported artefact {0}.
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WEPRME1065

Minimum supported client version must not be greater than maximum one.

WEPRME1066

Server must not support older maximum client versions than the previous one.

WEPRME1067

Server must not support older minimum client versions than the previous one.

WEPRME1068

Server must support clients with same version.

WEPRME1069

Server versions have to be provided in ascending order.

WEPRME1070

The operator is not processing.

WEPRME1071

The timestamps have to be provided in ascending order.

WEPRME1072

Sources must not have inputs.

WEPRME1073

The method (compute)Done must not be called on sources.

WEPRME1074

The method (compute)HeartBeat must not be called on sources.

WEPRME1075

The method (compute)Punctuate must not be called on sources.

WEPRME1076

The method (compute)Push must not be called on sources.

WEPRME1077

No additional outputs allowed.

WEPRME1078

A SourceAdapter providing a chronon stream must not use end timestamps other
than start timestamp +1.
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WEPRME1079

The operator is not processing ({0}).

WEPRME1080

The timestamps have to be provided in ascending order.

WEPRME1081

Source has to have at least one output.

WEPRME1082

Extra start time must be smaller than start time.

WEPRME1083

No extra work function specified for this source.

WEPRME1084

Sequence may not start before the logical start time.

WEPRME1085

Sequence produced wrong start timestamp.

WEPRME1086

HeartBeatPeriod has to be a divisor of elementPeriod.

WEPRME1087

Time {0} already past ({1}).

WEPRME1088

The specified label must not be null.

WEPRME1089

Lower bound of 1st range does not match with specified minimum.

WEPRME1090

Number of ranges and colors differ.

WEPRME1091

Upper bound of {0} range does not match with lower bound of {1} range.

WEPRME1092

Upper bound of last range does not match with specified maximum.
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WEPRME1093

Legend for time series number {0} is not specified!

WEPRME1094

Sinks may not have outputs.

WEPRME1095

An ID has to be provided for each source.

WEPRME1096

Unable to provide metadata.

WEPRME1097

Illegal input index {0}.

WEPRME1098

Input data validity may not overlap more than one day.

WEPRME1099

Output already exists.

WEPRME1100

Output creation must take place before init.

WEPRME1101

Missing negative element for group {0}.

WEPRME1102

The length of minimal splits cannot be less than one millisecond.

WEPRME1103

An ID has to be provided for each cache input.

WEPRME1104

An ID has to be provided for each input.

WEPRME1105

Unexpected number of cache inputs!

WEPRME1106

Unexpected number of stream inputs!
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WEPRME1107

Duplicate scope limited heartbeat for input {0}.

WEPRME1108

Scope limited heartbeats with different timestamps.

WEPRME1109

Window advance <= 0 not allowed.

WEPRME1110

Window size <= 0 not allowed.

WEPRME1111

Missing negative input elements.

WEPRME1112

Not all positive elements matched.

WEPRME1113

Negative call on empty state.

WEPRME1115

The window advance must not be smaller than or equal to 0.

WEPRME1116

Negative element not matching any previous positive one.

WEPRME1117

An ID has to be provided for each input.

WEPRME1118

Not all positive elements were matched by a negative one.

WEPRME1119

Adding status is only allowed before open.

WEPRME1120

Additional status elements have to be consecutive.

WEPRME1121

The length of minimal splits cannot be less one millisecond.
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WEPRME1125

Error on both streams !

WEPRME1126

Inconsistent streams.

WEPRME1127

No additional outputs allowed.

WEPRME1128

Minimum split length <= 0 not allowed.

WEPRME1129

Ambiguous next edge.

WEPRME1130

Graph has to be packed before sequences can be generated.

WEPRME1131

Graph is already packed.

WEPRME1132

No node with ID {0}.

WEPRME1133

Reserved ID.

WEPRME1134

Wrong temporal event order.

WEPRME1135

The checked graph has the following errors: {0}

WEPRME1136

Duplicate scope limited heartbeat for input {0} (old: {1}, new: {2}).

WEPRME1137

Scope limited heartbeats with different timestamps.

WEPRME1138

Maximum size must only be given if blockIfFull is set.
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WEPRME1139

Duplicate scope limited heartbeat for input {0}.

WEPRME1140

Start timestamp series is not monotonous.

WEPRME1141

Scope limited heartbeat for recursive input {0} was not processed within the whole
recursive query plan.

WEPRME1142

Scope limited heartbeats are not supported for non-recursive inputs of recursion
base.

WEPRME1143

The window advance must not be smaller than or equal to 0.

WEPRME1144

The window size must not be smaller than or equal to 0.

WEPRME1145

Execution has already been assigned.

WEPRME1146

Sink has to belong to this graph.

WEPRME1147

Source has to belong to this graph.

WEPRME1148

No corresponding connection found.

WEPRME1149

Punctuation type {0} is not supported by default serializer.

WEPRME1150

Data must not be null.

WEPRME1151

Invalid element (empty time interval).

WEPRME1152

Check internal queue resources/state.
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WEPRME1153

Operator won''t produce any result in this state: {0}.

WEPRME1154

Method must not be called inside a connection''s batch run.

WEPRME1155

Input record does not comply with the schema: expected {0}, but received {1}.

WEPRME1156

The record size ({0}) of {1} does not comply with metadata {2}.

WEPRME1157

The row {0} does not support null values.

WEPRME1158

RequiredDatabaseSources must not be null.

WEPRME1159

RequiredQueries must not be null.

WEPRME1160

RequiredUserDefinedFunctions must not be null.

WEPRME1161

Null properties are not allowed.

WEPRME1162

Property {0} has to be of type {1}.

WEPRME1163

RecordMetaData must not be null.

WEPRME1164

Subscriptions must not be null.

WEPRME1165

The given notification callback is already registered.

WEPRME1166

The given notification callback is not registered.
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WEPRME1167

A timestamp for each input has to be specified.

WEPRME1168

All inputs have to be provided before init.

WEPRME1169

An operator may not publish elements in state {0}.

WEPRME1170

An operator may not publish punctuations in state {0}.

WEPRME1171

Cannot determine periodically updated metadata fragments! Execution is
unavailable!

WEPRME1172

Cannot determine periodically updated metadata fragments!
PeriodicMetaDataUpdateWorkerThread is unavailable!

WEPRME1173

Complete from is already set for output ID {0}.

WEPRME1174

Complete from must not change (Was {0} for output {1} and tried to change to {2}).

WEPRME1175

Graph must not be null!

WEPRME1176

Graph Wlock needed.

WEPRME1177

Identifier {0} is not supported.

WEPRME1178

Illegal Operator State: {0} (State.INITIALIZED or State.PROCESSING expected).

WEPRME1179

Index out of bounds.

WEPRME1180

Input {0} already set.
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WEPRME1181

Input {0} not set.

WEPRME1182

Input {0} was not set.

WEPRME1183

MetaData-object must not be null!

WEPRME1184

Minimum heartbeat distance must not be smaller than one.

WEPRME1185

Not enough inputs provided.

WEPRME1186

Operator already closed.

WEPRME1187

Operator already closed.

WEPRME1188

Operator is already initialized.

WEPRME1189

Operator is already opened.

WEPRME1190

Operator is working.

WEPRME1192

Operator may not use tellDone method in state {0}.

Explanation

The tellDone method of an operator announces to downstream operators that the
operator will no longer send events. Calling this method is restricted to certain states
of the lifecycle of the operator.

Action

Restrict the use of this method to the permitted lifecycle states.

WEPRME1193

Operator was already closed.

WEPRME1194

Operator was already closed - use reset.
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WEPRME1195

Output already exists.

WEPRME1196

Output already set.

WEPRME1197

Output creation must take place before init.

WEPRME1198

Output ID out of bounds.

WEPRME1199

Output not found.

WEPRME1200

Output not set.

WEPRME1201

Punctuations of type {0} are not supported by operator {1}.

WEPRME1202

Setting complete from for operators with optional inputs is only possible if no
inputs present.

WEPRME1203

Setting complete from for operators with optional inputs is only possible when
initialized.

WEPRME1204

Setting complete from is only possible for sources.

WEPRME1205

Too many inputs provided.

WEPRME1206

Nullary operators have no sources.

WEPRME1207

Input not set.

WEPRME1208

Unable to read from input.
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WEPRME1209

From must not be null.

WEPRME1210

Unable to close input stream.

WEPRME1211

Unable to read file.

WEPRME1212

Reset is not supported for a queue while it is consuming.

WEPRME1213

Min must not be greater than max.

WEPRME1214

Only positive numbers of elements are supported.

WEPRME1215

Times must not be negative.

WEPRME1216

Right input has to support reset.

WEPRME1217

Not enough sources provided.

WEPRME1218

Sources not yet provided.

WEPRME1219

Wrong input type.

WEPRME1220

Cannot determine supportsReset before init.

WEPRME1221

No source provided.

WEPRME1222

Source not yet provided.
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WEPRME1223

Wrong input type.

WEPRME1224

Initally empty map required.

WEPRME1225

This queue is limited.

WEPRME1226

Buffer must have a capacity of at least one element.

WEPRME1227

No additional run can be obtained before consuming the last one.

WEPRME1228

No new cursors can be requested after all previously requested cursors were closed.

WEPRME1229

Only one additional cursor supported due to consuming TeeBuffer.

WEPRME1230

This is a consuming TeeBuffer.

WEPRME1231

This is not a consuming TeeBuffer.

WEPRME1232

Iterator is empty.

WEPRME1233

Underlying iterator has to support remove.

WEPRME1234

Init not allowed after open{0}{1}.

WEPRME1235

Iterator is already closed.

WEPRME1236

Iterator is already initialized.
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WEPRME1237

Iterator is already open.

WEPRME1238

Iterator is not initialized.

WEPRME1239

Iterator was already closed - use reset.

WEPRME1240

Iterator was not opened.

WEPRME1241

No more elements left.

WEPRME1242

Remove is not supported by this iterator.

WEPRME1243

Reset is only allowed after open and before close.

WEPRME1244

Update may only be used after next().

WEPRME1245

Not all required sources set.

WEPRME1246

Operator was already initialized.

WEPRME1247

Operators do not supported remove.

WEPRME1248

Sources {0} not set.

WEPRME1249

Update may only be used after next().

WEPRME1250

Exception during close.
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WEPRME1251

Exception during init.

WEPRME1252

Exception during query processing.

WEPRME1253

Unable to handle {0} due to {1}.

WEPRME1254

Unknown device.

WEPRME1255

Wrong data format: missing header element.

WEPRME1256

Wrong data format: missing header end.

WEPRME1257

Wrong data format: missing header start.

WEPRME1258

Wrong data format: missing packet end.

WEPRME1259

Wrong data format: unable to parse parameter.

WEPRME1260

Wrong data format: unable to parse parameter count.

WEPRME1261

Wrong data format: unable to parse timestamp.

WEPRME1262

Wrong data format: wrong number of parameters.

WEPRME1263

Wrong data format: wrong parameter format.

WEPRME1264

Bytes message cannot be read because of the following reason: {0}.
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WEPRME1265

Bytes messages do not support reading lines of data.

WEPRME1266

Bytes message cannot be written because of the following reason: {0}.

WEPRME1267

Connection cannot be created. Check associated properties (e.g. authentication
properties)! {0}.

WEPRME1268

Connection cannot be listened to because of the following reason: {0}.

WEPRME1269

Connection factory cannot be retrieved via JNDI. Check associated ID! {0}.

WEPRME1270

Destination cannot be retrieved via JNDI. Check associated ID! {0}.

WEPRME1271

JNDI context cannot be created. Check connection properties! {0}.

WEPRME1272

Message cannot be sent because of the following reason: {0}.

WEPRME1273

Receiver cannot be created because of the following reason: {0}.

WEPRME1274

Sender cannot be created because of the following reason: {0}.

WEPRME1275

Session cannot be created because of the following reason: {0}.

WEPRME1276

Connection cannot be created because of the following reason: {0}.

WEPRME1277

Input has to support reset.

WEPRME1278

This class must not be reinitialized.
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WEPRME1279

Unexpected reinitialization.

WEPRME1280

Only operators can be used as child nodes of a distinct operator.

WEPRME1281

Database sources using direct access cannot be used in user-defined operators.

WEPRME1282

Incompatible parameter type for user-defined operator {0} (expected {1}, found {2}).

WEPRME1283

Initialization is only available for user-defined operators.

WEPRME1284

Input of user-defined operator has unknown mode {0}.

WEPRME1285

Inputs of a user-defined operator have to be ordered (first input streams, second
database sources).

WEPRME1286

Only user-defined operators and sources can be used as child nodes of a user-defined
operator (found {0}).

WEPRME1288

Unable to compute stream metadata for user-defined operator.

WEPRME1289

Unable to retrieve specified source input.

WEPRME1290

Unknown user-defined operator mode {0}.

WEPRME1291

Wrong number of instantiation parameters for user-defined operator {0} (expected
{1}, found {2}).

WEPRME1292

List caches cannot be indexed!
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WEPRME1293

Missing key indices!

WEPRME1294

Missing key!

WEPRME1295

Unsupported communication type.

WEPRME1296

Attempt to inconsistently initialize serializers for complex {0}.

WEPRME1297

Wrong serialization initialization - Missing: {0}, unused: {1}.

WEPRME1298

Wrong alternative.

WEPRME1299

File has to be empty.

WEPRME1300

Update ist not permitted.

WEPRME1301

Iterator always removes elements.

WEPRME1302

Remove is currently not supported.

WEPRME1303

Unsupported type code: {0}.

WEPRME1304

Unsupported RTM exception type.

WEPRME1305

Inputs of an user-defined operator have to be ordered (first input streams, second
database sources).

WEPRME1306

Only user-defined operators and sources can be used as child nodes of an
user-defined operator (found {0}).
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WEPRME1307

Wrong number of instantiation parameters for user-defined operator {0} (expected
{1}, found {2}).

WEPRME1308

Incompatible parameter type for user-defined operator {0} (expected {1}, found {2}).

WEPRME1309

Input metadata mismatch for user-defined operator {0}. {1}

WEPRME1310

Missing inputs for user-defined operator {0}. {1}

WEPRME1311

Too may inputs for user-defined operator {0}. {1}

WEPRME1312

Unable to use user-defined operator {0}. {1}.

WEPRME1313

RequiredUserDefinedOperators must not be null.

WEPRME1314

An input stream is to be connected to an operator at index {0}, but the index must
not be negative or exceed the maximum allowed number of inputs, which is {1}.

WEPRME1315

Inconsistent output stream metadata.

WEPRME1317

The entry to insert does not provide the list of required entries.

WEPRME1318

A list of required repository entries has to be provided.

WEPRME1319

An initialization reason has to be provided. Use other constructor if no
reinitialization takes place.

WEPRME1320

JPA initialization is only allowed using the parameterless constructor.
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WEPRME1322

The entry is not yet initialized.

WEPRME1323

The timestamps have to be provided in increasing order.

WEPRME1324

The end timestamp has to be greater than the start timestamp.

WEPRME1325

First snapshot-reducible event has been sent for the following query: Owner: {0}
Identifier: {1} Event: {2}

WEPRME1326

The entry {0} required by {1} is not in the repository.

WEPRME1327

The entry {0} can not be removed as it is still in use.

WEPRME1328

The left-hand side of an action must be a field declared in the measure clause.

WEPRME1335

This UserDefinedOperator is missing cache inputs. Minimum expected: {0}. Found:
{1}.{2}

WEPRME1336

This UserDefinedOperator is missing stream inputs. Minimum expected: {0}. Found:
{1}.{2}

WEPRME1337

This UserDefinedOperator has too many cache inputs. Maximum expected: {0}.
Found: {1}.{2}

WEPRME1338

This UserDefinedOperator has too many stream inputs. Maximum expected: {0}.
Found: {1}.{2}

WEPRME1340

Invalid range of exponent.

WEPRME1341

Error occurred when evaluating function {0}. {1}
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WEPRME1342

Error occurred when evaluating operation {0}. {1}

WEPRME1343

Cast to {0} is illegal due to precision loss.

WEPRME1344

Illegal real exponent for negative base. Integer required.

WEPRME1345

Invalid negative exponent for base zero.

WEPRME1346

Undefined for x <= 0.

WEPRME1347

Undefined for negative values.

WEPRME1348

The query {0} cannot be stopped as it is still in use.

WEPRME1349

Unexpected problem caused by usage of a subscription.

WEPRME1350

The user-defined function {0}.{1} cannot be deregistered as it is still in use.

WEPRME1351

The user-defined aggregation function {0}.{1} cannot be deregistered as it is still in
use.

WEPRME1352

The user-defined operator {0}.{1} cannot be deregistered as it is still in use.

WEPRME1353

The data source {0}.{1} cannot be deregistered as it is still in use.

WEPRME1354

The table {0}.{1} cannot be deregistered as it is still in use.

WEPRME1355

The number of inputs returned by the user-defined operator adapter''s
getNumberOfInputs() method ({0}) is not consistent with the the number of inputs
the user-defined operator adapter factory is called with ({1}).
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WEPRME1356

The number of cache inputs returned by the user-defined operator adapter''s
getNumberOfInputs() method ({0}) is not consistent with the the number of cache
inputs the user-defined operator adapter factory is called with ({1}).

WEPRME1357

Division by zero.

WEPRME1358

Column ''{0}''not found in metadata object.

WEPRME1359

Unexpected number of field metadata entries. Found {0}, expected {1}.

WEPRME1360

Objects of type {0} do not match. {1} <> {2}.

WEPRME1361

Unexpected number of columns. Found {0}, expected {1}.

WEPRME1362

Argument may not be null!

WEPRME1363

Column {0} has an unexpected type. Found {1}, expected {2}.

WEPRME1365

Column is expected to be nullable: {1}.

WEPRME1366

Column is expected to be case sensitive: {0}.

WEPRME1368

Parameter is not within range [{0}, {1}]: {2}.

WEPRME1369

Stream is expected to be a chronon stream!

WEPRME1370

Stream is not expected to be a chronon stream!

WEPRME1371

Parameter does not match expected value. Found {0}, expected {1}.
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WEPRME1372

The address given in config parameter {0} must not be empty.

WEPRME1373

The deprecated property {0} is used although the new property {1} is present.

WEPRME1374

Wrong number of factory parameters (was {0} but expected {1}).

WEPRME1375

Invalid port number: {0}.

WEPRME1378

Error evaluating aggregate function {0}. {1}

WEPRME1379

Error occurred in method {0}.

WEPRME1380

The signature of the user-defined aggregation function {0} does not match the
specified types ({1}).

WEPRME1381

The user-defined aggregation function {0} is unknown or not visible.

WEPRME1383

Error occurred when evaluating function {0}.

WEPRME1384

Error occurred when evaluating operation {0}.

WEPRME1385

The field {0} is ambiguous. Check if fields and sources are properly renamed and
no duplicate aliases are introduced.

WEPRME1386

The provided source parameters should not be null.

Explanation

The input parameter source parameters is null. A valid source parameters object
should be provided.

WEPRME1387

The provided server source parameters should not be null.

Explanation

The input parameter server source parameters is null. A valid server source parameters
object should be provided.
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WEPRME1388

The provided query parameters should not be null.

Explanation

The input parameter query parameters is null. A valid query parameters object should
be provided.

WEPRME1389

The provided query language should not be null.

Explanation

The input parameter query language is null. A valid query language object should
be provided.

WEPRME1390

The provided query string should not be null.

Explanation

The input parameter query string is null. A valid query string object should be
provided.

WEPRME1391

The command prepareQuery2 is not supported by the server.

Explanation

The client tried to send the command prepareQuery2 to the server. The current server
version does not support handling of this command. There is a mismatch between
client version and server version.

WEPRME1392

The query {0} cannot be subscribed to using subscription mode {1} as subscriptions
to this query were restricted to times when no element is valid.

Explanation

The query was prepared using the query parameter
'isSubscribableOnlyWhenNoElementValid'. Subscriptions to such queries may not
use other subscription modes than 'ALL'.

Action

Use subscription mode 'ALL'.

WEPRME1393

The query {0} can currently not be subscribed to as subscriptions to this query were
restricted to times when no element is valid.

WEPRME1394

The query {0} cannot be unsubscribed from using subscription mode {1} as
subscriptions to this query were restricted to times when no element is valid.

Explanation

The query was prepared using the query parameter
'isSubscribableOnlyWhenNoElementValid'. Unsubscriptions to such queries may not
use other subscription modes than 'ALL'.

Action

Use subscription mode 'ALL'.
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WEPRME1395

An exception related to {0} occurred in the underlying connection.

WEPRME1396

Creation of empty arrays is not supported.

WEPRME1397

All values in an array value construction must have the same type.

WEPRME1398

Only field expressions can be used as child nodes of an array element reference
expression.

WEPRME1399

Limiting subscriptions to times when no element is valid is currently not supported
in HA mode.

WEPRME1400

The field {0} is not of type ARRAY.

WEPRME1401

The method {0} is not yet supported in class {1}.

WEPRME1402

The XML query is not a valid XML document.

WEPRME1404

The XML query contains semantical errors.

WEPRME1405

An operator providing a chronon stream must not use end timestamps other than
start timestamp +1.

WEPRME1406

Unknown timezone: {0}.

WEPRME1407

The time unit ''{0}'' is unknown.

WEPRME1408

Connection to {0} system lost.
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WEPRME1409

Client lost connection to server with address {0}.

WEPRME1425

The Positive-Negative approach is currently not supported when running in high
availability mode.

WEPRME1427

NullPointerException occurred while accepting new connection on address {0}.

WEPRME1428

CommunicationException occurred while accepting new connection on address {0}.

WEPRME1429

Exception occurred while accepting new connection on address {0}.

WEPRME1431

The pattern contains illegal characters. Supported characters are letters and the
meta characters '*', '+', '?', '.', '|', '(', ')', '[', ']', '^', '{', '}', '' and digits.

WEPRME1432

An aggregate is not allowed in this context.

Explanation

The query contains an aggregate, but in a context that does not permit aggregates.
Aggregates are only allowed in the SELECT and HAVING clauses of an SQL query,
or inside an aggregate operator of an XML query.

Action

Correct the query and resubmit.

WEPRME1433

An Ehcache with the name {0} already exists.

Explanation

The system has tried to create a new Ehcache but it already existed in the
CacheManager.

Action

Make sure the existing Ehcache is removed from the CacheManager.

WEPRME1434

Ehcache configuration error: {0}.

Explanation

The provided ehcache configuration file is not valid.

Action

Make sure the provided ehcache configuration file is valid.

WEPRME1435

Problem creating new Ehcache: {0}.

Explanation

The system tried to create a new Ehcache but encountered problems.

Action

See detailed message for further information.
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WEPRME1436

Invalid value of join attribute ''{0}''.

Explanation

Join attributes refer to the input operators of a join by specifying their 0-based index.
They are thus composed of a list of indexes, where only 0 and 1 are valid indexes. As
an additional constraint, the list must not contain duplicates.

Action

Correct the specified join attribute.

WEPRME1437

The child nodes with the UIDs ''{0}'' and ''{1}'' are not equivalent in the equivalence
node.

Explanation

Two of the child nodes in the equivalence node have different record metadata. All
direct children of an equivalence node in a query graph must have the same record
metadata (resulting schema).

Action

Adapt the equivalence node so that all child nodes have the same record metadata.

WEPRME1438

Regular expression is invalid at offset {0}.

Explanation

The query contains a PATTERN clause, but its regular expression has invalid syntax.
The offset contained in the message is the 0-based offset within the regular expression
where the failure was detected.

Action

Correct the regular expression syntax and resubmit the query.

WEPRME1439

Barrier can only await one single set of connections.

WEPRME1440

The connection barrier has not been passed yet.

WEPRME1441

Connection for ID {0} could not be used as it connected too late.

WEPRME1442

Unexpected incoming recovery connection for ID {0}.

WEPRME1443

Duplicate incoming recovery connection for ID {0}.

WEPRME1444

Wrong user or password for recovery connection for ID {0}.
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WEPRME1445

The connection is already authenticated.

WEPRME1447

Unable to cast the {0} value {1} to {2}.

Explanation

The specified CAST function tries to cast the specified value to the shown type, but
this is not possible.

Action

Either change the value in a way that it can be casted to the specified type or change
the type accordingly.

WEPRME1449

Unable to read the given event.

WEPRME1450

Unable to write the given event.

WEPRME1451

Percentage of delays must be in [0,1].

Explanation

Percentage of delays must be in [0,1].

Action

Configure delay to be in [0,1].

WEPRME1452

Exclusion threshold for delays must be greater than or equal zero.

Explanation

Exclusion threshold for delays must be greater than or equal zero.

Action

Set exclusion threshold for delays to be greater than or equal zero.

WEPRME1453

The weighting factor alpha must be in [0,1].

Explanation

The weighting factor alpha must be in [0,1].

Action

Set the weighting factor alpha to be in [0,1].

WEPRME1454

Size for the queue must be greater 1.

Explanation

Size for the queue must be greater 1.

Action

Set size for the queue to be greater 1.

WEPRME1455

Missing Ehcache configuration.

Explanation

The useEhcache query parameter was set, but there was no Ehcache configuration
present in the RTM system confuration.

Action

Either remove the useEhcache query parameter, or extend the RTM system
configuration to include an Ehcache configuration.
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WEPRME1456

Element must not be null.

Explanation

Element must not be null.

Action

Insert only elements not being null.

WEPRME1458

Only one overload detector can be registered at a time.

Explanation

Only one overload detector can be registered at a time.

Action

Register only one overload detector.

WEPRME1459

The DURATION expression of a MATCHING clause must be evaluable to a numeric
type.

Explanation

The specified DURATION expression evaluates to a type that is not numeric, e.g.,
STRING. But DURATION expressions must be numeric.

Action

Change the DURATION expression such taht is evaluates to a numeric type.

WEPRME1460

The WITHIN expression of a MATCHING clause must be evaluable to a numeric
type.

Explanation

The specified WITHIN expression evaluates to a type that is not numeric, e.g., STRING.
But WITHIN expressions must be numeric.

Action

Change the WITHIN expression such taht is evaluates to a numeric type.

WEPRME1461

Check the DURATION expression.

Explanation

The DURATION expression contains an unspecific error.

Action

Check the DURATION expression.

WEPRME1462

Check the WITHIN expression.

Explanation

The WITHIN expression contains an unspecific error.

Action

Check the WITHIN expression.

WEPRME1469

The maximum window size must not be smaller than or equal to 0.

Explanation

The maximum windo size specifies the maximum validity an event can get applied
by the window operator. As validities are always greater than zero the maximum
window size also has to be.

Action

Specify a maximum window size that is greater than 0.
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WEPRME1471

The size of a count-based window can only be specified using a numeric constant.

Explanation

Count-based windows does not support window size specification using numeric
expressions.

Action

Replace the window size expression by a numeric constant.

WEPRME1472

Check the window size expression.

Explanation

The window size expression contains an unspecific error.

Action

Check the window size expression.

WEPRME1473

Only constant maximum windows sizes, i.e., milliseconds, seconds, minutes or
hours, are allowed for time-based windows.

Explanation

The maximum window size must be evaluable to a constant amount of milliseconds.
For this reason only constant time units are supported.

Action

Use a constant unit, i.e., millisecond, second, minute or hour, when specifying a
maximum window size.

WEPRME1474

The size of a time-based window can''t be specified using a non-numeric constant.

Explanation

The window size is specified by a non-numeric constant.

Action

Replace the non-numeric constant window size specification by a numeric constant
or an expression that can be evaluated to a numeric type.

WEPRME1475

The window size must not be greater than the specified maximum window size.

Explanation

The computed window size was greater than the specified maximum window size.

Action

Check the window size expression if it could be limited to results that are less than
or equal to the specified maximum window size or adapt (or remove) the specified
maximum window size.

WEPRME1476

The user {0} does not have the privilege to refresh the table.

WEPRME1477

The table {0} does not support triggered cache refresh!

Explanation

The table is configured with no support for a a-periodic, triggered cached refreshed.

Action

Change the AccessProperties of the table and enable supportsTriggeredRefresh option
to enable a-periodic triggering of table refreshes.
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WEPRME1479

The required complete-from timestamp cannot be guaranteed by the source.

Explanation

The source operator cannot guarantee the semantic subscription time requested when
preparing the query.

Action

Change or remove the requested semantic subscription time when preparing the
query.

WEPRME1480

The required complete-from timestamp cannot be guaranteed by the source adapter
(not an intra source adapter).

Explanation

Only intra source adapters are able to guarantee semantic subscription time requests
when preparing a query.

Action

Use registered intra source adapters or remove the requested semantic subscription
time when preparing the query.

WEPRME1481

The required complete-from timestamp cannot be guaranteed by the source adapter
(intra source adapter does not support requesting semantic subscription times).

Explanation

The used intra source adapter does not support guaranteed semantic subscription
time requests when preparing a query.

Action

Use intra source adapters supporting this feature or remove the requested semantic
subscription time when preparing the query.

WEPRME1482

The required complete-from timestamp cannot be guaranteed by the source adapter
(intra source adapter is not able to provide the requested semantic subscription
time).

Explanation

The used intra source adapter is not able to guarantee the semantic subscription time
requested when preparing the query.

Action

Change or remove the semantic subscription time requested when preparing the
query.

WEPRME1483

The required complete-from timestamp cannot be guaranteed by the operator.

Explanation

The operator is already opened and the requested semantic subscription time cannot
be guaranteed anymore.

Action

Modify or remove the semantic subscription time requested when preparing the
query.
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WEPRME1484

The required complete-from timestamp cannot be guaranteed by the count-based
window.

Explanation

Count-based windows does not support requesting semantic subscription times when
preparing a query.

Action

Remove the count-based window from the query or remove the semantic subscription
time request when preparing the query.

WEPRME1485

The duration must not be NULL.

Explanation

The duration expression was evaluated to NULL.

Action

The duration expression must not return NULL as it cannot be interpreted as a duration
value. Modify the expression in such a way that it cannot return NULL when being
evaluated using the incoming data.

WEPRME1486

The within must not be NULL.

Explanation

The within expression was evaluated to NULL.

Action

The within expression must not return NULL as it cannot be interpreted as a within
value. Modify the expression in such a way that it cannot return NULL when being
evaluated using the incoming data.

WEPRME1487

The window size must not be NULL.

Explanation

The window size expression was evaluated to NULL.

Action

The window size expression must not return NULL as it cannot be interpreted as a
window size value. Modify the expression in such a way that it cannot return NULL
when being evaluated using the incoming data.

WEPRME1488

Execution is already started.

WEPRME1489

Execution is already stopped and may not be restarted.

WEPRME1490

Execution is not started, yet.

WEPRME1491

Execution is already stopped.
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WEPRME1492

Error unregistering mBean ''{0}''.

WEPRME1493

Failed to invoke setter on class ''{0}''.

WEPRME1494

Failed to invoke action ''{0}'' on class ''{1}''.

WEPRME1495

Failed to invoke getter ''{0}'' on class ''{1}''.

WEPRME1496

Attribute name cannot be null.

WEPRME1498

Getter must not be invoked as long as metadata is not activated.

WEPRME1499

Attribute ''{0}'' not found in class ''{1}''.

WEPRME1500

Setters is not supported.

WEPRME1501

Action name cannot be null.

WEPRME1502

No parameters allowed.

WEPRME1503

No Signature allowed.

WEPRME1504

Action name has to start with either {0}, {1} or {2}.

WEPRME1505

No such metaDataIdentifier found: {0}.

WEPRME1506

Unsupported parameter type: {0}.
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WEPRME1508

Aggregates are not allowed in the GROUP BY clause.

Explanation

As the grouping is applied before the aggregates are computed on the groups it is
not allowed to use aggregates in the GROUP BY clause.

Action

Remove the aggregate from the GROUP BY clause.

WEPRME1509

Check the specified group expression.

Explanation

The group expression contains an unspecific error.

Action

Check the group expression for errors.

WEPRME1510

Check the specified predicate (having clause).

Explanation

The predicate contains an unspecific error.

Action

Check the predicate for errors.

WEPRME1511

Only operators can be used as child nodes of a limit operator.

Explanation

A non-operator node was passed as the input node of a limit operator, where only
an operator node is allowed.

Action

Supply an operator node as the child of a limit operator.

WEPRME1512

Only operators can be used as child nodes of an order operator.

Explanation

A non-operator node was passed as the input node of an order operator, where only
an operator node is allowed.

Action

Supply an operator node as the child of an order operator.

WEPRME1513

Translation mode does not support operators of type {0}.

Explanation

An unsupported operator was found during the translation of an SQL statement. The
operator may be invalid for the current mode , but valid in other translation mode.

Action

Avoid SQL statements using the offending operator, or use a translation mode that
supports it.

WEPRME1514

Invalid aggregate in ORDER BY clause.

Explanation

An ORDER BY clause was found to contain an aggregate function, which was not
specified earlier in the same query. This is not allowed, an ORDER BY clause must
not introduce new aggregate functions.

Action

Correct SQL statement, e.g. by adding the aggregate in question to the SELECT list.
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WEPRME1515

Check the specified part of the ORDER BY clause.

Explanation

The ORDER BY clause was found to contain some invalid construct.

Action

Inspect ORDER BY clause and remove any invalid expressions.

WEPRME1516

Subquery not allowed in this context.

Explanation

A subquery was found in a context, where it is not supported.

Action

Correct statement according to the language specification.

WEPRME1517

Subquery results in more than one column, where it must be a single column.

Explanation

A subquery in a comparison of the where clause must result in a single column.

Action

Correct SQL statement.

WEPRME1518

Invalid frame bound.

Explanation

A window definition contained an invalid frame bound. A frame bound of
UNBOUNDED FOLLOWING is not allowed on the left hand side of a window frame
BETWEEN definition, and a frame bound of UNBOUNDED PRECEDING is not
allowed on the right hand side.

Action

Correct SQL statement.

WEPRME1519

Window function not allowed in this context.

Explanation

A window function was found in a context, where it is not supported.

Action

Correct statement according to the language specification.

WEPRME1520

Check the specified part of the window specification.

Explanation

A window specification was found to contain some invalid construct.

Action

Inspect window specification and remove any invalid expressions.

WEPRME1521

Only operators can be used as child nodes of a window aggregation operator.

Explanation

A non-operator node was passed as the input node of a window aggregation operator,
where only an operator node is allowed.

Action

Supply an operator node as the child of a window aggregation operator.
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WEPRME1524

Invalid nested aggregate function reference.

Explanation

The argument of a set function invocation cannot be another set function.

Action

Correct SQL statement.

WEPRME1535

The 2nd argument of the ROUND function must be of type integer.

Explanation

The 2nd argument of the given ROUND function call is not of type integer which is
mandatory.

Action

Change the expression specifying the 2nd argument of ROUND function such that it
is of type integer.

WEPRME1536

Unable to parse long value due to wrong number format. {0}

Explanation

The given literal does not comply with the structure of an integral number, i.e. it
contains characters other than 0-9,+,-.

Action

Please remove any invalid characters from your integer literal.

WEPRME1537

Unable to parse integer value due to wrong number format. {0}

Explanation

The given literal does not comply with the structure of an integral number, i.e. it
contains characters other than 0-9,+,-.

Action

Please remove any invalid characters from your integer literal.

WEPRME1538

If FROM is specified in the TRIM function,either the trim specification (LEADING,
TRAILING, or BOTH) or the trim character or both have to be specified.

Explanation

If FROM is specified in the TRIM function,either the trim specification (LEADING,
TRAILING, or BOTH) or the trim character or both have to be specified.

Action

Either add the trim specification, the trim character or both. Alternatively remove the
FROM clause.

WEPRME1539

Only expressions are permitted for the trim source argument of the TRIM function.

Explanation

Only expressions are permitted for the trim source argument of the TRIM function.

Action

Use an expression for the trim source argument.

WEPRME1540

Only expressions are permitted for the trim character argument of the TRIM
function.

Explanation

Only expressions are permitted for the trim character argument of the TRIM function.

Action

Use an expression for the trim character argument.
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WEPRME1541

The {1} function only supports STRING values as argument for the substring source.

Explanation

The {1} function only supports STRING values as argument for the substring source.

Action

Use a STRING value as argument for the substring source.

WEPRME1542

The {1} function only supports INTEGER values as argument for the start position.

Explanation

The {1} function only supports INTEGER values as argument for the start position.

Action

Use an INTEGER value as argument for the start position.

WEPRME1543

The {1} function only supports INTEGER values as argument for the string length.

Explanation

The {1} function only supports INTEGER values as argument for the string length.

Action

Use and INTEGER value as argument for the string length.

WEPRME1544

The {1} function only supports STRING values as argument for the trim character.

Explanation

The {1} function only supports STRING values as argument for the trim character.

Action

Use a STRING value as argument for the trim character.

WEPRME1545

The {1} function only supports STRING values as argument for the trim source.

Explanation

The {1} function only supports STRING values as argument for the trim source.

Action

Use a STRING value as argument for the trim source.

WEPRME1546

The argument of the {0} function must be of type STRING or CHARACTER.

Explanation

The argument of the LOWER and the UPPER function must be of type STRING or
CHARACTER.

Action

Use a STRING or CHARACTER value as argument for the LOWER and the UPPER
function.

WEPRME1547

For the SUBSTRING function the substring source must be of type STRING and
the start position and string length must be of type INTEGER.

Explanation

For the SUBSTRING function the substring source must be of type STRING and the
start position and string length must be of type INTEGER.

Action

Use a STRING value for the substring source and an INTEGER value for the start
poistion and the string length.
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WEPRME1548

For the TRIM function the trim source must be of type STRING and the trim
character must be of type STRING or CHARACTER.

Explanation

For the TRIM function the trim source must be of type STRING and the trim character
must be of type STRING or CHARACTER.

Action

Use a STRING value for the trim source and a STRING or CHARACTER value for
the trim character.

WEPRME1549

A {0} operation must have exactly three sub-expressions.

Explanation

A {0} operation must have exactly three sub-expressions.

Action

Ensure that the {0} operation has exactly three sub-expressions.

WEPRME1550

The LOWER and the UPPER function only support STRING and CHARACTER
values.

Explanation

The LOWER and the UPPER function only support STRING and CHARACTER values.

Action

Ensure that only STRING and CHARACTER values are used.

WEPRME1551

The trim character for the TRIM function must have exactly one character.

Explanation

The trim character for the TRIM function must have exactly one character.

Action

Use a single character as trim character for the TRIM function.

WEPRME1552

The values for start position and start length of the SUBSTRING function are not
valid.

Explanation

The values for start position and start length of the SUBSTRING function are not
valid.

Action

Use correct values for start position and start length of the SUBSTRING function.

WEPRME1555

The return type of method {0} needs to be assignable to {1}. Found: {2}.

WEPRME1556

The first parameter of method {0} needs to be the same class or a super-class of {1}.
Found: {2}.

WEPRME1557

Mmethod {0} is expected to have return type {1}. Found: {2}.
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WEPRME1558

Method {0} is expected to have {1,choice,0#no parameters| 1#exactly one parameter|
1<exactly {1,number} parameters}.

WEPRME1559

The function cannot be registered.

WEPRME1560

The function factory cannot be registered.

WEPRME1561

The class of the user-defined function adapter factory must not be null.

WEPRME1562

The class of the user-defined aggregation function adapter factory must not be null.

WEPRME1565

Receiver version is to old to handle serialized user defined aggregation function
adapter factory.

WEPRME1567

Failed to instantiate user defined window function for call ''{0}''. {1}

WEPRME1568

The signature {0} of the retrieved user defined window function for call ''{1}'' is
invalid. {2}

WEPRME1569

Failed to instantiate user defined aggregation function for call ''{0}''. {1}

WEPRME1570

The signature {0} of the retrieved user defined aggregation function for call ''{1}'' is
invalid. {2}

WEPRME1571

Failed to instantiate user defined function for call ''{0}''. {1}

WEPRME1572

The signature {0} of the retrieved user defined function for call ''{1}'' is invalid. {2}

WEPRME1573

Unknown window function type {0}.
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WEPRME1574

Parameter number {0} of method {1} is expected to be serializable.

WEPRME1575

The mask ''{0}'' defining the temporal format is not valid.

Explanation

The mask ''{0}'' defining the temporal format is not valid.

Action

Select a valid temporal format.

WEPRME1576

Date conversion error for value ''{0}''.

Explanation

Date conversion error for value ''{0}''.

Action

Enter a valid date.

WEPRME1577

Unsupported date field ''{0}''.

Explanation

Unsupported date field ''{0}''.

Action

Select a valid date field.

WEPRME1578

Conversion to date failed for input string ''{0}''.

Explanation

Conversion to date failed for input string ''{0}''.

Action

Enter a valid input string.

WEPRME1582

RequiredUserDefinedAggregationFunctions may not be null.

WEPRME1583

The aggregation function adapter may not be null.

WEPRME1584

The function adapter may not be null.

WEPRME1585

The window function adapter may not be null.

WEPRME1586

The connected system does not support the registration of user-defined window
functions.

WEPRME1587

The connected system does not support the de-registration of user-defined window
functions.
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WEPRME1588

The class of the user-defined window function adapter must not be null.

WEPRME1589

The server user-defined window function cannot be registered.

WEPRME1590

The class of the user-defined window function adapter factory must not be null.

WEPRME1591

The class of the user-defined aggregation function adapter factory must not be null.

WEPRME1592

The user-defined window function cannot be deregistered.

WEPRME1593

The user-defined window function cannot be registered.

WEPRME1594

The user-defined window function adapter factory must not be null.

WEPRME1595

The user {0} does not have the privilege to add the user-defined window function.

WEPRME1596

A user-defined window function factory is already registered for {0}.{1}.

WEPRME1597

No user-defined window function is registered for {0}.{1}.

WEPRME1598

The user-defined window function {0}.{1} cannot be deregistered as it is still in use.

WEPRME1599

A window function is not allowed in this context.

WEPRME1600

The signature of the user-defined window function {0} does not match the specified
types ({1}).

WEPRME1601

The user-defined window function {0} is unknown or not visible.
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WEPRME1602

DISTINCT mode is not allowed for user-defined aggregates.

WEPRME1603

The window function {0} is expected to have exactly {1} sub-expression(s).

WEPRME1604

Unknown window function type {0}.

WEPRME1605

Window functions are not supported in ACTIVE mode.

WEPRME1606

Unknown window function operator mode {0}.

WEPRME1607

Unexpected sub-expression type {0}. Aggregate or window function expected.

WEPRME1608

Invalid aggregation function adapter factory: Resolved a valid signature for the
call ''{0}'', but failed to instantiate an adapter.

WEPRME1609

Invalid usage of aggregation function adapter factory. The signature for the call
''{0}'' had not been resolved before attempting to instantiate the adapter.

WEPRME1610

Invalid function adapter factory: Resolved a valid signature for the call ''{0}'', but
failed to instantiate an adapter.

WEPRME1611

Invalid usage of function adapter factory. The signature for the call ''{0}'' had not
been resolved before attempting to instantiate the adapter.

WEPRME1612

Invalid window function adapter factory: Resolved a valid signature for the call
''{0}'', but failed to instantiate an adapter.

WEPRME1613

Invalid usage of window function adapter factory. The signature for the call ''{0}''
had not been resolved before attempting to instantiate the adapter.
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WEPRME1614

Only expressions can be used as child nodes of a window function expression.

WEPRME1615

Window function {0} is only applicaple over ordered windows.

WEPRME1616

Window function {0} is only applicaple over unbounded windows.

WEPRME1617

The user {0} does not have the privilege to remove the user-defined window function.

WEPRME1618

The signature's return type may not be null.

WEPRME1619

The signature's parameter types may not be null.

WEPRME1620

Only expressions are permitted in a PARTITION BY clause.

WEPRME1621

The {0,choice,0#parameter|1#instantiation parameter} types may not be null.

WEPRME1622

Expected at least {1} {0,choice,0#parameter|1# instantiation parameter} type(s), found
{2}.

WEPRME1623

Expected at most {1} {0,choice,0#parameter|1# instantiation parameter} type(s), found
{2}.

WEPRME1624

The {1}-th {0,choice,0#parameter|1#instantiation parameter} type is expected to be
numeric, but is {2}.

WEPRME1625

{0,choice,0#Parameter|1#Instantiation parameter} types may not be null (found null
at index {1}).

WEPRME1626

{0,choice,0#Parameter|1#Instantiation parameter} type {1} is expected to be
compatible with type {2}. Found {3}.
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WEPRME1627

The number of input parameter types differs. Expected {0}, but was {1}.

WEPRME1628

The {0}-th input parameter type may not be null.

WEPRME1629

The {0}-th parameter type is exepected to be assignable to type {1}. Was: {2}.

WEPRME1630

The Return type may not be null.

WEPRME1631

Incompatible return types. Expected {0}, but was {1}.

WEPRME1632

The number of instantiation parameter types differs. Expected {0}, but was {1}.

WEPRME1633

The {0}-th instantiation parameter may not be null.

WEPRME1634

The {0}-th instantiation parameter is exepected to be equal to or a sub-type of {1}.
Was: {2}.

WEPRME1635

No {0,choice,0#parameter|1#instantiation parameter} types expected. Found {1}.

WEPRME1636

The given window function requires an ORDER BY clause in the window
specification.

WEPRME1637

The given window function does not accept a bounded frame given in the window
specification.

WEPRME1638

Unable to cast the given object to the specified type ''{0}''.

WEPRME1639

Unable to convert the given date ''{0}''.
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WEPRME1640

Unable to convert the given date of class {0}.

WEPRME1641

Unable to read next record.

WEPRME1642

Unable to convert the next record.

WEPRME1643

Remove not supported.

WEPRME1644

Reset not supported.

WEPRME1645

Unable to initialize JSON parser on given reader.

WEPRME1646

The field {0} is neither a group column nor part of an exact match of a group
expression or an aggregate call.

Explanation

Queries including grouping and/or aggregates are only able to use group
columns/expressions and aggregate calls in the select list.

Action

Either add the missing column to the group columns or remove the
grouping/aggregation from the query.

WEPRME1647

The combination of grouping and/or aggregation and (qualified) star expressions
in the select list is not allowed.

Explanation

Since (qualified) star expressions are matching input/subquery columns and these
columns are usually not preserved by grouping/aggregation the combination of both
is not allowed.

Action

Explicitely enumerate the columns in the select list that should be contained in the
result.

WEPRME1648

Unable to extract RecordMetaData. Reason: {0}.

Explanation

The schema (RecordMetaData) extraction for a BigMemory Data Source terminated
with an error.

Action

Investigate the 'Reason' specified in the message.
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WEPRME1649

Measure must be either euclidean, manhattan, cosine, tanimoto, or squaredeuclidean.

WEPRME1650

Only operators can be used as child nodes of an external subquery operator.

WEPRME1651

An external subquery operator must have exactly one input operator.

WEPRME1652

Invalid record found in cache {0} while fetching value of {1}.

WEPRME1653

Unknown outer join type ''{0}''.

WEPRME1654

Unknown semi join type ''{0}''.

WEPRME1656

I/O exception while reading XML input.

WEPRME1657

Record conversion exception while reading XML input.

WEPRME1658

An exception occured while processing XQuery: {0}

WEPRME1659

PN approach is not supported for geometric mean.

WEPRME1660

Unable to create an aggregation factory instance for input types {0}.

WEPRME1661

The parameter ''k'' needs to be an integer greater than 0.

WEPRME1662

The parameter ''iterations'' needs to be an integer greater than 0.

WEPRME1663

The parameter ''measureId'' needs to match one of: euclidean, manhattan, cosine,
tanimoto or squaredeuclidean.
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WEPRME1664

Unknown cross join type ''{0}''.

WEPRME1665

The source this scalar has to provide exactly one result.

WEPRME1666

The source of scalar has to provide at most one result.

WEPRME1667

No matching adapter found for signature {0}.

WEPRME1668

Ambiguous adapters: {0}

WEPRME1669

Unable to create instance.

WEPRME1670

The given list of adapters contains adapters with identical parameter types.

WEPRME1671

The given adapter classes must not be null.

WEPRME1672

The given adapter parameters must not be null.

WEPRME1673

The number of given adapter classes and parameter type lists does not match.

WEPRME1674

Unable to instantiate adapter {0}.

WEPRME1675

Wrong parameters - use at least class name and method name and if ambiguous
add parameter class names.

WEPRME1676

The method {0} is not declared in class {1} with the given parameter types {3}.

WEPRME1677

Wrapping given operator of approach {0} to approach {1} is not supported.
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WEPRME1678

Violation of push-scalar operator rules.

WEPRME1679

Left status structure has to support temporal queries.

WEPRME1680

Right status structure has to support temporal queries.

WEPRME1681

Unknown authentication type ''{0}''.

WEPRME1682

Requesting required complete-from is not supported by this intra source adapter.

WEPRME1683

Property {0} is unknown! Please check the property name.

WEPRME1684

Value {1} is not in defined domain ({2}) of property {0}! Please check the property
value.

WEPRME1685

Value {1} of property {0} is not in the defined range! Please check the property value.

WEPRME1686

The mandatory property {0} is not provided (level {1})!

WEPRME1688

The given system propeties must not be null.

WEPRME1689

The class of the pull source cannot be found.

WEPRME1690

The IS comparison is only allowed with a NULL constant as second argument.

WEPRME1691

Only established connections can be marked as broken.

WEPRME1692

Only established connections can be marked as shutting down.
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WEPRME1693

Unable to connect to cluster within {0} seconds.

WEPRME1696

An exception occurred while recovering connection to {0}.

WEPRME1702

The pull result is already closed.

WEPRME1703

The pull result has run out of data.

WEPRME1704

This handler is not handling any synchronous command.

WEPRME1705

This handler is not handling any asynchronous command.

WEPRME1706

The server user-defined aggregation function factory cannot be registered.

WEPRME1707

The pull source adapter must not be null.

WEPRME1708

The pull source cannot be prepared.

WEPRME1709

The parameters for the server pull source must not be null.

WEPRME1710

The class for the server pull source must not be null.

WEPRME1711

The server function factory cannot be registered.

WEPRME1712

The server user-defined window function factory cannot be registered.

WEPRME1713

The server pull source cannot be prepared.
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WEPRME1714

The query parameters must not be null.

WEPRME1715

The query cannot be removed.

WEPRME1716

The query cannot be executed.

WEPRME1717

The batch job cannot be started because the connection has already been shut down
by the server.

WEPRME1718

The data source cannot be registered.

WEPRME1719

The table cannot be registered.

WEPRME1720

The parameters for the pull source must not be null.

WEPRME1721

The pull source must not be null.

WEPRME1722

The pull source cannot be prepared.

WEPRME1723

Not supported in HA mode.

WEPRME1725

Unable to add a node that is not the root of a logical query graph.

WEPRME1726

Unable to remove a node that is not the root of a logical query graph.

WEPRME1727

Only operators can be used as child nodes of a scalar operator.

WEPRME1728

A scalar operator must have exactly one input operator.
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WEPRME1729

A scalar operator must not have more than one input operator.

WEPRME1730

Scalar is not supported for BA approach.

WEPRME1731

Incompatible approach.

WEPRME1735

Server shutting down.

WEPRME1736

Unexpected type: Tried to receive {0} but got {1}.

WEPRME1737

There is no server running with id {0}, {1}.

WEPRME1738

There is already a server running with id {0}, {1}.

WEPRME1739

Invalid ID {0} (must be numeric).

WEPRME1740

IndexedStorage should be initialized with an empty cache.

WEPRME1741

Unable to create temporary file for buffering the content of the reader.

WEPRME1742

Unable to read from temporary file.

WEPRME1743

Error during execution of Pull Query {0}.

Explanation

A severe runtime error has occured.

Action

Analyze detailed log information and the cause of the exception.

WEPRME1744

Window specification using ROWS requires frame bounds to be of type LONG.
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WEPRME1745

Window specification using RANGE requires the order-by column to be of numeric
type. Found: {0}.

WEPRME1746

Window specification using RANGE requires at least one numeric order-by
expression.

WEPRME1747

Window specification using RANGE and custom frame bounds requires exactly
one numeric order-by expression.

WEPRME1748

Unable to prefetch data.

WEPRME1749

An error occured during subscription handling.

WEPRME1750

Partition/Window entries are not comparable as the OVER clause did not contain
an order-by expression.

WEPRME1751

Only expressions can be used as child nodes of window function {0}.

WEPRME1752

The user-defined function {0} cannot be used as a window function.

Explanation

Only (user-defined) window functions and (user-defined) aggregate functions can
be used as window functions. But the specified function is an user-defined function.

Action

Either replace the user-defined function by a (user-defined) window function or by
an (user-defined) aggregate function or remove the window specification.

WEPRME1753

The source {0} is ambiguous. Check if sources are properly renamed and no duplicate
aliases are introduced.

WEPRME1754

The given window function does not allow the specification of a window frame.

WEPRME1755

The subquery used in WHERE clause produced a non-scalar result.

Explanation

When neither ALL or ANY is specified only scalar subqueries can be used with a
relational operator in a WHERE clause.

Action

Change the subquery such that it produces a scalar result.
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WEPRME1756

Unsupported XML entity: {0}

WEPRME1757

Unable to handle the JSON token ''{0}''.

WEPRME1758

Unable to parse the given JSON input: {0}

WEPRME1759

Unable to read the given JSON input.

WEPRME1760

Error converting value ''{0}'' of column ''{1}'' to type {2} due to the following issue:
{3}

WEPRME1761

The JSON input contains an unmatched END-ARRAY token.

Explanation

The underlying JSON parser produced an END-ARRAY token without an according
START-ARRAY token.

Action

Check the processed JSON input.

WEPRME1762

The JSON input contains an unexpected {0} token.

Explanation

The JSON parser produced an unexpected token.

Action

Check the processed JSON input.

WEPRME1763

The JSON input contains an unmatched START-OBJECT token.

Explanation

The JSON parser produced a START-OBJECT token without an according END-Object
token.

Action

Check the processed JSON input.

WEPRME1764

Unable to read JSON input.

Explanation

An I/O exception occurred while reading the JSON input.

Action

Check the processed JSON input.

WEPRME1765

The connection locale may not be null.
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WEPRME1766

Unable to open the specified file {0}.

WEPRME1767

Unable to reset buffered reader.

WEPRME1769

The following error has been reported {0} times and any recurrences will be
suppressed: {1}

WEPRME1770

Unable to compute stream metadata for user-defined source factory.

WEPRME1771

Exception occurred while inferring schema.

WEPRME1772

Super column value is incompatible with defined type. Configured ''{0}'' but actually
was ''{1}''.

WEPRME1773

Super column metadata differs among source factories for the same pull source.
Expected ''{0}'', but was ''{1}''.

WEPRME1774

SearchAttribute name at index {0} must not be null.

WEPRME1775

The given search attribute {0} cannot be found.

WEPRME1776

Dynamic indexing is not supported for search attribute {0} as it is of type {1}.

WEPRME1778

Return type of UDX {0} does not comply with the schema: expected {1} but found
{2}.

WEPRME1779

Null not allowed as return value of UDX {0}.

WEPRME1780

Method getComputedNext() may only be used after next().
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WEPRME1781

Could not find a source node in external subquery graph.

WEPRME1782

Error closing communication: {0}.

WEPRME1784

Failed to create directory {0}.

WEPRME1786

Repository contains an artefact of unexpected type {0} with owner {1} and identifier
{2} that is using a pull query.

WEPRME1787

Unable to parse the given XML document: {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while parsing the given XML document.

Action

Check the underlying exception's message

WEPRME1788

The query language {0} is not supported.

Explanation

The specified query language parameter is not supported by this method.

Action

Change the query language parameter to one of the supported query languages, e.g.,
SQL or XML.

WEPRME1789

The constructor of RemotePullSourceFactory requires two to four parameters ([host
[port]] user password).

Explanation

The constructor was called with the wrong number of String arguments.

Action

Call the constructor with the parameters (host, port, user, password) or (host, user,
password) or (user, password).

WEPRME1790

Unable to prepare the XML representation of the external subquery for the remote
RTM system.

Explanation

An error occurred when preparing the external subquery that should be executed by
the remote RTM system.

WEPRME1791

The external subquery does not have any registered source.
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WEPRME1792

The external subquery does have more than one registered source.

WEPRME1793

Grouping set(s) not supported in this context.

Explanation

A query contained a group by clause that specifies any of GROUPING SETS, ROLLUP,
or CUBE, or an empty grouping set. This is not supported with either a SetCondition,
nor with push processing mode.

Action

Modify query in order to obey the restriction on grouping sets.

WEPRME1794

Grouping operation argument must be a group expression.

Explanation

The query contains a grouping operation with an invalid argument. The arguments
of a grouping operation must be grouping expressions.

Action

Modify query to contain only group expressions as arguments of a grouping operation.

WEPRME1795

Grouping-set bit index may not be larger than number of group expressions. Was
{0} > {1}.

WEPRME1796

Grouping-set multiplicity may not be less than 1. Was {0}.

WEPRME1797

Grouping-sets do not cover all group expressions. Uncovered indices: {0}.

WEPRME1798

The GROUPING function currently supports only up to 64 arguments. Found {0}.

WEPRME1799

Parallel computation of GROUPING-SETS operator was interrupted.

WEPRME1800

Exactly one parameter expected.

WEPRME1801

Parameter type not supported by wrapped Aggregator.

WEPRME1802

The given node does not provide a field name.
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WEPRME1803

The group expression does not provide a field name.

WEPRME1804

Unsupported aggregation type {0}.

WEPRME1805

The aggregates attribute does not provide a field name.

WEPRME1806

Predicate is neither a logical operation, comparison nor boolean expression.

WEPRME1807

Neither attribute of the comparison is a field.

WEPRME1808

The sort specification does not provide a field name.

WEPRME1809

Mapping has a Field with childIndex > 0

WEPRME1810

The given attribute {0} is not contained in search attributes.

WEPRME1811

The given node is no constant.

WEPRME1812

Unable to extract record metadata.

WEPRME1813

Number of clusters (k) has to be greater than 0.

WEPRME1814

Number of iterations needs to be greater than 0.

WEPRME1815

Unknown measure {0}. Valid measures are: {1}.

WEPRME1816

Invalid or missing delimiter.
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WEPRME1817

Invalid or missing field index.

WEPRME1818

Getting an adapter factory for {0} was not successful.

WEPRME1819

Unknown raql window function type: {0}

WEPRME1820

SupportsReset is only allowed after init.

WEPRME1821

SupportsPeek is only allowed after init.

WEPRME1822

SupportsRemove is only allowed after init.

WEPRME1823

The SinglePullSourcePullSourceFactory only supports parameterless usage.

WEPRME1824

Left bounds other than UNBOUNDED PRECEDING or CURRENT ROW are not
supported in this context.

WEPRME1825

Right bounds other than UNBOUNDED FOLLOWING or CURRENT ROW are
not supported in this context.

WEPRME1826

Illegal frame bounds: {0} > {1}.

WEPRME1827

Operation type is unknown or can not be processed.

WEPRME1828

At least three items have to be allowed.

WEPRME1829

Legend must not be null!

WEPRME1830

Number of legends must be equal to number of chart types!
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WEPRME1831

Start and/or end does not fit actual day.

WEPRME1832

Unsupported message type: {0}.

WEPRME1833

Unsupported callback type.

WEPRME1834

Login only allowed for initialized login module.

WEPRME1835

Commit only allowed for login module after successful login.

WEPRME1836

Could not create login context.

WEPRME1837

Unknown Callback.

WEPRME1838

The GROUPING-SET operator's search lattice is expected to have only one single
entry with key 'null' on its root level.

WEPRME1839

Master and slave produce different results.

WEPRME1840

The buffer must not be smaller than 1: {0}

WEPRME1841

The pre-fetching number must not be smaller than 1: {0}.

WEPRME1842

The pre-computing number must not be smaller than 1: {0}.

WEPRME1843

The result block size number must not be smaller than 1: {0}.

WEPRME1844

The pull result adapter must not be null.
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WEPRME1845

The pull query could not be executed.

WEPRME1846

A subscription to a pull query was not possible.

WEPRME1847

The pull result adapter class must not be null.

WEPRME1848

Could not unsubscribe from pull query.

WEPRME1849

Unable to subscribe to pull query.

WEPRME1850

Subscriptions to pull queries are currently not supported in HA mode.

WEPRME1851

Users may only remove subscriptions from their own schema.

WEPRME1852

The pull result could not be closed.

WEPRME1853

Cannot change to existing remote connection id {0}.

WEPRME1854

Remote connection id does not match the Id defined by the current master.

WEPRME1855

The class could not be found.

WEPRME1856

ServerConnectionHandler may not be null.

WEPRME1857

Detected second master: {0} <-> {1}

WEPRME1858

The result adapter was already closed.
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WEPRME1859

No adapter found for handling.

WEPRME1860

Error in handling remote subscription.

WEPRME1861

Class {0} does not provide a default constructor, which is obligatory.

WEPRME1862

A subscription with this name exists already.

WEPRME1863

Cannot make a persistent subscription to a non-persistent query.

WEPRME1864

Cannot unsubscribe from a subscription, which does not exist.

WEPRME1865

The provided subscription parameter should not be null.

WEPRME1866

The execution time must not be null.

WEPRME1867

A non-server subscription cannot be made persistent.

WEPRME1868

Logical Constant is not a boolean.

WEPRME1869

Child does not have REFERENCED_FIELDS metadata.

WEPRME1870

Not implemented.

WEPRME1871

Unknown Predicate Type.

WEPRME1872

Could not find source of expression: {0}.
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WEPRME1873

Mapping has a Field with childIndex > 0.

WEPRME1874

Parent grouping-set has not been set yet.

WEPRME1875

Rule broken: inverse map does not contain the source of a referenced field.

WEPRME1876

Mappings are not supposed to have ANCHOR->CHILD_INDEX != 0.

WEPRME1877

Query Graph broken: Found a Field with child != 0 at Order Node: ({0}, {1}).

WEPRME1878

Field does not contain field index.

WEPRME1879

Found EQUI-Join with 0 equi-fields.

WEPRME1880

Cannot handle multiway NATURAL JOIN.

WEPRME1881

Columns named by {0} cannot be unified because of different types.

WEPRME1882

Found NATURAL-Join with 0 join-candidates.

WEPRME1883

Optimizer cannot handle IN(subquery), yet.

WEPRME1884

Unknown Node type encountered: {0}.

WEPRME1885

Argument is not a predicate.

WEPRME1886

Found NOT with {0} child nodes.
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WEPRME1887

Found NOT with a child that's no predicate (is {0}).

WEPRME1888

getAnd() called with less than 1 node.

WEPRME1889

Argument is not an expression.

WEPRME1890

Non-String Signature Key found: {0}.

WEPRME1891

Unknown Node-Type: {0}.

WEPRME1892

Unhandled enum entry: {0}.

WEPRME1893

Aggregate is configured to have{0} arguments, but has actually {1} arguments.

WEPRME1894

WindowFunction is configured to have {0} arguments, but has actually {1} arguments.

WEPRME1895

Aggregate is configured to have {0} arguments, but has actually {1} arguments.

WEPRME1896

UNEXPECTED.

WEPRME1897

Function {0} only supports Double and Float values.

WEPRME1898

Function {0} only supports numeric values.

WEPRME1899

Offset must not be negative.

WEPRME1900

Unknown frame unit: {0}.
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WEPRME1901

Function {0} must have exactly one sub-expression.

WEPRME1902

Function {0} must not have more than one sub-expression.

WEPRME1903

Unsupported method.

WEPRME1904

Communication is already closed.

WEPRME1905

Unhandled communication type: {0}.

WEPRME1906

EhcacheBasedLinkedList should be initialized with an empty cache.

WEPRME1907

Index: {0}, Size: {1}.

WEPRME1908

Not feasible to copy the whole OffHeap list into the Java heap.

WEPRME1909

fromIndex = {0}

WEPRME1910

toIndex = {0}

WEPRME1911

fromIndex({0}) > toIndex({1})

WEPRME1912

next() has been called at all or after remove() has been called.

WEPRME1913

nextPos() has been called, or remove() has been called after the last call to nextPos().

WEPRME1914

At least one feature toggle did not satisfy the given assertions. {0}
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WEPRME1915

AttributeName unknown: {0}.

WEPRME1916

No standard filter: {0}.

WEPRME1917

Unknown type: {0}.

WEPRME1918

Failed to activate metadata handler for metadata identifier {0}.

WEPRME1919

The DynamicMetaDataManager is not registered.

WEPRME1920

This XmlPullSourceFactory accepts at most 2 instantiation parameters. Got {0}.

WEPRME1921

The number of instantiation parameters does not match the number of instantiation
parameter types ({0} <> {1}).

WEPRME1922

Expected STRING instantiation parameter type at index {0}, found {1}.

WEPRME1923

Unhandled sink adapter type/approach: {0}.

WEPRME1924

Parent grouping-set has already been set and cannot be overriden.

WEPRME1925

Graph node is already defined: {0}.

WEPRME1926

Unknown graph node: {0}.

WEPRME1927

BigMemory does not support consecutive aggregations and applying criterias after
aggregating.

WEPRME1928

BigMemory does not support limiting the number of elements that are aggregated,
ordered and applied criterias to.
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WEPRME1929

This aggregation function does not support merging multiple aggregation states
into one.

WEPRME1931

The value {0} cannot be rounded to a {1} value since it is greater than the maximum
or less than the minimum {1} value.

WEPRME1932

Argument is not a field.

WEPRME1933

The parameter n must be greater than 0.

WEPRME1934

Target array is to short. Required array size is: {0}.

WEPRME1935

Chunksize must be greater than 0.

WEPRME1936

The parameter ''times'' must be greater than 0.

WEPRME1937

Unable to close JSON parser.

WEPRME1938

Namespace with index {0} does not exist.

WEPRME1941

Result of operation was not a number.

WEPRME1942

Result of operation was infinite.

WEPRME1943

An overflow occured in aggregation {0} of type {1}.

WEPRME1944

An overflow occured in function {0} of type {1}.

WEPRME1947

DISTINCT aggregates cannot be pushed-down: {0}.
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WEPRME1948

Aggregates on constant values cannot be pushed-down: {0}.

WEPRME1949

Expressions on constant values cannot be pushed-down: {0}.

WEPRME1950

Comparisons on two variables cannot be pushed-down: {0}.

WEPRME1951

Comparisons of type {0} cannot be pushed-down.

WEPRME1952

Cannot cast from {0} to {1}: {2}.

WEPRME1953

The expression of type {0} cannot be pushed down: {1}.

WEPRME1954

Unexpected data type {0} for expression {1}.

WEPRME1955

Illegal constant expression '*'.

WEPRME1956

The aggregate of type {0} cannot be pushed-down: {1}.

WEPRME1957

Unknown cell definition: {0} (type {1}).

WEPRME1958

Operation {0} on two cells cannot be pushed-down.

WEPRME1959

DIVISION with constant dividend is not supported in TC Store.

WEPRME1960

Integer DIVISION cannot be pushed-down.

WEPRME1961

Error parsing string {0} to XML document: {1}
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WEPRME1962

Order expression cannot be pushed down to TC Store, as it may yield null values,
which cannot be sorted properly.

WEPRME1963

AGGREGATION with HAVING predicate cannot be pushed down.

WEPRME1964

GROUP BY on constant expression cannot be pushed-down.

WEPRME1965

GROUP BY on complex {0} expression cannot be pushed down.

WEPRME1966

No aggregates to push-down.

WEPRME1967

OPERATOR of type {0} cannot be pushed-down.

WEPRME1968

ORDER BY on a constant expression cannot be pushed down.

WEPRME1969

The data type {0} is not supported: {1}.

WEPRME1970

The IN predicate's list may only contain constant expressions.

WEPRME1971

The IN predicate's 'member' expression may not be constant: {0}.

WEPRME1972

Operator {0} may not operate on a derived/non-record stream.

WEPRME1973

Unsupported predicate type {0}.

WEPRME1974

Wrong parameter type {0}. Expected STRING.

WEPRME1975

Unsupported type in ORDER BY clause: {0}.
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WEPRME1976

CellDefinition is expected to have type {0}. Found {1}.

WEPRME1977

Complex GROUPING SETS cannot be pushed down.

WEPRME1978

GROUPING expressions cannot be pushed down.

WEPRME1979

Unexpected number of child nodes. Expected {0}, but was {1}.

WEPRME1980

The MAPPING is not a plain projection and cannot be pushed down.

WEPRME1981

The projection mapping is a parent of non-schema preserving operator and cannot
be pushed down.

WEPRME1982

The projection mapping is a child of a DISTINCT operator and cannot be pushed
down.

WEPRME1983

Missing XML element: {0}.

WEPRME1984

The TCStore type {0} cannot be mapped to a corresponding RTM type.

WEPRME1985

RTM type {0} cannot be mapped to corresponding TC Store type.

WEPRME1986

Wrong parameter ''{0}''. Expected {1}.

WEPRME1987

Wrong number of instantiation parameters: Expected 0 or 1, but was {0}.

WEPRME1988

CellCollection has no value for field {0}, but field must not be nullable.

WEPRME1989

Conversion of RTM record to TC record failed, as value for not-nullable field {0}
is NULL.
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WEPRME1990

RTM type {0} is not supported when converting RTM record to TC record using
match mode {1}.

WEPRME1992

Column name ''{0}'' is not unique within the given schema and needs to be renamed.

WEPRME1993

Case insensitive String or Character comparisons are not supported by TC Store.

WEPRME1994

Cannot group on case insensitive STRING/CHARACTER in TC Store.

WEPRME1995

The user-defined data type {0} is not supported for serialization to a DES event.

WEPRME1996

The data type {0} is not supported for perfect serialization to a DES event.

WEPRME1997

The DES data type {0} is not supported for perfect serialization to a record.

WEPRME1998

The record's key cannot be referenced in arbitrary expressions.

WEPRME1999

The field to translate is not a key field: {0}.

WEPRME2000

Key column "{0}" could not found in schema.

WEPRME2001

Key column name ''{0}'' is not unique within the given schema.

WEPRME2002

The {0} data type cannot be compared or sorted.

WEPRMI0001

Initializing RTM system.

WEPRMI0002

Configuring persistent RTM system.
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WEPRMI0003

Initialization of RTM system finished.

WEPRMI0004

Starting RTM system.

WEPRMI0005

Start of RTM system finished.

WEPRMI0006

Shutting down RTM system.

WEPRMI0007

Shutdown of RTM system is finished.

WEPRMI0008

User {0} trying to locally connect to RTM system.

WEPRMI0009

User {0} connected to RTM system.

WEPRMI0010

Current HA role is {0}.

WEPRMI0013

HA role has been set to {0}.

WEPRMI0015

Slave is preparing recovery.

WEPRMI0016

Slave requesting recovery from master.

WEPRMI0017

Master has started sending recovery data to slave.

WEPRMI0018

Master finished sending recovery data to slave.

WEPRMI0019

Slave has started processing recovery request from master.
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WEPRMI0020

Slave successfully finished processing recovery request from master.

WEPRMI0021

Server with newer build number {0} connected as slave.

WEPRMI0025

Aborted handshake due to shutdown.

WEPRMI0026

Handshake with remote RTM system successfully finished.

WEPRMI0027

Snapshot reducibility has been determined for the following query; Owner:{0};
Identifier:{1}; SQL:{2}; Snapshot reducible from:{3};

WEPRMI0028

Could not connect to a running high-availability peer, now attempting to acquire
master lock.

WEPRMI1376

Properties of RTM system: {0}

WEPRMI1377

Properties of JPA : {0}

WEPRMI1412

Remote connection server is shutting down.

WEPRMI1413

Client starts close procedure.

WEPRMI1414

Client finishes close procedure.

WEPRMI1415

Client marks connection as broken for address {0}.

WEPRMI1416

Client shuts down broken connection to address {0}.

WEPRMI1417

Local connection is closed due to {0}.
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WEPRMI1419

Closing HA result transmission query {0}.

WEPRMI1420

Shutting down remote connection handler with remote connection id {0}.

WEPRMI1426

Starting to accept new connections on address {0}.

WEPRMI1430

Stopped accepting new connections on address {0}.

WEPRMI1446

Re-authentication at remote RTM system finished successfully.

WEPRMI1697

Client marks connection as shutting down: {0}

WEPRMI1698

Client shuts down connection: {0}, isClosing={1}.

WEPRMI1699

Client starts recovering connection to {0}.

WEPRMI1700

Client is successfully connected to {0}.

WEPRMI1701

Ignored NPE when sending {0} to {1}.

WEPRMI1724

{0} (connectable source {1})

WEPRMI1733

Nested exceptions:

WEPRMI1734

Combined exceptions

WEPRMI1785

Starting RTM system (version={0} built at {1}).
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WEPRMI1945

TCP/IP communication server is listening on local port {0}.

WEPRMW0001

Unable to shut down RTM system's persistence manager.

WEPRMW0002

Unable to shut down communication servers.

WEPRMW0003

Unable to stop communication server.

WEPRMW0004

Unable to stop communication client.

WEPRMW0005

Unable to shut down client connection handler.

WEPRMW0006

Unable to shut down server connection handler.

WEPRMW0007

Unable to connect to high availability partner.

WEPRMW0008

Unable to shut down master connection handler.

WEPRMW0009

Unable to send for slave health request.

WEPRMW0010

Server with older build number {0} connected as slave.

WEPRMW0011

Unable to shut down slave connection handler.

WEPRMW0012

Unable to send for master health request.

WEPRMW0017

Unable to call a task on the decoupled sink adapter.
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WEPRMW0018

Authentication with remote RTM system contains illegal commands.

WEPRMW1329

Caught exception during operator initialization.

WEPRMW1330

Caught exception during heartbeat processing from input {0}.

WEPRMW1331

Caught exception while closing operator.

WEPRMW1332

Caught exception processing done signal from input {0}.

WEPRMW1333

Error processing element of index {0}.

WEPRMW1334

Caught exception while opening operator.

WEPRMW1410

Status of local system is not OK; shutting down!

WEPRMW1411

Status of cluster is not OK; shutting down!

WEPRMW1421

Received a shutdown notification from HA {0} with HA communication address
{1}.

WEPRMW1422

Server ({0}) lost connection to HA partner system.

WEPRMW1423

Server is shutting down broken connection for address {0} as communication to
master has been lost.

Explanation

This message appears in the log of an HA slave when it loses its connection to a master
that supports remote connections. It indicates why clients will lose their connection
to that address.

Action

Check other messages to see if the reason for the lost connection can be found.
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WEPRMW1522

Aborting authentication with remote RTM system.

WEPRMW1687

Rule-based optimization failed due to: {0}

Explanation

The optimizer has failed optimizing the query and falled back to a non-optimized
query.

WEPRMW1694

Master identifies himself with different address. Is {0}, not {1}.

WEPRMW1695

Still connected to old slave.

WEPRMW1768

External Subquery Translation failed. Reason was: {0}

Explanation

The user query was optimized but the external subquery translation has failed to
translate the logical query graph. This could under the circumstances result in a slower
query performance.

Action

Try to rewrite the query or contact your local software supplier.

WEPRMW1777

Search attribute {0} has been skipped as dynamic indexing is not supported for
type {1}.

WEPRMW1783

Buffer file ''{0}''could not be deleted: {1}.

WEPRMW1939

Unable to expand the explicit sub-query {0} for non-incremental query optimization.

WEPRMW1940

BigMemory was not able to execute the Search API query against a cache.

WEPRMW1946

Exact average value {0} is not accuratly representable as a double. The BigDecimal
representation is {1}.

WEPRMW1991

{0} push-down failed as there already is an Aggregation being pushed-down.
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SINAZE0000

FileBasedAuthzStoreImpl: Storage cannot be loaded: {0}

Explanation

Role storage (roles.txt) can not be loaded.

Action

Check the existance of the roles.txt file or the relevant storage.

SINAZE0001

FileBasedAuthzStoreImpl: Storage location {0} is missing.

Explanation

Role storage (roles.txt) is missing.

Action

The location passed to the service does not point to the existing file/storage. Check
the availablity to the file.

SINAZE0002

Cannot open storage file {0}

Explanation

Role storage (roles.txt) cannot be opened.

Action

Check if the storage (file) is available and accessible.

SINAZE0003

{0} is not readable!

Explanation

Role storage (roles.txt) cannot be read.

Action

Check if the storage (file) has proper access rights, and whether it is not locked.

SINAZE0004

Invalid entry in storage file. Invalid line in the storage file.

Explanation

Role storage (roles.txt) syntax is not correct. Invalide entry is found.

Action

Check the storage (file) and validate the syntax.
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SINAZE0005

cannot open {0}

Explanation

Role storage (roles.txt) cannot be opened/accessed.

Action

Check the storage (file).

SINAZE0006

Cannot write to storage file {0}. File does not exist.

Explanation

Cannot write to storage file. File does not exist.

Action

Chech the availability of the storage/file.

SINAZE0007

{0} is not writable!

Explanation

Role storage (roles.txt) is not editable.

Action

Check access rights for the storage file.

SINESE0000

/{0} not found.

Explanation

Internal error. A file used by the product is missing.

Action

Contact SoftwareAG global support.

SINESE0001

Error loading /{0}

Explanation

Internal error. A file used by the product cannot be processed.

Action

Contact SoftwareAG global support.

SINESE0002

/{0} not found.

Explanation

Internal error. A validation properties file used by the product is missing.

Action

Contact SoftwareAG global support.

SINESE0003

Error loading /{0}

Explanation

Internal error. A validation properties file used by the product cannot be processed.

Action

Contact SoftwareAG global support.

SINESE0004

Unknown System Type!

Explanation

System type cannot be recognized.

Action

Contact SoftwareAG global support.
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SINESE0005

System property {0} is set, but file '{1}' doesn't exist

Explanation

System property com.softwareag.sin.esapi.resources has a value that points to an
invalid file or a file that doesn't have proper rights.

Action

Check the value of the system property com.softwareag.sin.esapi.resources and update
it to point to a valid readable ESAPI.properties file.

SINJCE0003

Initialize: JAAS property not set: {0}

Explanation

The login module requires a 'DUMMY_USER_PROPERTY_URL' option representing
a URL to the user properties file to load, but such option is not configured.

Action

Configure a 'DUMMY_USER_PROPERTY_URL' option for the DummyLoginModule.
The option value must be a URL to a standard Java properties file containing users,
groups and roles information.

SINLDE0048

Authentication failed

Explanation

LDAPLoginModule - authentication against LDAP failed. User name or password
are wrong.

Action

Re-enter the user name and password. Check if their values are correct.

SINLDE0056

No configured servers.

Explanation

No configured servers were found.

Action

Ensure that the servers are configured properly.

SINLDE0057

No configured servers.

Explanation

No configured servers were found.

Action

Ensure that the servers are configured properly.

SINLDE0058

No configured servers.

Explanation

No configured servers were found.

Action

Ensure that the servers are configured properly.

SINLDE0059

No configured servers.

Explanation

No configured servers were found.

Action

Ensure that the servers are configured properly.
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SINLDE0060

LDAP keystore load error

Explanation

An error occurred during extraction of a keystore. Possible causes are invalid URL,
invalid algorithm, invalid certificate, invalid argument, etc.

Action

Ensure that the requested keystore and its URL are valid.

SINLDE0061

LDAP truststore load error.

Explanation

An error occurred during extraction of a truststore. Possible causes are invalid URL,
invalid algorithm, invalid certificate, invalid argument, etc.

Action

Ensure that the requested truststore and its URL are valid.

SINLDE0062

This principal {0} is with wrong type. Should be {1}

Explanation

An error occurred while checking principal type. The principal type must be
GROUP_TYPE.

Action

Change the principal type to GROUP_TYPE.

SINLDW0063

More than one result returned uidprop: {0} uid: {1}

Explanation

A single result is expected when getting DN from UID.

Action

Ensure that the UID contains a single DN corresponding to the search filter.

SINLDW0064

More than one result returned gidprop: {0} gid: {1}

Explanation

A single result is expected when getting DN from GID.

Action

Ensure that the GID contains a single DN corresponding to the search filter.

SINLDW0066

Problem listing group properties.

Explanation

An issue has occurred while listing group properties.

Action

Ensure that the group properties are valid.

SINLDW0067

Empty [DN Prefix/Sufix]

Explanation

Empty DN Prefix and DN Sufix were found when listing users during an LDAP
configuration.

Action

Ensure that the DN Prefix and/or DN Sufix are present.
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SINLDW0070

Problem checking if DN is a group.

Explanation

There was an issue while checking if the DN is a group when trying to get the group
ID.

Action

Ensure that the DN is a group.

SINLDW0071

Problem checking if dn is a user

Explanation

There was an issue while checking if the DN is a user when trying to get the user ID

Action

Ensure that the DN is a user.

SINLDW0081

Property {0} is unknown, but is found in server configuraion. Please check spelling
of the properties.

Explanation

A wrong property was found in the server configuration. Properties are case sensitive.

Action

Check the spelling and capitalization of the properties in the server configuration.

SINLME0012

Initialize: failed to create X509CRL from the CRL URL: {0} {1}

Explanation

CRLException was thrown during the initialization of the CRL. Possible reasons: the
CRL file is broken or it is not in CRL format http://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/security/cert/X509CRL.html.

Action

Double check in the JAAS configuration the value of the "crl_url" property and verify
if the defined CRL file is a valid CRL file.

SINLME0013

Initialize: failed to create URL or InputStream from the CRL URL: {0} {1}

Explanation

IOException exception diring initialization of the CRL. Possible reasons: the URL is
broken or the file is not found.

Action

Double check in the JAAS configuration the value of the "crl_url" property and verify
if this is a valid URL. If the CRL is on the file system, make sure the value for the
"crl_url" begins with "file://".

SINLME0014

Initialize: failed to create CRL - CRL location: {0} {1}

Explanation

Unknown exception diring initialization of the CRL.

Action

Double check the log files about the exception type and the explanation.
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SINLME0015

Initialize: CRL location is not specified.

Explanation

The "check_crl_status" property is set to true but the "crl_url" property is not set up.

Action

1. Disable CRL check by setting up the "check_crl_status" property to false or by
removing it; 2. Specify the "crl_url" property correctly.

SINLME0190

login: unsupported callback {0}

Explanation

Supplied CallBack is not supported. Software AG Security Infrastructure supports
only SagCredentialCallback, PasswordCallback and NameCallback.

Action

Check which Callback is used.

SINLME0191

Engine failed to load with options: {0}

Explanation

Authentication failed in RoleLoginModule. Storage is not loaded properly.

Action

Check logs for more details about the reasons.

SINLME0192

Provider class cannot be found {0}

Explanation

Role storage implementation provider is not found.

Action

Check the value of the "provider_class" property in the JAAS configuration file.

SINLME0193

Provider class cannot be instantiated {0}

Explanation

Role storage implementation provider cannot be instantiated.

Action

Check the value of the "provider_class" property in the JAAS configuration file.

SINLME0194

Provider class cannot be accessible {0}

Explanation

Role storage implementation provider class is not accessible.

Action

Check the value of the "provider_class" property in JAAS configuration file. Check
classloaders, if the requested provider class is available.

SINLME0195

resolveArtifact: ArtifactParseException {0}

Explanation

An error occurred while parsing the artifact.

Action

Check the JAAS configuration.
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SINLME0197

resolveArtifact: ArtifactParserException {0}

Explanation

An error occurred while parsing the artifact.

Action

Check the JAAS configuration.

SINLME0198

resolveArtifact: Exception {0}

Explanation

An error occurred while parsing the artifact.

Action

Check the JAAS configuration.

SINLME0199

resolveArtifact: no name could be found in the SAML response. Returning NULL.

Explanation

No name was found in the parsed artifact and the resolving failed.

Action

Check the JAAS configuration and the artifact creator.

SINLME0204

authenticate() failed. Principal not available in the servlet request.

Explanation

The configuration requires a principal, but the HTTP request does not contain one.

Action

Check the JAAS configuration.

SINLME0205

authenticate() failed. X509Certificate Chain is not available in the servlet request.

Explanation

The configuration requires a certificate, but the HTTP request does not contain one.

Action

Check the JAAS configuration.

SINLME0206

authenticate() failed. SAML Artifact is not available in the servlet request.

Explanation

The configuration requires a SAML artifact, but the HTTP request does not contain
one.

Action

Check the JAAS configuration.

SINLME0207

authenticate() failed. SAML Artifact header field name is not set in the JAAS
configuration.

Explanation

The configuration expects to find the HTTP header field used to search for a SAML
Artifact, but the HTTP header is not set.

Action

Check the JAAS configuration.
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SINLME0208

authenticate() failed. Netegrity SiteMinder is not available in the servlet request.

Explanation

The configuration requires a Netegrity SiteMinder, but the HTTP request does not
contain one.

Action

Check the JAAS configuration.

SINLME0209

authenticate() failed. Netegrity SiteMinder header field name is not set in the JAAS
configuration.

Explanation

The configuration expects to find the HTTP header field used to search for a Netegrity
SiteMinder, but the HTTP header is not set.

Action

Check the JAAS configuration.

SINLME0210

authenticate() failed.'{0}' custom header is not available in the servlet request.

Explanation

The configuration requires a custom header name, but the HTTP request does not
contain one.

Action

Check the JAAS configuration.

SINLME0211

authenticate() failed. Custom header name property is not set in the JAAS
configuration.

Explanation

The configuration expects to find the HTTP header field used to search for a custom
header, but the HTTP header is not set.

Action

Check the JAAS configuration.

SINLME0212

authenticate: SAML Assertion identity provider key not available. Authentication
failed.

Explanation

The SAML Assertion identity provider key is not available.

Action

Check the JAAS configuration.

SINLME0213

authenticate: SAML Assertion validation process failed. Authentication failed.

Explanation

The SAML Assertion validation process failed.

Action

Check the JAAS configuration.

SINLME0214

authenticate: no username returned. Authentication failed.

Explanation

The SAML assertion does not contain a username.

Action

Check the JAAS configuration.
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SINLME0215

initConfiguration: failed!

Explanation

An error was found in the LoginModule configuration.

Action

Check the JAAS configuration.

SINLME0216

Initialize: trust store location is not specified. The default one will be used: {0};
trust store type: {1}

Explanation

The trust store location is not specified and the default one will be used.

Action

Check the JAAS configuration.

SINLME0217

Initialize: failed to create KeyStore from the trust store URL: {0}, keystore type: {1}

Explanation

Failed to create a KeyStore from the trust store url.

Action

Check the JAAS configuration.

SINLME0218

Failed to read certificate from trust store!

Explanation

Failed to read the certificate from the trust store.

Action

Check the JAAS configuration.

SINLME0219

validateAssertion: no name could be found in the SAML assertion

Explanation

The SAML assertion does not contain a username.

Action

Check the JAAS configuration.

SINLME0220

authenticate() failed. Basic authentication information is not available in the servlet
request.

Explanation

The configuration requires Basic authentication information, but the HTTP request
does not contain it.

Action

Check the JAAS configuration.

SINLME0221

authenticate() failed. The Authorization header required for Basic authentication
is not available in the servlet request.

Explanation

The configuration expects to find the Authorization HTTP header, but the HTTP
header is not set.

Action

Check the JAAS configuration.
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SINLME0222

initConfiguration: failed! Can not load the key store {0}

Explanation

Failed to initiate the configuration on the AppleDSLoginModule. Cannot load
truststore.

Action

Verify that the location of the truststore is valid, the file is not corrupted and password
is not missing or invalid.

SINLME0223

Error in parsing the HTTP header cookie: {0}

Explanation

An error occurred while authenticating with the AppleDSLoginModule.

Action

Make sure that the HTTP request is valid and contains all required headers.

SINLME0224

authenticate: There is no cookie header in the HttpServletRequest.

Explanation

While trying to authenticate with AppleDSLoginModule, the cookie header could
not be found in the HttpServletRequest.

Action

Make sure that the HTTP request is valid and contains all required headers.

SINLME0225

Cookie is not found in cookie header.

Explanation

While trying to authenticate with AppleDSLoginModule, the cookie could not be
found in the cookie header.

Action

Make sure that the HTTP request is valid and contains all required headers.

SINLME0226

Cannot read response data

Explanation

A read error occured while trying to parse the input content.

Action

Make sure that the HTTP response does not contain corrupted data.

SINLME0227

The personal id - {0}, is not returned by the server

Explanation

The user principal does not contain a name attribute. The name attribute is expected
from the HTTP response.

Action

Make sure that HTTP request is present and contains all necessary data. Check whether
the login module is configured with the proper personal ID.

SINLME0228

AppleUrlCreator could not be created. Invalid parameters.

Explanation

An error has occurred while trying to create an instance of AppleUrlCreator. The
input parameters are NULL.

Action

Make sure that HTTP request is present and contains all necessary data. Check whether
the login module is configured with the proper cookie header.
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SINLME0229

constructURL: Neither URL ({0}), nor URL without query ({1}) is specified

Explanation

An error occurred when trying to construct a URL, because the URL is not specified
in the configuration.

Action

Make sure you correctly specify an URL in the configuration.

SINLME0230

constructURL: Application admin password ({0}) is required!

Explanation

An error occurred when trying to construct a URL, because the application
administrator password is not specified in the configuration.

Action

Make sure you correctly specify the application administrator password in the
configuration.

SINLME0231

Application ID ({0}) is not specified as config property.

Explanation

If the auth URL contains an <appId> placeholder, the application ID be must also be
specified as a property.

Action

Set the application ID property.

SINLME0232

Application ID ({0}) is not specified in the URL

Explanation

The application ID must be contained in the authentication URL.

Action

Make sure that the application ID is contained in the URL.

SINLME0233

The IP placeholder - {0}, could not be found in the URL

Explanation

The auth URL must contain the IP placeholder.

Action

Make sure that the machine IP is contained in the URL.

SINLME0234

The application admin password placeholder - {0}, could not be found in the URL

Explanation

The auth URL must contain the application admin password placeholder.

Action

Make sure that the application admin password placeholder is contained in the URL.

SINLME0235

The cookie placeholder - {0}, could not be found in the URL

Explanation

The auth URL must contain the cookie placeholder.

Action

Make sure that the cookie placeholder is present in the URL.
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SINLME0236

Cannot create URL from {0}

Explanation

An error occurred while trying to create a URL from the auth URL.

Action

Make sure that the authentication URL is valid and does not contain any restricted
characters.

SINLME0237

CookieValidator: Validation failed while reading URL data.

Explanation

The URL validation failed while reading URL data.

Action

Make sure that the response from the URL does not contains corrupted data.

SINLME0238

Validation failed! The URL is not specified.

Explanation

The URL validation failed - the URL is NULL.

Action

Make sure that the provided authentication URL is valid.

SINLME0241

Validation failed! Invalid line in the HTTP response.

Explanation

Content validation failed due to an invalid line in the HTTP response.

Action

Make sure that the HTTP response does not contain invalid data.

SINLME0242

Validation failed! Status code is {0}

Explanation

Content validation has failed.

Action

Make sure that the HTTP response is successful and has SUCCESS status code.

SINLME0243

Required func and returned values are different

Explanation

The check of the required principal fails due to inconsistency between the required
func and the returned values.

Action

Make sure that the property attributes of the principal are not null.

SINLME0244

login: username not found: {0}

Explanation

The configured properties file that represents the user store of the login module does
not contain an entry for the specified user.

Action

The properties file that represents the user store of the login module must contain a
'userids' property with a comma-separated list of user identifiers. For each identifier,
a separate <identifier>.name property must be configured which represents the
human-readable user name. If the username is not found, this means that respective
configuration (user identifier and/or name) is not present in the properties file. If the
user should be allowed to log in, then this user information must be added to the
properties file.
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SINLME0245

login: passwords don't match for user {0}

Explanation

The specified password does not match the configured password for the user.

Action

Double-check the specified password. The password for the user is configured via
the "<userid>.passhash" property in the properties file configured for the login module.
The value of the property is the SHA-1 digest of the plain text password encoded as
a hexadecimal number.

SINLME0246

login: SHA-1 hashing algorithm not found

Explanation

The Java virtual machine does not contain a security provider which supports the
SHA-1 hashing algorithm.

Action

Make sure you use a Java version which supports SHA-1 hashing algorithm or
configure a Java security provider which supports this algorithm.

SINLME0247

Resource not found: {0}

Explanation

The specified resource file cannot be found in the classpath.

Action

Please check if the security infrastructure java archives are not corrupted and whether
they contain the mentioned resource.

SINRME0139

Wrong password format.

Explanation

Password entry for the user is not correct. It must start with "$6a$" or "$6$".

Action

Check users.txt file.

SINRME0140

Duplicates in user name.

Explanation

User names are duplicated in the users.txt.

Action

Check the users.txt file that is used.

SINRME0141

Duplicates in user name.

Explanation

User names are duplicated in the users.txt.

Action

Check the users.txt file that is used.

SINRME0142

Failed to initialize CipherUtil.

Explanation

CipherUtil cannot be initialized due to some of following reasons: missing or invalid
algorithm or key; invalid padding scheme; provider doesn't support a CipherSpi
implementation for the specified algorithm; provider doesn't support a MacSpi
implementation for the specified algorithm; provider doesn't support a
SecretKeyFactorySpi implementation for the specified algorithm; the given key
specification is inappropriate for this secret-key factory to produce a secret key; the
given key is inappropriate for initializing MAC.

Action

General security error. Contact SoftwareAG global support.
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SINSCE0000

URL is missing in configuration!

Explanation

Store cannot be added due to missing URL in the configuration.

Action

Ensure that a valid URL is specified.

SINSOE0000

Cannot initialize Web SSO config context.

Explanation

The Web SSO configuration could not be properly initialized.

Action

Make sure that your configuration is valid.

SINSOE0001

Cannot initialize Web SSO config context.

Explanation

The Web SSO configuration could not be properly initialized.

Action

Make sure that your configuration is valid.

SINSOE0002

Failed to initialize Saml2 engine - all SAML operations will fail.

Explanation

Internal error. The Saml2 engine failed to initialize properly. All SAML operations
will fail.

Action

Contact SoftwareAG global support.

SINSOE0003

Error initializing keystore.

Explanation

Keystore cannot be found or the credentials are wrong.

Action

Ensure that the keystore exists and you have provided valid credentials.

SINSOE0004

Error initializing keystore.

Explanation

Keystore cannot be found or the credentials are wrong.

Action

Ensure that the keystore exists and you have provided valid credentials.

SINSOE0005

Cannot load IDPSSODescriptor from metadata.

Explanation

The error occured because of invalid IDP metadata.

Action

Make sure that the provided IDP metadata is correct and has the SSO services defined.

SINSOE0006

Cannot load SPSSODescriptor from metadata.

Explanation

The error occured because of invalid SP metadata.

Action

Make sure that the provided SP metadata is correct and has the consumer services
defined.
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SINSOE0007

IDP cannot be determined.

Explanation

IDP is missing in the metadata.

Action

Ensure that you have provided IDP metadata.

SINSOE0008

Cannot get dynamic configuration.

Explanation

Internal error. The service that provides configurations cannot be obtained.

Action

Contact SoftwareAG global support.

SINSOE0009

The configuration could not be found.

Explanation

Internal error. The service that provides configurations cannot be obtained.

Action

Contact SoftwareAG global support.

SINSOE0010

The configuration could not be found.

Explanation

Internal error. The service that provides configurations cannot be obtained.

Action

Contact SoftwareAG global support.

SINSOE0011

Configuration Admin service is not available.

Explanation

Internal error. The service that provides configurations cannot be obtained.

Action

Contact SoftwareAG global support.

SINSOE0012

Can't obtain key from the keystore or generate key info for credential: {0}, {1}

Explanation

A key cannot be obtained from the keystore with the provided crednetials.

Action

Make sure the provided credentials are valid.

SINSOW0013

Password for key alias: '{0}' is missing. This might lead to failure to load the
respective key from key store

Explanation

A password is not provided for the given alias.

Action

Check your configuration and add a password for the specified alias.

SINSOW0014

Cannot obtain SPSSODescriptor. Default Web SSO profile will be used.

Explanation

Cannot fetch metadata for the given provider (SPSSODescriptor).

Action

Check whether the Service Provider metadata contains the required data if the usage
of the default value is not desired.
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SINSSE0022

SSOS properties could not be updated after sso properties file creation. Restart
may be needed.

Explanation

SSO Service properties could not be updated after sso properties file creation.

Action

Restart of the SSO service may be needed.

SINSSE0023

CacheManager cannot be instantiated. {0}

Explanation

CacheManager cannot be instantiated. The service will work without cache. This
could cause some performance degradation.

Action

Check the value of the "com.softwareag.security.idp.ehcache.location" property in
the com.softwareag.sso.pid.properties dynamic configuration file.

SINSSE0024

Ehcache cannot be initialized. cacheManager = {0}

Explanation

Ehcache cannot be initialized. The cachemanager in not available.

Action

Switch logging to debug and check the log file for more details.

SINSSE0025

Ehcache in null

Explanation

Ehcache in null.

Action

Switch logging to debug and check the log file for more details.

SINSSE0026

Return NULL. Missing user ID in the assertion.

Explanation

Wrong SAML assertion format. The required ID attribute is missing.

Action

Check the SAML assertion syntax.

SINSSE0027

parseAssertion(String) throws SAMLException {0}

Explanation

Parsing of the SAML assertion failed.

Action

Activate debug logging and check log file for more details.

SINSSE0028

Return NULL. Missing user ID in the assertion.

Explanation

Wrong SAML assertion format. The required ID attribute is missing.

Action

Check the SAML assertion syntax.
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SINSSE0029

{0}

Explanation

Parsing of the SAML assertion failed.

Action

Activate debug logging and check log file for more details.

SINSSE0030

generateAssertion() throws GeneralSecurityException {0}

Explanation

Generation of the SAML assertion failed with GeneralSecurityException.

Action

Activate debug logging and check log file for more details.

SINSSE0031

generateAssertion() throws XMLSignatureException {0}

Explanation

Generation of the SAML assertion failed with XMLSignatureException.

Action

Activate debug logging and check log file for more details.

SINSSE0032

generateAssertion() throws MarshalException {0}

Explanation

Generation of the SAML assertion failed with MarshalException.

Action

Activate debug logging and check log file for more details.

SINSSE0033

generateAssertion() throws MarshallingException {0}

Explanation

Generation of the SAML assertion failed with MarshallingException.

Action

Activate debug logging and check log file for more details.

SINSSE0034

Error loading truststore or keystore. Services will be unregistered.

Explanation

Keystore or truststore cannot be found or the credentials are missing.

Action

Ensure that the keystore/truststore exists and you have provided valid credentials.

SINSSE0035

Error loading truststore. Services will be unregistered.

Explanation

Truststore cannot be found or the credentials are missing.

Action

Ensure that the truststore exists and you have provided valid credentials.

SINSSE0036

Error during STS API initialization: {0}

Explanation

An algorithm is not supported by the JVM.

Action

Ensure that unlimited strength JCE (Java Cryptographic Extension) is available on
the system.f If it is available, contact Software AG Global Support.
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SINSSE0037

Error during AuthResponse generation: {0}

Explanation

A signature cannot be created or the element being signed cannot be marshalled.

Action

Ensure that the identity provider keystore is available and contains a signing key with
the configured alias and credentials.

SINSSE0038

Unsupported request type - expected AuthnRequest but was {0}

Explanation

The received request is not a SAML AuthnRequest.

Action

Ensure the received SAML message is a valid SAML AuthnRequest.

SINSSE0039

Error during request parsing: {0}

Explanation

The received SAML AuthRequest cannot be parsed.

Action

Ensure the received XML message is a valid SAML AuthnRequest message.

SINSSE0040

Missing signature in the request, ID: {0}

Explanation

The received SAML AuthnRequest does not contain a signature.

Action

Ensure the received SAML AuthnRequest is signed by the respective relying party
issuing the request.

SINSSE0041

Insufficient input data: destination not provided!

Explanation

A SAML response cannot be generated due to missing destination URL.

Action

Ensure a valid destination URL is provided when generating the SAML Response
message.

SINSSE0042

Insufficient input data: userId not provided!

Explanation

A SAML response cannot be generated due to missing user ID.

Action

Ensure valid user ID is provided when generating SAML Response. The user ID is
required to generate the SAML assertion's subject information.

SINSSE0044

Missing request ID

Explanation

Validation of SAML AuthRequest message is failing due to missing ID attribute.

Action

Ensure the SAML AuthnRequest message contains a valid ID attribute.
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SINSSE0045

Missing request issue instant

Explanation

Validation of SAML AuthRequest fails due to missing IssueInstant attribute.

Action

Ensure the SAML AuthnRequest message contains a valid IssueInstant attribute,
which represents the time instant of issue for the request.

SINSSE0046

SAML AuthnRequest version is not SAML 2.0

Explanation

The SAML AuthnRequest has invalid Version attribute, the only supported version
is SAML 2.0

Action

Ensure SAML AuthnRequest message uses SAML 2.0 version.

SINSSE0047

Missing issuer in the request.

Explanation

SAML AuthRequest message does not specify an issuer.

Action

Ensure the SAML AuthnRequest message specifies an issuer, which identifies the
entity that generated the request message.

SINSSE0048

No relying party configuration found for entityId {0}

Explanation

The identity provider is not configured with a relying party for the given entity
identifier.

Action

Check if the relying party identified by the specified entityId is trusted, and if so,
configure a relying party with this identifier in the identity provider configuration.

SINSSE0049

Unexpected signature algorithm: {0}

Explanation

The signature algorithm of the received SAML AuthnRequest message does not match
the signature algorithm configured for the respective relying party in the identity
provider configuration.

Action

The expected relying party signature algorithm must be specified in the relying party
configuration. To disable checking the signature algorithm, do not configure a signature
algorithm for the relying party.

SINSXE0000

Initialize: keystore password is not specified.

Explanation

Keystore password is missing.

Action

Make sure that the keystore password is specified.
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SINSXE0001

No token returned from IAF.

Explanation

Internal error.

Action

Contact SoftwareAG global support.

SINSXE0002

Signature creation failed.

Explanation

Certificate cannot be found or error occurred during signing operation.

Action

Make sure that the provided certificate is valid.

SINSXE0003

Unsupported encoding.

Explanation

Internal error. Encoding with not supported charset.

Action

Contact SoftwareAG global support.

SINSXE0004

verifySignature: Given certificate is NULL

Explanation

Cannot verify given signature. The certificate is missing.

Action

Set certificate for verification of the signature.

SINSXE0005

Utility path is not specified

Explanation

The utility path is not specified in the JAAS configuration.

Action

Make sure that the utility path is specified in the JAAS configuration.

SINSXE0006

RMI Port must be a valid integer.

Explanation

The specified RMI port is invalid.

Action

Set a valid RMI port in the configuration.

SINSXE0007

Remote classes are not currently bound

Explanation

Internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG global support.

SINSXE0008

Problem with clearing credentials

Explanation

Internal error. User credentials cannot be cleared. Logout operation failed.

Action

Contact Software AG global support.
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SINSXE0009

Problem creating repository manager

Explanation

Internal error. RMI registry function was not found or could not obtain remote
reference to the repository.

Action

Contact Software AG global support.

SINSXE0010

TEMPLATE_SECTION must not be null or empty.

Explanation

Template section option is not specified in the JAAS configuration.

Action

Make sure that the template section option is specified in the JAAS condiguration.

SINSXE0011

Error opening SSX Repository

Explanation

The error is thrown by the SSX repository during opening operation.

Action

Make sure that the provided SSX parameters are valid.

SINSXE0012

Cannot obtain lock

Explanation

Internal error. An interruption ocurred when obtaining the remote registry.

Action

Contact Software AG global support.

SINSXE0013

Cannot obtain lock

Explanation

Internal error. An interruption ocurred when obtaining the remote registry.

Action

Contact Software AG global support.

SINSXE0014

Cannot obtain lock

Explanation

Internal error. An interruption ocurred when obtaining groups from the repository.

Action

Contact Software AG global support.

SINSXE0015

Cannot obtain lock

Explanation

Internal error. An interruption ocurred when obtaining users from the repository.

Action

Contact Software AG global support.

SINSXE0016

Cannot obtain lock

Explanation

Internal error. An interruption ocurred when obtaining user groups from the
repository.

Action

Contact Software AG global support.
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SINSXE0017

Cannot obtain lock

Explanation

Internal error. An interruption ocurred when obtaining the users in a group from the
repository.

Action

Contact Software AG global support.

SINSXE0018

Cannot obtain lock

Explanation

Internal error. An interruption ocurred when obtaining the principles in a group from
the repository.

Action

Contact Software AG global support.

SINSXE0019

Cannot obtain lock

Explanation

Internal error. An interruption ocurred when checking if a group exists in the
repository.

Action

Contact Software AG global support.

SINSXE0020

Cannot obtain lock

Explanation

Internal error. An interruption ocurred when checking if a user exists in the repository.

Action

Contact Software AG global support.

SINSXE0021

Cannot obtain lock

Explanation

Internal error. An interruption ocurred when obtaining user principals from the
repository.

Action

Contact Software AG global support.

SINSXE0022

Cannot obtain lock

Explanation

Internal error. An interruption ocurred when obtaining group principals from the
repository.

Action

Contact Software AG global support.

SINSXE0023

Cannot obtain lock

Explanation

Internal error. An interruption ocurred when obtaining the repository type.

Action

Contact Software AG global support.
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SINSXE0024

Cannot obtain lock

Explanation

Internal error. An interruption ocurred when specifying page size.

Action

Contact Software AG global support.

SINSXE0025

Cannot obtain lock

Explanation

Internal error. An interruption ocurred when specifying principals data to IAF.

Action

Contact Software AG global support.

SINSXE0026

LoadAccessList: Cannot read file {0} {1}

Explanation

The URL of the load access list is not provided.

Action

Make sure that the "load access list" command line option is present.

SINSXE0027

This client has no permissions for authentication. Please contact with your RMI
server administrator.

Explanation

The client has no permissions for authentication.

Action

Contact your RMI server administrator.

SINSXE0028

authenticate: could not logout.

Explanation

Internal error. Logout operation failed.

Action

Contact Software AG global support.

SINSXE0029

authenticate: could not login the user with credentials: {0} {1}

Explanation

Logon failed.

Action

Make sure the used credentials are valid.

SINSXE0030

logout: user data parameter is null during the remote logout!

Explanation

Internal error. Logout operaiton failed. User doesn't exist.

Action

Try again later, if that doesn't solve the issue, contact Software AG global support.

SINSXE0031

logoutUser: could not logout the user: {0} {1}

Explanation

Internal error. Logout operation failed.

Action

Contact Software AG global support.
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SINSXE0032

logoutUser: this context could not be fund in the cache. User data: {0}

Explanation

Internal error. Context is missing from the cache.

Action

Contact Software AG global support.

SINSXE0033

Could not obtain lock

Explanation

Internal error. An interruption occured when obtaining the remote registry.

Action

Contact Software AG global support.

SINSXE0034

Could not obtain lock

Explanation

Internal error. An interruption occured when obtaining an acess token frim the remote
token manager.

Action

Contact Software AG global support.

SINSXE0035

Invalid parameter!

Explanation

Passed arguments during initialization of the remote SSX server are not registry port
or configuration file.

Action

Make sure that either URL configuration or port number is present in the command
line options.

SINSXE0036

key store password parameter is missing

Explanation

Keystore password is missing.

Action

Provide valid keystore password.

SINSXE0037

Error starting the server

Explanation

Error occurred during initialization/start of the server.

Action

Contact Software AG global support.

SINSXE0038

Error running the server

Explanation

Internal error.

Action

Contact global Software AG support.
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SINSXE0039

Error unbinding services

Explanation

Error occurred during shutdown of the server.

Action

Contact Software AG global support.

SINSXE0040

Can't get all groups: {0}

Explanation

Groups cannot be obtained. The SSX repository cannot be opened.

Action

Make sure that the provided SSX repository parameters are valid. If the parameters
are correct, contact global Software AG support.

SINSXE0041

This principal {0} is with wrong.

Explanation

Internal error. The principal has wrong user type.

Action

Contact global Software AG support.

SINSXE0042

This {0} has wrong type

Explanation

This {0} has wrong user type.

Action

Contact global Software AG support.

SINSXE0043

This {0} is not user.

Explanation

Error when verifying user.

Action

Contact global Software AG support.

SINSXE0044

This principal: {0} has wrong type

Explanation

Wrong principal type.

Action

Contact global Software AG support.

SINSXE0045

This {0} is not group.

Explanation

Error when verifying group.

Action

Contact global Software AG support.

SINSXE0046

This method is not supported!

Explanation

Specifying page size is not yet supported.

Action

Do not use this method.
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SINSXE0047

Input data cannot be null

Explanation

Input data (password) is missing or incorrect.

Action

Make sure that the input data (password) is correct.

SINSXE0048

Token type is not IAF token or artifact.

Explanation

Access token is invalid, it does not contain a IAF token or artifact.

Action

Contact global Software AG support.

SINSXE0049

Cannot retrieve access token {0}

Explanation

Internal error. Repository cannot be opened.

Action

Contact global Software AG support.

SINSXE0050

Can not get manifest file.

Explanation

Cannot obtain the manifest of the SSX jar file.

Action

Contact Software AG global support.

SINSXE0051

Can not receive user groups properties.

Explanation

Internal error. Native code exceuted. Cannot receive user groups properties.

Action

Contact global Software AG support.

SINSXE0052

Can not receive user properties.

Explanation

Internal error. Native code exceuted. Cannot receive user properties.

Action

Contact global Software AG support.

SINSXE0053

Can not receive group properties.

Explanation

Internal error. Native code exceuted. Cannot receive group properties.

Action

Contact global Software AG support.

SINSXE0054

Server not responding for a long time.

Explanation

Connectivity issues.

Action

Contact global Software AG support.
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SINSXE0055

There is no SAG User Database Module in the manifest file.

Explanation

The manifest file of the Software AG security extension java archive does not contain
a 'SAG User Database Module' attribute section.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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INOAAE0001

Function not selected : name

Explanation

The server extension function is not selected so that the parameter cannot be modified.

Action

Select the server extension function first.

INOAAE0004

Cannot modify journal space

Explanation

The journal space of the specified database cannot be modified.

Action

Check whether the data space is already in use. Check the database location for
remaining disk space.

INOAAE0018

Port number 'port' for 'name' indication

Explanation

The port number cannot be used.

Action

Change the port parameter value.

INOAAE0019

fail - delete database dbname read only parameter is set

Explanation

The database parameter "read only" must be cleared before the database can deleted.

Action

Remove the read only flag in the database parameters.

INOAAE0020

Modify Email notification properties failed

Explanation

The modification of Email notification properties failed.

Action

Look at the detailed error message and action.
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INOAAE0022

mvcount spaces successfully moved from oldloc to newloc, one or more spaces
couldn't be moved because of errors/warnings

Explanation

The given number of spaces were moved successfully but one or more spaces could
not be moved because an error or a warning occurred during the execution of the
command.

Action

Find out why spaces were not moved and try to move them via the 'Move' command
of the database spaces entry.

INOAAE0024

Change License file failed

Explanation

Change license file failed.

Action

Check the license file.

INOAAE0026

The parallel option is not supported for incremental backups

Explanation

Options "parallel" and "incremental" are mutually exclusive.

Action

Select only one of the options.

INOAAE0032

Cannot activate dynamic property 'name'

Explanation

The property cannot be updated in the current server session, but will be active after
a restart of the database.

Action

Restart the database to activate the property.

INOAAE0038

Cannot open file path, file does not exist or is opened by another one or not enough
access rights

Explanation

The file does not exist or is already open.

Action

Check the filename.

INOAAE0039

Unknown database space number

Explanation

The database space number is not valid for this database.

Action

Use a valid database space number.

INOAAE0040

This command is valid for journal space only

Explanation

The database space type is not valid for this command.

Action

Use the journal space.
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INOAAE0042

CD database information file not found

Explanation

The error message information file for the CD database not found.

Action

Check the path and filename.

INOAAE0043

CD database information file doesn't contain all necessary data or was created on
a different platform

Explanation

The content of the information file is not complete or the file is not the required
information file is from a different operating system.

Action

Check the content of the information file.

INOAAE0044

CD database from different operating system cannot be registered

Explanation

Only CD databases from the same operating system can be registered.

Action

Use a CD database that was created on the same operating system.

INOAAE0045

Operation not allowed on CD database or read only database

Explanation

The operation is not allowed on a CD database or read only database.

Action

No action required.

INOAAE0054

The "Add database space" function has failed

Explanation

The attempt to add one or more of the database spaces failed.

Action

Check the database locations for remaining disk space. The server property "read
only" may be set to "yes".

INOAAE0055

More than one replication database is not yet supported

Explanation

Only one replication database is allowed.

Action

No action required.

INOAAE0056

Re-invert of database dbName has failed

Explanation

The re-invert operation failed. Possible reasons are that the database is not active or,
if active, one or more indices could not be repaired.

Action

Check your database status.
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INOAAE0058

Invalid Access Control Element name

Explanation

Function names cannot be part of paths.

Action

Use either a function name or a path but not both.

INOAAE0059

Invalid master database name

Explanation

The master database name specified is invalid.

Action

Specify another database name for the master database.

INOAAE0060

Specification of key parameter is mandatory

Explanation

The parameter must be specified.

Action

Specify the parameter and try again.

INOAAE0065

Server extension 'name' not defined

Explanation

The specified server extension does not exist.

Action

No action required.

INOAAE0066

Internal configuration store key _default not found

Explanation

The default internal configuration store key could not be found.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOAAE0067

File 'path' not found

Explanation

The specified file could not be found.

Action

Specify a valid filename.

INOAAE0068

Different server extension names: name1 is different from name2

Explanation

The server extension names differ.

Action

No action required.

INOAAE0069

File 'path' not extracted

Explanation

The server extension installation file was not extracted.

Action

No action required.
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INOAAE0070

File 'path' already installed

Explanation

The server extension installation file was previously installed.

Action

No action required.

INOAAE0072

Document 'path' not installed

Explanation

The server extension installation document was not installed.

Action

The action depends on previous error messages. Please check the previous messages
for more information.

INOAAE0073

File 'path' not created

Explanation

The server extension installation file was not created.

Action

Correct the access rights for the directory and retry the operation.

INOAAE0074

Server extension name 'name' not defined

Explanation

The name of the server extension is not defined.

Action

Specify the name of the server extension and retry the operation.

INOAAE0075

Server extension name 'name' already defined

Explanation

The name of the server extension already exists.

Action

Change the name of the server extension and retry the operation.

INOAAE0076

Directory 'path' already exists

Explanation

The server extension installation directory already exists.

Action

Remove the directory and retry the operation.

INOAAE0077

Document 'path' already installed

Explanation

The server extension installation document is already installed.

Action

Remove the server extension installation document.

INOAAE0078

Execution failed: command

Explanation

The specified operating system command failed.

Action

The action depends on previous error messages. Please check the previous messages
for more information.
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INOAAE0079

Database name not defined

Explanation

The required database name was not specified.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOAAE0080

No functions defined: name

Explanation

There are no functions defined in the server extension.

Action

Add functions to the server extension and retry the installation.

INOAAE0081

The Tamino server returned an invalid server extension response document

Explanation

The server extension response document does not correspond to the agreed protocol
with the Tamino server.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOAAE0082

Server extension 'name' does not exist

Explanation

The specified server extension does not exist.

Action

Correct the name of the server extension and retry the operation.

INOAAE0083

File 'path' already open

Explanation

The server extension installation package is already open.

Action

Wait until the package is not being used and retry the operation.

INOAAE0084

File 'path' not open

Explanation

The server extension installation package is not open.

Action

Wait until the package is not being used and retry the operation.

INOAAE0085

File 'path' not previously closed

Explanation

The server extension installation package is not closed.

Action

Wait until the package is not being used and retry the operation.

INOAAE0086

Operation 'type' not implemented

Explanation

The requested operation is not implemented.

Action

No action required.
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INOAAE0087

Command 'type' not allowed

Explanation

This command is not allowed for the requested server extension.

Action

Ensure that you use one of the commands allowed for the server extension.

INOAAE0088

message

Explanation

This is a generic container for Tamino error messages.

Action

See the content of the message during online Tamino operation for further information.

INOAAE0089

Not an installation package: path

Explanation

The provided file is not a server extension installation package.

Action

Use a valid installation package.

INOAAE0092

Error during write to inodmn, write interrupted or socket closed by inodmn

Explanation

This is an internal error. It could be caused by not fully compatible versions of Tamino
and System Management Hub.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOAAE0093

Error during read from inodmn, read interrupted or socket closed by inodmn

Explanation

This is an internal error. It could be caused by not fully compatible versions of Tamino
and System Management Hub.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOAAE0094

Command is an illegal number

Explanation

This is an internal error in the event logging protocol.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOAAE0095

This command requires a different database state

Explanation

An attempt was made to execute a command that either requires an active database,
but the database is inactive, or the command can be executed only in inactive mode,
but the database is active.

Action

Start or stop the database to bring it into the appropriate mode (active or inactive)
and retry the command.
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INOAAE0096

The command requested cannot be executed because it is already running

Explanation

The command you wish to execute is already being executed by someone else, but
the command cannot be executed in parallel.

Action

Wait until the running command has completed. The argevsrv process keeps track
of running commands. If the command is blocked although it is obviously not running,
try restarting the argevsrv process.

INOAAE0097

Insufficient resources to complete the command

Explanation

This is an internal error in the event logging protocol. Some resource (usually disk or
main storage) is exhausted and the function failed to complete.

Action

Check if there is enough free disk space. Delete temporary and otherwise expandable
files, then try again.

INOAAE0098

Path 'path/name' not created

Explanation

The specified path name is too long.

Action

Choose another file structure with shorter path names.

INOAAE0099

Path 'path' not converted

Explanation

The specified path name was not converted to a URL or vice versa. Either the path
name or the URL is too long.

Action

Choose another file structure with shorter path names.

INOAAE0110

Internal error with database startup by changing replication database to a normal
database

Explanation

An internal error occurred when starting the database.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOAAE0111

No valid destination directory for backup files given.

Explanation

No valid destination directory was given.

Action

Specify at least one valid directory with write access for Tamino and enough space
for the backups.
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INOAAE0113

Path 'path' not extracted

Explanation

The specified path was not extracted from the internal configuration store. This is an
internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOAAE0114

Execution mode 'name' not extracted

Explanation

This is an internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOAAE0115

Execution mode not compatible: mode1 != mode2

Explanation

The specified execution modes are not compatible.

Action

Select a compatible execution mode.

INOAAE0116

GUID not extracted

Explanation

The GUID was not extracted from the internal configuration store. This is an internal
error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOAAE0117

DLL 'path' is not registered

Explanation

The specified DLL cannot be used.

Action

Specify another DLL.

INOAAE0118

DLL 'path' not unregistered

Explanation

The specified DLL cannot be used.

Action

Specify another DLL.

INOAAE0119

Remove of all server extensions failed

Explanation

The server extensions could not be removed.

Action

Check the extensions.

INOAAE0120

XML port not defined for database 'name'

Explanation

The XML port value is missing in the internal configuration store.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOAAE0121

Not enough memory

Explanation

There is not enough memory for an http request.

Action

Close some of your applications.

INOAAE0122

XML template processing failed, template template missing or incorrect

Explanation

This is an internal error of the Tamino Manager browser interface.

Action

Check if the quoted template file exists and if it is intact. If not, either reinstall or
contact your software supplier.

INOAAE0123

No package name defined: name

Explanation

For a server extension the Java package name is required.

Action

If you generated the Java package yourself, use a unique name for your Java package.
If it is a third-party product, get a new package from your software vendor.

INOAAE0124

Unknown database dbname : rename failed or no information from Software AG
XTS Directory Server

Explanation

The database to be renamed could not be found.

Action

Check if the specified database exists and if the Software AG XTS Directory Server is
running.

INOAAE0125

Directory 'path' not deleted

Explanation

The directory is in use. Therefore it cannot be deleted.

Action

Wait until the directory is no longer in use and try again.

INOAAE0126

No valid location type found

Explanation

The location type parameter is missing.

Action

Specify the location type parameter.

INOAAE0127

Location type 'type' is unknown

Explanation

An unknown location type is specified.

Action

Specify a valid location type.
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INOAAE0128

File 'path' not copied

Explanation

The specified file was not copied to the target file.

Action

Check your permissions or check your disk space.

INOAAE0129

Please specify at least the location path

Explanation

The path parameter is missing.

Action

Specify the path parameter.

INOAAE0130

Path path exceeds the maximum path length of maxpathlen characters

Explanation

The length of the specified path exceeds the allowed maximum length of a directory
path.

Action

Specify a shorter directory path.

INOAAE0131

Location path path includes no valid directory

Explanation

The root of the specified directory path is invalid. A possible cause is that the specified
directory path could be on a removable drive or RAM disk.

Action

Specify a valid directory path.

INOAAE0132

Location path path is located on a remote drive. Please choose a local drive.

Explanation

A remote drive is not allowed for a location path.

Action

Specify the location path on a local drive.

INOAAE0133

Name name exceeds the maximum name length of maxnamelen characters

Explanation

The length of the specified name exceeds the allowed maximum length.

Action

Specify a shorter name.

INOAAE0134

Name name already exists as database location name

Explanation

The specified location name is the name of an existing database location.

Action

Change the location name.

INOAAE0135

Path path already exists as database location path

Explanation

The specified location path is the path of an existing database location.

Action

Change the location path specification.
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INOAAE0136

Database location name not found

Explanation

The specified location name was not found in the internal configuration store.

Action

Specify an existing location name.

INOAAE0137

Location name is the current default location

Explanation

Deleting the current default location is not allowed.

Action

Change the default location.

INOAAE0138

Location name is the current default backup location

Explanation

Deleting the current default backup location is not allowed.

Action

Change the default backup location.

INOAAE0140

Database dbname uses database location name with location path path as 'category'.
If you still want to delete the location, all spaces from that location must be moved
to another location before you can delete it.

Explanation

The specified location is defined as a category location for a database, so deleting is
not allowed. Move the database spaces on that location to another one.

Action

Change the default database location category specification.

INOAAE0141

No response document received

Explanation

There was no response document received from the server.

Action

Check if the network communication is established.

INOAAE0142

Value for property 'name' too small - minimum is minval

Explanation

The value for the given property is smaller than the minimum allowed.

Action

Specify a larger value.

INOAAE0143

Value for property 'name' too large - maximum is maxval

Explanation

The value is larger than the maximum allowed.

Action

Specify a smaller value.
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INOAAE0144

Invalid numeric value for property 'name'

Explanation

The property is a numeric property and the value has the wrong type.

Action

Change the property value to numeric.

INOAAE0145

Property 'name' must be 'yes' or 'no'

Explanation

The property is a boolean property and the value has the wrong type.

Action

Change the property value to 'yes' or 'no'.

INOAAE0146

The sequence of backup spaces is not complete.

Explanation

One or more streams or extents are missing in the selected backup spaces. Only
complete backups can be restored. Spaces missing at the end of the sequence will be
only detected at runtime when data is loaded into the new database.

Action

Check the stream or extent numbers of the selected backup spaces and add missing
spaces. Check if the sequence of backup spaces (Extent 1, Extent 2, ..) is correct.

INOAAE0149

Web server wsname already assigned

Explanation

The web server is already assigned to the specified database.

Action

Check the specified web servers and the web server assignments.

INOAAE0153

Web server wsname not assigned

Explanation

The specified web server is not assigned to the specified database, therefore the
assignment cannot be deleted.

Action

Check the web server assignments to the specified database.

INOAAE0154

Error retrieving collection/doctype information: the requested document(s) could
not be locked

Explanation

The document is already locked or cannot be locked. A possible reason can also be
an unclosed session.

Action

Wait for a short time and try this command again.

INOAAE0155

Unknown location location name

Explanation

The given location does not exist.

Action

Choose a valid location.
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INOAAE0157

Parameter parameter name missing

Explanation

The parameter with the given name is not specified.

Action

Specify the required parameter.

INOAAE0158

parameter name: invalid path, directory does not exist or is not writable

Explanation

The given path does not exist or is not writeable.

Action

Use a path that exists and is writable.

INOAAE0159

Database dbname already exists

Explanation

The "rename database" command failed because the database name already exists.

Action

Use a different name or remove the database.

INOAAE0162

Cannot delete database space spaceNo

Explanation

The specified database space cannot be deleted from the location.

Action

Check whether the database space is already in use.

INOAAE0165

Cannot expand database space spaceNo

Explanation

The specified database space cannot be expanded.

Action

Check whether the database space is already in use. Check the database location for
remaining disk space. If the database is read-only it cannot be expanded.

INOAAE0169

Database database name exists

Explanation

A database with the same name exists either on the local computer, or in the scope
of XTS Directory Service (which may know databases on multiple computers).

Action

Choose a different name. On Windows platforms, it is not sufficient to have two names
differ only in upper/lowercase.

INOAAE0170

Configuration 'configuration' already exists for external backup method 'method'

Explanation

The configuration name already exists for this external backup method.

Action

Specify a new configuration name which does not exist already.
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INOAAE0174

Could not initialize TCP stack

Explanation

This is an internal error in the event logging protocol. The communication between
a logging client and the logging server could not be established. Basic functions and
commands may be unaffected by this failure but messages will not be stored
permanently or displayed in the Tamino Manager browser interface.

Action

This failure is most likely due to extreme shortage of resources, or missing operating
system components. Check the disk space. Check the integrity of the installation.
Contact you software supplier to check if there is a software update.

INOAAE0175

Error in inodmn conversation: unexpected response buffer

Explanation

This is an internal error of the event logging protocol.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOAAE0177

Error in inodmn conversation: invalid number

Explanation

This is an internal error in the event logging protocol.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOAAE0178

Function not implemented

Explanation

This is an internal error of the event logging protocol, a feature is not implemented
in the version installed. Basic functions and commands are probably not affected.

Action

No action necessary. Please contact your software supplier for a possible software
update.

INOAAE0179

Error in inodmn conversation: request failed

Explanation

This is an internal error in the event logging protocol. It could be caused by not fully
compatible Tamino and System Management Hub versions.

Action

Please contact your software supplier for a possible software update.

INOAAE0180

Too many parameters

Explanation

A parameter has been specified repeatedly, but is only allowed once.

Action

Change the command and retry.
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INOAAE0181

Database does not exist

Explanation

There is no database with the given name.

Action

Choose a valid database name.

INOAAE0182

Space space is not a valid backup space

Explanation

The file or tape specified has not been recognized as a valid Tamino backup. The file
or tape could be damaged or access to the medium could be denied.

Action

Use a valid backup space.

INOAAE0183

Backup spaces have not been specified in the sequence determined by their extent
or stream numbers

Explanation

The spaces are not ordered by their extent or stream number. The first space does not
have the extent number 1.

Action

Specify backup spaces in the order of the extent or stream number.

INOAAE0184

Creation of directory path failed

Explanation

The directory at the given path could not be created.

Action

Check the permissions for the given path.

INOAAE0186

Unknown command

Explanation

The command is unknown in this context.

Action

Specify a valid command for this context.

INOAAE0187

Missing parameter

Explanation

A parameter specification is missing.

Action

Specify the needed parameter.

INOAAE0188

Not allowed to set a location of type 'type' as default location

Explanation

The location represents a type which is not allowed to be set as the default location.

Action

Set another location as the default location.
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INOAAE0189

No valid location category specified

Explanation

The specified category is not a valid location category.

Action

Specify a valid location category.

INOAAE0190

Memory fault

Explanation

An error has occurred while allocating memory storage.

Action

Reboot the system.

INOAAE0191

database space spaceNo at location oldLoc not found

Explanation

A database space cannot be moved from one location to another, because the space
does not exist at the source location.

Action

Search for the space at another location.

INOAAE0192

database space spaceNo at location newLoc already exists

Explanation

The database space cannot be moved to the new location. The space already exists.

Action

Delete the space from the new location.

INOAAE0193

Cannot remove database space spaceNo from location oldLoc

Explanation

A database space cannot be removed from the source location.

Action

Check the permissions for the database space. The database space could be in use by
a running database. Do a shutdown of the database and try again.

INOAAE0194

Cannot write internal configuration store

Explanation

The write operation into the internal configuration store failed.

Action

Check the permissions.

INOAAE0195

Unknown database dbname or no information from Software AG XTS Directory
Server

Explanation

The database is unknown or there is no information from the Software AG XTS
Directory Server.

Action

Check the database name, and check if the Software AG XTS Directory Server is
running.
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INOAAE0196

Database dbname ID or port not found

Explanation

The database ID or port was not found in the internal configuration store.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOAAE0197

Database dbname already active

Explanation

The database is already active.

Action

Stop the database and re-execute the operation.

INOAAE0198

Database dbname not active

Explanation

The database is not active.

Action

Start the database and re-execute the operation.

INOAAE0203

Function 'name' not found

Explanation

The function was deleted, but the display has not been refreshed.

Action

Refresh your display.

INOAAE0204

Invalid function type 'type'

Explanation

The type of a server extension function was invalid. This is an internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOAAE0205

File 'path' not added

Explanation

The file was not added to the server extension package. This is an internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOAAE0208

Not allowed to specify a recoverydate with recoveryoption=no

Explanation

If a recoverydate is specified, recoveryoption=no is not allowed.

Action

Specify recoveryoption=yes or do not use the recoveryoption parameter.

INOAAE0209

Access Violation - You are not allowed to access the requested database

Explanation

You are not authorized to access the database.

Action

Get authorization from the database administrator.
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INOAAE0210

Min Port must be lower than Max Port and Port Ranges cannot overlap

Explanation

An invalid port range was specified. Min Port must be lower than Max Port and Port
Ranges cannot overlap.

Action

Change the ports and retry the operation.

INOAAE0212

Error reading database locations

Explanation

An error occurred while reading database locations from the internal configuration
store.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOAAE0215

Unknown category

Explanation

The agent was called with an invalid category.

Action

Use a valid category for this agent.

INOAAE0216

Missing database name

Explanation

The database name is missing in the object ID.

Action

Use a valid object ID.

INOAAE0217

Missing Object ID

Explanation

The object ID is missing in the agent call parameter.

Action

Use a valid object ID.

INOAAE0218

Missing database space type

Explanation

The database space type is missing in the agent call parameter.

Action

Use a valid database space type.

INOAAE0219

Unknown database space category

Explanation

The database space category in the agent call parameter is unknown.

Action

Use a valid database space category .

INOAAE0220

The database dbname does not exist

Explanation

One of the following errors may have occurred: - XTS not configured in the "hosts"
file - the XTS service not running - the database is not specified in the XTS configuration
file xtsurl.cfg.

Action

Choose another database name, check XTS configuration.
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INOAAE0222

The database dbname must be offline

Explanation

The database must be stopped for this operation.

Action

Shut down the database.

INOAAE0225

Leave command request on Event Service failed

Explanation

This request is part of the command synchronization scheme. This scheme synchronizes
the execution of commands that might interfere otherwise and it prevents parallel
execution of commands that should be executed only once per database at a time (like
a backup).

Action

Check if the Event Service is running. If it is running, stop and re-start the service to
initialize command synchronization

INOAAE0226

Database status request on event demon failed

Explanation

The status of a database could not be received from the event demon.

Action

Check if the event demon is running.

INOAAE0229

Tape path does not exist

Explanation

The tape with the specified path does not exist.

Action

Specify an existing tape path.

INOAAE0230

Device path does not exist

Explanation

The device with the specified path does not exist.

Action

Specify an existing device path.

INOAAE0231

Could not create location name at path

Explanation

Creating the location failed because of an internal configuration store error.

Action

Check access rights (privileges) of the connected user; the user must be a power user
(administrator).

INOAAE0232

Could not delete location name

Explanation

Deleting the location failed because of an internal configuration store error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOAAE0233

Could not rename location name to newname

Explanation

Renaming the location failed because of an internal configuration store error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOAAE0234

Could not set location name as default database location

Explanation

Setting the location as the default location failed because of an internal configuration
store error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOAAE0235

Could not set location name as default backup database location

Explanation

Setting the location as the default backup location failed because of an internal
configuration store error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOAAE0236

Could not modify default of database location category 'category'

Explanation

Modifying the default database location category failed because of an internal
configuration store error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOAAE0238

Archive path is empty

Explanation

The archive is empty or corrupt. Try with a correct archive.

Action

Correct the archive you want to work with.

INOAAE0242

No database name specified

Explanation

The database name must be specified.

Action

Specify the database name.

INOAAE0243

database registration failed

Explanation

The registration of a read only database failed.

Action

Check the source file/path and database name.
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INOAAE0268

Move command for location type 'type' not supported

Explanation

The move command is not supported for some location types, especially tape.

Action

Specify a valid location type as the target of the move command.

INOAAE0272

Backup date 'bckDate' specifies no valid backup set for database dbName

Explanation

The given date was not found as a savepoint entry in the internal configuration store.

Action

Specify a valid date which corresponds to a valid savepoint entry in the internal
configuration store.

INOAAE0274

No collection name specified

Explanation

The collection name must be specified for this operation.

Action

Specify the collection name.

INOAAE0284

Unregister is not allowed for normal databases; use "delete" command

Explanation

Use the "delete" command to remove a normal database.

Action

Use the batch command "delete" instead of "unregister".

INOAAE0285

Delete is not allowed for CD databases; use "unregister" command

Explanation

Use the "unregister" command to remove a CD database.

Action

Use the batch command "unregister" instead of "delete".

INOAAE0287

External function name exceeds 80 characters

Explanation

The length of the external function name may not exceed 80 characters.

Action

Specify a shorter function name.

INOAAE0294

No file restored : name

Explanation

No file was restored. Maybe there are no server extensions installed.

Action

If there are server extensions installed check your database.

INOAAE0295

Directory not created : path

Explanation

The specified directory was not created.

Action

Check the permissions of your file system.
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INOAAE0296

Directory not found : path

Explanation

The specified directory was not found.

Action

Check the permissions of your file system.

INOAAE0297

Database not running : name

Explanation

The specified database is not running.

Action

Start the database.

INOAAE0298

Server returned error code : type

Explanation

The Tamino server returned an error code.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOAAE0304

Fail - command log switch to mode buffers buffers

Explanation

This is a result message for a batch command.

Action

Check the database.

INOAAE0305

Parameter not defined : name

Explanation

No value given for a mandatory parameter.

Action

Retry the command with the specified parameter value.

INOAAE0306

Invalid object identification : name

Explanation

The given object identification is invalid.

Action

Retry the command with a correct object identification.

INOAAE0307

Update of settings failed : name

Explanation

The update of the given settings parameter failed.

Action

Check the job log for further information.

INOAAE0310

Path exists; please remove it or use another one

Explanation

This is an error message for creating a CD database in batch mode. A specified
pathname exists already, so a different pathname must be supplied or the existing
path must be removed.

Action

Remove the path or use another one.
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INOAAE0311

Invalid character used in the specified location name at position position

Explanation

An invalid character has been specified in the location name. This can be a non-ASCII
character or one of the special characters " %&,;!\=#[]\"\<>`'".

Action

Change the character.

INOAAE0312

Invalid character used in the specified path at position position

Explanation

An invalid character has been specified in the given path. This can be a non-ASCII
character or one of the special characters "\/:*?\"<>|&`" for Windows or ":*?
\"<>|;,&!\`'" for all other operating systems.

Action

Change the character.

INOAAE0313

Mapped documents exist : name

Explanation

Mapped XML documents exist for the server extension.

Action

Delete the XML documents before uninstalling the server extension.

INOAAE0314

Command not allowed if no function is selected

Explanation

The server extension must contain at least one selected function.

Action

Select some functions from the object being packed.

INOAAE0315

Database name contains invalid character "&" (ampersand)

Explanation

A database name can't contain the "&" character.

Action

Remove the "&" from the database name.

INOAAE0347

Database could not be connected

Explanation

The security manager could not connect to Tamino.

Action

Check if the database has been started.

INOAAE0355

The first and last character of a name should not be a blank

Explanation

Blanks are not allowed at the beginning and end of a name.

Action

Change the first/last character.
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INOAAE0356

ACL name contains invalid character:

Explanation

Special characters are not allowed.

Action

Remove special characters from ACL name.

INOAAE0359

Group name contains invalid allowed character:

Explanation

Special characters are not allowed.

Action

Remove special characters from the group name.

INOAAE0361

User ID contains invalid character:

Explanation

Special characters are not allowed.

Action

Remove special characters from the user ID.

INOAAE0362

User created with escaped XML special characters in description

Explanation

XML special characters are not allowed.

Action

Remove special characters from the description.

INOAAE0363

Special characters are not allowed in an ACE name:

Explanation

Special characters are not allowed in an ACE name.

Action

Remove special character from ACE name.

INOAAE0370

TSM@DLL PARSE_ERR

Explanation

The retrieved XML-document is invalid or the XML parser could not retrieve data.

Action

Shut down the database and restart it.

INOAAE0372

TSM@DLL UNKNOWN ACL OR ACL NOT RETRIEVABLE

Explanation

The mentioned ACL is no longer available. Maybe another concurrent session deleted
it.

Action

Refresh the data within the Tamino Manager and try again.

INOAAE0373

TSM@DLL UNKNOWN GROUP

Explanation

The mentioned GROUP is no longer available. Maybe another concurrent session
deleted it.

Action

Refresh the data within the Tamino Manager and try again
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INOAAE0377

Access control element 'name' already exists in access control list

Explanation

The access control element already exists in an access control list.

Action

Change the name of the access control element.

INOAAE0378

Version with compatibility level level of Tamino not found

Explanation

For reading the backup, a Tamino version of the same compatibility level is required.

Action

Install a Tamino version of the required compatibility level.

INOAAE0381

No container size information in backup file filename found

Explanation

The backup file does not contain important information for restoring.

Action

Check the backup file or generate a new one.

INOAAE0382

Not enough free memory

Explanation

Not enough free memory.

Action

try closing other applications to free memory.

INOAAE0386

Access Control List 'name' already exists

Explanation

An access control list with the specified name already exists.

Action

Change the name of the access control list.

INOAAE0387

User 'name' already exists

Explanation

The given user already exists in the ino:user doctype.

Action

Supply a new user ID.

INOAAE0388

User 'name' does not exist

Explanation

The user ID has not been found in the ino:user doctype.

Action

Create the required user ID.

INOAAE0389

Access control list 'name' does not exist

Explanation

The access control list has not been found in the ino:acl doctype.

Action

Create the required access control list.
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INOAAE0390

User group 'name' does not exist

Explanation

A user group with the given name has not been found in the ino:group doctype.

Action

Create the required group.

INOAAE0391

Acename has not been defined

Explanation

The command line parameter "acename" has not been provided.

Action

Provide the "acename" parameter.

INOAAE0392

Permission has not been defined

Explanation

The command line parameter "permission" has not been provided.

Action

Provide the parameter "permission".

INOAAE0393

Aclname has not been defined

Explanation

The command line parameter "aclname" has not been provided.

Action

Provide the parameter "aclname".

INOAAE0394

Database is readonly

Explanation

The database is readonly, updates are not possible.

Action

No action required.

INOAAE0395

UserID has not been defined

Explanation

The command line parameter "userid" has not been provided.

Action

Provide the parameter "userid".

INOAAE0396

Groupname has not been defined

Explanation

The command line parameter "groupname" has not been provided.

Action

Provide the parameter "groupname".

INOAAE0397

Ace permission is not defined

Explanation

The permission for the access control element is not defined.

Action

Provide the permission for the access control element.
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INOAAE0398

Permission has to be set to an allowed value

Explanation

Permission has not been set to an allowed value.

Action

Set permission to an allowed value.

INOAAE0399

Description has not been defined

Explanation

Description has not been provided.

Action

Provide description.

INOAAE0400

User group 'name' already exists

Explanation

The usr group already exists in the ino:group doctype.

Action

Change the group name to one that does not already exist.

INOAAE0401

Missing compatibility level : type

Explanation

The source or target compatibility level was not specified.

Action

Specify the compatibility level and execute the command again.

INOAAE0402

Set database version failed

Explanation

The "set database" action failed. Read the error messages to get more information.

Action

Check the error messages that are generated before this message at runtime to get the
reason.

INOAAE0408

Some databases may be still active at system shutdown

Explanation

An error occurred while all active databases were stopped.

Action

Shut down manually all active databases prior to the system shutdown; get assistance
from your software supplier to fix the problems that were reported.

INOAAE0412

This request is in conflict with another request that is currently being executed

Explanation

Some commands that access the same resources are mutually exclusive. This message
can also appear if a process has been killed with operating system means or has
crashed while the crash held the critical section locked.

Action

Retry later. If no other command is active and no one else is currently executing
administrative commands, shut down and restart the System Management Hub Event
Layer Service.
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INOAAE0413

The request cannot be executed because a condition is missing

Explanation

The request requires another command to be active.

Action

No action possible. Please contact your software supplier.

INOAAE0414

Restore of database dbName failed

Explanation

An error occurred while restoring the specified database.

Action

Try to detect the error, otherwise contact your software supplier.

INOAAE0417

Web server 'wsname' does not exist

Explanation

The IP address and/or port of web server cannot be changed; the specified web server
does not exist.

Action

Use an existing web server.

INOAAE0418

IP address of web server 'wsname' is invalid

Explanation

The IP address of the web server is invalid.

Action

Specify the IP address in a valid format.

INOAAE0419

File 'path' already exists

Explanation

The server extension installation file already exists.

Action

Select another path name.

INOAAE0423

Unable to execute command with version 'argbatchversion' for database from
version 'version'. Please use 'version=version' parameter for argbatch command, or
change your environment : 'argbatch set environment version=version'.

Explanation

A Tamino agent was called from the wrong version.

Action

Use the "version" parameter for the argbatch command or change your environment
with: "argbatch set environment version=...".

INOAAE0428

Web server 'wsname' not defined

Explanation

The specified web server is not defined in the web server management.

Action

Add the specified web server in the web server management.
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INOAAE0439

Tamino plug-in for argevsrv not installed or not properly initialized

Explanation

The Tamino plug-in was not installed, or the System Management Hub Event Service
was unable to load it. Tamino will work without it but some administrative commands
will not be be synchronized. This will cause problems only in rare conditions when
multiple databases are created at the same time on the same computer.

Action

Avoid creating multiple databases at the same time on the same computer; please
contact your software supplier to find out why the Tamino plug-in was not loaded
by the System Management Hub Event Service.

INOAAE0441

version of database not found

Explanation

The database was found but not the version of Tamino that it requires.

Action

Check if the correct Tamino version for database is installed or set the version to one
installed on the machine.

INOAAE0442

Tamino version not found

Explanation

The specified Tamino version was not found.

Action

Check if the Tamino version is installed on the machine.

INOAAE0443

highest Tamino version not found

Explanation

The highest Tamino version was not found.

Action

Check if Tamino is installed on the machine

INOAAE0444

Max and/or Min port not found or RGS error

Explanation

The Max and/or Min port was not found, or there was an RGS error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOAAE0456

The "Move database space" function failed

Explanation

An attempt to move a database space failed. Additional information is supplied in
error messages that have occurred earlier.

Action

Please follow the actions of the error messages displayed earlier in the same job log.

INOAAE0459

The "Create Database" function failed

Explanation

An attempt to create a database failed. Additional information is supplied in error
messages that have occurred earlier.

Action

Please follow the actions of the error messages displayed earlier in the same job log.
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INOAAE0462

The "Delete Database" function failed

Explanation

An attempt to delete a database failed. Additional information is supplied in error
messages that have occurred earlier.

Action

No action required. Please follow the actions of the error messages displayed earlier
in the same job log.

INOAAE0463

The database information is available in ONLINE mode only

Explanation

The information can only determined when the database is started.

Action

Start the database and call the information function again.

INOAAE0472

Backup of database dbName failed

Explanation

Errors occurred while backing up the specified database. A possible reason could be
low system memory.

Action

Try to detect the error, otherwise contact your software supplier.

INOAAE0474

Start of database dbName failed

Explanation

Errors occurred while starting the database.

Action

Try to detect the error, otherwise contact your software supplier.

INOAAE0475

Stop of database dbName failed

Explanation

Errors occurred while stopping the specified database.

Action

If you cannot identify the error from a previous error message, please contact your
software supplier.

INOAAE0480

Add database space spaceNo to location newLoc failed

Explanation

An attempt to add database spaces to the specified location failed.

Action

No action required.

INOAAE0481

Not enough space on location newLoc

Explanation

The new location to which the database space should be moved is not big enough.

Action

Choose a larger location for moving the database space.
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INOAAE0491

Error(s) occurred during modify of database properties

Explanation

An error occurred while attempting to modify database properties. Only the properties
with an error message or a warning were not modified. All other properties are
changed.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOAAE0509

External function name already used : name

Explanation

The external name of a server extension function is already in use.

Action

Change the external function name and retry the operation.

INOAAE0510

Java classpath not modified : text

Explanation

The Java classpath was not modified according to the modification rules.

Action

Correct the modification parameters and retry the operation.

INOAAE0534

File 'path' not deleted

Explanation

The server extension DLL file could not be deleted.

Action

Delete the DLL manually.

INOAAE0547

Directory path does not exist

Explanation

The directory with the specified path does not exist.

Action

Specify an existing path.

INOAAE0548

No location name specified

Explanation

No location name was specified.

Action

Specify a location name.

INOAAE0549

Character '' not allowed as part of location name

Explanation

The character '\' is not allowed as part of the location name, because this name is used
as internal configuration store key, and the '\' is the internal configuration store key
delimiter.

Action

Replace this character by another one.
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INOAAE0567

There is currently only one location defined. Please create at least one more file
system location using the Location Management 'Add' command.

Explanation

No second location is defined that can be used as destination location for the move
command .

Action

Create a second location and then start this command again.

INOAAE0605

Wrong date or date format. Format 'datepattern' required.

Explanation

An invalid date is specified or an invalid date format is used.

Action

Specify a valid date (use same format as used in 'argbatch show backups').

INOAAE0608

No other Tamino version installed, set version not possible

Explanation

Because there is no other Tamino version installed, it makes no sense to change the
version.

Action

No action required.

INOAAE0611

Named pipe path does not exist

Explanation

The named pipe with the specified path does not exist.

Action

Specify an existing named pipe path.

INOAAE0619

Device path is not a named pipe

Explanation

The specified path is not a named pipe.

Action

Specify an existing named pipe path.

INOAAE0637

Directory name 'path' not compatible with object identification 'name'

Explanation

The directory name must consist of the first part of the object identification.

Action

Create a new server extension package with the correct directory name.

INOAAE0638

Server extension function 'name' does not exist

Explanation

The specified server extension function does not exist.

Action

Correct the function name.
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INOAAE0639

Server extension function parameter 'name' does not exist

Explanation

The specified server extension function parameter does not exist.

Action

Correct the parameter name.

INOAAE0641

Internal error from DSIF interface name returncode returncode error number errornr

Explanation

This is an internal error message.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOAAE0645

Stop of XML session 'session' failed

Explanation

Errors occurred while stopping the specified XML session.

Action

Try to detect the error, otherwise contact your software supplier.

INOAAE0646

Error reading backup methods for database dbname

Explanation

No backup methods were found in the internal configuration store for the database.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOAAE0648

Error reading parameters of backup method 'method'

Explanation

No parameters were found for the backup method in the internal configuration store.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOAAE0651

Could not set global parameters for external backup method 'method' of database
dbname

Explanation

Setting of global parameters failed because of an internal configuration store error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOAAE0653

Could not set configuration parameters for external backup method 'method' of
database dbname

Explanation

Setting of configuration parameters failed because of an internal configuration store
error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOAAE0656

Could not delete configuration 'configuration' of method 'method' of database
dbname

Explanation

The deletion of the configuration failed.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOAAE0658

Error reading configurations for database dbname of backup method 'method'

Explanation

An error occurred while reading the configuration data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOAAE0659

No configuration found for database dbname of backup method 'method'

Explanation

No configuration data was specified for this method and database.

Action

Specify configuration data for this method and database using the 'External Backup
Environment' dialog.

INOAAE0660

Replication database name expected

Explanation

The replication database name must be specified for this function.

Action

Specify the replication database name

INOAAE0662

The database replication_db cannot be added into the permission list

Explanation

An error occurred while adding the replication database name to the permission list.

Action

Check the subsequent error messages for more details.

INOAAE0665

Database database cannot be set as replication database

Explanation

An error occurred during the type change. The database cannot be set to a replication
database. Possible reason: This database is a master database.

Action

Check for related additional messages.

INOAAE0667

Replication database database cannot be reset to normal type

Explanation

The database cannot be reset to a normal database.

Action

See the subsequent error messages.
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INOAAE0668

Database master_database is not active or is not a master database

Explanation

The master database must be in the active state or permit this database to be replicated.

Action

Start up the master database and check the permission list for replication databases.

INOAAE0669

Replication of master database master_database is not permitted

Explanation

Permission to replicate the master database was denied.

Action

Ask the administrator to permit replication access to the master database.

INOAAE0672

Not enough space at location newLoc for additional newsize MB - maximum free
is freesize MB

Explanation

The new location to which the database space should be moved or added is not big
enough.

Action

Choose a larger location for the database space operation.

INOAAE0680

Backup(s) not found wrongbackups please use one of the following backups

Explanation

Wrong backups were specified.

Action

Use only valid backups of the database. You can see all backups with the command
"argbatch show backups database=mydatabase".

INOAAE0681

At least one backup must be given or don't use keepbackups

Explanation

For the option keepbackups, at least one backup must be given/selected.

Action

Give/select at least one backup.

INOAAE0683

Switching log space for database dbName has failed

Explanation

Errors occurred while switching log space for the database.

Action

Try to detect the error, otherwise contact your software supplier.

INOAAE0684

At least one destination directory must be given with parameter
"destinationdirectory_0"

Explanation

the option "keep backup files" needs at least one destination directory.

Action

Specify a destination directory with the parameter "destinationdirectory_0".
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INOAAE0685

For option "keepbackups=selected" at least one backup date and at least one
destination directory must be given with parameter "destinationdirectory_0",
"backupdate_0"

Explanation

Give at least one backup date and one destination directory in the parameter list.

Action

Use the parameter "backupdate_0" to specify a backup to be kept and
"destinationdirectory_0" for the destination directory.

INOAAE0691

Could not add backup method 'method' for database dbname

Explanation

Adding the backup method failed because of an internal configuration store error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOAAE0694

Could not delete method 'method' of database dbname

Explanation

Deleting the backup method failed because of an internal configuration store error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOAAE0696

Internal error errno during modify property 'name' to 'value'

Explanation

An error occurred while setting a new property value.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOAAE0699

Deletion of backup 'bckDate' of database dbName failed

Explanation

An error occurred while deleting the specified backup.

Action

Check the additional messages.

INOAAE0707

No permission to modify the type of the database

Explanation

To change the type of a database to a replication database or to set it back to a normal
one, the user needs to have administrator rights. Other possible reason: The database
is not allowed to replicate the master database.

Action

Log in as administrator and try the operation again and check whether this database
is in the permission list of the master database.

INOAAE0708

Update server sessions exist

Explanation

The database has already update sessions so that it cannot be used to replicate another
database.

Action

Use a newly created database and retry this operation.
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INOAAE0709

Passwords not matched

Explanation

The passwords entered do not match.

Action

Please ensure the passwords match.

INOAAE0725

Error while changing port ranges

Explanation

An error occurred while changing the port ranges.

Action

Please contact you software supplier.

INOAAE0727

path is not a raw section

Explanation

The specified path must be a raw section.

Action

Ensure that the path specifies a raw section.

INOAAE0728

Unable to load data for CD databases

Explanation

This database is a CD database. Data load not possible.

Action

No action required.

INOAAE0731

Rename web server failed

Explanation

The web server could not be renamed, the operation failed.

Action

The reason why the web server could not be renamed is in the job log. Check it and
retry.

INOAAE0733

Add web server failed

Explanation

The web server could not be added, the operation failed.

Action

The reason why the web server could not be added is in the job log. Check it and
retry.

INOAAE0737

Delete web server failed

Explanation

The web server could not be deleted, the operation failed.

Action

The reason why the web server could not be deleted is in the job log. Check it and
retry.
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INOAAE0740

Modify web server failed

Explanation

The web server could not be modified, the operation failed.

Action

The reason why the web server could not be modified is in the job log. Check it and
retry.

INOAAE0741

Domain 'name' does not exist

Explanation

Domain has not been defined.

Action

Please check the defined domains list in Tamino and create the domain if necessary.

INOAAE0744

parameter name: must not be a location on a raw section, is only allowed on DATA,
INDEX, JOURNAL and RESERVED location

Explanation

A location on raw section is only allowed as DATA, INDEX, JOURNAL and
RESERVED location.

Action

Use a location that is not located on a raw section.

INOAAE0745

All reserved locations are located on raw section(s), at least one location must not
be located on a raw section

Explanation

At least one reserved location for a database must not be on a raw section.

Action

Use at lease one location not located on a raw section.

INOAAE0746

Location locname is of type type, this type is not allowed for loctype

Explanation

Some location types are only allowed for special locations. For example locations on
a tape are only allowed for backup locations.

Action

Use a location which is allowed for the current location type.

INOAAE0747

Not allowed to set a location of type 'type' as default backup location

Explanation

The default backup location cannot be in a location of type "raw".

Action

Use a location of a type that is allowed for a backup location.

INOAAE0749

This command is deprecated. Please use the new command "show acls".

Explanation

The command has been replaced by a new command.

Action

Please use the new command.
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INOAAE0750

This command is deprecated. Please use the new command "show groups".

Explanation

The command is deprecated.

Action

Please use the new command.

INOAAE0753

Query internal configuration store key key failed

Explanation

An error occurred when querying the given internal configuration store key.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOAAE0754

This command is deprecated. Please use the new command "show users".

Explanation

The command is deprecated.

Action

Please use the new command.

INOAAE0755

Access to internal configuration store value value key key failed

Explanation

An error occurred when getting the given internal configuration store key value.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOAAE0761

parameter name: must be the logical name of an existing location

Explanation

The parameter must specify the short, "logical" name of a location (not its entire path),
and the location must exist.

Action

Display the the "Locations" tree node in the System Management Hub (under the
"Tamino" node) to display a list of existing locations or to add a new location.

INOAAE0762

parameter name: must contain only digits 0 to 9

Explanation

The value for this parameter must be an integer number with no fractional parts.

Action

Re-enter the parameter using only digits 0-9.

INOAAE0763

parameter name: must be "yes" or "no"

Explanation

This parameter must have either the value "yes" or "no", all lowercase characters.

Action

Re-enter either "yes" or "no" (without the double quotes).

INOAAE0764

parameter name: must only contain digits 0-9, comma, dot, "E" or "e" for
exponentiation

Explanation

The value for this parameter must be a valid floating point number, or a number with
an exponent.

Action

Re-enter he parameter value as floating point number, or with an exponent. Depending
on the locale settings on the local computer, the decimal sign may be expected either
as "," or as a ".".
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INOAAE0766

Size for space type extent extend is missing and no default size available

Explanation

No default size could be obtained for this space type.

Action

A size must be specified, and it must be above the minimum value for this space type.

INOAAE0767

The size specified for space type extent extend is under the minimum (minimum
size Mb)

Explanation

The given size for the extent is too small.

Action

A size of at least the given minimum must be specified.

INOAAE0768

At least one backup location must be in the filesystem if no tape is supplied as
initial backup

Explanation

If no tape is supplied to create the database from (in the "Create From Backup"
command) the initial backup is created at creation time as a file and requires a location
that is in the file system. Before this message was issued, attempts were made to create
it in one of the provided backup locations, in the default backup location and in the
default location.

Action

Create a location in the file system using the "Add" command the System Management
Hub browser interface, tree node Tamino/DB Locations and make it the default location
(by clicking the new location and executing the "Set Default" command).

INOAAE0769

At least one backup location is required for the initial backup of the new database

Explanation

Specify one or more location where backups shall be created later on. This location
is already required and used during the creation of the new database.

Action

Specify one or more writable, random accessible backup locations for the database to
be created

INOAAE0774

Database version with compatibility level of CD database not installed or found

Explanation

A Tamino of the same compatibility level of CD database must be installed to use the
CD database

Action

Install a database of the same compatibility level.

INOAAE0775

Database name contains invalid character "*" (asterisk)

Explanation

A database name cannot contain the "*" character.

Action

Remove the "*" from the database name.
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INOAAE0776

This command is deprecated. Please use the new command "show users".

Explanation

This command is not supported as the user descriptions can be seen in the results of
the new command.

Action

Please do not use this command and use the new one instead.

INOAAE0778

Database name contains invalid character "/" (slash)

Explanation

A database name cannot contain "/" character.

Action

Remove the "/" from database name.

INOAAE0779

Port address 'buf' is invalid. Valid range is 0 - 65535.

Explanation

The specified port address is not valid.

Action

Specify a valid port address in the range 0 to 65535.

INOAAE0784

Database name contains invalid character "<" (less than)

Explanation

A database name cannot contain the "<" character.

Action

Remove the "<" from database name.

INOAAE0785

Database name contains invalid character ">" (greater than)

Explanation

A database name cannot contain the ">" character.

Action

Remove the ">" from database name

INOAAE0786

This command is deprecated. Please use the new command "show acesofacl".

Explanation

The command is deprecated.

Action

Please use the new command.

INOAAE0787

Domain parameters missing

Explanation

Some or all of the necessary parameters for the domain creation/modification are
missing.

Action

Please ensure that all necessary domain parameters are defined.

INOAAE0788

Unrecognized domain parameters

Explanation

The domain parameters defined are not valid for the domain type being
created/modified.

Action

Please ensure that the correct domain parameters for the domain type being
created/modified are defined.
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INOAAE0792

Namespace declarations required. Please check that all namespaces are defined.

Explanation

There are some namespace prefixes for which no namespace declarations have been
defined.

Action

Please ensure namespace declarations exist for all namespace prefixes.

INOAAE0794

Internal error occurred

Explanation

Internal error code 41 occurred.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOAAE0797

Domain 'name' already exists

Explanation

A domain with the same name exists.

Action

Please choose another name.

INOAAE0798

Failed to open input file filename for data load

Explanation

The file cannot be opened or does not exist.

Action

Check the input and start the operation again.

INOAAE0799

Parameter 'newname' or 'new_name' missing. The 'new_name' parameter is
deprecated, please use the 'newname' parameter for the new name of the database.

Explanation

No parameter with the new name of the database was given.

Action

Provide the database name using the parameter 'newname'.

INOAAE0802

Could not connect to inodmn. Port number not found in internal configuration
store, probably not installed.

Explanation

The Software AG EventLayer Service is not installed correctly.

Action

Try re-installing the System Management Hub. Check for a fix or an update from
your software supplier.

INOAAE0803

Could not connect to inodmn, service not running

Explanation

The "Software AG EventLayer Service" is not running, database functions and
commands are probably unaffected.

Action

Restart the service. If the problem persists, contact your software supplier for an
update or fix.
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INOAAE0807

Invalid parameter name 'name' specified.

Explanation

The parameter name specified is not valid since it contains one or more space
characters.

Action

Specify a parameter name that does not contain space characters.

INOAAE0812

Web server IP address 'ipAddress' is invalid

Explanation

The specified web server IP address is invalid.

Action

Specify a valid IP address. The valid range is 0 - 255.

INOAAE0817

No license for raw section support

Explanation

The use of raw sections requires an appropriate license option.

Action

Contact your software supplier for a license option to support raw sections.

INOAAE0818

No raw section support for the used platform

Explanation

There is no raw section support for the used platform.

Action

Do not use raw sections.

INOAAE0819

Raw section support internal error

Explanation

There was an internal error while processing a raw section.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOAAE0820

Raw section initialization failed

Explanation

An error occurred while initializing a raw section.

Action

Check the raw section.

INOAAE0825

Master database must be restarted before a replication database can be set up

Explanation

A restart of the master database is necessary.

Action

Restart the master database and try to set up the replication database again.

INOAAE0826

Inconsistency detected while setting the database to replication type

Explanation

This database is not suitable to be set as the replication database of the specified master
database. Perhaps the versions are not identical or this one was not created from the
backup of the master. Also possible is that this database has its own updates after the
creation.

Action

Use another database to replicate the master.
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INOAAE0831

Only one location specified for parallel backup

Explanation

More than one location is required for parallel backup.

Action

Please specify more than one location for the parallel backup.

INOAAE0832

Renaming a replication database master is not allowed.

Explanation

Renaming a replication database master is not allowed, because the link between the
master and replication databases would be lost.

Action

No action required.

INOAAE0834

Database is a replication database master database. Deleting the replication database
master is not allowed. No replication databases can be updated from this master
database if this database is deleted.

Explanation

Deleting this master database would mean that no replication databases could be
updated from this master database. If you really want to delete this replication master
database use the "force=yes" parameter for argbatch or check the "Force Delete of
Replication Master Database" checkbox in the GUI.

Action

Use the "force=yes" parameter for argbatch or check the "Force Delete of Replication
Master Database" checkbox in the GUI.

INOAAE0835

Data load for database dbName failed

Explanation

Load of data failed with error.

Action

Check the other related messages for more information.

INOAAE0836

Unload data from database dbName failed

Explanation

An error occurred while data was being unloaded from the database.

Action

Check for other messages related to this error for possible reasons.

INOAAE0837

Location path path is read only

Explanation

The location path specified is read only.

Action

Specify a location path with write access.

INOAAE0838

Server extension does not contain a function

Explanation

It was detected that no function has been defined for the server extension. Such a
server extension is considered as invalid.

Action

Extend your server extension by at least one function.
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INOAAE0841

Uninstall of server extension name aborted

Explanation

The uninstall operation for the server extension has not been completed due to
functions that are used in some schema.

Action

Restart the uninstall operation with the parameter "force" set to "yes" (batch command).

INOAAE0842

Uninstall of server extension 'name' failed

Explanation

The uninstall operation failed.

Action

Check the job log to find the reason for the failure.

INOAAE0843

Please specify either parameter IP address or node

Explanation

The specification of the IP address or node is invalid.

Action

Please specify either the IP address or the node.

INOAAE0844

Unable to find the replication database name from the permission list

Explanation

The replication database name is not in the permission list.

Action

Check the parameter.

INOAAE0845

Please specify either parameter IP address or node

Explanation

Either the parameter IP address or node must be specified.

Action

Please specify either the parameter IP address or node.

INOAAE0846

Upgrade from this database to Vversion not possible

Explanation

This error occurs because the database cannot be upgraded directly to the target
version.

Action

Upgrade to the next higher version and after that try a "set version" to the target
version.

INOAAE0847

Named pipe path not allowed for the specified location type

Explanation

A named pipe is not allowed to set for the specified target location. Only the backup
location type accepts named pipes.

Action

Specify another location for the target location.
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INOAAE0849

Cannot open event log session

Explanation

Open event log session on argevsrv failed.

Action

Check that argevsrv is running.

INOAAE0850

parameter name: must be of type FileSystem or RAW Section

Explanation

Data, Index and Journal location must be of type FileSystem or RAW Section.

Action

Use a location of type FileSystem or RAW Section.

INOAAE0852

This command is deprecated. Please use the new command "inoload".

Explanation

This command is set to deprecated, use the new command instead.

Action

Use inoload to load or unload data in batch mode.

INOAAE0855

Output directory directory does not exist

Explanation

The output directory should exist.

Action

Create the output directory or check the permission if it already exists.

INOAAE0868

Stop request requestid failed :errortext

Explanation

Stop of a request failed.

Action

Check the error text for an explanation of why the operation failed.

INOAAE0870

Query current active requests failed : message

Explanation

A query of the current requests failed.

Action

Check the error message for more information.

INOAAF0002

Version 'version' of Tamino not found. Please use 'set version' command to change
the version to the installed version.

Explanation

The specified Tamino version was not found.

Action

Use the "set version" command and change the version of the database.

INOAAF0007

Cannot create database: reason

Explanation

A database cannot be created with the parameters specified.

Action

Alter specified parameter value or provide missing parameter.
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INOAAF0253

Error reading savepoints for database dbname

Explanation

An error occurred when reading database savepoint entries in the internal
configuration store.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOAAF0254

Could not create XML document

Explanation

An error occurred when creating an XML document.

Action

Reboot and restart the system.

INOAAF0256

Open of event log failed

Explanation

An error occurred when creating an event session.

Action

Check the event demon.

INOAAF0262

Error reading database locations for savepoint 'savepoint'

Explanation

No database locations were found in the internal configuration store for the savepoint.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOAAF0264

Duplicate parameter name parameter

Explanation

The parameter appears more than once in the parameter list, but only a single value
is allowed.

Action

Check where the parameter given is repeated and issue the command again without
it.

INOAAF0265

Job initialization failed

Explanation

The job log could not be initialized because of insufficient resources. This could be
memory or SMP resources like locks or threads.

Action

Free resources and retry.

INOAAF0267

Rename database failed

Explanation

The database could not be renamed.

Action

The reason why the database could not renamed is in the job log. Check it and retry.
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INOAAF0369

TSM@DLL *** FATAL ERROR NO ROLLBACK POSSIBLE (SESSION LOST) ***

Explanation

Tamino reported an invalid session ID.

Action

Shut down the database and restart it.

INOAAI0000

Change License file

Explanation

Change license file.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0003

Modify journal space of database dbname

Explanation

The size of the journal space is being modified.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0005

Modify journal space successfully finished

Explanation

This message indicates that the "Modify journal space" function completed successfully.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0006

Modification and reorganization of journal space in location Location from oldsize
MB to one journal space of newsize MB

Explanation

The journal space size is being modified at the given location. If more the one journal
space exists, the journal space is reorganized to one of the given size.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0008

Modify properties of Email notification

Explanation

Email notification properties are being modified.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0009

Add location name at path

Explanation

Start of the "add location" function.

Action

Information message, no action required.

INOAAI0010

Delete location name

Explanation

Start of the "delete location" function.

Action

Information message, no action required.
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INOAAI0011

Moving location oldloc to newloc

Explanation

Start of the "move location" function.

Action

Information message, no action required.

INOAAI0012

Rename location name to newname

Explanation

Start of the "rename location" function.

Action

Information message, no action required.

INOAAI0013

Set location name as default database location

Explanation

Start of the "set default location" function.

Action

Information message, no action required.

INOAAI0014

Set location name as default backup database location

Explanation

Start of the "set default backup location" function.

Action

Information message, no action required.

INOAAI0015

Modify default of database location category 'category'

Explanation

Start of the "modify default of database location category" function.

Action

Information message, no action required.

INOAAI0016

Database Version set to version

Explanation

The database was set to the specified version.

Action

Information message, no action required.

INOAAI0017

Modify Email notification properties successfully finished

Explanation

Email notification properties have been modified successfully.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0021

Unregistering database dbName

Explanation

This is a job log identification message.

Action

No action required.
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INOAAI0023

New license file sucessfully applied.

Explanation

The license file was successfully applied.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0025

Please log in again to the web application in order to use the new product license!

Explanation

The new functionality is available after you log in again.

Action

Log in again and restart your web applications.

INOAAI0028

Confirmed all pending alerts

Explanation

All warnings, errors and fatal errors of the job records specified have been
acknowledged.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0033

New value of dynamic property 'name' is effective now

Explanation

The property value has been updated and is active from now on.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0035

Database has been successfully unregistered

Explanation

This message indicates, that the "Unregister Database" function is completed.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0037

Pending alerts of all jobs have been confirmed

Explanation

All warnings, errors and fatal errors have been confirmed. The job records may be
deleted now.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0048

Server extension command execution

Explanation

This is an informational message.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0049

Command Name : name

Explanation

This message specifies the command name of a server extension.

Action

No action required.
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INOAAI0050

Collection Name : name

Explanation

This message specifies the collection name of an XML document.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0051

Master database set to masterdb

Explanation

The database named is the master database.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0063

Tamino will close the current log space extent and open a new one when the current
log space block has been filled up

Explanation

Tamino writes log information in blocks. When the currently used block has been
filled up completely, Tamino will close the current log space extent and open a new
one. As a consequence, you might encounter a minimal growth of the current log
space before a new one is created.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0148

The name 'location_name' is not the name of an existing location; the default location
is used instead

Explanation

An invalid location name was specified or extracted from a backup. It could be a valid
location on the host where the backup was created.

Action

No action required. The location defined as default in the location management will
be used.

INOAAI0152

No item selected for modification

Explanation

No item was selected to be modified.

Action

Select an item and retry.

INOAAI0160

Delete database space of database dbname

Explanation

The database space with the highest extent is being deleted. The deletion will not
proceed when the space is in use.

Action

No action required.
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INOAAI0161

Delete database space successfully finished

Explanation

This message indicates that the "Delete database spaces" function completed
successfully.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0163

Expand database space of database dbname

Explanation

The last database space is being expanded.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0164

Expand database space successfully finished

Explanation

This message indicates that the "Expand database spaces" function completed
successfully.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0167

Deleting database space spaceNo from location Location

Explanation

The specified database space is being deleted from the given location.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0168

Expanding database space spaceNo in location Location from oldsize MB to newsize
MB

Explanation

The specified database space is being expanded at the given location.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0176

Restoring of database dbName without further recovery successfully completed

Explanation

The specified database has been restored successfully. Changes that occurred later
than the backup time were not reapplied.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0211

Data load in collection collectionname

Explanation

Data has been loaded into the named collection.

Action

No action required.
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INOAAI0227

Data unload from collection collectionname

Explanation

Data will be unloaded into the named collection.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0237

mvcount spaces successfully moved from oldloc to newloc

Explanation

The specified number of spaces were moved from one location to another one.

Action

Information message, no action required.

INOAAI0248

Document path : path

Explanation

This message specifies the path name of an XML document.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0249

Query string : text

Explanation

This message specifies the query string to retrieve XML documents.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0250

Schema name : name

Explanation

This message specifies the schema name of a XML Document.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0269

Execution of command 'name' successful

Explanation

A server extension command was successfully executed.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0273

Location locCount : locName

Explanation

This is an informational message for one default database location of the category.

Action

Information message, no action required.

INOAAI0275

No pending alerts found

Explanation

An attempt was made to confirm all pending alerts, but no job with pending alerts
was found. Either there are no alerts in the display, or the alerts in the display have
been confirmed meanwhile by someone else.

Action

No action required.
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INOAAI0276

When all pending alerts are confirmed, the "Pending Alerts" folder is cleared. Each
individual job is still in the "Running Jobs" or in the "Completed Jobs" folder until
it is deleted by automatic cleanup; up to that point, the warning, error and alert
messages are still visible in the single job view.

Explanation

No job or message is really removed when alerts are confirmed; they are just moved
away from the Alerts folder.

Action

No action required

INOAAI0277

When a job record is deleted, it is removed from the job log and its disk file is
deleted. Jobs that are not completed (i.e. stopped or still running) and jobs that
have unconfirmed alert messages are not deleted and remain in their respective
folders.

Explanation

Only finished jobs with no pending alerts are deleted.

Action

No action required

INOAAI0280

Object Identification : text

Explanation

The given text provides the object identification of the server extension.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0286

Execution type: type

Explanation

The specified type is the selected server extension execution type.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0288

Backing up all server extensions for database 'name'

Explanation

All server extensions in the specified database are being backed up.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0289

Backup of all server extensions successful

Explanation

All server extensions have been backed up successfully.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0290

Restoring server extension for database 'name'

Explanation

A server extension of the specified database is being restored.

Action

No action required.
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INOAAI0291

Restore of server extension 'name' successful

Explanation

The specified server extension has been restored successfully.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0292

Restoring all server extensions for database 'name'

Explanation

All server extensions of the specified database are being restored.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0293

Restore of all server extensions successful

Explanation

All server extensions have been restored successfully.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0299

Storing binary file 'path'

Explanation

A binary file is being stored in the database.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0300

Restoring binary file 'path'

Explanation

A binary file is being restored from the database.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0301

Removing binary file 'path'

Explanation

A binary file is being removed from the database.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0303

Command log switched mode buffers buffers

Explanation

This is a result message for a batch command.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0308

Update of settings successful : name

Explanation

The update of the given settings parameter value was successful.

Action

No action necessary.
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INOAAI0316

Backing up server extension for database 'name'

Explanation

A server extension in the specified database is being backed up.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0317

Backup of server extension 'name' successful

Explanation

The specified server extension has been backed up successfully.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0318

Deleting document : name

Explanation

The XML document will be deleted.

Action

No action necessary.

INOAAI0319

No mapped document : name

Explanation

No XML document is mapped to the server extension.

Action

No action necessary.

INOAAI0320

Trace server extensions in database 'name'

Explanation

The server extension trace mode is changed in the specified database.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0321

Trace switched on successfully

Explanation

The server extension trace is switched on.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0322

Trace switched off successfully

Explanation

The server extension trace is switched off.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0323

Store server extensions in database 'name'

Explanation

The storing of server extension files is changed to the specified database.

Action

No action required.
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INOAAI0324

Store server extension files switched on successfully

Explanation

The storing of server extension files is switched on.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0325

Store server extension files switched off successfully

Explanation

The storing of server extension files is switched off.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0326

Analyze object for a new server extension

Explanation

The object for a new server extension will be analyzed.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0327

Object File : path

Explanation

This specifies the object file for the new server extension.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0328

Analysis of new server extension object successful

Explanation

The analysis of the object for the new server extension was successful.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0329

Remove server extension object

Explanation

The object of a new server extension will be removed.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0330

Select function for a new server extension

Explanation

The function for a new server extension will be selected.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0331

Select function for a new server extension successful

Explanation

The function for a new server extension was successfully selected.

Action

No action required.
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INOAAI0332

Display trace state successful

Explanation

The server extension trace state is displayed successfully.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0333

Create Database from Backup

Explanation

Button Create Database from Backup

Action

none

INOAAI0357

Access Control List 'name' created

Explanation

A new access control list has been created. Details are generally provided in other
messages.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0358

User group 'name' created

Explanation

A new user group has been created.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0360

User 'name' created

Explanation

A new user has been created. Details are generally provided in other messages.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0364

Access control list 'name' modified

Explanation

The current ACL has been modified.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0365

User group 'name' modified

Explanation

The user group has been modified.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0366

User 'name' modified

Explanation

The user has been modified.

Action

No action required.
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INOAAI0368

Access control element 'name' added to the access control list

Explanation

An ACE has been added successfully to an ACL.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0374

Access control list 'name' deleted

Explanation

The access control list has been deleted.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0375

User 'name' deleted

Explanation

The user has been deleted.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0376

User group 'name' deleted

Explanation

The user group has been deleted.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0406

Shutdown of all active databases completed

Explanation

All active databases are about to shut down, or they are already inactive.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0407

All autostart databases checked

Explanation

All databases with autostart parameter set have been started.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0410

op of operation done

Explanation

This message provides information about operation progress.

Action

No action required

INOAAI0424

New value : text

Explanation

This describes a new value for a Java public or private classpath.

Action

No action required.
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INOAAI0425

Starting autostart databases of version version

Explanation

Databases with the autostart parameter set to 'yes' are being started.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0426

Stopping all active databases of version version

Explanation

Active databases are being stopped

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0429

Confirming all alerts

Explanation

Fatal error, error and warning messages are being confirmed. Once all alerts are
confirmed, a job will be scheduled for cleanup (will be removed later), or it can be
delete explicitly as a single job or along with all completed jobs.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0431

Deleting all completed jobs

Explanation

All jobs without unconfirmed alerts are being deleted.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0432

All job records of completed jobs successfully deleted by user (except jobs with
pending alerts)

Explanation

Deleted job records will not appear in the job monitor list any more; the corresponding
files have been deleted on disk.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0445

Setting version for database 'dbName'

Explanation

Set the version of a specific database.

Action

Data must be unloaded and loaded into a new database manually.

INOAAI0446

No property has been modified. All properties already set to the given values.

Explanation

A property will be changed when the new property value is different from the value
stored in the internal configuration store.

Action

No action required.
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INOAAI0448

'param' has been changed from 'oldValue' to 'newValue'

Explanation

A database property was changed successfully by the "modify property" command.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0451

Adding database space for database dbName

Explanation

This message indicates the beginning of the execution of the "Add database spaces"
function.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0452

Add database space successfully finished

Explanation

This message indicates that the "Add database spaces" function completed successfully.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0454

Moving database space for database dbName

Explanation

This message indicates the beginning of the execution of the "Move database spaces"
function.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0455

Move database space successfully finished

Explanation

This message indicates that the "Move database spaces" function completed
successfully.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0457

Creating database dbName

Explanation

This message indicates the beginning of the execution of the "Create Database" function.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0458

Create database successfully finished

Explanation

This message indicates that the database was created successfully.

Action

No action required.
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INOAAI0460

Deleting database dbName

Explanation

This message indicates the beginning of the execution of the "Delete Database" function.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0461

Database has been successfully deleted

Explanation

This message indicates that the "Delete Database" function completed successfully.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0465

Start of database dbName successful

Explanation

This message indicates that the specified database has been started successfully.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0467

Stop of database dbName successful

Explanation

This message indicates that the specified database has been stopped successfully.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0468

Backup of database dbName

Explanation

This message indicates that a backup of the specified database is being created.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0469

Restore database dbName using backup 'bckDate' with recovery

Explanation

This message indicates the beginning of the execution of a database restore function
with a database recovery based on the log spaces.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0470

Restore database dbName using backup 'bckDate' without recovery

Explanation

This message indicates the beginning of the execution of a database restore function
without a database recovery based on the log spaces.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0471

Backup of database dbName successfully completed

Explanation

This message indicates that the specified database has been backed up successfully.

Action

No action required.
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INOAAI0476

Restoring and recovering of database dbName successfully completed

Explanation

The specified database has been restored and recovered successfully.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0477

Moving database space spaceNo from location oldLoc to newLoc

Explanation

A database space is being moved from one location to another.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0479

Adding size MB database space to location newLoc

Explanation

The specified database space is being added to the given location.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0484

Uninstalling all server extensions in database 'name'

Explanation

All server extensions in a database are being uninstalled from the specified database
and the file system. If a restore is being performed the server extensions will be
recovered from the backup database.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0490

Modify database properties successfully finished

Explanation

Database properties have been modified successfully.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0492

Modify properties for database dbName

Explanation

Database properties are being modified.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0493

Restore database dbName using backup 'bckDate' with partial recovery

Explanation

A database restore function with partial recovery has been started.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0494

Checking and repairing database dbName

Explanation

A function to check and repair the database has been started.

Action

No action required.
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INOAAI0495

Check and repair of database dbName finished successfully

Explanation

The check and repair function was successfully applied to the specified database, i.e.
the recreation of the indices was successful.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0497

help

Explanation

This is a standard information message to show the server version in space and
property commands.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0501

Uninstall of all server extensions successful

Explanation

All server extensions in a database have been uninstalled successfully. This is an
informational message.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0502

Registering Java class 'path'

Explanation

The installation count for the Java class is added to the internal configuration. This is
an informational message.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0505

Function name: 'name'

Explanation

This is the name of a server extension function. This is an informational message.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0506

External name: 'name'

Explanation

This is the external name of a server extension function. This is an informational
message.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0511

Parameter 'para' not valid

Explanation

The specified parameter is not valid for the current command.

Action

Check the spelling of the parameter. If the spelling is correct, check whether the
parameter is valid in the current context.
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INOAAI0514

message

Explanation

This is an informational message about a server extension document that has been
returned from the Tamino server.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0515

Listing server extensions in database 'name'

Explanation

A list of all installed server extensions for the specified database is being generated.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0516

Installing server extension in database 'name'

Explanation

A new server extension is being installed in the specified database.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0517

Package file: path

Explanation

The specified path is the pathname of the packed server extension file.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0518

Execution mode: mode

Explanation

The specified mode is the selected server extension execution mode.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0519

Installation of server extension 'name' successful

Explanation

The specified server extension was installed successfully.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0520

Uninstalling server extension from database 'name'

Explanation

A server extension is being uninstalled from the specified database.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0521

Server extension name: 'name'

Explanation

This message specifies the name of a server extension.

Action

No action required.
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INOAAI0522

Uninstall of server extension 'name' successful

Explanation

The specified server extension has been uninstalled successfully.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0523

Modifying server extension in database 'name'

Explanation

A server extension in the specified database is being modified.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0524

Modification of server extension 'name' successful

Explanation

The specified server extension has been modified successfully.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0525

Deleting help URL 'path'

Explanation

The specified help file for a server extension is being deleted.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0526

Executing command 'call'

Explanation

The specified operating system command is being executed.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0527

De-registering server extension DLL 'path'

Explanation

The specified server extension DLL file is being de-registered.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0528

Deleting server extension DLL 'path'

Explanation

The specified server extension DLL file is being deleted.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0529

Deselect function of a new server extension

Explanation

A selected function for a new server extension is being deselected. This is an
informational message.

Action

No action required.
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INOAAI0530

Extracting entry 'name'

Explanation

An entry is being extracted from a packed file.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0531

Inserting document 'path'

Explanation

The URL of a help file for a server extension is being inserted into the server extension's
installation document.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0532

Registering DLL 'path'

Explanation

A server extension DLL file is being registered.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0533

DLL 'path' already registered

Explanation

The specified server extension DLL file is already registered.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0535

Deleting file 'name'

Explanation

The specified server extension installation file is being deleted.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0536

Deleting directory 'path'

Explanation

The specified server extension installation directory is being deleted.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0537

Showing server extension attributes in database 'name'

Explanation

The attributes of a server extension in the specified database are being listed.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0538

Setting access rights for server extension in database 'name'

Explanation

The access rights of a server extension are being set in the specified database.

Action

No action required.
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INOAAI0543

Stopping database dbName in normal mode

Explanation

This message indicates that the specified database is being stopped in normal mode.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0544

Stopping database dbName in abort mode

Explanation

This message indicates that the specified database is being stopped in abort mode.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0545

Stopping database dbName in rollback mode

Explanation

This message indicates that the specified database is being stopped in rollback mode.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0568

Unexpected messages received

Explanation

This message is the header for subsequent messages.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0569

Edit details for a new server extension

Explanation

Details for a new server extension will be edited.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0570

Description: text

Explanation

This is a short description of the new server extension.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0571

Author name: name

Explanation

This is the name of the new server extension author.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0572

Help file: name

Explanation

This is the name of a help file for the new server extension.

Action

No action required.
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INOAAI0573

Editing of new server extension details successful

Explanation

The editing of the new server extension details was successful.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0574

Starting database dbName

Explanation

A Tamino database is being started.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0577

Unloading document 'path'

Explanation

The server extension object information document is being unloaded.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0578

Edit details for a new server extension function

Explanation

Details for a new server extension function will be edited.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0579

Function type: text

Explanation

This message displays the type of a server extension function.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0580

Editing of new server extension function details successful

Explanation

The editing of the new server extension function details was successful.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0581

Loading document 'path'

Explanation

A server extension analyzer document is being loaded.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0582

Start Database

Explanation

This is a command for the Tamino agent dbagent.

Action

No action required.
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INOAAI0583

Stop Database

Explanation

This is a command for the Tamino agent dbagent.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0584

Delete Database

Explanation

This is a command for the Tamino agent dbagent.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0587

Check and Repair

Explanation

This is a command for the Tamino agent dbagent.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0589

Information

Explanation

This is a command for the Tamino agent dbagent.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0591

Database Spaces

Explanation

This is a command for the Tamino agent dbagent.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0592

Properties

Explanation

This is a command for the Tamino agent dbagent.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0598

Register CD Database

Explanation

This is a command button for the Tamino agent dblist.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0599

Prepare for CD

Explanation

This is a command for the Tamino agent dblist.

Action

No action required.
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INOAAI0600

Unregister CD Database

Explanation

This is a command button for the Tamino agent dbagent.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0601

Create a new server extension package

Explanation

This is an informational message.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0602

Package path: path

Explanation

This is the pathname of the server extension package.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0603

Creation of package 'name' successful

Explanation

A server extension package was created successfully.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0604

Port range successfully changed

Explanation

The port range was successfully changed.

Action

none

INOAAI0607

inodmp return erg

Explanation

This message shows a return value of inodmp.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0612

Deselection of function 'name' successful

Explanation

The server extension function was successfully deselected.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0613

Modify parameter of server extension function

Explanation

The parameter name and XML type of a selected server extension function will be
modified.

Action

Insert the corresponding values.
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INOAAI0614

Parameter name: name

Explanation

This specifies the name of the parameter being modified.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0615

Modified name: name

Explanation

This specifies the modified name of the parameter.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0616

XML type: type

Explanation

This specifies the modified XML type of the parameter.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0617

Modification of parameter 'name' successful

Explanation

A server extension function parameter was successfully modified.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0618

Preparation of CD database successful

Explanation

This is an informational message.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0625

Renaming database dbname to newdbname

Explanation

The database is being renamed.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0626

Database successfully renamed

Explanation

The database was renamed successfully.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0627

Server extension class 'name'

Explanation

This message specifies the Java class name of a server extension.

Action

No action required.
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INOAAI0629

database successfully registered

Explanation

A database has been successfully registered.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0630

Registering CD database dbname

Explanation

The CD database is being registered.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0631

Location name at path successfully added

Explanation

The location was successfully added.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0632

Location name successfully deleted

Explanation

The location was successfully deleted.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0633

Location name successfully renamed to newname

Explanation

The location was successfully renamed.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0634

Location name successfully set as default database location

Explanation

The location was successfully set as the default database location.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0635

Location name successfully set as default backup database location

Explanation

The location was successfully set as the default backup location.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0636

Default of database location category 'category' successfully modified

Explanation

The default database location category was successfully modified.

Action

No action required.
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INOAAI0642

Stopping XML session

Explanation

The XML session is being stopped.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0649

Setting global parameters for external backup method 'method' of database dbname

Explanation

Global parameters for external backup method are being set.

Action

No action required, information message.

INOAAI0650

Global parameters for external backup method 'method' of database dbname
successfully set

Explanation

The global parameters were successfully set.

Action

No action required, information message.

INOAAI0652

Setting configuration parameters for external backup method 'method' of database
dbname

Explanation

The configuration parameters for the external backup method are being set.

Action

No action required, information message.

INOAAI0654

Configuration parameters for external backup method 'method' of database dbname
successfully set

Explanation

The configuration parameters were successfully set.

Action

No action required, information message.

INOAAI0655

Deleting configuration 'configuration' of method 'method' of database dbname

Explanation

The "delete configuration" function was started.

Action

No action required, information message.

INOAAI0657

Configuration 'configuration' of method 'method' of database dbname successfully
deleted

Explanation

The configuration parameters were successfully deleted.

Action

No action required, information message.
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INOAAI0661

Replication database name replication_db added into the permission list

Explanation

This is a status report that the replication database name has been added into the
permission list.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0663

Replication database name replication_db removed from the permission list

Explanation

The replication database name has been removed from the permission list.

Action

No action required, this is an information message.

INOAAI0664

Database database set to replication type

Explanation

The database is set to the type "replication database".

Action

No action required, this is an information message.

INOAAI0666

Replication database database has been reset to normal type

Explanation

The replication database was reset so that it is a normal database.

Action

No action required, this is an information message.

INOAAI0670

Private Classpath: path

Explanation

The displayed path is the server extension private Java classpath.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0671

type Classpath: path

Explanation

The specified operation type is performed with the server extension private Java
classpath.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0673

Keep files from backup datetime

Explanation

This indicates that the backup files will be saved.

Action

No action required, information message.

INOAAI0674

Move backup space to "destination"

Explanation

The backup space is being moved moved to new location.

Action

No action required, information message.
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INOAAI0682

Switching log space for database dbName

Explanation

A switch of the log space is initiated.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0687

Nothing has changed: mode

Explanation

The specified server extension attribute did not change.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0688

Attribute: mode

Explanation

This specifies a new attribute of the parameter.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0689

Default value : text

Explanation

This specifies the default value of the parameter.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0690

Adding backup method 'method' for database dbname

Explanation

An external backup method of the database is being added.

Action

No action required, information message.

INOAAI0692

Backup method 'method' successfully added for database dbname

Explanation

The backup method has been successfully added.

Action

No action required, information message.

INOAAI0693

Deleting method 'method' of database dbname

Explanation

An external backup method of the database is being deleted.

Action

No action required, information message.

INOAAI0695

Method 'method' of database dbname successfully deleted

Explanation

The backup method has been successfully deleted.

Action

No action required, information message.
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INOAAI0697

Deleting backup 'bckDate' of database dbName

Explanation

The backup of the database is being deleted.

Action

Information message, no action required.

INOAAI0698

Deletion of backup 'bckDate' of database dbName successfully completed

Explanation

The specified database backup has been deleted successfully.

Action

Information message, no action required.

INOAAI0701

Remove permitted replication database name replicationdb from master database
masterdb

Explanation

This is a title for the messages for removing a database name from the permission
list.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0702

Add permitted replication database name

Explanation

This is a title for adding database name into the permission list.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0704

Set type to normal database

Explanation

This is a title for setting the database type to a normal one.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0705

Create replication database list

Explanation

This is a title for create replication database list.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0706

Retrieve replication database information

Explanation

This is a title for retrieving the information of databases.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0711

Domain 'name' created

Explanation

The domain has been created.

Action

No action required.
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INOAAI0713

Domain 'name' modified

Explanation

The domain has been modified.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0715

Domain 'name' deleted

Explanation

The domain has been deleted.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0718

Creating database dbName from backup dated timestamp

Explanation

A new database is created with the content of a given backup. The log spaces belonging
to the backup are not recovered.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0721

Web server assignments changed.

Explanation

The web server assignments for this database have changed.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0722

Setting port ranges for Tamino databases

Explanation

The static and dynamic port ranges are being set.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0726

Port ranges successfully changed

Explanation

The port ranges were successfully changed.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0729

Renaming web server 'wbsname' to 'newwbsname'

Explanation

The web server is being renamed.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0730

Web server successfully renamed

Explanation

The web server was successfully renamed.

Action

No action required.
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INOAAI0732

Web server successfully added.

Explanation

The web server was added successfully.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0734

Adding web server 'newwbsname'

Explanation

The web server is being added.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0735

Deleting web server 'wbsname'

Explanation

The web server is being deleted.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0736

Web server successfully deleted

Explanation

The web server was deleted successfully.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0738

Modifying web server 'wbsname'. New IP address: 'ipaddress', new node: 'node',
new port: 'port'.

Explanation

The web server is being modified.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0739

Web server successfully modified

Explanation

The web server was modified successfully.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0751

Preparing CD database dbname

Explanation

A CD database is being prepared.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0770

Could not create database, cleaning up now

Explanation

The "Create Database" or "Create Database From Backup" command has failed. Files,
internal configuration store entries and XTS entries made during this process are
deleted.

Action

No action required.
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INOAAI0771

Location location selected for initial backup

Explanation

The initial backup could not be created in the first backup location specified. It has
been created in the location indicated in the message text instead.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0781

The command requires an active database

Explanation

An attempt was made to execute a command that requires an active database, but the
the database is inactive.

Action

The database must be started before the command can be executed.

INOAAI0782

The command requires an inactive database

Explanation

An attempt was made to execute a command but the database is active and the
command requires an inactive database.

Action

The database must be stopped before the command can be executed.

INOAAI0789

Web server assignments changed. Please restart all databases which have this web
server assigned to make your changes effective.

Explanation

The web server assignments for this database have changed.

Action

Please restart all databases which have this web server assigned to make your changes
effective.

INOAAI0795

Set type to replication database with simultaneous query

Explanation

The flag for simultaneous query for replication is set to 'enabled'.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0796

Set type to replication database without simultaneous query

Explanation

The flag to allow simultaneous query for replication is disabled.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0821

Initialize raw section

Explanation

This is an event log message while the raw section is being initialized.

Action

No action required.
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INOAAI0822

Raw section successfully initialized

Explanation

The raw section has been successfully initialized.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0827

Set static min port min

Explanation

The static minimum port is being set. All Tamino database static ports must be greater
than or equal to this value.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0828

Set static max port max

Explanation

The static maximum port is being set. All Tamino database static ports must be lower
than or equal to this value.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0829

Set dynamic min port dmin

Explanation

The dynamic minimum port is being set. Tamino databases use the port range for
dynamically allocated ports. This port range should not be used by any other software.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0830

Set dynamic max port dmax

Explanation

The dynamic maximum port is being set. Tamino databases use the port range for
dynamically allocated ports. This port range should not be used by any other software.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0840

Function func is used in collection coll, schema schm, doc type doc

Explanation

The server extension to be uninstalled contains a function that is still used in the given
context.

Action

Typically no action is required but be aware that in the case of a forced uninstall the
corresponding functions cannot be executed any longer.

INOAAI0848

Restart parameter ignored, because only dynamic properties changed

Explanation

A restart parameter was given, but a restart is only useful if a static property is
changed.

Action

No action required.
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INOAAI0865

Moving database space spaceNo of database dbname from oldLoc to newLoc

Explanation

The database space of the named database is being moved from one location to another
location.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0866

Stop current request(s)

Explanation

Stop a current running request.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0867

Request requestid successfully stopped

Explanation

A request has been successfully stopped.

Action

No action required.

INOAAI0869

No current active requests found

Explanation

No requests are running on the XML Server.

Action

No action required.

INOAAW0071

Higher server extension versions exist : name

Explanation

In other databases, higher versions of this server extension exist.

Action

Back up the server extension.

INOAAW0150

Backup spaces are copied because one or more spaces could still be part of an
existing backup generation

Explanation

To protect integrity of backup generations, spaces with the Tamino backup filename
extension "1B0" are always copied because they could be part of a backup generation
on the local host, or another remote host.

Action

Make sure that the selected backup spaces are not used in a backup generation by a
local database or elsewhere, and then change their filename extension to something
different from "1B0".

INOAAW0166

Parameter 'para' unknown

Explanation

The specified database parameter name is not known by the Tamino server.

Action

Check the spelling of the parameter. If the spelling is correct, check whether the
parameter is valid in the current context.
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INOAAW0206

Required spacetype size could not be obtained from the backup, using minimum
sizes where not specified otherwise

Explanation

Minimum sizes will be used if not specified otherwise but the new database might
refuse to start with these settings.

Action

Specify the effective spaces of the saved database if creating with the minimum sizes
does not succeed.

INOAAW0271

Cannot move space of database database, because the database is online

Explanation

The database of the database space to move is in an active state.

Action

Stop the database.

INOAAW0411

Show progress aborted

Explanation

The progress information process is aborted because no more progress is determined,
but operation is not finished.

Action

No action required.

INOAAW0422

An error has occurred when user user attempted to remove the records of all
completed jobs without pending alerts from the joblog

Explanation

One or more job records may remain in the given job log after the attempt to delete
all due records.

Action

Check if the service is running. If the problem persists, job records can be deleted
"physically" by deleting the files with the extensions "0G0" and "0F0" in the directory
were job records are stored (try the "log" directory in the Tamino or System
Management Hub root directory) and restarting the service. This however will also
delete records with pending alerts and records of active commands and should only
be done as a last resort.

INOAAW0433

File 'path' not deleted

Explanation

The server extension file could not be deleted.

Action

No action necessary.

INOAAW0434

File 'path' not found

Explanation

The specified file could not be found.

Action

No action necessary.
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INOAAW0435

Directory 'path' not deleted

Explanation

The directory is in use. Therefore it cannot be deleted.

Action

Wait until the directory is not in use, then retry the operation.

INOAAW0436

Directory 'path' not found

Explanation

The specified directory was not found.

Action

Check the permissions of your file system.

INOAAW0440

Automatic assign of ports for the database failed, please assign the ports manually

Explanation

The database is not usable until the ports are assigned manually.

Action

Assign the ports for the database manually.

INOAAW0640

After restarting the Tamino server the server extension will be updated correctly

Explanation

The Tamino server crashed. The server extension will be usable after restart.

Action

Restart the Tamino server to use this server extension .

INOAAW0676

Please store the tape(s) from backup datetime in a safe place!

Explanation

Tapes cannot be saved, the user must store them in a safe place.

Action

Keep the backup in a safe place.

INOAAW0677

Please store the files from external backup datetime in a safe place!

Explanation

External backups cannot be saved, the user must store them in a safe place.

Action

Keep the external backup in a safe place.

INOAAW0700

Updating existing server extension 'name'

Explanation

A previous version of the server extension is already installed in the database and
will be updated.

Action

No action required.

INOAAW0800

Disabling autostart for database dbName

Explanation

The parameter "autostart" of the database has been set to "false".

Action

No action required.
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INOAAW0804

No property changed, property name and value is missing

Explanation

There is no property name in the command.

Action

Supply the name of the property and the new value (propertyname=value) at the end
of the batch command.

INOAAW0815

Parameter 'name' is ignored for server extensions with execution type 'type'

Explanation

The parameter cannot be used for server extensions of the given execution type.

Action

No action required.

INOAAW0833

Force ignore replication database master status is set.

Explanation

Normally it is not allowed to delete a replication database master, so force ignore
replication master status is set. The database will be removed.

Action

No action required.

INOAAW0839

Server extension name is used in schema

Explanation

In some node of a schema a function of the server extension name is used.

Action

See the following messages for detailed information.

INOAAW0851

No backups with user data found, please don't use option "Keep Backups"

Explanation

No backups with user data found, please don't use option "Keep Backups".

Action

Do not use the option "Keep Backups".

INOAAW0853

This command is deprecated. Please use the new command "inoload".

Explanation

This command is set to the deprecated state and will be disabled in the next version

Action

Use the new command inoload instead of this command.

INOAAW0854

COM server extension registration/deregistration suppressed

Explanation

When packaging the COM server extension, the option to suppress the
registration/deregistration commands has been used.

Action

It is the installer's responsibility to make sure the COM objects are correctly
registered/deregistered using the methods provided by the underlying infrastructure.
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INOAAW0871

Can't connect to XTS directory server rc = xtsrc

Explanation

Can't connect to XTS directory server. This server is necessary for Tamino databases.

Action

Check the XTS directory server.

INOCVE8065

Collection collection contains non-migrated indexes

Explanation

The upgrade was rejected because there are non-migrated indexes in Tamino 4.1.4.

Action

Please migrate the indexes. Refer to the migration documentation for details.

INOCVE8067

Collection collection contains doctypes that are not namespace clean

Explanation

The upgrade was rejected because at least one doctype in the database is not namespace
clean.

Action

Please perform a namespace cleanup. Refer to the migration documentation for details.

INOCVE8069

Conversion of data mapping to version version has failed with response response

Explanation

An error occurred during the conversion of data mapping for standard index and
collations.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOCVE8070

number TSD2 user collections exist

Explanation

TSD2 user collections exist and must be migrated to TSD3.

Action

Please use the migration tool to migrate the TSD2 user collections.

INOCVE8071

The count of existing user collections has failed with response response

Explanation

The query to count existing user collections has failed.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOCVE8073

number installed COM server extensions found, conversion not allowed

Explanation

It is not possible to convert a Tamino database to this version as COM server extensions
are installed.

Action

Contact your software supplier for help with switching versions.
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INOCVE8074

Counting existing COM server extensions has failed with response response

Explanation

The query to count existing COM server extensions has failed.

Action

Contact your software supplier for help with switching versions.

INOCVE8075

Request to create indexes for doctype doctype in collection collection is pending

Explanation

A request to create indexes is pending.

Action

Please correct the current status using the admin-command ino:repairIndex with
option CONTINUE or DROP.

INOCVE8077

The schema check for existing user collections has failed

Explanation

The test define of existing user collection during "set version" has failed.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOCVE8078

The check for server extension installation has failed

Explanation

The query to check whether a server extension is installed has failed.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOCVW8066

Schema "schema" in collection "collection" contains unknown attributes

Explanation

The given schema in the given collection contains unknown attributes.

Action

Remove additional attributes before next schema update.

INOCVW8076

The schema check for schema schema in collection collection has failed with
response response

Explanation

The test of defining all existing user collections during "set version" has failed.

Action

Please check the schema using the following admin-command
ino:CheckSchema(collection-name, schema-name). Correct the schema and update it
in Tamino.

INODCE6507

Parameter structure mismatch

Explanation

A parameter structure mismatch was detected.

Action

Please check and correct the given parameters and try again.
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INODCE6508

Not enough memory to create communication area

Explanation

There was not enough memory to create the communication area.

Action

Please free some memory and try again.

INODCE6509

Fatal error - unload aborted

Explanation

A fatal error was detected and the unload was aborted.

Action

Please check for other error messages to obtain the cause of the abort.

INODCE6510

Specify either the '-database' or the '-server' parameter, but do not specify both
parameters together

Explanation

Please specify either the '-database' or the '-server' parameter, but do not specify both
parameters together.

Action

Please do not specify both parameters together.

INODCE6511

Processing failed - cannot get server version

Explanation

The processing failed because it was not possible to get the server version.

Action

Please check that you are using a version of the data loader client which is compatible
with the server.

INODCE6512

Path and/or file name too long

Explanation

The path and/or file name is too long.

Action

Please change the file name and try again.

INODCE6514

Cannot open log file 'file'

Explanation

It was not possible to open the log file.

Action

Please make sure the log file can be written and try again.

INODCE6515

Processing failed - corrupted response from server

Explanation

Processing failed because a corrupted response was received from the server.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INODCE6517

Server does not support mass loading of data

Explanation

The server does not support mass loading of data.

Action

No action required.

INODCE6518

Cannot retrieve information for input file 'file'

Explanation

It was not possible to retrieve information for the input file.

Action

Please make sure the input file can be read and try again.

INODCE6519

Cannot process an empty input file 'file'

Explanation

It is not possible to process the input file because it is empty.

Action

Please make sure you specify the correct input file and try again.

INODCE6520

Cannot open input file 'file'

Explanation

It was not possible to open the input file.

Action

Please make sure the input file can be read and try again.

INODCE6521

WSAStartup failed

Explanation

WSAStartup failed.

Action

Please check the network configuration.

INODCE6522

Winsock version mismatch

Explanation

A Winsock version mismatch was detected.

Action

Please check the network configuration.

INODCE6523

Not enough memory to create client host name

Explanation

There was not enough memory to create client host name.

Action

Please free some memory and try again.

INODCE6524

Invalid cursor handle delivered

Explanation

An invalid cursor handle was delivered.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INODCE6525

No cursor handle delivered

Explanation

No cursor handle was delivered.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODCE6526

Not enough memory to create query object

Explanation

There was not enough memory to create the query object.

Action

Please free some memory and try again.

INODCE6527

Not enough memory to create query name buffer

Explanation

There was not enough memory to create the query name buffer.

Action

Please free some memory and try again.

INODCE6528

Cannot open output file 'file'

Explanation

It was not possible to open the named output file.

Action

Please make sure the output file can be written and try again.

INODCE6529

Invalid output format

Explanation

An invalid output format was detected.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODCE6530

Cannot unload non-XML documents into a single file

Explanation

It is not possible to unload non-XML documents into a single file.

Action

Please make sure you specified a valid output location for non-XML documents and
try again.

INODCE6531

Unload to a single file is not allowed

Explanation

An unload to a single file is not allowed.

Action

Please make sure you specified a valid output location and try again.

INODCE6532

Unload to a directory is not allowed

Explanation

An unload to a directory is not allowed.

Action

Please make sure you specified a valid output location and try again.
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INODCE6534

Cannot read input file - I/O error code

Explanation

The input file could not be read due to an I/O error.

Action

Please make sure the input file can be read and try again.

INODCE6536

Not enough memory to create save area

Explanation

There was not enough memory to create the save area.

Action

Please free some memory and try again.

INODCE6538

Cannot initialize multi thread context

Explanation

It was not possible to initialize a multi thread context.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODCE6539

Not enough memory to create request

Explanation

The was not enough memory to create a request.

Action

Please free some memory and try again.

INODCE6543

Not enough memory to create file offset area

Explanation

There was not enough memory to create the file offset area.

Action

Please free some memory and try again.

INODCE6544

Processing failed - no response from server

Explanation

The processing failed because there was no response from the server.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODCE6545

Received empty answer from Tamino server

Explanation

An empty reply was received from the Tamino server.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODCE6547

Invalid function code detected

Explanation

An invalid function code was detected.

Action

Please enter either "load", "unload" or "define" for the parameter "-function"
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INODCE6548

Parameter 'parm' is only available with function code 'func'

Explanation

The given parameter is only available with the given function code.

Action

Please correct your input and try again.

INODCE6549

Argument for parameter 'arg' missing

Explanation

An argument for the given parameter is missing.

Action

Please correct your input and try again.

INODCE6550

Query filter must be enclosed in brackets: [...]

Explanation

A query filter must be enclosed in brackets: [...].

Action

Please correct your input and try again.

INODCE6551

Please specify the parameter 'parm' only once

Explanation

The given parameter was specified more than once. Please specify the parameter only
once.

Action

Please correct your input and try again.

INODCE6552

Doctype is required

Explanation

A doctype is required.

Action

Please correct your input and try again.

INODCE6553

Server name is required

Explanation

The server name is required.

Action

Please correct your input and try again.

INODCE6554

Port number is required

Explanation

A port number is required.

Action

Please correct your input and try again.

INODCE6555

Parameter 'p1' not allowed in conjunction with parameter 'p2'

Explanation

The first parameter cannot be used together with the second parameter.

Action

Please correct your input and try again.
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INODCE6556

Memory allocation failed during parsing

Explanation

Memory allocation failed during the parsing phase.

Action

Please free some memory and try again.

INODCE6557

Invalid hexBinary parameter detected

Explanation

An invalid hexBinary parameter was detected.

Action

Please correct your input and try again.

INODCE6558

Invalid parameter detected: 'parm'

Explanation

An invalid parameter was detected.

Action

Please correct your input and try again.

INODCE6559

Invalid argument for parameter -outputformat detected

Explanation

An invalid argument for parameter -outputformat was detected.

Action

Please enter either "singlefile" or "multifiles".

INODCE6560

Invalid argument for parameter -docname detected

Explanation

An invalid argument for parameter -docname was detected.

Action

Please enter either "no", "full", "name" or "nameext".

INODCE6561

Specify both '-sessionid' and '-sessionkey' or neither

Explanation

You must specify either both '-sessionid' and '-sessionkey' or neither.

Action

Please correct your input and try again.

INODCE6562

Mandatory parameter '-server' or '-database' missing

Explanation

The mandatory parameter '-server' or '-database' is missing.

Action

Please correct your input and try again.

INODCE6563

Mandatory parameter '-collection' missing

Explanation

The mandatory parameter '-collection' is missing.

Action

Please correct your input and try again.
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INODCE6566

msg

Explanation

This is a general placeholder for a message text.

Action

See the text of the message in the job log for more details.

INODCE6567

Cannot open rejects file 'file'

Explanation

The rejects file could not be opened.

Action

Please make sure the rejects file can be opened and try again.

INODCE6568

Cannot write rejects file 'file'

Explanation

It was not possible to write to the rejects file.

Action

Please make sure the rejects file can be written and try again.

INODCE6570

Access to Tamino Server denied

Explanation

Because of security definitions access to the Tamino server is denied.

Action

Please check your security definitions and try again.

INODCE6575

Cannot write to output file - I/O error code

Explanation

The output file could not be written due to an I/O error.

Action

Please make sure the output file can be written and try again.

INODCE6578

Tamino Data Loader finished with errors

Explanation

The Tamino Data Loader has finished its processing with some error messages.

Action

Check the log output, correct errors and try again.

INODCE6579

libxni provided data buffer of bsize bytes, minimum of nsize bytes needed

Explanation

Internal error in massload utility detected.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODCE6580

Memory allocation failed while loading data

Explanation

An out of memory condition occurred.

Action

Restart the command when virtual memory is available.
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INODCE6581

Invalid media type specified for input file 'file'

Explanation

An invalid media type was specified. You can load only documents of media type
xml to a xml doctype.

Action

Please specify a legal xml media type and try again.

INODCE6582

Error reading from input file 'file' while writing reject file

Explanation

A file read error occurred while backing up rejected data.

Action

Check the file storage or contact your software supplier.

INODCE6583

Cannot contact Tamino Server - HTTP status code code received

Explanation

Cannot contact Tamino Server - HTTP status code received.

Action

Please contact your system administrator.

INODCE6584

The operation was canceled by the user

Explanation

The operation was canceled by the user.

Action

No action required.

INODCE6585

Invalid argument for parameter -streaming detected

Explanation

An invalid argument for parameter -streaming was detected.

Action

Please enter either "on" or "off".

INODCE6590

Server does not support mass deleting of data

Explanation

The server does not support mass deleting of data.

Action

No action required.

INODCE6592

Disconnect from server failed due to a serious communication error

Explanation

Disconnect from server failed due to a serious communication error.

Action

Please check your network settings.

INODCI6500

Tamino Data Loader vvers - (c) Copyright Software AG 2002-year. All rights
reserved.

Explanation

This is the Tamino Data Loader start message.

Action

No action required.
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INODCI6501

Loading documents to database 'db', collection 'coll', doctype 'doctype'

Explanation

Documents are being loaded into the database.

Action

No action required.

INODCI6502

Loading documents to database on 'server:port', collection 'coll', doctype 'doctype'

Explanation

Documents are being loaded into the database.

Action

No action required.

INODCI6503

Unloading documents from database 'db', collection 'coll', doctype 'doctype'

Explanation

Documents are being unloaded from database.

Action

No action required.

INODCI6504

Unloading documents from database on 'server:port', collection 'coll', doctype
'doctype'

Explanation

Documents are being unloaded from the database.

Action

No action required.

INODCI6505

Defining schemas to database 'db'

Explanation

Schemas are being defined in the database.

Action

No action required.

INODCI6506

Defining schemas to database on 'server:port'

Explanation

Schemas are being defined in the database.

Action

No action required.

INODCI6513

Unloading file 'file'

Explanation

The given file is being unloaded.

Action

No action required.

INODCI6516

Loading file 'file'

Explanation

The given file is being loaded.

Action

No action required.
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INODCI6533

No matching documents found

Explanation

The query you specified returned no results.

Action

Please specify another query and try againg.

INODCI6535

start MB of end MB loaded

Explanation

This shows the progress information.

Action

No action required.

INODCI6537

Loading document id

Explanation

The given document is being loaded.

Action

No action required.

INODCI6540

Unloading documents start to end

Explanation

The documents in the range from "start" to "end" are being unloaded.

Action

No action required.

INODCI6541

Data unloading completed, number of documents processed: num

Explanation

The unload of the data has completed.

Action

No action required.

INODCI6542

Committing loaded documents - this may take a while

Explanation

The loaded documents are being committed. This activity can last a while.

Action

No action required.

INODCI6546

Elapsed time: elapse second(s), data processed: amount

Explanation

The elapsed time and the amount of data processed are shown here.

Action

No action required.

INODCI6564

msg

Explanation

This is a general placeholder for a message text.

Action

See the text of the message in the job log for more details.
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INODCI6565

Data loading completed, number of documents processed docsproc, loaded docsload,
rejected docsrejected

Explanation

The data processing has completed with the given number of loaded and rejected
documents.

Action

No action required.

INODCI6569

Process id: id

Explanation

The process has the given ID.

Action

No action required.

INODCI6571

Unloading schemas from database 'db', collection 'coll'

Explanation

Schemas are being unloaded from the database.

Action

No action required.

INODCI6572

Unloading schemas from database on 'server:port', collection 'coll'

Explanation

Schemas are being unloaded from the given collection of the database on the given
server and port.

Action

No action required.

INODCI6573

Unloading schemas start to end

Explanation

Schemas in the range from "start" to "end" are being unloaded.

Action

No action required.

INODCI6574

Data unloading completed, number of schema files written: num

Explanation

The unloading of data has completed.

Action

No action required.

INODCI6576

Tamino Data Loader successfully finished

Explanation

The Tamino Data Loader has successfully completed its processing.

Action

No action required.
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INODCI6586

Undefining schemas from database 'db'

Explanation

Schemas are being undefined from the database.

Action

No action required.

INODCI6587

Undefining schemas from database on 'server:port'

Explanation

Schemas are being undefined from the database.

Action

No action required.

INODCI6588

Deleting documents from database 'db', collection 'coll', doctype 'doctype'

Explanation

Documents are being deleted from database.

Action

No action required.

INODCI6589

Deleting documents from database on 'server:port', collection 'coll', doctype 'doctype'

Explanation

Documents are being deleted from the database.

Action

No action required.

INODCI6591

Data deleting completed, docsdel documents deleted

Explanation

The data deleting has completed with the given number of deleted documents.

Action

No action required.

INODCW6577

Tamino Data Loader finished with warnings

Explanation

The Tamino Data Loader has finished its processing with some warning messages.

Action

Check the log output, correct errors and try again.

INODSA1000

Starting autorepair after abnormal termination

Explanation

The last server session of the database was terminated abnormally. Before the database
can be used, the data consistency will be re-established, changes which had not been
written to disk will be redone, and transactions which were open at the time of the
abnormal server session termination will be reset.

Action

Wait for the end of the autorepair processing before using your database.
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INODSA1001

Start writing crash dump of database, writing to file filename

Explanation

The server has encountered an error situation which causes a crash. In order to enable
error analysis, the server writes status information to a file in the reserved location.

Action

Report the crash to your software supplier, together with the dump files in the reserved
location.

INODSA1002

name modifierversionmodifier2 on system info

Explanation

This is a generic message that is used for identification of an activity.

Action

No action required.

INODSA1003

Starting recovery

Explanation

The database recovery processing is starting. After restoring a database, the recovery
processing re-applies all updates that were done since the database backup was
created.

Action

Wait for the end of the recovery processing before using your database.

INODSA1006

Skipping database recovery during restore

Explanation

The database restore is being performed without recovery processing. Log space
information will be marked as skipped.

Action

Wait for the end of the recovery skipping before using your database.

INODSA1007

Starting recovery until time

Explanation

The database recovery processing is starting. After restoring a database, the recovery
processing re-applies all updates that were done between the database backup creation
and the specified time.

Action

Wait for the end of the recovery processing before using your database.

INODSA1249

Starting recovery until time

Explanation

The database recovery processing is starting. After restoring a database, the recovery
processing re-applies all updates that were done between the database backup creation
and the specified time.

Action

Wait for the end of the recovery processing before using your database.
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INODSA2278

Tamino name modifierversionmodifier2 on system info

Explanation

This is a generic message that is used for identification of an activity.

Action

No action required.

INODSE1015

Expanding the database has failed, because the licensed database size would have
been exceeded

Explanation

The allowed database size is limited by the amount allowed in your license file. The
attempted expansion of the database would have exceeded the allowed size.

Action

Please contact your software supplier for an enhanced license which allows a larger
database size.

INODSE1025

Source and destination of the copy operation specify the same object (source)

Explanation

Source and destination of a copy operation must not specify the same object.

Action

Please specify another source or destination for the copy operation.

INODSE1026

Copy operation (src to dest) incomplete, copied done of expect bytes

Explanation

The copy operation was incomplete due to a system error.

Action

Please consult your manufacturer's manual.

INODSE1027

System error errno during operation call on file file

Explanation

There was an operating system error while performing the specified operation on the
specified file.

Action

Please consult your manufacturer's manual.

INODSE1028

pathname does not specify a valid raw section (returned type error)

Explanation

The given path does not specify a valid raw section.

Action

Specify a valid raw section.

INODSE1029

Size of raw section section was computed as 0

Explanation

The size of the given raw section could not be determined.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INODSE1030

Raw section section is not empty and must not be reset

Explanation

The specified raw section is not empty and must not be reset.

Action

Specify another raw section or deallocate all entries from the specified one.

INODSE1031

database space space number of database server in raw section section is in use
and must not be changed

Explanation

The specified container is still in use and must not be changed.

Action

Ensure that the container is not in use before trying to change it.

INODSE1032

Incremental backup cannot be used for database creation

Explanation

The backup file selected is an incremental one, but databases can only be created from
full backups.

Action

Use a full backup for database creation.

INODSE1036

database space space number of database server in raw section section is in use
and must not be deallocated

Explanation

The specified database space is currently in use and must not be deallocated.

Action

No action required.

INODSE1037

database space space number of database server in raw section section is in use
and must not be reallocated

Explanation

The specified database space is in use and must not be reallocated.

Action

No action required.

INODSE1042

Incremental backup is not enabled

Explanation

Incremental backup cannot be issued because the feature is not enabled.

Action

Switch on the server parameter for enabling incremental backup.

INODSE1043

Incremental backup is not possible

Explanation

Incremental backup is not possible because there is no valid associated full or
incremental backup present, or for some reason the server has deactivated the
incremental block collection.

Action

Perform a full backup to resolve this situation.
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INODSE1045

Incremental Backup is disabled at the database to be restored

Explanation

The database is not prepared to receive the given incremental backup.

Action

Check the database. Possibly you must restore a full backup first.

INODSE1046

Backup file has invalid or missing incremental backup data

Explanation

The backup file to be restored incrementally has no incremental backup data, or the
backup data is corrupted.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSE1048

Backup numbers do not fit together: database dbnr, backup bcknr

Explanation

The incremental backup file and the database to receive the backup file no not fit
together according the backup numbers. The backup number of the backup file must
be one higher than the current backup number of the database

Action

Check all your backup files and their numbers.

INODSE1051

Structure level mismatch on log space from session session number

Explanation

The log space was generated by a previous Tamino version.

Action

Use the previous Tamino version for restore/recovery and then switch again to the
current version.

INODSE1052

Internal error occurred: error string, location location

Explanation

An internal error has occurred. The database can still be used.

Action

Please contact your software supplier and provide the message text.

INODSE1055

Preparing for an emergency restart

Explanation

The server has terminated due to shortage of journal space. This has caused a situation
in which the autorestart processing that will run automatically at the start of the next
server session cannot be guaranteed to resolve internal data inconsistencies from the
current terminated session. Therefore, the next server session will start with an
emergency restart.

Action

Restart the server. If the emergency restart completes without error, the database is
in a consistent state and can be used normally. If the emergency start fails, you must
recover your data using the latest backup.
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INODSE1056

During database restart, an error has occurred in an index on doctype doctype (ID).
All indexes on this doctype have been dropped.

Explanation

There was an error in an operation on an index during the database restart processing.
All indexes on the affected doctype have been dropped, but the doctype still is
available.

Action

After the restart has finished, recreate all indexes by choosing the "Check and Repair"
function for the database in the Tamino Manager.

INODSE1057

During database restart, an error has occurred on doctype doctype (ID). The doctype
is no longer accessible.

Explanation

There was an error in an operation on the doctype during the database restart
processing. The doctype has been destroyed.

Action

After the restart has finished, restore the doctype.

INODSE1058

Incremental Backup does not fit to latest database restore (different database backup
ID)

Explanation

The incremental backup to be restored into the database cannot be performed because
there the associated full database restore was a different one.

Action

Check whether incremental backup file and its restored master full backup fit together.

INODSE1060

Invalid internal database key found

Explanation

The database's internal database key is corrupt.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSE1061

No space left in raw section pathname for database space space number of database
server

Explanation

The specified raw section does not contain enough contiguous space to allocate the
specified database space.

Action

Specify another raw section for this database space or free space in the given raw
section.

INODSE1063

database space space number of database server already present in raw section
section

Explanation

The required database space is already present.

Action

Remove the database space from the specified raw section.
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INODSE1066

Associated full backup not found for incremental backup savepoint

Explanation

A full backup as a base of a selected incremental backup was not found.

Action

There is possibly a corruption of the internal configuration store.

INODSE1068

The raw section section overlaps with a mounted file system

Explanation

Raw sections must not overlap with file systems since this can result in data corruption.

Action

Define the raw section so that it does not overlap with a mounted file system.

INODSE1069

Error accessing the mount table

Explanation

The operating system's mount table could not be processed.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSE1070

Decreasing the size of the raw section section failed

Explanation

An attempt to decrease the size of the specified raw section failed because the required
new size is too small. Only free space at the end of a raw section can be removed.

Action

Specify a raw section partition with a larger size.

INODSE1071

Raw section section is already initialized

Explanation

An attempt was made to initialize a raw section that is already initialized. A raw
section can be initialized only once.

Action

No action required.

INODSE1072

No space for database space space number of database server at specified position
in raw section pathname

Explanation

At the specified position in the raw section there is not enough contiguous space to
allocate the specified database space.

Action

Specify another raw section or another position.

INODSE1073

Overflow on raw section section

Explanation

The raw section contains too many database spaces in the management area.

Action

Choose another raw section or remove obsolete database spaces.
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INODSE1074

Error allocating database space space number of database server on raw section
section

Explanation

An error occurred while trying to allocate space on the specified raw section.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSE1076

System error errno during operation call on raw section section

Explanation

There was an operating system error while performing the specified operation on the
specified raw section.

Action

Please consult the manufacturer's manual.

INODSE1077

Raw section section is corrupted or not initialized

Explanation

The data on the specified raw section is corrupted.

Action

Please contact your software supplier if the section had been initialized.

INODSE1079

path is a block device and cannot be used for raw sections

Explanation

An attempt was made to define a raw device on a block device. Raw sections must
not be block devices.

Action

No action required.

INODSE1080

I/O error on block no in database space space no (operating system error errno)

Explanation

There has been an I/O error during an operation (initialization of a database space).
This does not, however, lead to a loss of data.

Action

Check the affected device: is it on-line, are the permissions correct, can operating
system tools access the device? If you cannot find the reason for the read error by
yourself, please contact your software supplier.

INODSE1081

Journal space must be writable

Explanation

The system could not write the specified database space.

Action

Check the attributes (e.g. permissions) of the database space.

INODSE1082

Error when opening database space space number (at path)

Explanation

The database space could not be opened.

Action

Check the affected device: is it on-line, are the permissions correct, can operating
system tools access the device? If you cannot find the reason for the read error by
yourself, please contact your software supplier.
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INODSE1083

System error errno when opening database space space no (path)

Explanation

The specified operating system error has occurred.

Action

Please consult the manufacturer's manual.

INODSE1084

Invalid block size block size

Explanation

The given block size is not allowed.

Action

Provide a valid block size.

INODSE1085

No space for source left on path

Explanation

There is not enough space on the device.

Action

Specify another device or free some space.

INODSE1086

Tape handling error: blocking factor not supported

Explanation

The specified tape device cannot be written because the blocking factor is not
supported.

Action

Change the blocking factor of the tape device. It must be either variable or a multiple
of 1024.

INODSE1087

Data error on source

Explanation

The file structure of the specified file does not match the expectations of the system.

Action

Check the file's content and the defined structure.

INODSE1088

A further extent of source cannot be created (reason reason, error err, errtxt)

Explanation

During any given server session, there is a limit on how much the database can grow.
This limit has been reached in the current server session.

Action

Stop the current server session and restart the database. In the new server session,
the database can be extended.

INODSE1090

Inconsistency detected when checking backup for timestamp savepoint

Explanation

A series of incremental backups cannot be restored completely.

Action

Check if all incremental backups exist. If no backup is missing, please contact your
software supplier.
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INODSE1091

Incremental Backup does not fit to latest database restore (database modified
meanwhile)

Explanation

The incremental backup to be restored into the database cannot be performed because
there were some updates to the database in the meantime.

Action

Check if the database has been started between the restore of all involved backups
and if there were any updates.

INODSE1092

Incremental Backup does not fit to latest database restore (different backup
sequence)

Explanation

The incremental backup to be restored into the database cannot be performed because
the latest incremental or full backup restored and the given incremental backup are
not in the expected chain.

Action

Check if the incremental backup file and the most recently restored backup file really
fit together.

INODSE1093

Options "parallel" and "incremental" are mutually exclusive

Explanation

An incremental parallel backup is not supported.

Action

Select only one of the options.

INODSE1094

Tape device required

Explanation

A tape device is required, but the specified path does not point to a tape device.

Action

Correct the path.

INODSE1095

Incremental backup from timestamp must not be deleted

Explanation

A single incremental backup must not be deleted.

Action

Select only full backups to be deleted. When deleting a full backup, associated
incremental backups will be deleted as well.

INODSE1096

Error errno has been signalled in the execution of an asynchronous I/O for id

Explanation

An asynchronous I/O operation has failed due to an operating system error.

Action

Check for problems with the device. Check whether the device is off-line or read-only.
In the case of a logical volume, try to access all of its physical devices by using
operating system commands. Check the system log file for appropriate error messages.
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INODSE1097

An incremental backup must not be used to create a database

Explanation

Only full backups are allowed to be used to create a database.

Action

Select a full backup to create a database.

INODSE1098

Inconsistent backup count count1 found, expected count is count2

Explanation

The existing incremental backups do not represent a valid sequence.

Action

Check if all incremental backups exist. If no backup is missing, please contact your
software supplier.

INODSE1099

Ambiguous keyword

Explanation

The input does not uniquely identify a keyword.

Action

Please specify an unambiguous keyword.

INODSE1100

Internal database error error on doctype doctype (ID). No further recovery on this
doctype.

Explanation

There was an error in an operation on a doctype. The doctype has been excluded from
further recovery processing.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSE1101

Internal error n f g h r in text index

Explanation

A text index has encountered an error.

Action

Please contact your support center and provide them with the information given in
the error message and with a backup copy of your database.

INODSE1102

Internal error n f g h x in text index

Explanation

A text index has encountered an error.

Action

Please contact your support center and provide them with the information given in
the error message and with a backup copy of your database.

INODSE1103

Loading of text index failed due to operating system error errno

Explanation

This message indicates an installation error.

Action

Please consult the manufacturer's manual. If you cannot fix the error, contact your
software supplier.
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INODSE1104

Journal overflow during recovery processing

Explanation

The journal space was insufficient. Recovery processing was terminated.

Action

Provide more journal space. Restart the terminated activity.

INODSE1105

Invalid structure for log space from session session number

Explanation

The log space does not contain correct log information.

Action

Check if files have been moved or copied to the log space location.

INODSE1106

Doctype doctype not found, no further recovery on this doctype

Explanation

A doctype required for recovery processing was not found. The doctype has been
excluded from further recovery processing.

Action

If the previous recovery processing aborted, restart the restore and recovery.

INODSE1107

Doctype doctype locked, no further recovery on this doctype

Explanation

A doctype required for recovery processing was locked. The doctype has been excluded
from further recovery processing.

Action

The doctype may be locked due to an abort of previous recovery processing. Restart
the restore and recovery.

INODSE1108

Internal database error error on index index name of doctype doctype (ID). All
indexes on this doctype have been dropped.

Explanation

There was an error in an operation on an index of a doctype. The index of the doctype
has been disabled.

Action

After the recovery has finished, recreate the index by choosing the "Check and Repair"
function for the database in the Tamino Manager.

INODSE1109

The index of doctype doctype is not accessible, recovery of this doctype will not
include index

Explanation

The index remains in a disabled state from a previous abort during recovery
processing.

Action

After the recovery has finished, recreate the index by choosing the "Check and Repair"
function for the database in the Tamino Manager.
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INODSE1111

Utility sub-function has not yet been implemented

Explanation

Although the sub-function is a valid function request, it has not yet been implemented
for the utility. This is an internal message.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSE1112

Utility handling not implemented

Explanation

This is an internal message.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSE1117

No more memory can be allocated

Explanation

A utility issued a request to allocate temporary memory, but this request failed. The
utility will now terminate, and the administration agent will carry out any necessary
recovery tasks.

Action

No action required. Please contact your system administrator for further information.

INODSE1118

Internal configuration error

Explanation

An internal configuration error has occurred. The utility will now terminate, and the
administration agent will carry out any necessary recovery tasks.

Action

No action required. Please contact your system administrator for further information.

INODSE1119

Invalid date/time specified. Valid format is YYYY-MM-DD:hh:mm:ss

Explanation

The date and time specified is invalid.

Action

Specify a date and time using format YYYY-MM-DD:hh:mm:ss.

INODSE1120

Sub-function is not valid for utility

Explanation

A sub-function was specified that is not valid for the utility.

Action

Specify a valid sub-function for the utility.

INODSE1121

Open of file path has failed due to operating system error errno

Explanation

The virtual operating system could not open the requested file.

Action

Make sure that the file is available.
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INODSE1122

Service name for server servername not found

Explanation

The service name for the server was not found in the configuration store.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSE1123

SCM open failed with error rsp

Explanation

Service Control Manager open failed.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSE1124

Utility cannot run because of a pending autorepair on the database

Explanation

An attempt was made to start a utility against a database that had not terminated
correctly.

Action

Start the database, and let the autorepair processing complete. Then rerun the utility.

INODSE1125

A syntax error has occurred in a utility

Explanation

A syntax error was detected in the parameters of a utility.

Action

Correct the syntax error and rerun the utility.

INODSE1127

SCM service open failed with error rsp

Explanation

Service Control Manager open service failed.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSE1128

System error errno occurred during file synchronization

Explanation

A file synchronization operation has failed at the operating system level.

Action

Check the manufacturer's manual.

INODSE1130

System error errno occurred during semaphore operation

Explanation

An error has occurred while an operation on a semaphore was requested from the
operating system.

Action

Check the manufacturer's manual.

INODSE1131

Invalid server session number session number found in log space block block
number

Explanation

The log space does not contain correct log information.

Action

Check if files have been moved or copied to the log space location.
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INODSE1132

Invalid block sequence found in log space - expected block number1, current is
block number2

Explanation

The log space does not contain correct log information.

Action

Check if files have been moved or copied to the log space location.

INODSE1133

Error opening log space: error message

Explanation

The log space could not be opened. The recovery function has been stopped.

Action

Check if files have been moved or copied to the log space location.

INODSE1134

SCM service start failed with error rsp

Explanation

Service Control Manager start service failed.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSE1135

SCM query service status failed with error rsp

Explanation

Service Control Manager query service status failed.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSE1136

Transaction aborted due to transaction timeout

Explanation

A transaction has been aborted. All changes of this transaction have been undone.

Action

Check whether a higher transaction timeout value would make sense in your
environment. Restart the transaction.

INODSE1137

Transaction aborted due to non-active connection

Explanation

A transaction has been aborted. All changes of this transaction have been undone.

Action

Check the reason for the transaction abort. Restart the transaction.

INODSE1138

Transaction aborted because server session had been stopped by administrator

Explanation

A server session was explicitly stopped by the administrator. All changes of this
transaction have been undone.

Action

No action required.
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INODSE1139

Transaction aborted due to overflow in journal space journal space

Explanation

A transaction has been aborted because there was not enough space to log all the
changes of the transaction or because too many transactions were active at the same
time. All changes of this transaction have been undone.

Action

Consider enlarging the journal space. Restart the transaction.

INODSE1140

Transaction aborted due to security violation

Explanation

A transaction has been aborted. All changes of this transaction have been undone.

Action

No action required.

INODSE1141

Transaction aborted due to deadlock

Explanation

A transaction has been aborted because its locking requirements caused a deadlock
with other transactions. All changes of this transaction have been undone.

Action

Restart the transaction.

INODSE1142

Transaction aborted due to internal error reason

Explanation

A transaction has been aborted. All changes of this transaction have been undone.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSE1143

Internal database error error has occurred

Explanation

The specified database error has occurred.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSE1144

The data of doctype doctype is not accessible

Explanation

The doctype may be locked or may have been corrupted by a previous action (e.g.
failed server restart).

Action

If the doctype is locked, wait until it is unlocked, then retry. If the doctype was
corrupted by a previous action, the system administrator must rebuild the doctype
from backups.

INODSE1145

The indexes of doctype doctype are not accessible

Explanation

The indexes may have been corrupted by a previous action (e.g. failed server restart).

Action

Wait for a short while, then retry. If the problem persists, this might indicate that the
indexes have to be rebuilt. To rebuild the indexes, choose the "Check and Repair"
function for the database in the Tamino Manager.
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INODSE1148

I/O error on database space db space number

Explanation

The operating system has signalled an I/O error. This is typically caused by a hardware
error.

Action

Check whether any disk devices have gone offline. Check the error log for hardware
errors.

INODSE1149

Too many paths specified for a location

Explanation

Only 8 paths are allowed to be specified for a location.

Action

Use less paths for the location to be set up.

INODSE1150

The indexes of doctype doctype are corrupt, reason rsp

Explanation

An internal inconsistency has been found in the indexes.

Action

The indexes have to be rebuilt. To rebuild the indexes, choose the "Check and Repair"
function for the database in the Tamino Manager.

INODSE1153

filename is an invalid file name for a database space

Explanation

The specified file name for a database space is not valid.

Action

Specify a valid file name for a database space.

INODSE1154

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSE1155

filename is not a database space for server dbname

Explanation

The specified file name is not a database space for the given database name.

Action

Make sure that the file name of the database space is a database space of the specified
database.

INODSE1158

I/O subsystem error (e1/e2): error text

Explanation

An error in an I/O related function has occurred.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INODSE1167

standard length out of range

Explanation

The specified length value is invalid.

Action

Correct the length specification.

INODSE1171

FI only allowed if standard-length is given

Explanation

The FI option is only allowed if a non-zero standard length is given.

Action

Correct the input line.

INODSE1172

Wrong input file assigned

Explanation

The wrong input file has been used for the utility.

Action

Ensure that the correct input file is being used by the utility.

INODSE1173

Checked and repaired database. Number of corrupted indexes was number. Of
these, repairing failed for failed.

Explanation

The database could not be completely repaired.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSE1175

Invalid load data structure at file (ID id, length length)

Explanation

The structure of the data to be loaded is invalid.

Action

Ensure that the correct input file is being used. Send the load files (extension 1C0/1C1)
to your software supplier.

INODSE1176

Unable to attach to shared memory

Explanation

It is not possible to attach the process to the shared memory.

Action

Ensure that there is enough available memory, and contact your software supplier if
required.

INODSE1181

An unexpected server response (response) has occurred

Explanation

The specified response has been returned by the server.

Action

Determine the reason for the response, or contact your support center.
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INODSE1182

Database server is not accessible

Explanation

It is not possible to access the database server.

Action

Determine the reason why the database server is not accessible and retry the operation.

INODSE1189

Reorganize database is not permitted while database is active

Explanation

To preserve data consistency, the database must not be active while reorganize function
is processed.

Action

Shut down the database

INODSE1194

An internal buffer is too large (size)

Explanation

The size of an internal buffer has caused a record to overflow.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSE1198

Event token not supplied

Explanation

The recovery function was started without supplying an event token.

Action

Check the usage of the administration tool.

INODSE1199

Logging not disabled

Explanation

When the recovery function is started, logging must be disabled. In this case, the
recovery function was started with logging enabled.

Action

Check the usage of the administration tool.

INODSE1200

Database name is too long

Explanation

The specified database name is too long. If the database name consists of ASCII
characters, it can be up to 16 characters long. If the database name consists of multibyte
characters, the total number of bytes required to store the database name must not
exceed 16.

Action

Please specify a shorter database name.

INODSE1201

Database name contains invalid character "," (comma)

Explanation

A database name cannot contain a comma.

Action

Please modify the database name.
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INODSE1202

Database name contains an invalid character

Explanation

A database name cannot contain certain characters, such as # " . [ ] .

Action

Please modify the database name.

INODSE1203

Database name contains invalid character "" (backslash)

Explanation

A database name cannot contain a backslash.

Action

Please modify the database name.

INODSE1204

Administration function terminated with error errornumber: errorstring

Explanation

An administration function failed with given error string.

Action

Please restart the command using the option to write a job log and check if there is
additional error information. If not, contact your software supplier.

INODSE1205

Replication permission denied for hostname

Explanation

The host name is not in the master's list of permitted databases for replication

Action

Add the host name of the replication instance to allow replication.

INODSE1206

Cannot connect to master dbname on hostname

Explanation

An attempt accessing the master database failed.

Action

Check that the master database is active on the specified node and retry the command.

INODSE1209

Maximum number of space files reached

Explanation

The maximum allowed number of data/index files has been reached.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSE1210

Size of space file too large

Explanation

The size of the file to be created exceeds the limits of the operating system or of the
underlying storage medium. For example, you want to create a file with a size greater
than 2GB, but the operating system does not support this.

Action

Select a smaller file size.
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INODSE1212

Internal free space error

Explanation

An unexpected free space management error occurred when adding a new database
file.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSE1213

Error error accessing or modifying information in the internal configuration store

Explanation

The information for a log space or a savepoint entry could not be retrieved or set up.

Action

Check the reasons for errors accessing and updating the internal configuration store
(for example permissions or low disk space).

INODSE1214

An error occurred during a create index process on doctype doctype

Explanation

The error is caused by an attempt to create a unique index on data that contains
non-unique values.

Action

No action required.

INODSE1215

Database name contains a space

Explanation

A database name cannot contain a space.

Action

Please modify the database name.

INODSE1217

Error when opening database space, compressed state is not permitted (at path)

Explanation

The database file has the compressed attribute, which is not permitted, because write
errors should be avoided if the device is getting full.

Action

Remove the compressed attribute from the database file.

INODSE1221

Error error when accessing internal information for savepoint savepoint

Explanation

The information for a savepoint entry could not be retrieved.

Action

Contact your software supplier.

INODSE1222

Error error when trying to move or delete file name

Explanation

A backup file or a file for recovery purpose could not be moved or removed.

Action

Contact your software supplier.
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INODSE1223

Log space not found for savepoint savepoint, session number session number

Explanation

A log space entry for the given savepoint and session number could not be found.

Action

Contact your software supplier.

INODSE1224

Backup space not found for savepoint savepoint

Explanation

A backup space for the given savepoint could not be found.

Action

Contact your software supplier.

INODSE1225

Backup file type file type is invalid for savepoint savepoint

Explanation

The internal information for the file type associated with a savepoint is set up
incorrectly.

Action

Contact your software supplier.

INODSE1226

Unexpected return code error when executing function function

Explanation

An internal error occurred.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSE1231

Errors have occurred during autorepair

Explanation

The autorepair from the crash of the previous server session was not completely
successfully.

Action

Check the detailed error messages and repair the affected data.

INODSE1232

Database space is too large

Explanation

The database space specified for the current operation is too large.

Action

Retry the operation specifying a smaller database space.

INODSE1233

The limit of extents for container_name has been reached

Explanation

No more extents of the specified space type can be created because the maximum
number has been reached.

Action

Retry the operation with a smaller number of extents specified.
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INODSE1234

Server parameter 'number of backup generations' larger than 1 required

Explanation

Supplying replication data requires log spaces to be kept for more than one backup.

Action

For a master server set the server property 'number of backup generations' to value
larger than 1.

INODSE1235

Crash dump file filename could not be created due to operating system error system
errno (errtxt)

Explanation

The backup file needed for error analysis could not be created due to the given reason.

Action

Please consult the manufacturer's manual.

INODSE1236

Recovery skipping has terminated with an error

Explanation

An error occurred during recovery skipping. This message indicates an internal
inconsistency.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSE1247

Replication processing disabled because master database was restored without full
recovery

Explanation

When the master database was restored not using 'recover all' option, synchronization
is lost by updates already replicated but not recovered for the master database.

Action

Delete the replication database and set it up again using a backup created after the
restore was done.

INODSE1289

Error when opening database space space no (at path): size mismatch

Explanation

The size of the database space is not equal to the size expected by the server.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSE1290

I/O error occurred on database space space no. System error errno caused by
operation operation on block block number.

Explanation

The operating system has signalled that the specified I/O operation has failed.

Action

Please consult the manufacturer's manual.

INODSE1292

Creation of database space space no (path) has failed

Explanation

The database space could not be created at the specified location.

Action

Look for other error messages to find the reason for the failure.
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INODSE1293

Creation of database space space no (path) has failed due to system error errno

Explanation

The database space could not be created at the specified location because of an error
signalled by the operating system.

Action

Please consult the manufacturer's manual.

INODSE1295

Creation of journal space 1 (path) has failed

Explanation

The database space could not be created at the specified location.

Action

Look for other error messages to find the reason for the failure.

INODSE1318

Internal server error during database creation, reason: reason

Explanation

The system has tried to allocate a new database space, probably because the existing
database spaces did not contain enough free space. The allocation has failed.

Action

Check which database space was affected by checking the free space. Allocate another
database space manually.

INODSE1320

Log space structure error error number

Explanation

The log information which is needed to recover the database is corrupt, so the database
recovery was stopped when the corruption was detected.

Action

Send the log space to your software supplier for analysis.

INODSE1358

Creation of database space space no (path) has failed because the file already exists

Explanation

The database space could not be created at the specified location because the file is
already present.

Action

Remove or move the file to another location before repeating the action.

INODSE1374

No abbreviation allowed for this keyword

Explanation

The specified keyword must not be abbreviated.

Action

Please specify the keyword in full length.

INODSE1375

Invalid keyword

Explanation

The specified keyword is not recognized or invalid.

Action

Please specify a correct keyword.
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INODSE1376

Syntax error

Explanation

An internal syntax error occurred.

Action

Please contact your software supplier to analyze the problem.

INODSE1380

Given value not numeric

Explanation

The given value has to be in a numeric format.

Action

Please specify a numeric value.

INODSE1381

Only number value(s) allowed

Explanation

The number of allowed list elements is exceeded.

Action

Please limit the number of list elements to the maximum allowed.

INODSE1382

Value has to be greater than or equal to minvalue

Explanation

The specified value is too low.

Action

Please enter a value greater than or equal to the required minimum.

INODSE1383

Value has to be less than or equal to maxvalue

Explanation

The specified value is too high.

Action

Please specify a value less than or equal to the allowed maximum.

INODSE1385

Invalid range specified

Explanation

The range specified is invalid.

Action

Please specify a range within the allowed limits.

INODSE1386

At least minnum character(s) required

Explanation

The specified number of characters was too low.

Action

Please specify a sufficient number of characters.

INODSE1387

Only maxnum character(s) allowed

Explanation

The maximum allowed number of characters was exceeded.

Action

Please specify no more than the maximum allowed number of characters.
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INODSE1390

Missing mandatory parameter param

Explanation

The displayed mandatory parameter could not be found and a default value is not
available.

Action

Supply the displayed mandatory parameter.

INODSE1391

Invalid parameter value

Explanation

The specified parameter value is invalid.

Action

Correct the input.

INODSE1413

System error errno when opening database space space no (path)

Explanation

The specified operating system error has occurred.

Action

Please consult the manufacturer's manual.

INODSE1416

architecture mismatch detected, file from platform

Explanation

The crash dump file is from a different platform.

Action

Go to the proper platform.

INODSE1419

Incremental backup from timestamp must not be deleted

Explanation

A single incremental backup must not be deleted.

Action

Select only full backups to be deleted. When deleting a full backup, associated
incremental backups will be deleted as well.

INODSE1421

Backup time has become invalid

Explanation

An earlier backup was used for a restore not using the recover all option. Due to new
modifications done on this base, the newer backup must not be used for
restore/recover.

Action

Use another backup for restore/recover. The selected backup can only be used to
create new database.

INODSE1498

unknown option

Explanation

The option specified is unknown.

Action

Correct the input line.
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INODSE1506

option not permitted

Explanation

The supplied option is not permitted for this function.

Action

Check the input parameters.

INODSE1512

transition to this level not allowed

Explanation

The specified level number is not allowed in this context.

Action

Correct the input line.

INODSE1523

reserved field name

Explanation

The specified field name is reserved.

Action

Correct the field name.

INODSE1538

Read-only mode is not permitted because the previous session was abnormally
terminated

Explanation

The Tamino server cannot be started in read-only mode because the previous session
was abnormally terminated.

Action

Start the Tamino server in normal mode to do an autorepair for the abnormal
termination. Restart the Tamino server in read-only mode.

INODSE1539

Read-only mode is not permitted because of pending transactions

Explanation

The Tamino server cannot be started in read-only mode because of pending global
transactions.

Action

Start the Tamino server in normal mode and close the pending global transactions.

INODSE1603

Error when adding a new type

Explanation

An unexpected error occurred while adding a container.

Action

Check the device and the environment variable relating to the new container.

INODSE1604

Number of additional cont extents currently exhausted

Explanation

The maximum number of created database spaces within one session has been reached.

Action

Shut down and restart the database server and retry the operation.
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INODSE1605

No space for extending database space

Explanation

There is no more space on the disk for extending the current database space.

Action

Check the disk size where the latest database space is located. Think about creating
a new database space on another disk where space is available.

INODSE1606

Database space to be removed is in use

Explanation

The request to remove a database space failed because the file space at the end of the
file is in use.

Action

Ensure that the database space is not in use and retry the operation.

INODSE1633

Recovery terminated with error

Explanation

An error occurred during database recovery.

Action

Check for additional error messages in the event log.

INODSE1769

Invalid database root block header (size blocksize / next block)

Explanation

A database root block linkage is invalid.

Action

Perform a restore/recover of the database.

INODSE1898

The specified doctype is not available.

Explanation

It is not possible to access the specified doctype.

Action

Check that the correct doctype name has been specified, and that it is currently
available for use.

INODSE1913

File file not loaded

Explanation

The file with the given number could not be loaded

Action

Check whether the file exists or is not accessible.

INODSE1945

Function not permitted while server is running

Explanation

The given function is invalid with an active server.

Action

Shut down the server.
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INODSE1976

Internal database error error during recovery processing

Explanation

While processing a log space, re-applying updates resulted in an error.

Action

Check if the database was in a different state than it was when the original command
was executed. This may be caused by using a backup copy and log spaces
inconsistently.

INODSE1979

Database space space has reached the upper limit

Explanation

The maximum size of the given database space has been reached. This means the
database cannot be extended any more.

Action

A database redesign is necessary. Either delete doctypes from the database or create
a second database.

INODSE1984

Allocation of a new data space failed on required index allocation (reason)

Explanation

The database space (data) cannot be enlarged. The new database space requires
allocations in the index space, but the index space allocation failed due to the internal
reason displayed.

Action

Investigate why the index database space cannot be enlarged.

INODSE1987

Error when extending type

Explanation

A database space extension failed, so the database could not be enlarged.

Action

View the subsequent error message for information about why the database could
not be enlarged.

INODSE1992

Invalid container request type

Explanation

An internal error occurred while accessing a database container file.

Action

Contact your software supplier and report the number displayed in the message.

INODSE1995

Access to configuration information for savepoint 'ts' failed: msg

Explanation

The backup with the given representation could not be determined in the database
configuration.

Action

Contact your software supplier to analyze the problem.
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INODSE1996

Database is inconsistent, restore required

Explanation

The database is in an inconsistent state that cannot be handled by the autorepair
process. The database must be restored.

Action

The reason for an inconsistent database can be re-applying a mass load during
recovery. If no abort timestamp is shown in the event log of the aborted session,
perhaps due to a power failure, restart with restore/recover. For any other reasons
that will cause the error to re-occur, set up the restore/recover until a timestamp
shortly before the recovery abort shown in the event log of the aborted session.

INODSE1999

Internal database error error during recovery processing on doctype doctype

Explanation

While processing a log space, re-applying the updates resulted in an error.

Action

Check if the database is in a different state than it was when the original command
was executed. This may be caused by using a backup copy and log spaces
inconsistently.

INODSE2000

Starting replication failed

Explanation

Replication processing could not be started.

Action

Check for for additional related messages in the event log.

INODSE2001

Replication processing cannot be continued due to previous replication error

Explanation

An error during the previous replication processing prevents the continuation of the
replication.

Action

If the master database is lost, the Reset Replication function can be used to convert
the database for usage as a substitution. In any other case, the replication database
has to be recreated using a new backup from the master database.

INODSE2004

Invalid operation detected

Explanation

Replication cannot be continued because a function (e.g. restore without full recover)
was executed on the master database which is not yet supported for replication

Action

A backup from the master database after the operation in question should be used to
recreate the replication database.

INODSE2013

Database identification already in use

Explanation

The database identification supplied is already in use.

Action

Repeat the process using an unused database identification.
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INODSE2014

Failed to enumerate databases

Explanation

An internal call has failed to enumerate the defined database names.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSE2019

No log space data found for session session number

Explanation

The master database could not find the log space to return the required log space
data.

Action

Check the database properties for the number of backup generations and increase the
value if set too low.

INODSE2020

Replication database(s) defined, rename not allowed

Explanation

The rename function is not allowed for a database which is to be used as a master
database for replication purposes.

Action

Remove replication databases first before renaming the database. New replication
databases can be created from a backup created after the rename operation.

INODSE2022

Replication permission denied by master database

Explanation

The name of the replication database was not found in the master database's list of
permitted databases.

Action

Add the replication database name to the list of permitted replication databases of
the master database.

INODSE2023

Replication database origin mismatch

Explanation

The replication database does not match the contents of the master database.

Action

Check whether the replication database was created using a backup from another
database than the one specified as master database or check whether another database
was renamed using the same database name as the master database's name.

INODSE2024

An internal utility parameter error (location) has occurred

Explanation

An internal parameter error has caused the utility to fail.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INODSE2031

Internal error occurred: DSIF func [mod - line] what parameter param

Explanation

An internal error occurred.

Action

Please contact your software supplier and provide the message text.

INODSE2033

Internal error occurred: OVO func [mod - line] error

Explanation

An internal error occurred.

Action

Please contact your software supplier and provide the message text.

INODSE2034

Internal error occurred: SMP func [mod - line] error

Explanation

An internal error occurred.

Action

Please contact your software supplier and provide the message text.

INODSE2035

Server communication interface [mod - line] error error

Explanation

An unexpected error was returned by the server communication interface.

Action

Please contact your software supplier and provide the message text.

INODSE2036

path is not a valid directory

Explanation

The directory specified does not exist.

Action

Specify a valid directory name.

INODSE2037

Insufficient free disk space on path - available avail MB, needed needed MB

Explanation

There is not enough space in the given directory to complete the operation.

Action

Free some disk space or specify another directory.

INODSE2042

File file already exists in the destination directory dir

Explanation

The file cannot be created in the destination directory because another file with the
same name already exists.

Action

Change the destination directory parameter.

INODSE2043

Infofile cannot be created, because otherwise the full path name of the info file
would exceed operating system limit

Explanation

The infofile path is too long.

Action

Please specify another directory for the CD database.
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INODSE2045

File path does not exist

Explanation

An invalid path was specified.

Action

Specify a valid path.

INODSE2046

Failed to parse infofile , line 'line'

Explanation

The CD database infofile could not be parsed.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSE2048

Cannot create database, because there are too many databases already

Explanation

A new database cannot be created because there are too many databases already.

Action

Check if you still need all the databases you created and if possible delete some of
them.

INODSE2050

Requested operation not permitted in online mode

Explanation

The server must be offline to perform the requested operation.

Action

Shut down the database.

INODSE2061

Work pool too small

Explanation

The work pool used is too small.

Action

Ensure that a sufficiently large work pool is available.

INODSE2064

Invalid infofile format

Explanation

The CD database information file has an invalid format.

Action

This error should not occur unless the file was modified manually. Avoid manual
modification in the information file.

INODSE2065

Incompatible operating system (original database was created on operating system)

Explanation

The CD database cannot be created because the database is incompatible with the
target platform.

Action

Create the CD database on the same platform as the original database.
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INODSE2067

Operation not allowed on read-only or CD databases

Explanation

The required operation cannot be performed on a CD database or read-only database.

Action

Switch the "read only" server parameter to "no". This does not apply to databases on
CD.

INODSE2069

Location with the same name already exists

Explanation

A location with the same name already exists.

Action

Choose another location name.

INODSE2070

Cannot delete default location or default backup location

Explanation

There was an attempt to delete the default location or default backup location. Delete
operations on these locations are not allowed.

Action

No action required.

INODSE2071

Location with the same path settings already exists

Explanation

A location with the same path settings already exists

Action

Choose another location path.

INODSE2072

Location locname not found

Explanation

The specified location was not found.

Action

Correct the location name parameter and try again.

INODSE2080

Internal error occurred: DSIF func [mod - line] not allowed in this context

Explanation

An internal error occurred.

Action

Please contact your software supplier and provide the message text.

INODSE2081

Internal error occurred: OVO memory what(bytes) [mod - line] error

Explanation

An internal error occurred.

Action

Please contact your software supplier and provide the message text.

INODSE2082

Granting port allocation lock failed with response err - int_err

Explanation

Unexpected response received while trying to lock the port allocation lock.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INODSE2084

Invalid port value port detected, valid port values are between portmin and portmax

Explanation

An invalid port value was detected.

Action

Please specify a valid port value.

INODSE2085

Invalid port range r1 - r2 detected, minimum min ports required in range

Explanation

A port range has to contain a minimum number of ports.

Action

Please specify a valid port range.

INODSE2086

Static port range r1 - r2 and dynamic port range r3 - r4 overlap

Explanation

Static and dynamic port range overlap, which is not allowed.

Action

Please specify valid port ranges.

INODSE2087

Port check function could not read static and / or dynamic port range

Explanation

An error occurred while retrieving the static and dynamic port range.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSE2088

The given dynamic port range r1 - r2 is not free

Explanation

At least one port in the given dynamic port range is already in use by another server.

Action

Please specify a dynamic port range where no ports are used by other servers.

INODSE2092

Internal error occurred: DSIF func [mod - line] invalid combination of parameters

Explanation

An internal error occurred.

Action

Please contact your software supplier and provide the message text.

INODSE2093

Web server webserver not registered

Explanation

The given web server is not registered.

Action

Specify a registered web server.

INODSE2094

Web server webserver not correctly registered

Explanation

The web server is not correctly registered. Either the IP address or the port number
is missing.

Action

Correct the web server registration.
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INODSE2095

Web server webserver not assigned to database dbname

Explanation

The web server is not assigned to the database.

Action

Check your web server registrations.

INODSE2096

Environment extension envext not registered for Tamino what what1

Explanation

The environment extension is not registered in the Tamino configuration.

Action

No action required.

INODSE2097

No environment extension registered for Tamino what what1

Explanation

No environment extension registered for Tamino version or server.

Action

No action required.

INODSE2099

No extension point definitions found for version version

Explanation

No extension point definitions were found for the specified version.

Action

Check your configuration.

INODSE2103

Invalid port range r1 - r2 detected

Explanation

An invalid port range was detected.

Action

Specify a valid port range.

INODSE2104

Component comp already exists for extension point extp in version vers

Explanation

The component already exists for the extension point in the specified version.

Action

No action required.

INODSE2105

Component comp already exists for extensions in version vers

Explanation

The component already exists in the extension section of the specified version.

Action

No action required.

INODSE2106

Component comp does not exist for extension point extp in version vers

Explanation

The specified component is not defined for the given extension point and version.

Action

No action required.
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INODSE2107

Component comp does not exist in extensions for version vers

Explanation

The specified component does not exist in the extensions for the given version.

Action

No action required.

INODSE2108

Could not find function func for extension point extp, version vers, component
comp

Explanation

The extension point function was not found in the specified extension point library.

Action

Check library name, path and entry points of the extension point library.

INODSE2109

Extension point extp does not exist in version vers

Explanation

The specified extension point does not exist in the given version.

Action

No action required.

INODSE2110

Could not load library lib for extension point extp, version vers, component comp

Explanation

The extension point library could not be loaded via the specified path.

Action

Check the library name and path of the extension point definitions.

INODSE2111

Could not allocate a port, because the static port range is full

Explanation

No port could be allocated in the static port range, because it is full.

Action

Extend the static port range, use a port from outside the static port range or force
reusage of a port from the static range.

INODSE2114

Port allocation function could not read static and / or dynamic port range

Explanation

An error occurred while retrieving the static and dynamic port range.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSE2117

Granting raw section lock failed with response err - int_err

Explanation

Unexpected response received while trying to lock the raw section lock.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSE2121

Web server webserver is already registered, rename is not allowed

Explanation

The web server specified is already registered. Therefore the rename is not allowed.

Action

Choose another name for the web server or delete the existing web server.
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INODSE2124

Internal error occurred: func [mod - line] what parameter param

Explanation

An internal error occurred.

Action

Please contact your software supplier and provide the message text.

INODSE2125

Web server webserver is already registered

Explanation

The specified web server is already present.

Action

Update the web server.

INODSE2126

database space of database server in raw section section is in use and must not be
reallocated

Explanation

The specified database spaces are in use and must not be reallocated.

Action

No action required.

INODSE2127

database space of database server not present in raw section section

Explanation

The specified database space(s) could not be found in the raw section.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSE2129

pathname does not specify a regular file (returned type error)

Explanation

The given path does not specify a regular file.

Action

Specify a regular file.

INODSE2130

database space of database server in raw section section is in use and must not be
deallocated

Explanation

The specified database spaces are in use and must not be deallocated.

Action

No action required.

INODSE2134

Index recreation not permitted at this item

Explanation

This item has no data records, therefore a reinvert cannot be performed.

Action

Use the X-Machine programming command "admin" to recreate the index.

INODSE2135

database space space number of server server not found

Explanation

The specified database space could not be found.

Action

Correct the database space specification and try again.
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INODSE2136

database space of database server in raw section section is in use and must not be
changed

Explanation

The specified database space is in use and must not be changed.

Action

Ensure that the database space is not in use before changing it.

INODSE2137

Database server is active, database spaces must not be moved

Explanation

The database is active. Therefore database spaces must not be moved.

Action

Stop the database before moving any database spaces.

INODSE2138

Granting container move lock failed with response err - int_err

Explanation

An unexpected response was received while trying to grant the container move lock.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSE2140

Error while reading data reference block block into internal pool

Explanation

An unexpected error occurred while reading a data reference block into the internal
cache.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSE2141

Load file has unexpected structure level lev (compatibility comp)

Explanation

The input file for a data load operation has a structure level mismatch, or the file is
corrupted.

Action

Check if the input file has the wrong structure level or is corrupted.

INODSE2142

Internal error occurred: DSIF func [mod - line] invalid parameter handle (parhdl)
supplied

Explanation

An internal error occurred.

Action

Please contact your software supplier and provide the message text.

INODSE2143

Server parameter "param" not available in current context

Explanation

A server parameter was requested in an invalid context.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INODSE2144

Invalid server parameter name "param" supplied

Explanation

The given server parameter name is invalid.

Action

Specify a valid server parameter name.

INODSE2145

Static server parameter "param" must not be changed online

Explanation

Static server parameters must not be changed while the server is active.

Action

Stop the server before changing a static parameter.

INODSE2157

Due to license restrictions, raw section access is not allowed

Explanation

The license file does not contain the permission to access raw sections.

Action

Use the file system instead or obtain the required license from your software supplier.

INODSE2160

Upgrade is not allowed for replication database

Explanation

An upgrade is not allowed for a replication database.

Action

If the master database has been upgraded, the replication database must be newly
created from the master backup.

INODSE2162

Physical extent count 0 detected at typ

Explanation

The management of physical database spaces has an empty counter.

Action

The database seems to be physically corrupted. Perform a restore/recover.

INODSE2163

First Index blocksize incompatible (bls)

Explanation

The blocksize field of first index space does not match the real blocksize.

Action

No action required.

INODSE2164

Physical extent entry error (typ first - last)

Explanation

The physical management of the database is corrupted.

Action

Perform a restore/recover.

INODSE2167

Check for tape device failed on path. Check that the path is correct and whether
tape is in drive.

Explanation

It was no possible to verify that the specified path points to a tape device.

Action

Make sure that the path is correct, that the tape is in the drive, that the tape device is
online and the tape device is properly connected to the system.
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INODSE2168

Location type mismatch - expected 'type1' , found 'type2'

Explanation

This error can occur during 'Add Location', if the requested location type does not
match the actual file type.

Action

Specify the correct location type.

INODSE2169

Received response rsp (intrsp) while starting server

Explanation

Starting the server failed.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSE2170

Received response rsp (intrsp) while stopping server

Explanation

Stopping the server failed.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSE2173

Unexpected internal server error: errorstring

Explanation

An internal server call failed with given error string.

Action

Please look into the server job log if there is additional error information. If not, contact
your software supplier.

INODSE2175

Unexpected internal server error: errorstring, location location

Explanation

An internal server call failed with given error string.

Action

Please look into the server job log to see if there is additional error information. If not,
contact your software supplier.

INODSE2178

Doctype doctype is locked by another user

Explanation

The doctype has a lock conflict with a running action of another user.

Action

Investigate which user is active and what activity is causing the lock.

INODSE2179

Upgrade from version from_version to version to_version not supported

Explanation

The required database conversion between the stated versions is not supported.

Action

Consult the documentation about possible upgrade options.
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INODSE2187

Cannot determine file type from path

Explanation

An unexpected error occurred while Tamino tried to determine the file type of the
displayed location.

Action

Check if the displayed location is accessible. If the location is accessible please contact
your software supplier.

INODSE2192

The maximum number of threads allowed per process (max_threads) is too low to
start and manage the Tamino server

Explanation

The current parameter configuration does not allow the creation of all necessary
threads to start and manage the Tamino server.

Action

Either the system defined maximum number of threads per process is too low and
should be increased, or the Tamino parameter configuration should be changed to
decrease the number of threads to be created.

INODSE2193

Insufficient system resources to create thread: thread 'name', error error returned
by thread create function

Explanation

There are not enough system resources available to create a new thread.

Action

There are not enough system resources available to create a new thread. The reason
for that is either that the system defined maximum number of threads per process is
exceeded, or that there is not enough memory available to allocate the necessary
thread resources.

INODSE2194

Restore from backup made in version old_version not supported to upgrade to
new_version

Explanation

A backup made in the old version cannot be used, e.g. because this old version is not
supported any more. This only applies for databases that are already in a higher
version than the backup.

Action

Use a more recent backup to restore the database.

INODSE2200

Master database master dbname is not active

Explanation

An attempt was made to execute a replication command that requires the master
database to be active.

Action

Start the master database and retry the command.
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INODSE2201

Replication database replication dbname is active

Explanation

An attempt was made to execute a replication command that requires the replication
database to be offline.

Action

Stop the replication database and retry the command.

INODSE2202

Master database must be restarted before a replication database can be set up

Explanation

A restart of the master database is necessary.

Action

Restart the master database and try to set up the replication database again.

INODSE2203

Update server sessions exist

Explanation

The database already has update sessions so it cannot be used to replicate another
database.

Action

Use a newly created database and retry this operation.

INODSE2204

Replicate master database master dbname not permitted

Explanation

Permission to replicate the master database was denied.

Action

Ask the administrator to permit replication access to the master database.

INODSE2205

Inconsistency detected while setting the database to replication type

Explanation

This database is not suitable to be set as the replication database of the specified master
database. Perhaps the versions are not identical or this one was not created from the
backup of the master. Also possible is that this database has its own updates after the
creation.

Action

Use another database to replicate the master.

INODSE2206

No permission to modify the type of the database

Explanation

To change the type of a database to a replication database or to set it back to a normal
one, the user needs to have administrator rights. Other possible reason: The database
is not allowed to replicate the master database.

Action

Log in as administrator and try the operation again and check whether this database
is in the permission list of the master database.
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INODSE2208

Internal error occurred: modification not allowed for replication database.

Explanation

An internal error occurred. The server will be stopped.

Action

Please contact your software supplier and provide the message text.

INODSE2211

No valid location provided for backup

Explanation

There can be a number of reasons for this error, for example no free space or the
location directory was deleted outside of Tamino. The exact reason for the error is
contained in the job log.

Action

Study the job log to find the exact reason for the error. If the job log indicated that
there is no space, free some space on the location device. Alternatively, you may
provide another location for the backup.

INODSE2212

The names of master and replication databases cannot be identical

Explanation

Identical names have been supplied for the master and a replication database, but
this is not allowed.

Action

Supply different names.

INODSE2213

A former replication database cannot be set to replication type

Explanation

After a replication database has been reset by 'Set Type to Normal Database', it cannot
become a replication database any more.

Action

Delete the database, recreate it from a non-initial backup of the master and execute
'Set Type to Replication'.

INODSE2214

Data field layout block rabn, invalid periodic group count count for fieldname

Explanation

The data field layout block with the given number is corrupted.

Action

No action required.

INODSE2215

Activity currently not permitted

Explanation

This error may occur when the server is in the starting or stopping phase. During
these phases the server is neither online nor offline. The other reason for this error is
when the server is offline and there are some activities on the database in parallel,
e.g. adding some index space.

Action

Wait until the server is definitely online or offline and than retry.
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INODSE2216

Operation is not permitted during a standby server session

Explanation

The operation cannot run in parallel with another operation that requires the server
to be running in standby mode.

Action

A standby session is used for the restore/recover operation. Wait until this operation
is finished and the server is shut down.

INODSE2217

Operation not allowed for external backup

Explanation

An external backup is an invalid object for this operation.

Action

Some database operations are not allowed for external backups.

INODSE2218

File currently locked

Explanation

A recovery input file must not be moved because it is used by the server.

Action

Try to perform the operation later. A log space will be unlocked after a session switch.
Other recovery input files will be unlocked after the termination of a mass load.

INODSE2219

Savepoint not found for internal key key

Explanation

Necessary configuration information was not found.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSE2220

File filename does not exist

Explanation

A registered backup or recovery file to be moved or deleted does not exist.

Action

Check the locations used for the database whether files have been lost due to
unintended removal or restore operations.

INODSE2221

File filename already exists

Explanation

A registered backup or recovery file to be moved already exists.

Action

Check the locations used for the database whether files are present due to restore
operations or files remaining from a deleted database.

INODSE2222

File filename could not be moved

Explanation

Moving a backup or recovery file failed.

Action

Check access control settings of the location where the file is to be moved.
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INODSE2223

File filename could not be removed

Explanation

Removing a backup or recovery file failed.

Action

Check access control settings of the file to be deleted or of the source file to be moved.

INODSE2229

Backup time has become invalid

Explanation

An earlier backup was used for a restore not using the recover all option. Due to new
modifications done on this base, the newer backup must not be used for
restore/recover.

Action

Use another backup for restore/recover. The selected backup can only be used to
create new database.

INODSE2231

Cannot create initial backup

Explanation

This error can appear during database creation. There are a number of reasons why
the creation of the initial backup might fail e.g. a file with the same name already
exists in the backup location, a tape is not ready (if the backup medium is tape) or no
reading process is attached to a pipe (if backup medium is pipe). The root cause of
the error will be given in the job log.

Action

Read the job log to find the root cause of the error. If there is the file with the same
name as the initial backup name in the backup location on the file system, remove
this file or move it to another place. If the backup medium is tape , ensure that the
tape is ready. If the backup medium is a named pipe, ensure that there is a process
reading from this pipe.

INODSE2232

XML port must not be set to zero if the communication method includes native
TCP/IP

Explanation

If native TCP/IP is used as a communication method for the Tamino server the TCP/IP
port used must not be set to zero.

Action

Use a valid port number for TCP/IP communication.

INODSE2233

The database dbname must be online

Explanation

The database must be started for this operation.

Action

Start the database.

INODSE2236

Stopping database failed, reason: reason

Explanation

In specific situations it is not possible to shut down the database with rolling back
open transactions. This is: 1. a mass load is active 2. an external backup is active 3.
there is a LOG file full situation.

Action

Wait until a mass load or external backup operation is finished and try again. If the
log file is full, supply space for the LOG and try again.
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INODSE2237

No privilege to modify database, concurrent modifying process is currently active

Explanation

There is another modifying job or process active or the server is within startup. Those
actions must be serialized.

Action

Check your database state and wait until the server is up or check other modifying
database actions.

INODSE2241

Internal error occurred: DSIF func returncode returncode error error

Explanation

This is an internal error message.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSE2242

Replication instance replication dbname not found in the permission list

Explanation

An attempt was made to remove a replication instance from the permission list which
does not exist.

Action

Retry the command with a correct name.

INODSE2243

Replication instance replication dbname already present in the permission list

Explanation

An attempt was made to add a replication instance to the permission list which already
exists .

Action

Retry the command with a correct name.

INODSE2249

Physical file extent (extent) missing

Explanation

The database file has been divided among more than one physical file extents. Now
while processing this file the given extent is not specified.

Action

Specify all physical file extents.

INODSE2250

A further extent of source cannot be created, because current file is incomplete

Explanation

The support of multiple physical file extents requires that the current file is completely
written. However with network file systems (e.g. NFS) if getting full, the current file
is less in size than expected. Therefore the switch to the next location is impossible in
this case. A local file system should not have those problems.

Action

Be sure that you have enough space at your file system because this one can only
support one single file extent. Or take locally attached file systems.
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INODSE2258

Inconsistent usage or missing filetype file extent during processing extent extent

Explanation

Multiple physical file extents specified by the user are not consistent. Either the extent
is missing, unexpected or specified twice or the file does not come from the same
database.

Action

Enter all required file extents and verify if they are from the same database.

INODSE2263

(Re)Move of a single file extent is not possible because there is a reference from
another database

Explanation

If the backup consists of multiple file extents it is not possible to (re)move single
extents when another database has a reference to it.

Action

Check which database references the backup.

INODSE2264

Function not permitted for a replication database

Explanation

An administration function could not be executed because it must not be used for a
replication database.

Action

Check whether the function is to be executed for the master database.

INODSE2265

Database is inconsistent and cannot be used

Explanation

During migration or restore/recover, the database is in an undefined state which
cannot be solved. The database cannot be started anymore.

Action

Recover from the latest valid backup or if not possible contact your software supplier.

INODSE2268

Database refused startup after conversion

Explanation

During migration the database cannot be started because of an internal error.

Action

View the server's startup text file (inosrv.txt) for more information.

INODSE2274

Server died during startup

Explanation

The server died during the startup phase.

Action

Inspect the server output file and correct the error.

INODSE2275

Property propertyname must not be changed for read only / replication database

Explanation

The operation mode of the database is not suited for changes in this property. Changing
it would jeopardize the database consistency.

Action

For a read only database, if you really want to change the parameter, set the "read
only" property to "no", modify the parameter, start the database, stop the database,
set "read only" property to "yes".
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INODSE2279

Invalid version version of the conversion component

Explanation

There is no conversion utility of the most recent version found.

Action

Upgrade the conversion only to the current one.

INODSE2282

Open of source (path) has failed due to operating system error errno (errtxt)

Explanation

The file specified cannot be opened due to an internal operating system error.

Action

Consult the manufacturer's manual.

INODSE2283

io error error (errtxt) on block block no in database space space no

Explanation

An I/O error has occurred on the given database space.

Action

Analyse the internal operating system error.

INODSE2285

Creation of database space space no (path) has failed due to system error errno
(errtxt)

Explanation

A database space could not be created because of an operating system error.

Action

Analyse the system error and consult the manufacturer's manual.

INODSE2289

Due to license restrictions, usage of replication management functions is not
permitted

Explanation

Your license does not permit usage of replication databases.

Action

Contact your software supplier for an upgrade of your license.

INODSE2290

Due to license restrictions, server startup for replication database database name
is not permitted

Explanation

Your license does not permit usage of replication databases.

Action

Contact your software supplier for an upgrade of your license.

INODSE2291

Due to license restrictions, server startup of database name as a master for replication
databases is not permitted

Explanation

Your license does not permit usage of replication databases.

Action

Contact your software supplier for an upgrade of your license.
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INODSE2293

Due to license restrictions, set version for replication master database dbname is
not permitted

Explanation

Your license does not permit usage of replication databases.

Action

Remove all databases from the master database's replication database table or contact
your software supplier for an upgrade of your license.

INODSE2298

Cannot establish connection to server

Explanation

The utility cannot connect the server which is assumed to be online. Note that the
communication goes over XTS.

Action

Check if the database is reachable over the XTS directory service. If you cannot find
the reason switch on the XTS tracing facility.

INODSE2340

Communication error when trying to contact server servername

Explanation

An error was returned from the communication interface when trying to contact the
server.

Action

Check whether the communication component is set up correctly and the
communication process (e.g. Software AG XTS Directory Server) is running.

INODSE2341

The last backup available must not be deleted

Explanation

The last backup available must not be deleted because in the case of a database crash
no restore is possible.

Action

No action required.

INODSE2342

No valid location or directory specified

Explanation

To create a backup, either a valid location or directory must be specified.

Action

Specify a valid location or directory.

INODSE4055

Block size mismatch detected on database_space

Explanation

A block size mismatch has been detected on the specified database space.

Action

Ensure that the block size of the database space to be restored is the same as that in
the backup copy.
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INODSE4058

Database space storage (container) exhausted

Explanation

The storage for database space is exhausted.

Action

Try to allocate more storage; if this is not possible contact your software supplier.

INODSE4100

Failure accessing file

Explanation

An error has occurred accessing a Tamino file. The file may possibly be corrupt.

Action

Check that it is the correct file and repeat the operation. If the error persists, contact
your software supplier.

INODSE4109

Failure calling external backup

Explanation

Tamino could not start external backup processing.

Action

Check that the third party hardware and drivers are installed and working correctly.
If the symptoms persist, contact your software supplier.

INODSE4110

Failed to retrieve number of backup generations from internal configuration store

Explanation

There is possibly a corruption of the internal configuration store.

Action

If the symptoms persist, contact your software supplier.

INODSE4111

Failed to remove oldest savepoint information from internal configuration store.

Explanation

There is possibly a corruption of the internal configuration store.

Action

If the symptoms persist, contact your software supplier.

INODSE4113

Failed to retrieve server version

Explanation

There is possibly a corruption of the internal configuration store.

Action

If the symptoms persist, contact your software supplier.

INODSE4114

Failed to enumerate savepoint information

Explanation

There is possibly a corruption of the internal configuration store.

Action

If the symptoms persist, contact your software supplier.

INODSE4118

Failed to downgrade database

Explanation

There is a problem with the database downgrade utility.

Action

If the symptoms persist, contact your software supplier.
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INODSE4120

Failed to execute inodmp utility

Explanation

The Create/Backup/Restore utility cannot be executed, possibly due to a corruption
in the internal configuration store.

Action

If the symptoms persist, contact your software supplier.

INODSE4121

External Restore failed

Explanation

Tamino could not start external restore processing.

Action

Check that the third party hardware and drivers are installed and working correctly.
If the symptoms persist, contact your software supplier.

INODSE4122

Failed to retrieve database identity

Explanation

There is possibly a corruption of the internal configuration store.

Action

If the symptoms persist, contact your software supplier.

INODSE5251

An inodmp client terminated with unexpected error err

Explanation

Within parallel backup a client process of the dump utility terminated unexpectedly.

Action

The error value defines the exit code of the client process. There are generally
additional error messages describing the situation in detail. Ask your software supplier
for the reason of the given error.

INODSE5261

Invalid or unsupported character set charset

Explanation

The specified character set is not supported by the current software version.

Action

Check for possible typing errors in character set name.

INODSE5267

Software configuration error

Explanation

The Tamino software components that you are using are not compatible.

Action

Please request a new version of Tamino from your software supplier.

INODSE5268

Failed to register server with the Software AG XTS Directory Server: why

Explanation

The database server failed to register with the Software AG XTS Directory Server.
The error returned from the XTS layer is displayed as part of the message.

Action

Fix the error situation described by the XTS message or contact your software supplier.
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INODSE5271

Failed to create the Software AG XTS Directory Server entries: why

Explanation

The server failed to create the necessary Software AG XTS Directory Server entries
and the server startup failed. The reason for the failure is returned by the XTS layer.

Action

Please check that the service "Software AG XTS Directory Server" is running. If not,
please start it. On Windows this can be done using the Control Panel. On UNIX please
use the scripts provided (which are normally executed at system start). If the service
was running when the error occurred, and the XTS message does not specify enough
details to fix the problem, please contact your software supplier.

INODSE5272

Parameter setting for the Software AG XTS Directory Server failed: why

Explanation

The server failed to do the necessary parameter setting for the Software AG XTS
Directory Server and the server startup failed. The reason for the failure is returned
by the XTS layer.

Action

Fix the error situation described by the XTS message or contact your software supplier.

INODSE5283

Invalid parent field format for collation descriptor

Explanation

The format for the parent field of a collation descriptor is invalid. The only allowed
parent formats are "wide" and "alphanumeric".

Action

Check the collation descriptor definition.

INODSE5287

Invalid collation locale s

Explanation

The locale name is misspelled or the locale is not supported.

Action

Check the spelling.

INODSE5300

Filename for database space container could not be determined

Explanation

It was not possible to determine the full filename for the specified database space.

Action

This is an internal error. Please contact your software supplier.

INODSE5309

Key id could not be changed, msg

Explanation

An internal error occurred changing a key value in the internal configuration store.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INODSE5310

Database name name could not be changed in the internal configuration store, msg

Explanation

Because of an internal error the internal configuration could not be changed.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSE5320

Database ID could not be determined, msg

Explanation

Internal error, while requesting database ID information.

Action

Contact your software supplier.

INODSE5321

Database name could not be determined, msg

Explanation

Internal error, while requesting database name information.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSE5334

Unable to get collator version for locale locale

Explanation

This is an internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSE5335

Collation version does not match

Explanation

Most probably, a newer version of the ICU library has been installed and old data is
not available In this case, all collating indexes must be rebuilt.

Action

Rebuild the collating index.

INODSE5336

Internal ICU error (error_text) occurred while producing collation key

Explanation

This is an internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSE5337

Unable to determine server state

Explanation

This is an internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSE5341

Database database name already exists

Explanation

This error can occur during database creation, or when trying to rename an existing
database and a database with the same name already exists.

Action

Specify another name.
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INODSE5343

External backup failed, reason: reason errcode

Explanation

The attempt to perform an external database backup failed due to the reason specified
in the message.

Action

Correct the error indicated and retry the operation.

INODSE5344

External restore failed, reason: reason errcode

Explanation

A database restore with a connected external system failed due to the reason specified
in the message.

Action

Correct the error indicated and retry the operation.

INODSE5345

External delete failed, reason: reason errcode

Explanation

The call to delete an external backup failed due to the reason given.

Action

Correct the error indicated and retry the operation.

INODSE5346

EMC request failed: text

Explanation

A call of EMC's SYMAPI failed for the given reason.

Action

Correct the error indicated and retry the operation.

INODSE5354

External backup configuration error, reason: reason

Explanation

Configuring the environment for an external backup failed.

Action

Correct the error indicated and retry the operation.

INODSE5358

Set version already running on this database

Explanation

The "Set version" operation is already running on this database.

Action

Wait for the "set version" operation to complete.

INODSE5359

Function is not permitted because of pending transactions

Explanation

The function cannot be processed because of pending global transactions.

Action

Start the Tamino server in normal mode and close the pending global transactions.

INODSE5360

Function is not permitted because the previous session was abnormally terminated

Explanation

The function cannot be processed because the previous session was abnormally
terminated.

Action

Start the Tamino server in normal mode to do an autorepair from the abnormal
termination.
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INODSE5361

Downgrade to version version not supported

Explanation

This message can appear when trying to convert a database to a previous version,
but the requested downgrade is not supported.

Action

No action required.

INODSE5402

Maximum number of users exceeded

Explanation

A new user was rejected due to internal reasons.

Action

You can force a memory dump with "inodba database=name trap=9228" for further
analysis after reproducing the error.

INODSE5404

Insufficient temporary work space

Explanation

The temporary work space was too small to execute the requested function.

Action

Consider increasing the temporary workspace by adding locations with free space to
the temporary working location.

INODSE5405

Insufficient temporary work space

Explanation

The temporary work space was too small to execute the requested function.

Action

Consider increasing the temporary workspace.

INODSE5406

Transaction internally aborted

Explanation

A transaction has been aborted due to internal reasons. All changes of this transaction
have been undone.

Action

You can force a memory dump with "inodba database=name trap=9291" for further
analysis after reproducing the error.

INODSE5407

Database is corrupt, invalid block block

Explanation

There are structural inconsistencies in the database. The database should not be used
any longer.

Action

Restore the database from a backup copy and apply the log files. You can force a
memory dump with "inodba database=name trap=9130" for further analysis after
reproducing the error.
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INODSE5408

buffer pool overflow

Explanation

The current load could not be processed because the buffer pool is too small.

Action

Consider increasing the buffer pool size or force a memory dump with "inodba
database=name trap=9138" for further analysis after reproducing the error.

INODSE5410

Database is corrupt, data block damaged

Explanation

There are structural inconsistencies in the database. The database should not be used
any longer.

Action

Restore the database from a backup copy and apply the log files. You can force a
memory dump with "inodba database=name trap=9127" for further analysis after
reproducing the error.

INODSE5411

Database is corrupt

Explanation

There are structural inconsistencies in the database. The database should not be used
any longer.

Action

Restore the database from a backup copy and apply the log files. You can force a
memory dump with "inodba database=name trap=9123" for further analysis after
reproducing the error.

INODSE5416

Database is corrupt, physical structures damaged

Explanation

There are structural inconsistencies in the database. The database should not be used
any longer.

Action

Restore the database from a backup copy and apply the log files. You can force a
memory dump with "inodba database=name trap=9057" for further analysis after
reproducing the error.

INODSE5417

Database is corrupt, allocation error detected

Explanation

There are structural inconsistencies in the database. The database should not be used
any longer.

Action

Restore the database from a backup copy and apply the log files. You can force a
memory dump with "inodba database=name trap=9058" for further analysis after
reproducing the error.

INODSF1008

The location of the license file could not be found

Explanation

The Tamino Server requires a valid license file. The location of the license file could
not be determined.

Action

Contact your software supplier.
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INODSF1011

The license of Tamino has expired

Explanation

The licensing period of Tamino has expired.

Action

Please contact your software supplier for a renewal of your license.

INODSF1012

The version of Tamino and the version used in the license file do not match

Explanation

The Tamino product version and the version used in the license file must match.

Action

Use the license file that has been shipped with your product version.

INODSF1018

Database creation has failed due to license restrictions. Licensed database size is
licsize MB, attempted dataspace container size is datasize MB.

Explanation

The dataspace size of a database is limited by the amount given in your current license.

Action

Create a database with a smaller dataspace size.

INODSF1020

Error error accessing the raw section section via mode

Explanation

Accessing the raw section failed due to an unexpected system response.

Action

Please consult your manufacturer's manual.

INODSF1021

Verification error on raw section section (structure level mismatch)

Explanation

An error occurred while verifying the structure level in the raw section management
structure.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSF1022

Verification error on raw section section (wrong architecture byte)

Explanation

An error occurred while verifying the architecture byte in the raw section management
structure.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSF1023

Verification error on raw section section (section management header)

Explanation

An error occurred while verifying the management header in the raw section
management structure.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INODSF1024

Raw section section is not initialized

Explanation

The raw section is not initialized.

Action

Please initialize the raw section.

INODSF1062

Replacing the license file after expiration failed

Explanation

Replacing the license file after expiration failed.

Action

Provide a valid license to be able to start the server.

INODSF1180

The operating system is not specified within the license file

Explanation

Check operating systems specification in the license file.

Action

Verify that the license file is valid for the operating system used.

INODSF1250

Open of source (path) has failed due to an incompatible file or a compatibility
mismatch

Explanation

The file could not be opened because it either does not have the expected compatibility
level or a subsequent file extent does not match the previously opened one.

Action

Check that the correct file has been specified for the operation or if 2 physical file
extents belong to each other.

INODSF1251

Internal error error occurred

Explanation

An internal error has caused the server to stop.

Action

Please contact your software supplier. Restart the server.

INODSF1254

Unexpected signal signal received in text index procedure call from thread thread

Explanation

An unexpected exception or signal has occurred.

Action

If the exception or the signal was asynchronous (i.e. no access violation etc.), repeat
the operation.

INODSF1255

Index too deep

Explanation

The index structure exceeds the maximum levels of indexing supported.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INODSF1256

Internal error on doctype doctype: second error caused by failed recovery due to
the following error: first error

Explanation

An error occurred on the specified doctype. While trying to undo the changes on the
doctype, another error has occurred. The server must terminate in order to prevent
the database from being corrupted.

Action

Restart the server.

INODSF1257

Log space full

Explanation

The server session has been abnormally terminated because there is no space left for
logging.

Action

Provide space for logging and restart the server.

INODSF1259

Error closing a log space: error message

Explanation

The log space could not be closed properly. The server session is aborting.

Action

Try to fix the reason for the error. It is recommended to back up the database. Restart
the server.

INODSF1260

Error on doctype doctype during rollback transaction: rspmsg

Explanation

An error occurred during the rollback of a transaction. The server must terminate in
order to prevent the database from being corrupted.

Action

Restart the server.

INODSF1261

Assertion failed: assertion

Explanation

A coding error has occurred.

Action

Please inform your software supplier. Restart the server.

INODSF1262

Open of source (path) has failed due to an incorrect file type

Explanation

The file could not be opened because it does not have the expected type. It is possible
that the file is internally corrupted. For example there is an index space with entirely
binary zeroes in it.

Action

Check that the correct file has been specified for the operation.
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INODSF1263

Error error number has occurred in SMP initialization.

Explanation

An internal error has occurred. The server has stopped.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSF1264

Setting the maximum number of resources to value has failed. Server stopped.

Explanation

The requested system resources were not available.

Action

Check your system configuration.

INODSF1265

Server already active

Explanation

There is another server running for the current database.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSF1266

Error error number during synchronization call in line line (address address)

Explanation

An internal error has occurred. The server has been stopped.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSF1267

SMP resource allocation failed with response rsp at line line

Explanation

An internal error has occurred. The server has been stopped.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSF1268

Error error number during synchronization call in line line

Explanation

An internal error has occurred. The server has been stopped.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSF1269

Increasing the number of resources by value has failed. Server stopped.

Explanation

The requested system resources were not available.

Action

Check your system configuration.

INODSF1270

Invalid value (value) found at location location

Explanation

An internal error has caused the server to stop.

Action

Please contact your software supplier. Restart the server.
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INODSF1271

Invalid pointer (value) found at location location

Explanation

An internal error has caused the server to stop.

Action

Please contact your software supplier. Restart the server.

INODSF1272

Internal error error string occurred at location location

Explanation

An internal error has caused the server to stop.

Action

Please contact your software supplier. Restart the server.

INODSF1273

Invalid value (int value) found at location location

Explanation

An internal error has caused the server to stop.

Action

Please contact your software supplier. Restart the server.

INODSF1274

Internal error in block block number occurred at location location

Explanation

An internal error has caused the server to stop.

Action

Please contact your software supplier. Restart the server.

INODSF1275

Invalid value (int value) found on address address at location location

Explanation

An internal error has caused the server to stop.

Action

Please contact your software supplier. Restart the server.

INODSF1276

Invalid values (value 1, value 2) found on address address at location location

Explanation

An internal error has caused the server to stop.

Action

Please contact your software supplier. Restart the server.

INODSF1277

Invalid values (value1, value2) found at location location

Explanation

An internal error has caused the server to stop.

Action

Please contact your software supplier. Restart the server.

INODSF1278

Invalid value (value) found in block block number at location location

Explanation

An internal error has caused the server to stop.

Action

Please contact your software supplier. Restart the server.
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INODSF1279

Invalid value (value) found on address address at location location

Explanation

An internal error has caused the server to stop.

Action

Please contact your software supplier. Restart the server.

INODSF1280

Internal error location-c1-c2 occurred

Explanation

An internal error has caused the server to stop.

Action

Please contact your software supplier. Restart the server.

INODSF1282

Received response rsp (intrsp) while loading function(s) for extension point extp

Explanation

Loading a function for an extension point failed.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSF1283

Internal communication initialization failed

Explanation

The server's internal communication could not be activated.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSF1284

Internal memory management could not be initialized

Explanation

The initialization of the server's memory management has failed.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSF1285

Temporary working space could not be allocated

Explanation

The allocation of the working space needed for server operation has failed.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSF1286

Buffer pool too small. At least minimum value bytes required.

Explanation

The defined buffer pool is too small for the server to start.

Action

Increase the buffer pool parameter and restart the server.

INODSF1287

Buffer pool too small to start the server (internal reason reason)

Explanation

The defined buffer pool is too small for the server to start.

Action

Increase the buffer pool parameter and restart the server.
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INODSF1288

Server for this database already active

Explanation

There is already an active server for the same database or at least some resources of
the previous server run have not been released yet.

Action

If there is no active server and you cannot determine which resources may cause the
conflict, contact your software supplier.

INODSF1291

Not enough memory available to execute process

Explanation

The operating system did not have enough resources to run another process. Possible
reasons are too many concurrently active processes or a too small swap/paging space.

Action

Please check the resource usage and the configuration of your computer.

INODSF1296

source (path) is corrupted at offset

Explanation

The data cannot be used.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSF1297

Creation of source (path) has failed

Explanation

The file could not be created at the specified location.

Action

Look for other error messages to find the reason for the failure.

INODSF1298

source (path) could not be opened: device type not supported

Explanation

An invalid device type was chosen.

Action

Choose a valid device type.

INODSF1299

Open of source (path) has failed due to operating system error errno

Explanation

The file could not be opened.

Action

Please consult the manufacturer's manual.

INODSF1300

Open of source (path) has failed due to an invalid structure

Explanation

The file could not be opened because it does not have the expected structure.

Action

Check if the file origin is the same machine architecture. If you cannot detect the error,
please contact your software supplier.
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INODSF1301

Open of source (path) has failed. Missing extents or wrong sequence of extents.
Please check and retry.

Explanation

The file could not be opened because the sequence in which devices are given (e.g.
tapes) is not correct or not all sequences required were specified.

Action

Specify all extents in the correct sequence.

INODSF1302

Open of log space (path) has failed because sequence of log spaces is incorrect

Explanation

The file could not be opened because the sequence in which log spaces are given (e.g.
tapes) is not correct.

Action

Use the correct sequence.

INODSF1303

Open of source (path) has failed due to an incorrect file type

Explanation

The file could not be opened because it does not have the expected type.

Action

Check that the correct file has been specified for the operation.

INODSF1305

Open of source has failed due to invalid or missing internal information

Explanation

The file could not be opened because its location was not specified.

Action

Check the database parameters.

INODSF1306

Internal error location occurred: Please report r t h c

Explanation

An internal error has caused the server to stop.

Action

Please contact your software supplier and report the values given with the message.
Restart the server.

INODSF1307

Database database name not registered

Explanation

The specified database has not been properly created or the internal entries of this
database have been destroyed.

Action

Create the database again.

INODSF1308

Executable name not found

Explanation

The system could not find the executable object specified.

Action

Please check your installation.
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INODSF1309

System error errno occurred during the creation of another process

Explanation

The system could not create another process. You might have exceeded the amount
of available memory or the maximum number of processes.

Action

Please increase the amount of virtual memory available, or increase the number of
possible processes. Please refer to the manual of your operating system for details.

INODSF1310

Invalid value (value) found at location location

Explanation

An internal error has caused the server to stop.

Action

Please contact your software supplier. Restart the server.

INODSF1311

Error errno has been signalled during the execution of an asynchronous I/O on log
space for id

Explanation

An asynchronous I/O has failed due to an operating system error.

Action

Check for problems with the device. Check whether the device is off-line or read-only.
In the case of a logical volume, try to access all of its physical devices by operating
system commands. Check the system log file for appropriate error messages.

INODSF1312

Error errno has been signalled during the execution of an asynchronous I/O on
journal space for id

Explanation

An asynchronous I/O has failed due to an operating system error.

Action

Check for problems with the device. Check whether the device is off-line or read-only.
In the case of a logical volume, try to access all of its physical devices by operating
system commands. Check the system log file for appropriate error messages.

INODSF1313

Error errno has been signalled during the execution of an asynchronous I/O for id

Explanation

An asynchronous I/O has failed due to an operating system error.

Action

Check for problems with the device. Check whether the device is off-line or read-only.
In the case of a logical volume, try to access all of its physical devices by operating
system commands. Check the system log file for appropriate error messages.

INODSF1317

Semaphore could not be created because system limit was reached

Explanation

The system limit for semaphores was reached.

Action

Increase the number of semaphores supported by the operating system.
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INODSF1319

Unexpected signal signal received

Explanation

An unexpected exception or signal has occurred.

Action

If the exception or the signal was asynchronous (i.e. no access violation etc.), repeat
the operation.

INODSF1321

Error opening sequential file: error

Explanation

An error occurred when opening a sequential file.

Action

Correct the reason for the sequential file open failure and retry the operation.

INODSF1322

Latest savepoint not found

Explanation

Internal information about the latest savepoint could not be found.

Action

Contact your software supplier.

INODSF1323

Path or type of log location not found

Explanation

The internal information for the log location, path or type could not be found.

Action

Contact your software supplier.

INODSF1324

Processing information for a log space is undefined

Explanation

A previous server session process was killed during restore/recover.

Action

Use a later backup if possible or use a recover until a timestamp that is less than the
creation date of the log space in question.

INODSF1325

Signal signal number caught. Termination initiated.

Explanation

An unexpected signal was caught. This leads to an immediate termination.

Action

If the signal cannot be explained by the environment (operator initiated or operating
system initiated signal), please contact your software supplier.

INODSF1326

database creation not completed

Explanation

The database creation is not finished, or terminated unexpectedly, leaving the database
files on disk.

Action

Check if the creation is still in progress. If so, wait until completed. If not, clean up
and restart the database creation.
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INODSF1328

Unexpected buffer pool error

Explanation

An unexpected error has occurred when trying to access the buffer pool.

Action

Repeat the action. If it still fails, contact your support center.

INODSF1329

Unexpected error getting a page from the buffer pool

Explanation

An unexpected error has occurred when trying to get a page from the buffer pool.
The operation was cancelled.

Action

Contact your software supplier.

INODSF1330

An unexpected I/O error has occurred

Explanation

An unexpected I/O error has occurred. The operation was cancelled.

Action

Contact your software supplier.

INODSF1331

Unable to extend database space. Reason: ret_code.

Explanation

The specified error has occurred while trying to extend a database space.

Action

Determine the reason for the error code, and retry the operation.

INODSF1332

Index chain is corrupt

Explanation

Corruption has been found for an index on a doctype.

Action

The indexes have to be rebuilt. To rebuild the indexes, choose the "Check and Repair"
function for the database in the Tamino Manager, then retry the operation.

INODSF1334

No index summary in input file

Explanation

The input file does not have the required index definitions.

Action

Ensure that the correct input file has been specified.

INODSF1335

No streams available

Explanation

Multi-file mode is being used but no streams are available.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSF1336

Cannot handle given extent type

Explanation

It is not possible to handle the type of extent specified.

Action

This is an internal error. Please contact your software supplier.
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INODSF1337

Shared memory segment of server exists

Explanation

At least one shared memory segment of the server already exists.

Action

Check if the server is already active. If not retry the operation. If the error persists
remove the existing shared memory segment and retry.

INODSF1341

Error on temporary storage space

Explanation

An error has occurred when trying to write to a temporary storage space.

Action

Ensure that there are no errors on the device where temporary space is to be used
and retry the operation.

INODSF1342

No space for index space

Explanation

There are not enough system resources available for the index space.

Action

Allocate sufficient resources to allow the operation to succeed.

INODSF1343

Error opening data space

Explanation

An error has occurred while opening the data space.

Action

Correct the error and retry the operation.

INODSF1344

Error opening journal space

Explanation

An error has occurred while opening the journal space.

Action

Correct the error and retry the operation.

INODSF1345

Internal error: Provided memory not sufficient

Explanation

An area in memory used as working space was defined too small.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSF1346

No input slot could be allocated

Explanation

An internal error occurred preventing an input slot being allocated for an index.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSF1347

No space for preserved slot

Explanation

An internal error occurred preventing a preserved slot being allocated for an index.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INODSF1348

Invalid database space

Explanation

An internal error occurred.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSF1349

Error while reading index

Explanation

An internal error occurred while reading the index.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSF1350

No more temporary space

Explanation

Temporary space has been exhausted.

Action

Ensure that there is enough free space to allocate the required temporary space.

INODSF1351

No slot available

Explanation

An internal error occurred when trying to write to a slot.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSF1353

More than one block to be written (number)

Explanation

A disk write failed because more than one block was requested to be written. This is
an internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSF1354

Utility not permitted to run

Explanation

This utility is currently not permitted to run.

Action

Wait until the database is available again.

INODSF1355

Internal sort error

Explanation

An internal sort error has occurred.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSF1356

Internal error occurred: utility entry not found

Explanation

An internal error occurred.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INODSF1359

Invalid value (long value) found on address address at location location

Explanation

An internal error has caused the server to stop.

Action

Please contact your software supplier. Restart the server.

INODSF1360

The tape device is not responding, please ensure that a tape is mounted

Explanation

Response EINVAL was returned by the operating system. The most likely cause is
that no tape has been mounted.

Action

Ensure that a tape is mounted and the device is switched on.

INODSF1362

Journal space too small (minimum required size is size MBytes)

Explanation

The journal space is not sufficient for the Tamino server.

Action

Create a database with a larger journal space.

INODSF1363

Journal overflow. Server cannot proceed.

Explanation

The journal space was insufficient. The current server session has to be terminated.

Action

Check if more journal space can be provided. Restart the server.

INODSF1364

Log space not found for savepoint savepoint

Explanation

A log space entry for the given savepoint could not be found.

Action

Contact your software supplier.

INODSF1366

License file not found at path

Explanation

Your license is not at the expected place.

Action

Please move the license file to the place indicated.

INODSF1367

License file not valid (error error)

Explanation

Your license is not valid. It is incomplete or has been edited.

Action

Please acquire a correct license file from your software supplier.

INODSF1369

Internal licensing error error

Explanation

There was an internal error in the processing of the licensing information.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INODSF1373

Database database name not registered

Explanation

The specified database has not been properly created or the internal entries of this
database have been destroyed.

Action

Create the database again.

INODSF1431

Error during autorepair. The database is inconsistent.

Explanation

The last server session terminated abnormally. The database autorepair has failed.
The database cannot be used.

Action

Send the journal space and all other error information to your software supplier. Then
recover your database from the last backup.

INODSF1432

Start of autorepair information cannot be determined

Explanation

The last server session terminated abnormally. The database autorepair has failed.
The database cannot be used.

Action

Send the journal space and all other error information to your software supplier. Then
recover your database from the last backup.

INODSF1433

Journal overflow during database autorepair. The database is inconsistent.

Explanation

The last server session terminated abnormally. The database autorepair has failed.
The database cannot be used.

Action

Send the journal space and all other error information to your software supplier. Then
recover your database from the last backup.

INODSF1436

Terminated with errors

Explanation

A previous error has caused the termination of the process.

Action

Please check the event log for detailed information about previous errors that have
caused the process to terminate.

INODSF1454

Internal error occurred: location thread module function. Server stopped.

Explanation

An internal error occurred.

Action

Please contact your software supplier and provide the message text.
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INODSF1688

Shared memory of size size MB is not available (internal error errno)

Explanation

The server needs a shared memory of the specified size. However, this shared memory
could not be created.

Action

View the previous message which describes the operating system error in detail.
Check the manufacturer's manual. Consider increasing the operating system limits
on shared memory size or decreasing the needs of the server by decreasing parameters
such as buffer pool size.

INODSF2002

Error during replication processing, replication stopped

Explanation

Replication cannot be continued due to a previous error during replication processing

Action

If the master database is lost, the Reset Replication function can be used to convert
the database for usage as a substitution. In any other case a new backup from the
master database should be used to recreate the replication database.

INODSF2005

Internal replication error error/error info detected when processing data of server
session session number - block block number, location record number

Explanation

The data required for replication processing could not be supplied by the master
database.

Action

Please check that the log space has not yet been deleted by creating new backups of
the master database. If the log space still exists keep the error information and contact
your software supplier.

INODSF2075

Failure writing to tape device, please ensure that a tape is loaded

Explanation

The response EFAULT was returned by the operating system. The most likely cause
is that no tape is loaded in the device.

Action

Ensure that a tape is loaded and the device is switched on.

INODSF2116

Internal command recovery failure (rsp1) on doctype doctype, caused by: rsp2

Explanation

A internal recovery failed and therefore the server cannot resolve a rollback. The
server must terminate in order to prevent the database from being corrupted.

Action

Restart the server.

INODSF2119

Invalid compatibility level: DBMS complev1, backup file complev2 (filename)

Explanation

An invalid compatibility level of DBMS and backup file has been detected.

Action

Please use a DBMS version with the same compatibility level as the backup file, or
use a backup file with the compatibility of the DBMS.
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INODSF2120

IO [mod-line] error error

Explanation

An unexpected error occurred in an I/O function.

Action

Please contact your software supplier and provide the message text.

INODSF2122

Invalid compatibility level: DBMS complev1, database complev2

Explanation

An invalid compatibility level has been detected.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSF2123

CF [mod-line] error error

Explanation

An internal configuration error occurred.

Action

Please contact your software supplier and provide the error message text.

INODSF2128

Invalid data block detected at block blknr (doc doc, cont cont)

Explanation

An invalid data block was detected which refused a database backup. At least one
collection has a data fault.

Action

Repair the database with restore/recover from the latest good backup.

INODSF2188

Failed to enter the new compatibility level in the internal configuration store

Explanation

The new compatibility level could not be entered in the internal configuration store.

Action

Please contact your software supplier and provide the message text.

INODSF2227

Internal error error during flush operation

Explanation

The write operation of the internal buffer cache to disk failed. A detailed error message
precedes this message.

Action

Analyse the error code, maybe check your disks and restart server.

INODSF2234

SMP resource allocation failed at module[line] because of a lack of available memory

Explanation

The allocation of memory failed. The reason for that is either that the pagefile is too
small or that the available virtual memory is exhausted.

Action

Increase the size of the pagefile. If that doesn't help contact your software supplier.
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INODSF2235

Database key mismatch, required keyreq, present keypres

Explanation

The index space has an unexpected key within the first index space. The database
space obviously comes from another database.

Action

Check the index container spaces.

INODSF2266

Cannot start Tamino utility of version due to system error errno

Explanation

Submitting a Tamino utility as a subprocess failed due to an operating system error.

Action

Analyze the system error and check the installed version.

INODSF2280

Unexpected I/O error (io operation) on database_space

Explanation

An I/O failed and the process cannot continue.

Action

View any previous or related system error messages and analyse why the I/O operation
on the given database space could have failed.

INODSF2284

Error errno (errtxt) has been signalled during the execution of an asynchronous I/O
on database space for id

Explanation

A severe read/write error has occurred.

Action

Analyse the operating system error.

INODSF2286

Internal replication error error/error info detected when processing data of mass
load recovery input filename

Explanation

The mass load input required for replication processing could not be supplied by the
master database.

Action

Please check that the recovery input file has not yet been deleted by creating new
backups of the master database. If the log space still exists, keep the error information
and contact your software supplier.

INODSF2287

Internal error error detected when processing mass load recovery input with key
key

Explanation

The recovery of a mass load activity failed.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INODSF2288

Cannot grant server synchronization semaphore

Explanation

The server synchronization semaphore cannot be granted.

Action

Check if the semaphore already exists and another process has granted it, or if the
permission settings of the semaphore do not allow access.

INODSF2294

Filename for database space container could not be determined

Explanation

It was not possible to determine the full filename for the specified database space. It
was obviously missing in the internal configuration store.

Action

This is an internal error. Please contact your software supplier.

INODSF2296

Internal error interr on database space (reason)

Explanation

The writing of relevant information to the given database space (Log, Journal) failed
due to an internal error.

Action

Check the location where the database space resides and also analyse the previously
given operating system error message.

INODSF2299

Internal error number reading dbspace at block blocknumber

Explanation

Reading the given database block resulted in an internal I/O error.

Action

No action required.

INODSF2306

License timer interval too short

Explanation

The license timer detected an unexpected system data and time.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSF2307

Invalid combination of customer/partner information found in the license file

Explanation

An invalid combination of customer/partner information was found in the license
file.

Action

Please contact your software supplier to extend your license.

INODSF2308

Product usage found in the license file is not allowed for an unlimited license

Explanation

The product usage found in the license file is only allowed for a time-limited license.

Action

Please contact your software supplier to correct your license.
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INODSF2309

Server abort because of license expiration

Explanation

The grace period after license termination has expired. The server did an abort.

Action

Please contact your software supplier to extend your license.

INODSF2334

The license for name with ID id has expired, server aborts now

Explanation

The license has expired. The server has stopped operation (abort). Operation can be
continued upon restart with a renewed license key.

Action

Please contact your software supplier to extend your license. Activate the new license
with the Tamino Manager, then restart the server.

INODSF2335

The license for customername sub-licensed by partnername with ID partnerid has
expired, server aborts now

Explanation

The license has expired. The server has stopped operation (abort). Operation can be
continued upon restart with a renewed license key.

Action

Please contact your software supplier to extend your license. Activate the new license
with the Tamino Manager, then restart the server.

INODSF2336

The license for customername with ID customerid sub-licensed by partnername
has expired, server aborts now

Explanation

The license has expired. The server has stopped operation (abort). Operation can be
continued upon restart with a renewed license key.

Action

Please contact your software supplier to extend your license. Activate the new license
with the Tamino Manager, then restart the server.

INODSF2337

The license for customername with ID customerid sub-licensed by partnername
with ID partnerid has expired, server aborts now

Explanation

The license has expired. The server has stopped operation (abort). Operation can be
continued upon restart with a renewed license key.

Action

Please contact your software supplier to extend your license. Activate the new license
with the Tamino Manager, then restart the server.

INODSF2338

Internal error number writing dbspace at block blocknumber

Explanation

Cannot write database block due to an internal I/O error.

Action

Analyse the error number and check the database.
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INODSF2339

XTS refuses database connection, reason reason_code

Explanation

It is not possible to reach the database via XTS.

Action

Switch on XTS_TRACE, repeat the function and check the trace file.

INODSF4256

Structure level mismatch on database

Explanation

The version of the server differs from the version of the utility.

Action

Run the correct version of the utility or server, or convert the database.

INODSF4258

The database type and/or version does not match the backup

Explanation

This operation can only be performed against a database of the same type and/or
version as the backup.

Action

Ensure that the utility is being run against the correct type and version of database.

INODSF4262

Database server mismatch: present db_name

Explanation

A mismatch occurred between the database server parameter and the database server
name of the assigned index space.

Action

Ensure that the correct database name is supplied.

INODSF5331

Version version is not installed

Explanation

The required software version is not installed.

Action

please contact your software supplier.

INODSF5332

Invalid structure level strlev

Explanation

An invalid structure level has been detected.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSI1004

Stop of database successfully initiated - server is going down now

Explanation

All database activities are terminated - the server process is about to terminate.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1010

Backup file from older version version

Explanation

Indicates that the input backup file is from a previous version.

Action

No action required.
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INODSI1013

Read-only database, word fragment index cannot be created

Explanation

Read-only database, no database update permitted.

Action

Ensure that the database upon which you wish to carry out the operation is
write-enabled.

INODSI1016

Initializing journal space

Explanation

When the database first starts, the entire journal space must be formatted with binary
zeroes.

Action

Wait until the operation finished: This could take several seconds or even several
minutes if the file is very large.

INODSI1019

Database of older version version

Explanation

The database used for restore is from a previous version.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1034

The Tamino Server that is provided with this Tamino Developer Edition may be
used for educational purposes only. For production purposes, you must use the
Tamino Server that is included in the Tamino Server Edition.

Explanation

This is an informational message

Action

None

INODSI1039

Function function executed

Explanation

The specified function was executed.

Action

Information only, no action required.

INODSI1041

Starting mode database backup

Explanation

Indicates the start of database backup processing.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1044

Starting restore database using type backup from timestamp

Explanation

Indicates the backup that was used to start restore processing.

Action

No action required.
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INODSI1049

Starting mode restore of database

Explanation

Indicates that the restore processing has been started.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1059

The time-limited license for the server has expired, switched to an unlimited
Community Edition license

Explanation

The time-limited license for the server has expired. The server automatically switched
to an unlimited Community Edition license. Some product features may no longer
be available.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1110

Waiting time for count users to start a new transaction - min: min seconds, max:
max seconds, average: average seconds seconds

Explanation

This message is used to give information about waiting times for users who want to
open a new transaction while other users have not yet finished their transaction. This
synchronization of all users who do not have an open transaction is required at the
end of a backup.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1113

No real modified data for Incremental Backup

Explanation

There is no modification in the database, so an incremental backup will save no new
data. Nevertheless a backup with only global data will be created.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1114

Incremental backup from date deleted

Explanation

A full backup to be deleted causes the deletion of dependent incremental backups as
well.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1146

Archive Log Location has been reset

Explanation

An Archive Log Location will not be used.

Action

None.
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INODSI1147

path set as location name

Explanation

A path or a set of paths has been set for the specified location type.

Action

None.

INODSI1177

Database database name Session session number (name modifierversion on system
info, process ID pid)

Explanation

This is an informational message.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1178

Database database name Replication Session (name modifierversion on system
info, processID pid)

Explanation

The server started for a replication database.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1179

Database database name Read-Only Session (name modifierversion on system
info, process ID pid)

Explanation

This is an informational message.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1183

size MB empty data space found

Explanation

The amount of empty data space assigned to specific doctypes that can be returned
to global free space

Action

None.

INODSI1184

No empty data space found

Explanation

Empty data space that can be returned to global free space does not exist

Action

None.

INODSI1188

Creating a temporary backup for free space defragmentation

Explanation

A temporary backup is created to be used for defragmenting free space

Action

Wait until the reorganization is completed.
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INODSI1190

size MB empty data space converted to global free space

Explanation

The amount of empty data space that was de-allocated from specific doctypes and
returned to global free space.

Action

None.

INODSI1191

Free data space in database is size MB (percent %)

Explanation

Information about the amount of global free data space after reorganization.

Action

None.

INODSI1193

Free space less than percent %, no free space defragmentation and data space
shrinking

Explanation

The reorganize function converted empty space to global free space, but the amount
of free space is less than a minimum value considered as worthwhile performing a
free space defragmentation and data space shrinking.

Action

None, if you are satisfied with the minimum value for free space defragmentation
and data space shrinking. In any other case, use the reorganize function with a differnet
minimum value.

INODSI1195

Defragmenting free space

Explanation

A temporary backup is used for restore to defragment free space.

Action

Wait until the reorganization is completed.

INODSI1196

Shrinking data space

Explanation

The size of the data space is reduced by de-allocating free space.

Action

Wait until the reorganization is completed.

INODSI1197

No free data space found

Explanation

Free data space does not exist.

Action

None.

INODSI1207

rplname inserted into permission list of dbname

Explanation

This is an informational message.

Action

No action required.
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INODSI1208

rplname removed from permission list of dbname

Explanation

This is an informational message.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1211

dbname set as replication server of master on hostname using port number

Explanation

This is an informational message.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1218

dbname set as replication server with simultaneous query, master is masterdb

Explanation

This is an informational message.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1219

dbname set as replication server without simultaneous query, master is masterdb

Explanation

This is an informational message.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1220

Replication server dbname reset to normal server

Explanation

This is an informational message.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1246

Read-only database, word fragment index cannot be removed

Explanation

The database is readonly, so no database update is permitted.

Action

Ensure that the database upon which you wish to carry out this operation is
write-enabled.

INODSI1248

No backup exists for dbname - create a backup as soon as possible

Explanation

After converting a replication database to a normal database a backup of the database
is not available, thus a restore/recover is not possible until a backup exists.

Action

Create a backup of the database.

INODSI1252

Starting restore database using type backup from timestamp

Explanation

Indicates the backup that was used to start restore processing.

Action

No action required.
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INODSI1253

Incremental backup from date deleted

Explanation

A full backup to be deleted causes the deletion of dependent incremental backups as
well.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1294

Log space of server session session number from time opened

Explanation

The log space of the specified server session has been opened.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1304

Read-only database db_name , startup at startup

Explanation

This message shows the time at which the database was started in read-only mode.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1314

Database db_name, startup at startup

Explanation

This message shows the time at which the database was started.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1315

Log space of server session session number processed until time

Explanation

All information generated before the given end timestamp of the log space of the
specified server session was processed.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1316

The backup tape from time has been unregistered

Explanation

The information about the availability of the given backup tape has been removed.

Action

The tape may be removed from the archive.

INODSI1327

Database stopped

Explanation

The database has been stopped.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1333

Log space data processing end time stamp is time

Explanation

This is a progress message about the aborted recovery run or an abort of replication
processing.

Action

In the case of a recovery run, the information can be used to start a recover until.
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INODSI1339

Replication of server session session number suspended replication data processed
until timestamp

Explanation

Replication processing is suspended due to a server shutdown request of the replication
database.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1352

Replication of server session session number from timestamp started

Explanation

The replication processing has started to process the log space data of the specified
server session of the master database.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1361

Replication of server session session number resumed using replication data from
timestamp

Explanation

The server continued replication processing after replication database startup.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1365

Server session session number replicated until time stamp

Explanation

This is the current replication status of the database.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1368

Replication of server session session number resumed using replication data from
timestamp. Simultaneous query permitted.

Explanation

The server continued replication processing after replication database startup.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1370

Replication of server session session number from timestamp started. Simultaneous
query permitted.

Explanation

The replication processing has started to process the log space data of the specified
server session of the master database.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1371

sufficient space in locations, continue

Explanation

Now there is sufficient space on the location where the file was waiting for, the
operation now continues

Action

Now there is a subsequent file extent
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INODSI1384

Setting of parname=parval

Explanation

no description available

Action

no action required

INODSI1389

Backup from backup_date deleted

Explanation

After backup, the number of backup generations is updated, i.e older backups are
removed. For further information, please refer to the documentation of the server
parameter "number of backup generations".

Action

No action required.

INODSI1393

Backup created with backup key 'backupkey' (from)

Explanation

The identification of the last created backup is displayed.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1394

Backup key 'backupkey' (from)

Explanation

This is a display of backup information.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1397

Deleting disabled backup from backup_date

Explanation

A disabled backup file is being deleted.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1399

Dataset dsn created on date

Explanation

The dataset was created on the specified date.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1400

A transaction has been heuristically rolled back at time

Explanation

The database system has rolled back a transaction for which a decision of the
transaction manager was pending.

Action

No action required.
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INODSI1417

database database name at structure level for version version

Explanation

This informational message states the structure level of the database.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1420

Dump file at version: vers, level level

Explanation

This informational message states the version and level of the dump file.

Action

Select the version displayed.

INODSI1422

Using backup filename

Explanation

Indicates the backup which is used to create the new database.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1423

Using location location

Explanation

Indicates the location which is to be used for the database spaces.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1451

Creation of word fragment index started

Explanation

The creation of the word fragment index has started.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1452

Server session session number started

Explanation

The server started successfully.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1453

Internal event event has occurred

Explanation

This message indicates a certain event in the server processing. It is not relevant to
the user.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1456

The Tamino Server that is provided with the Tamino Developer Edition may be
used for test purposes only. For production purposes, you must use the Tamino
Server that is included in the Tamino Server Edition.

Explanation

This is an informational message.

Action

Use the correct Tamino Server.
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INODSI1457

End of tape tape - rewinding

Explanation

The tape is being rewound.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1458

End of diskette path

Explanation

The diskette is full.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1459

Log space of server session session number from time opened

Explanation

The log space of the specified server session has been opened.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1460

Log space of server session session number completed

Explanation

The log space of the specified server session has been completed.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1463

Database 'database_name' accessed online

Explanation

The specified database has been accessed online.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1464

Database 'database_name' accessed offline

Explanation

The specified database has been accessed offline.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1466

Creation of database space space no (location name) has successfully finished

Explanation

The specified database space has been created.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1467

Tamino name modifierversion on system info

Explanation

This is a generic message used to identify an activity.

Action

No action required.
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INODSI1468

No index found

Explanation

No index found.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1469

The database server is active on a remote node

Explanation

This is an informational message.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1470

Database spaces for database db_name have been created

Explanation

The database spaces for a database server have been successfully created. The next
step of database creation will be restoring the initial contents of the database.

Action

Restore the initial contents of the database.

INODSI1471

Database db_name has been deleted

Explanation

The database with the given name has been successfully deleted.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1474

Read-only database db_name , startup at startup

Explanation

This message shows the time at which the database was started in read-only mode.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1475

Database db_name, startup at startup

Explanation

This message shows the time at which the database was started.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1480

Log space of server session session number processed until time

Explanation

All information generated before the given end timestamp of the log space of the
specified server session was processed.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1481

Log space of server session session number skipped

Explanation

The log space of the specified server session was not processed because it contains
only information generated after the given end timestamp.

Action

No action required.
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INODSI1484

No log space information found

Explanation

The initial backup was used for restore, and no log space of another session exists.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1485

Checking finished. No inconsistencies found.

Explanation

The check and repair database action has finished.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1486

Log space of server session session number extent extent number archived

Explanation

A log space extent has been copied to the archive location.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1487

The backup tape from time has been unregistered

Explanation

The information about the availability of the given backup tape has been removed.

Action

The tape may be removed from the archive.

INODSI1488

Previous server session aborted when recovering session session number

Explanation

A previously started restore/recovery run did not complete the recovery phase.

Action

See the instructions within subsequent messages.

INODSI1489

Log space data processing end time stamp is time

Explanation

This is a progress message about the aborted recovery run or an abort of replication
processing.

Action

In the case of a recovery run, the information can be used to start a recover until.

INODSI1490

Continuing server startup will disable subsequent backups

Explanation

When the server startup is continued, backups done later than the used one will
become invalid.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1491

Due to an unexpected problem, Restore and/or Recover was not successful. Please
re-execute the Restore and/or Recover now to ensure data integrity.

Explanation

For reasons stated in the job log, the Restore and/or Recover failed to execute properly.
Depending on the reason for the abort, either "restore without recover" or "recover
until" can be used to recover your data.

Action

If the reason for the initial recovery abort was a missing or corrupted log space, use
"restore without recover" or "recover until".
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INODSI1492

Subsequent backups disabled

Explanation

Backups older than the one used for the aborted recovery run are invalid now.

Action

No action possible.

INODSI1493

Tamino server successfully started in read-only mode

Explanation

This is an informational message.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1494

Destruction of word fragment index started

Explanation

Destruction of word fragment index started

Action

No action required

INODSI1495

Creation of word fragment index successfully finished

Explanation

Creation of the word fragment index successfully finished.

Action

No action required

INODSI1496

Destruction of word fragment index successfully finished

Explanation

Destruction of the word fragment index successfully finished

Action

No action required

INODSI1532

referential constraint name dropped (primary primary, foreign foreign)

Explanation

The specified referential integrity constraint has been dropped.

Action

None.

INODSI1535

file file refreshed

Explanation

The specified file has been refreshed.

Action

None.

INODSI1550

function not permitted, referential constraint defined

Explanation

The function not permitted because a referential constraint is defined.

Action

None.
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INODSI1631

Autorepair completed without errors

Explanation

The autorepair from the crash of the previous server session was successful.

Action

The database can now be used.

INODSI1632

Recovery terminated successfully

Explanation

The recovery has processed all log spaces. All updates have been re-applied.

Action

The server can now be restarted.

INODSI1634

Successful completion

Explanation

The action has completed without errors.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1635

Crash dump of database finished

Explanation

The crash dump is complete.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1636

Tamino server successfully started

Explanation

This is an informational message.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1637

Skipping recovery terminated successfully

Explanation

The operation of skipping the recovery has terminated successfully. The update of
the log space information has been completed.

Action

The server can now be restarted.

INODSI1691

Mass load recovery files archived

Explanation

The mass load recovery files have been copied to the archive location.

Action

No action required.

INODSI1732

Calculated RESTART point - BLOCK=block,CHECKPOINT=chkpt

Explanation

Recovery has restarted from the position shown.

Action

No action required.
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INODSI1986

no file protection enabled

Explanation

File protection is not enabled

Action

No action required.

INODSI1988

PID pid

Explanation

Process ID.

Action

None.

INODSI2003

Replication of server session session number suspended replication data processed
until timestamp

Explanation

Replication processing is suspended due to a server shutdown request of the replication
database.

Action

No action required.

INODSI2006

No replication data for server session session number

Explanation

No modifications have been made for a server session on the master database.

Action

No action required.

INODSI2007

Replication of server session session number from timestamp started

Explanation

The replication processing has started to process the log space data of the specified
server session of the master database.

Action

No action required.

INODSI2008

Replication of server session session number completed

Explanation

The server completed replication of a master database's server session

Action

No action required.

INODSI2009

Replication of server session session number resumed using replication data from
timestamp

Explanation

The server continued replication processing after replication database startup.

Action

No action required.
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INODSI2010

Server session session number replicated until time stamp

Explanation

This is the current replication status of the database.

Action

No action required.

INODSI2011

Starting replication using data from database master dbname

Explanation

Replication processing has started. The master database must be active to supply
replication data.

Action

No action required.

INODSI2012

Initial server session session number for new replication database

Explanation

A replication database is started for replication the first time.

Action

No action required.

INODSI2017

Updating backup generations

Explanation

Older backups are being removed if the number of backup generations has been
exceeded.

Action

No action required.

INODSI2018

Using hostname as host name for the Software AG XTS Directory Server entries

Explanation

The specified hostname has been assigned to the server property "server host name".
This name will be registered in the Software AG XTS Directory Server as the host
where the database is located.

Action

No action required.

INODSI2021

The following file type file was not deleted: file name

Explanation

In the case of abnormal server terminations, log and dump files will be written. To
be able to analyze several problems, these files could be helpful and will not be deleted.
Be aware that dump files could be very large.

Action

It might be useful to keep the dump and log files for further examination. If you want
to generate a new database in the same location you should move those files to a
different location by hand.
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INODSI2040

File 'name' copied to directory

Explanation

This is an informational message.

Action

No activity required.

INODSI2044

Infofile 'path' created

Explanation

This is an informational message.

Action

No action required.

INODSI2074

Corrupted block repaired on space

Explanation

Due to a previous crash the latest written block may be corrupted (in the journal or
log). In some cases this can be detected and repaired.

Action

Check if the previous session was abnormally aborted. Only in this case should this
message appear.

INODSI2091

Process can make use of 3GB virtual address space

Explanation

The process can make use of 3GB virtual address space.

Action

No action required.

INODSI2100

Web server configuration changed, server server notified

Explanation

The web server configuration changed and the server was notified.

Action

No action required.

INODSI2115

Execution continues

Explanation

This message is displayed by debug-enabled executables if they have been selected
for debugging.

Action

No action required.

INODSI2146

Replication of server session session number resumed using replication data from
timestamp. Simultaneous query permitted.

Explanation

The server continued replication processing after replication database startup.

Action

No action required.
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INODSI2148

At least one replication database allows simultaneous query

Explanation

The replication master writes additional locking information to the log space. A
replication database with 'Simultaneous Query' enabled may be accessed with queries
while it replicates updates.

Action

No action required.

INODSI2149

No replication databases allow simultaneous query

Explanation

The replication master does not write additional locking information to the log space.
A replication database with 'Simultaneous Query' enabled cannot processs queries
while replicating updates of this session.

Action

No action required.

INODSI2150

Database database name set to replication type with simultaneous query

Explanation

If at least one replication database is defined with 'simultaneous query' the master
database writes additional locking information to the log space. If this replication
database is the first of this kind, the master switches to a new session.

Action

No action required.

INODSI2151

Database database name set to replication type without simultaneous query

Explanation

If no replication database is defined with 'simultaneous query' the master database
does not write additional locking information to the log space. If replication database
mentioned is the last of that kind, the master switches to a new session

Action

No action required.

INODSI2154

Replication of server session session number from timestamp started. Simultaneous
query permitted.

Explanation

The replication processing has started to process the log space data of the specified
server session of the master database.

Action

No action required.

INODSI2158

Backup from backup_date deleted

Explanation

After backup, the number of backup generations is updated, i.e older backups are
removed. For further information, please refer to the documentation of the server
parameter "number of backup generations".

Action

No action required.
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INODSI2166

Initial backup removed

Explanation

After backup, the number of backup generations is updated, i.e older backups are
removed. For further information, please refer to the documentation of server
parameter "number of backup generations".

Action

No action required.

INODSI2190

Doctype doctype has been loaded

Explanation

The specified doctype has been successfully loaded.

Action

No action required.

INODSI2196

Connection to master database master dbname reestablished

Explanation

The replication database obtained new replication data from its master database.

Action

No action required.

INODSI2199

Replication data of session session was generated with different update or hotfix
level of Tamino version version: update level update, hotfix number hotfix

Explanation

At the master database node a new update of a Tamino version was installed.

Action

Install the same update of the Tamino version at the replication database node.

INODSI2239

The backup tape from initial savepoint has been unregistered

Explanation

The information about the availability of the initial backup tape has been removed.

Action

The tape may be removed from the archive.

INODSI2259

Creating / deleting database process active, wait for continue

Explanation

Another job which creates or deletes a database is active on the current node. View
running jobs for more information.

Action

Wait until this task has been completed. You should not wait longer than a couple of
seconds.

INODSI2267

Convert database to version version

Explanation

The database will be converted to the version displayed.

Action

No action required.
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INODSI2300

Keep backup file filename

Explanation

The backup file was not deleted because it was selected to be kept by the user.

Action

Keep in mind that there is still a backup file occupying disk space.

INODSI2310

Licensed for name with ID id

Explanation

Display customer/partner information from the license file.

Action

No action required.

INODSI2311

Licensed for customername sub-licensed by partnername with ID partnerid

Explanation

This is a display of customer/partner information from the license file.

Action

No action required.

INODSI2312

Licensed for customername with ID customerid sub-licensed by partnername

Explanation

This is a display of customer/partner information from the license file.

Action

No action required.

INODSI2313

Licensed for customername with ID customerid sub-licensed by partnername with
ID partnerid

Explanation

This is a display of customer/partner information from the license file.

Action

No action required.

INODSI2314

Licensed for name with ID id, license expires on date

Explanation

Display customer/partner and expiration information from the license file.

Action

No action required.

INODSI2315

Licensed for customername sub-licensed by partnername with ID partnerid, license
expires on date

Explanation

This is a display of customer/partner and expiration information from the license file.

Action

No action required.

INODSI2316

Licensed for customername with ID customerid sub-licensed by partnername,
license expires on date

Explanation

This is a display of customer/partner and expiration information from the license file.

Action

No action required.
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INODSI2317

Licensed for customername with ID customerid sub-licensed by partnername with
ID partnerid, license expires on date

Explanation

This is a display of customer/partner and expiration information from the license file.

Action

No action required.

INODSI2343

Backup created with backup key 'backupkey' (from)

Explanation

The identification of the last created backup is displayed.

Action

No action required.

INODSI2344

backup key 'backupkey' (from)

Explanation

This is a display of backup information.

Action

No action required.

INODSI2345

backup key 'backupkey' (initial backup)

Explanation

This is a display of backup information.

Action

No action required.

INODSI2346

Deleting disabled backup from backup_date

Explanation

A disabled backup file is being deleted.

Action

No action required.

INODSI3469

Dataset dsn created on date

Explanation

The dataset was created on the specified date.

Action

No action required.

INODSI5263

Restoring pending transactions

Explanation

Pending global transactions are being restored during the server startup processing.

Action

No action required.

INODSI5270

Use parameter "param" to force server registration

Explanation

The server could not register with the XTS directory service, because an entry for the
server is already present. If this entry is no longer necessary the specified parameter
can be used to overwrite the existing entry.

Action

Set the specified parameter to YES to force server registration.
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INODSI5282

Overwriting Software AG XTS Directory Server entries

Explanation

The Software AG XTS Directory Server entries already existed. They are overwritten.

Action

No action required.

INODSI5286

New block allocations for database

Explanation

There were container size/blocksize correlations which require new allocations for
all files in the database.

Action

No action required.

INODSI5299

Data space container, file file name removed

Explanation

The database space with the qualified type and name has been removed from the file
system.

Action

No action required.

INODSI5339

Log space of server session session number from different version - recovery stopped

Explanation

The next log space to be processed was created by another program version.

Action

See the product documentation for further information about migration between
program versions.

INODSI5352

Preparing for external backup

Explanation

The database is in synchronized mode, so an external backup can now take place.

Action

No action required.

INODSI5353

Continuing after external backup

Explanation

The synchronized mode of the database has ended. Normal database processing can
resume.

Action

No action required

INODSQ1651

The currently inserted tape has been processed

Explanation

The currently inserted tape has been completely filled (backup) or completely read
(restore).

Action

Please insert the next tape in the set so that processing may continue.
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INODSQ1652

The diskette is full

Explanation

An operation writing to a diskette has completely filled up the diskette.

Action

Provide the information you are prompted for to enable Tamino to switch to a new
diskette.

INODSQ1653

Please insert the next sequential tape and verify the selected device name is correct.

Explanation

Another tape is required in the current backup or restore sequence.

Action

Insert the next sequential tape and verify the device name is correct.

INODSQ1654

Please insert diskette diskette number and specify the device name

Explanation

Another diskette is required.

Action

Insert the indicated diskette and specify the device name.

INODSQ1655

First tape required

Explanation

The first tape is required.

Action

Insert the first tape.

INODSQ1656

First diskette required

Explanation

The first diskette is required.

Action

Insert the first diskette.

INODSQ1657

Please insert first tape again and specify the device name

Explanation

The first tape is required.

Action

Insert the first tape and specify the device name.

INODSQ1658

Waiting for space on LOG device

Explanation

The server can no longer perform update operations, because there is no more free
space on the LOG device.

Action

Create free space on the LOG device, e.g. by deleting files.

INODSQ1659

Try to get free space on device where LOG is located

Explanation

The server can no longer perform update operations, because there is no more free
space on the LOG device.

Action

Create free space on the LOG device, e.g. by deleting files.
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INODSQ1660

Continue server startup or re-execute restore/recover

Explanation

When you continue the server startup, autorepair will be used. Database modifications
not recovered during the recovery run of the previous aborted server session will be
lost.

Action

Decide whether to continue or abort the server startup.

INODSQ1661

Please reply "yes" or "no" to continue server startup

Explanation

At this point in time you can continue or abort the server startup.

Action

Enter "yes" to continue the server startup, enter "no" to abort it.

INODSQ2224

Transfer via pipe stalled

Explanation

The backup activity via named pipe is hanging. One reason could be that the partner
pipe process died for some reason, for example if the disk is full.

Action

Find out the reason why the pipe processing is hanging and answer 'OK' to continue
or 'Abort' to abort the backup processing.

INODSQ2225

Continue or abort ?

Explanation

Continue or abort the processing. If you answer 'abort' the process immediately
terminates with an appropriate message. Answer 'OK' to continue processing if you
are sure that the pipe process is still active.

Action

no action

INODSQ2256

File extent extnumber missing

Explanation

A physical file extent of e.g. a backup file was not specified.

Action

Enter the file/device name of the required file extent.

INODSQ2257

Enter file/device name

Explanation

Enter here the full qualified file name of the required extent. Pipe or tape devices may
be entered as well.

Action

No action required.

INODSQ2295

No location for database space extent no

Explanation

There is no location given for this database space.

Action

Select a valid location.
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INODSR1479

Creating database space extent number of number of extents

Explanation

This is an informational message indicating how many extents of a group of extents
have been created for the database space.

Action

No action required.

INODSR1483

Deleting database space extent number of number of extents

Explanation

This is an informational message indicating how many extents of a group of extents
for the database space have been deleted.

Action

No action required.

INODSR1682

Analyzing journal information

Explanation

This is an informational message.

Action

No action required.

INODSR1683

Re-applying changes. Processing journal block block number.

Explanation

This is an informational message.

Action

No action required.

INODSR1684

Reconstructing consistent index structures. Processing journal block block number.

Explanation

This is an informational message.

Action

No action required.

INODSR1685

Resetting unfinished transactions. Processing journal block block number.

Explanation

This is an informational message.

Action

No action required.

INODSR1686

Recovered from abnormal termination

Explanation

This is an informational message.

Action

No action required.

INODSR1687

Reading parameters

Explanation

This is an informational message.

Action

No action required.
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INODSR2029

Offline conversion phase

Explanation

This is an informational message.

Action

No action required.

INODSR2077

Re-applying updates started

Explanation

The recover process has started.

Action

No action required.

INODSR2078

Re-applying updates of session session

Explanation

The recover process has started re-applying updates of the next session.

Action

No action required.

INODSR2079

Re-applying updates completed

Explanation

The recover process has finished.

Action

No action required.

INODSR5347

Preparing external backup

Explanation

This is an information message.

Action

No action required.

INODSR5348

Synchronizing database

Explanation

This is an information message.

Action

No action required.

INODSR5349

Processing external backup

Explanation

This is an information message.

Action

No action required.

INODSR5350

Performing final cleanup

Explanation

This is an information message.

Action

No action required.
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INODSR5351

Processing external restore

Explanation

This is an information message.

Action

No action required.

INODSR5362

Processing backup

Explanation

A backup operation is currently being processed.

Action

No action required.

INODSR5363

Processing restore

Explanation

A restore operation is currently being processed.

Action

No action required.

INODSS1005

Create database space

Explanation

This message indicates that the specified function is in progress.

Action

No action required.

INODSS1009

Delete database space

Explanation

This message indicates that the specified function is in progress.

Action

No action required.

INODSS1089

Creating database with reorganization ...

Explanation

The database will be created from a backup with defragmentation of the database
layout.

Action

No action required.

INODSS1711

Recovering from abnormal termination

Explanation

This is an informational message.

Action

No action required.

INODSS1712

Starting database server

Explanation

This is an informational message.

Action

No action required.
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INODSS1713

Checking database for index inconsistencies

Explanation

This is an informational message.

Action

No action required.

INODSS1714

Deleting database 'database_name'

Explanation

This is an informational message.

Action

No action required.

INODSS2025

Creating database ...

Explanation

Tamino is creating a new database.

Action

No action required.

INODSS2076

Performing recovery

Explanation

The restore/recover process is in the recover phase.

Action

No action required.

INODSS2159

Converting database

Explanation

The database is being upgraded or downgraded.

Action

No action required.

INODST1751

Start of Tamino name version modifierversionmodifier2 on system info

Explanation

This is an informational message.

Action

No action required.

INODST1752

Database database name Session session number (name modifierversion on system
info, process ID pid)

Explanation

This is an informational message.

Action

No action required.

INODST1753

Database database name Read-Only Session (name modifierversion on system
info, process ID pid)

Explanation

This is an informational message.

Action

No action required.
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INODST1766

Database database name Replication Session (name modifierversion on system
info, processID pid)

Explanation

The server started for a replication database.

Action

No action required.

INODST1781

Start of product name on system info

Explanation

This is an informational message.

Action

No action required.

INODSV1053

Database autorepair suppressed

Explanation

The previous server session terminated abnormally. The server attempted to perform
an autorepair, but the autorepair has been suppressed by external manipulation. The
database might be in an inconsistent state.

Action

Determine what kind of manipulation has occurred and contact your software supplier.

INODSV1129

System error errno occurred

Explanation

A system error has occurred in the context of the current task.

Action

Check the manufacturer's manual.

INODSV1174

No input data available

Explanation

The specified input file is empty.

Action

Ensure that the correct input file is being used.

INODSV1245

Error information: log space of server session session number - block block, location
record

Explanation

The information describes the location of the recently processed log space data

Action

Keep this information when log space data analysis is required.

INODSV1258

Journal overflow. Server cannot proceed.

Explanation

The journal space was insufficient. The current server session has to be terminated.

Action

Check if more journal space can be provided. Restart the server.
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INODSV1281

Component comp called at extension point extp returned response rsp

Explanation

The Tamino server called an external component which returned an error response.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSV1473

The database server is active on the local node

Explanation

This is an informational message.

Action

No action required.

INODSV1587

Internal event SCLOST has occurred

Explanation

A sort action has failed due to resource problems. A retry will be started automatically.

Action

No action required.

INODSV1801

Previous server session failed during write operation

Explanation

The previous server session was performing a write operation on modified data when
the server session terminated abnormally.

Action

If you can be sure that a single write operation is atomic on your system, you can
ignore this warning. You can always assume so if there was no power failure and if
the previous server session did not abort due to an I/O error. If you cannot be sure,
recover your database from the last backup.

INODSV1806

Aborted by operator

Explanation

The operator has explicitly aborted the operation.

Action

No action required.

INODSV1818

Log space of server session session number is empty

Explanation

An input file to be used for recovery is empty.

Action

Check that the correct log space files are present at the log space location.

INODSV2083

Unlocking port allocation lock failed with response err - int_err

Explanation

An unexpected response was received while trying to unlock the port allocation lock.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INODSV2118

Unlocking raw section lock failed with response err - int_err

Explanation

Unexpected response received while trying to unlock the raw section lock.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSV2139

Unlocking raw section lock failed with response err - int_err

Explanation

Unexpected response received while trying to unlock the container move lock.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSV2226

System error error (string) occurred

Explanation

An internal system service error occurred.

Action

Analyze the error number and the human readable text.

INODSV2273

The server servername is active

Explanation

The specified server is active.

Action

No action required.

INODSV2276

Aborted by High Availability monitor

Explanation

The High Availability monitor detected that the server did not respond within a
specific timeout limit and forced an abnormal crash of this server. There could be two
cases: either the server is really hanging or there is something very busy that the check
by the High Availability monitor takes a very long time (e.g. a huge buffer flush is in
progress).

Action

Check if the HA timeout value is reasonable with the context. One dangerous situation
can be a long enduring buffer flush which might block applications for a long time.
Maybe it is reasonable to run with small flush limit and/or flush group size parameters.

INODSV2281

System error errno (errtxt) when opening database space space no (path)

Explanation

An internal operating system error has occurred while trying to open a database
space.

Action

Analyse the error text and consult the manufacturer's manual.

INODSV5266

Journal overflow. Current activity cancelled.

Explanation

The journal space was insufficient. The current activity has been cancelled. Typically,
a transaction has been rolled back internally.

Action

Provide more journal space. Restart the terminated activity.
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INODSV5269

Server is already registered with the Software AG XTS Directory Server

Explanation

When the server starts it registers with the Software AG XTS Directory Server. It is
possible that entries for the server are already present (server already started
somewhere else or previous server session failed). If this message comes as a warning
message, the entry found exactly matches the one that should be entered. If this
message comes as an error message, the entry found did not match the entry that the
server wanted to add.

Action

If this message comes as a warning message no action is required. If this message
comes as an error message the Software AG XTS Directory Server entry found for the
server should be checked and, if no longer necessary, the next server start should be
done with the parameter for overwriting the Software AG XTS Directory Server entry
activated.

INODSW1014

Creation of word fragment index failed

Explanation

Creation of word fragment index failed, because corresponding index tree is
inaccessible.

Action

Use the function "check and repair database" and restart the server.

INODSW1017

Due to license restrictions, recovery of the database will not be possible

Explanation

Your license file does not allow logging to be enabled. Due to this restriction, recovery
of the database will not be possible.

Action

Contact your software supplier for an upgrade of your license.

INODSW1035

Synchronization semaphore lost and recreated

Explanation

The synchronization semaphore was deleted from outside and a new one was created.

Action

No action required.

INODSW1115

Incremental backup disabled due to buffer pool allocation failure

Explanation

An incremental backup is not possible because no space was available for the
information of modified blocks.

Action

Create the next backup as a full backup. To avoid the allocation failure increase the
buffer pool.

INODSW1116

Incremental backup disabled due to error error

Explanation

An incremental backup is not possible due to an error when maintaining the
information of modified blocks.

Action

Create the next backup as a full backup. If the error persists, contact your software
supplier.
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INODSW1151

Further recovery for doctype doctype will not include index

Explanation

Due to an error during recovery the index of the doctype has been disabled.

Action

Even though the index was disabled, data has been recovered. The index can be rebuilt
using the"Check and Repair" function.

INODSW1340

The last available backup could not be deleted

Explanation

It doesn't make much sense to delete all backups. To avoid the situation that someone
deletes the last backup by mistake, this deletion is not allowed.

Action

If you want to delete this special last backup, you have to create a new one.

INODSW1372

Waiting for space on space location

Explanation

The location where the file wants to grow has no more free space and the current
request will wait until space is available.

Action

Either delete unused files from the location that has insufficient space or define a new
location with enough space for that file.

INODSW1401

A transaction has been heuristically committed at time

Explanation

The database system has committed a transaction for which a decision of the
transaction manager was pending.

Action

No action required.

INODSW1406

Log space of server session session number processed until time

Explanation

None of the information generated after the given end timestamp of the log space of
the specified server session was processed.

Action

Verify that the skipped part of the log space is the same as was skipped with a previous
recovery.

INODSW1407

Replication of server session session number resumed using replication data from
timestamp. Simultaneous query will be enabled when replication database is
up-to-date.

Explanation

The server continued replication processing after replication database startup.

Action

No action required. The database server will automatically enable simultaneous read
when the locking information becomes available, at the latest when replicating the
current master database session.
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INODSW1409

Error when opening database space space no (at path): size mismatch

Explanation

The size of the database space is not equal to the size expected by the server.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSW1410

Error when opening database space space number (at path)

Explanation

The database space could not be opened.

Action

Check the affected device: is it on-line, are the permissions correct, can operating
system tools access the device? If you cannot find the reason for the read error by
yourself, please contact your software supplier.

INODSW1411

Error when opening database space, compressed state is not permitted (at path)

Explanation

The database file has the compressed attribute, which is not permitted, because write
errors should be avoided if the device is getting full.

Action

Remove the compressed attribute from the database file.

INODSW1412

System error errno when opening database space space no (path)

Explanation

The specified operating system error has occurred.

Action

Please consult the manufacturer's manual.

INODSW1414

System error errno when opening database space space no (path)

Explanation

The specified operating system error has occurred.

Action

Please consult the manufacturer's manual.

INODSW1415

Replication of server session session number from timestamp started. Simultaneous
query will be enabled when replication database is up-to-date.

Explanation

The replication processing has started to process the log space data of the specified
server session of the master database.

Action

No action required. The database server will automatically enable simultaneous read
when the locking information becomes available, at the latest when replicating the
current master database session.

INODSW1418

Replication of server session session number stopped. Replication data processed
until timestamp.

Explanation

Replication processing is stopped due to an error as described in previous messages.
If simultaneous queries were permitted, then the replication database stays online
and may be used for further queries.

Action

Try to solve the problem at the master database's side or recreate the replication
database from a new backup of the master.
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INODSW1455

Database start not allowed because of pending "set version" operation. Please
re-execute "set version".

Explanation

A previous "set version" operation aborted. The database may be inconsistent.

Action

Try "set version" again. If it fails also the second time, report the problem to your
software supplier.

INODSW1482

Log space of server session session number not to be processed.

Explanation

The log space of the specified server session was not processed because it was skipped
by a previous recovery run.

Action

Verify that the skipped log space has also been skipped by the previous recovery run.

INODSW1529

switch internal I/O mode

Explanation

The I/O mode was switched because an internal I/O function is not supported by
given platform. This could happen if a platform does not support the call lio_listio().

Action

No action required.

INODSW1602

Insufficient disk space for journal space, resize to: size MB

Explanation

There is insufficient disk space to create journal space of the required size; a reduced
size will be used.

Action

No action required.

INODSW1689

Parallel backup not available on Windows, a sequential backup will be performed.

Explanation

The Windows version of backup does not support 'parallel backup', therefore a
sequential backup will be performed.

Action

No action required.

INODSW1784

There is a pending autorepair for the database

Explanation

The database had previously not terminated correctly.

Action

When the database has been restarted, it will perform an autorepair operation.

INODSW1800

This is an emergency restart

Explanation

The server stopped the previous server session due to shortage of journal space. If
this restart fails, data may be lost or inconsistent.

Action

If the restart fails, please recover your data from the last backup.
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INODSW1802

A transaction has been heuristically rolled back at time

Explanation

The database system has rolled back a transaction for which a decision of the
transaction manager was pending.

Action

No action required.

INODSW1803

A transaction has been heuristically committed at time

Explanation

The database system has committed a transaction for which a decision of the
transaction manager was pending.

Action

No action required.

INODSW1804

Backup task not responding. Ignoring backup activity.

Explanation

A backup task was running when the server came up. The server synchronization
with this backup task has failed. The backup will terminate eventually.

Action

Check if the backup activity is still running. If so, it can be terminated. Redo the
backup.

INODSW1805

The server cannot proceed until the backup activity has finished

Explanation

The server will wait for the backup activity to complete. When it has finished, the
server will continue.

Action

No action required.

INODSW1807

Switched to read-only mode because a database space is not writable

Explanation

The database will not accept updates.

Action

If this behavior is not intended, make all database spaces write-accessible.

INODSW1808

Read-only database

Explanation

The database is read-only. Some functions are disabled.

Action

No action required.

INODSW1809

Error when opening database space space no (at path): size mismatch, expected
bytes bytes

Explanation

The size of the database space is not equal to the size expected by the server.

Action

If the operation does not complete successfully, please contact your software supplier.
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INODSW1810

database space space no opened for read-only access

Explanation

The specified database space was opened for read-only access. No updates will be
possible on this database space.

Action

No action required.

INODSW1811

Database might be corrupted

Explanation

An inconsistency has been found in the database.

Action

Check the database for consistency.

INODSW1812

Backup process is not responding

Explanation

The synchronization between the backup process and the server has been lost. One
possible reason is that the backup process has been killed. The backup will not come
to a normal end.

Action

Restart the backup.

INODSW1813

Backup process is not communicating completion

Explanation

The synchronization between the backup process and the server has been lost. One
possible reason is that the backup process has been killed. The backup will not come
to a normal end.

Action

Restart the backup.

INODSW1814

Backup process is not fetching modified data

Explanation

The synchronization between the backup process and the server has been lost. One
possible reason is that the backup process has been killed. The backup will not come
to a normal end.

Action

Restart the backup.

INODSW1815

Before image mismatch for number instances on doctype doctype

Explanation

This is an internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSW1817

Read-only database server accessed

Explanation

A utility is being run against a read-only database server. Certain functions may not
be available.

Action

No action required.
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INODSW1819

Invalid starting block number block number for log space from session session
number

Explanation

The log space does not contain correct log information.

Action

Check if files have been moved or copied to the log space location.

INODSW1823

Unable to remove shared memory

Explanation

It has not been possible to remove a shared memory segment.

Action

Remove any allocated shared memory with available system tools.

INODSW1825

Unexpected database error: resp

Explanation

An internal database error has occurred.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSW1827

Function is deactivated

Explanation

The requested function is not activated at present.

Action

No action required.

INODSW1828

Doctype deleted but de-allocation failed (reason code reason)

Explanation

A doctype has been deleted from the database but it could not be de-allocated.

Action

Determine the cause of the failure from the supplied reason code.

INODSW1829

Unable to remove utility flag and/or write event

Explanation

The utility was in its final cleanup phase but could not complete all required actions.

Action

The utility has terminated successfully, but the cause of the cleanup failure should
be determined.

INODSW1830

Event could not be written due to response response

Explanation

The utility has failed to write a final event due to the response reported.

Action

The utility will end successfully. The response code indicates the reason for the failure
to write an event.
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INODSW1835

Waiting for debugger to attach

Explanation

This message is displayed by debug-enabled executables if they have been selected
for debugging.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSW1836

Mass load recovery files not archived

Explanation

The mass load recovery files could not be copied to the archive location.

Action

Check for a reason why files could not be created at the archive location. Copy the
mass load recovery files manually.

INODSW1837

An error occurred during the create index process on doctype doctype

Explanation

The error is caused by an attempt to create a unique index for non-unique data values.

Action

Contact your software supplier.

INODSW1838

Log space of server session session number processed until time

Explanation

None of the information generated after the given end timestamp of the log space of
the specified server session was processed.

Action

Verify that the skipped part of the log space is the same as was skipped with a previous
recovery.

INODSW1839

Log space of server session session number extent extent number not archived

Explanation

A log space extent could not be copied to the archive location.

Action

Check the log archive location name and for available space.

INODSW1840

Log space of server session session number extent extent number not closed

Explanation

A log space extent could not be closed.

Action

No action required.

INODSW1841

Database successfully checked and repaired. Number of repaired indexes is number.

Explanation

The database has been repaired.

Action

No action required.
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INODSW1842

Update in internal configuration store could not be logged

Explanation

Configuration was successfully updated, however the update could not be logged.
Possible reasons may be - update log file is read-only or there is not enough space on
device where Tamino is installed.

Action

In most cases this warning can be ignored. Inform your system administrator about
the warning.

INODSW1843

No information about previous recovery processing

Explanation

Recovery processing was aborted without being able to write recovery progress
information.

Action

See the instructions within subsequent messages.

INODSW1845

Continuing server startup will disable all existing backups

Explanation

A preceding Restore/Recover operation that specified an "until" date that is earlier
than the latest backup was performed. This means that any backup that was performed
after the "until" date of the Restore/Recover operation is no longer valid.

Action

Create a new database backup as soon as possible.

INODSW1846

All backups disabled, create a new backup copy

Explanation

No information about previous recovery processing was available, all backups have
been disabled.

Action

Create a new database backup as soon as possible.

INODSW1848

Container file could not be extended, but attempt to continue

Explanation

The database could not be extended as the backup file signalled. The restore is
continued but later I/O errors are possible.

Action

You can ignore this message if the restore terminates successfully. If the restore fails
due to an I/O error you must check why the database could not be extended.

INODSW1980

Skipping recovery terminated with warning status

Explanation

While skipping the recovery a situation occurred that requires further investigation.

Action

Check for additional messages in the event log.
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INODSW1981

Recovery terminated with warning status

Explanation

During recovery a situation occurred that requires further investigation.

Action

Check for additional messages in the event log.

INODSW1993

keyword combination not allowed

Explanation

The supplied keyword combination is invalid.

Action

Correct the input parameters.

INODSW1997

Due to license restrictions, the database will be started in readonly mode

Explanation

Your license is restricted to readonly mode. Due to this restriction, updates of the
database will not be possible.

Action

Contact your software supplier for an upgrade of your license.

INODSW2047

Version cd database version not installed, using compatible version instead

Explanation

The version of the CD database is not installed on the target system. However a
compatible version was found and will be used.

Action

No action required.

INODSW2066

Journal size specified is less than the minimum allowed size of numberMB.
Increasing to numberMB.

Explanation

The journal size specified is less than the minimum required to allow correct operation
of the server. Tamino is adjusting the journal size up to the minimum size.

Action

No action required.

INODSW2073

Previous log file corrupted (reason: reason). Please perform a database backup as
soon as possible.

Explanation

During restart after a database crash it was detected that the log file of the previous
session is corrupt. A database recovery may fail, therefore a new backup would resolve
this situation. Moreover a further database replication would fail, therefore if the
database is or will be a replication master the replication must be newly set up with
a new database backup.

Action

Perform a new database backup. Revise replication. Reestablish replication with the
new database backup.
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INODSW2089

Port port already in use as name by server server

Explanation

The port to check is already in use.

Action

Choose another port or be aware that problems with port usage might occur.

INODSW2090

Port port used as name by server server is located in selected dynamic port range

Explanation

An allocated port was found in the dynamic port range.

Action

Specify another dynamic port range or change the allocated port so that it is located
outside the dynamic port range.

INODSW2098

Web server webserver assigned to database server

Explanation

The web server is assigned to a database and must not be removed before it is
deassigned.

Action

Keep this web server definition or deassign it from all databases.

INODSW2101

Web server configuration changed, notification of server server failed (rc1,rc2,rc3)

Explanation

The web server configuration was changed, but the server notification failed.

Action

The server has to be restarted manually.

INODSW2102

Web server configuration changed for web server webserver, but server notification
failed

Explanation

The web server configuration was changed, but the notification of active servers failed.

Action

Restart all active servers which have assigned the web server in question.

INODSW2112

User specified record ID number is not within proposed range

Explanation

The load utility was called with at least one record ID which is within a used range.
In the event of a crash the internal doctype may have a corruption.

Action

This is an internal problem. Please contact your software supplier.

INODSW2113

Cleanup of a mass load failed with error

Explanation

The cleanup task, e.g. within a rollback, of a mass load failed for internal reasons.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INODSW2133

Nothing to verify, no data available

Explanation

The item only contains index values, therefore no verification is necessary.

Action

No action required.

INODSW2147

Replication of server session session number resumed using replication data from
timestamp. Simultaneous query will be enabled when replication database is
up-to-date.

Explanation

The server continued replication processing after replication database startup.

Action

No action required. The database server will automatically enable simultaneous read
when the locking information becomes available, at the latest when replicating the
current master database session.

INODSW2152

Port port is currently active and may not be usable

Explanation

The specified port is currently active and may not be usable by the Tamino server.

Action

Specify another port for the Tamino server or free up the active port before starting
the Tamino server.

INODSW2153

Flush limit too high. Value adjusted to new value.

Explanation

The flush limit specified was too high. It has been adjusted to a reasonable value.

Action

To avoid this warning at each startup of the database, configure a lower value.

INODSW2155

Replication of server session session number from timestamp started. Simultaneous
query will be enabled when replication database is up-to-date.

Explanation

The replication processing has started to process the log space data of the specified
server session of the master database.

Action

No action required. The database server will automatically enable simultaneous read
when the locking information becomes available, at the latest when replicating the
current master database session.

INODSW2156

Database name1 is fully overlaid with backup from database name2

Explanation

The backup file which was created by a foreign database has been restored into the
current database. The previous content of the database has been completely deleted.

Action

No action required.
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INODSW2161

corrupted data repaired

Explanation

A detected corruption was repaired immediately by Tamino.

Action

No action required.

INODSW2171

Replication data of session session requires new Tamino version version

Explanation

The replication database is using a different Tamino version than the master database.

Action

Install the required Tamino version at the repliction database node. If the required
version is already installed and the error still exists, re-create the replication database
using a backup created from this Tamino version.

INODSW2172

Master database must be restarted before a replication database can be set up

Explanation

The name of the first replication database has been added to the permission list. The
database can be set up as a replication database of this master only after the master
has been stopped and restarted.

Action

Stop the master database and start it again.

INODSW2180

Connection to server lost, reason reason

Explanation

The working process must be terminated because the server is stopping or has already
stopped. There are 2 possible reasons: 0 means the server has stopped, 1 means the
server is stopping and has aborted the process.

Action

Check why the server stopped.

INODSW2186

The configured buffer pool size (lbp MB) exceeds the machine's physical memory
size (pms MB)

Explanation

The buffer pool size is configured so that it exceeds the physical memory size of the
machine. This does not make sense because the buffer pool replacement strategy will
collide with the operating systems memory management.

Action

Choose a buffer pool size that is at least smaller than the machine's physical memory
size.

INODSW2191

The maximum number of threads allowed per process (max_threads) may not be
sufficient to manage the database server

Explanation

The current parameter configuration may not allow the creation of all necessary
threads to manage the database server.

Action

Either the system defined maximum number of threads per process is too low and
should be increased, or the database parameter configuration should be changed to
decrease the number of threads to be created.
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INODSW2195

Connection to master database master dbname interrupted

Explanation

The replication database cannot obtain replication data from its master database.

Action

No action required.

INODSW2197

Replication of server session session number stopped. Replication data processed
until timestamp.

Explanation

Replication processing is stopped due to an error as described in previous messages.
If simultaneous queries were permitted, then the replication database stays online
and may be used for further queries.

Action

Try to solve the problem at the master database's side or recreate the replication
database from a new backup of the master.

INODSW2198

Update logging in internal configuration store is not active

Explanation

Updates in the internal configuration store are not logged because update logging is
not activated in the current process.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSW2207

No reading process attached to pipe path

Explanation

Backup location is a named pipe and no process has the pipe open for reading. This
situation may occur during database backup or database creation, when initial backup
is being made.

Action

Start the process that reads from the pipe and perform the backup again.

INODSW2209

Inconsistent location definition (location) - expected type expected, real type real

Explanation

The location type is unexpected. This is typically the result of user intervention , for
example the user deletes a location directory and creates a file with the same name.

Action

Make sure that Tamino locations are not modified outside of Tamino.

INODSW2210

Location location is nearly full

Explanation

Not enough disk space is left on the location.

Action

Free some space or use another location.
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INODSW2230

Logging error in internal configuration store occurred at time, future updates may
not be logged

Explanation

The internal configuration store showed an update logging error that occurred in the
past. There is a chance that future updates will also not be logged, thus preventing a
repair of the internal configuration store after a severe error. This message is displayed
at each server startup unless you execute the described actions.

Action

To be sure to be able to recreate all configuration data, you can do the following: Copy
your registry (all under the key 'Tamino') to a file. Use the 'export' function of your
registry editor. Then clean your registry logging file or use another file. The registry
logging file is defined with a string value at the registry key 'Tamino'. Combining
both files lets you repair your Tamino registry in the case of a corruption. Finally you
can remove the 'registry logging error' string value from the registry either with your
registry editor or with the Registry functions of your Tamino manager.

INODSW2238

No space to remove

Explanation

The request to remove database space cannot be performed, because trailing space is
in use.

Action

No action required.

INODSW2240

File/path path does not exist or is not accessible

Explanation

The given file/pathname does not exist or is not accessible. It will just be skipped.

Action

Check the file/pathname.

INODSW2244

Cannot create initial backup - reference to original one is not possible; perform
backup for the database as soon as possible

Explanation

The initial backup for the new database could not be created. It tries to reference this
backup, but the backup is already registered with another active database. So the
database is left without a valid backup !

Action

Perform a database backup as soon as possible.

INODSW2245

Cannot create initial backup - but referred to original one

Explanation

The creation of the initial backup of the new database failed. Nevertheless a backup
entry was set up pointing to the file/device where the creation-backup comes from.
This has the same effect as when the nocopyoption has been used.

Action

No action required.
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INODSW2246

Reference to original backup is not possible; perform backup for the database as
soon as possible

Explanation

The create from backup was used with the nocopy option, which means that the
incoming backup file will just be referenced instead of copied. But it is not permitted
to reference a backup file which is already registered with an active database. Now
there is no valid backup for the created database

Action

Perform a database backup as soon as possible.

INODSW2247

Location skipped (no space)

Explanation

The given location has not enough space for creating a database file. It skips to the
next location if any.

Action

Check the space in this location.

INODSW2248

Location skipped, (internal error err)

Explanation

The current location cannot be used and will be skipped. The internal error displayed
gives the detailed reason.

Action

Analyse the error and check the path name of the location.

INODSW2260

create / delete database synchronization failed with (error)

Explanation

The semaphore synchronisation failed with an internal error.

Action

Do not start another create / delete database in parallel.

INODSW2261

Removing backup file (filename) failed due to internal error error

Explanation

The given backup file cannot be removed due to displayed error reason, but it will
be unregistered.

Action

Delete the backup file by hand if you decide that it would never be needed any more.

INODSW2262

Problem during referencing initial backup file (file), reason: reason

Explanation

A reference operation (insert/delete) to a backup file failed. A reference will be set up
at create database from backup to the source backup file. If the setting of a reference
failed, then it may happen that the owner of the backup deletes the backup fie although
a foreign database has it still registered. If this operation failed at the owner side, it
may happen that the backup file remains in the file system although it was logically
deleted.

Action

Check the databases where this backup file is registered. Maybe perform a new backup
of databases which have this backup file registered.
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INODSW2269

Failed to load ADABAS interface (library)

Explanation

The Tamino server failed to load the ADABAS interface.

Action

Provide a valid ADABAS interface in one of the locations searched during the library
load.

INODSW2277

Buffer pool size set to size MB due to shortage of shared memory

Explanation

The available shared memory was not large enough to allocate the buffer pool with
the configured size.

Action

Check whether the configured size of the buffer pool meets the memory resources
available within the given environment.

INODSW2297

Perform emergency shutdown, because server is within a space wait situation

Explanation

The server is waiting for space on the log file, therefore a clean shutdown is not
possible. It aborts the server with a pending autorepair.

Action

Clean up the log space location and restart the server.

INODSW2318

The license for name with ID id expires in number days

Explanation

The license expires soon. After license expiration the server cannot be used any longer.
The server will abort and cannot be restarted.

Action

Please contact your software supplier to extend your license. Activate the new license
with the Tamino Manager.

INODSW2319

The license for customername sub-licensed by partnername with ID partnerid
expires in number days

Explanation

The license expires soon. After license expiration the server cannot be used any longer.
The server will abort and cannot be restarted.

Action

Please contact your software supplier to extend your license. Activate the new license
with the Tamino Manager.

INODSW2320

The license for customername with ID customerid sub-licensed by partnername
expires in number days

Explanation

The license expires soon. After license expiration the server cannot be used any longer.
The server will abort and cannot be restarted.

Action

Please contact your software supplier to extend your license. Activate the new license
with the Tamino Manager.
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INODSW2321

The license for customername with ID customerid sub-licensed by partnername
with ID partnerid expires in number days

Explanation

The license expires soon. After license expiration the server cannot be used any longer.
The server will abort and cannot be restarted.

Action

Please contact your software supplier to extend your license. Activate the new license
with the Tamino Manager.

INODSW2322

The license for name with ID id expires in 1 day

Explanation

The license expires soon. After license expiration the server cannot be used any longer.
The server will abort and cannot be restarted.

Action

Please contact your software supplier to extend your license. Activate the new license
with the Tamino Manager.

INODSW2323

The license for customername sub-licensed by partnername with ID partnerid
expires in 1 day

Explanation

The license expires soon. After license expiration the server cannot be used any longer.
The server will abort and cannot be restarted.

Action

Please contact your software supplier to extend your license. Activate the new license
with the Tamino Manager.

INODSW2324

The license for customername with ID customerid sub-licensed by partnername
expires in 1 day

Explanation

The license expires soon. After license expiration the server cannot be used any longer.
The server will abort and cannot be restarted.

Action

Please contact your software supplier to extend your license. Activate the new license
with the Tamino Manager.

INODSW2325

The license for customername with ID customerid sub-licensed by partnername
with ID partnerid expires in 1 day

Explanation

The license expires soon. After license expiration the server cannot be used any longer.
The server will abort and cannot be restarted.

Action

Please contact your software supplier to extend your license. Activate the new license
with the Tamino Manager.
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INODSW2326

The license for name with ID id has expired, server will abort in number days

Explanation

The license has expired. The server will not restart any more. Final abort after a grace
period of 10 days after license expiration.

Action

Please contact your software supplier to extend your license. Activate the new license
with the Tamino Manager.

INODSW2327

The license for customername sub-licensed by partnername with ID partnerid has
expired, server will abort in number days

Explanation

The license has expired. The server will not restart any more. Final abort after a grace
period of 10 days after license expiration.

Action

Please contact your software supplier to extend your license. Activate the new license
with the Tamino Manager.

INODSW2328

The license for customername with ID customerid sub-licensed by partnername
has expired, server will abort in number days

Explanation

The license has expired. The server will not restart any more. Final abort after a grace
period of 10 days after license expiration.

Action

Please contact your software supplier to extend your license. Activate the new license
with the Tamino Manager.

INODSW2329

The license for customername with ID customerid sub-licensed by partnername
with ID partnerid has expired, server will abort in number days

Explanation

The license has expired. The server will not restart any more. Final abort after a grace
period of 10 days after license expiration.

Action

Please contact your software supplier to extend your license. Activate the new license
with the Tamino Manager.

INODSW2330

The license for name with ID id has expired, server will abort in 1 day

Explanation

The license has expired. The server will not restart any more. Final abort after a grace
period of 10 days after license expiration.

Action

Please contact your software supplier to extend your license. Activate the new license
with the Tamino Manager.

INODSW2331

The license for customername sub-licensed by partnername with ID partnerid has
expired, server will abort in 1 day

Explanation

The license has expired. The server will not restart any more. Final abort after a grace
period of 10 days after license expiration.

Action

Please contact your software supplier to extend your license. Activate the new license
with the Tamino Manager.
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INODSW2332

The license for customername with ID customerid sub-licensed by partnername
has expired, server will abort in 1 day

Explanation

The license has expired. The server will not restart any more. Final abort after a grace
period of 10 days after license expiration.

Action

Please contact your software supplier to extend your license. Activate the new license
with the Tamino Manager.

INODSW2333

The license for customername with ID customerid sub-licensed by partnername
with ID partnerid has expired, server will abort in 1 day

Explanation

The license has expired. The server will not restart any more. Final abort after a grace
period of 10 days after license expiration.

Action

Please contact your software supplier to extend your license. Activate the new license
with the Tamino Manager.

INODSW5255

Internal parameter error (param), using default

Explanation

An invalid internal parameter value was found. The default parameter value is used.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INODSW5274

number updates excluded on doctype doctype

Explanation

Due to an error during recovery, not all updates have been re-applied.

Action

Check the previous error messages to find more information about the error.

INODSW5275

Updates performed between server startup and recovery start

Explanation

Updates between server startup and recovery start are not allowed.

Action

Please check subsequent messages for more information.

INODSW5294

waiting for buffer flush end

Explanation

The dump utility must wait until the Tamino server completes the buffer flush action.

Action

No action required.

INODSW5329

Sort request couldn't be specified, reason subc

Explanation

A sort request failed, for the reason specified in the message

Action

Contact your software supplier.
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INODSW5340

Collating key truncated to size bytes

Explanation

The collation key was truncated due to the size limit for index values. Only less
important information was truncated.

Action

Normally, collation should be defined only for small pieces of data ( e.g. words), not
for the large texts. Consider reviewing your collation definitions.

INODSW5355

File system UNMOUNT problem, reason reason errtxt

Explanation

Restoring an external backup may require the remounting of the file system. This is
necessary to flush the file system cache.

Action

Remount the file system manually and contact your software supplier.

INODSW5356

File system MOUNT problem, reason reason errtxt

Explanation

Restoring an external backup may require the remounting of the file system. This is
necessary to flush the file system cache

Action

Remount the file system manually and contact your software supplier.

INODSW5400

Internal sort order lost

Explanation

A sort request could not be satisfied due to internal reasons.

Action

You can force a memory dump with "inodba database=name trap=9299" for further
analysis after reproducing the error.

INODSW5401

Function not completely executed

Explanation

A request failed due to internal reasons.

Action

You can force a memory dump with "inodba database=name trap=9298" for further
analysis after reproducing the error.

INOINE2051

Resetting the unique status on all indices

Explanation

Duplicate values were detected. Therefore the unique status could not be set for the
indices.

Action

Resolve any uniqueness conflicts before trying to set the unique status.

INOINE2053

Index name already in use

Explanation

The specified index name is already in use for this doctype.

Action

Retry the required operation with an unused index name.
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INOINF2251

Sort file too small or work pool too large

Explanation

The sort file used is too small or the specified work pool is too large for the given sort
file.

Action

Ensure that a sufficiently large sort file is available.

INOINF2252

Sort file too small

Explanation

The sort file used is too small.

Action

Ensure that a sufficiently large sort file is available.

INOINF2253

Corrupt index found

Explanation

Corrupt information has been found in the index.

Action

Please contact your software supplier, and/or reload the data to repair the damage.

INOINI2174

Index processing completed on doctype doctype

Explanation

The requested index operation has ended.

Action

No action required.

INOINI2452

Index modification started

Explanation

The database index modification process has started.

Action

No action required.

INOINI2453

Index modification completed

Explanation

The index modification process has completed.

Action

No action required.

INOINI2454

Index cannot be sorted in main memory

Explanation

The index process cannot perform the sort in main memory. This is an informational
message. An external sort will be performed.

Action

No action required.

INOINI2455

Index cannot be sorted

Explanation

It is not possible to sort the index, probably due to a lack of space.

Action

Allow more space to be allocated for a main memory sort of the index, if possible.
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INOINI2456

Index cannot be processed in two passes

Explanation

It is not possible to process the index in two passes due to insufficient temporary
storage.

Action

Allocate more temporary storage to allow the index to be processed in two passes.

INOINI2457

Index cannot be processed in one pass

Explanation

It is not possible to process the index in one pass due to a lack of temporary storage.

Action

Allocate more temporary storage to allow the index to be processed in one pass.

INOINI2459

Index verification limit has been reached

Explanation

The number of errors found while verifying the index has reached the allowed limit.

Action

Correct the errors in the index, and run the certification process again.

INOINI2460

Data space passes required: count

Explanation

This is the number of passes of the data space required to perform the index operation.

Action

No action required.

INOINI2461

Sort file efficiency: sorteff %

Explanation

This is the calculated efficiency of the sort file during the index process.

Action

No action required.

INOINI2462

Work pool efficiency: workeff %

Explanation

This is the calculated efficiency of the work pool during the index process.

Action

No action required.

INOINI2467

Recommended minimum temporary storage size = size KB

Explanation

This is the recommended (minimum) temporary storage size that will be allocated
for the process.

Action

No action required.

INOINI2471

Temporary storage size = size KB

Explanation

This is the size of the required temporary storage.

Action

No action required.
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INOINI2472

Temporary storage size (1 pass) = size MB

Explanation

This is the temporary storage size required for 1 pass processing.

Action

No action required.

INOINI2473

Temporary storage size (2 passes) = size MB

Explanation

This is the temporary storage size required for 2 pass processing.

Action

No action required.

INOINI2474

Sorting index

Explanation

The index field is being sorted.

Action

No action required.

INOINI2475

No values for index (desc)

Explanation

No values are present for the index field.

Action

No action required.

INOINI2476

Loading index

Explanation

The index field specified is being loaded.

Action

No action required.

INOINI2477

Verifying index (desc)

Explanation

The index field specified is being verified.

Action

No action required.

INOINI2478

Unique status for specified index is being set

Explanation

The unique status for the specified index field is being set.

Action

No action required.

INOINI2479

Unique status for specified index is being reset

Explanation

The unique status for the specified index field is being reset.

Action

No action required.
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INOINI2480

Unique status removed for index

Explanation

The unique status of an index field has been removed.

Action

No action required.

INOINI2481

No index fields were found for the specified doctype

Explanation

The index function could not be performed because no index fields were found in the
specified doctype.

Action

Check that the correct doctype was specified for the index operation.

INOINI2482

Index processing started on doctype doctype

Explanation

The requested index operation has started.

Action

No action required.

INOINW2800

Errors found for count indices

Explanation

A number of indices were found to be in error during the index process.

Action

Correct the errors and attempt to perform the index process again.

INOINW2801

Number of errors found in index: indexerr

Explanation

This message shows the number of indices found to be in error during index
processing.

Action

Correct the indices in error and perform the index operation again.

INOINW2802

Unique conflict detected

Explanation

Duplicate values were detected when trying to create a unique index.

Action

Remove any unique conflicts in the data.

INOLDE3010

Invalid combination of keywords

Explanation

The combination of keywords supplied is not allowed.

Action

Check the keyword combination and retry the operation.

INOLDE3016

FIELDS may be specified only once

Explanation

The parameter FIELDS may be specified only once.

Action

Continue with other parameter settings.
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INOLDE3051

Invalid output status returned by user exit

Explanation

A user exit has returned an invalid output status to the load process.

Action

Ensure that the user exit always returns a valid output status.

INOLDE3054

Invalid range of sequence numbers

Explanation

The range of sequence numbers to be deleted is invalid.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOLDE3055

Value must be less than or equal to value

Explanation

A value has exceeded the specified maximum.

Action

Decrease the value specified.

INOLDE3056

Invalid record length

Explanation

The input record length must be a multiple of four for binary data.

Action

Check the input file.

INOLDE3057

Sequence number to be deleted is not present

Explanation

The sequence number to be deleted is either not present or outside the specified
doctype's limits.

Action

Ensure that the sequence numbers to be deleted were specified correctly.

INOLDE3058

Dataset dataset, record record, offset offset

Explanation

An error has occurred in the specified dataset at the position indicated.

Action

Correct the input and retry the operation.

INOLDE3059

Index index not defined for doctype doctype

Explanation

The specified index is defined in the load description file but is not present in the
doctype to be updated.

Action

Ensure that the load description file contains the correct information and that the
correct doctype is specified.
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INOLDE3060

Read-only database, function not permitted to run

Explanation

The specified database is read-only and the requested function is not allowed for a
read-only database.

Action

Ensure that the database being accessed is not read-only for this type of operation.

INOLDF3018

The requested doctype is locked, load aborted

Explanation

The doctype referenced is locked and the load is unable to proceed.

Action

Wait until the doctype is available. If the lock is due to a previous problem or corrupt
doctype, a server restart may clear the lock and return the doctype to a usable state.

INOLDF3251

Load aborted in user exit at record number: record

Explanation

The load process has been aborted by a user exit while processing the specified record
number.

Action

Check the user exit for the reason for aborting the load process.

INOLDF3252

Record too big for data storage device

Explanation

The record is too large for the data storage device used.

Action

Decrease the size of the input record, or use a data storage device with a larger block
size.

INOLDF3253

Incomplete load definition file

Explanation

The input file containing the load definitions is incomplete.

Action

Check the load definition file and ensure that it contains the correct information.

INOLDF3254

Internal buffer overflow

Explanation

An unexpected overflow of an internal buffer has occurred.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOLDF3255

Sort I/O error

Explanation

An I/O error has occurred on the sort data space.

Action

Check the sort data space for system errors.
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INOLDF3256

Selection not yet implemented

Explanation

The selection of sequence numbers to be deleted is not yet implemented.

Action

No action possible.

INOLDF3257

Unexpected error while connecting

Explanation

An unexpected error has occurred while trying to connect to the server.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOLDF3260

Error in user store function

Explanation

An error has occurred in a user-supplied store function.

Action

Check and correct any user-supplied store functions.

INOLDF3261

No free sequence numbers

Explanation

An internal shortage of sequence numbers has occurred.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOLDF3263

No free sequence numbers

Explanation

There are no more free sequence numbers available.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOLDF3264

Cannot allocate user-defined sequence number

Explanation

An error has occurred when trying to allocate a user-defined sequence number.

Action

Check that the user routine that allocates sequence numbers is correct.

INOLDF3265

No index read slots

Explanation

An internal error has occurred because there are no read slots available for the index.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOLDF3266

Error while generating index

Explanation

An internal error has occurred while generating an index.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOLDF3267

Temp stream overflow

Explanation

A stream overflow has occurred while processing the temporary data space.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOLDF3268

Doctype locking failed

Explanation

It was not possible to lock a doctype for access.

Action

Ensure that nothing else is accessing the doctype to be locked.

INOLDF3269

Unexpected error while removing utility entry

Explanation

An unexpected internal error has occurred while removing a utility entry.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOLDF3270

Unexpected error while opening sort space

Explanation

An unexpected internal error has occurred while opening the sort space.

Action

Ensure that there is enough sort space available.

INOLDF3271

Load description does not match

Explanation

The definitions in the load description file do not match those of the current doctype.

Action

Check that the specifications in the load description file are correct.

INOLDI3002

Preparing documents for load

Explanation

Preparing documents for load.

Action

No action required.

INOLDI3019

Loading documents in collection

Explanation

The collection is being modified.

Action

No action required.

INOLDI3451

Termination forced by user exit

Explanation

A user exit has forced the load process to terminate.

Action

If the termination was unexpected, check the user exit for the reason.
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INOLDI3452

Number of records read: records

Explanation

This is the number of input records read during the load process.

Action

No action required.

INOLDI3456

Number of documents added to doctype doctype: number

Explanation

The load process has added the given number of documents to the specified doctype.

Action

No action required.

INOLDI3457

Number of documents deleted from doctype doctype: number

Explanation

The load process has deleted the given number of documents from the specified
doctype.

Action

No action required.

INOLDI3458

Number of documents unloaded from doctype doctype: number

Explanation

The load process has unloaded the given number of documents from the specified
doctype.

Action

No action required.

INOLDI3459

The specified number of records have been loaded

Explanation

The number of records to be loaded has been reached.

Action

No action required.

INOLDI3460

Preparing existing indices for merge

Explanation

Existing indices are being backed up before creating new ones.

Action

No action required.

INOLDI3461

No index modification

Explanation

No modifications have been made to any indices.

Action

No action required.

INOLDI3464

Data space is being modified

Explanation

The data space is being modified.

Action

No action required.
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INOLDI3465

Data space prepared for delete

Explanation

The data space will be prepared for deleting records.

Action

No action required.

INOLDI3467

Number of referential integrity violations: number

Explanation

This message indicates the number of referential integrity violations encountered
during the load process.

Action

No action required.

INOLDI3468

Erasure from referenced doctype is not supported

Explanation

It is not possible to erase from the referenced doctype.

Action

No action possible.

INOLDI3474

Sorting and loading indices

Explanation

The indices are being sorted and loaded.

Action

No action required.

INORBE4002

Function only permitted if restore database

Explanation

A function was chosen that is not permitted in the current context.

Action

Use the function while restoring the database.

INORBE4005

Backup not currently possible; parts of database are locked

Explanation

It is not currently possible to start a backup because parts of the database are locked
by other users or operations.

Action

Retry the backup when there are no longer any users or operations locking any parts
of the database.

INORBE4006

This function is not permitted on a system file while Tamino server is active

Explanation

To preserve data consistency, the Tamino server should not be active while restoring
the database.

Action

Shut down the Tamino server.
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INORBE4007

Restore database is not permitted while Tamino server is active

Explanation

To preserve data consistency, the Tamino server should not be active while restoring
the database.

Action

Shut down the Tamino server.

INORBE4053

Terminator of backup copy not found

Explanation

The terminator of the backup copy could not be found. The error can occur if the
backup was modified outside of Tamino.

Action

Make sure that the backup copy was not modified outside of Tamino. If the problem
persists , contact your software supplier.

INORBE4056

Invalid database space size change

Explanation

The value for changing the database space size is invalid.

Action

Specify a valid value.

INORBE4057

No space for database block allocation at database space (number KB at block)

Explanation

The restore requires more space for the database, but it failed. There are two possible
reasons: either the database cannot be extended because there is no more space on
the disk, or there are internal structure problems.

Action

Make sure that there is enough space for the database to be enlarged.

INORBE4060

Input file is empty

Explanation

The input file specified for the operation is empty.

Action

Check that the correct input file has been specified.

INORBE4061

Invalid sequence of backup copy files

Explanation

The sequence of the specified backup copy files is incorrect.

Action

Check that the correct backup copy files have been specified.

INORBE4064

Synchronization with database server lost

Explanation

The synchronization with the database server has been lost.

Action

Retry the backup operation. If the problem persists, contact your software supplier.
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INORBE4065

Invalid block type type

Explanation

I/O from an unexpected database space is going to be logged so command logging
has been deactivated.

Action

This is an unexpected error. Please contact your software supplier.

INORBE4067

Unable to open journal space

Explanation

An error has occurred when trying to open the journal space.

Action

Check that the journal space exists and is correctly defined.

INORBE4068

Reference to missing doctype detected

Explanation

A doctype that does not exist has been referenced.

Action

This is an internal error. Please contact your software supplier.

INORBF4013

Server is in startup phase, backup not possible.

Explanation

The server is still in the startup phase and therefore a backup is not possible. This is
probably caused by another (offline) backup running, or the server being started.

Action

Wait until the other backup has finished, or the server has started, and run the backup
again.

INORBF4251

Invalid block allocation detected (blocks are shared between different doctypes)

Explanation

The database server is in an inconsistent state.

Action

This is an internal error. Please contact your software supplier.

INORBF4253

Error error number during backup: error message

Explanation

A fatal error occurred during backup.

Action

Try to solve the problem based on the text of the error message. Otherwise, contact
your software supplier.

INORBF4255

An error occurred when updating the internal configuration store

Explanation

The operation has been terminated because an error occurred while trying to update
the internal configuration store.

Action

Please contact your software supplier and provide the message text of all messages
displayed.
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INORBF4257

Corrupt structure on backup copy

Explanation

The backup copy does not contain the correct structure.

Action

Check your input file assignments, and ensure that the correct backup copy is being
used.

INORBF4259

Error occurred in I/O block blockno

Explanation

An I/O error has occurred on the specified block.

Action

The backup copy is corrupt; back up the database again to create another backup
copy.

INORBF4260

Online backup already active

Explanation

Another backup function is active. Only one online backup is possible at one time.

Action

No action required.

INORBF4263

Utility not permitted to run

Explanation

This utility is currently not permitted to run.

Action

Wait until the database is available.

INORBF4265

Internal error found in backup copy

Explanation

An internal structure error has occurred in the backup copy. The backup copy may
be corrupt. A possible cause of the error is that the backup copy was modified outside
of Tamino.

Action

Check that the backup copy was not modified outside of Tamino. If the problem
persists, please contact your software supplier.

INORBF4266

Block size of output file too small

Explanation

The block size of the output file is too small.

Action

Use an output device with a larger block size.

INORBF4267

Invalid record detected, block blockno

Explanation

The backup copy file has a structure error with printed information. This backup copy
file cannot be used as input for a restore.

Action

Run the backup function again.
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INORBF4268

Internal configuration delete by Tamino utility failed

Explanation

The final stage of saveset processing failed; the internal configuration is incorrect.

Action

Retry the operation.

INORBF4269

Internal configuration update by Tamino utility failed because key could not be
moved

Explanation

A utility attempted to create an internal configuration entry, but this call failed for
the stated reason. The utility will now terminate, and the administration agent will
carry out any necessary recovery tasks.

Action

No action required. Please contact your system administrator for further information.

INORBF4270

Internal configuration get by Tamino utility failed because value could not be read

Explanation

A utility attempted to read the values for an internal configuration entry, but this call
failed for the stated reason. The utility will now terminate, and the administration
agent will carry out any necessary recovery tasks.

Action

No action required. Please contact your system administrator for further information.

INORBF4271

Internal configuration set by Tamino utility failed because value could not be set

Explanation

A utility attempted to set the value for an internal configuration entry, but this call
failed for the stated reason. The utility will now terminate, and the administration
agent will carry out any necessary recovery tasks.

Action

No action required. Please contact your system administrator for further information.

INORBF4272

Internal configuration get by Tamino utility failed because values could not be
enumerated

Explanation

A utility attempted to count the number of values for an internal configuration entry,
but this call failed for the stated reason. The utility will now terminate, and the
administration agent will carry out any necessary recovery tasks.

Action

No action required. Please contact your system administrator for further information.

INORBF4273

Internal configuration create by Tamino utility failed

Explanation

A utility attempted to create a new internal configuration, but this call failed. The
utility will now terminate, and the administration agent will carry out any necessary
recovery tasks.

Action

No action required. Please contact your system administrator for further information.
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INORBF4276

This operation is not allowed while the Tamino server is active

Explanation

The operation cannot be executed when the database has been started.

Action

Stop the database and retry the operation.

INORBI4063

Access to the Tamino server's shared memory is not possible

Explanation

It is not possible to access shared memory of the Tamino server. Synchronization with
the server is lost. A possible cause is that the Tamino server has been shut down in
the meantime.

Action

Retry the backup operation. If the problem persists, please contact your software
supplier.

INORBI4452

Waiting for autorestart

Explanation

The utility action cannot be performed until the database has completed an autorestart.

Action

No action required.

INORBI4453

Initialization phase

Explanation

This is an informational message indicating that a utility is initializing.

Action

No action required.

INORBI4454

Waiting for transactions to commit

Explanation

The requested operation is waiting for all transactions to commit.

Action

No action required.

INORBI4455

Backup copy successfully checked

Explanation

The backup copy has been successfully checked.

Action

No action required.

INORBI4456

No doctype in backup copy

Explanation

The backup copy used for this operation does not contain any doctypes.

Action

No action required.
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INORBI4457

Restore of database completed successfully

Explanation

The database has been successfully restored.

Action

No action required.

INORBI4459

Within allocation

Explanation

This informational message occurs when a utility is allocating space.

Action

No action required.

INORBI4464

Formatting of database_space completed

Explanation

This informational message indicates the completion time of the formatting operation.

Action

No action required.

INORBI4465

Formatting of database_space started

Explanation

This informational message indicates that the formatting operation has started.

Action

No action required.

INORBI4466

Database identification set to 'database_name'

Explanation

The database identification has been set to the specified name.

Action

No action required.

INORBI4468

Backup of database_space completed

Explanation

The indicated database space has been backed up.

Action

No action required

INORBI4469

Terminator block: type

Explanation

This message shows the value of the terminator block.

Action

No action required.

INORBI4475

New block allocations for doctype doctype

Explanation

New blocks have been allocated for the specified doctype.

Action

No action required.
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INORBI4478

Doctype doctype contained in saveset

Explanation

The doctype specified is contained in the backup saveset.

Action

No action required.

INORBI4631

Backup of database completed successfully

Explanation

A database copy has been backed up successfully.

Action

No action required.

INORBQ4000

Error accessing database space extent no at location restore location

Explanation

The database space was not found at the specified location. The are many possible
causes for this. The container may be corrupt or missing, the defined 'Location' may
be missing or corrupt or you may not have sufficient access privileges for the specified
location. If you have replaced a location and/or container that was previously missing,
this error appears because the database server did not expect the container to re-appear
after it detected it was missing.

Action

Verify that the container exists in the correct location. If you have replaced a previously
missing container, please move it out of the way to allow the database server to
recreate the container and allow the restore process to continue. If the problem persists,
please contact your software supplier.

INORBQ4001

Confirm location for recreation of database space extent no

Explanation

Confirm the location for recreation of the database space.

Action

Enter the location name.

INORBR4681

Backing up database_space

Explanation

The specified server space is being backed up.

Action

No action required.

INORBS4009

Restoring database with reorganization ...

Explanation

The database is being restored and a data reorganization will be done..

Action

No action required.
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INORBS4458

Restoring database ...

Explanation

The database is being restored.

Action

No action required.

INORBV4012

Doctype loaded = loaded_doctypes; actual number of doctypes = actual_doctypes

Explanation

The number of doctypes loaded differs from the number of doctypes in the backup
copy.

Action

Please contact your software supplier with an exact description of the functions that
caused the error.

INORBW4010

External backup/restore request failed, detailed info in file filename

Explanation

The specific external backup or restore action failed due to an internal reason. Please
view the output file indicated by the error message for the problem.

Action

Analyze the problem in the error file.

INORBW4015

The space size will be increased by size MB

Explanation

The container size specified during create is not sufficient. Tamino is automatically
extending the container to accommodate the data.

Action

No action required.

INORBW4803

Database identification could not be changed

Explanation

The database identification could not be changed.

Action

Ensure that the database identification of the new database is correct.

INORBW4805

Waiting for database restart

Explanation

The operation is waiting for the restart of the database (due to its abnormal
termination).

Action

Start the database.

INORBW4806

Block block number ignored, run verify and repair function for doctype doctypes

Explanation

During backup a corrupt index block was found which will not be backed up to the
backup copy.

Action

Recreate the index of specified doctype and rerun the backup function.
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INOSAE7351

Duplicate attribute not allowed in element context

Explanation

The result element will contain multiple attributes of the same name. This is not
allowed in XML.

Action

Please verify your query for atrribute construction.

INOSAE7352

No serialization for attributes without element context

Explanation

A serialization of attributes without element context was requested but is undefined.

Action

Please verify that the atrribute construction belong to an element context.

INOSAE7353

ino:document serialization supports only one document in serialization

Explanation

The ino:document serialization supports only the serialization of a single document.

Action

The query returns more than one document. Correct the query and rerun.

INOSAE7354

ino:serialization supports only the serialization of document nodes

Explanation

The ino:document serialization supports only the serialization of document nodes.

Action

Verify that the query returns only nodes of type document.

INOSAE7356

ino:document serialization has no Query Result

Explanation

The query returned no matching document.

Action

Correct the query so that it delivers one single document node.

INOSAI7355

Internal error

Explanation

During the serialization an internal error occurred.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOSXE6704

Invalid character 'character' in name for compiler settings

Explanation

Names for compiler settings must start with a letter and may be followed by letters
or digits.

Action

Use a name that obeys this rule.

INOSXE6705

Settings for default parameter must not be changed

Explanation

The name 'default' is reserved for the compiler settings defined by the Tamino
installation.

Action

Use a name other than 'default' to save these compiler settings.
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INOSXE6706

No configuration parameters found for compiler 'compiler'

Explanation

The current compiler for Direct X-Tension projects is currently set to the compiler
indicated; however, one or all of its configuration parameter files have been deleted.

Action

Use the default compiler as your current compiler; check your Tamino installation.

INOSXE6707

X-Tension: COM initialization failed

Explanation

During X-Tension initialization the initialization of the COM library failed. No
COM-based extension functions are available during this server session.

Action

If COM-based server extension functions are required, fix the COM problem and start
the Tamino server again.

INOSXE6709

Invalid usage entry: 'value'

Explanation

The Usage entry found in file 'Install.xml' could not be recognized.

Action

Check the documentation for valid values.

INOSXE6710

Function 'function' not usable as 'usage'

Explanation

This function cannot be used as the function type indicated. The function's parameter
count or parameter datatypes do not correspond to the specified function type.

Action

Please check the 'Usage' entry in file 'Install.xml' as well as the parameter specification
of the current function. See the documentation for the parameters required for the
given Usage.
It is strongly recommended to use the X-Tension development tools to define new
X-Tension functions.

INOSXE6711

Value missing for Init Function 'func'

Explanation

The X-Tension function indicated has been declared as Init Function. However, values
are missing for one or more of its parameters.

Action

Use the X-Tension tools to create the X-Tension function and be careful editing the
file Install.xml.

INOSXE6712

The server extension crashed or threw an unknown exception

Explanation

Either the server extension has crashed or it threw an exception that could not be
caught by the Tamino Server.

Action

Please contact the vendor of the server extension.
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INOSXE6713

Extension tried to open message box. Message: 'message'.

Explanation

It is not allowed to display message boxes in a server extension. This terminates the
current server extension function.

Action

Please check the server extension code carefully. Maybe the C/C++ runtime system
tried to open an assertion box because of programming errors in the server extension.

INOSXE6714

Value is not of the selected data type 'type'

Explanation

The value entered cannot be converted to the data type selected in the 'Add Param'
box.

Action

Please check the value entered and the data type selected in the 'Add Param' box. See
the documentation of Tamino X-Tension for more details on allowed values.

INOSXE6715

Extension function 'func': Value of parameter 'param' is not of selected data type
type

Explanation

The value entered cannot be converted to the data type specified for this parameter.

Action

Please check the value entered and the data type specified for this parameter. See the
documentation of Tamino X-Tension for more details on allowed values.
Use the Tamino X-Tension tools to specify parameter values!

INOSXE6716

Unexpected error during callback function 'function'

Explanation

An unexpected error occurred during a call of a callback function. Probably it has
been called with one or more incorrect parameters.

Action

Check the documentation and your server extension code for the correct use of this
callback function.

INOSXE6717

Server extension function not found

Explanation

The desired function name was not found in the SXS repository. Maybe the function
name is incorrect, or the function is not installed or was deinstalled.

Action

Check and correct the function name or server extension installation.

INOSXE6725

Callback not allowed in init function

Explanation

An SxsSetProperty callback is not allowed from a server extension init function.

Action

Remove the SxsSetProperty callback from your server extension init function and
retry the operation.
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INOSXE7000

Java server extension must have a package name

Explanation

The package name for a Java server extension must not be empty.

Action

Define a package name, e.g. "package com.softwareag.mysxs".

INOSXE7001

File name 'file.sxp' may not be changed

Explanation

Only the directory may be selected; the file name must remain unchanged.

Action

Select a directory.

INOSXE7006

XML callback failed. Transaction was rolled back.

Explanation

No more information.

Action

Try with a modified XML request.

INOSXE7009

Tamino X-Tension not available

Explanation

It is not possible to call a Tamino server extension because either X-Tension is not
licensed or the X-Tension feature is not available on this platform.

Action

If possible, buy a license for Tamino X-Tension.

INOSXE7010

Project must be rebuilt before packing. Reason: 'reason'.

Explanation

The project must be rebuilt. See 'reason' for more information.

Action

Call Build / Build <project name> in the Developer Studio before packing.

INOSXE7014

Main class file cannot be removed

Explanation

In the Packaging Dialogue of the X-Tension Builder, the class file is about to be
removed that contains the main class of the current server extension.

Action

Do not remove this class file from the list or select a jar file containing this class.

INOSXE7015

Callback not allowed in event function

Explanation

From Tamino server event functions, XML and ODBC callback are not allowed.

Action

Remove the callback call from your server extension code.

INOSXE7016

Illegal database command in callback

Explanation

A database command that is not allowed in callbacks was called in a callback.

Action

Remove the database command from the callback and try again.
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INOSXE7017

Tamino server error when calling callback

Explanation

An error occurred in the Tamino server when processing the callback, perhaps an
XML or query syntax error.

Action

Method SXJBase.SXSGetInoMsgNo ( ) gives the error code of the Tamino server.

INOSXE7018

Not enough memory for callback

Explanation

The Tamino server could not allocate enough memory to process the callback.

Action

Try to repeat your query when the Tamino server is less loaded.

INOSXE7019

SQL error when calling ODBC callback

Explanation

An SQL error occurred while processing an ODBC callback, perhaps due to an SQL
syntax error.

Action

Method SXJBase.SXSGetSQLMsgNo ( ) gives the SQL error code.

INOSXE7020

Illegal handle type for ODBC callback

Explanation

The ODBC callback methods SxsSQLAllocHandle and SxsSQLFreeHandle are only
allowed for statement handles of type SQL_HANDLE_STMT.

Action

We recommend that you use the constant SXJBase.SQL_HANDLE_STMT as the
parameter handle type.

INOSXE7021

Commit and rollback are not allowed in callbacks

Explanation

You must not use the database commands "commit" or "rollback" in your server
extensions.

Action

Remove these commands from the server extension and try again.

INOSXE7022

Result buffer for callback not initialized

Explanation

Result buffers for callbacks must not be null, but should be initialized with an empty
string.

Action

Ensure that all result buffers are initialized.

INOSXE7023

Function 'name' failed, because XML callback failed with error 'no'

Explanation

An XML callback failed while trying to perform a write operation. To avoid
inconsistencies, the extension function must return with an error.

Action

Check the error caused by the XML callback and fix the problem that caused it to fail.
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INOSXE7024

COM error when calling callback

Explanation

A COM error occurred during a callback.

Action

Consult your COM documentation.

INOSXE7025

Another server extension deinstallation is running

Explanation

Only one server extension can be deinstalled at any given time.

Action

Wait until the other deinstallation procedure has finished.

INOSXE7026

Deinstallation timed out. The server extension is in use.

Explanation

A server extension cannot be deinstalled as long as an instance of it is in use. The
deinstallation procedure has timed out.

Action

Try it later. If there is a very long running instance of the server extension, try to stop
it.

INOSXE7027

The function cannot be executed. The server extension is being deinstalled.

Explanation

This function belongs to a server extension that is just being deinstalled.

Action

The function cannot not be called again. If you need to, contact the database
administrator.

INOSXE7032

Cannot create directory 'dir'

Explanation

This directory cannot be created. Maybe the disk drive is unavailable or write
protected.

Action

Check the given path and your disk drive.

INOSXE7034

Server extension 'source' threw exception 'errnr', 'errtext'

Explanation

The server extension threw an exception. The number and message of the exception
are delivered.

Action

See the documentation of the server extension in question for more information.

INOSXE7040

Extension function name too long: 'name'

Explanation

The complete extension function name, consisting of the extension's name plus the
function name plus a dot, must not exceed the length of 80 characters.

Action

Select a shorter name.
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INOSXE7041

Wrong character in field: 'char'

Explanation

Some special characters (ampersand, "less than", "greater than") are not allowed in
comment fields for a server extension. This affects the "Short description" fields and
the "Author" field.

Action

Avoid these characters.

INOSXE7045

X-Tension Trace failed. Transaction was rolled back.

Explanation

An internal server error occurred while X-Tension Trace information was written to
the Tamino server.

Action

Deactivate X-Tension Trace

INOSXE7046

XML Callback failed in user session. Transaction must be rolled back.

Explanation

A writing XML call from a server extension failed. The current transaction should be
rolled back for consistency reasons.

Action

Perform a rollback request.

INOSXE7047

X-Tension Trace failed in user session. Transaction must be rolled back.

Explanation

An internal server error occurred. The current transaction should be rolled back for
consistency reasons.

Action

Deactivate X-Tension Trace

INOSXE7048

Error starting help browser. Reason: 'reason'.

Explanation

The currently configured help browser could not be started. See "reason" for more
details.

Action

Use the function "Help/Configure Help Browser" to change your current help browser.

INOSXE7049

'execfile' execution failed: rc = rc

Explanation

The external program 'Program name' was successfully started but it returned with
error.

Action

See the context of this error message for more information.

INOSXE7051

COM error 'errno' occurred: 'errtext'

Explanation

A COM error occurred. The COM error number of type HRESULT is delivered.

Action

Consult the COM documentation for more information.
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INOSXE7052

COM error 'errno' calling 'dllname': 'errtext'

Explanation

A COM error occurred. The COM error code of type HRESULT and the name of the
Tamino server extension DLL which was called is delivered.

Action

Consult the COM documentation for more information.

INOSXE7053

Error 'errno' calling data map: 'errtext'

Explanation

An error occurred when the Tamino server extension part of the data map was
accessed. The error number and message received from the Tamino data map is
delivered.

Action

Look up the delivered error number and see the action described there.

INOSXE7054

X-Tension system function cannot be deleted

Explanation

An attempt was made to delete a function which is needed for the X-Tension
administration.

Action

No action required.

INOSXE7055

The server extension threw exception 'errtext'.

Explanation

The server extension threw an exception. The message and occasionally the number
of the exception are delivered.

Action

See the documentation of the server extension in question for more information.

INOSXE7056

X-Tension caller: Not enough memory

Explanation

There was not enough memory for execution of the server extension function.

Action

Close some applications and try again.

INOSXE7057

X-Tension caller: internal error

Explanation

Internal errors occurred within the X-Tension administration structure.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOSXE7058

X-Tension caller: got no spinlock. Reason: 'retval'.

Explanation

An error occurred within the thread synchronization. A server extension could not
be locked. The return value received from the thread administration is delivered.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOSXE7059

X-Tension caller: could not get data map information

Explanation

The X-Tension caller was unable to get any data map information.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOSXE7060

Mapping function 'n': Wrong number of parameters implemented. Expected: 'm'.

Explanation

A Tamino server extension mapping function does not support the number of
parameters needed for this function type.

Action

Install a correctly implemented server extension.

INOSXE7061

Extension function 'n': Wrong type of parameter 'm' implemented

Explanation

A mapping function does not support the correct parameter types.

Action

Compare the parameter type for this type of extension function as described in the
manual with the parameter type supported by the extension function (found using
Tamino Manager). Install a correctly implemented extension function.

INOSXE7062

X-Tension caller: initialization failed

Explanation

The X-Tension caller was not initialized when the Tamino server was started. It is
impossible to call any extension function, maybe because server extension libraries
could not be loaded.

Action

Check your Tamino installation.

INOSXE7063

X-Tension caller: 'No' server event calls failed

Explanation

A server event call to some server extensions failed. The number of failures is delivered.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOSXE7064

Unexpected end of file encountered before end of source

Explanation

During the parsing of the X-Tension installation file, IDL file or one of the server
extension source files, an unexpected end of file was found.

Action

Check the syntax of the file(s).

INOSXE7065

Syntax error. Token: 'Token'.

Explanation

An unspecified error was encountered during parsing near or at the place specified
by 'Token'.

Action

Check the syntax of the X-Tension installation file.
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INOSXE7066

Unbalanced tag / end tag: 'tag1' /' tag2'

Explanation

In the X-Tension installation file, the names of begin-tag and end-tag are different.

Action

Check the syntax of the X-Tension installation file.

INOSXE7067

Tag 'tagname' not found

Explanation

The specified mandatory tag was not found in the X-Tension installation file.

Action

Check the syntax of the X-Tension installation file.

INOSXE7068

Tag 'tagname' is not a value

Explanation

A simple value was expected for the specified tag, but a node has been found.

Action

Check the syntax of the X-Tension installation file.

INOSXE7069

Tag 'tagname' is not a node

Explanation

A node was expected for the specified tag, but a simple value has been found.

Action

Check the syntax of the X-Tension installation file.

INOSXE7070

Duplicate name: 'name'

Explanation

The specified tag name was found twice in the X-Tension installation file.

Action

Check the syntax of the X-Tension installation file.

INOSXE7071

Error 'character' expected

Explanation

The specified character was expected but not found in the X-Tension installation file
or one of the server extension source files.

Action

Check the syntax of the X-Tension installation file and the server extension source
files.

INOSXE7072

Error 'character' expected, eof found

Explanation

The specified character was expected, but an end of file was found in the X-Tension
installation file or one of the server extension source files.

Action

Check the syntax of the X-Tension installation file and the server extension source
files.
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INOSXE7073

IDL file 'segment name' is corrupt

Explanation

A syntax error was found in the IDL file for the definition of the server extension
interface at or near the specified keyword.

Action

Check the syntax of the IDL file.

INOSXE7074

'SXF' not defined in interface

Explanation

The specified function has been defined in the X-Tension installation file but it had
not been entered into the IDL file for the server extension interface.

Action

Remove the function definition from the X-Tension installation file and use the
X-Tension Developer Studio add-in to define a new one.

INOSXE7075

Return type must be HRESULT, not 'type'

Explanation

A COM server extension must always return HRESULT.

Action

Use the [retval] attribute for the last parameter as a return value of the server extension
function.

INOSXE7076

Method 'method': Different parameter names: 'param1' / 'param2'

Explanation

The parameter name of the indicated server extension function in the X-Tension
installation file is different from that defined in the IDL file.

Action

Check the implementation of the server extension function; use the X-Tension
Developer Studio add-in to define a server extension function.

INOSXE7077

Too many parameters: 'SXF'

Explanation

The specified server extension function has been implemented with more parameters
than are defined in the X-Tension installation file.

Action

Check the implementation of the server extension function; use the X-Tension
Developer Studio add-in to define a server extension function.

INOSXE7078

Cannot map parameter type

Explanation

A parameter type is used in the COM interface that cannot be used for server extension
function parameters.

Action

Use the X-Tension Developer Studio add-in to define a server extension function.
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INOSXE7079

Server extension implementation file could not be found

Explanation

The X-Tension Developer Studio add-in could not find the file with the implementation
of the class for the server extension.

Action

Use the X-Tension development tool to create a server extension.

INOSXE7080

Unknown XML data type: 'type'

Explanation

The specification of the XML data type for a server extension function parameter is
wrong. See the documentation for allowed data types.

Action

Use the X-Tension Developer Studio add-in to define a new server extension function.

INOSXE7081

Unknown programming language data type: 'type'

Explanation

The function implementation uses a data type for one of its parameters that is not
supported when using this function as a server extension function. See the
documentation for the allowed data types in this programming language

Action

Use the X-Tension development tools to define a server extension function.

INOSXE7082

Unknown execution mode: 'mode'

Explanation

The specified server extension execution mode is wrong. Allowed modes are:
COM-INPROC, COM-LOCAL.

Action

Use the Tamino Manager to change this mode.

INOSXE7083

Wrong numeric value: 'val'

Explanation

The value was expected to be numeric but the given value is not numeric.

Action

Enter a numeric value here.

INOSXE7084

Wrong parameter position

Explanation

The parameter position in the X-Tension installation file must start at 1.

Action

Check the parameter position values. Use X-Tension Developer Studio add-in to
define a new server extension function.

INOSXE7085

Cannot open file 'name'

Explanation

The specified file could not be opened.

Action

Check if this file really exists, or if it is locked by another process.
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INOSXE7086

Wrong version format: 'string'

Explanation

The server extension version is supposed to be of the form major.minor

Action

Check the server extension version.

INOSXE7087

Event function 'function' not found

Explanation

An event function has been specified in the SXS-EVENT-FUNCTION tag of the
X-Tension installation file, but it could not be found in an SXS-FUNCTION tag.

Action

Delete the event function specification tag and use the X-Tension Developer Studio
add-in to specify a new one.

INOSXE7088

Wrong document type for X-Tension administration: 'type'

Explanation

The document type (second level tag) of the X-Tension administration file is wrong.
Allowed types are: SXS-INSTALL, SXS-DELETE, SXS-SHOW, SXS-RETURN.

Action

For a server extension installation, only SXS-INSTALL is valid.

INOSXE7089

Missing XML attribute 'attribute' for SXS-SHOW

Explanation

No attribute is given for the X-Tension administration type tag SXS-SHOW.

Action

One of the attributes list, object, function, permission, document must be given for
the SXS-SHOW tag.

INOSXE7090

Wrong XML attribute: 'attribute'

Explanation

A wrong attribute is given for the X-Tension administration type tag SXS-SHOW.

Action

One of the attributes list, object, function, permission, document must be given for
the SXS-SHOW tag.

INOSXE7091

Wrong parameter attribute: 'attribute'

Explanation

A wrong parameter attribute has been specified in the X-Tension installation file.
Allowed attributes are: input, output, inout, retval.

Action

Use the X-Tension Developer Studio add-in to define a new server extension function.

INOSXE7092

No current project

Explanation

There is no project open in Developer Studio. The X-Tension add-in will not work.

Action

Open a server extension project first.
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INOSXE7093

This is not a C/C++ project

Explanation

The X-Tension add-in will not work for Java or Visual Basic projects.

Action

Open a C/C++ project.

INOSXE7094

This is not an X-Tension project

Explanation

The current project has not been created by an X-Tension development tool.

Action

Use the X-Tension development tool to create a server extension.

INOSXE7095

File 'filename' is read-only

Explanation

The specified file is read-only. Therefore, the X-Tension Developer Studio add-in
cannot add the specifications for the new server extension function to it.

Action

Change the ReadOnly parameter of the specified file.

INOSXE7096

System error: 'errtext'

Explanation

An operating system error occurred in the X-Tension Developer Studio add-in.

Action

Check the operating system documentation for further details.

INOSXE7099

Cannot write to file 'filename'

Explanation

The file has been opened, but a write operation failed. Possibly the disk is full.

Action

Check your hard disk space.

INOSXE7100

Wrong package file: 'filename'

Explanation

The file specified is not an output file of the X-Tension Developer Studio add-in
package function.

Action

Only use package files created by the X-Tension Developer Studio add-in.

INOSXE7101

Could not get XML session status. Server extension function rolled back at request
end.

Explanation

The X-Tension caller could not determine whether there was a regular or an
anonymous XML session. So the Tamino server event 'rollback' was sent to all server
extensions.

Action

No action required.
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INOSXE7102

Initialization of server extensions: server events not activated

Explanation

The Tamino server events could not be activated when the Tamino server was started.
Server extensions are not initialized and will not work.

Action

Restart the Tamino server. If this does not give the desired result, please contact your
software supplier.

INOSXE7103

Developer Studio automation error 'errno' (errtext)

Explanation

The add-in caused an error when executing a Developer Studio command.

Action

Consult the Developer Studio documentation for further information.

INOSXE7104

Method 'method' could not be found in file 'objfile'

Explanation

The method indicated is not defined in the current server extension object file (Java
class file or DLL/Shared Object), or another severe error occurred when accessing the
server extension object file.

Action

Check the server extension project for the desired method.
Use the X-Tension development tools for developing server extensions!

INOSXE7105

Project must be rebuilt before packing: 'file' is newer

Explanation

One of the project sources is newer than the resulting server extension package.

Action

Call Build / Build <project name> in the Developer Studio before packing.

INOSXE7106

One or more input fields are empty

Explanation

All fields of this form must be set, but at least one field is empty.

Action

Make sure that all fields are correctly set.

INOSXE7107

'name' is not a valid identifier

Explanation

The name entered does not match C/C++ naming conventions.

Action

Check the name for proper syntax.

INOSXE7108

Value for 'valuename' of a server extension not found in data map

Explanation

A value for the specified name of a server extension was expected in the data map
but is not present. The problem occurs due to problems at installation or in the
repository. Here, the specified name is the name of an expected value.

Action

Re-install the server extension.
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INOSXE7109

Memory allocation failed

Explanation

Memory allocation failed.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOSXE7110

Character conversion failed; error code = 'errcode'

Explanation

An internal character conversion failed.

Action

See the Tamino documentation for the given error code. Check if Tamino is properly
installed.

INOSXE7113

Cannot find function 'funcname' in library 'libname'

Explanation

The specified function name could not be found in the library. Maybe there is a version
problem.

Action

Check your Tamino installation.

INOSXE7114

Java error: Errtext: 'errtext'. Stacktrace: 'trace'.

Explanation

A Java error occurred. See "Errtext" for more specific details. "Stacktrace" is the
exception stack trace.

Action

See "Errtext" for more specific details and correct the code accordingly.

INOSXE7115

Cannot create Java virtual machine; error 'errcode'

Explanation

The Java virtual machine could not be started.

Action

Check the Java documentation for the given error code.

INOSXE7116

Function 'sxfname' not found in server extension 'sxsname'

Explanation

The function could not be found in the server extension. Probably the server extension
implementation has been changed after installation.

Action

Try to re-install the server extension.

INOSXE7117

Illegal call for Java method 'methodname' in class 'classname'

Explanation

An error occurred during a call for a Java method. Probably the parameter count or
the type(s) of at least one parameter is incorrect. For a server extension function, its
implementation may have changed since the last installation.

Action

Re-install this server extension.
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INOSXE7118

'package' not available on this platform

Explanation

The package specified (COM, Java or Direct) is not available on this platform. Server
extensions based on this package cannot be executed.

Action

No action possible. This server extension cannot be run.

INOSXE7119

'package' not installed on this platform

Explanation

The package specified (COM or Java) is not installed on this platform.

Action

To run server extensions based on this package, install the specified package.

INOSXE7120

X-Tension caller: parameter overflow, function 'name' parameter number 'no'

Explanation

The input value was too small or too big.

Action

Change the input value and try again.

INOSXE7121

XQL query function 'n': Wrong number of parameters. Required: 'm'.

Explanation

The user passed a wrong number of parameters to a function called from within an
XQL query.

Action

Repeat the call with the correct number of parameters.

INOSXE7122

XQL query function 'n': Wrong type of parameter 'm'

Explanation

The user input is of the wrong data type.

Action

Get information about parameter types of called functions (see the Tamino Manager
or the third party manual for the corresponding server extension) and repeat the call
with the correct input.

INOSXE7123

Java error during initialization of Java server extension: 'errtext'

Explanation

The error text gives detailed information about the error.

Action

Correct the fault and try again.

INOSXE7124

Java error during call: 'errtext'

Explanation

The error text gives detailed information about the error.

Action

Correct the fault and try again.
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INOSXE7125

Java error during server extension function parameter handling: 'errtext'

Explanation

The error text gives detailed information about the error.

Action

Correct the fault and try again.

INOSXE7126

Server extension failed

Explanation

An error occurred when a Tamino server extension was called. The message is followed
by another more detailed message.

Action

Analyze the detailed message and act accordingly.

INOSXE7127

X-Tension : Java initialization failed

Explanation

During X-Tension initialization the initialization of the Java virtual machine failed.
No Java-based extension functions are available during this server session.

Action

If Java-based server extension functions are required, fix the Java problem (e.g. paths
and internal configuration store entries) and start the Tamino server again.

INOSXE7129

'location': Got no spinlock. Reason: 'retval'.

Explanation

There is no lock available for your thread.

Action

Try again later.

INOSXE7130

Internal error when 'location'

Explanation

An unknown internal error occurred.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOSXE7132

'unusedinfrastructur' infrastructure is not available or currently disabled

Explanation

The X-Tension infrastructure specified is either not available in this environment or
is currently configured as disabled in the Tamino server parameters.

Action

If the required infrastructure is available in this environment, turn on the appropriate
switch of the Tamino server parameters and restart the Tamino server to activate it.
If the infrastructure is not available, the relevant server extension code attempting to
use it should be modified to utilise a supported infrastructure.

INOSXE7136

Wrong command line for the server extension wrapper tool: 'arg'

Explanation

The command line for the server extension wrapper tool has incorrect syntax.

Action

Please check the documentation for the command line syntax of the server extension
wrapper tool or use the server extension development tools to set up a direct server
extension project.
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INOSXE7137

Duplicate option 'c'

Explanation

The given option may not occur more than once in the command line for the server
extension wrapper tool.

Action

Please check the documentation for the command line syntax of the server extension
wrapper tool or use the server extension development tools to set up a direct server
extension project.

INOSXE7138

Wrong option 'c'

Explanation

The given option is invalid in the command line for the server extension wrapper
tool.

Action

Please check the documentation for the command line syntax of the server extension
wrapper tool or use the server extension development tools to set up a direct server
extension project.

INOSXE7140

No valid JVM, install valid JVM or switch X-Tension Java Usage to 'NO'

Explanation

Error detected when loading a JVM for current Tamino version

Action

Check if JVM is installed, if a valid JVM Version is installed or switch X-Tension Java
Usage to 'NO'.

INOSXE7141

Server extension 'name' already locked

Explanation

The server extension is locked by another operation.

Action

Retry the requested operation when the lock has been removed.

INOSXE7142

Server extension 'name' is active

Explanation

The server extension is in use.

Action

Retry the requested operation when the server extension has finished.

INOSXE7143

Server extension 'name' not found

Explanation

The server extension does not exist.

Action

Correct the server extension name and retry the operation.

INOSXE7144

Server extension function 'name' not found

Explanation

The server extension function does not exist.

Action

Correct the function name and retry the operation.
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INOSXE7145

Wrong modification operation 'type'

Explanation

The requested modification operation is not implemented.

Action

Correct the modification operation type and retry the operation.

INOSXE7146

Wrong execution mode 'mode'

Explanation

The requested execution mode is not allowed.

Action

Correct the execution mode and retry the operation.

INOSXE7147

Files for server extension 'name' not restored

Explanation

Some files of the server extension have not been restored.

Action

Ensure that the Tamino server has write access to the file system and retry the
operation.

INOSXE7148

Files for server extension 'name' not removed

Explanation

Some files of the server extension have not been removed.

Action

Ensure that the files are not locked by another action and retry the operation.

INOSXE7149

Files for server extension 'name' not stored

Explanation

Some files of the server extension have not been stored.

Action

Ensure that the files are not locked by another action and retry the operation.

INOSXE7150

Installation document for server extension 'name' not stored

Explanation

The installation document of the server extension has not been stored.

Action

Ensure that the installation document is not locked by another action and retry the
operation.

INOSXE7151

Event Function call failed for server extension: a, Event: b

Explanation

Event functions are for cleaning up server extension data after commit, rollback,
session end and so on. See the X-Tension manual (server extension Functions/Server
Event Functions), for information about which event failed.

Action

Analyze the cause of failure. If necessary, ask the programmer or vendor of the server
extension. Check the data that was written outside the Tamino server by the failed
extension for consistency.
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INOSXE7152

Attribute 'hidden' cannot be assigned to or removed from this parameter

Explanation

An attempt was made to assign or remove the 'hidden' attribute. This operation is
only successful if the parameter has the 'input' direction (for assignment) or the
parameter is 'hidden' (for removal).

Action

Check the server extension function and its parameters and read the documentation.

INOSXE7153

This parameter cannot be assigned a default value

Explanation

To assign a default value to a parameter, this parameter must have the 'input' direction.

Action

Check the current server extension function and its parameters.

INOSXE7154

Wrong position for optional / hidden parameter

Explanation

The order for parameters must be: mandatory - optional - hidden - return value.

Action

Please check the order of the server extension function's parameters and their usage.

INOSXE7158

Server extension function parameter 'name' not found

Explanation

The server extension function parameter does not exist.

Action

Correct the parameter name and retry the operation.

INOSXE7160

Duplicate occurrence of 'functiontype'

Explanation

Only one event function or init function may be defined within a server extension.

Action

Check your server extension and delete one of the functions that is superfluous, or
use the X-Tension development tools to create and edit the server extension.

INOSXE7161

Invalid input for field: field

Explanation

The user input for the specified field is invalid. Either invalid characters have been
used or the format of the characters used is incorrect.

Action

Please correct the specified field.

INOSXE7162

Document not found for specified ino:id/docname

Explanation

A document could not be found using the specified ino:id or docname.

Action

Please specify a valid ino:id or docname.
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INOSXE7255

Java Exception

Explanation

Specified Java exception occurred

Action

Resolve the specified Java exception

INOSXF6718

Timeout during execution of server extension function

Explanation

Possible reasons are: 1) There is an endless loop in the server extension function. 2)
A server extension function is executed with endless recursion.

Action

Check the server extension carefully. For example, calling the callback SxsXmlProcess
will result in an endless recursion if the collection name is the same as the current
server extension function is assigned to.

INOSXF6719

Process 'exefile' (for Direct Local) has stopped with rc = rc

Explanation

The external process for X-Tension direct infrastructure (local mode) has aborted. See
error for more details.

Action

Check your server extension. Probably it killed the external process for local mode.

INOSXF6720

Stack overflow in server extension function

Explanation

A stack overflow occurred during call of a server extension function.

Action

Check your server extension. Perhaps it has endless recursion.

INOSXF7028

Illegal call of Connect/Disconnect

Explanation

This error may occur in a Visual Basic or Natural implementation of a server extension.
Reasons for this error may be: The Connect and Disconnect methods of the InoCallback
interface have been called outside ISXSConn_Connect or ISXSConn_Disconnect or
have been called there more than once.

Action

Implement ISXSConn_Connect and ISXSConn_Disconnect exactly as shown in the
documentation. Do not call the Connect and Disconnect methods of InoCallback
outside ISXSConn_Connect and ISXSConn_Disconnect.

INOSXF7030

'tool' does not support server extensions of type 'type'

Explanation

The X-Tension Builder tried to open a COM server extension.

Action

With the X-Tension Builder, open Java or Direct server extensions only.
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INOSXF7033

Server extension 'sxsname' not properly installed. Reason: 'reason'.

Explanation

One or more installation steps for this server extension have been skipped or failed.
See 'Reason' for more information.

Action

Use the X-Tension Administration of the Tamino Manager to install the server
extension.

INOSXF7035

Cannot load library sxcall

Explanation

The library sxcall necessary for Tamino X-Tension cannot be loaded. Therefore no
server extensions can be executed in this Tamino installation.

Action

Check your Tamino installation.

INOSXF7036

Cannot load a function in library sxcall

Explanation

Not all functions necessary to run Tamino X-Tension can be found in library sxcall.
Therefore no server extensions can be executed in this Tamino installation. Probably
there is a version mismatch between the library sxcall and the rest of Tamino.

Action

Check your Tamino installation.

INOSXF7037

Internal configuration store entry not found

Explanation

An internal configuration store entry necessary to initialize Tamino X-Tension or one
of the Tamino X-Tension components cannot be found. If this error occurs during
Tamino startup, no server extensions can be executed in this Tamino installation.

Action

Check your Tamino installation.

INOSXF7038

Cannot find current version in internal configuration store

Explanation

The 'current version' entry in the internal configuration store that is necessary to
initialize Tamino X-Tension or one of the Tamino X-Tension components cannot be
found. If this error occurs during Tamino startup, no server extensions can be executed
in this Tamino installation.

Action

Check your Tamino installation.

INOSXF7039

Cannot load jvm library

Explanation

The jvm library (libraries) necessary to run Java server extensions cannot be loaded.
Therefore no server extensions can be executed in this Tamino installation.

Action

Check your Tamino installation as well as your Java installation. Look if
$LD_LIBRARY_PATH on UNIX (or %PATH% on Windows) includes all required
JDK directories.
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INOSXF7042

Cannot find executable file 'execfile'

Explanation

The indicated file could not be found in any of the directories listed in PATH.

Action

Check installation(s) on your computer and check your PATH setting.

INOSXF7043

Tamino X-Tension not properly installed. Reason: 'reason'.

Explanation

The X-Tension development tool cannot create a new server extension project because
Tamino X-Tension component is not properly installed on your computer.

Action

Use the Install Tool for a correct installation of Tamino X-Tension.

INOSXF7044

Error calling 'execfile'. Reason: 'reason'.

Explanation

An error occurred while trying to start an external process with the indicated file. See
the additional text for more details.

Action

Check the given file for correctness.

INOSXF7097

Tamino X-Tension not properly installed

Explanation

The X-Tension development tool cannot create a new server extension project because
Tamino X-Tension component is not properly installed on your computer.

Action

Use the Install Tool for a correct installation of Tamino X-Tension.

INOSXF7098

Fatal error

Explanation

An unspecified error occurred.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOSXF7111

Server extension 'sxsname' not properly installed

Explanation

One or more installation steps for this server extension have been skipped or failed.

Action

Use the X-Tension Administration of the Tamino Manager to install a server extension.

INOSXF7112

Cannot load library 'libname': error 'rc'

Explanation

The specified library could not be loaded. Maybe it has been moved from its original
location, or environment variables or internal configuration store entries have been
changed since the last Tamino installation.

Action

Check your PATH and your Tamino installation.
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INOSXF7133

No class has been found that can be used as a direct server extension class.

Explanation

Either there is no class defined in the given header file or none of the classes defined
here can be used as a direct server extension.

Action

Please check the documentation about requirements for direct Server Extension classes
or use the X-Tension development tools to create a Server Extension.

INOSXF7134

There are at least two classes ('class1', 'class2') that can be used as direct server
extensions

Explanation

A header file that should be processed by the direct server extension wrapper tool
may define only one class that can be used as a direct server extension.

Action

Please check the documentation on how to mark C++ classes for use as direct server
extensions or move all class definitions except the direct server extension class to a
different header file.

INOSXF7155

Internal error: 'id'

Explanation

A severe internal error occurred.

Action

Please note the value of the internal error and contact your software supplier.

INOSXF7156

Cannot start process 'exefile' for X-Tension direct infrastructure (local mode)

Explanation

The system cannot start a new process for X-Tension direct infrastructure (local mode).

Action

Check the existence of the file indicated. It should be located in directory
Tamino/<version>/bin.

INOSXF7157

Process 'exefile' (for Direct Local) is not running

Explanation

The external process for X-Tension direct infrastructure (local mode) has aborted or
is not running for other reason.

Action

Check your server extension. Perhaps it killed the external process for local mode.

INOSXF7251

Thread could not be attached to JVM, return code 'rc'

Explanation

The current XML worker thread could not be attached to the Java virtual machine.
Tamino server extensions were not initialized. The return code is the return value of
the JNI call "AttachCurrentThread()".

Action

Analyze why the Java call failed and solve the cause of the problem. Then start Tamino
server again.
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INOSXF7252

Metadata update failed: id

Explanation

Metadata update has failed.

Action

In the case of CentraSite database startup failure indicated by the production of the
console message: "INOSXF7252: Metadata update failed" the following information
is essential to analyse the problem.
The most useful file in these circumstances is the "inosrv.txt" file. This is normally
called something like AABinosrv.HH-MM-SS.txt and would normally be present in
the same directory as the actual database data files.
inoadmin set CentraSite "request log" "full" norestart
inoadmin set CentraSite "X-Tension Java Options" "$-Dlog4j.configuration=file:/{full path
to log4j.properties}" restart
log4j.rootLogger=WARN, file
log4j.logger.com.centrasite.centrasite.onstartup=DEBUG
log4j.appender.file=org.apache.log4j.FileAppender
log4j.appender.file.layout=org.apache.log4j.PatternLayout
log4j.appender.file.layout.ConversionPattern=%d %8r [%t]%-5p %c{3} %x - %m%n
log4j.appender.file.File={full path to log file}

INOSXI6708

X-Tension usage is currently disabled

Explanation

All of the X-Tension infrastructures (COM, Java and Direct) are currently disabled.

Action

Turn on the appropriate switch of the Tamino server parameters and restart the
Tamino server.

INOSXI6723

JVM started with user options 'jvm_options'

Explanation

The JVM was started with the specified additional user options.

Action

No action required.

INOSXI7029

Finished searching the file

Explanation

The 'Find What' string has not been found after (Direction Down) or before (Direction
Up) the current position.

Action

Deselect 'Match case' or select another string.
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INOSXI7050

COM for server extension is deactivated

Explanation

COM for server extension is switched off.

Action

Switch on COM for server extension with Tamino Manager.

INOSXI7128

Java for server extension is deactivated

Explanation

Java for server extensions is switched off

Action

Switch on Java for server extension with the Tamino Manager

INOSXI7131

X-Tension 'unusedinfrastructur' usage is currently disabled

Explanation

The specified X-Tension infrastructure (COM, Java or Direct) is currently disabled.

Action

Turn on the appropriate switch of the Tamino server parameters and restart the
Tamino server.

INOSXI7253

Metadata update succeeded: id

Explanation

Metadata update has finished successfully.

Action

None

INOSXI7254

Metadata update started.

Explanation

Metadata update has started. This may be a lengthy operation.

Action

None.

INOSXV6726

COM server extensions are deprecated

Explanation

COM server extensions are deprecated and will not be supported in future.

Action

Plan the replacement of your COM server extensions by using a different server
extension infrastructure.

INOSXW6700

'function' can no longer be used as 'functype'

Explanation

One of the parameters has been modified or deleted. Therefore this server extension
function can no longer be used as the specified function type.

Action

Check the Tamino server extension documentation for the different function types.
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INOSXW6701

At least one of the help files does not exist. It will be removed from the list.

Explanation

The Install.xml file for your current X-Tension project has an entry for a help file that
no longer exists. It will be removed from your list of help files.

Action

Select a new file.

INOSXW6702

Warning: Settings for compiler 'compiler' already exist and will be overwritten

Explanation

Compiler and linker flags already exist for the compiler specified in this warning.
Choosing 'OK' will overwrite these settings.

Action

Choose 'OK' to overwrite these settings or 'Cancel' to stop this action.

INOSXW6703

The path 'path' will be added to the list of executable files of Visual Studio

Explanation

Some libraries residing in Tamino system directories are needed to build a server
extension. These directories must be listed in the "Executable files" section of your
Visual Studio configuration. If not yet present, sxwizard will add these directories
automatically.

Action

Click on OK to accept these changes to your Visual Studio configuration. If you click
on Cancel, no changes will be made and sxwizard will be stopped.

INOSXW6721

Project will be moved from platform 'platform1' to 'platform2'

Explanation

This (SXS Direct) project has been created on platform1. It is now opened on a different
platform platform2, and a new make file will be created such that it can be compiled
on this new platform.

Action

Click OK to generate a new make file, or click cancel if you do not want to have a new
make file created. However, this project probably cannot be compiled on this platform.

INOSXW6722

Project will be moved from an older Tamino version to platform 'platform'

Explanation

This (SXS Direct) project has been created by an older version of Tamino. It is now
opened by a newer Tamino version on a different platform. A new make file will be
created such that it can be compiled in this version and on this new platform.

Action

Click OK to generate a new make file, or click cancel if you do not want to have a new
make file created. However, this project probably cannot be compiled in this Tamino
version.

INOSXW6724

Unable to start JVM with user options 'jvm_options'. Starting with default options
instead.

Explanation

Conflicting or incorrect user options were specified for the JVM, so the JVM could
not start. The JVM will be started with the default options.

Action

Correct the user options specified for the JVM and restart the server.
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INOSXW6727

The server extension generated a warning.

Explanation

The server extension has invoked the warning XML callback. This will insert a warning
into the Tamino response.

Action

The warning message is for informational purposes.

INOSXW6728

Execution failed: command

Explanation

The specified operating system command failed.

Action

Check the SXS installation values for faults.

INOSXW7002

Existing server extension project at 'pathname' will be overwritten

Explanation

A server extension project already exists in the given directory. It will be overwritten
if you select "Finish".

Action

Press "OK" to overwrite this project or select another directory.

INOSXW7003

Java initialization failed. Reason: 'errno', 'errtxt'.

Explanation

Tamino was not able to create a Java virtual machine. Java based server extensions
will not work.

Action

Make the Java virtual machine available to Tamino and start the Tamino server again
or switch the server property X-Tension Java Usage to 'NO'.

INOSXW7004

Java thread initialization failed. Reason: 'errno', 'errtxt'.

Explanation

An XML worker thread could not be attached to the Java virtual machine. Java based
server extensions will not work.

Action

Fix the problem of Java initialization and start the Tamino server again.

INOSXW7005

Initialization of COM library failed. Reason: 'errno', 'errtxt'.

Explanation

COM based server extensions will not work.

Action

Make the COM library available to the Tamino server, then start it again.

INOSXW7007

No license for Tamino X-Tension

Explanation

A special license must be bought to use the Tamino X-Tension feature.

Action

Buy a license for Tamino X-Tension.
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INOSXW7008

Tamino X-Tension not available

Explanation

On this platform the Tamino X-Tension feature is not available.

Action

No action required.

INOSXW7011

This will remove all previously selected files from your package list

Explanation

For a server extension package, either one or more class files or ONE jar file can be
used. This warning shows up in one of the following cases: 1) A jar file was selected
and a class file will be added to the class file list: The jar file will be removed from the
list. 2) One or more class files or another jar file were selected, and a jar file will be
added: All recently selected files will be removed.

Action

Choose "OK" to confirm or "Cancel" to cancel the current selection

INOSXW7012

Main Class File for server extension missing

Explanation

For a server extension package, either one or more class files or ONE jar file can be
used. This warning shows up when none of the selected class files contains the main
class of the server extension.

Action

Add another class file that contains the main class of the server extension.

INOSXW7013

Server extension might not run without these class(es)

Explanation

In the Packaging Dialogue of the X-Tension Builder, one of the selected class files is
about to be removed. Without this class file the installation of this server extension
will be incomplete.

Action

Check if this class file is really unnecessary for the current server extension.

INOSXW7031

Directory 'dir' does not exist and will be created

Explanation

This directory does not exist and will be created.

Action

Select "OK" to create this directory, select "Cancel" to cancel project creation.

INOSXW7135

The given class contains no server extension function

Explanation

The given class does not contain any method that can be used as a server extension
function.

Action

Enter some methods using the direct server extension development tools.
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INOSXW7139

No valid JVM, install valid JVM or switch X-Tension Java Usage to 'NO'

Explanation

Error detected when loading a JVM for current Tamino version

Action

Check if JVM is installed, if a valid JVM Version is installed or switch X-Tension Java
Usage to 'NO'.

INOSXW7159

Value will be set to empty string

Explanation

A default value or configuration parameter (Init Function) may be set to empty string
if data type is charstring.

Action

Please check if in this special case this effect is intended.

INOX2E8000

Usage of distributed transaction processing is not supported on this platform

Explanation

It is not possible to use distributed transaction processing features on the Tamino
server platform.

Action

None - the platform does not support distributed transaction processing.

INOX2E8001

Conversion of the distributed transaction processing transaction identifier was not
possible

Explanation

The transaction identifier provided does not have a defined method to convert it to
the internal format.

Action

Contract your software supplier - this is a software error.

INOX2E8002

An internal error occurred dealing with the transaction identifier in distributed
transaction

Explanation

The transaction identifier caused an internal error when being processed.

Action

Contract your software supplier - this is a software error.

INOX2E8003

Server encountered an error while performing a distributed transaction processing
action

Explanation

A distributed transaction processing action resulted in the server not being able to
complete the action requested.

Action

Contract your software supplier - this is a software error.
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INOX2E8004

The specified distributed transaction processing identifier is unknown by the server

Explanation

A transaction identifier was specified which is unknown to the server. This can happen
if a timeout occurred or if the transaction has not been prepared before a server restart.

Action

This message will be given back by the server to the transaction manager.

INOX2E8005

An invalid argument was detected on a distributed transaction processing call

Explanation

An argument supplied by the transaction manager was invalid.

Action

This message will be given back by the server to the transaction manager.

INOX2E8006

Protocol error - an action requested by the transaction manager was invoked in an
improper context

Explanation

The specified action cannot be carried out in the current distributed transaction state.

Action

This message will be given back by the server to the transaction manager.

INOX2E8007

An error has occurred which makes server unavailable to process the transaction
manager's action

Explanation

The action requested by the transaction manager cannot be fulfilled by Tamino
currently.

Action

This message will be given back by the server to the transaction manager.

INOX2E8008

Duplicate distributed transaction identifier encounter while enlisting in a
distributed transaction

Explanation

A duplicate transaction identifier was encountered while enlisting in a distributed
transaction.

Action

This is an internal error and should be reported to your software supplier.

INOX2E8010

The specified distributed transaction has been rollback

Explanation

The server has decided that this distributed transaction can only be rolled back.

Action

This message is a reply to a transaction manager request.

INOX2E8011

A communications error has occurred

Explanation

A communications error occurred while attempting a distributed transaction processing
action sent by the transaction manager.

Action

This message is a reply to a transaction manager request.
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INOX2E8012

The server has detected a deadlock involving the specified distributed transaction

Explanation

A deadlock has been detected for the specified distributed transaction. The transaction
has been rolled back.

Action

This message is a reply to a transaction manager request.

INOX2E8013

The server has detected an integrity violation for the resources requested by the
specified distributed transaction

Explanation

An integrity violation has been detected for the specified distributed transaction. The
transaction has been rolled back.

Action

This message is a reply to a transaction manager request

INOX2E8014

The server has detected an unspecified error for the specified distributed transaction

Explanation

An unspecified has been detected for the specified distributed transaction. The
transaction has been rolled back.

Action

This message is a reply to a transaction manager request

INOX2E8015

The server has detected an internal protocol error for the specified distributed
transaction

Explanation

An internal protocol error has been detected for the specified distributed transaction.

Action

This message is a reply to a transaction manager request.

INOX2E8016

The server has timed out the specified distributed transaction

Explanation

The server timed out the specified distributed transaction.

Action

This message is a reply to a transaction manager request.

INOX2E8017

The server has detected a transient error for the specified distributed transaction

Explanation

The server has detected a transient error for the specified distributed transaction.

Action

This message is a reply to a transaction manager request.

INOX2E8018

The server has heuristically committed the specified distributed transaction

Explanation

The server had to heuristically commit the specified distributed transaction.

Action

This message is reply to a transaction manager request.
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INOX2E8019

The server has heuristically rolled back the specified distributed transaction

Explanation

The server had to heuristically roll back the specified distributed transaction.

Action

This is message is reply to a transaction manager request.

INOX2E8020

The server has heuristically completed the distributed transaction. The outcome
of the transaction is mixed.

Explanation

The server had to heuristically complete the specified distributed transaction. The
outcome is however mixed; this means that part of the transaction was committed
and the rest was rolled back.

Action

This message is a reply to a transaction manager request.

INOX2E8021

The specified distributed transaction is read-only

Explanation

There were no modifications made to the server by the specified distributed transaction
and therefore the server does not need to receive the commit action from the transaction
manager.

Action

This message is a reply to a transaction manager request.

INOX2E8022

An error occurred while issuing a call to the transaction manager

Explanation

The transaction manager rejected a request made by Tamino.

Action

See the extended error messages for the transaction manager's reason for rejecting
the call.

INOX2E8023

The command is not allowed while a distributed transaction is active within this
session

Explanation

An attempt was made to issue either a _DISCONNECT command before the
completion of the distributed transaction or a _COMMIT/_ROLLBACK command in
the distributed transaction. These are not allowed.

Action

Complete the two phase commit transaction before issuing the _DISCONNECT
command.

INOX2E8024

The current session cannot accept commands while the two phase commit transaction
completion protocol is active

Explanation

Issuing Tamino commands to a session that is between phase 1 and phase 2 of a two
phase commit transaction completion protocol is not allowed. The two phase commit
protocol must complete before the session can be used again.

Action

Do not issue commands while the two phase commit transaction completion protocol
is active.
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INOX2E8025

The transaction manager specified an invalid recovery action

Explanation

The request action on recovery was invalid.

Action

This is an error sent to the transaction manager. It is internal and if seen should be
reported to your software supplier.

INOX2E8027

The outcome of a commit was inconsistent

Explanation

The outcome of a commit was inconsistent: one or more data sources failed to commit.

Action

Check the extended error information for a list of which data sources failed to commit
the transaction, then perform appropriate repairs.

INOX2E8028

The outcome of a rollback was inconsistent

Explanation

The outcome of a rollback was inconsistent: one or more data sources failed to roll
back.

Action

Check the extended error information for a list of which data sources failed to commit
the transaction, then perform appropriate repairs.

INOX2E8030

Invalid transaction token

Explanation

An invalid transaction token was specified.

Action

Provide a valid transaction token with the correct format.

INOX2E8047

Recovery of distributed transactions has found outstanding transactions that are
not for the current transaction manager

Explanation

After completion by the transaction manager of recovery for distributed transactions,
there are outstanding transactions that do not belong to the transaction manager.

Action

Contact your software supplier for help in resolving the outstanding transactions.

INOX2E8049

An internal error occurred in the distributed transaction processing components
of the server.

Explanation

An internal error occurred.

Action

This is an internal error. Please contact your software supplier.

INOX2F8026

Cannot find distributed transaction processing (DTP) library ino2pc

Explanation

The shared library/DLL ino2pc cannot be found.

Action

This is a software installation configuration problem. Contact Software AG support
for help
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INOX2I8046

Distributed transaction transaction_token with resource manager identifier rmid
has been manually resolved to the 'state' state

Explanation

This event is generated when someone manually resolves a distributed transaction.

Action

No action required. This message helps to track the progress of the distributed
transaction.

INOX2I8048

Server start-up detected pending or heuristically complete distributed transactions

Explanation

On starting the server, it has been detected that there are outstanding distributed
transactions. These transactions should normally be resolved by the transaction
manager.

Action

Check the transaction manager log to check that all outstanding distributed transactions
are resolved. If the transactions are not resolved, then contact your software supplier
to get help in resolving them.

INOXCE8100

Internal error: duplicate root element

Explanation

Invalid migrated data records with duplicate root elements were detected.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXCE8102

Internal error: document stack corrupted

Explanation

An internal error has occurred.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXCE8103

Memory allocation failed

Explanation

There was not enough main memory available to perform the request.

Action

Possibly the machine is overloaded. Try again later.

INOXCE8104

Internal error during document composition

Explanation

An internal error has occurred.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXCE8105

Invalid X-Tension response

Explanation

An X-Tension function returned a string that is not well-formed XML.

Action

Correct the implementation of the X-Tension function
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INOXCE8106

Internal error: unknown request

Explanation

An internal error occurred.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXCE8107

Map to object: illegal document ID encountered.

Explanation

The query attached to a node with map-type=object is of the form "@ino:id=%parent".
The document ID found in the parent node is either zero or contains non-digit
characters.

Action

The document ID in the parent node is illegal, correct it.

INOXCE8108

Insufficient mapping information, document cannot be composed

Explanation

An XML document could not be created due to insufficient mapping information.

Action

Look at the <ino:messageline> element in the <ino:response> document to find more
information about the cause of the problem.

INOXCE8109

Cannot delete externally mapped data

Explanation

Tamino X-Query is not able to delete XML documents that are composed from external
data sources like ODBC or Adabas if those documents have not been stored through
Tamino. Typically, when displayed, these documents do not have an "ino:id" attribute.
Similarly, X-Query cannot delete data from doctypes with "tsd:pure" mapping.

Action

Modify the query that selects the documents to be deleted. In the case of pure mapping,
use XQuery update in order to delete documents.

INOXCE8110

Internal error: document data corrupted

Explanation

An internal error has occurred.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXCE8111

Error in XNode Adabas processing during conversion of Natural date/time value

Explanation

An error occurred while converting a Natural date or time value. The Tamino response
contains details about the offending value, as well as an internal error code.

Action

Analyze the error.
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INOXCE8114

Document ID unknown, mapping type infofield

Explanation

This error message should never occur.

Action

None

INOXCE8117

Internal error:Document not found

Explanation

An internal error has occurred.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXCE8118

Mapping type object: number of resulting objects too large

Explanation

This message should never occur

Action

None

INOXCE8119

Internal error: structure description too large

Explanation

An internal error has occurred.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXDE7500

NOTATION must be restricted by an enumeration

Explanation

NOTATION must be restricted by an enumeration.

Action

Please modify your XML schema accordingly.

INOXDE7501

(a-props-correct.2) default or fixed value is not of declared type

Explanation

If there is a default or fixed value specification, the canonical lexical representation
of its value must be valid with respect to the type definition.

Action

Please modify your XML schema accordingly.

INOXDE7502

(a-props-correct.3) If attributes has type ID or a derived type it must not have a
value constraint, i.e. a default or fixed value

Explanation

Attributes of type ID or a derived type must not have a value constraint, i.e. a default
or fixed value.

Action

Please modify your XML schema accordingly.
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INOXDE7503

(e-props-correct.2) default or fixed value is not of declared type

Explanation

If there is a default or fixed value specification, the canonical lexical representation
of its value must be valid with respect to the type definition.

Action

Please modify your XML schema accordingly.

INOXDE7504

(e-props-correct.4) Elements of type ID or a derived type must not have a value
constraint, i.e. a default or fixed value

Explanation

Elements of type ID or a derived type must not have a value constraint, i.e. a default
or fixed value.

Action

Please modify your XML schema accordingly.

INOXDE7505

(ct-props-correct.4) attributes must not have identical names

Explanation

Two distinct attribute declarations in the attribute uses must not have identical names.

Action

Please modify your XML schema accordingly.

INOXDE7506

(ct-props-correct.5) only one attribute may have type ID or a derived type

Explanation

Two distinct attribute declarations in the attribute uses must not have type ID or a
derived type.

Action

Please modify your XML schema accordingly.

INOXDE7507

(au-props-correct.2) attribute's fixed value does not match declaration's fixed value

Explanation

If the attribute declaration has a fixed value constraint, then if the attribute use itself
has a value constraint, it must also be fixed and its value must match that of the
attribute declaration's value constraint.

Action

Please modify your XML schema accordingly.

INOXDE7508

(sch-props-correct.2) name conflict with global declarations

Explanation

Each of the type definitions, element declarations, attribute group definitions, model
group definitions and notation declarations must not contain two or more schema
components with the same name.

Action

Please modify your XML schema accordingly.
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INOXDE7509

invalid type of default value

Explanation

If the type definition is a simple type definition, then the string must be valid with
respect to that definition.

Action

Please modify your XML schema accordingly.

INOXDE7510

content type is neither a simple type definition nor mixed

Explanation

If an element declaration specifies a default value and the type definition is a complex
type definition, then its content type must be a simple type definition or mixed.

Action

Please modify your XML schema accordingly.

INOXDE7511

element default value does not match type

Explanation

If an element declaration specifies a default value and the type definition is a complex
type definition and its content type is a simple type definition, then the default value
must be of declared type.

Action

Please modify your XML schema accordingly.

INOXDE7512

content type does not allow for default value

Explanation

If an element declaration specifies a default value and the type definition is a complex
type definition and its content type is mixed, then the content type's particle must be
emptiable.

Action

Please modify your XML schema accordingly.

INOXDE7513

missing name in type definition

Explanation

If the particles contain, either directly, indirectly or implicitly two or more element
declaration particles with the same name, then all their type definitions must be the
same top-level definitions.

Action

Please modify your XML schema accordingly.

INOXDE7514

type definitions have different names

Explanation

If the particles contain, either directly, indirectly or implicitly two or more element
declaration particles with the same name, then all their type definitions must be the
same top-level definitions.

Action

Please modify your XML schema accordingly.
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INOXDE7515

type definitions have different namespaces

Explanation

If the particles contain, either directly, indirectly or implicitly two or more element
declaration particles with the same name, then all their type definitions must be the
same top-level definitions.

Action

Please modify your XML schema accordingly.

INOXDE7516

(no-xmlns) attribute name not allowed

Explanation

The name of an attribute declaration must not match xmlns.

Action

Use the targetNamespace attribute of the schema's root node in order to associate the
current schema and objects defined therein with a namespace URI. The import element
can be used to compose schemas defining objects for different namespaces.

INOXDE7517

Below Attribute there may be only attributeInfo node but no schemaInfo or
elementInfo nodes

Explanation

Below Attribute there may be only attributeInfo node but no schemaInfo or elementInfo
nodes.

Action

Please modify your XML schema accordingly.

INOXDE7518

(enumeration-valid-restriction) value of enumeration does not match base type
definition

Explanation

The value attribute of an enumeration item must match the definition of the restriction's
base type.

Action

Adapt your schema.

INOXDE7519

(notation-defined-restriction) value of enumeration is not defined in a global
notation element.

Explanation

An enumeration value being used in a type derived from NOTATION must be defined
in a global notation element.

Action

Adapt your schema.

INOXDE7520

invalid index

Explanation

It is not possible to define indices on elements or attributes with type "xs:long",
"xs:unsignedLong" or "xs:decimal".

Action

Please modify your XML schema accordingly.
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INOXDE7521

invalid text index

Explanation

It is not possible to define text indices on elements or attributes with numeric types.

Action

Please modify your XML schema accordingly.

INOXDE7522

The element pointed to by tsd:refers needs to have a reference index defined for it

Explanation

(mp-valid-refers.5:) The element pointed to by tsd:refers needs to have a reference
index defined for it.

Action

Please modify the schema to include a reference index on the element pointed to by
tsd:refers and try to define the schema again.

INOXDE7523

Collations can only be defined for string datatypes (derived types of string in W3C
XML schema part 2)

Explanation

Collations can only be defined for string datatypes (derived types of string in W3C
XML schema part 2).

Action

Please modify your XML schema accordingly.

INOXDE7524

(src-single-facet-value) Facet is only permitted to be defined once

Explanation

A facet has been specified more than once. This facet is only permitted to be defined
once.

Action

Please modify the XML Schema accordingly.

INOXDE7525

(cos-element-consistent) Element declarations are not consistent

Explanation

If the particles contain, either directly, indirectly or implicitly two or more element
declaration particles with the same name, then all their type definitions must be the
same top-level definitions.

Action

Please modify your XML schema accordingly.

INOXDE7526

(maxInclusive-maxExclusive) 'maxInclusive' and 'maxExclusive' facets cannot be
used together

Explanation

A simple type restriction, containing both 'maxInclusive' and 'maxExclusive' facets,
has been found.

Action

Remove either of the 'maxInclusive' or 'maxExclusive' facets.
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INOXDE7527

(minInclusive-minExclusive) 'minInclusive' and 'minExclusive' facets cannot be
used together

Explanation

A simple type restriction, containing both 'minInclusive' and 'minExclusive' facets,
has been found.

Action

Remove either of the 'minInclusive' or 'minExclusive' facets.

INOXDE7528

Node declarations are not consistent

Explanation

The schema violates a constraint which is a Tamino-specific extension of the
(cos-element-consistent) constraint as imposed by XML schema: If there are two
attribute or element declarations in the set of complex type definitions being allowed
for a given element node due to usage of the xsi:type attribute, then these attributes
(or elements) must be consistent. Consistency requirements cover the datatype as
well as physical properties (mapping, indexing,...), or logical properties (collation,
trigger, ...).

Action

Modify the schema to avoid violation of the constraint. For example it may help to
use the 'block' attribute of <xs:element> or <xs:complexType> , or the 'blockDefault'
attribute of <xs:schema> in order to control the {prohibited substitutions} with respect
to xsi:type. In particular, you may use blockDefault="#all" if you do not need to allow
for usage of the xsi:type attribute in your XML documents.

INOXDE7529

(src-resolve.1.1) Global type reference could not be resolved

Explanation

Reference to a global complex or simple type definition could not be resolved.

Action

Check the names of the global type definition and the associated reference.

INOXDE7530

(src-resolve.1.2) The ref attribute of an attribute needs to reference an existing global
attribute

Explanation

An attribute defined in the schema uses the 'ref' attribute, however the global attribute
with that name cannot be found.

Action

Check that the global attribute is not missing. Also check that the global attribute
name and reference have been correctly specified.

INOXDE7531

(minLength-less-than-equal-to-maxLength) 'minLength' facet value must be 'less
than or equal to' that of facet 'maxLength'

Explanation

A simple type restriction, where the value of facet 'minLength' is greater than that of
'maxLength', has been found.

Action

Revise the facet values.
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INOXDE7532

Invalid pattern facet value found

Explanation

The schema being defined contains a pattern facet which has an invalid value.

Action

Check the schema and consider revising the pattern facet's value.

INOXDE7533

Below Schema there needs to be exactly one appinfo node which defines Tamino
mappings

Explanation

Below Schema there needs to be exactly one appinfo node which defines Tamino
mappings.

Action

Modify the XML schema accordingly.

INOXDE7534

(src-import.1.1) Invalid import element. If the namespace attribute is present, then
its value must not match the value of the enclosing schema's targetNamespace
attribute.

Explanation

The schema being defined contains an import element. The namespace attribute is
present and its value is the same as the targetNamespace of the enclosing schema.
This is not allowed.

Action

Revise either the namespace attribute of the import element or the targetNamespace
of the schema.

INOXDE7535

(src-import.1.2) Invalid import element. If the namespace attribute is not present,
then the enclosing schema must have a targetNamespace attribute.

Explanation

The schema being defined contains an import element. The namespace attribute is
not present and the enclosing schema does not specify a targetNamespace. This is
disallowed.

Action

Revise the import element and/or the schema element.

INOXDE7536

(src-import.2) Invalid import element. Schema reference could not be resolved.

Explanation

The schema being defined contains an import element. The schema referenced using
either a schemaLocation or namespace attribute could not be located.

Action

If referencing using schemaLocation, check the name of the referenced schema (and
optionally the collection name also). If referencing using namespace alone, check the
targetNamespace of the referenced schema.

INOXDE7537

(src-import.3.1) Invalid import element. If there is a namespace attribute, then its
value must be identical to the value of the targetNamespace attribute of the
referenced schema.

Explanation

The schema being defined contains an import element. The namespace attribute is
different from the targetNamespace of the referenced schema. This is not allowed.

Action

Revise either the namespace attribute of the import element or the targetNamespace
of the referenced schema.
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INOXDE7538

(src-import.3.2) Invalid import element. If there is no namespace attribute, then the
referenced schema must have no targetNamespace attribute.

Explanation

The schema being defined contains an import element. The namespace attribute is
not present, but the referenced schema specifies a targetNamespace. This is not
allowed.

Action

Revise the import element and/or the referenced schema element.

INOXDE7539

The value of schema attribute targetNamespace is not allowed if another schema
in the same database already imports the corresponding namespace using only the
namespace attribute of the import element

Explanation

The value of the targetNamespace attribute of the schema that you are trying to define
is not allowed. This is because another schema in the same database already imports
that namespace, using an import element with namespace alone.

Action

Revise the schema and/or the other schema importing that namespace. Either change
the targetNamespace of the current schema, or change the import element of the
referencing schema to also use the schemaLocation attribute.

INOXDE7540

Found node with a mapped value which is used to construct index entries

Explanation

A node with a mapped value must not be used to construct index entries. This
restriction applies for text and standard as well as for the components of a compound
index referring to an ancestor of the current node.

Action

Remove index definition causing this conflict.

INOXDE7541

Undefine of schema failed. Schema to be undefined is referenced by other schema(s)
in the database.

Explanation

The undefine of a specific schema was performed. Other schema(s) in the database
still reference this schema.

Action

Before the schema can be undefined, you must first undefine all referencing schemas.

INOXDE7542

Attribute targetNamespace of element schema, if present, must not be empty.

Explanation

The schema being defined specifies an empty targetNamespace attribute.

Action

Revise the schema. Either provide the targetNamespace attribute with a value, or
completely remove it.
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INOXDE7543

Import using namespace attribute alone is forbidden, if more than one schema with
the corresponding targetNamespace is already stored in the current database

Explanation

The schema being defined contains an import element with only a namespace attribute.
More than one schema stored in the current database already contains a corresponding
targetNamespace attribute.

Action

Revise the schema and/or other schemas stored inside the current database. Consider
using the schemaLocation attribute of import to clarify exactly which schema was
intended.

INOXDE7544

An import element must have attributes

Explanation

The schema being defined specifies an import element without attributes.

Action

Revise the schema. Add either namespace or schemaLocation attributes to the import
element, or remove it and consider using Tamino's content element with value open.

INOXDE7545

Cannot define standard index or unique constraint based on a node whose associated
datatype has a variety of 'union'

Explanation

It is not supported to define an index or unique constraint based on a node whose
datatype has a variety of 'union' or which is derived via <xs:list> with an item type
whose variety is 'union'.

Action

Modify the schema accordingly.

INOXDE7546

An element defined as a primary key cannot be defined as nillable

Explanation

An element which is defined as a primary key value cannot be defined as nillable.

Action

Revise the schema. Either remove the xsi:nillable attribute or set the value to false.

INOXDE7547

Undefine of collection failed. One or more schemas contained inside the collection
to be undefined are referenced by other schema(s), from other collection(s) in the
current database.

Explanation

The undefine of a specific collection was performed. Other schema(s) from other
collection(s) in the database still reference one or more schemas contained inside the
collection to be undefined.

Action

Before the collection can be undefined, you must first undefine all referencing schemas.

INOXDE7548

Cannot define standard index or unique constraint based on this element node
with complex content if there is a validly derived complex type with simple content
which can be used in an xsi:type attribute on that element node

Explanation

It is not allowed to define a standard index or unique constraint based on an element
node whose associated datatype is a complex type with complex content if there is
another complex type with simple content which can be validly used in an xsi:type
attribute on that element node.
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Action

Either remove the index definition or modify type definitions to avoid violation of
this constraint.

INOXDE7549

Mapping not allowed for datatype of variety

Explanation

Mapping (ADABAS, SQL and SXS) is not allowed for datatypes derived via xs:list or
xs:union.

Action

Please change the datatype and try to define the schema again.

INOXDE7550

ElementInfo node is not allowed with a schema reference to a global element
definition

Explanation

Below Element an elementInfo node is only allowed if the element node starts an
element definition. An elementInfo is not allowed with a reference to a global element
definition.

Action

Please modify your XML schema accordingly.

INOXDE7551

AttributeInfo node is not allowed with a schema reference to a global attribute
definition

Explanation

Below Attribute an attributeInfo node is only allowed if the attribute node starts an
attribute definition. An attributeInfo is not allowed with a reference to a global attribute
definition.

Action

Please modify your XML schema accordingly.

INOXDE7552

The path contains invalid expressions

Explanation

The path can only consists of named child steps with abbreviated XPath syntax. In
particular, it cannot contain *, .., // operators.

Action

Modify the XML schema accordingly.

INOXDE7553

The index types of elements and attributes having the same multipath index label
must be identical

Explanation

The index types of elements and attributes having the same multipath index label
must be identical.

Action

Please change the schema so that multipath definitions with the same label are only
used when the index types are identical and then try to define the schema again.
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INOXDE7554

(src-attribute-group.2) Intentional intersection of namespace constraints is not
expressible

Explanation

This may happen e.g. if two attribute wildcards are to be merged due to resolution
of a reference to an attributeGroup definition. If those two attribute wildcards both
have a namespace constraint ##other, thus referring to different target namespaces,
the intentional intersection is not expressible.

Action

Adapt the schema according to XML schema constraint src-attribute-group.2

INOXDE7555

The name attribute of tsd:unique definitions has to be unique within a doctype

Explanation

The name attribute of tsd:unique definitions has to be unique within a doctype.

Action

Please change the duplicate name and try to define the schema again.

INOXDE7556

The elements and attributes pointed to in tsd:unique definitions must have a
cardinality of 1

Explanation

The elements and attributes pointed to in tsd:unique definitions must have a cardinality
of 1.

Action

Please change the cardinality and try to define the schema again.

INOXDE7557

The path specified the xpath attribute of a field element needs to point to an existing
element or attribute

Explanation

The path specified the xpath attribute of a field element needs to point to an existing
element or attribute.

Action

Please make sure the specified path is correct and try to define the schema again.

INOXDE7558

multipath index definitions are not allowed in doctypes which have the
structureIndex set to none

Explanation

Multipath index definitions are not allowed in doctypes which have the structureIndex
set to none.

Action

Please change the structure index to condensed or full and try to define the schema
again.

INOXDE7559

The elements and attributes having the same multipath index label must have
matching datatypes

Explanation

The elements and attributes having the same multipath index label must have matching
datatypes.

Action

Please change the wrong datatype and try to define the schema again.
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INOXDE7560

The elements and attributes having the same multipath index label must have
matching collations

Explanation

The elements and attributes having the same multipath index label must have matching
collations.

Action

Please change the wrong collation and try to define the schema again.

INOXDE7561

The elements and attributes having the same multipath index label must have
matching tsd:refers definitions

Explanation

The elements and attributes having the same multipath index label must have matching
tsd:refers definitions.

Action

Please change the wrong tsd:refers definition and try to define the schema again.

INOXDE7562

The path defined in tsd:refers has to point to an existing element

Explanation

The path defined in tsd:refers has to point to an existing element.

Action

Please change the path and try to define the schema again.

INOXDE7563

The path defined in tsd:refers has to point to an element which is a predecessor of
the element or attribute where it is defined

Explanation

The path defined in tsd:refers has to point to an element which is a predecessor of the
element or attribute where it is defined.

Action

Please change the path and try to define the schema again.

INOXDE7564

The path defined in tsd:refers may only point to elements that are locally stored in
a Tamino database

Explanation

The path defined in tsd:refers may only point to elements that are locally stored in a
Tamino database.

Action

Please change the path and try to define the schema again.

INOXDE7565

The path defined in tsd:refers must point either to the doctype element or to an
element for which a tsd:reference is defined

Explanation

The path defined in tsd:refers must point either to the doctype element or to an element
for which a tsd:reference is defined.

Action

Please change the path and try to define the schema again.
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INOXDE7566

The path specified in the xpath attribute of a field element needs to point to an
element or attribute that is locally stored in a Tamino database

Explanation

The path specified in the xpath attribute of a field element needs to point to an element
or attribute that is locally stored in a Tamino database.

Action

Please change the path and try to define the schema again.

INOXDE7567

The path specified in the xpath attribute of a field element of a compound index
definition needs to point to a leaf node (an attribute or element having no children)

Explanation

The path specified in the xpath attribute of a field element of a compound index
definition needs to point to a leaf node (an attribute or element having no children).

Action

Please change the path and try to define the schema again.

INOXDE7568

For a uniqueness constraint a certain path may only be defined once

Explanation

For a uniqueness constraint a certain path may only be defined once.

Action

Please change the path and try to define the schema again.

INOXDE7569

A reference index may not be defined for a doctype element

Explanation

A reference index may not be defined for a doctype element.

Action

Please change the reference index value and try to define the schema again.

INOXDE7570

There may only be one tsd:reference index definition per tsd:physical

Explanation

There may only be one tsd:reference index definition per tsd:physical.

Action

Please make sure there is only one tsd:reference index definition per tsd:physical and
try to define the schema again.

INOXDE7571

If an index has been defined as a multipath index, there may not be a tsd:refers
defined for that same index

Explanation

If an index has been defined as a multipath index, there may not be a tsd:refers defined
for that same index.

Action

Please remove either the multipath definition or the tsd:refers and try to define the
schema again.
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INOXDE7572

For a compound index a certain path may only be defined once

Explanation

For a compound index a certain path may only be defined once.

Action

Please change the schema and try to define it again.

INOXDE7573

(src-resolve.1.4) Reference to an attribute group definition could not be resolved

Explanation

Reference to an attribute group definition could not be resolved.

Action

Check the qualified names of the attribute group definition and the reference.

INOXDE7574

(src-resolve.1.5) Reference to a model group definition could not be resolved

Explanation

Reference to a model group definition could not be resolved.

Action

Check the qualified names of the model group definition and the reference.

INOXDE7575

(src-attribute-group.3) Circular attribute group reference is disallowed

Explanation

A cycle of attribute group references has been found.

Action

Check the attribute group references and remove the circular reference.

INOXDE7576

(mg-props-correct.2) Circular group reference is disallowed

Explanation

Within the particles of a group there must not be at any depth a reference to the group
itself.

Action

Check group definition and remove circular reference inside.

INOXDE7577

(src-include.2.1) Target namespace of the including and the included schema do
not match.

Explanation

The values of the targetNamespace attributes of the including and the included schema
may not differ if both are present.

Action

Check targetNamespace attributes.

INOXDE7578

(src-include.2.2) Included schema has target namespace whereas including has no
target namespace.

Explanation

If the including schema has no targetNamespace attribute, the included schema must
not have a targetNamespace attribute as well.

Action

Check and adapt the schema documents.
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INOXDE7579

(src-include.2.3) Target namespace of included schema missing. Tamino does not
yet support "chameleon include".

Explanation

This is a current limitation of Tamino.

Action

Define the included schema using the same targetNamespace attribute as the including
schema's targetNamespace.

INOXDE7580

(src-include.1) Invalid include element. Schema reference could not be resolved.

Explanation

The schema being defined contains an include element. The schema referenced by
the schemaLocation attribute could not be located.

Action

Check the name of the referenced schema and, optionally, the collection name as well.

INOXDE7581

invalid collation language

Explanation

The specified language string is not valid.

Action

Please change the wrong collation language string and try to define the schema again.

INOXDE7583

Invalid open content found in pure X-Node mapped doctype

Explanation

For pure X-Node mapping, no open content is allowed for that doctype. This includes
wildcards with processContents being "strict" or "lax" and element nodes with type
"xs:anyType" or no type at all.

Action

Ensure that the doctype with the pure X-Node mapping is set to closed content, that
any of the doctype's wildcards (xs:any and xs:anyAttribute) in scope have
processContents set to "strict", and that all elements in scope have a non-absent type
specification different from "xs:anyType".

INOXDE7584

Invalid mixed content found in complex type within a pure X-Node mapped doctype

Explanation

Elements in a pure X-Node mapped doctype must not have a mixed content model.

Action

Set the mixed attribute of the corresponding complex type definition to "false".

INOXDE7585

Invalid mapping found in root element of pure X-Node mapped doctype

Explanation

Currently, only Adabas mapping is allowed for the root node of a pure X-Node
mapped doctype.

Action

Check the mapping of the root element.
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INOXDE7586

Invalid mapping found in non-root node within pure X-Node mapped doctype

Explanation

All leaf nodes must be mapped corresponding to the mapping type of the root element,
e.g. to Adabas fields if the root node is mapped to an Adabas file.

Action

Check the mapping of the node.

INOXDE7587

Found invalid recursion in pure X-Node mapped doctype

Explanation

Within a pure X-Node mapped doctype no recursive structures are permitted.

Action

Remove the recursion.

INOXDE7588

Found empty leaf node in pure X-Node mapped doctype

Explanation

A pure X-Node mapped doctype must not contain empty leaf nodes.

Action

Either remove the node or map to an X-Node data item, i.e. either an Adabas field or
an SQL column.

INOXDE7589

Reference index definitions are not allowed in doctypes which have the
structureIndex set to none

Explanation

Reference index definitions are not allowed in doctypes which have the structureIndex
set to none.

Action

Please correct the schema and try to define it again.

INOXDE7590

Unique index constraints may not be defined on elements or attributes on node of
given type

Explanation

Unique index constraints may not be defined on elements or attributes of xs:duration
or any data type allowing for an optional timezone indicator, e.g. xs:dateTime.

Action

Please correct the schema and try to define it again.

INOXDE7591

Found xs:include or xs:import referencing current schema

Explanation

An xs:include or xs:import must not reference the current schema.

Action

Adapt the schema.

INOXDE7592

Invalid level of structure index for pure X-Node mapped doctype

Explanation

A pure X-Node mapped doctype must not have a full structure index.

Action

Set the structure index to 'condensed' or 'none'.
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INOXDE7593

A default function has been defined at an element node with a complex type

Explanation

A default function may only be defined at a node with a simple type.

Action

Modify the schema in an appropriate way.

INOXDE7594

Default function defined for required attribute node

Explanation

If a default function is defined for an attribute, the attribute must be optional.

Action

Check and adapt schema in an appropriate way.

INOXDE7595

Default function defined for a node which has a value constraint

Explanation

An element or attribute node may define either a default function or a value constraint
(i.e. a default or fixed value) but not both.

Action

Adapt the schema correspondingly.

INOXDE7596

Too many tsd:elementInfo or tsd:attributeInfo nodes

Explanation

There may be only one tsd:elementInfo or tsd:attributeInfo node per xs:element or
xs:attribute node.

Action

Modify the schema accordingly.

INOXDE7597

(src-list-itemType-or-simpleType) Definition of simple type via <xs:list> contains
both 'itemType' attribute and <xs:simpleType> child.

Explanation

Either the 'itemType' attribute or the <xs:simpleType> child of the <xs:list> element
must be present, but not both.

Action

Remove either the 'itemType' attribute or the <xs:simpleType> child.

INOXDE7598

(src-restriction-base-or-simpleType) Definition of simple type via <xs:restriction>
must contain either 'base' attribute or <xs:simpleType> child.

Explanation

Either the 'base' attribute or the <xs:simpleType> child of the <xs:restriction> element
must be present, but not both.

Action

Remove either 'base' attribute or the <xs:simpleType> child.

INOXDE7599

(src-union-memberTypes-or-simpleTypes) The 'memberTypes' attribute of the
<xs:union> element is empty and there is no <xs:simpleType> child.

Explanation

Either the 'memberTypes' attribute of the <xs:union> element must be non-empty or
there must be at least one <xs:simpleType> child.

Action

Add either the 'memberTypes' attribute of the <xs:union> element or at least one
<xs:simpleType> child.
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INOXDE7614

The noConversion option may only be changed for empty doctypes

Explanation

Changing the noConversion option could make the existing data in the doctype
invalid, so this option may only be modified for empty doctypes.

Action

Adapt the schema so that the noConversion option is not changed or make sure there
are no documents stored in the doctype for which you are trying to modify the schema.

INOXDE7619

Invalid type of parameter for server extension

Explanation

The type of the parameter is invalid in the current context.

Action

Check and modify the type of parameter to be passed to the server extension function.
for example, parameters being passed to a trigger function may only have a simple
predefined type.

INOXDE7620

Invalid parameter value

Explanation

The value of the parameter is not valid with respect to the declared type.

Action

Modify the type or value in order to create a consistent parameter definition.

INOXDE7621

(cos-st-restricts.1.1) Invalid base type definition of simple type

Explanation

The base type definition must be an atomic simple type definition or a built-in primitive
datatype.

Action

Adapt the type definitions or type hierarchy.

INOXDE7622

(cos-st-restricts.1.2) Invalid base type of simple type definition - the 'final' attribute
does not permit derivation of another simple type

Explanation

The {final} of the {base type definition} of a simple type definition must not contain
restriction.

Action

Adapt the schema according to the constraint.

INOXDE7623

(cos-st-restricts.2.1) Invalid item type definition of simple type derived via <xs:list>

Explanation

The {item type definition} must have a {variety} of atomic or union (in which case all
the {member type definitions} must be atomic).

Action

Adapt the schema according to the constraint.
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INOXDE7624

(cos-st-restricts.2.3.1.1) Invalid item type definition of simple type derived via
<xs:list>

Explanation

The {final} of the {item type definition} must not contain list.

Action

Adapt the schema according to the constraint.

INOXDE7625

(cos-st-restricts.3.3.2.2) Invalid base type for simple type derived via <xs:restriction>

Explanation

The {final} of the {base type definition} must not contain restriction.

Action

Adapt the schema according to the constraint.

INOXDE7626

(cos-st-restricts.2.3.2.2) Invalid base type for simple type derived via <xs:restriction>

Explanation

The {final} of the {base type definition} must not contain restriction.

Action

Adapt the schema according to the constraint.

INOXDE7627

(cos-st-restricts.2.3.2.4) Invalid facet for simple type derived via <xs:list>

Explanation

Only length, minLength, maxLength, whiteSpace, pattern and enumeration facet
components are allowed among the {facets}.

Action

Adapt the schema according to the constraint.

INOXDE7628

(cos-st-restricts.3.1) Invalid member type definition for simple type derived via
<xs:union>

Explanation

The {member type definitions} must all have {variety} of atomic or list.

Action

Adapt the schema according to the constraint.

INOXDE7629

(cos-st-restricts.3.3.1.1) Invalid member type definition for simple type derived via
<xs:union>

Explanation

All of the {member type definitions} must have a {final} which does not contain union.

Action

Adapt the schema according to the constraint.

INOXDE7630

(cos-st-restricts.3.3.2.4) Invalid facet for simple type derived via <xs:union>

Explanation

Only pattern and enumeration facet components are allowed among the {facets}.

Action

Adapt the schema according to the constraint.
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INOXDE7631

(a-props-correct.1) Invalid type of attribute declaration - must be a simple type

Explanation

The type definition of an attribute declaration must be a simple type.

Action

Modify the type definition of the attribute declaration.

INOXDE7632

(st-props-correct.2) Invalid or circular type hierarchy of simple type definition

Explanation

All simple type definitions must be derived ultimately from the simple ur-type
definition - circular definitions are disallowed.

Action

Adapt the schema according to the constraint.

INOXDE7633

(ct-props-correct.2) Invalid derivation of complex type with simple base type
definition

Explanation

If the {base type definition} is a simple type definition, the {derivation method} must
be extension.

Action

Adapt the schema according to the constraint.

INOXDE7634

(ct-props-correct.3) Invalid or circular type hierarchy of complex type definition

Explanation

Circular definitions are disallowed, except for the ur-type definition. That is, it must
be possible to reach the ur-type definition by repeatedly following the {base type
definition}.

Action

Adapt the schema according to the constraint.

INOXDE7635

(no-xsi) Invalid attribute declaration for targetNamespace

Explanation

The {target namespace} of an attribute declaration, whether local or top-level, must
not match http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance, unless it is one of the four
built-in declarations for xsi:type, xsi:nil, xsi:schemaLocation,
xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation.

Action

Adapt the schema according to constraint. See XML Schema Part 1 for a valid
declaration of the four built-in declarations.

INOXDE7636

(src-ct.1) Invalid base type definition of complex type with complex content

Explanation

If the <complexContent> alternative is chosen, the type definition resolved to by the
actual value of the 'base' attribute must be a complex type definition.

Action

Adapt the schema according to the constraint.
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INOXDE7637

(src-ct.2.1) Invalid base type definition of complex type simple content

Explanation

The type definition resolved to by the actual value of the 'base' attribute must be one
of the following: (1) a complex type definition whose {content type} is a simple type
definition; (2) only if the <restriction> alternative is also chosen, a complex type
definition whose {content type} is mixed and a particle which is emptiable.

Action

Adapt the schema according to the constraint.

INOXDE7638

(src-ct.2.2) Missing <xs:simpleType> below <xs:restriction> for a complex type with
simple content which is derived from a complex type via restriction

Explanation

If the <simpleContent>/<restriction> alternative is chosen with the 'base' attribute
resolving to a complex type definition whose {content type} is mixed and a particle
which is emptiable, there must be a <simpleType> among the [children] of <restriction>.

Action

Adapt the schema according to the constraint.

INOXDE7639

(cos-ct-extends.1.1) Invalid base type of complex type derived via <xs:extension>

Explanation

The {final} of the {base type definition} must not contain extension.

Action

Adapt the schema according to the constraint.

INOXDE7640

(cos-ct-extends.1.4.1) Simple content types of complex type derived via <xs:extension>
and the respective base type definition do not match

Explanation

The {content type} of the {base type definition} and the {content type} of the complex
type definition itself must be the same simple type definition.

Action

Adapt the schema according to the constraint.

INOXDE7641

(cos-ct-extends.1.4.2) If the content type of a complex type derived via <xs:extension>
is empty, the content type of the respective complex base type definition must be
empty as well

Explanation

The {content type} of both the {base type definition} and the complex type definition
itself must be empty.

Action

Adapt the schema according to the constraint.

INOXDE7642

(cos-ct-extends.1.4.3.1) Invalid content type of a complex type definition derived
via <xs:extension> given the content type of the complex base type definition

Explanation

The {content type} of the complex type definition itself must specify a particle.

Action

Adapt the schema according to the constraint.
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INOXDE7643

(cos-ct-extends.1.4.3.2.2.1) Invalid content type of complex type definition derived
via <xs:extension> from complex type definition

Explanation

Both {content type}s must be mixed or both must be element-only.

Action

Adapt the schema according to the constraint.

INOXDE7644

(cos-ct-extends.2.2) Invalid base type of complex type definition derived via
<xs:extension>

Explanation

The {final} of the {base type definition} must not contain extension.

Action

Adapt the schema according to the constraint.

INOXDE7645

(derivation-ok-restriction.1) Invalid base type definition of complex type derived
via <xs:restriction>

Explanation

The {base type definition} must be a complex type definition whose {final} does not
contain restriction.

Action

Adapt the schema according to the constraint.

INOXDE7646

(derivation-ok-restriction.2.1.1) Invalid value of 'use' attribute of attribute in complex
type definition derived via <xs:restriction> compared to value of 'use' attribute for
respective attribute in complex base type definition.

Explanation

If there is an attribute use in the {attribute uses} of the {base type definition} (call this
B) whose {attribute declaration} has the same {name} and {target namespace}, then
one of the following must be true: (1) B's {required} is false. (2) the restricted type's
{required} is true.

Action

Adapt the schema according to the constraint.

INOXDE7647

(derivation-ok-restriction.2.1.2) Invalid type of attribute in complex type definition
derived via <xs:restriction> compared to type of respective attribute in complex
base type definition.

Explanation

If there is an attribute use in the {attribute uses} of the {base type definition} (call this
B) whose {attribute declaration} has the same {name} and {target namespace}, then
the restricted type's {attribute declaration}'s {type definition} must be validly derived
from B's {type definition}.

Action

Adapt the schema according to the constraint.
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INOXDE7648

(derivation-ok-restriction.2.1.3) Invalid value constraint of attribute in complex
type definition derived via <xs:restriction> compared to value constraint of respective
attribute in complex base type definition

Explanation

If there is an attribute use in the {attribute uses} of the {base type definition} (call this
B) whose {attribute declaration} has the same {name} and {target namespace}, then
one of the following must be true: (1) B's effective value constraint is absent or default.
(2) the restricted type's effective value constraint is fixed with the same string as B's.

Action

Adapt the schema according to the constraint.

INOXDE7649

(derivation-ok-restriction.2.2) Invalid attribute use in complex type definition
derived via <xs:restriction>, the complex base type definition neither contains a
matching attribute use nor an attribute wildcard.

Explanation

If there is no attribute use in the {attribute uses} of the {base type definition} (call this
B) whose {attribute declaration} has the same {name} and {target namespace}, the
{base type definition} must have an {attribute wildcard} and the {target namespace}
of the restricted type's {attribute declaration} must be valid with respect to that
wildcard.

Action

Adapt the schema according to the constraint.

INOXDE7650

(derivation-ok-restriction.3) Invalid value of 'use' attribute of attribute in complex
type definition derived via <xs:restriction> compared to value of 'use' attribute for
respective attribute in complex base type definition

Explanation

For each attribute use in the {attribute uses} of the {base type definition} whose
{required} is true, there must be an attribute use with an {attribute declaration} with
the same {name} and {target namespace} as its {attribute declaration} in the {attribute
uses} of the complex type definition itself whose {required} is true.

Action

Adapt the schema according to the constraint.

INOXDE7651

(derivation-ok-restriction.4.1) Invalid attribute wildcard in complex type definition
derived via <xs:restriction>, complex base type definition does not have an attribute
wildcard

Explanation

If there is an {attribute wildcard}, the {base type definition} must also have one.

Action

Adapt the schema according to the constraint.

INOXDE7652

(derivation-ok-restriction.4.2) Invalid attribute wildcard in complex type definition
derived via <xs:restriction>, its namespace constraint is not a subset of the namespace
constraint of the attribute wildcard in the complex base type definition

Explanation

If there is an {attribute wildcard}, the complex type definition's {attribute wildcard}'s
{namespace constraint} must be a subset of the {base type definition}'s {attribute
wildcard}'s {namespace constraint}.

Action

Adapt the schema according to the constraint.
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INOXDE7653

(derivation-ok-restriction.4.3) Invalid 'processContents' of attribute wildcard in
complex type definition derived via <xs:restriction> compared to 'processContents'
of attribute wildcard in complex base type definition

Explanation

If there is an {attribute wildcard}, and the {base type definition} is not the ur-type
definition, the complex type definition's {attribute wildcard}'s {process contents} must
be identical to or stronger than the {base type definition}'s {attribute wildcard}'s
{process contents}, where strict is stronger than lax is stronger than skip.

Action

Adapt the schema according to the constraint.

INOXDE7654

(derivation-ok-restriction.5.1.2) Invalid base type for complex type with simple
content derived via <xs:restriction>

Explanation

If the {content type} of the complex type definition is a simple type definition, one of
the following must be true: (1) The {content type} of the {base type definition} must
be a simple type definition from which the {content type} is validly derived (2) The
{base type definition} must be mixed and have a particle which is emptiable

Action

Adapt the schema according to the constraint.

INOXDE7655

(derivation-ok-restriction.5.2.2) Invalid base type for complex type with empty
content derived via <xs:restriction>

Explanation

If the {content type} of the complex type is empty, one of the following must be true:
(1) The {content type} of the {base type definition} must also be empty. (2) The {content
type} of the {base type definition} must be elementOnly or mixed and have a particle
which is emptiable

Action

Adapt the schema according to the constraint.

INOXDE7656

(derivation-ok-restriction.5.3.1) Invalid base type for complex type with neither
simple nor empty content derived via <xs:restriction>

Explanation

If the {content type} of the complex type definition is neither a simple type definition
nor empty, one of the following must be true: (1) The {content type} of the complex
type definition itself must be element-only (2) The {content type} of the complex type
definition itself and of the {base type definition} must be mixed.

Action

Adapt the schema according to the constraint.

INOXDE7657

(derivation-ok-restriction.5.3.2) The particle of the complex type derived via
restriction does not satisfy the "Particle Valid (Restriction)" constraint with respect
to the particle of the complex base type

Explanation

If the {content type} of the complex type definition is neither a simple type definition
nor empty, the particle of the complex type definition itself must be a valid restriction
of the particle of the {content type} of the {base type definition}.

Action

Adapt the schema according to the constraint.
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INOXDE7658

An element's or attribute's shortname definition does not match Adabas field
definition

Explanation

A field with the given shortname does not exist in the Adabas file defined for this
element.

Action

Adapt the schema to the corresponding Adabas field and file definitions.

INOXDE7659

The element's or attribute's Adabas format definition does not match the Adabas
field definition

Explanation

The Adabas format definition cannot be converted to the format defined in the Adabas
FDT.

Action

Adapt your schema to the corresponding Adabas field definitions.

INOXDE7660

An element's periodic group definition does not match the Adabas field definition

Explanation

The correspondingf Adabas field is not defined as a periodic group in the Adabas
FDT.

Action

Adapt your schema corresponding to the Adabas field definition

INOXDE7661

An element's multiple field definition does not match the Adabas field definition

Explanation

The corresponding Adabas field is not defined as multiple field in Adabas.

Action

Adapt your schema definition to the corresponding Adabas definitions.

INOXDE7662

An element nillable definition does not match the Adabas field definition

Explanation

The element defined as xsi:nillable is not defined with NC (SQL NUll-Value
Representation) -option in the Adabas FDT.

Action

Adapt the schema corresponding to the Adabas field definition.

INOXDE7663

An element's or attribute's format definition xs:date does not match the Adabas
field definition

Explanation

An element defined as xs:date must be mapped to an ADABAS field with format P4.

Action

Adapt the schema to the corresponding Adabas definition.

INOXDE7664

An element's or attribute's format definition xs:dateTime does not match the Adabas
field definition

Explanation

The element which is defined as xs:dateTime must be mapped to an Adabas field
with format P7.

Action

Adapt the schema definition to the corresponding Adabas format.
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INOXDE7665

(c-props-correct.1) An <xs:keyref> refers to an unknown <xs:key>

Explanation

The 'refer' attribute of <xs:keyref> must refer to a sibling node of type <xs:key> with
a matching value of its 'name' attribute.

Action

Correct the schema document.

INOXDE7666

(c-props-correct.2) Invalid cardinality of <xs:field> child nodes of <xs:keyref>

Explanation

If the {identity-constraint category} is keyref, the cardinality of the {fields} must equal
that of the {fields} of the {referenced key}.

Action

Correct the schema document.

INOXDE7667

(e-props-correct.3) The 'substitutionGroup' resolves to an unknown or invalid
global element declaration

Explanation

The 'substitutionGroup' attribute of an element declaration, E1, must resolve to a
global element, say E2, whose effective 'block' attribute, i.e. the substitution group
exclusions do not contain the value "substitution". The {type definition} of E1 must
be validly derived from the {type definition} of E2, using a derivation method not
given in the effective 'block' attribute.

Action

Adapt the schema to match this constraint.

INOXDE7668

(cos-equiv-derived-ok-rec.1) Invalid relation of types of current element and its
substitution group affiliate

Explanation

The derivation method of the type of the current element must be derived from the
type of the substitution group affiliate's (i.e. the global element referenced by the
'substitutionGroup' attribute) type. The derivation method must be compatible with
the substitution group exclusions defined by the 'block' attribute of the affiliate and
the 'blockDefault' attribute of the respective schema node.

Action

Adapt schema to meet this constraint.

INOXDE7669

(e-props-correct.5) Found circular substitution group

Explanation

Circular substitution groups are disallowed. That is, it must not be possible to return
to an element declaration by repeatedly following the {substitution group affiliation}
property.

Action

Modify the schema to fulfill the constraint.
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INOXDE7670

The 'final' attribute of a simple or complex type definition is more restrictive in
the new schema compared to the old schema

Explanation

The 'final' attribute must not become more restrictive.

Action

Either adapt the value of the 'final' attribute or use instance validation when updating
the schema.

INOXDE7671

A type definition has been set to abstract in the new schema

Explanation

When setting a type definition to abstract, this might cause documents to be invalid
with respect to the new schema.

Action

Either make the type definition non-abstract as in the old schema or use instance
validation when updating the schema.

INOXDE7672

An element declaration has been set to abstract in the new schema

Explanation

When setting an element declaration to abstract, this might cause documents to be
invalid with respect to the new schema.

Action

Either make the element declaration non-abstract as in the old schema or use instance
validation when updating the schema.

INOXDE7673

A complex type definition's 'block' attribute has been made more restrictive in the
new schema

Explanation

When making a complex type definition's 'block' attribute more restrictive, this might
cause documents to be invalid with respect to the new schema.

Action

Either set the complex type definition's 'block' attribute as in the old schema or use
instance validation when updating the schema.

INOXDE7674

An element declaration's 'block' attribute has been made more restrictive in the
new schema

Explanation

When making an element declaration's 'block' attribute more restrictive, this might
cause documents to be invalid with respect to the new schema.

Action

Either set the element declaration's 'block' attribute as in the old schema or use instance
validation when updating the schema.

INOXDE7675

An element's 'nillable' attribute was set to false in new schema

Explanation

If an element's 'nillable' attribute is set to false during a schema update, existing
documents may become invalid.

Action

Either leave the element declaration's 'nillable' attribute unchanged or use instance
validation for schema update.
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INOXDE7676

Mismatch of identity constraints found during schema update

Explanation

It is not possible to modify existing or add new identity constraints during a schema
update without using instance validation.

Action

Either do not add or modify identity constraints during schema update, or use instance
validation.

INOXDE7677

An elements 'substitutionGroup' attribute was omitted or modified during schema
update.

Explanation

An element's 'substitutionGroup' attribute may not be omitted or modified during
schema update unless instance validation is being used.

Action

Either leave the 'substitutionGroup' attribute as is or use instance validation during
schema update.

INOXDE7680

(length valid restriction) the length facet has been changed compared to the length
facet of the base type

Explanation

It is an error if length is among the members of {facets} of {base type definition} and
{value} is not equal to the {value} of the parent length.

Action

Modify the schema accordingly.

INOXDE7681

(maxLength valid restriction) the maxLength facet has been increased compared to
the maxLength facet of the base type

Explanation

It is an error if maxLength is among the members of {facets} of {base type definition}
and {value} is greater than the {value} of the parent maxLength.

Action

Modify the schema accordingly.

INOXDE7682

(minLength valid restriction) the minLength facet has been decreased compared
to the minLength facet of the base type

Explanation

It is an error if minLength is among the members of {facets} of {base type definition}
and {value} is less than the {value} of the parent minLength.

Action

Modify the schema accordingly.

INOXDE7683

(totalDigits valid restriction) the totalDigits facet has been increased compared to
the totalDigits facet of the base type

Explanation

It is an error if totalDigits is among the members of {facets} of {base type definition}
and {value} is greater than the {value} of the parent totalDigits.

Action

Modify the schema accordingly.
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INOXDE7684

(fractionDigits valid restriction) the fractionDigits facet has been increased compared
to the fractionDigits facet of the base type

Explanation

It is an error if fractionDigits is among the members of {facets} of {base type definition}
and {value} is greater than the {value} of the parent totalDigits

Action

Modify the schema accordingly.

INOXDE7685

(maxExclusive valid restriction) the maxExclusive facet has been increased compared
to the maxExclusive facet of the base type

Explanation

It is an error if any of the following conditions is true: 1. maxExclusive is among the
members of {facets} of {base type definition} and {value} is greater than the {value} of
the parent maxExclusive 2. maxInclusive is among the members of {facets} of {base
type definition} and {value} is greater than the {value} of the parent maxInclusive 3.
minInclusive is among the members of {facets} of {base type definition} and {value}
is less than or equal to the {value} of the parent minInclusive 4. minExclusive is among
the members of {facets} of {base type definition} and {value} is less than or equal to
the {value} of the parent minExclusive

Action

Modify the schema accordingly.

INOXDE7686

(maxInclusive valid restriction) the maxInclusive facet has been increased compared
to the maxInclusive facet of the base type

Explanation

It is an error if any of the following conditions is true: 1. maxInclusive is among the
members of {facets} of {base type definition} and {value} is greater than the {value} of
the parent maxInclusive 2. maxExclusive is among the members of {facets} of {base
type definition} and {value} is greater than or equal to the {value} of the parent
maxExclusive 3. minInclusive is among the members of {facets} of {base type definition}
and {value} is less than the {value} of the parent minInclusive 4. minExclusive is among
the members of {facets} of {base type definition} and {value} is less than or equal to
the {value} of the parent minExclusive

Action

Modify the schema accordingly.

INOXDE7687

(minExclusive valid restriction) the minExclusive facet has been increased compared
to the minExclusive facet of the base type

Explanation

It is an error if any of the following conditions is true: 1. minExclusive is among the
members of {facets} of {base type definition} and {value} is less than the {value} of the
parent minExclusive 2. maxInclusive is among the members of {facets} of {base type
definition} and {value} is greater the {value} of the parent maxInclusive 3. minInclusive
is among the members of {facets} of {base type definition} and {value} is less than the
{value} of the parent minInclusive 4. maxExclusive is among the members of {facets}
of {base type definition} and {value} is greater than or equal to the {value} of the parent
maxExclusive

Action

Modify the schema accordingly.
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INOXDE7688

(minInclusive valid restriction) the minInclusive facet has been increased compared
to the minInclusive facet of the base type

Explanation

It is an error if any of the following conditions is true: 1. minInclusive is among the
members of {facets} of {base type definition} and {value} is less than the {value} of the
parent minInclusive 2. maxInclusive is among the members of {facets} of {base type
definition} and {value} is greater the {value} of the parent maxInclusive 3. minExclusive
is among the members of {facets} of {base type definition} and {value} is less than or
equal to the {value} of the parent minExclusive 4. maxExclusive is among the members
of {facets} of {base type definition} and {value} is greater than or equal to the {value}
of the parent maxExclusive

Action

Modify the schema accordingly.

INOXDE7689

(whiteSpace valid restriction) the whiteSpace facet has been changed to an invalid
value compared to the whiteSpace facet of the base type

Explanation

It is an error if whiteSpace is among the members of {facets} of {base type definition}
and any of the following conditions is true: 1. {value} is replace or preserve and the
{value} of the parent whiteSpace is collapse 2. {value} is preserve and the {value} of
the parent whiteSpace is replace

Action

Modify the schema accordingly.

INOXDE7690

(facet fixed) attempted to specify a different value for a facet which has fixed="true"
in the base type definition

Explanation

The value of the facet differs from the value of the facet in the base type definition.

Action

Omit the facet in the derived value or remove fixed="true" from the base type
definition.

INOXDE7696

Invalid change of schema-required property of collection

Explanation

A collection must be either schemaless or schemas are required for all documents to
be stored. It is not allowed to change the schema-required property.

Action

Adapt the collection description correspondingly.

INOXDE7697

Could not create schemaless doctype in collection ino:etc

Explanation

It is not possible to have two schemaless doctypes in collection 'ino:etc' with the same
lexical QName but different namespace of the root element.

Action

A workaround is to change the namespace prefix of the root element of the first
instance to be inserted in a new implicit doctype.
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INOXDE7698

(c-selector-xpath) Found invalid value of xpath attribute in definition of selector
of identity constraint

Explanation

The xpath attribute of the selector of an identity constraint must adhere to the
(c-selector-xpath) constraint.

Action

Fix the value of the xpath attribute: all name tests must use valid QNames, all
namespace prefixes must be declared, no attribute steps allowed.

INOXDE7699

(c-fields-xpaths) Found invalid value of xpath attribute in definition of selector of
identity constraint

Explanation

The xpath attribute of all fields of an identity constraint must adhere to the
(c-fields-xpaths) constraint.

Action

Fix the value of the xpath attribute: all name tests must use valid QNames, all
namespace prefixes must be declared, an attribute step is only allowed at the last
position.

INOXDE7700

successful document validation

Explanation

The document validated without error.

Action

No action required.

INOXDE7701

memory allocation failed

Explanation

Memory allocation failed during document validation.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXDE7702

internal error

Explanation

An internal processing error occurred during document validation.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXDE7703

validation has detected an error in document

Explanation

The document validation has discovered some invalid document content.

Action

Modify your document.

INOXDE7704

(Parse error): document not well-formed

Explanation

The document content is not well-formed.

Action

Modify your document
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INOXDE7705

(Parse error): junk data

Explanation

The document contains junk data after the document content.

Action

Modify your input stream.

INOXDE7706

(Parse error): close element error

Explanation

The document contains a closing tag that does not match opening tag.

Action

Modify your document

INOXDE7707

(Parse error): multiple attr

Explanation

The document contains multiple occurrences of the same attribute.

Action

Modify your document

INOXDE7708

Invalid root error

Explanation

Tamino allows only insertion of documents with root elements whose names
correspond to the name of some doctype in the collection where you tried to insert
the current document.

Action

Modify your document or schema.

INOXDE7709

Errors detected during document validation

Explanation

Errors were detected during document validation.

Action

Please either modify your XML schema or fix errors in your document(s).

INOXDE7710

(cvc-complex-type.2.1): empty content error

Explanation

The schema requires empty element content but some content was detected.

Action

Modify your document or schema.

INOXDE7711

(cvc-complex-type.2.3): mixed content error

Explanation

The schema does not allow mixed element content but some mixed content was
detected.

Action

Modify your document or schema.
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INOXDE7712

(cvc-complex-type.4): required attribute missing

Explanation

The schema requires an attribute that is not present in document.

Action

Modify your document or schema.

INOXDE7713

(cvc-wildcard.2): undeclared wildcard element

Explanation

Schema contains ANY with processContent = strict but element content's name does
not match any globally declared element.

Action

Modify your document or schema.

INOXDE7714

(cvc-id.1): undefined IDREF value

Explanation

The document contains an IDREF value which does not exist as an ID value.

Action

Modify your document.

INOXDE7715

(cvc-id.2): duplicate ID value

Explanation

The document contains multiple copies of the same ID value.

Action

Modify your document.

INOXDE7716

(cvc-assess-attr.1): undeclared attribute

Explanation

No matching declaration can be found in the schema for an attribute, neither as an
explicitly named attribute nor as attribute wildcard.

Action

Modify your document.

INOXDE7717

(cvc-type.3.1.1): invalid attribute

Explanation

A simple type description in the schema does not allow attributes here.

Action

Modify your document.

INOXDE7718

(cvc-type.3.1.2): invalid element content

Explanation

A simple type description in the schema does not allow element children here.

Action

Modify your document.

INOXDE7719

(cvc-particle): content of element does not match a particle description

Explanation

Element content cannot be successfully validated against a particle description in
schema.

Action

Modify your document.
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INOXDE7720

(cvc-particle.1.1): element content missing, minOccurs constraint violation in
wildcard declaration

Explanation

The length of the element content sequence does not satisfy the minOccurs constraint.

Action

Modify your document.

INOXDE7721

(cvc-particle.1.2): too much element content, maxOccurs constraint violation in
wildcard declaration

Explanation

The length of the element content sequence does not satisfy the maxOccurs constraint
of the wildcard declaration.

Action

Modify your document.

INOXDE7722

(cvc-particle.2.1): element content missing, minOccurs constraint violation in element
declaration

Explanation

The length of the element content sequence does not satisfy the minOccurs constraint.

Action

Modify your document.

INOXDE7723

(cvc-particle.2.2): too much element content, maxOccurs constraint violation in
element declaration

Explanation

The length of the element content sequence does not match the maxOccurs constraint
for the element declaration.

Action

Modify your document.

INOXDE7724

(cvc-particle.3.1): element content missing, minOccurs constraint violation in all
model group declaration

Explanation

The length of the element content sequence does not satisfy the minOccurs constraint.

Action

Modify your document.

INOXDE7725

(cvc-particle.3.1): element content missing, minOccurs constraint violation in choice
model group declaration

Explanation

The length of the element content sequence does not satisfy the minOccurs constraint.

Action

Modify your document.
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(cvc-particle.3.1): element content missing, minOccurs constraint violation in
sequence model group declaration

Explanation

The length of the element content sequence does not satisfy the minOccurs constraint.

Action

Modify your document.

INOXDE7727

(cvc-particle.3.2): too much element content, maxOccurs constraint violation in all
model group declaration

Explanation

The length of the element content sequence does not satisfy the maxOccurs constraint
of the all model group declaration.

Action

Modify your document.

INOXDE7728

(cvc-particle.3.2): too much element content, maxOccurs constraint violation in
choice model group declaration

Explanation

The length of the element content sequence does not satisfy the maxOccurs constraint
of the choice model group declaration.

Action

Modify your document.

INOXDE7729

(cvc-particle.3.2): too much element content, maxOccurs constraint violation in
sequence model group declaration

Explanation

The length of the element content sequence does not satisfy the maxOccurs constraint
of the sequence model group declaration.

Action

Modify your document.

INOXDE7730

(cvc-model-group.1):invalid end of sequence

Explanation

A sequence does not contain all required elements. In particular, the sequence ends
without containing all required elements.

Action

Modify your document.

INOXDE7731

(cvc-model-group.1):invalid sequence

Explanation

A sequence does not contain all required elements.

Action

Modify your document.
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INOXDE7732

(cvc-model-group.2):invalid choice

Explanation

An element's child node does not match any choice in schema.

Action

Modify your document.

INOXDE7733

(cvc-model-group.3):invalid all - missing element

Explanation

An element's child node does not contain all required children of the all model group
in the schema.

Action

Modify your document.

INOXDE7734

(cvc-model-group.3):invalid all - undeclared element

Explanation

An element's child node does not match any node declared in the all model group in
the schema.

Action

Modify your document.

INOXDE7735

(cvc-model-group.3):invalid all - too many child elements

Explanation

All allowed elements in an all model group already appeared, but there are more
illegal child elements.

Action

Modify your document.

INOXDE7736

(cvc-model-group.3):invalid all - repeated occurrence of one element

Explanation

Every child element in an all model group may appear at most once, but here the
element appears more often.

Action

Modify your document.

INOXDE7737

(cvc-wildcard-namespace): invalid namespace with respect to namespace constraint
of wildcard

Explanation

For namespace="##other" a non-absent namespace is required, which differs from the
targetNamespace of the schema. For namespace="##targetNamespace" the namespace
must match the current schema's targetNamespace. For namespace="##local" the
element or attribute matching vs. the wildcard must not belong to any namespace. If
the namespace attribute of the wildcard contains a list of URIs the namespace of the
element or attribute matching vs. the wildcard must match one of the URIs in the list.

Action

Modify your document or schema.
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INOXDE7738

(cvc-wildcard-namespace.2.3): invalid namespace for wildcard with
namespace="##other"

Explanation

The namespace of an element or attribute does not differ from the current schema's
targetNamespace as required by namespace='##other' specified in a wildcard (xs:any
or xs:anyAttribute).

Action

Modify your document.

INOXDE7739

(cvc-wildcard-namespace.3): invalid namespace for wildcard with
namespace="##local"

Explanation

An element or attribute belongs to a namespace in contradiction to the
namespace="##local" attribute of a wildcard (xs:any or xs:anyAttribute).

Action

Modify your document.

INOXDE7740

(cvc-complex-type.2.4): element child error

Explanation

The list of child elements could not to be partitioned in a way that it becomes valid
with respect to the content type's particle.

Action

Modify your document or schema.

INOXDE7741

A namespace prefix conflict was detected when attempting to insert default or fixed
value

Explanation

A namespace prefix used in a value constraint for a node whose datatype is xs:QName,
xs:NOTATION or a derived type cannot be associated with the intended URI as the
document already contains a namespace declaration for that prefix mapped to a
different URI. Note that the default namespace is always assumed to be used.

Action

Adapt the document to be stored or the fragment to be inserted to avoid conflict.

INOXDE7742

(cvc-elt.4.3) The local type definition given by the xsi:type attribute is not validly
derived from the type definition as of the underlying schema

Explanation

The local type definition given by the xsi:type attribute must be derived from the type
definition as of the underlying schema. Derivation methods listed in the attribute
named "block" of the element declaration or the associated complex type definition
may not be used.

Action

Either modify the schema by changing or removing the "block" attribute of the element
declaration or complex type definition, or modify or remove the xsi:type attribute
from the document to be stored.
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INOXDE7743

(cvc-elt.2) For an element information item to be locally valid with respect to an
element declaration the declaration's abstract must be 'false'

Explanation

Found an element declaration which is abstract when attempting to validate an
element.

Action

Change the value of the 'abstract' property of the respective element declaration.

INOXDE7744

(cvc-complex-type.1) For an element information item to be locally valid with respect
to a complex type definition the type definition's abstract must be 'false'

Explanation

Attempted to validate an element against a complex type definition which is abstract.

Action

Either make the type definition non-abstract, or use the xsi:type attribute in the XML
document referring to a non-abstract derived type.

INOXDE7745

(cvc-identity-constraint.3) An <xs:field> of an identity constraint caused multiple
matching nodes or the respective node does not have a simple type

Explanation

For each node in the target node set of an identity constraint, all of the {fields} for a
selected context node evaluate to either an empty node-set or a node-set with exactly
one member, which must have a simple type.

Action

Check the XML document or remove the identity constraint from the schema.

INOXDE7746

(cvc-identity-constraint.4.1) Found multiple occurrence of same key-sequence for
<xs:unique> identity constraint

Explanation

No two members of the qualified node set of an <xs:unique> may have key-sequences
whose members are pairwise equal.

Action

Check the XML document or remove the identity constraint from the schema.

INOXDE7747

(cvc-identity-constraint.4.2.1) A field of an <xs:key> identity constraint evaluates
to an empty node-set

Explanation

For <xs:key>, all the {fields} must evaluate to a node-set with exactly one member.

Action

Check the XML document or remove the identity constraint from the schema.

INOXDE7748

(cvc-identity-constraint.4.2.2) Found multiple occurrence of same key-sequence for
<xs:key> identity constraint

Explanation

No two members of the qualified node set of an <xs:key> may have key-sequences
whose members are pairwise equal.

Action

Check the XML document or remove the identity constraint from the schema.
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INOXDE7749

(cvc-identity-constraint.4.3) Could not locate matching key sequence in node table
of <xs:key> identity constraint referenced by <xs:keyref>

Explanation

For each member of the qualified node set of a <xs:keyref> there must be a
corresponding entry in the node table of the referenced <xs:key>.

Action

Check the XML document or remove the identity constraint from the schema.

INOXDE7750

(cvc-elt.3.1) Attribute 'xsi:nil' not allowed if the 'nillable' attribute of the element
declaration is not set to 'true'

Explanation

The predefined 'xsi:nil' attribute is only allowed on an element information item if
the corresponding element declaration in the schema has its 'nillable' attribute to 'true'.

Action

Check the schema or remove the 'xsi:nil' attribute from the document.

INOXDE7751

(cvc-elt.3.2.1) Found character or element content inside element information item
with xsi:nil='true'

Explanation

If an element has the xsi:nil='true' attribute, it must not have any character or element
content.

Action

Modify the document accordingly.

INOXDE7752

(cvc-elt.3.2.2) Element declaration corresponding to element information item with
xsi:nil='true' attribute has a fixed value constraint

Explanation

For an element information item with xsi:nil='true' attribute the corresponding element
declaration in the schema must not have a fixed value constraint.

Action

Remove either the 'nillable' or the 'fixed' attribute from the element declaration in the
schema.

INOXDE7753

(cos-equiv-derived-ok-rec.2.1) The effective blocking constraint of the element to
be substituted contains 'substitution'

Explanation

The blocking constraint of an element to be substituted during validation must not
contain 'substitution'.

Action

Adapt the XML document or modify the 'block' or 'blockDefault' attributes in the
schema to become consistent with the constraint.

INOXDE7754

(cos-equiv-derived-ok-rec.2.3) Type derivation between type of element to be
substituted and type of the substituting element is blocked by the effective 'block'
attribute of the element to be substituted

Explanation

The type of the substituting element must be derived from the type of the element to
be substituted by means of restriction and/or extension, unless one of those derivation
methods is being blocked by the 'block' attribute (if present) of the element to be
substituted, or the 'blockDefault' attribute of the parent schema.
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Action

Adapt the XML document or modify the 'block' or 'blockDefault' attributes in the
schema to become consistent with the constraint.

INOXDE7761

(cvc-datatype-valid) Overflow detected during validation

Explanation

A value overflow has been detected during validation against the XML schema.

Action

Ensure that the values adhere to datatype specific limits.

INOXDE7762

(cvc-datatype-valid) Value out of range detected during validation

Explanation

A value smaller than the valid minimum or larger than the allowed maximum has
been detected during validation against the XML schema.

Action

Ensure that the values adhere to the datatype specific minimum and maximum.

INOXDE7763

(cvc-datatype-valid) An invalid value has been found during validation

Explanation

A value outside the lexical space has been detected during validation against the XML
schema.

Action

Ensure that the value adheres to the datatype specific lexical space.

INOXDE7764

(cvc-enumeration-valid) A value not defined in the respective enumeration has
been found during validation.

Explanation

A value which is not listed in the respective enumeration has been detected during
validation against the XML schema.

Action

Ensure that the value matches one of the enumeration values specified in the XML
schema.

INOXDE7765

(cvc-length-valid) Facet 'length' was violated by a value during validation.

Explanation

A value whose length does not match the 'length' facet has been detected during
validation against the XML schema.

Action

Ensure that the value's length matches the restriction given by the schema.

INOXDE7766

(cvc-attribute.4): fixed value error

Explanation

An attribute declaration in schema requires a fixed value which is different from given
value in document.

Action

Modify your document.
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INOXDE7767

(cvc-elt.5.2.2.2.1): fixed value error

Explanation

The element declaration in schema requires a fixed value which is different from
given value in document.

Action

Modify your document.

INOXDE7768

(cvc-au): fixed value error

Explanation

The attribute use declaration in the schema requires a fixed value which is different
from the given value in the document.

Action

Modify your document.

INOXDE7769

(cvc-elt.5.2.2.2.2): fixed value error

Explanation

The element declaration in the schema requires a fixed value which is different from
given value in document.

Action

Modify your document.

INOXDE7770

(cvc-minLength-valid) Facet 'minLength' was violated by a value during validation

Explanation

A value whose length is less than the 'minLength' facet has been detected during
validation against the XML schema.

Action

Ensure that the value's length matches the restriction given by the schema.

INOXDE7771

(cvc-maxLength-valid) Facet 'maxLength' was violated by a value during validation

Explanation

A value whose length is greater than the 'maxLength' facet has been detected during
validation against the XML schema.

Action

Ensure that the value's length matches the restriction given by the schema.

INOXDE7772

(cvc-pattern-valid) Facet 'pattern' was violated by a value during validation

Explanation

A value whose pattern does not match the 'pattern' facet has been detected during
validation against the XML schema.

Action

Ensure that the value's pattern matches the restriction given by the schema.

INOXDE7773

(cvc-enumeration-valid) Facet 'enumeration' was violated by a value during
validation

Explanation

A value has been found which does not match the valid values specified by the
'enumeration' facet, during validation against the XML schema.

Action

Ensure that the value matches the restriction given by the schema.
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INOXDE7774

(cvc-maxInclusive-valid) Facet 'maxInclusive' was violated by a value during
validation

Explanation

A value has been found which is greater than the 'maxInclusive' facet, during validation
against the XML schema.

Action

Ensure that the value matches the restriction given by the schema.

INOXDE7775

(cvc-maxExclusive-valid) Facet 'maxExclusive' was violated by a value during
validation

Explanation

A value has been found which is greater or equal to the 'maxExclusive' facet, during
validation against the XML schema.

Action

Ensure that the value matches the restriction given by the schema.

INOXDE7776

(cvc-minInclusive-valid) Facet 'minInclusive' was violated by a value during
validation

Explanation

A value has been found which is lower than the 'minInclusive' facet, during validation
against the XML schema.

Action

Ensure that the value matches the restriction given by the schema.

INOXDE7777

(cvc-minExclusive-valid) Facet 'minExclusive' was violated by a value during
validation

Explanation

A value has been found which is less than or equal to the 'minExclusive' facet, during
validation against the XML schema.

Action

Ensure that the value matches the restriction given by the schema.

INOXDE7778

(cvc-totalDigits-valid) Facet 'totalDigits' was violated by a value during validation

Explanation

A numerical value has been found with more digits than specified by the 'totalDigits'
facet, during validation against the XML schema.

Action

Ensure that the value matches the restriction given by the schema.

INOXDE7779

(cvc-fractionDigits-valid) Facet 'fractionDigits' was violated by a value during
validation

Explanation

A numerical value has been found with more fractional digits (i.e. to the right of the
decimal point) than specified by the 'fractionDigits' facet, during validation against
the XML schema.

Action

Ensure that the value matches the restriction given by the schema.
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INOXDE7780

Divide by zero error

Explanation

An attempt was made to divide by zero. Division by zero is mathematically undefined.

Action

Make sure that no division by zero occurs.

INOXDE7781

Invalid or unsupported attribute found

Explanation

An attribute was found that is not supported by Tamino.

Action

In order to enable xsi:type processing you have to set the server parameter "reject
xsi:type" to "no".

INOXDE7782

Namespace prefix is bound to an invalid URI

Explanation

A namespace prefix must be bound to a non-empty URI in a namespace declaration.
In addition, some prefixes must be bound to a fixed URI.

Action

Ensure e.g. that the prefix 'xml' is bound to 'http://www.w3.org/XML/1998/namespace',
and that 'ino' is bound to 'http://namespaces.softwareag.com/tamino/response2'.

INOXDE7783

The namespace prefix in an element or attribute value is not declared

Explanation

If an element's or attribute's type is xs:QName or xs:NOTATION, the respective prefix
must be declared in the schema document.

Action

Add the missing namespace declaration.

INOXDE7784

Invalid namespace prefix

Explanation

A namespace prefix is invalid.

Action

Modify the namespace definition and repeat the request.

INOXDE7785

The datatype referenced by xsi:type is unknown

Explanation

The value of the xsi:type attribute must reference a datatype predefined by XML
Schema or a user-defined global datatype.

Action

Check the type reference via xsi:type in XML document.

INOXDE7786

Invalid prefix bound to URI

Explanation

The URI cannot be bound to the given namespace prefix.

Action

Use an appropriate prefix.
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INOXDE7787

Invalid value of 'xsi:nil' attribute

Explanation

The value of the 'xsi:nil' attribute must be a valid boolean, i.e. 'true', 'false', '1', or '0'.

Action

Modify the document accordingly.

INOXDE7821

Class not found

Explanation

Tamino schema tree internal error message.

Action

Please contact your system administrator.

INOXDE7822

Duplicated class name

Explanation

Tamino schema tree internal error message.

Action

Please contact your system administrator.

INOXDE7823

Illegal cast

Explanation

Tamino schema tree internal error message.

Action

Please contact your system administrator.

INOXDE7824

Internal API error

Explanation

Tamino schema tree internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXDE7827

No memory

Explanation

Tamino schema tree internal error message.

Action

Please contact your system administrator.

INOXDE7828

No such element

Explanation

Tamino schema tree internal error message.

Action

Please contact your system administrator.

INOXDE7829

Not implemented

Explanation

Tamino schema tree internal error message.

Action

Please contact your system administrator.
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INOXDE7830

Too many classes

Explanation

Tamino schema tree internal error message.

Action

Please contact your system administrator.

INOXDE7831

XML parser error

Explanation

Tamino schema tree internal error message.

Action

Please contact your system administrator.

INOXDE7833

Operation failed

Explanation

An internal error occurred.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXDE7856

Buffer size exceeded

Explanation

Tamino schema tree error message.

Action

Please contact your system administrator.

INOXDE7860

Internal error: invalid node type

Explanation

This is a Tamino schema tree error message.

Action

Please contact your system administrator.

INOXDE7861

Index out of range

Explanation

Tamino schema tree error message.

Action

Please contact your system administrator.

INOXDE7862

User abort

Explanation

Tamino schema tree internal error message.

Action

Please contact your system administrator.

INOXDE7865

Schema cache: access denied

Explanation

Schema cache: access denied.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOXDE7867

Internal error: schema not in cache

Explanation

Internal error: schema not in cache.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXDE7868

Internal error: write lock expected

Explanation

Internal error: write lock expected.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXDE7869

Internal error: schema not locked

Explanation

Internal error: schema not locked.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXDE7883

(p-props-correct.2.1) If maxOccurs has a numeric value, then minOccurs must not
be greater than maxOccurs

Explanation

If maxOccurs has a numeric value, then minOccurs must not be greater than
maxOccurs.

Action

Modify the XML schema accordingly.

INOXDE7884

(p-props-correct.2.2) If maxOccurs has a numeric value, then maxOccurs must be
greater than or equal to 1

Explanation

If maxOccurs has a numeric value, then maxOccurs must be greater than or equal to
1.

Action

Modify the XML schema accordingly.

INOXDE7885

(src-attribute.2) use must have value optional

Explanation

If the attribute's "default" and "use" attributes are both present, then "use" must have
the value "optional".

Action

Modify the XML schema accordingly.

INOXDE7886

(src-attribute.4) For attribute the type and simpleType must not both be present

Explanation

For attribute, the type and simpleType must not both be present.

Action

Modify the XML schema accordingly.
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INOXDE7887

(src-element.1) For element the attributes default and fixed must not both be present

Explanation

For element, the attributes "default" and "fixed" must not both be present.

Action

Modify the XML schema accordingly.

INOXDE7888

(src-element.3) For element the attributes type and either simpleType or complex
Type are mutually exclusive

Explanation

For element, the attributes "type" and either "simpleType" or "complex Type" are
mutually exclusive.

Action

Modify the XML schema accordingly.

INOXDE7889

(src-element.2.1) For element either the attribute ref or name must be present, but
not both

Explanation

For element, either the attribute ref or name must be present, but not both.

Action

Modify the XML schema accordingly.

INOXDE7890

(src-element.2.2) For element if parent is not schema and attribute ref is present,
only attributes minOccurs, maxOccurs and id are allowed in addition to ref

Explanation

If the parent of the element is not schema and the attribute ref is present, then all of
<xs:complexType>, <xs:simpleType>, <xs:key>, <xs:keyref>, <xs:unique>, nillable,
default, fixed, form, block and type must be absent.

Action

Modify the XML schema accordingly.

INOXDE7891

(valid-data-types.1) The type of nodes and base attribute of restriction nodes may
only be of the supported types

Explanation

The type of nodes and base attribute of restriction nodes may only be of the supported
types, namely: date, decimal, double, float, integer, short, SQLNumeric,, SQLVarchar,
string, time, timeinstant, ID, IDREF, IDREFS, NMTOKEN, NMTOKENS. No
user-defined complexType or simpleType are allowed for type.

Action

Modify the XML schema accordingly.

INOXDE7895

(valid-data-types.2) The facet is not valid for the base datatype

Explanation

A facet has been specified which is not supported for the base datatype of a restriction.

Action

Modify the XML schema accordingly.
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INOXDE7900

(length and minLength or maxLength) Conflict between length facet and either
minLength or maxLength

Explanation

It is an error for both length and either of minLength or maxLength to be members
of {facets}, unless they are specified in different derivation steps in which case the
following must be true: the {value} of minLength <= the {value} of length <= the {value}
of maxLength.

Action

Modify the XML schema accordingly.

INOXDE7901

(fractionDigits less than or equal to totalDigits) The value of the fractionDigits
facet is greater than the value of totalDigits

Explanation

It is an error for fractionDigits to be greater than totalDigits.

Action

Modify the XML schema accordingly.

INOXDE7902

The root node of a doctype has a non-trivial substitution group

Explanation

The root node of a doctype must not have a non-trivial substitution group. The QName
of the root element of an XML document stored in a doctype must be identical to the
doctype's QName.

Action

Remove the substitutionGroup reference to the root node from the schema.

INOXDE7906

Found illegal logical or physical property for shadowXML doctype

Explanation

It is not allowed to specify certain logical or physical properties, e.g. XNode mapping,
for a shadowXML doctype.

Action

Remove the illegal property below <tsd:logical> and <tsd:physical> for the shadowXML
doctype.

INOXDE7907

(src-resolve.1.3) The ref attribute of an element needs to reference an existing global
element

Explanation

The ref attribute of an element needs to reference an existing global element.

Action

Modify the XML schema accordingly.

INOXDE7908

Found logical or physical properties for nonXML doctype

Explanation

It is not allowed to specify logical or physical properties for a nonXML doctype.

Action

Remove <tsd:logical> and <tsd:physical> for the nonXML doctype.
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INOXDE7909

(cos-nonambig.1) Unique Particle Attribution failure

Explanation

A content model must be formed such that during validation of an element information
item sequence, the particle contained directly, indirectly or implicitly therein with
which to attempt to validate each item in the sequence in turn can be uniquely
determined without examining the content or attributes of that item, and without any
information about the items in the remainder of the sequence.

Action

Modify the XML schema accordingly.

INOXDE7910

(cos-all-limited.1.2) All group limitation failure

Explanation

The cardinality of an all-model group must be exactly one.

Action

Modify the XML schema accordingly.

INOXDE7911

(cos-all-limited.2) All group limitation failure

Explanation

The maximum cardinality of all elements in all-model group must be 0 or 1.

Action

Modify the XML schema accordingly.

INOXDE7912

(src-attribute.1) For attribute declarations, their attributes default and fixed must
not both be present

Explanation

For attribute declarations, the attributes "default" and "fixed" must not both be present.

Action

Modify the XML schema accordingly.

INOXDE7913

(src-attribute.3.1) Either attribute ref or name must be present, but not both

Explanation

Either the attribute "ref" or the attribute "name" must be present, but not both.

Action

Modify the XML schema accordingly.

INOXDE7914

(src-attribute.3.2) If attribute's parent is not schema and ref is present, <simpleType>,
form and type are not allowed

Explanation

The form or type attribute as well as a simpleType cannot be specified with attribute
declarations if the parent is not the schema node and the ref attribute is present.

Action

Modify the XML schema accordingly.

INOXDE7915

The doctype name needs to be unique within a collection

Explanation

The doctype name needs to be unique within a collection.

Action

Modify the XML schema accordingly.
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INOXDE7916

The given path must exist in the current schema

Explanation

The given path must exist in the current schema.

Action

Modify the XML schema accordingly.

INOXDE7917

For each doctype name where the doctype is not of plain non-XML type there must
be a matching global element with a matching qualified name

Explanation

For each doctype name where the doctype is not of plain non-XML type there must
be a matching global element with a matching qualified name. In particular, for
non-XML doctypes with non-XML indexing via a shadow XML document a matching
global element must exist.

Action

Modify the XML schema accordingly.

INOXDE7918

For each doctype name where the doctype is of type nonXML there must not be a
matching global element with the same name

Explanation

For each doctype name where the doctype is of type non-XML there must not be a
matching global element with the same name.

Action

Modify the XML schema accordingly.

INOXDE7919

For accessOptions at least one of read, insert, update or delete needs to be given,
but no duplicate entries of these are allowed

Explanation

For accessOptions at least one of read, insert, update or delete needs to be given, but
no duplicate entries of these are allowed.

Action

Modify the XML schema accordingly.

INOXDE7920

Invalid node name

Explanation

The name of an element or attribute does not match the repository naming conventions.

Action

Change the name of element or attribute.

INOXDE7921

Attempted to re-use a schema specifying physical properties from a schema
belonging to a different collection

Explanation

This constraint has been introduced in order to prevent database inconsistencies. It
may vanish in a future version of Tamino.

Action

Change the collection name either of the referenced or the referring schema.
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INOXDE7922

The given path must exist in the current Schema and lead to the element or attribute
for which it is specified

Explanation

The given path must exist in the current schema and lead to the element or attribute
for which it is specified.

Action

Modify the XML schema accordingly.

INOXDE7923

No XPath expression may occur twice for one node to avoid conflicting mappings

Explanation

No XPath expression may occur twice for one node in order to avoid conflicting
mappings (not even if it specifies the same mapping).

Action

Modify the XML schema accordingly.

INOXDE7924

At most one elementInfo or attributeInfo may have only empty or a nonexistent
which-element, which is taken as the default mapping

Explanation

At most one elementInfo or attributeInfo may have only empty or a non-existent
which element, which is taken as the default mapping (Note: empty which elements
are ignored, so an elementInfo which has both empty and filled which elements is
interpreted as an elementInfo with filled which elements).

Action

Modify the XML schema accordingly.

INOXDE7925

Below Schema there may only be one appinfo node which defines Tamino mappings

Explanation

Below Schema there may only be one appinfo node which defines Tamino mappings.

Action

Modify the XML schema accordingly.

INOXDE7926

Below Schema there must be a schemaInfo node but no elementInfo or attributeInfo
nodes

Explanation

Below Schema there must be a schemaInfo node but no elementInfo or attributeInfo
nodes.

Action

Modify the XML schema accordingly.

INOXDE7927

Below Element there may only be one appinfo node which defines Tamino
mappings

Explanation

Below Element there may only be one appinfo node which defines Tamino mappings.

Action

Modify the XML schema accordingly.
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INOXDE7928

Below Element there may be only elementInfo node but no schemaInfo or
attributeInfo nodes

Explanation

Below Element there may be only elementInfo node but no schemaInfo or attributeInfo
nodes.

Action

Modify the XML schema accordingly.

INOXDE7929

Below Attribute there may only be one appinfo node which defines Tamino
mappings

Explanation

Below Attribute there may only be one appinfo node which defines Tamino mappings.

Action

Modify the XML schema accordingly.

INOXDE7930

internal error

Explanation

While processing a schema document an internal error occurred.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXDE7931

An error occurred while processing a schema document

Explanation

An error occurred during processing of a TSD3 schema document.

Action

Details may be supplied by a secondary error message or can be retrieved using the
admin-command ino:CheckSchema(collection-name, schema-name) or
ino:CheckSchema() for all schemas in all collections. Correct the schema and update
it in the database.

INOXDE7932

Errors occurred when checking constraints for schema document

Explanation

A TSD3 schema document does not adhere to all relevant restrictions.

Action

Check the secondary error message for details.

INOXDE7933

Version mismatch occurred during schema processing

Explanation

An attempt was made to load a TSD3 schema into a TSD2 collection or vice versa.

Action

Ensure that used schema language levels are consistent within a single collection.

INOXDE7934

Invalid schema document

Explanation

The XML document does not contain a valid TSD3 schema.

Action

Ensure that the schema document is consistent with the Tamino schema definition
language TSD3.
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INOXDE7935

Schema not found

Explanation

The referenced schema does not exist.

Action

Check for the existence of the referenced TSD3 schema.

INOXDE7936

Invalid define of system collection

Explanation

The schema to be defined refers to a collection reserved for system usage.

Action

Choose a different collection name.

INOXDE7938

Internal error: invalid or unknown version information

Explanation

Internal error occurred when retrieving or checking version information.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXDE7939

Invalid schema document

Explanation

The schema document contains an invalid or outdated format.

Action

Check the schema document. Possibly you are using TSD2. If so, convert to TSD3
using the Tamino Schema Editor.

INOXDE7940

Invalid modification of doctype: cannot switch between storage of XML, nonXML
and indexed nonXML documents

Explanation

An error was detected when updating the schema: an attempt was made to modify
between storage of XML, nonXML and indexed nonXML documents.

Action

Check the secondary error message for the context where the error was detected.

INOXDE7941

Must not omit doctype during schema update

Explanation

An error was detected when updating the schema: all doctypes defined in the original
schema must occur in the new schema.

Action

Check the secondary error message for the context where the error was detected.
Either extend the new schema document or undefine the obsolete doctype(s) before
the next attempt to update the schema.

INOXDE7942

Cannot switch doctype to closed content via schema update

Explanation

It is not permitted to turn a doctype back to closed content if it had been configured
for open content before.

Action

In order to switch a doctype back to closed content mode you have to undefine and
re-create the doctype and reload the data.
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INOXDE7943

Mismatch of minOccurs attribute during schema update

Explanation

An error was detected when updating the schema: the new value of the minOccurs
attribute must be less than or equal to the old one.

Action

Check the secondary error message the for context where the error was detected.

INOXDE7944

Mismatch of maxOccurs attribute during schema update

Explanation

An error was detected when updating the schema: the new value of the the maxOccurs
attribute must be greater than or equal to the old one. If it was previously unbounded,
it must not be changed at all.

Action

Check the secondary error message for the context where the error was detected.

INOXDE7945

Mismatch of mapping detected during schema update

Explanation

An error was detected when updating the schema: a path containing mapping
information which has been added in the new schema was already valid in the old
schema.

Action

Check the secondary error message for the context where the error was detected.

INOXDE7946

Mismatch of element or attribute name detected during schema update

Explanation

An error was detected when updating the schema: names of corresponding elements
or attributes in old and new schema are different.

Action

Check the secondary error message for the context where the error was detected.

INOXDE7947

Mismatch of element or attribute type detected during schema update

Explanation

An error was detected when updating the schema: types of corresponding elements
or attributes in the old and new schema are different.

Action

Check the secondary error message for the context where the error was detected.

INOXDE7948

Mismatch of content model detected during schema update

Explanation

An error was detected when updating the schema: the content models are not
equivalent.

Action

Check the secondary error message for the context where the error was detected.
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INOXDE7949

Mismatch of content model of sequence detected during schema update

Explanation

An error was detected when updating the schema: the content model inside a sequence
of the new schema contains an additional non-optional component.

Action

Check the secondary error message for the context where the error was detected.

INOXDE7950

Mismatch of enumeration detected during schema update

Explanation

An error was detected when updating the schema: it is only possible to add
enumeration values in the new schema if there had been at least one enumeration
value in the old schema.

Action

Check the secondary error message for the context where the error was detected.

INOXDE7951

Mismatch of fixed attribute detected during schema update

Explanation

An error was detected when updating the schema: the value of the fixed attribute of
an element must not be changed.

Action

Check the secondary error message for the context where the error was detected.

INOXDE7952

Mismatch of "default which" detected during schema update

Explanation

An error was detected when updating the schema: no elementInfo or attributeInfo
without a which element may be added in the new schema.

Action

Check the secondary error message for the context where the error was detected.

INOXDE7953

Invalid modification of processContents attribute detected during schema update

Explanation

An error was detected when updating the schema: the processContents attribute may
only change from "strict" to "lax" to "skip".

Action

Check the secondary error message for the context where the error was detected.

INOXDE7954

Invalid modification of mixed attribute detected during schema update

Explanation

An error was detected when updating the schema: the mixed attribute may only
change from "false" to "true".

Action

Check the secondary error message for the context where the error was detected.

INOXDE7955

Invalid modification of components of choice detected during schema update

Explanation

An error was detected when updating the schema: choice in the new schema must
contain all components of choice in the old schema in arbitrary order. Additional
components may be added for closed content. For open content, components may
only be removed from the content model.

Action

Check the secondary error message for the context where the error was detected.
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INOXDE7956

Invalid modification of components of sequence detected during schema update

Explanation

An error was detected when updating the schema: sequence in the new schema must
contain all components of sequence in the old schema in the same order. Additional
optional components with minOccurs=0 may be added in the case of closed content
of the doctype. For open content, components may only be removed from the content
model.

Action

Check the secondary error message for the context where the error was detected.

INOXDE7957

Invalid modification of element's or attribute's simpleType detected during schema
update

Explanation

An error was detected when updating the schema: element or attribute may not be
defined with simpleType in the old schema and without simpleType in the new
schema or vice versa.

Action

Check the secondary error message for the context where the error was detected.

INOXDE7958

Invalid modification of element's complexType detected during schema update

Explanation

An error was detected when updating the schema: element or attribute may not be
defined with complexType in the old schema and without complexType in the new
schema or vice versa.

Action

Check the secondary error message for the context where the error was detected.

INOXDE7960

Invalid path in schema definition

Explanation

The specified path inside the which element is invalid for this schema.

Action

Check the path and schema definition.

INOXDE7961

Invalid path in schema definition

Explanation

The specified path inside the which element has an invalid syntax.

Action

Check the path value.

INOXDE7962

Invalid modification of attribute list detected during schema update

Explanation

An error was detected when updating the schema: all attributes defined for an element
in the old schema must occur in the new schema in arbitrary order. Optional attributes
may be added.

Action

Check the secondary error message for the context where the error was detected.
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INOXDE7963

Additional attribute must be optional during schema update

Explanation

An error was detected when updating the schema: all additional attributes must be
optional in the case of closed content. For open content, attributes may only be
removed.

Action

Check the secondary error message for the context where the error was detected.

INOXDE7964

Mismatch of use attribute detected during schema update.

Explanation

An error was detected when updating the schema: the use attribute of an xsd:attribute
may only be changed from "required" to "optional".

Action

Check the secondary error message for the context where the error was detected.

INOXDE7965

Invalid modification of components of all detected during schema update

Explanation

Invalid modification of components of all detected during schema update. Additional
optional components may be added in the case of closed content. For open content,
components may only be removed from the content model.

Action

Please modify your XML schema.

INOXDE7966

Mismatch of targetNamespace attribute detected during schema update

Explanation

The targetNamespace attribute may not be changed during a schema update.

Action

Please adapt your schema.

INOXDE7967

Mismatch of namespace declaration detected during schema update

Explanation

Namespace declarations may not be changed during a schema update.

Action

Please adapt your schema.

INOXDE7968

New global element detected during schema update

Explanation

Global elements may not be added during a schema update if there is an &lt;xs:any&gt;
element by which they may be referred to implicitly.

Action

Please check your schema.

INOXDE7969

New global attribute detected during schema update

Explanation

Global attributes may not be added during a schema update if there is an
&lt;xs:anyAttribute&gt; element they may be referred by implicitly.

Action

Please check your schema.
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INOXDE7970

Invalid attempt to remove an attribute wildcard (xs:anyAttribute) during a schema
update

Explanation

An attribute wildcard may not be removed during a schema update.

Action

Please check your schema.

INOXDE7971

Removed global element during schema update

Explanation

Global elements may not be removed during a schema update if there is an
&lt;xs:any&gt; element they may be referred by implicitly.

Action

Please check your schema.

INOXDE7972

Removed global attribute during schema update

Explanation

Global attributes may not be removed during a schema update if there is an
&lt;xs:anyAttribute&gt; element they may be referred by implicitly.

Action

Please check your schema.

INOXDE7973

Facet added during schema update

Explanation

The new schema contains a facet which is not present in the existing schema.

Action

Consider removing the facet from the new schema or use instance validation.

INOXDE7974

Attempted to make value of facet more restrictive during schema update

Explanation

The new schema definition contains a facet with a value more restrictive than in the
existing schema. This is not allowed by the restricting facet.

Action

Consider changing the value of the facet in the new schema or use instance validation.

INOXDE7975

Restriction facet's value must not change during schema update

Explanation

The new schema definition contains a facet with a value different from that in the
existing schema. This is not allowed by the restricting facet.

Action

Consider changing the value of the facet in the new schema or use instance validation.

INOXDE7976

Mismatch of pattern detected during schema update

Explanation

An error was detected when updating the schema: It is only possible to add pattern
values in the new schema if there had been at least one pattern value in the old schema.
It is only possible to remove pattern values from the new schema if this results in
having no pattern values in the new schema.

Action

Check the secondary error message for the context where the error was detected.
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INOXDE7978

Mismatch of namespace declarations found during schema update checks

Explanation

An attempt was made to modify the URI associated with a namespace prefix. This is
based on namespace declarations in the schema document. Either a namespace
declaration was omitted or the URI has been changed. This is not allowed because it
would change the semantics of X-Query requests on namespace-clean doctypes.

Action

Modify the schema accordingly.

INOXDE7979

Invalid schema changes found when adding a unique constraint - no other schema
changes are permitted

Explanation

When adding a unique constraint no other schema changes are permitted in the same
schema update operation. It is also not permitted to add multiple unique constraints
in a single schema update.

Action

Either add a single unique constraint or perform other schema changes in separate
steps.

INOXDE7980

At least one doctype contains instances with xsi:type attributes. Schema update
requires explicit validation.

Explanation

This error may show up e.g. if the set of global types is going to change due to the
schema update. Thus, XML instances containing xsi:type attributes require
re-validation. Note that this status of the doctype remains set even after the respective
XML documents have been deleted.

Action

Perform a schema update with instance validation (_mode=validate).

INOXDE7981

Attempted to remove member of substitution group during schema update for
doctype with closed content

Explanation

You cannot remove a member of a substitution group during a schema update for a
doctype with closed content without instance validation.

Action

Use instance validation during the schema update.

INOXDE7982

Attempted to add member of substitution group during schema update for doctype
with open content

Explanation

You cannot add a member of a substitution group during a schema update for a
doctype with open content without using instance validation.

Action

Use instance validation during the schema update.
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INOXDE7988

Failed to lock schema document.

Explanation

A schema document could not be locked due to a parallel transaction.

Action

Check for parallel transaction using the same schema with a conflicting type of lock.
Typically, commands modifying a schema require a write lock for the schema and
will conflict with each other, or with other transactions having a read lock on the
schema.

INOXDE7989

Cannot define schema in schemaless collection

Explanation

It is not allowed to define a schema if the collection is defined with schema use
'prohibited'.

Action

Use another collection - or just do not define schema at all. Schemaless collections
(like ino:etc) allow documents to be stored without defining a schema. You may also
change the collection for optional schema usage.

INOXDE7992

Index migration for doctype 'doctype' in collection 'collection' failed with error
code errorCode

Explanation

This is an internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXDE7993

Schema operation failed because the same request has doctype already in use

Explanation

Schemas cannot be modified or deleted from a server extension if the calling command
has an affected doctype in use.

Action

Change your application.

INOXDE7996

Doctype requires xsi:type migration - schema update requires instance validation

Explanation

The given doctype contains documents with xsi:type attribute(s) that were stored in
previous version of Tamino. As the processing of xsi:type was not complete in previous
versions of Tamino up to version 4.2, explicit validation of the documents against the
schema is required.

Action

Perform a schema update with instance validation (_MODE=validate). Depending
on the type definitions being referenced by the xsi:type attribute, the original schema
may need to be adapted, as the type being referenced by xsi:type must be validly
derived from the default type of the respective element as given in the schema.
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INOXDE7997

Missing 'type' attribute in definition of computed index.

Explanation

The <tsd:computed> elements must have a 'type' attribute if it is not a compound
index.

Action

Fix the schema accordingly.

INOXDE7998

Found unexpected 'type' attribute in definition of computed index with multiple
components.

Explanation

For a compound computed index, i.e. with multiple components, only the component
definitions may have a 'type' attribute.

Action

Fix the schema accordingly.

INOXDE7999

Found component of a computed index which does not have a simple type.

Explanation

The component of a computed index must have a simple type.

Action

Fix the schema accordingly.

INOXDF7601

XML initialization: failed to define collection/doctype, rsp: rsp

Explanation

This is an internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXDF7613

Unexpected error (rsp,line) occurred during op (parm).

Explanation

This is an internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXDI7582

The path specified in the xpath attribute of a field element may not be empty or
start with a slash

Explanation

mp-valid-field.3: The path specified in the xpath attribute of a field element may not
be empty or start with a slash.

Action

Please change the schema and try to define it again.

INOXDI7608

Upgrade system collections

Explanation

The system collections need to be upgraded.

Action

No action required.
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INOXDI7991

Indexes of doctype 'doctype' in collection 'collection' have been migrated
successfully

Explanation

In the given doctype, all indexes marked for migration have been rebuilt successfully.

Action

No action required.

INOXDS7600

Define 'doctype' in collection 'collection'

Explanation

The given system doctype will be defined or upgraded.

Action

No action required.

INOXDS7602

Define collection 'collection'

Explanation

The given system collection will be defined or upgraded.

Action

No action required.

INOXDS7611

Define missing collection objects

Explanation

For all existing collections the respective objects are now being loaded.

Action

No action required.

INOXDW7678

Usage of a non-field element as element or attribute in schema definition

Explanation

Field is defined as phonetic, sub, super or hyper-descriptor in Adabas field definition.

Action

Check your schema definition.

INOXDW7990

Doctype 'doctype' in collection 'collection' requires index migration

Explanation

The referenced doctype contains nodes whose indexes should be newly created.

Action

Refer to the migration related topics in the Tamino documentation.

INOXDW7994

Multipath index 'label' in doctype 'doctype' in collection 'collection' is marked as
not available

Explanation

A previous schema update or index repair option could not be finished successfully.
The given multipath index is still marked as being not available, and cannot be used
for the efficient evaluation of query results.

Action

Update the respective schema in Tamino. This will enforce a rebuild of the respective
multipath index.
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INOXDW7995

Doctype 'doctype' in collection 'collection' requires xsi:type migration

Explanation

The given doctype contains documents with xsi:type attribute(s) that were stored in
a previous version of Tamino. As the processing of xsi:type was not complete in
previous Tamino versions up to version 4.2, explicit validation of the documents
against the schema is required.

Action

Perform a schema update with instance validation (_MODE=validate). Depending
on the type definitions being referenced by the xsi:type attribute, the original schema
may need to be adapted, as the type being referenced by xsi:type must be validly
derived from the default type of the respective element as given in the schema.

INOXHA8259

Start writing XML dump of database, writing to file filename

Explanation

The server has encountered an error situation which causes a crash. In order to enable
error analysis, the server writes XML status information to a file in the reserved
location.

Action

Report the crash to your software supplier, together with the dump files in the reserved
location.

INOXHE8152

Web server ws: specified node host unknown (DNS rsp: rsp).

Explanation

The given web server on the given node is defined as one of the web servers that are
allowed to communicate with this Tamino database. Unfortunately the Tamino
database is not able resolve the specified node name.

Action

Check whether the node name is correct. If it is correct, check whether DNS lookups
may fail due to network problems. In this case, use the IP address instead of the node
name.

INOXHE8153

Insufficient system resources to create thread: thread 'name', error error returned
by thread create function

Explanation

There are not enough system resources available to create a new thread.

Action

There are not enough system resources available to create a new thread. The reason
is either that the system defined maximum for the number of threads per process is
exceeded, or that there is not enough memory available to allocate the necessary
thread resources.

INOXHE8201

Cannot connect to server on host host at port port. TCP error code rsp.

Explanation

The web server interface module was not able to connect to the Tamino server.

Action

Check if the Tamino server is active and accessible (e.g. using Telnet).
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INOXHE8202

Tamino database unknown

Explanation

The web server interface module was not able to determine the network address
(hostname and port number) of the Tamino database server.

Action

Check if the issued URL really points to the desired Tamino database server. If this
is OK, check the configuration data of the web server interface module. If this is OK
too, please contact your software supplier.

INOXHE8203

Database server and web server interface module not compatible

Explanation

The versions of the Tamino database server and the Tamino web server interface
module are not compatible.

Action

Please use compatible versions of the Tamino database server and the Tamino web
server interface module.

INOXHE8220

XML initialization:SXS initialization failed: sxsMsg

Explanation

This is an internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXHE8254

Failed to create the Software AG XTS Directory Server entries: why

Explanation

The server failed to create the necessary Software AG XTS Directory Server entries
and the server startup failed. The reason for the failure is returned by the XTS layer.

Action

Please check that the service "Software AG XTS Directory Server" is running. If not,
please start it. On Windows this can be done using the Control Panel. On UNIX please
use the scripts provided (which are normally executed at system start). If the service
was running when the error occurred, and the XTS message does not specify enough
details to fix the problem, please contact your software supplier.

INOXHE8257

Conversion failed, output encoding enc, error code rsp

Explanation

The conversion into the desired document encoding failed.

Action

Check the desired encoding and correct it.

INOXHE8258

Unable to start request

Explanation

There is a resource shortage on the server.

Action

Increase number of XML work threads. If the problem persists, increase the number
of data working threads also.
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INOXHE8261

XML crash dump file filename could not be created due to operating system error
system errno

Explanation

The XML crash dump file needed for error analysis could not be created due to the
given reason.

Action

Please consult the manufacturer's manual.

INOXHE8270

XML internal error num: Session sess, Rsp rsp, time

Explanation

This is an internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXHE8278

Internal error

Explanation

An internal error has occurred.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXHE8282

Internal error

Explanation

Internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXHE8283

Internal error

Explanation

Internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXHE8284

Internal error

Explanation

Internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXHE8285

Invalid Session ID

Explanation

The specified session does not exist or it is currently executing a different request.

Action

Specify a valid Session ID.

INOXHE8286

Internal error

Explanation

Internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOXHE8287

Internal error

Explanation

Internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXHE8288

Internal error

Explanation

Internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXHE8289

Internal error

Explanation

Internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXHE8290

Internal error

Explanation

Internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXHE8291

Internal error

Explanation

Internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXHE8292

Internal error

Explanation

Internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXHE8293

Internal error

Explanation

Internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXHE8294

Internal error

Explanation

Internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOXHE8295

Internal error

Explanation

Internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXHE8296

Internal error

Explanation

Internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXHE8297

Error occurred in communication with client

Explanation

A communication problem occurred when receiving a request or sending a response
to the client.

Action

Please check the web server log files or network configuration for possible reasons.

INOXHE8298

Internal error

Explanation

Internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXHE8299

Internal error

Explanation

Internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXHF8155

Communication method 'SSL' requires a certificate

Explanation

The server property 'communication method' is set to 'SSL', but the server property
'SSL certificate file' is not set. A certificate is mandatory for encrypted communication.

Action

Specify the location of the certificate that the server should use.

INOXHF8158

Set version failed. Reason: reason. Internal response d.

Explanation

An error occurred during migration.

Action

Please contact your software suplier and provide the server startup logfile.

INOXHF8159

Exception d occurred during server startup: msg

Explanation

The server could not be started.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOXHF8160

Communication method 'SSL' requires a private key

Explanation

The server property 'communication method' is set to 'SSL', but the server property
'SSL key file' is not set. A private key is mandatory for encrypted communication.

Action

Specify the location of the private key that the server should use.

INOXHF8162

Error in SSL cipher list detected.

Explanation

SSL Cipher list provided shows incorrect syntax.

Action

please correct

INOXHF8200

XML thread initialization failed

Explanation

The initialization of X-Machine failed with the mentioned response code. This is an
internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXHF8205

XML thread initialization: data map initialization failed, rsp: rsp

Explanation

This is an internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXHF8206

XML thread initialization: define of ino:collection failed, rsp: rsp

Explanation

This is an internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXHF8207

XML thread initialization: check of ino:collection failed, rsp: rsp

Explanation

This is an internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXHF8208

XML thread initialization: check of security collection failed, rsp: rsp

Explanation

This is an internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXHF8209

XML thread initialization: insert security collection failed, rsp: rsp

Explanation

This is an internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOXHF8210

XML thread initialization: insert vocabulary collection failed, rsp: rsp

Explanation

This is an internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXHF8211

XML thread initialization: check of vocabulary collection failed, rsp: rsp

Explanation

This is an internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXHF8212

XML thread initialization: security initialization failed, rsp: rsp

Explanation

This is an internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXHF8213

XML thread initialization: vocabulary initialization failed, rsp: rsp

Explanation

This is an internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXHF8214

XML thread initialization: commit failed, rsp: rsp

Explanation

This is an internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXHF8215

XML thread initialization: rollback failed, rsp: rsp

Explanation

This is an internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXHF8216

XML thread initialization: Memory allocation failed

Explanation

This is an internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXHF8217

XML work thread thid abended

Explanation

This is an internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOXHF8218

XML receive thread thid abended

Explanation

This is an internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXHF8219

XML listen thread accept failed, rsp: tprsp

Explanation

This is an internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXHF8221

TCP/IP select failed, rsp: tprsp

Explanation

This is an internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXHF8223

XML connection initialization failed (error error number)

Explanation

The initialization of the XML communication did not work as expected. The server
could not be started.

Action

Repeat the action. If it still fails, contact your software supplier.

INOXHF8224

Unexpected receive count: cnt

Explanation

This is an internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXHF8225

XML initialization: data map initialization failed

Explanation

This is an internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXHF8226

XML initialization:security initialization failed

Explanation

This is an internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXHF8227

XML initialization: internal error

Explanation

This is an internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOXHF8228

XML thread initialization: creation of anonymous session failed

Explanation

This is an internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXHF8229

XML thread initialization: server extension thread initialization failed, rsp: rsp

Explanation

This is an internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXHF8230

XML initialization:TCP/IP startup failed

Explanation

This is an internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXHF8233

XML initialization: gethostname failed

Explanation

This is an internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXHF8234

XML initialization: gethostbyname failed, host: host, rsp: rsp

Explanation

This is an internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXHF8235

XML initialization: invalid port number "port" found for web server webserver

Explanation

This is an internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXHF8237

XTS Register Server failed for XML: xtsmsg

Explanation

The registration of the Tamino XML server via XTS failed.

Action

Check and correct the XTS configuration and/or directory server.

INOXHF8239

XML initialization: failed to define collection/doctype, rsp: rsp

Explanation

This is an internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOXHF8240

XML thread thread_number has exited due to communication error error_number
(text)

Explanation

Either adding the service to the directory server has failed, or registering with the
directory server has failed.

Action

Check the XTS configuration.

INOXHF8241

XML thread thread_number has exited due to communication error error_number
(text)

Explanation

Either adding the service to the directory has failed, or the registration with the
directory server failed.

Action

Check the XTS configuration.

INOXHF8243

XML processing not initialized

Explanation

The initialization of the XML processing did not work as expected. The server could
not be started.

Action

Repeat the action. If it still fails, contact your support center.

INOXHF8244

Binding to TCP/IP socket socket number (port type port) has failed

Explanation

The server could not connect to the specified socket. Maybe it is in use.

Action

Check the reason for the error. If the error persists, choose another port number.

INOXHF8255

XML initialization: invalid IP address "ipaddr" found for web server webserver

Explanation

This is an internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXHF8256

XML initialization: Memory allocation failed

Explanation

This is an internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXHF8262

XML thread initialization: initialization of tokenizer failed, rsp: rsp

Explanation

This is an internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOXHF8263

XML initialization: No license for tok tokenizer

Explanation

No valid license found for the default tokenizer.

Action

Please check the setting of database parameter "default tokenizer" and the used license
file. If the problem persists, please contact your software supplier.

INOXHF8264

XML thread initialization: Create failed for obj

Explanation

This is an internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXHF8266

Invalid default tokenizer: tok

Explanation

The value of the parameter "default tokenizer" is invalid.

Action

Use a valid value.

INOXHF8269

XML thread initialization: data map initialization for server extensions failed, rsp:
rsp

Explanation

Internal error: Data map entries needed by X-Tension could not be initialized.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXHF8271

XML initialization: invalid/unsupported default encoding 'defEnc'

Explanation

An invalid/unsupported MIME or IANA encoding name is specified for the 'default
encoding' database parameter.

Action

Please check the setting of the 'default encoding' database parameter. If the problem
persists, please contact your software supplier.

INOXHF8272

XML initialization: Word stemming algorithm initialization failed, rsp: rsp

Explanation

This is an internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXHF8273

Failed to attach definition of system collections

Explanation

The shared library containing in particular the meta schema could not be loaded.

Action

Check your installation.
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INOXHF8279

Necessary allocation of static port failed

Explanation

The allocation of a necessary static port failed.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXHI8151

Communication method: s

Explanation

The given communication method will be used for the server that is starting. See the
user documentation for the server property "Communication Method" for more
information.

Action

No action required.

INOXHI8156

TCP/IP send failed, rsp: rsp, time

Explanation

The Tamino server failed to respond to a request. The communication method used
was TCP/IP. The reported response code is the error which the Tamino server got
from TCP/IP "send".

Action

Please check the state of TCP/IP.

INOXHI8157

XTS send failed, rsp: rsp, time

Explanation

The Tamino server failed to respond to a request. The communication method used
was XTS. The reported response code is the error which the Tamino server got from
XTS "SendMessageByRT".

Action

Please check the state of XTS.

INOXHI8222

TCP/IP receive failed, rsp: rsp

Explanation

Error in the TCP/IP stack.

Action

Please check the state of TCP/IP.

INOXHI8242

Define doctype in collection collection

Explanation

A system doctype with given name is being created in the given collection.

Action

No action required

INOXHI8247

Dynamic what worker thread created

Explanation

The server increased the number of worker threads to avoid a possible deadlock.

Action

No action required.
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INOXHI8251

Overwriting Software AG XTS Directory Server entries

Explanation

The Software AG XTS Directory Server entries already existed. They are overwritten.

Action

No action required.

INOXHI8252

type - 'dsentry'

Explanation

This is an informational message.

Action

No action required.

INOXHI8253

Use switch parameter 'param' to force server registration

Explanation

This is an informational message.

Action

No action required.

INOXHI8260

XML crash dump of database finished

Explanation

The XML crash dump is complete.

Action

No action required.

INOXHI8265

Default tokenizer 'tok'

Explanation

This is an informational message.

Action

No action required.

INOXHI8267

User dictionary 'udict'

Explanation

This is an informational message.

Action

No action required.

INOXHI8274

Word stemming index successfully created

Explanation

The database parameter 'stemming index' is enabled and the stemming index for
documents with text indices is created.

Action

No action required.

INOXHI8275

Word stemming index successfully dropped

Explanation

The database parameter 'stemming index' is disabled and the stemming index for
documents with text indices is removed.

Action

No action required.
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INOXHI8276

Web server configuration updated

Explanation

The web server configuration was changed and is now updated in the server.

Action

No action required.

INOXHI8277

Internal error

Explanation

An internal error has occurred.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXHR8245

Initializing XML processing

Explanation

This is an informational message.

Action

No action required.

INOXHR8246

Starting XML threads

Explanation

This is an informational message.

Action

No action required.

INOXHV8250

Server is already registered with the Software AG XTS Directory Server

Explanation

When the Tamino server starts it registers with the Software AG XTS Directory Server.
It is possible that entries for the server are already present (server already started
somewhere else or previous server session failed). If this message comes as a warning
message, the entry found exactly matches the one that should be entered. If this
message comes as an error message, the entry found did not match the entry that the
server wanted to add.

Action

If this message comes as a warning message no action is required. If this message
comes as an error message the Software AG XTS Directory Server entry found for the
server should be checked and, if no longer necessary, the next server start should be
done with the parameter for overwriting the Software AG XTS Directory Server entry
activated.

INOXHW8154

TCP connection timed out

Explanation

A violation of Tamino Network Protocol was detected.

Action

Check the client application / network.
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INOXHW8161

HTTP connection timed out

Explanation

A violation of Tamino Network Protocol was detected.

Action

Check the client application / network.

INOXHW8204

XML thread initialization: data map initialization for server extension failed, rsp:
rsp

Explanation

This is an internal error. Tamino will work as expected unless server extensions are
used.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXHW8231

No license for Tamino XML

Explanation

A special license must be bought to use the Tamino XML feature.

Action

Buy a license for Tamino XML.

INOXHW8232

Only numLic concurrent XML sessions licensed

Explanation

The server parameter "XML maximum sessions" contains a value that is larger than
the number of concurrent sessions that is included in the used license.
Only the number of sessions that is covered by the license used is allowed.

Action

Buy an enhanced license.

INOXHW8236

XML connection refused; current number of connections: totCon

Explanation

Tamino is not able to accept another XML request. The connection attempt is refused.

Action

Increase the number of XML work threads.

INOXHW8238

Unable to free storage.

Explanation

This is an internal error. X-Machine is not able to free all storage during shutdown.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXHW8248

Maximum number of dynamic what worker threads reached

Explanation

The maximum number of dynamic worker threads is reached. No further threads are
created.

Action

The number of worker threads should be increased and the server should be restarted.
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INOXHW8249

Creation of dynamic what worker thread failed with response err

Explanation

The server failed to increase the number of worker threads.

Action

No action required.

INOXHW8268

Invalid entry in user dictionary 'tok'

Explanation

The user dictionary contains an invalid entry. It is ignored.

Action

Check the user dictionary contents.

INOXIE8300

No matching document found

Explanation

The specified query did not not find any matching documents.

Action

None. This is only an informational error message.

INOXIE8301

Illegal document ID specified

Explanation

The specified document ID is illegal.

Action

Supply a legal document ID.

INOXIE8303

Deleting a document is forbidden

Explanation

A _DELETE operation was issued against a doctype where DELETE is missing in the
doctype options as supplied in the schema definition.

Action

Change the doctype options accordingly.

INOXIE8304

Reading a document is forbidden

Explanation

An _XQL operation was issued against a doctype where READ is missing in the
doctype options as supplied in the schema definition.

Action

Change the doctype options accordingly.

INOXIE8305

Invalid cursor handle

Explanation

The supplied cursor handle is invalid: either it was never created during the current
session, or the corresponding cursor was closed in the meantime.

Action

Supply a correct cursor handle.
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INOXIE8306

Invalid cursor position

Explanation

The supplied cursor position is invalid: there is no document in the cursor's result set
corresponding to the position. In particular, this error will be returned when
positioning beyond the end of the cursor result set.

Action

Supply a correct cursor position.

INOXIE8307

Trying to position backwards in a non-scrollable cursor

Explanation

The position supplied with the "fetch cursor" request would result in a backward
positioning which is not possible for a non-scrollable cursor.

Action

Supply a correct cursor position.

INOXIE8309

Duplicate in sort key

Explanation

The system cannot handle sort key values which consist of more than a single node.

Action

Change your query expression so that no multiple node is to be sorted.

INOXIE8310

Invalid parameter detected

Explanation

Either the function is unknown or the number of parameters is invalid or the parameter
values are invalid.

Action

Please check the function name, the number of parameters and the parameter values
and correct them.

INOXIE8312

Version fromVersion is incompatible with Version toVersion

Explanation

The current version of the database is not compatible with the selected version.

Action

Data must be unloaded and loaded into a new database manually.

INOXIE8313

Internal communication error

Explanation

Database cannot be converted because of an internal error.

Action

Check that the database is running.

INOXIE8314

Database's compatibility level is no longer supported

Explanation

Migration from and to this compatibility level is not possible because this compatibility
level is no longer supported.

Action

Data must be unloaded and loaded into a new database manually.
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INOXIE8315

Duplicate docnames found in ino:collection = 'collection' ino:doctype='doctype'

Explanation

The upgrade has been rejected because because of duplicate docnames.

Action

Use the administration command ino:AdminDocname("check-unique") to get a list
of duplicate docnames. Please delete the duplicate docnames and call the
administration command ino:AdminDocname("set-unique").

INOXIE8316

Attempted to delete a partial document

Explanation

With _delete, it is only possible to delete complete XML documents.

Action

Supply a query that selects complete documents.

INOXIE8319

Internal error occurred during query processing: unknown request

Explanation

An internal error has occurred.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXIE8320

Error parsing the XQL query

Explanation

One or more errors occurred while parsing the XQL query.

Action

Correct query appropriately and re-issue

INOXIE8321

Missing end quotation character

Explanation

The end quotation character of a literal was not found. It could also be that the start
and end quotation characters do not match.

Action

Correct query appropriately and re-issue.

INOXIE8322

Named axes are not supported

Explanation

The specification of named axes is not supported in Tamino.

Action

No action possible.

INOXIE8331

Failed to set the server parameter

Explanation

Failed to set the server parameter.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOXIE8332

The old server parameter could not be deleted

Explanation

The old server parameter could not be deleted.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXIE8333

An old TSD2 collection could not be deleted

Explanation

An old TSD2 collection could not be deleted.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXIE8334

The database contains data which uses lite mapping

Explanation

The version to which the database should be upgraded does not support lite mapping.

Action

Please delete the data which uses lite mapping and start the upgrade again.

INOXIE8335

Upgrade of metaschema failed with following response code RESPONSE.

Explanation

The upgrade of the metaschema which was performed during upgrade of the database
has failed with the specified response code.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXIE8336

Upgrade is not supported

Explanation

Upgrade is not supported.

Action

Select another version to upgrade the database.

INOXIE8337

Downgrade is not supported

Explanation

Downgrade to an older Tamino version is not supported.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXIE8338

Data format 'VERSION' found in collection 'COLLECTION' doctype 'DOCTYPE'.

Explanation

The data format found in the user collection is no longer supported.

Action

Please clean up the user collection.

INOXIE8339

Unknown function

Explanation

The provided function name is unknown.

Action

Check if you provided the correct function name and try again.
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INOXIE8340

Truncated index detected

Explanation

An index containing truncated entries was detected at query execution time, though
the Data Map had no information about truncation available at compile time. This
may occur for an index that has been migrated from Tamino version 4.1.4. As a side
effect of the failing query, the index has been marked as truncated in the Data Map.

Action

Repeat the query.

INOXIE8341

Internal error

Explanation

An internal error has occurred.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXIE8342

Memory allocation failed

Explanation

There was not enough main memory available to perform the request.

Action

Possibly the machine is overloaded. Try again later.

INOXIE8343

Postprocessing not supported for non-XML text search

Explanation

A query that contains a text search operator can be executed on a non-XML doctype
only if a text index has been defined for that doctype and the query does not require
postprocessing.

Action

Modify your schema definition to contain a non-XML text index or change query to
avoid postprocessing.

INOXIE8344

Internal error

Explanation

An internal error has occurred.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXIE8345

Illegal parent operator follows sort operator

Explanation

A query contains a parent operator which might be applied to a node which serves
as input for a sort operator. This is not allowed.

Action

Please change your query so that no parent operator can be applied to a sort input
node.
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INOXIE8346

Malformed proximity expression

Explanation

A subexpression of the query uses either the "adj" or the "near" operator, but there is
no corresponding "~=" operator.

Action

Correct the query.

INOXIE8347

Query not supported

Explanation

The specified query is not supported.

Action

Change the query.

INOXIE8348

Wrong arguments for function

Explanation

The function cannot be applied on the current parm settings, i.e. number or type of
arguments that a function is called with is not as expected by the function.

Action

Check either the XPath specification for the proper usage of XPath's built in functions
or check the documentation for server extension functions.

INOXIE8349

Maximum word length exceeded

Explanation

Text searches are restricted to a maximum word length of 64 characters.

Action

Reduce the length of the search pattern inside the query.

INOXIE8350

No whitespace search is supported with ~=

Explanation

Whitespaces are ignored by a "~=" search, so searching for a whitespace is not possible.

Action

Use the "=" operator to find whitespaces.

INOXIE8351

Wrong direction of result type

Explanation

The result type must be output.

Action

Uninstall the function, change the signature of the external function, install the function
again.

INOXIE8352

Operator used outside a document

Explanation

Some operators can only be used inside a document e.g. before/after.

Action

Do not use the operator outside of a document context.
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INOXIE8353

Invalid invocation of ino:fullscan

Explanation

The ino:fullscan function can be used only on query level, it cannot be applied to
subexpressions.

Action

Correct ino:fullscan invocation.

INOXIE8354

Invalid invocation of ino:explain

Explanation

The ino:explain function can be used only on query level, it can not be applied to
subexpressions.

Action

Correct ino:explain invocation.

INOXIE8355

Too many inter-document sort operators

Explanation

The system can process only a single inter-document sort operator. Please note that
a &quot;sortby&quot; applied to a root node is also an inter-document sort operator.

Action

Please change your query.

INOXIE8356

Illegal inter-document sort operators

Explanation

Within a query an inter-document sort operator must not follow an intra-document
sort operator.

Action

Please change your query.

INOXIE8357

Internal error

Explanation

An internal error has occurred.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXIE8358

Internal error

Explanation

An internal error has occurred.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXIE8359

Internal error

Explanation

An internal error has occurred.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOXIE8360

Nodeset is empty

Explanation

The current-node (.) or parent (..) operator was applied upon an empty nodeset during
query evaluation.

Action

A subquery executed prior to the current-node or parent operation yielded an empty
result.

INOXIE8361

Invalid type occurred when executing query

Explanation

Some query operations can only be applied upon objects of a specific type, e.g.
current-node (.) or parent (..) only make sense when working upon nodes. This error
may also occur when calling XPath functions upon a set of arguments they cannot be
applied upon.

Action

Check whether . (=current node) or .. (= parent) are used in connection with nodes,
and that an XPath function's usage corresponds to its type.

INOXIE8362

Internal Error : Invalid Node

Explanation

An invalid XML node was encountered during the evaluation of an XPath function.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXIE8364

Conversion failed

Explanation

In order to execute a query an invalid conversion was attempted. This happens e.g.
if a numerical operation is applied upon data that cannot be converted to a number.
This error occurs also if an operator requires two operands of the same type (e.g.
between) and the operands are of different types.

Action

Check the operand's types.

INOXIE8366

Wrong arguments for function

Explanation

The function cannot be applied on the current parm settings, i.e. number or type of
arguments that a function is called with is not as expected by the function.

Action

Check either the XPath specification for the proper usage of XPath's built in functions
or check the documentation for server extension functions.

INOXIE8367

Internal error : Missing root node

Explanation

The query postprocessor encountered a missing node in the XPath parsing tree when
evaluating an XPath expression.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOXIE8368

ICU collator definition failed

Explanation

An error was received while opening an ICU collator.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXIE8369

Right side of ~= must be a single string

Explanation

The match operand requires an operand that evaluates to string on its right side.

Action

Check whether your idea of what match does is correct. It typically looks like
list-of-nodes ~= 'pattern' or list-of-nodes ~= 'word' . If the right side of your match is
detected dynamically from Tamino data, it does not evaluate to a string as you
expected. If the right side of your match is given literally in the query, it might help
to add quotes.

INOXIE8371

Invalid comparison operator

Explanation

Within 'adjacent' or 'near' statements, currently only the match comparison operator
is allowed.

Action

Replace an equal by a match and a not-equal by a match and the XPath function 'not()'.

INOXIE8372

Too many match tokens

Explanation

The right side of a ~= contains a string that gets tokenized in order to check the
expression on the left side for the occurrence of these tokens in the given sequence.
The tokenization must not lead to more than ten tokens.

Action

Shorten the pattern to avoid tokenization into more than ten tokens.

INOXIE8374

Invalid Match Pattern

Explanation

The string provided as the right side of a match (~=) must contain at least one character
that is not a separation character, i.e. quote or comma. The string may contain
wildcards (*), but only in the forms *x, x*, x*x, or *x*.

Action

Correct the pattern.

INOXIE8375

Sortkey too long

Explanation

The internally generated sort key is too long.

Action

Reduce the number of sort criteria.
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INOXIE8376

Duplicate in sort key

Explanation

The system cannot handle sort key values which consist of more than a single node.

Action

Please try to fix your data or your query.

INOXIE8378

Server extension returned binary data without setting media type

Explanation

The media type must be defined when a server extension returns binary data.

Action

Use the method SxsSetProperty() with the property of
SX_PROPERTY_RSP_MEDIATYPE to define the media type of the binary data.

INOXIE8379

Internal error occurred during query processing: unknown request

Explanation

An internal error has occurred.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXII8302

Overflow during sorting

Explanation

internal error

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXII8311

Version fromVersion is compatible with Version toVersion

Explanation

The current version of the database is compatible with the selected version.

Action

None

INOXII8317

Internal error during sorting

Explanation

internal error

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXII8318

Locking conflict

Explanation

internal error

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXII8323

Recreation of all indices started in collection COLLECTION, doctype DOCTYPE

Explanation

The administrative command ino:RecreateIndex was issued.

Action

Be aware that the collection is not accessible until index recreation is completed.
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INOXII8324

Recreation of all indices in collection COLLECTION, doctype DOCTYPE terminated
with code CODE

Explanation

The administrative command ino:RecreateIndex terminated.

Action

Be aware that if the given return code is not 0, the index recreation has been rolled
back.

INOXII8325

Recreation of all text indices started in collection COLLECTION, doctype DOCTYPE

Explanation

The administrative command ino:RecreateTextIndex was issued.

Action

Be aware that access to the collection is constricted until the operation is completed.

INOXII8326

Recreation of all text indices in collection COLLECTION, doctype DOCTYPE
terminated successfully

Explanation

The administrative command ino:RecreateTextIndex completed.

Action

The collection is fully usable again.

INOXII8327

Recreation of all text indices in collection COLLECTION, doctype DOCTYPE
terminated with error CODE

Explanation

The administrative command ino:RecreateTextIndex aborted due to the stated error
code.

Action

Repair the indices via the administrative command ino:RepairIndex().

INOXII8328

Repair indices started in collection COLLECTION, doctype DOCTYPE, mode
MODE

Explanation

The administrative command ino:RepairIndex was issued.

Action

Be aware that access to the collection is constricted until the operation is completed.

INOXII8329

Repair indices in collection COLLECTION, doctype DOCTYPE, mode MODE
terminated successfully

Explanation

The administrative command ino:RepairIndex completed successfully.

Action

Note that if the mode was "drop", the indices have been dropped from the schema.

INOXII8330

Repair indices in collection COLLECTION, doctype DOCTYPE, mode MODE
terminated with error CODE

Explanation

The administrative command ino:RepairIndex aborted due to the given error.

Action

Correct the problem if possible and repeat the command.
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INOXIW8373

The id() function is not supported

Explanation

XPath describes the result of the id() function as being the node-set containing the
elements in the same document as the context node that have a unique ID equal to
any of the tokens in the id() function's argument list (see XPath 4.1). As specified in
XPath, 5.2.1, a unique ID is the value of the attribute that is declared in the DTD as
type ID. Since Tamino currently offers no means to declare attributes as type ID,
applying the id() function makes no sense, its result will always be the empty node
set.

Action

If some attribute 'att1' has the semantics of an ID, retrieving the node for which this
attribute is set to a certain value, e.g. 'val1', is achieved via //*[@att1="val1"].

INOXIW8399

The required function has not been completely executed

Explanation

See details in the warning line accompanying this message. Possible reasons for this
warning are: a sort operation was performed based on an index, and that index
contains truncated values. The result is sorted according to the truncated values, and
not according to the real values.

Action

No action required, this is a warning only.

INOXME8501

Memory allocation failed

Explanation

Allocation of virtual memory failed.

Action

Either extend the amount of memory resources available for Tamino on your system
or reduce resource consumption of Tamino, e.g. by using a smaller buffer pool.

INOXME8502

Internal error: DBMS environment not found

Explanation

The DBMS environment could not be found for X-Node - this is an internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXME8503

Invalid or unknown encoding found in input document

Explanation

The encoding of the input document could not be recognized.

Action

Check your input document.

INOXME8504

XML maximum request duration exceeded

Explanation

The request was cancelled because the maximum request duration was exceeded.

Action

Either improve the request performance by tuning the database, or increase the value
of the "XML maximum request duration" server parameter.
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INOXME8505

ODBC error occurred

Explanation

While issuing a command via ODBC to the SQL system an error occurred.

Action

The text of the external error is provided in the extended message.

INOXME8506

Adabas error occurred

Explanation

An error occurred when accessing an Adabas database via X-Node.

Action

Check the Adabas documentation for the reason for the reported error code.

INOXME8507

Maximum parallel databases for session reached

Explanation

The number of parallel databases allowed for one session has been reached.

Action

No action required.

INOXME8508

X-Node licensing error, insufficient rights

Explanation

An attempt was made to access an X-Node datasource or an Adabas version that has
not been licensed.

Action

Check that all datasources defined in the schema are correct, or upgrade the X-Node
license.

INOXME8509

X-Node datasource mismatch

Explanation

The datasource DBMS name given (implicitly or explicitly) in the schema does not
match that of the DBMS vendor to which this datasource has attempted to connect.

Action

The DBMS name must be the same at execution time as it was at schema creation
time.

INOXME8510

Request has been cancelled

Explanation

The request has been cancelled by the operator or accessor.

Action

No action required.

INOXME8511

Internal maximum for parallel ODBC access reached

Explanation

Within one transaction, Tamino keeps track of parallel OBDC access. An internal list
reached its maximum.

Action

No action required.
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INOXME8512

Invalid request ID

Explanation

The given ID is invalid either because the respective request is already terminated or
because it is invalid as an accessor-provided unique identifier.

Action

No action required, if the request is already terminated. Otherwise the request ID
cannot be used within _admin=ino:Accessor("cancelRequest",...).

INOXME8513

Cannot create unique text index

Explanation

A unique index cannot be set because duplicate entries are stored in the translated
word table.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXME8514

X-Node SQL column not found or authorization error

Explanation

The specified column was not found in the SQL table or you are not authorized to
access the column/table.

Action

Correct the schema.

INOXME8515

X-Node SQL table not found or authorization error

Explanation

The error may occur because: 1. the specified SQL table/schema was not found OR 2.
you are not authorized to access the table.

Action

Correct the schema.

INOXME8516

Internal error: cannot lock collection

Explanation

Migration attempted to lock a collection for which it is not possible.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXME8517

Unlock of collection failed

Explanation

It was not possible to unlock the specified collection.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXME8518

Unlock of collection failed because the lock is in an incorrect state

Explanation

It was not possible to unlock the specified collection because the lock is in an incorrect
state.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOXME8519

Cannot cancel a mass load/unload as a session user

Explanation

Cancelling of a mass load/unload in a session is not possible.

Action

Issue the administration command in an anonymous session.

INOXME8520

Error writing to temporary file during data load

Explanation

An error occurred while writing to a temporary file during a data load request.

Action

Check that temporary directory ($SAGTMP or $TMP) is writable and that disk space
is available.

INOXME8521

Invalid or unsupported datastore format detected during data load

Explanation

An internal error occurred during data load.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXME8522

Unsupported datastore descriptor type detected during data load

Explanation

An internal error occurred while data was being loaded.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXME8523

Unsupported datastore request detected during data load

Explanation

An internal error occurred while data was being loaded.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXME8524

Value exceeding maximum length detected during data load

Explanation

An internal error occurred while data was being loaded.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXME8525

Internal error detected in data load module

Explanation

An internal error occurred while data was being loaded.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXME8527

Data loading/unloading for doctype not supported

Explanation

For data loading: - doctypes of map-type NonXML or Lite are not supported. - doctypes
created in Tamino version prior to v2.3 are not supported.
For data unloading: - doc-types of map-type NonXML are not supported

Action
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INOXME8528

Data loading aborted; cannot create temporary files

Explanation

The data loader was unable to create temporary files.

Action

Using the Tamino Manager or the batch utility "argbatch", check that the settings for
the temporary location are correct and that there is space available.

INOXME8529

Data loading into multiple doctypes not supported

Explanation

Data loading is only possible into the collection/doctype given when the data loader
is started.

Action

Remove documents from the input file that do not belong to the doctype specified at
the start-up of the XML data loader.

INOXME8531

Data load rejected document

Explanation

An error was found while processing the document during a data load operation.

Action

Correct and restart the data loader.

INOXME8536

XML data load recovery of doctype doctype in collection collection was unsuccessful

Explanation

During autorestart, it was detected that a XML data load operation was active in the
previous Tamino server session. This message provides information that Tamino
could not restore the doctype to the state before the XML data load operation was
initiated.

Action

Perform a restore/regenerate of the Tamino database to get it into a consistent state.

INOXME8539

XML data loading failed

Explanation

An XML data load operation was aborted or stopped.

Action

Depending on the reason for the failure, correct and re-process.

INOXME8540

Data loading aborted with rejects

Explanation

Data loading has aborted because a reject was found and the norejects option was
chosen.

Action

Either correct the rejected document or load without setting the norejects option.

INOXME8543

Internal error - unexpected response occurred in call to function function, function
gave response code(s) codes

Explanation

An internal error has occurred.

Action

Please contact your software supplier with the exact message (the function and codes
are important).
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INOXME8544

Query using "mapping-type=object" cannot be evaluated

Explanation

The query cannot be evaluated because "mapping-type=object" is involved and the
post-processor is needed, or because the "mapping-type=object" node is used within
a filter.

Action

Supply a correct query.

INOXME8546

Feature not implemented

Explanation

You attempted to use a feature which is not available in the current environment.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXME8547

Invalid syntax of _XQL command inside _HTMLREQ

Explanation

An error occurred when converting an _HTMLREQ=_XQL request to an _XQL request.

Action

Check the appropriate documentation.

INOXME8548

Invalid syntax of _PROCESS command inside _HTMLREQ

Explanation

An error occurred when converting an _HTMLREQ=_PROCESS request to a _PROCESS
request.

Action

Check the appropriate documentation.

INOXME8549

Doctype not found

Explanation

The doctype indicated in the ino:messageline could not be found during an
_UNDEFINE request.

Action

Check the specified name.

INOXME8551

Invalid doctype

Explanation

Storing or deleting documents in the collection "ino:collection" is not permitted.

Action

Check the collection name specified in the request.

INOXME8552

Not a valid request

Explanation

The request has been rejected due to invalid or missing parameters.

Action

Check the request parameters using supplementary error diagnostics in other messages.
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INOXME8554

No message received

Explanation

The request did not specify any supported operation or command.

Action

Check the parameters of the request.

INOXME8555

Session error occurred

Explanation

An error occurred when attempting to establish a session context.

Action

Check the supplementary diagnostic message for a detailed explanation.

INOXME8557

Request rejected because a deprecated feature is used

Explanation

The used feature will not be supported in the next version.

Action

Change the server parameter to allow and log deprecated features.

INOXME8558

Error during commit in user transaction

Explanation

A user transaction received an error during commit processing.

Action

The error has to be handled in your application.

INOXME8559

Error during rollback of user transaction

Explanation

A user transaction has been rolled back due to an error. However, the indicated error
occurred.

Action

Please contact your system administrator.

INOXME8560

Failed to allocate SMP key

Explanation

An internal error occurred when attempting to allocate a key for thread local storage.

Action

Please contact your system administrator.

INOXME8561

Failed to deallocate SMP key

Explanation

An internal error occurred when attempting to release a key for thread local storage.

Action

Please contact your system administrator.

INOXME8562

Invalid handle

Explanation

Internal error: an invalid handle was passed to an internal interface.

Action

Please contact your system administrator.
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INOXME8563

Invalid parameter

Explanation

Internal error: an invalid parameter was passed to an internal interface.

Action

Please contact your system administrator.

INOXME8564

Illegal load factor

Explanation

An internal error occurred when creating a hash map.

Action

Please contact your system administrator.

INOXME8565

Illegal initial capacity

Explanation

An internal error occurred when creating a hash map.

Action

Please contact your system administrator.

INOXME8566

Duplicate key

Explanation

An attempt was made to store the same key twice in a hash map.

Action

Please contact your system administrator.

INOXME8570

Locking failed during data load operation

Explanation

The specified collection or doctype could not be locked.

Action

Check the parameters of the data load request.

INOXME8596

Internal error in locking

Explanation

An unexpected server status caused a lock operation failure.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXME8598

Access violation

Explanation

The request was rejected due to insufficient access permissions.

Action

Check if the request was as intended and if so, try to get the required access privileges
from the system administrator.

INOXME8599

Internal error

Explanation

An internal error has occurred.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOXMF8530

Internal error occurred during data loading

Explanation

An internal error was detected while data was being loaded.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXMI8532

XML data load recovery initiated

Explanation

During autorestart, it was detected that a XML data load operation was active in the
previous Tamino server session. This message defines the start of recovery handling
for cleaning up anything that was left over after the data load operation.

Action

No action required.

INOXMI8533

XML data load recovery completed

Explanation

During autorestart, it was detected that a XML data load operation was active in the
previous Tamino server session. This message defines the completion of recovery
handling for cleaning up anything that was left over after the data load operation.

Action

No action required.

INOXMI8534

XML data load recovery initiated for doctype doctype in collection collection

Explanation

During autorestart, it was detected that a XML data load operation was active in the
previous Tamino server session. This message provides information about which
doctypes are being recovered.

Action

No action required.

INOXMI8535

XML data load recovery of doctype doctype in collection collection completed
successfully

Explanation

During autorestart, it was detected that a XML data load operation was active in the
previous Tamino server session. This message provides information that Tamino has
successfully restored the doctype to the state before the XML data load operation was
initiated.

Action

No action required.

INOXMI8537

XML data loading initiated for doctype doctype of collection collection

Explanation

This is an information message to indicate the start of XML data load operation.

Action

No action required.
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INOXMI8538

XML data loading completed, number of documents processed docsproc, loaded
docsload, rejected docsrejected

Explanation

This is an information message to indicate the end of an XML data load operation.

Action

Depending on if there were documents rejected, these may need to be investigated
and re-processed.

INOXMV8550

Deprecated feature used: feature

Explanation

The request uses a feature which is planned to be removed in the next product version.

Action

Do not use the deprecated feature.

INOXMW8526

Failed to write XML request log to path

Explanation

An error occurred when attempting to write the XML request log to given location.

Action

Check the location for possible reasons such as: a non-existing XML request log folder
may have been specified, the directory cannot be accessed, or the disk is full.

INOXMW8545

ino:docname uniqueness is not removed in downgrade

Explanation

The downgrade does not allow the uniqueness of ino:docnames to be removed.

Action

No action required.

INOXMW8571

Request logging was switched off dynamically due to IO errors

Explanation

Probably the disk is full.

Action

Check the disk. Except for request logging, the Tamino server continues operation.

INOXPE8700

Internal error: inconsistent document retrieval

Explanation

The database storage of the retrieved document is inconsistent.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXPE8701

Memory allocation failed

Explanation

There was not enough main memory available to perform the request.

Action

Possibly the machine is overloaded. Try again later.
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INOXPE8702

Invalid document prolog

Explanation

Invalid document prolog found in the file to be loaded.

Action

Please correct the document prolog.

INOXPE8703

Invalid document declaration or more than one declaration found in the file to be
loaded

Explanation

Invalid document declaration or more than one declaration found in the file to be
loaded.

Action

Correct the document declaration or remove all declarations except for the first.

INOXPE8704

Unknown encoding found

Explanation

Unknown encoding found.

Action

Please correct the document instance.

INOXPE8705

Incompatible encoding found

Explanation

The given encoding isn't supported yet.

Action

Please use another encoding.

INOXPE8706

Entity found twice

Explanation

An entity with same name was found twice.

Action

Please remove one of these entities.

INOXPE8707

Wrong entity definition

Explanation

The definition of an entity isn't correct.

Action

Please correct the entity definition.

INOXPE8708

Document without content

Explanation

An empty document cannot be loaded.

Action

Please provide the document with contents.

INOXPE8709

Encoding not supported

Explanation

The given encoding isn't supported yet.

Action

Please use another encoding.
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INOXPE8710

Invalid token found or document incomplete

Explanation

Invalid token found or the document is incomplete.

Action

Please correct the document.

INOXPE8711

Document not well-formed

Explanation

The document to be loaded isn't well-formed.

Action

Please correct the document.

INOXPE8712

Invalid element name

Explanation

The name of the element is either too long or not correct.

Action

Please correct the document.

INOXPE8713

Invalid attribute name

Explanation

The name of the attribute is either too long or not correct.

Action

Please correct the document.

INOXPE8714

Invalid document ID (ino:id) specified

Explanation

The given document ID (ino:id) is either not numeric or not available.

Action

Please correct the document.

INOXPE8715

Inserting or changing a document is forbidden

Explanation

It isn't permitted when using this doctype to insert or to change documents.

Action

Please contact your system administrator.

INOXPE8716

Inserting a document is forbidden

Explanation

It isn't permitted when using this doctype to insert a new document.

Action

Please contact your system administrator.

INOXPE8717

Changing a document is forbidden

Explanation

It isn't permitted while using this doctype to change a document.

Action

Please contact your system administrator.
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INOXPE8718

Document incomplete

Explanation

The document to be loaded is incomplete.

Action

Please correct the document.

INOXPE8719

Document contains invalid character reference

Explanation

The document contains an invalid character reference.

Action

Please correct the document.

INOXPE8720

Document contains invalid entity reference

Explanation

The document contains a reference to an entity which wasn't defined before.

Action

Please correct the document.

INOXPE8721

Root element does not match doctype declaration

Explanation

The given root element doesn't correspond to the root element of the used doctype.

Action

Please correct the document.

INOXPE8722

Element with wrong obj-type encountered

Explanation

The given element is defined in the schema as an attribute.

Action

Correct either the document or the accompanying schema.

INOXPE8723

Attribute with wrong obj-type encountered

Explanation

The given attribute is defined in the schema as an element.

Action

Correct either the document or the accompanying schema.

INOXPE8724

Invalid attribute value encountered

Explanation

The value of the attribute contains contents which aren't permitted.

Action

Please correct the document.

INOXPE8725

Attribute was found twice

Explanation

An attribute with same name was found twice.

Action

Please remove one of these attributes.
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INOXPE8726

Occurrence count does not match multiplicity option

Explanation

The occurrence count of an element or attribute in an XML instance does not match
the multiplicity option specified in the schema.

Action

Please correct the document.

INOXPE8727

Document structure does not match schema definition (choice)

Explanation

The document structure does not match the schema definition for the choice case.

Action

Please correct the document.

INOXPE8728

Internal error: parent object not found

Explanation

Accompanying parent object couldn't be found.

Action

Please contact your system administrator.

INOXPE8729

Unclosed CDATA section detected

Explanation

Unclosed CDATA section detected.

Action

Please correct the document.

INOXPE8730

Required child object not specified

Explanation

An element or an attribute which is defined in the schema as mandatory wasn't
specified in the document.

Action

Please correct the document.

INOXPE8731

Internal error: Parse in progress

Explanation

The attempt was made to parse a second document while still parsing the first
document.

Action

Please contact your system administrator.

INOXPE8732

Value too long

Explanation

The value of a numeric node or of a node mapped to an external datasource or of a
node with search type STANDARD is too long.

Action

Please shorten the corresponding value.
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INOXPE8733

Value not numeric

Explanation

The value for an object with an numeric datatype is not numeric.

Action

Please correct the document.

INOXPE8734

Numeric value too large

Explanation

The value of an object with a numeric datatype is too large.

Action

Please shorten the corresponding value.

INOXPE8735

Insufficient space to convert data according to encoding

Explanation

The length of data in an attribute/element that is defined to AdaField exceeds the
defined length in the schema.

Action

Correct either the XML input data or modify the schema to increase the defined length.

INOXPE8736

Internal error: buffer exceeded

Explanation

For InfoFile mapping, the size of a document or the size of parts of a document that
are mapped to any InfoField construct (like InfoArray) is limited to 64KB at the node
level where map type InfoFile is specified. If there is no node with an explicit map
type of InfoFile, the limit of 64KB applies to the root node.

Action

Reduce the number of nodes that are mapped to InfoField constructs. Use map type
Native instead.

INOXPE8737

Invalid document update attempted

Explanation

The request tried to modify the document such that it would have generated an SQL
UPDATE statement without a WHERE clause. This is not allowed.

Action

To accomplish this, delete the document and insert a new document instead of
updating the document.

INOXPE8738

Only a single document may be processed.

Explanation

If the document name or the document ID is given, only a single document can be
processed.

Action

Please remove additional documents.
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INOXPE8740

Internal error in document serialization module detected

Explanation

An internal error occurred in the serialization module.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXPE8741

Internal error in document serialization module detected

Explanation

An internal error occurred in serialization module.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXPE8742

Recursion of entities detected

Explanation

During the processing of references to entities a recursion was discovered.

Action

Please check the entity definition and correct the document.

INOXPE8743

Entity stack overflow

Explanation

Entity stack overflow.

Action

Please reduce the nested entity references.

INOXPE8744

Internal error in index processing module detected

Explanation

An internal error occurred in the index processing module.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXPE8745

Internal error in index processing module detected

Explanation

An internal error occurred in the index processing module.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXPE8746

Internal error

Explanation

An internal error occurred during document processing.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXPE8747

Internal error in index processing module detected

Explanation

An internal error occurred in the index processing module.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOXPE8748

Internal error in document processing module detected

Explanation

Processing aborted due to a server internal error.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXPE8749

Access to XNODEs / trigger functions during massload is not allowed

Explanation

The access to parts of the schema that specify X-Node or trigger function usage is not
allowed when loading data with the Tamino Data Loader.

Action

Set "ignore update" for the X-Node or trigger function parts of the schema or use the
concurrentWrite option of the Tamino Data Loader.

INOXPE8750

Tag or attribute name is too long

Explanation

The number of characters of a tag or attribute name exceeds the maximum supported
value.

Action

Shorten the name of the tag or attribute in question.

INOXPE8751

Storing an object of this mapping type is not permitted

Explanation

Storing an object which is linked to another object is not permitted.

Action

Please correct the document.

INOXPE8752

Document not found in database

Explanation

A document referenced by the current command was not found in the database,
because it was deleted by another concurrent access.

Action

Re-issue the command.

INOXPE8753

The element has contents although it is defined with object type "EMPTY"

Explanation

The element has contents although it is defined with object type "EMPTY".

Action

Please correct either the document instance or the schema definition.

INOXPE8754

Comments are not allowed between documents

Explanation

The input file contains a comment between two documents. This is not allowed.

Action

Remove the comment.
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INOXPE8755

Invalid document name (ino:docname) specified

Explanation

The document name given in the attribute ino:docname is empty.

Action

Either provide a document name in the attribute ino:docname or remove the
ino:docname attribute.

INOXPE8756

Invalid versioning mode

Explanation

The document could not be stored, because the auto-version mode is invalid or the
document is not in the correct versioning state.

Action

Make sure that the document is in the checkout-checkin auto-version mode and that
the document is not checked out.

INOXQE6250

Feature not implemented

Explanation

The feature you tried to use is not implemented yet.

Action

Try an other method.

INOXQE6251

internal exception

Explanation

An internal exception has occurred.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXQE6252

Type exception: non-atomic type in element/attribute

Explanation

This error occurs if a non-atomizable type is encountered where a simple type is
required, e.g. an element node belonging to a type that allows sub-elements is provided
as a parameter for a function that expects a string.

Action

Check the operand's types or adopt the schema definition.

INOXQE6253

Type exception: sequence occurred where atomic value required

Explanation

Some functions and operators do not operate on sequences that contain that more
than one entry.

Action

Check the operand types.

INOXQE6254

Type can not be compared / sorted

Explanation

Only totally ordered types such as numeric types, string types, boolean, dateTime,
date and time can be compared and sorted.

Action

Try to use a totally ordered type or convert into such a type.
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INOXQE6255

Invalid argument to aggregation function

Explanation

The atomic values in a sequence upon which the avg() or sum() function is applied
must have a common super-type that is either numeric or a date/time type.

Action

Check the values in the sequence.

INOXQE6256

Conversion detected an invalid value

Explanation

An invalid value could not be converted.

Action

Check the query and the data.

INOXQE6257

Invalid type denotation for atomic type

Explanation

A string provided as an atomic type denotation, for example with a user-defined
function, does not denote a type.

Action

Use proper type denotations, for example xs:integer or xdt:anyAtomicType.

INOXQE6261

Duplicate function definition

Explanation

A query or a module definition contains two definitions of the same function, or an
imported module defines a function that is already defined.

Action

Remove the extra function definition.

INOXQE6262

Module not found

Explanation

An XQuery module import directive could not be satisfied, because there is no such
module.

Action

Correct the import directive, or load an appropriate module definition.

INOXQE6263

Invalid server extension type detected

Explanation

A server extension function is called that returns or consumes a type that is not
supported by the XQuery processor.

Action

Check the signature of the called server extension function.

INOXQE6264

Cyclic module import

Explanation

A module M may not import another module that directly or indirectly imports
module M.

Action

Remove the cycle from the module import dependencies.
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INOXQE6300

Internal error

Explanation

An internal error has occurred in the XQuery execution engine.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXQE6301

Runtime type exception

Explanation

An invalid type was detected at XQuery execution time.

Action

Correct the query.

INOXQE6302

XQuery feature not implemented

Explanation

The query uses an unimplemented language feature. Please see the documentation
and release notes for current product limitations.

Action

Change the query.

INOXQE6303

Invalid position for range

Explanation

The first position parameter for 'range' is negative or zero.

Action

Check the query and data to find the wrong position value.

INOXQE6304

Internal error: buffer overflow

Explanation

An intermediate result is too large.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXQE6305

Division by zero

Explanation

A division by zero was attempted (not defined mathematically).

Action

Make sure that a divide by zero does not occur.

INOXQE6306

numeric overflow has occurred

Explanation

An arithmetic operation yielded a result which is not representable with the data
type.

Action

Make sure that results do not exceed the representable range.

INOXQE6307

duplicate attribute name occurred in element constructor

Explanation

An element constructor contained multiple attributes of the same name.

Action

Make sure that attribute names of constructed elements are unique.
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INOXQE6308

sort utility failed

Explanation

An explicit or implicit invocation of the sorting utility failed. This may occur due to
insufficient disk space for temporary files.

Action

Check whether sufficient disk space is available for temporary files.

INOXQE6309

namespace prefix conflict between constructed element and attribute

Explanation

A constructed element contained a conflicting namespace declaration while an attribute
was added to it.

Action

Use a different namespace prefix in the attribute's target environment.

INOXQE6310

Processing of data with X-Tension or X-Node mapping is not supported by XQuery

Explanation

Currently no data with X-Tension (server extension) or X-Node mapping can be
accessed by an XQuery query.

Action

Formulate your query using Tamino X-Query instead of XQuery.

INOXQE6311

temporary file access failed

Explanation

A problem has occurred while accessing a temporary disk file. This may occur due
to insufficient disk space for temporary files.

Action

Check whether sufficient disk space is available for temporary files.

INOXQE6312

Document access error

Explanation

A document did not exist though it was part of a query result. This situation can occur
when a query is executed with isolation level "uncommitted document", while another
transaction has been rolled back after concurrently inserting the document.

Action

Retry the query or use an isolation level different from "uncommitted document".

INOXQE6313

Runtime type exception: non-atomic type in element/attribute

Explanation

This error occurs if a non-atomizable type is encountered where a simple type is
required, e.g. an element node belonging to a type that allows sub-elements is provided
as a parameter for a function that expects a string.

Action

Check the operand's types or adopt the schema definition.
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INOXQE6314

Value cannot be converted

Explanation

The textual representation of the value does not match the type it is being converted
to.

Action

Check the query and the data.

INOXQE6315

Runtime type exception: sequence occurred where atomic value required

Explanation

Some functions and operators do not operate on sequences that contain more than
one entry.

Action

Check the operand's types.

INOXQE6316

Run-time encountered non-comparable type

Explanation

Only totally ordered types such as numeric types, string types, boolean, dateTime,
date and time can be compared and sorted.

Action

Try to use a totally ordered type or convert into such a type.

INOXQE6317

Run-time encountered invalid argument to aggregation function

Explanation

The atomic values in a sequence upon which the avg() or sum() function is applied
must have a common super-type that is either numeric or a date/time type.

Action

Check the values in the sequence.

INOXQE6318

Runtime type exception: empty sequence occurred where atomic value required

Explanation

Some functions and operators do not operate on an empty sequence.

Action

Check the operand's types.

INOXQE6319

Invalid simple type detected

Explanation

In an expression, an invalid simple type was used.

Action

Check the actual type and the expected type with your query.

INOXQE6320

Invalid combination of operand types for an arithmetic operation

Explanation

The type of at least one operand is not valid for an arithmetic operation.

Action

Check where the types can occur in your query and correct it.
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INOXQE6321

Runtime type exception: invalid node-type

Explanation

Some operations only operate on nodes of certain types.

Action

Check the node's type. Correct the path used to obtain the node.

INOXQE6322

Non-simple type detected

Explanation

A non-simple type was detected where a simple type is required.

Action

Check your query and the data to find a type mismatch.

INOXQE6323

Conversion: facet 'minLength' was violated by a value

Explanation

The value to be converted was too short.

Action

Check the query and the data.

INOXQE6324

Incompatible types for cast operation

Explanation

The source type cannot be cast to the target type.

Action

Check the type of the argument to the cast.

INOXQE6325

Conversion error for comparison

Explanation

During the execution of a comparison, the values must be converted to a common
type. This conversion failed, either because of incomparable types or because of invalid
data.

Action

Check your query and data to find the mismatch.

INOXQE6326

Comparison undefined

Explanation

Some data types cannot be compared because they are partially ordered.

Action

Check your query and data for undefined comparisons.

INOXQE6327

Invalid last position for range

Explanation

The last position parameter for 'range' is smaller than the first and is not -1.

Action

Check the query and data to find the wrong position value.

INOXQE6328

Value out of range

Explanation

A value could not be converted into the internal representation because it is out of
range, for example the allowed range for a month is 1 to 12.

Action

Check your query and/or data.
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INOXQE6329

Invalid collation URI exception

Explanation

The specified collation URI is invalid.

Action

Check the collation URI.

INOXQE6330

Invalid collation attributes exception

Explanation

The specified collation attributes are invalid.

Action

Check the collation attributes.

INOXQE6331

Namespace prefix undefined

Explanation

An invalid namespace prefix was detected when casting a string value as a QName
at query execution time.

Action

Extend the static namespace context by adding a definition for the missing prefix.

INOXQE6332

Invalid content expression in computed processing instruction

Explanation

The value of the content expression in a computed processing instruction constructor
contains the string "?>".

Action

Avoid expressions that may produce strings containing "?>".

INOXQE6333

Invalid name for processing instruction

Explanation

The name of a constructed processing instruction must be different from "XML" (in
any combination of upper and lower case).

Action

Avoid expressions that may produce the string "XML".

INOXQE6334

"Treat as" operation has detected two non-matching types during query execution

Explanation

A "Treat as" operation has detected two non-matching types during query execution.

Action

Reformulate your query.

INOXQE6335

Call stack overflow

Explanation

The call stack for user defined functions has exceeded its defined maximum size.

Action

Inspect your XQuery program for potential programming errors, or increase the call
stack's maximum size by means of the {?execution?} pragma.
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INOXQE6336

Memory allocation limit exceeded

Explanation

The memory limit that has been set by an XQuery execution pragma has been exceeded.

Action

Extend the memory limit, or try to reduce the memory requirements by modifying
the query.

INOXQE6337

Invalid content expression in computed comment constructor

Explanation

The result of the content expression of a computed comment constructor contains
two adjacent hyphens or ends with a hyphen.

Action

Avoid expressions that produce adjacent hyphens or hyphens at the end.

INOXQE6338

Sort buffer overflow

Explanation

An internal sort buffer has overflowed, because the representation of a single tuple
did not fit into it.

Action

Modify the query to reduce the size of tuples to be sorted.

INOXQE6339

Multiple element children in document constructor

Explanation

An XQuery document constructor was supplied with more than one element child.
This is not supported by the underlying data model.

Action

Correct the query to avoid constructing multiple element children into a document
node.

INOXQE6340

XML parsing error while executing fn:parse()

Explanation

An XQuery invoked fn:parse, but the argument could not be parsed successfully as
XML.

Action

Provide well-formed XML.

INOXQE6349

fetching result that is not available

Explanation

A non-sensitive cursor pre-calculates a system defined maximum number of result
items. A fetch request has tried to access an item that was not pre-calculated.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXQE6350

Internal error

Explanation

An internal error has occurred in the XQuery compiler.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOXQE6351

XQuery feature not implemented

Explanation

The query uses an unimplemented language feature. Please see the documentation
and release notes for current product limitations.

Action

Change the query.

INOXQE6352

XQuery parsing error

Explanation

One or more errors occurred while parsing the query.

Action

Correct the query appropriately and re-issue.

INOXQE6353

End tag does not match start tag

Explanation

The end tag of an element constructor does not match the start tag.

Action

Correct the query.

INOXQE6354

Namespace prefix undefined

Explanation

The namespace declaration is missing.

Action

Include a namespace declaration in the XQuery prolog.

INOXQE6355

Invalid namespace URI specification

Explanation

URIs must be given as string constants.

Action

Declare the URI literally.

INOXQE6356

Attempted to redefine prefix

Explanation

A prefix may only be defined once.

Action

Rename the prefix in subsequent declarations.

INOXQE6357

The prefix 'xml' must be bound to the namespace
'http://www.w3.org/XML/1998/namespace'

Explanation

The prefix 'xml' can only be declared when bound to the XML namespace URL as
defined by the W3C.

Action

If your intent was to include the W3C's XML namespace, correct the URL. Otherwise
use a different prefix.
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INOXQE6358

Function unknown

Explanation

This function is unknown. The function name is either misspelt or the wrong prefix
is used.

Action

Check the spelling and the function namespace.

INOXQE6359

Variable undefined

Explanation

A variable that is used must be declared in a 'for' or 'let' expression.

Action

Check spelling or add a 'for' or 'let' clause.

INOXQE6360

Unbound path not allowed here

Explanation

Currently access to database data is only allowed via the input() function.

Action

Use the input() function.

INOXQE6361

Type exception: invalid operands for operator

Explanation

Static typing detected invalid operand types for the operator.

Action

Please check the static types for the operator.

INOXQE6362

Invalid path: documents have no parent

Explanation

The path tries to apply the parent axis (or '..') to a document node.

Action

Check the path.

INOXQE6363

Unknown collection

Explanation

The URL refers to a collection that does not exist in the chosen database.

Action

Check the URL.

INOXQE6364

XQuery applied on non-XML doctype

Explanation

XQuery is only applicable to XML data.

Action

Use another tool for querying.

INOXQE6365

XQuery applied on non-namespace-clean doctype:

Explanation

XQuery is only applicable on namespace-clean doctypes.

Action

Apply proper namespace migration to doctype or use X-Query.
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INOXQE6366

Type exception: invalid input for function

Explanation

The parameters provided as an input to the function do not have the required type.

Action

Check the correct parameter types in the documentation for the function.

INOXQE6367

Compile time type exception

Explanation

An invalid type has beed detected at XQuery compile time

Action

Correct the query.

INOXQE6368

Default element namespaces are not allowed

Explanation

The XQuery draft is still uncertain whether default element namespaces defined in
the query prolog or in generated elements pertain to element steps in location paths.
To avoid migration problems with subsequent versions of Tamino, the use of default
element namespaces is prohibited.

Action

Please use a namespace prefix instead.

INOXQE6369

A prefix must not begin with 'xml'

Explanation

This is stated in the Errata Document for the XML Namespaces Recommendation.

Action

Chose a prefix that does not begin with 'xml'.

INOXQE6370

Processing of data with X-Tension or X-Node mapping is not supported by XQuery

Explanation

Currently no data with X-Tension (server extension) or X-Node mapping can be
accessed by an XQuery query.

Action

Formulate your query using Tamino X-Query instead of XQuery.

INOXQE6371

The URI 'http://www.w3.org/XML/1998/namespace' can only be bound to the prefix
'xml'

Explanation

According to "Namespaces in XML Errata, 4 November 2002"
(http://www.w3.org/XML/xml-names-19990114-errataNE05 substantive), the prefix
xml is by definition bound to the namespace name
http://www.w3.org/XML/1998/namespace. It may, but need not, be declared, and
must not be bound to any other namespace name. No other prefix may be bound to
this namespace name.

Action

Use the prefix 'xml' or a different URI.
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INOXQE6372

No prefix may be bound to the URI 'http://www.w3.org/2000/xmlns/'

Explanation

This URI is by definition bound to the prefix 'xmlns'. It must not be declared.

Action

Use a different URI.

INOXQE6373

Invalid comparison

Explanation

Items to be compared must be of the same type, or both numeric, or both string or
one of the types derived thereof.

Action

Use string comparison via applying the xf:string() function to non-string operands.

INOXQE6374

The prefix xmlns is used only to declare namespace bindings

Explanation

The prefix xmlns cannot be used unless in the form xmlns:prefix="uri" to declare a
namespace binding.

Action

Use another prefix.

INOXQE6375

No multiple default collations allowed.

Explanation

Only one default collation can be defined.

Action

To use more than one collation within a single query give the collation's URI explicitly
in the comparison function or use the getCollation() function.

INOXQE6376

Collation could not be obtained.

Explanation

The getCollation() function was not applied upon a path that pointed to an appropriate
node.

Action

The input to the getCollation() function must be a path that points to an appropriate
element or attribute node. A node is appropriate if its corresponding schema definition
contains a collation specification.

INOXQE6377

Invalid Collation Identifier

Explanation

This string does not denote a valid collation.

Action

Correct the spelling or make the collection known to the database.

INOXQE6378

Invalid step in path

Explanation

A flat structure, i.e. something that is not a node, cannot be stepped into using any
other axis than the self axis.

Action

Either change the object that is stepped into so that it is of type node or node-set, or
use only the self axis (or the dot) to refer to the object.
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INOXQE6379

Evaluation context undefined

Explanation

Processing of an expression relies on some component of the evaluation context that
has not been assigned a value. Many context-sensitive functions like local-name() rely
on the context item.

Action

Make sure that expressions relying on the evaluation context are called when an
evaluation context is defined as for example within a filter.

INOXQE6382

XQuery cursor request must not specify a serialization method

Explanation

It is not possible to use a serialization method for an XQuery cursor request.

Action

If you want to apply a serialization method to your query result, use a non-cursor
query.

INOXQE6383

Type exception: invalid input for internal function

Explanation

The parameters provided as an input to an internal function do not have the required
type. Calls to internal functions are, for instance, contained in update queries. This
error may thus indicate an invalid update statement.

Action

Reformulate the update statement or check whether the intended update operation
is possible at all.

INOXQE6384

Invalid key or value in an optimization pragma.

Explanation

Valid optimization keys are "join" (possible values "default" and "index-only") and
"level" (possible values "0" and "1").

Action

Correct the optimization key and/or value.

INOXQE6385

Invalid output handler function detected

Explanation

An invalid output handler has been detected. Please check the signature of the given
output handler function.

Action

Please check the signature of the given output handler function.

INOXQE6386

This name must not be local

Explanation

Some names, for example those of user-defined functions, must be in a namespace.
They must either be qualified, i.e. consist of a prefix and a local part, or be in a
namespace by a default namespace declaration.

Action

Use either a prefix declared in the query or add a default namespace declaration. For
user-defined functions the predefined prefix 'local' can be used.
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INOXQE6387

The prefix 'local' may only be used when declaring a user-defined function.

Explanation

The 'local' prefix is by definition bound to the URI
"http://www.w3.org/2003/11/xquery-local-functions" and is reserved for the definition
of user-defined, i.e. local, functions.

Action

Use another prefix.

INOXQE6388

The name of a computed node is neither a string nor a QName.

Explanation

The name of a computed node, such as for example element or attribute node, must
either be of type string or derived or of type QName.

Action

Ensure that the expression provided as a computed node's name is of an appropriate
type.

INOXQE6389

A user-defined function returns a non-matching type

Explanation

If a user-defined function declares a result type, the type of the function's body must
match this declaration.

Action

Correct the function's body or delete the result type declaration.

INOXQE6390

The prefix 'xs' must be bound to the namespace
'http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema'

Explanation

The prefix 'xs' can only be declared when bound to the appropriate namespace URL
as defined by the W3C's XML Schema spec.

Action

If your intent was to include the W3C's xs namespace, correct the URL. Otherwise
use a different prefix.

INOXQE6391

The name of a computed PI node is not an NCName.

Explanation

The name of a computed PI node must be an NCName.

Action

Ensure that the expression provided as a computed PI node's name is of an appropriate
type.

INOXQE6392

The content of a generated PI must be a string.

Explanation

The expression provided as the content of a generated PI node must evaluate to a
sequence of strings.

Action

Provide suitable content.
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INOXQE6393

Pragma not supported in library module

Explanation

An XQuery library module contains a pragma that is valid only in a main module.

Action

Remove the pragma from the library module.

INOXQE6394

Invalid node comparison

Explanation

A node comparison requires that each operand is either a singleton or an empty
sequence.

Action

Check the operands. If an operand is possibly a sequence with more than one entry,
use round brackets and a [1] filter.

INOXQE6395

Invalid key or value in an serialization pragma.

Explanation

A valid serialization key is "provide-type-information" (possible values "yes" and
"no").

Action

Correct the serialization value.

INOXQE6396

Invalid key or value in an execution pragma.

Explanation

Valid execution keys are "memory" (possible values are integers) and "call-stack-depth"
(possible values are also integers).

Action

Correct the execution key/value.

INOXQE6397

Duplicate parameter name in user-defined function

Explanation

Each parameter in a user-defined function's parameter list must have a unique name.

Action

Rename one or more parameters.

INOXQE6398

External variable definition does not conform to restricted XQuery syntax

Explanation

An XQuery expression that is supplied to define an external variable is restricted to
sequences of constants, type-specific constructor functions and node constructors.

Action

Reformulate the external variable definition to conform to the restrictions.

INOXQE6399

Duplicate import directive

Explanation

Two 'import module' declarations specify the same module namespace.

Action

Remove the extra import directive or replace it by a namespace declaration.
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INOXQE6400

Duplicate main-module pragma

Explanation

More than a single main-module pragma has been found in an XQuery.

Action

Remove the duplicate pragma.

INOXQE6401

Multiple declarations of element/type default namespace not allowed

Explanation

Only one default namespace for elements/types can be defined.

Action

Delete one of the default namespace declarations.

INOXQE6402

Multiple declarations of function default namespace not allowed

Explanation

Only one default namespace for functions can be defined.

Action

Delete one of the default namespace declarations.

INOXQE6403

Function is in a namespace different from the module's target namespace.

Explanation

The name of every function declared in a library module must have a namespace URI
that is the same as the target namespace of the module.

Action

Change the function's namespace or move to another module.

INOXQE6404

A user-defined function is in a forbidden namespace

Explanation

The function name in a function declaration (when expanded) must not be in any of
the following namespaces (among others): http://www.w3.org/XML/1998/namespace,
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema, http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance,
http://www.w3.org/2005/04/xpath-functions,
http://www.w3.org/2005/04/xpath-datatypes.

Action

Change the user-defined function's namespace by changing the prefix, or the prefix's
binding, or the default function namespace.

INOXQE6406

Invalid context for updating function

Explanation

An updating function was invoked in a context where only a non-updating function
is permitted.

Action

Modify the query to provide a proper function or context.

INOXQE6407

Invalid context for non-updating function

Explanation

A non-updating function was invoked in a context where only an updating function
is permitted.

Action

Modify the query to provide a proper function or context.
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INOXQE6408

Invalid name for external variable

Explanation

A qualified name including a prefix is not supported as the name of an external
variable.

Action

Use a non-qualified name.

INOXQE6420

Query not found

Explanation

The given handle does not address any prepared query.

Action

Please correct the given query handle.

INOXQE6421

Invalid query handle

Explanation

The format of the given query handle is wrong. The query handle must be an integer.

Action

Correct the query handle.

INOXQE6424

Missing parameter for query execution

Explanation

The prepared query declares external variables. For at least one of these variables, no
suitable input parameter was provided.

Action

Provide input parameter.

INOXQE6450

Update results in non-well-formed document

Explanation

The update statement tries a modification that would result in a non-well-formed
document, e.g., insert an element into an attribute, or insert a second root element.
The error is accompanied by a message that explains the actual reason in more detail.

Action

Correct the update statement.

INOXQE6451

Conflicting update operations

Explanation

An update statement can consist of several atomic update operations. There may be
conflicts between those operations, e.g., a subtree cannot be replaced and deleted at
the same time.

Action

Correct the update statement.

INOXQE6452

Attempted to insert or modify one of the meta-attributes ino:id or ino:docname

Explanation

Using XQuery update, it is not allowed to modify the meta-attributes ino:id or
ino:docname.

Action

Correct your XQuery update statement.
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INOXQE6453

Attempt to modify a nonxml document

Explanation

It is not possible to modify non-XML documents using an XQuery update statement.
Only deletion of complete non-XML documents is allowed by XQuery update.

Action

Use the _process command in order to replace and thus modify a non-XML document.

INOXQE6454

Attempt to update the same XNode-mapped field twice with different values

Explanation

An XNode column/field appears at different paths in the schema, and an XQuery
update statement tried to modify at least two paths with different values.

Action

Correct the XQuery update statement.

INOXQE6455

Invalid node type passed to updating function

Explanation

A node was passed to an updating function, but the node type was not suitable for
the function. tf:setDocname and tdf:setProperty can be applied to document nodes
only, while tf:put can be applied to document or element nodes.

Action

Modify the query to provide a node with a proper node type.

INOXQE6456

Invalid invocation of tdf:setProperty for live property

Explanation

tdf:setProperty was used in an XQuery update on a live property. This is not allowed,
live properties cannot be updated this way.

Action

Modify the update statement, removing the invalid invocation of tdf:setProperty.

INOXQE6457

Invalid doctype name

Explanation

The URI used in a call to fn:put contained an invalid doctype name. The provided
doctype name was either not a valid QName, or it did not match the root element
name of the XML document to be stored.

Action

Provide a valid doctype name in the URI used with fn:put, or omit the doctype name
from the URI.

INOXQE6458

XML parsing error while converting nonXML document

Explanation

A nonXML document was passed to fn:put() with a URI indicating an XML doctype.
The nonXML content however failed to be parsed successfully as XML.

Action

Provide well-formed XML or store the document into an XML doctype.
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INOXQE6459

Cannot update transient node

Explanation

A transient node, i.e. a node resulting from a previous constructor, was detected as
the subject of an update operation. XQuery update however can only be applied to
persistent nodes.

Action

Modify XQuery update statement to avoid applying update operations to transient
nodes.

INOXQW6380

A path expression results in an empty node-set

Explanation

An empty node-set as a result of a path expression might indicate an error in
referencing the document structure or in a name spelling.

Action

Ensure that the empty result is not due to a wrong path.

INOXQW6405

Invalid entity or character reference

Explanation

The query contains an invalid entity or a character reference that does not map to a
valid character. As a corrective action, the ampersand character has been treated as
a literal, not as an entity introducer.

Action

To avoid this warning, correct the query appropriately and re-issue.

INOXQW6423

Execution of prepared query requires recompilation

Explanation

Due to schema, security or structure index changes the compiled query yielded by
previous preparation is not longer valid. This requires a recompilation of the prepared
query.

Action

Recompile the prepared query.

INOXQW6425

querySearchMode=approximate not applicable for this query

Explanation

This query cannot be executed in a streaming mode, thus the specified request
parameter querySearchMode=approximate has no effect.

Action

Do not use this request parameter.

INOXRE8802

Internal error: input parameter error

Explanation

Internal error: Data Map was called with missing or invalid parameters.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOXRE8803

Specified name too long

Explanation

The specified name is too long. Length limitations are described in the Tamino
documentation.

Action

Modify the schema definition and repeat your request.

INOXRE8805

Invalid collection, element, attribute or server extension name

Explanation

The specified name is not a valid QName. The specified name starts with a colon
and/or contains more than one colon.

Action

Correct the schema definition and repeat the request.

INOXRE8806

Collection is currently used by another user

Explanation

The request cannot be executed because at least one of the affected collections is
currently held by another user.

Action

Repeat the request.

INOXRE8807

Doctype is currently used by another user

Explanation

There is a persistent lock on a doctype which prevents the current request from
continuing.

Action

Repeat the request when the request that has the persistent lock has finished.

INOXRE8808

Index recreation currently not pending on the specified collection

Explanation

There is no index recreation pending to continue or reset. It is not necessary to execute
the _admin command.

Action

No action required.

INOXRE8809

Index recreation is pending

Explanation

On the specified doctype an index recreation is pending. The requested action cannot
be executed.

Action

Execute the corresponding _admin request to continue or reset the index recreation.

INOXRE8810

Index recreation is running

Explanation

The requested action cannot be executed while an index recreation is running on the
specified doctype.

Action

No action required.
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INOXRE8811

Collection name not found

Explanation

The specified collection is unknown.

Action

Correct the collection name and repeat the request.

INOXRE8814

Element/attribute name not found

Explanation

The specified element or attribute is unknown.

Action

Correct the element or attribute name and repeat the request.

INOXRE8815

Internal error: mapping already defined

Explanation

Internal error: mapping already defined.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXRE8816

Internal error while inserting an implicit element or attribute

Explanation

An internal error occurred while inserting an implicit element or attribute.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXRE8818

Duplicate collection name

Explanation

There is already a collection with the specified name.

Action

Specify another collection name or undefine the existing collection.

INOXRE8819

Duplicate element/attribute name

Explanation

The element or attribute to be inserted is already defined. It is not allowed to specify
a schema containing two or more elements or attributes with the same name and the
same parent.

Action

Correct the schema definition and repeat the request.

INOXRE8821

Internal error: invalid parent specification

Explanation

Internal error: invalid parent specification.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXRE8822

Invalid options specification

Explanation

The specified options are incorrect. Either unexpected options are specified or expected
options are missing.

Action

Refer to the Tamino documentation, correct your schema definition and repeat the
request.
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INOXRE8823

Internal error: invalid object ID specification

Explanation

Internal error: an invalid ID was specified.

Action

Retry with an increased transaction timeout value. If that doesn't help restart the
Tamino database. If the problem still occurs please contact your software supplier.

INOXRE8824

Internal error: invalid collection ID specification

Explanation

Internal error: an invalid ID was specified.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXRE8825

Invalid multiplicity specification

Explanation

The specified multiplicity is invalid. Either the multiplicity does not correspond with
the mapping type, or a multiplicity of + or * is specified for attributes, or a multiplicity
not equal to blank is specified for the root element.

Action

Correct the schema definition and repeat the request.

INOXRE8826

Invalid search type specification

Explanation

The search type is invalid or does not match the specified mapping type. For an
external document summary file the specified shortname may be invalid.

Action

Correct the schema definition and repeat the request.

INOXRE8827

Internal error: invalid index ID specification

Explanation

Internal error: an invalid ID was specified.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXRE8830

Invalid schema structure: missing node definition

Explanation

An attempt was made to specify a node with a mapping type which requires at least
one child with a specific other mapping type. This element is missing. (Example:
Mapping to an SQL table requires at least one child mapped to an SQL column.)

Action

Correct the schema definition and repeat the request.

INOXRE8831

Deletion rejected because of depending objects

Explanation

The server extension object could not be deleted because at least one node references
a server extensions function of the object to be deleted.

Action

Update the schema definitions containing referencing nodes and repeat the request.
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INOXRE8833

Internal error: file structure/schema definition mismatch

Explanation

Internal error: file structure/schema definition mismatch.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXRE8834

Data map record could not be stored

Explanation

A Data Map record could not be stored. The definition of one node is too large.

Action

Modify the schema definition and repeat the request. Please inform your software
supplier.

INOXRE8835

Data map record could not be updated

Explanation

A data map record could not be updated. The number of children for one collection
or node is too large.

Action

Modify the schema definition and repeat the request. Please inform your software
supplier.

INOXRE8836

Modifying or deleting of system collection/doctype rejected

Explanation

Collections and doctypes containing the Tamino namespace may not be modified or
deleted.

Action

No action required.

INOXRE8841

Invalid mapping specification: invalid or unexpected primary key definition

Explanation

For a mapped SQL table at least one mapped SQL column must be indicated as the
primary key using the keyword ino:sqlprimarykeys.

Action

Correct the schema definition and repeat the request.

INOXRE8842

Invalid mapping specification: invalid or unexpected password specification

Explanation

The specified Adabas password is either too long (maximum length is 8 characters)
or unexpected (for nodes not mapped to AdaFile).

Action

Correct the schema definition and repeat the request.

INOXRE8843

Invalid mapping specification: invalid parent - child relation

Explanation

The relation between parent node and child node is not allowed. This is mostly caused
by the object type of either parent or child node.

Action

Correct the schema definition and repeat the request.
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INOXRE8844

Invalid mapping specification: invalid parent - child relation

Explanation

The relation between parent node and child node is not allowed. This is caused by
either an unexpected mapping type of the child node or a node having a multiplicity
of + or * between a node mapped to an SQL table or an Adabas file and the
corresponding nodes mapped to an SQL column or Adabas field, multiple field or
periodic group.

Action

Correct the schema definition and repeat the request.

INOXRE8845

Invalid schema structure: missing elements

Explanation

The mapping of the node is invalid. It requires other mapping in parent nodes. This
error is mostly caused by a node mapped to an SQL column without having a
corresponding node mapped to an SQL table, or mapped to an Adabas field without
having a corresponding node mapped to an Adabas file.

Action

Correct the schema definition and repeat the request.

INOXRE8847

Invalid mapping specification: invalid or unexpected shortname specification

Explanation

The specification of a shortname is not allowed or does not conform to Adabas
shortname rules.

Action

Correct the schema definition and repeat the request.

INOXRE8848

Invalid mapping specification: invalid or unexpected Adabas file specification

Explanation

The specification of a database ID and or file number is missing or invalid (Adabas
file mapping) or not allowed (other mappings).

Action

Correct the schema definition and repeat the request.

INOXRE8854

Invalid mapping specification: invalid object reference specification

Explanation

The specified object reference was unexpected or refers to an undefined object. An
object reference may only be specified for nodes mapped to another node.

Action

Correct the schema definition and repeat the request.

INOXRE8856

Invalid mapping specification: invalid or unexpected SQL specification

Explanation

For an SQL table mapping the table name was missing or a password was specified
without userid. For an SQL column mapping the column was not specified. For other
mappings SQL specific keywords are unexpected.

Action

Correct the schema definition and repeat the request.
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INOXRE8859

Invalid mapping specification: invalid or unexpected format specification

Explanation

A format specification is either invalid (for Adafield mappings) or unexpected (for
other mappings). A list of all valid formats is specified in the Tamino documentation.

Action

Correct the schema an repeat the request.

INOXRE8860

Invalid mapping specification: invalid or unexpected length specification

Explanation

A length specification is either invalid (for Adafield mappings) or unexpected (for
other mappings). The length specification must conform to the format specification
as defined in Adabas.

Action

Correct the schema definition and repeat the request.

INOXRE8861

Invalid mapping specification: invalid or unexpected precision specification

Explanation

A precision was either specified for a non-SQL column mapping, or is unexpected or
out of range for the specified datatype. Dependencies between datatype and precision
are described in the Tamino documentation.

Action

Correct the schema and repeat the request.

INOXRE8862

Invalid mapping specification: invalid or unexpected scale specification

Explanation

A scale was either specified for a non-SQL column mapping, or is unexpected or out
of range for the specified datatype. Dependencies between datatype, precision and
scale are described in the Tamino documentation.

Action

Correct the schema definition and repeat the request.

INOXRE8863

Invalid mapping specification: invalid or unexpected data type specification

Explanation

The specification of a data type is not allowed or does not conform to the list of
supported datatypes. Please refer to the Tamino documentation for a list of supported
data types.

Action

Correct the schema definition and repeat the request.

INOXRE8865

Invalid mapping specification: invalid or unexpected encoding specification

Explanation

The value for an encoding may only be specified for nodes mapped to an Adabas file
or mapped to an Adabas field that has an alphanumeric format. The encoding must
be a valid encoding string.

Action

Correct the schema and repeat the request.
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INOXRE8873

Server extensions: function not found

Explanation

There is no server extension function with the specified function name.

Action

Check the specified function name. Be aware that function names are case sensitive.

INOXRE8887

The request cannot be executed within a session context

Explanation

In a session context it is not possible to recreate indexes for ino:creationDate or
ino:lastModified.

Action

Recreate the indexes in a session-less request.

INOXRE8888

Adding a new node definition with the specified attributes is not supported

Explanation

Adding a new node definition with the specified attributes is not supported because
of already existing documents.

Action

Remove the affected documents and repeat the request.

INOXRE8889

Modifying an existing node definition with the specified attributes is not supported

Explanation

The requested parameter may not be changed after the schema definition.

Action

Undefine the schema and define the modified schema definition once again.

INOXRE8890

Internal error: unsupported request

Explanation

The internal data map was called for an unsupported request.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXRE8891

Internal error: Data Map function failed

Explanation

The internal data map encountered an unexpected situation.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXRE8892

Internal error: Data Map corrupted

Explanation

The internal data map found insufficient data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXRE8893

Internal error: conversion services failed

Explanation

An error occurred while the internal data map used conversion services.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOXRE8894

Internal error: invalid file specification

Explanation

An internal error occurred during access to an Infofile.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXRF8899

Index recreation could not be finished successfully for doctype DOCTYPE in
collection COLLECTION

Explanation

An error occurred while finishing the index recreation. The collection is currently not
usable.

Action

Restart the server and execute the _admin command to finish the index recreation.

INOXRI8838

Request to create the unique constraint CONSTRAINT for doctype DOCTYPE in
collection COLLECTION has failed and will be backed out

Explanation

A request to create a unique constraint was running during server shutdown. The
unique constraint is dropped during server start.

Action

Repeat the request to create the unique constraint.

INOXRW8801

Request to create indexes for doctype DOCTYPE in collection COLLECTION is
pending

Explanation

A request to create indexes was aborted with an error or was running during server
shutdown.

Action

Start the corresponding admin command to continue or reset the index creation.

INOXSE8903

Memory allocation failed

Explanation

There was not enough main memory available to perform the request.

Action

Possibly the machine is overloaded. Try again later.

INOXSE8905

The combination of index-shortname and the search-type and/or map-type is not
valid

Explanation

The node with the search-type and/or map-type cannot contain a definition of
index-shortname

Action

Check the map-type and the search-type.
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INOXSE8906

XML parser failure for schema definition

Explanation

The supplied schema definition is not well-formed XML.

Action

Correct the schema definition.

INOXSE8909

Internal error during schema processing

Explanation

An internal error has occurred.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXSE8910

Invalid element content in schema definition

Explanation

The schema definition contains elements with mixed content, or the ino:file-format
attribute has an illegal value.

Action

Correct the schema definition.

INOXSE8911

The specified mapping parameter(s) (adadsfnr, adadsdbid, adavoc...) can only be
specified in a node which has the mapping type AdaFile

Explanation

The specifications such as adadsfnr, adadsdbid, adavoc etc. cannot be used with a
mapping type other than AdaFile

Action

Remove the mapping parameters or change the mapping type to AdaFile.

INOXSE8913

Invalid structure of schema definition, hierarchy has to be collection - doctype node

Explanation

The structure of the schema definition is invalid. It should be defined with the
hierarchy collection - doctype - node(s).

Action

Check the schema definition and fix the affected nodes.

INOXSE8914

Internal error: buffer overflow

Explanation

An internal error has occurred.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXSE8915

The keywords index-shortname, adadsdbid, adadsfnr, adavocdbid and adavocfnr
are not supported in the current version

Explanation

These keywords are not supported in the current version.

Action

Remove these keywords from the schema definition.
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INOXSE8917

Internal error: doctype without root element

Explanation

An internal error has occurred.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXSE8918

Internal error: unknown object type

Explanation

An internal error has occurred.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXSE8920

Internal error: unknown mapping type

Explanation

An internal error has occurred.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXSE8921

ino:format or ino:length specified with SQL mapping

Explanation

ino:format and ino:length must not be specified with SQL mapping.

Action

Correct the schema definition.

INOXSE8922

Value has to be a number

Explanation

The given value could not be converted to a number.

Action

Correct the schema definition.

INOXSE8923

Specified number larger than allowed maximum

Explanation

The specified number was too large.

Action

Correct the schema definition.

INOXSE8924

Invalid doctype option specified

Explanation

An illegal value was specified for ino:options in the <ino:doctype> element.

Action

Correct the schema definition.

INOXSE8926

Collection name missing or invalid

Explanation

The name supplied in the ino:name attribute of the &lt;ino:collection&gt; element
was either illegal or missing.

Action

Check the schema document.
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INOXSE8927

Doctype name missing or invalid

Explanation

The name supplied in the ino:name attribute of the &lt;ino:doctype&gt; element was
either illegal or missing.

Action

Correct the schema definition.

INOXSE8929

The node name specified does not conform to the XML specification

Explanation

The name specified in the ino:name attribute of an <ino:node> element does not
conform to the XML specification.

Action

Correct the schema definition.

INOXSE8930

Doctype specified without any nodes

Explanation

Each doctype must have at least a root node.

Action

Correct the schema definition.

INOXSE8931

Node key missing

Explanation

The required ino:key attribute was missing for a <ino:node> element.

Action

Correct the schema definition.

INOXSE8932

Node object type missing

Explanation

The required ino:obj-type attribute was missing for a <ino:node> element.

Action

Correct the schema definition.

INOXSE8933

Node parent missing

Explanation

The required ino:parent attribute was missing for a <ino:node> element.

Action

Correct the schema definition.

INOXSE8934

Doctype contains multiple root nodes

Explanation

Each doctype must contain exactly one root node.

Action

Correct the schema definition.

INOXSE8935

Doctype contains no root nodes

Explanation

Each doctype must contain exactly one root node.

Action

Correct the schema definition.
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INOXSE8937

Invalid parent reference

Explanation

The ino:parent attribute of an <ino:node> element did not point to another node.

Action

Correct the schema definition.

INOXSE8938

Invalid node option specified

Explanation

An illegal value was specified for ino:options in an <ino:node> element.

Action

Correct the schema definition.

INOXSE8939

Adabas dbid value too large

Explanation

The value specified for an Adabas database ID was too large.

Action

Correct the schema definition.

INOXSE8940

Adabas fnr value too large

Explanation

The value specified for an Adabas file number was too large.

Action

Correct the schema definition.

INOXSE8941

Length value too large

Explanation

The length value specified for an Adabas field was too large.

Action

Correct the schema definition.

INOXSE8942

Internal error: invalid ID reference

Explanation

An internal error has occurred.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXSE8943

Internal error: bad query

Explanation

An internal error has occurred.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXSE8944

Object definition missing in the new schema definition

Explanation

One or more objects are missing in the schema definition although they are already
defined in the data map. The current version does not support object deletion.

Action

Complete the schema definition.
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INOXSE8945

Invalid type change

Explanation

Modification of type is not supported if type is CDATA.

Action

Fix the schema definition.

INOXSE8946

Shortname specified for ADAFile without adadsdbid/fnr

Explanation

Shortname specified for ADAFile without adadsdbid/fnr.

Action

Complete the schema definition.

INOXSE8947

Bad value for structure-index

Explanation

The specified value for structure-index of doctype is not supported.

Action

Fix the schema definition.

INOXSE8948

Attribute already declared

Explanation

An attribute is specified more than once.

Action

Fix the schema definition.

INOXSE8949

Different doctype and root element name

Explanation

The doctype and root element must have the same name.

Action

Fix the schema definition.

INOXSE8950

Too many indexes in schema

Explanation

The schema defines more than the maximum possible number of indexes.

Action

Adapt the schema definition. For example, you may use multipath indexes in order
to reduce the number of indexes being created.

INOXSE8951

Too many elements/attributes for "lite" mapping"

Explanation

The schema defines more than the maximum possible number of elements/attributes
for "lite" mapping".

Action

Correct the schema definition.

INOXSE8952

No more indexes available

Explanation

Attempted to create too many standard or text indexes in the schema definition.

Action

Remove standard or text indexes or use multi-path indexes where applicable.
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INOXSE8953

Invalid node search type specified

Explanation

An illegal value was specified for the ino:search-type attribute.

Action

Correct the schema definition.

INOXSE8954

Scale value too large

Explanation

An illegal value was specified for the ino:scale attribute.

Action

Correct the schema definition.

INOXSE8955

Attribute missing

Explanation

There is a required attribute missing.

Action

Fix a schema definition.

INOXSE8956

Required node attribute missing

Explanation

One of the required attributes for the <ino:node> element is missing.

Action

Correct the schema definition.

INOXSE8957

Required doctype attribute missing

Explanation

One of the required attributes for the <ino:doctype> element is missing.

Action

Correct the schema definition.

INOXSE8958

Required collection attribute missing

Explanation

One of the required attributes for the <ino:collection> element is missing.

Action

Correct the schema definition.

INOXSE8959

Unknown node attribute specified

Explanation

An illegal attribute was specified for an <ino:node> element.

Action

Correct the schema definition.

INOXSE8960

Unknown doctype attribute specified

Explanation

An illegal attribute was specified for the <ino:doctype> element.

Action

Correct the schema definition.
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INOXSE8961

Unknown collection attribute specified

Explanation

An illegal attribute was specified for the <ino:collection> element.

Action

Correct the schema definition.

INOXSE8962

Invalid or missing dbid parameter

Explanation

The explanation text in the< ino:messageline> element gives more information about
the cause of the error.

Action

Correct the schema definition.

INOXSE8963

Invalid format value

Explanation

An illegal value was supplied in the ino:format attribute.

Action

Correct the schema definition.

INOXSE8964

Invalid object type value

Explanation

An illegal value was specified for the ino:obj-type attribute.

Action

Correct the schema definition.

INOXSE8965

Invalid data type value

Explanation

An illegal value was specified for the ino:data-type attribute.

Action

Correct the schema definition.

INOXSE8966

Invalid multiplicity value

Explanation

An illegal value was specified for the ino:multiplicity attribute.

Action

Correct the schema definition.

INOXSE8967

Invalid mapping type value

Explanation

An illegal value was specified for the ino:map-type attribute.

Action

Correct the schema definition

INOXSE8968

Invalid shortname value

Explanation

An illegal value was specified for the ino:shortname attribute.

Action

Correct the schema definition.
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INOXSE8969

Unknown element name in schema definition

Explanation

Only <ino:collection>, <ino:doctype>, and <ino:node> are allowed as elements in a
schema definition.

Action

Correct the schema definition.

INOXSE8970

Duplicate key value in schema definition

Explanation

The ino:key values must be unique within a schema definition.

Action

Correct the schema definition.

INOXSE8971

Invalid primary key reference in schema definition

Explanation

Every column reference in a primary definition for SQL table mapping needs to be
declared as an SQL column mapping for one node in a subtree of the SQL table mapped
node.

Action

Correct the schema definition.

INOXSE8978

Bad value for compression

Explanation

The specified value for compression of the doctype is not supported.

Action

Fix the schema definition.

INOXSE8979

Collection is currently used by another user

Explanation

The request cannot be executed because at least one of the affected collections is
currently held by another user.

Action

Repeat the request.

INOXSE8980

Server extensions: external name and module name / function name are mutually
exclusive

Explanation

Do not specify both external name and module name/function name for a server
extension.

Action

Correct the schema definition.

INOXTE7400

Internal error

Explanation

A text retrieval internal error has occurred.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOXTE7401

Empty search term

Explanation

An empty-valued search term is specified.

Action

Please specify a non-empty search term in the query.

INOXTE7402

Empty search token(s)

Explanation

One or more empty search tokens are specified.

Action

Please specify non-empty search tokens in the query.

INOXTE7403

Empty search term in word function

Explanation

An empty-valued search term is specified in the word function.

Action

Please specify a non-empty search term in the word function.

INOXTE7404

Invalid search term

Explanation

An invalid search term is specified.

Action

Please specify a valid search term in the query.

INOXTE7405

Invalid search token

Explanation

One or more invalid search tokens are specified.

Action

Please specify valid search tokens in the query.

INOXTE7406

Invalid search term in word function

Explanation

An invalid search term is specified in the word function.

Action

Please specify a valid search term in the word function.

INOXTE7407

Maximum number of search tokens exceeded

Explanation

The derived search tokens from the search term or specified search tokens have
exceeded the maximum number allowed.

Action

Please correct your search term/tokens in the query.

INOXTE7408

Invalid wildcard usage

Explanation

Invalid wildcards are specified in the query.

Action

Please refer to Tamino documentation for more details.
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INOXTE7409

Word function nesting

Explanation

Nesting of word functions is not allowed.

Action

Please correct the query.

INOXTE7410

Invalid highlighting marker

Explanation

Highlighting marker does not conform to an NCName.

Action

Please correct the marker parameter for the highlighting function.

INOXTE7411

Fragmented document reference

Explanation

Highlighting of document fragments is not supported.

Action

Please correct the query for the highlighting function.

INOXTE7412

Invalid node addressing

Explanation

Invalid node addressing of the document has occurred during the highlighting process.

Action

Please correct the query for the highlighting function.

INOXTE7413

No valid document node

Explanation

No valid document node is found for highlighting.

Action

Please correct the query for the highlighting function.

INOXTE7415

Invalid distance for proximity function

Explanation

The distance for a proximity function must be a positive integer.

Action

Correct the distance and try again.

INOXTE7416

index nonXML tsd:onTextInsert shadow X-Tension function not defined

Explanation

A shadow X-Tension function for the insertion of a non-XML text document was
expected in the schema.

Action

Define a shadow X-Tension function tsd:onTextInsert in the schema.

INOXTE7417

index nonXML tsd:onBinaryInsert shadow X-Tension function not defined

Explanation

A shadow X-Tension function for the insertion of a non-XML binary object was
expected in the schema.

Action

Define a shadow X-Tension function tsd:onBinaryInsert in the schema.
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INOXTE7418

illegal phonrule definition

Explanation

The number of replace characters must not be higher than the number of characters
to be replaced.

Action

Correct the phonrule(s) in question.

INOXTE7419

illegal stemrule definition

Explanation

The number of replace characters must not be higher than the number of characters
to be replaced.

Action

Correct the stemrule(s) in question.

INOXXE8600

The group with name ino:admin may not contain any aclref elements

Explanation

The group with name ino:admin may not contain any aclref elements.

Action

Make sure that the group ino:admin contains no aclref elements and try again.

INOXXE8601

Not enough memory for the requested security operation

Explanation

Not enough memory for the requested security operation.

Action

Free up some memory resources and try executing the operation again.

INOXXE8602

This operation is not allowed for the special 2-Phase-Commit user

Explanation

This operation is not allowed for the special 2-Phase-Commit user.

Action

Make sure you specify a user with the needed privileges for this operation.

INOXXE8603

Namespace prefixes specified in ino:ace paths need to be defined

Explanation

Namespace prefixes specified in ino:ace paths need to be defined.

Action

Please specify a namespace definition for each namespace prefix and try again.

INOXXE8604

The aclref attribute may only reference existing documents

Explanation

The aclref attribute may only reference existing documents.

Action

Please check that only valid references to existing documents are specified in the aclref
attribute.
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INOXXE8610

Definitions for ino:userid, ino:groupname, and ino:aclname in the collection
ino:security need to be unique

Explanation

Definitions for ino:userid, ino:groupname, and ino:aclname in the collection
ino:security need to be unique.

Action

First delete the existing entry before loading the new one with the same name into
the database.

INOXXE8611

Invalid path specified in an ino:ace element

Explanation

Invalid path specified in an ino:ace element. The path must consist of names that are
valid for XML element or attribute names, separated by slashes.

Action

Please correct the path specified in the ino:ace element and try loading the security
definitions again.

INOXXE8699

Administration command is not available

Explanation

An administration command is not available.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9002

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9003

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9004

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9005

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOXYE9006

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9007

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9008

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9009

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9010

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9011

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9012

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9013

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOXYE9014

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9015

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9016

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9017

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9018

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9019

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9020

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9021

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOXYE9022

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9023

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9024

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9025

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9026

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9027

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9028

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9029

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOXYE9030

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9031

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9032

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9033

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9034

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9035

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9036

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9037

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOXYE9038

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9039

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9040

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9041

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9042

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9043

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9044

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9045

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOXYE9046

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9047

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9048

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9049

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9050

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9051

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9052

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9053

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOXYE9054

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9055

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9056

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9057

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9058

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9059

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9060

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9061

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOXYE9062

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9063

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9064

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9065

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9066

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9067

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9068

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9069

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOXYE9070

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9071

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9072

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9073

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9074

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9075

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9076

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9077

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOXYE9078

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9079

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9080

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9081

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9082

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9083

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9084

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9085

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOXYE9086

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9087

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9088

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9089

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9090

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9091

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9092

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9093

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOXYE9094

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9095

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9096

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9097

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9098

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9099

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9100

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9101

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOXYE9102

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9103

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9104

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9105

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9106

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9107

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9108

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9109

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOXYE9110

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9111

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9112

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9113

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9114

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9115

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9116

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9117

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOXYE9118

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9119

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9120

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9121

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9122

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9123

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9124

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9125

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOXYE9126

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9127

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9128

Doctype storage limit exceeded

Explanation

The storage limit for a single doctype was exceeded with regard to any of the following:
-total number of documents -total collected size of documents -total number of
occurrences of elements with reference index.

Action

Please contact your database adminstrator.

INOXYE9129

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9130

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9131

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9132

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9133

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOXYE9134

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9135

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9136

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9137

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9138

Bufferpool too small

Explanation

The buffer pool is to small to keep all data to be processed. In most cases this is caused
by large amount of lock data.

Action

Increase the value of database property "buffer pool size".

INOXYE9139

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9140

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9141

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOXYE9142

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9143

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9144

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9145

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9146

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9147

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9148

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9149

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOXYE9150

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9151

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9152

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9153

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9154

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9155

The requested document(s) could not be locked

Explanation

An _XQL request was issued with _LOCKWAIT=no and
_ISOLATION=shared/protected. At least one of the requested documents was locked
by another user, therefore the lock could not be granted immediately.

Action

Retry the query, or specify _LOCKWAIT=yes.

INOXYE9156

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9157

Locking conflict has occurred

Explanation

The concurrently active transactions have issued conflicting lock requests.

Action

No action required.
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INOXYE9158

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9159

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9160

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9161

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9162

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9163

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9164

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9165

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOXYE9166

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9167

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9168

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9169

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9170

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9171

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9172

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9173

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOXYE9174

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9175

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9176

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9177

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9178

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9179

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9180

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9181

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOXYE9182

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9183

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9184

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9185

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9186

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9187

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9188

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9189

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOXYE9190

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9191

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9192

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9193

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9194

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9195

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9196

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9197

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOXYE9198

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9199

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9200

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9201

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9202

Unique constraint violated

Explanation

Tamino detected either a duplicate ino:docname or a duplicate value for a unique
constraint.

Action

Either choose a unique ino:docname or modify the documents.

INOXYE9203

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9204

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9205

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOXYE9206

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9207

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9208

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9209

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9210

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9211

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9212

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9213

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOXYE9214

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9215

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9216

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9217

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9218

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9219

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9220

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9221

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOXYE9222

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9223

Failed to create an additional database container

Explanation

Tamino failed to create an additional database container. This might be caused for
example by a full disk or if the auto-expand option is set to "no".

Action

Analyze and remove the cause of the error. Typically, the job log of the database
session will provide more information. In the Tamino Manager, select the node "Job
Monitor" below "Tamino", and view the job of the database session in the category
"Running Jobs" or "Pending Alerts".

INOXYE9224

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9225

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9226

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9227

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9228

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOXYE9229

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9230

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9231

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9232

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9233

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9234

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9235

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9236

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOXYE9237

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9238

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9239

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9240

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9241

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9242

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9243

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9244

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOXYE9245

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9246

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9247

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9248

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9249

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9250

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9251

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9252

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOXYE9253

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9254

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9255

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9256

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9257

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9258

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9259

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9260

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOXYE9261

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9262

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9263

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9264

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9265

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9266

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9267

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9268

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOXYE9269

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9270

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9271

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9272

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9273

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9274

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9275

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9276

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOXYE9277

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9278

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9279

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9280

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9281

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9282

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9283

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9284

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.
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INOXYE9285

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9286

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9287

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9288

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9289

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9290

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9291

Transaction aborted because it has taken too long

Explanation

The duration of the transaction has exceeded the maximum transaction duration. This
can be caused by several circumstances: 1) The transaction could have done too much
work to complete in the given time frame. 2) The number of transactions running in
parallel has caused considerable delays in transaction execution. 3) The transaction
might have waited for a resource that was held by another transaction for a very long
time. In particular, this can happen if the number of XML work threads is too low. In
this case, the transactions waiting for a resource block the XML work threads, and no
XML work thread is available for the transaction holding the resource. 4) The
transaction had to wait for a free XML work thread for a long time

Action

The maximum transaction duration and the number of XML work threads can be
configured using the Tamino Manager.
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INOXYE9292

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9293

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9294

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9295

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9296

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9297

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9298

Internal database error has occurred

Explanation

An internal error occurred. This could result in incorrect data.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9484

Marked corrupt index for subsequent repair: collection name = COLL_NAME, node
= NODE_PATH

Explanation

A corrupt index has been found and has been marked for index repair. It will not be
used for query processing until it has been repaired.

Action

Repair indexes in the corresponding doctype using _admin=ino:RepairIndex() - then
retry the operation and recreate the index if necessary.
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INOXYE9485

Failed to prepare index marked as corrupt for subsequent repair index: collection
name = COLL_NAME, node = NODE_PATH, reason = REASON

Explanation

An error occurred when attempting to prepare a corrupt index for a subsequent index
repair.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9486

Failed to mark index as corrupt due to a pending recreate index operation: collection
name = COLL_NAME, node = NODE_PATH

Explanation

A corrupt index cannot be marked as corrupt while a recreate index operation or
schema update is pending.

Action

Repair the indexes in the corresponding doctype using _admin=ino:RepairIndex() then retry the operation and recreate the index if necessary.

INOXYE9487

Failed to mark index as corrupt due to recreate index operation in progress: collection
name = COLL_NAME, node = NODE_PATH

Explanation

A corrupt index cannot be marked while a recreate index operation or schema update
is in progress.

Action

Wait until recreate index operation or schema update on the corresponding doctype
is finished, then retry the operation or recreate the index.

INOXYE9488

Error during index or constraint access

Explanation

An index or constraint is corrupted and must be recreated.

Action

Recreate all indexes and constraints of the doctype via ino:RecreateIndex admin
command.

INOXYE9489

Error during index or constraint access

Explanation

An index or constraint is corrupted.

Action

Please contact your software supplier.

INOXYE9490

Error during index or constraint access

Explanation

An index or constraint is corrupted and must be recreated.

Action

Recreate the indexes and constraints via the ino:RecreateIndex admin command or
update define.
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INOXYE9491

Transaction aborted due to non-activity timeout

Explanation

The transaction has been aborted because there was no activity for a long time.

Action

The time period for non-activity timeout can be configured using the Tamino Manager
(Property "non-activity timeout").

INOXYE9492

Transaction aborted due to administrator action

Explanation

The database administrator has cancelled this transaction.

Action

No action required.

INOXYE9493

Transaction aborted because journal space was too small

Explanation

The journal space could not accommodate all the information that was necessary to
back out the update command.

Action

Enlarge the journal space.

INOXYE9494

Request terminated because it tried to modify a replication database

Explanation

The request was sent to a replication database. User requests are not allowed to modify
a replication database; only the replication process can do this.

Action

Send your request to the master of this replication database.

INOXYE9495

Request terminated because the replication database is currently not up-to-date

Explanation

The database is set to replication type with 'Simultaneous Query', but the currently
replicated log space of the server does not contain additional locking information.
Therefore the database cannot process queries while it replicates updates of this log
space. Simultaneous query will be enabled, however, when the log space of the current
session of the master is replicated.

Action

Wait until the log space of a session is replicated that permits simultaneous queries.
Alternatively, send your request to the master of this replication database.

INOXYE9496

Transaction aborted due to deadlock

Explanation

The lock requests of concurrent transactions have caused a deadlock.

Action

No action required.
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INOXYE9497

Transaction terminated because of ongoing replication process

Explanation

There is a replication process in progress that does not allow simultaneous queries.
Because the replication process always has top priority on a replication database, any
user transactions that had been active were terminated.

Action

Wait until the replication process has finished or starts another session that allows
simultaneous queries.
Alternatively send your request to the master of this replication database.

INOXYE9498

Request terminated due to database shutdown

Explanation

The request has been terminated because the database is being shut down.

Action

No action required.

INOXYE9499

Transaction aborted due to non-activity timeout or administration intervention

Explanation

The transaction has been aborted because there was no activity for a long time or
because it was stopped by the database administrator.

Action

The time period for non-activity timeout can be configured using the Tamino Manager
(Property "non-activity timeout").

INOXYW9483

Found indexes marked as corrupt which cannot be dropped - subsequent index
repair with "continue" option required: collection name = COLL_NAME, doctype
= DOCTYPE_NAME

Explanation

A Tamino doctype contains indexes which must not be dropped, e.g. because they
are used to implement a unique constraint.

Action

Issue _admin=inoRepairIndex() with the "continue" option for the same doctype in
order to fix the corrupt indexes.
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1003

System property {0} is invalid: {1}. To correct the property, go to the TN Properties
page of the WmTN package in the Integration Server Administrator, or edit the
''packagesWmTNconfigproperties.cnf'' file.

Explanation

The system property provided for Trading Networks is invalid.

Action

Correct the property in the Configure Properties page in My webMethods, or edit the
‘IntegrationServer_directory\packages\WmTN\config\properties.cnf'' file.

1008

"{0}" is required.

Explanation

Required input value is missing.

Action

Provide value for required input fields and try again.

1027

You have attempted to use a feature that is restricted by your license. To be able to
use all product features, please contact webMethods or your webMethods OEM
solution provider to upgrade to an unrestricted version of Trading Networks.

Explanation

User not allowed to create doctypes, attempt failed.

Action

To be able to use all product features, please contact Software AG Global Support to
upgrade to an unrestricted version of Trading Networks.

1035

User Status value(s) {0} already exist.
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1046

Error registering TN''s XML content handler.

Explanation

Error while registering content handler for "text/xml".

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

1119

Encountered error while creating TN document

1157

New verify certificate set not added.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, if a verify certificate set is not added to a partner,
this error shows up.

Action

Add the very certificate set to the partner and try again.

1158

New verify certificate set not updated.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, if the new verify certificate set for a partner is not
updated, this error shows up.

Action

Ensure that the new verify certifcicate set for a partner is updated and try again.

1160W

Asset already exists in Trading Networks

Explanation

The asset selected for import already exists in Trading Networks.

Action

To overwrite the existing asset with the one in the imported file, select the "force"
option during the import process.

1161E

An error occurred while retrieving package names.

Explanation

My webMethods encountered an error while displaying the names of Integration
Server packages.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception and try to
perform the action again.

1162W

All processing rules were imported successfully. Processing rules that existed before
the import were removed.

Explanation

All the processing rules present in the import file were added to the Trading Networks
database. All processing rules that existed before the import process were removed
from the database. This happens when the Replace Rule List option is selected during
the import of Trading Networks data.
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1166

Unable to delete doc type. There are some activity logs associated with this doc
type. Either delete the associated activity logs or run this service again with
"deleteLogs=true" to have them deleted automatically.

Explanation

Unable to delete doc type because there are some activity logs associated with this
doc type.

Action

Either delete the associated activity logs or run this service again with
"deleteLogs=true" to have them deleted automatically.

1170

Unable to import processing rule {0}. Document type(s) used in the processing rule
is not defined.

1171

inserted

1172

updated

1173

deleted

1174

Inserted.

1175

Updated.

1176

Deleted.

1177

Invalid status provided. Provide the proper status.

1178

Manage Export Import

1179

The {0} you are trying to save has been modified by another user. To ensure that
you are using the latest version, cancel your changes and reopen the {1}. Modify
the latest version and save your changes
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1203E

Error retrieving certificates for keystore alias {0} and key alias {1}. Check the keystore
configuration in Integration Server.

Explanation

The keystore was modified or deleted in Integration Server, which caused the keystore
mapping in Trading Networks to break.

Action

Check the keystore configuration in Integration Server. If the keystore does not exist
in Integration Server, create the keystore. If the keystore mapping in Trading Networks
is incorrect, select the correct keystore alias and key name for the certificate.

1204E

Error retrieving keystore aliases.

Explanation

Trading Networks could not retrieve the keystore from Integration Server.

Action

Check the keystore configuration in Integration Server. If the keystore does not exist
in Integration Server, ask the Integration Server administrator to create the keystore.

1205E

Error retrieving key aliases for the keystore alias {0}.

Explanation

Trading Networks could not retrieve the keystore from Integration Server.

Action

Check the keystore configuration in Integration Server. If the keystore does not exist
in Integration Server, ask the Integration Server administrator to create the keystore.

19000

Invalid facet provided to API - {0}.

19001E

Error occurred while initializing Trading Networks charts during initialization of
Trading Networks.

Explanation

Trading Networks charts could not be initialized due to an error faced during startup.

Action

Restart Trading Networks.

19002E

Error occurred while initializing Trading Networks dashboarding store during
initialization of Trading Networks.

Explanation

Trading Networks dashboarding store could not be initialized due to an error faced
during startup.

Action

Restart Trading Networks.

19003

Hour value {0} is not in range.
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19004

Dashboarding API inputs not valid.

19005E

Error occurred during Analytics API call.

Explanation

An error occurred during Analytics API call.

Action

Check the Trading Networks logs for the cause of the failure and if required, contact
your system administrator.

19006E

afterDays parameter cannot be null.

Explanation

afterDays parameter cannot be null.

Action

Supply a value for afterDays parameter.

19007E

afterDays parameter should be a positive integer.

Explanation

afterDays parameter provided is not a positive integer.

Action

Supply a valid value for afterDays parameter. The value must be a positive integer.

19008

batchSize parameter should be a positive integer.

19010

API error

19011

Transaction data {0} written to dashboarding table

2017

Could not delete field definition

2020E

Error occurred while publishing event messages to ERF.

Explanation

An error occurred while publishing event messages to NERV.

Action

Check the Trading Networks logs for the cause of the failure and if required, contact
your system administrator.

2021

Successfully published event message of type {0} to ERF.
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2023

Error redefining type {0} ({1})

Explanation

Error while updating the document type.

Action

The exception is in the full message. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

2061

Error initializing type cache.

Explanation

There may have been an SQLException that prevented the initialization of the
document type cache.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

2069

Error while defining type {0} ({1}).

Explanation

The error encountered while defining the document type may be due to an
SQLException or to a missing mandatory field.

Action

Look at the associated error message or stack trace in the logs and take appropriate
action.

2103

MODIFY AND RESUBMIT

2105

Invalid input. Provide a value from the configured list of User Status values.

2120

Error initializing attribute cache.

Explanation

An SQLException may have prevented the attribute cache from being initialized.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

2174

Unable to import init.xml due to exception message: {0}. Manually import init.xml
as described in the Installation Guide.

Explanation

An exception occurred while importing init.xml, as described in the message.

Action

Manually import init.xml as described in the Installation Guide.

2200...0

Error encountered while reading USER status from the database. Exception message:
{0}.

Explanation

Encountered SQLException while reading user status from database.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.
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2262

Processing of invitation failed. {0}

2263

User not created for the partner.

2264

Updating the partner status to Invited has failed.

2265

Error occurred while changing the status of the invitations.

2266

Error occurred while changing the status of the following invitation: {0}.

2267

Error occurred while changing the status of the following archival service: {0}.

2268

Error occurred while changing the status of the archival services.

2269

Error occurred while changing the status of the invitations.The status should be
either {0} or {1}.

2270

Error occurred while changing the status of the archival services.The status should
be either {0} or {1}.

2271

Error occurred while changing the status of the queues.The status should be either
{0}, {1}, {2}, or {3}.

2272

Error occurred while changing the status of the following invitation: {0}.Check the
invite and provide all the necessary details.

2303

Exception encountered while getting TN assets dependency.

Explanation

In the webMethods Trading Networks Export Import feature using MWS, when
webMethods Trading Networks fails to get the dependency of the asset type during
export, this exception is thrown.

Action

You need to select the dependent asset and perform the export again.
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2304

Exception encountered while exporting TN assets.The exception message is : {0}.

Explanation

In the webMethods Trading Networks Export Import feature using MWS, when
webMethods Trading Networks fails to get the asset data during export, this exception
is thrown.

Action

Contact your system administrator.

2305

Exception encountered while importing TN assets.The exception message is : {0}.

Explanation

In the webMethods Trading Networks Import feature using MWS, when webMethods
Trading Networks fails to import data, this exception is thrown.

Action

Contact your system administrator.

2306

The import data file name is null or empty.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, when you try to import data and the import data
file name is null or empty, this error is thrown.

Action

Import the data again after adding the import data file.

2307

The import data file {0} does not exist.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, when you try to import a data file but the file
does not exist, this error is thrown.

Action

Ensure that the file is available and try again.

2308

The import file does not contain valid data.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, when you try to import a file and it does not
contain valid data according to the type format, this error is thrown.

Action

Add a file that contains valid data according to the type format and try to import it
again.

24001E

Error occurred for the following Document ID while writing to
TRANSACTIONSUMMARYDATA table:{0}.

Explanation

Writing to TransactionSummaryData table might fail due to many reasons. One reason
is when the Trading Networks database is down.

Action

Check the Integration Server logs for the cause of the failure and if required, contact
your system administrator.
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24002

Volume value summary data for the following Document ID was successfully
written to CUSTOMATTRIBUTEVOLUMEVALUE table: {0}.

24003

Error occurred for the following Document ID while writing to
CUSTOMATTRIBUTEVOLUMEVALUE table:{0}.

24004

Success and failed transactions summary data for the following Document ID was
successfully written to TRANSACTIONSUCCESSFAILEDDATA and
SUCCESSFAILEDCHARTDOCIDMAP tables: {0}.

24005

Error occurred for the following Document ID while writing to
TRANSACTIONSUCCESSFAILEDDATA and
SUCCESSFAILEDCHARTDOCIDMAP tables:{0}.

24006

Success and failed transactions summary data for the following Document ID was
successfully updated in TRANSACTIONSUCCESSFAILEDDATA and
SUCCESSFAILEDCHARTDOCIDMAP tables: {0}.

24007

Error occurred for the following Document ID while updating
TRANSACTIONSUCCESSFAILEDDATA and
SUCCESSFAILEDCHARTDOCIDMAP tables:{0}.

24008

Late FA summary data for the following Document ID was successfully written to
TRANSACTIONLATEFADATA table: {0}.

24009

Error occurred for the following Document ID while writing to
TRANSACTIONLATEFADATA table:{0}.

24010

The following custom class required to filter run-time events of type Document
Attribute Added based on event's attribute name was not found in classpath: {0}

24011

The following error occurred while trying to filter run-time events of type Document
Attribute Added: {0}
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24500

Exception {0} occured during execution of event processor {1}

25002W

Error occurred while subscribing to {0} run-time event. The dashboards may not
display any data.

Explanation

Event processor did not subscribe to the run-time event type due to one of the
following reasons:- Trading Networks NERV custom bundle was not copied to the
NERV config bundles location.- Universal Messaging server was not up and running.

Action

Ensure the following:- If you are using Trading Networks NERV custom bundle,
ensure to copy the bundle to the NERV config bundles location. Refer to 9.7
webMethods Trading Networks Administrators guide for details.- If you are using
Universal Messaging, ensure the server is up and running.

25003W

Error occurred while unsubscribing from {0} run-time event.

Explanation

Event processor did not unsubscribe from the run-time event type due to one of the
following reasons:- Event processor did not subscribe to the run-time event type
successfully.- Universal Messaging server was down after the processor subscribed
to the run-time event type.

Action

Ensure the following:- If the event processor subscribed to the run-time event type
successfully.- If you are using Universal Messaging, ensure the server is up and
running at all times.

25500

The following error occurred while suspending or unsuspending document delivery
for a partner: {2}. The PartnerId is {0}, and the Id of the schedule is {1}.

25501

Error occurred while adding a delivery suspension schedule.

25502

Error occurred while updating a delivery suspension schedule.

25503

Error occurred while viewing a delivery suspension schedule.

25504

Error occurred while deleting a delivery suspension schedule.

25505

Error occurred while activating a delivery suspension schedule.
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25506

Error occurred while deactivating a delivery suspension schedule.

25507

Error occurred while changing the Suspension Status of a delivery suspension
schedule.

25508

Error occurred while checking the validity of a delivery suspension schedule.

25509

Error occurred while checking or unchecking the Suspend Delivery checkbox.

25510

An exception occurred while switching a deliverySuspendData validity to {0}.

25511

An exception occurred while selecting invalid status deliverySuspendData.

25512

An exception occurred while selecting invalid status deliverySuspendData.

26000

Error occurred while adding a delivery suspension schedule to Integration Server.

26001

Error occurred while updating a delivery suspension schedule on Integration Server.

26002

Error occurred while viewing a delivery suspension schedule on Integration Server.

26003

Error occurred while cancelling a delivery suspension schedule on Integration
Server.

26004

Error occurred on Integration Server while changing the status of a delivery
suspension schedule to inactive.

26005

Error occurred on Integration Server while changing the status of a delivery
suspension schedule to active.
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26006

Successfully added the following delivery suspension schedule to Integration
Server: {0}

26007

Successfully updated the following delivery suspension schedule on Integration
Server: {0}

26008

Successfully fetched the following delivery suspension schedule from Integration
Server: {0}

26009

Successfully cancelled the following delivery suspension schedule on Integration
Server: {0}

26010

Successfully suspended the following delivery suspension schedule on Integration
Server: {0}

26011

Successfully resumed the following delivery suspension schedule on Integration
Server: {0}

26012

Error occurred on Integration Server while checking for the existence of a delivery
suspension schedule.

26013

Error occurred while parsing the date and time of a delivery suspension schedule.

26014

Error invoking remote service - {0} for alias - {1}.

26015

Error invoking local service - {0}.

26016

Error occured retriving VFS list from ActiveTransfer aliases

26017

ActiveTransfer service is not executable, please check alias - {0} is accessible or not.
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26018

Large Document Delivery to remote ActiveTransfer not supported

26019

View Transaction Settings

26020

Edit Transaction Settings

26021

Unable to connect to ActiveTransfer. Contact your System Administrator

3011

(username={0})already exists.No new account created.Mapping done.

Explanation

While creating a partner account, Trading Networks found an existing user with the
same name. No new account was created. Mapping was completed..

Action

Provide a unique name and try again.

3012

Encountered error while enabling the {0} package.

Explanation

This error shows up when trying to enable the WmTN package.

Action

Contact your system administrator.

3013

Encountered error while disabling the {0} package.

Explanation

This error shows up while trying to disable the WmTN package.

Action

Contact your system administrator.

3017

An error occurred while trying to insert document (doc id = {0}, sender id = {1}) into
the database.

Explanation

Exception occurred during inserting the documentinto the database, possibly due to
a database or usage error.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

3023

No such documents: {0}.

3024

Could not instantiate documents {0}.
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3025E

Error occurred while reinitializing Trading Networks JDBC connection pool in
Integration Server.

Explanation

Trading Networks reinitializes the JDBC connection pool when a connection error
occurs. This reinitialization disconnects all connections to the Trading Networks
database. An error occurred during the reinitialization.

Action

Use the Integration Server Administrator JDBC Pools page to reinitialize the Trading
Networks JDBC connection pool.

3027

Exception in finding database specific Class: {0}

3028

TPA with id {0} is locked

3068

Error while persisting queue. For details check the full stack trace.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while registering a queue, if there is anyu error
in scheduling the queue, this error is thrown.

Action

Check the full stack trace or contact your system administrator.

3069

Error occurred while changing the status of the following queue: {0}.

3070

Error occurred while changing the status of the queues.

3100

Exception occured while clearing TNASSET_READTIMEKEEPER table.

3243

Cannot process message that is not javax.mail.internet.MimeMessage or
javax.mail.internet.MimeBodyPart. Current message is: {0}

Explanation

Cannot parse the message as it is not a javax.mail.internet.MimeMessage or
javax.mail.internet.MimeBodyPart.

Action

Check the error message and take action as appropriate.

4000

Successfully saved the {1} delivery suspension schedule to Trading Networks
database. The Id of the schedule is {0}.
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4001

Successfully updated the {1} delivery suspension schedule on Trading Networks
database. The Id of the schedule is {0}.

4002

Successfully fetched the following delivery suspension schedule from Trading
Networks database: {0}

4003

Successfully deleted the following delivery suspension schedule from Trading
Networks database: {0}

4004

Successfully changed the status of the following delivery suspension schedule to
{1} on Trading Networks database: {0}

4005

Successfully changed the suspension status of the following delivery suspension
schedule to {1} on Trading Networks database: {0}

4006

Successfully fetched the delivery suspension schedule with PartnerId {0} from
Trading Networks database.

4007

A delivery suspension schedule with the following name already exists in Trading
Networks database: {0}

4008

Error occured while executing Stored Procedures

4024

Invalid Receiver ID

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while setting the BizDoc envelope attribute, if the
receiver ID is not a valid partner ID, this error is thrown.

Action

Enter a valid partner ID (for a receiver ID) and try again.

4168

Exception encountered while listing all the processing rules.

Explanation

Encountered an exception while getting the list of rules from the cache. Either the
cache is not updated with data, or there is some exception in the database.

Action

The details of the exception is in the full message. Take appropriate action to resolve
the problem described in the exception message.
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4169

Access denied, as the User "{0}" does not have the privilege to {1} {2}.

Explanation

You do not have the required permission to take this action on the processing rule.

Action

Request that the Integration Server administrator assign the required permission.

4170

Error while recognizing the document.

Explanation

Error encountered while recognizing the document. The document may be corrupted.

Action

Check if the document is a valid XML document and not a corrupt document.

4177

{0} contacts deleted with ContactID {1}.

Explanation

Encountered data inconsistency issue while contact deletion. Expected exactly one
matching contact.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

4178

{0} addresses deleted with AddressID {1}.

Explanation

Encountered data inconsistency issue while address deletion. Expected exactly one
matching address.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

4179

{0} connections deleted with ID {1}.

Explanation

Encountered data inconsistency issue while destination deletion. Expected exactly
one matching destination.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

4209

Error encountered while getting the host ID

Explanation

The Trading Networks profile cache might be corrupted.

Action

The details of the exception are in the full message. Take appropriate action to resolve
the problem described in the exception message.

4210

Error encountered while getting all the Processing Rule matches for the document.

Explanation

Encountered exception while retrieving rules from cache. The cache might not be
updated.

Action

The details of the exception are in the full message. Take appropriate action to resolve
the problem described in the exception message. Reload the WmTNWeb package.
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4211

Error encountered while getting all the Delivery Services.

Explanation

Encountered exception while retrieving delivery services from the database.

Action

The details of the exception are in the full message. Take appropriate action to resolve
the problem described in the exception message.

4212

Error encountered while getting RuleName with the name - {0}.

Explanation

The rule may have been deleted by someone in a different session.

Action

Refresh the rule cache by executing the search again.

4213

Error encountered while getting Last Change ID.

Explanation

This may be due to an exception while fetching the Last Change ID from the database.

Action

The details of the exception are in the full message. Take appropriate action to resolve
the problem described in the exception message.

4214

Error encountered while getting Processing Rule with ID - {0}.

Explanation

The rule may have been deleted by someone in a different session.

Action

Refresh the rule cache by running the search again.

4215

Error encountered while changing the ordinality of the Processing Rule.

Explanation

Changing the ordering of the processing rules in another session might have caused
an error while validating or updating the ordinal numbering in the database.

Action

Refresh the rule cache by executing the search again.

4216

Error encountered while deleting the processing rules.

Explanation

The rule might have been deleted by someone in a different session.

Action

Refresh the rule cache by executing the search again.

4217

Error encountered while updating the processing rule with Rule Name - {0}.

Explanation

The rule might have been deleted by someone in a different session.

Action

Refresh the rule cache by executing the search again.
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4218

Error encountered while creating the processing rule with Rule Name - {0}.

Explanation

Error encountered while inserting the rule into the database.

Action

The details of the exception are in the full message. Take appropriate action to resolve
the problem described in the exception message.

4219

Error encountered while querying the processing rules.

Explanation

The query would have failed while picking the rules. Check the database actions.

Action

The details of the exception are in the full message. Take appropriate action to resolve
the problem described in the exception message.

4220

Access denied, as the User "{0}" does not have the permission to {1} processing rule.

Explanation

You do not have the permission to do the necessary action on the processing rule.

Action

Request that the Integration Server administrator assign the required permission.

4221

Access denied, as the User "{0}" does not have the permission to {1} processing rule
- "{2}".

Explanation

You do not have the permission to do the necessary action on the processing rule.

Action

Request that the Integration Server administrator assign the required permission.

4228

Exception while changing the processing rule status.

Explanation

The rule might have been deleted by someone in a different session.

Action

Refresh the rule cache by executing the search again.

4237

Error encountered while getting the profiles associated with Profile Group.

Explanation

There might be a database error while retrieving the profile groups.

Action

The details of the exception are in the full message. Take appropriate action to resolve
the problem described in the exception message.

4238

Access denied, as the User "{0}" does not have the permission to {1} processing rule
- "{2}".

Explanation

You do not have the permission to do the necessary action on the processing rule.

Action

Request that the Integration Server administrator assign the required permission.
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4241E

Processing rule "{0}" change status failed. Processing rule update collision detected.
This rule has been modified by another user. Refresh your rule list and retry this
operation.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while changing the status of a processing rule, if
it is modified by another user, this error is thrown.

Action

Refresh your rule list and try again.

4247E

Exception encountered while moving the processing rule. Invalid Ordinal given
in Select Location.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while moving the processing rule, if an invalid
ordinal location is specified, this error is thrown.

Action

Specify a valid ordinal location and try again.

4258E

Error encountered while creating the processing rule with Rule Name - "{0}". Rule
name already exists. Change the name and save again.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while creating a processing rule, if the rule name
already exists, this error is thrown.

Action

Ensure to give a unique processing rule name and try again.

4274E

Error encountered while querying for the delivery queues.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, if any error occurs while retrieving registered
queues, this error is thrown.

Action

Contact your system administrator.

4305E

The following sender(s) and receiver(s) configured in the processing rule do not
exist in the system. Sender(s):"{0}" Receiver(s):"{1}"

Explanation

An error occurred while trying to create or update a processing rule with senders and
receivers that do not exist in Trading Networks.

Action

Ensure the senders and receivers are valid.

4306E

The following sender(s) configured in the processing rule do not exist in the system:
"{0}"

Explanation

An error occurred while trying to create or update a processing rule with senders that
do not exist in Trading Networks.

Action

Ensure the senders are valid.
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4307E

The following receiver(s) configured in the processing rule do not exist in the
system: "{0}"

Explanation

An error occurred while trying to create or update a processing rule with receivers
that do not exist in Trading Networks.

Action

Ensure the receivers are valid.

4415

IS DocType signature (ISDocType ={0}) is invalid. Provide a valid IS DocType
signature.

Explanation

Exception encountered while loading the corresponding IS docType.

Action

Check whether the namespace of the corresponding IS docType is correct.

4416

Cannot add extended field definition. Extended field with name "{0}" already exists.

Explanation

Extended field with same name already exists.

Action

Supply different name for extended field.

4417

Cannot update extended field definition. Extended field with name "{0}" already
exists.

Explanation

Extended field with same name already exists.

Action

Supply a different name for the extended field.

4422

A problem was encountered deleting the field defintion.

4423

Created New Permission "{0}" for role "{1}".

4424

Deleted Permission "{0}" for role "{1}".

4429E

Importing a profile for {0} (id={1}), which is marked as "My Enterprise", but it has
different ID than the existing My Enterprise profile for this Trading Network.
Cannot change the identity of the My Enterprise profile.

Explanation

You are attempting to import a partner profile marked as "My Enterprise." However,
the target Trading Networks server already contains a My Enterprise profile, with a
different ID. The existing My Enterprise cannot be overwritten because the IDs are
different.

Action

Import the partner data without selecting the "My Enterprise" profile.
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4430E

Importing a profile for {0} (id={1}), which is marked as "My Enterprise". A "My
Enterprise" profile already exists for this Trading Network. If you want to update
it, use the Force option.

Explanation

You are attempting to import a partner profile marked as "My Enterprise" without
using the "Force import" option; however, the target Trading Networks server already
contains a My Enterprise profile.

Action

Import the partner data using the "Force import" option.

4431E

Error encountered while adding DLS artifacts with name {0}. The permissions for
role {1} is null or empty.

Explanation

You are attempting to import or add a DLS dataset, but the dataset does not contain
any permissions.

Action

If you are adding a DLS dataset, specify the required permissions for the dataset. If
you are importing a DLS dataset, make sure that the data is correct.

4432

Error encountered while adding DLS artifacts with name {0}. The role name is null
or empty.

Explanation

You are attempting to import or add a DLS dataset, but the dataset does not contain
any roles.

Action

If you are adding a DLS dataset, specify the required roles for the dataset. If you are
importing a DLS dataset, make sure that the data is correct.

4433E

Error encountered while adding DLS artifacts with name {0}. The partner with name
{1} is referenced in DLS data, but this partner does not exist on your Trading
Networks system.

Explanation

You are attempting to import or add a DLS dataset, but the partner specified in the
dataset is not present in the Trading Networks database.

Action

If this happens while importing a DLS dataset, make sure that the dependent partner
profile is also imported along with the DLS dataset.

4434E

Error encountered while adding DLS artifacts with name {0}. The document type
with name {1} is referenced in DLS data, but this document type does not exist on
your Trading Networks system.

Explanation

You are attempting to import or add a DLS dataset, but the document type specified
in the dataset is not present in the Trading Networks database.

Action

If this happens while importing a DLS dataset, make sure that the dependent document
type is also imported along with the DLS dataset.
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4435E

Error encountered while adding DLS artifacts with name {0}. The processing rule
with name {1} is referenced in DLS data, but this processing rule does not exist on
your Trading Networks system.

Explanation

You are attempting to import or add a DLS dataset, but the processing rule specified
in the dataset is not present in the Trading Networks database.

Action

If this happens while importing a DLS dataset, make sure that the dependent
processing rule is also imported along with the DLS dataset.

4436W

A deleted profile with the same internal id already exists. Unable to recreate a
deleted profile.

Explanation

You are attempting to import a partner. However, the target Trading Networks server
already contains a deleted partner with the same ID.

Action

Import the partner using the "Force import" option.

4461

Profile has errors.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while adding a profile information, if the profile
has any error, this error message is displayed.

Action

Contact your system administrator.

4464

Attempt to import extended field "{0}" associated with the fieldgroup "{1}" failed.
The extended field "{0}" associated with the fieldgroup "{1}" is not defined on your
Trading Networks system.

Explanation

This error occured because the extended field associated with the fieldgroup is not
defined on your Trading Networks system.

Action

Define the extended field associated with the fieldgroup on your Trading Networks
system and try again.

4467

Administering Partner Onboarding

4468

The invitation with id "{0}" does not exist.

4469

Error occurred while changing the status of the partners.
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4470

Error occurred while changing the status of the following partner: {0}.

4471

Partner Delivery Suspended

4472

Partner Delivery Unsuspended

4473

Error encountered deleting contact (contactID={0}).

4474

Error encountered deleting address (addressID={0}).

4500

A database error occurred while deleting a Binary Type.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, at the time of deleting a binary type, if there is a
database error, then this error shows up.

Action

Contact your system administrator.

5030

Exception encountered while adding a new TPA.

Explanation

Encountered an exception while writing the TPA to the database. There might be an
SQL Exception while writing to the database or some of the constraints were missed
out.

Action

The details of the exception are in the full message. Take appropriate action to resolve
the problem described in the exception message.

5031

Exception encountered while updating the TPA.

Explanation

Encountered an exception while writing the TPA to the database. There might be an
SQL Exception while writing to the database or some of the constraints were missed
out.

Action

The details of the exception are in the full message. Take appropriate action to resolve
the problem described in the exception message.

5032

Exception encountered while fetching the TPA.

Explanation

Encountered an exception while fetching the TPA from the database. There might be
an SQL Exception while retrieving the TPA from the database or there are TPA caching
errors.

Action

The details of the exception are in the full message. Take appropriate action to resolve
the problem described in the exception message.
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5033

Exception encountered while deleting the TPA.

Explanation

Encountered an exception while deleting the TPA from the database. This may be
bacause of SQL Exception during writing to database or may be due to removing the
TPA from Cache.

Action

The details of the exception are in the full message. Take appropriate action to resolve
the problem described in the exception message.

5034

No initial value created for tpaData.

Explanation

The tpaData parameter was not created. A wrong service output might have caused
the issue.

Action

Check if the initService defined in the TPA is correct and generates the correct output.
The output of the TPA initService must generate an IData for the "tpaData" parameter.

5036E

An exception occurred while retrieving TPA names.

Explanation

My webMethods encountered an error while displaying the TPA names.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception and try to
perform the action again.

5037E

An exception occurred while executing the validation service.

Explanation

My webMethods encountered an error while validating TPA data on the Trading
Partner Agreement Details page.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception and try to
perform the action again.

5038

No output data was returned by the validation service.

Explanation

The validation service does not conform to the format of the TPA validation service
output record "wm.tn.rec:TPAValidateServiceOutput."

Action

Correct the service to pass the output in the format described by the output record
"wm.tn.rec:TPAValidateServiceOutput."

5042

Queue

5043

TPA updated on {0} at {1}
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5096

Document delivered via ActiveTransfer. VFS Path: {0} ActiveTransfer Transaction
ID: {1}

6006

Export file location not specified

Explanation

Trading Networks is not able to find the export directory location.

Action

Specify the export directory location in the tn.deployer.export.dir TN property

6011

Asset deletion failed - roll back to previous state failed.

Explanation

Trading Networks is not able to delete the asset, because of which rollback to the
previous state has failed.

Action

Contact your system administrator.

6013

The binary file is either corrupt or not as expected.

Explanation

The binary file provided for deployment is not valid.

Action

Provide a valid binary file.

6014

The artifact ID is not available in the corresponding artifact properties file.

Explanation

Trading Networks needs the artifact ID for installing the artifacts for deployment.
This is missing from the artifact properties file.

Action

Provide the artifact ID in the artifact properties file or recreate the artifact ID.

6015

checkpointId is required.

Explanation

Trading Networks needs the checkpoint ID as input for the execution of the checkpoint
service. This is missing.

Action

Add the checkpointId in the checkpoint service.

6016

Delete Archive Schedule failed during rollback.

Explanation

Trading Networks may need to delete the archive schedule during deployment roll
back. This deletion of archive schedule has failed during rollback.

Action

Contact your system administrator.
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6017

Delete Private Queue for Partner failed during rollback.

Explanation

Trading Networks may need to delete the private queue for Partner during deployment
roll back. This deletion of private queue has failed during rollback.

Action

Contact your system administrator.

6018

Delete Public Queue failed during rollback.

Explanation

Trading Networks may need to delete the public queue during deployment roll back.
The deletion of public has failed during rollback.

Action

Contact your system administrator.

6024

The ProductNamespace "{0}" is not specific to Trading Networks.The expected
ProductNamespace is "TN".

Explanation

During deployment, a ProductNamespace, which needs to be passed to the service,
is required. The expected ProductNamespace specific to Trading Networks that needs
to be passed to the service is "TN".

Action

Specify the ProductNamespace as TN.

6025

The runtime type is not specific to Trading Networks.

Explanation

The Ping service requires type as input. The value of "type" for Trading Networks is
TN.

Action

Specify type as TN.

6026

deploymentId is required.

Explanation

The deleteDeliveredArtifacts and activateArtifacts services need the deploymentId.
This is not specified.

Action

Specify the deploymentId as the service input.

6030

assetIdentifier(s) is required.

Explanation

The Trading Networks assets that are to be deleted has not been provided.

Action

Provide the Trading Networks assets.

6032

Asset deletion has failed.

Explanation

If the deletion of a Trading Networks asset has failed, this message is displayed.

Action

Based on the additional details in the message, you need to fix the issue and try to
delete the Trading Networks asset again.
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6034

Trading Networks is not able to retrieve the asset references for the asset: "{0}" of
asset type: "{1}". "{2}"

Explanation

Trading Networks is not able to retrieve the asset references for the specified asset
due to an unexpected error.

Action

Try to delete the asset again. If it still does not go through, contact your system
administrator.

6056

Access denied. User "{0}" does not have the permission to {1} {2}, for Sender "{3}"
and Receiver "{4}".

Explanation

User does not have the permission required to perform the necessary action on the
TPA.

Action

Ask the B2B Administrator to assign the user the required permission.

6057

Access denied. User "{0}" does not have the permission to view {1}.

Explanation

User does not have the permission required to view the TPA.

Action

Request the B2B Administrator to assign user the required permission.

7010

{0} is not a valid Trading Networks version. Rerun this program by specifying the
supported version of your old Trading Networks.

Explanation

The Trading Networks version selected for migration is not valid.

Action

Rerun this program by specifying the correct version number.

7011

Source Server version is not provided. Rerun this program by specifying the source
server version of Trading Networks.

Explanation

The Trading Networks version selected for migration is not provided.

Action

Rerun the migration utility by specifying the version number.

7019

The property file {0} does not exist.

Explanation

The properties.cnf file does not exist.

Action

Add the properties.cnf file to the "IntegrationServer > packages > WmTN > config"
location.
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7020E

Document Type with name "{0}" already exists. Change the name and save again.

Explanation

Document type with the same name already exists.

Action

Change the document type name and save again.

7021E

Error while changing the status of the doctype.

Explanation

Document type status update operation failed.

Action

See the stack trace and take appropriate action.

7022E

Error while changing the status of the doctype {0}.

Explanation

Document type status update operation failed.

Action

See the stack trace and take appropriate action.

7023

List of doctypes for changing status can not be empty.

Explanation

List of doctypes is a mandatory field.

Action

Configure a list of doctypes while changing the status.

7031

The Trading Networks configuration file was successfully migrated.

7033

The Trading Networks data was successfully migrated.

7034

Started migrating onboarding templates data.

7035

Successfully completed migrating onboarding templates data.

7036

Migrating onboarding templates data failed.

7037

Started migrating onboarding idtype.

7038

Successfully completed migrating onboarding idtype.
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7039

Migrating onboarding idtype failed.

7040

Migrating Trading Networks dashboard data.

7041

Trading Networks dashboard data

7042

Trading Networks dashboard data was successfully migrated.

7043

Migrating summary data from runtime tables.

7044

Successfully migrated Trading Networks dashboard data.

7045

Failed to migrate Trading Networks dashboard data.

7046

Migrate Trading Networks dashboard data? (Note: This will take longer if runtime
data size is big. This operation involves purging of existing data in the dashboard
tables, followed by populating data in the dashboard tables from runtime tables.)

7047

Migration selected for Trading Networks dashboard data.

7048

Migration not selected for Trading Networks dashboard data.

7059

Exception while fetching codes list for document type "{0}" and UUID "{1}" .

7060

Invalid document type passed while fetching codes list for document type "{0}" and
UUID "{1}" .

8001E

new String[]{"Cannot process message that is not javax.mail.internet.MimeMessage
or javax.mail.internet.MimeBodyPart. Current message is: {0} ","","0"}

Explanation

Message cannot be parsed because it is neither a MimeMessage, nor a MimeBodyPart.

Action

Check the message type before invoking the service.
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8013E

Error encountered while downloading sample csv file. Please see error log for more
details, contact your Administrator.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, in Parner Onboarding, while downloading a
sample csv file for uploading a partner, if any error is encountered, this message
appears.

Action

Contact your system administrator.

8050

A template field with this name already exists: {0}.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while creating a new template field, if the name
is not unique, this error shows up.

Action

Ensure to have a unique template field name and try again.

8052

An exception occurred while inserting template field (ID = "{0}", Name = "{1}").

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while adding a template field, if an exception
occurs while adding a new template field, this error is thrown.

Action

See the exception stack trace to find out the reason for this error.

8053

An exception occurred while updating template field (ID = "{0}", Name = "{1}").

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while updating a template field, if an exception
occurs while updating the template field, this error occurs.

Action

Check the exception stack trace to find out the reason for the error.

8054

An exception occurred while inserting template group (ID = "{0}", Name = "{1}").

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while inserting a template field group, if an
exception occurs while updating the template field, this error occurs.

Action

Check the exception stack trace to find out the reason for the error.

8055

A group with this name already exists: {0}.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while adding a group to a questionnaire template,
if the name already exists, this error shows up.

Action

Ensure to use a unique group name and try again.
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8056

An exception occurred while fetching template fields for group(ID = "{0}", Name =
"{1}").

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while fetching template fields for a group, if an
exception occurs, this error shows up.

Action

Check the exception stack trace to find out the reason for the error.

8057

A template with this name already exists: {0}.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while adding a questionnaire template, if the
name already exists, this error shows up.

Action

Ensure to use a unique questionnaire template name and try again.

8059

The invitation has expired. Contact your administrator.

8060

The invitation is disabled now. Contact your administrator.

8061

An exception occurred while querying templates.

8062

changed as following:

8146

VFS Path

8146...0

Sending the new email invitation failed.

9000

Invalid facet provided to API - {0}

9001

Access denied, as the User "{0}" doesnot have the permission to {1} {2}.

Explanation

The corresponding user does not have permissions to perform the associated actions.

Action

Contact a B2B Administrator for granting the corresponding permissions.

9001...0

Please supply the required value.
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9002

Error encountered while fetching search results, page {0} requested is not found
for queryId={1}. Contact your administrator to optimize the configuration of the
TNQueryResults cache.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while getting the query results, if the page request
for a query ID is null, this error is thrown.

Action

Contact your administrator to optimize the configuration of the TNQueryResults
cache.

9002...0

Please restore the original version of this service.

9003

Access denied, as the User "{0}" doesnot have the privilege to {1} {2}.

Explanation

The corresponding user does not have permissions to perform the associated action.

Action

Contact a B2B Administrator for granting the corresponding permissions.

9003...0

Could not configure Ehcache. Either the SoftwareAG-IS-TN.xml file is missing
from the config folder or it is an invalid XML file.

9004

Access denied, as the User "{0}" doesnot have the privilege to view {1}.

Explanation

The corresponding user does not have permissions to view the corresponding Trading
Networks asset.

Action

Contact a B2B Administrator for granting the corresponding permissions.

9004...0

Trading Networks Server startup failed. Error initializing Ehcache manager {0}.
Contact your administrator to restore the SoftwareAG-IS-TN.xml file.

9005

Recipient info is not available for the recipientCert

9006E

Primary and secondary certificates already exist for this owner, partner, and usage
combination.

Explanation

A maximum of two certificates can be uploaded per unique combination of owner,
partner, and usage.

Action

Delete the primary or secondary certificate before uploading an additional certificate.
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9007

Error occurred while initializing Ehcache cache manager and accessing cache from
it. Error message : {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while initializing the Ehcache cache manager and accessing cache
from it.

Action

Contact your system administrator.

9008

Failed to initialize cache manager for Ehcache. The SoftwareAG_IS_TN.xml file is
missing, replaced, or invalid.

Explanation

webMethods Trading Networks failed to initialize the cache manager for Ehcache.
The SoftwareAG_IS_TN.xml file is missing, replaced, or invalid.

Action

Add a valid SoftwareAG_IS_TN.xml file in the configurations folder.

9009E

Error occurred while initializing Trading Networks because the following caches
are not configured: {0}

Explanation

An error occurred while initializing Trading Networks because one or more caches
are not configured.

Action

Check the cache manager SoftwareAG.IS.TN, configure the missing caches, and restart
Integration Server.

9010

API error

9012E

Certificate with certificate ID {0} is already the primary certificate.

Explanation

The wm.tn.security:setPrimaryCertificate service was called incorrectly using the
certificate ID of a primary certificate.

Action

Specify the certificate ID of the secondary certificate as input to
wm.tn.security:setPrimaryCertificate service.

9015

Database error in getting prepared statement or Set proper dequeue strategy map
entry

9016

Error encountered in wm.tn.security:setPrimaryCertificate.

TNS.0000.1010E

Error while running archive operation: {0}.

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an exception while archiving documents.

Action

See the exception in the full message. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.
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TNS.0000.1013

{0} could not be completed because another {1} operation was under way or
Archive_WorkTable has contents that were not cleaned up. If there is no
archive/deletion service running, cleanup the table to complete the operation.

Explanation

Trading Networks cannot complete the archive or delete operation either because
another archive or delete operation is in progress or because the Archive_WorkTable
has contents that need to be cleaned up.

Action

If no other archive or delete operation is in progress, clean up the Archive_WorkTable
contents and restart the incomplete archive or delete operation.

TNS.0000.2004E

Cannot save a {0} without a {1}.

Explanation

Trading Networks cannot save the specified profile component because a required
field is missing.

Action

Enter the value for the required field.

TNS.0000.2005E

Error logging database event.

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an exception while writing an activity log entry to
the database.

Action

See the exception written to the server log. Take appropriate action to resolve the
problem described in the exception.

TNS.0000.2006E

Error encountered while deleting {0}. {1} rows changed in the database.

Explanation

Instead of deleting exactly one row from a table in the database, Trading Networks
deleted the specified number of rows.

Action

See the exception written to the server log. Take appropriate action to resolve the
problem described in the exception.

TNS.0000.2008E

Table not recognized: {0}.

Explanation

Trading Networks found a profile field in the database that refers to a nonexistent
table.

Action

Ensure that your query is for an existing profile field.

TNS.0000.2009E

Error while inserting document {0}.

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an exception while writing a document to the database.

Action

See the exception in the full message. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.
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TNS.0000.2011E

Error while querying documents: {0}. Original SQL: {1}.

Explanation

Encountered an SQLException while performing a document query.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0000.2012E

Inserting field definition failed.

Explanation

Attempted to add a profile field definition, but the database was unchanged.

Action

Contact webMethods Customer Care.

TNS.0000.2016E

An attempt was made to access the SQL statement {0}, which was not defined in
the configuration file.

Explanation

Attempted to execute an SQL statement that is not available in the file of externalized
SQL statements (dbops.sql).

Action

If you have modified the dbops.sql file, restore the file to its prior state.

TNS.0000.2026E

An attempt was made to save an extended field with an unsupported data type.
Name={0}, Data type={1}.

Explanation

Attempted to save an extended field for a partner, but the field's value is not a
supported data type.

Action

Supply a value that is one of the supported data types for an extended field.

TNS.0000.2027D

Could not update type {0} for attribute {1}.

Explanation

Attempted to save a document attribute, but the attribute did not reference a valid
document type.

Action

If you are explicitly calling services to save an attribute, ensure that the attribute refers
to a valid document type.

TNS.0000.2029E

The database has no version information. Either it has not been initialized, or it
has been changed to an invalid state by an external process.

Explanation

The TNModelVersion table is missing. Data from this table was accidentally deleted,
the table was dropped, or the database is corrupt.

Action

Restore this table from the most recent backup. If the database is corrupt, work with
your DBA to determine the cause. In this case, you will need to restore the entire
database to the most recent backup.
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TNS.0000.2031S

No model version information was available from the database.

Explanation

The TNModelVersion table is missing. Data from this table was accidentally deleted,
the table was dropped, or the database is corrupt.

Action

Restore this table from the most recent backup. If the database is corrupt, work with
your DBA to determine the cause. In this case, you will need to restore the entire
database to the most recent backup.

TNS.0000.2036E

Unsupported encoding {0} declared in the TN config file (tn.store.encoding).

Explanation

The tn.store.encoding property was set to an invalid value.

Action

Set the tn.store.encoding property to a valid value.

TNS.0000.2037S

The model version specified (tnmv:) seems to be missing from the dbops.sql file
in your WmTN package. Check the file and try again.

Explanation

The dbops.sql file must begin with "-- tnmv: x.x", where "x.x" is the current
TNModelVersion number. This line has been removed or altered.

Action

Restore the dbops.sql file to the correct state.

TNS.0000.2039S

There was an error while reading the dbops.sql file in your WmTN package. The
original error message was: {0}.

Explanation

Encountered an exception while reading the dbops.sql file. See the exception message
for details.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0000.2040E

Error encountered while updating {0}. {1} rows changed in the database.

Explanation

Instead of updating exactly one row in a table in the database, Trading Networks
updated the specified number of rows.

Action

Contact webMethods Customer Care.

TNS.0000.2041W

Error while redefining attribute {0} ({1}).

Explanation

Encountered an SQLException while updating a document attribute.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.
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TNS.0000.2042E

Error encountered while updating {0}. {1} rows changed in the database for {2}.

Explanation

Instead of updating exactly one row in a table in the database, Trading Networks
updated the specified number of rows.

Action

Contact webMethods Customer Care.

TNS.0000.2047E

No extended fields were deleted for group {0} (partnerID={1}).

Explanation

Expected to delete exactly one row in the PartnerProfileField table in the database.
Instead, Trading Networks did not delete any rows.

Action

There seems to be an error while deleting. Find out why the row did not get deleted.

TNS.0000.2051E

Unable to insert binary object (partnerID={0}).

Explanation

An INSERT statement was unsuccessful in adding a row to the database.

Action

The exception is in the full message. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0000.2064S

There was an error interpreting the model version specifier (tnmv:) in the dbops.sql
file in your WmTN package. The original error message was: {0}.

Explanation

The dbops.sql table must begin with "-- tnmv: x.x", where "x.x" is the current TN
Model Version number. This line has been altered.

Action

Restore this line to its correct state.

TNS.0000.2066E

The main connection to the data store has not been initialized. Check the Trading
Networks JDBC connection pool.

Explanation

There is no connection to the Trading Networks database.

Action

Use the Integration Server Administrator JDBC Pools page to test the connection to
the Trading Networks database. You may need to adjust the connection pool settings
or verify that the database is functioning normally.

TNS.0000.2067E

Extended field (fieldID={0}) not deleted (partnerID={1}).

Explanation

A DELETE statement was unsuccessful in removing a row from the database.

Action

Check the database connection or see the logs for more detailed stack trace information
and take appropriate action.
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TNS.0000.2079E

More than one extended field (fieldID={0}) removed in a single delete operation
(partnerID={1}).

Explanation

Instead of deleting exactly one extended field in the database, Trading Networks
deleted the specified number of fields.

Action

Check which other extended fields could have been deleted along with the intended
one, then recreate the appropriate extended fields and redo the mapping.

TNS.0000.2085E

Cannot change a {0} without a {1}.

Explanation

Attempting to update a profile component, but a required field is missing.

Action

Supply a value for the missing field.

TNS.0000.2089E

Trading Networks could not retrieve data from your database. Go to the JDBC
Pools page in the Integration Server Administrator and make sure your database
URL, user name, and password are set correctly. Also make sure you created the
Trading Networks database tables as described in the webMethods Installation
Guide.

Explanation

The TNModelVersion table is missing from the Trading Networks database. The
reason can be one of the following: 1) The Trading Networks database tables have
not yet been created. 2) Data from TNModelVersion table was accidentally deleted.
3) The TNModelVersion table was dropped. 4) Your database is corrupt.

Action

Check your database. If the Trading Networks tables have not been created, create
them. If the TNModelVersion table is missing or not valid, recreate it. If your database
is corrupt, work with your database administrator to determine the cause. You might
need to restore your entire database from the most recent backup.

TNS.0000.2096E

Document {0} from this sender was not successfully stored in the data store. The
original exception message was: {1}.

Explanation

Encountered an exception while writing a document to the database.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0000.2104E

An attempt was made to access the SQL statement {0} before SQL statements were
read from the disk.

Explanation

An SQL statement was used before the SQL statement cache was initialized.

Action

If your package uses Trading Networks facilities, be sure to declare a dependency on
the WmTN package in your package's manifest.v3 file.
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TNS.0000.2110E

Error decoding type {0}.

Explanation

Encountered an IOException while decoding binary data from the database into a
BizDocType object.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0000.2112E

Document type not saved. A document type with the name [{0}] already exists.
Cannot have two document types with the same name but different IDs.

Explanation

You cannot have two document types with the same name.

Action

Change the name of the document type and save it again.

TNS.0000.2114E

The system could not load the JDBC driver {0} for connection to the data store.
Check the CLASSPATH setting and try again.

Explanation

The driver specified for the Trading Networks functional alias on the JDBC Pools
Configuration page of the Integration Server could not be found.

Action

Make sure the driver is in your classpath.

TNS.0000.2119E

Unknown or deleted attribute {0}.

Explanation

The wm.tn.doc:setAttribute service was supplied an invalid attribute ID or name.

Action

Supply a valid attribute ID or name.

TNS.0000.2127E

Error encountered while updating Contact. {0} rows changed in database for {1} {2}.

Explanation

Instead of updating exactly one row in the Contact table in the database, Trading
Networks updated the specified number of rows.

Action

Check the affected details and verify whether the data can be recreated.

TNS.0000.2131E

Could not find doc {0}; no document type {1}.

Explanation

Could not create a bizdoc from binary data in the database. The TN document type
it references does not exist.

Action

The document type corresponding to the bizdoc may have been deleted, or the
associated data may be corrupted. Contact Customer Care.
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TNS.0000.2132E

Could not archive documents.

Explanation

Encountered an SQLException while archiving documents.

Action

The exception was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take
appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0000.2133E

Could not delete archived documents.

Explanation

Encountered an SQLException while deleting archived documents.

Action

The exception was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take
appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0000.2134E

Could not delete documents.

Explanation

Encountered an SQLException while deleting documents.

Action

The exception was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take
appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0000.2135E

Could not queue documents.

Explanation

Encountered an SQLException while queuing a document for polling.

Action

The exception was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take
appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0000.2136E

Could not poll documents.

Explanation

Encountered an SQLException while polling for documents.

Action

The exception was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take
appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0000.2137E

Could not accept document.

Explanation

Encountered an SQLException while accepting a polled document.

Action

The exception was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take
appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0000.2138E

Could not query the event table.

Explanation

Encountered an SQLException while querying activity log entries.

Action

The exception was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take
appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.
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TNS.0000.2139E

Could not delete the events.

Explanation

Encountered an SQLException while deleting activity log entries.

Action

The exception was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take
appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0000.2140E

Could not instantiate document {0}.

Explanation

Encountered an SQLException while retrieving a document.

Action

The exception was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take
appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0000.2141E

Could not check uniqueness {0}.

Explanation

Encountered an SQLException while querying the database to determine if a document
is unique.

Action

The exception was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take
appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0000.2142E

Could not get the user status.

Explanation

Encountered an SQLException while retrieving the user status of a document.

Action

The exception was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take
appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0000.2143E

Could not insert the new document.

Explanation

Encountered an SQLException while saving a new document.

Action

The exception was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take
appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0000.2144E

Could not change status for {0}.

Explanation

Encountered an SQLException while changing the status of a document.

Action

The exception was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take
appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0000.2145E

One of (fromdoc,todoc) must be persisted.

Explanation

Attempted to relate two documents, but neither of them has been saved to the database.

Action

Save one or both of the documents to be related.
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TNS.0000.2146E

Could not relate {0} and {1}.

Explanation

Encountered an SQLException while relating two documents.

Action

The exception was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take
appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0000.2147E

Could not get rels: doc={0}, gr={1}.

Explanation

Encountered an SQLException while retrieving related documents.

Action

The exception was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take
appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0000.2148E

The following exceptions occurred:

Explanation

The following exceptions were encountered while retrieving the full set of TN
document types.

Action

See each of the following exceptions for details. Take appropriate action to resolve
the problem described in each exception.

TNS.0000.2149E

Database error while fetching all types: {0}.

Explanation

Encountered an SQLException while retrieving the full set of TN document types.

Action

The exception was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take
appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0000.2150E

Database error while adding type {0}: {1}.

Explanation

Encountered an SQLException while saving a new TN document type.

Action

The exception was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take
appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0000.2151E

Encoding error while putting type {0}: {1}.

Explanation

Encountered an IOException while saving a new TN document type.

Action

The exception was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take
appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0000.2152E

Database error while updating type {0}: {1}.

Explanation

Encountered an SQLException while updating a TN document type.

Action

The exception was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take
appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.
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TNS.0000.2153E

Encoding error while updating type {0}: {1}.

Explanation

Encountered an IOException while saving a new TN document type.

Action

The exception was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take
appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0000.2154E

Cannot aggregate STRING attributes.

Explanation

Attempted to execute an aggregation operation (SUM, AVG, MIN, MAX) on a String
attribute.

Action

Do not specify the aggregation operation.

TNS.0000.2160E

Could not queue document for delivery (id={0}).

Explanation

Encountered an SQLException while changing the status of a document to "QUEUED".

Action

The exception was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take
appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0000.2162E

Trading Networks database pool is not configured. Please configure a database
pool for functional alias "TN" and restart the WmTN package.

Explanation

Data required to configure a connection to the database is missing or invalid.

Action

Use the Integration Server Administrator JDBC Pools page to recreate this data.

TNS.0000.2164E

Error while logging an activity entry to the audit sub system. The exception message
is : {0}.

Explanation

Encountered an exception while publishing an activity log entry.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0000.2165E

Error while reading the database configuration. The exception message is : {0}.

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an exception while reading the database configuration
data.

Action

The exception was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take
appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception. You might need
to use the JDBC Pools page in the Integration Server Administrator to recreate this
data.
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TNS.0000.2168E

Trading Networks database pool is not configured properly. Make sure that a valid
database pool is assigned for functional alias "TN" and restart the WmTN package.

Explanation

Data required to configure a connection to the database is missing or invalid.

Action

Use the Integration Server Administrator JDBC Pools page to recreate this data.

TNS.0000.2169E

Unable to locate the database configuration information. File {0} does not exist.

Explanation

A file required to configure a connection to the database is missing.

Action

Use the Integration Server Administrator JDBC Pools page to recreate this data.

TNS.0000.2170E

Trading Networks database pool is not configured properly. Make sure that a valid
database pool is assigned to functional alias "TN" and try again.

Explanation

Data required to configure a connection to the database is missing or invalid.

Action

Use the Integration Server Administrator JDBC Pools page to recreate this data.

TNS.0000.2175E

The database connection pool associated with TN should allow at least 2
connections. Your TN pool is currently configured with a maximum of {0}
connections. Aborting TN startup. Please increase your TN database pool maximum
and restart the server.

Explanation

Trading Networks requires at least two connections for its pool. Trading Networks
will not initialize with fewer than two connections.

Action

Use the Integration Server Administrator JDBC Pools page to increase the number of
connections allowed for the Trading Networks database pool. Then restart your server.

TNS.0000.2180U

Database error while deleting document type {0}: {1}.

Explanation

Encountered an SQLException while deleting a document type.

Action

The exception was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take
appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0000.2181E

A BizDocType with this name already exists: {0}.

Explanation

You cannot have two document types with the same name.

Action

Save the document type with a different name.
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TNS.0000.2184E

The profile field definition "{0}" already exists with a different ID. The field
definition was not imported.

Explanation

This error can occur when importing extended profile fields. The most likely cause
is that the field was already manually created on the target server.

Action

If you do not intend to import extended field values, this error can be ignored. If you
do intend to import extended field values, and no partner yet has a value for this field
on your target server, you can change the ID of the field definition to match the one
on the source server. Carefully update the ProfileFieldID key in the ProfileField table
of the database into which you are importing.

TNS.0000.2185E

An IDType with a key of "{0}" already exists with a different ID description. The
IDType "{1}" was not imported. You will need to directly edit the IDType table in
your database to correct this problem.

Explanation

The error can occur when importing extended ID types. The most likely cause is that
the IDType was already manually created on the target server.

Action

Change the Type column of the IDType table on the target database to match that of
the source database.

TNS.0000.2186

Could not update comments for document {0}.

Explanation

Encountered SQLException while updating comments for document.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0000.2199

Error encountered while reading routing status from the database. Exception
message: {0}.

Explanation

Encountered SQLException while reading routing status from database.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0000.2212

A scheduled archival service with this name already exists.

Explanation

A scheduled archival service with the same name already exists.

Action

Change the name of the scheduled archival service and save again.

TNS.0000.2215

Unable to save scheduled archive service "{0}".

Explanation

Error encountered while updating the archive service.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.
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TNS.0000.2221

Interval is not a valid integer.

Explanation

Interval set in the schedule is wrong; it must be a valid integer.

Action

Correct the interval field in the schedule and save the schedule again.

TNS.0000.2222

Interval must be greater than zero.

Explanation

Interval set in the schedule is wrong; it must be greater than zero.

Action

Correct the interval field in the schedule and save the schedule again.

TNS.0000.2223

The scheduled {0} is invalid. Format must be YYYY/MM/DD.

Explanation

Schedule date must be of format YYYY/MM/DD.

Action

Change the schedule according to the format and save it again.

TNS.0000.2224

The scheduled {0} is invalid. Format must be hh:mm:ss.

Explanation

Schedule time must be of format hh:mm:ss.

Action

Change the schedule according to the format and save it again.

TNS.0000.2231

The scheduled delivery date/time is in the past.

Explanation

Schedule delivery date/time set must not be in the past.

Action

Change the delivery schedule with the date/time in the future.

TNS.0000.2232

If an end time is supplied, an end date must also be supplied.

Explanation

End date has to be supplied along with end time.

Action

Set the end date along with the end time, and save the schedule.

TNS.0000.2233

End date/time is in the past.

Explanation

End date/time must not be set in the past.

Action

End date/time should always be later than the start date/time. Correct the end date/time
and save the schedule again.

TNS.0000.2234

End date/time is before start date/time.

Explanation

End date/time must not be before the start date/time.

Action

End date/time should always be later than the start date/time. Correct the end date/time
and save the schedule again.
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TNS.0000.2235

Could not construct a valid timestamp from this schedule. Dates must be in
YYYY/MM/DD format and times must be in hh:mm:ss format.

Explanation

Delivery schedule created with an incorrectly formatted date.

Action

Correct the date format and save the delivery schedule.

TNS.0000.2236

Delivery schedule dates must be in the format "YYYY/MM/DD" and times must be
in the format "hh:mm:ss".

Explanation

Delivery schedule created with an incorrectly formatted date.

Action

Correct the date format and save the delivery schedule.

TNS.0000.2244

Unable to remove scheduled archival service "{0}".

Explanation

Encountered exception while deleting archival service from database.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0000.2246

Unable to update scheduled archival service "{0}".

Explanation

Encountered exception while updating archival service to database.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0000.2301

An exception occurred while listing the document attributes.

Explanation

Encountered exception while getting document attributes from cache or database.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0000.3001E

Persistence Service Failed.

Explanation

Encountered an exception while saving the document to the database.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0000.3002E

An error occurred while trying to insert this document into the database. The
original error message was: {0}.

Explanation

Encountered an exception while saving the document to the database.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.
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TNS.0000.3007E

Non-unique ID(s) detected.

Explanation

This incoming document already exists in the database. This is a duplicate document,
based on the unique document criteria.

Action

Notify the document sender that the document sent is a duplicate.

TNS.0000.3008W

This document is not unique. It matched {0} existing documents in the database.

Explanation

This incoming document already exists in the database. This is a duplicate document,
based on the unique document criteria.

Action

Notify the document sender that the document sent is a duplicate.

TNS.0000.3015E

Could not get the document bytes.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while adding the document content to the BizDocEnvelope.
The document might be corrupt.

Action

Trading Networks wrote the exception to the server log. See the server log for details.
Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0000.3016E

No such document: {0}.

Explanation

The wm.tn.doc:view service was passed an invalid internal document ID.

Action

Supply a valid internal document ID to the wm.tn.doc:view service.

TNS.0000.3018E

Invalid duplicate checking service.

Explanation

Custom duplicate check was selected, but either a duplicate check service was not
specified or the specified duplicate check service was invalid.

Action

Using My webMethods Server, update the TN document type and/or the processing
rule and specify a valid duplicate checking service.

TNS.0000.3019E

The BizDocType refers to a non-existent duplicate checking service: {0}. It may have
been renamed, disabled, or deleted.

Explanation

Custom duplicate check was selected, but no duplicate check service was specified
or the specified duplicate check service was invalid. This error could also occur when
the specified duplicate check service has been renamed, disabled, or deleted.

Action

Using My webMethods Server, update the TN document type and/or the processing
rule and specify a valid duplicate checking service.
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TNS.0000.3020E

Duplicate document detected.

Explanation

You received a document that failed a custom duplicate document check. The custom
duplicate checking service flagged the document as a duplicate.

Action

You can ignore this message, or you can notify the sender of the document that you
have received a duplicate.

TNS.0001.1001E

Content Part {0} does not exist in document {1}.

Explanation

The document does not contain the requested content part.

Action

Request a different content part, or request this content part from a different document.

TNS.0001.1002E

Content for Part {0} of document {1} does not exist in TSpace.

Explanation

This is a large document and the requested content part was not found in the
temporary storage.

Action

Request a different content part, or request this content part from a different document.

TNS.0001.1003E

Error retrieving content of content part {0} of document {1}. The exception message
is : {2}. The stack trace is : {3}

Explanation

An exception was thrown while retrieving the document content.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception message.

TNS.0001.1004E

Unable to find a document type for the given document type name, {0}.

Explanation

Could not find the document type specified for deleting.

Action

Provide a valid TN document type name to the wm.tn.doc:deleteDocuments service.

TNS.0001.1006E

Attempted to update system attributes for the document, but no rows were changed
in the database.

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an error while attempting to update the system
attributes of the document.

Action

Retrieve this document from the database and examine it to determine why the error
occurred.

TNS.0001.1017

System Attribute update failed.

Explanation

Encountered an exception while updating the system attribute.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.
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TNS.0001.1018E

Error when adding large content part named {0} to this document

Explanation

Encountered an exception while adding a large content part to the document.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0001.1019E

The actual exception is {0}.

Explanation

Encountered an exception while adding a large content part to a document.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0001.1020E

User{0} is not an administrator and attempted to retrieve a document (docID={1})
that does not belong to him.

Explanation

Users without administrative rights can only retrieve documents that they have either
sent or received.

Action

None.

TNS.0001.1021E

You do not have the authority to retrieve this document. Only administrators may
access documents that they did not send or receive.

Explanation

Users without administrative rights can only retrieve documents that they have either
sent or received.

Action

Request a user with administrative rights to access the document.

TNS.0001.2035E

Recognize: unable to get XML DTD for comparison: {0} {1} {2} {3}

Explanation

The DTD statement in the document may be incorrect.

Action

Check the document that is being processed to ensure that it is structured correctly.
If it is not, notify the responsible party about this document.

TNS.0001.2036E

BizDocTypeReg: ERROR invoking recognize for {0}

Explanation

See the exception message for details.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0001.2040E

{0}: No envelope queries specified

Explanation

The TN document type has no envelope queries defined.

Action

Use My webMethods to edit the TN document type and define envelope queries.
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TNS.0001.2041E

Error filling BizDocTypeStore cache

Explanation

Encountered an error while reading the TN document types from the database and
caching them in memory.

Action

Use the Integration Server Administrator JDBC Pools page to check that the Integration
Server can connect to the database.

TNS.0001.2042E

Doctype info not initialized

Explanation

The BizDocType Registry was not initialized.

Action

Try reloading the WmTN package.

TNS.0001.2043E

Unknown type name: {0}

Explanation

The wm.tn.doctype:view service was passed an invalid TN document type name.

Action

Pass a valid TN document type name to the service.

TNS.0001.2044E

Unknown type id: {0}

Explanation

The wm.tn.doctype:view service was passed an invalid TN document type ID.

Action

Pass a valid TN document type ID to this service.

TNS.0001.2045E

Operation not supported for RecordDocType

Explanation

You cannot create an instance of the RecordDocType.

Action

Creating an instance of the RecordDocType is not allowed.

TNS.0001.2054E

IOException encoding pipeline

Explanation

Encountered an exception while binary-encoding the data for an unknown document
type. See the nested exception for details.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0001.2056E

Query or Transform Failed

Explanation

Encountered an exception while extracting a document attribute and converting its
value.

Action

Verify that the attribute extraction query in the TN document type is valid.
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TNS.0001.2057E

Transform Failed

Explanation

An error occurred while converting the attribute value.

Action

Use My webMethods to verify that the attribute details about the TN document type
are correct. If they are, gather details about the error and contact Software AG Global
Support.

TNS.0001.2058E

Error generating query expression

Explanation

Encountered an exception while generating an XML query to extract a document
attribute.

Action

Correct the attribute extraction query on the TN document type.

TNS.0001.2059E

No such BizDocType: {0}

Explanation

The wm.tn.doc:createReply service was passed an invalid replyTypeId.

Action

Pass a valid replyTypeId to the service.

TNS.0001.2060E

Doctype info not initialized. BizDocType registry has not been created.

Explanation

The BizDocType Registry was not initialized.

Action

Try reloading the WmTN package.

TNS.0001.2061E

An error occurred when constructing the XML Document object

Explanation

A document object could not be constructed from the XML. See the nested exception
for details.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the nested exception.

TNS.0001.2062E

Recognition failed.

Explanation

Unable to recognize document. See the next message for details.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the next message.

TNS.0001.2063E

There is not enough space on TSpace storage system to store the content of this
large document

Explanation

The HDD partition used for temporary storage of large documents is full.

Action

Either change the value of the tn.tspace.location property, or increase the size of the
partition.
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TNS.0001.2065E

Unknown datatype encountered transforming attribute for FFDocType {0}

Explanation

The attribute value supplied in the pipeline for the flat file document is not a String.

Action

Correct the document gateway service that puts this value in the pipeline. The attribute
value must be a String.

TNS.0001.2066E

FFDocType {0} encountered an unknown datatype while applying the {1}
transformation to the "{2}" attribute.

Explanation

The attribute value supplied in the pipeline for the flat file document is not a String.

Action

Correct the document gateway service that puts this value in the pipeline. The attribute
value must be a String.

TNS.0001.2067E

The {0} attribute is required by the {1} doctype. It is missing.

Explanation

The attribute that is required for the flat file TN document type is missing in the
pipeline.

Action

Correct the document gateway service that supplies the value for this attribute.

TNS.0001.2068E

FFDocType {0} encountered an error transforming an attribute.

Explanation

The specified flat file document type extracts an attribute. Trading Networks
encountered an error while transforming the attribute value.

Action

Use My webMethods to verify that the attribute details for the TN document type are
correct. If they are, gather details about the error and contact Software AG Global
Support.

TNS.0001.2069E

FFDocType {0} encountered an error while applying the {1} transformation to the
"{2}" attribute: {3} : {4}

Explanation

An error occurred while transforming the attribute value.

Action

Use My webMethods to verify that the attribute details for the TN document type are
correct. If they are, gather details about the error and contact Software AG Global
Support.

TNS.0001.2070E

FFDocType {0} encountered an error reading the document bytes.

Explanation

Encountered a problem while processing the "ffdata" InputStream.

Action

See the entire message for details.
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TNS.0001.2071E

FFDocType {0} encountered an error reading the document bytes. {1} : {2}

Explanation

Encountered an exception while reading the "ffdata" InputStream. See the exception
message and stack trace for details.

Action

Verify that your document gateway service is not corrupting the "ffdata" InputStream.
Resend the document.

TNS.0001.2072E

Cannot unregister a built-in DocType Category: {0}

Explanation

The wm.tn.doctype:unregisterCategory service was passed the name of a built-in TN
document type category, such as "XML", or "Flat file".

Action

Do not unregister a built-in category.

TNS.0001.2079E

Could not determine document sender.

Explanation

The TN document type is configured to determine the document sender from the
connected user but it could not.

Action

See the entire message for details.

TNS.0001.2080E

Could not determine document sender for doctype "{0}"because there is no connected
user.

Explanation

The TN document type is configured to determine the document sender from the
connected user but it could not. A possible reason for the error is the lack of a connected
user.

Action

Determine why there is not a connected user. Perhaps the document has been
submitted by a background thread.

TNS.0001.2081E

Could not get ProfileSummary for sender from connected user "{0}".

Explanation

The TN document type is configured to determine the document sender from the
connected user but it could not. There is a connected user, but it does not have a
partner profile.

Action

Create a partner profile for the user, or instruct the user to log on the system using a
valid partner account.

TNS.0001.2083E

FFDocType {0} encountered an error reading the document bytes. Key "ffdata" is
not found in the pipeline

Explanation

The "ffdata" InputStream is missing in the pipeline.

Action

Verify that your document gateway service is not dropping "ffdata" from the pipeline.
Resend the document.
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TNS.0001.2084E

FFDocType {0} encountered an error reading the content of document {1}.

Explanation

This is a large document and Trading Networks encountered an error while reading
the document's InputStream from Tspace (hard disk drive space). See the nested
exception for details.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the nested exception.

TNS.0001.2085E

Error turning stream into bytes (docid={0})

Explanation

The document has an unsupported encoding. See the server log or open this document
in Transaction Analysis to see details about the error.

Action

Request the document to be resend using supported encoding.

TNS.0001.2086E

Attribute transformation ''{0}'' has no data

Explanation

The attribute referenced by this transformation is null.

Action

Gather details about this error, and contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0001.2088E

A corrupted document was encountered in recognition: {0}

Explanation

Trading Networks received an XML document that was not structured well.

Action

Correct the original document and resend it.

TNS.0001.2090E

Unable to load the following TN document types because their classes are not
found in the classpath: {0}. Either correct the classpath to include the required classes
and restart the Server or, if you no longer use these document types, delete them
using the wm.tn.doctype:delete service and then restart the Server.

Explanation

There are TN document types in the database that are not available on the classpath.

Action

Correct the classpath to include the required classes and restart the server; or, if you
no longer use these TN document types, delete them using the wm.tn.doctype:delete
service, and then restart the server.

TNS.0001.2091

Encountered an unsupported encoding

Explanation

Encoding passed in the document is not supported by Integration Server.

Action

Change the document to a supported encoding.
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TNS.0001.2092

Error turning stream into bytes: {0}

Explanation

Error encountered while converting the stream to bytes. This could happen if the
stream was closed while still being read.

Action

Examine why the connection dropped while reading the stream.

TNS.0001.2093E

This operation is not supported for MissingDocType.

Explanation

The operation attempted to create a BizDocEnvelope from the MissingDocType class.

Action

If you developed code that creates instances of (No Suggestions) ensure that it does
not attempt to create a BizDocEnvelope from the MissingDocType class.

TNS.0001.2094E

ERROR: The Java class for this document type was not found.

Explanation

The JAR file that holds the TN document type editor was not found.

Action

If you are viewing a Trading Networks XML or flat file document type, make sure
that the tnclient.jar file is in the
webMethods6\IntegrationServer\packages\WmTN\code\jars directory on the
Integration Server file system. If you are viewing another category of TN document
type, make sure that the JAR file with that TN document type editor is in the
IntegrationServer\packages\WmTN\code\jars directory.

TNS.0001.2097

Encountered an error while creating MAPI event to Optimize for EventMap {0} and
for Sender with PartnerID {1}.

Explanation

The error may be caused due to Broker being stopped.

Action

Start the associated Broker if it is stopped.

TNS.0001.3000E

Unable to construct mime message

Explanation

Source data used to construct the MIME message is not a properly structured MIME
message.

Action

Check the input data. Fix the message to conform to the MIME standard.

TNS.0001.3001

Unable to read mime message data source

Explanation

The MIME message is not a properly structured MIME message.

Action

Check the input data. Fix the message to conform to the MIME standard.
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TNS.0001.3002E

Unable to read mime message data source

Explanation

Problem while reading from input data source.

Action

Check input data source for errors.

TNS.0001.3003E

Unable to construct mime message

Explanation

Source data used to construct the MIME message is not a properly structured MIME
message.

Action

Check the input data. Fix the message to conform to the MIME standard.

TNS.0001.3004E

Unable to handle data of type: {0}

Explanation

Attempted to add a message of type <msgType> to a multi-part MIME message. This
type cannot be part of a multi-part MIME message.

Action

Check the message type that is being added to the multi-part MIME message. It must
be either a multi-part MIME or a MIME message.

TNS.0001.3005E

Unable to handle null data source

Explanation

Cannot construct a MIME message from null data source.

Action

Pass valid, non-null data source to the service.

TNS.0001.3006

Unable to read mime message data source

Explanation

Problem while reading from input data source.

Action

Check input data source for errors.

TNS.0001.3007

Unable to construct mime message

Explanation

Source data used to construct the MIME message is not a properly structured MIME
message.

Action

Check the input data. Fix the message to conform to the MIME standard.

TNS.0001.3008E

Can not replace existing body part

Explanation

Attempted to add a MIME body part to a MIME message that already contains a body
part.

Action

Set the input flag 'replace' on the wm.tn.mime:addBodyPart service to 'yes'. This will
replace the existing body part with the new one. Another solution is to set the flag
'multipart' to 'yes'. This will append the new body part to the existing one, making
the message a multi-part MIME message.
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TNS.0001.3009

Unable to construct mime message

Explanation

Source data used to construct the MIME message is not a properly structured MIME
message.

Action

Check the input data. Fix the message to conform to the MIME standard.

TNS.0001.3010

Unable to read mime message data source

Explanation

Problem while reading the input data source.

Action

Check input data source for errors.

TNS.0001.3011E

getBodyPart not supported on non multipart message

Explanation

Attempted to get a MIME body part other than zero from a non-multipart MIME
message.

Action

The number '0' (zero) is the only valid value for the input parameter 'index' of the
wm.tn.mime:getBodyPartHeader and wm.tn.mime:getBodyPartContent services
when the input MIME message is not a multi-part MIME message.

TNS.0001.3012

Unable to construct mime message

Explanation

Source data used to construct the MIME message is not a properly structured MIME
message.

Action

Check the input data. Fix the message to conform to the MIME standard.

TNS.0001.3013

Unable to read mime message data source

Explanation

Problem while reading the input data source.

Action

Check input data source for errors.

TNS.0001.3014

Unable to construct mime message

Explanation

Source data used to construct the MIME message is not a properly structured MIME
message.

Action

Check the input data. Fix the message to conform to the MIME standard.

TNS.0001.3015

Unable to read mime message data source

Explanation

Problem while reading the input data source.

Action

Check input data source for errors.
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TNS.0001.3016

Unable to construct mime message

Explanation

Source data used to construct the MIME message is not a properly structured MIME
message.

Action

Check the input data. Fix the message to conform to the MIME standard.

TNS.0001.3017

Unable to construct mime message

Explanation

Source data used to construct the MIME message is not a properly structured MIME
message.

Action

Check the input data. Fix the message to conform to the MIME standard.

TNS.0001.3018

Unable to construct mime message

Explanation

Source data used to construct the MIME message is not a properly structured MIME
message.

Action

Check the input data. Fix the message to conform to the MIME standard.

TNS.0001.3019

Unable to construct mime message

Explanation

Source data used to construct the MIME message is not a properly structured MIME
message.

Action

Check the input data. Fix the message to conform to the MIME standard.

TNS.0001.3020

Unable to construct mime message

Explanation

Source data used to construct the MIME message is not a properly structured MIME
message.

Action

Check the input data. Fix the message to conform to the MIME standard.

TNS.0001.3021

Unable to construct mime message

Explanation

Source data used to construct the MIME message is not a properly structured MIME
message.

Action

Check the input data. Fix the message to conform to the MIME standard.

TNS.0001.3022

Unable to construct mime message

Explanation

Source data used to construct the MIME message is not a properly structured MIME
message.

Action

Check the input data. Fix the message to conform to the MIME standard.
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TNS.0001.3023

Unable to construct mime message

Explanation

Source data used to construct the MIME message is not a properly structured MIME
message.

Action

Check the input data. Fix the message to conform to the MIME standard.

TNS.0001.3024E

Unable to determine Content type

Explanation

MIME message does not contain content-type information. Message is improperly
structured.

Action

Inform the message sender about the error.

TNS.0001.3025E

Unable to get boundary for multipart mime message

Explanation

MIME message does not contain message boundary information. Message is
improperly structured.

Action

Inform the message sender about the error.

TNS.0001.3026

Unable to determine content-type

Explanation

MIME message does not contain content-type information. Message is improperly
structured.

Action

Inform the message sender about the error.

TNS.0001.3027

Unable to construct mime message

Explanation

Source data used to construct the MIME message is not a properly structured MIME
message.

Action

Check the input data. Fix the message to conform to the MIME standard.

TNS.0001.3028

Unable to read mime message data source

Explanation

The MIME message is not a properly structured MIME message.

Action

Check the input data. Fix the message to conform to the MIME standard.

TNS.0001.3029

Unable to construct mime message

Explanation

Source data used to construct the MIME message is not a properly structured MIME
message.

Action

Check the input data. Fix the message to conform to the MIME standard.
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TNS.0001.3030

Unable to determine content-type

Explanation

MIME message does not contain content-type information. Message is improperly
structured.

Action

Inform the message sender about the error.

TNS.0001.3031E

Unable to determine content-type

Explanation

MIME message does not contain content-type information. Message is improperly
structured.

Action

Inform the message sender about the error.

TNS.0001.3032E

Unable to read mime message data source

Explanation

The MIME message is not a properly structured MIME message.

Action

Check the input data. Fix the message to conform to the MIME standard.

TNS.0001.3033E

Unable to construct mime message

Explanation

Source data used to construct the MIME message is not a properly structured MIME
message.

Action

Check the input data. Fix the message to conform to the MIME standard.

TNS.0001.3034E

Unable to parse Content-Type string

Explanation

MIME message does not contain content-type information. Message is improperly
structured.

Action

Inform the message sender about the error.

TNS.0001.3035E

Cannot write message to outputStream, content is null

Explanation

Message does not contain any data.

Action

Construct a MIME message with valid input data.

TNS.0001.3036E

Operation can only be performed on parsed message.

Explanation

The size of a MIME body part can only be determined for MIME messages that are
parsed from a complete message. The size of each part cannot be determined when
composing a MIME message.

Action

Do not attempt to obtain the size of a MIME body part that is part of a message that
is being composed.
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TNS.0001.3037E

Unable to parse ''Content-Disposition''

Explanation

MIME message does not contain content-disposition information. Message is
improperly structured.

Action

Inform the message sender about the error.

TNS.0001.3039E

Unable to get content.

Explanation

Error occurred while reading the message content.

Action

Check input data source for errors.

TNS.0001.3040E

Message Digest Algorithm ''{0}'' not supported.

Explanation

User has specified an invalid value for the 'digestAlgorithm' input parameter of the
wm.tn.mime:setDigestAlgorithm service.

Action

Specify a valid value of either "MD5" or "SHA-1" for the 'digestAlgorithm' input
parameter.

TNS.0001.3041E

Cannot set header for message that is not multipart. Either specify subType or set
header using addBodyPart

Explanation

When calling the wm.tn.mime:createMimeData service, header for a non-multipart
message cannot be set .

Action

Specify a value for subType, which will create a multi-part MIME message.
Alternatively, for a MIME message that is not multi-part, headers can be specified
when calling the wm.tn.mime:addBodyPart service.

TNS.0001.3101E

Parameter input must be an InputStream

Explanation

Input parameter 'input' must be an InputStream object.

Action

Pass in an InputStream object.

TNS.0001.3102

Parameter mimeData cannot be null

Explanation

Input parameter 'mimeData' must be sent.

Action

Pass in an mimeData object.

TNS.0001.3103E

content cannot be null when adding a mime body part

Explanation

Content cannot be null when adding a MIME body part

Action

Specify valid content.
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TNS.0001.3104E

Unable to handle content of type {0}

Explanation

Input parameter 'content' must be one of the following types: InputStream, byte, array,
or MIME message.

Action

Specify the value of the 'content' input parameter using one of the three allowed types.

TNS.0001.3105E

Parameter index must be of type int

Explanation

Specified a non-integer value for the 'index' input parameter when attempting to
obtain a MIME body part.

Action

Check the value of the input parameter 'index' to ensure it is a non-negative integer.

TNS.0001.3106E

outputStream required

Explanation

Calls to the wm.tn.mime:writeToStream service require an OutputStream object to
be specified for the 'outputStream' parameter.

Action

Pass an OutputStream object to the wm.tn.mime:writeToStream service.

TNS.0001.3107E

Unknown digest algorithm {0}

Explanation

User has specified an invalid value for the 'digestAlgorithm' input parameter.

Action

Specify a valid value of either "MD5" or "SHA-1" for the 'digestAlgorithm' input
parameter.

TNS.0001.3108E

Parameter mimeData cannot be null

Explanation

The 'mimeData' input parameter has a null value.

Action

Specify a valid value for the 'mimeData' parameter.

TNS.0001.3109E

Parameter headerName cannot be null

Explanation

The headerName parameter cannot be null.

Action

Specify a valid value for the 'headerName' parameter.

TNS.0001.3112E

A digest algorithm must be specified when creating a message digest.

Explanation

The user has specified an invalid value for the 'digestAlgorithm' input parameter.

Action

Specify a valid value of either "MD5" or "SHA-1" for the 'digestAlgorithm' input
parameter.
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TNS.0001.3200E

Cannot recognize certificates

Explanation

Cannot recognize certificates.

Action

Certificates must be passed in as byte array objects.

TNS.0001.3201E

Cannot recognize certificate

Explanation

Cannot recognize certificates.

Action

Check the certificate format. The certificates must be a DER encoded ASN.1 format.

TNS.0001.3202E

Cannot recognize certificate at index {0}

Explanation

Cannot recognize certificate in chain at index: <index>.

Action

Check the certificate format. The certificate must be a DER encoded ASN.1 format.

TNS.0001.3203E

Certificate at index {0} is not valid

Explanation

Cannot recognize certificate at index: <index>

Action

Certificate must be passed in as byte array object.

TNS.0001.3204E

Error attempting to parse message contents

Explanation

Source data used to construct the MIME message is not a properly structured MIME
message.

Action

Check the input data. Fix the message to conform to the MIME standard.

TNS.0001.3205E

Error attempting to read from message source

Explanation

An error occurred while reading message content.

Action

Check input data source for errors.

TNS.0001.3206E

Recipient certificate is not valid

Explanation

Cannot recognize certificates.

Action

Check the certificate format. The certificate must be a DER encoded ASN.1 format.

TNS.0001.3207

Cannot recognize recipient certificate at index {0}

Explanation

Cannot recognize certificate in chain at index: <index>

Action

Check certificate format. The certificate must be a DER encoded ASN.1 format.
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TNS.0001.3208

Cannot recognize recipient certificate at index {0}

Explanation

Cannot recognize certificate in chain at index: <index>

Action

Check certificate format. The certificate must be a DER encoded ASN.1 format.

TNS.0001.3209E

Cannot recognize recipient certificate at index {0}

Explanation

Cannot recognize certificate at index: <index>.

Action

Check the certificate format. The certificate must be a DER encoded ASN.1 format.

TNS.0001.3210E

Certificate format is invalid for recipient certificate at index {0}

Explanation

Cannot recognize certificate in chain at index: <index>.

Action

Check the certificate format. The certificate must be a DER encoded ASN.1 format.

TNS.0001.3211E

Specified keylength {0}, is not allowed

Explanation

Invalid value specified for key length of RC2 encryption algorithm.

Action

Specify one of the allowed key length values: "40", "64", or "128".

TNS.0001.3212E

Specified algorithm `{0}`, is not supported

Explanation

Invalid encryption algorithm is specified.

Action

Specify one of the supported encryption algorithms: "TripleDES", "RC2", or "DES".

TNS.0001.3213E

In getEncryptedMimeObject: Cannot handle datasource of type: {0}

Explanation

When trying to create an encrypted message, the 'mimeSrc' object must be a MimeData
object.

Action

Pass in a MimeData object. MimeData objects are created using the
wm.tn.mime:createMimeData service.

TNS.0001.3214E

In getEncryptedMimeObject: Cannot handle null datasource

Explanation

The 'mimeSrc' input parameter cannot be null.

Action

Specify a valid MimeData object in the 'mimeSrc' parameter.

TNS.0001.3215

Unable to get signer''s private key

Explanation

Private key for sender may be missing.

Action

Ensure in My webMethods that the sender's private key is associated.
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TNS.0001.3216E

Unable to get signer''s private key

Explanation

Cannot recognize the private key.

Action

Check the supplied private key. It should be a DER encoded ASN.1 representation
of an RSA private key.

TNS.0001.3217E

Unable to get recipient certificate(s).

Explanation

Cannot recognize the certificates.

Action

Check the certificate format. The certificate must be a DER encoded ASN.1 format.

TNS.0001.3218E

Signer''s certificate is not a valid data format

Explanation

Cannot recognize certificates.

Action

Check the certificate format. The certificate must be a DER encoded ASN.1 format.

TNS.0001.3219E

Signer''s certificate is not recognized

Explanation

Cannot recognize certificates.

Action

Check the certificate format. The certificate must be a DER encoded ASN.1 format.

TNS.0001.3220E

Input parameter mimeSrc to service createSignedData cannot be of type {0}. It
should be of type MimeData.

Explanation

When trying to create a signed message, the 'mimeSrc' object must be a MimeData
object.

Action

Pass in a MimeData object. MimeData objects are created using the
wm.tn.mime:createMimeData service.

TNS.0001.3221E

Input parameter mimeSrc to service createSignedData cannot be null. It should be
of type MimeData.

Explanation

When trying to create a signed message, the 'mimeSrc' object must be a MimeData
object.

Action

Pass in a MimeData object. MimeData objects are created using the
wm.tn.mime:createMimeData service.

TNS.0001.3222E

Unable to parse message

Explanation

Source data used to construct the MIME message is not a properly structured MIME
message.

Action

Check the input data. Fix the message to conform to the MIME standard.
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TNS.0001.3223E

Input parameter mimeSrc should be of type MimeData

Explanation

The 'mimeSrc' object must be a MimeData object or an InputStream object.

Action

Pass in a MimeData or InputStream object. MimeData objects are created using the
wm.tn.mime:createMimeData service.

TNS.0001.3224E

Could not obtain message content

Explanation

Error occurred while reading the message content.

Action

Check input data source for errors.

TNS.0001.3225E

Content is not of a recognized encryption type

Explanation

Cannot process the encrypted message.

Action

Contact the sender to re-send the message using the correct format.

TNS.0001.3226E

Given certificate does not decrypt message

Explanation

The message was not encrypted for the certificate that was passed to the service.

Action

First, validate that the correct certificate is used to decrypt the message. Then, if the
certificate is the correct one, contact the message sender to determine which certificate
was actually used to create the encrypted message.

TNS.0001.3229E

Cannot Process this object. Write this MimeData to stream, then process that stream.

Explanation

Cannot process the object.

Action

Write the MimeData to a stream and then process the stream again.

TNS.0001.3230E

Input parameter mimeData must be a MimeData object

Explanation

The 'mimeData' input parameter is not a MimeData object.

Action

Pass in a MimeData object. MimeData objects are created using the
wm.tn.mime:createMimeData service.

TNS.0001.3231E

Message content is not certificates only data. Message could not be processed.

Explanation

The message cannot be handled by the wm.tn.mime:processCertsOnlyData service.

Action

Use the wm.tn.mime:createMimeMessage service to determine if the message is signed
or encrypted. Then use either wm.tn.mime:processSignedData or
wm.tn.mime:processEncryptedData as appropriate.
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TNS.0001.3232E

Input parameter mimeSrc must be a MimeData object

Explanation

The 'mimeSrc' object must be a MimeData object.

Action

Pass a MimeData object. MimeData objects are created using the
wm.tn.mime:createMimeData service.

TNS.0001.3233E

Message content is not signed data. Message could not be processed

Explanation

The message cannot be handled by the wm.tn.mime:processSignedData service.

Action

Use the wm.tn.mime:createMimeMessage service to determine if the message is signed
or encrypted. Then use either wm.tn.mime:processSignedData or
wm.tn.mime:processEncryptedData as appropriate.

TNS.0001.3234E

Signing key is not valid

Explanation

The key used to sign the message is invalid.

Action

Check certificate format. The certificate must be a DER encoded ASN.1 format.

TNS.0001.3235E

Unable to sign document

Explanation

The key used to sign the message is invalid.

Action

Check certificate format. The certificate must be a DER encoded ASN.1 format.

TNS.0001.3236E

Invalid signer certificate file information

Explanation

The signer certificate chain is invalid.

Action

The signer certificate chain must be an array of certificates.

TNS.0001.3237E

Certificate at index {0} not in recognizable format

Explanation

Cannot recognize certificate in chain at index: <index>.

Action

Check certificate format. The certificate must be a DER encoded ASN.1 format.

TNS.0001.3238E

Invalid certificate input at index {0}

Explanation

Cannot recognize certificate in chain at index: <index>.

Action

Check certificate format. The certificate must be a DER encoded ASN.1 format.
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TNS.0001.3239E

Signature could not be verified

Explanation

The signature is invalid. The signature cannot be validated.

Action

Contact the message creator to determine what message was originally sent.

TNS.0001.3240E

Expired certificate chain

Explanation

A certificate used to sign the message has expired.

Action

Notify the message creator that the certificates used to sign the message are invalid.

TNS.0001.3241E

Error in certificate chain

Explanation

The certificate chain is invalid.

Action

Check certificate format. The certificates must be a DER encoded ASN.1 format. Ensure
that the certificates form a chain. If the chain consists of Cert A and Cert B, the issuer
of Cert A should be the same as the subject of Cert B.

TNS.0001.3242E

Untrusted certificate

Explanation

The certificate used to sign the message is not signed by a trusted certificate authority.
On the other hand, the signature is structured correctly.

Action

The message should not be trusted because the certificate authority is not trusted.
Add the certificate authority to the trusted certificate authorities, or the message
creator must use a certificate issued by a trusted certificate authority to sign the
message.

TNS.0001.3244E

Error using temporary storage space

Explanation

An error occurred when using the temporary storage system.

Action

See the webMethods Integration Server User Guide for more details. Additional details
are available in the exception message.

TNS.0001.3245E

Unable to parse Encrypted Content. Invalid encrypted data.

Explanation

The message cannot be decrypted.

Action

Check the server log for additional error information. The stack trace of this error
should contain additional information why this message cannot be decrypted.
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TNS.0001.3246E

Unable to decrypt data.

Explanation

The message could not be decrypted.

Action

Check the server log for additional error information. The stack trace of this error
should contain additional information why this message cannot be decrypted.

TNS.0001.3247E

Unable to parse Encrypted Content. Private key does not decrypt data.

Explanation

The private key used to decrypt the message cannot decrypt the message.

Action

First, validate that the correct private key is used to decrypt the message. Then, if the
private key is correct, contact the message sender to determine which certificate was
used to create the encrypted message.

TNS.0001.3248E

Unable to determine hash algorithm. Parameter micalg was null

Explanation

Source data used to construct the MIME message is not a properly structured MIME
message.

Action

Check the input data. Fix the message to conform to the MIME standard.

TNS.0001.3249E

Unable to determine hash algorithm. Unknown micalg: {0}

Explanation

Source data used to construct the MIME message is not a properly structured MIME
message.

Action

Check the input data. Fix the message to conform to the MIME standard.

TNS.0001.3250E

Improperly formed multipart/signed message

Explanation

Source data used to construct the MIME message is not a properly structured MIME
message.

Action

Check the input data. Fix the message to conform to the MIME standard.

TNS.0001.3251E

Cannot process body part of type {0}

Explanation

Error occurred while processing the message.

Action

Check the error message and take action as appropriate.

TNS.0001.3252E

Cannot process signed data with content type {0}

Explanation

Message does not seem to be a signed message and thus cannot be processed by the
wm.tn.mime:processSignedData service.

Action

Use the wm.tn.mime:createMimeMessage service to determine if the message is signed
or encrypted. Then, use either wm.tn.mime:processSignedData or
wm.tn.mime:processEncryptedData as appropriate. Otherwise, obtain the message
content by using the wm.tn.mime:getBodyPartContent service.
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TNS.0001.3253E

Unable to parse Content Type

Explanation

Source data used to construct the MIME message is not a properly structured MIME
message.

Action

Check the input data. Fix the message to conform to the MIME standard.

TNS.0001.3254E

Unable to compute message digest using algorithm: {0}

Explanation

The digest algorithm is either invalid or is not a supported algorithm.

Action

Specify a supported algorithm. Valid values for the digest algorithm are: "SHA-1" or
"MD5".

TNS.0001.3255E

Either ''profileAlias'' or (''privKey'',''signerCert'') are required

Explanation

To execute properly, the service requires either a valid value for 'profileAlias' or a
valid value for the 'privKey' and 'signerCert' input parameters.

Action

Specify a value for either 'profileAlias', or 'privKey' and 'signerCert'. See the
webMethods Trading Networks Built-In Services Reference for more details about
this service.

TNS.0001.3256E

Either ''profileAlias'' or (''privKey'',''recipientCert'') are required

Explanation

To execute properly, the service requires either a valid value for 'profileAlias', or a
valid value for the 'privKey' and 'recipientCert' input parameters.

Action

Specify a value for either 'profileAlias', or 'privKey' and 'recipientCert'. See the
webMethods Trading Networks Built-In Services Reference for more details about
this service.

TNS.0001.3257E

Algorithm {0} not supported

Explanation

The message was encrypted using the <algorithmName> algorithm. Cannot decrypt
messages encrypted with this algorithm.

Action

Can decrypt messages that are encrypted with RC2, TripleDes, or DES algorithms
only.

TNS.0001.3258E

Invalid RC2 parameter version: {0}

Explanation

This version of the RC2 algorithm is unsupported or invalid. The RC2 algorithm is
supported with 40, 64, or 128 bit keys.

Action

Contact the message sender to ensure that a supported RC2 key length is being used.
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TNS.0001.3259

Supplied certificate cannot decrypt content

Explanation

Decryption failed as the available certificates failed to decrypt content.

Action

Check if the certificates are correctly mapped to the user.

TNS.0001.3300E

No algorithm specified

Explanation

Mandatory 'algorithm' input parameter contained no value.

Action

Specify a valid value for the 'algorithm' input parameter. Valid values are either
"SHA-1" or "MD5".

TNS.0001.3301E

Specified algorithm {0}, not supported

Explanation

The 'algorithm' Input parameter contained an invalid value.

Action

Specify a valid value for the 'algorithm' input parameter. Valid values are either
"SHA-1" or "MD5".

TNS.0001.3302E

Security provider not found

Explanation

An internal error occurred.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0001.3303E

Input to createMessageDigest must be byte[] or InputStream

Explanation

The 'input' parameter must be a byte array or InputStream object.

Action

Specify a byte array or InputStream for the 'input' parameter.

TNS.0001.3304E

Parameter ''data'' must be a byte[] or InputStream

Explanation

The 'data' input parameter must be a byte array or InputStream object.

Action

Specify a byte array or InputStream for the 'data' parameter.

TNS.0001.3305E

Parameter ''signerInfo'' cannot be null

Explanation

Mandatory 'signerInfo' input parameter must contain a value.

Action

Specify valid information for the 'signerInfo' input parameter.

TNS.0001.3306E

Unable to process ''signerInfo'' at index {0}

Explanation

An error occurred attempting to process the signerInfo at index <index>.

Action

The server error log contains a stack trace with additional information about the error.
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TNS.0001.3307E

Invalid certificate chain

Explanation

Cannot recognize certificates.

Action

Check certificate format. The certificate must be a DER encoded ASN.1 format.

TNS.0001.3308E

Invalid certificate at index {0}

Explanation

Cannot recognize certificate in chain at index: <index>.

Action

Check certificate format. The certificate must be a DER encoded ASN.1 format.

TNS.0001.3309E

Required parameter ''signatureStream'' cannot be null.

Explanation

Required 'signatureStream' parameter cannot be null.

Action

Pass an OutputStream object to the wm.tn.mime:sign service, in the 'signatureStream'
parameter.

TNS.0001.3310E

Error occured reading input stream, cannot construct signature.

Explanation

Error occurred while reading the message content.

Action

Check input data source for errors.

TNS.0001.3311E

Hash Algorithm {0} not supported for signer at index {1}

Explanation

Hash Algorithm <algorithmName> not supported for signer at index <index>.

Action

Change the <algorithmName> at <index> to be one of the allowed algorithm names:
"MD5" or "SHA-1".

TNS.0001.3312E

Bad certificate. Unable to set signer certificates.

Explanation

Cannot recognize certificate in chain at index: <index>.

Action

Check certificate format. The certificate must be a DER encoded ASN.1 format.

TNS.0001.3313E

Input parameter ''signature'' cannot be null.

Explanation

The 'signature' input parameter cannot be null.

Action

Pass the signature to verify into the service in the 'signature' input parameter. The
'signature' object should be either a byte array or an InputStream object.
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TNS.0001.3314E

Input parameter ''signature'' must be a byte[] or InputStream

Explanation

The 'signature' input parameter must be a byte[] or InputStream.

Action

The 'signature' input parameter must be a byte[] or InputStream.

TNS.0001.3315E

Input parameter ''data'' required for verifying detached signature

Explanation

The 'data' input parameter cannot be null.

Action

Pass in the 'data' input parameter of the service, the data that is to be verified. The
'data' object should be either a byte array or an InputStream object.

TNS.0001.3316E

Input parameter ''data'' must be a byte[] or InputStream

Explanation

The 'data' input parameter must be a byte[] or InputStream.

Action

The 'data' input parameter must be a byte[] or InputStream.

TNS.0001.3317E

An error occured while attempting to verify the signature.

Explanation

Problem while reading from input data source.

Action

Check input data source for errors.

TNS.0001.3318E

Signature provided is not PKCS#7 SignedData

Explanation

Signature provided is not PKCS#7 SignedData.

Action

The wm.tn.mime:verify service can verify PKCS#7 SignedData signature only.

TNS.0001.3319E

Input parameter ''outputStream'' must be an OutputStream

Explanation

The 'outputStream' input parameter must be an OutputStream.

Action

The 'outputStream' input parameter must be an OutputStream.

TNS.0001.3320E

Input contained no signer information when processed as {0} type signature

Explanation

The message is not properly signed.

Action

This message cannot be verified. Contact the message creator to verify the proper
message structure.

TNS.0001.3321E

Parameter ''data'' must be null when parameter detachedSignature equals false.

Explanation

The 'data' parameter must be null when 'detachedSignature' parameter equals to false.

Action

If the signature is detached, then set the 'detachedSignature' parameter to "true".
Otherwise, do not pass in a value for 'data'. The signed message should be passed in
via the 'signature' input parameter.
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TNS.0001.3322

Parameter ''data'' must not be null

Explanation

The 'data' input parameter cannot be null.

Action

Pass the data into the service in the 'data' input parameter. The 'data' object should
be either a byte array or an InputStream object.

TNS.0001.3323E

Certificate chain cannont be null

Explanation

Certificate chain cannot be null.

Action

Specify a certificate chain to use to sign this message.

TNS.0001.3324E

Private key or keyAlias required

Explanation

Private key or keyAlias required.

Action

To sign this message, specify either a private key, or use a keyAlias.

TNS.0001.3325E

Unable to decode signed message. Verify that signature type specified (detached
or implicit) matches actual type.

Explanation

Unable to decode the signed message.

Action

Verify that the specified signature type (detached or implicit) matches the actual type.

TNS.0001.3326

Unable to create digest. Input parameter ''data'' must be of type
com.wm.app.tn.mime.DigestableInputStream or byte[].

Explanation

Error while creating message digest.

Action

Check that the input parameter is passed correctly. Input parameter 'data' must be of
type com.wm.app.tn.mime.DigestableInputStream, or byte[].

TNS.0001.3327E

Unable to write message to outputStream.

Explanation

Error occurred while writing the signed message.

Action

The server error log contains a stack trace with additional information about the error.

TNS.0001.3328E

Only one ''{0}'' can be specified in ''signerInfo''

Explanation

When signing a message using a profile alias, you can only use one alias.

Action

Sign the message with only one profile alias.
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TNS.0001.3400E

Values are required for both input parameters type and id

Explanation

Values are required for both 'type' and 'id' input parameters.

Action

Set the 'type' input parameter to "file" and the 'id' parameter to the name of the file
that the InputStream will read from.

TNS.0001.3401E

Input parameter type cannot be null

Explanation

Values are required for both 'type' and 'id' input parameters.

Action

Set the 'type' input parameter to "file" and the 'id' parameter to the name of the file
that the InputStream will read from.

TNS.0001.3402E

Input parameter id cannot be null

Explanation

Values are required for both 'type' and 'id' input parameters.

Action

Set the 'type' input parameter to "file" and the 'id' parameter to the name of the file
that the InputStream will read from.

TNS.0001.3403E

Unable to open SharedInputStream

Explanation

An error occurred while reading from the specified data source.

Action

Check that the specified data source exists. The Integration Server error log should
contain additional error information.

TNS.0001.3404E

Value ''{0}'' for parameter type is not supported. Please select from allowed values.

Explanation

The 'type' input parameter must be set to "file".

Action

Provide an allowed value. The 'type' input parameter must be set to "file".

TNS.0001.3501E

Parameter ''{0}'' must not be null

Explanation

The parameter called <parameterName> must be available but it does not exist in the
pipeline .

Action

Specify a valid value for the <parameterName> parameter.

TNS.0001.4001E

No profile store to validate partner ID

Explanation

Unable to retrieve the profile store, probably due to a database error or a validation
error.

Action

Check that the data is not corrupted or the database connection is active.
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TNS.0001.4002E

Error transforming attribute {0}: {1}

Explanation

An exception was thrown while transforming a document attribute value.

Action

The exception was written to the server log. See the log for details. Take appropriate
action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0001.4003E

BizDocAttribute: can''t connect to profile store

Explanation

Encountered an exception during initialization.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support. Prepare the following information: server and
error logs, a copy of the Support Information page from the Trading Networks Console,
and the WmTN/config/properties.cnf file.

TNS.0001.4006E

No profile store to transform attribute {0}

Explanation

Trading Networks was unable to retrieve the profile store.

Action

The exception was written to the server log. See the log for details. Take appropriate
action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0001.4007E

Unable to transform attribute {0}: attribute type {1} doesn''t match function type {2}

Explanation

Trading Networks could not transform the value of the attribute because the selected
transformation is inappropriate for the data type of the attribute.

Action

Using My webMethods, update the TN document type that specifies the invalid
transformation for the specified attribute. Select a transformation that is appropriate
for the data type of the attribute.

TNS.0001.4008E

Error fetching all attributes: {0}

Explanation

An exception was thrown while reading all attributes from the database.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0001.4009E

Error defining attribute {0}: {1}

Explanation

An exception was thrown while saving an attribute to the database.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0001.4010E

Error listing types for {0}: {1}

Explanation

An exception was thrown while retrieving all TN document types that use an attribute.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.
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TNS.0001.4011E

Error redefining attribute {0}: {1}

Explanation

An exception was thrown while updating an attribute in the database.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0001.4012E

Supplied value must be a number

Explanation

A processing rule contains extended criteria that uses a custom attribute with a
NUMBER data type. However, the value you specified in the condition for this attribute
is not a numeric value.

Action

Using My webmethods, update the extended criteria in the processing rule to provide
a numeric value for attributes that have a NUMBER data type.

TNS.0001.4013E

Supplied value can not be transformed to a date

Explanation

A processing rule contains extended criteria that uses a custom attribute with a
DATETIME data type. However, the value you specified in the condition for this
attribute is not a date.

Action

Using My webmethods, update the extended criteria in the processing rule to supply
a date value for attributes that have a DATETIME data type.

TNS.0001.4014E

{0} attribute value is a date but there is no transform.

Explanation

A TN document type indicates that a custom attribute with a DATETIME data type
should be extracted from a document. However, the TN document type does not
specify a date transformation for the custom attribute.

Action

Using My webmethods, update the TN document type to specify an appropriate date
transformation for the custom attribute.

TNS.0001.4015E

{0} attribute is configured for custom transformation, but no transformation service
is specified.

Explanation

A TN document type indicates that a custom attribute should perform custom attribute
transformation. However, the TN document type does not specify a transformation
service.

Action

Using My webMethods, update the TN document type to specify a transformation
service.

TNS.0001.4016E

Error performing custom transformation on the {0} attribute.

Explanation

Encountered an exception while updating an attribute in the database.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.
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TNS.0001.4017E

Custom transformation {0} for the {1} attribute returned the wrong type. Should be
{2}

Explanation

Custom attribute transformation did not return the data type that matches the data
type of the associated attribute.

Action

Modify the custom attribute transformation service to return the correct data type
specified in the error message.

TNS.0001.4018E

Custom transformation service {0} for the {1} attribute did not return "newValues"
in the pipeline.

Explanation

Custom attribute transformation service did not return the required output parameter
'newValues'.

Action

Modify the custom attribute transformation service to return the 'newValues' output
parameter.

TNS.0001.4019E

{0} attribute value is a date list but there is no transform.

Explanation

The TN document type does not specify a transformation for a date list type attribute.

Action

Using My webMethods, update the TN document type to specify a transformation
service.

TNS.0001.4020E

Unable to parse the given value. Value {0} could not be converted to date format

Explanation

Unable to convert the value extracted from the document to a date format.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0001.4021E

Attribute transformation for {0} of doctype {1} generated an exception. The original
exception message is: {2}.

Explanation

Encountered an exception while updating an attribute in the database.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0001.4022E

Attribute transformation function code {0} is invalid.

Explanation

A TN document type indicates an invalid attribute transformation function.

Action

Using My webMethods, update the TN document type to specify a valid
transformation function.
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TNS.0001.5006E

Converting the signed body of this document into a string failed. Verification
cannot continue. The original signed body was {0}.

Explanation

Conversion failed for a document.

Action

If the signed body of the document is invalid, notify the document sender.

TNS.0001.5008E

This doctype ({0}) has no verification service defined. Verification cannot continue.

Explanation

This TN document type (<doctypeName>) has no verification service defined.

Action

If you are using a built-in TN document type, contact Software AG Global Support.
If you are using your own TN document type, specify a verification service for it.

TNS.0001.5009E

No Verification Service

Explanation

The TN document type has no verification service defined. Verification cannot
continue.

Action

If you are using a built-in TN document type, contact Software AG Global Support.
If you are using your own TN document type, specify a verification service for it.

TNS.0001.5011E

The signature query for doctype {0} ({1}) generated an error. The error was {2}.

Explanation

The signature query (<query>) for the TN document type (<doctypeName>) generated
an error. The error was <exceptionMessage>.

Action

If the signed body of the document is invalid, notify the document sender.

TNS.0001.5015E

Query Failed

Explanation

A signature query was defined for the TN document type but it failed to produce a
result for this document.

Action

Either adjust the signature query that is defined in the TN document type, or notify
the document sender that the structure of the document is incorrect.

TNS.0001.5017E

This document type ({0}) is missing one or both of its signature queries (Signature
and SignedBody). Verification cannot proceed.

Explanation

One or both of this document type signature queries (Signature and SignedBody)
may be missing.

Action

Using My webMethods, update the TN document type to specify both, a signature
query and a signed body query.
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TNS.0001.5018E

Missing Signature Query(s)

Explanation

This TN document type is missing one or both of its signature queries (Signature and
SignedBody). Trading Networks cannot proceed with the verification of the signature.

Action

Using My webMethods, update the TN document type to specify both, a signature
query and a signed body query.

TNS.0001.5019E

The signed body query for doctype {0} ({1}) generated an error. The error was {2}.

Explanation

The signed body query (<query>) for the TN document type (<doctypeName>)
generated an error. The error was <exceptionMessage>.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception. If the
structure of the document is incorrect, notify the document sender.

TNS.0001.5020E

The signature of this document was invalid; no information was available about
the party or parties that signed it.

Explanation

The signature of this document might be invalid.

Action

Notify the document sender.

TNS.0001.5021E

No Signer Info Available

Explanation

The signature of this document was not valid. No information was available about
the party or parties that signed it.

Action

Notify the document sender.

TNS.0001.5022E

The PKCS verification service, pub.security.pkcs7:verify, produced an error trying
to verify this document. The error was {0}.

Explanation

Encountered an exception while verifying a document signature.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception. If the
signature is invalid, notify the document sender.

TNS.0001.5023E

PKCS Service Error

Explanation

The PKCS verification service pub.security.pkcs7:verify, produced an error while
trying to verify this document.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception. If the
signature is invalid, notify the document sender.
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TNS.0001.5024E

The verification service for this document ({0}) generated an error. The original
error was {1}.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while verifying a document signature.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception. If the
signature is invalid, notify the document sender.

TNS.0001.5025E

Verification Failed

Explanation

An exception was thrown while verifying a document signature.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception. If the
signature is invalid, notify the document sender.

TNS.0001.5026E

The signature query for doctype {0} ({1}) failed to produce a value. Without a
signature, verification cannot proceed.

Explanation

A signature query was defined for the TN document type but it failed to produce a
result for this document.

Action

Either update the TN document type to adjust the signature query, or notify the
document sender that the structure of the document is incorrect.

TNS.0001.5028E

The signed body query for doctype {0} ({1}) failed to produce a value. Without a
signed body, verification cannot proceed.

Explanation

A signed body query was defined for the TN document type but it failed to produce
a result for this document.

Action

Either update the TN document type to adjust the signed body query, or notify the
document sender that the structure of the document is incorrect.

TNS.0001.5030E

Base-64 decoding the signature for this document failed to produce a value. The
signature (before decoding) was {0,number} bytes.

Explanation

An error occurred while decoding the signature. The signature might be invalid.

Action

Notify the document sender.

TNS.0001.5031E

Decoding Error

Explanation

Trading Networks could not decode the signature. The signature might be invalid.

Action

Notify the document sender.
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TNS.0001.5032E

XML {0} failed: does not apply to non-XML documents

Explanation

Trading Networks attempted to perform an operation on a non-XML document.
However, the operation can be performed only on XML documents.

Action

Check whether the input document is a valid XML document.

TNS.0001.5033E

XML {0} failed: no document content available

Explanation

Trading Networks attempted to perform an operation that failed because the document
has no content.

Action

Notify the document sender.

TNS.0001.5034E

Bad XML content

Explanation

An exception was thrown while retrieving the document.

Action

The document may not be a valid XML document.

TNS.0001.5035E

An error prevented fetching the content of this XML document for {0}. The original
error was {2}.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while retrieving the document.

Action

Check the database and make sure that the data is not corrupted.

TNS.0001.5036E

Signature Verification failed : The verification service, {0} aborted processing of
this document. The message was {1}.

Explanation

A RoutingAbortedException was thrown by the verification service that caused the
document processing to abort.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception. If the
document is invalid, notify the sender.

TNS.0001.5037E

The signing service, {0} aborted processing of this document. The message was {1}.

Explanation

A RoutingAbortedException was thrown by the verification service, which caused
the document processing to abort.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception. If the
document is invalid, notify the sender.
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TNS.0001.6001E

Attribute transform for {0} of doctype {1} failed to produce a value. The transform
function was {3}, the first original value was {2}.

Explanation

The data type of the attribute might not match the type of the data extracted from the
document.

Action

Make sure that the data type of the attribute matches the type of the data extracted
from the document. If this is an XML TN document type, make sure that the XQL
query that extracts the attribute is correct.

TNS.0001.6002E

Attribute query for {0} of doctype {1} failed to produce a result. The document may
not be complete. The query was: {2}

Explanation

The XQL query for the attribute did not return a value.

Action

Change the XQL query accordingly to return correct result.

TNS.0001.6003E

Attribute query for {0} of doctype {1} generated an exception. The original exception
message is: {2}.

Explanation

There is either a problem with the document, or with the query.

Action

Examine the document to see if it is well-structured XML. Correct and resubmit if
needed. Examine the query to ensure that it is valid. Change the query if needed.

TNS.0001.6004E

Unable to get XML content for corrupted doc {0}. The original exception message
is: {1}.

Explanation

The document may be corrupted.

Action

Fix the document and submit it again.

TNS.0001.6005E

Transform for {0} of doctype {1} generated an exception. The transform function
was {2}. The original exception message is: {3}.

Explanation

There is either a problem with the document, or with the query.

Action

Examine the document to ensure that it is well-structured XML. Correct and resubmit
if needed. Examine the query to ensure that it is valid. Adjust the query if needed.

TNS.0001.6006E

Transform for {0} of doctype {1} failed to produce a value. The transform function
was {3}, the first original value was {2}.

Explanation

Perhaps the data type of the attribute does not match the type of the data extracted
from the document.

Action

Make sure that the data extracted from the document is the same type as the attribute.
If this is an XML TN document type, make sure that the XQL query that extracts the
attribute is correct.
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TNS.0001.6007E

Envelope query for {0} of doctype {1} failed to produce a result. The document may
not be complete. The query was: {2}

Explanation

The XQL query for the attribute did not return a value.

Action

Fix the XQL query, if needed.

TNS.0001.6008E

Envelope query for {0} of doctype {1} generated an exception. The original exception
message is: {2}.

Explanation

The document may be corrupted.

Action

Correct the document and submit it again.

TNS.0001.6009E

There was an error in trying to get XML header information (DOCTYPE and DTD).
The document ({0}) is probably not valid XML.

Explanation

Probably, the document is not a well-structured XML.

Action

Correct the document and submit it again.

TNS.0001.6010E

There was an error in trying to get XML header information (DOCTYPE and DTD).
The document ({0}) is probably not valid XML. The original exception message is:
{1}

Explanation

Probably, the document is not a well-structured XML.

Action

Correct the document and submit it again.

TNS.0001.6011E

XQL query {1} failed recognizing document {0}. The document is probably not valid
XML. The original exception message is: {2}.

Explanation

Probably, the document is not a well-structured XML. See the exception message for
details.

Action

Correct the document and submit it again.

TNS.0001.6013E

No bizdoc supplied to lookup validation schema

Explanation

The wm.tn.doc.xml:getRecordBlueprint service was invoked with no BizDocEnvelope
in the pipeline.

Action

Supply a BizDocEnvelope when invoking the wm.tn.doc.xml:getRecordBlueprint
service.
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TNS.0001.6014E

Non-XML bizdoc supplied to lookup validation schema

Explanation

The BizDocEnvelope passed to the wm.tn.doc.xml:getRecordBlueprint service is not
an XML document type.

Action

Supply a BizDocEnvelope that matches an XML TN document type when invoking
the wm.tn.doc.xml:getRecordBlueprint service.

TNS.0001.6015E

No bizdoc ID supplied for testing validation

Explanation

The wm.tn.doc.xml:testValidate service was invoked with no internal document ID
in the pipeline.

Action

Supply an internal document ID (docID) when invoking the
wm.tn.doc.xml:testValidate service.

TNS.0001.6016E

No such bizdoc: {0}

Explanation

The wm.tn.doc.xml:testValidate service was invoked with an invalid internal document
ID in the pipeline.

Action

Provide a valid internal document ID when invoking the wm.tn.doc.xml:testValidate
service.

TNS.0001.6017E

Required attribute is missing

Explanation

An attribute is defined as required by the document type but the document that
matched the document type did not contain this attribute.

Action

Either change the document type so that this attribute is no longer required, or instruct
the document sender to supply a value for the attribute.

TNS.0001.6018E

The {0} attribute is required by the {1} doctype. The query {2} did not return any
results

Explanation

An attribute is defined as required by the document type but the document that
matched the document type did not contain this attribute.

Action

Either change the document type so that this attribute is no longer required, or instruct
the document sender to supply a value for the attribute.

TNS.0001.6019E

Attribute transformation for {0} of doctype {1} generated an exception. The query
is {2}. The original exception message is: {3}.

Explanation

Encountered an exception.

Action

If the document is corrupted, notify the document sender.
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TNS.0001.7003

Error while getting {0}. Find if the EDI package is enabled and running in Integration
Server.

Explanation

WmEDI Package may be disabled.

Action

Check if the WmEDI package is enabled and running in Integration Server.

TNS.0001.7004

Error while getting EDI Standards. Input for standard field cannot be null, its is a
mandatory field.

Explanation

Input for standard field cannot be null, it is a mandatory field.

Action

Configure the standard field in the input and run the service.

TNS.0001.7005

Error while getting EDI Transactions. Input for standard field cannot be null, its
is a mandatory field.

Explanation

Input for standard field cannot be null, it is a mandatory field.

Action

Configure the standard field and run the query again.

TNS.0001.7006

Error while getting EDI Transactions. Input for version field cannot be null, its is
a mandatory field.

Explanation

Input for version field cannot be null, it is a mandatory field.

Action

Configure the version field and run the query again.

TNS.0001.7007

Error while getting {0}. Input for {1} field cannot be null, its is a mandatory field.

Explanation

Input field suggested in error message is a mandatory field.

Action

Configure the input field and run the query again.

TNS.0001.7008

Error while querying for document attributes.

Explanation

Encountered an exception while querying document attributes.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0001.7009

Error while getting the related doctypes for doctype attribute {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while getting related doctypes for the associated doctype attribute.
The error may be because of an SQLException.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.
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TNS.0001.7010

Error while changing the status of the doctype attributes.

Explanation

An error occurred while changing the status of the doctype attributes.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0001.7011

Error while getting doctype attribute for doctype attribute ID {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while getting doctype attribute for the associated attribute ID. This
may be because of an SQLException while querying the attribute.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0001.7012

Error while updating doctype attribute for doctype attribute ID {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while updating the doctype attribute. This may be because of an
SQLException while updating the attribute.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0001.7013

Error while changing the status of the doctype attribute ID {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while updating the doctype attribute. This may be because of an
SQLException while updating the attribute.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0001.7014

Error while viewing doctype attribute. Input for docAttrID field cannot be null, its
is a mandatory field.

Explanation

An error occurred while viewing the doctype attribute. This may be because of an
SQLException while querying for the attribute.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0001.7015

Error while updating doctype attribute. Input for docAttrID field cannot be null,
its is a mandatory field.

Explanation

Input for docAttrID field cannot be null, it is a mandatory field.

Action

Configure the docAttrID field while updating the doctype attribute.
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TNS.0001.7016

Error while adding doctype attribute. Check whether all input variables have been
passed properly.

Explanation

Some mandatory fields may not have been passed before calling the service.

Action

Configure all input variables before calling the service.

TNS.0001.7017E

Attribute name "{0}" already exists. Change the name and save again.

Explanation

Attribute with the same name already exists.

Action

Change the attribute name and save.

TNS.0001.7018

Error while updating doctype attribute. Attribute name with "{0}" already exists.
Change the name and save again.

Explanation

Attribute with same name already exists.

Action

Change the name and save.

TNS.0001.7019

Error while querying for document attributes {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while querying doctype attributes. This may be because of an
SQLException while querying the attribute.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0002.1001E

"{0}" is empty. At least one {1} must be supplied. Please supply the required value.

Explanation

You did not supply a value for the specified variable. At least one value is required.

Action

Supply at least one value for the specified field and try again.

TNS.0002.1002E

"{0}" and "{1}" are required ({0}={2}, {1}={3}). Please supply the required values.

Explanation

Both values are required.

Action

Supply both values.

TNS.0002.1009E

The value originally supplied as sender ID for this document was not a valid partner
ID. The value was {0}.

Explanation

Partner ID supplied as sender ID is not being recognized as valid partner.

Action

Either create a partner profile for the document sender, add this ID to an existing
partner's profile, or tell the document sender to resend the document using a different
sender ID value.
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TNS.0002.1010E

Error formatting error message {0}: {1}

Explanation

Unable to format the error message.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0002.1011E

The value originally supplied as receiver ID for this document was not a valid
partner ID. The value was {0}.

Explanation

Partner ID supplied as receiver ID is not being recognized as valid partner.

Action

Either create a partner profile for the document receiver, add this ID to an existing
partner's profile, or tell the document sender to resend the document using a different
receiver ID value.

TNS.0002.1012E

{0} is null.

Explanation

An internal variable is unexpectedly null.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0002.1013E

At least one of "{0}" and "{1}" is required.

Explanation

At least one of the input fields is required, either its null or empty.

Action

Provide non-null value for at least one input parameter and try again.

TNS.0002.1016E

"sourceVersion" is required. Please supply the required value.

Explanation

A required value is missing.

Action

Supply the required value.

TNS.0002.1017E

"feature" is required. Please supply the required value.

Explanation

A required value is missing.

Action

Supply the required value.

TNS.0002.1018E

At least one input is required.

Explanation

All input fields are found to be null, at least one input should not be null.

Action

Provide at least one non-null value for input and try again.
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TNS.0002.1019E

Enumeration contains elements that are not Strings.

Explanation

An unexpected value was passed to an internal method.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0002.1021E

schema cannot be null.

Explanation

Attempted to create a Trading Networks IData object with an empty set of name/value
pairs.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0002.1022E

schema rows must be 2 wide

Explanation

Attempted to create a Trading Networks IData object without set of name/value pairs.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0002.1023E

keys cannot be null

Explanation

Attempted to create a Trading Networks IData object with keys as null. Keys cannot
be null.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0002.1024E

index out of bounds: {0}

Explanation

Attempted to seek beyond the end of or before the start of a TNFixedData object.

Action

Supply a valid index to the seek method.

TNS.0002.1025E

TNFixedData does not support setKey

Explanation

Attempted to use an unsupported method.

Action

Do not call the setKey method.

TNS.0002.1027E

TNFixedData does not support delete

Explanation

Attempted to use an unsupported method.

Action

Do not call the delete method.

TNS.0002.1028E

illegal null key

Explanation

Supplied a null key to the keyMatch method on a TNFixedData object.

Action

Supply a valid key value.
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TNS.0002.1031E

Must supply props

Explanation

A required value(props) is missing for wm.tn.admin:setProperties().

Action

Supply the required value for field(props) and try again.

TNS.0002.1032E

Must shutdown before starting up again

Explanation

Invoked the wm.tn.admin:startup service while the WmTN package is enabled and
loaded.

Action

Use the Integration Server Administrator to stop and start the WmTN package. Do
not invoke the wm.tn.admin:start service directly.

TNS.0002.1042E

No such enum: {0}

Explanation

A wm.tn.enumerate service was invoked with an invalid query enumeration identifier.

Action

Supply a valid enumeration identifier.

TNS.0002.1043E

Either {0} or {1} must be supplied. Please supply one of these values.

Explanation

A valid value for either of the required field was not supplied.

Action

Supply one of the valid values which are listed in the error message.

TNS.0002.1044E

{0} is required whenever a value for {1} is supplied. Please supply a value for {0}.

Explanation

A storageRef value was supplied, but no value was supplied for storageType.

Action

Supply a value for the storageType variable. Either supply value for both related
fields or keep both fields null and try again.

TNS.0002.1047E

The following TN properties can only take numeric values: {0}

Explanation

Attempted to assign non-numeric values to numeric system properties.

Action

Supply numeric values for numeric system properties.

TNS.0002.1048E

Error setting features on SAX parser. Exception message is: {0}

Explanation

Threw a SAXException while initializing the SAX parser.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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TNS.0002.1056E

The {0} service is for Trading Networks internal use only.

Explanation

The specified service was invoked, but not by Trading Networks. This service is for
Trading Networks internal use only.

Action

Do not invoke this service.

TNS.0002.1057E

Error encountered in invoking service
wm.tn.samples.helpServices:installTNSamplesACLs

Explanation

Internal error installing ACLs for Trading Networks Sample services.

Action

If you want to protect the WmTNSamples services, invoke the
wm.tn.samples:installTNSamplesACLs service.

TNS.0002.1058E

Error encountered in writing TN ACL information to disk

Explanation

An exception was thrown saving the Trading Networks ACLs to the file system.

Action

The exception was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take
appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0002.1059E

ThreadQueue: too many jobs waiting

Explanation

Attempted to spawn more threads than the configured limit.

Action

Use the wm.tn.admin:setThreadQueueConfig service to increase the value of the
tn.thread.maxWaiting system property.

TNS.0002.1061E

{0} is not an Integer

Explanation

Invalid data type supplied to a service, expected an Integer value

Action

Supply an Integer for the specified field.

TNS.0002.1065

Error encountered while unregistering TN''s XML content handler. The exception
message is: {0}

Explanation

Error occurred while unregistering TN's content handler and activating default XML
content handler.

Action

See the server log for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described
in the exception.
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TNS.0002.1066

When scheduleType is {0}, a value must be supplied for {1}. Please supply a value
for {1}.

Explanation

Attempted to create new queue with schedule values null for a selected scheduleType.

Action

Supply valid values corresponding to selected schedule type.

TNS.0002.1067E

Unable to update password for {0} with handle {1}

Explanation

An exception was thrown when Trading Networks attempted to update the password
associated with a profile delivery method.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0002.1068E

Unable to retrieve password for {0} with handle {1}

Explanation

An exception was thrown when Trading Networks attempted to retrieve the password
associated with a profile delivery method.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0002.1069E

Unable to insert password for {0} with handle {1}

Explanation

An exception was thrown when Trading Networks attempted to insert the password
associated with a profile delivery method.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0002.1070E

Unable to save password for {0} with handle {1}

Explanation

An exception was thrown when Trading Networks attempted to save the password
associated with a profile delivery method.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0002.1071E

Unable to delete password for {0} with handle {1}

Explanation

An exception was thrown when Trading Networks attempted to delete the password
associated with a profile delivery method.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0002.1072E

Either {0} or {1} must be supplied, but not both. Please supply a value for only one
of these.

Explanation

You supplied the specified two values; however, only one value can be specified.

Action

Supply value for either partByets or partStream and try again.
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TNS.0002.1073

Unable to import document type {0}. Attribute {1} is used in the document type but,
it is not defined.

Explanation

While importing a doctype, related attribute not found, so unable to import the
doctype.

Action

Please either import the related attribute or define before importing the doctype.

TNS.0002.1075

Unable to import processing rule {0}. Sender profile {1} is used in the processing
rule but, it is not defined.

Explanation

While importing a processing rule, related sender profile not found, so unable to
import the processing rule.

Action

Either import the related sender profile or define it before importing the processing
rule.

TNS.0002.1076

Unable to import processing rule {0}. Receiver profile {1} is used in the processing
rule but, it is not defined.

Explanation

While importing a processing rule, related receiver profile not found, so unable to
import the processing rule.

Action

Either import the related receiver profile or define it before importing the processing
rule.

TNS.0002.1077

Unable to import processing rule {0}. Document type {1} is used in the processing
rule but, it is not defined.

Explanation

While importing a processing rule, related Document Type not found, so unable to
import the processing rule.

Action

Either import the related document type or define it before importing the processing
rule.

TNS.0002.1081

Error encountered while extracting doctype with doctypeID {0}. Please check whether
it is a valid ID.

Explanation

Could not retrieve Document Type from BizDocStore with provided docTypeID,
would not be able to enable/update doc type for monitoring.

Action

Please check whether provided docTypeID is a valid ID, as system was not able to
retrieve corresponding Document Type from store.
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TNS.0002.1083

Error encountered while setting TN BAM Monitoring status to {0}

Explanation

Error encountered while enabling/disabling TN BAM monitoring. This happened
while setting monitoring properties invoking service wm.tn.admin:setProperties().

Action

Please see the error log.

TNS.0002.2005S

Error(s) encountered in WmTN initialization: {0}

Explanation

Encountered an exception while Trading Networks was initializing.This happened
during filling the cache of attribute, type, routing rule and profile.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception and try to
reload the package.

TNS.0002.2013S

The wm.tn.access:getConsoleRestrictions service has been deleted, renamed or
replaced. Aborting Trading Networks initialization.

Explanation

Aborting Trading Networks initialization as the wm.tn.access:getConsoleRestrictions
service has been tempered.

Action

Please contact your administrator to restore the original version of this service.

TNS.0002.2014E

Error filling BizDocAttributeStore cache

Explanation

Encountered an error while reading the document attributes from the database during
startup.

Action

An exception was written to the server log. Take appropriate action to resolve the
problem described in the exception.

TNS.0002.2018W

Unable to register content types with the FlatFile Content Handler. The WmFlatFile
package may be disabled. The WmFlatFile package must be enabled in order to
use FlatFile capabilities in Trading Networks.

Explanation

The WmFlatFile package is disabled. Unable to register content types with the FlatFile
Content Handler.

Action

The WmFlatFile package may be disabled. The WmFlatFile package must be enabled
in order to use FlatFile capabilities in Trading Networks.

TNS.0002.3007E

wm.tn.admin:installACLs: Unable to find group, {0}

Explanation

The specified group, <group>, has not been created.

Action

Run the wm.tn.admin:install service to create the Trading Networks user groups.
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TNS.0002.3010S

Can not create IS user group {0}

Explanation

An exception was thrown while creating a user group during server startup.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0002.3011E

Can not create IS user {0}

Explanation

An exception was thrown while creating a user during server startup.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0002.4011E

Error encountered during TN server starting: {0}

Explanation

An exception was thrown while Trading Networks was starting.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0002.4012E

Error encountered during TN server stopping: {0}

Explanation

An exception was thrown while Trading Networks was stopping.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0002.4013E

Error encountered during TN server restarting: {0}

Explanation

An exception was thrown while Trading Networks was restarting.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0002.4019E

TN database connection pool failed: error initializing Datastore

Explanation

An exception was thrown while initializing the Trading Networks database connection
pool.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception. Check TN DB configuration details.

TNS.0002.4020E

TN Server failed starting up: error initializing database connection pool

Explanation

An exception was thrown while initializing the Trading Networks database connection
pool.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception. Check TN DB configuration details.
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TNS.0002.4021E

TN Server failed starting up: OEM restriction was hacked

Explanation

A user or developer attempted to bypass the OEM restrictions. The server will not
start.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0002.4024E

TN task manager encountered error: {0}

Explanation

An exception was thrown that has terminated execution of the task manager.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception. You might
need to contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0002.4025E

TN temporary storage space initialization failed: {0}

Explanation

An exception was thrown while preparing temporary disk space for large files.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception. You might
need to change the tn.tspace.location system property to a disk partition that has more
free space.

TNS.0002.4028E

Invalid notification type encountered in pkginit:sendNotif

Explanation

Internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0002.4039E

MBean cannot record statistics for document id {0}. Document does not exist.

Explanation

Internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0002.4040E

Exception thrown while saving document processing statistics.

Explanation

Error encountered while saving document processing statistics to DB.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.1001E

Invalid datatype. "cert" must be a byte[] or a X509Certificate.

Explanation

You invoked a service and supplied a digital certificate value that is not a recognized
data type.

Action

Supply either an X509Certificate or the bytes from an X509Certificate.
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TNS.0003.1005E

The user associated with this certificate ({0}) does not have a TN profile.

Explanation

The supplied digital certificate is associated with an Integration Server user, but that
user is not a Trading Networks partner.

Action

Either create a partner profile for the user, or supply a certificate that is associated
with a Trading Networks partner.

TNS.0003.1007E

An error occurred when the intended receiver tried to accept this document. The
original error message was {0}.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while accepting a polled document.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0003.1008E

Unable to retrieve partner profile associated with supplied certificate.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while retrieving the partner associated with a digital
certificate.

Action

Trading Networks wrote the exception to the server log. See the server log for details.
Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0003.1010E

Unable to save partner''s certificate.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while saving a partner's certificate.

Action

Trading Networks wrote the exception to the server log. See the server log for details.
Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0003.1015E

Unable to retrieve signing keys to be used for sending documents to specified
partner.

Explanation

The wm.tn.access:getSigningKeys service was unable to retrieve the security
information needed to sign documents sent to a partner.

Action

Trading Networks wrote the exception to the server log. See the server log for details.
Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0003.1028E

Invalid feature specified.

Explanation

While checking whether a feature was enabled, Trading Networks discovered that
an invalid feature was specified.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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TNS.0003.1029E

Error retrieving Console restrictions.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while determining what features are available to My
webMethods Server.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0003.1030E

No session available

Explanation

Attempted an action that requires an active session, but no active session was found.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0003.1031E

No user available from session

Explanation

Unable to determine the connected user as session doesn't have any user defined.

Action

Try defining users and retry or contact your administrator to check database and
Integtation Server status.

TNS.0003.1032E

Group TNPartners not defined

Explanation

TNPartners Group was not found

Action

Run the wm.tn.admin:install service to create TNPartners and other required user
groups.

TNS.0003.1033

Empty or null username for partner {0}.Also,The username may not have whitespace.

Explanation

Encountered validation error while creating partner account. Iinput field username
can't be null and should not contain spaces.

Action

Provide a valid user name and try again.

TNS.0003.2002E

An ID type named {0} already exists.

Explanation

Trading Networks attempted to create an external ID type with the provided name,
but an external ID type with that name already exists.

Action

Specify the name of an external ID type that does not already exist when creating an
external ID type.

TNS.0003.2003E

A contact type named {0} already exists.

Explanation

Trading Networks attempted to create a contact type with the provided name, but a
contact type with that name already exists.

Action

Specify the name of a contact type that does not already exist when creating a contact
type.
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TNS.0003.2004E

A field group named {0} already exists.

Explanation

Trading Networks attempted to create a field group with the provided name, but a
field group with that name already exists.

Action

Specify the name of a field group that does not already exist when creating a field
group.

TNS.0003.2005E

Could not get profile dictionary

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an unexpected error during profile dictionary
initialization.

Action

The exception was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take action
appropriate to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0003.2006E

Could not retrieve field definitions

Explanation

An exception was thrown while retrieving profile field definitions.

Action

The exception was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take action
appropriate to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0003.2007E

Could not add field definition

Explanation

An exception was thrown while saving a profile field definition.

Action

The exception was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take action
appropriate to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0003.2008E

Could not update field definition

Explanation

An exception was thrown while updating a profile field definition.

Action

The exception was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take action
appropriate to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0003.2009E

"definition" is required.

Explanation

A required field value was not supplied.

Action

Supply the required value.

TNS.0003.3010E

Unable to map certificate to user for new partner {0}.

Explanation

The wm.tn.security:setVerifyCertificateSet service was unable to save certificates for
a new trading partner.

Action

Save the partner's profile with no certificates and then add the partner's certificates.
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TNS.0003.3019E

{0} could not retrieve the ProfileStore.

Explanation

The Profile Store is inaccessible.

Action

Reload the WmTN package or restart the Integration Serve that hosts Trading
Networks Server.

TNS.0003.3030E

Unable to retrieve the {0} ID for partner {1}.

Explanation

Could not convert the internal partner ID into an external ID.

Action

Make sure the partner has a value for this type of external ID.

TNS.0003.3034W

An invalid or expired certificate was received from {0} and rejected.

Explanation

An invalid or expired certificate was received and rejected from the Trading Partner
specified in the message.

Action

Notify the Trading Partner specified in the message that their certificate is either
invalid or expired.

TNS.0003.3037W

Received a certificate issued by {0}, who is not on your list of trusted Certificate
Authorities.

Explanation

The Certificate Authority specified in the message is not on your list of trusted sources.

Action

You either can add this Certificate Authority to your list of trusted Certificate
Authorities, or you can notify the trading partner that you do not trust their Certificate
Authority.

TNS.0003.3038E

Problem creating B2B account for partner (username={0}).

Explanation

An account could not be created on the Integration Server for the partner.

Action

Create the account manually for the partner. The user name must match the partner's
required external ID.

TNS.0003.3050E

If {0} is supplied, {1} must also be supplied.

Explanation

You must supply either both values or neither value.

Action

Supply both values or neither value.

TNS.0003.3085W

The Trading Networks user does not have permission to change System properties.
The certificate chain verifier is not correctly initialized. All incoming certificate
chains will be trusted.

Explanation

The watt.security.cert.wmChainVerifier.trustByDefault property might not be set
correctly.

Action

Ask the Administrator to set the watt.security.cert.wmChainVerifier.trustByDefault
property appropriately.
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TNS.0003.3102E

Either {0} or {1} must be supplied.

Explanation

A value must be supplied for one of the two variables, but no value was supplied for
either variable.

Action

Supply a value for one of the variables.

TNS.0003.4001E

Could not delete field group.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while deleting a profile field group.

Action

The exception was written to the error log. See the log for details. Take appropriate
action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4003E

Could not add partner profile for {0}.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while saving a partner profile.

Action

The exception was written to the error log. See the log for details. Take appropriate
action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4005E

The partner specified (id={0}) has a {1} ID of {2}, but there is no matching IS user
account.

Explanation

Trading Networks could not find an Integration Server user account for this partner.

Action

Verify that the partner has a user account on the Integration Server and that the
account name matches the partner's required external ID value.

TNS.0003.4006E

Attempted to save an extended field value with an unknown field ID (id={0}).

Explanation

Field with this ID doesn't exist. Trading Networks could not save the extended field
for this ID.

Action

Specify a valid field ID.

TNS.0003.4008E

Got null or empty extended profile fields

Explanation

The "fields" input variable is required.

Action

Pass the extended fields you want to save in the "fields" variable.

TNS.0003.4009E

Attempted to save an external ID that has an unknown type (type code={0}).

Explanation

Trading Networks attempted to save an external ID for a partner, but the external ID
is associated with an external ID type that has not been defined.

Action

To save a new type of external ID for a partner, you must first define the external ID
type. To do so, use the wm.tn.dictionary:addIDType service.
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TNS.0003.4010E

ID Type {0} is not valid. Not found in the Trading Networks database.

Explanation

ID Type provided is not recognized by Trading Networks.

Action

Supply a valid external ID type. Use the wm.tn.dictionary:addIDType service to define
a new external ID type.

TNS.0003.4011E

Attempted to save a contact that has an unknown type (type code={0}).

Explanation

Trading Networks attempted to save a contact for a partner, but the contact is
associated with a contact type that has not been defined.

Action

To save a new type of contact for a partner, you must first define the contact type. To
do so, use the wm.tn.dictionary:addContactType service.

TNS.0003.4012E

Cannot delete a standard field

Explanation

Attempted to delete a standard profile field. You can only delete extended profile
fields.

Action

No action required.

TNS.0003.4014E

{0} not a valid Group ID. Must be greater than {1}.

Explanation

Group ID provided is not a positive integer.

Action

Supply a valid group ID value. It should be positive integer.

TNS.0003.4015E

Port must be a positive integer

Explanation

When specifying a partner's host and port, the port value must be greater than zero.

Action

Supply a valid value that is greater than zero for the port number.

TNS.0003.4016E

Could not decode bizdoc

Explanation

Trading Networks created an internal BizDocEnvelope to validate the profile data,
but could not decode the BizDocEnvelope.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0003.4017E

Could not add {0}. A {0} with an ID of {1} already exists.

Explanation

While adding lookup type (Contact Type/ ID Type/ Binary Type), Trading Networks
found that a similar lookup type with same ID already exists. Trading Networks did
not add the lookup type.

Action

Save this type with a different ID.
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TNS.0003.4018E

A profile already exists for the host of this Trading Network. Turn off the SELF
setting on the corporate component of the profile and save it again.

Explanation

The Enterprise profile already exists.

Action

If you are programmatically saving profiles, set the Self? variable to false before
attempting to save the profile. If you are using My webMethods to save profiles,
contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0003.4019E

Could not validate profile: received null bizdoc

Explanation

Trading Networks should have created an internal BizDocEnvelope to validate profile
data, but the BizDocEnvelope is null.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the server and error logs and the
WmTN/config/properties.cnf file available.

TNS.0003.4020E

No ''{0}'' element found in bizdoc

Explanation

Trading Networks created an internal BizDocEnvelope to validate profile data, but
the BizDocEnvelope did not contain the "errors" element.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support. Please have the server and error logs and the
WmTN/config/properties.cnf file available.

TNS.0003.4021E

Cannot set extended fields.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while saving extended fields to the database.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4024E

Cannot access profile store.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while accessing the Profile store.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0003.4026E

You are using webMethods Trading Partners. To be able to add more partner
profiles, please upgrade to webMethods Trading Networks.

Explanation

When using webMethods Trading Partners, you are allowed to create only one profile
other than your own.

Action

If you need to create additional partner profiles, upgrade to webMethods Trading
Networks.
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TNS.0003.4027E

Could not retrieve {0} using {1}

Explanation

Invalid id is provided. Trading Networks could not retrieve partner details using this
ID.

Action

Supply a valid value.

TNS.0003.4028E

An error occurred while retrieving company logos.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while retrieving company logos.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4029E

Importing a profile for {0} (id={1}), which is marked as "My Enterprise", but it has
different ID than the existing My Enterprise profile for this Trading Network.
Cannot change the identity of the My Enterprise profile. Process terminated.

Explanation

You attempted to import the Enterprise. However, the target Trading Networks
system already has an Enterprise profile, which has a different ID than the one you
are attempting to import. Trading Networks cannot import the Enterprise profile.

Action

Import Enterprise profile carefully only to those Trading Networks Servers where it's
not already defined.

TNS.0003.4030E

Could not get profile for user (username={0}).

Explanation

An exception was thrown while retrieving a partner profile for a user.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4032E

Extended fields cannot have a column name.

Explanation

Validation of profile fields failed.The column name on an extended profile field should
be null.

Action

If you are programmatically creating extended fields, do not set the Column Name.

TNS.0003.4033E

Extended fields cannot have a table name.

Explanation

Validation of profile fields failed. The table name on an extended profile field should
be null.

Action

If you are programmatically creating extended fields, do not set the Table Name.
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TNS.0003.4034E

Partner status can only be ''Active'' or ''Inactive'' when adding a new profile.

Explanation

Invalid status provided for profile to be added.

Action

Supply a valid value for the Partner Status field.

TNS.0003.4035E

Corporation is invalid: no partnerID.

Explanation

Trading Networks attempted to update a partner profile, but the corporation
component has no partner ID.

Action

Set the partnerID field to a valid value.

TNS.0003.4036E

Attempted to save a binary object that has an unknown type (type code={0}).

Explanation

The database does not have binary types defined.

Action

Populate your database with initial values by importing the file
<IntegrationServer>/packages/WmTN/bin/init.xml, where <IntegrationServer> is the
location where your server is installed.

TNS.0003.4037E

Could not add Field Group {0}.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while adding a profile field group.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4039E

Could not get {0} for partner (partnerID={1}).

Explanation

An exception was thrown while retrieving protocol information for a partner.

Action

Verify whether the database connection is available.Take appropriate action to resolve
the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4041E

Cannot delete the External ID,there has to be at least one external ID

Explanation

Each partner must have a value for the required external ID type. The required external
ID value is used for the user name of the partner's Integration Server user account.

Action

Do not attempt to delete the required external ID from a partner's profile.

TNS.0003.4042E

The value for profile field {0} is not one of the valid values.

Explanation

Invalid value provided for profile field.

Action

Supply a valid value.
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TNS.0003.4044E

Standard fields must have a column name.

Explanation

Profile field Validation failed. The column name on a standard profile field is null.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0003.4045E

Could not update {0}.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while updating a profile component.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4046E

A profile already exists in the database with the supplied PartnerID ({0}).

Explanation

Trading Networks attempted to save a new profile with the same partnerID as an
existing profile.

Action

Do not specify a value for the partnerID when creating a new profile. Trading
Networks will generate a unique ID for you.

TNS.0003.4047

{0} cannot be null.

Explanation

Partner ID is required field while fetching the Profile and it should not be null.

Action

Supply Partner ID to fetch profile.

TNS.0003.4048E

Could not get profile for partner (id={0})

Explanation

An exception was thrown while retrieving a partner profile.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4049E

webMethods Trading Partners is restricted to the creation of one profile in addition
to your own.

Explanation

When using webMethods Trading Partners, you can create only one profile other
than your own.

Action

If you need to create additional partner profiles, upgrade to webMethods Trading
Networks.

TNS.0003.4050E

Could not upgrade your profile. Please contact webMethods Customer Service.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while upgrading your profile from webMethods for Partners
to webMethods Trading Networks.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception. If necessary,
contact Software AG Global Support.
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TNS.0003.4051E

At least 1 field has been defined for this group. Cannot delete.

Explanation

Found at least one field still associated to group. Unable to delete this group.

Action

To delete this field group, you must first delete all extended profile fields in the group,
or assign them to other groups.

TNS.0003.4053E

Could not delete {0} ({1}={2}).

Explanation

An exception was thrown while deleting a profile component.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4054E

Cannot set valid values for a standard field

Explanation

You cannot define a list of valid values for standard fields.

Action

Do not attempt to define a list of valid values for a standard field. Valid values are
applicable for extended fields.

TNS.0003.4056E

Errors encountered validating profile/profile fields

Explanation

A list of one or more validation errors follows this message after invoking
wm.tn:submit.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the errors.

TNS.0003.4058E

Another partner profile with the name "{0}" already exists. Cannot have duplicate
partner names. Please enter a different name.

Explanation

You are attempting to create a profile; howeve , a profile with the Corporation Name
and User Name that you specified already exists in Trading Networks.

Action

Supply a different Corporation Name and/or Unit Name.

TNS.0003.4060E

You must add a profile for your enterprise before you can upgrade to webMethods
Trading Networks. Please create a profile for your enterprise.

Explanation

You have not defined the Enterprise profile. The Enterprise profile must exist before
you can upgrade Trading Networks.

Action

Create the Enterprise profile.

TNS.0003.4062E

Cannot undelete a standard field

Explanation

Standard fields cannot be deleted or undeleted.

Action

Do not attempt to delete or undelete a standard field.
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TNS.0003.4064E

{0}, no change made on server

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an error while saving partner profile information.
See the error message for details.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the error message.

TNS.0003.4065E

An error was encountered deleting a partner''s profile (partnerID={0}).

Explanation

An exception was thrown while deleting a partner profile.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4066E

Could not get host profile.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while retrieving the Enterprise profile.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4068E

{0} is required.

Explanation

No value was supplied for a required input variable.

Action

Supply the required value.

TNS.0003.4069E

Standard fields must have a table name.

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an invalid field definition in the Trading Networks
database.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0003.4072E

Error initializing ProfileStore

Explanation

Encountered error while initializing Profile Store.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0003.4073E

Could not set binary object for partner (id={0}).

Explanation

An exception was thrown while saving binary data to the Trading Networks database.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.
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TNS.0003.4075E

Could not get Extended Field template (group={0}).

Explanation

An exception was thrown while creating a new extended field.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0003.4076E

Invalid group specified.

Explanation

The group that was specified is not a valid group.

Action

Use the wm.tn.dictionary:getFieldGroups service to retrieve a list of valid groups.

TNS.0003.4077E

{0} must be specified for partner {1}

Explanation

Profile validation failed! Required data is missing from a partner profile.

Action

Supply a value for the required fields.

TNS.0003.4078E

Datatype cannot be null.

Explanation

Found Datatype parameter null while setting it to profile.

Action

Supply a valid data type.

TNS.0003.4079E

Your webmethods Trading Networks server is restricted to the creation of {0} profiles
in addition to your own.

Explanation

Your Trading Networks Server is restricted to the creation of the number of profiles
specified in the message.

Action

If you need to add more profiles, contact Software AG Global Support to upgrade
your server.

TNS.0003.4080E

Attempted to set the datatype of a field to an unrecognized value: {0}.

Explanation

Provided datatype is not recognized by Trading Networks.

Action

Supply a valid data type.

TNS.0003.4082E

Binary type not found in the Trading Networks database: {0}.

Explanation

Trading Networks attempted to set the value of a binary object, but the type does not
exist in the database.

Action

Supply a valid binaryTypeDescription or binaryTypeCode. If you have specified a
valid binary type and the problem persists, import the init.xml file from the
<IntegrationServer>packages/WmTN/bin directory, where <IntegrationServer> is the
location where you installed your server.
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TNS.0003.4083E

Could not change {0} Type {1}.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while attempting to update an external ID type or contact
type.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4084E

Standard fields cannot have a set of extended valid values

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an invalid field definition in the Trading Networks
database.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0003.4085E

The specified delivery data (id={0}) does not exist in the database. Cannot delete.

Explanation

Trading Networks was unable to perform the specified database action because the
Destination data does not exist.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support. Have the server and error logs and the
WmTN/config/properties.cnf file available.

TNS.0003.4086E

Standard fields cannot have an extended default value

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an invalid field definition in the Trading Networks
database.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0003.4087E

The value for {0} must be a String.

Explanation

Found unexpected non-String value when datatype is String, validation failed.

Action

Supply a String value for the field.

TNS.0003.4088E

A {0} ID of {1} already exists in the database. External IDs must be unique.

Explanation

Cannot have two external IDs of the same external ID type that have the same value.

Action

Supply another value for this external ID.

TNS.0003.4089E

Could not get internal ID for partner (id={0}, typeCode={1}, typeDesc={2}).

Explanation

An exception was thrown while retrieving the internal partnerID.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.
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TNS.0003.4090E

Fields must have a datatype

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an invalid field definition in the Trading Networks
database.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0003.4091E

Could not get profile summaries.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while retrieving profile summaries.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4092E

{0} cannot be null. {1} not {2}.

Explanation

Trading Networks did not add or update the changes because a required value is
missing.

Action

Supply the required value.

TNS.0003.4093E

{0} must be equal or greater than {1}

Explanation

Numeric field validation failed as supplied value found lesser than limit value, should
be greater or equal to limit value.

Action

Supply a valid value.

TNS.0003.4094E

You are already using webMethods Trading Networks. No upgrade is necessary.

Explanation

Attempted to upgrade from webMethods for Partners to webMethods Trading
Networks, but you are already using webMethods Trading Networks.

Action

No action required.

TNS.0003.4096E

Could not get {0}.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while retrieving a profile component.

Action

An exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4099E

Status was not changed to {0} because the profile has the following errors {1}

Explanation

The profile has issues that must be resolved before the status can be changed.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the errors.
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TNS.0003.4100E

Cannot set Column Name for an extended field

Explanation

It is not valid for an extended profile field to have a value for Column Name.

Action

Do not attempt to set a value for Column Name for an extended profile field.

TNS.0003.4102E

Cannot set Table Name for an extended field

Explanation

It is not valid for an extended profile field to have a value for Table Name.

Action

Do not attempt to set a value for Table Name for an extended profile field.

TNS.0003.4105E

Could not add {0} Type {1}.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while attempting to create an IDType or ContactType.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4106E

Could not get profile summary (partnerID={0}).

Explanation

An exception was thrown while attempting to retrieve a profile summary.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4107E

An error occurred while retrieving polling frequencies.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while retrieving a partner's polling frequency.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4108E

Could not delete External Partner ID (internal PartnerID={0}).

Explanation

An exception was thrown while deleting a partner's external ID.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4109E

Got null profile field metadata for extended field at index {0}

Explanation

Required internal data is missing.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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TNS.0003.4110E

Could not undelete profile for partner (id={0}).

Explanation

An exception was thrown while undeleting a partner profile.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4113E

Attempted to save a field definition for an unknown group (group id={0}).

Explanation

The specified field group does not exist and is not valid.

Action

Supply a valid field group. If you are using the Trading Networks Console to create
an extended field, contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0003.4114E

Could not get profile summary (username={0}).

Explanation

An exception was thrown while retrieving a profile summary.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4115E

Profile has errors. Saved with a status of {0}.

Explanation

Validation error found for the provided profile, saving with status as inactive.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the errors listed below this message.

TNS.0003.4116E

Could not add external ID data for partner (id={1}).

Explanation

Encountered an Exception while saving a profile component.

Action

See the Exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4117E

webMethods Trading Networks requires a special license key. Please contact
webMethods to get a Trading Networks key. Until you do so, you will be limited
to the creation of one profile in addition to your own.

Explanation

You currently have a webMethods for Partners license key, which allows you to create
only a single partner profile.

Action

If you need to create additional partner profiles, upgrade to webMethods Trading
Networks.
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TNS.0003.4118E

Profile status may only be changed to {0} or {1}.

Explanation

Attempted to change the profile status to an invalid status.

Action

Supply a valid value.

TNS.0003.4120E

Could not change partner''s status.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while updating the status of a partner profile.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4121E

{0} {1} delivery data already exists in the database for this partner.

Explanation

You attempted to add a delivery method for a partner that is already defined for the
partner. You cannot have two instances of the same delivery method for a partner.

Action

If the existing delivery method contains the information you want, no action is
required. Otherwise, you can update the information for the existing delivery method.

TNS.0003.4122E

Extended fields must have a name.

Explanation

You did not specify a name for the extended profile field.

Action

Supply the required value.

TNS.0003.4123E

Problem initializing Profile services.

Explanation

An exception was thrown during initialization.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4124E

Cannot set default value for a standard field.

Explanation

You cannot define a default value for a standard profile field.

Action

Do not attempt to define a default value for a standard profile field.

TNS.0003.4125E

Could not retrieve extended fields.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while retrieving extended fields for a partner.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.
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TNS.0003.4126E

Standard fields cannot be marked as deleted

Explanation

You cannot delete a standard profile field.

Action

Do not attempt to delete a standard profile field.

TNS.0003.4129E

Following errors occurred during updating profile

Explanation

A list of one or more errors follows this message.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problems described in the errors.

TNS.0003.4130E

Cannot delete preferred delivery method

Explanation

The delivery method you tried to delete is the preferred delivery method for the
partner.

Action

Before you can delete this delivery method, choose another delivery method to be
"preferred."

TNS.0003.4131E

Could not delete {0} Type {1}.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while deleting profile data.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4132E

Could not update corporation.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while updating the Corporate component of a partner
profile.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4133E

Could not update addresses.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while updating one or more addresses on a partner profile.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4136E

Could not delete connection ({1}={2}).

Explanation

An exception was thrown while deleting a delivery method from a partner profile.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.
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TNS.0003.4138E

Could not update external IDs.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while updating one or more external IDs in a partner profile.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4141E

Could not get binary object for partner (partnerID={1}).

Explanation

An exception was thrown while retrieving a binary object for a partner profile.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4142E

"extID" is required.

Explanation

You attempted to invoke a service that requires a value for the extID input variable,
but no value was supplied.

Action

Supply the required value.

TNS.0003.4143E

Either idTypeCode or idTypeDesc must be supplied (idTypeCode={0},
idTypeDesc={1}).

Explanation

You invoked a service without providing a required input variable to identify the
external ID type.

Action

Supply one of the required values.

TNS.0003.4144E

partnerID is required.

Explanation

You invoked a service without providing a required input variable to identify the
partner.

Action

Supply the required value.

TNS.0003.4145E

Could not get external ID for partner (partnerID={0}).

Explanation

An exception was thrown while retrieving an external ID for a partner profile.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4146E

Error encountered updating binary object in the database (partnerID={0}).

Explanation

An exception was thrown while updating a binary object for a partner profile.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.
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TNS.0003.4147E

{0} must be supplied.

Explanation

You called a Java method without supplying a value for a required field (<fieldName>).

Action

Supply the required value.

TNS.0003.4148E

A status of {0} is not one of the permitted values.

Explanation

Attempted to set the status to an invalid value.

Action

Supply a valid value.

TNS.0003.4149E

Error encountered changing partner status.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while updating the status of a partner profile.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4151E

A profile is required.

Explanation

While adding profile to the Data store, profile found to be null.

Action

Supply the valid profile data.

TNS.0003.4152E

Error encountered adding profile to the database.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while adding a partner profile.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4153E

Error encountered adding contacts to the database.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while adding one or more contacts to a partner profile.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4155E

Error encountered adding destinations to the database.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while adding one or more delivery methods (destinations)
to a partner profile.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.
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TNS.0003.4156E

Error encountered adding IDs to the database.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while adding one or more external IDs to a partner profile.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4157E

Error encountered adding addresses to the database.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while adding one or more addresses to a partner profile.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4158E

Error encountered adding binary objects to the database.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while adding one or more binary objects to a partner profile.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4160E

{0} cannot be null.

Explanation

When attempting to delete a profile-related asset from the Profile store, required asset
ID was not provided.

Action

Supply the required asset ID.

TNS.0003.4161E

Error encountered deleting profile from the database.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while deleting a partner profile.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4162E

Error encountered undeleting profile from the database.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while undeleting a partner profile.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4163E

Error encountered deleting contact (contactID={0}, partnerID={1}).

Explanation

An exception was thrown while deleting a contact from a partner profile.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.
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TNS.0003.4164E

Error encountered deleting address (addressID={0}, partnerID={1}).

Explanation

An exception was thrown while deleting an address from a partner profile.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4165E

Error encountered deleting destination (destID={0}).

Explanation

An exception was thrown while deleting a delivery method (destination) from a
partner profile.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4166E

Error encountered deleting external id (id={0}).

Explanation

An exception was thrown while deleting an external ID from a partner profile.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4167E

Error encountered retrieving extended fields.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while retrieving extended fields for a partner.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4168E

Error encountered adding extended field {0} to the database (partnerID={1}).

Explanation

An exception was thrown while adding an extended profile field for a partner.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4170E

Error encountered retrieving contact {0} (partnerID={1}).

Explanation

Encountered an exception while retrieving a contact for a partner.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4171E

Error encountered retrieving binary type {0} (partnerID={1}).

Explanation

An exception was thrown while retrieving a binary object for a partner.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.
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TNS.0003.4172E

Invalid binary type: {0}.

Explanation

The supplied binary type is not recognized as a valid binary type. It does not match
any existing binary type.

Action

Supply a valid binary type value.

TNS.0003.4173E

A connection was requested for an unknown partner (partnerID={0}).

Explanation

Attempted to establish a connection to a partner's server, but the supplied partnerID
was invalid.

Action

Supply a valid partner ID.

TNS.0003.4174E

Delivery method is {0}. Can only create contexts for HTTP or HTTPS destinations.

Explanation

A webMethods context can only be established when using HTTP or HTTPS.

Action

If you want to connect to a partner's server with a different protocol (e.g., FTP or
SMTP) use the appropriate service in the WmPublic package or one of the delivery
services in the wm.tn.transport folder.

TNS.0003.4175E

Error encountered connecting to partner''s server.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while connecting to a partner's server.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4181E

constant must start with FLD_[TBL]_

Explanation

Internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0003.4182E

bad constant results in non or multiple fields

Explanation

Internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0003.4184E

RetryFactor cannot be zero

Explanation

Supplied RetryFactor is unexpectedly lower than 1, RetryFactor should be greater
than or equal to 1.

Action

Supply a valid value for RetryFatctor. It should be greater than or equal to 1.
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TNS.0003.4187E

External Field: {0} has errors. Error = {1}

Explanation

See the errors listed in the message.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problems described in the errors.

TNS.0003.4188E

Is a required External Field

Explanation

No data was supplied for a required extended profile field.

Action

Supply a value for this field.

TNS.0003.4189E

Field value must be of data type java.lang.String

Explanation

Data type for the extended profile field is String, value must be a String.

Action

Supply a String value.

TNS.0003.4190E

Invalid value selected

Explanation

Supplied value for extended profile field found to be invalid.

Action

Supply a valid value.

TNS.0003.4192E

Could not retrieve ID Types from database

Explanation

An exception was thrown while retrieving external ID types.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4193E

Could not retrieve IDType Descriptions from database

Explanation

An exception was thrown while retrieving external ID type descriptions.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4194E

A database error occurred while adding an ID Type.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while adding an external ID type.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.
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TNS.0003.4195E

A database error occurred while changing an ID Type.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while updating an external ID type.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4196E

A database error occurred while deleting an External ID Type.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while deleting an external ID type.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4197E

Could not retrieve Contact Types from database

Explanation

An exception was thrown while retrieving contact types.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4198E

A database error occurred while adding a Contact Type.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while adding a contact type.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4199E

A database error occurred while changing a Contact Type.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while updating a contact type.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4200E

A database error occurred while deleting a Contact Type.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while deleting a contact type.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4201E

Could not retrieve Binary Types from database

Explanation

An exception was thrown while retrieving binary types.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.
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TNS.0003.4202E

Could not retrieve Field Groups from database

Explanation

An exception was thrown while retrieving field groups.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4203E

A database error occurred while adding a Field Group.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while adding a field group.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4204E

A database error occurred while changing a Field Group.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while updating a field group.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4205E

A database error occurred while deleting a Field Group.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while deleting a field group.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4206E

Error initializing Profile Dictionary.

Explanation

An exception was thrown during initialization.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0003.4207E

pfmd cannot be null.

Explanation

You did not supply a required value.

Action

Supply the required data.

TNS.0003.4208E

A problem was encountered updating the field defintion.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while updating a field definition.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.
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TNS.0003.4209E

Cannot add a standard field definition. Set Extended to true before saving this
definition.

Explanation

Attempted to add a standard profile field. You cannot add standard profile fields.

Action

Add the profile field as an extended profile field.

TNS.0003.4210E

A problem was encountered adding the field defintion.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while adding a field definition.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4211E

Error retrieving profile

Explanation

Encountered an exception while retrieving a partner profile.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4212E

Could not retrieve profile from database using external ID

Explanation

An exception was thrown while retrieving a partner profile.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4213E

Could not retrieve Profile Summaries from database

Explanation

An exception was thrown while retrieving a profile summary.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4216E

Could not retrieve Custom Fields from database

Explanation

An exception was thrown while retrieving extended profile fields.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4218E

Could not retrieve internal ID from database using PartnerIDID ({0}).

Explanation

An exception was thrown while retrieving a partner profile ID.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.
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TNS.0003.4219E

Could not retrieve internal ID from database using DestinationID ({0}).

Explanation

An exception was thrown while retrieving a partner profile ID.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4220E

Error retrieving {0} external ID for {1}.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while retrieving the external ID for a partner.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4221E

Could not retrieve IDType from database using PartnerIDID ({0}).

Explanation

An exception was thrown while retrieving an external ID type.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4222E

Could not update profile.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while updating a profile that has been marked deleted.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4223E

Corporation can not be null.

Explanation

Required Corporate information was not supplied.

Action

Supply the required Corporate information.

TNS.0003.4224E

Could not update Corporation.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while updating a partner profile.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4225E

Contacts can not be null.

Explanation

Required Contact information was not supplied.

Action

Supply the required data.
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TNS.0003.4226E

At least one Contact is required.

Explanation

The supplied Vector must contain at least one contact.

Action

Supply the required data.

TNS.0003.4227E

Could not update Contacts.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while updating a partner's contact information.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4228E

Address can not be null.

Explanation

Required address information was not supplied.

Action

Supply the required data.

TNS.0003.4229E

At least one Address is required.

Explanation

The supplied vector must contain at least one address.

Action

Supply the required data.

TNS.0003.4230E

Could not update Addresses.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while updating a partner's address information.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4231E

Destinations can not be null.

Explanation

Required delivery method (destination) information was not supplied.

Action

Supply the required data.

TNS.0003.4232E

At least one Destination is required.

Explanation

The supplied vector must contain at least one delivery method (destination).

Action

Supply the required data.

TNS.0003.4233E

Could not update Destinations.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while updating a partner's delivery method (destination)
information.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.
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TNS.0003.4235E

At least one ID is required.

Explanation

The supplied vector must contain at least one external ID.

Action

Supply the required data.

TNS.0003.4236E

Could not update IDs.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while updating a partner's external ID information.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4237E

A vector of Contacts is required

Explanation

The first argument to ProfileStore.addContacts is null.

Action

Supply the required data.

TNS.0003.4238E

A vector of Destinations is required

Explanation

The first argument to ProfileStore.addDestinations is null.

Action

Supply the required data.

TNS.0003.4239E

A vector of IDs is required

Explanation

The first argument to ProfileStore.addIDs is null.

Action

Supply the required data.

TNS.0003.4240E

A vector of Addresses is required

Explanation

The first argument to ProfileStore.addAddresses is null.

Action

Supply the required data.

TNS.0003.4242E

"addresses" is empty. At least one Address must be supplied.

Explanation

No address was supplied.

Action

Supply the required value.

TNS.0003.4243E

"connections" is empty. At least one Destination must be supplied.

Explanation

No delivery method (destination) was supplied.

Action

Supply the required value.
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TNS.0003.4244E

Could not validate profile extended fields: received null bizdoc

Explanation

Internal error occurred during profile validation.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0003.4245E

No extended fields found in bizdoc

Explanation

Internal error occurred during profile validation.

Action

This error can be safely ignored. If it persists, contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0003.4246E

Could not validate profile standard fields: received null bizdoc

Explanation

Internal error occurred during profile validation.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0003.4247E

No standard fields found in bizdoc

Explanation

Internal error occurred during profile validation.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0003.4252E

Attempted to import extended field "{0}" for partner ID {1}, but this partner does
not exist on your Trading Networks system.

Explanation

Attempted to import extended field for a partner, but this partner does not exist on
your Trading Networks.

Action

You must import the partner's profile before you can import extended fields for the
partner.

TNS.0003.4253E

Attempted to import extended field "{0}" that has an extended profile field ID of
{1}, but this extended field is not defined on your Trading Networks system.

Explanation

Cannot import the value of the extended profile field because there is no definition
for the extended field.

Action

You must import the extended field definitions before you can import extended field
values.

TNS.0003.4254E

Error encountered invoking wm.tn.profile:addProfile {0}.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while saving a new partner profile.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.
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TNS.0003.4257E

Error encountered refreshing ID cache.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while refreshing an internal cache.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4258E

Could not get external IDs for partner (partnerID={0}).

Explanation

An exception was thrown while retrieving external IDs.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4259E

At least one ID must be specified for partner {0}.

Explanation

Because the value of the required external ID type is used as the user name for an
Integration Server user account, it must be specified.

Action

Specify the required external ID.

TNS.0003.4260E

Could not retrieve Profile Groups from database.

Explanation

Encountered a SQLException while retrieving profile group information from the
database.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4262E

profileGroupName can not be null or empty.

Explanation

Trading Networks cannot accept null or an empty string for the profile group name.

Action

Specify a non-null a profile group name.

TNS.0003.4263E

profileGroupName {0} already exists in database.

Explanation

Trading Networks cannot accept a duplicate profile group name.

Action

Specify a unique profile group name.

TNS.0003.4264E

A database error occurred while adding Profile Group {0}.

Explanation

Encountered a SQLException while adding the new profile group.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.
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TNS.0003.4265E

A database error occurred while changing Profile Group {0}.

Explanation

Encountered a SQLException while changing the profile group name from its old
name to a new name.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4266E

A database error occurred while deleting Profile Group {0}.

Explanation

Encountered a SQLException while deleting the profile group from the database.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4267E

A databse error occurred while querying profile information.

Explanation

Encountered a SQLException while executing a profile query.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4275E

Error encountered invoking service {0}

Explanation

Encountered an exception while invoking the specified service.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4276E

{0} can not be null or a 0-length array.

Explanation

The input signature profileGroupIds should be a non-null array.

Action

Specify non-null values for the profileGroupIds input.

TNS.0003.4281E

Attempted to import security data for partner ID {0}, but this partner does not exist
on your Trading Networks system.

Explanation

You attempted to import a trading partner's security data without first importing this
trading partner's profile.

Action

Import the trading partner's profile before you attempt to import the security data
for this trading partner.

TNS.0003.4282E

No {0} {1} delivery data exists in the database for this partner. Cannot update.

Explanation

The profile update operation cannot be completed because the delivery protocol data
is not available.

Action

Provide the delivery protocol details.
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TNS.0003.4283E

Could not add contact data for partner (id="{0}").

Explanation

Encountered an exception while invoking wm.tn.profile:addContacts. The operation
cannot be completed.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4284E

Could not add address data for partner (id="{0}").

Explanation

Encountered an exception while invoking wm.tn.profile:addAddresses. The operation
cannot be completed.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4285E

Could not add delivery data for partner (id="{0}").

Explanation

Encountered an exception while invoking wm.tn.profile:addConnections. The
operation cannot be completed.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4287E

Could not delete profile group {0}, it is still in use.

Explanation

The delete operation cannot be completed because the profile group is in use.

Action

Check the trading partner profiles to make sure that no partner belongs to the group
you are attempting to delete.

TNS.0003.4289E

Database error in adding partner {0} to profile groups. Import operation aborted.

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered a problem with its database. There is a problem in
the database or database driver.

Action

Use the JDBC Pools page on the Integration Server Administrator to ensure that the
Integration Server can connect to the Trading Networks database. Correct all
connection problems. If no connection problem exists, take appropriate action to
resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4290E

Cannot import partner profile(s) without My Enterprise profile.

Explanation

You are attempting to import one or more partner profiles; however, the target Trading
Networks server does not have an Enterprise profile.

Action

Create an Enterprise profile on the target server. Then, import the partner profiles.
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TNS.0003.4291E

SQLException encountered in ProfileStore.addPartnerCertificate().

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered a problem with its database. There is a problem in
the database or database driver.

Action

Use the JDBC Pools page on the Integration Server Administrator to ensure that the
Integration Server can connect to the Trading Networks database. Correct all
connection problems. If no connection problem exists, take appropriate action to
resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4292E

EXMLException encountered in ProfileStore.addPartnerCertificate().

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered a problem when attempting to save a certificate for
a partner.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4293E

SQLException encountered in ProfileStore.getPartnerIDForCertificate().

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered a problem with its database. There is a problem in
the database or database driver.

Action

Use the JDBC Pools page on the Integration Server Administrator to ensure that the
Integration Server can connect to the Trading Networks database. Correct all
connection problems. If no connection problem exists, take appropriate action to
resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4294E

EXMLException encountered in ProfileStore.getPartnerIDForCertificate().

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered a problem when attempting to retrieve a certificate
for a partner.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4295E

Cannot deliver to My Enterprise. The supplied partnerID ({0}) is the partnerID of
the My Enterprise profile. Please supply a different partnerID.

Explanation

The document receiver is the Enterprise profile, which indicates Trading Networks
is to deliver the document to itself. This is not valid; Trading Networks cannot deliver
a document to itself.

Action

Either change the receiver to specify a trading partner, or do not attempt to deliver
this document.
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TNS.0003.4296E

A deleted partner profile with the name "{0}" already exists. Cannot have duplicate
partner names. Please enter a different name.

Explanation

You attempted to create a profile. However, the Corporation Name and Unit Name
you specify will make the profile a duplicate of a profile that was previously deleted.
Although a profile is deleted, Trading Networks continues to maintain information
about it in its database. As a result, you cannot create another profile using the same
Corporation Name and Unit Name.

Action

If you want to reinstate the deleted profile, use the wm.tn.profile:undeleteProfile
service. Otherwise, enter a different Corporation Name and Unit Name when creating
a profile.

TNS.0003.4297E

Importing a profile for {0} (id={1}), which is marked as "My Enterprise". A "My
Enterprise" profile already exists for this Trading Network. If you want to update
it, use the Force option. Process terminated.

Explanation

You attempted to import an Enterprise profile into a Trading Networks system that
already has an Enterprise profile.

Action

If you want to replace the existing Enterprise profile with the profile you are trying
to import, use the Force option.

TNS.0003.4298E

A deleted profile with the name "{0}" already exists. Unable to recreate a deleted
profile.

Explanation

A deleted partner profile with this Corporation Name already exists. Trading Networks
maintains information about deleted profiles in its database and does not allow
duplicate partner names.

Action

You can either use a different Corporation Name, or use the
wm.tn.profile:undeleteProfile service to reinstate the deleted partner profile.

TNS.0003.4299

Could not get Users for partner (partnerID={0}).

Explanation

Encountered SQL Exception, not able to fetch users for specified partner.

Action

Check database connection

TNS.0003.4300

Could not get partners for user (username={0}).

Explanation

Encountered SQL Exception, not able to fetch partners for specified user.

Action

Check database connection
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TNS.0003.4301

Could not add users data for partner (id={1}).

Explanation

An exception was thrown while adding users to a partner.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4302

Could not delete users data for partner (id={1}).

Explanation

An exception was thrown while deleting users for a partner.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4303

Attempted to import a field definition "{0}" that uses a field group {1}, but this field
group is not defined on your Trading Networks system.

Explanation

You attempted to import a field definition that uses a field group, but this field group
is not defined on your Trading Networks.

Action

Try importing field group before importing the field definition.

TNS.0003.4304

Attempted to import a profile "{0}" that uses a contact type {1}, but this Contact Type
is not defined on your Trading Networks system.

Explanation

You attempted to import a profile that uses a contact type, but this contact type is not
defined on your Trading Networks system.

Action

Try importing contact type before importing the profile.

TNS.0003.4305

Attempted to import a profile "{0}" that uses an external id type {1}, but this external
id type is not defined on your Trading Networks system.

Explanation

You attempted to import a profile that uses an external ID type, but this external ID
type is not defined on your Trading Networks system.

Action

Try importing external ID before importing the profile.

TNS.0003.4306

Attempted to import a profile "{0}" that uses a profile group {1}, but this profile
group is not defined on your Trading Networks system.

Explanation

You attempted to import a profile that uses a profile group, but this profile group is
not defined on your Trading Networks system.

Action

Try importing profile group before importing the profile.
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TNS.0003.4309

Could not validate the EXTERNAL ID with (idType={0}) and (externalID={1})

Explanation

An exception was thrown while validating the specified external ID.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4310

Error encountered while getting the External IDs associated with partner with
(partnerID={0})

Explanation

Error encountered while getting the External IDs associated with the supplied
partnerID.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4311

Following errors occurred during updating externalID

Explanation

Errors occurred during updating external ID.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4312

ID not added as the (externalIDType={0}) given is not a valid one.

Explanation

Validation failed while updating the set of external IDs associated with a profile.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4313

The partner specified (partnerID={0}) doesnot exist in the trading networks. Give
a correct one.

Explanation

Supplied partnerID does not exist in the Trading Networks.

Action

Supply valid partner ID.

TNS.0003.4314

ID not added as the (externalIDType={0}) given already exists.

Explanation

ID not added as the externalIDType=0 supplied already exists.

Action

Supply valid ID

TNS.0003.4316

Error encountered while getting registered EDI IDTypes.

Explanation

Error encountered while fetching registered EDI IDTypes.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.
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TNS.0003.4317

Error encountered while cleaning up registered EDI IDTypes.

Explanation

Error encountered while deregistering EDI ID Types.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4318

Error encountered while getting the Internal ID of the Enterprise profile.

Explanation

Error encountered while getting the Internal ID of the Enterprise profile.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4319

Error encountered while getting the Internal Identifier for the environment.

Explanation

Error encountered while getting the Internal Identifier for the environment.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4320

"deliveryInfo" is empty. At least one Destination must be supplied.

Explanation

While adding delivery settings, no destination supplied. At least one destination must
be supplied.

Action

Supply at least one destination.

TNS.0003.4321

"DestinationID" is empty. At least one DestinationID must be supplied.

Explanation

While removing delivery settings, no destination ID supplied. At least one destination
ID must be supplied.

Action

Supply at least one destination ID.

TNS.0003.4322

Error encountered while adding the (externalIDType={0}).

Explanation

Error encountered while adding the External ID type to Trading Networks.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4323

Service Signature given (Service Signature ={0}) is invalid. Give a valid one.

Explanation

Validation failed while retrieving the input or output signature of a specified service.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.
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TNS.0003.4324

Error encountered while extracting Registered delivery Services.

Explanation

Error encountered while extracting registered delivery Services.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4325

Cannot set extended field {0} for partnerID {1}.

Explanation

Error encountered while updating extended field for a profile.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4326

Could not add user mapping for partnerID {0} and User {1}.

Explanation

Error encountered while adding user mapping for a profile.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4327

Either one of the inputs of simpleQuery or queryInput is mandatory for querying
the profile.

Explanation

Neither input of simpleQuery nor queryInput fields supplied for querying the profile.

Action

Supply either input of simpleQuery or queryInput fields for querying the profile.

TNS.0003.4328

Error encountered while executing Profile Query

Explanation

Error encountered while executing Profile Query

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4329

My Enterprise Profile with specified (partnerID={0}) cannot be deleted.

Explanation

You tried to delete the Enterpise Profile, but the Enterprise profile cannot be deleted.

Action

Don not attempt to delete the Enterprise profile.

TNS.0003.4332

Please specify correct value for routing field. Mandatory values for it are true and
false.

Explanation

Supplied value for routing field is neither true nor false.

Action

Supply valid routing field value. It should be either true or false.
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TNS.0003.4334

Error encountered while adding DLS artifacts with name ({0}).

Explanation

Error encountered while adding DLS artifacts, found artifact with specified name as
null.

Action

Supply valid value for specified artifact name.

TNS.0003.4336

Error encountered while querying on DLS Rules.

Explanation

Error encountered while querying on DLS Rules and roles.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4337

Pipeline for modifying the Rules and RuleRoleInfo shouldn''t be null.

Explanation

Input fields found to be null, while modifying the Rules and RuleRoleInfo.

Action

Supply the input fields containing IData/pipeline.

TNS.0003.4338

Either of the Rules or RoleRoleInfo shouldn''t be present.

Explanation

Either Rules or RoleRoleInfo should be present while modifying.

Action

Supply either Rules or RoleRoleInfo.

TNS.0003.4339

Error while Rule Addition/Modification, as a Rule already exists with the name
({0}).

Explanation

Error encountered while adding or modifying rule, because a rule with the same name
already exists.

Action

Supply rule with a different name.

TNS.0003.4340

Error while Role Addition/Modification, as a Role already exists with the name
({0}).

Explanation

Error encountered while adding or modifying a role, because a role with the same
name already exists.

Action

Supply a role with different name.

TNS.0003.4341

Please specify either Permission or ProfileID. Both of them are either null or empty.
Either one of them is mandatory.

Explanation

Found that Permission and ProfileID both are either null or empty while checking
whether the current user can perform the required action.

Action

Supply either Permission and ProfileID.
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TNS.0003.4342

Please specify Permission. Either it is null or empty. Its a mandatory field.

Explanation

During functional permission check, input field Permission found to be null or empty.

Action

Supply mandatory input field Permission.

TNS.0003.4343

Error encountered while during operation on Functional Privileges.

Explanation

Error encountered while checking functional privileges.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4344

Error encountered while querying for Functional Privileges.

Explanation

Error encountered while querying for functional privileges.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4345

Please specify either Add or Remove. Both of them are either null or empty. Either
one of them is mandatory.

Explanation

While modifying functional privileges, both of the input field Add/Remove found
empty or null.

Action

Supply valid values for the field Add/Remove.

TNS.0003.4346

Access denied, as the User "{0}" does not have the permission to {1} {2}.

Explanation

User is not permitted to perform the specified action.

Action

Contact your administrator.

TNS.0003.4347

Access denied, as the User "{0}" does not have the permission to view {1}.

Explanation

User is not allowed to perform the specified action.

Action

Contact your administrator.

TNS.0003.4348

Access denied, as the User "{0}" does not have the privilege to {1} {2}.

Explanation

User is not allowed to perform the specified action.

Action

Contact your administrator.
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TNS.0003.4349

Access denied, as the User "{0}" does not have the privilege to view {1}.

Explanation

User is not allowed to perform the specified action.

Action

Contact your administrator.

TNS.0003.4393

Access Denied. User "{0}" does not have permission to query expired certificates.

Explanation

Specified user does not have permission to query expired certificates.

Action

Contact your administrator.

TNS.0003.4399

Error encountered while getting list of permissions for the user "{0}".

Explanation

Error encountered while getting list of permissions for the specified user.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4401

Error encountered while profile "{0}" disassociation with DataSet "{1}".

Explanation

Error encountered while profile disassociation with DataSet.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.4402

Disassociation of profile "{0}" from DataSet "{1}" is disallowed. Dissassociation
would have made profile disappear from your profile list.

Explanation

Disassociation of profile from DataSet is disallowed. Dissassociation would have
made profile disappear from your profile list.

Action

No action required.

TNS.0003.4404

Could not create delivery service {0}. A delivery service named {0} already exists.

Explanation

Delivery service with the same name already exists in Trading Networks.

Action

Add delivery service with different name.

TNS.0003.4405

The WmTN Property file {0} does not exist

Explanation

Not able to locate Trading Networks properties file at expected location.

Action

Restore the TN Properties file. Contact Software AG Global Support.
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TNS.0003.4406

The WmTN Property file {0} is read only

Explanation

Not able to write to the Trading Networks properties file.

Action

Make the Trading Networks properties file writable. Contact Software AG Global
Support.

TNS.0003.5001E

This document type ({0}) is missing one or both of its signature queries (Signature
and SignedBody). Signing cannot proceed.

Explanation

Trading Networks cannot create a digital signature because the TN document type
did not instruct Trading Networks to extract the signature or signed body system
attributes.

Action

Add queries to extract the Signature and SignedBody system attributes to the TN
document type. For instructions, see the Trading Networks documentation.

TNS.0003.5002E

The signing service for this document ({0}) generated an error. The original error
was {1}.

Explanation

Error encountered while signing the specified document.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0003.5003E

Signing Failed

Explanation

See message TRNSERV.000013.000002 for full details.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception displayed
with message TRNSERV.000013.000002.

TNS.0003.5005E

Base-64 encoding the signed body for this document failed to produce a value. The
signed body (before encoding) was {0}.

Explanation

The query used to extract the signed body from the document might be invalid. You
specify the query that Trading Networks uses in the TN document type used for the
document.

Action

If the query used for the signed body returned an empty string, adjust the signed
body query for this TN document type. For instructions, see the Trading Networks
documentation.

TNS.0003.5006E

Encoding Error

Explanation

See message TRNSERV.000013.000005 for full details.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception displayed
with message TRNSERV.000013.000005.
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TNS.0003.5007E

An error prevented fetching certificate info for the sender of this document.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while retrieving certificates needed to sign a document.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0003.5008E

Error fetching cert info

Explanation

See message TRNSERV.000013.000007 for full details.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception displayed
with message TRNSERV.000013.000007.

TNS.0003.5010E

No private key information was available for the sender of this document. {0}

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an error while fetching a private key. See the error
message for details.

Action

You might need to import security data for this partner.

TNS.0003.5012E

Applying the {1} query to this document failed. The error: {2}

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an error while executing the query to extract the
signature from a document. See the exception for details.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0003.5013E

Query Error

Explanation

See message TRNSERV.000013.000012 for full details.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception displayed
with message TRNSERV.000013.000012.

TNS.0003.5014E

The signature query for doctype {0} identified the {1} node as the target of the
signature, but this node is missing in this document. Signing cannot proceed.

Explanation

The query used to extract the signature from the document identified a node that is
not in the document. You specify the query that Trading Networks uses in the TN
document type used for the document.

Action

Adjust the signature and/or signed body query for this TN document type. For
instructions, see the Trading Networks documentation.
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TNS.0003.5015E

Missing Document Node

Explanation

See message TRNSERV.000013.000014 for full details.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception displayed
with message TRNSERV.000013.000014.

TNS.0003.5017E

No cert chains are available for the sender of this document. {0}

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an error while fetching a certificate chain. See the
error message for details.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the error.

TNS.0003.5019E

Cannot sign documents from UNKNOWN sender

Explanation

The sender of the document is unknown to Trading Networks. Reasons that Trading
Networks might be unable to determine the sender are: 1) The query that Trading
Networks uses to extract the Sender value from the document might be incorrect. The
query is defined in the TN document type. 2) The value extracted from the document
for the Sender query does not match the external ID of any partner in the Trading
Networks database. 3) The structure of the document is incorrect.

Action

Do one of the following: 1) If the query used to extract the Sender value is not valid,
adjust the query in the TN document type. For instructions, see the Trading Networks
documentation. 2) If the value extracted for the Sender query does not match an
external ID in the Trading Networks database, add the external ID to the appropriate
partner's profile. For instructions, see the Trading Networks documentation. 3) If the
document structure is incorrect, notify the partner that sent the document.

TNS.0003.5021E

This doctype ({0}) has no signing service defined. Signing cannot continue.

Explanation

This TN document type has no signing service defined, so Trading Networks cannot
continue with signing.

Action

If this is an XML TN document type, contact Software AG Global Support. If this is
not an XML TN document type and the TN document type supports signing services,
define a signing service for the TN document type.

TNS.0003.5024E

The signature query for doctype {0} ({1}) failed to identify a node to insert the
signature into. Signing cannot proceed.

Explanation

Either the query that Trading Networks uses to extract the signature is incorrect in
the TN document type or the structure of the document is incorrect.

Action

If the query is not correct, adjust the signature query for this TN document type. For
instructions, see the Trading Networks documentation. If the document structure is
incorrect, notify the document sender.
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TNS.0003.5025E

The signature query for doctype {0} identified the {1} node as the target of the
signature, but this node is not unique in this document. Signing cannot proceed.

Explanation

Either the structure of the document is incorrect or the query that Trading Networks
uses to extract the signature is incorrect in the TN document type.

Action

If the document structure is incorrect, notify the document sender. If the query is not
correct, adjust the signature query for this TN document type. For instructions, see
the Trading Networks documentation. Note that if your XQL query is returning an
array of nodes, you can force it to return a single node by adding a subscript. For
example, change "/anXMLtag" to "/anXMLtag[0]".

TNS.0003.5027W

No signing service for doctype {0}

Explanation

This TN document type has no signing service defined, so Trading Networks cannot
continue with signing.

Action

If this is an XML TN document type, contact Software AG Global Support. If this is
not an XML TN document type and the TN document type supports signing services,
define a signing service for the TN document type.

TNS.0003.5030E

Trading Networks will not sign documents originating from the Unknown partner.
Signing fails.

Explanation

The sender of the document is unknown to Trading Networks. Reasons that Trading
Networks might be unable to determine the sender are: 1) The query that Trading
Networks uses to extract the Sender value from the document might be incorrect. The
query is defined in the TN document type. 2) The value extracted from the document
for the Sender query does not match the external ID of any partner in the Trading
Networks database. 3) The structure of the document is incorrect.

Action

Do one of the following: 1) If the query used to extract the Sender value is not valid,
adjust the query in the TN document type. For instructions, see the Trading Networks
documentation. 2) If the value extracted for the Sender query does not match an
external ID in the Trading Networks database, add the external ID to the appropriate
partner's profile. For instructions, see the Trading Networks documentation. 3) If the
document structure is incorrect, notify the partner that sent the document.

TNS.0003.5031E

The signed body query for this document type ({0}) failed to produce a value. Signing
the document fails. The query was {1}.

Explanation

Either the query that Trading Networks uses to extract the signature is incorrect in
the TN document type or the structure of the document is incorrect.

Action

If the query is not correct, adjust the signature query for this TN document type. For
instructions, see the Trading Networks documentation. If the document structure is
incorrect, notify the document sender.
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TNS.0003.6001E

Cannot persist a TPA

Explanation

An exception was thrown while saving a TPA to the database.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.6002E

Cannot retrieve a TPA

Explanation

An exception was thrown while reading a TPA from the database.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.6006E

Cannot delete a TPA with status="agreed"

Explanation

You cannot delete a TPA with status Agreed.

Action

Change the TPA's status to Proposed and then delete it.

TNS.0003.6007E

Cannot delete a TPA

Explanation

An exception was thrown while deleting a TPA from the database.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.6008E

Cannot update a TPA that has status="agreed"

Explanation

A TPA in "Agreed" status cannot be revised.

Action

Change the TPA's status to "Proposed" before updating the TPA.

TNS.0003.6009E

Cannot update a TPA

Explanation

An exception was thrown while updating a TPA in the database.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.6010E

Cannot get a TPA lock

Explanation

An exception was thrown while getting a lock on a TPA in the database.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.
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TNS.0003.6011E

Cannot update controlNumber for a TPA

Explanation

An exception was thrown while updating the control number of a TPA in the database.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.6014E

Cannot update tpaData when status="agreed" and dataStatus="immutable"

Explanation

You attempted to update the TPA data that is associated with a TPA. The Agreement
Status of the TPA is "Agreed" and the Data Status is "Non-modifiable." You cannot
update the TPA data when the Data Status is "Non-modifiable."

Action

To be able to update the TPA data, perform one of the following actions: 1) change
the Data Status to "Modifiable," or 2) change the Agreement Status to "Proposed."

TNS.0003.6017E

Cannot update tpaData

Explanation

An exception was thrown while updating the TPA data in a TPA in the database.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.6018E

Cannot get the next controlNumber for a TPA

Explanation

An exception was thrown while determining the next control number for a TPA in
the database.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.6020E

Cannot change status for a TPA

Explanation

An exception was thrown while changing the status of a TPA in the database.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.6021E

A TPA that matches senderID, receiverID and agreementID does not exists

Explanation

Internal error

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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TNS.0003.6022E

Missing senderID, or receiverID, or agreementID or initService

Explanation

Internal error

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0003.6023E

Cannot invoke initService

Explanation

Unable to initialize the data in a TPA because the TPA's initialization service could
not be invoked.

Action

Make sure the TPA's initialization service is an existing service in an enabled package.

TNS.0003.6025E

Query TPA exception

Explanation

An exception was thrown while executing a TPA database query.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.6026E

Cannot get all TPAs

Explanation

An exception was thrown while retrieving a list of TPAs from the database.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.6027E

Cannot import TPA

Explanation

An exception was thrown while importing one or more TPAs.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.6028E

Missing data schema

Explanation

No IS document type is defined for the TPA.

Action

Define an IS document type for the TPA.

TNS.0003.6029E

Missing TPA data

Explanation

The TPA Data field in the TPA is empty.

Action

Enter values into the TPA Data field.
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TNS.0003.6030E

Cannot invoke validation service

Explanation

An exception was thrown while invoking the pub.schema:validate service while
validating the structure of the IS document type in the TPA.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.6031E

Missing {0}

Explanation

A required input variable was not supplied to the wm.tn.tpa:updateTPA service.

Action

Supply a value for the required variable.

TNS.0003.6032E

A TPA that matches senderID, receiverID and agreementID already exists

Explanation

Cannot save this TPA because it would duplicate an existing TPA.

Action

Either add the data in this TPA to the one that already exists, or specify a different
agreementID.

TNS.0003.6033E

A TPA that matches senderID, receiverID and agreementID does not exist

Explanation

Cannot update the TPA because Trading Networks cannot locate a TPA in the database
that has the supplied senderID, receiverID, and agreementID.

Action

Specify a senderID, receiverID and agreementID that matches an existing TPA.

TNS.0003.6034E

controlNumber cannot not be null

Explanation

Internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0003.6035E

tpaData cannot not be null

Explanation

Internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0003.6036E

Cannot update tpaData when dataStatus="immutable"

Explanation

You cannot make changes to a TPA's data when the TPA's Data Status is
"Non-modifiable."

Action

To make changes to the TPA data, change the TPA's Data Status to "Modifiable."
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TNS.0003.6037E

Cannot update controlNumber

Explanation

An exception was thrown while updating the control number of a TPA in the database.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0003.6038E

There are more than one TPA that matches senderID, receiverID and agreementID

Explanation

Internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0003.6039E

Cannot serialize tpaData

Explanation

Internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0003.6040E

Cannot de-serialize tpaData

Explanation

The supplied control number is not a valid integer.

Action

Supply a valid integer value.

TNS.0003.6041

New controlNumber is not an integer

Explanation

Encountered error while parsing supplied controlNumber because it is not an integer.

Action

Supply an integer value for controlNumber.

TNS.0003.6042E

A TPA with the supplied ID ({0}) does not exist.

Explanation

An invalid value was supplied for the tpaID field.

Action

Supply a valid TPA ID.

TNS.0003.6043E

If "tpaID" is not supplied, then "senderID", "receiverID" and "agreementID" must
be supplied.

Explanation

The user did not supply the correct required inputs.

Action

Supply the required inputs.

TNS.0003.6044

Attempted to import a TPA for Sender {0}, but the sender''s profile is not defined
on your Trading Networks system.

Explanation

Attempted to import a TPA for Sender, but the sender's profile is not defined on your
Trading Networks system.

Action

Import Sender's profile first.
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TNS.0003.6045

Attempted to import a TPA for Receiver {0}, but the receiver''s profile is not defined
on your Trading Networks system.

Explanation

Attempted to import a TPA for Receiver, but the receiver's profile is not defined on
your Trading Networks system.

Action

Import Receiver's profile first.

TNS.0003.6050

Attempted to import a Archive Scheduled Service for Sender {0}, but the sender''s
profile is not defined on your Trading Networks system.

Explanation

Attempted to import a Archive Scheduled Service for specified Sender, but the sender's
profile is not defined on your Trading Networks system.

Action

Import Sender's profile first.

TNS.0003.6051

Attempted to import a Archive Scheduled Service for Receiver {0}, but the receiver''s
profile is not defined on your Trading Networks system.

Explanation

Attempted to import a Archive Scheduled Service for Receiver, but the receiver's
profile is not defined on your Trading Networks system.

Action

Import Receiver's profile first.

TNS.0003.7002E

Document type {0} has no validation service defined. Validation fails.

Explanation

Supplied document type has no validation service defined.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0003.7003E

No Validation Service

Explanation

A TN document type has no validation service defined. Validation fails.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0003.7004E

{0}: {1}

Explanation

A document sent to Trading Networks failed validation.

Action

Notify the document sender.

TNS.0003.7005W

Doctype {0}: no validation svc. defined; validation skipped

Explanation

Document type has no validation service defined. Validation fails.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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TNS.0003.7010E

The doctype for this document ({0}) does not have a validation schema defined;
validation fails.

Explanation

The document matches a TN document type that indicates the document's structure
should be validated, but no schema was defined.

Action

Update the TN document type, and specify the schema to use for document validation.

TNS.0003.7011E

No Validation Schema

Explanation

The document matches a processing rule that indicates the document's structure
should be validated, but no schema was defined.

Action

Update the TN document type that the document matches to specify the schema to
use for document validation.

TNS.0003.7012E

The validation service for this XML document, {0}, could not be successfully invoked.
The original exception message is: {1}

Explanation

The service used to validate the document's structure threw an exception.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0003.7013E

The validation service used for this document ({0}) failed with the following
exception message: {1}

Explanation

The service used to validate the document's structure threw an exception.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0003.7014E

Validation Service Failed

Explanation

The service used to validate the document's structure threw an exception.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0003.7015E

XML validation failed: does not apply to non-XML documents.

Explanation

Invoked the wm.tn.doc.xml:validate service with a document that is not XML.

Action

Supply an XML document.

TNS.0003.7016E

XML validation failed: no document content available

Explanation

Document is empty.

Action

Supply an XML document that has content.
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TNS.0003.7017E

The validation service, {0} aborted processing of this document. The message was
{1}.

Explanation

The document is not valid XML.

Action

Notify the document sender.

TNS.0003.7019E

Flat file validation failed. Document type is not "flat file".

Explanation

Attempted to use a flat file validation service to validate a document that is not a flat
file.

Action

Supply a flat file document.

TNS.0003.7020E

Flat file validation failed: no document content available

Explanation

Document is empty.

Action

Supply a flat file document that has content.

TNS.0003.7021E

Flat file validation failed. Document type "{0}" has no parsing schema.

Explanation

The document matches a TN document type that indicates the document's structure
should be validated, but no schema was defined.

Action

Update the TN document type, and specify the schema to use for document validation.

TNS.0003.7022E

Validation error

Explanation

The flat file document structure is invalid.

Action

Notify the document sender.

TNS.0004.1001E

Invalid or missing page number.

Explanation

This error occurs if a value for the pageNum variable is not specified for the
wm.tn.enumerate:nth service or if a value for the pageNumber variable is not specified
for the wm.tn.query:getQueryResults service.

Action

Specify a value for the pageNum variable or pageNumber variable.

TNS.0004.1002E

id is required.

Explanation

A value for the id input variable was not specified for either the wm.tn.enumerate:nth
service or the wm.tn.enumerate:first service.

Action

Specify a value for the input variable id.
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TNS.0004.1004E

Invalid time interval {0} for query.

Explanation

The wm.tn.query:createDocumentQuery service was supplied an invalid value for
the input variable timeInterval.

Action

Provide a valid value for the input variable timeInterval.

TNS.0004.1005E

Unknown attribute ID: {0}.

Explanation

The wm.tn.query:createDocumentQuery service was provided an invalid value for
the input variable attribId.

Action

Provide a valid value for the input variable attribId.

TNS.0004.1006E

Unknown attribute name: {0}.

Explanation

The wm.tn.query:createDocumentQuery service was provided an invalid value for
the input variable attribName.

Action

Provide a valid value for the input variable attribName.

TNS.0004.1007E

Unknown op: {0}.

Explanation

The wm.tn.query:createDocumentQuery service was provided an invalid value for
the input variable op.

Action

Provide a valid value for the input variable op. For more information about valid
values, refer to the Trading Networks documentation.

TNS.0004.1008E

Invalid entry type {0} for event.

Explanation

The wm.tn.query:createEventQuery service was provided an invalid value for the
input variable entryType.

Action

Provide a valid value for the input variable entryType.

TNS.0004.1009E

Invalid time interval {0} for query

Explanation

Either the wm.tn.query:createEventQuery service or the wm.tn.query:createTPAQuery
service has an invalid value specified for the input variable timeInterval.

Action

Specify a valid value for the input variable timeInterval.

TNS.0004.1010E

Invalid timeCreated interval {0} for query

Explanation

The wm.tn.query:createTaskQuery service has an invalid value specified for the input
variable timeCreated.

Action

Specify a valid value for the input variable timeCreated.
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TNS.0004.1012D

Requested page is not available

Explanation

Requested page is not available. This error occurs when Trading Networks attempts
to read beyond the end of the query results while invoking the wm.tn.enumerate:nth
service. This error can also occur when data corresponding to the pageNumber input
variable for the service wm.tn.query:getQueryResults is not available to Trading
Networks.

Action

If the error occurs while invoking the wm.tn.enumerate:nth service, ensure the value
specified for pageNum is valid. If the error occurs while invoking the
wm.tn.query:getQueryResults service, ensure the value specified for pageNumber is
valid. If the problem still persists, refresh the query.

TNS.0004.1013D

Unable to retrieve page. Operation timed out.

Explanation

The Integration Server might be busy doing other work.

Action

Attempt to retrieve the page again, or re-execute the query.

TNS.0004.1014E

Query execution failed.

Explanation

An exception occurred while executing a database query.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0004.1015E

External ID value is required.

Explanation

You created a profile query that specifies an externalIDType, but did not specify an
externalIDValue.

Action

Provide a valid value for the externalIDValue input variable to the createProfileQuery
service.

TNS.0004.1016E

fieldId[{0}] is null or empty.

Explanation

You created a profile query that specifies an externalIDValue, but you did not specify
an externalIDType.

Action

Supply a valid value for the externalIDType input variable to the createProfileQuery
service.

TNS.0004.2001E

Illegal query type: {0}.

Explanation

The query type specified as the input to the service is not valid.

Action

Supply a valid value for the query type. For a list of valid values, see the Trading
Networks documentation.
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TNS.0004.2002E

pageNumber should be a positive integer.

Explanation

The wm.tn.query:getQueryResults service was supplied an invalid value for the input
variable pageNumber.

Action

Supply a valid value for the input variable pageNumber. The value must be a positive
integer.

TNS.0004.2003E

A valid pageNumber is required.

Explanation

The pageNumber input variable for the wm.tn.query:getQueryResults service is not
valid.

Action

Specify a valid value for pageNumber. The value must be a positive integer.

TNS.0004.2005E

Got null query result data for queryId={0}, page={1}.

Explanation

The wm.tn.query:getQueryResults service is not able to find the data corresponding
to the specified queryId and pageNumber.

Action

Ensure the queryId and pageNumber are correct. If the issue persists, resumbit the
query.

TNS.0004.2006E

Got null row at index {0}.

Explanation

There is no data corresponding to the specified index.

Action

Make sure the specified index is correct.

TNS.0004.2008I

Can not retrieve task {0}.

Explanation

While searching for tasks in My webMethods Server, no data corresponding to the
specified taskid was found.

Action

Make sure the taskid is correct. If you update the taskid, then you must resubmit the
query.

TNS.0004.2010E

User does not have adequate privilege to obtain requested data.

Explanation

The user's attempt to view the data failed because the user does not have permission
to view the requested data.

Action

An administrator can grant permission to the user. For information about assigning
permissions, refer to the Trading Networks documentation.
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TNS.0004.2011E

Bizdoc with internal id={0} does not exist.

Explanation

The bizdoc with the specified docId cannot be found in the Trading Networks database
.

Action

Make sure the docId is correct. If you change the docId, resubmit the query.

TNS.0004.2012E

Null bizdoc retrieved for internal id = {0}.

Explanation

The bizdoc with the specified docID cannot be found in the Trading Networks
database.

Action

Make sure the specified docId is correct. If you change the docId, then you must
resubmit the query.

TNS.0004.2013E

Can not parse {0}: {1}.

Explanation

The specified input value must be an integer.

Action

Supply a valid integer for the specified input value.

TNS.0004.2017E

Retrieved null content part for document id = {0}, part name = {1}.

Explanation

There are no content parts available for the bizdoc that corresponds to the specified
docId.

Action

Make sure that the specified docId is correct and the content parts are recieved. After
specifying the correct docId, resubmit the query.

TNS.0004.2019

{0} encountered execution error.

Explanation

An exception occurred while executing the service
wm.tn.portal.queries.getContentPartBytes.

Action

The exception is in the full message. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0004.2027

{0} encountered error resubmitting internalDocIDs[{1}] = {2}.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, when you resubmit the Bizdocs, this exception
is thrown if the resubmission fails.

Action

Contact your system administrator.
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TNS.0004.2028

{0} encountered error while resubmitting following internalDocIDs: {1}. Access
denied, as user {2} doesn''t have permission to resubmit these documents.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while resubmitting the BizDoc documents, if the
user does not have access permission to resubmit these documents, this error is thrown.

Action

The administrator needs to give permission to the user for resubmitting the BizDoc
documents.

TNS.0004.2030

{0} encountered null or empty internalDocIDs[{1}], this document was not
reprocessed.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while reprocessing BizDocs, if null or empty
internal DocIDs are passed, this error is thrown.

Action

Ensure that the internal DocIDs are not null or empty.

TNS.0004.2031

{0} encountered error reprocessing internalDocIDs[{1}] {2}.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, if an error is encountered while reprocessing
BizDocs, this error is thrown.

Action

Contact your system administrator.

TNS.0004.2032

{0} encountered error while reprocessing following internalDocIDs: {1}. Access
denied, as user {2} doesn''t have permission to reprocess these documents.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, if an error is encountered while reprocessing
BizDocs, access is denied as the user does not have permission to reprocess the
documents.

Action

Ensure that the administrator gives permission to the user to reprocess BizDocs.

TNS.0004.2034

{0} encountered null or empty taskIDs[{1}] {2}, this task was not stopped.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while stopping the tasks, if null or empty taskIDs
are passed, this error is thrown.

Action

Ensure that the taskID is not null or empty and try again.

TNS.0004.2035

{0} encountered error stopping taskIDs[{1}] {2}.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while stopping the tasks, if the stopping fails for
any reason, this error is thrown

Action

Contact your system administrator.
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TNS.0004.2036

{0} encountered error while stopping following tasks: {1}. Access denied, as user {2}
doesn''t have permission to stop these tasks.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while stopping the tasks, if the user does not have
permission to stop the tasks, this error is thrown.

Action

Ensure that the user has permission to stop the tasks.

TNS.0004.2038

{0} encountered null or empty taskIDs[{1}], this task was not restarted.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while restarting tasks, if null or empty taskIDs
are passed, this error is thrown.

Action

Ensure that the taskID is not null or empty and try again.

TNS.0004.2039

{0} encountered error restarting taskIDs[{1}] {2}.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, if restarting tasks fails, this error is thrown.

Action

Contact your system administrator.

TNS.0004.2040

{0} encountered error while restarting following tasks: {1}. Access denied, as user
{2} doesn''t have permission to restart these tasks.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while restarting tasks, if access is denied to the
user, this error is thrown.

Action

Ensure that the user has access permission to restart tasks and try again.

TNS.0004.2042

{0} encountered null or empty taskIDs[{1}], this task was not deleted.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while deleting tasks, if null or empty taskIDs are
passed, this error is thrown.

Action

Ensure that the taskIDs passed are not null or empty, and try again.

TNS.0004.2043

{0} encountered error deleting taskIDs[{1}] {2}.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, if an error occurs while deleting the tasks, this
error is thrown.

Action

Contact your system administrator.

TNS.0004.2044

{0} encountered error while deleting following tasks: {1}. Access denied, as user{2}
doesn''t have permission to delete these tasks.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while deleting tasks, if the user does not have
permission, this error is thrown.

Action

Ensure that the user has permission to delete tasks, and try again.
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TNS.0004.2048

{0} encountered error while updating User Status for internalDocID {1}. Access
denied, as user {2} doesn''t have permission to change UserStatus for this document.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while updating the user status for XXX, if access
is denied because the user does not have permission to change UserStatus for this
document, this error is thrown.

Action

Ensure to give permission to the user to change UserSTatus for the document, and
try again.

TNS.0004.2050

{0} encountered error while updating comments for internalDocID {1}. Access
denied, as user {2} doesn''t have permission to edit comments for this document.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while updating comments for an internal
document, if access is denied because the user does not have access permissions, this
error is thrown.

Action

Ensure that the user has access permissions and try again.

TNS.0004.2052

{0} encountered error while deleting following ActivityLogIDs: {1}. Access denied,
as user {2} doesn't have permission to delete these activity logs.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while deleting activity logs, if access is denied
because the user does not have access permissions, this error is thrown.

Action

Ensure that the user has access permissions, and try again.

TNS.0004.2054

{0} can not reassign task {1} to {2}.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while reassigning the task to another server, if it
is unsuccessful, this error is thrown.

Action

Contact your system administrator.

TNS.0004.2055

{0} encountered error while reassigning following tasks. Access denied, as user {2}
doesn''t have permission to reassign these tasks.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while reassigning tasks to another server, if the
user does not have access permissions, this error is thrown.

Action

Ensure that the user has access permissions, and try again.

TNS.0004.2057

ws.monitor.process.instance:getList returns null output.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while getting process information, if
ws.monitor.process.instance:getList service returns null output, this error is thrown.

Action

Ensure that the ws.monitor.process.instance:getList service does not return null output,
and try again.
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TNS.0004.2058

{0} can not get instance information for conversationId {1}.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, when the user gets a null value of the process
information for the conversation ID, this error is thrown.

Action

Ensure the conversation ID is valid and try again.

TNS.0004.2060

{0} retrieved null instance at index 0 for conversationId {1}.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while getting process information for a
conversation ID, if the instance at index 0 is null, this error is thrown.

Action

Ensure that the instance at index 0 is not null and try again.

TNS.0004.2065

WmMonitor package is not enabled.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while checking process information, the
WmMonitor package is not installed or enabled.

Action

Ensure that the WmMonitor package is installed and enabled.

TNS.0004.2066

{0} can not submit document.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, if resubmission of a modified document fails, this
error is thrown.

Action

Contact your system administrator.

TNS.0004.2067

{0} encountered error retrieving submitted document from pipeline.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while resubmitting documents with modifications,
if the retrieved BizDoc is null, this error is encountered.

Action

Ensure that the resubmitted BizDoc is not null and try again.

TNS.0004.2071

{0} encountered error while modifying & resubmitting following document {1}.
Access denied, as user {2} doesn''t have permission to modify and resubmit this
document.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while resubmitting modified BizDoc documents,
if the user does not have access permissions, this error is displayed.

Action

Ensure that the user has access permissions to resubmit and modify BizDoc documents,
and try again.
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TNS.0004.2072

{0} encountered execution error.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, if the execution of any query related serivce fails,
this error is displayed.

Action

Contact your system administrator.

TNS.0004.2074

can not parse {0} to long number.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks Server portal util, in the getTimestampFromLong
utility, if the time is not in numbered format, this error is thrown.

Action

Enter time in a numbered format and try again.

TNS.0004.2075

null or empty field name

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks portal util, the checkQueryColumnName utility
throws this exception when the column name is null or empty.

Action

Enter a column name that is not null.

TNS.0004.2076

Invalid query column name: {0}.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks portal util, the checkQueryColumnName utility
throws an exception if the column name is invalid.

Action

Enter a valid column name and try again.

TNS.0004.2077

Invalid document attribute ''{0}''.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks portal util, the checkQueryColumnName utility
throws an exception if the query type is of doc query and the attribute list of the
document does not contain the name passed to the utility.

Action

Ensure that the attribute list of the document contains the name passed to the utility
and try again.

TNS.0004.2078

Invalid whichQuery value ({0}) for PortalUtils.checkQueryColumnName().

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks portal util, the checkQueryColumnName utility
throws an exception if the query type passed to the utility is invalid.

Action

Ensure to enter a valid query type and try again.
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TNS.0004.2079

Invalid value for {0}: null or empty.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks portal util, the validateOperator utility throws an
exception if the operator passed to the utility is null or empty.

Action

Pass a valid operator to the utility and try again.

TNS.0004.2080

Invalid operator {0} for data type {1}.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks portal util, the validateOpValPair utility throws
an exception if the operator passed to the utility is null or empty.

Action

Enter a valid operator and try again.

TNS.0004.2081

Invalid null value for {0}, corresponding operator is {1}.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks portal util, the validateOpValPair utility throws
an exception if the value supplied corresponding to an operator is null.

Action

Enter a not null value corresponding to the operator.

TNS.0004.2082

Illegal value for number query, {0}: {1}.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks portal util, the validateOpValPair utility throws
this exception if the value passed to this utility corresponding to an operator is not
in numeric value.

Action

Pass the value to the utility in numeric value and try again.

TNS.0004.2083

Illegal value for date and time query, {0}: {1}.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks portal util, the validateOpValPair utility throws
this exception if the value passed to this utility corresponding to an operator is not
parsed to a long value.

Action

Enter a numeric long value for the date and time query and try again.

TNS.0004.2084

Unable to display the error message. An internal error has occured. Please contact
customer support.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks portal util, the decodeErrorMessage2 utility throws
an exception and is unable to decode the error message.

Action

Contact your system administrator.
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TNS.0004.2085

Can not get related document information for docId={0}: null data returned

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while getting document information for a
document ID, If the data extracted for the document ID is null, it throws an error.

Action

Contact your system administrator.

TNS.0004.2086

Invalid whichQuery value {0}.

Explanation

In webMethod Trading Networks, this error message is shown if the query type
(whichQuery) for creating a query is invalid.

Action

Enter a valid query type (whichQuery) in creating a query.

TNS.0004.2088

Invalid non-number value for queryInput/pageSize: {0}.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, in creating a query, the query input or page size
entered is a non-number value.

Action

Enter a valid numeric value for the query input or the page size.

TNS.0004.2089

queryInput/pageSize value is equal or less than 0.

Explanation

In the webMethods Trading Networks, while creating or retrieving a query, the
queryInput or pageSize value entered is not valid because it is equal to or less than
0.

Action

Enter a valid queryInput or pageSize value for creating or retrieving a query.

TNS.0004.2090

queryInput/criteria/dateRange/startDate {0} is after
queryInput/criteria/dateRange/endDate {1}.},

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while creating a query, if the start time is earlier
than the end time, this error is shown.

Action

Ensure to correct the start time.

TNS.0004.2091

Invalid null value for queryInput/sortOrder[{0}].

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while creating or retrieving a query, if any of the
sorting columns is null, this error is shown.

Action

Ensure that the sorting column is not null.
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TNS.0004.2092

{0} queryInput/sortOrder[{1}]/columnName ({2}) is not valid, ignored this column
for query sorting.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while creating a query, if the sorting column
specified in the query input is not valid, the column is ignored for query sorting.

Action

Ensure to enter a valid sorting column in the query.

TNS.0004.2093

Invalid null value for queryInput/criteria/fields[{0}].

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while creating a query, if any of the given fields
is null, this error is shown.

Action

Ensure to enter a valid valiue (not null) for all the fields.

TNS.0004.2094

Invalid null or empty queryInput/criteria/fields[{0}]/fieldName value.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while creating a query, if the field name is null
or empty, this error is thrown.

Action

Ensure that all field names are valid.

TNS.0004.2095

query criteria for field {0} already exists, additional criteria found at index {1}.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while creating a query, if the query criteria for
the field already exists, this error is thrown.

Action

Enter a query criteria that is unique.

TNS.0004.2096

Invalid value: {0} for queryInput/criteria/fields/isOrQuery.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while creating a query, an invalid value is entered
for the IsOrQuery (value of OR is undefined).

Action

Enter a valid value for the IsOrQuery (value of OR).

TNS.0004.2097

queryInput/criteria/fields[{0}]/criteria is null or 0-length.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while creating a query object based on filter
criteria, the criteria list for query fields is null or empty.

Action

Enter a valid criteria list for query fields in queryInput.

TNS.0004.2100

Invalid value for {0}: null or empty.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while creating a query object based on filter
criteria, if the criteria does not contain any operator, this error is thrown.

Action

Enter the operator for the criteria.
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TNS.0004.2101

{0} criteria can only be a list plus a dynamic profile query.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while creating a query object based on filter
criteria, if the query type is a doc query, there should be only one list of values and
profile query in the sender and receiver criteria.

Action

Enter only one list of values and profile query in the sender and receiver criteria and
try again.

TNS.0004.2102

Invalid value for {0}.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while creating a query object based on filter
criteria, if the query is of jobQuery type, the internal doc ID or the sender ID or the
task ID or the server ID or the instance ID cannot be null.

Action

Ensure that the internal doc ID or the sender ID or the task ID or the server ID or the
instance ID are not null and try again.

TNS.0004.2103

Can not understand query {0}.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while performing a query, if the query type is not
a doc, task, event, profile, bizdoc type, attrib, tpa, or invite type of query, this error
message is thrown.

Action

Enter the valid query type and try again.

TNS.0005.1003E

Service manager create failed for server {0} - {1}

Explanation

Encountered a problem while communicating with the database. See the text in the
SQL exception for details.

Action

Use the Integration Server Administrator JDBC Pools page to check that the Integration
Server can connect to the database. If no connection problem exists, take appropriate
action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0005.1005E

Unable to get profile for {0} - {1}

Explanation

Encountered a problem while communicating with the database. See the text in the
SQL exception for details.

Action

Use the Integration Server Administrator JDBC Pools page to check that the Integration
Server can connect to the database. If no connection problem exists, take appropriate
action to resolve the problem described in the exception.
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TNS.0005.1006E

Unable to remove delivery service {0} - {1}

Explanation

Encountered a problem while communicating with the database. See the text in the
SQL exception for details.

Action

Use the Integration Server Administrator JDBC Pools page to check that the Integration
Server can connect to the database. If no connection problem exists, take appropriate
action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0005.1014E

Unable to create delivery task {0} - service {1} does not exist

Explanation

Attempted to deliver a document using a non-existent delivery service.

Action

Correct the serviceName parameter sent to wm.tn.delivery:deliver.

TNS.0005.1027E

Unable to create service data for partner {0} - {1}

Explanation

Attempted to deliver a document to a partner that cannot receive the document.
Receiver is either INACTIVE or is My Enterprise (the entity hosting this Trading
Network).

Action

Deliver the document to a valid trading partner with an ACTIVE status.

TNS.0005.1028E

Unable to set private key and certificate chain - {0}

Explanation

Encountered an exception while setting the certificate chain and private key in
preparation to deliver a document. See the exception message for details.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0005.1032E

{0} refreshing {1} cache: {2}

Explanation

Encountered an exception while refreshing an internal cache. See the exception message
for details.

Action

Use the Integration Server Administrator JDBC Pools page to check that the Integration
Server can connect to the database. If no connection problem exists, take appropriate
action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0005.1038E

Error transporting via {0}: {1}

Explanation

Encountered an exception while delivering a document. See the exception message
for details.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception, if possible.
It may be a network error beyond your control.
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TNS.0005.1040E

{0} initializing task store: {1}

Explanation

Encountered an exception while initializing internal caches used for document delivery.
See the exception message for details.

Action

Use the Integration Server Administrator JDBC Pools page to check that the Integration
Server can connect to the database. If no connection problem exists, take appropriate
action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0005.1041E

{0} deleting delivery service {1}: {2}

Explanation

Encountered an exception while removing a registered delivery service from the
database.

Action

Use the Integration Server Administrator JDBC Pools page to check that the Integration
Server can connect to the database. If no connection problem exists, take appropriate
action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0005.1050E

{0} deleting task {1}: {2}

Explanation

Encountered an exception while deleting a delivery or routing task.

Action

Use the Integration Server Administrator JDBC Pools page to check that the Integration
Server can connect to the database. If no connection problem exists, take appropriate
action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0005.1054E

DeliveryUtils init error: Unable to get profile store: {0}

Explanation

Could not access the profile store during server initialization.

Action

Copy the exception details and call Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0005.1055E

Unable to register delivery service {0} - {1}

Explanation

Encountered an exception while registering a delivery service.

Action

Use the Integration Server Administrator JDBC Pools page to check that the Integration
Server can connect to the database. If no connection problem exists, take appropriate
action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0005.1064E

Unable to initialize delivery interface

Explanation

Encountered an exception while initializing the Delivery Service Manager.

Action

Use the Integration Server Administrator JDBC Pools page to check that the Integration
Server can connect to the database. If no connection problem exists, take appropriate
action to resolve the problem described in the exception.
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TNS.0005.1065E

Unable to register delivery defaults

Explanation

Encountered an exception while registering the built-in delivery services.

Action

Use the Integration Server Administrator JDBC Pools page to check that the Integration
Server can connect to the database. If no connection problem exists, take appropriate
action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0005.1066E

Unable to deliver bizdoc by service

Explanation

Encountered an exception when wm.tn.deliver:deliverByService was invoked.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception, if possible.
It may be a network error beyond your control.

TNS.0005.1067E

Error delivering bizdoc

Explanation

Encountered an exception while delivering a document.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception, if possible.
It may be a network error beyond your control.

TNS.0005.1068E

Error getting delivery job

Explanation

Encountered an exception while retrieving a delivery job.

Action

Use the Integration Server Administrator JDBC Pools page to check that the Integration
Server can connect to the database. If no connection problem exists, take appropriate
action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0005.1069E

Error getting delivery job output

Explanation

Encountered an exception while retrieving the output of a reliable delivery job.

Action

Use the Integration Server Administrator JDBC Pools page to check that the Integration
Server can connect to the database. If no connection problem exists, take appropriate
action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0005.1070E

Error getting delivery job status

Explanation

Encountered an exception while retrieving the status of a delivery job.

Action

Use the Integration Server Administrator JDBC Pools page to check that the Integration
Server can connect to the database. If no connection problem exists, take appropriate
action to resolve the problem described in the exception.
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TNS.0005.1071E

Error removing delivery job

Explanation

Encountered an exception while removing a reliable delivery job.

Action

Use the JDBC Pools page on the Integration Server Administrator to check that the
Integration Server can connect to the database. If no connection problem exists, take
appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0005.1072E

Error restarting delivery job

Explanation

Encountered an exception while restarting a reliable delivery job.

Action

Use the JDBC Pools page on the Integration Server Administrator to check that the
Integration Server can connect to the database. If no connection problem exists, take
appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0005.1073E

Error getting registered delivery service {0}

Explanation

Encountered an exception while retrieving a registered delivery service.

Action

Use the Integration Server Administrator JDBC Pools page to check that the Integration
Server can connect to the database. If no connection problem exists, take appropriate
action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0005.1074E

Error getting registered delivery services

Explanation

Encountered an exception while retrieving the set of registered delivery services.

Action

Use the Integration Server Administrator JDBC Pools page to check that the Integration
Server can connect to the database. If no connection problem exists, take appropriate
action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0005.1075E

Error determining if delivery service {0} is registered

Explanation

Encountered an exception while retrieving a named registered delivery service.

Action

Use the Integration Server Administrator JDBC Pools page to check that the Integration
Server can connect to the database. If no connection problem exists, take appropriate
action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0005.1076E

Error refreshing service cache

Explanation

Encountered an exception while refreshing the cache of registered delivery services.

Action

Use the Integration Server Administrator JDBC Pools page to check that the Integration
Server can connect to the database. If no connection problem exists, take appropriate
action to resolve the problem described in the exception.
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TNS.0005.1077E

Error registering service {0}

Explanation

Encountered an exception while registering a delivery service.

Action

Use the Integration Server Administrator JDBC Pools page to check that the Integration
Server can connect to the database. If no connection problem exists, take appropriate
action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0005.1078E

Error removing service {0}

Explanation

Encountered an exception while unregistering a delivery service.

Action

Use the Integration Server Administrator JDBC Pools page to check that the Integration
Server can connect to the database. If no connection problem exists, take appropriate
action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0005.1081E

Couldn''t query delivery service table

Explanation

Encountered a SQLException while reading delivery services.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception, if possible.

TNS.0005.1082E

Couldn''t query delivery job table

Explanation

Encountered a SQLException while reading delivery jobs.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception, if possible.

TNS.0005.1083E

Property watt.server.smtpServer is not set

Explanation

Cannot send e-mail messages because the system property, watt.server.smtpServer,
has not been set.

Action

Use the Properties page of the Integration Server Administrator to supply a value for
the watt.server.smtpServer property.

TNS.0005.1084E

Receiver of document cannot be self

Explanation

A document is being sent from this Trading Networks server and the receiver of the
document is a host of Trading Network. You cannot send a document to yourself.

Action

Ensure that the receiver of the document is not a host of Trading Networks.

TNS.0005.1085E

Receiver of document is not Active

Explanation

Status of the partner profile for the receiver of the document is not in active state.
Documents can only be sent to active partners.

Action

Ensure the receiver of the document is an active partner.
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TNS.0005.1086E

Unknown protocol: {0}

Explanation

Attempted to send a document via an unknown protocol. Documents must be sent
using one of the registered delivery services.

Action

Use a registered delivery service to send the document.

TNS.0005.1087E

Destination info not found

Explanation

Attempting to send a document, but the receiver's destination information cannot be
found.

Action

Examine the document to learn the intended receiver. Make sure the receiver's profile
has valid delivery method information.

TNS.0005.1090E

Unable to initialize DeliveryStore {0}

Explanation

Encountered an exception during initialization.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0005.1092E

Service not registered

Explanation

Attempted to remove a delivery service that is not registered.

Action

Check the name of the registered delivery service you want to remove.

TNS.0005.1096E

Delivery queue {0} refers to Delivery service {1} which is not registered.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, during batch delivery of queued tasks, if the
delivery service used is not registered and the delivery queue refers to it, this error
is thrown.

Action

Use the webMethods Trading Networks to update the delivery queue so that it uses
a valid batch delivery service.

TNS.0005.1097E

Cannot deliver document. Receiver is not active. (DocID={0}, ReceiverD={1})

Explanation

Queued a document for scheduled delivery, but the receiver is inactive and cannot
receive documents.

Action

Activate the receiver's trading partner profile, if appropriate.

TNS.0005.1098E

Unable to get document content for delivery. (DocID={0})

Explanation

Queued a document for scheduled delivery and encountered an error while retrieving
document content.

Action

Use the Integration Server Administrator JDBC Pools page to check that the Integration
Server can connect to the database. If no connection problem exists, take appropriate
action to resolve the problem described in the exception.
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TNS.0005.1099E

Cannot register a delivery service with the same name as a built-in delivery service
({0}).

Explanation

This name is reserved for a built-in Trading Networks delivery service.

Action

Change the delivery service's name.

TNS.0005.1101E

Cannot get certificate information from security store for partner {0} in getting
delivery information: {1}

Explanation

Encountered an exception while retrieving the certificate chain and private key for a
trading partner.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0005.1105E

Unable to get profile for partner {0} - {1}

Explanation

Encountered an exception while retrieving a trading partner profile.

Action

Use the Integration Server Administrator JDBC Pools page to check that the Integration
Server can connect to the database. If no connection problem exists, take appropriate
action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0005.1106E

Unable to get destination info for partner {0} - {1}

Explanation

Encountered an exception while retrieving destination information from a trading
partner profile in preparation for document delivery.

Action

Use the Integration Server Administrator JDBC Pools page to check that the Integration
Server can connect to the database. If no connection problem exists, take appropriate
action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0005.1107E

Encountered error while delivering by context: {0}

Explanation

Encountered an exception while delivering a document using an internal webMethods
protocol.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception, if possible.
It may be a network error beyond your control.

TNS.0005.1108E

Unable to deliver document {0}. Delivery service [{1}] does not exist

Explanation

Document delivery failed because the associated delivery service does not exist.

Action

Create the missing delivery service or specify a different delivery service.
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TNS.0005.1109

The document (id={0}) was not persisted. The "{1}" delivery service will not be
invoked. The document will not be delivered.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while delivering documents, if the BizDoc is not
persisted, the delivery service is not invoked and the document is not delivered.

Action

Contact your system administrator.

TNS.0005.1115

Event found to be null

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while writing routing events, if the event is found
to be null, then this error is thrown.

Action

Contact your system administrator.

TNS.0005.1117

Encountered error while creating TN document from service response: {0}

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while delivering a document via WebService, if
the document cannot be created from response data, this error is thrown.

Action

Contact your system administrator.

TNS.0005.1118

Encountered error while adding service response to bizdoc: {0}

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while delivering a document via WebService, if
the response data cannot be added as content to the BizDoc, this error is thrown.

Action

Contact your system administrator.

TNS.0005.2002E

An error occurred when this partner polled for documents on this server. The
original error message was {0}.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while polling for documents.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0005.2014E

Error polling for documents

Explanation

An exception was thrown while polling for documents.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0005.2017E

An error occurred when trying to connect to this partner for polling. The original
error was: {0}

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, during a remote checking of a partner, if the
connection to the partner cannot be made, this error is thrown.

Action

Ensure that the partner connection information is valid and try again.
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TNS.0005.2018E

Error connecting for polling

Explanation

An error occurred when trying to connect to this partner for polling.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception. You might
need to contact your trading partner about the error.

TNS.0005.2021E

The user account that schedules polling jobs is {0}. The account does not exist on
the B2B Server.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, during scheduling of a polling job, if the user
account that starts the polling job does not exist on the B2B server, this error is thrown.

Action

Create a user account for the user and reload the WmTN package or restart the
Integration Server.

TNS.0005.2031E

An error occurred in the process of accepting a document polled from this partner.
The original document ID was {0}. The original error message was {1}.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, if any error occurs during the process of submitting
a document locally that is polled from a remote partner, this error is thrown.

Action

Contact your system administrator.

TNS.0005.2037E

Error accepting document

Explanation

An exception was thrown while accepting a document polled from a partner.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0005.2052E

Unable to initialize TN Polling.

Explanation

An exception was thrown during initialization.

Action

The exception was written to the server log. See the log for details. Take appropriate
action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0005.2053E

User {0} is not an administrator and attempted to accept a document (docID={1})
that does not belong to him.

Explanation

A partner attempted to accept a pollable document; however, the partner is not the
specified receiver of the document.

Action

Review the log message. Contact the partner identified in the log message to explain
that a partner can only accept pollable documents for which that partner is the specified
receiver.
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TNS.0005.2054E

You do not have the authority to accept this document. Only administrators may
accept documents that they did not receive.

Explanation

A partner attempted to accept a pollable document; however, the partner is not the
specified receiver of the document.

Action

Review the log message. Contact the partner identified in the log message to explain
that a partner can only accept pollable documents for which that partner is the specified
receiver.

TNS.0005.2055E

No document with an ID of {0} exists. No document accepted.

Explanation

A partner is trying to accept a pollable document that does not exist within Trading
Networks.

Action

Review the log message. Work with the partner specified in the log message to resolve
the issue.

TNS.0005.3001E

{0} is required.

Explanation

A service was invoked, and a required input variable was not supplied.

Action

Supply a value for the specified variable.

TNS.0005.3002E

Unable to save queue "{0}".

Explanation

Attempt to insert queue information into the Trading Networks database failed.

Action

Ask your database administrator (DBA) to examine the database logs to determine
the cause of the problem.

TNS.0005.3003E

Cannot reassign tasks to a private queue.

Explanation

Each partner might have its own private queue. Private queues are defined in the
profile for a partner. A private queue can contain only tasks for the partner identified
by the profile; private queues cannot contain tasks from other partners.

Action

You can reassign these tasks to a public queue.

TNS.0005.3004E

Unable to remove queue "{0}".

Explanation

Attempt to delete queue information from the Trading Networks database failed.

Action

Ask your database administrator (DBA) to examine the database logs to determine
the cause of the problem.
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TNS.0005.3005E

Unable to update queue "{0}".

Explanation

Attempt to update queue information in the Trading Networks database failed.

Action

Ask your database administrator (DBA) to examine the database logs to determine
the cause of the problem.

TNS.0005.3006E

The queue cannot be deleted because there is data that depends on it.

Explanation

The queue cannot be deleted for one or more of the following reasons: 1) There might
be tasks currently on the queue. 2) There are partner profiles and/or processing rules
that refer to the queue. A list of objects that depend on the queue follow this message.

Action

Take one or more of the following actions: 1) If there are tasks on the queue, place it
in a DRAINING state so that the queue will empty. After all tasks in the queue are
processed, you can delete the queue. 2) If there are profiles and/or processing rules
that refer to the queue, remove those references. After you remove the references,
you can delete the queue.

TNS.0005.3007E

There are {0} tasks on the queue.

Explanation

The queue cannot be removed because it has tasks on it.

Action

Place the queue in a DRAINING state so that the queue will empty. After the tasks
in the queue have been processed, you can delete it.

TNS.0005.3008E

There are {0} partner profiles that refer to the queue.

Explanation

The queue cannot be removed because one or more partner profiles refers to it.

Action

This message is followed by a list of partners whose profiles refer to the queue. Modify
these profiles so they no longer refer to the queue being removed. After you remove
the references, you can delete the queue.

TNS.0005.3009E

There are {0} processing rules that refer to the queue.

Explanation

The queue cannot be removed because one or more processing rules refers to it.

Action

This message is followed by a list of processing rules that refer to the queue. Modify
these processing rules so they no longer refer to the queue being removed. After you
remove the references, you can delete the queue.

TNS.0005.3012E

There is no task with the supplied ID ({0}).

Explanation

The wm.tn.queuing:updateQueuedTask service was supplied an invalid task ID.

Action

Supply a valid task ID.
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TNS.0005.3013E

updateQueuedTask may only be invoked for tasks that are currently being processed
from a DeliveryQueue. This task ({0}) has a status of {1}.

Explanation

You attempted to run the wm.tn.queuing:updateQueuedTask service for a task;
however, you did not first invoke the wm.tn.queuing:getQueuedTask service.

Action

Be sure to use the wm.tn.queuing:getQueuedTask service to retrieve a task from a
queue.

TNS.0005.3018E

Attempted to update a DeliveryQueue that has not been registered (queue name={0}).

Explanation

The specified queue does not exist.

Action

Either supply a valid queue name or use My webMethods to define the delivery
queue.

TNS.0005.3019E

status must be "success" or "fail". {0} was supplied.

Explanation

The wm.tn.queuing:updateQueuedTask service was supplied an invalid status.

Action

Supply a valid status value.

TNS.0005.3020E

Attempted to remove a DeliveryQueue that has not been registered (queue
name={0}).

Explanation

The specified queue does not exist.

Action

Supply a valid queue name.

TNS.0005.3021E

Unable to decode TypeData for a DeliveryJob (ID={0}) while dequeuing from {1}

Explanation

Internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0005.3023E

The scheduled delivery date/time is in the past.

Explanation

Trading Networks cannot schedule delivery to run in the past.

Action

Supply a future date and time.

TNS.0005.3024E

The delivery schedule is empty. It has been ignored.

Explanation

The delivery queue does not have a delivery schedule. The operation has failed.

Action

If you receive this error while invoking a service, make sure that you are supplying
a valid DeliveryQueue object that contains a DeliverySchedule. If you receive this
error while using My webMethods, contact Software AG Global Support.
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TNS.0005.3025E

Delivery schedule dates must be in the format "YYYY/MM/DD" and times must be
in the format "hh:mm:ss"

Explanation

A date and/or time in the delivery schedule is invalid.

Action

All dates and times in the delivery schedule must be in the specified formats.

TNS.0005.3027E

Unable to schedule delivery for queue "{0}". The pipeline for the delivery service
does not contain "queue".

Explanation

The variable "queue" was not supplied in the pipeline.

Action

Supply the name of the delivery queue.

TNS.0005.3028E

The delivery schedule has no schedule type. It has been ignored.

Explanation

The delivery schedule must have a type of "repeat", "complex", or "once".

Action

Set the type on the delivery schedule to a valid value.

TNS.0005.3029E

The queue "{0}" does not exist.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while updating a queue, if the queue does not
exist, this error is thrown.

Action

Ensure that the queue that is to be updated exists, and try again.

TNS.0005.3037E

Scheduled delivery failed. No more retries.

Explanation

The final attempt to delivery a document failed.

Action

See the message TRNSERV.000022.000038 for full details.

TNS.0005.3038E

Scheduled delivery of document {0} failed. No more retries. {1}

Explanation

The final attempt to deliver a document failed.

Action

See the error message for details. You might need to contact your trading partner.

TNS.0005.3039E

The queue "{0}" has a status of "{1}". It is not accepting documents. This document
will not be delivered.

Explanation

Attempted to route a document to a delivery queue that is either disabled or draining.
Queues in either of these statuses cannot accept documents.

Action

Either change the status of this queue or route the document to a different queue.
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TNS.0005.3040E

Unable to validate private queue/partner relationship (id={0}) because the partner
could not be retrieved. The queue has been saved with a "disabled" status.

Explanation

You can only create a private queue for a partner that has an active profile. The
specified partnerID identifies a partner that does not exist or whose profile is not
active.

Action

Perform one of the following actions: 1) Specify a different queue. 2) If the profile is
not active, change its status to active.

TNS.0005.3041E

Private queue "{0}" has a status of "{1}", but the partner''s profile is not active. The
queue has been saved with a "disabled" status.

Explanation

Trading Networks attempted to route a document to a private queue that is defined
for a profile that is not active. Trading Networks can only route documents to private
queues belonging to active partners; it cannot route documents to private queues of
inactive partners. Trading Networks has disabled the queue.

Action

Enable the partner by changing the profile status to active. Then enable the partner's
private queue.

TNS.0005.3042E

Delivery not scheduled from queue.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while scheduling delivery of documents from
queues, if the queue is private and the partner is either inactive or not found, this
error is thrown.

Action

Ensure that the partner of the private queue is available and active, and try again.

TNS.0005.3044E

Document was not queued for delivery on queue {0}. The receiver''s profile was
not found. (receiverID={1}).

Explanation

A processing rule indicated that the document should be delivered to a queue that is
associated with a receiver. However, there is no profile for the receiver.

Action

Use My webMethods to determine who the intended receiver is. If the receiver is
valid but does not have a profile, create a partner profile for the receiver. If the receiver
is not valid, notify the document sender that the receiver information in the document
is incorrect.

TNS.0005.3045E

Document was not queued for delivery on queue {0}. The receiver is not active
(receiverID={1}).

Explanation

A processing rule indicated that the document should be delivered to a queue that is
associated with a receiver. However, the receiver's profile is not active. Trading
Networks can only route documents to active partners.

Action

Enable the partner by changing the profile status to active. Then enable the partner's
private queue.
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TNS.0005.3046E

The queue "{0}" does not exist.

Explanation

The wm.tn.queuing:deliverBatch service was supplied an invalid queue name.

Action

Supply the name of an existing queue.

TNS.0005.3048E

The scheduled {0} is invalid. Format must be YYYY/MM/DD

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while validating scheduling of tasks, if the format
of the schedule date is invalid, this error is thrown.

Action

Enter the schedule date in the correct format and try again.

TNS.0005.3049E

The scheduled {0} is invalid. Format must be hh:mm:ss

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while validing the schedule task, if the format of
the time is invalid, this error is thrown.

Action

Enter the schedule time in the correct format and try again.

TNS.0005.3056E

Interval is required.

Explanation

An interval must be specified for repeating tasks.

Action

Supply an interval value.

TNS.0005.3057E

Interval is not a valid integer.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while validing a scheduling task, if the time
interval is not a valid integer, this error is thrown.

Action

Enter the time interval as a valid integer and try again.

TNS.0005.3058E

Interval must be greater than zero.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while validing a scheduling task, if the time
interval is not greater than zero, this error is thrown.

Action

Enter the time interval as a valid integer greater than zero and try again.

TNS.0005.3059E

End date/time is in the past.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while validing a scheduling task, if the end
date/time is occuring in the past, this error is thrown.

Action

Enter a valid end date/time and try again.
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TNS.0005.3060E

End date/time is before start date/time.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while validing a scheduling task, if the end
date/time occurs before the start date/time, this error is thrown.

Action

Enter the valid end date/time and try again.

TNS.0005.3061E

Could not construct a valid timestamp from this schedule. Dates must be in
YYYY/MM/DD format and times must be in hh:mm:ss format.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while validating the scheduling task, if the end
date is not in YYYY/MM/DD format and the end time is not in hh:mm:ss format, this
error is thrown.

Action

Ensure that the end date and time are in the correct format and try again.

TNS.0005.3062E

A queue with this name already exists.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while registering a queue, if a queue with this
name already exists, this error is thrown.

Action

Ensure to have a unique queue name and try again.

TNS.0005.3063E

There is a task on the queue (task id={0}).

Explanation

The queue cannot be removed because it has tasks on it.

Action

Place the queue in a DRAINING state so that the queue will empty. After the tasks
in the queue have been processed, you can delete it.

TNS.0005.3064E

The profile for {0} refers to the queue (partner id={1}).

Explanation

The queue cannot be removed because one or more partner profiles refers to it.

Action

This message is followed by a list of partners whose profiles refer to the queue. Modify
these profiles so they no longer refer to the queue being removed. After you remove
the references, you can delete the queue.

TNS.0005.3065E

The {0} processing rule refers to the queue.

Explanation

The queue cannot be removed because one or more processing rules refers to it.

Action

This message is followed by a list of processing rules that refer to the queue. Modify
these processing rules so they no longer refer to the queue being removed. After you
remove the references, you can delete the queue.
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TNS.0005.3066E

If an end time is supplied, an end date must also be supplied.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while validating a scheduling task, if the delivery
schedule is of complex type, and the end time is supplied but the end date is not
supplied, this error is thrown.

Action

Ensure to also supply the end date along with the end time and try again.

TNS.0005.3067

Unable to import partner private queue {0}. Partner profile for {1} does not exist.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while importing Trading Networks assets, if the
partner profile for which a partner private queue is to be imported does not exist, this
error is thrown.

Action

Ensure that the partner profile exists, and try again.

TNS.0005.4002E

Processing recursion was detected: the processing rule {0} invoked itself, most
recently with document {1}. Processing fails.

Explanation

A processing rule recursed. Either no recursion is allowed, or recursion is allowed,
and the maximum recursion level was exceeded.

Action

If you want a processing rule to recurse (to call itself), set the tn.recursion.max property
to an appropriate value. If you do not want the processing rule to recurse, check the
service that the processing rule invokes. The service is submitting a document that
matches the same routing rule.

TNS.0005.4004E

If alertPartner is not specified, neither alertContact, alertSubject nor alertMessage
may be specified.

Explanation

An invalid combination of input values was sent to wm.tn.route:create.

Action

If you are not supplying a value for alertPartner, do not supply a value for alertContact,
alertSubject, or alertMessage.

TNS.0005.4008E

Error sending mail: {0}

Explanation

Encountered an exception while sending an email alert.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0005.4011E

An error occurred invoking the processing service ({2}) for this document. The
original error was of type {0}; the message was {1} and the service output this
pipeline: {3}

Explanation

A processing rule invoked a service, and that service returned an error.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the error message.
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TNS.0005.4012E

Error signaled in processing service

Explanation

A processing rule invoked a service, and that service returned an error.

Action

See the full message (TRNSERV.000014.000012) for details.

TNS.0005.4013E

An internal error prevented processing from finishing normally on this document.
The aborted rule was {0}, and the original error message was {1}.

Explanation

See the exception message for details.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0005.4014E

Internal processing error

Explanation

See the full message (TRNSERV.000014.000013) for details.

Action

See the full message for details.

TNS.0005.4017E

{0} loading rules

Explanation

Encountered an exception while reading processing rules from the database.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0005.4023S

{0} saving rules

Explanation

Encountered an exception while saving processing rules to the database. Trading
Networks wrote the exception to the server log.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0005.4027E

An exception occurred invoking a processing service for document {0}. The
processing service was {1}, and the original error message was: {2}.

Explanation

A processing rule invoked a service, and that service threw an exception.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0005.4028E

An error occurred invoking the processing service {0} for this document. The original
error was {1}.

Explanation

A processing rule invoked a service, and that service threw an exception.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.
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TNS.0005.4029E

Service invoke err: {0}

Explanation

A processing rule invoked a service, and that service threw an exception.

Action

See the full message for details.

TNS.0005.4034E

Error sending via {0}

Explanation

Error encountered.

Action

See the full message for details.

TNS.0005.4035E

Fatal processing error: {0}

Explanation

Encountered an exception while processing a document. See the exception for details.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0005.4038W

Changing the user status on document {0} generated an error. The original error
message was: {1}

Explanation

Encountered an exception while changing the status for a document. See the exception
for details.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0005.4039E

Error changing status

Explanation

Encountered an exception while changing the status for a document. See the exception
for details.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0005.4040E

An error occurred sending via protocol {0}. The original error message was: {1}

Explanation

Encountered an exception while sending a document. See the exception message for
details.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0005.4041E

Error delivering document

Explanation

Encountered an exception while sending a document.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.
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TNS.0005.4052E

Processing Alert Failed

Explanation

Encountered an error while sending an email alert.

Action

See full message for details.

TNS.0005.4053E

The server was unable to send email to {0} during processing. The subject of the
email was {1}. The error message was: {2}.

Explanation

Encountered an error while sending an email alert.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0005.4054E

PROCESSING ERROR: partner contact {0}/{1} is not defined

Explanation

Processing is configured to send alerts to a specific contact type, but the partner profile
does not have a contact of that type.

Action

Either change the processing rule to send alerts to a different contact type (or use a
hard-coded email address), or create a contact of this type for the partner.

TNS.0005.4055E

Partner {1} sent this document posing as {0}.

Explanation

When Trading Networks receives a document, it determines the partner initiating
the request based on the user account that sent the document. The partner that sent
the request does not match the sender from within the document content.

Action

You might want to notify the partner who sent the document and/or the partner being
impersonated.

TNS.0005.4056E

Partner {1} sent document {2} posing as {0}.

Explanation

When Trading Networks receives a document, it determines the partner initiating
the request based on the user account that sent the document. The partner that sent
the request does not match the sender from within the document content.

Action

You might want to notify the partner who sent the document and/or the partner being
impersonated.

TNS.0005.4057E

Partner ID mismatch

Explanation

The partner who sent the document does not match the partner in the document
content.

Action

See full message for details.
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TNS.0005.4058E

The sender of this document ({0}) has been deleted. Documents from this partner
are not permitted at this time.

Explanation

Trading Networks received a document from a partner whose profile was deleted.
Although Trading Networks still maintains a copy of the deleted profile in its database,
it will not accept documents nor process documents from the partner.

Action

If you do not want to accept documents from the partner, you can either ignore this
error or notify the partner to stop sending documents. If you want to receive and
process documents from this partner, use the wm.tn.profile:undeleteProfile service
to reinstate the partner's profile.

TNS.0005.4059E

The sender of document {2} ({0}) had been deleted. Documents from this partner
are not permitted at this time.

Explanation

Trading Networks received a document from a partner whose profile was deleted.
Although Trading Networks still maintains a copy of the deleted profile in its database,
it will not accept documents nor process documents from the partner.

Action

If you do not want to accept documents from the partner, you can either ignore this
error or notify the partner to stop sending documents. If you want to receive and
process documents from this partner, use the wm.tn.profile:undeleteProfile service
to reinstate the partner's profile.

TNS.0005.4060E

Partner deleted

Explanation

Received a document from a partner whose profile was deleted.

Action

See full message for details.

TNS.0005.4067E

An attempt was made to send email to the {0} contact of the Unknown partner. No
email was sent.

Explanation

The processing rule is configured to send an alert to a partner's contact, but Trading
Networks could not identify the partner.

Action

Examine the document content and the Sender/Receiver queries on the document
type to determine why Trading Networks could not identify the partner.

TNS.0005.4068E

Can''t send to UNKNOWN

Explanation

The processing rule is configured to send an alert to a partner, but Trading Networks
could not identify the partner.

Action

Examine the document content and the Sender/Receiver queries on the document
type to determine why Trading Networks could not identify the partner.
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TNS.0005.4070E

Processing aborted

Explanation

Threw a RoutingAbortedException while processing the document.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0005.4071E

The processing service, {0} aborted processing of this document. The message was
{1}.

Explanation

Threw a RoutingAbortedException while processing the document.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0005.4074E

The user that posted this document ({0}) could not be associated with a partner to
check their identity.

Explanation

Received a document from someone other than a trading partner.

Action

You can either ignore this error or contact the document sender. The sender is using
a valid Integration Server account, but not the account associated with their profile.

TNS.0005.4075E

The user that posted document {1} ({0}) could not be associated with a partner to
check their identity.

Explanation

Received a document from someone other than a trading partner.

Action

You can either ignore this error or contact the document sender. The sender is using
a valid Integration Server account, but not the account associated with their profile.

TNS.0005.4076E

No user ID

Explanation

Received a document from someone other than a trading partner.

Action

You can either ignore this error or contact the document sender. The sender is using
a valid Integration Server account, but not the account associated with their profile.

TNS.0005.4078E

No email address

Explanation

Could not determine the address to send an email alert.

Action

Examine the processing rule and the receiver's profile. You must specify an address
either in the processing rule or the receiver's profile.

TNS.0005.4079E

No email address was available for sending to {0} ({1}). No email was sent.

Explanation

Could not determine the address to send an email alert.

Action

Examine the processing rule and the receiver's profile. You must specify an address
either in the processing rule or the receiver's profile.
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TNS.0005.4086E

No SMTP server defined: check property watt.server.smtpServer

Explanation

The processing rule is configured to send an email alert, but no email server is defined.

Action

Set the SMTP Server on the Settings > Logging page of the Integration Server
Administrator, or directly set the watt.server.smtpServer property.

TNS.0005.4087E

Cannot specify a Sender of {0} and also supply a specific senderId''s.

Explanation

When invoking wm.tn.route:create, you cannot specify that the processing rule matches
'Any' sender or the 'Unknown' sender, and also supply specific senderIDs.

Action

Either remove "Any", "Unknown", or the specific senderIDs.

TNS.0005.4089E

Cannot specify a DocType of {0} and also supply specific docTypeId''s.

Explanation

When invoking wm.tn.route:create, you cannot specify that the processing rule matches
'Any' document type or the document type is 'Unknown', and also supply specific
document type IDs.

Action

Either remove "Any", "Unknown", or the specific document type IDs.

TNS.0005.4090E

An exception prevented the sender''s identity from being completely checked. The
original exception was {0}.

Explanation

Threw a ProfileStoreException while checking the identity of the document sender.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0005.4094E

The sender of this document ({0}/{1}) is in status {2}. Documents from this partner
are not permitted at this time.

Explanation

The document sender is not active. Inactive partners are not allowed to send documents
to Trading Networks.

Action

You can ignore this error, activate this partner's profile, or notify the partner to stop
sending documents.

TNS.0005.4095E

The sender of document {3} ({0}/{1}) is in status {2}. Documents from this partner
are not permitted at this time.

Explanation

The document sender is not active. Inactive partners are not allowed to send documents
to Trading Networks.

Action

You can ignore this error, activate this partner's profile, or notify the partner to stop
sending documents.
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TNS.0005.4096E

Bad status

Explanation

The document sender is not active. Inactive partners are not allowed to send documents
to Trading Networks.

Action

You can ignore this error, activate this partner's profile, or notify the partner to stop
sending documents.

TNS.0005.4097E

An error occurred trying to send this document via {0} (intended receiver: {1}). The
original error message was: {2}.

Explanation

Encountered an exception while sending a document. See the exception message for
details.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0005.4098E

An error occurred trying to send this document via {0} (sender: {1}). The original
error message was: {2}.

Explanation

Encountered an exception while sending a document. See the exception message for
details.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0005.4099E

Couldn''t send doc {0} via {1}: {2}

Explanation

Encountered an exception while sending a document. See the exception message for
details.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0005.4100E

An error occurred trying to fetch profile information for sending email to the {1}
contact of partner {0}. The original error was: {2}

Explanation

Unable to retrieve the partner profile while sending an email alert. See the exception
message for details.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0005.4101E

Profile error

Explanation

Unable to retrieve the partner profile while sending an email alert. See the exception
message for details.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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TNS.0005.4102E

Processing aborted: {0}

Explanation

Threw a RoutingAbortedException while processing the document.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0005.4104E

{0} is not a known document attribute.

Explanation

The wm.tn.route:create service was supplied an invalid attribute name.

Action

Supply only names of existing document attributes.

TNS.0005.4107E

No preferred protocol. Status changed to POLLABLE.

Explanation

The processing rule was configured to send the document using the receiver's preferred
protocol, but the receiver does not have a preferred protocol.

Action

Signify one of the receiver's delivery methods as the preferred protocol.

TNS.0005.4111E

No profile summary was available for the sender of this document

Explanation

Could not process the document because Trading Networks could not find a partner
profile for the sender.

Action

Modify either the sender identification in the document or the external ID in the
profile.

TNS.0005.4112E

No profile summary was available for the sender of document {2}. The sender ID
was {0}, and the sender logged in as {1}.

Explanation

Could not process the document because Trading Networks could not find a partner
profile for the sender.

Action

Modify either the sender identification in the document or the external ID in the
profile.

TNS.0005.4113E

No profile summary available

Explanation

Could not process the document because Trading Networks could not find a partner
profile for the sender.

Action

Modify either the sender identification in the document or the external ID in the
profile.
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TNS.0005.4114E

A supplied attribute condition has an invalid combination of datatype, operator
and value ({0} {1} {2}).

Explanation

The wm.tn.route:create service was supplied an invalid attribute condition.

Action

Correct the attribute condition.

TNS.0005.4115E

An invalid value was supplied for the tn.recursion.max property. No recursion of
processing rules will be allowed.

Explanation

The value of the tn.recursion.max property is not a valid number.

Action

Supply a valid number for this property.

TNS.0005.4116E

Processing recursion exceeded the allowed recursion depth of {0}. The processing
rule {1} invoked itself, most recently with document {2}. Processing fails.

Explanation

One or more processing rules invoked services that resubmitted documents to Trading
Networks, exceeding the recursion limit defined by the tn.recursion.max property.

Action

Increase the value of the tn.recursion.max property, or configure your processing
rules not to resubmit documents.

TNS.0005.4117E

Couldn''t load routing schedule: {0}

Explanation

Encountered an exception while reading the set of processing rules from the database.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0005.4118E

Couldn''t save routing schedule: {0}

Explanation

Encountered an exception while saving the set of processing rules to the database.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0005.4119E

Cannot specify a Receiver of Any and also supply a specific receiverId''s.

Explanation

When invoking the wm.tn.route:create service, you cannot specify that the processing
rule matches 'Any' receiver and also supply specific receivers.

Action

Remove either "Any" or the specific receivers.

TNS.0005.4120E

Cannot specify a Receiver of Unknown and also supply a specific receiverId's.

Explanation

When invoking the wm.tn.route:create service, you cannot specify that the processing
rule matches an 'Unknown' receiver and also supply specific receivers.

Action

Remove either "Unknown" or the specific receivers.
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TNS.0005.4121E

Cannot specify a DocType of Any and also supply specific docTypeIds.

Explanation

When invoking the wm.tn.route:create service, you cannot specify that the processing
rule matches 'Any' TN document type and also supply specific TN document types.

Action

Remove either "Any" or the specific TN document types.

TNS.0005.4122E

Cannot specify a DocType of Unknown and also supply specific docTypeIds.

Explanation

When invoking the wm.tn.route:create service, you cannot specify that the processing
rule matches the 'Unknown' TN document type and also supply specific TN document
types.

Action

Remove either "Unknown" or the specific TN document types.

TNS.0005.4123E

If deliverUsing is "Queue for delivery", then deliveryQueue cannot be null

Explanation

An invalid combination of input values was sent to the wm.tn.route:create service.

Action

Supply a value for the "deliveryQueue" variable.

TNS.0005.4125E

Cannot queue a bizdoc for deliver that has not been persisted. This bizdoc (id={0})
has not been persisted.

Explanation

The scheduled delivery mechanism requires that the document be saved to the
database.

Action

Change the TN document type or processing rule to save documents of this type.

TNS.0005.4130E

qname is required

Explanation

Attempted to enqueue a delivery job without supplying a queue name for the "qname"
parameter.

Action

Supply a valid queue name for the "qname" parameter.

TNS.0005.4131E

Invalid queue name ({0}).

Explanation

Attempted to enqueue a delivery job without supplying a queue name for the "qname"
parameter.

Action

Supply a valid queue name for the "qname" parameter.

TNS.0005.4132E

Receiver does not have a delivery queue.

Explanation

The processing rule is configured to send the document to the receiver's private
delivery queue, but the receiver does not have a delivery queue.

Action

Change the processing rule to deliver the document by a different means, or create a
delivery queue for the receiver.
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TNS.0005.4133E

Receiver does not have a delivery queue. Document has been made POLLABLE
(document id={0})

Explanation

The processing rule is configured to send the document to the receiver's private
delivery queue, but the receiver's profile does not contain a definition for a delivery
queue.

Action

Change the processing rule to deliver the document by a different means, or update
the receiver's profile to specify a delivery queue.

TNS.0005.4134E

Receiver does not have a preferred protocol. Document has been made POLLABLE.
(document id={0})

Explanation

The processing rule is configured to send the document by the receiver's preferred
delivery method, but the receiver does not have a preferred delivery method.

Action

Change the processing rule to deliver the document by a different means, or signify
one of the delivery methods on the receiver's profile as "preferred".

TNS.0005.4135E

Error encountered in RoutingActions.invoke(): can not clone input pipeline.

Explanation

An internal error occurred while invoking a service to process the document.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0005.4136E

Unable to save document: {0}.

Explanation

Encountered an exception while saving the document to the database.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0005.4138E

The processing rule list has been modified by another user. Added this rule to the
bottom of the list. Refresh your rule list.

Explanation

The rule list displayed on your Trading Networks Console is not the current list that
resides in the database. As a result, the newly added rule is appended to the end of
the rule list rather than the specific position required in the list.

Action

Refresh your routing rule list and move the newly added rule to the desired position.

TNS.0005.4139S

Error encountered while inserting processing rule {0}. The exception message is :
{1}.

Explanation

Encountered an exception while inserting a processing rule.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.
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TNS.0005.4140E

Error encountered while updating processing rule {0}. The rule index cannot be
changed during an update operation.

Explanation

You attempted to update both the contents of a processing rule and its location within
the list of processing rules (its index) at the same time. You cannot make both these
changes at the same time.

Action

Please update the rule first, and then move the rule to a new position in the rule list.

TNS.0005.4141E

Error encountered while updating processing rule {0}. The exception message is :
{1}.

Explanation

Encountered an exception while updating a processing rule.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0005.4142E

Processing rule update failed. Processing rule update collision detected. This rule
has been modified by another user. Refresh your rule list and retry this operation.

Explanation

While you were updating this processing rule, another user edited and saved the
same processing rule. To prevent your changes from overwriting those made by the
other user, Trading Networks did not save your changes.

Action

Refresh the list of processing rules and update the processing rule again.

TNS.0005.4145S

Error encountered while deleting processing rule(s). The exception message is : {0}.

Explanation

Encountered an exception while deleting processing rule(s).

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0005.4146E

Processing rule delete operation aborted. The processing rule list has been modified
by another user. Refresh your rule list and retry this operation.

Explanation

While you were deleting this processing rule, another user edited and saved the rule.
So that your changes do not overwrite those made by the other user, your changes
have not been saved.

Action

Refresh your rule list, and then delete the rule again.

TNS.0005.4147E

Processing rule {0} does not exist.

Explanation

The specified routing rule cannot be retrieved because the rule ID does not exist in
the database.

Action

Check that the rule ID is correct, modify it if necessary, and then attempt to retrieve
it again.
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TNS.0005.4148S

Error encountered while reading processing rules from the database. The exception
message is : {0}.

Explanation

Encountered an exception while retrieving processing rules from the database.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0005.4149S

Error encountered while moving processing rules. The exception message is : {0}.

Explanation

Encountered an exception while moving processing rules in the rule list.

Action

See the exception message for details. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TNS.0005.4150E

Processing rule move operation aborted. The processing rule list has been modified
by another user. Refresh your rule list and retry this operation.

Explanation

While you were moving this processing rule, another user edited and saved the rule
list. So that your changes do not overwrite those made by the other user, your changes
have not been saved.

Action

Refresh the rule list, and then move the rule again.

TNS.0005.4151E

Illegal move operation. The insertAt position cannot be within the range of rules
to be moved.

Explanation

The insertAt position must be outside the range of rules to be moved.

Action

Change the insertAt position to be outside of the range of rules to be moved.

TNS.0005.4152E

Illegal move operation. You cannot move a non-contiguous set of rules.

Explanation

You attempted to change the order of processing rules by moving a non-contiguous
set of rules. Trading Networks does not support this type of operation.

Action

Define a contiguous set of rules to be moved.

TNS.0005.4156E

Encountered an error retrieving the Profile Summary for partner ID {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred attempting to look up the Profile Summary.

Action

Ensure that the partner IDs on the document being processed are valid.
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TNS.0005.4157E

Encountered an error while sending MAPI event to Optimize for EventMap {0} and
for Sender with PartnerID {1}.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while routing a document, if a TN BAM monitoring
event cannot be logged in Optimize, this error is thrown.

Action

Contact your system administrator.

TNS.0005.4160E

The content-length ({0}) specified in handleLargeDoc is less than the length of the
content ({1}) sent.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, in a document transaction, while handling large
documents, if the content length specified in the handleLargeDoc is less than the
length of the BizDoc content, this error is thrown.

Action

Ensure that the content length specified in the handleLargeDoc is equal to the length
of the BizDoc content and try again.

TNS.0005.4162E

Routing Aborted as the Receiver is disabled.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while routing a document, if the receiver is in an
inactive state, this error is thrown.

Action

Ensure to set the receiver to active state and try again.

TNS.0005.4163E

Routing Aborted as the Receiver is deleted.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while routing a document, if the receiver is in
deleted state, this error is thrown.

Action

Ensure to set the receiver profile is not deleted and try again.

TNS.0005.4164E

Routing Aborted as the Sender is disabled.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while routing a document, if the sender is in
inactive state, this error is thrown.

Action

Ensure to set the sender to active state and try again.

TNS.0005.4165E

Routing Aborted as the Sender is deleted.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while routing a document, if the sender is deleted,
this error is thrown.

Action

Ensure to set the sender profile is not deleted and try again.
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TNS.0005.4166E

The processing service aborted processing of this document. The message was {0}.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, while routing a document, if an error occurs in
processing the document, this error is thrown.

Action

Contact your system administrator.

TNS.0005.4167E

Posting of BAM events failed because of following errors - {0}.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, if any error occurs while posting BAM events,
this error is thrown.

Action

Contact your system administrator.

TNS.0005.5002E

Delivery service for {0} failed with a status of {1} and status message of {2}

Explanation

Unable to deliver the document, possibly due to a problem with the network or the
destination server.

Action

Verify that your server has network connectivity. If a problem exists with the
destination server, contact the person responsible for that server.

TNS.0005.5004E

Unable to get output for task {0} - Task has not finished. Status is {1}

Explanation

The task was still executing when the request for output expired.

Action

Request the output again.

TNS.0005.5005E

Unable to refresh {0} cache on server {1} - {2}

Explanation

A cache could not be refreshed, probably due to a database problem.

Action

Use the Integration Server Administrator JDBC Pools page to check that the Integration
Server can connect to the database. Verify that your database is successfully processing
requests.

TNS.0005.5007E

Unable to remove task {0} - Does not exist

Explanation

An invalid task ID was supplied.

Action

Supply a valid task ID.

TNS.0005.5011S

Disabling reliable task manager at {0} - Fatal error: {1}

Explanation

Encountered an exception that requires the task manager to shut down.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.
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TNS.0005.5013W

Unable to restart task {0} upon initialization

Explanation

The task status could not be updated to "Pending" in the database.

Action

Use the Integration Server Administrator JDBC Pools page to check that the Integration
Server can connect to the database. Verify that your database is successfully processing
requests.

TNS.0005.5015E

Unable to persist task {0}

Explanation

Encountered an exception while saving the task to the database.

Action

See the full message (TRNSERV.000015.000089) for details.

TNS.0005.5019E

Task {0} unable to move to server {1} - {2}

Explanation

Task has already completed. Status is "Done".

Action

No action required.

TNS.0005.5020E

Unable to refresh {0} cache - {1}

Explanation

See the exception message for details.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0005.5025E

Task {0} failed, status changed to {1}

Explanation

The task has failed. No more retries.

Action

See full message (TRNSERV.000015.000036) for details.

TNS.0005.5026E

Unable to init task manager for server {0} - {1}

Explanation

The task manager could not be initialized, probably due to a database problem.

Action

Use the Integration Server Administrator JDBC Pools page to check that the Integration
Server can connect to the database. Verify that your database is successfully processing
requests.

TNS.0005.5031E

Error invoking service {0} - message: {1} - stacktrace: {2}

Explanation

The task manager invoked a service to process a document, and that service threw
an exception.

Action

See the exception message for details. Correct the invoked service to handle the
exception condition.
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TNS.0005.5036E

Task {0} failed with no more retries available. Reason for failure - {1}

Explanation

See the status message for details.

Action

If the failure is due to an error on another server, contact the person responsible for
that server.

TNS.0005.5037E

Unable to restart task {0} - {1}

Explanation

The task status is neither "Failed" nor "Stopped", so the task cannot be restarted.

Action

No action necessary.

TNS.0005.5039E

Unable to shut down the task manager.

Explanation

The wm.tn.task:shutdown service was unable to stop the task manager. See the nested
exception for details.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the nested exception.

TNS.0005.5042E

Unable to initialize task manager.

Explanation

The wm.tn.task:init service was unable to start the task manager. See the nested
exception for details.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the nested exception.

TNS.0005.5043E

Unable to reset task manager.

Explanation

The wm.tn.task:restart service was unable to restart the task manager. See the nested
exception for details.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the nested exception.

TNS.0005.5044E

Unable to retrieve tasks.

Explanation

The wm.tn.task:getTasks service was unable to get tasks from the task manager. See
the nested exception for details.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the nested exception.

TNS.0005.5045E

Unable to retrieve task {0}.

Explanation

The wm.tn.task:getTask service was unable to get a task from the task manager. See
the nested exception for details.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the nested exception.
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TNS.0005.5046E

Unable to get output for task {0}.

Explanation

The wm.tn.task:getTaskOutput service was unable to get output for a task. See the
nested exception for details.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the nested exception.

TNS.0005.5047E

Unable to get status for task {0}.

Explanation

The wm.tn.task:getTaskStatus service was unable to get the status of a task. See the
nested exception for details.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the nested exception.

TNS.0005.5048E

Unable to change server for task {0}.

Explanation

The wm.tn.task:changeServerForTask service was unable to move a task from one
server to another. See the nested exception for details.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the nested exception.

TNS.0005.5049E

Unable to remove task {0}.

Explanation

The wm.tn.task:removeTask service was unable to remove a task from the task
manager. See the nested exception for details.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the nested exception.

TNS.0005.5050E

Unable to restart task {0}.

Explanation

The wm.tn.task:restartTask service was unable to restart a task in the task manager.
See the nested exception for details.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the nested exception.

TNS.0005.5051E

Unable to stop task {0}.

Explanation

The wm.tn.task:stopTask service was unable to stop a task in the task manager. See
the nested exception for details.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the nested exception.

TNS.0005.5052E

Unable to move task {0} to server {1}. Task does not exist.

Explanation

An invalid task ID was supplied.

Action

Supply a valid task ID.
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TNS.0005.5053E

Unable to move task {0} to server {1}. Task has completed.

Explanation

Task status is "Done". Cannot move a completed task.

Action

No action necessary.

TNS.0005.5054E

Unable to move task {0} to server {1}. Could not ''ping'' server: {2}

Explanation

Invoked the wm.server:ping service on the other server, and it threw an exception.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem on the other server as described in
the exception.

TNS.0005.5055E

Unable to move task {0} to server {1}. Server {2} is up, but the task has not failed.

Explanation

The server that created this task is running. Therefore, the task cannot be moved
because the task status is neither "Failed" nor "Stopped".

Action

No action necessary.

TNS.0005.5056E

Unable to move task {0} to server {1}. Server {2} is down, but the task is done.

Explanation

Task status is "Done". Cannot move a completed task.

Action

No action necessary.

TNS.0005.5057E

Unable to stop task {0}. Job has completed.

Explanation

Cannot stop a completed task.

Action

No action necessary.

TNS.0005.5058E

Unable to stop task {0}. Job does not exist.

Explanation

An invalid task ID was supplied.

Action

Supply a valid task ID.

TNS.0005.5060E

Delivery Job Manager error: task {0} is not NEW.

Explanation

Cannot start a task that does not have a "New" status.

Action

No action necessary. Task has already started.

TNS.0005.5061E

Delivery Job Manager error with task {0}. {1}

Explanation

Encountered an exception while writing to the database. See the exception message
for details.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.
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TNS.0005.5062E

Task {0} unable to restart. Does not exist.

Explanation

An invalid task ID was supplied.

Action

Supply a valid task ID.

TNS.0005.5064E

Unable to remove task {0}. {1}

Explanation

Encountered an exception while writing to the database. See the exception message
for details.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0005.5065E

Cannot get job output. Job does not exist.

Explanation

An invalid task ID was supplied.

Action

Supply a valid task ID.

TNS.0005.5066E

Unable to initialize task manager. ServerId is null.

Explanation

Unable to determine server ID.

Action

Supply a value for the watt.net.localhost property in the server.cnf file on the
Integration Server.

TNS.0005.5068E

Unable to delete tasks. There are {0} active jobs in the list of jobs to be deleted. Stop
the active jobs and retry

Explanation

Cannot delete active tasks.

Action

If you want to delete tasks that are active, stop them first.

TNS.0005.5069E

Unable to get task

Explanation

The wm.tn.route:getTask service can only retrieve tasks that are service execution
tasks. A taskID of a delivery task was supplied.

Action

Request only service execution tasks from the wm.tn.route:getTask service.

TNS.0005.5070E

Error getting task

Explanation

The wm.tn.route:getTask service encountered an exception while retrieving a task.
See the nested exception for details.

Action

Take appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the nested exception.
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TNS.0005.5072E

Unable to restart queued task (id={0}). Its delivery queue no longer exists. You can
resubmit the document to process it again.

Explanation

The delivery queue for this document has been deleted. Cannot be requeued.

Action

Verify that the processing rule that handles this document is configured to use a valid
delivery queue. Resubmit the document.

TNS.0005.5081E

Error invoking service, {0} - Service did not return valid output

Explanation

The task manager invoked a service to process a document. The output of the service
did not conform to the expected format.

Action

If this is a delivery service, make sure the output matches the
wm.tn.rec:DeliveryServiceOutput IS document type. If this is a service invoked by a
service execution task, make sure the output matches the
wm.tn.rec:reliableServiceOutput IS document type.

TNS.0005.5082E

ERROR: Unable to update task {0} due to database error : {1}. Since task update
retry is turned off, manual correction is required. Please correct the database errors
and manually update the task using the additional task details provided. Additional
Details of this task : Task ID={2}; DocID={3}; TaskStatus={4}; Retries={5};
TransportStatus={6}; TransportStatusMessage={7}; TransportTime={8}

Explanation

Could not update the task. See exception message for details.

Action

Manually update the task in My webMethods using the details provided in the
message.

TNS.0005.5089E

ERROR: Unable to update task {0} due to IOException : {1}. Task update will continue
to fail until this exception is rectified. Until this error is rectified, manual correction
is required. Manually update the task using the additional task details provided.
Additional Details of this task : Task ID={2}; DocID={3}; TaskStatus={4}; Retries={5};
TransportStatus={6}; TransportStatusMessage={7}; TransportTime={8}

Explanation

Could not update the task. See exception message for details.

Action

Manually update the task in My webMethods using the details provided in the
message.

TNS.0005.5091S

TN Job Manager sweep time property tn.task.sweepTime contains ({0}), which is
not a numeric value. Using the default value 300 seconds

Explanation

The tn.task.sweepTime property contains an invalid value.

Action

Supply a valid numeric value.
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TNS.0005.5094E

Task {0} failed at {1}: Probable reason for failure - {2}. {3} more retries left.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, if any error occurs while disabling the delivery
for a partner, this error is thrown.

Action

Contact your system administrator.

TNS.0006.1001E

Cannot setIData for CertificateData because the supplied data is null.

Explanation

The setIData method on a CertificateData object passed a null IData object.

Action

If your code is calling CertificateData.setIData, supply an IData object that is not null.
If it is not your code that is calling this method, contact Software AG Global Support.
.

TNS.0006.1002E

Cannot setIData for CertificateData.

Explanation

The setIData method on a CertificateData object was not successful.

Action

If Integration Server logging is set to logging level 4 or higher, the exception was
written to the server log. See the server log for more information. Take the appropriate
action to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0006.1003S

Certificate provider Entrust/IAIK was not found, so Trading Networks cannot
convert byte[] to java.security.cert.X509Certificate. Please ensure that entrust jar
files are in the Integration Server''s classpath.

Explanation

The Entrust jar files are missing from the Integration Server's classpath.

Action

Place the Entrust jar files in the Integration Server's classpath. If you need assistance,
contact Software AG Global support.

TNS.0006.1004E

CertificateException encountered; Trading Networks cannot convert byte[] to
java.security.cert.X509Certificat.

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered a certificateException when attempting to convert a
byte array to a java.security.cert.X509Certificat.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, the exception
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0006.1005E

Cannot convert byte[][] to X509Certificate[], exception encountered at index {0}.

Explanation

Trading Networks could not create a certificate chain from the bytes. Trading Networks
encountered the error at <zeroBasedIndexNum> certificate.

Action

Check the byte array to ensure that it is in the correct format.
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TNS.0006.1006E

Cannot convert byte[] to java.security.PrivateKey.

Explanation

Trading Networks could not create a private key object from bytes.

Action

Check the byte array to ensure that it is in the correct format.

TNS.0006.1007E

Cannot convert X509Certificate[] to byte[][], CertificateEncodingException
encountered at index {0}. Please verify that the certificate is valid.

Explanation

The certificate chain is not valid.

Action

Provide a valid certificate chain.

TNS.0006.1008E

Cannot convert PKCS7 formatted byte[] into .der formatted byte[][].

Explanation

The PKCS7-formatted bytes are not valid.

Action

Check the byte array to ensure that it is in the correct format. Provide a valid byte
array.

TNS.0006.1009E

Cannot load certificate from null File. Please supply a valid File.

Explanation

The supplied certificate file is null.

Action

Supply a certificate file that is not null.

TNS.0006.1010S

Certificate provider Entrust/IAIK not found, so Trading Networks cannot load
java.security.cert.X509Certificate from file <filename>. Ensure that entrust jar files
are in the Integration Server''s classpath.

Explanation

The Entrust jar files are missing from the Integration Server's classpath.

Action

Place the Entrust jar files in the Integration Server's classpath. If you need assistance,
contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0006.1011E

CertificateException encountered getting certificate from file {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while attempting to load certificates from the specified file.

Action

Check the certificate file to ensure that it is in the correct format.

TNS.0006.1012E

Cannot load private key from null File.

Explanation

Trading Networks attempted to load the private key from a file; however, the file is
null.

Action

Supply a private key file that is not null.
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TNS.0006.1013E

IOException encountered loading RSA private key from file {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while the server attempted to load a private key from the specified
file.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0006.1014E

InvalidKeyException encountered loading RSA private key from file {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while the server attempted to load a private key from the specified
file.

Action

Check the private key file to ensure that it is in the correct format.

TNS.0006.1015E

Cannot determine whether the certificate is self-signed because the certificate byte[]
is null.

Explanation

The supplied certificate byte array is null.

Action

Supply a non-null certificate byte array.

TNS.0006.1016E

Cannot determine whether the certificate is self-signed because both the subject
and issuer are null.

Explanation

The supplied certificate is not in a valid format. Both the subject and issuer are null.

Action

Supply a valid certificate.

TNS.0006.1017E

Cannot determine whether the certificate is self-signed because the certificate is
null.

Explanation

The supplied certificate is null.

Action

Supply a non-null certificate.

TNS.0006.1018E

Integration Server''s certificate file {0} not found.

Explanation

Trading Networks could not find the specified file that contains the Integration Server's
client certificate.

Action

Specify a file that contains a client certificate for the Integration Server.
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TNS.0006.1019E

Integration Server''s CA certificate file {0} not found.

Explanation

Trading Networks could not find the specified file that contains the Integration Server's
CA certificate.

Action

Specify a file that contains the Integration Server's CA certificate.

TNS.0006.1020E

IOException encountered when retrieving the Integration Server''s private key
from {0}.

Explanation

IOException thrown when Trading Networks was attempting to retrieve the
Integration Server's private key from the specified file.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0006.1021E

InvalidKeyException encountered when retrieving the Integration Server''s private
key from {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred when Trading Networks was attempting to retrieve the Integration
Server's private key from the specified file.

Action

Specify a file that contains a valid private key for the Integration Server.

TNS.0006.1022E

Certificate chain bytes cannot be null or zero length.

Explanation

The certificate chainBytes parameter is either null or has a length of zero.

Action

Supply a valid certificate chain.

TNS.0006.1023E

Certificate chain contains a single certificate, and that certificate is not self-signed.

Explanation

The certificate chain is not valid. The certificate chain contains only one certificate,
and that certificate is not self-signed. When you are not using a self-signed certificate,
a certificate chain must include a certificate and its corresponding CA certificate(s).

Action

Supply a valid certificate chain. That is a single self-signed certificate or a certificate
and its corresponding CA certificates.

TNS.0006.1024E

Entrust cannot verify the certificate chain: {0}

Explanation

Entrust could not verify the certificate chain.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take appropriate action
to resolve the problem.
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TNS.0006.1027E

Cannot determine whether to trust the sign/verify certificate because there is no
Enterprise profile.

Explanation

Trading Networks cannot determine whether to trust the sign/verify certificate because
there is no Enterprise profile.

Action

Create an Enterprise profile. For information about creating profiles, see the Trading
Networks documentation.

TNS.0006.1028E

Cannot set sign/verify certificate for receiver, Enterprise, because a
CertificateException was encountered when determining whether the Integration
Server trusts the certificate chain.

Explanation

Before setting the sign/verify certificates that are specified in the Enterprise profile,
Trading Networks ensures that the Integration Server trusts the certificates. A
CertificateException was thrown when determining whether the Integration Server
trusts the certificates.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take appropriate action
to resolve the problem.

TNS.0006.1029W

Cannot set sign/verify certificate for receiver, Enterprise, because the Integration
Server is not set up to trust the certificate specified in the Enterprise profile.

Explanation

Before setting the sign/verify certificate that is specified in the Enterprise profile,
Trading Networks ensures that the Integration Server trusts the certificate. The
certificate supplied in the Enterprise profile is not among the certificates that the
Integration Server trusts.

Action

Add this certificate to the Integration Server's directory of trusted certificates.

TNS.0006.1031E

SQLException encountered when setting certificate data for partner {0}; error message
is {1}.

Explanation

An error occurred when Trading Networks attempted to set the certificate data for
the partner with the specified partner ID.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take appropriate action
to resolve the problem described in the exception.

TNS.0006.1032E

SQLException encountered when retrieving certificate data for partner {0}; error
message is {1}.

Explanation

An error occurred when Trading Networks attempted to retrieve the certificate data
for the partner with the specified partner ID.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem described in the exception.
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TNS.0006.1035E

Cannot setIData() for CertData: CertData is null.

Explanation

The setIData method on a CertData object passed a null IData object.

Action

If your code is calling CertData.setIData, supply a non-null IData object. If it is not
your code that is calling this method, contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0006.1036E

EXMLException encountered in CertData.setIData().

Explanation

com.wm.app.tn.err.EXMLException was thrown in the setIData() method.

Action

If your code is calling CertData.setIData, check the server log for a stack trace. Take
the appropriate action to resolve the problem described in the exception. If it is not
your code that is calling this method, contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0006.1037E

Cannot get expiration date for node certificate.

Explanation

The certificate does not have expiration date information.

Action

Ensure that the certificate is in a valid format.

TNS.0006.1038E

Cannot convert byte array to java.lang.PrivateKey.

Explanation

Trading Networks could not convert the byte array because it is corrupted.

Action

Ensure that the byte array in the private key file is in a valid format.

TNS.0006.1039E

Cannot set illegal usage {0} for CertData.

Explanation

The CertData object contains a certificate usage parameter that is not legal.

Action

Ensure the certificate usage parameter in the CertData object has one of the following
values: "sign", "decrypt", or "ssl".

TNS.0006.1040E

Cannot insert CertData into database, CertData is null.

Explanation

The CertData object is null.

Action

Supply a non-null CertData object.

TNS.0006.1041E

Cannot insert CertData into database because data already exists for supplied
owner={0}, partner={1} and usage={2}.

Explanation

You attempted to add certificate information for the specified owner/partner/usage
combination. However, there is already certificate information for this
owner/partner/usage combination in the Trading Networks database.

Action

If you want to update the certificate information for the specified owner/partner/usage
combination, use the update operation instead of insert operation. Otherwise, specify
a unique owner/partner/usage combination that does not already exist in the Trading
Networks database.
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TNS.0006.1042E

Error inserting CertData into the database; update row count is not 1.

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered a database error when performing the insert operation.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem.

TNS.0006.1043E

Error inserting CertData into the database; IOException encountered encoding data
into binary format.

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an error when performing the insert operation; an
IOException was thrown when encoding data into binary format.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem.

TNS.0006.1044E

Error inserting CertData into the database; SQLException encountered with the
error message {0}.

Explanation

An SQLException occurred while Trading Networks was attempting to perform a
database insert operation.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem.

TNS.0006.1045E

Cannot update CertData because the supplied CertData object is null.

Explanation

Trading Networks was attempting to perform a database update operation to update
certificate information. However, the supplied CertData object that Trading Networks
is to use to update the existing certificate information is null. As a result, Trading
Networks cannot perform the database update operation.

Action

Supply a non-null CertData object.

TNS.0006.1046E

Cannot update CertData because the supplied CertID is null.

Explanation

Trading Networks is not able to update the certificate information because the supplied
unique identifier, CertID, is null.

Action

Supply a non-null CertID.
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TNS.0006.1047E

Cannot update CertData because the specified CertID, {0} does not match the CertID
that Trading Networks has for the supplied owner/partner/usage.

Explanation

You attempted to update certificate information for the specified owner/partner/usage
combination. However, the supplied CertID does not match CertID that Trading
Networks has for this owner/partner/usage combination.

Action

Retrieve the correct CertID for the owner/partner/usage combination from database,
and issue the request again. This time specify the correct CertID for the
owner/partner/usage combination.

TNS.0006.1048E

Error updating CertData; the update count from the update operation is not 1.

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered a database error when performing the update
operation.

Action

If the Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack
trace was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate
action to resolve the problem.

TNS.0006.1049E

Error updating CertData in the database; IOException encountered encoding data
into binary format.

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an error when performing the update operation; an
IOException was thrown when encoding data into binary format.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem.

TNS.0006.1050E

Error updating CertData in the database; SQLException encountered with the error
message {0}.

Explanation

An SQLException occurred when Trading Networks was attempting to perform a
database update operation.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem.

TNS.0006.1051E

Cannot delete CertData because the supplied CertID is null.

Explanation

Trading Networks is not able to delete the certificate information because the supplied
unique identifier, CertID, is null.

Action

Supply a non-null CertID.
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TNS.0006.1052E

Error deleting CertData; the delete count from the delete operation is not 1.

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered a database error when performing the delete operation.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem.

TNS.0006.1053E

Error deleting CertData from the database; SQLException encountered with the
error message {0}.

Explanation

An SQLException was thrown when Trading Networks was attempting to perform
a database delete operation.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem.

TNS.0006.1054E

Cannot construct new CertData from SecurityOps.getCertificateData().

Explanation

Internal error

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0006.1055E

Error selecting CertData for ownerId={0}, partnerId={1}, usage={2}; IOException
encountered decoding bytes to IData.

Explanation

When Trading Networks was attempting to select CertData for the
owner/partner/usage combination, an IOException was thrown when decoding bytes
to IData.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem.

TNS.0006.1056E

Error selecting CertData for ownerId={0}, partnerId={1}, usage={2}; SQLException
encountered with the error message {3}.

Explanation

An SQLException occurred while Trading Networks was attempting select CertData
for the owner/partner/usage combination.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem.
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TNS.0006.1057E

Cannot construct new CertData from SecurityOps.getCertificateDataByCertID().

Explanation

Internal error

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0006.1058E

Error selecting CertData for CertId=<certID>; IOException encountered decoding
bytes to IData.

Explanation

When Trading Networks was attempting to select CertData with the specified CertID,
an IOException was thrown when decoding bytes to IData.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem.

TNS.0006.1059E

Error selecting CertData for CertId={0}; SQLException encountered with the error
message {1}.

Explanation

An SQLException occurred while Trading Networks was attempting select CertData
with the specified CertID.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem.

TNS.0006.1060E

Cannot construct new CertData from SecurityOps.getCertificateDataForOwner().

Explanation

Internal error

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0006.1061E

Error selecting CertData for ownerId={0}; IOException encountered decoding bytes
to IData.

Explanation

When Trading Networks was attempting to select CertData for the specified owner,
an IOException was thrown while decoding bytes to IData.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem.

TNS.0006.1062E

Error selecting CertData for ownerId={0}; SQLException encountered with the error
message {1}.

Explanation

An SQLException occurred while Trading Networks was attempting to select CertData
for the specified owner.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem.
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TNS.0006.1063E

Cannot search certificate data because the expiration date is null.

Explanation

The certificate expiration date search criterion is null.

Action

Supply a valid certificate expiration date for this search criterion.

TNS.0006.1064E

Cannot construct new CertData from SecurityOps.getCertificateDataForUpdate().

Explanation

Internal error

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0006.1065E

Error selecting CertData for ownerId={0} and expDate={1}; IOException encountered
decoding bytes to IData.

Explanation

While Trading Networks was attempting to select CertData for the specified owner
and with the specified expiration date, an IOException was thrown when decoding
bytes to IData.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem.

TNS.0006.1066E

Error selecting CertData for ownerId={0} and expDate={1}; SQLException encountered
with the error message {2}.

Explanation

An SQLException occurred while Trading Networks was attempting to select CertData
for the specified owner and with the specified expiration date.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem.

TNS.0006.1067E

Cannot construct new CertData from
SecurityOps.getCertificateDataForPartnerAndUsage().

Explanation

Internal error

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0006.1068E

Error selecting CertData for partnerId={0} with usage={1}; IOException encountered
decoding bytes to IData.

Explanation

While Trading Networks was attempting to select CertData for the specified partner
and with the specified certificate usage, an IOException was thrown when decoding
bytes to IData.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem.
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TNS.0006.1069E

Error selecting CertData for partnerId={0} with usage={1}; SQLException encountered
with the error message {2}.

Explanation

An SQLException occurred while Trading Networks was attempting to select CertData
for the specified partner and with the specified certificate usage.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem.

TNS.0006.1070E

Cannot get profile store or profile summary list, so Trading Networks cannot migrate
certificates.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while retrieving profile data.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem.

TNS.0006.1071W

Cannot get partner''s ({0}) profile data; skip migrating this partner''s certificate set.

Explanation

Trading Networks was not able to find profile data for the partner with the specified
partner ID. As a result, Trading Networks cannot migrate this partners certificate set.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0006.1074E

Error loading partner''s ({0}) certificate; skip migrating this partner''s certificate set.

Explanation

An exception occurred while loading certificate data for the partner with the specified
partner ID. As a result, Trading Networks cannot migrate this partner's certificate set.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem.

TNS.0006.1075E

Cannot migrate partner''s ({0}) certificate set because the certificate is null.

Explanation

While Trading Networks was attempting to migrate the specified partner's certificate
set, it encountered a null certificate. As a result, Trading Networks cannot migrate
the certificate set.

Action

Supply a valid, non-null certificate.

TNS.0006.1077E

Error loading partner''s ({0}) CACertificate; skip migrating this partner''s certificate
set.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while loading certificate data for the partner with the
specified partner ID. As a result, Trading Networks cannot migrate this partner's
certificate set.
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Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem.

TNS.0006.1078E

Cannot migrate partner''s ({0}) certificate set because a CA certificate is null.

Explanation

While Trading Networks was attempting to migrate the specified partner's certificate
set, it encountered a null CA certificate. As a result, Trading Networks cannot migrate
the certificate set.

Action

Supply a valid CA certificate.

TNS.0006.1079E

Error loading partner''s ({0}) private key; skip migrating this partner''s certificate
set.

Explanation

An exception occurred while loading the private key for the partner with the specified
partner ID. As a result, Trading Networks cannot migrate this partner's certificate set.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem.

TNS.0006.1080E

Cannot migrate partner''s ({0}) certificate set because the private key is null.

Explanation

The private key is null. When Trading Networks was attempting to migrate the
specified partner's certificate set, it encountered a null private key. As a result, Trading
Networks cannot migrate the certificate set.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem.

TNS.0006.1081E

Error adding partner''s verify certificate to Trading Networks database (partner
ID={0}, Integration Server user account={1}); skip migrating this partner''s verify
certificate set.

Explanation

An exception was thrown while attempting to add the verify certificate to the database.
As a result, Trading Networks cannot migrate this partner's verify certificate set.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem.
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TNS.0006.1082E

Found null node certificate for CertId={0} in migration.

Explanation

Trading Networks cannot migrate the certificate with the specified CertID because
the node certificate is null.

Action

Supply a valid certificate.

TNS.0006.1083E

IOException encountered in migration, CertID={0}.

Explanation

IOException thrown when Trading Networks attempted to migrate the certificate
with the specified CertID.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem.

TNS.0006.1084E

Error duplicating sign certitificate data to SSL certificate data for owner={0},
partner={1}.

Explanation

Internal error

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0006.1085E

Cannot migrate certificate information. Cannot get current Trading Networks
version from database.

Explanation

Trading Networks cannot migrate certificate information because it cannot determine
the Trading Networks version. The database information is not up-to-date or the
database is not running.

Action

Ensure that the Trading Networks database is running. Use the JDBC Pools page on
the Integration Server Administrator to ensure that the Integration Server can connect
to the Trading Networks database.

TNS.0006.1087E

fromVersion is required to run wm.tn.admin.migrate:migrateCerts.

Explanation

The required fromVersion parameter was not supplied.

Action

Supply a valid fromVersion.

TNS.0006.1092E

SQLException encountered in wm.tn.admin.migrate:migrateCerts.

Explanation

An SQLException thrown was when executing the wm.tn.admin.migrate:migrateCerts
service.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem.
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TNS.0006.1093E

Error encountered in wm.tn.admin.migrate:migrateCerts.

Explanation

Internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0006.1094E

Error encountered invoking service {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred when invoking the specified service.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem.

TNS.0006.1098E

Cannot get certificate for verification of sender={0}, receiver={1}.

Explanation

The certificates used to verify the Sender-Receiver partner pair are not available.

Action

Specify the certificates that you want to use for the partners in the Trading Networks
profiles.

TNS.0006.1099E

Cannot get certificate for verification of sender={0}, receiver={1}, stack trace is {2}.

Explanation

Trading Networks could not retrieve the verify certificate for the specified sender and
receiver.

Action

Ensure the verify certificate information is provided for specified sender and receiver.

TNS.0006.1101I

No chain for signer {0} ({1}).

Explanation

Required security data is missing.

Action

If your application code is creating or updating certificates, ensure that you supply
all required certificate data to the services you are invoking. If you receive this error
while using the Trading Networks Console, contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0006.1102E

Cannot find verification cert.

Explanation

Trading Networks could not retrieve a verify certificate.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0006.1103E

Cannot find verification cert for sender={0}, receiver={1}.

Explanation

Trading Networks could not retrieve the verify certificate for the specified sender and
receiver.

Action

Ensure the verify certificate information is provided for specified sender and receiver.
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TNS.0006.1104E

Error encountered verifying XML document.

Explanation

An error was thrown when verifying an XML document.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem.

TNS.0006.1109E

Error encountered signing XML document.

Explanation

An error was thrown while signing an XML document.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem.

TNS.0006.1110E

Signing certificate for sender={0} receiver={1} not valid.

Explanation

The signing certificate for the specified sender and receiver is not valid.

Action

Provide a valid signing certificate for the sender/receiver pair.

TNS.0006.1111E

Verify certificate for sender={0} receiver={1} not valid.

Explanation

The verify certificate for the specified sender and receiver is not valid.

Action

Provide a valid verify certificate for the sender/receiver pair.

TNS.0006.1115E

Error encountered invoking wm.tn.security:getDecryptCACertificates.

Explanation

An error was encountered while invoking the wm.tn.security:getDecryptCACertificates
service.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem.

TNS.0006.1116E

Error encountered invoking wm.tn.security:getDecryptCertificate.

Explanation

An error was encountered while invoking the wm.tn.security:getDecryptCertificate
service.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem.
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TNS.0006.1117E

Error encountered invoking wm.tn.security:getDecryptKey.

Explanation

An error was encountered while invoking the wm.tn.security:getDecryptKey service.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem.

TNS.0006.1118E

Error encountered invoking wm.tn.security:getEncryptCACertificates.

Explanation

An error was encountered while invoking the wm.tn.security:getEncryptCACertificates
service.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem.

TNS.0006.1119E

Error encountered invoking wm.tn.security:getEncryptCertificate.

Explanation

An error was encountered while invoking the wm.tn.security:getEncryptCertificate
service.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem.

TNS.0006.1120E

Error encountered invoking wm.tn.security:getEncryptKey.

Explanation

An error was encountered while invoking the wm.tn.security:getEncryptKey service.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem.

TNS.0006.1121E

Error encountered invoking wm.tn.security:getSecurity.

Explanation

An error was encountered while invoking the wm.tn.security:getSecurity service.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem.

TNS.0006.1122E

Error encountered invoking wm.tn.security:getSignCACertificates.

Explanation

An error was encountered while invoking the wm.tn.security:getSignCACertificates
service.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem.
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TNS.0006.1123E

Error encountered invoking wm.tn.security:getSignCertificate.

Explanation

An error was encountered while invoking the wm.tn.security:getSignCertificate
service.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem.

TNS.0006.1124E

Error encountered invoking wm.tn.security:getSignKey.

Explanation

An error was encountered while invoking the wm.tn.security:getSignKey service.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem.

TNS.0006.1125E

Error encountered invoking wm.tn.security:getVerifyCACertificates.

Explanation

An error was encountered while invoking the wm.tn.security:getVerifyCACertificates
service.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem.

TNS.0006.1126E

Error encountered invoking wm.tn.security:getVerifyCertificate.

Explanation

An error was encountered while invoking the wm.tn.security:getVerifyCertificate
service.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem.

TNS.0006.1132E

Error encountered invoking wm.tn.security:setDecryptCertificateSet.

Explanation

An error was encountered while invoking the wm.tn.security:setDecryptCertificateSet
service.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem.
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TNS.0006.1133E

cert is null; however, CACerts is not null.

Explanation

You provided information in CACerts to specify CA certificates; however, you did
not specify a certificate for the cert variable.

Action

Provide a valid certificate for the cert variable.

TNS.0006.1134E

CACerts is required when the certificate is not self-signed.

Explanation

You did not specify CA certificates for the CACerts variable. CA certificates are
required unless the certificate you specify is self-signed.

Action

Provide valid CA certificates for the CACerts variable.

TNS.0006.1137E

Error encountered invoking wm.tn.security:setEncryptCertificateSet.

Explanation

An error was encountered while invoking the wm.tn.security:setEncryptCertificateSet
service.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem.

TNS.0006.1151E

Error encountered invoking wm.tn.security:setSecurity.

Explanation

An error was encountered while invoking the wm.tn.security:setSecurity service.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem.

TNS.0006.1152E

privateKey and cert should be both null or neither null.

Explanation

You specified a value for either privateKey or cert, but not for both. The values for
privateKey and cert must either both be null or both have non-null values.

Action

Provide valid values for privateKey and cert.

TNS.0006.1153W

CACerts is required for non self signed certificates.

Explanation

A value for CACerts must be specified for non self-signed certificates.

Action

Provide valid value for CACerts.
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TNS.0006.1156E

Error encountered invoking wm.tn.security:setSignCertificateSet.

Explanation

An error was encountered while invoking the wm.tn.security:setSignCertificateSet
service.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem.

TNS.0006.1159E

Error encountered invoking wm.tn.security:setVerifyCertificateSet.

Explanation

An error was encountered while invoking the wm.tn.security:setVerifyCertificateSet
service.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem.

TNS.0006.1164E

Error encountered invoking wm.tn.security:updateCertificate.

Explanation

An error was encountered while invoking the wm.tn.security:updateCertificate service.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem.

TNS.0006.1165E

Error encountered in wm.tn.security:addCertificateData.

Explanation

An error was encountered while executing the wm.tn.security:addCertificateData
service.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem.

TNS.0006.1166E

Cannot get existing Certificate Data from supplied certID={0}.

Explanation

Cannot get existing certificate data for the certificate information with certID=<certID>.
The supplied certID might be invalid.

Action

Ensure that the value for certID is valid.

TNS.0006.1167E

Cannot get existing CertID from supplied ownerID={0} partnerID={1} and usage={2}.

Explanation

Cannot get existing CertID for certificate data that is associated with
ownerID=<ownerID> partnerID=<partnerID> and usage=<certificateUage>.

Action

Ensure that the values for ownerID, partnerID, and usage are valid.
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TNS.0006.1168E

Cannot construct new CertData in wm.tn.security:updateCertificateData.

Explanation

Internal error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0006.1169E

Error encountered in wm.tn.security:updateCertificateData.

Explanation

An error was encountered while executing the wm.tn.security:updateCertificateData
service.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem.

TNS.0006.1170E

Cannot delete non-existing CertData for ownerID={0}, partnerID={1} and usage={2}.

Explanation

Trading Networks could not locate certificate data for the specified ownerID,
partnerID, or usage.

Action

Ensure the values for ownerID, partnerID, and usage are valid.

TNS.0006.1171E

Error encountered in wm.tn.security:deleteCertificateData.

Explanation

An error was encountered while executing the wm.tn.security:deleteCertificateData
service.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem.

TNS.0006.1172E

Error encountered in wm.tn.security:getCertificateData.

Explanation

An error was encountered while executing the wm.tn.security:getCertificateData
service.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem.

TNS.0006.1175E

Error encountered in wm.tn.security:getSigningKeyAndChain.

Explanation

An error was encountered while executing the wm.tn.security:getSigningKeyAndChain
service.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem.
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TNS.0006.1176E

Error encountered in wm.tn.security:getVerifyingChain.

Explanation

An error was encountered while executing the wm.tn.security:getVerifyingChain
service.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem.

TNS.0006.1178E

Error encountered in wm.tn.security:getDecryptionKeyAndCert.

Explanation

An error was encountered while executing the
wm.tn.security:getDecryptionKeyAndCert service.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem.

TNS.0006.1179E

Error encountered in wm.tn.security:getEncryptionChain.

Explanation

An error was encountered while executing the wm.tn.security:getEncryptionChain
service.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem.

TNS.0006.1182E

{0} private key not defined.

Explanation

The private key for the SSL client certificate set was not defined.

Action

Provide a valid SSL private key for the SSL client certificate set.

TNS.0006.1183E

{0} certificate chain not defined.

Explanation

The certificate chain for the SSL client certificate set was not defined.

Action

Provide a valid SSL certificate chain for the SSL client certificate set.

TNS.0006.1184E

Error encountered in wm.tn.security:getSSLKeyAndChain.

Explanation

Error encountered when executing the wm.tn.security:getSSLKeyAndChain service.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem.
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TNS.0006.1185E

No SSL key and cert defined.

Explanation

The SSL private key and certificate are not defined.

Action

Provide a valid SSL private key and certificates.

TNS.0006.1187E

Error encountered in wm.tn.security:setSSLKeyAndChain.

Explanation

An error was encountered while executing the wm.tn.security:setSSLKeyAndChain
service.

Action

If Integration Server logging is configured at logging level 4 or higher, a stack trace
was written to the server log. See the server log for details. Take the appropriate action
to resolve the problem.

TNS.0006.1190E

Certificate chain bytes cannot be null or zero length.

Explanation

The certificate chainBytes value is either null or a zero length. The certificate chain
must contain data.

Action

Provide valid certificate chain byte array.

TNS.0006.1191E

Invalid RSA Private Key file.

Explanation

The RSA private key file is not valid.

Action

Provide a valid RSA private key file.

TNS.0006.1192E

Cannot construct new CertData.

Explanation

Internal Error.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0006.1193E

Bad private key for usage {0}: {1}

Explanation

The private key that was provide is not valid.

Action

Provide a valid private key.

TNS.0006.1194

Unable to import security data for owner {0} because the owner is not defined in
your Trading Networks system.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, it is not possible to import the security data for
the owner as the owner is not defined.

Action

Define the owner in webMethods Trading Networks and try again.
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TNS.0006.1196

Unable to import security data of owner {0} for partner {1} because the partner {1}
is not defined in your Trading Networks system.

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, if the partner is not defined as the owner of the
certificate, the security data cannot be imported.

Action

Ensure that the partner is the owner of the certificate and try again.

TNS.0006.1198

Error encountered while viewing certificate data for partnerID={0}. The error is {1}

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, an error is encountered while viewing certicate
data for the partner.

Action

Contact your system administrator.

TNS.0006.1199

Error encountered in wm.tn.security:updateCertificateData for partnerID={0}. The
error is {1}

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, an error is encounterred while updating a
certificate.

Action

Contact your system administrator.

TNS.0006.1200

Error encountered while validating chain The error is {0}

Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, an error is encountered when the certificate details
that are entered is not correct.

Action

Ensure to define the certificate details correctly and try again.

TNS.0006.1201

Unable to import security data for partner {0} because this partner is not defined
in your Trading Networks system.

Explanation

webMethods Trading Networks is unable to import security data for the partner
because this partner is not defined in your webMethods Trading Networks system.

Action

Define the partner in your webMethods Trading Networks system and try again.

TNS.0007.1001E

{0} is required.

Explanation

A value was not supplied for the specified variable.

Action

Supply the required value.
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TNS.0007.1002E

wm.tnweb.wrapper:xmlEncode: could not encode IData to binary

Explanation

An exception was thrown while encoding an IData.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0007.1003E

wm.tnweb.wrapper:xmlDecode: could not decode binary to IData

Explanation

An exception was thrown while decoding an IData.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0007.1004E

wm.tnweb.wrapper:xmlDecode2: could not decode binary to Values

Explanation

An exception was thrown while decoding an IData.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0007.1005E

wm.tnweb.wrapper:removeNullAlerts: error caught in removing null alerts

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an internal error.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0007.1006E

wm.tnweb.wrapper:compareRights: error caught in comparing rights

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an internal error.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0007.1007E

wm.tnweb.wrapper:getTNRights: error caught in getting Trading Networks partner
ACL privilege

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an internal error.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0007.1008E

wm.tnweb.wrapper:getUserGroups: error caught in getting Trading Networks
partner ACL group memberships

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an internal error.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0007.1009E

wm.tnweb.wrapper:getUserInfo: error caught in getting Trading Networks partner
IS login name

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an internal error.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.
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TNS.0007.1010E

wm.tnweb.wrapper:getHashKeys: error caught in getting Hashtable keys

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an internal error.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0007.1011E

{0} cannot be null

Explanation

A value was not supplied for the specified variable.

Action

Supply the required value.

TNS.0007.1012E

wm.tnweb.wrapper:IntegerToStrng: error caught converting Integer datatype to
String datatype

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an internal error.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0007.1013E

wm.tnweb.wrapper:ShortToStrng: error caught converting Short datatype to String
datatype

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an internal error

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0007.1014E

wm.tnweb.wrapper:isBIEnabled: error caught in retrieving enabled Integration
Server packages

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an internal error.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0007.1015E

wm.tnweb.wrapper:isBIEnabled: could not find if Business Integrator
(ProcessMonitor) package is installed and enabled

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an internal error.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0007.1016E

wm.tnweb.wrapper:getStringFromBundle: could not get String from resource
bundle wm.tnweb.wrapper_bundle for key = {0}

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an internal error.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.
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TNS.0007.1017E

wm.tnweb.querySvc:getQuery: could not get pre-saved query ({0}) for partnerID={1}.

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an internal error.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0007.1018E

{0} cannot be null or empty

Explanation

A value was not supplied for the specified variable.

Action

Supply the required value.

TNS.0007.1019E

partnerID is null or empty in invoking wm.tnweb.querySvc:getSavedQueries

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an internal error.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0007.1020E

wm.tnweb.querySvc:getSavedQueries: could not get pre-saved queries for
partnerID={0}

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an internal error.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0007.1021E

wm.tnweb.querySvc:getDocuments: could not get documents

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an internal error.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0007.1022E

wm.tnweb.querySvc:createTaskQuery: could not create task query for document
id={0}

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an internal error.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0007.1023E

wm.tnweb.querySvc:getCalendar: invalid input {0}

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an internal error.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0007.1024E

wm.tnweb.querySvc:getCalendar: could not get calender for year={0}, month={1}

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an internal error.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.
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TNS.0007.1025E

wm.tnweb.querySvc:getQueryRestriction: could not get document query restriction
for document id = {0}

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an internal error.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0007.1026E

Could not get profile store

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an internal error.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0007.1027E

Could not get document attributes for id = {0}

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an internal error.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0007.1028E

Could not get internal document type id for name = {0}

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an internal error.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0007.1029E

wm.tnweb.configSvc:checkDefaultConfigLoaded: could not check if default config
is loaded

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an internal error.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0007.1030E

wm.tnweb.configSvc:getHashes: could not construct Hashtables for
TNAdministrators and TNPartners

Explanation

Internal error
Trading Networks encountered an internal error.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0007.1035E

wm.tnweb.configSvc:getUserConfig: could not get membership info for user {0}.

Explanation

The user account for the specified user does not exist in the Integration Server.

Action

If you have deleted the user account for this user, use the Integration Server
Administrator to create the user account again.
If this is for an external user, ensure that the user account is a member of the
TNPartners group.
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TNS.0007.1039E

wm.tnweb.configSvc:getUserConfig: could not get partner specific config for {0}

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an internal error.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0007.1040E

wm.tnweb.configSvc:getGroupConfig: could not get group specific config for {0}

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an internal error.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0007.1041E

wm.tnweb.configSvc:getTNPartners: could not get partner information

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an internal error.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0007.1042E

wm.tnweb.configSvc:getTNGroups: could not get IS group information

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an internal error.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0007.1043E

wm.tnweb.configSvc:getTNUsers: could not get Trading Networks IS user
information

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an internal error.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0007.1044E

wm.tnweb.configSvc:getUserConfigDisplay: could not get specific user config
information

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an internal error.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0007.1045E

wm.tnweb.configSvc:getAvailableStatus: could not get user status from database

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an internal error.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0007.1047E

wm.tnweb.configSvc:saveCustomPages: error encountered in saving new custom
pages setting

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an internal error.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.
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TNS.0007.1048E

wm.tnweb.configSvc:addToHashes: invalid type value

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an internal error.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0007.1049E

wm.tnweb.configSvc:addToHashes: could not add new config IData to hashtable

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an internal error.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0007.1050E

wm.tnweb.configSvc:changeConfig: could not change config setting

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an internal error.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0007.1051E

wm.tnweb.querySvc:getQueryRestriction: do not have privilege to check query
restriction

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an internal error.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0007.1053E

wm.tnweb.wrapper:logBrowserLocale: error encountered in getting browser locale

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an internal error.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0007.1054E

cert is null

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an internal error.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0007.1055E

CACerts is null

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an internal error.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0007.1056E

CACerts[{0}] is null

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an internal error.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.
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TNS.0007.1057E

privateKey is null

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an internal error.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0007.1058E

Can not get user specific configuration: no such user {0}

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an internal error.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0007.1059E

Error encountered calling wm.tnweb.configSvc:checkAndUpdateConfig

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an internal error.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0007.1061E

Error updating/retrieving configuration info from repo

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an internal error.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0007.1062E

Error encountered in invoking service wm.tnweb.querySvc:getPartnerNameAndID

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an internal error.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0007.1063E

Can not get valid profile summary list: list is null or empty

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an internal error.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0007.1064E

Error encountered in invoking service wm.tnweb.querySvc:runTaskQuery

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an internal error.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0007.1065E

Error encountered in invoking service wm.tnweb.querySvc:taskQueryById

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an internal error.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.
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TNS.0007.1066E

Error encountered in invoking service wm.tnweb.querySvc:getDocDetails

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an internal error.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0007.1067E

Got null bizdoc, docId = {0}

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an internal error.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0007.1068E

Got null or 0-length bizdoc content parts, docId = {0}

Explanation

The contents of this document might not have been saved to the Trading Networks
database.

Action

Check the corresponding TN document type and processing rule to determine whether
Trading Networks has saved the document contents to the database.

TNS.0007.1069E

Invalid startIndex = {0}

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an internal error.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0007.1070E

Can not convert content bytes to String: unsupported encoding

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an internal error.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0007.1071E

NOTE: No privilege to view contents of this document

Explanation

You attempted to view a document of which you are neither the sender nor the
receiver.

Action

You can only view a document that you have sent or received.

TNS.0007.1072E

NOTE: No more data to display

Explanation

Either the document has no content or the startIndex is beyond the end of the content.

Action

If you determine that this is an error, gather error information and contact webMethods
Customer Care.
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TNS.0007.1073E

Got null bizdoc content part, docId={0}, content part name={2}

Explanation

The content of this document might not have been saved to the Trading Networks
database.

Action

Check the corresponding TN document type and processing rule to determine whether
Trading Networks saved the document content to the database.

TNS.0007.1074E

Error encountered in invoking service wm.tnweb.wrapper:getTNInfo

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an internal error.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0007.1075E

Error encountered in invoking service
wm.tnweb.wrapper:registerTNOnIntegrationServer

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an internal error.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0007.1076E

Error encountered parsing date {0} or {1}.

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an internal error.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.

TNS.0007.1077E

Error encountered in invoking service wm.tnweb.wrapper:installTNWebACLs

Explanation

Trading Networks encountered an internal error.

Action

Gather error information from the logs and contact Software AG Global Support.

TRNSERV.000018.000001 – new String[]{"{0} is required","Please supply the required value","0"}
Explanation

A value for the specified input field is not supplied.

Action

Supply a valid value for the specified input field.

TRNSERV.000018.000018 – new String[]{"{0} cannot be null or empty","","0"}
Explanation

The specified input field does not contain a value. A value for this input field is
required.

Action

Supply a valid value for the specified input field.
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TRNSERV.000018.000025 – new String[]{"wm.tnweb.querySvc:getQueryRestriction: could not get
document query restriction for document id = {0}","","0"}
Explanation

An error occurred while fetching a document query restriction for specified document.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TRNSERV.000018.000051 – new String[]{"wm.tnweb.querySvc:getQueryRestriction: do not have privilege
to check query restriction","","0"}
Explanation

You are not allowed to check the query restriction.

Action

Contact your administrator.

TRNSERV.000018.000066 – new String[]{"Error encountered in invoking service
wm.tnweb.querySvc:getDocDetails","","0"}
Explanation

An error occurred while retrieving content part bytes.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TRNSERV.000018.000067 – new String[]{"Got null bizdoc, docId = {0}","","0"}
Explanation

While checking the query restriction, a null bizdoc was found for the specified docID.

Action

Supply a valid docId.

TRNSERV.000024.000204 – new String[]{"Error attempting to parse message contents","","0"}
Explanation

A MessagingException error occurred while parsing the MIME message.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.

TRNSERV.000024.000205 – new String[]{"Error attempting to read from message source","","0"}
Explanation

An IOException error occurred while reading a MIME message from the message
source.

Action

The exception was written to the log. Take appropriate action to resolve the problem
described in the exception.
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bizDocDeletionError – You did not select an item to delete. Select at least one item to delete.
Explanation

You did not select an item to delete.

Action

Select at least one item to delete.

bizDocSelectionError – You did not select an item to archive. Select at least one item to archive.
Explanation

You did not select an item to archive.

Action

Select at least one item to archive.

cert.err

An error occurred while validating the certificate chain. Take corrective action
based on the error details.

Explanation

An error occurred while validating the certificate chain.

Action

Take corrective action based on the error details.

corp.name.required You did not supply a value for the required Corporation Name field. Provide a
value for this field.
Explanation

You did not supply a value for the required Corporation Name field.

Action

Provide a value for this field.

date.is.required

You did not specify a date. Specify a date to proceed.

Explanation

You did not specify a date.

Action

Specify a date to proceed.

default.connection.error.msg – Trading Networks Server is not configured, or it is not available.
Explanation

Trading Networks server is not configured, or it is not available.

Action

Contact the Administrator.

dlscheck.dialogMessage – You do not have permission to perform this action. Contact your system
administrator for the required privileges.
Explanation

You do not have permission to perform this action.

Action

Contact your system administrator for the required privileges.
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docTypeDetails_NameRequiredError – The document type name is a required field. Provide a document
type name.
Explanation

The document type name is required.

Action

Provide a document type name.

docTypeSearch.fileInput.required.msg – No document was provided for testing. Provide the document.
Explanation

No document was provided for testing.

Action

Provide the document.

doctype.instantiation.error – The EDI document type could not be instantiated. Make sure that a valid
schema standard is specified.
Explanation

The EDI document type could not be instantiated.

Action

Make sure that a valid schema standard is specified.

editor.detailsid.missing.error – Document Type ID is missing.
Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, if the Document Type ID is missing, this error
shows up.

Action

Ensure to log out and log in again to webMethods Trading Networks.

empty.attribute.name.error – The Name field cannot be blank. Provide a valid value for this field.
Explanation

The Name field cannot be blank.

Action

Provide a valid value for this field.

error.InvalidDefaultValue – You specified a default value of %1$s. This value is not valid. Select a value
from the list of valid values.
Explanation

The specified default value is not valid.

Action

Select a value from the list of valid values.

error.InvalidFieldId – Invalid Field Id Specified: %1$s
Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, if the Field Definition ID of the profile is null or
invalid, this error shows up.

Action

Contact your system administrator.
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error.InvalidFieldLength – You specified a field length of %1$s. This field length is not valid. Specify
a positive integer value.
Explanation

The specified field length is not valid.

Action

Specify a positive integer value.

error.WmEDIPackageNotEnabled – The WmEDI package is not enabled on the Integration Server.
Enable the package.
Explanation

The WmEDI package is not enabled on the Integration Server.

Action

Enable the package.

error.days.greaterthan.zero – You entered a value for Days that is not valid. Enter an integer value greater
than zero.
Explanation

You entered a value for Days that is not valid.

Action

Enter an integer value greater than zero.

error.defValue.exceeds.maxLength – Default Value %1$s exceeds specified Maximum Length %2$s
Explanation

In webMethods Trading Networks, if the default value of a field definition exceeds
the maximum length permissible, this error throws up.

Action

Enter a field definition with default value within the permissible maximum length,
and try again.

error.delete

The activity log(s) could not be deleted. Take corrective action based on the error
details.

Explanation

The activity log(s) could not be deleted.

Action

Take corrective action based on the error details.

error.enter.valid.file.name – Enter a valid file name
Explanation

The file name is empty or contains invalid characters such as ", /, \, *, or ?.

Action

Specify a valid file name.

error.enter.valid.solution.name – Enter a valid solution name
Explanation

The solution name is empty or contains invalid characters such as ", /, \, *, or ?.

Action

Specify a valid solution name.
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error.extract.file

The file you uploaded is not in a valid format. Provide an XML or a binary file
containing valid asset data to import.

Explanation

The file you uploaded is not in a valid format.

Action

Provide an XML or a binary file containing valid asset data to import.

error.getComment

An error occurred while retrieving comments from Trading Networks. Take
corrective action based on the error details and trace.

Explanation

An error occurred while retrieving comments from Trading Networks.

Action

Take corrective action based on the error details and trace.

error.getEDIINTProperties – My webMethods encountered an error while trying to retrieve WmEDIforTN
package properties. Take corrective action based on the error details.
Explanation

My webMethods Server encountered an error while trying to retrieve WmEDIforTN
package properties.

Action

Take corrective action based on the error details.

error.getEDIProperties – My webMethods Server encountered an error while trying to retrieve WmEDI
package properties. Take corrective action based on the error details.
Explanation

My webMethods Server encountered an error while trying to retrieve WmEDI package
properties.

Action

Take corrective action based on the error details.

error.getTNProperties – My webMethods Server encountered an error while trying to retrieve Trading
Networks properties. Make sure the WmTN package is properly installed and loaded.
Explanation

My webMethods Server encountered an error while trying to retrieve Trading
Networks properties.

Action

Make sure the WmTN package is properly installed and loaded.

error.message

Download action failed.

Explanation

An exception occurred while downloading the file.

Action

Check the server connection. Contact the system administrator to check your security
and locale settings.
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error.message.edi.not.installed – This feature requires the WmEDI and WmEDIforTN packages. These
packages are either not loaded or are disabled. Enable these packages.
Explanation

This feature requires the WmEDI and WmEDIforTN packages.

Action

These packages are either not loaded or are disabled. Enable these packages.

error.name.already.exists – The name you have chosen for this field, %1$s, already exists. Enter a different
name.
Explanation

The name you have chosen for this field already exists.

Action

Enter a different name.

error.noserver

My WebMethods Server could not reassign the task(s) because no target was
specified. Specify the target server.

Explanation

My webMethods Server could not reassign the task(s) because no target was specified.

Action

Specify the target server.

error.reassign

My WebMethods Server encountered an error while reassigning the task(s). Take
corrective action based on the error details.

Explanation

My webMethods Server encountered an error while reassigning the task(s).

Action

Take corrective action based on the error details.

error.restart

My WebMethods Server encountered an error while restarting the task(s). Take
corrective action based on the error details.

Explanation

My webMethods Server encountered an error while restarting the task(s).

Action

Take corrective action based on the error details.

error.saveEDIFormatSettings – My webMethods encountered an error while trying to update EDI Module
format settings. Take corrective action based on the error details.
Explanation

My webMethods Server encountered an error while trying to update EDI Module
format settings.

Action

Take corrective action based on the error details.

error.saveEDIINTProperties – My webMethods encountered an error while trying to update EDI Module
configuration properties. Take corrective action based on the error details.
Explanation

My webMethods Server encountered an error while trying to update EDI Module
configuration properties.

Action

Take corrective action based on the error details.
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error.saveEDIProperties – My webMethods encountered an error while trying to save EDI Module
configuration properties. Take corrective action based on the error details.
Explanation

My webMethods Server encountered an error while trying to save EDI Module
configuration properties.

Action

Take corrective action based on the error details.

error.saveTNProperties – My webMethods Server encountered an error while trying to save Trading
Networks properties. Make sure the WmTN package is properly installed and loaded.
Explanation

My webMethods Server encountered an error while trying to save Trading Networks
properties.

Action

Make sure the WmTN package is properly installed and loaded.

error.setComment

An error occurred while setting comments from Trading Networks. Take corrective
action based on the error details and trace.

Explanation

An error occurred while setting comments from Trading Networks.

Action

Take corrective action based on the error details and trace.

error.stop

My WebMethods Server encountered an error while stopping the task(s). Take
corrective action based on the error details.

Explanation

My webMethods Server encountered an error while stopping the task(s).

Action

Take corrective action based on the error details.

error.submitDocument – An error occurred while submitting the document to Trading Networks. Check
the file path and resubmit the document.
Explanation

An error occurred while submitting the document to Trading Networks.

Action

Check the file path and resubmit the document.

file.validation.messageE – Invalid file format. Supported format: csv
Explanation

The file uploaded is not a valid file format.

Action

Upload .csv files.

g11n.wm_tn_bam_attributes.default.optimize_not_installed – Optimize is not installed. Install
webMethods Optimize.
Explanation

Optimize is not installed.

Action

Install webMethods Optimize.
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g11n.wm_tn_bam_doctypes.default.optimize_not_installed – Optimize is not installed. Install
webMethods Optimize.
Explanation

Optimize is not installed.

Action

Install webMethods Optimize.

g11n.wm_tn_dls_viewDataSet.default.at_least_one_permission – Permissions have not yet been granted
to this role. Grant at least one permission to this role on the Permissions tab.
Explanation

Permissions have not yet been granted to this role.

Action

On the Permissions tab, grant at least one permission to this role.

g11n.wm_tn_pf_profile.users.invalid_user_name – You did not specify a user name. Provide a valid
user name.
Explanation

You did not specify a user name.

Action

Provide a valid user name.

g11n.wm_tn_pf_profile.users.no_password – The password is missing. Provide and confirm the password.
Explanation

The password is missing.

Action

Provide and confirm the password.

g11n.wm_tn_pf_profile.users.passwords_do_not_match – The values for Password and Confirm Password
do not match. Enter the same values for these fields.
Explanation

The values for Password and Confirm Password do not match.

Action

Enter the same values for these fields.

g11n.wm_tn_pf_profile.users.user_already_exists_please – The specified user name already exists.
Provide a unique user name.
Explanation

The specified user name already exists.

Action

Provide a unique user name.

g11n.wm_tn_pf_profile.users.user_name_invalid – The user name provided is not valid because it
contains special characters.Specify a user name that contains only alphanumeric characters.
Explanation

The user name provided is not valid because it contains special characters.

Action

Specify a user name that contains only alphanumeric characters.
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id.generate.error

Can not generate EDI document type ID. Try again.

Explanation

Cannot generate EDI document type ID.

Action

Try again.

invalid.fileE

Invalid file format. Supported formats: xml,txt

Explanation

The file uploaded is not a valid file format.

Action

Upload .xml or .txt files.

invalid.integer.value.detail – The value you provided for the Control Number Minimum is not an
integer. For the VDA standard, enter an integer value greater than or equal to 0. For other standards,
enter an integer value greater than or equal to 1.
Explanation

The value you provided for the Control Number Minimum is not an integer.

Action

For the VDA standard, enter an integer value greater than or equal to 0. For other
standards, enter an integer value greater than or equal to 1.

invalid.message.minimum.value – The value you provided for the Control Number Minimum is not
valid. For the VDA standard, enter a value greater than or equal to 0. For other standards, enter a value
greater than or equal to 1.
Explanation

The value you provided for the Control Number Minimum is not valid.

Action

For the VDA standard, enter a value greater than or equal to 0. For other standards,
enter a value greater than or equal to 1.

invalid.role

You cannot add or remove privileges for Trading Networks or My webMethods
administrators. Contact your system administrator.

Explanation

You cannot add or remove privileges for Trading Networks or My webMethods
administrators.

Action

Contact your system administrator.

invalid.value.inputcontrol – The value you provided for the Control Number Minimum is not valid.
Enter an integer value. For the VDA standard, enter a value greater than or equal to 0. For other standards,
enter a value greater than or equal to 1.
Explanation

The value you provided for the Control Number Minimum is not valid. Enter an
integer value.

Action

For the VDA standard, enter a value greater than or equal to 0. For other standards,
enter a value greater than or equal to 1.
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label.error.maxrowsexceededE – Number of records to fetch exceeds the maximum limit.
Explanation

Error occurred while trying to access Trading Networks dashboard because the number
of records to fetch from the dashboard table (TransactionSummaryData table) exceeds
the maximum limit.

Action

Contact your system administrator to either purge records or specify a larger value
for the tn.chart.fetchMaxRows property.

missing.required.extended – The required extended field {1} of group {0} is missing. Provide a value for
this extended field.
Explanation

The required extended field is missing.

Action

Provide a value for this field.

msg.badDateRange The start date is later than the end date. Correct the start date so that it occurs before
the end date.
Explanation

The start date is later than the end date.

Action

Correct the start date so that it occurs before the end date.

msg.badDynamicData You submitted dynamic query criteria that are incomplete. Provide all expected
elements for the dynamic query.
Explanation

The dynamic query criteria are incomplete.

Action

Provide all expected elements for the dynamic query.

msg.errSave

The content viewer page size is empty or is not valid. Enter an integer value greater
than zero.

Explanation

The content viewer page size is empty or is not valid.

Action

Enter an integer value greater than zero.

msg.maxReprocessDocuments – You cannot reprocess more than {0} documents. To change this limit,
contact your system administrator.
Explanation

Reprocessing limit exceeded.

Action

To change this limit, contact your system administrator.
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msg.maxResubmitDocuments – You cannot resubmit more than {0} documents. To change this limit,
contact your system administrator.
Explanation

Resubmission limit exceeded.

Action

To change this limit, contact your system administrator.

name.is.required

You did not specify a queue name. Specify a queue name to proceed.

Explanation

You did not specify a queue name.

Action

Specify a queue name to proceed.

no.data.set

My webMethods was unable to find the dataset for the specified ID. Log in to My
webMethods again.

Explanation

Unable to find the dataset for the specified ID.

Action

Log in to My webMethods again.

no.return.url

My webMethods could not navigate to the specified page because of a caching
issue. Log in to My webMethods again.

Explanation

My webMethods could not navigate to the specified page because of a caching issue.

Action

Log in to My webMethods again.

no.root.vailable.error – The sample document used for creating the XML document type does not contain
a Root tag. Provide a properly formatted document that contains a Root tag.
Explanation

The sample document used for creating XML document type does not contain a Root
tag.

Action

Provide a properly formatted document that contains a Root tag.

not.valid.document You uploaded a sample document that is not valid. Provide a sample document
with a valid root node.
Explanation

You uploaded a sample document that is not valid.

Action

Provide a sample document with a valid root node.

optionsTab.check.duplicate.doc.error.msg – You selected the "Check for Duplicate Document" option
but did not specify a duplication service. Select a service.
Explanation

You selected the "Check for Duplicate Document" option but did not specify a
duplication service.

Action

Select a service.
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partnerid.missing.message – The partner ID is missing. Click here to go to the Partner Profiles page,
and then specify a valid partner ID.
Explanation

The partner ID is missing.

Action

Click here to go to the Partner Profiles page, and then specify a valid partner ID.

problem.AccessException – You do not have permission to perform the requested action. Check with
your system administrator.
Explanation

You do not have permission to perform the requested action.

Action

Request that your system administrator assign you the permission.

problem.ConnectException – My webMethods Server could not connect to the Trading Networks Server
because that server is not available. Make sure the server is running on the specified host and port ''{0}''.
Explanation

The specified Trading Networks server is not available.

Action

Make sure the server is running on the specified host and port.

problem.UnknownHostException – My webMethods Server could not connect to the Trading Networks
Server named ''{0}'' because that server is either not available or its host name is not recognized. Start
the Trading Networks Server or specify a different server to connect to.
Explanation

The specified Trading Networks server is not available.

Action

Verify the host name of the Trading Networks Server.

problem.noSelection – You did not select any items to act on. Select one or more items and retry the
action.
Explanation

You did not select any items to act on.

Action

Select one or more items and then retry the action.

proc.rules.detailsno.server.error – Trading Networks Server is not configured, or it is not available.
Explanation

The configured Trading Networks instance may be down, or the system administrator
may not have granted you permission to access the Trading Networks Server.

Action

Make sure the server is running. If it is, contact the system administrator for permission
to access the server.
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procrule.details.name.invalid.errorE – Invalid Processing rule name. Special characters are not allowed.
Explanation

Processing rule name cannot have special characters.

Action

Provide a valid name for the processing rule.

profile.externalid.required – You did not specify an external ID for this profile. Provide the external ID.
Explanation

You did not specify an external ID for this profile.

Action

Provide an external ID.

query.not.found.error – You uploaded a sample document that does not contain a valid root node. Provide
a sample document with a valid root node.
Explanation

You uploaded a sample document that does not contain a valid root node.

Action

Provide a sample document with a valid root node.

query.not.match

Your query does not match any of the nodes present in the sample document.
Resubmit the query with a valid node.

Explanation

Your query does not match any of the nodes present in the sample document.

Action

Resubmit the query with a valid node.

role.is.required

Permissions have not yet been granted to any roles. Grant permission(s) to at least
one role on the Permissions tab.

Explanation

Permissions have not yet been granted to any roles.

Action

On the Permissions tab, grant permission(s) to at least one role.

rule.name.is.required – The dataset could not be created or updated because no dataset name was
specified. Provide the dataset name.
Explanation

Dataset name not specified while creating or updating the dataset.

Action

Enter the dataset name.

std.version.trans.not.sel.error – You did not specify a standard, version, or transaction while creating
the EDI document type. Select a standard, version, and transaction.
Explanation

You did not specify a standard, version, or transaction while creating the EDI document
type.

Action

Select a standard, version, and transaction.
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text.futuredate.validationE – Date selected cannot be in the future.
Explanation

Error occurred while trying to retrive records from the TransactionSummaryData
table because the date selected was a future date.

Action

Select an appropriate date to view data.

text.response.nodataI – No records found for the selected date.

tn.srvr.displayGroup – Trading Networks

tn.srvr.displayName – Server

tpa.details.agreementID.required.error – Agreement ID cannot be empty.
Explanation

Agreement ID is empty.

Action

Provide an Agreement ID.

tpa.details.controlnumber.notInteger – Control Number must be an integer. Provide an integer value.
Explanation

Control Number must be an integer.

Action

Provide an integer value.

tpa.details.profiles.required.error – Sender or Receiver fields cannot be empty.
Explanation

Sender or Receiver field is empty.

Action

Specify Sender and Receiver.

tree.load.error

My webMethods encountered an error while loading the XML node tree. Click
Upload to try loading the tree again.

Explanation

My webMethods Server encountered an error while loading the XML node tree.

Action

Click Upload to try loading the tree again.

updateFAStatus.errorMsg – Error in updating EDI FA status.
Explanation

Error in updating EDI FA status.

Action

Take corrective action according to the error details.
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warn.noFileSelected – No document was chosen for submission. Specify the file path to the document
to be submitted.
Explanation

No document was chosen for submission.

Action

Specify the file path to the document to be submitted.
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SBPAPIE0000

Could not establish session for {0} server. Status: {1}

Explanation

Connection to the client failed.

Action

Check the connection settings for the client.

SBPAPIE0001

Could not send the email. Enter the recipients' email address, subject, and message
in their respective fields.

Explanation

The values for the recipients' email address, subject, and message fields cannot be
null or invalid.

Action

Make sure the email address, subject, and message fields are not empty.

SBPAPIE0002

Could not send the email. Read the log file for more details.

Explanation

The email address might be wrong or empty.

Action

Check the error details in the log file. Provide the correct email address.

SBPAPIE0004

The remote resource, {0} did not return a valid session.

Explanation

Client connection is not valid.

Action

Check the connection settings.

SBPAPIE0005

{0} HTTP method is not supported.

Explanation

Only GET, POST, PUT, and DELETE methods are supported.

Action

Use only GET, POST, PUT, or DELETE methods.
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SBPAPIE0006

You do not have the required privileges to view task data. Contact the Administrator.

Explanation

Only users with the required privileges can view task data.

Action

Request the Administrator to provide you the privileges to view task data.

SBPAPIE0007

Task ID cannot be null.

Explanation

A valid Task ID is required.

Action

Provide a valid Task ID.

SBPAPIE0008

At least one group is required if you set {groupByField=<field> / groupByTaskType
= <true} parameter.

Explanation

You cannot use groupByField or groupByTaskType when there are no groups.

Action

Use groupByField or groupByTaskType only when there are groups.

SBPAPIE0009

Wrong operator specified for task list search.

Explanation

The criteria for task list search is incorrect.

Action

Provide the correct search criteria.

SBPAPIE0010

AppSpace not found. You might not have access to the AppSpace or the AppSpace
might have been removed.

Explanation

Either the Administrator might have removed the AppSpace or you do not have the
privileges to view the AppSpace.

Action

Request the Administrator to verify the AppSpace availability or provide you the
privileges to view the AppSpace.

SBPAPIE0011

Invalid input. The JSON payload for the {0} is not valid.

Explanation

The input to the RESTful service is invalid.

Action

Verify the JSON payload to the RESTful service.

SBPAPIE0012

Avoid using reserved words for {0} name

Explanation

The dashboard name should not contain programming keywords such as null or var.

Action

Do not use programming keywords in the dashboard name.
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SBPAPIE0013

Insufficient Privileges. You cannot view {0}.

Explanation

You do not have the privileges to view the dashboard.

Action

Request the Administrator to provide you the privileges to view the dashboard.

SBPAPIE0014

Insufficient Privileges. You cannot edit {0}.

Explanation

You do not have the privileges to edit the dashboard.

Action

Request the Administrator to provide you the privileges to edit the dashboard.

SBPAPIE0015

Insufficient Privileges. You cannot delete {0}.

Explanation

You do not have the privileges to delete the dashboard.

Action

Request the Administrator to provide you the privileges to delete the dashboard.

SBPAPIE0016

Insufficient Privileges. You cannot create {0}.

Explanation

You do not have the privileges to create the dashboard.

Action

Request the Administrator to provide you the privileges to create the dashboard.

SBPAPIE0017

Unable to remove the delegation. You cannot remove delegations done by other
users.

Explanation

You cannot remove delegations done by other users.

Action

Request the user who has delegated the task to remove the delegation.

SBPAPIE0047

Cannot retrieve the preferences for {0}

Explanation

Cannot retrieve the preference settings.

Action

Verify if the preferences set in Business Console are available.

SBPAPII0003

Task ID not found.

Explanation

The task instance is not available in the database.

Action

Request the Administrator to verify the task instance availability.

SBPAPII0018

Invalid email

Explanation

Cannot send task reminder to an invalid email.

Action

Provide a valid email.
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SBPAPII0019

Internal server error

Explanation

Cannot send task reminder because of an internal server error.

Action

Contact the Administrator for resolving this error.

SBPAPII0020

Integration Server connection error

Explanation

Cannot connect to the Integration Server.

Action

Contact the Administrator for resolving this error.

SBPAPII0023

AgileApps server connection error

Explanation

Cannot connect to the AgileApps server.

Action

Contact the Administrator for resolving this error.

SBPAPII0024

Failed to retrieve the 'isDelegated' property from task: {0}

Explanation

Cannot retrieve the delegation status of the task.

Action

Contact the Administrator for resolving this error.

SBPAPII0025

No delegation to remove. The task ID {0} is not delegated.

Explanation

The task is not delegated to a user.

Action

Contact the Administrator for resolving this error.

SBPAPII0027

Invalid input parameters

Explanation

The input parameters specified for the AppSpace is not valid.

Action

Verify the input parameters.

SBPAPII0028

The task {0} is not active.

Explanation

You cannot set the status because the task in not active.

Action

Contact the Administrator for resolving this error.

SBPAPII0029

Insufficient privileges

Explanation

You do not have the privileges to perform this action.

Action

Request the Administrator to provide you the required privileges.
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SBPAPII0030

User, group, or role name is null or does not exist.

Explanation

User, group, or role name is null or does not exist.

Action

Use a valid user, group, or role name.

SBPAPII0031

Insufficient privileges. {0} does not have the privileges to add comments.

Explanation

You do not have the privileges to add comments.

Action

Request the Administrator to provide you the privileges to add comments.

SBPAPII0032

The task ID: {0} is not found.

Explanation

The task ID is not found.

Action

Verify if the task ID is correct or contact the Administrator.

SBPAPII0033

Profile picture not loaded

Explanation

Cannot load the profile picture.

Action

Contact the Administrator for resolving this error.

SBPAPII0034

Insufficient privileges. {0} cannot update the profile of {1}.

Explanation

You do not have the privileges to update the profile.

Action

Request the Administrator to provide you the privileges to update the profile.

SBPAPII0035

Cannot retrieve the file.

Explanation

The file is not found.

Action

Contact the Administrator for resolving this error.

SBPAPII0036

The Task Engine host: {0} not found.

Explanation

The specified host name for the Task Engine is not found.

Action

Contact the Administrator for resolving this error.

SBPAPII0037

Task Engine server connection error

Explanation

Cannot connect to the Task Engine server.

Action

Contact the Administrator for resolving this error.
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SBPAPII0038

I/O exception in Task Engine: {0}

Explanation

Cannot resolve the Task Engine URL.

Action

Contact the Administrator for resolving this error.

SBPAPII0039

Exception in Task Engine: {0}

Explanation

An error has occurred in Task Engine.

Action

Contact the Administrator for resolving this error.

SBPAPII0040

Task definition URI error

Explanation

Cannot resolve the task definition URI.

Action

Provide a valid task definition URI.

SBPAPII0041

You are not logged on.

Explanation

You must log on to perform the action.

Action

Log on to perform the action.

SBPAPII0044

Invalid search

Explanation

Search is not valid.

Action

Use valid search criteria.

SBPAPII0045

Cannot sync {0} task types.

Explanation

Cannot sync the indicated number of task types from Task Engine.

Action

Contact the Administrator for resolving this error.

SBPAPII0046

Invalid URL: {0}

Explanation

Cannot resolve the URL.

Action

Provide a valid URL.

SBPCORI1046

Duration
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WSSAPE0029

Failed to initialize argus configuration due to the following: {0}.

Explanation

An argus configuration file is invalid or unavailable, or a WS_STACK_HOME variable
is not set.

Action

Make sure that the WS_STACK_HOME environment variable is properly set. Check
the path to the argus configuration file and make sure that the argus configuration
file is valid and not empty.

WSSAPE0030

Unknown user: {0}.

Explanation

The user cannot be authenticated because the supplied username is not correct.

Action

Provide a valid username.

WSSAPE0031

Unknown password callback type: {0}

Explanation

Only UsernameToken authentication is supported. You use a different authentication
mechanism.

Action

Provide a valid username and password.

WSSAPE0032

An argus username is not configured in the argus agents properties file.

Explanation

The entries in argus agents properties file must be initialized. The
"wsstack.adminservice.user" property does not contain a valid value.

Action

Provide a valid, non-empty value for "wsstack.adminservice.user" property in the
argus agents properties file.
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WSSARE0000

Login failed.

Explanation

Authentication fails. Invalid or empty credentials provided.

Action

Provide valid, non-empty username and password.

WSSARE0001

The following Web service archive does not comply with the naming standards:
{0}. The archive is not deployed.

Explanation

The artifact name and extension contain invalid characters or do not comply with the
correct name format.

Action

Edit the current artifact to conform to the AAR standards. Rename the archive using
a valid name. The '.aar' extension cannot contain capital letters.

WSSARE0030

A problem occurred while executing a Web service. The Web service name is ''{0}''
with request payload ''{1}''.

Explanation

There is a problem while executing the Web service.

Action

Make sure that the requested Web service is operational.

WSSARI0027

Version information.

Explanation

A version information label.

Action

None.

WSSASE0000

Cannot find library jar file ''{0}''

Explanation

The message appears when Web Services Stack administration service is tyring to
locate the axis2-kernel jar but the file does not exist or its location cannot be
determined.

Action

Assert that the reported file exists and it is not locked by another process on the system.

WSSASE0009

Cannot find library directory ''{0}''

Explanation

The message appears when Web Services stack administration service is trying to
locate the library directory with the jar files used by the Web Services Stack runtime.

Action

Assert that the reported path exists and it is a valid directory.

WSSCLE0001

Deployment configuration file cannot be null.

Explanation

A valid deployment configuration file was not specified or an empty value for
deployment configuration file was provided.

Action

Specify a valid deployment configuration file.
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WSSCLE0002

[{0}] object cannot be null.

Explanation

Deployment configurator is not initialized correctly and returns null.

Action

You must initialize the deployment configurator with a valid, non-empty deployment
configuration file or valid deployment configuration properties.

WSSCLE0003

The specified transport protocol [{0}] is not supported.

Explanation

The transport protocol defined in the DeploymentConfigurator is not supported.

Action

Set HTTP or HTTPS transport in the DeploymentConfigurator.

WSSCLE0004

Deployment configuration properties object cannot be null.

Explanation

Valid deployment configuration properties are not specified or empty values for
deployment configuration properties are provided.

Action

Specify valid, non-empty deployment configuration properties.

WSSCLE0005

Problems while loading the deployment configuration from the file with the
following location path: [{0}].

Explanation

Deployment configuration cannot be loaded from the specified file.

Action

Check whether the provided configuration file is valid and whether its location path
is correct.

WSSCLE0006

"Servlet context" configuration is not found. The needed "servlet context"
configuration is not set into the deployment configuration file.

Explanation

The deployment configuration property that specifies the servlet context is not set
into the deployment configuration file.

Action

Set the servlet deployment configuration property into the deployment configuration
file.

WSSCLE0007

"Host name" configuration is not found. The needed "host name" configuration is
not set into the deployment configuration file.

Explanation

The deployment configuration property hostname is not set into the deployment
configuration file or the given value cannot be resolved.

Action

Set a valid, non-empty value for the hostname property into the deployment
configuration file.
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WSSCLE0008

Unknown "host name" configuration found. You can find the needed "host name"
configuration into the deployment configuration file.

Explanation

The deployment configuration property hostname is set with a value that cannot be
resolved.

Action

Set a valid, non-empty value for the hostname property into the deployment
configuration file.

WSSCLE0009

Invalid "port number" configuration found. You can find the needed "port number"
configuration into the deployment configuration file.

Explanation

In the deployment configuration property port is set an invalid value.

Action

Set a valid port property into the deployment configuration file.

WSSCLE0010

Service name [{0}] for undeployment is invalid.

Explanation

The Web service added for undeployment does not have a valid service name.

Action

Add a valid service name for the Web service that you want to undeploy.

WSSCLE0011

Archive data unit must not be "null".

Explanation

The archive file added for deployment is null or invalid.

Action

Add a valid archive file for deployment.

WSSCLE0012

Failed to parse the configured [{0}] with value [{1}]. The default value [{2}] will be
used.

Explanation

The given value for maxConnectionsPerHost is invalid or cannot be processed. A
default value will be used instead.

Action

Set a valid positive integer for the value of maxConnectionsPerHost. Otherwise, an
alternative default value will be used.

WSSCLE0013

Failed to parse the configured [{0}] with value [{1}]. The default value [{2}] will be
used.

Explanation

The given value for maxTotalConnections is invalid or cannot be processed. A default
value will be used instead.

Action

Set a valid positive integer for the value of maxTotalConnections. Otherwise, an
alternative default value will be used.
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WSSCLE0014

There are no archives added for deployment.

Explanation

Web service archives are not added for deployment or undeployment.

Action

Add Web service archives for deployment or undeployment.

WSSCLE0015

An error is thrown during the retrieval of the deployment result.

Explanation

Deployment result cannot be retrieved because of an error while executing the remote
operation.

Action

Check the connection to the server and the error log.

WSSCLE0016

An error is thrown during the retrieval of the deployment result. The cause of the
error is: {0}

Explanation

Deployment result cannot be retrieved because of an error while executing the remote
operation.

Action

Check the connection to the server and the error log.

WSSCLE0017

The URI given for deployment is invalid. The passed value is [{0}].

Explanation

The given URI for deployment is empty or the given value cannot be parsed as a URI
reference.

Action

Provide a valid, non-empty URI for deployment.

WSSCLE0018

The org.apache.commons.httpclient.HostConfiguration object passed is "null".

Explanation

The HostConfiguration is empty.

Action

Check that the properties set for the host have valid, non-empty values and check the
connection.

WSSCLE0019

An error while deploying Web services occurs due to a problem while invoking
the operation on the remote server . Reason: {0}.

Explanation

An error occurs during the deployment. The services cannot be deployed.

Action

Check the error log for details.

WSSCLE0020

An error while undeploying services occurs due to a problem while invoking the
operation on the remote server. Reason: {0}.

Explanation

An error occurs during undeployment. The services cannot be undeployed.

Action

Check the error log for details.
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WSSCLE0021

An error while listing the Web services occurs due to a problem while invoking
the operation on the remote server. Reason: {0}.

Explanation

An error occurs while listing services.

Action

Check the error log for details.

WSSCLE0022

An error while listing properties occurs due to a problem while invoking the
operation on the remote server. Reason: {0}.

Explanation

An error occurs while listing properties.

Action

Check the error log for details.

WSSCLE0023

The given keystore file {0} cannot be converted to a URL.

Explanation

The given value for the keystore file cannot be parsed.

Action

Provide a valid, non-empty value for the keystore file and check its location path.

WSSCLE0024

The given truststore file {0} cannot be converted to a URL.

Explanation

The given value for the truststore file cannot be parsed.

Action

Provide a valid, non-empty value for the truststore file and check its location path.

WSSCLE0025

The given proxy port with value [{0}] is invalid.

Explanation

The value provided for a proxy port is not in the correct format.

Action

Provide a valid proxy port. If you do not want to use a proxy port do not set a value
to it.

WSSCLE0030

The WSDL definition cannot be null.

Explanation

You have not specified a WSDL definition.

Action

Specify a valid, non-empty WSDL definition.

WSSCLE0031

The WSDL URL cannot be null.

Explanation

You have not specified a WSDL URL or you have provided a null or empty value.

Action

Specify a valid, non-empty WSDL URL.
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WSSCLE0032

The constructor is not found.

Explanation

You did not provide a valid constructor for the class.

Action

Check the parameters you used. One or more of them are not suitable for the class.
Use one of the available constructors for instantiating the class.

WSSCLE0033

This action is not supported.

Explanation

You are trying to use functionality that is not yet implemented.

Action

This action is not supported. Contact Software AG Global Support.

WSSCLE0034

Service [{0}] is not found.

Explanation

The service with the specified name [{0}] is not available.

Action

Check the service name.

WSSCLE0035

Problem getting the WSDL, HTTP error code: {0}.

Explanation

The operation for getting the WSDL encounters a problem.

Action

Check the causes for the HTTP status error code.

WSSCLE0036

Cannot apply Web service client policy.

Explanation

Policy cannot be applied to the description hierarchy.

Action

Check and validate the configuration and the policy.

WSSCLE0037

Cannot locate the security configuration file ''{0}'' specified in the axis2 configuration
under the key ''securityConfigFile''.

Explanation

The specified configuration security in the axis2 configuration file cannot be found.
The properties cannot be loaded.

Action

If you want to load security properties from a custom security configuration file it
must be placed in the proper place. The file is searched as defined in axis2 configuration
under the key ''securityConfigFile''. Check the path and the file name.

WSSCLE0038

Cannot close security configuration file properly.

Explanation

An error occurs during close operation of the security configuration file.

Action

None.
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WSSCLE0039

The WSDL file or WSDL definition cannot be found.

Explanation

In order to extract policies, either the WSDL location or the WSDL4J definition object
must be valid. They are both missing or empty.

Action

Provide either a WSDL file or a valid WSDL definition.

WSSCLE0040

The class of the supplied callback must extend
org.apache.axis2.client.async.Callback.

Explanation

The class of the supplied callback does not extend
org.apache.axis2.client.async.Callback. It cannot be used.

Action

Provide a valid callback class.

WSSCLE0041

Failed to create a new client factory instance.

Explanation

Client factory instance cannot be created because the class cannot be found or
instantiated.

Action

Check the configuration and the validity of the used constructor.

WSSCLE0042

Failed to create new client factory instance.

Explanation

The supplied factory class name argument does not resolve to a valid
com.softwareag.wsstack.client.api.AbstractClientFactory implementation. Client
factory instance cannot be created because the class name argument is not a
com.softwareag.wsstack.client.api.AbstractClientFactory implementation.

Action

Give a fully quialified name of the factory implementation class that is going to be
instantiated.

WSSCLE0043

Output stream cannot be null.

Explanation

The given output stream is not initialized or empty.

Action

Give a valid, non-empty output stream.

WSSCLE0044

Policy input stream cannot be null.

Explanation

The given policy input stream is not initialized or empty.

Action

Give a valid, non-empty policy input stream.
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WSSCLE0045

Failed to close the WSDL input stream after reading.

Explanation

The close operation for the used WSDL input stream did not finish successfully.

Action

None.

WSSCLE0046

The provided content is too large to be buffered: {0} bytes.

Explanation

The content exceeds the maximum possible value that can be buffered.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

WSSCLE0047

Cannot create DataObject for type {0}.

Explanation

The requested type {0} cannot be identified.

Action

The used data type is not supported. Use an alternative data type.

WSSCLE0048

Failed to create a wsstack client instance out of the following class: ''{0}''.

Explanation

A client instance cannot be created because the class cannot be found or instantiated.

Action

Check whether the name of the used class is correct.

WSSCLE0049

Failed to create a wsstack client instance. The class ''{0}'' is not a valid IWSBasicClient
implementation.

Explanation

The defined class exists but its usage is incorrect. The class ''{0}'' cannot be used for
instantiating a wsstack client because it is not a valid IWSBasicClient implementation.

Action

Define a valid implementation class.

WSSCLE0050

The services are not added for undeployment

Explanation

Web service archives are not added for undeployment.

Action

Add service archives for undeployment.

WSSCLE0051

The WS-Stack Java version is older than the Java version of the compiled archive
''{0}''.

Explanation

You compiled your archive with a newer Java version than the available in WS-Stack.
The service cannot be deployed successfully.

Action

Compile the archive with an older Java version. You can check the supported Java
version in the validation page of WS-Stack listed as java.version.
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WSSCLE0052

There is a corrupted Java class file in the following archive: ''{0}''.

Explanation

One or more of the class files in the archive is corrupted or it is not a valid Java class
file.

Action

Check the classes in your archive. Compile them with a supported Java version in
WS-Stack and deploy the archive again.

WSSCLE0053

An error occurred while reading the archive ''{0}''; the archive is corrupted or empty.

Explanation

The archive that you want to deploy is not valid. It may be empty or cannot be read.

Action

Check and validate the content of archive ''{0}''. You may need to repack the content
and deploy it again.

WSSCLE0054

An error occurred while manipulating the archive ''{0}''. The archive is locked or
another Input/Output related problem has occurred.

Explanation

Other processes locked the archive and it cannot be processed or an Input/Output
related problem has interrupted the execution of the command.

Action

Deploy the archive again.

WSSCLE0056

Cannot configure client factory thread pool.

Explanation

The error occurs when the WSStack client factory tries to configure a client instance
to use a thread pool, and the client already has a thread pool set.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

WSSCLE0057

The specified attachment lifecycle manager instance is not valid.

Explanation

The error occurs when the WSStack client factory configures a client instance to use
an attachment lifecycle manager set by the user, and the specified lifecycle manager
property is not a valid instance of
org.apache.axiom.attachments.lifecycle.LifecycleManager.

Action

Specify a valid instance of ''org.apache.axiom.attachments.lifecycle.LifecycleManager''
under the client factory property key ''attachmentsLifecycleManager''.

WSSCLE0058

Cannot configure attachment lifecycle manager for a client instance.

Explanation

The error occurs when the Web Services Stack client factory configures a client instance
to use a specific attachment lifecycle manager set by the user. Essentially, the error
occurs when the attachment lifecycle parameter is locked.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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WSSCLE0059

The supplier object (an instance of {0}) is not a proxy instance.

Explanation

The Web Services Stack client registry API provides a utility for retrieving the internal
client configuration from a Web service proxy object. This error indicates that the tool
is being used with a wrong proxy implementation (it is not a WSS compliant Web
service client proxy).

Action

Modify your client implementation as the utility is used only with proxies created by
the Web Services Stack registry API.

WSSCLI0000

Unable to locate the default security configuration file ''{0}''.

Explanation

The default security configuration file cannot be found and its properties are not
loaded.

Action

If you want to load security properties from the default security configuration file,
the file must be placed in the proper directory. The default security configuration file
name is "wsclientsec.properties" and it must be either in the current working directory,
or in "<REPOSITORY_DIRECTORY>/conf".

WSSCLI0026

An XMLStreamException thrown.

Explanation

The close operation for the used XMLStreamWriter did not finish successfully.

Action

None.

WSSCLW0027

Unable to locate the default security configuration file: ''{0}''.

Explanation

The default security configuration file cannot be found. Its properties are not loaded.

Action

If you want to load security properties from the default security configuration file
you must put it in the proper place. The file is searched on the following location:
''{0}".

WSSCLW0028

The service policy is not set; cannot write service policy to the given stream.

Explanation

The service policy is not set.

Action

To associate a policy, use one of the setPolicy methods first.

WSSCLW0029

Overwriting an existing policy.

Explanation

This is an existing policy and it is going to be overwritten.

Action

Do not use this method if you expect different behavior.
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WSSCLW0055

The parameters for max connections settings passed to configure the connection
manager, associated with the HttpClient, caused a problem.

Explanation

The default parameters will be used for the non-standard ones. \n
MAX_HOST_CONNECTIONS parameter passed is ''{0}''. \n
MAX_TOTAL_CONNECTIONS parameter passed is ''{1}''.

Action

None.

WSSCME0001

Key value cannot be null or empty

Explanation

The error appears when you prepare configuration properties parser of a security
module. This implementation is used only in private constructors and therefore the
error appears only if a severe implementation fault occurs.

Action

The error indicates a severe fault in the Web Services Stack implementation. If the
error occurs, report it to the software development team.

WSSCME0002

Rampart configuration element value cannot be null or empty

Explanation

The message appears in an application program interface (API) method and reflects
to an error in the implementation. The error appears when you update the security
module configuration. It shows that you did not provide configuration to the update
process.

Action

When you call a
WSClientSecurityProperty#updateRampartConfigElement(OMElement, String) the
implementation ensures that the given OMElement argument is not null or empty.
Specify a valid entry for the OMElement.

WSSCME0003

Invalid value is configured for time-to-live timestamp: ''{0}''

Explanation

The configured time-to-live value for the timestamp used by the security module is
invalid. The system expects an integer as a configuration value.

Action

Security module configuration for timestamp time-to-live must be an integer.

WSSCME0004

Invalid value is configured for max skew timestamp: ''{0}''

Explanation

The configured max skew value for the timestamp used by the security module is
invalid. The system expects an integer as a configuration value.

Action

Security module configuration for timestamp max skew must be an integer.
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WSSCME0005

Property name cannot be null or empty

Explanation

You updated the security module configuration and did not specify a property for
update.

Action

The error indicates a severe fault in the Web Services Stack implementation. If the
error occurs, report it to the software development team.

WSSCME0009

Rampart configuration assertion update error

Explanation

The error occurs when xml serialization of an existing rampart configuration assertion
fails. Prior to the update, the configuration assertion is serialized to stax stream and
parsed with axiom. An invalid rampart configuration assertion can cause the error.

Action

If you configure the rampart configuration assertion manually, an invalid configuration
can cause the error. Use the Web Services Stack configuration properties instead of
providing manual configuration.

WSSCME0019

Failed to decode the basic authentication header.

Explanation

Web Services Stack security utility failed to decode the received HTTP Basic
authentication header. The header should be encoded with base64 encoding. The
error suggests that an illegal character (non-ASCII) was found within the header
value.

Action

Make sure the http client sends an HTTP basic authentication header properly encoded
in base64 encoding.

WSSCMI0000

Cannot recognize the security configuration key ''{0}''; the key is ignored.

Explanation

Rampart configuration updater searches through the client options and dynamic
service parameters for keys that refer to the security module configuration. The
message is logged when it encounters an unrecognized key. For example, a general
purpose key that does not control Rampart specific configuration.

Action

None.

WSSCMW0020

Axis2 configuration file: '{0}' does not exist. Password change will be disabled.

Explanation

The axis2 configuration file is missing. This disables the password change functionality.

Action

Contact Software AG global support.

WSSCMW0021

Axis2 configuration file: '{0}' cannot be written. Password change will be disabled.

Explanation

The axis2 configuration file cannot be written. This disables the password change
functionality.

Action

Ensure that you can write in the axis2 configuration file.
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WSSCMW0022

Axis2 configuration URL '{0}' does not denote a valid file path. Password change
will be disabled.

Explanation

The path to the axis2 configuration file is invalid.

Action

Ensure that the URL to the axis2 configuration file is valid and that it is using file
protocol.

WSSCMW0023

AxisConfiguration instance does not have a valid configuration file URL set.
Password change will be disabled.

Explanation

AxisConfiguration is missing.

Action

Contact SoftwareAG global support.

WSSCMW0025

Failed to close input stream to Axis2 configuration file: {0}

Explanation

Internal error. Cannot change the axis2 configuration.

Action

Contact SoftwareAG global support.

WSSCMW0026

Failed to close output stream to Axis2 configuration file: {0}

Explanation

Internal error. Cannot change the axis2 configuration.

Action

Contact SoftwareAG global support.

WSSDAE0000

Unsupported algorithm exception: {0}

Explanation

A particular cryptographic algorithm is requested but is not available in the
environment.

Action

Ensure that you have enabled unlimited strength JCE (Java Cryptographic Extension)
on your machine. If you already have it enabled, contact Software AG Global Support.

WSSDAE0016

Keystore exception: {0}

Explanation

Keystore file can not be proccessed.

Action

Ensure that the keystore file is not corrupted and all required certificates are available
in it.

WSSDAE0017

Key management exception: {0}

Explanation

Keystore file can not be proccessed.

Action

Ensure that the keystore file is not corrupted and all required certificates are available
in it.
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WSSDAE0018

I/O error reading keystore/truststore file: {0}

Explanation

Keystore file can not be proccessed.

Action

Ensure that the keystore file is available in the particular location.

WSSDIE0000

Invalid or unsupported service scope set to AxisService: {0}.

Explanation

The message appears when a service with an invalid scope is created or accessed. The
following scopes are supported by Web Services Stack: application; transportsession;
soapsession; request.

Action

Recreate your service using one of the following scopes: application; transportsession;
soapsession; request.

WSSDIE0001

Cannot create valid policy manager factory implementation.

Explanation

The abstract policy manager factory fails to instantiate the default policy manager
factory instance. The default factory implementation class is either not available or
the user does not have permissions to access it.

Action

Ensure that the wsstack deployer-impl-[VERSION].jar is available on the classpath
and the user who starts the java process has the proper permissions to access it.

WSSDIE0002

Cannot create valid policy repository factory implementation.

Explanation

The abstract policy repository factory fails to instantiate the default policy repository
factory instance. The default factory implementation class is either not available or
the user does not have permissions to access it.

Action

Ensure that the wsstack deployer-impl-[VERSION].jar is available on the classpath
and that the user who starts the java process has the proper permissions to access it.

WSSDIE0003

Cannot close a policy stream after parsing it.

Explanation

Policy supplier cannot close the policy stream after parsing it.

Action

Ensure that the stream source is available and it is not locked by another process.

WSSDIE0004

Cannot initialize the local policy repository; the axis configuration is not available.

Explanation

Axis runtime configuration is not available to the policy repository. This means that
the code is not executed in a properly initialized runtime.

Action

Ensure that you access the policy repository inside a properly initialized and started
wsstack runtime.
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WSSDIE0005

Cannot create an invalid policies directory; the policy repository is null.

Explanation

Invalid policies are automatically moved to a directory inside the policy repository.
If the policy repository directory is not available, the invalid policies directory cannot
be created.

Action

Ensure that the policy repository is properly initialized.

WSSDIE0006

Duplicate policy ID; the policy file is moved to {0}.

Explanation

The system detects that a policy is deployed with an ID that already exists in the
policy repository. The new policy is moved to the invalid policies directory.

Action

When you deploy a policy, ensure that a policy with the same ID does not exist in the
repository.

WSSDIE0007

Cannot verify module support for a policy with the following ID: {0}.

Explanation

The policy repository cannot verify whether a policy is supported (all assertions in it
are recognized and there are modules deployed in the runtime that handle those
assertions). The error occurs when the policy is invalid and/or does not contain any
assertions.

Action

Ensure that the verified policy is valid and contains valid policy assertions.

WSSDIE0008

Policy with the following key: {0} exists in the repository.

Explanation

The policy repository contains a policy with the same ID as the policy that is deployed
and the "updateIfPresent" flag is set to false.

Action

Ensure that the policy does not contain a policy with the same ID as the deployed
one or set the flag "updateIfPresent" to true; that enables the update of the existing
policy in the repository.

WSSDIE0009

An error occurred during policy deployment.

Explanation

An unexpected error occurs during policy deployment.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support

WSSDIE0010

The given policy does not contain any policy alternatives.

Explanation

Cannot verify the policy against modules that support it because it does not contain
any policy alternatives.

Action

Ensure that the deployed policy is valid and contains at least one policy alternative.
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WSSDIE0011

Cannot find a module to process the following assertion: {0}

Explanation

There is no module deployed in the wsstack runtime that supports the given assertion.

Action

If the assertion requires additional processsing by a specific module, ensure that the
corresponding module is deployed on the wsstack runtime.

WSSDIE0012

The following module: {0}; cannot process the assertion: {1}.

Explanation

Although the module is registered to handle a certain policy assertion namespace,
the module does not support the particular assertion.

Action

Ensure that the policy and all of its assertions are valid and can be processed by the
module.

WSSDIE0013

Cannot find a policy with the specified ID: {0}.

Explanation

You are searching for a policy ID that is not available in the policy repository.

Action

Ensure that the policy you use is deployed to the policy repository.

WSSDIE0014

The policy XML does not contain an ID, or a name that can be associated with the
ID.

Explanation

When a policy is deployed to the policy repository, the repository attempts to parse
it and get its ID, or its name if an ID is not available. The ID or name afterward is used
as a key for retrieving the policy from the repository. If there is no ID or a name in
the policy XML, the repository cannot deploy it.

Action

Ensure that the policy XML that is deployed in the repository has either a valid (not
empty) ID or a valid (not empty) name so that it can be deployed.

WSSDIE0015

Cannot find an element with the following name: {0} and the following namespace:
{1} in the policy input stream; the policy document is invalid.

Explanation

When a policy is deployed to the policy repository, the repository attempts to parse
it and get its ID, or its name if an ID is not available. The ID or name is used afterward
as a key for retrieving the policy from the repository. If there is no ID or a name in
the policy XML the repository cannot deploy it.

Action

Ensure that the policy XML includes a name or a wsu:Id attribute declared.

WSSDIE0016

An exception occurs while trying to parse the policy input stream.

Explanation

The policy repository fails to parse the policy XML stream.

Action

Assert that the deployed policy source is a valid XML.
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WSSDIE0017

Cannot close policy file input stream.

Explanation

The policy repository cannot close policy stream after reading it.

Action

Ensure that the policy source is available.

WSSDIE0018

Cannot initialize local policy repository; the following repository path is incorrect:
''{0}''.

Explanation

When the policy repository is initialized it tries to create its directory or use the one
that exists. This error occurs when the repository path exists on the file system but it
is not a directory.

Action

Ensure that the repository path is a directory on the file system or does not exist (so
that the policy repository can create it). Alternatively, you can configure another
repository path if the configured one cannot be used.

WSSDIE0019

Cannot move the following invalid policy file: ''{0}''; to the invalid policies directory.

Explanation

The policy repository detects that an invalid policy is deployed. The repository cannot
move the invalid policy into the invalid policies directory.

Action

Ensure that you deploy a valid XML policy.

WSSDIE0020

Cannot load a policy file during policy repository initialization.

Explanation

The policy repository fails to deploy a problematic policy file.

Action

Ensure that the policy files in the policy repository are valid XML policies.

WSSDIE0021

Cannot initialize local policy repository; the following repository path: ''{0}'' does
not exist and cannot be created.

Explanation

While the policy repository is initialized it checks whether the repository directory
exists and if it does not, the repository attempts to create it. This message shows that
the creation of the directory fails. The policy repository is not functional.

Action

Ensure that either the repository directory exists or the user who starts the java
processes is authorized to create it.

WSSDIE0022

Cannot initialize a local policy repository; the following repository path is incorrect:
''{0}''.

Explanation

When the policy repository is initialized it tries to determine the repository directory
path but it fails. The reason is that the code is not invoked inside an initialized wsstack
runtime or the wsstack repository directory is not available (in case if a URL
configurator is used, for example).

Action

Ensure that either the wsstack repository directory is available or configure a specific
directory to be used as a policy repository directory.
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WSSDIE0023

Cannot create a default policy supplier object; the following policy file: ''{0}'' is not
a valid file.

Explanation

The file argument of the policy file that is deployed through a default policy supplier
is either null or does not exist.

Action

When you deploy a file through the default policy supplier, ensure that the policy
file exists on the file system at the time it is detected by the policy repository.

WSSDIE0024

The following policy file does not exist: ''{0}''.

Explanation

When a policy stream is retrieved through a default policy supplier instance, the
policy file that is used by the supplier is not available.

Action

Ensure that the file with the policy you try to access is available in the policy repository.

WSSDIE0025

Policy repository location must not be null.

Explanation

Policy repository path is not available and therefore the default policy supplier cannot
be created since it cannot store the policy in the repository.

Action

Ensure that the policy repository is properly initialized.

WSSDIE0026

Cannot copy a policy to the repository.

Explanation

When a policy stream is deployed through the default policy supplier, the supplier
attempts to store the policy in repository directory. However, the copy procedure of
the policy file to the repository directory fails.

Action

Ensure that the user who starts the java process is authorized to write to the policy
repository directory. Another reason for the error is that the stream is closed before
policy file is copied.

WSSDIE0027

An error occurred during policy deployment while trying to close the file output
stream.

Explanation

A policy stream is deployed in the policy repository through a default policy supplier
instance. While storing the stream to the policy repository directory, the supplier fails
to close the original stream. However, the policy XML is successfully stored in the
repository and the policy is effectively deployed.

Action

None.

WSSDIE0028

The following policy repository does not exist and cannot be created: {0}.

Explanation

The policy repository directory does not exist and cannot be created.

Action

Ensure that the policy repository is properly initialized. Ensure that the user who
starts the java process is authorized to write in the specified repository directory.
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WSSDIE0029

Failed to delete a policy file.

Explanation

A policy file deployed through a default policy supplier cannot be deleted.

Action

Ensure that the policy file is not locked by another process.

WSSDIE0138

Cannot assign a policy to a service; a policy with the following ID cannot be found:
''{0}''.

Explanation

The policy manager is requested to assign a policy to a certain service but the policy
denoted by the supplied policy ID cannot be found in the policy repository.

Action

Ensure that the policy you attach exists in the policy repository.

WSSDIE0144

Unsupported IDynamicDescription implementation; the WSPolicyManager
implementation works only with dynamic description instances of type {0} but {1}
is available.

Explanation

Encountered an unrecognized dynamic description instance. Web Services Stack
policy manager is intended to work with a specific implementation of the underlying
dynamic description.

Action

If you use the default Web Services Stack policy manager, implement your dynamic
assets so that they extend the default implementation of the deployer API.

WSSDIE0158

Service {0} does not use a standard deployment classloader; the resource jar is not
appended to the classpath of the classloader.

Explanation

Service resource jar cannot be added to the service classpath. The service class loader
is not an instance of org.apache.axis2.deployment.DeploymentClassLoader.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

WSSDIE0162

The method can be called on a deployed unit only.

Explanation

The boolean isEngaged(String, boolean) method is called on an AxisDescription
instance that has not been deployed on the Web Services Stack runtime yet. Therefore,
it has no AxisConfiguration instance associated with it.

Action

Assert that the isEngaged module check is invoked on the deployed instance.

WSSDIE0164

Web Services Stack policy manager failed to update or remove policy from
associated services when handling a "policy file deleted" event fired by the policy
repository due to: ''{0}''.

Explanation

By default, the Web Services Stack policy manager is registered as a policy repository
listener so it is notified when the policy repository detects that a policy file has been
deleted. When such an event is received the policy manager attempts to remove the
deleted policy from any associated attachment points (services, operations, or
messages) and in the course of these actions the error occurs.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support.
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WSSDIE0165

Web Services Stack policy manager fails to update or remove policy from associated
services when handling a "policy file updated" event fired by the policy repository
due to: ''{0}''.

Explanation

By default, the Web Services Stack policy manager is registered as a policy repository
listener so it is notified when the policy repository detects that a policy file has been
updated. When such an event is received the policy manager attempts to remove the
policy from any associated attachment points (services, operations, or messages) in
case the new policy has a different ID. If the new policy has the same ID as the
previously deployed one (true update) it tries to refresh the policy attached to the
respective subjects. In the course of these actions the error occurs.

Action

This is an internal error. Contact Software AG Global Support.

WSSDIE0166

Cannot deploy policy file "{0}" as the policy is invalid. A file with name "{0}" already
exists in the invalid policies directory. The existing file is overwritten.

Explanation

You try to deploy more than once an invalid policy. A policy file with the same name
already exists in the directory, in which invalid policies are maintained. The existing
file is overwritten with the new one (the file is updated).

Action

Check the policy you want to deploy.

WSSDIE0167

The policy ID or name is invalid. The policy is not deployed.

Explanation

The policy ID or name, if available, cannot contain whitespace characters inside. If
whitespace characters are found inside, the policy is considered invalid and the policy
file is moved to the invalid folder.

Action

Check the policy ID or name for whitespace characters and remove them, if any.

WSSDIE0168

Cannot deploy policy "{0}"; the policy is invalid and cannot be processed.

Explanation

There is a problem while processing the policy. The policy file is corrupted or the
XML is invalid.

Action

Check and validate the policy XML, check for typographical errors, and so on. Finally,
deploy the policy again.

WSSDIE0169

Failed to roll back disengage of the following module: {0}.

Explanation

An error occurs while disengaging modules, the system attempts to re-engage them
but the corresponding module fails.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.
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WSSDIE0170

Failed to disengage module {0}. Reason: {1}

Explanation

While removing policy components for the current DynamicDescription instance, the
system attempts to disengage a referenced module but it fails.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

WSSDIE0171

Exceptions must not be generated when skipping module disengagement.

Explanation

Policy cleanup must not generate any exceptions if module disengagement argument
is not set.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

WSSDIE0172

Cannot refresh services after the ''{0}'' policy is updated due to the following: ''{1}''.

Explanation

Web Services Stack policy manager is automatically updating policy subjects upon a
policy update with a certain ID. The update fails when applying the new policy to
the subjects.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

WSSDIE0173

Failed to create a dynamic deployer instance.

Explanation

The exception occurs while trying to initialize the default policy manager instance
and it fails to initialize the dynamic deployer. This happens when no valid Axis
configuration is found.

Action

Ensure that the code is running in properly started and initialized Web Services Stack
runtime.

WSSDIE0174

Cannot clean policy of the following Web service: ''{0}''.

Explanation

The policy manager failed to remove policies for the given Web service. Generally,
the exception is generated when the disengageModules flag is set to true. However,
this is not what causes the problem in this invocation.

Action

Redeploy your Web service.

WSSDIE0175

Cannot clean policy of the Web service ''{0}'' operation ''{1}''.

Explanation

The policy manager failed to clean the policy on the given operation of the given Web
service. Generally, the exception is thrown only when the disengageModules flag is
set to true. However, this is not what causes the problem in this invocation.

Action

Redeploy your Web service.
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WSSDIE0176

Cannot clean message policy for service ''{0}'' operation ''{1}''.

Explanation

The policy manager failed to clean the message policy on the given operation of the
given service. Generally, the exception is thrown only when the disengageModules
flag is set to true. However, this is not what causes the problem in this invocation.

Action

Redeploy your Web service.

WSSDIE0178

Failed to retrieve the following service group after persisting and redeploying it:
''{0}''.

Explanation

The Dynamic deployer API was used to persist a service group but after redeploying
the service group could not be found in Web Services Stack runtime. A possible cause
for the error is a problem during the deployment.

Action

Ensure that the service group file or directory is not locked, and the current user has
the credentials to write to it. Redeploy your Web service manually.

WSSDIE0179

Exception occurs while trying to obtain policy manager instance and the policy
manager cannot be notified about redeployed Web services.

Explanation

When a service is persisted the Web Services Stack runtime undeploys and redeploys
it again. That makes any references kept to the previous Web service invalid. Since
the policy manager keeps associations between policies and attachment points (such
as Web services) it needs to be notified to synchronize its cache.

Action

The system is automatically recovered but the policy manager's cached association
for the updated Web services are lost.

WSSDIE0180

Failed to retrieve the following Web service ''{0}'' after persisting and redeploying
it.

Explanation

The Dynamic deployer API was used to persist a Web service but after redeploying
the Web service cannot be found in the Web Services Stack runtime. A possible cause
for the error is a problem during the deployment.

Action

Ensure that the Web service file or directory is not locked and the current user has
permissions to write to it. Redeploy your Web service manually.

WSSDIE0181

Web Services Stack policy engine failed to parse the deployed policy.

Explanation

An exception occurred while the policy engine was processing a freshly deployed
policy. Most probably the policy xml is invalid.

Action

Correct the policy xml and redeploy it.
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WSSDIE0184

Security exception during fetch of class field.

Explanation

This is an internal error caused by an API inconsistency.

Action

Contact SoftwareAG global support.

WSSDIE0185

Unreachable field with name {0} in class {1}

Explanation

This is an internal error caused by an API inconsistency.

Action

Contact SoftwareAG global support.

WSSDIE0186

Illegal argument: engageModules passed to method.

Explanation

This is an internal error caused by an API inconsistency.

Action

Contact SoftwareAG global support.

WSSDIE0187

Illegal access to field with name {0} in class {1}

Explanation

This is an internal error caused by an API inconsistency.

Action

Contact SoftwareAG global support.

WSSDIE0189

Failed to read the policy file.

Explanation

The policy file could not be read or is invalid.

Action

Verify that your policy file is compliant with WS Security specification.

WSSDIW0163

Modules cannot be engaged at the following binding hierarchy - Endpoint (port),
Binding, Binding operation, Binding Message.

Explanation

Axis2 does not support engaging modules at the listed subjects and respectfully calling
isEngaged on those axis objects throws an UnsupportedOperationException.

Action

Invalid invocation. This method cannot be invoked on IDynamicPort,
IDynamicBinding, IDynamicBindingOperation, or IDynamicBindingMessage.

WSSDIW0177

Parent service group is not found for the following Web service: ''{0}''.

Explanation

The dynamic deployer could not find the parent service group of the given Web
service.

Action

Ensure that the Web service is properly deployed or redeploy it.
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WSSDIW0190

Expected dialect "{0}" but found "{1}" ,cannot proceed.

Explanation

Found unexpected dialect in the specified request.

Action

Set proper dialect. If you are unable to do so, contact Software AG global support.

WSSDIW0191

Null or empty policy identifier given, cannot proceed.

Explanation

Policy identifier is invalid.

Action

Set proper identifier. If you are unable to do so, contact Software AG global support.

WSSDSE0000

In order to deploy JAX-WS services you must have a JAX-WS Deployer configured
in your axis2.xml.

Explanation

The <deployer extension=".jar"
directory="servicejars"class="org.apache.axis2.jaxws.framework.JAXWSDeployer"/>
line in your axis2.xml is commented or missing.

Action

Uncomment the <deployer extension=".jar"
directory="servicejars"class="org.apache.axis2.jaxws.framework.JAXWSDeployer"/>
line in the axis2.xml, or add it if it is missing.

WSSDSE0011

An error occurs while trying to remove the following security provider: ''{0}''.

Explanation

Before the SAGAdminServlet is destroyed, it checks whether the BouncyCastle and
JuiCE are added to the java security providers and whether they are loaded by the
current web application classloader. If it is true, the servlet tries to remove them, as
they are not available to other web applications. This error occurs when the servlet
tries to cleanup the BouncyCastle and JuiCE providers from the list.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support

WSSDSE0012

DeployServlet requires the following instance in the servlet context but cannot
find it: ''{0}''.

Explanation

An Axis2 "org.apache.axis2.deployment.DeploymentEngine" instance has to be
available in Web Services Stack DeployServlet's servlet context under the DEPLOYER
servlet context attribute but such an attribute is not found.

Action

The reason for the error is that Web Services Stack Administration servlet fails to
initialize. Make sure that the servlet is properly initialized.

WSSDSW0013

Cannot find the axi2.xml file location in the known locations.

Explanation

The axis2 configuration file is missing.

Action

Make sure the axis2 configuration file is the proper location.
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WSSDSW0014

Cannot find the axi2.xml location due to an error.

Explanation

The axis2 configuration could not be obtained.

Action

Contact SoftwareAG global support.

WSSJCE0012

Module ''{0}'' is engaged but configuration for a JAX-WS handler-chain was not
found.

Explanation

The module is engaged, but it does not contain any JAX-WS handlers configured into
the chain.

Action

Inspect the engaged module if it contains the expected JAX-WS handlers.

WSSJCE0015

The JAX-WS handler chain cannot be loaded.

Explanation

The JAX-WS handler-chain descriptor (XML) file is not correct or the handler instances
configured in it cannot be loaded.

Action

Inspect and correct the JAX-WS handler-chain descriptor (XML) file.

WSSJCE0018

An incorrect property value is set for the JAX-WS handler-chain.

Explanation

The JAX-WS handler-chain descriptor (XML) file has an incorrect property value set
for a JAX-WS handler.

Action

Check and correct the JAX-WS handler-chain descriptor (XML) file.

WSSJCE0019

An error occurs in the JAX-WS handler-chain execution.

Explanation

At the invocation of JAX-WS in/out flow, an exception is thrown while processing
the chain.

Action

For more information about the failure, see the AxisFault response message. Check
the JAX-WS chain configuration.

WSSJCW0001

A handler class of the handler chain cannot be found.

Explanation

Classes are missing for some handler instances configured into the handler-chain
descriptor (XML) file.

Action

Check that the handler classes configured into the handler-chain descriptor (XML)
file are available into the jar library (class-path).
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WSSJCW0002

A handler of the handler chain cannot be instantiated.

Explanation

A class of the handler available into the classpath is not a standard one.

Action

Check that the handler class available into the jar library is the original one provided
by the product and was not modified improperly.

WSSJCW0004

The configuration of a class from the handler chain is incorrect.

Explanation

A class of the handler available into the classpath is not a standard one.

Action

Check that the handler class available into the jar library is the original one provided
by the product and was not modified improperly.

WSSJCW0005

An error occurs while loading the JAX-WS handler chain.

Explanation

A class of the handler available into the classpath is not a standard one.

Action

Check that the handler class available into the jar library is the original one provided
by the product and was not modified improperly.

WSSJCW0009

An error occurs while executing PreDestroy methods of the JAX-WS handlers. {0}

Explanation

A JAX-WS handler executed into the chain, throws an exception while destroying it
after being used.

Action

Check that the handler class available into the jar library or its XML configuration file
were not modified improperly.

WSSJCW0011

An error occurs while executing PostConstruct methods of the JAX-WS handlers.
{0}

Explanation

A JAX-WS handler executed into the chain throws an exception during its initialization.

Action

Check that the handler jar archive or its XML configuration file were not modified
improperly.

WSSJHE0003

An error occurs during the completion of a JAX-WS handler.

Explanation

An error occurs into the flow when closing a JAX-WS handler.

Action

Check whether the handler class that is available into the jar library or its XML
configuration file are not modified improperly.
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WSSJHE0004

JAX-WS handler PreDestroy method failed.

Explanation

An error occurs when invoking a JAX-WS handler PreDestroy method.

Action

Check whether the Handler class that is available into the jar library or its XML
configuration file are not modified improperly.

WSSJHE0008

A JAX-WS handler failed.

Explanation

An error occurs when invoking a JAX-WS handler.

Action

Check whether the handler class that is available into the jar library or its XML
configuration file are not modified improperly.

WSSJHE0010

A JAX-WS handler instantiation failed for the following classname: {0}.

Explanation

An error occurs during JAX-WS handler instantiation.

Action

Check whether the handler class that is available into the jar library or its XML
configuration file are not modified improperly.

WSSJHE0011

The JAX-WS handler {1} is not type {0}.

Explanation

An error occurs during JAX-WS handler invocation.

Action

Check whether the handler class that is available into the jar library or its XML
configuration file are not modified improperly.

WSSJNE0000

Could not read the value, Illegal state exception.

Explanation

The provided JSON data is invalid.

Action

Make sure the provided JSON data is valid.

WSSJNE0001

IO error while reading JSON stream.

Explanation

An error during reading/writing JSON data.

Action

Check your connectivity and try again.

WSSJNE0004

Could not load configured json type converter ''{0}''.

Explanation

Missing JSON type converter class.

Action

Make sure that the service archive (aar file) contains a configured JSON type converter
class.
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WSSJNE0005

Could not instantiate configured json type converter ''{0}''.

Explanation

Invalid converter class definition.

Action

Check the converter class definition.

WSSJNE0006

Could not access configured json type converter class ''{0}''.

Explanation

Invalid converter class definition.

Action

Check the converter class definition. Make your class/default constructor public.

WSSJNE0007

Could not load configured json type converter ''{0}''.

Explanation

Missing JSON type converter class.

Action

Make sure that the service archive (aar file) contains a configured JSON type converter
class.

WSSJNE0008

Configured json type converter class ''{0}'' cannot be cast to type converter interface
class ''{1}''.

Explanation

Invalid converter class definition.

Action

Check the converter class definition and ensure it implements the type converter
interface.

WSSJNE0014

Failed to configure type converter, the JSON formatter will use the default type
converter. Reason: {0}

Explanation

Could not load the configured custom JSON type converter.

Action

Ensure the configured custom JSON type converter class is valid and available on the
classpath.

WSSJNW0010

Could not load configured json type converter ''{0}'' using class loader of service
''{1}'', falling back to Web Services Stack class loader.

Explanation

The configured JSON type converter could not be loaded from service archive (aar
file) and Web Services Stack will attempt to load it using Web Services Stack class
loader.

WSSJNW0011

{0} - Ignoring ''{1}'' parameter with null value.

Explanation

The configured JSON type converter parameter has a null value.

Action

Check the configured 'json.type.converter' parameter definition and ensure it specifies
a non-null value.
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WSSJNW0012

Unable to obtain current element class name due to {0}

Explanation

Current class name element could not be obtained.

Action

Contact SoftwareAG global support.

WSSJNW0013

{0} - Ignoring ''{1}'' parameter with a non-String value ({2})

Explanation

The configured JSON type converter parameter has a non-String value.

Action

Check the configured 'json.type.converter' parameter definition and ensure it specifies
a String value.

WSSMRE0003

The service does not define adapter class parameter: ''{0}''.

Explanation

When com.softwareag.wsstack.messagereceivers.AdapterMessageReceiver is invoked,
it tries to find a parameter named adapter in the currently invoked service. The adapter
parameter denotes a name of a class that implements the
com.softwareag.wsstack.adapter.api.Adapter interface. The message receiver attempts
to instantiate and execute the configured adapter.

Action

Add an adapter parameter to your service definition (in your services.xml file). As a
value to the parameter, set the required adapter implementation class.

WSSMRE0004

The configured adapter class is invalid: ''{0}''

Explanation

When com.softwareag.wsstack.messagereceivers.AdapterMessageReceiver is invoked,
it tries to find a parameter named adapter in the currently invoked service. The adapter
parameter denotes a name of a class that implements the
com.softwareag.wsstack.adapter.api.Adapter interface. The message receiver attempts
to instantiate and execute the configured adapter.

Action

Specify a valid adapter class name as a value to the adapter parameter in your service
definition.

WSSOGE0000

Failed to add service {0}

Explanation

Failed to add service.

Action

Contact SoftwareAG global support.

WSSOGE0001

Failed to handle service modification {0}

Explanation

Failed to handle service modification.

Action

Contact SoftwareAG global support.
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WSSOGE0002

Failed to handle service removal {0}

Explanation

Failed to handle service removal.

Action

Contact SoftwareAG global support.

WSSOGE0003

Failed to add service {0}

Explanation

Internal error. Failed to add service.

Action

Contact SoftwareAG global support.

WSSOGE0004

Failed to handle service removal {0}

Explanation

Internal error. Failed to handle service removal.

Action

Contact SoftwareAG global support.

WSSOGE0010

The specified {0} property points to a non-existing or non-readable file. Using
default.

Explanation

The main axis2.xml configuration file is missing.

Action

Make sure that the configured axis2.xml file is in the correct location and is readable.

WSSOGE0013

Cannot set axi2.xml URL as axisConfig parameter.

Explanation

Internal error. Cannot set the axi2.xml URL as an axisConfig parameter.

Action

Contact SoftwareAG global support.

WSSOGE0016

Error during module shutdown: {0}

Explanation

Internal error. The error occured during module shutdown.

Action

Contact SoftwareAG global support.

WSSOGE0021

Failed to remove group {0}

Explanation

Internal error. Failed to remove group.

Action

Contact Software AG global support.

WSSOGE0023

Failed to resolve relative resource: {0} from bundle {1}

Explanation

Internal error. Failed to resolve resource from a bundle.

Action

Contact Software AG global support.
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WSSOGE0025

Failed to resolve relative resource {0} from bundle {1}

Explanation

Internal error. Failed to resolve resource from a bundle.

Action

Contact Software AG global support.

WSSOGE0031

AxisConfigurator instance (class '{0}') does not derive from {1}, Web Services Stack
Deploy Servlet will not be functional.

Explanation

Provided axis configurator is not aware of the axis deploy engine.

Action

Contact Software AG global support.

WSSPWE0000

UsernameToken authentication failed.

Explanation

Invalid or empty password provided.

Action

Provide valid credentials.

WSSPWE0001

Unknown password callback type: {0}.

Explanation

Invalid usage of the password callback handler. Valid usage is for signing, decryption,
and username password validation.

Action

Provide a valid usage of the callback handler.

WSSPWE0004

The system cannot load the LDAP configuration for the password callback handler:
{0}.

Explanation

The password callback handler needs LDAP configuration. If it is not configured, the
default LDAP configuration ldap.properties is used. LDAP configuration file cannot
be loaded.

Action

Provide valid LDAP configuration.

WSSPWE0008

Invalid LDAP configuration for the password callback handler.

Explanation

One or more of the required LDAP configuration properties are not available in the
LDAP configuration.

Action

Provide all required LDAP configuration properties.

WSSPWE0009

UsernameToken authentication failed.

Explanation

Invalid or empty password provided. The user cannot be authenticated.

Action

Provide valid, non-empty values for username and password.
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WSSPWE0010

Cannot recognize the following user ID: ''{0}''.

Explanation

Invalid or empty username, or certificate alias provided.

Action

Check the spelling and provide a valid, non-empty value for username, or certificate
alias (depending on the use case).

WSSPWE0012

System cannot load the password callback handler configuration file: {0}.

Explanation

The password callback handler configuration file is not found and cannot be loaded.

Action

Check if the configuration file exists and if the path to the file is correct.

WSSPWE0013

Cannot convert the configuration from a stream to an OMElement: {0}.

Explanation

A problem occurs while converting the configuration file content to an OMElement.

Action

Check and validate the XML format of the configuration file.

WSSRME0000

Exception on callback.

Explanation

Internal error. Failed to receive message on callback.

Action

Contact Software AG global support.

WSSRME0001

Exception on callback.

Explanation

Internal error. Failed to receive message on callback.

Action

Contact Software AG global support.

WSSTLW0013

Password must comply with 3 out of the following 4 rules: at least 1 uppercase
character, 1 lowercase character, 1 digit, and 1 special character. Minimum password
length is 10 characters.

WSSTRE0001

Cannot close the input stream of the file; the file absolute path value is [{0}]. The
exception message is: {1}.

Explanation

Cannot close a file input stream or cannot release system resources associated with
the stream.

Action

Check the file state. For example, it can be locked by another process.
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WSSTRE0002

The used key cannot be "null".

Explanation

The key that is used for a property is null.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

WSSTRE0003

Cannot close an input/output stream of type [{0}]; the exception message is: {1}

Explanation

There is an exception during input/output stream closure.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

WSSTRE0004

There is an error while manipulating an input/output stream in use.

Explanation

There is an exception during input/output stream processing.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

WSSTRE0005

The repository listener is not initialized.

Explanation

The repository listener is not initialized.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

WSSTRE0006

The following operation is not supported: [{0}].

Explanation

Non existing operation requested.

Action

Check that an operation with the specified name exists. Contact Software AG Global
Support.

WSSTRE0007

Cannot delete the file with the following file path: [{0}].

Explanation

There is a problem deleting the file.

Action

Check that the file exists and it is not locked. Check that you have sufficient
permissions to delete the file.

WSSTRE0008

Cannot create a directory in the following location: [{0}].

Explanation

There is a problem while creating a "services" directory.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support.

WSSTRE0009

The following Web service element cannot be null: {0}.

Explanation

The Web service element is null.

Action

Check the content structure of the Web service that is deployed dynamically.
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WSSTRE0010

The name of the Web service client {0} must not be null or empty.

Explanation

The name of the Web service client that is instantiated is null or empty.

Action

Check the Web service client implementation.

WSSTRE0011

Cannot delete the following directory: [{0}].

Explanation

There is a problem while deleting a Web service directory.

Action

Check that the Web service directory is not locked and check that you have sufficient
permissions to delete the directory.

WSSXTE0000

{0}: An XML document that is empty, invalid or does not exist.

Explanation

The document is empty or invalid.

Action

Provide a valid, non-empty XML document.

WSSXTE0013

Unexpected element found after the SOAP Body element: ''{0}''

Explanation

Web Services Stack is processing an invalid message. The sent message contains an
unexpected element in the SOAP Envelope after the SOAP Body element. A SOAP
Envelope is expected to contains only an optional SOAP Header element followed
by one SOAP Body element.

Action

Inform the web service conversation partner that they are generating invalid web
service messages.

WSSXTE0014

Unexpected element found after the SOAP envelope has been consumed: ''{0}''

Explanation

Web Services Stack is processing an invalid message. The sent message contains an
unexpected element after the already consumed SOAP Envelope. A web service
message is expected to contain a single SOAP Envelope element.

Action

Inform the web service conversation partner that they are generating invalid web
service messages.

WSSXTE0016

Failed to marshall response object.

Explanation

Internal error. Failed to marshall response object.

Action

Contact Software AG global support.
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WSSXTE0017

Could not close piped output stream.

Explanation

Internal error. Could not close piped output stream.

Action

Contact Software AG global support.

WSSXTE0018

Invalid timeout value format: not a number.

Explanation

Illegal number for timeout config parameter.

Action

Check timeout parameters: SO_TIMEOUT, CONNECTION_TIMEOUT

WSSXTW0019

Could not obtain inbound message context.

Explanation

The obtained axis2 message context is invalid.

Action

Contact SoftwareAG global support.
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NUMSPME0001

Unexpected exception encountered.

Explanation

An unexpected exception occurred.

Action

Check the detailed error message. Contact Software AG Global Support for further
assistance.

NUMSPME0002

An error occurred while identifying the inventory components of Universal
Messaging.

Explanation

Unexpected exception occurred while identifying the inventory components of
Universal Messaging.

Action

Please contact webMethods Administrator.

NUMSPME0003

An error occurred while retrieving the interfaces configured for Universal
Messaging.

Explanation

Unable to read the adapters.nst file.

Action

Please contact webMethods Administrator.

NUMSPME0005

Invalid configuration instance. {0} entered.

Explanation

Format of the port configuration is wrong.

Action

Contact your webMethods product administrator and re-configure the port settings.
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NUMSPME0006

Invalid configuration object. {0} expected.

Explanation

Format of the port configuration is wrong.

Action

Contact your webMethods product administrator and re-configure the port settings.

NUMSPME0007

Invalid input for the port alias.

Explanation

The input for the port alias is not valid.

Action

Input a valid port alias or keep the port alias field empty.

NUMSPME0008

SSL configuration cannot be set for a non-SSL port.

Explanation

SSL configuration can be set only for the SSL ports.

Action

Remove the SSL configuration from the non-SSL port and try again.

NUMSPME0009

The configuration instance ID argument is missing.

Explanation

The configuration instance ID is required to load the port configuration.

Action

Specify the configuration instance ID.

NUMSPME0010

No port matches the provided configuration instance ID.

Explanation

The provided configuration instance ID is incorrect.

Action

Verify the configuration instance ID provided for configuration update.

NUMSPME0011

Protocol entered for the interface is incorrect.

Explanation

The protocol can only be NSP, NHP, NSPS, or NHPS.

Action

Verify the protocol value entered for the port.

NUMSPME0012E

Unable to connect to the UM realm server.

Explanation

Unable to connect to the UM realm server. None of the interfaces can connect to the
realm server.

Action

Verify if at least one interface is available for the relam server.

NUMSPME0013

At least one port must be specified.

Explanation

Port configuration is not specified in the port settings input.

Action

Add the port configuration to the port settings input.
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NUMSPME0014

Error occurred while saving the port configurations.

Explanation

Unable to save the port configurations.

Action

See the detailed error message and verify the cause of failure.

NUMSPME0015

Only one set of port settings is allowed.

Explanation

More than one set of port settings are passed in the input.

Action

Configure only one set of port setting.

NUMSPME0016

Universal Messaging port number must not be changed.

Explanation

Attempted to change the Universal Messaging port number.

Action

Do not modify the port number.

NUMSPME0017

Universal Messaging Server port type must be STANDARD.

Explanation

Universal Messaging Server port type is not STANDARD.

Action

Set the Universal Messaging Server port type as STANDARD.

NUMSPME0018

Universal Messaging Server protocol must be NSP, NHP, NHPS, or NSPS.

Explanation

Universal Messaging Server protocol is not valid.

Action

Set NSP, NHP, NSPS, or NHPS as the Universal Messaging port protocol.

NUMSPME0019

Do not modify the BindAddress.

Explanation

Attempted to modify the BindAddress.

Action

Do not modify the BindAddress in the input.

NUMSPME0020

Invalid argument provided.

Explanation

Invalid value provided for argument. Port cannot be configured.

Action

Verify and provide correct value for all the arguments. Refer to the Universal
Messaging documentaion for more information about argument values.

NUMSPME0021

IPAccess is not supported by Universal Messaging.

Explanation

IPAccess is set, but Universal Messaging does not support IPAccess.

Action

Do not set the IPAccess.
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NUMSPME0022

KeepAliveTimeout is not supported by Universal Messaging.

Explanation

KeepAliveTimeout is set, but Universal Messaging does not support
KeepAliveTimeout.

Action

Do not set the KeepAliveTimeout.

NUMSPME0023

ThreadPool is not supported by Universal Messaging.

Explanation

ThreadPool is set, but Universal Messaging does not support ThreadPool.

Action

Do not set the ThreadPool.

NUMSPME0024

URLAccess is not supported by Universal Messaging.

Explanation

URLAccess is set, but Universal Messaging does not support URLAccess.

Action

Do not set the URLAccess.

NUMSPME0025

Keystore definition must not be null.

Explanation

Keystore definition for SSL in the port configuration input is set to Null.

Action

Set a valid value for the keystore definition.

NUMSPME0026

Truststore definition must not be null.

Explanation

Truststore definition for SSL in the port configuration input is set to Null.

Action

Set a valid value for the truststore definition.

NUMSPME0027

Cannot delete this interface. At least one interface is required for a Universal
Messaging server.

Explanation

At least one interface must exist for a Universal Messaging server.

Action

Make sure you retain at least one interface for a Universal Messaging server.

NUMSPME0028

Unexpected error occurred while fetching the monitoring data.

Explanation

An internal error occurred while fetching the monitoring data.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support for further assistance.

NUMSPME0029

The primary port cannot be stopped.

Explanation

The primary port of a ream server cannot be stopped.

Action

Do not attempt to stop the primary port of a ream server.
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NUMSPME0030

Keystore definition type can only be JKS.

Explanation

Keystore definition type can only be JKS.

Action

Specify JKS in the keystore type.

NUMSPME0031

Truststore definition type can only be JKS.

Explanation

Truststore definition type can only be JKS.

Action

Specify JKS for the Truststore type.

NUMSPME0032

Client Authentication cannot be set to REQUEST_CERTIFICATE.

Explanation

Only values supported for client authentication is REQUIRE_CERTIFICATE or NONE.

Action

Use either REQUIRE_CERTIFICATE or NONE.

NUMSPME0033

Universal Messaging instance management operation failed.

Explanation

An error occurred during the instance management operation.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support for further assistance.

NUMSPME0034

Universal Messaging instance creation operation failed for the instance with name
{0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while creating the Universal Messaging instance.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support for further assistance.

NUMSPME0035

Universal Messaging instance deletion operation failed for the instance with name
{0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while deleting the Universal Messaging instance.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support for further assistance.

NUMSPME0036

Universal Messaging instance management read operation failed for the runtime
component {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while reading the Universal Messaging instance.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support for further assistance.
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NUMSPME0037

Universal Messaging instance management does not support the operation called
on the runtime component {0}.

Explanation

The specified operation is not supported by Universal Messaging instance
management.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support for further assistance.

NUMSPME0038

Universal Messaging instance management operation was called with an invalid
server name for the runtime component {0}.

Explanation

Universal Messaging instance name specified for the operation is invalid or empty.

Action

Provide a valid Universal Messaging instance name.

NUMSPME0039

Universal Messaging instance management operation was called with an empty
server name for product-id {0}.

Explanation

Universal Messaging instance name specified for the operation is invalid or empty.

Action

Provide a valid Universal Messaging instance name.

NUMSPME0040

Universal Messaging instance management operation was called with an empty
port for product-id {0}.

Explanation

The port specified for the Universal Messaging instance management operation is
invalid or empty.

Action

Provide a valid port number for the Universal Messaging instance.

NUMSPME0041

Universal Messaging instance name, {0}, already exists.

Explanation

The Universal Messaging instance name specified already exists.

Action

Choose a Universal Messaging instance name, which is not already present.

NUMSPME0042

Universal Messaging instance management operation was called with the wrong
product id, {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred during the instance management operation.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support for further assistance.

NUMSPME0043

Universal Messaging user repository file does not exist.

Explanation

The new repository file for the Universal Messaging users does not exist on the file
system.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support for further assistance.
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NUMSPME0044

Universal Messaging cluster update operation failed for the instance with name
{0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while updating the cluster details of the Universal Messaging
instance.

Action

Check the detailed error message. Contact Software AG Global Support for further
assistance.

NUMSPME0045

Universal Messaging cluster management operation failed.

Explanation

An error occurred during the cluster management operation.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support for further assistance.

NUMSPME0046

Universal Messaging cluster get operation failed for the instance with name {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while getting the cluster details of the Universal Messaging instance.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support for further assistance.

NUMSPME0047

The configuration instance ID argument is missing.

Explanation

The configuration instance ID is required to load the cluster configuration.

Action

Specify the configuration instance ID.

NUMSPME0049

Universal Messaging cluster operation failed. Minimum of two Universal Messaging
server instances are required in the cluster.

Explanation

Minimum of two Universal Messaging server instances are required in the cluster.

Action

Make sure the cluster has a minimum of two Universal Messaging server instances.
Contact Software AG Global Support for further assistance.

NUMSPME0050

Cannot update the {0} site information for {1} Universal Messaging server instance
in {2} cluster.

Explanation

Failed to add or delete the site information to a server node in the cluster.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support for further assistance.

NUMSPME0051

Cannot update {0} prime site for {1} cluster. The specified prime site does not belong
to the cluster.

Explanation

Failed to update the prime site of the cluster. Only a site defined in the cluster can be
specified as the prime site.

Action

Specify one of the sites defined in the cluster as the prime site. Contact Software AG
Global Support for further assistance.
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NUMSPME0052

Cannot create the {0} site information for {1} Universal Messaging server instance
in {2} cluster.

Explanation

Failed to create the site for the server node in the cluster.

Action

Check the detailed error message. Contact Software AG Global Support for further
assistance.

NUMSPME0053

Universal Messaging cluster create operation failed.

Explanation

An error occurred while creating the Universal Messaging cluster.

Action

Check the detailed error message. Contact Software AG Global Support for further
assistance.

NUMSPME0054

Universal Messaging cluster delete operation failed for the cluster with name {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while deleting the Universal Messaging cluster.

Action

Check the detailed error message. Contact Software AG Global Support for further
assistance.

NUMSPME0055

Universal Messaging cluster create operation failed because the cluster name is not
provided.

Explanation

To create a Universal Messaging cluster, you must provide a cluster name.

Action

Specify the cluster name in the input for Universal Messaging cluster creation.

NUMSPME0056

Universal Messaging server instance {0} is either offline or not reachable.

Explanation

For performing cluster management operations, all the nodes of the cluster must be
online.

Action

Make sure that the Universal Messaging server instance is online. Contact Software
AG Global Support for further assistance.

NUMSPME0057

The cluster update operation failed because there is a mismatch in the cluster name.
Actual cluster name is {0} where as the cluster name input is {1}.

Explanation

There is a mismatch between the cluster name specified in the input and the name of
the existing cluster.

Action

Input the correct cluster name. Contact Software AG Global Support for further
assistance.
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NUMSPME0058

The license file you have provided is invalid. Provide a valid license file.

Explanation

Invalid license file provided.

Action

Provide a valid Software AG license file. Please contact Software AG Global Support
for further assistance.

NUMSPME0060

Unable to configure the Universal Messaging server properties.

Explanation

An error occurred while configuring server properties.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support for further assistance.

NUMSPME0061

Unable to load the Universal Messaging server configuration properties. Provide
a valid configuration instance ID.

Explanation

Configuration instance ID is invalid or not provided.

Action

Provide a valid configuration instance ID.

NUMSPME0062

Parameter validation failed. Unable to update the Universal Messaging server
configuration parameters.

Explanation

Incorrect configuration parameter values provided.

Action

See the Universal Messaging documentation for information about valid configuration
parameter values.

NUMSPME0063

Unable to update Universal Messaging server configuration parameters.

Explanation

An error occurred when updating the Universal Messaging server configuration
properties.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support for further assistance.

NUMSPME0064

The Universal Messaging server configuration parameter provided is null or does
not exist within the group.

Explanation

The Universal Messaging server parameter is null or does not exist.

Action

See the Command Central Help and Universal Messaging documentation for
information about valid parameters and values.

NUMSPME0065

Cannot create the {0} site information for {1} Universal Messaging server instance
in {2} cluster within the event time interval.

Explanation

Failed to create the site information for the server node in the cluster, in the time
interval.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support for further assistance.
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NUMSPME0066

An error occurred while initializing the Universal Messaging Context.

Explanation

An error occurred while initializing the Universal Messaging Context for the Universal
Messaging server.

Action

Ensure that the Universal Messaging server is running.

NUMSPME0067

An error occurred while initializing the Universal Messaging Context for Universal
Messaging server {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while initializing the Universal Messaging Context for the Universal
Messaging server.

Action

Ensure that the Universal Messaging server is running.

NUMSPME0068

An error occurred while retrieving the JNDI connection factory entries.

Explanation

An error occurred while retrieving the JNDI connection factory entries from the
Universal Messaging server.

Action

Ensure that the Universal Messaging server is running and the JNDI connection
factories are present on the server.

NUMSPME0069

An error occurred while retrieving the JNDI connection factory entries for the
Universal Messaging server {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while retrieving the JNDI connection factory entries from the
Universal Messaging server.

Action

Ensure that the Universal Messaging server is running and the JNDI connection
factories are present on the server.

NUMSPME0070

An error occurred while retrieving JNDI connection factory {0} for Universal
Messaging server {1}.

Explanation

An error occurred while retrieving the JNDI connection factory entry from the
Universal Messaging server.

Action

Ensure that the Universal Messaging server is running and the JNDI connection factory
is present on the server.

NUMSPME0071

An error occurred while deleting the JNDI connection factory.

Explanation

An error occurred while deleting the JNDI connection factory from the Universal
Messaging server.

Action

Ensure that the JNDI connection factory is present on the server.
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NUMSPME0072

An error occurred while deleting the JNDI connection factory {0} for Universal
Messaging server {1}.

Explanation

An error occurred while deleting the JNDI connection factory from the Universal
Messaging server.

Action

Ensure that the JNDI connection factory is present on the server.

NUMSPME0073

An error occurred while binding the JNDI connection factory.

Explanation

An error occurred while binding the JNDI connection factory for the Universal
Messaging server.

Action

Ensure that the Universal Messaging server is running.

NUMSPME0074

An error occurred while binding the JNDI connection factory {0} for Universal
Messaging server {1}.

Explanation

An error occurred while binding the JNDI connection factory for the Universal
Messaging server.

Action

Ensure that the Universal Messaging server is running.

NUMSPME0075

An error occurred while updating the JNDI connection factory.

Explanation

An error occurred while updating the JNDI connection factory for the Universal
Messaging server.

Action

Ensure that the Universal Messaging server is running and the JNDI connection factory
is present on the server.

NUMSPME0076

An error occurred while updating the JNDI connection factory {0} for Universal
Messaging server {1}.

Explanation

An error occurred while updating the JNDI connection factory for the Universal
Messaging server.

Action

Ensure that the Universal Messaging server is running and the JNDI connection factory
is present on the server.

NUMSPME0077

An error occurred while loading the JNDI connection factory type for Universal
Messaging server {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while loading the JNDI connection factory type for the Universal
Messaging server.

Action

Ensure that the Universal Messaging server is running.
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NUMSPME0078

An error occurred while creating the JNDI connection factory type {0} for Universal
Messaging server {1}.

Explanation

An error occurred while creating the JNDI connection factory type for the Universal
Messaging server.

Action

Ensure that the Universal Messaging server is running.

NUMSPME0079

An error occurred while binding the JNDI destination.

Explanation

An error occurred while binding the JNDI destination on the Universal Messaging
server.

Action

Ensure that the Universal Messaging server is running.

NUMSPME0080

An error occurred while binding the JNDI destination {0} on Universal Messaging
server {1}.

Explanation

An error occurred while binding the JNDI destination on the Universal Messaging
server.

Action

Ensure that the Universal Messaging server is running.

NUMSPME0081

An error occurred while retrieving the JNDI destination.

Explanation

An error occurred while retrieving the JNDI destination from the Universal Messaging
server.

Action

Ensure that the Universal Messaging server is running and JNDI destinations are
present on the server.

NUMSPME0082

An error occurred while retrieving the JNDI destination from Universal Messaging
server {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while retrieving the JNDI destination from the Universal Messaging
server.

Action

Ensure that the Universal Messaging server is running and JNDI destinations are
present on the server.

NUMSPME0083

An error occurred while retrieving the JNDI destination {0} from Universal
Messaging server {1}.

Explanation

An error occurred while retrieving the JNDI destination from the Universal Messaging
server.

Action

Ensure that the Universal Messaging server is running and JNDI destinations are
present on the server.
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NUMSPME0084

An error occurred while deleting the JNDI destination.

Explanation

An error occurred while deleting the JNDI destination from the Universal Messaging
server.

Action

Ensure that the Universal Messaging server is running and the JNDI destinations are
present on the server.

NUMSPME0085

An error occurred while deleting the JNDI destination {0} from Universal Messaging
server {1}.

Explanation

An error occurred while deleting the JNDI destination from the Universal Messaging
server.

Action

Ensure that the Universal Messaging server is running and the JNDI destinations are
present on the server.

NUMSPME0086

An error occurred while loading the JNDI destination type for Universal Messaging
server {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while loading the JNDI destination type for Universal Messaging
server.

Action

Ensure that the Universal Messaging server is running.

NUMSPME0087

An error occurred while creating the JNDI destination {0} for Universal Messaging
server {1}.

Explanation

An error occurred while creating the JNDI destination on the Universal Messaging
server.

Action

Ensure that the Universal Messaging server is running.

NUMSPME0088

Updating a JNDI destination type is not supported.

Explanation

Update operation for a JNDI destination type is not supported for Universal Messaging
server.

Action

No action required.

NUMSPME0089

The Universal Messaging server is unavailable, check the status of the Universal
Messaging server.

Explanation

The Universal Messaging server might not be running.

Action

Ensure that the Universal Messaging server is running.
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NUMSPME0090

An error occurred while retrieving the Universal Messaging session.

Explanation

An error occurred while retrieving the Universal Messaging session.

Action

Ensure that the Universal Messaging server is running.

NUMSPME0091

An error occurred while retrieving the session for Universal Messaging server {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while retrieving the session for Universal Messaging server {0}.

Action

Ensure that the Universal Messaging server is running.

NUMSPME0092

JNDI connection factory name is either empty or contains invalid characaters.

Explanation

JNDI connection factory name is either empty or contains invalid characaters.

Action

Provide a valid JNDI connection factory name.

NUMSPME0093

Updating JNDI connection factory name is not supported.

Explanation

Update operation for JNDI connection factory name is not supported for the Universal
Messaging server.

Action

No action required.

NUMSPME0094

Updating JNDI connection factory {0} name is not supported.

Explanation

Update operation for JNDI connection factory name is not supported for the Universal
Messaging server.

Action

No action required.

NUMSPME0095

Invalid JNDI connection factory type. Allowed types are Connection Factory, Topic
Connection Factory, Queue Connection Factory, and XA Connection Factory.

Explanation

Invalid JNDI connection factory type. Allowed types are Connection Factory, Topic
Connection Factory, Queue Connection Factory, and XA Connection Factory.

Action

Provide a valid JNDI connection factory type.

NUMSPME0096

JNDI connection factory URL is either empty or invalid.

Explanation

JNDI connection factory URL is either empty or invalid.

Action

Provide a valid JNDI connection factory URL.
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NUMSPME0097

Invalid value provided for JNDI connection factory shared durable property.
Allowed values are true and false.

Explanation

Invalid value provided for JNDI connection factory shared durable property. Allowed
values are true and false.

Action

Provide true to enable and false to disable shared durable for the JNDI connection
factory.

NUMSPME0098

JNDI destination name is either empty or contains invalid characters.

Explanation

JNDI destination name is either empty or contains invalid characters.

Action

Provide a valid JNDI destination name.

NUMSPME0099

Invalid JNDI destination type. Allowed types are Topic and Queue.

Explanation

Invalid JNDI destination type. Allowed types are Topic and Queue.

Action

Provide a valid JNDI destination type.

NUMSPME0100

JNDI store name is either empty or contains invalid characaters.

Explanation

JNDI store name is either empty or contains invalid characaters.

Action

Provide a valid JNDI store name.

NUMSPME0101

Invalid value provided for the JNDI destination auto-create option. Allowed values
are true and false

Explanation

Invalid value provided for the JNDI destination auto-create option. Allowed values
are true and false.

Action

Provide true to enable and false to disable auto-creation of JNDI destinations.

NUMSPME0102

An error occurred while creating a channel on the Universal Messaging server.

Explanation

An error occurred while creating a channel on the Universal Messaging server.

Action

Ensure that the Universal Messaging server is running.

NUMSPME0103

An error occured while creating channel {0} on Universal Messaging server {1}.

Explanation

An error occured while creating a channel on the Universal Messaging server.

Action

Ensure that the Universal Messaging server is running.
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NUMSPME0104

An error occured while creating a queue on the Universal Messaging server.

Explanation

An error occured while creating a queue on the Universal Messaging server.

Action

Ensure that the Universal Messaging server is running.

NUMSPME0105

An error occured while creating queue {0} on Universal Messaging server {1}.

Explanation

An error occured while creating a queue on the Universal Messaging server.

Action

Ensure that the Universal Messaging server is running.

NUMSPME0106

The JNDI connection factory already exists on the Universal Messaging server.

Explanation

The JNDI connection factory already exists on the Universal Messaging server.

Action

Provide a different name for the JNDI connection factory.

NUMSPME0107

JNDI connection factory {0} already exists on Universal Messaging server {1}.

Explanation

JNDI connection factory already exists on the Universal Messaging server.

Action

Provide a different name for the JNDI connection factory.

NUMSPME0108

The JNDI destination already exists on the Universal Messaging server.

Explanation

The JNDI destination already exists on the Universal Messaging server.

Action

Provide a different name for the JNDI destination.

NUMSPME0109

JNDI destination {0} already exists on Universal Messaging server {1}.

Explanation

JNDI destination already exists on Universal Messaging server.

Action

Provide a different name for the JNDI destination.

NUMSPME0110

Unable to load Universal Messaging server configuration properties user interface.

Explanation

An error occurred while reading or writing configuration properties.

Action

Contact Software AG Global Support for further assistance.

NUMSPME0111

Unable to establish connection with the Universal Messaging server.

Explanation

An error occurred while retrieving the session from the Universal Messaging server.

Action

Ensure that the Universal Messaging server is running.
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NUMSPME0112

Unable to retrieve the session attribute object associated with with Universal
Messaging server session.

Explanation

An exception occurred while retrieving the session attribute.

Action

Ensure that the Universal Messaging server is running.

NUMSPME0113

Unable to find the Universal Messaging channel on this Universal Messaging sever.

Explanation

An error occurred while retrieving the Universal Messaging channel on the Universal
Messaging realm server connected to this session, or a joined realm.

Action

Please check if the channel exists on this Universal Messaging sever.

NUMSPME0114

Unable to retrieve the named object on this channel.

Explanation

An error occurred while retrieving the named object details from this channel on the
Universal Messaging server.

Action

Please check if the namd object exists on this channel.

NUMSPME0115

Unable to delete the named object on this channel.

Explanation

An error occurred while deleting the named object from this channel on the Universal
Messaging server.

Action

Please check if the named object exists on this channel.

NUMSPME0116

Missing argument: {0}.

Explanation

Arguments not provided. Please provide both the channel and durable subscriber
names to view details or delete a durable subscriber.

Action

Provide valid arguments for durable subscriber or channel.

NUMSPME0117

Unable to connect to the Universal Messaging server.

Explanation

An error occurred while retrieving the session from the Universal Messaging server.

Action

Please check if the Universal Messaging server is running.

NUMSPME0118

Unable to retrieve the channel/queue {0} from Universal Messaging server {1}.

Explanation

An error occurred while retrieving the channel/queue from the Universal Messaging
server.

Action

Ensure that the Universal Messaging server is running and the specified channel/queue
exists on the server.
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NUMSPME0119

Unable to establish connection with the Universal Messaging server {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while connecting to the Universal Messaging server.

Action

Ensure that the Universal Messaging server exists and is running.

NUMSPME0120

An error occurred while loading channel configuration for the Universal Messaging
server {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while loading channel configuration for the Universal Messaging
server.

Action

Ensure that the Universal Messaging server is running.

NUMSPME0121

Unable to retrieve the channel list for the Universal Messaging server {0}.

Explanation

An error occured while retrieving the list of channels for the Universal Messaging
server.

Action

Check if the Universal Messaging server is running and if the channels are configured.

NUMSPME0122

Unable to retrieve the details of channel {0} in Universal Messaging server {1}.

Explanation

An error occured while retrieving the channel details for the Universal Messaging
server.

Action

Check if the Universal Messaging server is running and if the channel exists on the
server.

NUMSPME0123

Unable to connect to the Universal Messaging server {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while connecting to the Universal Messaging server.

Action

Ensure that the Universal Messaging server exists and is running.

NUMSPME0124

An error occurred while loading the queues for the Universal Messaging server {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while loading the queues for the Universal Messaging server.

Action

Ensure that the Universal Messaging server exists and is running.

NUMSPME0125

Unable to retrieve the queue list for the Universal Messaging server {0}.

Explanation

An error occured while retrieving the queue list for the Universal Messaging server.

Action

Please check if the Universal Messaging server is running and has queues configured.
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NUMSPME0126

Unable to retrieve the details of the queue {0} in Universal Messaging server {1}.

Explanation

An error occured while retrieving the queue details from the Universal Messaging
server.

Action

Please check if Universal Messaging server is running and the queue exists on the
server.

NUMSPME0127

Universal Messaging instance management operation failed, exit code - {0}, full
command - {1}, standard output - {2}

Explanation

The Universal Messaging instance management operation failed due to an error.

Action

Check the Platform Manager and Universal Messaging logs to find the error, resolve
the error and retry.

NUMSPME0128

Unable to create or update the channel as the channel name is not provided or is
invalid.

Explanation

Cannot create or update the channel with an empty or invalid name.

Action

Provide a valid channel name.

NUMSPME0129

Unable to create or update the channel as the channel TTL value provided is invalid.

Explanation

Cannot create or update a channel as the TTL is negative.

Action

Provide a TTL value between 0 to 2147483647.

NUMSPME0130

Unable to create or update the channel as the provided channel capacity value is
invalid.

Explanation

Cannot create or update a channel as the provided value for the channel capacity is
in negative.

Action

Provide a capacity value between 0 to 2147483647.

NUMSPME0131

Unable to create or update the channel as the channel type provided is invalid.

Explanation

Cannot create or update a channel because the channel type provided is invalid.

Action

Provide a valid channel type.

NUMSPME0132

Unable to create or update the channel as the channel engine provided is invalid

Explanation

Cannot create or update the channel because the channel engine type provided is
invalid.

Action

Provide a valid channel engine type.
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NUMSPME0133

Unable to create or update the channel as the publish key name provided is invalid.

Explanation

Cannot create or update a channel becaue the publish key name provided is invalid
.

Action

Provide a valid channel publish key name.

NUMSPME0134

Unable to create or update the channel as the key depth value provided is invalid.

Explanation

Cannot create or update a channel bacause the key depth value provided is invalid.

Action

Provide a valid channel key depth.

NUMSPME0135

Unable to create or update the channel as the priority value provided is invalid.

Explanation

Cannot create or update a channel because the priority value provided is invalid.

Action

Provide a value between 0 to 9.

NUMSPME0136

Unable to create or update the channel as the selected stamp dictionary is invalid.

Explanation

Cannot create /update a channel with an invalid stamping dictionary

Action

Select a valid stamp dictionary.

NUMSPME0137

Unable to create the channel {0} on Universal Messaging server {1}.

Explanation

An error occured while creating the channel on the Universal Messaging server.

Action

Ensure that the Universal Messaging server is running.

NUMSPME0138

Unable to create/update the channel attributes as the provided parameters are
invalid.

Explanation

An error occured while creating/updating the channel attributes as the provided input
parameters are invalid.

Action

Ensure that the provided input channel parameter values are valid.

NUMSPME0139

Unable to create/update the channel as the dead event store provided is invalid.

Explanation

An error occured while creating/updating the channel as the provided dead event
store does not exist on the Universal Messaging server.

Action

Ensure that the dead event store channel or queue provided exists on the server.
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NUMSPME0140

Unable to create the channel as channel {0} already exists on server {1}.

Explanation

Channel already exists on the server.

Action

Create a channel with a different name.

NUMSPME0141

Unable to delete the channel or queue {0} on Universal Messaging server {1}.

Explanation

An error occured while deleting the channel or queue on the Universal Messaging
server.

Action

Check if the Universal Messaging server is running.

NUMSPME0142

Unable to update the channel or queue {0} on Universal Messaging server {1}.

Explanation

An error occured while updating the channel or queue on the Universal Messaging
server.

Action

Check if the Universal Messaging server is running.

NUMSPME0143

Cannot update the channel or queue {0} on Universal Messaging server {1} because
of invalid input parameters.

Explanation

An error occured while updating the channel or queue for the Universal Messaging
server because of invalid input parameters.

Action

Ensure that the input parameters are valid and correct.

NUMSPME0144

Unable to update the channel or queue {0} on Universal Messaging server {1}.

Explanation

Update failed because an error occurred while copying the new configuration over
the existing channel or queue configuration.

Action

Ensure that the Universal Messaging server is running.

NUMSPME0145

Unable to create or update the channel or queue {0} on Universal Messaging server
{1}.

Explanation

An error occured while creating or updating the channel or queue on Universal
Messaging server because of invalid input storage parameters.

Action

Ensure that the input storage parameters are valid and correct.

NUMSPME0146

Unable to create queue {0} on Universal Messaging server {1}.

Explanation

An error occured while creating the queue on Universal Messaging server.

Action

Ensure that the Universal Messaging server is running.
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NUMSPME0147

Unable to create or update the queue.

Explanation

Cannot create or update the queue because of empty or invalid name.

Action

Ensure that you provide a valid name.

NUMSPME0148

Unable to create or update the queue bacause the TTL value is invalid.

Explanation

Cannot create or update a queue as the TTL value is negative.

Action

PLease provide a TTL between 0 to 2147483647 (exclusive)

NUMSPME0149

Unable to create or update the queue as the channel capacity value is invalid.

Explanation

Cannot create or update a queue as the capacity is negative.

Action

Enter a capacity value between 0 to 2147483647.

NUMSPME0150

Unable to create or update the channel because the queue type is invalid.

Explanation

Cannot create or update a queue with an invalid type.

Action

Provide a valid queue type.

NUMSPME0151

Unable to create or update the channel because the priority value is invalid.

Explanation

Cannot create or update a channel with an invalid event priority.

Action

Provide a priority value between 0 to 9 (lowest to highest) .

NUMSPME0152

Unable to create or update the channel as the stamping dictionary value provided
is invalid.

Explanation

Cannot create or update a channel with an invalid stamping dictionary.

Action

Provide a valid stamping dictionary value.

NUMSPME0153

Unable to create the queue attributes as the provided parameters are invalid.

Explanation

An error occured while creating the queue attributes as the input parameters are
invalid.

Action

Provide valid queue parameters.

NUMSPME0154

Unable to create the channel attributes as the dead event store is invalid.

Explanation

An error occured while creating the channel attributes as the provided dead event
store does not exist on the Universal messaging server.

Action

Ensure that the dead event store channel or queue exists on the server.
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NUMSPME0155

Unable to create the queue as queue {0} already exists on server {1}.

Explanation

Queue exists on the server.

Action

Create a queue with a different name.

NUMSPME0156

Missing argument: {0}.

Explanation

Arguments not provided. Provide the channel name to view status of a channel.

Action

Provide a valid channel name.

NUMSPME0157

Unable to retrieve the status of channel {0} in Universal Messaging server {1}.

Explanation

An error occured while retrieving the channel details from the Universal Messaging
server.

Action

Ensure that the Universal Messaging server is running and the channel exists on the
server.

NUMSPME0158

Arguments not provided.

Explanation

Arguments not provided. Provide the queue name to view status of a queue.

Action

Provide queue name as the argument.

NUMSPME0159

Unable to retrieve the status of queue {0} for Universal Messaging server {1}.

Explanation

An error occured while retrieving the queue status from the Universal Messaging
server.

Action

Ensure that the Universal Messaging server is running and the queue exists on the
server.

NUMSPME0160

Unable to retrieve ACLs for channel {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while retrieving ACLs for channel {0}.

Action

Check the Platform Manager and Universal Messaging logs to find the error resolve
the error and retry.

NUMSPME0161

Unable to add ACLs for channel {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while adding ACLs to a channel.

Action

Check the Platform Manager and Universal Messaging logs to find the error; resolve
the error and retry.
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NUMSPME0162

Unable to update ACLs for channel {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while updating ACLs for channel {0}.

Action

Check the Platform Manager and Universal Messaging logs to find the error; resolve
the error and retry.

NUMSPME0163

Unable to create an ACL entry with subject {0} for channel {1}.

Explanation

An error occurred when creating an ACL entry object for the channel.

Action

Check the Platform Manager and Universal Messaging logs to find the error; resolve
the error and retry.

NUMSPME0164

Unable to retrieve ACLs for queue {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred when retrieving ACLs for the queue.

Action

Check the Platform Manager and Universal Messaging logs to find the error; resolve
the error and retry.

NUMSPME0165

Unable to add ACLs for queue {0}.

Explanation

Adding ACLs to a queue failed due to an error.

Action

Check the Platform Manager and Universal Messaging logs to find the error; resolve
the error and retry.

NUMSPME0166

Unable to update ACLs for queue {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred when updating ACLs for a queue.

Action

Check the Platform Manager and Universal Messaging logs to find the error; resolve
the error and retry.

NUMSPME0167

Unable to create the ACL entry with name {0} for queue {1}.

Explanation

An error occurred in creating ACL entry object with name {0} for queue {1}.

Action

Check the Platform Manager and Universal Messaging logs to find the error; resolve
the error and retry.

NUMSPME0168

Unable to create the ACL entry with subject {0} for channel {1}.

Explanation

Invalid group name provided for ACL entry object with subject {0} for channel {1}.

Action

Provide a valid group name.
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NUMSPME0169

Unable to create the ACL entry with name {0} for queue {1}.

Explanation

Invalid group name provided for ACL entry with name {0}, for queue {1}.

Action

Provide a valid group name.

NUMSPME0170

Unable to create a join from {0} to {1} because the operation is unsupported.

Explanation

An error occurred while creating the join.

Action

Ensure that the source node is a valid channel. For archived join, ensure that the
destination node is a queue.

NUMSPME0171

Unable to create a join from {0} to {1}.

Explanation

An error occurred while creating the join.

Action

Ensure that the source is a valid channel and the Universal Messaging server is
running.

NUMSPME0172

Unable to delete the join from {0} to {1} as this operation is unsupported.

Explanation

An error occurred while deleting the join.

Action

Ensure that the source node is a valid channel.

NUMSPME0173

Unable to delete the join from {0} to {1}.

Explanation

An error occurred while deleting the join.

Action

Ensure that the source is a valid channel and the Universal Messaging server is
running.

NUMSPME0174

Unable to delete the join from {0} to {1} as this is not a source node.

Explanation

An error occurred while deleting the join.

Action

Delete the join from the source node. A join cannot be deleted from a destination
node.

NUMSPME0175

Unable to create the cluster.

Explanation

Unable to create the cluster because the Universal Messaging server instance is already
part or another cluster or the server instance already exists in the cluster or a local
store is configured in one of the server instances that you are adding to the cluster.

Action

Ensure that the Universal Messaging server instance added to the cluster complies
to the restrictions provided in the error message explanation.
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NUMSPME0176

Unable to create the cluster.

Explanation

Session error.

Action

Check the detailed error message in the Command Central and Universal Messaging
logs. Resolve the error and retry.

NUMSPME0177

Unable to create the cluster.

Explanation

Request timed out.

Action

Retry creating the cluster.

NUMSPME0178

Unable to create the cluster.

Explanation

Error in the response received from the realm server.

Action

Check for the detailed error message in the Universal Messaging logs. Resolve the
error and retry.

NUMSPME0179

Unable to create the cluster.

Explanation

The Universal Messaging server instance is currently unreachable.

Action

Check for the detailed error message in the Universal Messaging logs. Resolve the
error and retry.

NUMSPME0180

Unable to create the cluster.

Explanation

Conflicting realm names provided.

Action

Ensure that you provide the correct realm names to create the cluster.

NUMSPME0181

Unable to create the cluster.

Explanation

The Universal Messaging server instance could not be found.

Action

Check for detailed error messages in the Command Central and Universal Messaging
logs. Contact Software AG Global Support for further assistance.

NUMSPME0182

Unable to create the cluster.

Explanation

You do not have the required administration rights for the realm.

Action

Ensure that you have the relevant administration rights for the realm.
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NUMSPME0183

Channel created successfully but cannot create a join from {0} to {1} because the
operation is not supported.

Explanation

An error occurred while creating the join.

Action

Ensure that the source is a valid channel. For archived join, ensure that the destination
node is a queue.

NUMSPME0184

Channel created successfully but cannot create a join from {0} to {1}.

Explanation

An error occurred while creating the join.

Action

Ensure that the source is a valid channel and the Universal Messaging server is
running.

NUMSPME0185

Unable to create a join from {0} to {1} because the operation is not suppported. The
other channel properties are sucessfully updated.

Explanation

An error occurred while creating the join.

Action

Ensure that the source is a valid channel. For archived join, ensure that the destination
node is a queue.

NUMSPME0186

Unable to create a join from {0} to {1}. The other channel properties are sucessfully
updated.

Explanation

An error occurred while creating the join.

Action

Ensure that the source is a valid channel and the Universal Messaging server is
running.

NUMSPME0187

Unable to delete the join from {0} to {1} as the operation is not supported. Other
channel properties are updated.

Explanation

An error occurred while deleting the join.

Action

Ensure that the source node is a valid channel.

NUMSPME0188

Unable to delete the join from {0} to {1}. Other channel properties are updated.

Explanation

An error occurred while deleting the join.

Action

Ensure that the source is a valid channel and the Universal Messaging server is
running.
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NUMSPME0189

Cannot delete the join from {0} to {1} because {0} is not the source node. Other
channel properties are updated.

Explanation

An error occurred while deleting the join.

Action

Delete the join from the source node. A join cannot be deleted from a destination
node.

NUMSPME0190

Unable to create or update the channel as the protobuf descriptor file does not exist.

Explanation

Cannot create or update a channel with an invalid protobuf descriptor file.

Action

Ensure that the protobuf descriptor file exists in the provided path.

NUMSPME0191

Unable to create or update the channel as the protobuf descriptor file provided is
invalid.

Explanation

An error occured while creating or updating the channel because the protobuf
descriptor file provided is invalid.

Action

Provide a valid protobuf descriptor file.

NUMSPME0192

Unable to create or update the queue as the protobuf descriptor file does not exist.

Explanation

Cannot create or update a queue with an invalid protobuf descriptor file.

Action

Ensure that the protobuf descriptor file exists in the provided path.

NUMSPME0193

Unable to create or update the queue as the protobuf descriptor provided is invalid.

Explanation

An error occured while creating or updating the queue because the protobuf descriptor
file provided is invalid.

Action

Provide a valid protobuf descriptor file.

NUMSPME0194

Unable to edit the name of the channel.

Explanation

You cannot edit the name of a channel, operation not supported.

Action

Delete and recreate the channel.

NUMSPME0195

Unable to edit the name of the queue.

Explanation

You cannot edit the name of a queue, operation not supported.

Action

Delete and recreate the queue.
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NUMSPME0196

Unable to retrieve the channel or queue {0} from Universal Messaging server {1}.

Explanation

An error occurred while retrieving the channel or queue from the Universal Messaging
server as the node addition has failed.

Action

Ensure that the Universal Messaging server instances are not clustered.

NUMSPME0197

An error occurred while creating the join.

Explanation

Cannot create the join between {0} and {1} because remote node {1} is not a valid node.

Action

Ensure that the remote node is a valid channel or queue and the Universal Messaging
server is running.

NUMSPME0198

Cannot edit a channel join. Operation not supported.

Explanation

Channel joins can only be created and deleted. Editing is not supported.

Action

Delete and recreate the join with the new join attributes.

NUMSPME0199

Missing argument: {0}.

Explanation

Arguments not provided. Please provide both the channel and durable subscriber
names to delete a durable subscriber.

Action

Provide valid arguments for durable subscriber or channel.

NUMSPME0200

An error occurred while creating file {0} for the Universal Messaging server instance
{1}.

Explanation

An error occurred while creating the file for Universal Messaging instance {1}.

Action

Check the Platform Manager logs for more information about the error.

NUMSPME0201

Invalid cluster configuration. Cluster name not provided for Universal Messaging
server instance {0}.

Explanation

Invalid cluster configuration provided. Cluster name not provided for Universal
Messaging server instance {0}.

Action

Provide a valid cluster name in the cluster configuration.

NUMSPME0202

Invalid cluster configuration. Servers element is required and is not provided for
the Universal Messaging server instance {0}.

Explanation

Invalid cluster configuration. Servers element is required in the cluster configuration
and is not provided for the Universal Messaging server instance {0}.

Action

Provide valid cluster configuration with the necessary servers element.
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NUMSPME0203

Invalid cluster configuration. Server name is required and is not provided for the
Universal Messaging server instance {0}.

Explanation

Invalid cluster configuration. Server name is required and is not provided for the
Universal Messaging server instance {0}.

Action

Provide a valid server name in the cluster configuration.

NUMSPME0204

Invalid cluster configuration. Server URL {0} is not provided or is invalid for
Universal Messaging server name {1} for server instance {2}.

Explanation

Invalid cluster configuration. Server URL {0} is not provided or is invalid for Universal
Messaging server name {1} for server instance {2}.

Action

Provide a valid server URL in the cluster configuration.

NUMSPME0205

Unable to establish connection with the Universal Messaging server {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while connecting to the Universal Messaging server.

Action

Ensure that the Universal Messaging server exists and is running.

NUMSPME0206

An error occurred while loading the realm ACL configuration for the Universal
Messaging server {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while loading the realm ACL configuration for the Universal
Messaging server.

Action

Ensure that the Universal Messaging server is running.

NUMSPME0207

Unable to retrieve the realm ACLs for Universal Messaging server {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while retrieving the realm ACLs for {0}.

Action

Check the Platform Manager and Universal Messaging logs to find the error; resolve
the error and retry.

NUMSPME0208

Unable to update realm ACLs for Universal Messaging server {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while updating ACLs for Universal Messaging server {0}.

Action

Check the Platform Manager and Universal Messaging logs to find the error; resolve
the error and retry.
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NUMSPME0209

Unable to create an ACL entry with subject {0} for Universal Messaging server {1}.

Explanation

An error occurred when creating an ACL entry for the realm.

Action

Check the Platform Manager and Universal Messaging logs to find the error; resolve
the error and retry.

NUMSPME0210

Unable to create the ACL entry with subject {0} for Universal Messaging server {1}.

Explanation

Invalid group name provided for ACL entry object with subject {0} for realm {1}.

Action

Provide an existing group name.

NUMSPME0211

Purge operation not supported on the durable subscriber of type {0}.

Explanation

Purge operation is not allowed for this durable subscriber type.

Action

Purge events on a different durable type.

NUMSPME0212

Unable to establish connection to the Universal Messaging server.

Explanation

An error occurred while retrieving the session from the Universal Messaging server.

Action

Ensure that the Universal Messaging server is running.

NUMSPME0213

An error occurred while trying to view events on the durable subscriber.

Explanation

An error occurred while trying to view events on the durable subscriber.

Action

Ensure that the channel and durable type exists, and the Universal Messaging server
is running.

NUMSPME0214

An error occured while purging events on the durable subscriber.

Explanation

An error occured while purging events on the durable subscriber.

Action

Ensure that the channel and durable type exists, and the Universal Messaging server
is running.

NUMSPME0215

An error occurred while parsing the event header.

Explanation

An error occurred while parsing the event header.

Action

Ensure that the header does not contain corrupted information.
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NUMSPME0217

Invalid arguments provided.

Explanation

Invalid arguments provided.

Action

Ensure that you provide valid arguments and try again.

NUMSPME0227

Creation of realm ACLs for Universal Messaging server is not supported.

Explanation

Create operation for realm ACLs is not supported for a Universal Messaging server.

NUMSPME0228

Deletion of realm ACLs for Universal Messaging server is not supported.

Explanation

Delete operation for realm ACLs is not supported for Universal Messaging server.

NUMSPME0229

Universal Messaging cluster update operation failed for the instance with name
{0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while updating the cluster details of the Universal Messaging
instance.

Action

Ensure that all the cluster nodes are online and the cluster has the quorum.

NUMSPME0239

XA Connection Factory does not support round robin URL.

Action

Change the connection factory type or the URL.

NUMSPME0240

An error occurred while loading the Groups configuration for the Universal
Messaging server {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while loading the groups for the Universal Messaging server.

NUMSPME0241

Unable to retrieve the Groups for Universal Messaging server {0}.

Explanation

An error occured while retrieving the groups list for the Universal Messaging server.

NUMSPME0242

Unable to add entry with subject {0} for Group {1}.

Explanation

An error occured while adding the subject to the group as it might be a non-existent
group

Action

Provide an existing group name or provide a subject in the format user@host.
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NUMSPME0243

Unable to create group {0} for the Universal Messaging server {1}.

Explanation

An error occured while creating a group for the Universal Messaging server.

NUMSPME0244

Unable to delete group {0} for the Universal Messaging server {1}.

Explanation

An error occured while deleting a group for the Universal Messaging server.

NUMSPME0245

Unable to update group {0} for the Universal Messaging server {1}.

Explanation

An error occured while updating a group for the Universal Messaging server.

NUMSPME0246

Unable to add entry with subject {0} for the Group {1}.

Explanation

An error occured while adding a subject to the group.

NUMSPME0247

Unable to connect to the Universal Messaging server {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while connecting to the Universal Messaging server.

NUMSPME0248

Unable to create group as the group name is not provided or is invalid.

Explanation

Cannot create or update group with an empty or invalid name.

Action

Provide a valid group name.

NUMSPME0249

Unable to create zone {0} with Universal Messaging server {1}.

Explanation

An error occurred while creating a zone with the Universal Messaging server.

Action

Check the detailed error message. Contact Software AG Global Support for further
assistance.

NUMSPME0250

Unable to create or update the channel as the read buffer size value provided is
invalid.

Explanation

Cannot create or update a channel because the read buffer size value provided is
invalid.

Action

Provide a read buffer size value between 0 to 2147483647.

NUMSPME0251

Unable to create or update the channel as the events per spindle value provided is
invalid.

Explanation

Cannot create or update a channel because the events per spindle value provided is
invalid.

Action

Provide a value between 0 to 2147483647.
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NUMSPME0252

Unable to create or update the channel as the sync batch property values provided
are invalid.

Explanation

Cannot create or update a channel because the sync batch property values provided
are invalid.

Action

Provide a sync batch property value between 0 to 2147483647.

NUMSPME0253

Unable to create or update the queue as the read buffer size value provided is
invalid.

Explanation

Cannot create or update a queue because the read buffer size value provided is invalid.

Action

Provide a read buffer size value between 0 to 2147483647.

NUMSPME0254

Unable to create or update the queue as the events per spindle value provided is
invalid.

Explanation

Cannot create or update a queue because the events per spindle value provided is
invalid.

Action

Provide a events per spindle value between 0 to 2147483647.

NUMSPME0255

Unable to create or update the queue as the sync batch property values provided
are invalid.

Explanation

Cannot create or update a queue because the sync batch property values provided
are invalid.

Action

Provide a sync batch property value between 0 to 2147483647.

NUMSPME0256

Unable to update zone {0} with Universal Messaging server {1}.

Explanation

An error occurred while updating a zone with the Universal Messaging server.

Action

Check the detailed error message in the Universal Messaging server logs.

NUMSPME0257

Unable to remove link from Universal Messaging server {0} to Universal Messaging
server {1}.

Explanation

An error occurred while removing links between Universal Messaging servers in the
zone.

Action

Check for the detailed error message in the Universal Messaging logs. Resolve the
error and retry.
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NUMSPME0258

Failed to remove cluster link from cluster {0} to cluster {1}.

Explanation

An error occurred while removing links between clusters in the zone.

Action

Ensure the clusters are available and connected.

NUMSPME0259

Unable to retrieve zone details for Universal Messaging server {0}.

Explanation

An error occurred while retrieving the zone members list for the Universal Messaging
server.

Action

Ensure that the Universal Messaging server is running.

NUMSPME0260

The Universal Messaging server instance is currently not accessible .

Explanation

Check for the detailed error messages in the Universal Messaging logs. Resolve the
error and retry.

Action

Ensure that the Universal Messaging server is running.

NUMSPME0261

An error occurred while creating a zone.

Explanation

Zone members are incompatible, clustered and non-clustered Universal Messaging
server instances cannot be in the same zone.

Action

Ensure that the clustered and non-clustered Universal Messaging server instances
are not added to the same zone. Clustered and non-clustered Universal Messaging
server instances need to be grouped in separate zones.

NUMSPME0262

Unable to create a link to the Universal Messaging server {0} from Universal
Messaging server {1}.

Explanation

An error occurred while linking the Universal Messaging servers. Rolling back the
created links.

Action

Ensure that all the Universal Messaging servers that are being linked are running.

NUMSPME0263

Unable to rollback the added Universal Messaging server instance links.

Explanation

An error occurred when rolling back the Universal Messaging instance links added
to the zone.

Action

Check the detailed error message.
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NUMSPME0264

Unable to delete zone {0} with Universal Messaging server {1}.

Explanation

An error occurred while deleting a zone with the Universal Messaging server.

Action

Check the detailed error message.

NUMSPME0265

Unable to create or update the cluster as the server URL provided is invalid.

Explanation

The URL provided for the Universal Messaging server instance is invalid.

Action

Please provide a valid URL for the Universal Messaging server instance.

NUMSPME0266

Cannot disable this interface. At least one interface needs to be enabled.

Explanation

At least one interface should be enabled for a Universal Messaging server.

Action

Ensure that you enable at least one interface for a Universal Messaging server.

NUMSPME0267

The specified prime site is invalid, the prime site specified does not belong to the
cluster.

Explanation

The specified prime site is invalid.

Action

Specify one of the sites defined in the cluster as the prime site.

NUMSPME0268

Unable to create the zone as the zone name is not provided or is invalid.

Explanation

Cannot create or update a zone with an empty or invalid name.

Action

Provide a valid zone name.

NUMSPME0269

Unable to add Universal Messaging server {0} to the zone. Universal Messaging
server {0} is already part of zone {1}.

Explanation

Unable to add Universal Messaging server to the zone as it is already a part of another
zone.

Action

Provide a different Universal Messaging server or remove the server from the other
zone.

NUMSPME0270

Unable to create or update the zone as the server URL provided is invalid.

Explanation

The URL provided for the Universal Messaging server instance is invalid.

Action

Provide a valid URL for the Universal Messaging server instance.
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NUMSPME0271

Unable to update the zone because the zone should contain at least one member.

Explanation

Zone update cannot be performed because a zone should contain at least one cluster.

Action

Ensure at least one cluster is part of the zone after modification.

NUMSPME0272

Unable to retrieve the configured user repository file path for instance {0}.

Explanation

Unable to retrieve the configured user repository file path for instance {0}.

Action

Verify if the user repository file is configured for the instance {0}.

NUMSPMI0048

The Universal Messaging server instance {0} is not a part of any cluster.

Explanation

This Universal Messaging sever instance is not a part of any cluster.

Action

No action required.

NUMSPMW0004

Unable to connect to the Command Central interface of the Universal Messaging
server {0}.

Explanation

Interface factory could not connect to any interface.

Action

Please contact webMethods Administrator.
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